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imposed by the ARRC pursuant to section 17A.4(7) or 17A.8(9); rescission of a rule by the Governor
pursuant to section 17A.4(8); or nullification of a rule by the General Assembly pursuant to Article III,
section 40, of the Constitution of the State of Iowa.

The Supplement may also contain replacement pages for the IAC Index or the Uniform Rules on
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CHAPTER 4
LIQUOR LICENSES—BEER PERMITS—WINE PERMITS

[Ch 4, IAC 7/1/75 rescinded 3/7/79; see Chs 4,5]
[Prior to 10/8/86, Beer and Liquor Control Department[150]]

185—4.1(123) Definitions.
“Act” means the alcoholic beverage control Act.
“Administrator” means the chief administrative officer of the alcoholic beverages division or a

designee.
“Beverages” as used in Iowa Code section 123.3(18) does not include alcoholic liquor, wine, or

beer as defined in Iowa Code sections 123.3(4), 123.3(5), 123.3(7), 123.3(19), 123.3(28), 123.3(30),
123.3(43) and 123.3(47).

“Division” means the alcoholic beverages division of the department of commerce.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.3 and 123.4.

[ARC 2382C, IAB 2/3/16, effective 3/9/16; ARC 3928C, IAB 8/1/18, effective 9/5/18]

185—4.2(123) General requirements. All applicants for liquor control licenses, wine permits, or beer
permits shall comply with the following requirements, where applicable, prior to receiving a liquor
license, wine permit, or beer permit.

4.2(1) Cleanliness of premises. The interior and exterior of all licensed premises shall be kept clean,
free of litter or rubbish, painted and in good repair. Licensees and permittees shall at all times keep and
maintain their respective premises in compliance with the laws, orders, ordinances and rules of the state,
county and city health and fire departments and the Iowa department of inspections and appeals.

4.2(2) Toilet facilities. All licensees and permittees who mix, serve, or sell alcoholic liquor, wine,
or beer for consumption on the licensed premises shall provide for their patrons adequate, conveniently
located separate indoor or outdoor toilet facilities for men and women, which shall conform to county,
city, and department of inspections and appeals’ rules and regulations. In case of outdoor facilities, they
shall be approved by the department of inspections and appeals and the local approving authority where
the licensed premises is located.

4.2(3) Water. All licensed establishments shall be equipped with hot and cold running water from a
source approved by an authorized health department.

4.2(4) Financial standing and reputation. A local authority or the administrator may consider an
applicant’s financial standing and good reputation in addition to the other requirements and conditions
for obtaining a liquor control license, wine or beer permit, or certificate of compliance, and the local
authority or the administrator shall disapprove or deny an application for a liquor control license, wine or
beer permit, or certificate of compliance if the applicant fails to demonstrate that the applicant complies
with the lawful requirements and conditions for holding the license, permit or certificate of compliance.

a. In evaluating an applicant’s “financial standing,” the local authority or the administrator may
consider the following: An applicant’s “financial standing” may include, but is not limited to, verified
source(s) of financial support and adequate operating capital for the applicant’s proposed establishment,
a record of prompt payment of local or state taxes due, a record of prompt payment to the local authority
of fees or charges made by a local authority for municipal utilities or other municipal services incurred
in conjunction with the proposed establishment, and a record of prompt payment or satisfaction of
administrative penalties imposed pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 123.

b. In evaluating an applicant’s “good reputation,” the local authority or the administrator may
consider such factors as, but not limited to, the following: pattern or practice of sales of alcoholic
beverages to 19- and 20-year-old persons for which the licensee or permittee, the licensee’s or
permittee’s agents or employees, have pled or have been found guilty, pattern and practice by the
licensee or permittee, or the licensee’s or permittee’s agents or employees, of violating alcoholic
beverages laws and regulations for which corrective action has been taken since the previous license
or permit was issued, sales to intoxicated persons, licensee or permittee convictions for violations of
laws relating to operating a motor vehicle while under the influence of drugs or alcohol, the recency

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2382C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3928C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/123.pdf
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of convictions under laws relating to operating a motor vehicle while under the influence of drugs or
alcohol, licensee or permittee misdemeanor convictions, the recency of the misdemeanor convictions.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.3(11), 123.21(11) and 123.30.

185—4.3(123) Local ordinances permitted. The foregoing rules shall in no way be construed as to
prevent any county, city or town from adopting ordinances or regulations, which are more restrictive,
governing licensed establishments within their jurisdiction.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 123.39.

185—4.4(123) Licensed premises. The following criteria must be met before a “place” (as used in Iowa
Code section 123.3(25)) may be licensed as a “place susceptible of precise description satisfactory to the
administrator.”

4.4(1) The “place” must be owned by or under the control of the prospective licensee.
4.4(2) The “place” must be solely within the jurisdiction of one local approving authority.
4.4(3) The “place” must be described by a sketch of the “premises” as defined in Iowa Code section

123.3(25) and showing the boundaries of the proposed “place”; showing the locations of selling/serving
areas within the confines of the “place”; showing all entrances and exits; and indicating themeasurements
of the “place” and distances between selling/serving areas.

4.4(4) The “place” must satisfy the health, safety, fire and seating requirements of the division, local
authorities and the Iowa department of inspections and appeals.

4.4(5) Any other criteria as required by the administrator.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.3(25) and 123.4.

[ARC 3928C, IAB 8/1/18, effective 9/5/18]

185—4.5(123) Mixed drinks or cocktails not for immediate consumption. An on-premises liquor
control licensee may mix, store, and allow the consumption of mixed drinks or cocktails which are not
for immediate consumption for up to 72 hours, subject to the requirements and restrictions provided in
2012 Iowa Acts, House File 2465, section 22, and this rule.

4.5(1) Definitions.
“Immediate consumption.” For purposes of Iowa Code section 123.49(2)“d” as amended by 2012

Iowa Acts, House File 2465, section 22, and this rule, “immediate consumption” is defined as the
compounding and fulfillment of a mixed drink or cocktail order upon receipt of the order for the mixed
drink or cocktail.

“Mixed drink or cocktail.” A mixed drink or cocktail is a beverage composed in whole or in part
of alcoholic liquors, combined with other alcoholic beverages or nonalcoholic beverages or ingredients
including but not limited to ice, water, soft drinks, or flavorings.

4.5(2) Location. Mixed drinks or cocktails which are not for immediate consumption shall be mixed,
stored, and consumed on the liquor control licensed premises. Mixed drinks or cocktails shall not be
removed from the licensed premises.

4.5(3) Quantity. A mixed drink or cocktail which is not for immediate consumption shall be mixed
and stored in, and dispensed from, a labeled container in a quantity not to exceed three gallons.

4.5(4) Container. A mixed drink or cocktail which is not for immediate consumption shall at all
times be in a container compliant with applicable state and federal food safety statutes and regulations.

a. The mixed drink or cocktail shall be mixed and remain stored in the same container.
b. The mixed drink or cocktail shall be removed from the stored container for one of the following

dispensing purposes:
(1) To compound and fulfill a mixed drink or cocktail order upon receipt of the order for the mixed

drink or cocktail.
(2) For transfer into a pourable container. The pourable container shall have affixed a label

compliant with subrule 4.5(5) displaying label information identical to that on the container from which
the contents were poured. The expiration date and time shall not be extended by the transfer of product
to a pourable container.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.30.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.39.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3928C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.49.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/185.4.5.pdf
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c. The mixed drink or cocktail may be strained into another container when each of the following
conditions is met:

(1) The mixed drink or cocktail is returned without delay to the labeled container from which it
was strained.

(2) The container and process are compliant with applicable state and federal food safety statutes
and regulations.

d. An original package of alcoholic liquor as purchased from the division or an original package of
wine shall not be used to mix, store, or dispense a mixed drink or cocktail, pursuant to Iowa Code section
123.49(2)“d” as amended by 2012 Iowa Acts, House File 2465, section 22, and section 123.49(2)“e.”

e. The mixed drink or cocktail shall not be mixed, stored, or dispensed from a container bearing
an alcoholic beverage name brand.

4.5(5) Label. A label shall be placed on a container when the contents of the mixed drink or cocktail
are placed into the empty container.

a. Contents are defined in subrule 4.5(6).
b. The label shall be subject to the following requirements and restrictions:
(1) The label shall be affixed to the container in a conspicuous place.
(2) The label shall legibly identify the month, day, and year the contents are placed into the empty

container.
(3) The label shall legibly identify the time the contents were placed into the empty container. The

time shall be reported to the minute utilizing the 12-hour clock, and include either the ante meridian
(AM) or post meridian (PM) part of time.

(4) The label shall legibly identify the month, day, and year the contents expire.
(5) The label shall legibly identify the time the contents expire. The time shall be reported in the

same manner as reported in subparagraph 4.5(5)“b”(4).
(6) The label shall legibly specify the title of the recipe used for the contents of the container.
(7) The label shall legibly identify the person who prepared the contents of the container.
(8) The label shall legibly identify the size of the batch within the container and be conspicuously

marked with the words “CONTAINS ALCOHOL.”
(9) The label shall be removed from the container once the entire contents have been consumed,

transferred to a pourable container pursuant to subparagraph 4.5(4)“b”(2), or destroyed and disposed of
in accordance with applicable law.

(10) A label shall not be reused, nor shall a removed label be reapplied to a container.
(11) A new label, subject to the requirements and restrictions of paragraph 4.5(5)“b,” shall be

placed on the container for each prepared batch of mixed drinks or cocktails which is not for immediate
consumption.

c. A licensee may access a label template on the website of the division located at
www.IowaABD.com.

4.5(6) Contents. Contents include alcoholic beverages, nonalcoholic ingredients, or combination
thereof, which are not for immediate consumption.

a. A licensee is limited to utilizing alcoholic beverages in the mixed drink or cocktail which are
authorized by the license.

b. A licensee shall utilize alcoholic beverages in the mixed drink or cocktail which are obtained
as prescribed by Iowa Code chapter 123.

c. The added flavors and other nonbeverage ingredients of the mixed drink or cocktail shall not
include hallucinogenic substances, added caffeine or added stimulants including but not limited to
guarana, ginseng, and taurine, or a controlled substance as defined in Iowa Code section 124.401.

4.5(7) Disposal.
a. Any mixed drink or cocktail, or portion thereof, not consumed within 72 hours of the contents’

being placed into the empty container is expired and shall be destroyed and disposed of in accordance
with applicable law.

b. An expired mixed drink or cocktail which is not for immediate consumption shall not be:
(1) Added to an empty container and relabeled; or

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.49.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.49.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/185.4.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/185.4.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/185.4.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/185.4.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/123.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/124.401.pdf
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(2) Added to another mixed drink or cocktail which is not for immediate consumption.
4.5(8) Records. A licensee shall maintain accurate and legible records for each prepared batch of

mixed drinks or cocktails which is not for immediate consumption.
a. Records shall contain:
(1) The month, day, and year the contents are placed into the empty container.
(2) The time the contents are placed into the empty container. The time shall be reported in the

same manner as reported in subparagraph 4.5(5)“b”(4).
(3) Each alcoholic beverage, including the brand and the amount, placed in the container. The

amount of each alcoholic beverage shall be reported utilizing the metric system.
(4) Each nonalcoholic ingredient placed in the container.
(5) The recipe title and directions for preparing the contents of the container.
(6) The size of the batch.
(7) The identity of the person who prepared the contents of the container.
(8) The month, day, and year the contents of the container are destroyed and disposed of or entirely

consumed.
(9) The time the contents of the container are destroyed and disposed of or entirely consumed. The

time shall be reported in the same manner as reported in subparagraph 4.5(5)“b”(4).
(10) The method of destruction and disposal or shall specify that the entire contents were consumed.
(11) The identity of the person who destroyed and disposed of the contents, if the contents were not

consumed.
b. A licensee may access record-keeping forms on the website of the division located at

www.IowaABD.com, by sending a request by fax to (515)281-7375, or by sending a request by mail to
Alcoholic Beverages Division, 1918 SE Hulsizer Road, Ankeny, Iowa 50021.

c. Records shall be maintained on the licensed premises for a period of three years and shall be
open to inspection pursuant to Iowa Code section 123.30(1).

4.5(9) Dispensing machines. A dispensing machine which contains a mixed drink or cocktail with
alcoholic beverages is subject to the requirements and restrictions of this rule.

4.5(10) Food safety compliance. A licenseewhomixes, stores, and allows the consumption ofmixed
drinks or cocktails which are not for immediate consumption shall comply with all applicable state and
federal food safety statutes and regulations.

4.5(11) Federal alcohol compliance. A licensee who mixes, stores, and allows the consumption of
mixed drinks or cocktails which are not for immediate consumption shall comply with all applicable
federal statutes and regulations. Prohibitions include but are not limited to processing with non-tax-paid
alcoholic liquor, aging alcoholic liquor in barrels, heating alcoholic liquor, bottling alcoholic liquor, and
refilling alcoholic liquor or wine bottles.

4.5(12) Violations. Failure to comply with the requirements and restrictions of this rule shall subject
the licensee to the penalty provisions of Iowa Code section 123.39.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code subsection 123.49(2) as amended by 2012 Iowa Acts,
House File 2465, section 22.
[ARC 0204C, IAB 7/11/12, effective 7/1/12; ARC 0406C, IAB 10/17/12, effective 11/21/12]

185—4.6(123) Filling and selling of beer in a container other than the original container. Class
“B,” class “C,” and special class “C” liquor control licensees, class “B” and class “C” beer permittees,
and the licensee’s or permittee’s employees may fill, refill, and sell beer in a container other than the
original container, otherwise known as a growler, subject to the requirements and restrictions provided
in Iowa Code section 123.131 as amended by 2020 Iowa Acts, House File 2540, section 14; Iowa Code
section 123.132; and this rule.

4.6(1) Definitions.
“Beer,” for the purposes of this rule, means “beer” as defined in Iowa Code section 123.3(7) and

“high alcoholic content beer” as defined in Iowa Code section 123.3(22).
“Growler,” for the purposes of this rule, means any fillable and sealable glass, ceramic, plastic,

aluminum, or stainless steel container designed to hold beer or high alcoholic content beer.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/185.4.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/185.4.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.30.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.39.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.49.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0204C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0406C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.131.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.132.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.3.pdf
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“Original container,” for the purposes of this rule, means a vessel containing beer that has been
lawfully obtained and has been securely capped, sealed, or corked at the location of manufacture. For
special class “A” beer permit holders, an “original container” includes a tank used for storing and serving
beer.

4.6(2) Filling and refilling requirements.
a. A growler shall have the capacity to hold no more than 72 ounces.
b. A growler shall be filled or refilled only by the licensee or permittee or the licensee’s or

permittee’s employees who are 18 years of age or older.
c. A growler shall be filled or refilled only on demand by a consumer at the time of the sale.
d. A growler shall be filled or refilled only with beer from the original container procured from

a class “A” beer permittee unless the beer being used to fill or refill a growler on the premises of a
special class “A” beer permit holder was manufactured by that special class “A” beer permit holder on
the permitted premises.

e. A retailer may exchange a growler to be filled or refilled.
f. The filling or refilling of a growler shall at all times be conducted in compliance with applicable

state and federal food safety statutes and regulations.
4.6(3) Sealing requirements. A filled or refilled growler shall be securely sealed at the time of the

sale by the licensee or permittee or the licensee’s or permittee’s employees in the following manner:
a. A growler shall bear a cap, lid, stopper, or plug.
b. A plastic heat shrink wrap band, strip, or sleeve shall extend around the cap or lid or over the

stopper or plug to form a seal that must be broken upon the opening of the growler. A lid permanently
affixed with a can seamer shall not require a plastic heat shrink wrap band, strip, or sleeve.

c. The heat shrink wrap seal shall be so secure that it is visibly apparent when the seal on a growler
has been tampered with or a sealed growler has otherwise been reopened.

d. A growler shall not be deemed an open container, subject to the requirements of Iowa Code
sections 321.284 and 321.284A, provided the sealed growler is unopened and the seal has not been
tampered with and the contents of the growler have not been partially removed.

4.6(4) Restrictions.
a. A growler shall not be filled in advance of a sale.
b. A growler filled pursuant to this rule shall not be delivered or direct-shipped to a consumer.
c. A growler filled pursuant to this rule shall not be sold or otherwise distributed to a retailer.
d. A licensee or permittee or a licensee’s or permittee’s employees shall not allow a consumer to

fill or refill a growler.
e. The filling, refilling and selling of a growler shall be limited to the hours in which alcoholic

beverages may be legally sold.
f. Afilled or refilled growler shall not be sold to any consumer who is under legal age, intoxicated,

or simulating intoxication.
g. An original container shall only be opened on the premises of a class “C” beer permittee for the

limited purposes of filling or refilling a growler as provided in this rule, or for a tasting in accordance
with rule 185—16.7(123).

h. A class “C” beer permittee shall only fill a growler at the time of an in-person sale.
4.6(5) Violations. Failure to comply with the requirements and restrictions of this rule shall subject

the licensee or permittee to the penalty provisions provided in Iowa Code chapter 123.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.123, 123.131, and 123.132.

[ARC 2382C, IAB 2/3/16, effective 3/9/16; ARC 2777C, IAB 10/12/16, effective 11/16/16; ARC 3928C, IAB 8/1/18, effective 9/5/18;
ARC 5191C, IAB 9/23/20, effective 10/28/20]

185—4.7(123) Improper conduct.
4.7(1) Illegality on premises. No licensee, permittee, their agent or employee, shall engage in any

illegal occupation or illegal act on the licensed premise.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/321.284.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/321.284A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/185.16.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/123.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.123.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2018/123.131.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.132.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2382C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2777C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3928C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5191C.pdf
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4.7(2) Cooperation with law enforcement officers. No licensee, permittee, their agent or employee,
shall refuse, fail or neglect to cooperate with any law enforcement officer in the performance of such
officer’s duties to enforce the provisions of the Act.

4.7(3) Illegal activities. No licensee, permittee, their agent or employee, shall knowingly allow in
or upon the licensed premises any conduct as defined in Iowa Code sections 725.1, 725.2, 725.3, 728.2,
728.3 and 728.5.

4.7(4) Frequenting premises. No licensee, permittee, their agent or employee, shall knowingly
permit the licensed premises to be frequented by, or become the meeting place, hangout or rendezvous
for known pimps, panhandlers or prostitutes, or those who are known to engage in the use, sale or
distribution of narcotics, or in any other illegal occupation or business.

4.7(5) Prohibited interest in business of licensee. Rescinded IAB 5/15/91, effective 6/19/91.
4.7(6) No licensee, permittee, its agents or employees, shall allow any filled, partially filled, or empty

liquor glasses or liquor bottles, including miniature liquor bottles during the holiday season, to be taken
off the licensed premises. However, unopened and opened containers and glasses of beer may be allowed
to be taken off the licensed premises. A class “E” liquor control licensee, its agents or employees, shall
not permit other liquor control licensees or consumers to remove partially filled, empty, open or unsealed
containers of alcoholic liquor from the class “E” licensed premises.

4.7(7) Identifying markers. A licensee shall not keep on the licensed premises nor use for resale
alcoholic liquor which does not bear identifying markers as prescribed by the administrator of this
division. Identifying markers shall demonstrate that the alcoholic liquor was lawfully purchased from
this division.

4.7(8) A licensee or permittee, or an agent or employee of a licensee or permittee, who sells, gives
or otherwise supplies alcoholic liquor, wine or beer to a person 19 or 20 years old does not subject the
license or permit to suspension or revocation. The division or the local authority shall not impose any
administrative sanction, including license suspension or revocation, upon a licensee or permittee who is
convicted of a violation of Iowa Code section 123.47A, nor shall administrative proceedings pursuant
to Iowa Code chapter 17A and Iowa Code section 123.39 be commenced against a licensee or permittee
for a violation of Iowa Code section 123.47A.

4.7(9) The holder of a class “E” liquor control license shall sell alcoholic liquor in original, sealed
and unopened containers only for off-premises consumption.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code subsection 123.49(2).

185—4.8(123) Violation by agent, servant or employee. Any violation of the Act or the rules of the
division by any employee, agent or servant of a licensee or permittee shall be deemed to be the act of the
licensee or permittee and shall subject the license or permit of said licensee or permittee to suspension
or revocation.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.4 and 123.49(2).

185—4.9(123) Gambling evidence. The intentional possession or willful keeping of any gambling
device, machine or apparatus as defined in Iowa Code section 99A.1 upon the premises of any
establishment licensed by the division shall be prima facie evidence of a violation of Iowa Code section
123.49(2)“a” and subject the license of said licensee or permittee to suspension or revocation.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.4 and 123.49.

185—4.10(123) Filling and selling ofmixed drinks or cocktails in a container other than the original
container. Class “C” and class “C” native distilled spirits liquor control licensees and the licensee’s
employees may fill and sell mixed drinks or cocktails in a container other than the original container
subject to the requirements and restrictions provided in 2020 Iowa Acts, House File 2540, sections 10,
11, 12, and 13, and this rule.

4.10(1) Definitions.
“Alcoholic liquor,” for the purposes of this rule, means “alcoholic liquor” as defined in Iowa Code

section 123.3(5).
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“Mixed drink or cocktail,” for the purposes of this rule, means “mixed drink or cocktail” as defined
in Iowa Code section 123.3(32).

“Native distilled spirits,” for the purposes of this rule, means “native distilled spirits” as defined in
Iowa Code section 123.3(34).

“Original container,” for the purposes of this rule, means a vessel containing alcoholic liquor or
native distilled spirits that has been lawfully obtained and has been securely capped, sealed, or corked
at the location of manufacture.

“Sealed container,” for the purposes of this rule, means a vessel containing a mixed drink or cocktail
that is designed to prevent consumption without removal of the tamper-evident lid, cap, or seal. “Sealed
container” does not include a container with a lid with sipping holes or openings for straws, a cup made
of plastic that is intended for one-time use, or a cup made of paper or polystyrene foam.

“Tamper-evident,” for the purposes of this rule, means a lid, cap, or seal that visibly demonstrates
when a container has been opened.

4.10(2) Filling requirements.
a. A sealed container shall be filled and sold only by the licensee or the licensee’s employees who

are 18 years of age or older.
b. A sealed container shall be filled only upon receipt of an order by a consumer of legal age.
c. A sealed container shall be filled only with mixed drinks or cocktails composed in whole or in

part with alcoholic liquor or native distilled spirits from an original container purchased from a class “E”
liquor licensee.

d. The filling of a sealed container shall at all times be conducted in compliance with applicable
state and federal food safety statutes and regulations.

4.10(3) Sealing requirements. A sealed container shall bear one of the following tamper-evident
sealing methods:

a. A plastic heat shrink wrap band, strip, or sleeve extending around the cap or lid to form a seal
that must be broken when the container is opened.

b. A screw top cap or lid that breaks apart when the container is opened.
c. A vacuum or heat-sealed pouch containing the mixed drink or cocktail.
4.10(4) Labeling requirements. A sealed container shall bear a label affixed to the container in a

conspicuous place legibly indicating the following information:
a. The business name of the licensee that sold the mixed drink or cocktail.
b. The words “CONTAINS ALCOHOL.”
4.10(5) Sealed container not deemed an open container. A sealed container shall not be deemed

an open container, subject to the requirements of Iowa Code sections 321.284 and 321.284A, provided
the sealed container is unopened, the seal has not been tampered with, and the contents of the sealed
container have not been partially removed.

4.10(6) Restrictions.
a. A sealed container shall not be filled in advance of a sale.
b. A sealed container shall not meet the definition of “canned cocktail” as defined in Iowa Code

section 123.3(11).
c. A licensee or a licensee’s employees shall not allow a consumer to fill a sealed container.
d. The filling and selling of a sealed container shall be limited to the hours in which alcoholic

beverages may be legally sold.
e. A sealed container shall not be sold to any consumer who is under legal age, intoxicated, or

simulating intoxication.
4.10(7) Record keeping requirements.
a. A licensee shall maintain records, in printed or electronic format, of all sales of sealed

containers. The records shall state the following:
(1) The business name of the licensee that sold the mixed drink or cocktail.
(2) The date and time of the sale.
(3) A description of the product sold.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.3.pdf
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b. A licensee shall keep the required records for a three-year period from the date the record was
created.

c. Records shall be open to inspection pursuant to Iowa Code section 123.30(1), and may be
subject to administrative subpoena issued by the administrator.

4.10(8) Violations. Failure to comply with the requirements and restrictions of this rule shall subject
the licensee to the penalty provisions provided in Iowa Code chapter 123.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.30, 123.43A, and 123.49.
[ARC 5338C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

185—4.11(123) Filling and selling of wine and native wine in a container other than the original
container. Class “C” liquor control licensees; class “B,” class “B” native, and class “C” native wine
permittees; and the licensee’s or permittee’s employees may fill, refill, and sell wine or native wine in
a container other than the original container, otherwise known as a growler, subject to the requirements
and restrictions provided in Iowa Code sections 123.178, 123.178A, and 123.178B as amended by 2020
Iowa Acts, House File 2540, sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, and in this rule.

4.11(1) Definitions.
“Growler,” for the purposes of this rule, means any fillable and sealable glass, ceramic, plastic,

aluminum, or stainless steel container designed to hold wine or native wine.
“Native wine,” for the purposes of this rule, means wine manufactured in Iowa by fermentation of

fruit, vegetables, dandelions, clover, honey, or any combination of these ingredients by a class “A” wine
permittee.

“Original container,” for the purposes of this rule, means a vessel containing wine or native wine
that has been lawfully obtained and has been securely capped, sealed, or corked at the location of
manufacture.

“Wine,” for the purposes of this rule, means “wine” as defined in Iowa Code section 123.3(54).
4.11(2) Filling and refilling requirements.
a. A growler shall have the capacity to hold no more than 72 ounces.
b. A growler shall be filled or refilled only by the licensee or permittee or the licensee’s or

permittee’s employees who are 18 years of age or older.
c. A growler shall be filled or refilled only on demand by a consumer at the time of the sale.
d. A growler shall be filled or refilled only with wine or native wine from the original container

procured from a class “A” wine permittee.
e. Class “B” native and class “C” native wine permittees shall fill a growler with only native wine.
f. A retailer may exchange a growler to be filled or refilled.
g. The filling or refilling of a growler shall at all times be conducted in compliance with applicable

state and federal food safety statutes and regulations.
4.11(3) Sealing requirements. A filled or refilled growler shall be securely sealed at the time of the

sale by the licensee or permittee or the licensee’s or permittee’s employees in the following manner:
a. A growler shall bear a cap, lid, stopper, or plug.
b. A plastic heat shrink wrap band, strip, or sleeve shall extend around the cap or lid or over the

stopper or plug to form a seal that must be broken upon the opening of the growler. A lid permanently
affixed with a can seamer shall not require a plastic heat shrink wrap band, strip, or sleeve.

c. The heat shrink wrap seal shall be so secure that it is visibly apparent when the seal on a growler
has been tampered with or a sealed growler has otherwise been reopened.

d. A growler shall not be deemed an open container, subject to the requirements of Iowa Code
sections 321.284 and 321.284A, provided the sealed growler is unopened and the seal has not been
tampered with and the contents of the growler have not been partially removed.

4.11(4) Restrictions.
a. A growler shall not be filled in advance of a sale.
b. A growler filled pursuant to this rule shall not be delivered or direct-shipped to a consumer.
c. A growler filled pursuant to this rule shall not be sold or otherwise distributed to a retailer.
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d. A licensee or permittee or a licensee’s or permittee’s employees shall not allow a consumer to
fill or refill a growler.

e. The filling, refilling, and selling of a growler shall be limited to the hours in which alcoholic
beverages may be legally sold.

f. Afilled or refilled growler shall not be sold to any consumer who is under legal age, intoxicated,
or simulating intoxication.

g. An original container shall only be opened on the premises of a class “B” or class “B” native
wine permittee for the limited purposes of filling or refilling a growler as provided in this rule, or for a
tasting in accordance with rule 185—16.7(123).

4.11(5) Violations. Failure to comply with the requirements and restrictions of this rule shall subject
the licensee or permittee to the penalty provisions provided in Iowa Code chapter 123.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.172, 123.178, 123.178A, and 123.178B.
[ARC 5191C, IAB 9/23/20, effective 10/28/20]

185—4.12(123) Display of license, permit, or signs. All licenses, permits or signs issued by the division
shall be prominently displayed in full view on the licensed premises.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.4 and 123.30.

185—4.13(123) Outdoor service. Any licensee or permittee having an outdoor, contiguous, discernible
area on the same property on which their licensed establishment is locatedmay serve the type of alcoholic
liquor or beer permitted by the license or permit in the outdoor area. After a licensee or permittee
satisfies the requirements of this rule, they may serve and sell beer or liquor in both their indoor licensed
establishment and in their outdoor area at the same time because an outdoor area is merely an extension
of their licensed premise and is not a transfer of their license. A licensee or permittee, prior to serving
in the outdoor area, must file with this division:

1. A new diagram showing the discernible outdoor area.
2. A letter from licensee or permittee telling what dates the outdoor area will be used.
3. A letter from local authority approving the outdoor area.
4. A letter from the insurance and bonding companies acknowledging that the outdoor area is

covered by the dramshop insurance policy and the bond.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.3(20), 123.4 and 123.38.

185—4.14(123) Revocation or suspension by local authority. When the local authority revokes or
suspends a beer permit, wine permit, or liquor control license, they shall notify the division in written
form stating the reasons for the revocation or suspension and in the case of a suspension, the length of
time of the suspension.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.4 and 123.39.

185—4.15(123) Suspension of liquor control license, wine permit, or beer permit. At the time of
the suspension of any license, wine permit, or beer permit by the division, there shall be placed, in a
conspicuous place in the front door or window of the licensed establishment, a placard furnished by the
division showing that the license or permit of that establishment has been suspended by the division and
such placard shall also show the number of days and reason for the suspension. No licensee or permittee
shall remove, alter, obscure or destroy said placard without the express written approval of the division.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.4 and 123.39.

185—4.16(123) Cancellation of beer permits—refunds. A beer permittee, or the executor or
administrator, may voluntarily surrender such permit to the division or to the local authority. When
so surrendered to the division, the division will notify the local authority; state whether there is a
complaint on file in the division office; and inquire if there are any complaints filed locally charging
such permittee with violation of the laws that would make the permittee ineligible for a refund. When
the permit is surrendered to the local authority, the local authority shall notify the division and inquire
if there is a complaint on file with the division that would make the permittee ineligible for a refund.
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The local authority by itself, in the case of retail beer permits, shall make the refund on a quarterly use
basis starting from the effective date of the permit. The local authority will complete, and send to the
division, a cancellation certificate. The certificate is to be furnished by the division. The permit is to
be attached to the cancellation certificate, if at all possible. The division must have all cancellations
reported to them.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.4 and 123.38.

185—4.17(123) Prohibited storage of alcoholic beverages and wine. No licensee shall permit
alcoholic beverages and wine, purchased under authority of a retail license or retail permit, to be kept
or stored upon any premises other than those licensed. However, under special circumstances, the
administrator may authorize the storage of alcoholic beverages and wine on premises other than those
covered by the license or permit. The administrator may allow class “D” liquor control licensees to
store alcoholic liquor and wine in a bonded warehouse to be used for consumption in Iowa, under the
authority of a class “D” liquor control license.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.4 and 123.21(11).

185—4.18(123) Transfer of license or permit to another location. A licensee or permittee cannot
transfer to anyone else the right to use the liquor license, wine permit, or beer permit of the licensee or
permittee; the right of transfer is merely an opportunity for a licensee or permittee to use the licensee’s
or permittee’s liquor license, wine permit, or beer permit at a different location. A liquor license, wine
permit, or a beer permit may only be transferred within the boundaries of the local authority which
approved the license or permit.

4.18(1) Permanent transfers. A person may obtain an application for a permanent transfer from the
local authority or the division. The application must be approved by the local authority and sent to the
division prior to the transfer. An endorsement from the insurance company holding the dramshop policy
listing the new address must be sent to the division prior to the transfer. When the above requirements
are met, the division shall issue an amended license or permit showing the new permanent address.

4.18(2) Temporary transfers. If the transfer of a license or permit is for the purpose of
accommodating a special event or circumstance temporary in nature, the minimum time of transfer is
hereby set at 24 hours and transfer time shall not exceed seven days. A letter from the local authority
granting the temporary transfer must be sent to the division. The insurance company holding the
dramshop policy must be notified of any change of address.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.4 and 123.38.

185—4.19(123) Execution and levy on alcoholic liquor, wine, and beer. Judgments or orders requiring
the payment ofmoney or the delivery of the possession of propertymay be enforced against liquor control
licensees and beer and wine permittees by execution pursuant to the provisions of Iowa Code chapter
626, entitled “Executions.”

4.19(1) A secured party as defined in Iowa Code section 554.9105(1)“m” may take possession of
and dispose of a liquor control licensee’s or permittee’s alcoholic liquor, wine, and beer in which the
secured party has a security interest in such collateral pursuant to the provisions of Iowa Code chapter
554. The secured party may operate under the liquor control license or permit of its debtor as defined
in Iowa Code section 554.9105(1)“d” for the purpose of disposing of the alcoholic liquor, wine, and
beer. However, if the debtor is a class “E” liquor control licensee, the secured party may not purchase
alcoholic liquor from the division to continue to operate its debtor’s business. A secured party operating
under the liquor control license or permit of its debtor shall dispose of the alcoholic liquor, wine, and beer
by sale only to persons authorized under Iowa Code chapter 123 to purchase alcoholic liquor, wine, and
beer from the debtor. When a secured party takes possession of a liquor control licensee’s or permittee’s
alcoholic liquor, wine, and beer, the secured party shall notify the division in writing of such action. A
secured party shall further inform the division of themanner in which it intends to dispose of the alcoholic
liquor, wine, and beer and shall state the reasonable length of time in which it intends to operate under
the liquor control license or permit of its debtor. The secured party shall notify the division in writing
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when the disposition of its collateral has been completed, and the secured party shall cease operating
under the liquor control license or permit of its debtor.

4.19(2) A sheriff or other officer acting pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 626 may take possession
of a liquor control licensee’s or permittee’s alcoholic liquor, wine, and beer and may dispose of such
inventory according to the provisions of Iowa Code chapter 626; however, the sheriff or other officer
must sell the alcoholic liquor, wine and beer only to those persons authorized by Iowa Code chapter 123
to purchase alcoholic liquor, wine, and beer from the liquor control licensee whose inventory is subject
to the execution and levy. The sheriff or other officer shall notify the division in writing at the time the
sheriff or officer takes possession of a liquor control licensee’s or permittee’s alcoholic liquor, wine, and
beer and shall further notify the division of the time and place of the sale of such property.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.4, 123.21(3), and 123.38.

185—4.20(123) Liquor store checks accepted. The Iowa state liquor stores and the divisionmay accept
checks from holders of a retail liquor control license, including a class “E” licensee, under the following
conditions:

1. The checkmust be either the personal check of the licensee or the business check of the licensee.
The business check must be the named establishment on the license and cannot be a check on another
business owned or operated by the licensee.

2. The check must be signed by the licensee. (For all holders of liquor control licenses this is
interpreted as those persons whose authorized signatures are on file with the bank for the licensee’s
account). However, this does not preclude an agent of the licensee from presenting a check signed by
the licensee in the normal transaction of buying liquor.

3. Traveler’s checks and bank drafts, signed by the licensee, will be accepted.
4. Personal checks or traveler’s checks may be accepted as payment for purchases in state liquor

stores. Second party checks shall not be accepted as payment for purchases in state liquor stores. Vendors
shall follow the policy established by the administrator of the division for accepting personal checks and
traveler’s checks for the purchase of alcoholic beverages.

4.20(1) If a licensee presents this division with a check which is subsequently dishonored by the
licensee’s bank, the administrator of this division shall cause a written notice of nonpayment and penalty
to be served upon the licensee. If the licensee fails to satisfy the obligation within ten days after service
of the notice, the administrator or designee shall hold a hearing as in other contested cases pursuant to
Iowa Code chapter 17A to determine whether or not the licensee failed to satisfy the obligation within
ten days after service of the notice of nonpayment and penalty. If the administrator determines that the
licensee has failed to satisfy the obligation, after notice and an opportunity to be heard, the administrator
shall suspend the licensee’s liquor control license for a period of not less than 3 and not more than 30
days.

4.20(2) A retail liquor establishment which tenders the division one insufficient funds check for
the purchase of alcoholic liquor will lose its check-writing privilege for 90 days from the date the
establishment pays the division even though the division does not suspend the liquor license because
the establishment paid the division within the 10-day demand period. A retail liquor establishment
which tenders the division more than one insufficient funds check for the purchase of alcoholic liquor
will lose its check-writing privilege for 180 days from the date the establishment pays the division even
though the division does not suspend the liquor license because the establishment paid the division
within the 10-day demand period.

During the period that a licensee may not tender checks to the state liquor stores or this division in
payment for alcoholic liquor, state liquor stores and this division may accept from the licensee: cash,
money order payable to the division for the amount of the purchase, bank cashier’s check signed by a
bank official and made payable to the division for the amount of the purchase, or the licensee’s personal
or business check made payable to the division for the amount of the purchase which has been certified
by the bank on which the check is drawn.

4.20(3) The division may collect from the licensee a $10 fee for each dishonored check tendered to
the division by a licensee for the purchase of alcoholic beverages.
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4.20(4) The division may accept from the general public for alcoholic beverages traveler’s checks
issued in a foreign country if payment is in U.S. dollars.

4.20(5) The division may require, at the discretion of the administrator, that a licensee submit a
letter of credit in a reasonable amount to be determined by the administrator for future purchases of
alcoholic liquor from the division, when a licensee tenders to the division a check which is subsequently
dishonored by the bank on which the check is drawn if the licensee fails to satisfy the obligation within
ten days after service of notice of nonpayment and penalty.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.4 and 123.24.

185—4.21(123) Where retailers must purchase wine. Retail licensees and retail permittees must
purchase their wine from either a wine wholesaler or a wine and beer wholesaler. Retail licensees and
retail permittees cannot buy wine from other retailers.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code subsections 123.30(3) and 123.178(3).

185—4.22(123) Liquor on licensed premises. Holders of liquor control licenses must purchase their
liquor supplies from state liquor stores.

4.22(1) Exception to the above requirement. “Bona fide conventions or meetings” may bring their
own legal liquor onto licensed premises under the following conditions:

a. “Bona fide conventions or meetings” shall be construed to mean an identifiable body of persons
gathered together in furtherance of a specific common purpose or cause, whether political, fraternal,
or business, including but not limited to structured club meetings and conventions, professional
association functions, employer-employee gatherings and political dinners. Neither the mere purchase
nor consumption of liquor nor the purchase of an admission ticket shall be deemed to create a specific
common purpose or cause.

b. Liquor may be brought onto the licensed premises at a bona fide convention or meeting by
either the sponsoring entity or the individuals comprising that entity.

c. Consumption or dispensation of liquor brought onto the licensed premises by a bona fide
convention or meeting must be confined to the meeting place or convention rooms within the licensed
premises.

d. The liquor must be served to the delegates or guests without cost.
e. At the completion of the convention or meeting, all liquor brought onto the licensed premises

by the members of the convention or meeting must be removed from the licensed premises by those
members.

f. All other laws and rules governing the license shall apply to dispensing and consumption of
liquor at bona fide conventions or meetings, including hours for consumption and Sunday sales.

4.22(2) Reserved.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.30, 123.46, and 123.95.

185—4.23(123) Liquor on unlicensed places. Liquor may be kept and consumed but not sold on
unlicensed places under the following conditions:

4.23(1) Liquor may be kept and consumed in a private home at any time.
4.23(2) Liquor may be kept and consumed, by the guests or residents, in the residential or sleeping

quarters of a hotel or motel at any time. This is considered as an extension of the private home.
4.23(3) Liquor may be consumed at a private social gathering in a private place at any time.
4.23(4) A private place is a location which meets all of the following criteria:
a. One to which the general public does not have access at the time the liquor is kept, dispensed

or consumed; one at which the attendees are limited to the bona fide social hosts and invited guests.
b. One which is not of a commercial nature at the time the liquor is consumed or dispensed at the

location.
c. One where goods or services are neither sold nor purchased at the time the liquor is consumed

or dispensed at the location.
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d. One where the use of the location was obtained without charges or rent or any other thing of
value was exchanged for its use.

e. One which is not a licensed premises.
f. One where no admission fees or other kinds of entrance fees, fare, ticket, donation or charges

are made or are required of the invited guests to enter the location.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 123.95.

185—4.24(123) Alcoholic liquor and wine on beer permit premises. Rescinded ARC 3928C, IAB
8/1/18, effective 9/5/18.

185—4.25(123) Age requirements. Persons 21 years of age or older may hold a liquor license, wine
permit, or beer permit; however, persons who are between the ages of 18 and 21 and hold a liquor license,
wine permit, or beer permit before September 1, 1986, are not affected by or subject to this rule, and may
hold such license or permit even though the licensee or permittee has not attained the age of 21. Persons
18 years of age and older may be bartenders, waiters, waitresses, and may handle alcoholic beverages,
wine, and beer during the course of the person’s employment for a licensee or permittee in establishments
in which alcoholic beverages, wine, and beer are consumed. Persons 16 years of age and older may sell
beer and wine in off-premises beer and wine establishments. Persons must be 18 years of age or older
to work in a state liquor store.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.30, 123.47A and 123.49.

185—4.26(123) Timely filed status.
4.26(1) In addition to the requirements which may be imposed by a local authority upon the holder

of an alcoholic beverages license or permit to obtain timely filed status of a renewal application, the
division may grant timely filed status if the applicant complies with the following conditions:

a. The applicant files a completed application with the local authority or the division as required
by applicable law.

b. The applicant files a current dram shop liability certificate with the local authority or the division
if proof of dram shop liability is required as a condition precedent to the issuance of the license or permit.

c. The applicant pays the appropriate license or permit fee in full to the local authority or the
division as required by applicable law.

d. The applicant files a bond with the local authority or the division if a bond is required as a
condition precedent to the issuance of the license or permit under applicable law.

4.26(2) Timely filed status allows the holder of the license or permit to continue to operate under a
license or permit after its expiration and until the local authority and the division have finally determined
whether the license or permit should be issued. If the application for the license or permit is denied,
timely filed status continues until the last day for seeking judicial review of the division’s action.

4.26(3) An applicant for a new alcoholic beverages license or permit may not sell alcoholic liquor,
wine or beer in the proposed establishment until a license or permit has been granted by the division.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.32, 123.35 and 17A.18.

185—4.27(123) Effect of suspension. Subject to the right to convey a suspended establishment under
Iowa Code section 123.39, no beer, wine, or liquor can be sold or consumed in an establishment during a
suspension period. An establishment may be open during a suspension period to conduct lawful business
other than the sale of liquor, wine, and beer as long as no liquor, wine, or beer is sold or consumed during
the suspension period.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 123.39.

185—4.28(123) Use of establishment during hours alcoholic liquor, wine, and beer cannot be
consumed. No one, including licensee, permittee, and employees can consume beer, wine, or alcoholic
beverages in their licensed establishment during hours which beer, wine, and alcoholic beverages
cannot be sold. An establishment covered by a liquor license, wine permit, or beer permit can be used

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.95.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/08-01-2018.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/08-01-2018.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.30.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.47A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.49.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.32.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.35.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.18.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.39.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.39.pdf
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as a restaurant or any other lawful purpose during hours which beer, wine, or alcoholic liquor cannot be
sold as long as beer, wine, or alcoholic beverages are not consumed during these hours.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 123.49.

185—4.29 Rescinded, effective 7/1/85.

185—4.30(123) Persons producing fuel alcohol. Persons producing fuel alcohol for their own use or
to be sold commercially do not have to obtain a license or permit from the division.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.4 and 123.41.

185—4.31(123) Storage of beer. No retail liquor licensee or retail beer permittee shall store beer except
on premises licensed for retail sale and then only to the extent that the beer is intended for sale to
consumers from the individually licensed premises where stored. The adoption of this rule shall not
preclude a retail liquor licensee or a retail beer permittee from picking up beer from class “A” and “F”
beer permittees and directly transporting the beer to the retail establishment where the beer is intended
to be sold at retail.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 123.21.

185—4.32(123) Delivery of alcoholic liquor. Individuals who do not work for this division may operate
a delivery service in which they will charge licensees a fee for picking up their alcoholic liquor orders
at this division’s liquor stores and delivering it to their establishments.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.4 and 123.21(10).

185—4.33(123) Delivery of beer and wine. Licensees and permittees who hold a license or permit
which allows them to sell bottled wine and bottled beer may deliver beer and wine to residences if the
customers telephoned and requested that the beer and wine be delivered.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code subsection 123.21(10).

185—4.34(123) Determination of population. Decennial Censuses and Special Censuses done by the
U.S. Census Bureau are recognized as being the official population of a town for the purpose of deciding
the price of licenses and permits in that town, but estimates done by the U.S. Census Bureau cannot be
viewed as being the official population when deciding the price of licenses and permits.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code subsection 123.21(11).

185—4.35(123) Minors in licensed establishments. Because Iowa law does not prohibit minors from
being in licensed establishments, a minor can be in a licensed establishment if local authority does not
have a local ordinance prohibiting minors from being in licensed establishments in its jurisdiction.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code subsection 123.21(5).

185—4.36(123) Sale of alcoholic liquor and wine stock when licensee or permittee sells
business. When a licensee or permittee goes out of business, the licensee or permittee may sell the
licensee’s or permittee’s stock of alcoholic liquor and wine to the person who is going to operate a
licensed establishment in the same location.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code subsection 123.21(5).

185—4.37(123) Business as usual on election days. Licensees and permittees may sell alcoholic liquor,
wine, or beer during regular hours on days local and national elections are held because present Iowa
law does not restrict the sale of liquor, wine, and beer on election days.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code subsection 123.21(3).

185—4.38(123) Sunday sale of wine. A holder of a class “B” wine permit or combination retail wine
license, excluding any liquor control licensee or beer permittee which does not qualify for Sunday sales
under Iowa Code sections 123.36(6) and 123.134(5), respectively, may sell wine for consumption off

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.49.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.41.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.134.pdf
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the premises between the hours of 10 a.m. and 12 midnight on Sundays. No fee shall be imposed for that
privilege.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code subsection 123.49(2).

185—4.39(123) Intoxication notice. Rescinded IAB 8/18/93, effective 7/29/93.

185—4.40(123) Warehousing of beer and wine. A person holding a class “A” wine permit or a class
“A” or “F” beer permit shall warehouse their wine or beer inventory within the state of Iowa. Persons
issued a class “A” wine permit or class “A” or “F” beer permit prior to June 10, 1987, shall comply upon
renewal or November 1, 1987, whichever date occurs first. A warehouse of a person holding a class “A”
wine permit or a class “A” or “F” beer permit shall be considered a licensed premises.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 123.127.

185—4.41(123) Vending machines to dispense alcoholic beverages prohibited. A liquor control
licensee or beer or wine permittee shall not install or permit the installation of vending machines
on the licensed premises for the purpose of selling, dispensing or serving alcoholic beverages. A
vending machine is defined as a slug, coin, currency or credit card operated mechanical device used
for dispensing merchandise, including single cans of beer or other alcoholic beverages, and includes
a mechanical device operated by remote control and used for dispensing single cans of beer or other
alcoholic beverages. A vending machine is not a unit installed in individual hotel or motel rooms used
for the storage of alcoholic beverages and intended for the personal use of hotel or motel guests within
the privacy of the guests’ rooms.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code sections 123.47, 123.47A, 123.49(1), 123.49(2)“b,”
123.49(2)“h,” and 123.49(2)“k.”

[Filed December 14, 1972]
[Filed 5/19/78, Notice 4/5/78—published 6/14/78, effective 7/20/78]
[Filed 2/16/79, Notice 12/27/78—published 3/7/79, effective 4/16/79]
[Filed without Notice 7/6/79—published 7/25/79, effective 8/29/79]
[Filed 8/15/80, Notice 5/28/80—published 9/3/80, effective 10/8/80]
[Filed 1/4/82, Notice 9/2/81—published 1/20/82, effective 2/25/82]
[Filed 5/18/82, Notice 3/3/82—published 6/9/82, effective 7/14/82]
[Filed 6/17/83, Notice 3/30/83—published 7/6/83, effective 8/10/83]1

[Filed 9/17/84, Notice 6/20/84—published 10/10/84, effective 11/14/84]
[Filed 5/3/85, Notice 2/13/85—published 5/22/85, effective 6/26/85]

[Filed emergency 6/14/85—published 7/3/85, effective 7/1/85]
[Filed emergency 7/1/85—published 7/31/85, effective 7/1/85]

[Filed emergency 10/10/85—published 11/6/85, effective 10/10/85]
[Filed emergency 6/11/86—published 7/2/86, effective 7/1/86]
[Filed emergency 7/1/86—published 7/30/86, effective 7/1/86]2

[Filed emergency 8/22/86—published 9/10/86, effective 9/30/86]2

[Editorially transferred from [150] to [185], IAC Supp. 10/8/86; see IAB 7/30/86]
[Filed emergency 11/12/86—published 12/3/86, effective 11/12/86]
[Filed emergency 3/6/87—published 3/25/87, effective 3/6/87]

[Filed 4/17/87, Notice 12/31/86—published 5/6/87, effective 6/10/87]
[Filed 7/24/87, Notice 3/25/87—published 8/12/87, effective 9/16/87]
[Filed 4/26/91, Notice 3/20/91—published 5/15/91, effective 6/19/91]
[Filed 1/27/92, Notice 8/7/91—published 2/19/92, effective 3/25/92]
[Filed emergency 7/29/93—published 8/18/93, effective 7/29/93]

[Filed 10/20/93, Notice 8/18/93—published 11/10/93, effective 12/15/93]
[Filed 9/26/94, Notice 6/22/94—published 10/26/94, effective 11/30/94]
[Filed 10/12/01, Notice 8/8/01—published 10/31/01, effective 12/5/01]

[Filed Emergency ARC 0204C, IAB 7/11/12, effective 7/1/12]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.49.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/08-18-1993.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.127.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.47.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.47A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.49.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.49.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.49.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/123.49.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/07-30-1986.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0204C.pdf
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[Filed ARC 0406C (Notice ARC 0205C, IAB 7/11/12), IAB 10/17/12, effective 11/21/12]
[Filed ARC 2382C (Notice ARC 2255C, IAB 11/25/15), IAB 2/3/16, effective 3/9/16]

[Filed ARC 2777C (Notice ARC 2679C, IAB 8/17/16), IAB 10/12/16, effective 11/16/16]
[Filed ARC 3928C (Notice ARC 3817C, IAB 6/6/18), IAB 8/1/18, effective 9/5/18]

[Filed ARC 5191C (Notice ARC 5111C, IAB 7/29/20), IAB 9/23/20, effective 10/28/20]
[Filed Emergency ARC 5221C, IAB 10/7/20, effective 10/1/20]

[Filed ARC 5338C (Notice ARC 5220C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

1 Effective date of 4.32 delayed seventy days by the Administrative Rules Review Committee on 8/2/83.
2 Two ARCs. See Alcoholic Beverages Division in IAB.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0406C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0205C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2382C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2255C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2777C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2679C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3928C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3817C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5191C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5111C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5221C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5338C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5220C.pdf
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY[261]
[Created by 1986 Iowa Acts, chapter 1245]

[Prior to 1/14/87, see Iowa Development Commission[520] and Planning and Programming[630]]
[Prior to 9/7/11, see Economic Development, Iowa Department of[261];

renamed Economic Development Authority by 2011 Iowa Acts, House File 590]

PART I
DEPARTMENT STRUCTURE

CHAPTER 1
ORGANIZATION

1.1(15) History and mission
1.2(15) Definitions
1.3(15) Economic development authority board
1.4(15) Authority structure
1.5(15) Information

CHAPTERS 2 and 3
Reserved
PART II

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT COORDINATION

CHAPTER 4
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM

4.1(15) Purpose
4.2(15) Compilation of information

CHAPTER 5
IOWA INDUSTRIAL NEW JOBS TRAINING PROGRAM

5.1(15,260E) Authority
5.2(15,260E) Purpose
5.3(15,260E) Definitions
5.4(15,260E) Agreements
5.5(15,260E) Resolution on incremental property tax
5.6(15,260E) New jobs withholding credit
5.7(15,260E) Notice of intent to issue certificates
5.8(15,260E) Standby property tax levy
5.9(15,260E) Reporting
5.10(15,260E) Monitoring
5.11(15,260E) State administration
5.12(15,260E) Coordination with communities
5.13(15,76GA,SF2351) Supplemental 1½ percent withholding

CHAPTER 6
Reserved

CHAPTER 7
IOWA JOBS TRAINING PROGRAM

7.1(260F) Authority
7.2(260F) Purpose
7.3(260F) Definitions
7.4(260F) Program funding
7.5(260F) Funding for projects which include one business
7.6(260F) Funding for projects which include multiple businesses
7.7(260F) Funding for high technology apprenticeship programs
7.8(260F) Matching funds requirement
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7.9(260F) Use of program funds
7.10(260F) Use of 260F earned interest
7.11 Reserved
7.12(260F) Separate account
7.13 to 7.17 Reserved
7.18(260F) Letter of intent
7.19(260F) Project commencement date
7.20(260F) Application process
7.21(260F) Application scoring criteria
7.22(260F) Training agreement
7.23(260F) Special requirements for community college consortium projects
7.24(260F) Special requirements for community college-sponsored business network projects
7.25(260F) Special requirements for authority-sponsored business network projects
7.26(260F) Special requirements for community college-sponsored high technology

apprenticeship projects
7.27(260F) Special requirements for authority-sponsored high technology apprenticeship

projects
7.28 and 7.29 Reserved
7.30(260F) Events of default
7.31(260F) Options and procedures on default
7.32(260F) Remedies upon default
7.33(260F) Return of unused funds
7.34(260F) Open records
7.35(260F) Required forms

CHAPTER 8
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT FUND

8.1(15,76GA,ch1180) Purpose
8.2(15,76GA,ch1180) Definitions
8.3(15,76GA,ch1180) Workforce development fund account
8.4(15,76GA,ch1180) Workforce development fund allocation
8.5(15,76GA,ch1180) Workforce development fund reporting
8.6(15,76GA,ch1180) Training and retraining programs for targeted industries
8.7(15,76GA,ch1180) Projects under Iowa Code chapter 260F
8.8(15,76GA,chs1180,1219) Apprenticeship programs under Iowa Code section 260C.44 (including

new or statewide building trades apprenticeship programs)
8.9(15,76GA,chs1180,1219) Innovative skill development activities
8.10(15,76GA,ch1180) Negotiation and award
8.11(15,76GA,ch1180) Administration
8.12(15,76GA,ch1180) Training materials and equipment
8.13(15,76GA,ch1180) Redistribution of funds

CHAPTER 9
WORKFORCE TRAINING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUNDS

9.1(15G,260C) Purpose
9.2(15G,260C) Definitions
9.3(15G,260C) Funds allocation
9.4(15G,260C) Community college workforce and economic development plan and progress report
9.5(15G,260C) Use of funds
9.6(15G,260C) Approval of projects
9.7(15G,260C) Community college workforce and economic development plan
9.8(15G,260C) Reporting

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/260F.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/260C.44.pdf
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9.9(15G,260C) Annual progress report approval
9.10(15G,260C) Options upon default or noncompliance

CHAPTER 10
Reserved

CHAPTER 11
CERTIFIED SCHOOL TO CAREER PROGRAM

11.1(15) Purpose
11.2(15) Definitions
11.3(15) Certified program work site agreement
11.4(15) Payroll expenditure refund

CHAPTER 12
APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING PROGRAM

12.1(15,15B) Authority
12.2(15,15B) Purpose
12.3(15,15B) Definitions
12.4(15,15B) Annual appropriations—amount of assistance available—standard contract—use

of funds
12.5(15,15B) Eligibility for assistance
12.6(15,15B) Determination of financial assistance grants
12.7(15,15B) Application submittal and review process
12.8(15,15B) Notice and reporting

CHAPTER 13
FUTURE READY IOWA REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIP DEVELOPMENT FUND

13.1(15,87GA,HF2458) Purpose
13.2(15,87GA,HF2458) Definitions
13.3(15,87GA,HF2458) Program description
13.4(15,87GA,HF2458) Program eligibility, application scoring, and awards
13.5(15,87GA,HF2458) Agreement required

CHAPTERS 14 to 19
Reserved

CHAPTER 20
ACCELERATED CAREER EDUCATION (ACE) PROGRAM

DIVISION I - GENERAL PROVISIONS
20.1(260G) Purpose
20.2(260G) Definitions
20.3(260G) ACE program eligibility and designation
20.4(260G) Funding allocation
20.5(260G) Eligible and ineligible business
20.6(260G) Program agreements
20.7(260G) Administration
20.8(260G) Customer tracking system
20.9(260G) Program costs recalculation

DIVISION II - CAPITAL COSTS COMPONENT
20.10 to 20.12 Reserved

DIVISION III - PROGRAM JOB CREDITS
20.13(260G) Threshold requirements—program job credits
20.14(260G) Job credits allocation
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20.15(260G) Determination of job credits, notice, and certification
20.16(260G) Evaluation criteria for quality assurance—program job credits
20.17(260G) Committed funds

DIVISION IV - ACCELERATED CAREER EDUCATION GRANTS COMPONENT
20.18(260G) ACE program serving demand occupations

DIVISION V - WORKFORCE TRAINING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM OPERATING COSTS
20.19(81GA,HF868,HF809) Grow Iowa values fund assistance

PART III
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

CHAPTER 21
DIVISION RESPONSIBILITIES

21.1(15) Mission
21.2(15) Division responsibilities

CHAPTER 22
NUISANCE PROPERTY AND ABANDONED BUILDING REMEDIATION ASSISTANCE

22.1(15) Authority and purpose
22.2(15) Definitions
22.3(15) Program description
22.4(15) Program eligibility, application scoring, and funding decisions
22.5(15) Contract required

CHAPTER 23
IOWA COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT PROGRAM

23.1(15) Purpose
23.2(15) Definitions
23.3(15) Annual action plan
23.4(15) Allocation of funds and eligible applicants
23.5(15) Common requirements for funding
23.6(15) Requirements for the water and sewer and community facilities funds
23.7(15) Requirements for the economic development set-aside fund
23.8(15) Requirements for the public facilities set-aside fund
23.9(15) Requirements for the career link program
23.10(15) Requirements for the opportunities and threats fund
23.11(15) Requirements for the housing fund program
23.12 and 23.13 Reserved
23.14(15) Disaster recovery fund
23.15(15) Administration of a CDBG award
23.16(15) Requirements for the downtown revitalization fund
23.17(15) Section 108 Loan Guarantee Program

CHAPTER 24
EMERGENCY SHELTER GRANTS PROGRAM

24.1(PL100-628) Purpose
24.2(PL100-628) Definitions
24.3(PL100-628) Eligible applicants
24.4(PL100-628) Eligible activities
24.5(PL100-628) Ineligible activities
24.6(PL100-628) Application procedures
24.7(PL100-628) Application review process
24.8(PL100-628) Matching requirement
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24.9(PL100-628) Grant awards
24.10(PL100-628) Restrictions placed on grantees
24.11(PL100-628) Compliance with applicable federal and state laws and regulations
24.12(PL100-628) Administration

CHAPTER 25
HOUSING FUND

25.1(15) Purpose
25.2(15) Definitions
25.3(15) Eligible applicants
25.4(15) Eligibility and forms of assistance
25.5(15) Application review
25.6(15) Minimum application requirements
25.7(15) Application review criteria
25.8(15) Allocation of funds
25.9(15) Administration of awards

CHAPTER 26
VARIANCE PROCEDURES FOR TAX INCREMENT

FINANCING (TIF) HOUSING PROJECTS
26.1(403) Goals and objectives
26.2(403) Definitions
26.3(403) Requirements for benefit to low- and moderate-income families
26.4(403) Ability to request a variance
26.5(403) Variance request procedure
26.6(403) Criteria for review

CHAPTER 27
NEIGHBORHOOD STABILIZATION PROGRAM

27.1(15) Purpose
27.2(15) Definitions
27.3(15) Program eligibility
27.4(15) Allocation of funding
27.5(15) Application procedures
27.6(15) Plan and application review process
27.7(15) Award process
27.8(15) Project management

CHAPTER 28
LOCAL HOUSING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

28.1(15) Purpose
28.2(15) Definitions
28.3(15) Eligible applicants
28.4(15) Eligible activities and forms of assistance
28.5(15) Application procedure
28.6(15) Minimum application requirements
28.7(15) Application review criteria
28.8(15) Allocation of funds
28.9(15) Administration of awards
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CHAPTER 29
HOMELESS SHELTER OPERATION GRANTS PROGRAM

29.1(15) Purpose
29.2(15) Definitions
29.3(15) Eligible applicants
29.4(15) Eligible activities
29.5(15) Ineligible activities
29.6(15) Application procedures
29.7(15) Application review process
29.8(15) Matching requirement
29.9(15) Grant awards
29.10(15) Compliance with applicable federal and state laws and regulations
29.11(15) Administration

CHAPTER 30
JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR

PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES PROGRAM
30.1(76GA,SF2470) Purpose
30.2(76GA,SF2470) Definitions
30.3(76GA,SF2470) Eligible applicant
30.4(76GA,SF2470) Project awards
30.5(76GA,SF2470) Eligible and ineligible use of grant funds
30.6(76GA,SF2470) General guidelines for applications
30.7(76GA,SF2470) Review and award process
30.8(76GA,SF2470) Program management

CHAPTER 31
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT REGION INITIATIVES

31.1(15E) Purpose
31.2(15E) Types of assistance
31.3(15E) Financial assistance
31.4(15E) Definitions

DIVISION I
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT REGION INITIATIVE—FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

31.5(15E) Uses of funds under the economic development region initiative
31.6(15E) Application process and approval process
31.7(15E) Reporting requirements

DIVISION II
ECONOMIC ENTERPRISE AREAS

31.8(15E) Description
31.9(15E) Funding
31.10(15E) Eligible use of funds
31.11(15E) Application process and approval process
31.12(15E) Reporting requirements

DIVISION III
BUSINESS ACCELERATORS

31.13(15E) Description and purpose
31.14(15E) Definitions
31.15(15E) Requirements and qualifications for business accelerator entities
31.16(15E) Other considerations
31.17(15E) Application procedures
31.18(15E) Reporting
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CHAPTER 32
TAX CREDITS FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT REGION REVOLVING LOAN FUND

32.1(81GA,HF868,HF809) Purpose
32.2(81GA,HF868,HF809) Definitions
32.3(81GA,HF868,HF809) Allocation of funds
32.4(81GA,HF868,HF809) Credit amount
32.5(81GA,HF868,HF809) Eligible contributions
32.6(81GA,HF868,HF809) Requests for tax credits

CHAPTER 33
IOWA WINE AND BEER PROMOTION GRANT PROGRAM

33.1(15) Purpose
33.2(15) Definitions
33.3(15) Application and review processes

CHAPTER 34
WELCOME CENTER PROGRAM

34.1(15) Purpose
34.2(15) Welcome center program

CHAPTER 35
REGIONAL TOURISM MARKETING GRANT PROGRAM

35.1(82GA,SF302) Purpose
35.2(82GA,SF302) Definitions
35.3(82GA,SF302) Eligible applicants
35.4(82GA,SF302) Use of funds
35.5(82GA,SF302) Application procedures and content
35.6(82GA,SF302) Application review and approval procedures
35.7(82GA,SF302) Funding of grants; contracting

CHAPTER 36
FILM, TELEVISION, AND VIDEO PROJECT PROMOTION PROGRAM

36.1(15) Purpose
36.2(15) Definitions
36.3(15) Request for registration of a film, television, or video project
36.4(15) IDED list of registered film, television, or video projects
36.5(15) Contract administration
36.6(15) Benefits available
36.7(15) Qualified expenditure tax credit
36.8(15) Qualified investment tax credit
36.9(15) Reduction of gross income due to payments received from qualified expenditures

in registered projects

CHAPTER 37
CITY DEVELOPMENT BOARD

37.1(368) Expenses, annual report and rules
37.2(17A) Forms

CHAPTER 38
REGIONAL SPORTS AUTHORITY DISTRICTS

38.1(15E) Definitions
38.2(15E) Program description
38.3(15E) Program eligibility and application requirements
38.4(15E) Application scoring and certification of districts
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38.5(15E) Contract administration
38.6(15E) Expenses, records, and reimbursements

CHAPTER 39
MAIN STREET IOWA PROGRAM

39.1(15) Purpose
39.2(15) Definitions
39.3(15) Program administration
39.4 and 39.5 Reserved
39.6(15) Application and selection process
39.7(15) Selection criteria
39.8 Reserved
39.9(15) Reports
39.10(15) Noncompliance
39.11(15) Forms

CHAPTER 40
IOWA JOBS MAIN STREET PROGRAM

40.1(83GA,SF2389) Authority
40.2(83GA,SF2389) Purpose
40.3(83GA,SF2389) Definitions
40.4(83GA,SF2389) Highest-priority list
40.5(83GA,SF2389) Funding
40.6(83GA,SF2389) Financial management
40.7(83GA,SF2389) Reports
40.8(83GA,SF2389) Signs
40.9(83GA,SF2389) Noncompliance
40.10(83GA,SF2389) Great places consideration

CHAPTER 41
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FUND

41.1(79GA,HF718) Purpose
41.2(79GA,HF718) Program eligibility
41.3(79GA,HF718) General policies for applications
41.4(79GA,HF718) Application procedures
41.5(79GA,HF718) Application contents
41.6(79GA,HF718) Review process
41.7(79GA,HF718) Award process
41.8(79GA,HF718) Project management
41.9(79GA,HF718) Performance reviews

CHAPTER 42
IOWA TOURISM GRANT PROGRAM

42.1(15) Definitions
42.2(15) Program description
42.3(15) Program eligibility and application requirements
42.4(15) Application scoring and approval process
42.5(15) Contract administration
42.6(15) Expenses, records, and reimbursements

CHAPTER 43
Reserved
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CHAPTER 44
COG ASSISTANCE

44.1(28H) Purpose
44.2(28H) Definitions
44.3(28H) Eligibility
44.4(28H) Eligible activities
44.5(28H) Application procedure
44.6(28H) Grant awards
44.7(28H) Funding
44.8(28H) Financial management standards
44.9(28H) Record keeping and retention
44.10(28H) Progress reports
44.11(28H) Noncompliance
44.12(28H) Grant closeouts
44.13(28H) Compliance with state laws and regulations

CHAPTER 45
COMMUNITY CATALYST BUILDING REMEDIATION PROGRAM

45.1(15) Purpose
45.2(15) Definitions
45.3(15) Program description
45.4(15) Program eligibility, application scoring, and funding decisions
45.5(15) Agreement required

CHAPTER 46
ENDOW IOWA GRANTS PROGRAM

46.1(81GA,HF868) Purpose
46.2(81GA,HF868) Definitions
46.3(81GA,HF868) Program procedures
46.4(81GA,HF868) Eligible applicants
46.5(81GA,HF868) Application and review criteria
46.6(81GA,HF868) Reporting requirements

CHAPTER 47
ENDOW IOWA TAX CREDITS

47.1(15E) Purpose
47.2(15E) Definitions
47.3(15E) Authorization of tax credits to taxpayers
47.4(15E) Distribution process and review criteria
47.5(15E) Reporting requirements

CHAPTER 48
WORKFORCE HOUSING TAX INCENTIVES PROGRAM

48.1(15) Authority
48.2(15) Purpose
48.3(15) Definitions
48.4(15) Housing project requirements
48.5(15) Housing project application and agreement
48.6(15) Workforce housing tax incentives
48.7(15) Annual program funding allocation, reallocation, and management of excess

demand
48.8(15) Application submittal and review process
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DISASTER RECOVERY HOUSING PROGRAM
48.9(15) Housing project minimum requirements
48.10(15) Housing project application and agreement
48.11(15) Disaster recovery housing tax incentives
48.12(15) Program funding allocation and management of excess demand
48.13(15) Application submittal and review process

CHAPTER 49
HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND CULTURAL AND

ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT TAX CREDITS
49.1(303,404A) Purpose
49.2(404A) Program transition
49.3(404A) Definitions
49.4(404A) Qualified rehabilitation expenditures
49.5(404A) Historic preservation and cultural and entertainment district tax credit
49.6(404A) Management of annual aggregate tax credit award limit
49.7(404A) Application and agreement process, generally
49.8(404A) Small projects
49.9(404A) Who may apply for the tax credit
49.10(404A) Part 1 application—evaluation of significance
49.11(404A) Preapplication meeting
49.12(404A) Part 2 application—description of rehabilitation
49.13(404A) Registration application
49.14(404A) Agreement
49.15(404A) Part 3 application—request for certification of completed work and verification of

qualified rehabilitation expenditures
49.16(404A) Fees
49.17(404A) Compliance
49.18(404A) Certificate issuance; claiming the tax credit
49.19(303,404A) Appeals

PART IV
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

CHAPTER 50
DIVISION RESPONSIBILITIES

50.1(15) Mission
50.2(15) Division responsibilities

CHAPTER 51
SELF-EMPLOYMENT LOAN PROGRAM

51.1(15) Transition

CHAPTER 52
IOWA TARGETED SMALL BUSINESS CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

52.1(15) Definitions
52.2(15) Certification
52.3(15) Description of application
52.4(15) Eligibility standards
52.5(15) Special consideration
52.6(15) Family-owned business
52.7(15) Cottage industry
52.8(15) Decertification
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52.9(15) Request for bond waiver
52.10(15) Fraudulent practices in connection with targeted small business programs

CHAPTER 53
COMMUNITY ECONOMIC BETTERMENT ACCOUNT (CEBA) PROGRAM

53.1(15) Purpose and administrative procedures
53.2(15) Definitions
53.3 Reserved
53.4(15) Eligible applicants
53.5(15) Provision of assistance
53.6(15) Application for assistance
53.7(15) Selection criteria
53.8(15) Small business gap financing
53.9(15) New business opportunities and new product development components
53.10(15) Venture project components
53.11(15) Modernization project component
53.12(15) Comprehensive management assistance and entrepreneurial development
53.13 to 53.17 Reserved
53.18(15,83GA,SF344) Applicability of CEBA program after July 1, 2009

CHAPTER 54
IOWA TARGETED SMALL BUSINESS PROCUREMENT PROGRAM

54.1(73) Purpose
54.2(73) Definitions
54.3(73) Preliminary procedures
54.4(73) Identification of targeted small businesses
54.5(73) IDED administration
54.6(73) Certification
54.7(73) Request for review of certification denial
54.8(73) Certification review board
54.9(73) Decertification
54.10(73) Notice of solicitation for bids
54.11 Reserved
54.12(73) Determination of ability to perform
54.13(73) Other procurement procedures
54.14(73) Reporting requirements
54.15(73) Maintenance of records

CHAPTER 55
TARGETED SMALL BUSINESS FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

55.1(15) Targeted small business financial assistance program (TSBFAP)
55.2(15) Definitions
55.3(15) Eligibility requirements
55.4(15) Loan and grant program
55.5(15) Loan guarantee program
55.6(15) Award agreement
55.7(15) Monitoring and reporting for loan, grant, and loan guarantee programs

CHAPTER 56
EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP PLAN (ESOP) FORMATION ASSISTANCE

56.1(85GA,HF648) Purpose
56.2(85GA,HF648) Definitions
56.3(85GA,HF648) Program description
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56.4(85GA,HF648) Program eligibility, application scoring, and funding decisions
56.5(85GA,HF648) Contract required

CHAPTER 57
VALUE-ADDED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (VAAPFAP)
57.1(15E) Purpose and administrative procedures
57.2(15E) Definitions
57.3(15E) General eligibility
57.4(15E) Program components and eligibility requirements
57.5(15E) Ineligible projects
57.6(15E) Awards
57.7(15E) Application procedure
57.8(15E) Review process
57.9 Reserved
57.10(15E) Evaluation and rating criteria
57.11 to 57.15 Reserved
57.16(15E,83GA,SF344) Applicability of VAAPFAP program after July 1, 2009

CHAPTER 58
NEW JOBS AND INCOME PROGRAM

58.1(15) Purpose
58.2(15) Definitions
58.3(15) Agreement prerequisites
58.4(15) Program benefits
58.5(15) Limitation on incentives
58.6(15) Application
58.7(15) Eligibility requirements
58.8(15) Ineligibility
58.9(15) Application
58.10(15) Department and board action
58.11(15) Agreement
58.12 Reserved
58.13(15) Compliance monitoring; notice of noncompliance and penalties
58.14(15) Repayment
58.15(15) Amendments
58.16(81GA,HF868) Applicability of new jobs and income program after July 1, 2005

CHAPTER 59
ENTERPRISE ZONE (EZ) PROGRAM

59.1(15E) Purpose and administrative procedures
59.2(15E) Definitions
59.3(15E) Enterprise zone certification
59.4(15E) Enterprise zone commission
59.5(15E) Eligibility and negotiations
59.6(15E) Eligible business
59.7 Reserved
59.8(15E) Eligible housing business
59.9 Reserved
59.10(15E) Commission review of businesses’ applications
59.11(15E) Other commission responsibilities
59.12(15E) Department action on eligible applications
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59.13 and 59.14 Reserved
59.15(15E) Applicability on or after July 1, 2014

CHAPTER 60
ENTREPRENEURIAL VENTURES
ASSISTANCE (EVA) PROGRAM

60.1(15) Purpose and administrative procedures
60.2(15) Definitions
60.3(15) Eligibility requirements
60.4(15) Financial assistance
60.5(15) Technical assistance
60.6(15) Application process
60.7(15) Review criteria
60.8 and 60.9 Reserved
60.10(15,83GA,SF344) Applicability of EVA program after July 1, 2009

CHAPTER 61
PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (PIAP)

61.1(15E) Purpose and administrative procedures
61.2(15E) Eligible activities
61.3(15E) Eligibility requirements
61.4(15E) Application procedures
61.5(15E) Application review criteria, performance measures
61.6 Reserved
61.7(15E) Forms of assistance available; award amount
61.8 Reserved
61.9(15E) Applicability of PIAP program after July 1, 2009

CHAPTER 62
COGENERATION PILOT PROGRAM

62.1(80GA,HF391) Purpose
62.2(80GA,HF391) Eligible activities
62.3(80GA,HF391) Eligibility requirements
62.4(80GA,HF391) Application procedures
62.5(80GA,HF391) Application review
62.6(80GA,HF391) Award process
62.7(80GA,HF391) Annual progress report

CHAPTER 63
UNIVERSITY-BASED RESEARCH UTILIZATION PROGRAM

63.1(80GA,HF692,HF683) Purpose
63.2(80GA,HF692,HF683) Definitions
63.3(80GA,HF692,HF683) Business eligibility
63.4(80GA,HF692,HF683) Program benefits
63.5(80GA,HF692,HF683) Funding appropriation to the regents university
63.6(80GA,HF692,HF683) Business application
63.7(80GA,HF692,HF683) Application and award process
63.8(80GA,HF692,HF683) Program administration

CHAPTER 64
NEW CAPITAL INVESTMENT PROGRAM

64.1(80GA,HF677) Purpose
64.2(80GA,HF677) Definitions
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64.3(80GA,HF677) Applying for benefits
64.4(80GA,HF677) Benefits
64.5(80GA,HF677) Agreement, compliance, and repayment provisions
64.6(80GA,HF677) Amendments
64.7(80GA,HF677) Other benefits
64.8(81GA,HF868) Applicability of new capital investment program after July 1, 2005

CHAPTER 65
BROWNFIELD AND GRAYFIELD REDEVELOPMENT

65.1(15) Purpose
65.2(15) Definitions
65.3(15) Eligible applicants
65.4(15) Eligible forms of assistance and limitations
65.5(15) Repayment to economic development authority
65.6(15) General procedural overview
65.7(15) Application to the brownfield redevelopment program—agreements
65.8(15) Application to the redevelopment tax credits program—registration of

projects—agreements
65.9(15) Application review criteria
65.10(15) Administration of awards
65.11(15) Redevelopment tax credit
65.12(15) Review, approval, and repayment requirements of redevelopment tax credit

CHAPTER 66
ASSISTIVE DEVICE TAX CREDIT

66.1(78GA,ch1194) Purpose
66.2(78GA,ch1194) Definitions
66.3(78GA,ch1194) Eligibility criteria
66.4(78GA,ch1194) Application process
66.5(78GA,ch1194) Review, decision and award process
66.6(78GA,ch1194) Certification
66.7(78GA,ch1194) Monitoring and misuse of funds
66.8(78GA,ch1194) Tax credit

CHAPTER 67
LIFE SCIENCE ENTERPRISES

67.1(78GA,ch1197) Purpose
67.2(78GA,ch1197) Definitions
67.3(78GA,ch1197) Filing of notice of intent
67.4(78GA,ch1197) Filing of life science enterprise plan
67.5(78GA,ch1197) Review by board
67.6(78GA,ch1197) Life science enterprise land ownership exemption
67.7(78GA,ch1197) Amendment of plan
67.8(78GA,ch1197) Successor enterprise
67.9(78GA,ch1197) Filing

CHAPTER 68
HIGH QUALITY JOBS PROGRAM (HQJP)

68.1(15) Administrative procedures and definitions
68.2(15) Eligibility requirements
68.3(15) Application process and review
68.4(15) Tax incentives
68.5(15) Project completion assistance
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CHAPTER 69
LOAN AND CREDIT GUARANTEE PROGRAM

69.1(15E,81GA,HF868) Purpose
69.2(15E,81GA,HF868) Definitions
69.3(15E,81GA,HF868) Application and review process
69.4(15E,81GA,HF868) Application approval or rejection
69.5(15E,81GA,HF868) Terms and conditions
69.6(15E,81GA,HF868) Administrative costs and program fees
69.7(15E,81GA,HF868) Administration of guarantees
69.8(15E,83GA,SF344) Applicability of LCG program after July 1, 2009

CHAPTER 70
PORT AUTHORITY GRANT PROGRAM

70.1(81GA,HF2782) Purpose
70.2(81GA,HF2782) Definitions
70.3(81GA,HF2782) Program procedures
70.4(81GA,HF2782) Eligibility
70.5(81GA,HF2782) Application and review criteria
70.6(81GA,HF2782) Monitoring, reporting and follow-up

CHAPTER 71
TARGETED JOBS WITHHOLDING TAX CREDIT PROGRAM

71.1(403) Definitions
71.2(403) Eligibility requirements
71.3(403) Pilot project city application process and review
71.4(403) Withholding agreements
71.5(403) Project approval
71.6(403) Reporting requirements
71.7(403) Applicability

CHAPTER 72
IOWA EXPORT TRADE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

72.1(78GA,ch197) Purpose
72.2(78GA,ch197) Definitions
72.3(78GA,ch197) Eligible applicants
72.4(78GA,ch197) Eligible reimbursements
72.5(78GA,ch197) Applications for assistance
72.6(78GA,ch197) Selection process
72.7(78GA,ch197) Limitations
72.8(78GA,ch197) Forms

CHAPTER 73
Reserved

CHAPTER 74
GROW IOWA VALUES FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

74.1(83GA,SF344) Purpose and administrative procedures
74.2(83GA,SF344) 130 percent wage component
74.3(83GA,SF344) 100 percent wage component
74.4(83GA,SF344) Entrepreneurial component
74.5(83GA,SF344) Infrastructure component
74.6(83GA,SF344) Value-added agriculture component
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74.7(83GA,SF344) Disaster recovery component
74.8(15) Applicability of the grow Iowa values financial assistance program on or after

July 1, 2012

CHAPTER 75
OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS PROGRAM

75.1(83GA,SF344) Purpose
75.2(83GA,SF344) Administrative procedures
75.3(83GA,SF344) Eligible applicants
75.4(83GA,SF344) Review criteria
75.5(83GA,SF344) Award criteria
75.6(15) Applicability of the opportunities and threats program on or after July 1, 2012

CHAPTER 76
AGGREGATE TAX CREDIT LIMIT FOR

CERTAIN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
76.1(15) Authority
76.2(15) Purpose
76.3(15) Definitions
76.4(15) Tax credit cap—exceeding the cap—reallocation of declinations
76.5(15) Programs subject to the cap
76.6(15) Allocating the tax credit cap
76.7 Reserved
76.8(15) Reporting to the department of revenue

CHAPTER 77
SITE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

DIVISION I
GENERAL PROVISIONS

77.1(15E) Purposes
77.2(15E) Authority
77.3(15E) Definitions
77.4 to 77.10 Reserved

DIVISION II
CERTIFICATE OF READINESS

77.11(15E) Eligibility
77.12(15E) Application; review; approval
77.13(15E) Evaluation criteria
77.14(15E) Certificate of readiness
77.15 to 77.20 Reserved

DIVISION III
CONSULTATION

77.21(15E) Consultation

CHAPTER 78
SMALL BUSINESS DISASTER RECOVERY FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

DIVISION I
2008 NATURAL DISASTER SMALL BUSINESS DISASTER RECOVERY

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
78.1(15) Purpose
78.2(15) Definitions
78.3(15) Distribution of funds to administrative entities
78.4(15) Eligible business
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78.5(15) Eligible program activities; maximum amount of assistance
78.6(15) Allowable types of assistance to eligible businesses
78.7(15) Program administration and reporting
78.8 to 78.10 Reserved

DIVISION II
2010 IOWANS HELPING IOWANS BUSINESS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

78.11(15) Purpose
78.12(15) Definitions
78.13(15) Eligible business
78.14(15) Eligible program activities; maximum amount of assistance
78.15(15) Distribution of funds; application
78.16(15) Form of assistance available to eligible businesses
78.17(15) Grants to administrative entities
78.18(15) Award; acceptance

CHAPTER 79
DISASTER RECOVERY BUSINESS RENTAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

79.1(15) Purpose
79.2(15) Definitions
79.3(15) Eligible business; application review
79.4(15) Eligible program activities; maximum amount of assistance
79.5(15) Distribution of funds to administrative entities
79.6(15) Program administration; reporting requirements

CHAPTER 80
IOWA SMALL BUSINESS LOAN PROGRAM

80.1(83GA,SF2389) Purpose
80.2(83GA,SF2389) Authority
80.3(83GA,SF2389) Definitions
80.4(83GA,SF2389) Administrator
80.5(83GA,SF2389) General loan terms
80.6(83GA,SF2389) Eligibility
80.7(83GA,SF2389) Application
80.8(83GA,SF2389) Application review
80.9(83GA,SF2389) Recommendation; loan agreement
80.10(83GA,SF2389) Repayment
80.11(83GA,SF2389) Default

CHAPTER 81
RENEWABLE CHEMICAL PRODUCTION TAX CREDIT PROGRAM

81.1(15) Purpose
81.2(15) Definitions
81.3(15) Eligibility requirements
81.4(15) Application process and review
81.5(15) Agreement
81.6(15) Renewable chemical production tax credit
81.7(15) Claiming the tax credit
81.8(15) Process to add building block chemicals
81.9(15) Additional information—confidentiality—annual report

CHAPTERS 82 to 100
Reserved
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PART V
INNOVATION AND COMMERCIALIZATION ACTIVITIES

CHAPTER 101
MISSION AND RESPONSIBILITIES

101.1(15) Mission
101.2(15) Responsibilities

CHAPTER 102
ENTREPRENEUR INVESTMENT AWARDS PROGRAM

102.1(15E) Authority
102.2(15E) Purpose
102.3(15E) Definitions
102.4(15E) Program description, application procedures, and delegation of functions
102.5(15E) Program funding
102.6(15E) Eligibility requirements and competitive scoring process
102.7(15E) Contract and report information required

CHAPTER 103
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY TRAINING PROGRAM

103.1(15,83GA,SF142) Authority—program termination and transition
103.2(15,83GA,SF142) Purpose
103.3(15,83GA,SF142) Definitions
103.4(15,83GA,SF142) Program funding
103.5(15,83GA,SF142) Matching funds requirement
103.6(15,83GA,SF142) Use of program funds
103.7(15,83GA,SF142) Eligible business
103.8(15,83GA,SF142) Ineligible business
103.9(15,83GA,SF142) Eligible employee
103.10(15,83GA,SF142) Ineligible employee
103.11(15,83GA,SF142) Application and review process
103.12(15,83GA,SF142) Application scoring criteria
103.13(15,83GA,SF142) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 104
INNOVATIVE BUSINESSES INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

104.1(15) Authority
104.2(15) Purpose
104.3(15) Definitions
104.4(15) Program funding
104.5(15) Eligible business
104.6(15) Ineligible business
104.7(15) Eligible students
104.8(15) Ineligible students
104.9(15) Application submittal and review process
104.10(15) Application content and other requirements
104.11(15) Selection process
104.12(15) Application scoring criteria
104.13(15) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 105
DEMONSTRATION FUND

105.1(15) Authority
105.2(15) Purpose
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105.3(15) Definitions
105.4(15) Project funding
105.5(15) Matching funds requirement
105.6(15) Eligible applicants
105.7(15) Ineligible applicants
105.8(15) Application and review process
105.9(15) Application selection criteria
105.10(15) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 106
SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

TRANSFER OUTREACH PROGRAM
106.1(15) Authority
106.2(15) Purpose and goals
106.3(15) Definitions
106.4(15) Program description, application procedures, and delegation of functions
106.5(15) Program funding
106.6(15) Eligibility requirements
106.7(15) Agreement and report information required

CHAPTER 107
TARGETED INDUSTRIES NETWORKING FUND

107.1(82GA,ch122) Authority—fund termination and transition
107.2(82GA,ch122) Purpose
107.3(82GA,ch122) Definitions
107.4(82GA,ch122) Program funding
107.5(82GA,ch122) Eligible applicants
107.6(82GA,ch122) Application and review process
107.7(82GA,ch122) Application selection criteria
107.8(82GA,ch122) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 108
ACCELERATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF INNOVATIVE IDEAS AND BUSINESSES

108.1(15) Authority
108.2(15) Purpose and description of program components
108.3(15) Definitions
108.4(15) Program description, application procedures, and delegation of functions
108.5(15) Program funding
108.6(15) Contract and report information required

CHAPTER 109
TARGETED INDUSTRIES CAREER AWARENESS FUND

109.1(82GA,ch122) Authority—fund termination and transition
109.2(82GA,ch122) Purpose
109.3(82GA,ch122) Definitions
109.4(82GA,ch122) Program funding
109.5(82GA,ch122) Matching funds requirement
109.6(82GA,ch122) Eligible applicants
109.7(82GA,ch122) Application and review process
109.8(82GA,ch122) Application selection criteria
109.9(82GA,ch122) Contract and reporting
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CHAPTER 110
STEM INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

110.1(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Authority
110.2(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Purpose
110.3(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Definitions
110.4(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Program funding and disbursement
110.5(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Eligible employers
110.6(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Ineligible employers
110.7(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Eligible students
110.8(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Ineligible students
110.9(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Application submittal and review process
110.10(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Application content and other requirements
110.11(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Award process
110.12(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Application scoring criteria
110.13(15,85GA,ch1132,86GA,SF510) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 111
SUPPLY CHAIN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

111.1(15,83GA,SF142) Authority—program termination and transition
111.2(15,83GA,SF142) Purpose
111.3(15,83GA,SF142) Definitions
111.4(15,83GA,SF142) Program funding
111.5(15,83GA,SF142) Matching funds requirement
111.6(15,83GA,SF142) Eligible applicants
111.7(15,83GA,SF142) Ineligible applicants
111.8(15,83GA,SF142) Application process
111.9(15,83GA,SF142) Application selection criteria
111.10(15,83GA,SF142) Intellectual property
111.11(15,83GA,SF142) Contract and reporting

CHAPTERS 112 and 113
Reserved

CHAPTER 114
IOWA INNOVATION COUNCIL

114.1(15) Authority
114.2(15) Purpose
114.3(15) Definitions
114.4(15) Iowa innovation council funding
114.5(15) Council membership
114.6(15) Responsibilities and deliverables
114.7(15) Executive committee
114.8(15) Application and review process for board-appointed council members
114.9(15) Voting
114.10(15) Meetings and commitment of time
114.11(15) Nonattendance
114.12(15) Council work groups
114.13(15) Reporting
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CHAPTER 115
TAX CREDITS FOR INVESTMENTS IN QUALIFYING BUSINESSES AND

COMMUNITY-BASED SEED CAPITAL FUNDS
115.1(15E) Tax credits for investments in qualifying businesses and community-based seed

capital funds
115.2(15E) Definitions
115.3(15E) Cash investments required
115.4(15E) Applying for an investment tax credit
115.5(15E) Verification of qualifying businesses and community-based seed capital funds
115.6(15E) Approval, issuance and distribution of investment tax credits
115.7(15E) Claiming the tax credits
115.8(15E) Notification to the department of revenue
115.9(15E) Rescinding tax credits
115.10(15E) Additional information—confidentiality—annual report

CHAPTER 116
TAX CREDITS FOR INVESTMENTS IN CERTIFIED INNOVATION FUNDS

116.1(15E) Tax credit for investments in certified innovation funds
116.2(15E) Definitions
116.3(15E) Certification of innovation funds
116.4(15E) Maintenance, reporting, and revocation of certification
116.5(15E) Application for the investment tax credit certificate
116.6(15E) Approval, issuance and distribution of investment tax credits
116.7(15E) Transferability of the tax credit
116.8(15E) Vested right in the tax credit
116.9(15E) Claiming the tax credits
116.10(15E) Notification to the department of revenue
116.11(15E) Additional information

CHAPTER 117
SSBCI DEMONSTRATION FUND

117.1(84GA,HF590) Authority
117.2(84GA,HF590) Purposes, goals, and promotion
117.3(84GA,HF590) Definitions
117.4(84GA,HF590) Project funding
117.5(84GA,HF590) Leverage of financial assistance required
117.6(84GA,HF590) Eligible applicants
117.7(84GA,HF590) Ineligible applicants
117.8(84GA,HF590) Application and review process
117.9(84GA,HF590) Application selection criteria
117.10(84GA,HF590) Contract and reporting

CHAPTER 118
STRATEGIC INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM

118.1(15) Authority
118.2(15) Purpose
118.3(15) Definitions
118.4(15) Program description, disbursement of funds, and contract administration
118.5(15) Program eligibility and application requirements
118.6(15) Application submittal and review process
118.7(15) Application scoring criteria
118.8(15) Notice of award and reporting
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CHAPTERS 119 to 162
Reserved
PART VI

ADMINISTRATION DIVISION

CHAPTER 163
DIVISION RESPONSIBILITIES

163.1(15) Mission
163.2(15) Structure

CHAPTER 164
USE OF MARKETING LOGO

164.1(15) Purpose and limitation
164.2(15) Definitions
164.3(15) Guidelines
164.4(15) Review and approval of applications
164.5(15) Licensing agreement; use of logo
164.6(15) Denial or suspension of use of logo
164.7(15) Request for hearing
164.8(15) Requests for information

CHAPTER 165
ALLOCATION OF GROW IOWA VALUES FUND

165.1(15G,83GA,SF344) Purpose
165.2(15G,83GA,SF344) Definitions
165.3(15G,83GA,SF344) Grow Iowa values fund (2009)
165.4(15G,83GA,SF344) Allocation of annual appropriation for grow Iowa values fund

moneys—$50M
165.5(15G,83GA,SF344) Board allocation of other moneys in fund
165.6(15G,83GA,SF344) Annual fiscal year allocations by board
165.7(15) Applicability of the grow Iowa values financial assistance program on or after

July 1, 2012

CHAPTERS 166 to 170
Reserved
PART VII

ADDITIONAL APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES

CHAPTER 171
SUPPLEMENTAL CREDIT OR POINTS

171.1(15A) Applicability
171.2(15A) Brownfield areas, blighted areas and distressed areas
171.3(15A) Good neighbor agreements
171.4(82GA,HF647) Iowa great places agreements

CHAPTER 172
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW COMPLIANCE; VIOLATIONS OF LAW

172.1(15A) Environmental law compliance
172.2(15A) Violations of law

CHAPTER 173
STANDARD DEFINITIONS

173.1(15) Applicability
173.2(15) Definitions
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CHAPTER 174
WAGE, BENEFIT, AND INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS

174.1(15) Applicability
174.2(15) Qualifying wage threshold calculations
174.3(15) Qualifying wage threshold requirements—prior to July 1, 2009
174.4 Reserved
174.5(15) Qualifying wage threshold requirements—on or after July 1, 2009, and on or

before June 30, 2012
174.6(15) Qualifying wage threshold requirements—effective on or after July 1, 2014
174.7(15) Job obligations
174.8(15) Benefit requirements—prior to July 1, 2009
174.9(15) Sufficient benefits requirement—on or after July 1, 2009
174.10(15) Capital investment, qualifying investment for tax credit programs, and investment

qualifying for tax credits

CHAPTER 175
APPLICATION REVIEW AND APPROVAL PROCEDURES

175.1(15) Applicability
175.2(15) Application procedures for programs administered by the authority
175.3(15) Standard program requirements
175.4(15) Review and approval of applications
175.5(15) Local match requirements for project awards

CHAPTERS 176 to 186
Reserved
PART VIII

LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE

CHAPTER 187
CONTRACTING

187.1(15) Applicability
187.2(15) Contract required
187.3(15) Project completion date and maintenance period completion date
187.4(15) Contract and award amendment approval procedures
187.5(15) Default
187.6(15) Compliance cost fees

CHAPTER 188
CONTRACT COMPLIANCE AND JOB COUNTING

188.1(15) Applicability
188.2(15) Contract compliance
188.3(15) Job counting and tracking
188.4(15) Business’s employment base
188.5(15) Job counting using base employment analysis
188.6(15) Wage determination for contract compliance purposes

CHAPTER 189
ANNUAL REPORTING

189.1(15) Annual reporting by businesses required (for period ending June 30)
189.2(15) January 31 report by authority to legislature

CHAPTERS 190 to 194
Reserved
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PART IX
UNIFORM PROCEDURES: RECORDS, RULE MAKING, DECLARATORY ORDERS, RULE WAIVERS

CHAPTER 195
PUBLIC RECORDS AND FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES

195.1(17A,22) Statement of policy, purpose and scope of chapter
195.2(17A,22) Definitions
195.3(17A,22) Requests for access to records
195.4(17A,22) Access to confidential records
195.5(17A,22) Requests for treatment of a record as a confidential record and its withholding

from examination
195.6(17A,22) Procedure by which additions, dissents, or objections may be entered into certain

records
195.7(17A,22) Consent to disclosure by the subject of a confidential record
195.8(17A,22) Notice to suppliers of information
195.9(17A,22) Disclosures without the consent of the subject
195.10(17A,22) Routine use
195.11(17A,22) Consensual disclosure of confidential records
195.12(17A,22) Release to subject
195.13(17A,22) Availability of records
195.14(17A,22) Personally identifiable information
195.15(17A,22) Other groups of records

CHAPTER 196
DEPARTMENT PROCEDURE FOR RULE MAKING

196.1(17A) Applicability
196.2(17A) Advice on possible rules before notice of proposed rule adoption
196.3(17A) Public rule-making docket
196.4(17A) Notice of proposed rule making
196.5(17A) Public participation
196.6(17A) Regulatory analysis
196.7(17A,25B) Fiscal impact statement
196.8(17A) Time and manner of rule adoption
196.9(17A) Variance between adopted rule and published notice of proposed rule adoption
196.10(17A) Exemptions from public rule-making procedures
196.11(17A) Concise statement of reasons
196.12(17A) Contents, style, and form of rule
196.13(17A) Department rule-making record
196.14(17A) Filing of rules
196.15(17A) Effectiveness of rules prior to publication
196.16(17A) Review by department of rules
196.17(17A) Written criticisms of department rules

CHAPTER 197
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

197.1(17A) Petition for rule making
197.2(17A) Briefs
197.3(17A) Inquiries
197.4(17A) Department consideration
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CHAPTER 198
PETITION FOR DECLARATORY ORDER

198.1(17A) Petition for declaratory order
198.2(17A) Notice of petition
198.3(17A) Intervention
198.4(17A) Briefs
198.5(17A) Inquiries
198.6(17A) Service and filing of petitions and other papers
198.7(17A) Consideration
198.8(17A) Action on petition
198.9(17A) Refusal to issue order
198.10(17A) Contents of declaratory order—effective date
198.11(17A) Copies of orders
198.12(17A) Effect of a declaratory order

CHAPTER 199
UNIFORM WAIVER AND VARIANCE RULES

199.1(ExecOrd11) Applicability
199.2(ExecOrd11) Director/board discretion
199.3(ExecOrd11) Requester’s responsibilities in filing a waiver or variance petition
199.4(ExecOrd11) Notice
199.5(ExecOrd11) Department responsibilities regarding petition for waiver or variance
199.6(ExecOrd11) Public availability
199.7(ExecOrd11) Voiding or cancellation
199.8(ExecOrd11) Violations
199.9(ExecOrd11) Defense
199.10(ExecOrd11,17A) Appeals

PART X
COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND INVESTMENT PROGRAMS

CHAPTER 200
REINVESTMENT DISTRICTS PROGRAM

200.1(15J) Purpose
200.2(15J) Definitions
200.3(15J) Program overview
200.4(15J) Preapplication process
200.5(15J) Program eligibility and application requirements
200.6(15J) Application scoring and determination of benefits
200.7(15J) Final application and approval process
200.8(15J) Adoption of ordinance and use of funds
200.9(15J) Plan amendments and reporting
200.10(15J) Cessation of deposits, district dissolution, and requests for extension
200.11(15J) Cross reference to department rules

CHAPTERS 201 to 210
Reserved
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CHAPTER 211
COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND
TOURISM (CAT) PROGRAMS

DIVISION I
GENERAL PROVISIONS

211.1(15F) Purpose
211.2(15F) Definitions
211.3(15F) Forms of assistance
211.4(15F) Eligible applicants
211.5(15F) Eligible projects
211.6(15F) Ineligible projects
211.7(15F) Application requirements
211.8(15F) Application review
211.9(15F) Application procedure
211.10(15F) Administration
211.11 to 211.49 Reserved

DIVISION II
COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND TOURISM (CAT) FUND

211.50(15F) Applicability
211.51(15F) Allocation of funds
211.52 to 211.100 Reserved

DIVISION III
RIVER ENHANCEMENT COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND TOURISM (RECAT) FUND

211.101(15F) Applicability
211.102(15F) Application contents

CHAPTER 212
VISION IOWA PROGRAM

212.1(15F) Purpose
212.2(15F) Definitions
212.3(15F) Allocation of funds
212.4(15F) Eligible applicants
212.5(15F) Eligible projects and forms of assistance
212.6(15F) Ineligible projects
212.7(15F) Threshold application requirements
212.8(15F) Application review criteria
212.9(15F) Application procedure
212.10(15F) Administration of awards

CHAPTER 213
ENHANCE IOWA BOARD: UNIFORM WAIVER

AND VARIANCE RULES
213.1(17A,ExecOrd11) Applicability
213.2(17A,ExecOrd11) Board discretion
213.3(17A,ExecOrd11) Requester’s responsibilities in filing a waiver or variance petition
213.4(17A,ExecOrd11) Notice
213.5(17A,ExecOrd11) Board responsibilities regarding petition for waiver or variance
213.6(17A,ExecOrd11) Public availability
213.7(17A,ExecOrd11) Voiding or cancellation
213.8(17A,ExecOrd11) Violations
213.9(17A,ExecOrd11) Defense
213.10(17A,ExecOrd11) Appeals
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CHAPTER 214
ENHANCE IOWA BOARD

214.1(15F) Definitions
214.2(15F) Enhance Iowa board
214.3(15F) Authority duties

CHAPTER 215
SPORTS TOURISM PROGRAM

215.1(15F) Definitions
215.2(15F) Eligible applicants
215.3(15F) Eligible projects
215.4(15F) Threshold application requirements
215.5(15F) Application process
215.6(15F) Administration

CHAPTERS 216 to 219
Reserved

CHAPTER 220
RURAL HOUSING NEEDS ASSESSMENT GRANT PROGRAM

220.1(88GA,SF608) Purpose
220.2(88GA,SF608) Definitions
220.3(88GA,SF608) Program description
220.4(88GA,SF608) Program eligibility, application scoring, and funding decisions
220.5(88GA,SF608) Agreement required

CHAPTER 221
RURAL INNOVATION GRANT PROGRAM

221.1(88GA,SF608) Purpose
221.2(88GA,SF608) Definitions
221.3(88GA,SF608) Program description
221.4(88GA,SF608) Program eligibility, application scoring, and funding decisions
221.5(88GA,SF608) Agreement required

CHAPTERS 222 to 299
Reserved
PART XI

RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE BOARD

CHAPTERS 300 to 310
Reserved

CHAPTER 311
RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE BOARD—ORGANIZATION

311.1(15G) Definitions
311.2(15G) Renewable fuel infrastructure board

CHAPTER 312
RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM FOR

RETAIL MOTOR FUEL SITES
312.1(15G) Purpose
312.2(15G) Eligible applicants
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CHAPTER 313
RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM FOR

BIODIESEL TERMINAL GRANTS
313.1(15G) Purpose
313.2(15G) Eligible applicants

CHAPTER 314
RENEWABLE FUEL INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

314.1(15G) Allocation of awards by congressional district
314.2(15G) Form of award available; award amount
314.3(15G) Application process
314.4(15G) Review process
314.5(15G) Contract administration

CHAPTERS 315 to 399
Reserved
PART XII

ENERGY DIVISION

CHAPTER 400
RULES APPLICABLE TO PART XII

400.1(84GA,HF590) Definitions
400.2(84GA,HF590) Purpose, administrative information, and implementation

CHAPTER 401
ADMINISTRATION OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

401.1(84GA,HF590) Purpose
401.2(84GA,HF590) Appropriations
401.3(84GA,HF590) Control of fund assets
401.4(84GA,HF590) Allocation of fund moneys
401.5(84GA,HF590) Eligible applicants
401.6(84GA,HF590) Eligibility criteria for financial assistance
401.7(84GA,HF590) Forms of assistance
401.8(84GA,HF590) Application process
401.9(84GA,HF590) Confidentiality
401.10(84GA,HF590) Contents of full application
401.11(84GA,HF590) Selection criteria
401.12(84GA,HF590) Contract administration

CHAPTER 402
ENERGY EFFICIENCY COMMUNITY GRANT PROGRAM

402.1(84GA,HF590) Purpose
402.2(84GA,HF590) Definitions
402.3(84GA,HF590) Requests for applications
402.4(84GA,HF590) Geographic distribution
402.5(84GA,HF590) Criteria for review
402.6(84GA,HF590) Project approval and award of funds

CHAPTER 403
IOWA ENERGY CENTER

403.1(15) Purpose
403.2(15) Definitions
403.3(15) Iowa energy center board
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CHAPTER 404
IOWA ENERGY CENTER GRANT PROGRAM

404.1(15) Definitions
404.2(15) Policies and procedures handbook
404.3(15) Eligibility
404.4(15) Funding and award terms
404.5(15) Project budget
404.6(15) Application process and review
404.7(15) Administration

CHAPTER 405
ALTERNATE ENERGY REVOLVING LOAN PROGRAM

405.1(15) Definitions
405.2(15) Loan amounts and terms
405.3(15) Borrowers
405.4(15) Eligible projects
405.5(15) Eligible and ineligible costs
405.6(15) Application process
405.7(15) Administration

CHAPTERS 406 to 409
Reserved
PART XIII

IOWA BROADBAND DEPLOYMENT GOVERNANCE BOARD

CHAPTER 410
Reserved

CHAPTER 411
IOWA BROADBAND DEPLOYMENT PROGRAM

411.1(83GA,SF376) Purpose
411.2(83GA,SF376) Definitions
411.3(83GA,SF376) Eligible applicants
411.4(83GA,SF376) Forms of assistance
411.5(83GA,SF376) Threshold application requirements
411.6(83GA,SF376) Application process
411.7(83GA,SF376) Application review procedures
411.8(83GA,SF376) Administration of awards

CHAPTER 412
FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES, WAIVER AND VARIANCE,

AND PETITION FOR RULE MAKING
412.1(83GA,SF376) Fair information practices
412.2(83GA,SF376) Waiver and variance
412.3(83GA,SF376) Petition for rule making
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PART X
COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND INVESTMENT PROGRAMS

CHAPTER 200
REINVESTMENT DISTRICTS PROGRAM

261—200.1(15J) Purpose. The board is authorized by the general assembly and the governor to oversee
the implementation and administration of certain provisions of the Iowa reinvestment Act, which was
enacted in 2013 Iowa Acts, House File 641, and amended by 2020 Iowa Acts, House File 2641. The
purpose of this chapter is to describe the manner in which the authority’s part of the program will be
administered. The program provides for as much as $100 million in state hotel and motel and state sales
tax revenues generated by new revenue-generating projects in certain districts to be “reinvested” within
those districts for districts approved on or before July 1, 2018, and provides as much as $100 million for
districts approved after July 1, 2020. In general, the authority has the responsibility to evaluate projects
and make funding decisions while the department of revenue has the responsibility for collecting the
tax revenues used to fund projects under the program and making payments to municipalities. To the
greatest extent possible, the board will fund projects in districts that are the most likely (1) to improve
the quality of life of the municipality, the surrounding region, and the state as a whole; (2) to be unique
to the municipality, the surrounding region, and the state as a whole; and (3) to substantially benefit the
economy of the municipality, the surrounding region, and the state as a whole.
[ARC 1175C, IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13; ARC 5319C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

261—200.2(15J) Definitions. For purposes of this chapter unless the context otherwise requires:
“Account”means the district account that is created within the fund for each municipality which has

established a district and that holds the new tax revenues deposited by the department under the program.
Moneys in each account will be remitted quarterly by the department to the municipality pursuant to the
department of revenue’s rules in 701—Chapter 237.

“Applicant” means a municipality applying to the board and the authority for approval of a district
under the program, including the preapplication process described in rule 261—200.4(15J).

“Appurtenant structure” means any building or other fixture on a piece of real estate other than the
main building provided that such a building or fixture is permanent, is wholly or partially above grade,
and will be constructed or substantially improved in conjunction with the main building. A structure
is appurtenant when the structure is physically connected to a main building such that the connected
structures combine to create a single, integrated facility. A structure is not physically connected if
the structure has a function or purpose independent of the main building, even if the structures are in
close proximity or are incidentally connected by some means such as a common wall, a sidewalk, or
recreational trail.

“Authority” means the economic development authority created in Iowa Code section 15.105.
“Board”means the members of the economic development authority appointed by the governor and

in whom the powers of the authority are vested pursuant to Iowa Code section 15.105.
“Commencement date” means the date established for each district by the board pursuant to rule

261—200.7(15J) upon which the calculation of new state sales tax and new state hotel and motel tax
revenue shall begin pursuant to rule 701—237.3(15J) and after which the department will make deposits
in the fund pursuant to rule 701—237.4(15J).

“Department” means the department of revenue.
“Director” means the director of the authority.
“District”means the area that is designated a reinvestment district under the program. For purposes

of this chapter, a district is designated during the application and approval process but is not created until
it has both received the final approval of the board pursuant to rule 261—200.7(15J) and been established
by ordinance or resolution of the municipality as described in rule 261—200.8(15J).

“Due diligence committee”means the due diligence committee of the board established pursuant to
261—subrule 1.3(7).

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1175C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5319C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/701.237.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/261.200.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/15.105.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/15.105.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/261.200.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.237.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/701.237.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/261.200.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/261.200.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/261.1.3.pdf
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“Fund”means the state reinvestment district fund created in Iowa Code section 15J.6, consisting of
new tax revenues, and under the control of the department.

“Governing body” means the county board of supervisors, city council, or other governing body in
which the legislative powers of the municipality are vested.

“Joint board” means a legal entity established or designated in an agreement between two or more
contiguous counties or incorporated cities pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 28E.

“Maximum benefit amount” means the total amount of new tax revenues that may be remitted to a
municipality’s reinvestment project fund and used for development in a district. The maximum benefit
will be established by the board when a final application to the program is approved pursuant to rule
261—200.7(15J).

“Municipality” means a county, an incorporated city, or a joint board.
“New lessor” means a lessor, as defined in Iowa Code section 423A.2, operating a business in the

district that was not in operation in the area of the district before the effective date of the ordinance or
resolution establishing the district, regardless of ownership. “New lessor” also includes any lessor, as
defined in Iowa Code section 423A.2, operating a business in the district if the place of business for that
business is the subject of a project that was approved by the board.

“New retail establishment”means a business operated in the district by a retailer, as defined in Iowa
Code section 423.1, that was not in operation in the area of the district before the effective date of the
ordinance or resolution establishing the district, regardless of ownership. “New retail establishment”
also includes any business operated in the district by a retailer, as defined in Iowa Code section 423.1,
if the place of business for that retail establishment is the subject of a project that was approved by the
board.

“New tax revenues” means all state sales tax revenues and state hotel and motel tax revenues that
are collected within a district by new retail establishments and new lessors, provided that such new retail
establishments and lessors are included as projects in an approved district plan. New tax revenues are
remitted to the department after collection by new retail establishments and new lessors and deposited
by the department in a fund for use by a municipality under the program.

“Program” means the reinvestment district program established pursuant to this chapter.
“Project”means a vertical improvement constructed or substantially improvedwithin a district using

new tax revenues. “Project” does not include any of the following:
1. A building, structure, or other facility that is in whole or in part used or intended to be used to

conduct gambling games under Iowa Code chapter 99F.
2. A building, structure, or other facility that is in whole or in part used or intended to be used as a

hotel or motel if such hotel or motel is connected to or operated in conjunction with a building, structure,
or other facility described in paragraph “1” above.

“Retail business” means any business engaged in the business of selling tangible personal property
or taxable services at retail in this state that is obligated to collect state sales or use tax under Iowa Code
chapter 423. However, for the purposes of this chapter, “retail business” does not include a new lessor
or a business engaged in an activity subject to tax under Iowa Code section 423.2(3).

“State hotel and motel tax” means the state-imposed tax under Iowa Code section 423A.3.
“State sales tax” means the sales and services tax imposed pursuant to Iowa Code section 423.2.
“Substantially improved”means that the cost of the improvements to a project is equal to or exceeds

50 percent of the assessed value of the property, excluding the land, prior to such improvements.
“Unique nature” means a quality or qualities of the projects to be developed in a district which,

when considered in the entirety, will substantially distinguish the district’s projects from other existing
or proposed developments in the state. For purposes of this chapter, whether a project is of a unique
nature is a subjective and contextual determination that will be made by the board. In determining
whether a project is of a unique nature, the board will not necessarily require a project to be entirely
without precedent or to be the only one of its kind in the state, but rather the board will evaluate
whether the projects to be undertaken in a district will either (1) permanently transform the aesthetics
or infrastructure of a local community for the better, including by preserving important historical

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/15J.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/28E.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/261.200.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423A.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423A.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/99F.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/423.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423A.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/423.2.pdf
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structures or neighborhoods; or (2) contribute substantially more to the state’s economy or quality of
life than other similar projects in the state.

“Vertical improvement”means a building that is wholly or partially above grade and all appurtenant
structures to the building.
[ARC 1175C, IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13; ARC 5319C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

261—200.3(15J) Program overview.
200.3(1) General. The reinvestment districts program provides for new tax revenues generated by

revenue-generating projects in certain districts to be “reinvested” within those districts. The program
allows municipalities to designate areas within their corporate boundaries as reinvestment districts and
to use new tax revenues collected within the district to finance the development of projects within the
district. The authority and the board will take applications from municipalities for designation as a
district and will consider and approve eligible applicants for funding under the program.

200.3(2) Preapplication, provisional decisions, and final approval. Each fiscal year in which
funding is available, the authority will accept applications for assistance under the program. The
program includes a preapplication process, a scoring process, a provisional funding decision, and a
final board approval process.

200.3(3) District establishment and financing.
a. Upon final approval of a plan, a municipality shall establish a district and notify the department

that new tax revenues may be deposited in a fund under the program as described in subrule 200.8(1).
The collection and deposit of new tax revenues by the department begins only after final approval
of the proposed district plan and the establishment of the district’s maximum benefit amount and
commencement date.

b. For districts established before July 1, 2020, the department will deposit in a fund 4 percent of
the amount of retail sales subject to the state sales tax collected by new retail establishments within the
district and 5 percent of the amount of sales subject to the state hotel and motel tax collected by new
lessors within the district.

c. For districts established after July 1, 2020, the department will deposit in a fund:
(1) Four percent of the remainder of amount of sales subject to the state sales tax in the district

during the quarter from new retail establishments minus the sum of the sales from the corresponding
quarter of the 12-month period preceding establishment of the district, for new retail establishments
identified under subparagraph 200.8(1)“c”(3) that were in operation at the end of the quarter; and

(2) Five percent of the remainder of amount of sales subject to the state hotel and motel tax in
the district during the quarter from new lessors minus the sum of the sales from the corresponding
quarter of the 12-month period preceding establishment of the district, for new lessors identified under
subparagraph 200.8(1)“c”(4) that were in operation at the end of the quarter.

200.3(4) Duration of funding and termination of district. The department will deposit new tax
revenues in the fund until the maximum benefit is reached or the district is terminated, whichever is
earlier. A district shall be terminated as of the date 20 years after the commencement date unless a
municipality dissolves the district prior to that date or the board has approved an extension pursuant
to subrule 200.10(3).

200.3(5) Use of funds. A municipality may use moneys remitted by the department to the
municipality from its account for purposes of funding development in a district according to an
approved district plan as described in subrule 200.8(2).
[ARC 1175C, IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13; ARC 5319C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

261—200.4(15J) Preapplication process.
200.4(1) Purpose. The program includes a preapplication process to assist with the administration

and implementation of the program. The purposes of the preapplication process are to provide
information related to the requirements of this chapter, to determine the interest of municipalities in
establishing districts under this chapter, including the amount of potential funding requests, and to
assist municipalities in preparing a proposed district plan. The authority and the board will utilize
the preapplication process to gauge the level of demand for funding under the program, accept initial
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project plans and requests for funding, make provisional determinations about the amount of maximum
benefits, and notify applicants of the board’s provisional funding decisions. While all funding decisions
made during the preapplication process are provisional and subject to change, the process is intended
to indicate the board’s willingness to approve future financial assistance for projects that meet the
requirements of this chapter.

200.4(2) Preapplication required. The board will only approve a proposed district plan if that plan
has been submitted during the annual filing window as described in this rule.

200.4(3) Annual filing window. Each year that funding is available, the authority will announce an
annual filing window to accept preapplications under the program. The purpose of the annual filing
window is to enable the competitive scoring of applications and facilitate funding decisions by the board
that are within the limitations established for the program by the general assembly. A municipality
interested in applying to the program must submit a preapplication during the annual filing window or
wait until the next annual filing window.

200.4(4) Preapplication submission requirements. Each preapplication submission shall
demonstrate compliance with the requirements listed in rule 261—200.5(15J) to the greatest extent
possible. While the preapplication process is provisional in nature and is designed to allow applicants
to make reasonable changes to the proposed district plan before a final application is considered,
the board is more likely to approve funding for proposed districts that meet all requirements of rule
261—200.5(15J) during the preapplication process.

200.4(5) Provisional funding decisions.
a. The board, with the assistance of the authority, will evaluate the preapplications and assign

them a provisional score based on the criteria described in rule 261—200.6(15J). Based on the results of
the scoring, the board will make provisional funding decisions and notify applicants.

b. A provisional funding decision represents an initial judgment by the board about the merits of
a proposed district plan and is provided for the convenience of both applicants and the board for the
better administration of the program. A provisional funding decision shall not be construed as binding
on the board nor will the applicant be required to meet all of the details contained in the preapplication.
A provisional funding decision shall not be construed as a final approval by the board. A municipality
shall not adopt an ordinance or resolution establishing a district based on a provisional funding decision.

c. The final details of a proposed district plan and a final funding decision, including a maximum
benefit amount and a commencement date, shall be contingent upon the receipt of a full, final, and
complete application and upon final action by the board to ratify, amend, defer, or rescind its provisional
funding decision as provided in rule 261—200.7(15J).

d. The department of revenue will not deposit moneys into a fund until a final application is
approved by the board and an ordinance or resolution has been adopted by the municipality.

200.4(6) Posting of preapplication and materials to Internet site. After the board makes a
provisional funding decision, the proposed district plan, along with all accompanying materials, will be
posted on the authority’s Internet site for public viewing within ten days of approval by the board and
will be available there until the final application is submitted, or for one year.
[ARC 1175C, IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13; ARC 5319C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

261—200.5(15J) Program eligibility and application requirements. To be eligible for benefits under
the program, an applicant shall meet all of the following requirements:

200.5(1) Area suitable for development. An applicant must be a municipality and must have an area
suitable for development within the boundaries of the municipality, or, in the case of a joint board, the
combined boundaries of the incorporated cities or counties that established or designated the joint board,
that has been proposed for designation as a reinvestment district under the program. Only areas that meet
the following requirements will be approved for designation as a reinvestment district:

a. The area must consist only of parcels of real property that the governing body of the
municipality determines will be directly and substantially benefited by development in the proposed
district. In order to establish that this criterion is met, a municipality should submit information such
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as an estimate of the expected increase in valuation or other data that lends itself to a quantitative
assessment of the extent to which the real property will benefit.

b. The area must be in whole or in part either an economic development enterprise zone designated
under 2014 Iowa Code chapter 15E, division XVIII, immediately prior to July 1, 2014, or an urban
renewal area established pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 403. In order to establish that this criterion is
met, a municipality should submit maps of the proposed area as well as maps of the existing enterprise
zone or urban renewal area. Amunicipality should also submit copies of the local ordinance or resolution
establishing the enterprise zone or the urban renewal area.

c. For districts approved before July 1, 2018, the area must consist of contiguous parcels and must
not exceed 25 acres in total. For districts approved after July 1, 2020, the area must consist of contiguous
parcels and must not exceed 75 acres in total. For purposes of this subrule, “contiguous” means parcels
that are physically connected. Parcels connected by streets or other rights-of-way will be considered
physically connected for purposes of this rule. In designating an area that includes a right-of-way, an
applicant may include an area that is less than the full width of the right-of-way, but the applicant shall
not include less than 60 feet of the right-of-way’s width.

d. For a municipality that is a city or for a city that has established or designated a joint board, the
area must not include the entire incorporated area of the city.

e. The area must not be located in whole or in part within another district established under this
chapter.

200.5(2) Proposed district plan. An applicant must submit a proposed district plan. A proposed
district plan must be approved by resolution of the governing body of the municipality and must state
the governing body’s intent to establish a district. A copy of this resolution should be submitted with the
proposed district plan. The proposed district plan must also include all of the following:

a. A finding by the governing body that the area in the proposed district is an area suitable for
development. This finding should be supported by the information required under subrule 200.5(1).

b. A legal description of the real estate forming the boundaries of the area to be included in the
proposed district along with a map depicting the existing parcels of real estate located in the proposed
district.

c. A list of the names and addresses of the owners of record of the parcels to be included in the
proposed district. If, at the time an application is submitted, the parcels are not yet acquired or one or
more parcels within the district are under consideration for a project, then the names and addresses of
the owners of record of all parcels under consideration shall be submitted with the understanding that
final board approval shall be contingent upon all parcels’ being acquired and identified by address prior
to final board approval and establishment of the commencement date.

d. A list of all projects proposed to be undertaken within the district, a detailed description of
those projects, and a project plan for each proposed project. Each project plan shall clearly state the
estimated cost of the proposed project, the anticipated funding sources for the proposed project, the
amount of anticipated funding from each such source, and the amount and type of debt, if any, to be
incurred by the municipality to fund the proposed project, and shall include a proposed project feasibility
study conducted by an independent professional with expertise in economic development and public
finance. The project plan for the project that proposes the largest amount of capital investment among
all proposed projects within the district shall include an estimate of the date that construction of the
project will be completed and of the date that operations will begin at the project. The feasibility study
shall include projections and analysis of all of the following:

(1) The amount of gross revenues expected to be collected in the district as a result of the proposed
project for each year that the district is in existence.

(2) A detailed explanation of the manner and extent to which the proposed project will contribute
to the economic development of the state and the municipality, including an analysis of the proposed
project’s economic impact. The analysis shall include the same components and be conducted in the
same manner as the economic impact study required under paragraph “e” of this subrule.

(3) An estimate of the number of visitors or customers the proposed project will generate during
each year that the district exists.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/15E.pdf
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(4) A description of the unique characteristics of the proposed project. The description should
include an explanation of why the unique characteristics of the proposed project cause the project to be
of a unique nature, within the meaning of that term as it is defined in rule 261—200.2(15J).

e. An economic impact study for the proposed district conducted by an independent economist
retained by the municipality. The economic impact study shall, at a minimum, do all of the following:

(1) Contain a detailed analysis of the financial benefit of the proposed district to the economy of
the state and the municipality.

(2) Identify one or more projected market areas in which the district can reasonably be expected to
have a substantial economic impact.

(3) Assess the fiscal and financial impact of the proposed district on businesses or on other
economic development projects within the projected market area.

200.5(3) Additional conditions. In addition to the requirements described in subrules 200.5(1) and
200.5(2), a municipality shall demonstrate to the board’s satisfaction that all of the following additional
conditions are met:

a. The area of the municipality proposed to be included in the district must meet the requirements
of subrule 200.5(1).

b. The projects proposed to be undertaken in the district must be of a unique nature and must
be likely to have a substantial beneficial impact on the economy of the state and the economy of the
municipality. If, in the judgment of the board, an applicant’s proposed district plan is not of a unique
nature or will not result in benefits claimed, the board may decline to approve a proposed district plan or
may defer a proposed district plan until amendments are made.

c. The proposed funding sources for each proposed project must be feasible.
d. At least one of the projects proposed to be undertaken in the district must include a capital

investment of at least $10 million.
e. The total amount of proposed funding from new tax revenues to be remitted to the municipality

from the fund for all proposed projects in the proposed district plan must not exceed 35 percent of the
total cost of all proposed projects in the proposed district plan.

f. The amount of proposed capital investment within the proposed district related to retail
businesses in the proposed district must not exceed 50 percent of the total capital investment for all
proposed projects in the proposed district plan.

g. The applicant must have submitted an application under the preapplication process described
in rule 261—200.4(15J) and, as part of a provisional funding decision by the board, must have been
approved for a provisional maximum benefit amount.

h. The proposed district plan must meet a minimum score under the criteria described in rule
261—200.6(15J).

i. While multiple districts within a single municipality are not prohibited under the program, the
size of any one district is limited by paragraph 200.5(1)“c” and overlapping districts are prohibited by
paragraph 200.5(1)“e.” Therefore, the board will consider whether the approval of an additional district
is appropriate given the particulars of the proposed additional district and the goals of the program. If a
municipality proposes an additional district, the board, at its discretion, may accept the application and
score it, or if the board determines that approval of an additional district would not serve the goals of the
program, the board may reject the application without scoring it.

j. The applicant is not requesting a plan amendment to increase the maximum benefit amount for
an already approved district. While it is within the discretion of the board to increase the maximum
benefit amount of an approved district, the board will carefully scrutinize whether an increase is justified
by circumstances such as greater investment or improved projects within the district and whether any
change in the maximum benefit amount serves the goals of the program.

200.5(4) Application materials and submission.
a. A municipality interested in applying for funding under the program shall submit a

preapplication and a final application to the board for approval and, when applying, shall provide the
information described in this chapter or any other information the board or the authority may reasonably
require in order to process the application.
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b. Information on submitting an application under the program may be obtained by contacting the
economic development authority. The contact information is:

Iowa Economic Development Authority
Business Finance Team
businessfinance@iowaeda.com
www.iowaeda.com

[ARC 1175C, IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13; ARC 5319C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

261—200.6(15J) Application scoring and determination of benefits. For each applicant that meets
the requirements of rule 261—200.5(15J) and that has submitted an application during the annual filing
window as described in subrule 200.4(3), the board will evaluate and score the proposed district plan
according to the criteria and process described in this rule.

200.6(1) Scoring criteria and plan evaluation. Each proposed district plan will be given a numerical
score between 0 and 100. The higher the numerical score, the more likely the proposed district will be
approved for designation and funding under the program. The scoring process will necessarily involve a
subjective assessment of the quality of each proposed district plan as well as a consideration of how each
proposed district plan compares to the plans proposed by other applicants. The criteria used to score each
application and the maximum number of points that may be attributed to each criterion are as follows:

a. Uniqueness: 25 points. The program requires that the projects proposed to be undertaken must
be of a unique nature. Therefore, the proposed district plan will be evaluated on this criterion in order to
quantify the extent to which the projects in the proposed district plan are of a unique nature. The more
unique the projects are, the more points will be received under this criterion.

b. Economic impact: 25 points. The program requires that the projects proposed to be undertaken
must have a substantial beneficial impact on the economy of the state and the economy of the
municipality. Therefore, the proposed district plan will be evaluated on this criterion in order to quantify
the extent to which the projects in the proposed district plan will benefit the economy. The greater the
economic impact of the proposed district plan, the more points will be received under this criterion.

c. Project feasibility: 10 points. The program requires that funding sources for projects must be
feasible. Therefore, the proposed district plan will be evaluated on this criterion in order to quantify the
extent to which the funding sources of the proposed projects are feasible. The more feasible the funding
sources for the proposed projects are, the more points will be received under this criterion.

d. Capital investment: 10 points. The program requires that at least one project with a capital
investment of $10 million or more be proposed. To the extent that the proposed district plan exceeds this
minimum level of capital investment, more points will be received under this criterion.

e. Funding leverage: 10 points. The program limits the amount of new tax revenues that can be
received to 35 percent of the total cost of all proposed projects in the proposed district plan. To the extent
that a proposed district plan includes a financing plan in which the percentage of new tax revenues to be
received is less than 35 percent of the total cost, more points will be received under this criterion.

f. Nonretail focus: 10 points. The program limits the amount of proposed capital investment in the
district related to retail businesses to 50 percent of the total capital investment for all proposed projects
in the proposed district. To the extent that a proposed district plan includes projects that provide cultural
amenities, tourist attractions and accommodations, infrastructure, or quality of life improvements, more
points will be received under this criterion.

g. Additional factors: 10 points. The program allows the board to establish additional criteria for
the program. Therefore, in addition to the other criteria listed in this subrule, the board will consider the
following additional factors:

(1) Readiness for development. The closer a municipality is to beginning development on a
proposed district plan, the more points may be received under the additional factors criterion.

(2) Geographic diversity. To the extent that a proposed district is located in a region of the state not
already funded under the program, more points may be received under the additional factors criterion.
A proposed district plan that would create an additional district within a municipality or a request to
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increase the maximum benefit amount of an already approved district will not be viewed as enhancing
geographic diversity and may receive fewer points under the additional factors criterion.

(3) Funding need. To the extent that a funding gap exists in the proposed district plan’s financing,
more points may be received under the additional factors criterion.

200.6(2) Scoring process and funding recommendations. Proposed district plans will be scored by
an evaluation committee consisting of members appointed by the director. Members of the committee
will include authority staff and not more than five members of the board. Each member of the evaluation
committee will judge the proposed district plan according to the scoring criteria, and then the scores of
all members of the committee will be averaged together to reflect one numerical score between 0 and
100. The evaluation committee will not make a funding recommendation.

After all applications are scored, a copy of the proposed district plan and the results of the scoring
will be referred to the due diligence committee, which will consider the quality of the proposed district
plans and make funding recommendations to the board. The due diligence committee will take into
account the requested funding levels, but will also attempt to establish maximum benefit amounts that
seemmost appropriate to both the quality of the proposed district plans and the total demand for program
funding.

The scoring results will not be negotiated and, while both the board and the due diligence committee
will consider the scoring results of the evaluation committee, those results are not binding on either the
due diligence committee or the board.

200.6(3) Minimum score required. To receive funding under the program, a proposed district plan
must receive an average score of 70 or more points under the criteria listed in subrule 200.6(1).

200.6(4) Funding not guaranteed. The program is subject to a total aggregate limit on the amount
of new tax revenues that may be approved. Therefore, a proposed district plan that meets the required
minimum score is not guaranteed funding if the board’s funding decisions for other, higher scoring
proposed district plans cause the program’s total aggregate limit to be reached.

200.6(5) Final action taken by board. The final decision on whether to approve the designation of
a proposed reinvestment district and the determination of the amount of maximum benefit to award an
applicant rest entirely with the board. The recommendations of the evaluation committee and the due
diligence committee with respect to the proposed district plans are of an advisory nature only.

200.6(6) Availability of scoring results. The board and the authority will keep records of the scoring
process and make those records available to applicants.

200.6(7) Denial of plans and resubmission. If a proposed district plan is denied, the board will state
the reasons for the denial. Reasons for denial may include a failure to meet filing deadlines, a failure
to meet the basic requirements for eligibility, a failure to meet the required minimum score, or a lack of
available funding. A municipality whose application is denied may resubmit the application at the next
annual filing window provided there is funding available, but a resubmission must be rescored with all
other applicants that apply during that filing window.

200.6(8) Provisional nature of preapplication process. The preapplication process described in
rule 261—200.4(15J) will result in provisional scores and provisional funding decisions for applicants.
However, these provisional scores and funding decisions are subject to change pending the final
approval process described in rule 261—200.7(15J).
[ARC 1175C, IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13]

261—200.7(15J) Final application and approval process.
200.7(1) Final application required.
a. An applicant that receives a provisional funding decision must submit a final application to the

board within one year of the submission of the preapplication. An applicant that does not file a final
application within that time will be scored again with all other applicants who file in the next annual
filing window.

b. A final application shall meet all the requirements described in rule 261—200.5(15J).
200.7(2) Amendments to preapplications and rescoring of plans. An applicant may amend any part

of the preapplication when submitting the final application and must amend the application if any part
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of the proposed district plan will be materially different from the plan that was proposed during the
preapplication process. If the board determines that a final application is substantially different from the
related preapplication, then the board may rescore the application and reevaluate the provisional funding
decision prior to taking final action. If the board elects to rescore and reevaluate an application, the
application will be rescored and reevaluated in the same manner and according to the same criteria used
initially.

200.7(3) Final funding decision and establishment of commencement date. After submission of all
information required for the final application, the board will make a final funding decision, establish a
final maximum benefit amount, and establish a commencement date for the district. The commencement
date established by the board will be the first day of the first calendar quarter beginning after the later of
the two dates identified for the project that proposed the largest amount of capital investment among all
proposed projects in the district as described in subrule 200.5(2).

200.7(4) Provisional funding decisions not determinative of final funding decision. The board’s final
funding decision may be different from its provisional funding decision. The board may ratify, amend,
defer, or rescind the provisional funding decision. If the board’s final funding decision causes additional
funding to become available, the board may amend a funding decision for another proposed district plan
made during the same annual filing window or may reserve the additional funding capacity for the next
annual filing window.

200.7(5) Posting of application and materials to Internet site. Upon final approval by the board, the
district plan, along with the municipality’s resolution and all accompanying materials, will be posted
on the authority’s Internet site for public viewing within ten days of approval by the board and will be
maintained there for a period of three years.
[ARC 1175C, IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13; ARC 5319C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

261—200.8(15J) Adoption of ordinance and use of funds.
200.8(1) Adoption of ordinance establishing a district and notice to department.
a. Upon receiving approval by the board of the final application pursuant to rule 261—200.7(15J),

the municipality shall adopt an ordinance, or, in the case of a joint board, a resolution, establishing the
district.

b. For each district approved by the board before July 1, 2018, the ordinance or resolution adopted
by the municipality shall include:

(1) The district’s commencement date; and
(2) A detailed statement of the manner in which the approved projects to be undertaken in the

district will be financed, including but not limited to the financial information included in the project
plan.

c. For each district approved by the board after July 1, 2020, the ordinance or resolution shall
include:

(1) The district’s commencement date;
(2) A detailed statement of the manner in which the approved projects to be undertaken in the

district will be financed, including but not limited to the financial information included in the project
plan;

(3) For each new retail establishment that was in operation before the establishment of the district,
the monthly amount of sales subject to the state sales tax from the most recently available 12-month
period preceding adoption of the ordinance or resolution; and

(4) For each new lessor that was in operation before the establishment of the district, the monthly
amount of sales subject to the state hotel and motel tax from the most recently available 12-month period
preceding adoption of the ordinance or resolution.

d. For each district approved by the board before July 1, 2018, the municipality shall notify the
director of revenue of the district’s commencement date established by the board no later than 30 days
after adoption of the ordinance or resolution establishing the district. For each district approved by the
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board after July 1, 2020, the municipality shall provide a copy of the ordinance or resolution establishing
the district to the director of revenue no later than 30 days after adoption of the ordinance or resolution.

200.8(2) Use of funds.
a. Following establishment of the district, a municipality may use the moneys deposited in

the municipality’s reinvestment project fund created pursuant to Iowa Code section 15J.7 to fund
the development of those projects included within the district plan. For purposes of this subrule,
“development” means all costs reasonably related to a project provided that such costs are described in a
final application approved by the board. Development costs may include project planning, professional
services, land acquisition, construction, maintenance, and operational expenses. A municipality shall
enter into development agreements for the expenditure of program funds and submit copies of such
agreements to the authority within 30 days of execution.

b. Moneys deposited in such a fund shall only be used to fund projects approved by the board as
part of a proposed district plan. Moneys deposited in such a fund may be used for projects that do not
generate new tax revenues provided such projects are part of an approved plan. A municipality shall
maintain records documenting the use of funds under the program and make them available to the board
or the department upon request.

c. Moneys from any source deposited into the fund shall not be expended for or otherwise used
in connection with a project that includes the relocation of a commercial or industrial enterprise not
presently locatedwithin themunicipality. For the purposes of this subrule, “relocation”means the closure
or substantial reduction of an enterprise’s existing operations in one area of the state and the initiation
of substantially the same operation in the same county or a contiguous county in the state. However, if
the initiation of operations includes an expanded scope or nature of the enterprise’s existing operations,
the new operation shall not be considered to be substantially the same operation. “Relocation” does
not include an enterprise expanding its operations in another area of the state provided that existing
operations of a similar nature are not closed or substantially reduced.

d. Moneys from new tax revenues collected within a district and expended by amunicipality under
the program are subject to audit by the department of revenue or the auditor of state.
[ARC 1175C, IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13; ARC 5319C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

261—200.9(15J) Plan amendments and reporting.
200.9(1) Plan amendments.
a. A municipality may request an amendment to an approved district plan to add or modify

projects. However, a proposed modification to a project, and each project proposed to be added,
must first be approved by the board in the same manner as provided for the original plan, including
updated or amended feasibility and economic impact studies as necessary. An applicant requesting a
plan amendment is not required to file a preapplication pursuant to rule 261—200.4(15J) unless the
amendment would increase the maximum benefit amount. A plan amendment request that does not
increase the maximum benefit amount may be requested at any time.

b. There is no circumstance in which the board will approve an amendment to a district plan if
that amendment would result in the extension of the final commencement date established by the board.
A request to extend a district’s established commencement date will be rejected.

c. If a district plan is amended to add or modify a project, the municipality shall, if necessary,
amend the ordinance or resolution, as applicable, to reflect any changes to the financial information
required to be included under the program.

d. If, after final approval and establishment of the district, a municipality is unable to carry out
development of all the projects proposed to be undertaken in a district, the municipality shall seek a
modification to the plan. If a requested plan amendment would reduce capital investment in a district or
remove one or more of the projects originally approved for the district, the board in its discretion may
reduce, rescind, or otherwise modify the maximum benefit amount accordingly.

200.9(2) Reports required. Following establishment of a district, the municipality shall on or before
October 1 of each year submit a report to the board detailing all of the following:

a. The status of each project undertaken within the district in the previous 12 months.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/15J.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1175C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5319C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/261.200.4.pdf
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b. An itemized list of expenditures from the municipality’s reinvestment project fund in the
previous 12 months that have been made related to each project being undertaken within the district.

c. The amount of the total project cost remaining for each project being undertaken within the
district as of the date the report is submitted.

d. The amounts, types, and sources of funding used for each project described in paragraph “a.”
e. The amount of bonds issued or other indebtedness incurred for each project described in

paragraph “a,” including information related to the rate of interest, length of term, costs of issuance,
and net proceeds. The report shall also include the amounts and types of moneys to be used for payment
of such bonds or indebtedness.

200.9(3) Reports posted to Internet site and submitted to governor and general assembly. All reports
received by the board under subrule 200.9(2) will be posted on the authority’s Internet site as soon as
practicable following receipt of the report. The board will submit a written report to the governor and
the general assembly on or before January 15 of each year that summarizes and analyzes the information
submitted by municipalities under subrule 200.9(2).
[ARC 1175C, IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13; ARC 5319C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

261—200.10(15J) Cessation of deposits, district dissolution, and requests for extension.
200.10(1) Cessation of deposits. As of the date 20 years after the district’s commencement date,

the department will cease to deposit new tax revenues into the district’s account unless the municipality
dissolves the district by ordinance or resolution prior to that date or the board has approved an extension
pursuant to subrule 200.10(3). Once the maximum benefit amount approved by the board for the district
has been reached, the department will cease to deposit new tax revenues into the district’s account. If
a district reaches the maximum benefit amount, the department will notify the municipality within a
reasonable amount of time.

200.10(2) District dissolution. If a municipality dissolves a district by ordinance or resolution
prior to the expiration of the 20-year period, the municipality shall notify the director of revenue of
the dissolution as soon as practicable after adoption of the ordinance or resolution, and the department
shall, as of the effective date of dissolution, cease to deposit state sales tax revenues and state hotel
and motel tax revenues into the district’s account within the fund. If a municipality is notified that its
maximum benefit amount has been reached, the municipality shall dissolve the district by ordinance or
resolution as soon as practicable after notification.

200.10(3) Requests for extension. Upon request of the municipality prior to the dissolution of the
district, and following a determination by the board that the amounts of new state sales tax revenue
and new state hotel and motel tax revenue deposited in the municipality’s reinvestment project fund are
substantially lower than the maximum benefit amount, the board may extend the district’s 20-year period
of time for depositing and receiving revenues by up to five additional years if such an extension is in the
best interest of the public.
[ARC 1175C, IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13; ARC 5319C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

261—200.11(15J) Cross reference to department rules. The department has adopted rules for the
administration and deposit of moneys into the fund. See 701—Chapter 237.
[ARC 5319C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

These rules are intended to implement 2013 Iowa Acts, House File 641.
[Filed ARC 1175C (Notice ARC 0947C, IAB 8/21/13), IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13]
[Filed ARC 5319C (Notice ARC 5185C, IAB 9/23/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/261.200.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/261.200.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1175C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5319C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/261.200.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1175C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5319C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/701.237.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5319C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1175C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0947C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5319C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5185C.pdf
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EDUCATION DEPARTMENT[281]
Created by 1986 Iowa Acts, chapter 1245, section 1401.
Prior to 9/7/88, see Public Instruction Department[670]
(Replacement pages for 9/7/88 published in 9/21/88 IAC)

TITLE I
GENERAL INFORMATION—
DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS

CHAPTER 1
ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION

1.1(17A,256) State board of education
1.2(17A,256) Student member of state board of education
1.3(17A,256) Director of education
1.4(17A,256) Department of education

CHAPTER 2
AGENCY PROCEDURE FOR RULE MAKING

AND PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING
(Uniform Rules)

2.1(17A) Applicability
2.2(17A) Advice on possible rules before notice of proposed rule adoption
2.3(17A) Public rule-making docket
2.4(17A) Notice of proposed rule making
2.5(17A) Public participation
2.6(17A) Regulatory analysis
2.7(17A,25B) Fiscal impact statement
2.8(17A) Time and manner of rule adoption
2.9(17A) Variance between adopted rule and published notice of proposed rule adoption
2.10(17A) Exemptions from public rule-making procedures
2.11(17A) Concise statement of reasons
2.12(17A) Contents, style, and form of rule
2.13(17A) Agency rule-making record
2.14(17A) Filing of rules
2.15(17A) Effectiveness of rules prior to publication
2.16(17A) General statements of policy
2.17(17A) Review by agency of rules
2.18(17A) Petition for rule making
2.19(17A) Inquiries

CHAPTER 3
DECLARATORY ORDERS

(Uniform Rules)

3.1(17A) Petition for declaratory order
3.2(17A) Notice of petition
3.3(17A) Intervention
3.4(17A) Briefs
3.5(17A) Inquiries
3.6(17A) Service and filing of petitions and other papers
3.7(17A) Consideration
3.8(17A) Action on petition
3.9(17A) Refusal to issue order
3.10(17A) Contents of declaratory order—effective date
3.11(17A) Copies of orders
3.12(17A) Effect of a declaratory order
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CHAPTER 4
WAIVERS OR VARIANCES FROM ADMINISTRATIVE RULES

4.1(17A,ExecOrd11) Definitions
4.2(17A,ExecOrd11) Scope of chapter
4.3(17A,ExecOrd11) Applicability of chapter
4.4(17A,ExecOrd11) Criteria for waiver
4.5(17A,ExecOrd11) Filing of petition
4.6(17A,ExecOrd11) Content of petition
4.7(17A,ExecOrd11) Additional information
4.8(17A,ExecOrd 11) Notice
4.9(17A,ExecOrd11) Hearing procedures
4.10(17A,ExecOrd11) Ruling
4.11(17A,ExecOrd11) Public availability
4.12(17A,ExecOrd11) Summary reports
4.13(17A,ExecOrd11) Cancellation
4.14(17A,ExecOrd11) Violations
4.15(17A,ExecOrd11) Defense
4.16(17A,ExecOrd11) Judicial review
4.17(17A,ExecOrd11) Exception

CHAPTER 5
PUBLIC RECORDS AND FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES

(Uniform Rules)

5.1(256) Definitions
5.3(256) Requests for access to records
5.6(256) Procedure by which additions, dissents, or objections may be entered into certain

records
5.9(256) Disclosures without the consent of the subject
5.10(256) Routine use
5.11(256) Consensual disclosure of confidential records
5.12(256) Release to a subject
5.13(256) Availability of records
5.14(256) Personally identifiable information
5.15(256) Other groups of records
5.16(256) Applicability

CHAPTER 6
APPEAL PROCEDURES

6.1(290) Scope of appeal
6.2(256,290,17A) Definitions
6.3(290,17A) Manner of appeal
6.4(17A) Continuances
6.5(17A) Intervention
6.6(17A) Motions
6.7(17A) Disqualification
6.8(290) Subpoena of witnesses and costs
6.9(17A) Discovery
6.10(17A) Consolidation—severance
6.11(17A) Waiver of procedures
6.12(17A) Appeal hearing
6.13 Reserved
6.14(17A) Ex parte communication
6.15(17A) Record
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6.16(17A) Recording costs
6.17(290,17A) Decision and review
6.18(290) Finality of decision
6.19(17A) Default
6.20(17A) Application for rehearing of final decision
6.21(17A) Rehearing
6.22(17A) Emergency adjudicative proceedings
6.23(256,17A) Additional requirements for specific programs

CHAPTER 7
CRITERIA FOR GRANTS

7.1(256,17A) Purpose
7.2(256,17A) Definitions
7.3(256,17A) Requirements
7.4(256,17A) Review process
7.5(290,17A) Appeal of grant denial or termination

CHAPTERS 8 to 10
Reserved
TITLE II

ACCREDITED SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS

CHAPTER 11
UNSAFE SCHOOL CHOICE OPTION

11.1(PL107-110) Purpose
11.2(PL107-110) Definitions
11.3(PL107-110) Whole school option
11.4(PL107-110) Individual student option
11.5(PL107-110) District reporting
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CHAPTER 12
GENERAL ACCREDITATION STANDARDS

DIVISION I
GENERAL STANDARDS

12.1(256) General standards
DIVISION II
DEFINITIONS

12.2(256) Definitions
DIVISION III

ADMINISTRATION
12.3(256) Administration

DIVISION IV
SCHOOL PERSONNEL

12.4(256) School personnel
DIVISION V

EDUCATION PROGRAM
12.5(256) Education program

DIVISION VI
ACTIVITY PROGRAM

12.6(256) Activity program
DIVISION VII

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
12.7(256,284,284A) Professional development

DIVISION VIII
ACCOUNTABILITY

12.8(256) Accountability for student achievement
DIVISION IX

EXEMPTION REQUEST PROCESS
12.9(256) General accreditation standards exemption request

DIVISION X
INDEPENDENT ACCREDITING AGENCIES

12.10(256) Independent accrediting agencies
DIVISION XI

HIGH-QUALITY STANDARDS FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE
12.11(256) High-quality standards for computer science

CHAPTER 13
Reserved

CHAPTER 14
SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES

14.1(256) Medication administration
14.2(256) Special health services
14.3(256) School district and accredited nonpublic school stock epinephrine auto-injector

voluntary supply
14.4(279) Suicide prevention, identification of adverse childhood experiences, and strategies

to mitigate toxic stress response
14.5(256,280) Severability
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CHAPTER 15
USE OF ONLINE LEARNING AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

FOR INSTRUCTION BY SCHOOLS
15.1(256) Purpose
15.2(256) Definitions

DIVISION I
USE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS FOR INSTRUCTION BY SCHOOLS

15.3(256) Interactivity
15.4(256) Course eligibility
15.5(256) Teacher preparation and accessibility
15.6(256) School responsibilities

DIVISION II
ONLINE LEARNING OFFERED BY A SCHOOL DISTRICT

15.7(256) School district responsibilities
15.8(256) Data reporting
15.9(256) Special education services

DIVISION III
IOWA LEARNING ONLINE (ILO)

15.10(256) Appropriate applications of ILO coursework
15.11(256) Conditions under which ILO coursework may be used to satisfy general

accreditation requirements
15.12(256) School and school district responsibilities
15.13(256) Department responsibilities
15.14(256) Responsibilities of individuals providing private instruction under Iowa Code

chapter 299A
15.15(256) Enrollment in an ILO course
15.16(256) Private providers of online coursework

CHAPTER 16
STATEWIDE VOLUNTARY PRESCHOOL PROGRAM

16.1(256C) Purpose
16.2(256C) Definitions
16.3(256C) Preschool program standards
16.4(256C) Collaboration requirements
16.5(256C) Applications for funding
16.6(256C) Application process
16.7(256C) Award contracts
16.8(256C) Contract termination
16.9(256C) Criteria for applications for funding
16.10(256C) Appeal of application denial or termination
16.11(256C) Finance
16.12(256C) Transportation
16.13(256C) Accountability requirements
16.14(256C) Monitoring
16.15(256C) Open enrollment not applicable

CHAPTER 17
OPEN ENROLLMENT

17.1(282) Intent and purpose
17.2(282) Definitions
17.3(282) Application process
17.4(282) Filing after the March 1 deadline—good cause

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2018/299A.pdf
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17.5(282) Filing after the March 1 deadline—harassment or serious health condition
17.6(282) Restrictions to open enrollment requests
17.7(282) Open enrollment for kindergarten
17.8(282) Requirements applicable to parents/guardians and students
17.9(282) Transportation
17.10(282) Method of finance
17.11(282) Special education students
17.12 Reserved
17.13(282) Applicability
17.14(282) Voluntary diversity plans or court-ordered desegregation plans
17.15(282) Open enrollment and online coursework

CHAPTER 18
SCHOOL FEES

18.1(256) Policy
18.2(256) Fee policy
18.3(256) Eligibility for waiver, partial waiver or temporary waiver of student fees
18.4(256) Fees covered
18.5(256) Effective date

CHAPTERS 19 and 20
Reserved
TITLE III

COMMUNITY COLLEGES

CHAPTER 21
COMMUNITY COLLEGES

DIVISION I
APPROVAL STANDARDS

21.1(260C) Definitions
21.2(260C) Administration
21.3(260C) Associate of arts and associate of science transfer major programs
21.4(260C) Curriculum and evaluation
21.5(260C) Library or learning resource center
21.6(260C) Student services
21.7(260C) Laboratories, equipment and supplies
21.8(260C) Physical plant
21.9(260C) Nonreimbursable facilities
21.10 to 21.19 Reserved

DIVISION II
COMMUNITY COLLEGE ENERGY APPROPRIATIONS

21.20 to 21.29 Reserved
DIVISION III

INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE FOR DRINKING DRIVERS
21.30(321J) Purpose
21.31(321J) Course
21.32(321J) Tuition fee established
21.33(321J) Administrative fee established
21.34(321J) Advisory committee

DIVISION IV
JOBS NOW CAPITALS ACCOUNT

21.35 to 21.44 Reserved
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DIVISION V
STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE FUNDING PLAN

21.45(260C) Purpose
DIVISION VI

INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC COMPETITION
21.46 to 21.56 Reserved

DIVISION VII
QUALITY INSTRUCTIONAL CENTER INITIATIVE

21.57 to 21.63 Reserved
DIVISION VIII

PROGRAM AND ADMINISTRATIVE SHARING INITIATIVE
21.64 to 21.71 Reserved

DIVISION IX
APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM

21.72(260C) Purpose
21.73(260C) Definitions
21.74(260C) Apprenticeship programs

DIVISION X
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

21.75(260C,82GA,SF358) Used motor vehicle dealer education program

CHAPTER 22
SENIOR YEAR PLUS PROGRAM

DIVISION I
GENERAL PROVISIONS

22.1(261E) Scope
22.2(261E) Student eligibility
22.3(261E) Teacher eligibility, responsibilities
22.4(261E) Institutional eligibility, responsibilities
22.5 Reserved

DIVISION II
DEFINITIONS

22.6(261E) Definitions
DIVISION III

ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAM
22.7(261E) School district obligations
22.8(261E) Obligations regarding registration for advanced placement examinations
22.9 and 22.10 Reserved

DIVISION IV
CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT PROGRAM

22.11(261E) Applicability
22.12 Reserved
22.13(261E) Accredited nonpublic school concurrent enrollment option

DIVISION V
POSTSECONDARY ENROLLMENT OPTIONS PROGRAM

22.14(261E) Availability
22.15(261E) Notification
22.16(261E) Student eligibility
22.17(261E) Eligible postsecondary courses
22.18(261E) Application process
22.19(261E) Credits
22.20(261E) Transportation
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22.21(261E) Tuition payments
22.22(261E) Tuition reimbursements and adjustments
22.23 Reserved

DIVISION VI
CAREER ACADEMIES

22.24(261E) Career academies
22.25 Reserved

DIVISION VII
REGIONAL ACADEMIES

22.26(261E) Regional academies
22.27(261E) Waivers for certain regional academies

DIVISION VIII
INTERNET-BASED AND ICN COURSEWORK

22.28(261E) Internet-based coursework
22.29(261E) ICN-based coursework
22.30 and 22.31 Reserved

DIVISION IX
PROJECT LEAD THE WAY

22.32(261E) Project lead the way
DIVISION X

SUMMER COLLEGE CREDIT PROGRAM
22.33(261E) Summer college credit program

CHAPTER 23
ADULT EDUCATION AND LITERACY PROGRAMS

23.1(260C) Definitions
23.2(260C) State planning
23.3(260C) Program administration
23.4(260C) Career pathways
23.5(260C) Student eligibility
23.6(260C) Qualification of staff
23.7(260C) High-quality professional development
23.8(260C) Performance and accountability

CHAPTER 24
COMMUNITY COLLEGE ACCREDITATION

24.1(260C) Purpose
24.2(260C) Scope
24.3(260C) Definitions
24.4(260C) Accreditation components and criteria—Higher Learning Commission
24.5(260C) Accreditation components and criteria—additional state standards
24.6(260C) Accreditation process

CHAPTER 25
PATHWAYS FOR ACADEMIC CAREER AND EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM;

GAP TUITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
DIVISION I

GENERAL PROVISIONS
25.1(260H,260I) Scope
25.2(260H,260I) Definitions
25.3 to 25.10 Reserved
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DIVISION II
PATHWAYS FOR ACADEMIC CAREER AND EMPLOYMENT (PACE) PROGRAM

25.11(260H) Purpose
25.12(260H) Target populations
25.13(260H) Eligibility criteria for projects
25.14(260H) Program component requirements
25.15(260H) Pipeline program
25.16(260H) Career pathways and bridge curriculum development program
25.17(260H) Pathway navigators
25.18(260H) Regional industry sector partnerships
25.19 Reserved

DIVISION III
GAP TUITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

25.20(260I) Purpose
25.21(260I) Applicants for tuition assistance
25.22(260I) Eligible costs
25.23(260I) Eligible certificate programs
25.24(260I) Initial assessment
25.25(260I) Program interview
25.26(260I) Participation requirements
25.27(260I) Oversight
25.28(260I) Redistribution of funds

TITLE IV
DRIVER AND SAFETY EDUCATION

CHAPTER 26
Reserved

CHAPTER 27
WORKFORCE TRAINING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUNDS

27.1(260C) Purpose
27.2(260C) Definitions
27.3(260C) Funds allocation
27.4(260C) Community college workforce and economic development fund plans and progress

reports
27.5(260C) Use of funds
27.6(260C) Prior approval
27.7(260C) Annual plan and progress report approval
27.8(260C) Options upon default or noncompliance

CHAPTERS 28 to 30
Reserved
TITLE V

NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS

CHAPTER 31
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION AND DUAL ENROLLMENT

31.1(299,299A) Purpose and definitions
31.2(299) Reports as to competent private instruction
31.3(299,299A) Duties of privately retained licensed practitioners
31.4(299,299A) Duties of licensed practitioners, home school assistance program
31.5(299A) School district duties related to competent private instruction
31.6(299A) Dual enrollment
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31.7(299) Open enrollment
31.8(299A) Baseline evaluation and annual assessment
31.9(299A) Reporting assessment results
31.10(299A) Special education students
31.11(299,299A) Independent private instruction
31.12(299,299A) Miscellaneous provisions

CHAPTER 32
HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY DIPLOMA

32.1(259A) Purpose
32.2(259A) Definitions
32.3(259A) Eligibility to participate
32.4(259A) By whom administered
32.5(259A) Diploma, transcript, verification fees
32.6(259A) Application, course, and testing fees
32.7(259A) High school equivalency diploma program based on a department-approved test
32.8(259A) High school equivalency diploma program based on attainment of high school

credits
32.9(259A) High school equivalency diploma program based on postsecondary degree
32.10(259A) High school equivalency diploma program based on foreign postsecondary degree

CHAPTER 33
EDUCATING HOMELESS CHILDREN AND YOUTH

33.1(256) Purpose
33.2(256) Definitions
33.3(256) Responsibilities of the board of directors
33.4(256) School records; student transfers
33.5(256) Immunization requirements
33.6(256) Waiver of fees and charges encouraged
33.7(256) Waiver of enrollment requirements encouraged; placement
33.8(256) Residency of homeless child or youth
33.9(256) Dispute resolution
33.10(256) Transportation of homeless children and youth
33.11(256) School services

CHAPTER 34
FUNDING FOR CHILDREN RESIDING IN STATE INSTITUTIONS

OR MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTES
34.1(218) Scope
34.2(218) Definitions
34.3(218) General principles
34.4(218) Notification
34.5(218) Program submission and approval
34.6(218) Budget submission and approval
34.7(218) Payments
34.8(218) Payments to the AEA
34.9(218) Contracting for services
34.10(218) Accounting for average daily attendance
34.11(218) Accounting for actual program costs
34.12(218) Audit
34.13(218) Hold-harmless provision
34.14(218,256B,34CFR300) AEA services
34.15(218,233A,261C) Postsecondary credit courses
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CHAPTER 35
EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS AND PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR CHILDREN’S

RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES
35.1(282) Scope
35.2(282) Intent
35.3(282) Definitions
35.4(282) Establishing an appropriate educational program
35.5(282) Display of notices; fees
35.6(282) Provision of appropriate educational services
35.7(282) Reporting

TITLE VI
INTERSCHOLASTIC COMPETITION

CHAPTER 36
EXTRACURRICULAR INTERSCHOLASTIC COMPETITION

36.1(280) Definitions
36.2(280) Registered organizations
36.3(280) Filings by organizations
36.4(280) Executive board
36.5(280) Federation membership
36.6(280) Salaries
36.7(280) Expenses
36.8(280) Financial report
36.9(280) Bond
36.10(280) Audit
36.11(280) Examinations by auditors
36.12(280) Access to records
36.13(280) Appearance before state board
36.14(280) Interscholastic athletics
36.15(280) Eligibility requirements
36.16(280) Executive board review
36.17(280) Appeals to director
36.18(280) Organization policies
36.19(280) Eligibility in situations of district organization change
36.20(280) Cooperative student participation

CHAPTER 37
EXTRACURRICULAR ATHLETIC ACTIVITY
CONFERENCE FOR MEMBER SCHOOLS

37.1(280) Policy and purpose
37.2(280) Initial responsibility
37.3(280) Complaint to the director, department of education
37.4(280) Mediation
37.5(280) Resolution or recommendation of the mediation team
37.6(280) Decision
37.7(280) Effective date of the decision

CHAPTERS 38 to 40
Reserved
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TITLE VII
SPECIAL EDUCATION

CHAPTER 41
SPECIAL EDUCATION

DIVISION I
PURPOSE AND APPLICABILITY

41.1(256B,34CFR300) Purposes
41.2(256B,34CFR300) Applicability of this chapter

DIVISION II
DEFINITIONS

41.3(256B,34CFR300) Act
41.4(256B,273) Area education agency
41.5(256B,34CFR300) Assistive technology device
41.6(256B,34CFR300) Assistive technology service
41.7(256B,34CFR300) Charter school
41.8(256B,34CFR300) Child with a disability
41.9(256B,34CFR300) Consent
41.10(256B,34CFR300) Core academic subjects
41.11(256B,34CFR300) Day; business day; school day
41.12(256B,34CFR300) Educational service agency
41.13(256B,34CFR300) Elementary school
41.14(256B,34CFR300) Equipment
41.15(256B,34CFR300) Evaluation
41.16(256B,34CFR300) Excess costs
41.17(256B,34CFR300) Free appropriate public education
41.18 Reserved
41.19(256B,34CFR300) Homeless children
41.20(256B,34CFR300) Include
41.21(256B,34CFR300) Indian and Indian tribe
41.22(256B,34CFR300) Individualized education program
41.23(256B,34CFR300) Individualized education program team
41.24(256B,34CFR300) Individualized family service plan
41.25(256B,34CFR300) Infant or toddler with a disability
41.26(256B,34CFR300) Institution of higher education
41.27(256B,34CFR300) Limited English proficient
41.28(256B,34CFR300) Local educational agency
41.29(256B,34CFR300) Native language
41.30(256B,34CFR300) Parent
41.31(256B,34CFR300) Parent training and information center
41.32(256B,34CFR300) Personally identifiable
41.33(256B,34CFR300) Public agency; nonpublic agency; agency
41.34(256B,34CFR300) Related services
41.35 Reserved
41.36(256B,34CFR300) Secondary school
41.37(34CFR300) Services plan
41.38(34CFR300) Secretary
41.39(256B,34CFR300) Special education
41.40(34CFR300) State
41.41(256B,34CFR300) State educational agency
41.42(256B,34CFR300) Supplementary aids and services
41.43(256B,34CFR300) Transition services
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41.44(34CFR300) Universal design
41.45(256B,34CFR300) Ward of the state
41.46 to 41.49 Reserved
41.50(256B,34CFR300) Other definitions associated with identification of eligible individuals
41.51(256B,34CFR300) Other definitions applicable to this chapter
41.52 to 41.99 Reserved

DIVISION III
RULES APPLICABLE TO THE STATE AND TO ALL AGENCIES

41.100(256B,34CFR300) Eligibility for assistance
41.101(256B,34CFR300) Free appropriate public education (FAPE)
41.102(256B,34CFR300) Limitation—exceptions to FAPE for certain ages
41.103(256B,34CFR300) FAPE—methods and payments
41.104(256B,34CFR300) Residential placement
41.105(256B,34CFR300) Assistive technology
41.106(256B,34CFR300) Extended school year services
41.107(256B,34CFR300) Nonacademic services
41.108(256B,34CFR300) Physical education
41.109(256B,34CFR300) Full educational opportunity goal (FEOG)
41.110(256B,34CFR300) Program options
41.111(256B,34CFR300) Child find
41.112(256B,34CFR300) Individualized education programs (IEPs)
41.113(256B,34CFR300) Routine checking of hearing aids and external components of surgically

implanted medical devices
41.114(256B,34CFR300) Least restrictive environment (LRE)
41.115(256B,34CFR300) Continuum of alternative services and placements
41.116(256B,34CFR300) Placements
41.117(256B,34CFR300) Nonacademic settings
41.118(256B,34CFR300) Children in public or private institutions
41.119(256B,34CFR300) Technical assistance and training activities
41.120(256B,34CFR300) Monitoring activities
41.121(256B,34CFR300) Procedural safeguards
41.122(256B,34CFR300) Evaluation
41.123(256B,34CFR300) Confidentiality of personally identifiable information
41.124(256B,34CFR300) Transition of children from the Part C program to preschool programs
41.125 to 41.128 Reserved
41.129(256B,34CFR300) Responsibility regarding children in private schools
41.130(256,256B,34CFR300) Definition of parentally placed private school children with disabilities
41.131(256,256B,34CFR300) Child find for parentally placed private school children with disabilities
41.132(256,256B,34CFR300) Provision of services for parentally placed private school children with

disabilities: basic requirement
41.133(256,256B,34CFR300) Expenditures
41.134(256,256B,34CFR300) Consultation
41.135(256,256B,34CFR300) Written affirmation
41.136(256,256B,34CFR300) Compliance
41.137(256,256B,34CFR300) Equitable services determined
41.138(256,256B,34CFR300) Equitable services provided
41.139(256,256B,34CFR300) Location of services and transportation
41.140(256,256B,34CFR300) Due process complaints and state complaints
41.141(256,256B,34CFR300) Requirement that funds not benefit a private school
41.142(256,256B,34CFR300) Use of personnel
41.143(256,256B,34CFR300) Separate classes prohibited
41.144(256,256B,34CFR300) Property, equipment, and supplies
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41.145(256B,34CFR300) Applicability of rules 281—41.146(256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.147(256B,34CFR300)

41.146(256B,34CFR300) Responsibility of department
41.147(256B,34CFR300) Implementation by department
41.148(256B,34CFR300) Placement of children by parents when FAPE is at issue
41.149(256B,34CFR300) SEA responsibility for general supervision
41.150 Reserved
41.151(256B,34CFR300) Adoption of state complaint procedures
41.152(256B,34CFR300) Minimum state complaint procedures
41.153(256B,34CFR300) Filing a complaint
41.154(256B,34CFR300) Methods of ensuring services
41.155(256B,34CFR300) Hearings relating to AEA or LEA eligibility
41.156(256B,34CFR300) Personnel qualifications
41.157 to 41.159 Reserved
41.160(256B,34CFR300) Participation in assessments
41.161 Reserved
41.162(256B,34CFR300) Supplementation of state, local, and other federal funds
41.163(256B,34CFR300) Maintenance of state financial support
41.164 Reserved
41.165(256B,34CFR300) Public participation
41.166(256B,34CFR300) Rule of construction
41.167(256B,34CFR300) State advisory panel
41.168(256B,34CFR300) Advisory panel membership
41.169(256B,34CFR300) Advisory panel duties
41.170(256B,34CFR300) Suspension and expulsion rates
41.171 Reserved
41.172(256B,34CFR300) Access to instructional materials
41.173(256B,34CFR300) Overidentification and disproportionality
41.174(256B,34CFR300) Prohibition on mandatory medication
41.175 Reserved
41.176(256B) Special school provisions
41.177(256B) Facilities
41.178(256B) Materials, equipment and assistive technology
41.179 to 41.185 Reserved
41.186(256B,34CFR300) Assistance under other federal programs
41.187(256B) Research, innovation, and improvement
41.188 to 41.199 Reserved

DIVISION IV
LEA AND AEA ELIGIBILITY, IN GENERAL

41.200(256B,34CFR300) Condition of assistance
41.201(256B,34CFR300) Consistency with state policies
41.202(256B,34CFR300) Use of amounts
41.203(256B,34CFR300) Maintenance of effort
41.204(256B,34CFR300) Exception to maintenance of effort
41.205(256B,34CFR300) Adjustment to local fiscal efforts in certain fiscal years
41.206(256B,34CFR300) Schoolwide programs under Title I of the ESEA
41.207(256B,34CFR300) Personnel development
41.208(256B,34CFR300) Permissive use of funds
41.209(256B,34CFR300) Treatment of charter schools and their students
41.210(256B,34CFR300) Purchase of instructional materials
41.211(256B,34CFR300) Information for department
41.212(256B,34CFR300) Public information
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41.213(256B,34CFR300) Records regarding migratory children with disabilities
41.214 to 41.219 Reserved
41.220(256B,34CFR300) Exception for prior local plans
41.221(256B,34CFR300) Notification of AEA or LEA or state agency in case of ineligibility
41.222(256B,34CFR300) AEA or LEA and state agency compliance
41.223(256B,34CFR300) Joint establishment of eligibility
41.224(256B,34CFR300) Requirements for jointly establishing eligibility
41.225 Reserved
41.226(256B,34CFR300) Early intervening services
41.227 Reserved
41.228(256B,34CFR300) State agency eligibility
41.229(256B,34CFR300) Disciplinary information
41.230(256B,34CFR300) SEA flexibility
41.231 to 41.299 Reserved

DIVISION V
EVALUATION, ELIGIBILITY, IEPs, AND PLACEMENT DECISIONS

41.300(256B,34CFR300) Parental consent and participation
41.301(256B,34CFR300) Full and individual initial evaluations
41.302(256B,34CFR300) Screening for instructional purposes is not evaluation
41.303(256B,34CFR300) Reevaluations
41.304(256B,34CFR300) Evaluation procedures
41.305(256B,34CFR300) Additional requirements for evaluations and reevaluations
41.306(256B,34CFR300) Determination of eligibility
41.307(256B,34CFR300) Specific learning disabilities
41.308(256B,34CFR300) Additional group members
41.309(256B,34CFR300) Determining the existence of a specific learning disability
41.310(256B,34CFR300) Observation
41.311(256B,34CFR300) Specific documentation for the eligibility determination
41.312(256B,34CFR300) General education interventions
41.313(256B,34CFR300) Systematic problem-solving process
41.314(256B,34CFR300) Progress monitoring and data collection
41.315 to 41.319 Reserved
41.320(256B,34CFR300) Definition of individualized education program
41.321(256B,34CFR300) IEP team
41.322(256B,34CFR300) Parent participation
41.323(256B,34CFR300) When IEPs must be in effect
41.324(256B,34CFR300) Development, review, and revision of IEP
41.325(256B,34CFR300) Private school placements by public agencies
41.326(256B,34CFR300) Other rules concerning IEPs
41.327(256B,34CFR300) Educational placements
41.328(256B,34CFR300) Alternative means of meeting participation
41.329 to 41.399 Reserved

DIVISION VI
ADDITIONAL RULES RELATED TO AEAs, LEAs, AND SPECIAL EDUCATION

41.400(256B,34CFR300) Shared responsibility
41.401(256B,34CFR300) Licensure (certification)
41.402(256B,273,34CFR300) Authorized personnel
41.403(256B) Paraprofessionals
41.404(256B) Policies and procedures required of all public agencies
41.405 Reserved
41.406(256B) Additional requirements of LEAs
41.407(256B,273,34CFR300) Additional requirements of AEAs
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41.408(256B,273,34CFR300) Instructional services
41.409(256B,34CFR300) Support services
41.410(256B,34CFR300) Itinerant services
41.411(256B,34CFR300) Related services, supplementary aids and services
41.412(256B,34CFR300) Transportation
41.413(256,256B,34CFR300) Additional rules relating to accredited nonpublic schools
41.414 to 41.499 Reserved

DIVISION VII
PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS

41.500(256B,34CFR300) Responsibility of SEA and other public agencies
41.501(256B,34CFR300) Opportunity to examine records; parent participation in meetings
41.502(256B,34CFR300) Independent educational evaluation
41.503(256B,34CFR300) Prior notice by the public agency; content of notice
41.504(256B,34CFR300) Procedural safeguards notice
41.505(256B,34CFR300) Electronic mail
41.506(256B,34CFR300) Mediation
41.507(256B,34CFR300) Filing a due process complaint
41.508(256B,34CFR300) Due process complaint
41.509(256B,34CFR300) Model forms
41.510(256B,34CFR300) Resolution process
41.511(256B,34CFR300) Impartial due process hearing
41.512(256B,34CFR300) Hearing rights
41.513(256B,34CFR300) Hearing decisions
41.514(256B,34CFR300) Finality of decision
41.515(256B,34CFR300) Timelines and convenience of hearings
41.516(256B,34CFR300) Civil action
41.517(256B,34CFR300) Attorneys’ fees
41.518(256B,34CFR300) Child’s status during proceedings
41.519(256B,34CFR300) Surrogate parents
41.520(256B,34CFR300) Transfer of parental rights at age of majority
41.521 to 41.529 Reserved
41.530(256B,34CFR300) Authority of school personnel
41.531(256B,34CFR300) Determination of setting
41.532(256B,34CFR300) Appeal
41.533(256B,34CFR300) Placement during appeals and mediations
41.534(256B,34CFR300) Protections for children not determined eligible for special education and

related services
41.535(256B,34CFR300) Referral to and action by law enforcement and judicial authorities
41.536(256B,34CFR300) Change of placement because of disciplinary removals
41.537(256B,34CFR300) State enforcement mechanisms
41.538 to 41.599 Reserved

DIVISION VIII
MONITORING, ENFORCEMENT, CONFIDENTIALITY, AND PROGRAM INFORMATION

41.600(256B,34CFR300) State monitoring and enforcement
41.601(256B,34CFR300) State performance plans and data collection
41.602(256B,34CFR300) State use of targets and reporting
41.603(256B,34CFR300) Department review and determination regarding public agency performance
41.604(256B,34CFR300) Enforcement
41.605(256B,34CFR300) Withholding funds
41.606(256B,34CFR300) Public attention
41.607 Reserved
41.608(256B,34CFR300) State enforcement
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41.609(256B,34CFR300) State consideration of other state or federal laws
41.610(256B,34CFR300) Confidentiality
41.611(256B,34CFR300) Definitions
41.612(256B,34CFR300) Notice to parents
41.613(256B,34CFR300) Access rights
41.614(256B,34CFR300) Record of access
41.615(256B,34CFR300) Records on more than one child
41.616(256B,34CFR300) List of types and locations of information
41.617(256B,34CFR300) Fees
41.618(256B,34CFR300) Amendment of records at parent’s request
41.619(256B,34CFR300) Opportunity for a hearing
41.620(256B,34CFR300) Result of hearing
41.621(256B,34CFR300) Hearing procedures
41.622(256B,34CFR300) Consent
41.623(256B,34CFR300) Safeguards
41.624(256B,34CFR300) Destruction of information
41.625(256B,34CFR300) Children’s rights
41.626(256B,34CFR300) Enforcement
41.627 to 41.639 Reserved
41.640(256B,34CFR300) Annual report of children served—report requirement
41.641(256B,34CFR300) Annual report of children served—information required in the report
41.642(256B,34CFR300) Data reporting
41.643(256B,34CFR300) Annual report of children served—certification
41.644(256B,34CFR300) Annual report of children served—criteria for counting children
41.645(256B,34CFR300) Annual report of children served—other responsibilities of the SEA
41.646(256B,34CFR300) Disproportionality
41.647(256B,34CFR300) Determining significant disproportionality
41.648 to 41.699 Reserved

DIVISION IX
ALLOCATIONS BY THE SECRETARY TO THE STATE

41.700 to 41.703 Reserved
41.704(256B,34CFR300) State-level activities
41.705(256B,34CFR300) Subgrants to AEAs
41.706 to 41.799 Reserved

DIVISION X
PRESCHOOL GRANTS FOR CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES

41.800(256B,34CFR300) General rule
41.801 and 41.802 Reserved
41.803(256B,34CFR300) Definition of state
41.804(256B,34CFR300) Eligibility
41.805 Reserved
41.806(256B,34CFR300) Eligibility for financial assistance
41.807 to 41.811 Reserved
41.812(256B,34CFR300) Reservation for state activities
41.813(256B,34CFR300) State administration
41.814(256B,34CFR300) Other state-level activities
41.815(256B,34CFR300) Subgrants to AEAs
41.816(256B,34CFR300) Allocations to AEAs
41.817(256B,34CFR300) Reallocation of AEA funds
41.818(256B,34CFR300) Part C of the Act inapplicable
41.819 to 41.899 Reserved
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DIVISION XI
ADDITIONAL RULES CONCERNING FINANCE AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY

41.900(256B,282) Scope
41.901(256B,282) Records and reports
41.902(256B,282) Audit
41.903(256B,282) Contractual agreements
41.904(256B) Research and demonstration projects and models for special education program

development
41.905(256B,273) Additional special education
41.906(256B,273,282) Extended school year services
41.907(256B,282,34CFR300,303) Program costs
41.908(256B,282) Accountability
41.909 to 41.999 Reserved

DIVISION XII
PRACTICE BEFORE MEDIATORS AND ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES

41.1000(17A,256B,290) Applicability
41.1001(17A,256B,290) Definitions
41.1002(256B,34CFR300) Special education mediation conference
41.1003(17A,256B) Procedures concerning due process complaints
41.1004(17A,256B) Participants in the hearing
41.1005(17A,256B) Convening the hearing
41.1006(17A,256B) Stipulated record hearing
41.1007(17A,256B) Evidentiary hearing
41.1008(17A,256B) Mixed evidentiary and stipulated record hearing
41.1009(17A,256B) Witnesses
41.1010(17A,256B) Rules of evidence
41.1011(17A,256B) Communications
41.1012(17A,256B) Record
41.1013(17A,256B) Decision and review
41.1014(17A,256B) Finality of decision
41.1015(256B,34CFR300) Disqualification of mediator
41.1016(17A) Correcting decisions of administrative law judges
41.1017 to 41.1099 Reserved

DIVISION XIII
ADDITIONAL RULES NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT AND APPLY THIS CHAPTER

41.1100(256B,34CFR300) References to Code of Federal Regulations
41.1101(256B,34CFR300) Severability

CHAPTER 42
Reserved
TITLE VIII

SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION

CHAPTER 43
PUPIL TRANSPORTATION

DIVISION I
TRANSPORTATION ROUTES

43.1(285) Intra-area education agency routes
43.2(285) Interarea education agency routes
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DIVISION II
PRIVATE CONTRACTORS

43.3(285) Contract required
43.4(285) Uniform charge
43.5(285) Board must be party
43.6(285) Contract with parents
43.7(285) Vehicle requirements

DIVISION III
FINANCIAL RECORDS AND REPORTS

43.8(285) Required charges
43.9(285) Activity trips deducted

DIVISION IV
USE OF SCHOOL BUSES OTHER THAN FOR ROUTES

43.10(285) Permitted uses listed
43.11(285) Teacher transportation

DIVISION V
THE BUS DRIVER

43.12(285) Driver qualifications
43.13(285) Stability factors
43.14(285) Driver age
43.15(285) Physical fitness
43.16 Reserved
43.17(285) Insulin-dependent diabetics
43.18(285) Authorization to be carried by driver
43.19 and 43.20 Reserved
43.21(285) Experience, traffic law knowledge and driving record
43.22(321) Fee collection and distribution of funds
43.23(285) Driver authorization
43.24(321) Authorization denials and revocations

DIVISION VI
PURCHASE OF BUSES

43.25(285) Local board procedure
43.26(285) Financing
43.27 to 43.29 Reserved

DIVISION VII
MISCELLANEOUS REQUIREMENTS

43.30(285) Semiannual inspection
43.31(285) Maintenance record
43.32(285) Drivers’ schools
43.33(285) Insurance
43.34(285) Contract—privately owned buses
43.35(285) Contract—district-owned buses
43.36 Reserved
43.37(285) Railroad crossings
43.38(285) Driver restrictions
43.39(285) Civil defense projects
43.40(285) Pupil instruction
43.41(285) Trip inspections
43.42(285) Loading and unloading areas
43.43(285) Communication equipment
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DIVISION VIII
COMMON CARRIERS

43.44(285) Standards for common carriers

CHAPTER 44
SCHOOL BUSES

44.1(285) Requirements for manufacturers
44.2(285) School bus—type classifications
44.3(285) School bus body and chassis specifications
44.4(285) Construction of vehicles for children with mobility challenges
44.5(285) Type III vehicles
44.6(285) Repair, replacement of school bus body and chassis components following original

equipment manufacture

CHAPTER 45
Reserved
TITLE IX

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

CHAPTER 46
CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

46.1(258) Federal Act accepted
46.2(258) Definitions
46.3(258) State board for career and technical education
46.4(258) Career and technical education service areas
46.5(258) Standards for career and technical education
46.6(258) Career and technical education program approval and review
46.7(258) Accreditation standards not met
46.8(258) Advisory council
46.9(258) Distribution of career and technical education funds
46.10(258) Regional career and technical education planning partnerships
46.11(258) Career academies
46.12(258) Regional centers
46.13(423F) Career academy incentive fund

CHAPTER 47
Reserved

CHAPTER 48
STATEWIDE WORK-BASED LEARNING INTERMEDIARY NETWORK

48.1(256) Purpose
48.2(256) Definitions
48.3(256) Statewide work-based learning intermediary network
48.4(256) Regional work-based learning intermediary network

CHAPTER 49
INDIVIDUAL CAREER AND ACADEMIC PLAN

49.1(279) Purpose
49.2(279) Definitions
49.3(279) Individualized career and academic plan
49.4(279) Essential components
49.5(279) District plan
49.6(279) Career information and decision-making systems
49.7(279) Compliance
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CHAPTER 50
Reserved
TITLE X

VETERANS’ TRAINING

CHAPTER 51
APPROVAL OF ON-THE-JOB TRAINING ESTABLISHMENTS

UNDER THE MONTGOMERY G.I. BILL
51.1(256) Application
51.2(256) Content and approval of application
51.3(256) Wage schedules

CHAPTER 52
APPROVAL OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

FOR THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF ELIGIBLE VETERANS
UNDER THE MONTGOMERY G.I. BILL

52.1(256) Colleges
52.2(256) High schools
52.3 Reserved
52.4(256) Schools of Bible or theology
52.5(256) Schools of nursing
52.6(256) Hospitals
52.7(256) Schools of cosmetology
52.8(256) Schools of barbering
52.9 Reserved
52.10(256) Schools of business
52.11(256) Trade schools
52.12(256) Correspondence schools
52.13(256) Successful operation on a continuous basis
52.14(256) Nonaccredited schools
52.15(256) Evaluation standards

CHAPTERS 53 to 55
Reserved
TITLE XI

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION EDUCATION

CHAPTER 56
IOWA VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SERVICES

DIVISION I
SCOPE AND GENERAL PRINCIPLES

56.1(259) Responsibility of division
56.2(259) Nondiscrimination

DIVISION II
DEFINITIONS

56.3(259) Definitions
DIVISION III
ELIGIBILITY

56.4(259) Individuals who are recipients of SSD/SSI
56.5(259) Eligibility for vocational rehabilitation services
56.6(259) Other eligibility and service determinations
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DIVISION IV
CASE MANAGEMENT

56.7(259) Case finding and intake
56.8(259) Case diagnosis used in case recording
56.9(259) Individualized plan for employment (IPE)

DIVISION V
SERVICES

56.10(259) Scope of services
56.11(259) Training
56.12(259) Maintenance
56.13(259) Transportation
56.14(259) Rehabilitation technology
56.15(259) Placement
56.16(259) Miscellaneous or auxiliary services
56.17(259) Facilities
56.18(259) Exceptions to payment for services
56.19(259) Exceptions to duration of services
56.20(259) Maximum rates of payment to training facilities

DIVISION VI
PURCHASING PRINCIPLES

56.21(259) Purchasing principles for job candidate-specific purchases
DIVISION VII

SUPERVISOR REVIEW, MEDIATION, HEARINGS, AND APPEALS
56.22(259) Review process
56.23(259) Supervisor review
56.24(259) Mediation
56.25(259) Hearing before impartial hearing officer

DIVISION VIII
PUBLIC RECORDS AND FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES

56.26(259) Collection and maintenance of records
56.27(259) Personally identifiable information
56.28(259) Other groups of records routinely available for public inspection

DIVISION IX
STATE REHABILITATION COUNCIL

56.29(259) State rehabilitation council
DIVISION X

IOWA SELF-EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
(A/K/A ENTREPRENEURS WITH DISABILITIES PROGRAM)

56.30(259) Purpose
56.31(259) Program requirements
56.32(259) Application procedure
56.33(259) Award of technical assistance funds
56.34(259) Business plan feasibility study procedure
56.35(259) Award of financial assistance funds

CHAPTER 57
Reserved
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TITLE XII
PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION

CHAPTER 58
SCHOOL BREAKFAST AND LUNCH PROGRAM; NUTRITIONAL CONTENT STANDARDS

FOR OTHER FOODS AND BEVERAGES
58.1(283A,256) Authority

DIVISION I
SCHOOL BREAKFAST AND LUNCH PROGRAM

58.2(283A) Definitions
58.3(283A) Agreement required
58.4(283A) State plan
58.5(283A) Service area defined
58.6(283A) School breakfast program
58.7(283A) School lunch program
58.8(283A) Procurement

DIVISION II
NUTRITIONAL CONTENT STANDARDS FOR OTHER FOODS AND BEVERAGES

58.9(256) Definitions
58.10(256) Scope
58.11(256) Nutritional content standards

CHAPTER 59
GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAMS

59.1(257) Scope and general principles
59.2(257) Definitions
59.3 Reserved
59.4(257) Program plan
59.5(257) Responsibilities of school districts
59.6(257) Responsibilities of area education agencies
59.7(257) Responsibilities of the department

CHAPTER 60
PROGRAMS FOR STUDENTS OF LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY

60.1(280) Scope
60.2(280) Definitions
60.3(280) School district responsibilities
60.4(280) Department responsibility
60.5(280) Nonpublic school participation
60.6(280) Funding

CHAPTER 61
IOWA READING RESEARCH CENTER

61.1(256) Establishment
61.2(256) Purpose
61.3(256) Intensive summer literacy program
61.4(256) First efforts of the center
61.5(256) Nature of the center’s operation
61.6(256) Nature of the center’s products
61.7(256) Governance and leadership of the center
61.8(256) Financing of the center
61.9(256) Annual report
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CHAPTER 62
STATE STANDARDS FOR PROGRESSION IN READING

62.1(256,279) Purpose
62.2(256,279) Assessment of reading proficiency
62.3(256,279) Tools for evaluating and reevaluating reading proficiency
62.4(256,279) Identification of a student as being persistently at risk in reading
62.5 Reserved
62.6(256,279) Successful progression for early readers
62.7 and 62.8 Reserved
62.9(256,279) Ensuring continuous improvement in reading proficiency
62.10(256,279) Miscellaneous provisions

CHAPTER 63
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

FOR PUPILS IN JUVENILE HOMES
63.1(282) Scope
63.2(282) Definitions
63.3(282) Forms
63.4(282) Budget amendments
63.5(282) Area education agency responsibility
63.6(282) Educational program
63.7(282) Special education
63.8(282) Educational services
63.9(282) Media services
63.10(282) Other responsibilities
63.11(282) Curriculum
63.12(282) Disaster procedures
63.13(282) Maximum class size
63.14(282) Teacher certification and preparation
63.15(282) Aides
63.16(282) Accounting
63.17(282) Revenues
63.18(282) Expenditures
63.19(282) Claims
63.20(282) Audits
63.21(282) Waivers

CHAPTER 64
CHILD DEVELOPMENT COORDINATING COUNCIL

64.1(256A,279) Purpose
64.2(256A,279) Definitions
64.3(256A,279) Child development coordinating council
64.4(256A,279) Procedures
64.5(256A,279) Duties
64.6(256A,279) Eligibility identification procedures
64.7(256A,279) Primary eligibility
64.8(256A,279) Secondary eligibility
64.9(256A,279) Grant awards criteria
64.10(256A,279) Application process
64.11(256A,279) Request for proposals
64.12(256A,279) Grant process
64.13(256A,279) Award contracts
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64.14(256A,279) Notification of applicants
64.15(256A,279) Grantee responsibilities
64.16(256A,279) Withdrawal of contract offer
64.17(256A,279) Evaluation
64.18(256A,279) Contract revisions and budget reversions
64.19(256A,279) Termination for convenience
64.20(256A,279) Termination for cause
64.21(256A,279) Responsibility of grantee at termination
64.22(256A,279) Appeal from terminations
64.23(256A,279) Refusal to issue ruling
64.24(256A,279) Request for Reconsideration
64.25(256A,279) Refusal to issue decision on request
64.26(256A,279) Granting a Request for Reconsideration

CHAPTER 65
PROGRAMS FOR AT-RISK EARLY ELEMENTARY STUDENTS

65.1(279) Purpose
65.2(279) Definitions
65.3(279) Eligibility identification procedures
65.4(279) Award allocation procedure
65.5(279) Award acceptance process
65.6(279) Awardee responsibilities
65.7(279) Allowable expenditures
65.8(279) Evaluation
65.9(279) Budget revisions
65.10(279) Termination for convenience
65.11(279) Termination for cause
65.12(279) Responsibility of awardee at termination
65.13(279) Appeals from terminations

CHAPTER 66
SCHOOL-BASED YOUTH SERVICES PROGRAMS

66.1(279) Scope, purpose and general principles
66.2(279) Definitions
66.3(279) Development of a program plan
66.4(279) Program plan
66.5(279) Evaluation of financial support
66.6(279) Responsibilities of area education agencies
66.7(279) Responsibilities of the department of education

CHAPTER 67
EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT PROGRAMS FOR PARENTS

OF AT-RISK CHILDREN AGED BIRTH THROUGH FIVE YEARS
67.1(279) Purpose
67.2(279) Definitions
67.3(279) Eligibility identification procedures
67.4(279) Eligibility
67.5(279) Secondary eligibility
67.6(279) Grant awards criteria
67.7(279) Application process
67.8(279) Request for proposals
67.9(279) Award contracts
67.10(279) Notification of applicants
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67.11(279) Grantee responsibilities
67.12(279) Withdrawal of contract offer
67.13(279) Evaluation
67.14(279) Contract revisions
67.15(279) Termination for convenience
67.16(279) Termination for cause
67.17(279) Responsibility of grantee at termination
67.18(279) Appeal from terminations
67.19(279) Refusal to issue ruling
67.20(279) Request for Reconsideration
67.21(279) Refusal to issue decision on request
67.22(279) Granting a Request for Reconsideration

CHAPTER 68
IOWA PUBLIC CHARTER AND INNOVATION ZONE SCHOOLS

DIVISION I
GENERAL PROVISIONS

68.1(256F,83GA,SF2033) Purpose
68.2(256F,83GA,SF2033) Definitions

DIVISION II
CHARTER SCHOOLS

68.3(256F,83GA,SF2033) Application to a school board
68.4(256F,83GA,SF2033) Review process
68.5(256F,83GA,SF2033) Ongoing review by department
68.6(256F,83GA,SF2033) Renewal of charter
68.7(256F,83GA,SF2033) Revocation of charter
68.8 to 68.10 Reserved

DIVISION III
INNOVATION ZONE SCHOOLS

68.11(256F,83GA,SF2033) Application process
68.12(256F,83GA,SF2033) Review process
68.13(256F,83GA,SF2033) Ongoing review by department
68.14(256F,83GA,SF2033) Renewal of contract
68.15(256F,83GA,SF2033) Revocation of contract

CHAPTER 69
Reserved
TITLE XIII

AREA EDUCATION AGENCIES

CHAPTERS 70 and 71
Reserved

CHAPTER 72
ACCREDITATION OF AREA EDUCATION AGENCIES

72.1(273) Scope
72.2(273) Definitions
72.3(273) Accreditation components
72.4(273) Standards for services
72.5 to 72.8 Reserved
72.9(273) Comprehensive improvement plan
72.10(273) Annual budget and annual progress report
72.11(273) Comprehensive site visit
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TITLE XIV
TEACHERS AND PROFESSIONAL LICENSING

CHAPTERS 73 to 76
Reserved

CHAPTER 77
STANDARDS FOR TEACHER INTERN PREPARATION PROGRAMS

77.1(256) General statement
77.2(256) Definitions
77.3(256) Institutions affected
77.4(256) Criteria for Iowa teacher intern preparation programs
77.5(256) Approval of programs
77.6(256) Periodic reports
77.7(256) Approval of program changes

TEACHER INTERN PREPARATION PROGRAM STANDARDS
77.8(256) Governance and resources standard
77.9(256) Faculty standard
77.10(256) Program of study standard
77.11(256) Assessment standard

CHAPTER 78
Reserved

CHAPTER 79
STANDARDS FOR PRACTITIONER AND ADMINISTRATOR

PREPARATION PROGRAMS
DIVISION I

GENERAL STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO ALL PRACTITIONER PREPARATION PROGRAMS
79.1(256) General statement
79.2(256) Definitions
79.3(256) Institutions affected
79.4(256) Criteria for practitioner preparation programs
79.5(256) Approval of programs
79.6(256) Visiting teams
79.7(256) Periodic reports
79.8(256) Reevaluation of practitioner preparation programs
79.9(256) Approval of program changes

DIVISION II
SPECIFIC EDUCATION STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO ALL PRACTITIONER PREPARATION PROGRAMS

79.10(256) Governance and resources standard
79.11(256) Diversity standard
79.12(256) Faculty standard
79.13(256) Assessment system and unit evaluation standard

DIVISION III
SPECIFIC EDUCATION STANDARDS APPLICABLE ONLY TO INITIAL PRACTITIONER PREPARATION

PROGRAMS FOR TEACHER CANDIDATES
79.14(256) Teacher preparation clinical practice standard
79.15(256) Teacher candidate knowledge, skills and dispositions standard

DIVISION IV
SPECIFIC EDUCATION STANDARDS APPLICABLE ONLY TO ADMINISTRATOR PREPARATION PROGRAMS

79.16(256) Administrator preparation clinical practice standard
79.17(256) Administrator knowledge, skills, and dispositions standard
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79.18 Reserved
DIVISION V

SPECIFIC EDUCATION STANDARDS APPLICABLE ONLY TO PRACTITIONER PREPARATION PROGRAMS
OTHER THAN TEACHER OR ADMINISTRATOR PREPARATION PROGRAMS

79.19(256) Purpose
79.20(256) Clinical practice standard
79.21(256) Candidate knowledge, skills and dispositions standard

CHAPTER 80
STANDARDS FOR PARAEDUCATOR PREPARATION PROGRAMS

80.1(272) General statement
80.2(272) Definitions
80.3(272) Institutions affected
80.4(272) Criteria for Iowa paraeducator preparation programs
80.5(272) Application; approval of programs
80.6(272) Periodic reports
80.7(272) Reevaluation of paraeducator preparation programs
80.8(272) Approval of program changes
80.9(272) Organizational and resource standards
80.10(272) Diversity standards
80.11(272) Faculty standards
80.12(272) Program assessment and evaluation standards
80.13(272) Clinical practice standards

CHAPTER 81
STANDARDS FOR SCHOOL BUSINESS OFFICIAL PREPARATION PROGRAMS

81.1(256) Definitions
81.2(256) Institutions eligible to provide a school business official preparation program
81.3(256) Approval of programs
81.4(256) Governance and resources standard
81.5(256) Instructor standard
81.6(256) Assessment system and institution evaluation standard
81.7(256) School business official candidate knowledge and skills standards and criteria
81.8(256) School business official mentoring program
81.9(256) Periodic reports
81.10(256) Reevaluation of school business official preparation programs
81.11(256) Approval of program changes

CHAPTER 82
STANDARDS FOR SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION MANAGER PROGRAMS

82.1(272) Definitions
82.2(272) Organizations eligible to provide a school administration manager training program
82.3(272) Approval of training programs
82.4(272) Governance and resources standard
82.5(272) Trainer and coach standard
82.6(272) Assessment system and organization evaluation standard
82.7(272) School administration manager knowledge and skills standards and criteria
82.8(272) Periodic reports
82.9(272) Reevaluation of school administration manager programs
82.10(272) Approval of program changes and flexibility of programs
82.11(272) Fees
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CHAPTER 83
TEACHER AND ADMINISTRATOR QUALITY PROGRAMS

DIVISION I
GENERAL STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO BOTH ADMINISTRATOR AND

TEACHER QUALITY PROGRAMS
83.1(284,284A) Purposes
83.2(284,284A) Definitions

DIVISION II
SPECIFIC STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO TEACHER QUALITY PROGRAMS

83.3(284) Mentoring and induction program for beginning teachers
83.4(284) Iowa teaching standards and criteria
83.5(284) Evaluator approval training
83.6(284) Professional development for teachers
83.7(284) Teacher quality committees

DIVISION III
SPECIFIC STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO ADMINISTRATOR QUALITY PROGRAMS

83.8(284A) Administrator quality program
83.9(284A) Mentoring and induction program for administrators
83.10(284A) Iowa school leadership standards for administrators
83.11(284A) Evaluation
83.12(284A) Professional development of administrators

CHAPTER 84
FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR NATIONAL BOARD CERTIFICATION

84.1(256) Purpose
84.2(256) Definitions
84.3(256) Registration fee reimbursement program
84.4(256) NBC annual award
84.5(256) Appeal of denial of a registration fee reimbursement award or an NBC annual

award

CHAPTERS 85 to 93
Reserved
TITLE XV

EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

CHAPTER 94
Reserved

CHAPTER 95
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES
95.1(256) Purpose
95.2(256) Definitions
95.3(256) Equal employment opportunity standards
95.4(256) Duties of boards of directors
95.5(256) Plan components
95.6(256) Dissemination
95.7(256) Reports
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TITLE XVI
SCHOOL FACILITIES

CHAPTER 96
STATEWIDE SALES AND

SERVICES TAX FOR SCHOOL INFRASTRUCTURE
96.1(423E,423F) Definitions
96.2(423E,423F) Reports to the department
96.3(423E,423F) Combined actual enrollment
96.4(423E,423F) Application and certificate of need process
96.5(423E,423F) Review process
96.6(423E,423F) Award process
96.7(423E,423F) Applicant responsibilities
96.8(423E,423F) Appeal of certificate denial

CHAPTER 97
SUPPLEMENTARY WEIGHTING

97.1(257) Definitions
97.2(257) Supplementary weighting plan
97.3(257) Supplementary weighting plan for at-risk students
97.4(257) Supplementary weighting plan for a regional academy
97.5(257) Supplementary weighting plan for whole-grade sharing
97.6(257) Supplementary weighting plan for ICN video services
97.7(257) Supplementary weighting plan for operational services
97.8(261E) Concurrent enrollment program contracts between accredited nonpublic schools

and community colleges

CHAPTER 98
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF CATEGORICAL FUNDING

DIVISION I
GENERAL PROVISIONS

98.1(256,257) Definitions
98.2(256,257) General finance
98.3 to 98.10 Reserved

DIVISION II
APPROPRIATE USE OF BUDGETARY ALLOCATIONS

98.11(257) Categorical and noncategorical student counts
98.12(257,299A) Home school assistance program
98.13(256C,257) Statewide voluntary four-year-old preschool program
98.14(257) Supplementary weighting
98.15(257) Operational function sharing supplementary weighting
98.16(257,280) Limited English proficiency (LEP) weighting
98.17(256B,257) Special education weighting
98.18(257) At-risk program, alternative program or alternative school, and potential or

returning dropout prevention program formula supplementary weighting
98.19(257) Reorganization incentive weighting
98.20(257) Gifted and talented program
98.21(257) At-risk program, alternative program or alternative school, and potential or

returning dropout prevention program—modified supplemental amount
98.22(257) Use of the unexpended general fund balance
98.23(257) Early intervention supplement
98.24(257,284) Teacher salary supplement
98.25(257,284) Teacher leadership supplement
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98.26(257,284) Educator quality professional development, also known as professional
development supplement

98.27(257,298A) Flexibility account
98.28 to 98.39 Reserved

DIVISION III
APPROPRIATE USE OF GRANTS IN AID

98.40(256,257,298A) Grants in aid
98.41 Reserved
98.42(257,284) Beginning teacher mentoring and induction program
98.43(257,284A) Beginning administrator mentoring and induction program
98.44(257,301) Nonpublic textbook services
98.45(279) Early literacy
98.46 to 98.59 Reserved

DIVISION IV
APPROPRIATE USE OF SPECIAL TAX LEVIES AND FUNDS

98.60(24,29C,76,143,256,257,274,275,276,279,280,282,283A,285,291,296,298,298A,300,301,
423E,423F,565,670) Levies and funds

98.61(24,143,257,275,279,280,285,297,298,298A,301,473,670) General fund
98.62(279,296,298,670) Management fund
98.63(298) Library levy fund
98.64(279,283,297,298) Physical plant and equipment levy (PPEL) fund
98.65(276,300) Public educational and recreational levy (PERL) fund
98.66(257,279,298A,565) District support trust fund
98.67(257,279,298A,565) Permanent funds
98.68(76,274,296,298,298A) Debt service fund
98.69(76,273,298,298A,423E,423F) Capital projects fund
98.70(279,280,298A) Student activity fund
98.71(298A) Entrepreneurial education fund
98.72(256B,257,298A) Special education instruction fund
98.73(282,298A) Juvenile home program instruction fund
98.74(283A,298A) School nutrition fund
98.75(279,298A) Child care and before- and after-school programs fund
98.76(298A) Regular education preschool fund
98.77(298A) Student construction fund
98.78(298A) Other enterprise funds
98.79 to 98.81 Reserved
98.82(298A) Internal service funds
98.83 to 98.91 Reserved
98.92(257,279,298A,565) Private purpose trust funds
98.93(298A) Other trust funds
98.94 to 98.100 Reserved
98.101(298A) Agency funds
98.102 to 98.110 Reserved
98.111(24,29C,257,298A) Emergency levy fund
98.112(275) Equalization levy fund

CHAPTER 99
BUSINESS PROCEDURES AND DEADLINES

99.1(257) Definitions
99.2(256,257,285,291) Submission deadlines
99.3(257) Good cause for late submission
99.4(24,256,257,291) Budgets, accounting and reporting
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CHAPTER 100
Reserved
TITLE XVII

PROTECTION OF CHILDREN

CHAPTER 101
Reserved

CHAPTER 102
PROCEDURES FOR CHARGING AND

INVESTIGATING INCIDENTS OF ABUSE
OF STUDENTS BY SCHOOL EMPLOYEES

102.1(280) Statement of intent and purpose
102.2(280) Definitions
102.3(280) Jurisdiction
102.4(280) Exceptions
102.5(280) Duties of school authorities
102.6(280) Filing of a report
102.7(280) Receipt of report
102.8(280) Duties of designated investigator—physical abuse allegations
102.9(280) Duties of designated investigator—sexual abuse allegations
102.10(280) Content of investigative report
102.11(280) Founded reports—designated investigator’s duties
102.12(280) Level-two investigator’s duties
102.13(280) Retention of records
102.14(280) Substantial compliance
102.15(280) Effective date

CHAPTER 103
CORPORAL PUNISHMENT, PHYSICAL RESTRAINT, SECLUSION, AND OTHER PHYSICAL

CONTACT WITH STUDENTS
103.1(256B,280) Purpose and objectives
103.2(256B,280) Definitions
103.3(256B,280) Ban on corporal punishment and prone and mechanical restraints
103.4(256B,280) Activities that are not considered corporal punishment
103.5(256B,280) Use of reasonable and necessary force
103.6(256B,280) Reasonable force
103.7(256B,280) Reasonable and necessary force—use of physical restraint or seclusion
103.8(256B,280) Training, documentation, debriefing, and reporting requirements
103.9(256B,280) Seclusion room requirements
103.10(256B,280) Department responsibilities
103.11(256B,280) Other provisions

CHAPTERS 104 to 119
Reserved
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TITLE XVIII
EARLY CHILDHOOD

CHAPTER 120
EARLY ACCESS INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF

EARLY INTERVENTION SERVICES
DIVISION I

PURPOSE AND APPLICABILITY
120.1(34CFR303) Purposes and outcomes of the Early ACCESS Integrated System of Early

Intervention Services
120.2(34CFR303) Applicability of this chapter
120.3(34CFR303) Applicable federal regulations

DIVISION II
DEFINITIONS

120.4(34CFR303) Act
120.5(34CFR303) At-risk infant or toddler
120.6(34CFR303) Child
120.7(34CFR303) Consent
120.8(34CFR303) Council
120.9(34CFR303) Day
120.10(34CFR303) Developmental delay
120.11(34CFR303) Early intervention service program
120.12(34CFR303) Early intervention service provider
120.13(34CFR303) Early intervention services
120.14(34CFR303) Elementary school
120.15(34CFR303) Free appropriate public education
120.16(34CFR303) Health services
120.17(34CFR303) Homeless children
120.18(34CFR303) Include; including
120.19(34CFR303) Indian; Indian tribe
120.20(34CFR303) Individualized family service plan
120.21(34CFR303) Infant or toddler with a disability
120.22(34CFR303) Lead agency
120.23(34CFR303) Local educational agency
120.24(34CFR303) Multidisciplinary
120.25(34CFR303) Native language
120.26(34CFR303) Natural environments
120.27(34CFR303) Parent
120.28(34CFR303) Parent training and information center
120.29(34CFR303) Personally identifiable information
120.30(34CFR303) Public agency
120.31(34CFR303) Qualified personnel
120.32(34CFR303) Scientifically based research
120.33(34CFR303) Secretary
120.34(34CFR303) Service coordination services (case management)
120.35(34CFR303) State
120.36(34CFR303) State educational agency
120.37(34CFR303) Ward of the state
120.38(34CFR303) Other definitions used in this chapter
120.39 to 120.99 Reserved
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DIVISION III
STATE ELIGIBILITY FOR A GRANT AND REQUIREMENTS

FOR A STATEWIDE SYSTEM: GENERAL AUTHORITY AND ELIGIBILITY
120.100(34CFR303) General authority
120.101(34CFR303) State eligibility—requirements for a grant under Part C of the Act
120.102(34CFR303) State conformity with Part C of the Act
120.103 and 120.104 Reserved
120.105(34CFR303) Positive efforts to employ and advance qualified individuals with disabilities
120.106 to 120.109 Reserved
120.110(34CFR303) Minimum components of a statewide system
120.111(34CFR303) State definition of developmental delay
120.112(34CFR303) Availability of early intervention services
120.113(34CFR303) Evaluation, assessment, and nondiscriminatory procedures
120.114(34CFR303) Individualized family service plan (IFSP)
120.115(34CFR303) Comprehensive child find system
120.116(34CFR303) Public awareness program
120.117(34CFR303) Central directory
120.118(34CFR303) Comprehensive system of personnel development (CSPD)
120.119(34CFR303) Personnel standards
120.120(34CFR303) Lead agency role in supervision, monitoring, funding, interagency

coordination, and other responsibilities
120.121(34CFR303) Policy for contracting or otherwise arranging for services
120.122(34CFR303) Reimbursement procedures
120.123(34CFR303) Procedural safeguards
120.124(34CFR303) Data collection
120.125(34CFR303) State interagency coordinating council
120.126(34CFR303) Early intervention services in natural environments
120.127 to 120.199 Reserved

DIVISION IV
STATE APPLICATION AND ASSURANCES

120.200(34CFR303) State application and assurances
120.201(34CFR303) Designation of lead agency
120.202(34CFR303) Certification regarding financial responsibility
120.203(34CFR303) Statewide system and description of services
120.204 Reserved
120.205(34CFR303) Description of use of funds
120.206(34CFR303) Referral policies for specific children
120.207(34CFR303) Availability of resources
120.208(34CFR303) Public participation policies and procedures
120.209(34CFR303) Transition to preschool and other programs
120.210(34CFR303) Coordination with Head Start and Early Head Start, early education, and

child care programs
120.211 Reserved
120.212(34CFR303) Additional information and assurances
120.213 to 120.219 Reserved
120.220(34CFR303) Assurances satisfactory to the Secretary
120.221(34CFR303) Expenditure of funds
120.222(34CFR303) Payor of last resort
120.223(34CFR303) Control of funds and property
120.224(34CFR303) Reports and records
120.225(34CFR303) Prohibition against supplanting; indirect costs
120.226(34CFR303) Fiscal control
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120.227(34CFR303) Traditionally underserved groups
120.228(34CFR303) Subsequent state application and modifications of application
120.229 to 120.299 Reserved

DIVISION V
CHILD FIND; EVALUATIONS AND ASSESSMENTS; INDIVIDUALIZED FAMILY SERVICE PLANS

120.300(34CFR303) General
120.301(34CFR303) Public awareness program—information for parents
120.302(34CFR303) Comprehensive child find system
120.303(34CFR303) Referral procedures
120.304 to 120.309 Reserved
120.310(34CFR303) Post-referral timeline (45 calendar days)
120.311 to 120.319 Reserved
120.320(34CFR303) Screening procedures
120.321(34CFR303) Evaluation of the child and assessment of the child and family
120.322(34CFR303) Determination that a child is not eligible
120.323 to 120.339 Reserved
120.340(34CFR303) Individualized family service plan—general
120.341 Reserved
120.342(34CFR303) Procedures for IFSP development, review, and evaluation
120.343(34CFR303) IFSP team meeting and periodic review
120.344(34CFR303) Content of an IFSP
120.345(34CFR303) Interim IFSPs—provision of services before evaluations and assessments

are completed
120.346(34CFR303) Responsibility and accountability
120.347 to 120.399 Reserved

DIVISION VI
PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS

120.400(34CFR303) General responsibility of lead agency for procedural safeguards
120.401(34CFR303) Confidentiality and opportunity to examine records
120.402(34CFR303) Confidentiality
120.403(34CFR303) Definitions
120.404(34CFR303) Notice to parents
120.405(34CFR303) Access rights
120.406(34CFR303) Record of access
120.407(34CFR303) Records on more than one child
120.408(34CFR303) List of types and locations of information
120.409(34CFR303) Fees for records
120.410(34CFR303) Amendment of records at a parent’s request
120.411(34CFR303) Opportunity for a hearing
120.412(34CFR303) Result of hearing
120.413(34CFR303) Hearing procedures
120.414(34CFR303) Consent prior to disclosure or use
120.415(34CFR303) Safeguards
120.416(34CFR303) Destruction of information
120.417(34CFR303) Enforcement
120.418 and 120.419 Reserved
120.420(34CFR303) Parental consent and ability to decline services
120.421(34CFR303) Prior written notice and procedural safeguards notice
120.422(34CFR303) Surrogate parents
120.423 to 120.429 Reserved
120.430(34CFR303) State dispute resolution options
120.431(34CFR303) Mediation
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120.432(34CFR303) Adoption of state complaint procedures
120.433(34CFR303) Minimum state complaint procedures
120.434(34CFR303) Filing a complaint
120.435(34CFR303) Appointment of an administrative law judge
120.436(34CFR303) Parental rights in due process hearing proceedings
120.437(34CFR303) Convenience of hearings and timelines
120.438(34CFR303) Civil action
120.439(34CFR303) Limitation of actions
120.440(34CFR303) Rule of construction
120.441(34CFR303) Attorney fees
120.442 to 120.448 Reserved
120.449(34CFR303) State enforcement mechanisms
120.450 to 120.499 Reserved

DIVISION VII
USE OF FUNDS; PAYOR OF LAST RESORT

120.500(34CFR303) Use of funds, payor of last resort, and system of payments
120.501(34CFR303) Permissive use of funds by the department
120.502 to 120.509 Reserved
120.510(34CFR303) Payor of last resort
120.511(34CFR303) Methods to ensure the provision of, and financial responsibility for, Early

ACCESS services
120.512 to 120.519 Reserved
120.520(34CFR303) Policies related to use of public benefits or insurance or private insurance

to pay for Early ACCESS services
120.521(34CFR303) System of payments and fees
120.522 to 120.599 Reserved

DIVISION VIII
STATE INTERAGENCY COORDINATING COUNCIL

120.600(34CFR303) Establishment of council
120.601(34CFR303) Composition
120.602(34CFR303) Meetings
120.603(34CFR303) Use of funds by the council
120.604(34CFR303) Functions of the council; required duties
120.605(34CFR303) Authorized activities by the council
120.606 to 120.699 Reserved

DIVISION IX
FEDERAL AND STATE MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT;

REPORTING; AND ALLOCATION OF FUNDS
120.700(34CFR303) State monitoring and enforcement
120.701(34CFR303) State performance plans and data collection
120.702(34CFR303) State use of targets and reporting
120.703(34CFR303) Department review and determination regarding EIS program performance
120.704(34CFR303) Enforcement
120.705(34CFR303) Withholding funds
120.706(34CFR303) Public attention
120.707 Reserved
120.708(34CFR303) State enforcement
120.709(34CFR303) State consideration of other state or federal laws
120.710 to 120.719 Reserved
120.720(34CFR303) Data requirements—general
120.721(34CFR303) Annual report of children served—report requirement
120.722(34CFR303) Data reporting
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120.723(34CFR303) Annual report of children served—certification
120.724(34CFR303) Annual report of children served—other responsibilities of the department
120.725 to 120.800 Reserved

DIVISION X
OTHER PROVISIONS

120.801(34CFR303) Early ACCESS system—state level
120.802(34CFR303) Interagency service planning
120.803(34CFR303) System-level disputes
120.804(34CFR303) Early ACCESS system—regional and community levels
120.805(34CFR303) Provision of year-round services
120.806(34CFR303) Evaluation and improvement
120.807(34CFR303) Research
120.808(34CFR303) Records and reports
120.809(34CFR303) Information for department
120.810(34CFR303) Public information
120.811(34CFR303) Dispute resolution: practice before mediators and administrative law judges
120.812(34CFR303) References to federal law
120.813(34CFR303) Severability
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CHAPTER 12
GENERAL ACCREDITATION STANDARDS

[Prior to 9/7/88, see Public Instruction Department[670] Ch 4]

PREAMBLE
The goal for the early childhood through twelfth grade educational system in Iowa is to improve

the learning, achievement, and performance of all students so they become successful members of a
community and workforce. It is expected that each school and school district shall continue to improve
its educational system so that more students will increase their learning, achievement, and performance.

Accreditation focuses on an ongoing school improvement process for schools and school districts.
However, general accreditation standards are the minimum requirements that must be met by an Iowa
public school district to be accredited. A public school district that does not maintain accreditation shall
be merged, by the state board of education, with one or more contiguous school districts as required by
Iowa Code subsection 256.11(12). A nonpublic school must meet the general accreditation standards if
it wishes to be designated as accredited for operation in Iowa.

General accreditation standards are intended to fulfill the state’s responsibility for making available
an appropriate educational program that has high expectations for all students in Iowa. The accreditation
standards ensure that each child has access to an educational program that meets the needs and abilities
of the child regardless of race, color, national origin, gender, disability, religion, creed, marital status,
geographic location, sexual orientation, gender identity, or socioeconomic status.

With local community input, school districts and accredited nonpublic schools shall incorporate
accountability for student achievement into comprehensive school improvement plans designed to
increase the learning, achievement, and performance of all students. As applicable, and to the extent
possible, comprehensive school improvement plans shall consolidate federal and state program goal
setting, planning, and reporting requirements. Provisions for multicultural and gender fair education,
technology integration, global education, gifted and talented students, at-risk students, students with
disabilities, and the professional development of all staff shall be incorporated, as applicable, into the
comprehensive school improvement plan. See subrules 12.5(8) to 12.5(13), 12.7(1), and 12.8(1).

DIVISION I
GENERAL STANDARDS

281—12.1(256) General standards.
12.1(1) Schools and school districts governed by general accreditation standards. These standards

govern the accreditation of all prekindergarten, if offered, or kindergarten through grade 12 school
districts operated by public school corporations and the accreditation, if requested, of prekindergarten
or kindergarten through grade 12 schools operated under nonpublic auspices. Each school district
shall take affirmative steps to integrate students in attendance centers and courses. Schools and school
districts shall collect and annually review district, attendance center, and course enrollment data on the
basis of race, national origin, gender, and disability. Equal opportunity in programs shall be provided to
all students regardless of race, color, national origin, gender, sexual orientation as defined in Iowa Code
section 216.2 as amended by 2007 Iowa Acts, Senate File 427, section 1, gender identity as defined in
Iowa Code section 216.2 as amended by 2007 Iowa Acts, Senate File 427, section 1, socioeconomic
status, disability, religion, or creed. Nothing in this rule shall be construed as prohibiting any bona
fide religious institution from imposing qualifications based upon religion when such qualifications are
related to a bona fide religious purpose.

12.1(2) School board. Each school or school district shall be governed by an identifiable authority
which shall exercise the functions necessary for the effective operation of the school and referred to in
these rules as the “board.”

12.1(3) Application for accreditation. The board of any school or school district that is not accredited
on the effective date of these standards and which seeks accreditation shall file an application with the
director, department of education, on or before the first day of January of the school year preceding the
school year for which accreditation is sought.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/216.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/216.2.pdf
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12.1(4) Accredited schools and school districts. Each school or school district receiving
accreditation under the provisions of these standards shall remain accredited except when by action
of the state board of education it is removed from the list of accredited schools maintained by the
department of education in accordance with Iowa Code subsections 256.11(11) and 256.11(12).

12.1(5) When nonaccredited. A school district shall be nonaccredited on the day after the date it is
removed from the list of accredited schools by action of the state board of education. A nonpublic school
shall be nonaccredited on the date established by the resolution of the state board, which shall be no later
than the end of the school year in which the nonpublic school is declared to be nonaccredited.

12.1(6) Alternative provisions for accreditation. School districts may meet accreditation
requirements through the provisions of Iowa Code sections 256.13, nonresident students; 273.7A,
services to school districts; 279.20, superintendent—term; 280.15, joint employment and sharing;
282.7, attending in another corporation—payment; and 282.10, whole grade sharing. Nonpublic schools
may meet accreditation requirements through the provisions of Iowa Code section 256.12.

12.1(7) Minimum school calendar: set by annual hours or days of instruction. The board of
directors of a school district and the authorities in charge of an accredited nonpublic school shall adopt
a school calendar that sets the number of days or hours of required attendance for student instruction,
staff development and in-service time, and time for parent-teacher conferences. Prior to adopting the
school calendar, the board of directors of a school district shall hold a public hearing on any proposed
school calendar. The board and authorities in charge of an accredited nonpublic school shall notify
the department annually of their decision to have a calendar based on days or based on hours. The
length of the school calendar does not dictate the length of contract hours or days of employment
for instructional and noninstructional staff. Time recorded under either a days or hours calendar
system may include passing time between classes but shall exclude the lunch period. Time spent on
parent-teacher conferences shall be considered instructional time. The school calendar may be operated
any time during the school year of July 1 to June 30 as defined by Iowa Code section 279.10 as amended
by 2013 Iowa Acts, House File 215, section 81. A minimum of 180 days or 1,080 hours of instruction
shall be set in the school calendar, for school districts and accredited nonpublic schools beginning no
sooner than a day during the calendar week in which the first day of September falls, and shall be used
for student instruction. However, if the first day of September falls on a Sunday, school may begin any
day during the calendar week preceding September 1. These 180 days shall meet the requirements of
“day of school” for those districts or accredited nonpublic schools that are utilizing a schedule based on
days, defined in paragraph 12.1(8)“a,” “minimum school day” defined in subrule 12.1(9), and “day or
hour of attendance” defined in subrule 12.1(10). (Exception: A school or school district may, by board
policy, excuse graduating seniors up to five days or 30 hours of instruction after school or school district
requirements for graduation have been met.) If additional days are added to the regular school calendar
because of inclement weather, a graduating senior who has met the school district’s requirements for
graduation may be excused from attendance during the extended school calendar. A school district may
begin employment of instructional and noninstructional staff, for in-service training and development
purposes, earlier than the first day of school. A school or school district choosing a schedule based on
hours shall follow the definition of “hour of school” set forth in paragraph 12.1(8)“b.”

12.1(8) Day and hour of school.
a. Day of school. A day of school is a day during which the school or school district is in session

and students are under the guidance and instruction of the instructional professional staff. School shall
be considered in session during parent-teacher conferences as well as during activities such as field trips
if students are engaged in programs or activities under the guidance and direction of the instructional
professional staff. All grade levels of the school or school district must be operated and available for
attendance by all students. An exception is if either the elementary or secondary grades are closed and
provided that the time missed is made up at some other point during the school calendar so as to meet
the minimum of 180 days or 1,080 hours of instruction for all grades 1 through 12.

b. Hour of school. For schools or school districts adopting a calendar based on a 1,080-hour
minimum schedule, an official hour of school is an hour in which the school or school district is in
session and students are under the guidance and instruction of the instructional professional staff. For

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/273.7A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/279.20.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/280.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/282.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/282.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/279.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/291.12.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.1.pdf
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purposes of this rule, an “hour” is defined as 60minutes. The calculation of minimum hours shall exclude
the lunch period. Passing time between classes may be counted as part of the hour requirement. School
shall be considered in session during parent-teacher conferences as well as during activities such as field
trips if students are engaged in programs or activities under the guidance and direction of the instructional
professional staff. All grade levels of the school or school district must be operated and available for
attendance by all students. Schools or school districts have flexibility on how they can reach the threshold
of 1,080 hours of instruction but must keep annual documentation of how they met that standard. The
school calendar may include more than or less than or may equal the 180-day schedule. The hours
included in an individual day under an hours format may vary.

12.1(9) Minimum school day. A school day, for those utilizing a school calendar based on days,
shall consist of a minimum of 6 hours of instructional time for all grades 1 through 12. The minimum
hours shall exclude the lunch period. Passing time between classes may be counted as part of the 6-hour
requirement. School shall be considered in session during parent-teacher conferences as well as during
activities such as field trips if students are engaged in programs or activities under the guidance and
direction of the instructional professional staff.

12.1(10) Day or hour of attendance. A day or hour of attendance shall be a day or hour during
which students were present and under the guidance and instruction of the instructional professional staff.
When staff development designated by the board or by authorities in charge of an accredited nonpublic
school occurs outside of the time required for a “minimum school day,” students shall be counted in
attendance.

12.1(11) Kindergarten. The number of instructional days or hours within the school calendar and
the length of the school day for kindergarten shall be defined by the board or by authorities in charge of
an accredited nonpublic school that operates a kindergarten program.
[ARC 1115C, IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13]

DIVISION II
DEFINITIONS

281—12.2(256) Definitions. For purposes of these rules, the following definitions shall apply:
“Alternative options education programs” means alternative programs or schools as identified in

Iowa Code section 280.19A.
“Alternative program” means a class or environment established within the regular educational

program and designed to accommodate specific student educational needs such as, but not limited
to, work-related training; reading, mathematics or science skills; communication skills; social skills;
physical skills; employability skills; study skills; or life skills.

“Alternative school”means an environment established apart from the regular educational program
and that includes policies and rules, staff, and resources designed to accommodate student needs and
to provide a comprehensive education consistent with the student learning goals and content standards
established by the school district or by the school districts participating in a consortium. Students attend
by choice.

“Annual improvement goals” means the desired one-year rate of improvement for students. Data
from multiple measures may be used to determine the rate of improvement.

“At-risk student”means any identified student who needs additional support and who is not meeting
or not expected to meet the established goals of the educational program (academic, personal/social,
career/vocational). At-risk students include but are not limited to students in the following groups:
homeless children and youth, dropouts, returning dropouts, and potential dropouts.

“Baseline data”means information gathered at a selected point in time and used thereafter as a basis
from which to monitor change.

“Benchmarks” means specific knowledge and skills anchored to content standards that a student
needs to accomplish by a specific grade or grade span.

“Board”means the board of directors in charge of a public school district or the authorities in charge
of an accredited nonpublic school.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1115C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/280.19A.pdf
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“Competency-based education”means that learners advance through content or earn credit based on
demonstration of proficiency of competencies. Proficiency for this context is the demonstrated skill or
knowledge required to advance to and be successful in higher levels of learning in that content area. Some
students may advance through more content or earn more credit than in a traditional school year while
others might take more than a traditional school year to advance through the same content and to earn
credit. A student must meet the requirements of 12.5(14) to be awarded credit in a competency-based
system of education.

“Comprehensive school improvement plan” means a design that shall describe how the school or
school district will increase student learning, achievement, and performance. This ongoing improvement
design may address more than student learning, achievement, and performance.

“Content standards”means broad statements about what students are expected to know and be able
to do.

“Curriculum” means a plan that outlines what students shall be taught. Curriculum refers to all the
courses offered, or all the courses offered in a particular area of study.

“Department” means the department of education.
“Districtwide”means all attendance centers within a school district or accredited nonpublic school.
“Districtwide assessments” means large-scale achievement or performance measures. At least one

districtwide assessment shall allow for the following: the comparison of the same group of students over
time as they progress through the grades or the cross-sectional comparison of students at the same grades
over multiple years.

“Districtwide progress” means the quantifiable change in school or school district student
achievement and performance.

“Dropout”means a school-age student who is served by a public school district and enrolled in any
of grades seven through twelve and who does not attend school or withdraws from school for a reason
other than death or transfer to another approved school or school district or has been expelled with no
option to return.

“Educational program.” The educational program adopted by the board is the entire offering of
the school, including out-of-class activities and the sequence of curriculum areas and activities. The
educational program shall provide articulated, developmental learning experiences from the date of
student entrance until high school graduation.

“Enrolled student” means a person that has officially registered with the school or school district
and is taking part in the educational program.

“Incorporate” means integrating career education, multicultural and gender fair education,
technology education, global education, higher-order thinking skills, learning skills, and communication
skills into the total educational program.

“Indicators” provide information about the general status, quality, or performance of an educational
system.

“Library program” means an articulated sequential kindergarten through grade 12 library or
media program that enhances student achievement and is integral to the school district’s curricula and
instructional program. The library program is planned and implemented by a qualified teacher librarian
working collaboratively with the district’s administration and instructional staff. The library program
services provided to students and staff shall include the following:

1. Support of the overall school curricula;
2. Collaborative planning and teaching;
3. Promotion of reading and literacy;
4. Information literacy instruction;
5. Access to a diverse and appropriate school library collection; and
6. Learning enhancement through technologies.
“Long-range goals” means desired targets to be reached over an extended period of time.
“Multiple assessment measures,” for reporting to the local community or the state, means more

than one valid and reliable instrument that quantifies districtwide student learning, including specific
grade-level data.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.5.pdf
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“Performance levels.” The federal Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) requires that
at least three levels of performance be established to assist in determining which students have or have
not achieved a satisfactory or proficient level of performance. At least two of those three levels shall
describe what all students ought to know or be able to do if their achievement or performance is deemed
proficient or advanced. The third level shall describe students who are not yet performing at the proficient
level. A school or school district may establish more than three performance levels that include all
students for districtwide or other assessments.

“Physical activity” means any movement, manipulation, or exertion of the body that can lead to
improved levels of physical fitness and quality of life.

“Potential dropouts” means resident pupils who are enrolled in a public or nonpublic school who
demonstrate poor school adjustment as indicated by two or more of the following:

1. High rate of absenteeism, truancy, or frequent tardiness.
2. Limited or no extracurricular participation or lack of identification with school including, but

not limited to, expressed feelings of not belonging.
3. Poor grades including, but not limited to, failing in one or more school subjects or grade levels.
4. Low achievement scores in reading or mathematics which reflect achievement at two years or

more below grade level.
“Prekindergarten program” includes a school district’s implementation of the preschool program

established pursuant to 2007 Iowa Acts, House File 877, section 2, and is otherwise described herein in
subrule 12.5(1).

“Proficient,” as it relates to content standards, characterizes student performance at a level that is
acceptable by the school or school district.

“Returning dropouts”means resident pupils who have been enrolled in a public or nonpublic school
in any of grades seven through twelve who withdrew from school for a reason other than transfer to
another school or school district and who subsequently enrolled in a public school in the district.

“School” means an accredited nonpublic school.
“School counseling program” means an articulated sequential kindergarten through grade 12

program that is comprehensive in scope, preventive in design, developmental in nature, driven by data,
and integral to the school district’s curricula and instructional program. The program is implemented by
at least one school counselor, appropriately licensed by the board of educational examiners, who works
collaboratively with the district’s administration and instructional staff. The program standards are
described in subrule 12.3(11). The program’s delivery system components shall include the following:

1. School guidance curriculum;
2. Support of the overall school curriculum;
3. Individual student planning;
4. Responsive services; and
5. System support.
“School district” means a public school district.
“School improvement advisory committee” means a committee, as defined in Iowa Code section

280.12, that is appointed by the board. Committee membership shall include students, parents, teachers,
administrators, and representatives from the local community which may include business, industry,
labor, community agencies, higher education, or other community constituents. To the extent possible,
committeemembership shall have balanced representation of the following: race, gender, national origin,
and disability. The school improvement advisory committee as defined by Iowa Code section 280.12 and
the board are also part of, but not inclusive of, the local community.

“Student learning goals” means general statements of expectations for all graduates.
“Students with disabilities”means students who have individualized education programs regardless

of the disability.
“Subgroups”means a subset of the student population that has a common characteristic. Subgroups

include, but are not limited to, gender, race, students with disabilities, and socioeconomic status.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/280.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/280.12.pdf
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“Successful employment in Iowa” may be determined by, but is not limited to, reviewing student
achievement and performance based on locally identified indicators such as earnings, educational
attainment, reduced unemployment, and the attainment of employability skills.
[ARC 7783B, IAB 5/20/09, effective 6/24/09; ARC 1116C, IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13]

DIVISION III
ADMINISTRATION

281—12.3(256)Administration. The following standards shall apply to the administration of accredited
schools and school districts.

12.3(1) Board records. Each board shall adopt by written policy a system for maintaining accurate
records. The system shall provide for recording and maintaining the minutes of all board meetings,
coding all receipts and expenditures, and recording and filing all reports required by the Iowa Code or
requested by the director of the department of education. Financial records of school districts shall be
maintained in a manner as to be easily audited according to accepted accounting procedures.

12.3(2) Policy manual. The board shall develop and maintain a policy manual which provides a
codification of its policies, including the adoption date, the review date, and any revision date for each
policy. Policies shall be reviewed at least every five years to ensure relevance to current practices and
compliance with the Iowa Code, administrative rules and decisions, and court decisions.

12.3(3) Personnel evaluation. Each board shall adopt evaluation criteria and procedures for all
contracted staff. The evaluation processes shall conform to Iowa Code sections 279.14 and 279.23A.

12.3(4) Student records. Each board shall require its administrative staff to establish and maintain
a system of student records. This system shall include for each student a permanent office record and a
cumulative record.

The permanent office record shall serve as a historical record of official information concerning the
student’s education. The permanent office record shall be recorded and maintained under the student’s
legal name. At a minimum, the permanent office record should contain evidence of attendance and
educational progress, serve as an official transcript, contain other data for use in planning to meet student
needs, and provide data for official school and school district reports. This record is to be permanently
maintained and stored in a fire-resistant safe or vault or can be maintained and stored electronically with
a secure backup file.

The cumulative record shall provide a continuous and current record of significant information on
progress and growth. It should reflect information such as courses taken, scholastic progress, school
attendance, physical and health record, experiences, interests, aptitudes, attitudes, abilities, honors,
extracurricular activities, part-time employment, and future plans. It is the “working record” used by
the instructional professional staff in understanding the student. At the request of a receiving school or
school district, a copy of the cumulative record shall be sent to officials of that school when a student
transfers.

For the sole purpose of implementing an interagency agreement with state and local agencies in
accordance with Iowa Code section 280.25, a student’s permanent record may include information
contained in the cumulative record as defined above.

The board shall adopt a policy concerning the accessibility and confidentiality of student records
that complies with the provisions of the federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 and
Iowa Code chapter 22.

12.3(5) Requirements for graduation. Each board providing a program through grade 12 shall adopt
a policy establishing the requirements students must meet for high school graduation. This policy shall
make provision for early graduation and shall be consistent with these requirements, Iowa Code section
280.14, and the requirements in the introductory paragraph of subrule 12.5(5).

12.3(6) Student responsibility and discipline. The board shall adopt student responsibility and
discipline policies as required by Iowa Code section 279.8. The board shall involve parents, students,
instructional and noninstructional professional staff, and community members in the development and
revision of those policies where practicable or unless specific policy is mandated by legislation. The
policies shall relate to the educational purposes of the school or school district. The policies shall

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7783B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1116C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/279.14.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/279.23A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/280.25.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/22.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/280.14.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/279.8.pdf
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include, but are not limited to, the following: attendance; use of tobacco; the use or possession of
alcoholic beverages or any controlled substance; harassment of or by students and staff as detailed
in subrule 12.3(13); violent, destructive, and seriously disruptive behavior; suspension, expulsion,
emergency removal, weapons, and physical restraint; out-of-school behavior; participation in
extracurricular activities; academic progress; and citizenship.

The policies shall ensure due process rights for students and parents, including consideration for
students who have been identified as requiring special education programs and services.

The board shall also consider the potential, disparate impact of the policies on students because of
race, color, national origin, gender, sexual orientation as defined in Iowa Code section 216.2 as amended
by 2007 Iowa Acts, Senate File 427, section 1, gender identity as defined in Iowa Code section 216.2
as amended by 2007 Iowa Acts, Senate File 427, section 1, disability, religion, creed, or socioeconomic
status.

The board shall publicize its support of these policies, its support of the staff in enforcing them, and
the staff’s accountability for implementing them.

12.3(7) Health services. Rescinded IAB 12/5/07, effective 1/9/08.
12.3(8) Audit of school funds. This subrule applies to school districts. The results of the annual audit

of all school district funds conducted by the state auditor or a private auditing firm shall be made part of
the official records of the board as described in Iowa Code section 11.6.

12.3(9) School or school district building grade-level organization. The board shall adopt a
grade-level organization for the buildings under its jurisdiction as described in Iowa Code section
279.39.

12.3(10) Report on accredited nonpublic school students. Rescinded IAB 12/5/07, effective 1/9/08.
12.3(11) Standards for school counseling programs. The board of directors of each school district

shall establish a K-12 comprehensive school counseling program, driven by student data and based on
standards in academic, career, personal, and social areas, which supports the student achievement goals
of the total school curriculum and to which all students have equitable access.

a. A qualified school counselor, licensed by the board of educational examiners, who works
collaboratively with students, teachers, support staff and administrators shall direct the program and
provide services and instruction in support of the curricular goals of each attendance center. The school
counselor shall be the member of the attendance center instructional team with special expertise in
identifying resources and technologies to support teaching and learning. The school counselor and
classroom teachers shall collaborate to develop, teach, and evaluate attendance center curricular goals
with emphasis on the following:

(1) Sequentially presented curriculum, programs, and responsive services that address growth and
development of all students; and

(2) Attainment of student competencies in academic, career, personal, and social areas.
b. The program shall be regularly reviewed and revised and shall be designed to provide all of the

following:
(1) Curriculum that is embedded throughout the district’s overall curriculum and systemically

delivered by the school counselor in collaboration with instructional staff through classroom and group
activities and that consists of structured lessons to help students achieve desired competencies and to
provide all students with the knowledge and skills appropriate for their developmental levels;

(2) Individual student planning through ongoing systemic activities designed to help students
establish educational and career goals to develop future plans;

(3) Responsive services through intervention and curriculum that meet students’ immediate and
future needs as occasioned by events and conditions in students’ lives and that may require any of the
following: individual or group counseling; consultation with parents, teachers, and other educators;
referrals to other school support services or community resources; peer helping; and information; and

(4) Systemic support through management activities that establish, maintain, and enhance the total
school counseling program, including professional development, consultation, collaboration, program
management, and operations.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.3.pdf
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12.3(12) Standards for library programs. The board of directors of each school district shall
establish a K-12 library program to support the student achievement goals of the total school curriculum.

a. A qualified teacher librarian, licensed by the board of educational examiners, who works with
students, teachers, support staff and administrators shall direct the library program and provide services
and instruction in support of the curricular goals of each attendance center. The teacher librarian shall
be a member of the attendance center instructional team with special expertise in identifying resources
and technologies to support teaching and learning. The teacher librarian and classroom teachers
shall collaborate to develop, teach, and evaluate attendance center curricular goals with emphasis on
promoting inquiry and critical thinking; providing information literacy learning experiences to help
students access, evaluate, use, create, and communicate information; enhancing learning and teaching
through technology; and promoting literacy through reader guidance and activities that develop capable
and independent readers.

b. The library program shall be regularly reviewed and revised and shall be designed to meet the
following goals:

(1) To provide for methods to improve library collections to meet student and staff needs;
(2) To make connections with parents and the community;
(3) To support the district’s school improvement plan;
(4) To provide access to or support for professional development for the teacher librarian;
(5) To provide current technology and electronic resources to ensure that students become skillful

and discriminating users of information;
(6) To include a current and diverse collection of fiction and nonfiction materials in a variety of

formats to support student and curricular needs; and
(7) To include a plan for annually updating and replacing library materials, supports, and

equipment.
c. The board of directors of each school district shall adopt policies to address selection and

reconsideration of school library materials; confidentiality of student library records; and legal and
ethical use of information resources, including plagiarism and intellectual property rights.

12.3(13) Policy declaring harassment and bullying against state and school policy. The policy
adopted by the board regarding harassment of or by students and staff shall declare harassment and
bullying in schools, on school property, and at any school function or school-sponsored activity
regardless of its location to be against state and school policy. The board shall make a copy of the
policy available to all school employees, volunteers, students, and parents or guardians and shall take
all appropriate steps to bring the policy against harassment and bullying and the responsibilities set
forth in the policy to the attention of school employees, volunteers, students, and parents or guardians.
Each policy shall, at a minimum, include all of the following components:

a. A statement declaring harassment and bullying to be against state and school policy. The
statement shall include but not be limited to the following provisions:

(1) School employees, volunteers, and students in school, on school property, or at any school
function or school-sponsored activity shall not engage in harassing and bullying behavior.

(2) School employees, volunteers, and students shall not engage in reprisal, retaliation, or false
accusation against a victim, a witness, or an individual who has reliable information about such an act
of harassment or bullying.

b. Adefinition of harassment and bullying consistent with the following: Harassment and bullying
shall be construed to mean any electronic, written, verbal, or physical act or conduct toward a student
which is based on the student’s actual or perceived age, color, creed, national origin, race, religion,
marital status, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, physical attributes, physical or mental ability or
disability, ancestry, political party preference, political belief, socioeconomic status, or familial status,
and which creates an objectively hostile school environment that meets one or more of the following
conditions:

(1) Places the student in reasonable fear of harm to the student’s person or property.
(2) Has a substantially detrimental effect on the student’s physical or mental health.
(3) Has the effect of substantially interfering with a student’s academic performance.
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(4) Has the effect of substantially interfering with the student’s ability to participate in or benefit
from the services, activities, or privileges provided by a school.
The local board policy must set forth all 17 of the above-enumerated traits or characteristics, but does
not need to be limited to the 17 enumerated traits or characteristics.

c. A description of the type of behavior expected from school employees, volunteers, parents or
guardians, and students relative to prevention, reporting, and investigation of harassment or bullying.

d. The consequences and appropriate remedial action for a person who violates the antiharassment
and antibullying policy.

e. A procedure for reporting an act of harassment or bullying, including the identification by job
title of the school official responsible for ensuring that the policy is implemented, and the identification
of the person or persons responsible for receiving reports of harassment or bullying.

f. A procedure for the prompt investigation of complaints, identifying either the school
superintendent or the superintendent’s designee as the individual responsible for conducting the
investigation, including a statement that investigators will consider the totality of circumstances
presented in determining whether conduct objectively constitutes harassment or bullying under this
subrule.

g. A statement of the manner in which the policy will be publicized.
The board shall integrate its policy into its comprehensive school improvement plan. The board shall

develop and maintain a system to collect harassment and bullying incidence data, and report such data,
on forms specified by the department, to the local community and to the department.

12.3(14) Policy prohibiting the aiding and abetting of sexual abuse.
a. General. The department and each public school district and area education agency shall

adopt policies that prohibit any individual who is a school employee, contractor, or agent, or any state
educational agency or local educational agency, from assisting a school employee, contractor, or agent
in obtaining a new job, apart from the routine transmission of administrative and personnel files, if the
individual or agency knows, or has probable cause to believe, that such school employee, contractor, or
agent engaged in sexual misconduct regarding a minor or student in violation of the law.

b. Exception. The requirements of paragraph 12.3(14)“a” shall not apply if all of the following
conditions are met.

(1) The information giving rise to probable cause has been properly reported to a law enforcement
agency with jurisdiction over the alleged misconduct; and has been properly reported to any other
authorities as required by federal, state, or local law, including Title IX of the Education Amendments
of 1972 (20 U.S.C. 1681 et seq.) and the regulations implementing such title under Part 106 of Title 34,
Code of Federal Regulations, or any succeeding regulations.

(2) The matter has been officially closed or the prosecutor or police with jurisdiction over the
alleged misconduct have investigated the allegations and notified school officials that there is insufficient
information to establish probable cause that the school employee, contractor, or agent engaged in sexual
misconduct regarding a minor or student in violation of the law; or the school employee, contractor,
or agent has been charged with, and acquitted or otherwise exonerated of, the alleged misconduct; or
the case or investigation remains open and there have been no charges filed against, or indictment of,
the school employee, contractor, or agent within four years of the date on which the information was
reported to a law enforcement agency.
[ARC 0016C, IAB 2/22/12, effective 3/28/12 (See Delay note at end of chapter); ARC 3980C, IAB 8/29/18, effective 10/3/18]

DIVISION IV
SCHOOL PERSONNEL

281—12.4(256) School personnel. License/certificate and endorsement standards required in this rule
relate to licenses/certificates and endorsements issued by the state board of educational examiners. The
following standards shall apply to personnel employed in accredited schools.

12.4(1) Instructional professional staff. Each person who holds a license/certificate endorsed for
the service for which that person is employed shall be eligible for classification as a member of the
instructional professional staff.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3980C.pdf
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12.4(2) Noninstructional professional staff. A person who holds a statement of professional
recognition, including but not limited to a physician, dentist, nurse, speech therapist, or a person in
one of the other noninstructional professional areas designated by the state board of education, shall be
eligible for classification as a member of the noninstructional professional staff.

12.4(3) Basis for approval of professional staff. Each member of the professional staff shall be
classified as either instructional or noninstructional. An instructional professional staff member shall
be regarded as approved when holding either an appropriate license/certificate with endorsement or
endorsements, or a license/certificate with an endorsement statement, indicating the specific teaching
assignments that may be given. A noninstructional professional staff member shall be regarded as
approved when holding a statement of professional recognition for the specific type of noninstructional
professional school service for which employed.

12.4(4) Required administrative personnel. Each board that operates both an elementary school and
a secondary school shall employ as its executive officer and chief administrator a person who holds a
license/certificate endorsed for service as a superintendent. The board of a school district may meet this
requirement by contracting with its area education agency for “superintendency services” as provided
by Iowa Code section 273.7A. The individual employed or contracted for as superintendent may serve
as an elementary principal or as a high school principal in that school or school district provided that the
superintendent holds the proper licensure/certification. For purposes of this subrule, high school means
a school which commences with either grade 9 or grade 10, as determined by the board of directors of the
school district, or by the governing authority of the nonpublic school in the case of nonpublic schools.
Boards of school districts may jointly employ a superintendent, provided such arrangements comply
with the provisions of Iowa Code subsection 279.23(4).

12.4(5) Staffing policies—elementary schools. The board operating an elementary school shall
develop and adopt staffing policies designed to attract, retain, and effectively utilize competent
personnel. Each board operating an elementary school shall employ at least one elementary principal.
This position may be combined with that of secondary principal or with a teaching assignment at
the elementary or secondary level, provided the individual holds the proper licenses/certificates and
endorsements.

When grades seven and eight are part of an organized and administered junior high school, the
staffing policies adopted by the board for secondary schools shall apply. When grades seven and eight
are part of an organized and administered middle school, the staffing policies adopted by the board for
elementary schools shall apply.

12.4(6) Staffing policies—secondary schools. The board operating a secondary school shall develop
and adopt staffing policies designed to attract, retain, and effectively utilize competent personnel. Each
board operating a secondary school shall employ at least one secondary principal. This position may be
combined with that of elementary principal or with a teaching assignment at the elementary or secondary
level, provided the individual holds the proper licenses/certificates and endorsements. This position
may be combined with that of superintendent, but one person may not serve as elementary principal,
secondary principal, and superintendent.

12.4(7) Principal. “Principal” means a licensed/certificated member of a school’s instructional
staff who serves as an instructional leader, coordinates the process and substance of educational and
instructional programs, coordinates the budget of the school, provides formative evaluation for all
practitioners and other persons in the school, recommends or has effective authority to appoint, assign,
promote, or transfer personnel in a school building, implements the local school board’s policy in a
manner consistent with professional practice and ethics, and assists in the development and supervision
of a school’s student activities program.

12.4(8) Teacher. A teacher shall be defined as a member of the instructional professional staff who
holds a license/certificate endorsed for the type of position in which employed. A teacher diagnoses,
prescribes, evaluates, and directs student learnings in terms of the school’s objectives, either singly or in
concert with other professional staff members; shares responsibility with the total professional staff for
developing educational procedures and student activities to be used in achieving the school’s objectives;
supervises educational aides who assist in serving students for whom the teacher is responsible; and

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/273.7A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/279.23.pdf
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evaluates or assesses student progress during and following instruction in terms of the objectives sought,
and uses this information to develop further educational procedures.

12.4(9) Educational assistant. An educational assistant shall be defined as an employee who, in the
presence or absence of an instructional professional staff member but under the direction, supervision,
and control of the instructional professional staff, supervises students or assists in providing instructional
and other direct educational services to students and their families. An educational assistant shall not
substitute for or replace the functions and duties of a teacher as established in subrule 12.4(8).

During the initial year of employment, an educational assistant shall complete staff development
approved by the board as provided in subrule 12.7(1).

12.4(10) Record of license/certificate or statement of professional recognition. The board shall
require each administrator, teacher, support service staff member, and noninstructional professional staff
member on its staff to supply evidence that each holds a license/certificate or statement of professional
recognition which is in force and valid for the type of position in which employed.

12.4(11) Record required regarding teacher and administrative assignments. The board shall
require its superintendent or other designated administrator to maintain a file for all regularly employed
members of the instructional professional staff, including substitute teachers. The file shall consist
of legal licenses/certificates or copies thereof for all members of the instructional professional staff,
including substitute teachers, showing that they are eligible for the position in which employed. The
official shall also maintain on file a legal license/certificate or statement of professional recognition as
defined in subrule 12.4(2) for each member of the noninstructional professional staff. These records
shall be on file at the beginning of and throughout each school year and shall be updated annually to
reflect all professional growth.

On December 1 of each year, the official shall verify to the department of education the
licensure/certification and endorsement status of each member of the instructional and administrative
staff. This report shall be on forms provided by the department of education and shall identify all
persons holding authorizations and their specific assignment(s) with the authorization(s).

12.4(12) Nurses. The board of each school district shall employ a school nurse and shall require a
current license to be filed with the superintendent or other designated administrator as specified in subrule
12.4(10).

12.4(13) Prekindergarten staff. Prekindergarten teachers shall hold a license/certificate valid for the
prekindergarten level. The board shall employ personnel as necessary to provide effective supervision
and instruction in the prekindergarten program.

12.4(14) Physical examination. Rescinded IAB 2/22/12, effective 3/28/12.
12.4(15) Support staff. The board shall develop and implement procedures for the use of educational

support staff to augment classroom instruction and tomeet individual student needs. These staff members
may be employed by the board or by the area education agency.

12.4(16) Volunteer. A volunteer shall be defined as an individual who, without compensation or
remuneration, provides a supportive role and performs tasks under the direction, supervision, and control
of the school or school district staff. A volunteer shall not work as a substitute for or replace the functions
and duties of a teacher as established in subrule 12.4(8).
[ARC 0016C, IAB 2/22/12, effective 3/28/12 (See Delay note at end of chapter)]

DIVISION V
EDUCATION PROGRAM

281—12.5(256) Education program. The following education program standards shall be met by
schools and school districts for accreditation with the start of the 1989-1990 school year.

12.5(1) Prekindergarten program. If a school offers a prekindergarten program, the program shall
be designed to help children to work and play with others, to express themselves, to learn to use and
manage their bodies, and to extend their interests and understanding of the world about them. The
prekindergarten program shall relate the role of the family to the child’s developing sense of self
and perception of others. Planning and carrying out prekindergarten activities designed to encourage
cooperative efforts between home and school shall focus on community resources. A prekindergarten

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.7.pdf
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teacher shall hold a license/certificate licensing/certifying that the holder is qualified to teach in
prekindergarten. A nonpublic school which offers only a prekindergarten may, but is not required to,
seek and obtain accreditation.

12.5(2) Kindergarten program. The kindergarten program shall include experiences designed
to develop healthy emotional and social habits and growth in the language arts and communication
skills, as well as a capacity for the completion of individual tasks, and protect and increase physical
well-being with attention given to experiences relating to the development of life skills and human
growth and development. A kindergarten teacher shall be licensed/certificated to teach in kindergarten.
An accredited nonpublic school must meet the requirements of this subrule only if the nonpublic school
offers a kindergarten program.

12.5(3) Elementary program, grades 1-6. The following areas shall be taught in grades one through
six: English-language arts, social studies, mathematics, science, health, human growth and development,
physical education, traffic safety, music, and visual art. Computer science instruction incorporating the
standards established under rule 281—12.11(256) shall be offered in at least one grade level commencing
with the school year beginning July 1, 2023.

In implementing the elementary program standards, the following general curriculum definitions
shall be used.

a. English-language arts. English-language arts instruction shall include the following
communication processes: speaking; listening; reading; writing; viewing; and visual expression and
nonverbal communication. Instruction shall incorporate language learning and creative, logical, and
critical thinking. The following shall be taught: oral and written composition; communication processes
and skills, including handwriting and spelling; literature; creative dramatics; and reading.

b. Social studies. Social studies instruction shall include citizenship education, history, and social
sciences. Democratic beliefs and values, problem-solving skills, and social and political participation
skills shall be incorporated. Instruction shall encompass geography, history of the United States and
Iowa, and cultures of other peoples and nations. American citizenship, including the study of national,
state, and local government; and the awareness of the physical, social, emotional and mental self shall
be infused in the instructional program.

c. Mathematics. Mathematics instruction shall include number sense and numeration; concepts
and computational skills with whole numbers, fractions, mixed numbers and decimals; estimation and
mental arithmetic; geometry; measurement; statistics and probability; and patterns and relationships.
This content shall be taught through an emphasis on mathematical problem solving, reasoning, and
applications; language and symbolism to communicate mathematical ideas; and connections among
mathematical topics and between mathematics and other disciplines. Calculators and computers shall be
used in concept development and problem solving.

d. Science. Science instruction shall include life, earth, and physical science and shall incorporate
hands-on process skills; scientific knowledge; application of the skills and knowledge to students and
society; conservation of natural resources; and environmental awareness.

e. Health. Health instruction shall include personal health; food and nutrition; environmental
health; safety and survival skills; consumer health; family life; substance abuse and nonuse,
encompassing the effects of alcohol, tobacco, drugs, and poisons on the human body; human sexuality,
self-esteem, stress management, and interpersonal relationships; emotional and social health; health
resources; and prevention and control of disease, and the characteristics of communicable diseases,
including acquired immune deficiency syndrome.

f. Physical education. Physical education instruction shall include movement experiences and
body mechanics; fitness activities; rhythmic activities; stunts and tumbling; simple games and relays;
sports skills and activities; and water safety.

g. Traffic safety. Traffic safety instruction shall include pedestrian safety; bicycle safety; auto
passenger safety; school bus passenger safety; seat belt use; substance education; and the application
of legal responsibility and risk management to these concepts.

h. Music. Music instruction shall include skills, knowledge, and attitudes and shall include singing
and playing music; listening to and using music; reading and writing music; recognizing the value of

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.11.pdf
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the world’s musical heritage; respecting individual musical aspirations and values; and preparing for
consuming, performing, or composing.

i. Visual art. Visual art instruction shall include perceiving, comprehending, and evaluating the
visual world; viewing and understanding the visual arts; developing and communicating imaginative and
inventive ideas; and making art.

12.5(4) Junior high program, grades 7 and 8. The following shall be taught in grades 7 and 8:
English-language arts, social studies, mathematics, science, health, human growth and development,
physical education, music, visual art, family and consumer education, career education, and technology
education. Instruction in the following areas shall include the contributions and perspectives of persons
with disabilities, both men and women, and persons from diverse racial and ethnic groups, and shall be
designed to eliminate career and employment stereotypes. Computer science instruction incorporating
the standards established under rule 281—12.11(256) shall be offered in at least one grade level
commencing with the school year beginning July 1, 2023.

In implementing the junior high program standards, the following general curriculum definitions
shall be used.

a. English-language arts. Same definition as in 12.5(3)“a” with the exclusion of handwriting.
b. Social studies. Social studies instruction shall include citizenship education, history and social

sciences. Democratic beliefs and values, problem-solving skills, and social and political participation
skills shall be incorporated. Instruction shall encompass history, economics, geography, government
including American citizenship, behavioral sciences, and the cultures of other peoples and nations.
Strategies for continued development of positive self-perceptions shall be infused.

c. Mathematics. Mathematics instruction shall include number and number relationships
including ratio, proportion, and percent; number systems and number theory; estimation and
computation; geometry; measurement; statistics and probability; and algebraic concepts of variables,
patterns, and functions. This content shall be taught through an emphasis on mathematical problem
solving, reasoning, and applications; language and symbolism to communicate mathematical ideas; and
connections among mathematical topics and between mathematics and other disciplines. Calculators
and computers shall be used in concept development and problem solving.

d. Science. Same definition as in 12.5(3)“d.”
e. Health. Health instruction shall include personal health; food and nutrition; environmental

health; safety and survival skills; consumer health; family life; substance abuse and nonuse,
encompassing the effects of alcohol, tobacco, drugs, and poisons on the human body; human sexuality,
self-esteem, stress management, and interpersonal relationships; emotional and social health; health
resources; and prevention and control of disease and the characteristics of communicable diseases,
including sexually transmitted diseases and acquired immune deficiency syndrome.

f. Physical education. Physical education shall include the physical fitness activities that
increase cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength, and flexibility; sports and games; tumbling and
gymnastics; rhythms and dance; water safety; leisure and lifetime activities.

g. Music. Same definition as in 12.5(3)“h” with the addition of using music as an avocation or
vocation.

h. Visual art. Same definition as in 12.5(3)“i”with the addition of using visual arts as an avocation
or vocation.

i. Family and consumer education. Family and consumer education instruction shall include the
development of positive self-concept, understanding personal growth and development and relationships
with peers and family members in the home, school and community, including men, women, minorities
and persons with disabilities. Subject matter emphasizes the home and family, including parenting, child
development, textiles and clothing, consumer and resource management, foods and nutrition, housing,
and family and individual health. This subrule shall not apply to nonpublic schools.

j. Career education. Career education instruction shall include exploration of employment
opportunities, experiences in career decision making, and experiences to help students integrate work
values and work skills into their lives. This subrule shall not apply to nonpublic schools. However,
nonpublic schools shall comply with subrule 12.5(7).

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.11.pdf
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k. Technology education. Technology education instruction shall include awareness of technology
and its impact on society and the environment; furthering students’ career development by contributing
to their scientific principles, technical information and skills to solve problems related to an advanced
technological society; and orienting students to technologies which impact occupations in all six of the
required service areas. The purpose of this instruction is to help students become technologically literate
and become equipped with the necessary skills to cope with, live in, work in, and contribute to a highly
technological society. This subrule shall not apply to nonpublic schools.

l. Secondary credit.
(1) An individual pupil in a grade that precedes ninth grade may take a course for secondary credit

if all of the following are true:
1. The pupil satisfactorily completes the course.
2. The course is taught by a teacher licensed by the Iowa board of educational examiners for grades

9 through 12 and endorsed in the subject area.
3. The course meets all components listed in subrule 12.5(5) for the specific curricular area.
4. The board of the school district or the authorities in charge of the nonpublic school have

developed enrollment criteria that a student must meet to be enrolled in the course.
(2) If a student meets the requirement of subparagraph 12.5(4)“l”(1), the school district or

accredited nonpublic school of enrollment shall issue high school credit for the unit to the student unless
the student is unable to demonstrate proficiency or the school district or accredited nonpublic school
determines that the course unit completed by the student does not meet the school district’s or accredited
nonpublic school’s standards, as appropriate. If a student is denied credit under this paragraph, the
school district or accredited nonpublic school denying credit shall provide to the student’s parent or
guardian in writing the reason for the denial. If credit is awarded under this paragraph, the credit must
apply toward graduation requirements of the district or accredited nonpublic school.

12.5(5) High school program, grades 9-12. In grades 9 through 12, a unit is a course or equivalent
related components or partial units taught throughout the academic year as defined in subrule 12.5(14).
The following shall be offered and taught as the minimum program: English-language arts, six units;
social studies, five units; mathematics, six units as specified in 12.5(5)“c”; science, five units; health,
one unit; physical education, one unit; fine arts, three units; world language, four units; and vocational
education, 12 units as specified in 12.5(5)“i.” Beginning with the 2010-2011 school year graduating
class, all students in schools and school districts shall satisfactorily complete at least four units of
English-language arts, three units of mathematics, three units of science, three units of social studies,
and one full unit of physical education as conditions of graduation. The three units of social studies
may include the existing graduation requirements of one-half unit of United States government and one
unit of United States history.

In implementing the high school program standards, the following curriculum standards shall be
used.

a. English-language arts (six units). English-language arts instruction shall include the following
communication processes: speaking; listening; reading; writing; viewing; and visual expression
and nonverbal communication. Instruction shall incorporate language learning and creative, logical,
and critical thinking. The program shall encompass communication processes and skills; written
composition; speech; debate; American, English, and world literature; creative dramatics; and
journalism.

b. Social studies (five units). Social studies instruction shall include citizenship education, history,
and the social sciences. Instruction shall encompass the history of the United States and the history and
cultures of other peoples and nations including the analysis of persons, events, issues, and historical
evidence reflecting time, change, and cause and effect. Instruction in United States government shall
include an overview of American government through the study of the United States Constitution, the bill
of rights, the federal system of government, and the structure and relationship between the national, state,
county, and local governments; and voter education including instruction in statutes and procedures,
voter registration requirements, the use of paper ballots and voting machines in the election process,
and the method of acquiring and casting an absentee ballot. Students’ knowledge of the Constitution

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.5.pdf
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and the bill of rights shall be assessed. Economics shall include comparative and consumer studies in
relation to the market and command economic systems. Geography shall include the earth’s physical
and cultural features, their spatial arrangement and interrelationships, and the forces that affect them.
Sociology, psychology, and anthropology shall include the scientific study of the individual and group
behavior(s) reflecting the impact of these behaviors on persons, groups, society, and themajor institutions
in a society. Democratic beliefs and values, problem-solving skills, and social and political skills shall be
incorporated. All students in grades nine through twelve must, as a condition of graduation, complete a
minimum of one-half unit of United States government and one unit of United States history and receive
instruction in the government of Iowa.

c. Mathematics (six units). Mathematics instruction shall include:
(1) Four sequential units which are preparatory to postsecondary educational programs. These units

shall include strands in algebra, geometry, trigonometry, statistics, probability, and discrete mathematics.
Mathematical concepts, operations, and applications shall be included for each of these strands. These
strands shall be taught through an emphasis on mathematical problem solving, reasoning, and structure;
language and symbolism to communicate mathematical ideas; and connections among mathematical
topics and between mathematics and other disciplines. Calculators and computers shall be used in
concept development and problem solving.

(2) Two additional units shall be taught. These additional units may include mathematical content
as identified in, but not limited to, paragraphs 12.5(3)“c,” 12.5(4)“c,” and 12.5(5)“c”(1). These units
are to accommodate the locally identified needs of the students in the school or school district. This
content shall be taught through an emphasis on mathematical problem solving, reasoning, and structure;
language and symbolism to communicate mathematical ideas; and connections among mathematical
topics and between mathematics and other disciplines. Calculators and computers shall be used in
concept development and problem solving.

d. Science (five units). Science instruction shall include biological, earth, and physical science,
including physics and chemistry. Full units of chemistry and physics shall be taught but may be offered
in alternate years. All science instruction shall incorporate hands-on process skills; scientific knowledge;
the application of the skills and knowledge to students and society; conservation of natural resources;
and environmental awareness.

e. Health (one unit). Health instruction shall include personal health; food and nutrition;
environmental health; safety and survival skills; consumer health; family life; human growth and
development; substance abuse and nonuse; emotional and social health; health resources; and
prevention and control of disease, including sexually transmitted diseases and acquired immune
deficiency syndrome, current crucial health issues, human sexuality, self-esteem, stress management,
and interpersonal relationships.

f. Physical education (one unit). Physical education shall include the physical fitness activities
that increase cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength and flexibility; sports and games; tumbling
and gymnastics; rhythms and dance; water safety; leisure and lifetime activities.

All physically able students shall be required to participate in the program for a minimum of
one-eighth unit during each semester they are enrolled except as otherwise provided in this paragraph.
A twelfth-grade student may be excused from this requirement by the principal of the school in which
the student is enrolled under one of the following circumstances:

(1) The student is enrolled in a cooperative, work-study, or other educational program authorized
by the school which requires the student’s absence from the school premises during the school day.

(2) The student is enrolled in academic courses not otherwise available.
(3) An organized and supervised athletic program which requires at least as much time of

participation per week as one-eighth unit of physical education.
Students in grades nine through eleven may be excused from the physical education requirement in

order to enroll in academic courses not otherwise available to the student if the board of directors of the
school district in which the school is located, or the authorities in charge of the school, if the school is
a nonpublic school, determine that students from the school may be permitted to be excused from the
physical education requirement.
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A student may be excused by the principal of the school in which the student is enrolled, in
consultation with the student’s counselor, for up to one semester, trimester, or the equivalent of a
semester or trimester, per year if the parent or guardian of the student requests in writing that the
student be excused from the physical education requirement. The student seeking to be excused from
the physical education requirement must, at some time during the period for which the excuse is sought,
be a participant in an organized and supervised athletic program which requires at least as much time
of participation per week as one-eighth unit of physical education.

The student’s parent or guardian must request the excuse in writing. The principal shall inform the
superintendent that the student has been excused.

g. Fine arts (three units). Fine arts instruction shall include at least two of the following:
(1) Dance. Dance instruction shall encompass developing basic movement skills; elementary

movement concepts; study of dance forms and dance heritage; participating in dance; and evaluating
dance as a creative art; and using dance as an avocation or vocation.

(2) Music. Music instruction shall include skills, knowledge, and attitudes and the singing and
playing of music; listening to and using music; reading and writing music; recognizing the value of the
world’s musical heritage; respecting individual musical aspirations and values; preparing for consuming,
performing, or composing; and using music as an avocation or vocation.

(3) Theatre. Theatre instruction shall encompass developing the internal and external resources
used in the theatre process; creating theatre through artistic collaboration; relating theatre to its social
context; forming aesthetic judgments; and using theatre as an avocation or vocation.

(4) Visual art. Visual art instruction shall include developing concepts and values about natural
and created environments; critiquing works of art; evaluating relationships between art and societies;
analyzing, abstracting, and synthesizing visual forms to express ideas; making art; and using visual art
as an avocation or vocation.

h. World language (four units). The world language program shall be a four-unit sequence of
uninterrupted study in at least one language, which may include American Sign Language. World
language instruction shall include listening comprehension appropriate to the level of instruction;
rateable oral proficiency; reading comprehension appropriate to the level of instruction; writing
proficiency appropriate to the level of instruction; and cultural awareness.

All high schools shall offer and teach the first two units of the sequence. The third and fourth
units must be offered. However, the department of education may, on an annual basis, waive the
third and fourth unit requirements upon the request of the board. The board must document that a
licensed/certificated teacher was employed and assigned a schedule that would have allowed students
to enroll, that the class was properly scheduled, that students were aware of the course offerings, and
that no students enrolled.

i. Vocational education—school districts (three units each in at least four of the six service
areas). A minimum of three sequential units, of which only one may be a core unit, shall be taught in
four of the following six service areas: agricultural education, business and office education, health
occupations education, home economics education, industrial education, and marketing education. The
instruction shall be competency-based; shall provide a base of knowledge which will prepare students
for entry level employment, additional on-the-job training, and postsecondary education within their
chosen field; shall be articulated with postsecondary programs of study, including apprenticeship
programs; shall reinforce basic academic skills; shall include the contributions and perspectives of
persons with disabilities, both men and women, and persons from diverse racial and ethnic groups.
Vocational core courses may be used in more than one vocational service area. Multioccupations may
be used to complete a sequence in more than one vocational service area; however, a core course(s) and
multioccupations cannot be used in the same sequence. If a district elects to use multioccupations to
meet the requirements in more than one service area, documentation must be provided to indicate that
a sufficient variety of quality training stations be available to allow students to develop occupational
competencies. A district may apply for a waiver if an innovative plan for meeting the instructional
requirement for the standard is submitted to and approved by the director of the department of education.
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The instructional programs also shall comply with the provisions of Iowa Code chapter 258
relating to vocational education. Advisory committee/councils designed to assist vocational education
planning and evaluation shall be composed of public members with emphasis on persons representing
business, agriculture, industry, and labor. The membership of local advisory committees/councils will
fairly represent each gender and minority residing in the school district. The accreditation status of a
school district failing to comply with the provisions of this subrule shall be governed by 281—subrule
46.7(10), paragraph “g.”

(1) A service area is the broad category of instruction in the following occupational cluster areas
(definitions are those used in these rules):

(2) “Agricultural education programs” prepare individuals for employment in agriculture-related
occupations. Such programs encompass the study of applied sciences and business management
principles, as they relate to agriculture. Agricultural education focuses on, but is not limited to, study in
horticulture, forestry, conservation, natural resources, agricultural products and processing, production
of food and fiber, aquaculture and other agricultural products, mechanics, sales and service, economics
marketing, and leadership development.

(3) “Business and office education programs” prepare individuals for employment in varied
occupations involving such activities as planning, organizing, directing, and controlling all business
office systems and procedures. Instruction offered includes such activities as preparing, transcribing,
systematizing, preserving communications; analyzing financial records; receiving and disbursing
money; gathering, processing and distributing information; and performing other business and office
duties.

(4) “Health occupations education programs” prepare individuals for employment in a variety of
occupations concerned with providing care in the areas of wellness, prevention of disease, diagnosis,
treatment, and rehabilitation. Instruction offered encompasses varied activities in such areas as dental
science, medical science, diagnostic services, treatment therapy, patient care areas, rehabilitation
services, record keeping, emergency care, and health education. Many occupations in this category
require licensing or credentialing to practice, or to use a specific title.

(5) “Home economics education programs” encompass two categories of instructional programs:
1. “Consumer and family science” programs may be taught to prepare individuals for a multiple

role of homemaker and wage earner and may include such content areas as food and nutrition; consumer
education; family living and parenthood; child development and guidance; family and individual health;
housing and home management; and clothing and textiles.

2. “Home economics occupations programs” prepare individuals for paid employment in such
home economics-related occupations as child care aide/assistant, food production management and
services, and homemaker/home health aide.

(6) “Industrial education programs” encompass two categories of instructional
programs—industrial technology and trade and industrial. Industrial technology means an applied
discipline designed to promote technological literacy which provides knowledge and understanding
of the impact of technology including its organizations, techniques, tools, and skills to solve practical
problems and extend human capabilities in areas such as construction, manufacturing, communication,
transportation, power and energy. Trade and industrial programs prepare individuals for employment in
such areas as protective services, construction trades, mechanics and repairers, precision production,
transportation, and graphic communications. Instruction includes regular systematic classroom
activities, followed by experiential learning with the most important processes, tools, machines,
management ideas, and impacts of technology.

(7) “Marketing education programs” prepare individuals for marketing occupations, including
merchandising and management—those activities which make products and services readily available
to consumers and business. Instruction stresses the concept that marketing is the bridge between
production (including the creation of services and ideas) and consumption. These activities are
performed by retailers, wholesalers, and businesses providing services in for-profit and not-for-profit
business firms.
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(8) “Sequential unit” applies to an integrated offering, directly related to the educational and
occupational skills preparation of individuals for jobs and preparation for postsecondary education.
Sequential units provide a logical framework for the instruction offered in a related occupational area
and do not require prerequisites for enrollment. A unit is defined in subrule 12.5(18).

(9) “Competency” is a learned student performance statement which can be accurately repeated
and measured. Instruction is based on incumbent worker-validated statements of learner results
(competencies) which clearly describe what skills the students will be able to demonstrate as a result of
the instruction. Competencies function as the basis for building the instructional program to be offered.
Teacher evaluation of students, based upon their ability to perform the competencies, is an integral part
of a competency-based system.

(10) “Minimum competency lists” contain competencies validated by statewide technical
committees, composed of representatives from appropriate businesses, industries, agriculture, and
organized labor. These lists contain essential competencies which lead to entry level employment and
are not intended to be the only competencies learned. Districts will choose one set of competencies per
service area upon which to build their program or follow the process detailed in 281—subrule 46.7(2)
to develop local competencies.

(11) “Clinical experience” involves direct instructor supervision in the actual workplace, so that the
learner has the opportunity to apply theory and to perfect skills taught in the classroom and laboratory.

“Field training” is an applied learning experience in a nonclassroom environment under the
supervision of an instructor.

“Lab training” is experimentation, practice or simulation by students under the supervision of an
instructor.

“On-the-job training” is a cooperative work experience planned and supervised by a
teacher-coordinator and the supervisor in the employment setting.

(12) “Coring” is an instructional design whereby competencies common to two or more different
vocational service areas are taught as one course offering. Courses shall be no longer than one unit of
instruction. Course(s) may be placed wherever appropriate within the program offered. This offering
may be acceptable as a unit or partial unit in more than one vocational program to meet the standard.

(13) “Articulation” is the process of mutually agreeing upon competencies and performance levels
transferable between institutions and programs for advanced placement or credit in a vocational program.
An articulation agreement is the written document which explains the decisions agreed upon and the
process used by the institution to grant advanced placement or credit.

(14) “Multioccupational courses” combine on-the-job training in any of the occupational areas
with the related classroom instruction. The instructor provides the related classroom instruction and
coordinates the training with the employer at the work site. A multioccupational course may only
be used to complete a sequence in more than one vocational service area if competencies from the
appropriate set of minimum competencies are a part of the related instruction.

j. Vocational education/nonpublic schools (five units). A nonpublic school which provides an
educational program that includes grades 9 through 12 shall offer and teach five units of occupational
education subjects, which may include, but are not limited to, programs, services, and activities which
prepare students for employment in business or office occupations, trade and industrial occupations,
consumer and family sciences or home economics occupations, agricultural occupations, marketing
occupations, and health occupations. By July 1, 1993, instruction shall be competency-based, articulated
with postsecondary programs of study, and may include field, laboratory, or on-the-job training.

k. Personal finance literacy (one-half unit). All students shall complete at least one-half unit of
personal finance literacy as a condition of graduation.

(1) The curriculum shall, at a minimum, address the following:
1. Savings, including emergency fund, purchases, and wealth-building.
2. Understanding investments, including compound and simple interest, liquidity, diversification,

risk-return ratio, certificates of deposit, money market accounts, single stocks, bonds, mutual funds,
rental real estate, annuities, commodities, and futures.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.5.pdf
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3. Wealth-building and college planning, including long-term and short-term investing using
tax-favored plans, individual retirement accounts and payments from such accounts, employer-sponsored
retirement plans and investments, public and private educational savings accounts, and uniform gifts
and transfers to minors.

4. Credit and debt, including credit cards, payday lending, rent-to-own transactions, debt
consolidation, automobile leasing, cosigning a loan, debt avoidance, and the marketing of debt,
especially to young people.

5. Consumer awareness of the power of marketing on buying decisions including 0 percent interest
offers; marketing methods, including product positioning, advertising, brand recognition, and personal
selling; how to read a credit report and correct inaccuracies; how to build a credit score; how to develop
a plan to deal with creditors and avoid bankruptcy; and the federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act.

6. Financial responsibility and money management, including creating and living on a written
budget and balancing a checkbook; basic rules of successful negotiating and techniques; and personality
or other traits regarding money.

7. Insurance, risk management, income, and career decisions, including career choices that
fit personality styles and occupational goals, job search strategies, cover letters, résumés, interview
techniques, payroll taxes and other income withholdings, and revenue sources for federal, state, and
local governments.

8. Different types of insurance coverage including renters, homeowners, automobile, health,
disability, long-term care, identity theft, and life insurance; term life, cash value and whole life
insurance; and insurance terms such as deductible, stop-loss, elimination period, replacement coverage,
liability, and out-of-pocket.

9. Buying, selling, and renting advantages and disadvantages relating to real estate, including
adjustable rate, balloon, conventional, government-backed, reverse, and seller-financed mortgages.

(2) One-half unit of personal finance literacy may count as one-half unit of social studies in
meeting the requirements of paragraph 12.5(5)“b,” though the teacher providing personal finance
literacy coursework that counts as one-half unit of social studies need not hold a social studies
endorsement.

(3) Units of coursework that meet the requirements of any combination of coursework required
under paragraph 12.5(5)“b,”“c,” or “h” and incorporate the curriculum required under subparagraph
12.5(5)“k”(1) shall be deemed to satisfy the offer-and-teach requirements of this paragraph, and a student
who completes such units shall be deemed to have met the graduation requirement of this paragraph.

l. Computer science (one-half unit). Commencing with the school year beginning July 1,
2022, the one-half unit of computer science shall incorporate the standards established under rule
281—12.11(256) and may be offered online in accordance with 281—Chapter 15.

12.5(6) Exemption from physical education course, health course, physical activity requirement, or
cardiopulmonary resuscitation course completion. A pupil shall not be required to enroll in a physical
education course if the pupil’s parent or guardian files a written statement with the school principal that
the course conflicts with the pupil’s religious beliefs. A pupil shall not be required to enroll in a health
course if the pupil’s parent or guardian files a written statement with the school principal that the course
conflicts with the pupil’s religious beliefs. A pupil shall not be required to meet the requirements of
subrule 12.5(19) regarding physical activity if the pupil’s parent or guardian files a written statement
with the school principal that the requirement conflicts with the pupil’s religious beliefs. A pupil shall
not be required to meet the requirements of subrule 12.5(20) regarding completion of a cardiopulmonary
resuscitation course if the pupil’s parent or guardian files a written statement with the school principal
that the completion of such a course conflicts with the pupil’s religious beliefs.

12.5(7) Career education. Each school or school district shall incorporate school-to-career
educational programming into its comprehensive school improvement plan. Curricular and cocurricular
teaching and learning experiences regarding career education shall be provided from the prekindergarten
level through grade 12. Career education shall be incorporated into the total educational program and
shall include, but is not limited to, awareness of self in relation to others and the needs of society;
exploration of employment opportunities, at a minimum, within Iowa; experiences in personal decision
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making; experiences that help students connect work values into all aspects of their lives; and the
development of employability skills. In the implementation of this subrule, the board shall comply with
Iowa Code section 280.9.

12.5(8) Multicultural and gender fair approaches to the educational program. The board shall
establish a policy to ensure that students are free from discriminatory practices in the educational
program as required by Iowa Code section 256.11. In developing or revising the policy, parents,
students, instructional and noninstructional staff, and community members shall be involved. Each
school or school district shall incorporate multicultural and gender fair goals for the educational
program into its comprehensive school improvement plan. Incorporation shall include the following:

a. Multicultural approaches to the educational program. These shall be defined as approaches
which foster knowledge of, and respect and appreciation for, the historical and contemporary
contributions of diverse cultural groups, including race, color, national origin, gender, disability,
religion, creed, and socioeconomic background. The contributions and perspectives of Asian
Americans, African Americans, Hispanic Americans, American Indians, European Americans, and
persons with disabilities shall be included in the program.

b. Gender fair approaches to the educational program. These shall be defined as approaches which
foster knowledge of, and respect and appreciation for, the historical and contemporary contributions of
women and men to society. The program shall reflect the wide variety of roles open to both women and
men and shall provide equal opportunity to both sexes.

12.5(9) Special education. The board of each school district shall provide special education
programs and services for its resident children which comply with rules of the state board of education
implementing Iowa Code chapters 256, 256B, 273, and 280.

12.5(10) Technology integration. Each school or school district shall incorporate into its
comprehensive school improvement plan demonstrated use of technology to meet its student learning
goals.

12.5(11) Global education. Each school or school district shall incorporate global education into its
comprehensive school improvement plan as required by Iowa Code section 256.11. Global education
shall be incorporated into all areas and levels of the educational program so students have the opportunity
to acquire a realistic perspective on world issues, problems, and the relationship between an individual’s
self-interest and the concerns of people elsewhere in the world.

12.5(12) Provisions for gifted and talented students. Each school district shall incorporate gifted
and talented programming into its comprehensive school improvement plan as required by Iowa Code
section 257.43. The comprehensive school improvement plan shall include the following gifted and
talented program provisions: valid and systematic procedures, including multiple selection criteria
for identifying gifted and talented students from the total student population; goals and performance
measures; a qualitatively differentiated program to meet the students’ cognitive and affective needs;
staffing provisions; an in-service design; a budget; and qualifications of personnel administering the
program. Each school district shall review and evaluate its gifted and talented programming. This
subrule does not apply to accredited nonpublic schools.

12.5(13) Provisions for at-risk students. Each school district shall make provision for meeting
the needs of at-risk students: valid and systematic procedures and criteria to identify at-risk students
throughout the school district’s school-age population, determination of appropriate ongoing educational
strategies for alternative options education programs as required in Iowa Code section 280.19A, and
review and evaluation of the effectiveness of provisions for at-risk students. This subrule does not
apply to accredited nonpublic schools.

Provisions for at-risk students shall align with the student learning goals and content standards
established by the school district or by school districts participating in a consortium. The comprehensive
school improvement plan shall also include objectives, activities, cooperative arrangements with other
service agencies and service groups, and strategies for parental involvement to meet the needs of at-risk
children.

12.5(14) Unit. A unit is a course which meets one of the following criteria: it is taught for at least
200 minutes per week for 36 weeks; it is taught for the equivalent of 120 hours of instruction; it requires
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the demonstration of proficiency of formal competencies associated with the course according to the
State Guidelines for Competency-Based Education or its successor organization; or it is an equated
requirement as a part of an innovative program filed as prescribed in rule 281—12.9(256). A fractional
unit shall be calculated in a manner consistent with this subrule. Unless the method of instruction is
competency-based, multiple-section courses taught at the same time in a single classroom situation by
one teacher do not meet this unit definition for the assignment of a unit of credit. However, the third and
fourth years of a world language may be taught at the same time by one teacher in a single classroom
situation, each yielding a unit of credit.

12.5(15) Credit. A student shall receive a credit or a partial credit upon successful completion of
a course which meets one of the criteria in subrule 12.5(14). The board may award high school credit
to a student who demonstrates required competencies for a course or content area in accordance with
assessment methods approved by the local board.

12.5(16) Subject offering. Except as provided for under subrule 12.5(21), a subject shall be regarded
as offered when the teacher of the subject has met the licensure and endorsement standards of the state
board of educational examiners for that subject; instructional materials and facilities for that subject have
been provided; and students have been informed, based on their aptitudes, interests, and abilities, about
possible value of the subject.

A subject shall be regarded as taught only when students are instructed in it in accordance with all
applicable requirements outlined herein. Subjects which the law requires schools and school districts to
offer and teach shall be made available during the school day as defined in subrules 12.1(8) to 12.1(10).

12.5(17) Twenty-first century learning skills. Twenty-first century learning skills include civic
literacy, health literacy, technology literacy, financial literacy, and employability skills. Schools and
school districts shall address the curricular needs of students in kindergarten through grade twelve in
these areas. In doing so, schools and school districts shall apply to all curricular areas the universal
constructs of critical thinking, complex communication, creativity, collaboration, flexibility and
adaptability, and productivity and accountability.

a. Civic literacy. Components of civic literacy include rights and responsibilities of citizens;
principles of democracy and republicanism; purpose and function of the three branches of government;
local, state, and national government; inherent, expressed, and implied powers; strategies for effective
political action; how law and public policy are established; how various political systems define rights
and responsibilities of the individual; the role of the United States in current world affairs.

b. Health literacy. Components of health literacy include understanding and using basic health
concepts to enhance personal, family and community health; establish and monitor health goals;
effectively manage health risk situations and advocate for others; demonstrate a healthy lifestyle that
benefits the individual and society.

c. Technology literacy. Components of technology literacy include creative thinking;
development of innovative products and processes; support of personal learning and the learning of
others; gathering, evaluating, and using information; use of appropriate tools and resources; conduct of
research; project management; problem solving; informed decision making.

d. Financial literacy. Components of financial literacy include developing short- and long-term
financial goals; understanding needs versus wants; spending plans and positive cash flow; informed
and responsible decision making; repaying debt; risk management options; saving, investing, and asset
building; understanding human, cultural, and societal issues; legal and ethical behavior.

e. Employability skills. Components of employability skills include different perspectives and
cross-cultural understanding; adaptability and flexibility; ambiguity and change; leadership; integrity,
ethical behavior, and social responsibility; initiative and self-direction; productivity and accountability.

12.5(18) Early intervention program. Each school district receiving early intervention program
funds shall make provisions to meet the needs of kindergarten through grade 3 students. The intent of
the early intervention program is to reduce class size, to achieve a higher level of student success in the
basic skills, and to increase teacher-parent communication and accountability. Each school district shall
develop a class size management strategy by September 15, 1999, to work toward, or to maintain, class
sizes in basic skills instruction for kindergarten through grade 3 that are at the state goal of 17 students
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per teacher. Each school district shall incorporate into its comprehensive school improvement plan
goals and activities for kindergarten through grade 3 students to achieve a higher level of success in the
basic skills, especially reading. A school district shall, at a minimum, biannually inform parents of their
individual child’s performance on the results of diagnostic assessments in kindergarten through grade
3. If intervention is appropriate, the school district shall inform the parents of the actions the school
district intends to take to improve the child’s reading skills and provide the parents with strategies to
enable the parents to improve their child’s skills.

12.5(19) Physical activity requirement. Subject to the provisions of subrule 12.5(6), physically able
pupils in kindergarten through grade 5 shall engage in physical activity for a minimum of 30 minutes
each school day. Subject to the provisions of subrule 12.5(6), physically able pupils in grades 6 through
12 shall engage in physical activity for a minimum of 120 minutes per week in which there are at least
five days of school.

a. This requirement may be met by pupils in grades 6 through 12 by participation in the following
activities including, but not limited to:

(1) Interscholastic athletics sponsored by the Iowa High School Athletic Association or Iowa Girls
High School Athletic Union;

(2) School-sponsored marching band, show choir, dance, drill, cheer, or similar activities;
(3) Nonschool gymnastics, dance, team sports, individual sports; or
(4) Similar endeavors that involve movement, manipulation, or exertion of the body.
b. When the requirement is to be met in full or in part by a pupil using one or more nonschool

activities, the school or school district shall enter into a written agreement with the pupil. The agreement
shall state the nature of the activity and the starting and ending dates of the activity and shall provide
sufficient information about the duration of time of the activity each week. The agreement shall also be
signed by the school principal or principal’s designee and by at least one parent or guardian of the pupil if
the pupil is a minor. The pupil shall sign the agreement, regardless of the age of the pupil. The agreement
shall be effective for no longer than one school year. There is no limit to the number of agreements that
a school or school district may have with any one pupil during the enrollment of the pupil.

c. In no event may a school or school district reduce the regular instructional time, as defined by
“unit” in subrule 12.5(14), for any pupil to enable the pupil to meet the physical activity requirement.
However, this requirement may be met by physical education classes, activities at recess or during class
time, and before- or after-school activities.

d. Schools and school districts must provide documentation that pupils are being provided with
the support to complete the physical activity requirement. This documentation may be provided through
printed schedules, district policies, student handbooks, and similar means.

12.5(20) Cardiopulmonary resuscitation course completion requirement. Subject to the provisions
of subrule 12.5(6), at any time prior to the end of twelfth grade, every pupil physically able to do so
shall have completed a psychomotor course that leads to certification in cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
A school or school district administrator may waive this requirement for any pupil who is not physically
able to complete the course. A course that leads to certification in CPR may be taught during the school
day by either a school or school district employee or by a volunteer, as long as the person is certified
to teach a course that leads to certification in CPR. In addition, a school or school district shall accept
certification from any nationally recognized course in cardiopulmonary resuscitation as evidence that
this requirement has been met by a pupil. A school or school district shall not accept auditing of a CPR
course, nor a course in infant CPR only. This subrule is effective for the graduating class of 2011-2012.

12.5(21) Contracted courses used to meet school or school district requirements. A school or
school district may use contracted community college courses meeting the requirements of rule
281—22.8(261E) under the following conditions.

a. A course or courses used to meet the sequential unit requirement for career and technical
education under paragraph 12.5(5)“i.” One or more courses in only one of the six career and technical
education service areas specified in paragraph 12.5(5)“i” may be eligible for supplementary weighting
under the provisions of 281—subrule 97.2(5).
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b. A course or courses comprising up to a unit of science or mathematics in accordance with
paragraph 12.5(5)“c” or “d.” Such courses may be eligible for supplementary weighting under the
provisions of 281—subrule 97.2(5).

c. Courses offered pursuant to paragraph 12.5(21)“a” or “b” shall be deemed to have met the
requirement that the school district offer and teach such a unit under the educational standards of this
rule.

d. An accredited nonpublic school may use contracted community college courses to meet
offer-and-teach requirements for career and technical education and math or science established under
subrule 12.5(5). Such courses may be eligible for funding under rule 281—97.8(261E).
[ARC 7783B, IAB 5/20/09, effective 6/24/09; ARC 0016C, IAB 2/22/12, effective 3/28/12 (See Delay note at end of chapter);
ARC 0525C, IAB 12/12/12, effective 1/16/13; ARC 1116C, IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13; ARC 1663C, IAB 10/15/14,
effective 11/19/14; ARC 4527C, IAB 7/3/19, effective 8/7/19; ARC 4808C, IAB 12/18/19, effective 1/22/20; ARC 5325C, IAB
12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

DIVISION VI
ACTIVITY PROGRAM

281—12.6(256) Activity program. The following standards shall apply to the activity program of
accredited schools and school districts.

12.6(1) General guidelines. Each board shall sponsor a pupil activity program sufficiently broad and
balanced to offer opportunities for all pupils to participate. The program shall be supervised by qualified
professional staff and shall be designed to meet the needs and interests and challenge the abilities of all
pupils consistent with their individual stages of development; contribute to the physical, mental, athletic,
civic, social, moral, and emotional growth of all pupils; offer opportunities for both individual and group
activities; be integrated with the instructional program; and provide balance so a limited number of
activities will not be perpetuated at the expense of others.

12.6(2) Supervised intramural sports. If the board sponsors a voluntary program of supervised
intramural sports for pupils in grades seven through twelve, qualified personnel and adequate facilities,
equipment, and supplies shall be provided. Middle school grades below grade seven may also
participate.

DIVISION VII
STAFF DEVELOPMENT

281—12.7(256,284,284A) Professional development. The following standards shall apply to staff
development for accredited schools and school districts.

12.7(1) Provisions for school district professional development.
a. Provisions for district professional development plans. Each school district shall incorporate

into its comprehensive school improvement plan provisions for the professional development of all staff,
including the district professional development plan required in 281—paragraph 83.6(2)“a.” To meet
the professional needs of all staff, professional development activities shall align with district goals; shall
be based on student and staff information; shall prepare all employees to work effectively with diverse
learners and to implement multicultural, gender fair approaches to the educational program; and shall
adhere to the professional development standards in 281—paragraph 83.6(2)“b” to realize increased
student achievement, learning, and performance as set forth in the comprehensive school improvement
plan.

b. Provisions for attendance center professional development plans. Each school district shall
ensure that every attendance center has an attendance center professional development plan that
addresses, at a minimum, the needs of the teachers in that center; the Iowa teaching standards; the
district professional development plan; and the student achievement goals of the attendance center and
the school district as set forth in the comprehensive school improvement plan.

c. Provisions for individual teacher professional development plans. Each school district shall
ensure that every teacher as defined in rule 281—83.2(284,284A) has an individual teacher professional
development plan that meets the expectations in 281—subrule 83.6(1).
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d. Budget for staff development. The board shall annually budget specified funds to implement
the plan required in paragraph 12.7(1)“a.”

12.7(2) Provisions for accredited nonpublic school professional development.
a. Each accredited nonpublic school shall incorporate into its comprehensive school improvement

plan provisions for the professional development of staff. To meet the professional needs of
instructional staff, professional development activities shall align with school achievement goals and
shall be based on student achievement needs and staff professional development needs. The plan shall
deliver research-based instructional practices to realize increased student achievement, learning, and
performance as set forth in the comprehensive school improvement plan.

b. Budget for staff development. The board shall annually budget specified funds to implement
the plan required in paragraph 12.7(2)“a.”

DIVISION VIII
ACCOUNTABILITY

281—12.8(256) Accountability for student achievement. Schools and school districts shall meet the
following accountability requirements for increased student achievement. Area education agencies shall
provide technical assistance as required by 281—subrule 72.4(7).

12.8(1) Comprehensive school improvement. The general accreditation standards are minimum,
uniform requirements. However, the department encourages schools and school districts to go
beyond the minimum with their work toward ongoing improvement. As a means to this end, local
comprehensive school improvement plans shall be specific to a school or school district and designed,
at a minimum, to increase the learning, achievement, and performance of all students.

As a part of ongoing improvement in its educational system, the board shall adopt a written
comprehensive school improvement plan designed for continuous school, parental, and community
involvement in the development and monitoring of a plan that is aligned with school or school district
determined needs. The plan shall incorporate, to the extent possible, the consolidation of federal and
state planning, goal setting, and reporting requirements. The plan shall contain, but is not limited to,
the following components:

a. Community involvement.
(1) Local community. The school or school district shall involve the local community in

decision-making processes as appropriate. The school or school district shall seek input from the local
community about, but not limited to, the following elements at least once every five years:

1. Statement of philosophy, beliefs, mission, or vision;
2. Major educational needs; and
3. Student learning goals.
(2) School improvement advisory committee. To meet requirements of Iowa Code section

280.12(2) as amended by 2007 Iowa Acts, Senate File 61, section 1, the board shall appoint and charge
a school improvement advisory committee to make recommendations to the board. Based on the
committee members’ analysis of the needs assessment data, the committee shall make recommendations
to the board about the following components:

1. Major educational needs;
2. Student learning goals;
3. Long-range goals that include, but are not limited to, the state indicators that address reading,

mathematics, and science achievement; and
4. Harassment or bullying prevention goals, programs, training, and other initiatives.
(3) At least annually, the school improvement advisory committee shall also make

recommendations to the board with regard to, but not limited to, the following:
1. Progress achieved with the annual improvement goals for the state indicators that address

reading, mathematics, and science in subrule 12.8(3);
2. Progress achieved with other locally determined core indicators; and
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3. Annual improvement goals for the state indicators that address reading, mathematics, and
science achievement.

b. Data collection, analysis, and goal setting.
(1) Policy. The board shall adopt a policy for conducting ongoing and long-range needs assessment

processes. This policy shall ensure involvement of and communication with the local community
regarding its expectations for adequate preparation for all students as responsible citizens and successful
wage earners. The policy shall include provisions for keeping the local community regularly informed
of progress on state indicators as described in subrule 12.8(3), other locally determined indicators
within the comprehensive school improvement plan as required by Iowa Code section 280.12, and the
methods a school district will use to inform kindergarten through grade 3 parents of their individual
child’s performance biannually as described in 1999 Iowa Acts, House File 743. The policy shall
describe how the school or school district shall provide opportunities for local community feedback on
an ongoing basis.

(2) Long-range data collection and analysis. The long-range needs assessment process shall include
provisions for collecting, analyzing, and reporting information derived from local, state, and national
sources. The process shall include provisions for reviewing information acquired over time on the
following:

1. State indicators and other locally determined indicators;
2. Locally established student learning goals; and
3. Specific data collection required by federal and state programs.
Schools and school districts shall also collect information about additional factors influencing student

achievement which may include, but are not limited to, demographics, attitudes, health, and other risk
factors.

(3) Long-range goals. The board, with input from its school improvement advisory committee,
shall adopt long-range goals to improve student achievement in at least the areas of reading, mathematics,
and science.

(4) Annual data collection and analysis. The ongoing needs assessment process shall include
provisions for collecting and analyzing annual assessment data on the state indicators, other locally
determined indicators, and locally established student learning goals.

(5) Annual improvement goals. The board, with input from its school improvement advisory
committee, shall adopt annual improvement goals based on data from at least one districtwide
assessment. The goals shall describe desired annual increase in the curriculum areas of, but not limited
to, mathematics, reading, and science achievement for all students, for particular subgroups of students,
or both. Annual improvement goals may be set for the early intervention program as described in subrule
12.5(18), other state indicators, locally determined indicators, locally established student learning goals,
other curriculum areas, future student employability, or factors influencing student achievement.

c. Content standards and benchmarks.
(1) Policy. The board shall adopt a policy outlining its procedures for developing, implementing,

and evaluating its total curriculum. The policy shall describe a process for establishing content
standards, benchmarks, performance levels, and annual improvement goals aligned with needs
assessment information.

(2) Content standards and benchmarks. The board shall adopt clear, rigorous, and challenging
content standards and benchmarks in reading, mathematics, and science to guide the learning of students
from the date of school entrance until high school graduation. Included in the local standards and
benchmarks shall be the core content standards from Iowa’s approved standards and assessment system
under the applicable provisions of the federal Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Standards
and benchmarks may be adopted for other curriculum areas defined in 281—Chapter 12, Division V.
The comprehensive school improvement plan submitted to the department shall contain, at a minimum,
the core content standards for reading, mathematics, and science. The educational program as defined
in 281—Chapter 12, Division II, shall incorporate career education, multicultural and gender fair
education, technology integration, global education, higher-order thinking skills, learning skills, and
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communication skills as outlined in subrules 12.5(7), 12.5(8), 12.5(10), and 12.5(11), and subparagraph
12.8(1)“c”(1).

d. Determination and implementation of actions to meet the needs. The comprehensive school
improvement plan shall include actions the school or school district shall take districtwide in order to
accomplish its long-range and annual improvement goals as required in IowaCode section 280.12(1)“b.”

(1) Actions shall include, but are not limited to, addressing the improvement of curricular
and instructional practices to attain the long-range goals, annual improvement goals, and the early
intervention goals as described in subrule 12.5(18).

(2) A school or school district shall document consolidation of state and federal resources and
requirements, as appropriate, to implement the actions in its comprehensive school improvement plan.
State and federal resources shall be used, as applicable, to support implementation of the plan.

(3) A school or school district may have building-level action plans, alignedwith its comprehensive
school improvement plan. Thesemay be included in the comprehensive school improvement plan or kept
on file at the local level.

e. Evaluation of the comprehensive school improvement plan. A school or school district shall
develop strategies to collect data and information to determine if the plan has accomplished the goals for
which it was established.

f. Assessment of student progress. Each school or school district shall include in its
comprehensive school improvement plan provisions for districtwide assessment of student progress for
all students. The plan shall identify valid and reliable student assessments aligned with local content
standards, which include the core content standards referenced in subparagraph 12.8(1)“c”(2). These
assessments are not limited to commercially developed measures. School districts receiving early
intervention funding described in subrule 12.5(18) shall provide for diagnostic reading assessments for
kindergarten through grade 3 students.

(1) State indicators. Using at least one districtwide assessment, a school or school district shall
assess student progress on the state indicators in, but not limited to, reading, mathematics, and science
as specified in subrule 12.8(3). At least one districtwide assessment shall allow for, but not be limited
to, the comparison of the school or school district’s students with students from across the state and in
the nation in reading, mathematics, and science.

(2) Performance levels. A school or school district shall establish at least three performance levels
on at least one districtwide valid and reliable assessment in the areas of reading and mathematics for at
least grades 4, 8, and 11 and science in grades 8 and 10 or use the achievement levels as established by
the Iowa Testing Program to meet the intent of this subparagraph (2).

g. Assurances and support. A school or school district shall provide evidence that its board has
approved and supports the five-year comprehensive school improvement plan and any future revisions of
that plan. This assurance includes the commitment for ongoing improvement of the educational system.

h. Statewide summative assessment.
(1) For purposes of this chapter, the statewide summative assessment of student progress

administered by school districts for purposes of the core academic indicators shall be the summative
assessment developed by the Iowa testing program within the University of Iowa college of education
and administered by the Iowa testing program’s designee. The department may require the Iowa testing
program to enter into agreements with such designee to ensure the department is able to comply with
Iowa Code chapter 256; this chapter; the requirements of the federal Every Student Succeeds Act,
Pub. L. No. 114-95; the requirements of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, 20 U.S.C.
1232g; and any other applicable state or federal law.

(2) For the school year beginning July 1, 2018, and each succeeding school year, the statewide
summative assessment referred in this paragraph shall meet all of the following requirements:

1. All students enrolled in school districts in grades 3 through 11 shall be administered an
assessment in mathematics and English language arts, including reading and writing, during the last
quarter of the school year, and all students enrolled in school districts in grades 5, 8, and 10 shall be
administered an assessment in science during the last quarter of the school year.
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2. The assessment, at a minimum, shall assess the core academic indicators identified in Iowa
Code section 256.7(21)“b”; be aligned with the Iowa common core standards in both content and rigor;
accurately describe student achievement and growth for purposes of the school, the school district, and
state accountability systems; provide valid, reliable, and fair measures of student progress toward college
or career readiness; and meet the summative assessment requirements of the federal Every Student
Succeeds Act, Pub. L. No. 114-95.

3. The assessment shall be available for administration in both paper-and-pencil and
computer-based formats and include assessments in mathematics, science, and English language arts,
including reading and writing.

4. The assessment shall be peer-reviewed by an independent third-party evaluator to determine
that the assessment is aligned with the Iowa core academic standards, provides a measurement of student
growth and student proficiency, and meets the summative assessment requirements of the federal Every
Student Succeeds Act, Pub. L. No. 114-95. The assessment developed by the Iowa testing service within
the University of Iowa college of education shall make any necessary adjustments as determined by the
peer review to meet the requirements of this paragraph.

5. The costs of complying with the requirement of this paragraph shall be borne by the Iowa testing
program within the University of Iowa college of education.

12.8(2) Submission of a comprehensive school improvement plan. A school or school district shall
submit to the department and respective area education agency a multiyear comprehensive school
improvement plan on or before September 15, 2000. Beginning July 1, 2001, a school or school district
shall submit a revised five-year comprehensive school improvement plan by September 15 of the school
year following the comprehensive site visit specified in Iowa Code section 256.11 which incorporates,
when appropriate, areas of improvement noted by the school improvement visitation team as described
in subrule 12.8(4). A school or school district may, at any time, file a revised comprehensive school
improvement plan with the department and respective area education agency.

12.8(3) Annual reporting requirements. A school or school district shall, at minimum, report
annually to its local community about the progress on the state indicators and other locally determined
indicators.

a. State indicators. A school or school district shall collect data on the following indicators for
reporting purposes:

(1) The percentage of all fourth, eighth, and eleventh grade students achieving proficient or higher
reading status using at least three achievement levels and by gender, race, socioeconomic status, students
with disabilities, and other subgroups as required by state or federal law.

(2) The percentage of all fourth, eighth, and eleventh grade students achieving proficient or higher
mathematics status using at least three achievement levels and for gender, race, socioeconomic status,
students with disabilities, and other subgroups as required by state or federal law.

(3) The percentage of all eighth and tenth grade students achieving proficient or higher science
status using at least three achievement levels.

(4) The percentage of students considered as dropouts for grades 7 to 12 by gender, race, students
with disabilities, and other subgroups as required by state or federal law.

(5) The percentage of high school seniors who intend to pursue postsecondary education/training.
(6) The percentage of high school students achieving a score or status on a measure indicating

probable postsecondary success. This measure should be the measure used by the majority of students
in the school, school district, or attendance center who plan to attend a postsecondary institution.

(7) The percentage of high school graduates who complete a core program of four years of
English-language arts and three or more years each of mathematics, science, and social studies.

b. Annual progress report. Each school or school district shall submit an annual progress report
to its local community, its respective area education agency, and the department. That report shall be
submitted to the department by September 15, 2000, and by September 15 every year thereafter. The
report shall include, but not be limited to, the following information:

(1) Baseline data on at least one districtwide assessment for the state indicators described in subrule
12.8(3). Every year thereafter the school or school district shall compare the annual data collected with
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the baseline data. A school or school district is not required to report to the community about subgroup
assessment results when a subgroup contains fewer than ten students at a grade level. A school or school
district shall report districtwide assessment results for all enrolled and tuitioned-in students.

(2) Locally determined performance levels for at least one districtwide assessment in, at a
minimum, the areas of reading, mathematics, and science. Student achievement levels as defined by the
Iowa Testing Program may be used to fulfill this requirement.

(3) Long-range goals to improve student achievement in the areas of, but not limited to, reading,
mathematics, and science.

(4) Annual improvement goals based on at least one districtwide assessment in, at a minimum, the
areas of reading, mathematics, and science. One annual improvement goal may address all areas, or
individual annual improvement goals for each area may be identified. When a school or school district
does not meet its annual improvement goals for one year, it shall include in its annual progress report
the actions it will take to meet annual improvement goals for the next school year.

(5) Data on multiple assessments for reporting achievement for all students in the areas of reading
and mathematics by September 15, 2001, and for science by September 15, 2003.

(6) Results by individual attendance centers, as appropriate, on the state indicators as stated in
subrule 12.8(3) and any other locally determined factors or indicators. An attendance center, for reporting
purposes, is a building that houses students in grade 4 or grade 8 or grade 11.

(7) Progress with the use of technology as required by Iowa Code section 295.3. This requirement
does not apply to accredited nonpublic schools.

(8) School districts are encouraged to provide information on the reading proficiency of
kindergarten through grade 3 students by grade level. However, all school districts receiving early
intervention block grant funds shall report to the department the progress toward achieving their early
intervention goals.

(9) Other reports of progress as the director of the department requires and other reporting
requirements as the result of federal and state program consolidation.

12.8(4) Comprehensive school improvement and the accreditation process. All schools and school
districts having accreditation on August 18, 1999, are presumed accredited unless or until the state board
takes formal action to remove accreditation. The department shall use a Phase I and a Phase II process for
the continued accreditation of schools and school districts as defined in Iowa Code section 256.11(10).

a. Phase I. The Phase I process includes ongoing monitoring by the department of each school
and school district to determine if it is meeting the goals of its comprehensive school improvement plan
and meeting the accreditation standards. Phase I contains the following two components:

(1) Annual comprehensive desk audit. This audit consists of a review by the department of a
school or school district’s annual progress report. The department shall review the report as required
by subrule 12.8(3) and provide feedback regarding the report. The audit shall also include a review by
the department of other annual documentation submitted by a school or school district as required for
compliance with the educational standards in Iowa Code section 256.11 and other reports required by
the director.

When the department determines a school or school district has areas of noncompliance, the
department shall consult with the school or school district to determine what appropriate actions shall
be taken by the school or school district. The department shall facilitate technical assistance when
requested. When the department determines that a school or school district has not met compliance with
one or more accreditation standards within a reasonable amount of time, the school or school district
shall submit an action plan that is approved by the department. The action plan shall contain reasonable
timelines for coming into compliance. If the department determines that the school or school district is
not taking the necessary actions, the director of the department may place the school or school district
in a Phase II accreditation process.

If a school or school district does not meet its stated annual improvement goals for at least two
consecutive years in the areas of mathematics and reading and is not taking corrective steps, the
department shall consult with the school or school district and determine whether a self-study shall
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be required. The department shall facilitate technical assistance when needed. The self-study shall
include, but is not limited to, the following:

1. A review of the comprehensive school improvement plan.
2. A review of each attendance center’s student achievement data.
3. Identification of factors that influenced the lack of goal attainment.
4. Submission of new annual improvement goals, if necessary.
5. Submission, if necessary, of a revised comprehensive school improvement plan.
Upon completion of a department-required self-study, the department shall collaborate with the

school or school district to determine whether one or more attendance centers are to be identified as
in need of improvement. For those attendance centers identified as being in need of improvement, the
department shall facilitate technical assistance.

When a school or school district has completed a required self-study and has not met its annual
improvement goals for at least two or more consecutive years, the department may conduct a site visit.
When a site visit occurs, the department shall determine if appropriate actions were taken. If the site
visit findings indicate that appropriate actions were taken, accreditation status shall remain.

(2) Comprehensive site visit. A comprehensive site visit shall occur at least once every five years
as required by Iowa Code section 256.11(10) or before, if requested by the school or school district. The
purpose of a comprehensive site visit is to assess progress with the comprehensive school improvement
plan, to provide a general assessment of educational practices, to make recommendations with regard
to the visit findings for the purposes of improving educational practices above the level of minimum
compliance, and to determine that a school or school district is in compliance with the accreditation
standards. The department and the school district or school may coordinate the accreditation with
activities of other accreditation associations. The comprehensive site visit shall include the following
components:

1. School improvement site visit team. The department shall determine the size and composition
of the school improvement site visit team. The team shall include members of the department staff and
may include other members such as, but not limited to, area education agency staff, postsecondary staff,
and other school district or school staff.

2. Previsit actions. The school improvement team shall review the five-year comprehensive school
improvement plan, annual progress reports, and any other information requested by the department.

3. The site visit report. Upon review of documentation and site visit findings, the department shall
provide a written report to the school or school district based on the comprehensive school improvement
plan and other general accreditation standards. The report shall state areas of strength, areas in need of
improvement, and areas, if any, of noncompliance. For areas of noncompliance, the school or school
district shall submit, within a reasonable time frame, an action plan to the department. The department
shall determine if the school or school district is implementing the necessary actions to address areas of
noncompliance. If the department determines that the school or school district is not taking the necessary
actions, the director of the department may place the school or school district in a Phase II accreditation
process.

b. Conditions under which a Phase II visit may occur. A Phase II accreditation process shall occur
if one or more of the following conditions exist:

(1) When either the annual monitoring or the comprehensive site visit indicates that a school or
school district is deficient and fails to be in compliance with accreditation standards;

(2) In response to a petition filed with the director of the department requesting such a committee
visitation that is signed by 20 percent or more of the registered voters of a school district;

(3) In response to a petition filed with the director of the department requesting such a committee
visitation that is signed by 20 percent or more of the families having enrolled students in a school or
school district;

(4) At the direction of the state board of education; or
(5) Upon recommendation of the school budget review committee for a district that exceeds its

authorized budget or carries a negative unspent balance for at least two consecutive years.
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c. The Phase II process. The Phase II process shall consist of monitoring by the department. This
monitoring shall include the appointment of an accreditation committee to complete a comprehensive
review of the school or school district documentation on file with the department. The accreditation
committee shall complete one or more site visits. The Phase II process shall include the following
components:

(1) Accreditation committee. The director of the department shall determine accreditation
committee membership. The chairperson and majority of the committee shall be department staff.
The committee may also include at least one representative from another school or school district,
AEA staff, postsecondary education staff, board members, or community members. No member of an
accreditation committee shall have a direct interest, as determined by the department, in the school or
school district involved in the Phase II process. The accreditation committee shall have access to all
documentation obtained from the Phase I process.

(2) Site visit. The accreditation committee shall conduct one or more site visits to determine
progress made on noncompliance issues.

(3) Accreditation committee actions. The accreditation committee shall make a recommendation
to the director of the department regarding accreditation status of the school or school district. This
recommendation shall be contained in a report to the school or school district that includes areas of
strength, areas in need of improvement, and, if any, the areas still not in compliance. The committee shall
provide advice on available resources and technical assistance for meeting the accreditation standards.
The school or school district may respond in writing to the director if it does not agree with the findings
in the Phase II accreditation committee report.

(4) State board of education actions. The director of the department shall provide a report and a
recommendation to the state board as a result of the Phase II accreditation committee visit and findings.
The state board shall determine accreditation status. When the state board determines that a school
or school district shall not remain accredited, the director of the department shall collaborate with the
school or school district board to establish an action plan that includes deadlines by which areas of
noncompliance shall be corrected. The action plan is subject to approval by the state board.

(5) Accreditation status. During the period of time the school or school district is implementing
the action plan approved by the state board, the school or school district shall remain accredited. The
accreditation committee may revisit the school or school district and determine whether the areas of
noncompliance have been corrected. The accreditation committee shall report and recommend one of
the following actions:

1. The school or school district shall remain accredited.
2. The school or school district shall remain accredited under certain specified conditions.
3. The school or school district shall have its accreditation removed as outlined in Iowa Code

section 256.11(12).
The state board shall review the report and recommendation, may request additional information,

and shall determine the accreditation status and further actions required by the school or school district
as outlined in Iowa Code section 256.11(12).
[ARC 2312C, IAB 12/9/15, effective 1/13/16; see Delay note at end of chapter; ARC 3980C, IAB 8/29/18, effective 10/3/18; ARC
4527C, IAB 7/3/19, effective 8/7/19]

DIVISION IX
EXEMPTION REQUEST PROCESS

281—12.9(256) General accreditation standards exemption request. A school or school district may
seek department approval for an exemption as stated in Iowa Code sections 256.9(43) and 256.11(8).
The school or school district shall submit the exemption request to the director of the department with,
at a minimum, the following: (1) the written request and (2) the standard exemption plan as described in
subrule 12.9(1). For the 1999-2000 school year, the written request and plan shall be submitted before
October 1, 1999. For subsequent school years, the written request and plan shall be submitted on or
before January 1 preceding the beginning of the school year for which the exemption is sought. The
exemption request may be approved for a time period not to exceed five years. The department may

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2312C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3980C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4527C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4527C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.9.pdf
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approve, on request of the school or school district, an extension of the exemption beyond the initial
five-year period. The department shall notify the school or school district of the approval or denial of its
exemption request not later than March 1 of the school year in which the request was submitted.

12.9(1) General accreditation standards exemption plan. The plan shall contain, but is not limited
to, the following components:

a. The standard or standards for which the exemption is requested.
b. A rationale for each general accreditation standard identified in paragraph “a.” The rationale

shall describe how the approval of the request will assist the school or school district to improve student
achievement or performance as described in its comprehensive school improvement plan.

c. The sources of supportive research evidence and information, when appropriate, that were
analyzed and used to form the basis of each submitted rationale.

d. How the school or school district staff collaborated with the local community or with the school
improvement advisory committee about the need for the exemption request.

e. Evidence that the board approved the exemption request.
f. A list of the indicators that will be measured to determine success.
g. How the school or school district will measure the success of the standards exemption plan on

improving student achievement or performance.
In its annual progress report as described in paragraph 12.8(3)“b,” the school or school district that

receives an exemption approval shall include data to support increased student learning, achievement,
or performance that has resulted from the approved standards exemption.

12.9(2) General accreditation standards exemption request and exemption plan review criteria. The
department shall use the information provided in the written request and exemption plan as described in
subrule 12.9(1) to determine approval or denial of requests for exemptions from the general accreditation
standards. The department will use the following criteria for approval or denial of an exemption plan:

a. Components “a” through “g” listed in subrule 12.9(1) are addressed.
b. Clarity, thoroughness, and reasonableness are evident, as determined by the department, for

each component of the accreditation standards exemption plan.

DIVISION X
INDEPENDENT ACCREDITING AGENCIES

281—12.10(256) Independent accrediting agencies. Notwithstanding subsections 1 through 12 of
Iowa Code section 256.11 and this chapter, a nonpublic school may be accredited by an independent
accrediting agency that appears on a list maintained by the state board of education instead of being
accredited by the state board.

12.10(1) Compliance required by a nonpublic school. A nonpublic school that participates in the
accreditation process offered by an independent accrediting agency on the approved list published
pursuant to this rule shall be deemed to meet the education standards of Iowa Code section 256.11 as
amended by 2013 Iowa Acts, House File 215, section 89, and this chapter. However, such a school
shall comply with statutory health and safety requirements for school facilities. A nonpublic school
accredited under this chapter shall abide by all state and federal laws and regulations. Notwithstanding
Iowa Code section 256.11 as amended by 2013 Iowa Acts, House File 215, section 89, the department
is not precluded from enforcing compliance with all state and federal laws and regulations.

12.10(2) Compliance required by accrediting agency. Agencies approved under subrule 12.10(3)
shall abide by all state and federal laws and regulations and shall enforce those laws and regulations on
the schools they accredit. Notwithstanding Iowa Code section 256.11 as amended by 2013 Iowa Acts,
House File 215, section 89, the department is not precluded from enforcing compliance with all state
and federal laws and regulations.

12.10(3) List maintained by state board. The state board shall maintain a list of approved
independent accrediting agencies comprised of at least six regional or national nonprofit,
nongovernmental agencies recognized as reliable authorities concerning the quality of education offered
by a school and shall publish the list of independent accrediting agencies on the department’s Internet

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.11.pdf
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site. The list shall include accrediting agencies that, as of January 1, 2013, accredited a nonpublic
school in this state that was concurrently accredited under this rule and shall include any agency that
has a formalized partnership agreement with another agency on the list and has member schools in
this state as of January 1, 2013. Agencies that met this standard as of November 20, 2013, are the
Independent Schools Association of the Central States (ISACS), Christian Schools International (CSI),
AdvancEd, the National Lutheran Schools Association (NLSA), and the Association of Christian
Schools International (ASCI).

12.10(4) Criteria for recognizing an agency as a “reliable authority concerning the quality of
education offered by a school.” In any decision to add an agency to the list maintained pursuant to
subrule 12.10(1) or to remove an agency from the list pursuant to subrule 12.10(3), the following
criteria may be applied:

a. Whether the agency’s accreditation standards require a school to set high academic and
nonacademic standards for all students, including preparation of students for postsecondary success.

b. Whether the agency’s accreditation standards require a school tomonitor and assess all students’
progress toward high academic and nonacademic standards.

c. Whether the agency’s accreditation standards require a school to recruit and retain properly
licensed quality professional staff, and provide those staff members with ongoing professional
development.

d. Whether the agency’s accreditation standards set requirements for fiscal, data, and contract
management.

e. Whether the agency monitors compliance with its standards and takes appropriate corrective
action when standards are not met.

f. Whether the agency itself has appropriate fiscal, data, and contract management policies and
procedures.

g. Any uncorrected citation of noncompliance by any governmental or nongovernmental agency
or organization with jurisdiction or oversight of an accrediting agency listed pursuant to subrule 12.10(1).

h. Any uncorrected negative audit finding of an accrediting agency listed pursuant to subrule
12.10(1).

i. Any judgments, orders, decrees, consent decrees, settlement agreements, or verdicts
concerning the agency listed pursuant to subrule 12.10(1) entered by any state or federal court of
competent jurisdiction.

j. Whether the agency listed pursuant to subrule 12.10(1) continues to retain its nonprofit status.
k. Whether the agency listed pursuant to subrule 12.10(1) has received any form of recognition

for innovation or excellence concerning its work.
l. Any other criterion used by the agency to determine accreditation.
m. Any other reports or findings sent to the nonpublic school regarding accreditation, including

findings related to Iowa Code section 256.11 as amended by 2013 Iowa Acts, House File 215, section
89.

12.10(5) Removal of agency from approved independent accrediting agencies. If the state board
takes preliminary action to remove an agency from the approved list published on the department’s
Internet site pursuant to subrule 12.10(1), the department shall, at least one year prior to removing the
agency from the approved list, notify the nonpublic schools participating in the accreditation process
offered by the agency of the state board’s intent to remove the accrediting agency from its approved list
of independent accrediting agencies. The department shall give notice to the independent accrediting
agency, alongwith an opportunity to respond. The notice shall also be posted on the department’s Internet
site and shall contain the proposed date of removal. If a nonpublic school receives notice pursuant to
this subrule and it chooses to remain accredited, the nonpublic school shall attain accreditation under this
rule or otherwise attain accreditation in a manner provided by this chapter or Iowa Code section 256.11
as amended by 2013 Iowa Acts, House File 215, section 89, not later than one year following the date
on which the state board removes the agency from its list of independent accrediting agencies.

12.10(6) Rule of construction: “at least six.” The obligation to maintain a list of at least six agencies
in subrule 12.10(1) shall not be construed to require the list to contain an agency that is not a regional or

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.12.10.pdf
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national nonprofit, nongovernmental agency recognized as a reliable authority concerning the quality of
education offered by a school.

12.10(7) Adoption by the department of standard procedures. The department shall adopt standard
procedures, schedules, and forms for the implementation of this rule, including procedures for adding
independent accrediting agencies from the list maintained by the state board pursuant to subrule 12.10(1)
and removing agencies from that list pursuant to subrule 12.10(3).

12.10(8) Automatic repeal. Rescinded IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21.
[ARC 1118C, IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13; ARC 5333C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

DIVISION XI
HIGH-QUALITY STANDARDS FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE

281—12.11(256) High-quality standards for computer science. It is the goal of the state board of
education that every school district and every accredited nonpublic school shall offer instruction in
high-quality computer science for elementary, middle school, and high school students by July 1, 2019.

12.11(1) Alignment with learning framework or standards developed by a nationally recognized
computer science education organization or organizations. Beginning with the school year which begins
July 1, 2018, and each school year thereafter, instruction in high-quality computer science shall reflect
an alignment with a framework or learning standards developed by a nationally recognized computer
science education organization or organizations. The department shall make available to school districts
and accredited nonpublic schools such a framework or learning standards.

12.11(2) Professional development incentive fund. A computer science professional development
incentive fund is established in the state treasury under the control of the department. The department
may accept gifts, grants, bequests, and other private contributions, as well as state or federal moneys,
for deposit in the fund. The department may disburse moneys contained in the fund for professional
development activities or tuition reimbursement. Notwithstanding Iowa Code section 8.33, moneys in
the computer science professional development incentive fund that remain unencumbered or unobligated
at the close of the fiscal year shall not revert but shall remain available for expenditure for the purposes
designated until the close of the succeeding fiscal year. The department may disburse those moneys in
the following ways.

a. A school district or accredited nonpublic school, or a collaborative of one or more school
districts, accredited nonpublic schools, and area education agencies, may apply to the department, in the
manner prescribed by the department, to receive moneys from the fund to provide proven professional
development activities for Iowa teachers in the area of computer science education.

b. A school district or accredited nonpublic school may apply to the department, in the manner
prescribed by the department, to receive moneys from the fund to provide tuition reimbursement for
Iowa teachers seeking endorsements or authorizations for computer science under Iowa Code section
272.2(20).

12.11(3) Applicability of rules. Until July 1, 2021, subrule 12.11(1) shall only apply to school
districts and accredited nonpublic schools receiving moneys from the computer science professional
development incentive fund established in Iowa Code section 284.6A and described in subrule 12.11(2).

12.11(4) Computer science plan. The board of directors of each public school district and the
authorities in charge of each nonpublic school shall develop and implement a kindergarten through
grade 12 computer science plan by July 1, 2022, which incorporates the standards established under
subrule 12.11(1), and the minimum educational standards relating to computer science contained in
subrules 12.5(3) and 12.5(4) and paragraph 12.5(5)“l.”
[ARC 3765C, IAB 4/25/18, effective 5/30/18; ARC 5325C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code sections 256.11, 280.23, and 256.7(21).
[Filed 3/4/88, Notice 7/15/87—published 3/23/88, effective 4/27/88]1

[Filed 8/19/88, Notice 6/29/88—published 9/7/88, effective 10/12/88]
[Filed emergency 7/7/89—published 7/26/89, effective 7/7/89]

[Filed 10/13/89, Notice 7/26/89—published 11/1/89, effective 12/6/89]
[Filed 9/13/91, Notice 2/6/91—published 10/2/91, effective 11/6/91]
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[Filed 1/15/93, Notice 9/16/92—published 2/3/93, effective 3/10/93]
[Filed 2/11/94, Notice 10/27/93—published 3/2/94, effective 4/6/94]
[Filed 11/17/94, Notice 9/28/94—published 12/7/94, effective 1/11/95]
[Filed 10/24/97, Notice 8/27/97—published 11/19/97, effective 12/24/97]
[Filed 6/25/99, Notice 4/7/99—published 7/14/99, effective 8/18/99]
[Filed 1/16/01, Notice 10/4/00—published 2/7/01, effective 3/14/01]
[Filed 8/10/01, Notice 4/18/01—published 9/5/01, effective 10/10/01]
[Filed 11/16/05, Notice 9/28/05—published 12/7/05, effective 1/11/06]
[Filed 5/10/07, Notice 3/28/07—published 6/6/07, effective 7/11/07]
[Filed 11/14/07, Notice 8/15/07—published 12/5/07, effective 1/9/08]◊
[Filed 11/14/07, Notice 10/10/07—published 12/5/07, effective 1/9/08]
[Filed 2/8/08, Notice 12/19/07—published 2/27/08, effective 4/2/08]
[Filed 4/3/08, Notice 10/10/07—published 4/23/08, effective 5/28/08]

[Filed ARC 7783B (Notice ARC 7504B, IAB 1/14/09), IAB 5/20/09, effective 6/24/09]
[Filed ARC 0016C (Notice ARC 9909B, IAB 12/14/11), IAB 2/22/12, effective 3/28/12]2

[Editorial change: IAC Supplement 3/21/12]
[Filed ARC 0525C (Notice ARC 0297C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 12/12/12, effective 1/16/13]
[Filed ARC 1115C (Notice ARC 0954C, IAB 8/21/13), IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13]
[Filed ARC 1116C (Notice ARC 0958C, IAB 8/21/13), IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13]
[Filed ARC 1118C (Notice ARC 0964C, IAB 8/21/13), IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13]
[Filed ARC 1663C (Notice ARC 1527C, IAB 7/9/14), IAB 10/15/14, effective 11/19/14]
[Filed ARC 2312C (Notice ARC 2185C, IAB 10/14/15), IAB 12/9/15, effective 1/13/16]3

[Filed ARC 3765C (Notice ARC 3613C, IAB 2/14/18), IAB 4/25/18, effective 5/30/18]
[Filed ARC 3980C (Notice ARC 3822C, IAB 6/6/18), IAB 8/29/18, effective 10/3/18]
[Filed ARC 4527C (Notice ARC 4402C, IAB 4/24/19), IAB 7/3/19, effective 8/7/19]

[Filed ARC 4808C (Notice ARC 4682C, IAB 10/9/19), IAB 12/18/19, effective 1/22/20]
[Filed ARC 5325C (Notice ARC 5207C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]
[Filed ARC 5333C (Notice ARC 5149C, IAB 8/26/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

◊ Two or more ARCs
1 Effective date of Chapter 4 delayed 70 days by Administrative Rules Review Committee at its meeting held April 20, 1988.
2 March 28, 2012, effective date of 12.3(3), 12.4(6), 12.4(14), 12.5(4)“l,” and 12.5(17) delayed 30 days by the Administrative

Rules Review Committee at its meeting held March 12, 2012.
3 January 13, 2016, effective date of ARC 2312C [12.8(1)“h”] delayed until the adjournment of the 2016 General Assembly by

the Administrative Rules Review Committee at its meeting held January 8, 2016.
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CHAPTER 22
SENIOR YEAR PLUS PROGRAM

DIVISION I
GENERAL PROVISIONS

281—22.1(261E) Scope. The senior year plus program provides Iowa high school students access to
advanced placement courses and a variety of means by which to concurrently access secondary and
postsecondary credit.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09]

281—22.2(261E) Student eligibility. A student shall meet all of the following criteria as a condition
of participation in the programs described in Divisions IV and V of this chapter, except that a student
enrolled in a career and technical course under Division IV does not have to meet the proficiency
requirements set forth in paragraph 22.2(2)“b.” To the extent that postsecondary credit is available to a
student under the programs described in Divisions III and VI, the student shall meet all of the following
criteria. A student who desires to participate in the postsecondary enrollment options program under
Division V of these rules also shall meet the eligibility requirements set forth in rule 281—22.16(261E).

22.2(1) Requirements established by postsecondary institution.
a. The student shall meet the enrollment requirements established by the eligible postsecondary

institution providing the course credit.
b. The student shall meet or exceed the minimum performance measures on any academic

assessments that may be required by the eligible postsecondary institution.
c. The student shall have taken the appropriate course prerequisites, if any, prior to enrollment in

the eligible postsecondary course, as determined by the eligible postsecondary institution delivering the
course.

22.2(2) Requirements established by school district.
a. The student shall have attained the approval of the school board or authorities in charge of an

accredited nonpublic school, or the designee of the respective school governing body, and the eligible
postsecondary institution to register for the postsecondary course.

b. The student shall have demonstrated proficiency in all of the content areas of reading,
mathematics, and science as evidenced by achievement scores on the most recent administration of
the statewide assessment for which scores are available for the student. If the student was absent for
the most recent administration of the statewide assessment, and such absence was not excused by the
student’s school of enrollment, the student is deemed not to be proficient in any of the content areas.
The school district may determine whether such student is eligible for qualification under an equivalent
qualifying performance measure.

(1) If a student is not proficient in one or more of the content areas of reading, mathematics, and
science, the school board may establish alternative but equivalent qualifying performance measures.
The school board is not required to establish equivalent performance measures, but if it does so,
such measures may include but are not limited to additional administrations of the state assessment,
portfolios of student work, student performance rubric, or end-of-course assessments. A school board
that establishes equivalent performance measures shall also establish criteria by which its district
personnel shall determine comparable student proficiency.

(2) A student who attends an accredited nonpublic school and desires to access postsecondary
enrollment options shall meet the same eligibility criteria as students in the school district in which
the accredited nonpublic school is located.

(3) A student under competent private instruction shall meet the same proficiency standard as
students in the school district in which the student is dually enrolled and shall have the approval of
the school board in that school district to register for the postsecondary course. In lieu of statewide
assessment scores as the state assessment, a school district shall allow a student under competent private
instruction to demonstrate proficiency in reading, mathematics, and science by any one of the following
means:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8187B.pdf
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1. By meeting the same alternative but equivalent qualifying performance measures established
by the local school board for all students in the school district in which the student is dually enrolled;

2. By submitting the written recommendation of the licensed practitioner providing supervision
to the student in accordance with Iowa Code section 299A.2;

3. As evidenced by achievement scores on the annual achievement evaluation required under Iowa
Code section 299A.4;

4. As evidenced by a composite score of at least 21 on the college readiness assessment
administered by ACT, Inc.;

5. As evidenced by a sum of at least 141 in critical reading, mathematics, and writing skills on the
preliminary scholastic aptitude test (PSAT) administered by the College Board; or

6. As evidenced by a sum of at least 990 in critical reading and mathematics on the college
readiness assessment (SAT) administered by the College Board.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09; ARC 9902B, IAB 12/14/11, effective 1/18/12; ARC 0526C, IAB 12/12/12, effective
1/16/13; ARC 4809C, IAB 12/18/19, effective 1/22/20; ARC 5326C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—22.3(261E) Teacher eligibility, responsibilities. A teacher employed to provide instruction under
this chapter shall meet the following criteria:

22.3(1) Eligibility. The teacher shall meet the standards and requirements set forth which other
full-time instructors teaching within the academic department are required to meet and which are
approved by the appropriate postsecondary administration. An individual under suspension or
revocation of an educational license or statement of professional recognition issued by the board of
educational examiners shall not be allowed to provide instruction for any program authorized by this
chapter. If the instruction for any program authorized by this chapter is provided at a school district
facility, an accredited nonpublic school facility, or a neutral site, the teacher or instructor shall have
successfully passed a background investigation conducted in accordance with Iowa Code section
272.2(17) prior to providing such instruction. The background investigation also applies to a teacher or
instructor who is employed by an eligible postsecondary institution if the teacher or instructor provides
instruction under this chapter at a school district facility, an accredited nonpublic school facility, or a
neutral site. For purposes of this rule, “neutral site” means a facility that is not owned or operated by
an institution.

22.3(2) Responsibilities. A teacher employed to provide instruction under this chapter shall do all
of the following:

a. Collaborate, as appropriate, with other secondary or postsecondary faculty of the institution
that employs the teacher regarding the subject area;

b. As assisted by the school district or accredited nonpublic school, provide ongoing
communication about course expectations, teaching strategies, performance measures, resource
materials used in the course, and academic progress to the student and, in the case of students of minor
age, to the parent or guardian of the student;

c. Provide curriculum and instruction that are accepted as college-level work as determined by
the institution;

d. Use valid and reliable student assessment measures, to the extent available.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09; ARC 4809C, IAB 12/18/19, effective 1/22/20]

281—22.4(261E) Institutional eligibility, responsibilities.
22.4(1) Requirements of both school district and eligible postsecondary institution.
a. The institutions shall ensure that students, or in the case of minor students, parents or

guardians, receive appropriate course orientation and information, including but not limited to a
summary of applicable policies and procedures, the establishment of a permanent transcript, policies on
dropping courses, a student handbook, information describing student responsibilities, and institutional
procedures for academic credit transfer.

b. The institutions shall ensure that students have access to student support services, including
but not limited to tutoring, counseling, advising, library, writing and math labs, and computer labs, and
student activities, excluding postsecondary intercollegiate athletics. If a fee is charged to other students
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of the eligible postsecondary institution for any of the above services, that fee may also be charged to
participating secondary students on the same basis as it is charged to postsecondary students.

c. The institutions shall ensure that students are properly enrolled in courses that will carry college
credit.

d. The institutions shall ensure that teachers and students receive appropriate orientation and
information about the institution’s expectations.

e. The institutions shall ensure that the courses provided achieve the same learning outcomes as
similar courses offered in the subject area and are accepted as college-level work.

f. The institutions shall review the course on a regular basis for continuous improvement, shall
follow up with students in order to use information gained from the students to improve course delivery
and content, and shall share data on course progress and outcomes with the collaborative partners
involved with the delivery of the programming and with the department, as needed.

g. The institutions shall not require a minimum or a maximum number of postsecondary credits
to be earned by a high school student under this chapter. However, no student shall be enrolled as a
full-time student in any one postsecondary institution.

h. The institutions shall not place restrictions on participation in senior year plus programming
beyond that which is specified in statute or administrative rule.

i. The institutions shall provide the teacher or instructor appropriate orientation and training in
secondary and postsecondary professional development related to curriculum, pedagogy, assessment,
policy implementation, technology, and discipline issues.

j. The institutions shall provide the teacher or instructor adequate notification of an assignment to
teach a course under this chapter, as well as adequate preparation time to ensure that the course is taught
at the college level. The specifics of this paragraph shall be locally determined.

22.4(2) Requirements of school district or accredited nonpublic school only.
a. Except as provided under Iowa Code sections 257.11(3)“c,” 279.50A and 261E.8(2)“b,” the

school district or accredited nonpublic school shall certify annually to the department, as an assurance in
the district’s or accredited nonpublic school’s basic education data survey, that the course provided to a
high school student for postsecondary credit in accordance with this chapter supplements, and does not
supplant, a course provided by the school district or accredited nonpublic school in which the student
is enrolled. For purposes of these rules, to comply with the “supplement, not supplant” requirement,
the content of a course provided to a high school student for postsecondary credit shall not consist of
substantially the same concepts and skills as the content of a course provided by the school district or
accredited nonpublic school.

b. The school district or accredited nonpublic school shall ensure that the background
investigation requirement of subrule 22.3(1) is satisfied. The school district or accredited nonpublic
school shall pay for the background investigation but may charge the teacher or instructor a fee not to
exceed the actual cost charged the school district or accredited nonpublic school for the background
investigation conducted. If the teacher or instructor is employed by an eligible postsecondary institution,
the school district or accredited nonpublic school shall pay for the background investigation but may
request reimbursement of the actual cost to the eligible postsecondary institution.

22.4(3) Requirements of eligible postsecondary institution only.
a. All eligible postsecondary institutions providing programming under this chapter shall include

the unique student identifier assigned to students while in the kindergarten through grade 12 system as a
part of the institution’s student data management system.

(1) Eligible postsecondary institutions providing programming under this chapter shall cooperate
with the department on data requests related to the programming.

(2) All eligible postsecondary institutions providing programming under this chapter shall collect
data and report to the department on the proportion of females and minorities enrolled in science-,
technology-, engineering-, and mathematics-oriented educational opportunities provided in accordance
with this chapter.
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b. The eligible postsecondary institution shall provide the teacher or instructor with ongoing
communication and access to instructional resources and support, and shall encourage the teacher or
instructor to participate in the postsecondary institution’s academic departmental activities.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09; ARC 4809C, IAB 12/18/19, effective 1/22/20]

281—22.5(261E) Reserved.

DIVISION II
DEFINITIONS

281—22.6(261E) Definitions. For the purposes of this chapter, the indicated terms are defined as
follows:

“Concurrent enrollment” means any course offered to students in grades 9 through 12 during the
regular school year approved by the board of directors of a school district or authorities in charge of
an accredited nonpublic school through a contractual agreement between a community college and the
school district or authorities in charge of an accredited nonpublic school. The course shall meet the
provisions of Iowa Code section 257.11(3).

“Department” means the department of education.
“Director” means the director of the department of education.
“Dually enrolled” means the status of a student who receives competent private instruction under

Iowa Code chapter 299A and whose parent, guardian, or legal custodian has registered the student
pursuant to Iowa Code section 299A.8 in a school district for any of the purposes listed therein, including,
for purposes of these rules, participation in any part of the senior year plus program on the same basis
as public school students.

“Eligible postsecondary institution”means an institution of higher learning under the control of the
state board of regents, a community college established under Iowa Code chapter 260C, or an accredited
private institution as defined in Iowa Code section 261.9.

“ICN” means Iowa communications network, the statewide system of educational
telecommunications including narrowcast and broadcast systems under the public broadcasting division
of the department of education and live interactive systems which allow, at a minimum, one-way video
and two-way audio communication.

“Institution” means a school district, accredited nonpublic school, or eligible postsecondary
institution delivering the instruction in a given program as authorized by this chapter.

“School board” means the board of directors of a school district or a collaboration of boards of
directors of school districts.

“State board” means the state board of education.
“Student”means any individual in grades 9 through 12 enrolled or dually enrolled in a school district,

or any individual in grades 9 through 12 enrolled in an accredited nonpublic school, whomeets the criteria
in rule 281—22.2(261E). For purposes of Division III (Advanced Placement Program) and Division
V (Postsecondary Enrollment Options Program) only, “student” also includes a student enrolled in an
accredited nonpublic school or the Iowa School for the Deaf or the Iowa Braille and Sight Saving School.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09; ARC 4809C, IAB 12/18/19, effective 1/22/20; ARC 5326C, IAB 12/16/20, effective
1/20/21]

DIVISION III
ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAM

281—22.7(261E) School district obligations. All school districts shall comply with the following
obligations but may do so through direct instruction, collaboration with another school district, or use
of the Iowa online advanced placement academy. An international baccalaureate program is not an
advanced placement program.

22.7(1) A school district shall provide descriptions of the advanced placement courses available to
students using a course registration handbook.
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22.7(2) A school district shall ensure that advanced placement course teachers are appropriately
licensed by the board of educational examiners in accordance with Iowa Code chapter 272 and meet the
minimum certification requirements of the national organization that administers the advanced placement
program.

22.7(3) A school district shall establish prerequisite coursework for each advanced placement course
offered and shall describe the prerequisites in the course registration handbook, which shall be provided
to every junior high school or middle school student prior to the development of a core curriculum plan
pursuant to Iowa Code section 279.61.

22.7(4) A school district shall make advanced placement coursework available to a dually enrolled
student under competent private instruction if the student meets the same criteria as a regularly enrolled
student of the district.

22.7(5) A school district shall make advanced placement coursework available to a student enrolled
in an accredited nonpublic school located in the district if the student meets the criteria in subparagraph
22.2(2)“b”(3).
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09]

281—22.8(261E) Obligations regarding registration for advanced placement examinations. The
board of directors of a school district and the authorities in charge of an accredited nonpublic school
shall ensure that any student enrolled who is interested in taking an advanced placement examination
is properly registered for the examination. An accredited nonpublic school shall provide a list of
students registered for advanced placement examinations to the school district in which the accredited
nonpublic school is located. The school district and the accredited nonpublic school shall ensure
that any student enrolled in the school district or school, as applicable, who is interested in taking
an advanced placement examination and qualifies for a reduced fee for the examination is properly
registered for the fee reduction.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09]

281—22.9(261E) and 22.10(261E) Reserved.

DIVISION IV
CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT PROGRAM

281—22.11(261E) Applicability. The concurrent enrollment program, also known as district-
to-community college sharing, promotes rigorous academic or career and technical pursuits by
providing opportunities to high school students to enroll in eligible nonsectarian courses at or through
community colleges established under Iowa Code chapter 260C.

22.11(1) The program shall be made available to all eligible resident students in grades 9 through
12.

a. Notice of the availability of the program shall be included in a school district’s student
registration handbook, and the handbook shall identify which courses, if successfully completed,
generate college credit under the program.

b. A student and the student’s parent or guardian shall also be made aware of this program as a part
of the development of the student’s core curriculum plan in accordance with Iowa Code section 279.61.

22.11(2) A student enrolled in an accredited nonpublic school may access the program through the
school district in which the accredited nonpublic school is located. A student receiving competent private
instruction may access the program through the school district in which the student is dually enrolled
and may enroll in the same number of concurrent enrollment courses as a regularly enrolled student of
the district.

22.11(3) A student may make application to a community college and the school district to allow
the student to enroll for college credit in a nonsectarian course offered by the community college. A
comparable course, as defined in rules adopted by the board of directors of the school district, must
not be offered by the school district or accredited nonpublic school which the student attends. The
school board shall annually approve courses to be made available for high school credit using locally
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developed criteria that establish which courses will provide the student with academic rigor and will
prepare the student adequately for transition to a postsecondary institution. A school district may not
use concurrent enrollment courses to meet the accreditation requirements, except as provided in Division
V of 281—Chapter 12.

22.11(4) If an eligible postsecondary institution accepts a student for enrollment under this division,
the school district, in collaboration with the community college, shall send written notice to the student,
the student’s parent or guardian in the case of a minor child, and the student’s school district. The notice
shall list the course, the clock hours the student will be attending the course, and the number of hours of
college credit that the student will receive from the community college upon successful completion of
the course.

22.11(5) A school district shall grant high school credit to a student enrolled in a course under this
division if the student successfully completes the course as determined by the community college and the
course was previously approved by the school board pursuant to 22.11(3). The board of directors of the
school district shall determine the number of high school credits that shall be granted to a student who
successfully completes a course. Students shall not “audit” a concurrent enrollment course; the student
must take the course for credit.

22.11(6) School districts that participate in district-to-community college sharing agreements or
concurrent enrollment programs that meet the requirements of Iowa Code section 257.11(3) are eligible
to receive supplementary weighted funding under that provision. Regardless of whether a district
receives supplementary weighted funding, the district shall not charge tuition of any of its students who
participate in a concurrent enrollment course.

22.11(7) Community colleges shall comply with the data collection requirements of Iowa Code
section 260C.14(22). The data elements shall include but not be limited to the following:

a. An unduplicated enrollment count of eligible students participating in the program.
b. The actual costs and revenues generated for concurrent enrollment. An aligned unique student

identifier system shall be established by the department for students in kindergarten through grade 12
and community college.

c. Degree, certifications, and other qualifications to meet the minimum hiring standards.
d. Salary information including regular contracted salary and total salary.
e. Credit hours and laboratory contact hours and other data on instructional time.
f. Other information comparable to the data regarding teachers collected in the basic education

data survey.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09; ARC 5326C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—22.12(261E) Transportation. Reserved.

281—22.13(261E) Accredited nonpublic school concurrent enrollment option.
22.13(1) Authorization. In addition to enrollment through a school district as authorized under

subrule 22.11(2), students enrolled at an accredited nonpublic school may access concurrent enrollment
coursework through a direct contract between the authorities in charge of an accredited nonpublic
school and a community college.

22.13(2) General requirements. For any coursework delivered through a contract established
pursuant to this rule, students, institutions, and instructors shall meet the requirements for concurrent
enrollment established under rule 281—22.11(216E). However, such coursework is not eligible for
funding under subrule 22.11(6).

22.13(3) Funding. Subject to the appropriation of funds by the Iowa legislature for such purposes,
coursework delivered through a contract between the authorities in charge of an accredited nonpublic
school and a community college pursuant to this rule may be eligible for funding under rule
281—97.8(261E).

22.13(4) Data collection. Institutions participating in a contract pursuant to this rule shall comply
with data reporting and verification processes established by the department.
[ARC 4809C, IAB 12/18/19, effective 1/22/20]
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DIVISION V
POSTSECONDARY ENROLLMENT OPTIONS PROGRAM

281—22.14(261E) Availability. The senior year plus programming provided by a school district
pursuant to this division may be but is not required to be available to students on a year-round basis.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09]

281—22.15(261E) Notification. The availability and requirements of this program shall be included in
each school district’s student registration handbook. Information about the program shall be provided to
the student and the student’s parent or guardian prior to the development of the student’s core curriculum
plan under Iowa Code section 279.61. The school district shall establish a process by which students
may indicate interest in and apply for enrollment in the program.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09]

281—22.16(261E) Student eligibility. Persons who have graduated from high school are not eligible
for this program. Eligible students shall be residents of Iowa. “Eligible student” includes a student
classified by the board of directors of a school district, by the state board of regents for students of the
Iowa School for the Deaf and the Iowa Braille and Sight Saving School, or by the authorities in charge of
an accredited nonpublic school as a ninth or tenth grade student who is identified according to the school
district’s gifted and talented criteria and procedures, pursuant to Iowa Code section 257.43, as a gifted
and talented child, or an eleventh or twelfth grade student, during the period the student is participating
in the postsecondary enrollment options program. To be eligible to participate in a program under this
division, a student must meet all criteria in rule 281—22.2(261E).

22.16(1) A student enrolled in an accredited nonpublic school who meets all eligibility requirements
may apply to take courses under this division in the school district where the accredited nonpublic
school is located, provided that neither the accredited nonpublic school nor the school district offers
a comparable course.

22.16(2) A student under competent private instruction whomeets the eligibility requirements in this
rule and those in subparagraph 22.2(2)“b”(3) may apply to take courses under this division through the
public school district in which the student is dually enrolled, provided that the resident school district
does not offer a comparable course, and shall be allowed to take such courses on the same basis as a
regularly enrolled student of the district.

22.16(3) Postsecondary institutions may require students to meet appropriate standards or
requirements for entrance into a course. Such requirements may include prerequisite courses, scores
on national academic aptitude and achievement tests, or other evaluation procedures to determine
competency. Acceptance of a student into a course by a postsecondary institution is not a guarantee
that a student will be enrolled in all requested courses. Priority may be given to postsecondary students
before eligible secondary students are enrolled in courses. However, once an eligible secondary
student has enrolled in a postsecondary course, the student cannot be displaced by another student
for the duration of the course. Students shall not “audit” postsecondary courses. The student must
take the course for credit and must meet all of the requirements of the course which are required of
postsecondary students.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09]

281—22.17(261E) Eligible postsecondary courses. These rules are intended to implement the policy
of the state to promote rigorous academic pursuits.

22.17(1) Postsecondary courses eligible for students to enroll in under this division shall be limited
to:

a. Nonsectarian courses;
b. Courses that are not comparable to courses offered by the school district where the student

attends which are defined in rules adopted by the board of directors of the public school district;
c. Credit-bearing courses that lead to an educational degree;
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d. Courses in the discipline areas of mathematics, science, social sciences, humanities, and
vocational-technical education; and also the courses in career option programs offered by area schools
established under the authorization provided in Iowa Code chapter 260C.

22.17(2) A school district or accredited nonpublic school district shall grant academic or
vocational-technical credit to an eligible student enrolled in an eligible postsecondary course.

22.17(3) A course is ineligible for purposes of this rule if the school district has a contractual
agreement with the eligible postsecondary institution under Iowa Code section 261E.8 that meets the
requirements of Iowa Code section 257.11(3) and if the course may be delivered through such an
agreement in accordance with Iowa Code section 257.11(3).
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09; ARC 4809C, IAB 12/18/19, effective 1/22/20]

281—22.18(261E) Application process. To participate in this program, an eligible student shall make
application to an eligible postsecondary institution to allow the eligible student to enroll for college credit
in a nonsectarian course offered at the institution. A comparable course must not be offered by the school
district or accredited nonpublic school the student attends. For purposes of these rules, “comparable” is
not synonymous with identical, but means that the content of a course provided to a high school student
for postsecondary credit shall not consist of substantially the same concepts and skills as the content of
a course provided by the school district or accredited nonpublic school. If the postsecondary institution
accepts an eligible student for enrollment under this division, the institution shall send written notice
to the student, the student’s parent or guardian in the case of a minor child, and the student’s school
district or accredited nonpublic school and the school district in the case of a nonpublic school student
or student under competent private instruction, or the Iowa School for the Deaf or the Iowa Braille and
Sight Saving School. The notice shall list the course, the clock hours the student will be attending the
course, and the number of hours of college credit that the eligible student will receive from the eligible
postsecondary institution upon successful completion of the course.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09]

281—22.19(261E) Credits. A school district, the Iowa School for the Deaf, the Iowa Braille and Sight
Saving School, or an accredited nonpublic school shall grant high school credit to an eligible student
enrolled in a course under this division if the eligible student successfully completes the course as
determined by the eligible postsecondary institution.

22.19(1) The board of directors of the school district, the board of regents for the Iowa School for the
Deaf and the Iowa Braille and Sight Saving School, or authorities in charge of an accredited nonpublic
school shall determine the number of high school credits that shall be granted to an eligible student who
successfully completes a course.

22.19(2) Eligible students may take up to seven semester hours of credit during the summer months
when school is not in session and receive credit for that attendance, if the student pays the cost of
attendance for those summer credit hours.

22.19(3) The high school credits granted to an eligible student under this division shall count toward
the graduation requirements and subject area requirements of the school district of residence, the Iowa
School for the Deaf, the Iowa Braille and Sight Saving School, or the accredited nonpublic school of the
eligible student. Evidence of successful completion of each course and high school credits and college
credits received shall be included in the student’s high school transcript.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09]

281—22.20(261E) Transportation. The parent or guardian of an eligible student who has enrolled in
and is attending an eligible postsecondary institution under this division shall furnish transportation to
and from the postsecondary institution for the student.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09]

281—22.21(261E) Tuition payments.
22.21(1) Not later than June 30 of each year, a school district shall pay a tuition reimbursement

amount to a postsecondary institution that has enrolled its resident eligible students under this division,
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unless the eligible student is participating in open enrollment under Iowa Code section 282.18, in which
case, the tuition reimbursement amount shall be paid by the receiving district. However, if a child’s
residency changes during a school year, the tuition shall be paid by the district in which the child was
enrolled as of the date specified in Iowa Code section 257.6(1) or the district in which the child was
counted under Iowa Code section 257.6(1)“a”(6). For students enrolled at the Iowa School for the Deaf
and the Iowa Braille and Sight Saving School, the state board of regents shall pay a tuition reimbursement
amount by June 30 of each year. The amount of tuition reimbursement for each separate course shall
equal the lesser of:

a. The actual and customary costs of tuition, textbooks, materials, and fees directly related to the
course taken by the eligible student.

b. Two hundred fifty dollars.
22.21(2) An eligible postsecondary institution that enrolls an eligible student under this division

shall not charge the student for tuition, textbooks, materials, or fees directly related to the course in which
the student is enrolled except that the student may be required to purchase equipment that becomes the
property of the student. For the purposes of this subrule, equipment shall not include textbooks.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09; ARC 5326C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—22.22(261E) Tuition reimbursements and adjustments. The failure of a student to complete
or otherwise to receive credit for an enrolled course requires the student, if 18 years of age or older,
to reimburse the school district for the cost of the enrolled course. If the student is under 18 years of
age, the student’s parent or guardian shall sign the student registration form indicating that the parent or
guardian assumes all responsibility for the costs directly related to the incomplete or failed coursework.
If documentation is submitted to the school district that verifies the student was unable to complete the
course for reasons including but not limited to the student’s physical incapacity, a death in the student’s
immediate family, or the student’s move to another school district, that verification shall constitute a
waiver of the requirement that the student or parent or guardian pay the costs of the course to the school
district. An eligible postsecondary institution shall make pro rata adjustments to tuition reimbursement
amounts based upon federal guidelines established pursuant to 20 U.S.C. §1091b.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09]

281—22.23(261E) Reserved.

DIVISION VI
CAREER ACADEMIES

281—22.24(261E) Career academies. A career academy is a program of study as defined in
281—Chapter 46. A course offered by a career academy shall not qualify as a regional academy course.

22.24(1) A career academy course may qualify as a concurrent enrollment course if it meets the
requirements of Iowa Code section 261E.8.

22.24(2) The school district providing secondary education under this division shall be eligible
for supplementary weighting under Iowa Code section 257.11(2), and the community college shall be
eligible for funds allocated pursuant to Iowa Code section 260C.18A.

22.24(3) Information regarding career academies shall be provided by the school district to a student
and the student’s parent or guardian prior to the development of the student’s core curriculum plan under
Iowa Code section 279.61.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09; ARC 4809C, IAB 12/18/19, effective 1/22/20]

281—22.25(261E) Reserved.

DIVISION VII
REGIONAL ACADEMIES

281—22.26(261E) Regional academies. A regional academy is a program established by a school
district to which multiple school districts send students in grades 7 through 12. In addition to partnering

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/282.18.pdf
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with other school districts, the school district establishing a regional academy may enter into a contract
or a chapter 28E agreement with one or more accredited nonpublic schools, area education agencies,
community colleges, accredited public or nonpublic postsecondary institutions, businesses, and private
agencies located within or outside of Iowa.

22.26(1) Purpose. A regional academy shall be established to build a culture of innovation for
students and community; to diversify educational and economic opportunities by engaging in learning
experiences that involve students in complex, real-world projects; and to develop regional or global
innovation networks.

22.26(2) Curriculum. A regional academy shall include in its curriculum advanced-level courses.
A regional academy may include in its curriculum career and technical courses and core curriculum
coursework. The coursework may be delivered virtually, or via the ICN, asynchronous learning
networks, or Internet-based delivery systems.

22.26(3) Supplementary weighting. School districts participating in regional academies are eligible
for supplementary weighting as provided in Iowa Code section 257.11(2). The school districts
participating in the regional academy shall enter into an agreement on how the funding generated by
the supplementary weighting received shall be used and shall submit the agreement, as well as a copy
of the minutes of meetings of the local school district boards of directors in which the boards approved
the agreement, to the department for approval by October 1 of the year in which the districts intend to
request supplementary weighting for the regional academy.

22.26(4) Student plan. Information regarding regional academies shall be provided to a student and
the student’s parent or guardian prior to the development of the student’s core curriculum plan under
Iowa Code section 279.61.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09; ARC 9902B, IAB 12/14/11, effective 1/18/12]

281—22.27(261E) Waivers for certain regional academies. A school district that establishes a
regional academy may, but is not required to, submit to the department a request for waiver from any
statutory or regulatory provision identified by the school district as a barrier to the school district’s
goal of increasing student achievement or increasing competency-based learning opportunities for
students. The school district shall submit a plan to the department demonstrating how the regional
academy will increase student achievement or increase competency-based learning opportunities for
students, how the regional academy will assess either the increase in student achievement or the
increase in competency-based learning opportunities for students, and why the requested waiver or
waivers are necessary. The waiver request and plan shall be submitted to the department for approval
by January 1 of the school year immediately preceding the school year for which waiver is sought. The
department may not waive or modify any statutory or regulatory provision relating to requirements
applicable to school districts that pertain to audit requirements, investment of public funds, collective
bargaining, open meetings, public records, civil rights, human rights, special education, contracts with
and discharge of teachers and administrators, powers and duties of school boards, teacher quality, and
school transportation.
[ARC 9902B, IAB 12/14/11, effective 1/18/12]

DIVISION VIII
INTERNET-BASED AND ICN COURSEWORK

281—22.28(261E) Internet-based coursework. The programming in this chapter may be delivered
via Internet-based technologies including but not limited to the Iowa learning online program. An
Internet-based course may qualify for additional supplemental weighting if it meets the requirements of
Division IV or Division VI of this chapter. To qualify as a senior year plus course, an Internet-based
course must comply with the appropriate provisions of this chapter.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09]

281—22.29(261E) ICN-based coursework. The ICN may be used to deliver coursework for the
programming provided under this chapter subject to an appropriation by the general assembly for that
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purpose. A school district that provides courses delivered via the ICN shall receive supplemental
funding as provided in Iowa Code section 257.11(7). To qualify as a senior year plus course, a course
offered through the ICN must comply with the appropriate provisions of this chapter.
[ARC 8187B, IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09]

281—22.30 and 22.31 Reserved.

DIVISION IX
PROJECT LEAD THE WAY

281—22.32(261E) Project lead the way.
22.32(1) Program established. A project lead the way program is established to be administered by

the department to promote rigorous science, technology, engineering, and mathematics pursuits.
22.32(2) Notification. A school district shall provide descriptions of the project lead the way courses

available to students using a course registration handbook. The handbook shall identify which courses, if
successfully completed, generate college credit under the program. Information about available project
lead the way courses shall be provided to every junior high school student or middle school student prior
to the development of a core curriculum plan pursuant to Iowa Code section 279.61.

22.32(3) Access. Students from accredited nonpublic schools and students receiving competent
private instruction under Iowa Code chapter 299A may access the program through the school district
in which the accredited nonpublic school or private institution is located.

22.32(4) Curriculum. A school district offering a project lead the way program must offer the
curriculum developed by the national organization that administers the project lead the way program.

22.32(5) Instructor. A school district shall ensure that a teacher or instructor employed to provide
instruction under this rule meets the following additional criteria:

a. The teacher shall have successfully completed the training required by the national organization
that administers the project lead the way program.

b. The teacher shall meet the minimum requirements of the national organization that administers
the project lead the way program.

c. The teacher shall participate, on a regular basis, in available professional development provided
by the national organization that administers the project lead the way program.

22.32(6) Accreditation standards.
a. A project lead the way course may apply toward high school program accreditation standards

pursuant to 281—subrule 12.5(5). To meet the requirement, the instructor must be appropriately licensed
and endorsed by the board of educational examiners to teach the subject area of the accreditation standard.

b. If the project lead the way course being taught is within a career and technical education
program or is one in a sequence of project lead the way courses which collectively are used to meet one
of the career and technical education sequential unit requirements of 281—Chapter 12, the program
must be approved by the department pursuant to 281—Chapter 46.

22.32(7) Collaborative project lead the way courses.
a. A collaborative program for project lead the way courses is established to be administered

by the department to promote rigorous science, technology, engineering, and mathematics pursuits in
partnership with a community college established under Iowa Code chapter 260C. The program shall be
made available to all resident students in grades 9 through 12.

b. A comparable course, as defined in rules adopted by the board of directors of the school district
consistent with department administrative rule, must not be offered by the school district or accredited
nonpublic school the student attends.

c. A school district shall be certified by the national organization that administers the project lead
the way program and have a signed agreement with that organization.

d. To be eligible, institutions, instructors, and students shall meet the requirements of Iowa Code
section 261E.3.
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e. A school district may set additional eligibility requirements to ensure student readiness
to achieve success. All students in the shared course shall meet the expectations of the national
organization that administers the project lead the way program and shall be registered for college credit.

f. A district-to-community college sharing program for project lead the way courses that meets
the requirements of 281—subrule 97.2(6) is eligible for funding under that provision for collaborative
project lead the way career and technical education courses.

22.32(8) Credit.
a. The school district shall grant high school credit to a student enrolled in a project lead the way

course not offered by a community college. At a school district’s discretion, a project lead the way course
may count toward a school district’s graduation requirements provided that the teacher is licensed by the
board of educational examiners and endorsed within the subject area of the graduation requirement.

b. The school district shall grant high school credit to a student enrolled in a project lead the way
course for college credit under this chapter if the student successfully completes the course as determined
by the community college and the course was previously approved by the school board pursuant to Iowa
Code subsection 261E.8(3) and paragraph 22.2(2)“a.” If a student is not successful in completing a
project lead the way course as determined by the community college, the student’s high school transcript
shall reflect the failing grade. The board of directors of the school district shall determine the number of
high school credits that shall be granted to a student who successfully completes a project lead the way
course.

c. The school district may offer a project lead the way course as an articulated course. Articulated
courses shall be offered through an agreement between the district and postsecondary institution which
allows students to receive college credit at the postsecondary institution upon matriculation based on the
demonstrated mastery of concepts in the high school course. An articulated course shall not be delivered
by a postsecondary institution.
[ARC 0519C, IAB 12/12/12, effective 1/16/13; ARC 4809C, IAB 12/18/19, effective 1/22/20]

DIVISION X
SUMMER COLLEGE CREDIT PROGRAM

281—22.33(261E) Summer college credit program.
22.33(1) Program established. A summer college credit program is established to expand access

for high school students to high-quality career and technical education experiences aligned with career
pathways leading to postsecondary credentials and high-demand jobs. Programs approved under subrule
22.33(3) shall be offered during the summer term of an eligible postsecondary institution.

22.33(2) Type of coursework offered. The following provisions apply to coursework delivered
through an approved program under this rule.

a. Coursework eligible to be offered through an approved program under this rule shall be
technical core coursework within and prerequisite coursework for a career and technical education
program approved under 281—subrule 21.4(3).

b. The career and technical education program shall be aligned to in-demand occupations
identified by the state workforce development board and community colleges pursuant to Iowa Code
section 84A.1B(13A) as enacted by 2018 Iowa Acts, House File 2458.

c. Coursework delivered under this rule shall comply with the course requirements established
under Iowa Code section 257.11(3). The course shall be ineligible for supplementary weighting under
that section.

22.33(3) Program proposals. The department shall establish an annual process for the submission
and review of proposals for summer college credit programs. A postsecondary institution eligible to
offer programming under Division IV of this chapter may submit program proposals to the department.

a. Minimum components. The proposal shall detail the following components.
(1) A program description, including the course or courses to be made available through the

program; total number of credit hours; additional cocurricular experiences and activities including
project-, problem-, and work-based learning opportunities; additional support services to be made
available through the program; and any other pertinent program information.
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(2) The total number of students that the program is capable of serving.
(3) The start date and duration of the program.
b. Enrollment threshold. The postsecondary institution will propose, and the department will

approve, a minimum program enrollment threshold. Programs that surpass the minimum enrollment
threshold shall be eligible for funding under paragraph 22.33(4)“b.”

c. Review of proposals. The department shall establish a review process to evaluate all program
proposals. In reviewing proposals, the department shall give priority consideration to program proposals
that will ensure equitable geographic disbursement of approved programs. The department shall also
give consideration to additional criteria including number of students served; cost per credit hour offered;
alignment to in-demand occupations; the inclusion of extracurricular experiences with an emphasis on
project-, problem-, and work-based learning opportunities; and the inclusion of provisions that address
and remove barriers to participation for nontraditional students, underrepresented minority students, and
low-income students.

d. Funding of proposals. A program proposal approved under this rule shall be funded under
paragraph 22.33(4)“a” for the amount described under paragraph 22.33(3)“a.”

22.33(4) Disbursement of funds. Subject to the appropriation of funds, the department shall disburse
funds to a postsecondary institution offering an approved program in the following manner. All funds
received under this rule shall be used to support and sustain the approved program.

a. Base funding. The amount of funds reserved for base funding as specified in paragraph
22.33(4)“c” shall be distributed equally between approved programs.

b. Enrollment. Any funds not distributed under paragraph 22.33(4)“a” shall be distributed to
postsecondary institutions offering an approved program with student enrollment greater than the
minimum enrollment threshold.

(1) An approved program shall gather a count of students enrolled in the program on the third day
following the start date of the program. The count of students enrolled in the program shall be submitted
to the department in a manner prescribed by the department.

(2) Enrollment funding shall be calculated by the department for each program with enrollment
greater than the minimum enrollment threshold. For purposes of this rule, the portion of enrollment
funding to be received by a postsecondary institution offering an approved program shall be equal to the
total student enrollment in the approved program divided by the total student enrollments statewide.

c. Subsequent years. In each of the subsequent three years following the implementation year, the
portion of the allocation distributed based on enrollment shall increase by 10 percent each year until the
minimum amount awarded based on enrollment is equal to 80 percent of the total allocation.

22.33(5) Availability. A postsecondary institution offering an approved program shall enter into a
contract with a school district interested inmaking the program available to eligible students of the school
district. The program shall be made available to any eligible student from a participating school district.
An institution offering programming to a student under this rule shall comply with the requirements of
Division IV of this chapter.

a. Student eligibility. To participate in an approved program, a student shall comply with the
criteria established under rule 281—22.2(261E).

b. Teacher eligibility. A teacher assigned to provide instruction under this rule shall comply with
the criteria established under rule 281—22.3(261E) and be a community college-employed instructor.

c. Institutional eligibility. Institutions offering an approved program under this rule shall comply
with the criteria established under rule 281—22.4(261E).
[ARC 4293C, IAB 2/13/19, effective 1/17/19; ARC 5326C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 261E.
[Filed 10/18/88, Notice 9/7/88—published 11/16/88, effective 12/21/88]
[Filed 10/12/90, Notice 9/5/90—published 10/31/90, effective 12/5/90]
[Filed 11/22/91, Notice 10/2/91—published 12/11/91, effective 1/15/92]
[Filed 12/14/92, Notice 9/16/92—published 1/6/93, effective 2/10/93]
[Filed 1/14/94, Notice 10/27/93—published 2/2/94, effective 3/9/94]

[Filed ARC 8187B (Notice ARC 7612B, IAB 3/11/09), IAB 10/7/09, effective 11/11/09]
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[Filed ARC 9902B (Notice ARC 9791B, IAB 10/5/11), IAB 12/14/11, effective 1/18/12]
[Filed ARC 0526C (Notice ARC 0298C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 12/12/12, effective 1/16/13]
[Filed ARC 0519C (Notice ARC 0386C, IAB 10/3/12), IAB 12/12/12, effective 1/16/13]

[Filed Emergency After Notice ARC 4293C (Notice ARC 4155C, IAB 12/5/18), IAB 2/13/19,
effective 1/17/19]

[Filed ARC 4809C (Notice ARC 4683C, IAB 10/9/19), IAB 12/18/19, effective 1/22/20]
[Filed ARC 5326C (Notice ARC 5208C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]
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CHAPTER 24
COMMUNITY COLLEGE ACCREDITATION

281—24.1(260C) Purpose. As set forth in Iowa Code section 260C.1, the purpose of accreditation of
Iowa’s community colleges is to confirm that each college is offering, to the greatest extent possible,
educational opportunities and services, when applicable, but not be limited to:

1. The first two years of college work including preprofessional education.
2. Career and technical training.
3. Programs for in-service training and retraining of workers.
4. Programs for high school completion for students of post-high school age.
5. Programs for all students of high school age, who may best serve themselves by enrolling for

career and technical training, while also enrolled in a local high school, public or private.
6. Programs for students of high school age to provide advanced college placement courses not

taught at a student’s high school while the student is also enrolled in the high school.
7. Student personnel services.
8. Community services.
9. Career and technical education for persons who have academic, socioeconomic, or other

disabilities which prevent succeeding in regular career and technical education programs.
10. Training, retraining, and all necessary preparation for productive employment of all citizens.
11. Career and technical training for persons who are not enrolled in a high school and who have

not completed high school.
12. Developmental education for persons who are academically or personally underprepared to

succeed in their program of study.
[ARC 8644B, IAB 4/7/10, effective 5/12/10]

281—24.2(260C) Scope. Each community college is subject to accreditation by the state board
of education, as provided in Iowa Code section 260C.47. The state board of education shall grant
accreditation if a community college meets the standards established in this chapter.

281—24.3(260C) Definitions. For purposes of interpreting rule 281—24.5(260C), the following
definitions shall apply:

“Applied liberal arts and sciences course.” An applied liberal arts and sciences course is a course
that is classified as arts and sciences in Iowa’s common course numbering system and that primarily
consists of hands-on or occupational skill development, including but not limited to accounting,
ceramics, criminal investigation, dance, drama, music, photography, and physical education.

“Department.” Department refers to the Iowa department of education.
“Director.” Director refers to the director of the department.
“Field of instruction.” Field of instruction indicates the discipline or occupational area within which

an instructor teaches, which aligns with the content of the course being taught as indicated by the course
prefix, title, or description.

“Full-time instructor.” An instructor is considered to be full-time if the community college board of
directors designates the instructor as full-time. Determination of full-time status shall be based on local
board-approved contracts.

“Higher Learning Commission.” The Higher Learning Commission is the regional accrediting
authority recognized by the U.S. Department of Education. Iowa Code sections 260C.47 and 260C.48
require that the state accreditation process be integrated with that of the Higher Learning Commission.

“Joint enrollment.” Joint enrollment refers to any community college credit course offered to
students enrolled in a secondary school. Courses offered for joint enrollment include courses delivered
through contractual agreements between school districts and community colleges, courses delivered
through the postsecondary enrollment options program, and college credit courses taken independently
by tuition-paying secondary school students.
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“Qualifying graduate field or major.” A qualifying graduate field or major represents an academic
discipline in which an instructor must have earned credit in order to teach courses in specified fields of
instruction.

“Relevant tested experience.” Relevant tested experience refers to the breadth, depth, and currency
of work experience outside of the classroom in real-world situations relevant to the field of instruction.
[ARC 8644B, IAB 4/7/10, effective 5/12/10; ARC 2945C, IAB 2/15/17, effective 3/22/17]

281—24.4(260C) Accreditation components and criteria—Higher Learning Commission. In order
to be accredited by the state board of education and maintain accreditation status, a community college
must meet the accreditation criteria of the Higher Learning Commission and additional state standards.
Documents and materials provided in accordance with the accreditation requirements of the Higher
Learning Commission shall also be provided to the department for the state accreditation process.
[ARC 8644B, IAB 4/7/10, effective 5/12/10; ARC 0015C, IAB 2/22/12, effective 3/28/12]

281—24.5(260C) Accreditation components and criteria—additional state standards. To be
granted accreditation by the state board of education, an Iowa community college shall also meet
additional standards pertaining to minimum or quality assurance standards for faculty (Iowa Code
section 260C.48(1)); faculty load (Iowa Code section 260C.48(2)); special needs and protected classes
(Iowa Code section 260C.48(3)); career and technical education program evaluation (Iowa Code section
258.4(7)); facilities, parking lots and roads; strategic planning; quality faculty plan (Iowa Code section
260C.36); and senior year plus programs (Iowa Code chapter 261E).

24.5(1) Faculty.
a. Community college-employed instructors who teach college credit courses shall meet minimum

standards and institutional quality faculty plan requirements. Standards shall at a minimum require that
all community college instructors meet the following requirements:

(1) Instructors teaching courses in the area of career and technical education shall be registered,
certified, or licensed in the occupational area in which the state requires registration, certification, or
licensure and shall meet at least one of the following qualifications:

1. Possess a baccalaureate degree or higher in the field of instruction inwhich the instructor teaches
classes, or possess a baccalaureate degree in any area of study if at least 18 of the credit hours completed
were in the career and technical field of instruction in which the instructor teaches classes.

2. Possess an associate degree in the career and technical education field of instruction in which
the instructor is teaching, if such degree is considered terminal for that field of instruction, and have at
least 3,000 hours of recent and relevant work experience in the occupational area or related occupational
area in which the instructor teaches classes.

3. Have special training and at least 6,000 hours of relevant tested experience in the occupational
area or related occupational area in which the instructor teaches classes if the instructor possesses less
than a baccalaureate degree in the area or related area of study or occupational area in which the instructor
is teaching classes and the instructor does not meet the requirements of subparagraph 24.5(1)“a”(2).

(2) For purposes of paragraphs 24.5(1)“a”(1)“2” and “3,” if the instructor is a licensed practitioner
who holds a career and technical endorsement under Iowa Code chapter 272, relevant work experience
in the occupational area includes, but is not limited to, classroom instruction in a career and technical
education subject area offered by a school district or accredited nonpublic school.

(3) Instructors in the area of arts and sciences shall meet one of the following qualifications:
1. Possess a master’s degree or higher from a regionally accredited graduate school in each field

of instruction in which the instructor is teaching classes.
2. Possess a master’s degree or higher from a regionally accredited graduate school and have

completed a minimum of 18 graduate semester hours in a combination of the qualifying graduate fields
identified as related to the field of instruction in which the instructor is teaching classes. These 18
graduate semester hours must include at least 6 credits in the specific course content being taught, with
at least 12 credits required for courses that serve as prerequisites for junior-level courses at transfer
institutions.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8644B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2945C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8644B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0015C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2016/260C.48.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2016/260C.48.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2016/260C.48.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2016/258.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2016/260C.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2016/261E.pdf
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For the transition period ending September 1, 2017, an instructor deemed qualified to teach with
a master’s degree and 12 graduate semester hours within a field of instruction and who demonstrates
adequate progress towardmeeting the goals of the instructor’s individual quality faculty plan shall remain
qualified to teach until the date specified in the quality faculty plan or September 1, 2017, whichever
comes first.

3. For courses identified as applied liberal arts and sciences, possess at least a bachelor’s degree
and a combination of formal training and professional tested experience equivalent to 6,000 hours. The
instructor shall hold the appropriate registration, certification, or licensure in occupational areas in which
such credential is necessary for practice.

b. Developmental education and noncredit instructors are not subject to standards under this
subrule. Adult education instructors shall meet minimum standards set forth in rule 281—23.6(260C).

c. A faculty standards council shall be convened by the department to review procedures for
establishing and reviewing minimum instructor qualifications and definitions for “field of instruction,”
“applied liberal arts and sciences courses,” “qualifying graduate field or major,” and “relevant tested
experience.” Definitions shall be based on accepted practices of regionally accredited two- and four-year
institutions of higher education.

(1) The council shall include faculty and academic administrators and meet at least annually. The
council shall make recommendations to a committee consisting of the chief academic officers of Iowa’s
15 community colleges. The committee shall adopt definitions and minimum faculty qualification
standards to be utilized for the state accreditation process. Each community college shall adhere to the
adopted definitions and minimum faculty qualification standards.

(2) When utilizing relevant tested experience to qualify an instructor to teach classes within a
specific field of instruction, each community college shall maintain well-defined policies, procedures,
and documentation in alignment with the adopted definitions and minimum faculty qualification
standards. This documentation shall demonstrate that the instructor possesses the experience and
expertise necessary to teach in the specified field of instruction and is current in the instructor’s
discipline. When tested experience is assessed, an hour of relevant work is equal to 60 minutes and one
full-time year of relevant work is equal to 2,000 hours.

24.5(2) Faculty load.
a. Arts and sciences. The full-time teaching load of an instructor in arts and sciences courses

shall be 15 credit hours within a traditional semester or the equivalent and shall not exceed a maximum
of 16 credit hours within a traditional semester or the equivalent. An instructor may also have an
additional teaching assignment beyond the maximum academic workload, provided the instructor
and the community college administration mutually consent to this additional assignment and the
total workload does not exceed the equivalent of 22 credit hours within a traditional semester or the
equivalent.

b. Career and technical education. The full-time teaching load of an instructor in career and
technical education programs shall not exceed an aggregate of 30 hours per week or the equivalent.
An instructor may also teach the equivalent of an additional 3 credit hours, provided the instructor
consents to this additional assignment. When the teaching assignment includes classroom subjects
(nonlaboratory), consideration shall be given to establishing the teaching load more in conformity with
that of paragraph 24.5(2)“a.”

24.5(3) Special needs and protected classes. Community colleges shall provide equal access to the
full range of program offerings and services including, but not limited to, recruitment, enrollment, and
placement activities for students with special education needs or protected by state or federal civil rights
regulations. Students with disabilities shall be given access to the full range of program offerings at a
college through reasonable accommodations.

24.5(4) Career and technical education evaluation. The director of the department shall ensure
that Iowa’s community colleges annually review at least 20 percent of approved career and technical
education programs. The community college career and technical program review and evaluation
system must ensure that the programs:

a. Are compatible with educational reform efforts.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.23.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.24.5.pdf
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b. Are capable of responding to technological change and innovation.
c. Meet educational needs of the students and employment community, including students with

special education needs or protected by state or federal civil rights regulations.
d. Enable students enrolled to perform the minimum competencies independently.
e. Are articulated/integrated with the total school curriculum.
f. Enable students with a secondary career and technical background to pursue other educational

interests in a postsecondary setting, if desired.
g. Provide students with support services and eliminate access barriers to education and

employment for students with special education needs or protected by state or federal civil rights
regulations.

24.5(5) Facilities, parking lots and roads.
a. Facilities master planning. Each community college shall present evidence of adequate

planning, including a board-approved facilities plan. Planning includes tentative program approval,
a master campus plan, written educational specifications, site plot showing location of proposed and
existing facilities, elevations and floor plans.

b. Accessibility and safety. All new or remodeled facilities (buildings and programs offered in
such facilities) and services in such facilities shall be made functional and usable for persons with special
needs and shall comply with Iowa Code chapter 104A and the Americans With Disabilities Act, 42
U.S.C. § 12101, and address issues of campus safety and security as required by Iowa Code chapter 260C
and by the federal Clery Act, 20 U.S.C. § 1092(f). All parking areas and roads shall comply with all state
and federal rules and regulations dealing with roads, parking ramps, and accessibility requirements.

c. Adequate facilities. All administrative facilities, classrooms, laboratories, and related facilities
shall be educationally adequate for the purpose for which they are designed.

d. Library or learning resource center. A library or learning resource center shall be planned as
part of the master campus plan and space made for library or learning resource center services within
the initial construction. The library or learning resource center shall be adequately staffed with qualified
professionals and skilled nonprofessional personnel. The library or learning resource center materials
collection of a community college shall be accessible and adequate in size and scope to serve effectively
the number and variety of programs offered and the number of students enrolled, including students
enrolled at distance and satellite sites. The library or learning resource center materials shall show
evidence of having been selected by faculty as well as professional library or learning resource staff
and shall be kept up-to-date. The budget of the library or learning resource center shall be appropriate
for the programs and services offered by the community college.

e. Student center. An area of the college shall be provided where students may gather informally
and where food is available.

24.5(6) Strategic planning. The community college shall prepare a strategic plan at least once every
five years to guide the college and its decision making.

24.5(7) Quality faculty plan. The community college shall establish a quality faculty committee
consisting of instructors and administrators to develop and maintain a plan for hiring and developing
quality faculty. The committee shall have equal representatives of arts and sciences and career and
technical faculty with no more than a simple majority of members of the same gender. Faculty shall be
appointed by the certified employee organization representing faculty, if any, and administrators shall
be appointed by the college’s administration. If no faculty-certified employee organization representing
faculty exists, the faculty shall be appointed by administration pursuant to IowaCode section 260C.48(4).
The committee shall submit the plan to the board of directors for consideration, approval and submittal
to the department of education.

a. For purposes of this subrule, the following definitions shall apply.
(1) “Counselor” means those who are classified as counselors as defined in the college’s collective

bargaining agreement or written policy.
(2) “Media specialist”means thosewho are classified asmedia specialists as defined in the college’s

collective bargaining agreement or written policy.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2017/104A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2017/260C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/260C.48.pdf
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b. The institutional quality faculty plan is applicable to all community college-employed faculty
teaching college credit courses, counselors, and media specialists. The plan requirements may be
differentiated for each type of employee. The plan shall include, at a minimum, each of the following
components:

(1) Plan maintenance. The quality faculty committee shall submit proposed plan modifications to
the board of directors for consideration and approval. It is recommended that the plan be updated at least
annually.

(2) A determination of the faculty and staff to be included in the plan including, but not limited to,
all instructors teaching college credit courses, counselors, and media specialists.

(3) Orientation for new faculty. It is recommended that new faculty orientation be initiated within
six months from the hiring date. It is recommended that the orientation of new faculty be flexible to
meet current and future needs and provide options other than structured college courses for faculty to
improve teaching strategies, curriculum development and evaluation strategies. It is recommended that
the college consider developing a faculty mentoring program.

(4) Continuing professional development for faculty. It is recommended that the plan clearly
specify required components including time frame for continuing professional development for faculty.
It is recommended that the plan include the number of hours, courses, workshops, professional and
academic conferences or other experiences such as industry internships, cooperatives and exchange
programs that faculty may use for continuing professional development. It is recommended that the
plan include prescribed and elective topics such as discipline-specific content and educational trends
and research. Examples of topics that may be considered include dealing with the complexities of
learners, skills in teaching adults, curriculum development, assessment, evaluation, enhancing students’
retention and success, reaching nontraditional and minority students, improving skills in implementing
technology and applied learning, leadership development, and issues unique to a particular college. The
institutional quality faculty plan shall include professional development components for all instructional
staff, counselors, and media specialists and may include reciprocity features that facilitate movement
from one college to another.

(5) Procedures for accurate record keeping and documentation for plan monitoring. It is
recommended that the plan identify the college officials or administrators responsible for the
administration, record keeping and ongoing evaluation and monitoring of the plan. It is recommended
the plan monitoring, evidence collected, and records maintained showing implementation of the plan
be comprehensive in scope. It is recommended that the plan provide for the documentation that each
faculty member appropriately possesses, attains or progresses toward attaining minimum competencies.

(6) Consortium arrangements where appropriate, cost-effective and mutually beneficial. It is
recommended that the plan provide an outline of existing and potential consortium arrangements
including a description of the benefits, cost-effectiveness, and method of evaluating consortium services.

(7) Specific activities that ensure that faculty attain and demonstrate instructional competencies
and knowledge in their subject or technical areas. It is recommended that the plan identify faculty
minimum competencies and explain the method or methods of determining and assessing competencies.
It is recommended that the plan contain procedures for reporting faculty progress. It is recommended
that faculty be notified at least once a year of their progress in attaining competencies.

(8) Procedures for collection and maintenance of records demonstrating that each faculty member
has attained or documented progress toward attaining minimum competencies. It is recommended that
the plan specify data collection procedures that demonstrate how each full-time faculty member has
attained or has documented progress toward attaining minimum competencies. It is recommended
that the plan incorporate the current department of education management information system
data submission requirements by which each college submits complete human resources data files
electronically as a part of the college’s year-end reporting.

(9) Compliance with the faculty accreditation standards of the Higher Learning Commission
and with faculty standards required under specific programs offered by the community college that
are accredited by other accrediting agencies. It is recommended that the plan provide for the uniform
reports with substantiating data currently required for Higher Learning Commission accreditation.
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c. The department of education shall notify the community college when the department requires
that a modified quality faculty plan be submitted. The department shall review the plan during the state
accreditation evaluations to ensure each community college’s compliance and progress in implementing
a quality faculty plan as approved by the local board of directors. The department shall review the
following:

(1) Documents submitted by the college that demonstrate that the plan includes each component
required by paragraph “b” of this subrule.

(2) Documentation submitted by the college that the board of directors approved the plan.
(3) Documentation submitted by the college that the college is implementing the approved plan,

including, but not limited to, evidence of plan monitoring, evaluation and updating; evidence that
the faculty has attained, or is progressing toward attaining, minimum competencies and standards
contained in Iowa Code section 260C.48; evidence that faculty members have been notified of their
progress toward attaining minimum competencies and standards; and evidence that the college meets
the minimum accreditation requirements for faculty required by the Higher Learning Commission.

(4) Documentation that the college administration encourages the continued development of
faculty potential as defined in Iowa Code Supplement section 260C.36 as amended by 2008 Iowa Acts,
House File 2679.

(5) Documentation of the human resources report submitted by the college through the
department’s community college management information system.

24.5(8) Senior year plus. The community college shall provide access to joint enrollment
opportunities for high school age students. Each college shall comply with the appropriate standards
defined in Iowa Code chapter 261E.
[ARC 8644B, IAB 4/7/10, effective 5/12/10; ARC 0015C, IAB 2/22/12, effective 3/28/12; ARC 2945C, IAB 2/15/17, effective
3/22/17; ARC 5327C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—24.6(260C) Accreditation process.
24.6(1) Components. The community college accreditation process shall include the following

components:
a. Each community college shall submit information on an annual basis to the department of

education to comply with program evaluation requirements adopted by the state board of education.
b. The department of education shall conduct a comprehensive on-site accreditation evaluation of

each community college on a ten-year interval. An interim evaluation midway between comprehensive
evaluations shall also be conducted. The department shall prepare a staggered evaluation schedule which
sets no more than three comprehensive or interim evaluations in any one year. No comprehensive or
interim evaluation shall be required for continued accreditation prior to a community college’s first
evaluation under the schedule. The department shall have the authority to conduct focus evaluation
visits as needed.

24.6(2) Accreditation team. The size and composition of the accreditation team shall be determined
by the director of the department, but the team shall include members of the department of education
staff and staff members from community colleges other than the community college being evaluated for
accreditation, and any other technical experts as needed.

24.6(3) Accreditation team action. After a visit to a community college, the accreditation team
shall evaluate whether the accreditation standards have been met and shall make a report to the director
of the department and the state board of education, together with a recommendation as to whether
the community college shall remain accredited. The accreditation team shall report strengths and
opportunities for improvement, if any, for each standard and criterion and shall advise the community
college of available resources and technical assistance to further enhance strengths and address areas
for improvement. A community college may respond to the accreditation team’s report.

24.6(4) State board of education consideration of accreditation. The state board of education
shall determine whether a community college shall remain accredited. Approval of accreditation for
a community college by the state board of education shall be based upon the recommendation of the
director of the department after study of the factual and evaluative evidence on record pursuant to the

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2016/260C.48.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/260C.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/261E.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8644B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0015C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2945C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5327C.pdf
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standards and criteria described in this chapter, and based upon the timely submission of information
required by the department of education in a format provided by the department of education. With the
approval of the director of the department, a focus visit may be conducted if the situation at a particular
college warrants such a visit.

a. Accreditation granted. Continuation of accreditation, if granted, shall be for a ten-year term;
however, approval for a lesser termmay be granted by the state board of education if the board determines
that conditions so warrant.

b. Accreditation denied or conditional accreditation. If the state board of education denies
accreditation or grants conditional accreditation, the director of the department of education, in
cooperation with the board of directors of the community college, shall establish a plan prescribing
the procedures that must be taken to correct deficiencies in meeting the standards and criteria and
shall establish a deadline for correction of the deficiencies. The plan shall be submitted to the director
within 45 days following the notice of accreditation denial or conditional accreditation. The plan shall
include components which address correcting deficiencies, sharing or merger options, discontinuance
of specific programs or courses of study, and any other options proposed by the state board of education
or the accreditation team to allow the college to meet the accreditation standards and criteria.

c. Implementation of plan. During the time specified in the plan for its implementation, the
community college remains accredited. The accreditation team shall revisit the community college to
evaluate whether the deficiencies in the standards or criteria have been corrected and shall make a report
and recommendation to the director and the state board of education. The state board of education
shall review the report and recommendation, may request additional information, and shall determine
whether the deficiencies have been corrected.

d. Removal of accreditation. The director shall give a community college which fails to meet
accreditation standards, as determined by the state board of education, at least one year’s notice prior to
removal of accreditation. The notice shall be sent by certified mail or restricted certified mail addressed
to the chief executive officer of the community college and shall specify the reasons for removal of
accreditation. The notice shall also be sent to each member of the board of directors of the community
college. If, during the year, the community college remedies the reasons for removal of accreditation
and satisfies the director that the community college will comply with the accreditation standards and
criteria in the future, the director shall continue the accreditation and shall transmit notice of the action
to the community college by certified mail or restricted certified mail.

e. Failure to correct deficiencies. If the deficiencies have not been corrected in a program of a
community college, the community college board of directors shall take one of the following actions
within 60 days from removal of accreditation:

(1) Merge the deficient program or programs with a program or programs from another accredited
community college.

(2) Contract with another accredited postsecondary educational institution for purposes of program
delivery at the community college.

(3) Discontinue the program or programs which have been identified as deficient.
f. Appeal process provided. The action of the director to remove the state accreditation of a

community college program may be appealed to the state board of education as provided in Iowa Code
section 260C.47, subsection 7.
[ARC 8644B, IAB 4/7/10, effective 5/12/10; ARC 0015C, IAB 2/22/12, effective 3/28/12]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 258.4(7) and chapters 260C and 261E.
[Filed 7/27/06, Notice 6/7/06—published 8/16/06, effective 9/20/06]

[Filed 11/20/08, Notice 8/27/08—published 12/17/08, effective 1/21/09]
[Filed ARC 8644B (Notice ARC 8388B, IAB 12/16/09), IAB 4/7/10, effective 5/12/10]
[Filed ARC 0015C (Notice ARC 9907B, IAB 12/14/11), IAB 2/22/12, effective 3/28/12]
[Filed ARC 2945C (Notice ARC 2853C, IAB 12/7/16), IAB 2/15/17, effective 3/22/17]
[Filed ARC 5327C (Notice ARC 5209C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]
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https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8644B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0015C.pdf
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https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2016/260C.pdf
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CHAPTER 34
FUNDING FOR CHILDREN RESIDING IN STATE INSTITUTIONS

OR MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTES

281—34.1(218) Scope. These rules apply to the funding and provision of appropriate educational
services to children residing in the following institutions under the jurisdiction of the director of human
services: the Mental Health Institute, Cherokee, Iowa; the Mental Health Institute, Independence, Iowa;
and the State Training School, Eldora, Iowa.
[ARC 5328C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—34.2(218) Definitions. For the purposes of these rules, the following definitions shall apply:
“AEA” means an area education agency.
“Aggregate days”means the sum of the number of days of attendance, excluding days absent, for all

school-age pupils who are enrolled during the school year. A student is considered enrolled after being
placed in the institution and taking part in the educational program. Enrollment begins on the date that
the student begins taking part in the educational program and ends on the date that the student leaves the
institution or receives a high school diploma or its equivalent, whichever occurs first.

“Average daily attendance” or “ADA” means the average obtained by dividing the total of the
aggregate days of attendance by the total number of student contact days. ADA for purposes of this
chapter shall be calculated on the regular school year exclusive of summer session.

“Department” means the state department of education.
“Individualized education program” or “IEP” means the written record of an eligible individual’s

special education and related services developed in accordance with 281—Chapter 41. The IEP
document records the decisions reached at the IEP meeting and sets forth in writing a commitment of
resources necessary to enable an eligible individual to receive needed special education and related
services appropriate to the individual’s special learning needs. There is one IEP which specifies all the
special education and related services for an eligible individual.

“Institution” means the Mental Health Institute, Cherokee, Iowa; the Mental Health Institute,
Independence, Iowa; and the State Training School, Eldora, Iowa.

“Proposed educational program” means a written description of the general education program,
special education services, transition activities, and summer school programs that are proposed to be
implemented in order to provide appropriate educational services for each child residing in an institution.

“Proposed educational program budget”means a document that outlines the costs for providing the
proposed educational program as defined in these rules.

“Regular school year” means the number of days that school is in session, not to exceed 180 days.
The regular school year for each institution shall begin on the first day of school established by the school
district in which each institution is located.

“School-age pupil” means a student who is a resident of the state of Iowa and who is at least 5
years of age but less than 21 years of age on September 15 of the school year, or a younger age if served
pursuant to an IEP.

“School district of the child’s residence” means the school district in which the parent or guardian
of the child resides or as defined under operation of law.

“Student contact days” means the days during which the educational program is provided and
students are under the guidance and instruction of the professional instructional staff.

“Transition” means communication between the institution and the child’s district of residence to
develop a plan for assisting the child to adjust to school in the district of residence upon the child’s return.
Planning for support and follow-up includes contacts with the child’s district of residence, community
agencies, and the AEA when needed.
[ARC 5328C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—34.3(218) General principles.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5328C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/281.41.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5328C.pdf
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34.3(1) Availability. All children who reside in state institutions and mental health institutes shall be
provided appropriate educational services in accordance with these rules. Special education services to
eligible individuals in institutions shall be provided in accordance with 281—Chapter 41.

34.3(2) Responsibility of institutions. It is the responsibility of institutions to provide or make
provision for appropriate educational services to children residing in these institutions and to ensure
appropriate transition of children back to the school district of residence. The institution may make
provision by contracting with the AEA or the school district in which the institution is located.

34.3(3) Basis for funding. Funding for general education programs at the institutions is determined
using a formula similar to the formula used for the determination of funding for local school districts
while considering the unique setting of the institutions. The amount of special education funding is
determined by comparing the structure of the general education program at each institution to the nature
and extent of services required for students with special education needs beyond what is provided to all
students by the general education program.

34.3(4) Responsibility of the AEA. It is the responsibility of the AEA in which the institution is
located to provide media services, educational services, and special education support services. The
nature and extent of these services shall be comparable to those provided to school districts in the AEA.

281—34.4(218) Notification.
34.4(1) Students served at mental health institutes. The Mental Health Institute, Cherokee, Iowa,

and the Mental Health Institute, Independence, Iowa, shall notify the district of residence of each child
who on the date specified in Iowa Code section 257.6, subsection 1, is residing in these institutions.
The notification shall occur on or before October 10 and shall be in writing or in a printable electronic
medium. The notification shall include the child’s name, birth date, and grade level and the names and
addresses of the child’s parents or guardians.

34.4(2) Students served at the State Training School at Eldora. The State Training School at Eldora
shall notify the AEA in which the institution is located and the district of residence of each child who
on the date specified in Iowa Code section 257.6, subsection 1, is residing in the institution if the child’s
release date is known and the release date is within the current school year. The notification shall occur
on or before October 10. For students served pursuant to an IEP, the State Training School at Eldora shall
by the last Friday in October also notify the AEA in which the institution is located and the district of
residence of each child residing in the institution if the child’s release date is known and the release date
is within the current school year. Notifications shall be in writing or in a printable electronic medium
and shall include the child’s name, birth date, and grade level and the names and addresses of the child’s
parents or guardians.
[ARC 5328C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—34.5(218) Program submission and approval. Educational programs shall be submitted,
reviewed, modified, and approved using the following procedures:

34.5(1) Submission. Each institution shall submit a proposed educational program to the department
of education and the department of human services by January 1 for the following school year. The
proposed program shall be submitted on forms provided or in the manner prescribed by the department
and shall include a description of the following:

a. The general education program including content standards, benchmarks, student learning goals
and all other requirements of 281—Chapter 12.

b. Special education services including instructional, support and other services that ensure the
provision of a free appropriate public education in the least restrictive environment for students with
disabilities in accordance with 281—Chapter 41.

c. Procedures that will be implemented to ensure the effective transition of each child back to the
school district of the child’s residence.

34.5(2) Approval. The department shall review and approve or modify the proposed educational
program by February 1 and communicate this action to each institution. The department shall also notify
the department of revenue of its action by February 1.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/281.41.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/257.6.pdf
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281—34.6(218) Budget submission and approval. Educational program budgets shall be submitted,
reviewed, modified, and approved using the following procedures:

34.6(1) Submission. Each institution shall submit a proposed educational program budget by January
1 for the following school year. The proposed budget shall be based on the average daily attendance of
the children residing in the institution and shall be submitted to the department of education and the
department of human services on forms provided by the department. The average daily attendance used
for the proposed budget shall be the average daily attendance for the school year that ended the previous
June 30.

34.6(2) Students not served pursuant to an IEP. The budget shall be calculated as the sum of the
following:

a. Average daily attendance multiplied by the state cost per pupil for the budget year established
pursuant to Iowa Code section 257.9.

b. Average daily attendance multiplied by the per pupil media services funding for the AEA in
which the institution is located as established by Iowa Code section 257.37.

c. Average daily attendance multiplied by the per pupil educational services funding for the AEA
in which the institution is located as established by Iowa Code section 257.37.

34.6(3) Students served pursuant to an IEP. The budget shall be calculated as the sum of the
following:

a. Costs established pursuant to subrule 34.6(2) for students not served pursuant to an IEP.
b. Additional weighting established by the special education weighting plan pursuant to Iowa

Code section 257.31, subsection 12, as appropriate to support the nature and extent of special education
services provided pursuant to subrule 34.3(3).

c. Special education student count multiplied by the special education support cost per pupil
funding established for the AEA in which the institution is located pursuant to Iowa Code section 257.9.

d. The State Training School at Eldora may include in its budget an amount that represents the
difference between the amount established pursuant to Iowa Code (2003) section 282.28 and approved
by the department for the 2003-2004 fiscal year included in the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2003, and
the amount the institution has budgeted under paragraph 34.6(3)“c.” The budget amount shall increase
annually by the allowable growth rate established for that year.

e. In addition to the amount each institution has budgeted as specified in paragraph 34.6(3)“c,”
the mental health institutes at Cherokee and Independence may include annually in their budgets an
amount not to exceed $200,000 based on the budget calculation specified in paragraph 34.6(2)“a.” This
budgeted amount may be adjusted to an amount that exceeds $200,000 in circumstances when there is
a significant increase in the number of students in attendance. This additional amount shall increase
annually by the allowable growth rate established for that year.

34.6(4) Approval. The department shall review and approve or modify the proposed educational
program budget by February 1 and communicate this action to each institution. The department shall
also notify the department of revenue of its action by February 1.
[ARC 5328C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—34.7(218) Payments. The department of revenue shall pay the approved budget amount to the
department of human services in monthly installments beginning September 15 and ending June 15 of
the next succeeding school year. The installments shall be as nearly equal as possible as determined by
the department of revenue, taking into consideration the relative budget and cash position of the state’s
resources. The department of revenue shall pay the approved budget amount for the department of human
services from the moneys appropriated under Iowa Code section 257.16, and the department of human
services shall distribute the payment to each institution.

281—34.8(218) Payments to the AEA. Within ten days of receiving its payment, the institution shall
pay to the AEA in which the institution is located one-tenth of the total funding included in its approved
budget for AEA media services, educational services, and special education support services.
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281—34.9(218) Contracting for services. The institutionmay contract with the AEA or the local school
district in which the institution is located to provide services to the students residing in the institution.

281—34.10(218) Accounting for average daily attendance. Each institution shall keep a daily register
that shall include the name, birth date, district of residence, attendance, and enrollment status of each
student. At the end of the school year, each institution shall calculate the average daily attendance for
students served pursuant to an IEP and the average daily attendance for students not served pursuant to
an IEP. This information shall be reported with the accounting for the actual program costs submitted to
the department by August 1.

281—34.11(218) Accounting for actual program costs. Each institution shall submit an accounting
for the actual cost of the program to the department by August 1 of the following school year on forms
provided by the department.

34.11(1) Instructional costs. Actual costs include salaries and benefits of instructional staff,
instructional supplies and materials, professional development for instructional staff, student
transportation, contracted services related to instruction or instructional staff, and instructional
equipment.

34.11(2) Administrative costs. Costs for administering the educational program may be included in
actual costs based on the average daily attendance of students in the institution. Costs shall be limited
to the salary and benefits of the full-time equivalent education administrators and clerical support for
the instructional program. However, the full-time equivalent at any institution shall not exceed 1.0 for
education administration and 1.0 for clerical support.

34.11(3) Unallowed costs. Costs shall not include expenditures for debt services or for facilities
acquisition and construction services including remodeling and facility repair. Costs of residential,
custodial, treatment, and similar services provided by the institution shall not be included in the actual
costs. Costs provided for by a grant or other categorical aid shall not be included in the actual cost
calculations pursuant to this chapter.

34.11(4) Summer school costs. Costs for providing summer school shall be reported separately from
regular session costs. Except as approved by the department of education, summer session costs are
considered to be included in the state cost per pupil, or as provided in an appropriation through the
department of human services.

34.11(5) Instruction to nonresident students. Costs for providing instruction to students who are not
residents of the state of Iowa shall be excluded from the actual cost calculations.

34.11(6) Maximum costs for students who are not served pursuant to an IEP. Actual costs for serving
students who are not served pursuant to an IEP shall not exceed the greater of the actual average daily
attendance for the school year multiplied by the state cost per pupil or the average daily attendance from
the approved budget multiplied by the state cost per pupil.

34.11(7) Maximum costs for students served pursuant to an IEP. Actual costs for students served
pursuant to an IEP shall not exceed the amount calculated in subrule 34.6(3).

34.11(8) Approval of expenditures. The department shall review and approve or modify all
expenditures incurred in compliance with the guidelines adopted pursuant to Iowa Code section 256.7,
subsection 10, and shall notify the department of revenue of the approved accounting amount. The
approved accounting amount shall be compared with any amounts paid by the department of revenue to
the department of human services and any differences added to or subtracted from the October payment
made under these rules for the next school year.

34.11(9) Costs of courses. Costs include the actual expenses, if reasonable and customary,
for tuition, textbooks, course materials, and fees directly related to courses taken pursuant to rule
281—34.15(218,233A,261C) by students who are residents of the state of Iowa.

281—34.12(218)Audit. Each institution shall make the records related to providing educational services
to students residing within the institution available to independent auditors, state auditors and department
of education staff upon request.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.34.6.pdf
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281—34.13(218) Hold-harmless provision. Notwithstanding rule 281—34.6(218), any institution that
would receive less funding in its proposed budget pursuant to these rules for the instructional program for
the 2003-2004 school year than it had received in funding for the instructional program for the 2002-2003
school year shall be held harmless. The institution shall receive an amount equal to the amount it was
funded in 2002-2003. This provision shall continue until the first year in which the proposed budget
pursuant to these rules would equal or exceed the amount it had received for the instructional program
for the 2002-2003 school year. The hold-harmless provision shall cease beginning with the first year in
which the proposed budget pursuant to these rules equals or exceeds the 2002-2003 funding amount.

281—34.14(218,256B,34CFR300) AEA services. Each institution shall purchase from the AEA in
which the institution is located support, related and other services necessary to provide appropriate
educational programs to students requiring special education, and payment for the purchased services
shall be made in accordance with rule 281—34.8(218). The nature and extent of such services shall be
comparable to those provided to school districts in the AEA.

281—34.15(218,233A,261C) Postsecondary credit courses. Eleventh and twelfth grade students who
attend an institution and are residents of the state of Iowa are eligible to be enrolled in college courses
offered by an eligible postsecondary institution as defined in Iowa Code section 261C.3(1) and to receive
both secondary and postsecondary credit therefor.

34.15(1) Noneligible courses. Postsecondary courses utilized in the attainment of an adult diploma
or general equivalency diploma are not eligible for funding hereunder.

34.15(2) Eligible courses. Postsecondary courses eligible for funding hereunder must meet all of
the following requirements. The course must be:

a. Supplementing, not supplanting, courses offered at the institution.
b. Included in the college catalog or an amendment or addendum to the catalog.
c. Open to all registered college students, not just secondary students.
d. Taught by a college-employed instructor.
e. Taught utilizing the college course syllabus.
f. Of the same quality as a course offered on a college campus.
g. Nonsectarian.
34.15(3) Maximum number of college courses allowed. A student is allowed to take a maximum of

three college courses during a semester, for a maximum of six college courses per regular school year,
while the student is in attendance at the institution. College courses taken outside the regular school year
shall not be funded under this chapter. If the student exceeds the course limit, the costs of the additional
courses shall not be funded hereunder.

These rules are intended to implement 2003 Iowa Acts, chapter 178, section 58.
[Filed 11/19/03, Notice 10/1/03—published 12/10/03, effective 1/14/04]
[Filed 4/19/07, Notice 3/14/07—published 5/9/07, effective 6/27/07]

[Filed ARC 5328C (Notice ARC 5150C, IAB 8/26/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]
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TITLE VII
SPECIAL EDUCATION

CHAPTER 41
SPECIAL EDUCATION

[Prior to 9/7/88, see Public Instruction Department[670] Ch 12]

DIVISION I
PURPOSE AND APPLICABILITY

281—41.1(256B,34CFR300) Purposes. The purposes of this chapter are as follows:
1. To ensure that all children with disabilities have available to them a free appropriate public

education that emphasizes special education and related services designed to meet their unique needs
and prepare them for further education, employment, and independent living;

2. To ensure that the rights of children with disabilities and their parents are protected;
3. To assist local educational agencies, area education agencies, and state agencies to provide for

the education of all children with disabilities and to allocate responsibilities among those agencies; and
4. To assess and ensure the effectiveness of efforts to educate children with disabilities.

281—41.2(256B,34CFR300) Applicability of this chapter. The provisions of this chapter are binding
on each public agency in the state that provides special education and related services to children with
disabilities, regardless of whether that agency is receiving funds under Part B of the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (Act).

41.2(1) General. The provisions of this chapter apply to all political subdivisions of the state that
are involved in the education of children with disabilities, including:

a. The state educational agency (SEA).
b. Local educational agencies (LEAs), area education agencies (AEAs), and public charter schools

that are not otherwise included as LEAs or educational service agencies (ESAs) and are not a school of
an LEA or ESA.

c. Other state agencies and schools, including but not limited to the departments of human services
and public health and state schools and programs for children with deafness or children with blindness.

d. State and local juvenile and adult correctional facilities.
41.2(2) Private schools and facilities. Each public agency in the state is responsible for ensuring

that the rights and protections under Part B of the Act are given to children with disabilities referred to
or placed in private schools and facilities by that public agency; or placed in private schools by their
parents under the provisions of rule 281—41.148(256B,34CFR300).

41.2(3) Age. This chapter applies to all children requiring special education between birth and the
twenty-first birthday and to a maximum allowable age under Iowa Code section 256B.8.

DIVISION II
DEFINITIONS

281—41.3(256B,34CFR300) Act. “Act” means the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act as
amended through August 14, 2006.

281—41.4(256B,273) Area education agency. “Area education agency” or “AEA” is a
political subdivision of the state organized pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 273. An area
education agency, depending on context, may be a local educational agency, as defined
in rule 281—41.28(256B,34CFR300), an educational service agency, as defined in rule
281—41.12(256B,34CFR300), or both simultaneously.

281—41.5(256B,34CFR300) Assistive technology device. “Assistive technology device” means any
item, piece of equipment, or product system, whether acquired commercially off the shelf, modified, or
customized, that is used to increase, maintain, or improve the functional capabilities of a child with a

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.148.pdf
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disability. The term does not include a medical device that is surgically implanted or the replacement of
such device.

281—41.6(256B,34CFR300) Assistive technology service. “Assistive technology service” means any
service that directly assists a child with a disability in the selection, acquisition, or use of an assistive
technology device. The term includes the following:

1. The evaluation of the needs of a child with a disability, including a functional evaluation of the
child in the child’s customary environment;

2. Purchasing, leasing, or otherwise providing for the acquisition of assistive technology devices
by children with disabilities;

3. Selecting, designing, fitting, customizing, adapting, applying, maintaining, repairing, or
replacing assistive technology devices;

4. Coordinating and using other therapies, interventions, or services with assistive technology
devices, such as those associated with existing education and rehabilitation plans and programs;

5. Training or technical assistance for a child with a disability or, if appropriate, that child’s family;
and

6. Training or technical assistance for professionals (including individuals providing education or
rehabilitation services), employers, or other individuals who provide services to, employ, or are otherwise
substantially involved in the major life functions of that child.

281—41.7(256B,34CFR300) Charter school. “Charter school” has the meaning given the term
in Section 4310(2) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 as amended through
December 10, 2015, 20 U.S.C. 6301 et seq. (ESEA).
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]

281—41.8(256B,34CFR300) Child with a disability. “Child with a disability” refers to a person under
21 years of age, including a child under 5 years of age, who has a disability in obtaining an education.
The term includes an individual who is over 6 and under 16 years of age who, pursuant to the statutes of
this state, is required to receive a public education; an individual under 6 or over 16 years of age who,
pursuant to the statutes of this state, is entitled to receive a public education; and an individual between
the ages of 21 and 24 who, pursuant to the statutes of this state, is entitled to receive special education
and related services. In federal usage, this refers to infants, toddlers, children and young adults. In
these rules, this term is synonymous with “child requiring special education” and “eligible individual.”
“Disability in obtaining an education” refers to a condition, identified in accordance with this chapter,
which, by reason thereof, causes a child to require special education and support and related services.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]

281—41.9(256B,34CFR300) Consent.
41.9(1) Obtaining consent. “Consent” is obtained when all of the following conditions are satisfied:
a. The parent has been fully informed of all information relevant to the activity for which consent

is sought, in his or her native language, or through another mode of communication;
b. The parent understands and agrees in writing to the carrying out of the activity for which

parental consent is sought, and the consent describes that activity and lists the records (if any) that will
be released and to whom; and

c. The parent understands that the granting of consent is voluntary on the part of the parent and
may be revoked at any time.

41.9(2) When revocation of consent is effective. If a parent revokes consent, that revocation is not
retroactive (i.e., it does not negate an action that occurred after the consent was given and before the
consent was revoked).

41.9(3) Special rule. If a parent of a child revokes consent, in writing, for the child’s receipt of
special education services after the child is initially provided special education and related services, the

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3387C.pdf
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public agency is not required to amend the child’s education records to remove any references to the
child’s receipt of special education and related services because of the revocation of consent.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]

281—41.10(256B,34CFR300) Core academic subjects. “Core academic subjects” means English,
reading or language arts, mathematics, science, foreign languages, civics and government, economics,
arts, history, and geography.

281—41.11(256B,34CFR300) Day; business day; school day. “Day” means calendar day unless
otherwise indicated as business day or school day.

1. “Business day” means Monday through Friday, except for federal and state holidays, unless
holidays are specifically included in the designation of business day, as in 41.148(4)“b.”

2. “School day” means any day, including a partial day, when children are in attendance at school
for instructional purposes. School day has the samemeaning for all children in school, including children
with and without disabilities. The length of the school day for an eligible individual shall be the same
as that determined by the local educational agency’s board of directors for all other individuals, unless a
shorter day or longer day is prescribed in the eligible individual’s individualized education program.

281—41.12(256B,34CFR300) Educational service agency. “Educational service agency” means a
regional public multiservice agency that is authorized by state law to develop, manage, and provide
services or programs to LEAs; and is recognized as an administrative agency for purposes of the
provision of special education and related services provided within public elementary schools and
secondary schools of the state. “Educational service agency” includes any other public institution or
agency that has administrative control and direction over a public elementary school or secondary
school and includes entities that meet the definition of intermediate educational unit in Section 602(23)
of the Act as in effect prior to June 4, 1997.

281—41.13(256B,34CFR300) Elementary school. “Elementary school” means a nonprofit
institutional day or residential school, including a public elementary charter school, that provides
elementary education, as determined under state law.

281—41.14(256B,34CFR300) Equipment. “Equipment” means machinery, utilities, and built-in
equipment and any necessary enclosures or structures to house the machinery, utilities, or equipment.
“Equipment” includes other items necessary for the functioning of a particular facility as a facility for
the provision of educational services, including items such as instructional equipment and necessary
furniture; printed, published and audio-visual instructional materials; telecommunications, sensory, and
other technological aids and devices; and books, periodicals, documents, and other related materials.

281—41.15(256B,34CFR300) Evaluation. “Evaluation” means procedures used in accordance with
rules 281—41.304(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.311(256B,34CFR300) to determine whether a child
has a disability and the nature and extent of the special education and related services that the child
needs.

281—41.16(256B,34CFR300) Excess costs. “Excess costs” means those costs that are in excess of the
average annual per-student expenditure in an LEA during the preceding school year for an elementary
school or secondary school student, as may be appropriate, and that must be computed after deducting
the following:

41.16(1) Certain federal funds. Amounts received under Part B of the Act; under Part A of Title I
of the ESEA; and under Part A of Title III of the ESEA; and

41.16(2) Certain state or local funds. Any state or local funds expended for programs that would
qualify for assistance under subrule 41.16(1), but excluding any amounts for capital outlay or debt
service.
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]
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281—41.17(256B,34CFR300) Free appropriate public education. “Free appropriate public
education” or “FAPE” means special education and related services that are provided at public
expense, under public supervision and direction, and without charge; that meet the standards of the
SEA, including the requirements of this chapter; that include an appropriate preschool, elementary
school, or secondary school education; and that are provided in conformity with an individualized
education program (IEP) that meets the requirements of rules 281—41.320(256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.324(256B,34CFR300).

281—41.18(256B,34CFR300) Highly qualified special education teachers. Rescinded ARC 3387C,
IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17.

281—41.19(256B,34CFR300) Homeless children. “Homeless children” has the meaning given the
term “homeless children and youths” in Section 725 (42 U.S.C. 11434a) of the McKinney-Vento
Homeless Assistance Act as amended through August 14, 2006, 42 U.S.C. 11431 et seq.

281—41.20(256B,34CFR300) Include. “Include” means that the items named are not all of the possible
items that are covered, whether like or unlike the ones named.

281—41.21(256B,34CFR300) Indian and Indian tribe. “Indian”means an individual who is amember
of an Indian tribe. “Indian tribe” means any federal or state Indian tribe, settlement, band, rancheria,
pueblo, colony, or community, including any Alaska native village or regional village corporation as
defined in or established under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, 43 U.S.C. 1601 et seq.

281—41.22(256B,34CFR300) Individualized education program. “Individualized education
program” or “IEP” means a written statement for a child with a disability that is developed, reviewed,
and revised in accordance with rules 281—41.320(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.324(256B,34CFR300).
A single IEP for each eligible individual, which specifies all the special education and related services
the eligible individual is to receive, is required.

281—41.23(256B,34CFR300) Individualized education program team. “Individualized
education program team” or “IEP team” means a group of individuals described in rule
281—41.321(256B,34CFR300) that is responsible for developing, reviewing, or revising an IEP for a
child with a disability.

281—41.24(256B,34CFR300) Individualized family service plan. “Individualized family service
plan” or “IFSP” has the meaning given the term in Section 636 of the Act.

281—41.25(256B,34CFR300) Infant or toddler with a disability. “Infant or toddler with a disability”
means an individual under three years of age who needs early intervention services either because the
individual has a condition, based on informed clinical opinion, known to have a high probability of
resulting in later delays in growth and development if early intervention services are not provided;
or the individual has a developmental delay, which is a 25 percent delay as measured by appropriate
diagnostic instruments and procedures, based on informed clinical opinion, in one or more of the
following developmental areas: cognitive development, physical development including vision and
hearing, communication development, social or emotional development, or adaptive development.

281—41.26(256B,34CFR300) Institution of higher education. “Institution of higher education” has
the meaning given the term in Section 101 of the Higher Education Act of 1965 as amended through
August 14, 2006, 20 U.S.C. 1021 et seq. (HEA); and also includes any community college receiving
funds from the Secretary of the Interior under the Tribally Controlled Community College or University
Assistance Act of 1978, 25 U.S.C. 1801 et seq.
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281—41.27(256B,34CFR300) Limited English proficient. “Limited English proficient” has the
meaning given the term in Section 8101 of the ESEA.
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]

281—41.28(256B,34CFR300) Local educational agency.
41.28(1) General. “Local educational agency” or “LEA” means a public board of education or other

public authority legally constituted within a state for either administrative control or direction of, or to
perform a service function for, public elementary or secondary schools in a city, county, township, school
district, or other political subdivision of a state, or for a combination of school districts or counties as are
recognized in a state as an administrative agency for its public elementary schools or secondary schools.

41.28(2) Educational service agencies and other public institutions or agencies. The term includes
an educational service agency, as defined in rule 281—41.12(256B,34CFR300) and any other public
institution or agency having administrative control and direction of a public elementary school or
secondary school, including a public nonprofit charter school that is established as an LEA under state
law.

41.28(3) BIA-funded schools. The term includes an elementary school or secondary school funded
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and not subject to the jurisdiction of any SEA other than the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, but only to the extent that the inclusion makes the school eligible for programs for which
specific eligibility is not provided to the school in another provision of law and the school does not have
a student population that is smaller than the student population of the LEA receiving assistance under
the Act with the smallest student population.

281—41.29(256B,34CFR300) Native language.
41.29(1) General. “Native language,” when used with respect to an individual who is limited

English proficient, means the following:
a. The language normally used by that individual or, in the case of a child, the language normally

used by the parents of the child; or
b. The language normally used by the child in the home or learning environment; this language

shall be considered “native language” in all direct contact with a child, including evaluation of the child.
41.29(2) Special rule. For an individual with deafness or blindness, or for an individual with no

written language, the mode of communication is that normally used by the individual, such as sign
language, Braille, or oral communication.

281—41.30(256B,34CFR300) Parent.
41.30(1) General. “Parent” means:
a. A biological or adoptive parent of a child;
b. A foster parent, unless state law, regulations, or contractual obligations with a state or local

entity prohibit a foster parent from acting as a parent;
c. A guardian generally authorized to act as the child’s parent, or authorized to make educational

decisions for the child, but not the state if the child is a ward of the state;
d. An individual acting in the place of a biological or adoptive parent including a grandparent,

stepparent, or other relative with whom the child lives or an individual who is legally responsible for the
child’s welfare; or

e. A surrogate parent who has been appointed in accordance with rule 281—
41.519(256B,34CFR300) or 20 U.S.C. 1439(a)(5).

41.30(2) Rules of construction and application. The following rules are to be used to determine
whether a party qualifies as a parent:

a. Except as provided in 41.30(2)“b,” the biological or adoptive parent, when attempting to act
as the parent under this chapter and when more than one party is qualified to act as a parent under this
chapter, must be presumed to be the parent for purposes of this rule unless the biological or adoptive
parent does not have legal authority to make educational decisions for the child.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3387C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.519.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.519.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.30.pdf
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b. If a judicial decree or order identifies a specific person or persons under paragraphs “a” to “d”
of subrule 41.30(1) to act as the parent of a child or to make educational decisions on behalf of a child,
then such person or persons shall be determined to be the parent for purposes of this rule.

c. “Parent” does not include a public or private agency involved in the education or care of a child
or an employee or contractor with any public or private agency involved in the education or care of the
child in that employee’s or contractor’s official capacity.

281—41.31(256B,34CFR300) Parent training and information center. “Parent training and
information center” means a center assisted under Section 671 or 672 of the Act.

281—41.32(256B,34CFR300) Personally identifiable. “Personally identifiable” means information
that contains the name of the child, the child’s parent, or other family member; the address of the child;
a personal identifier, such as the child’s social security number or student number; or a list of personal
characteristics or other information that would make it possible to identify the child with reasonable
certainty.

281—41.33(256B,34CFR300) Public agency; nonpublic agency; agency. “Public agency” includes
the SEA, LEAs, ESAs, nonprofit public charter schools that are not otherwise included as LEAs or
ESAs and are not a school of an LEA or ESA, and any other political subdivisions of the state that
are responsible for providing education to children with disabilities. “Nonpublic agency” includes
any private organization of whatever form that is responsible for providing education to children with
disabilities and that is not a public agency. “Agency” includes public agencies and nonpublic agencies.

281—41.34(256B,34CFR300) Related services.
41.34(1) General. “Related services” means transportation and such developmental, corrective,

and other supportive services as are required to assist a child with a disability to benefit from special
education. “Related services” includes speech-language pathology and audiology services; interpreting
services; psychological services; physical and occupational therapy; recreation, including therapeutic
recreation; early identification and assessment of disabilities in children; counseling services, including
rehabilitation counseling; orientation and mobility services; and medical services for diagnostic or
evaluation purposes. “Related services” also includes school health services and school nurse services,
social work services in schools, and parent counseling and training.

41.34(2) Exception; services that apply to children with surgically implanted devices, including
cochlear implants.

a. “Related services” does not include a medical device that is surgically implanted, the
optimization of that device’s functioning (e.g., mapping), maintenance of that device, or the replacement
of that device.

b. Nothing in paragraph “a” of this subrule shall:
(1) Limit the right of a child with a surgically implanted device (e.g., cochlear implant) to receive

related services as listed in subrule 41.34(1) that are determined by the IEP team to be necessary for the
child to receive FAPE;

(2) Limit the responsibility of a public agency to appropriately monitor and maintain medical
devices that are needed to maintain the health and safety of the child, including breathing, nutrition, or
operation of other bodily functions, while the child is transported to and from school or is at school; or

(3) Prevent the routine checking of an external component of a surgically implanted device to make
sure it is functioning properly, as required in rule 281—41.113(256B,34CFR300).

41.34(3) Individual related services terms defined. The terms used in this definition are defined as
follows:

a. “Audiology” includes:
(1) Identification of children with hearing loss;
(2) Determination of the range, nature, and degree of hearing loss, including referral for medical

or other professional attention for the habilitation of hearing;

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.30.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.34.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.113.pdf
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(3) Provision of habilitative activities, such as language habilitation, auditory training, speech
reading (lipreading), hearing evaluation, and speech conservation;

(4) Creation and administration of programs for prevention of hearing loss;
(5) Counseling and guidance of children, parents, and teachers regarding hearing loss; and
(6) Determination of children’s needs for group and individual amplification, selecting and fitting

an appropriate aid, and evaluating the effectiveness of amplification.
b. “Counseling services” means services provided by qualified social workers, psychologists,

guidance counselors, or other qualified personnel.
c. “Early identification and assessment of disabilities in children” means the implementation of

a formal plan for identifying a disability as early as possible in a child’s life.
d. “Interpreting services” includes the following:
(1) For children who are deaf or hard of hearing, oral transliteration services, cued language

transliteration services, sign language transliteration and interpreting services, and transcription
services, such as communication access real-time translation (CART), C-Print, and TypeWell; and

(2) For children who are deaf-blind, special interpreting services.
e. “Medical services” means services provided by a licensed physician to determine a child’s

medically related disability that results in the child’s need for special education and related services.
f. “Occupational therapy” means services provided by a qualified occupational therapist, and

includes the following:
(1) Improving, developing, or restoring functions impaired or lost through illness, injury, or

deprivation;
(2) Improving ability to perform tasks for independent functioning if functions are impaired or lost;

and
(3) Preventing, through early intervention, initial or further impairment or loss of function.
g. “Orientation and mobility services” means services provided to blind or visually impaired

children by qualified personnel to enable those students to attain systematic orientation to and safe
movement within their environments in school, home, and community, and includes teaching children
the following, as appropriate:

(1) Spatial and environmental concepts and use of information received by the senses (such as
sound, temperature and vibrations) to establish, maintain, or regain orientation and line of travel (e.g.,
using sound at a traffic light to cross the street);

(2) To use the long cane or a service animal to supplement visual travel skills or as a tool for safely
negotiating the environment for children with no available travel vision;

(3) To understand and use remaining vision and distance low vision aids; and
(4) Other concepts, techniques, and tools.
h. “Parent counseling and training” means assisting parents in understanding the special needs of

their child; providing parents with information about child development; and helping parents to acquire
the necessary skills that will allow them to support the implementation of their child’s IEP or IFSP.

i. “Physical therapy” means services provided by a qualified physical therapist.
j. “Psychological services” includes the following:
(1) Administering psychological and educational tests, and other assessment procedures;
(2) Interpreting assessment results;
(3) Obtaining, integrating, and interpreting information about child behavior and conditions

relating to learning;
(4) Consulting with other staff members in planning school programs to meet the special

educational needs of children as indicated by psychological tests, interviews, direct observation, and
behavioral evaluations;

(5) Planning and managing a program of psychological services, including psychological
counseling for children and parents; and

(6) Assisting in developing positive behavioral intervention strategies.
k. “Recreation” includes the following:
(1) Assessment of leisure function;
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(2) Therapeutic recreation services;
(3) Recreation programs in schools and community agencies; and
(4) Leisure education.
l. “Rehabilitation counseling services” means services provided by qualified personnel in

individual or group sessions that focus specifically on career development, employment preparation,
achieving independence, and integration in the workplace and community of a student with a disability.
The term also includes vocational rehabilitation services provided to a student with a disability by
vocational rehabilitation programs funded under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as amended through
August 14, 2006, 29 U.S.C. 701 et seq.

m. “School health services and school nurse services” means health services that are designed to
enable a child with a disability to receive FAPE as described in the child’s IEP. School nurse services are
services provided by a qualified school nurse. School health services are services that may be provided
by either a qualified school nurse or other qualified person.

n. “Social work services in schools” includes the following:
(1) Preparing a social or developmental history concerning a child with a disability;
(2) Group and individual counseling with the child and family;
(3) Working in partnership with parents and others on those problems in a child’s living situation

(home, school, and community) that affect the child’s adjustment in school;
(4) Mobilizing school and community resources to enable the child to learn as effectively as

possible in his or her educational program; and
(5) Assisting in developing positive behavioral intervention strategies.
o. “Speech-language pathology services” includes the following:
(1) Identification of children with speech or language impairments;
(2) Diagnosis and appraisal of specific speech or language impairments;
(3) Referral for medical or other professional attention necessary for the habilitation of speech or

language impairments;
(4) Provision of speech and language services for the habilitation or prevention of communicative

impairments; and
(5) Counseling and guidance of parents, children, and teachers regarding speech and language

impairments.
p. “Transportation” includes the following:
(1) Travel to and from school and between schools;
(2) Travel in and around school buildings; and
(3) Specialized equipment, such as special or adapted buses, lifts, and ramps, if required to provide

special transportation for a child with a disability.
41.34(4) Rule of construction. A particular service listed in this rule may also be considered

special education under rule 281—41.39(256B,34CFR300), a supplementary aid and service under rule
281—41.42(256B,34CFR300), or a support service under rule 281—41.409(256B,34CFR300).

281—41.35(34CFR300) Scientifically based research. Rescinded ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17,
effective 11/15/17.

281—41.36(256B,34CFR300) Secondary school. “Secondary school” means a nonprofit institutional
day or residential school, including a public secondary charter school that provides secondary education,
as determined under state law, except that it does not include any education beyond grade 12.

281—41.37(34CFR300) Services plan. “Services plan” has the meaning given the term in 34 CFR
300.37.

281—41.38(34CFR300) Secretary. “Secretary” means the Secretary of the United States Department
of Education.

281—41.39(256B,34CFR300) Special education.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.39.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.42.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.409.pdf
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41.39(1) General. “Special education” means specially designed instruction, at no cost to the
parents, to meet the unique needs of a child with a disability, including:

a. Instruction conducted in the classroom, in the home, in hospitals and institutions, and in other
settings; and

b. Instruction in physical education.
41.39(2) Specific services included in special education. Special education includes each of the

following, if the services otherwise meet the requirements of subrule 41.39(1):
a. Any service listed in this chapter, including support services, related services, and supplemental

aids and services, that is specially designed instruction under subrule 41.39(1) or state standards or is
required to assist an eligible individual in taking advantage of, or responding to, educational programs
and opportunities;

b. Travel training; and
c. Vocational education.
41.39(3) Individual special education terms defined. The terms in this definition are defined as

follows:
a. “At no cost” means that all specially designed instruction is provided without charge, but does

not preclude incidental fees that are normally charged to nondisabled students or their parents as a part
of the regular education program. An AEA or LEA may ask, but not require, parents of children with
disabilities to use public insurance or benefits or private insurance proceeds to pay for services if they
would not incur a financial cost, as described in rule 281—41.154(256B,34CFR300).

b. “Physical education” means the development of physical and motor fitness; fundamental
motor skills and patterns; and skills in aquatics, dance, and individual and group games and sports,
including intramural and lifetime sports; and includes special physical education, adapted physical
education, movement education, and motor development.

c. “Specially designed instruction” means adapting, as appropriate to the needs of an eligible
child under this chapter, the content, methodology, or delivery of instruction:

(1) To address the unique needs of the child that result from the child’s disability; and
(2) To ensure access of the child to the general curriculum, so that the child canmeet the educational

standards within the jurisdiction of the public agency that apply to all children.
d. “Travel training” means providing instruction, as appropriate, to children with significant

cognitive disabilities, and any other children with disabilities who require this instruction, to enable
them to:

(1) Develop an awareness of the environment in which they live; and
(2) Learn the skills necessary to move effectively and safely from place to place within that

environment (e.g., in school, in the home, at work, and in the community).
e. “Vocational education” means organized educational programs that are directly related to the

preparation of individuals for paid or unpaid employment, or for additional preparation for a career not
requiring a baccalaureate or advanced degree.

281—41.40(34CFR300) State. “State” means each of the 50 states, the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and each of the outlying areas.

281—41.41(256B,34CFR300) State educational agency. “State educational agency” or “SEA” means
the state board of education or other agency or officer primarily responsible for the state supervision of
public elementary schools and secondary schools, or, if there is no such officer or agency, an officer or
agency designated by the governor or by state law.

281—41.42(256B,34CFR300) Supplementary aids and services. “Supplementary aids and services”
means aids, services, and other supports that are provided in regular education classes, other
education-related settings, and in extracurricular and nonacademic settings, to enable children with
disabilities to be educated with nondisabled children to the maximum extent appropriate in accordance
with rules 281—41.114(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.116(256B,34CFR300).

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.39.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.39.pdf
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281—41.43(256B,34CFR300) Transition services.
41.43(1) General. “Transition services” means a coordinated set of activities for a child with a

disability and meets the following description:
a. Is designed to be within a results-oriented process, that is focused on improving the academic

and functional achievement of the child with a disability to facilitate the child’s movement from school to
postschool activities, including postsecondary education, vocational education, integrated employment
(including supported employment), continuing and adult education, adult services, independent living,
or community participation;

b. Is based on the individual child’s needs, taking into account the child’s strengths, preferences,
and interests; and includes the following:

(1) Instruction;
(2) Related services;
(3) Community experiences;
(4) The development of employment and other post-school adult living objectives; and
(5) If appropriate, acquisition of daily living skills and provision of a functional vocational

evaluation.
41.43(2) May be special education or a related service. Transition services for children with

disabilities may be special education, if provided as specially designed instruction, or a related service
if required to assist a child with a disability to benefit from special education.

281—41.44(34CFR300) Universal design. “Universal design” has the meaning given the term in
Section 3 of the Assistive Technology Act of 1998 as amended through August 14, 2006, 29 U.S.C.
3002.

281—41.45(256B,34CFR300) Ward of the state.
41.45(1) General. Subject to subrules 41.45(2) and 41.45(3), “ward of the state” means a child who,

as determined by the state where the child resides, is:
a. A foster child;
b. In the custody of a public child welfare agency; or
c. A ward of the state.
41.45(2) Exception. “Ward of the state” does not include a foster child who has a foster parent who

meets the definition of a parent in rule 281—41.30(256B,34CFR300).
41.45(3) Interpretive note. “Ward of the state” is a term rarely used in Iowa law. It would be an

extremely rare occurrence for a child to be a ward of the state while not being either a foster child or in
the custody of a public child welfare agency.

281—41.46 to 41.49 Reserved.

281—41.50(256B,34CFR300) Other definitions associated with identification of eligible
individuals. The following terms may be encountered in the identification of children with disabilities.

41.50(1) Autism. “Autism” means a developmental disability significantly affecting verbal and
nonverbal communication and social interaction, generally evident before the age of three, which
adversely affects a child’s educational performance. Other characteristics often associated with autism
are engagement in repetitive activities and stereotyped movements, resistance to environmental change
or change in daily routines, and unusual responses to sensory experiences. Autism does not apply if
a child’s educational performance is adversely affected primarily because the child has a behavior
disorder, as defined in subrule 41.50(2). A child who manifests the characteristics of autism after the
age of three could be identified as having autism if the criteria in the first sentence of this subrule are
satisfied. This term includes all conditions described by the term “autism spectrum disorder,” which
adversely affects a child’s educational performance.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.45.pdf
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41.50(2) Behavior disorder. “Behavior disorder” (or emotional disturbance) means any condition
that exhibits one or more of the following five characteristics over a long period of time and to a marked
degree that adversely affects a child’s educational performance.

a. An inability to learn that cannot be explained by intellectual, sensory, or health factors.
b. An inability to build or maintain satisfactory interpersonal relationships with peers and teachers.
c. Inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under normal circumstances.
d. A general pervasive mood of unhappiness or depression.
e. A tendency to develop physical symptoms or fears associated with personal or school problems.
41.50(3) Deaf-blindness. “Deaf-blindness” means concomitant hearing and visual impairments, the

combination of which causes such severe communication and other developmental and educational needs
that they cannot be accommodated in special education programs solely for children with deafness or
children with blindness.

41.50(4) Deafness. “Deafness” means a hearing impairment that is so severe that the child is
impaired in processing linguistic information through hearing, with or without amplification, and that
adversely affects a child’s educational performance.

41.50(5) Hearing impairment. “Hearing impairment” means an impairment in hearing, whether
permanent or fluctuating, that adversely affects a child’s educational performance but that is not
included under the definition of deafness in 41.50(4).

41.50(6) Intellectual disability. “Intellectual disability” means significantly subaverage general
intellectual functioning, that exists concurrently with deficits in adaptive behavior and is manifested
during the developmental period, and which adversely affects a child’s educational performance.

41.50(7) Multiple disabilities. “Multiple disabilities” means concomitant impairments, such as
intellectual disability-blindness or intellectual disability-orthopedic impairment, the combination of
which causes such severe educational needs that they cannot be accommodated in special education
programs solely for one of the impairments. Multiple disabilities does not include deaf-blindness.

41.50(8) Orthopedic impairment. “Orthopedic impairment” means a severe orthopedic impairment
that adversely affects a child’s educational performance. The term includes impairments caused by
a congenital anomaly; impairments caused by disease, e.g., poliomyelitis or bone tuberculosis; and
impairments from other causes, e.g., cerebral palsy, amputations, and fractures or burns that cause
contractures.

41.50(9) Other health impairment. “Other health impairment” means having limited strength,
vitality, or alertness, including a heightened alertness to environmental stimuli, that results in limited
alertness with respect to the educational environment, that:

a. Is due to a chronic or acute health problem such as asthma, attention deficit disorder or attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder, diabetes, epilepsy, a heart condition, hemophilia, lead poisoning, leukemia,
nephritis, rheumatic fever, sickle cell anemia, and Tourette syndrome; and

b. Adversely affects a child’s educational performance.
41.50(10) Specific learning disability. “Specific learning disability” means a disorder in one or

more of the basic psychological processes involved in understanding or in using language, spoken or
written, that may manifest itself in the imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or to
do mathematical calculations, including conditions such as perceptual disabilities, brain injury, minimal
brain dysfunction, dyslexia, and developmental aphasia. Specific learning disability does not include
learning problems that are primarily the result of visual, hearing, or motor disabilities, of intellectual
disability, of emotional disturbance, or of environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantage.

41.50(11) Speech or language impairment. “Speech or language impairment” means a
communication disorder, such as stuttering, impaired articulation, a language impairment, or a voice
impairment, that adversely affects a child’s educational performance.

41.50(12) Traumatic brain injury. “Traumatic brain injury” means an acquired injury to the brain
caused by an external physical force, resulting in total or partial functional disability or psychosocial
impairment, or both, that adversely affects a child’s educational performance. Traumatic brain injury
applies to open or closed head injuries resulting in impairments in one or more areas, such as cognition;
language; memory; attention; reasoning; abstract thinking; judgment; problem solving; sensory,

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.50.pdf
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perceptual, and motor abilities; psychosocial behavior; physical functions; information processing; and
speech. Traumatic brain injury does not apply to brain injuries that are congenital or degenerative, or
to brain injuries induced by birth trauma.

41.50(13) Visual impairment. “Visual impairment,” including blindness, means an impairment in
vision that, even with correction, adversely affects a child’s educational performance. The term includes
both partial sight and blindness. Individuals who have a medically diagnosed expectation of visual
deterioration in adolescence or early adulthood may qualify for instruction in Braille reading and writing.
[ARC 9376B, IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11]

281—41.51(256B,34CFR300) Other definitions applicable to this chapter. The following additional
definitions apply to this chapter.

41.51(1) Appropriate activities. “Appropriate activities” means those activities that are consistent
with age-relevant abilities or milestones that typically developing children of the same age would be
performing or would have achieved.

41.51(2) Board. “Board” means the Iowa state board of education.
41.51(3) Department. “Department” means the state department of education.
41.51(4) Director. “Director” means the director of special education of the AEA.
41.51(5) Director of education. “Director of education” means the state director of the department

of education.
41.51(6) Early childhood special education. “Early childhood special education” or “ECSE” means

special education and related services for those individuals below the age of six.
41.51(7) General curriculum. “General curriculum” means the curriculum adopted by an LEA or

schools within the LEA for all children from preschool through secondary school.
41.51(8) General education environment. “General education environment” includes, but is not

limited to, the classes, classrooms, services, and nonacademic and extracurricular services and activities
made available by an agency to all students. For preschool children who require special education, the
general education environment is the environment where appropriate activities occur for children of
similar age without disabilities.

41.51(9) General education interventions. “General education interventions” means attempts to
resolve presenting problems or behaviors of concern in the general education environment prior to
conducting a full and individual evaluation as described in rule 281—41.312(256B,34CFR300).

41.51(10) Head injury. “Head injury” means an acquired injury to the brain caused by an external
physical force, resulting in total or partial functional disability or psychosocial impairment, or both,
that adversely affects an individual’s educational performance. The term applies to open or closed head
injuries resulting in impairments in one or more areas such as cognition; language; memory; attention;
reasoning; abstract thinking; judgment; problem solving; sensory, perceptual and motor abilities;
psychosocial behavior; physical functions; information processing; and speech. The term does not
apply to brain injuries that are congenital or degenerative or brain injuries induced by birth trauma.

41.51(11) Multicategorical. “Multicategorical” means special education in which the individuals
receiving special education have different types of disabilities.

41.51(12) School district of the child’s residence. “School district of the child’s residence” or
“district of residence of the child” is that school district in which the parent of the individual resides,
subject to the following:

a. If an eligible individual is physically present (“lives”) in a district other than the district of
residence of the individual’s parent for a primary purpose other than school attendance, then the district
of residence of the individual is the district in which the individual resides, and that district becomes
responsible for providing and funding the special education and related services.

b. If an eligible individual is physically present (“lives”) in a district other than the district of
residence of the individual’s parent solely for the purpose of school attendance, the district of residence
remains that of the parent; therefore, the parent must pay tuition to the receiving district. The district of
residence cannot be held responsible for tuition payment.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9376B.pdf
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c. If an individual is physically present (“lives”) in an intermediate care facility, residential
care facility, or other similar facility, the individual’s district of residence is deemed to be that of the
individual’s parents.

d. “Children living in a foster care facility” are individuals requiring special education who are
living in a licensed individual or agency child foster care facility, as defined in Iowa Code section 237.1,
or in an unlicensed relative foster care placement. District of residence of an individual living in a
foster care facility and financial responsibility for special education and related services are determined
pursuant to paragraph 41.907(5)“a.”

e. “Children living in a treatment facility” are individuals requiring special education who are
living in a facility providing residential treatment as defined in Iowa Code section 125.2. District of
residence of an individual living in a treatment facility and financial responsibility for special education
and related services are determined pursuant to paragraph 41.907(5)“b.”

f. “Children placed by the district court” are pupils requiring special education for whom parental
rights have been terminated and who have been placed in a facility or home by a district court. Financial
responsibility for special education and related services of individuals placed by the district court is
determined pursuant to subrule 41.907(6).

41.51(13) Severely disabled. “Severely disabled” is an adjective applied to individuals with any
severe disability including individuals who are profoundly, multiply disabled.

41.51(14) Signature. “Signature” has the meaning given the term in Iowa Code section 4.1(39).
41.51(15) Systematic progress monitoring. “Systematic progress monitoring” means a systematic

procedure for collecting and displaying an individual’s performance over time for the purpose of making
educational decisions.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]

281—41.52 to 41.99 Reserved.

DIVISION III
RULES APPLICABLE TO THE STATE AND TO ALL AGENCIES

281—41.100(256B,34CFR300) Eligibility for assistance. To be eligible for assistance under Part B of
the Act for a fiscal year, the state shall submit a plan that provides assurances to the Secretary that
the state has in effect policies and procedures to ensure that the state meets the conditions in rules
281—41.101(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.176(256B).

281—41.101(256B,34CFR300) Free appropriate public education (FAPE).
41.101(1) General. A free appropriate public education must be available to all children residing in

the state for the time period permitted by Iowa Code chapter 256B, including children with disabilities
who have been suspended or expelled from school, as provided for in subrule 41.530(4).

41.101(2) FAPE for children beginning at the age of three. The state shall ensure that:
a. The obligation to make FAPE available to each eligible child residing in the state begins no

later than the child’s third birthday; and
b. An IEP is in effect for the child by that date.
c. If a child’s third birthday occurs during the summer, the child’s IEP team shall determine the

date when services under the IEP will begin.
41.101(3) Children advancing from grade to grade. FAPE shall be available to any individual child

with a disability who needs special education and related services, even though the child has not failed or
been retained in a course or grade and is advancing from grade to grade. The determination that a child
described in the first sentence of this subrule is eligible under this chapter must be made on an individual
basis by the group responsible within the child’s LEA for making eligibility determinations.

281—41.102(256B,34CFR300) Limitation—exceptions to FAPE for certain ages.
41.102(1) Exceptions. The obligation to make FAPE available to all children with disabilities does

not apply with respect to the following:
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a. Children over the age provided in Iowa Code chapter 256B, unless otherwise provided in this
rule.

b. Certain children incarcerated in adult prisons.
(1) General. A child aged 18 to 21 who, in the last educational placement prior to incarceration in

an adult correctional facility:
1. Was not actually identified as being a child with a disability under this chapter; and
2. Did not have an IEP under Part B of the Act.
(2) Inapplicability of exception. The exception in 41.102(1)“b”(1) does not apply to a child with

disabilities, aged 18 to 21, who:
1. Had been identified as a child with a disability under this chapter and had received services in

accordance with an IEP, but who left school prior to incarceration; or
2. Did not have an IEP in the child’s last educational setting, but who had actually been identified

as a child with a disability under this chapter.
c. Graduates with a regular high school diploma.
(1) General. Children with disabilities who have graduated from high school with a regular high

school diploma.
(2) Inapplicability of exception. The exception in 41.102(1)“c”(1) does not apply to children who

have graduated from high school, but have not been awarded a regular high school diploma.
(3) Graduation is a change in placement. Graduation from high school with a regular high school

diploma constitutes a change in placement requiring written prior notice in accordance with rule
281—41.503(256B,34CFR300).

(4) Rule of construction. As used in 41.102(1)“c”(1) to (3), the term “regular high school diploma”
means the standard high school diploma awarded to the preponderance of students in the state that is fully
aligned with state standards, or a higher diploma, except that a regular high school diploma shall not be
aligned to the alternate academic achievement standards described in Section 1111(b)(1)(E) of the ESEA.
A regular high school diploma does not include a recognized equivalent of a diploma, such as a general
equivalency diploma, certificate of completion, certificate of attendance, or similar lesser credential.

d. Reserved.
e. Eligibility beyond period specified in Iowa Code chapter 256B. An agency may continue the

special education and related services of an eligible individual beyond the time period specified in the
Iowa Code if the person had an accident or prolonged illness that resulted in delays in the initiation
of or in the interruption of that individual’s special education program. The AEA director of special
education must request approval from the department, which may be granted for up to the individual’s
twenty-fourth birthday.

41.102(2) Documents relating to exceptions. The state must ensure that the information it has
provided to the Secretary regarding the exceptions in subrule 41.102(1) is current and accurate.
[ARC 3766C, IAB 4/25/18, effective 5/30/18]

281—41.103(256B,34CFR300) FAPE—methods and payments.
41.103(1) All means available to meet Part B requirements. The state may use whatever state, local,

federal, and private sources of support that are available in the state to meet the requirements of Part B
of the Act.

41.103(2) Third-party obligations not eliminated. Nothing in this chapter relieves an insurer or
similar third party from an otherwise valid obligation to provide or to pay for services provided to a
child with a disability.

41.103(3) No delay in implementing an IEP. Consistent with rule 281—41.323(256B,34CFR300),
there shall be no delay in implementing an eligible individual’s IEP, including any case in which the
payment source for providing or paying for special education and related services to the child is being
determined.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]
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281—41.104(256B,34CFR300) Residential placement. If placement in a public or private residential
program is necessary to provide special education and related services to an eligible individual, the
program, including nonmedical care and room and board, must be at no cost to the parents of the child.

281—41.105(256B,34CFR300) Assistive technology.
41.105(1) General. Each public agency must ensure that assistive technology devices or assistive

technology services, or both, as those terms are defined in rules 281—41.5(256B,34CFR300) and
281—41.6(256B,34CFR300), respectively, are made available to a child with a disability if required
as a part of the child’s:

a. Special education under rule 281—41.39(256B,34CFR300);
b. Related services under rule 281—41.34(256B,34CFR300); or
c. Supplementary aids and services under rule 281—41.42(256B,34CFR300) and 41.114(2)“b.”
41.105(2) Use of assistive technology devices at home or in other settings. On a case-by-case basis,

the use of school-purchased assistive technology devices in a child’s home or in other settings is required
if the child’s IEP team determines that the child needs access to those devices in order to receive FAPE.

281—41.106(256B,34CFR300) Extended school year services.
41.106(1) General. Each public agency must ensure that extended school year services are available

as necessary to provide FAPE.
a. Extended school year services must be provided only if a child’s IEP team

determines, on an individual basis, in accordance with rules 281—41.320(256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.324(256B,34CFR300), that the services are necessary for the provision of FAPE to the child.

b. In implementing the requirements of this rule, a public agency may not limit extended school
year services to particular categories of disability or unilaterally limit the type, amount, or duration of
those services.

41.106(2) Definition. As used in this rule, the term “extended school year services” means special
education and related services that meet the standards of the SEA and are provided to a child with a
disability beyond the normal school year of the public agency, in accordance with the child’s IEP and at
no cost to the parents of the child.

281—41.107(256B,34CFR300) Nonacademic services.
41.107(1) General. Each public agency must take steps, including the provision of supplementary

aids and services determined appropriate and necessary by the child’s IEP team, to provide nonacademic
and extracurricular services and activities in the manner necessary to afford children with disabilities an
equal opportunity for participation in those services and activities.

41.107(2) Definition. Nonacademic and extracurricular services and activities may include
counseling services, athletics, transportation, health services, recreational activities, special interest
groups or clubs sponsored by the public agency, referrals to agencies that provide assistance to
individuals with disabilities, and employment of students, including both employment by the public
agency and assistance in making outside employment available.

281—41.108(256B,34CFR300) Physical education. All public agencies in the state shall comply with
the following:

41.108(1) General. Physical education services, specially designed if necessary, must be made
available to every child with a disability receiving FAPE, unless the public agency enrolls children
without disabilities and does not provide physical education to children without disabilities in the same
grades.

41.108(2) Regular physical education. Each child with a disability must be afforded the opportunity
to participate in the regular physical education program available to nondisabled children unless the child
is enrolled full-time in a separate facility or the child needs specially designed physical education, as
prescribed in the child’s IEP.
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41.108(3) Special physical education. If specially designed physical education is prescribed in a
child’s IEP, the public agency responsible for the education of that childmust provide the services directly
or make arrangements for those services to be provided through other public or private programs.

41.108(4) Education in separate facilities. The public agency responsible for the education of a child
with a disability who is enrolled in a separate facility must ensure that the child receives appropriate
physical education services in compliance with this rule.

281—41.109(256B,34CFR300) Full educational opportunity goal (FEOG). Each public agency shall
ensure the provision of full educational opportunity to children requiring special education. Each public
agency shall have in effect policies and procedures to demonstrate that the agency has established a goal
of providing full educational opportunity to all children with disabilities, aged birth to 21, and a detailed
timetable for accomplishing that goal.

281—41.110(256B,34CFR300) Program options. Each public agency shall take steps to ensure that
its children with disabilities have available to them the variety of educational programs and services
available to nondisabled children in the area served by the agency, including art, music, industrial arts,
consumer and homemaking education, and vocational education.

281—41.111(256B,34CFR300) Child find.
41.111(1) General. All children with disabilities residing in the state, including children with

disabilities who are homeless children or are wards of the state and children with disabilities who
attend private schools, regardless of the severity of their disability, and who are in need of special
education and related services, must be identified, located, and evaluated; and a practical method must
be developed and implemented to determine which children are currently receiving needed special
education and related services.

41.111(2) High-quality general education instruction; general education interventions.
a. As a component of efficient and effective, high-quality general education instruction, it shall

be the responsibility of the general education program of each LEA to provide additional support and
assistance to all students who may need such additional support and assistance to attain the educational
standards of the LEA applicable to all children. Receipt of such additional support and assistance, when
considered alone, does not create a suspicion that a child is an eligible individual under this chapter.
Activities under this paragraph shall be provided by general education personnel, with occasional or
incidental assistance from special education instructional and support personnel.

b. General education interventions involving activities described in rule 281—
41.312(256B,34CFR300) are a recognized component of an AEA’s child find policy pursuant to the
policies set forth in subrule 41.407(1) and the procedures set forth in subrule 41.407(2).

41.111(3) Other children in child find. Child find also must include the following:
a. A child who is suspected of being a child with a disability and in need of special education,

even though the child is advancing from grade to grade; and
b. Highly mobile children, including migrant children.
41.111(4) Classification based on disability not required. Nothing in the Act requires that children

be classified by their disability so long as each child who has a disability that is listed in 34 CFR Section
300.8 and who, by reason of that disability, needs special education and related services is regarded as a
child with a disability under Part B of the Act.

41.111(5) Evaluation required when disability is suspected. At the point when a public agency
suspects a child is a child with a disability under this chapter, the public agency must seek parental
consent for an initial evaluation of that child, pursuant to subrule 41.300(1).

41.111(6) Rule of construction—suspicion of a disability. As a general rule, a public agency suspects
a child is a child with a disability when the public agency is aware of facts and circumstances that,
when considered as a whole, would cause a reasonably prudent public agency to believe that the child’s
performance might be explained because the child is an eligible individual under this chapter.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]
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281—41.112(256B,34CFR300) Individualized education programs (IEPs). An IEP, or an IFSP
that meets the requirements of Section 636(d) of the Act (for eligible individuals aged birth to
three), is developed, reviewed, and revised for each child with a disability in accordance with
rules 281—41.320(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.324(256B,34CFR300), except as provided in
41.300(2)“d”(2).

281—41.113(256B,34CFR300) Routine checking of hearing aids and external components of
surgically implanted medical devices.

41.113(1) Hearing aids. Each public agencymust ensure that hearing aidsworn in school by children
with hearing impairments, including deafness, are functioning properly.

41.113(2) External components of surgically implanted medical devices.
a. Subject to 41.113(2)“b,” each public agency must ensure that the external components of

surgically implanted medical devices are functioning properly.
b. For a child with a surgically implanted medical device who is receiving special education and

related services under this chapter, a public agency is not responsible for the postsurgical maintenance,
programming, or replacement of the medical device that has been surgically implanted or of an external
component of the surgically implanted medical device.

281—41.114(256B,34CFR300) Least restrictive environment (LRE).
41.114(1) General. Except as provided in 41.324(4)“a” regarding children with disabilities in adult

prisons, each public agency in the state shall have policies and procedures in place to meet the LRE
requirements of this rule and rules 281—41.115(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.120(256B,34CFR300).

41.114(2) Public agency assurances. Each public agency must ensure and maintain adequate
documentation that:

a. To the maximum extent appropriate, children with disabilities, including children in public or
private institutions or other care facilities, are educated with children who are nondisabled; and

b. Special classes, separate schooling, or other removal of children with disabilities from the
general education environment occurs only if the nature or severity of the disability is such that education
in regular classes with the use of supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily.

41.114(3) State funding mechanism. A state funding mechanism must not result in placements that
violate the requirements of this rule; and the state must not use a funding mechanism by which funds are
distributed on the basis of the type of setting in which a child is served or which will result in the failure
to provide a child with a disability FAPE according to the unique needs of the child, as described in the
child’s IEP.

281—41.115(256B,34CFR300) Continuum of alternative services and placements.
41.115(1) General. Each public agency must ensure that a continuum of alternative services and

placements is available to meet the needs of children with disabilities for special education and related
services.

41.115(2) Requirements. The continuum required in subrule 41.115(1) must meet the following
requirements:

a. Include the alternative placements listed in the definition of special education under rule
281—41.39(256B,34CFR300) (instruction in regular classes, special classes, special schools, home
instruction, and instruction in hospitals and institutions); and

b. Make provision for supplementary services, such as resource room or itinerant instruction, to
be provided in conjunction with regular class placement.

281—41.116(256B,34CFR300) Placements.
41.116(1) General. In determining the educational placement of a child with a disability, including

a preschool child with a disability, each public agency must ensure the following:
a. The placement decision shall be made:
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(1) By a group of persons, including the parents and other persons knowledgeable about the child,
the meaning of the evaluation data, and the placement options; and

(2) In conformity with the LRE provisions of this chapter, including rules
281—41.114(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.118(256B,34CFR300);

b. The child’s placement shall be:
(1) Determined at least annually;
(2) Based on the child’s IEP; and
(3) Located as close as possible to the child’s home;
c. Unless the IEP of a child with a disability requires some other arrangement, the child shall be

educated in the school that he or she would attend if nondisabled;
d. In selecting the LRE, the agency shall consider any potential harmful effect on the child or on

the quality of services that he or she needs; and
e. A child with a disability shall not be removed from education in age-appropriate regular

classrooms solely because of needed modifications in the general education curriculum.
41.116(2) Special rule: Iowa Code section 282.9. For eligible individuals subject to Iowa Code

section 282.9, any decision of educational setting for such eligible individuals shall be made in
accordance with this rule.

41.116(3) Special rule: disciplinary placements. If a child is placed in an interim
alternative educational setting pursuant to rules 281—41.530(256B,34CFR300) and
281—41.531(256B,34CFR300), that setting shall be determined by the IEP team.

41.116(4) Special considerations. The team establishing the eligible individual’s placement must
answer the following questions.

a. Questions concerning least restrictive environment. When developing an eligible individual’s
IEP and placement, the team shall consider the following questions, as well as any other factor
appropriate under the circumstances, regarding the provision of special education and related services:

(1) What accommodations, modifications and adaptations does the individual require to be
successful in a general education environment?

(2) Why is it not possible for these accommodations, modifications and adaptations to be provided
within the general education environment?

(3) What supports are needed to assist the teacher and other personnel in providing these
accommodations, modifications and adaptations?

(4) How will receipt of special education services and activities in the general education
environment impact this individual?

(5) How will provision of special education services and activities in the general education
environment impact other students?

b. Additional questions concerning special school placement. When some or all of an eligible
individual’s special education is to be provided in a special school, the individual’s IEP, or an associated
or attached document, shall include specific answers to the following additional four questions:

(1) What are the reasons the eligible individual cannot be provided an education program in an
integrated school setting?

(2) What supplementary aids and supports are needed to support the eligible individual in the
special education program?

(3) Why is it not possible for these aids and supports to be provided in an integrated setting?
(4) What is the continuum of placements and services available for the eligible individual?
41.116(5) Out-of-state placements. When special education and related services appropriate to an

eligible individual’s needs are not available within the state, or when appropriate special education and
related services in an adjoining state are nearer than the appropriate special education and related services
in Iowa, the director may certify an eligible individual for appropriate special education and related
services outside the state in accordance with Iowa Code section 273.3 when it has been determined by
the department that the special education and related services meet standards set forth in these rules.

41.116(6) Department approval for out-of-state placement. Contracts may be negotiated with
out-of-state agencies, in accordance with Iowa Code section 273.3(5), with department approval. The
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department uses the following procedures to determine if an out-of-state agency meets the rules of the
board:

a. When requested to determine an agency’s approval status, the department contacts the
appropriate state education agency to determine if that state’s rules are comparable to those of the board
and whether the specified out-of-state agency meets those rules.

b. If the appropriate state education agency’s rules are not comparable, the department will contact
the out-of-state agency to ascertain if its special education complies with the rules of the board.

41.116(7) Trial placements. Prior to transfer from a special education program or service, an eligible
individual may be provided a trial placement in the general education setting of not more than 45 school
days. A trial placement shall be incorporated into this individual’s IEP.

281—41.117(256B,34CFR300) Nonacademic settings. In providing or arranging for the provision of
nonacademic and extracurricular services and activities, including meals, recess periods, and the services
and activities set forth in rule 281—41.107(256B,34CFR300), each public agency must ensure that each
child with a disability participates with nondisabled children in the extracurricular services and activities
to the maximum extent appropriate to the needs of that child. The public agency must ensure that each
child with a disability has the supplementary aids and services determined by the child’s IEP team to be
appropriate and necessary for the child to participate in nonacademic settings.

281—41.118(256B,34CFR300) Children in public or private institutions. Except as provided in
rule 281—41.149(256B,34CFR300) regarding agency responsibility for general supervision of some
individuals in adult prisons, the department must ensure that rule 281—41.114(256B,34CFR300)
is effectively implemented, including, if necessary, making arrangements with public and private
institutions such as a memorandum of agreement or special implementation procedures.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]

281—41.119(256B,34CFR300) Technical assistance and training activities. The state shall carry out
activities to ensure that teachers and administrators in all public agencies are fully informed about their
responsibilities for implementing rule 281—41.114(256B,34CFR300) and are provided with technical
assistance and training necessary to assist them in this effort. If a public agency is having difficulty
in locating an appropriate placement for an eligible individual, the public agency may contact the
department for potential assistance.

281—41.120(256B,34CFR300) Monitoring activities. The state shall carry out activities to ensure
that rule 281—41.114(256B,34CFR300) is implemented by each public agency. If there is evidence
that a public agency makes placements that are inconsistent with rule 281—41.114(256B,34CFR300),
the department must review the public agency’s justification for its actions and assist in planning and
implementing any necessary corrective action. Failure of the public agency to implement any necessary
corrective action may result in adverse determinations under rule 281—41.603(256B,34CFR300) or
any other available enforcement action.

281—41.121(256B,34CFR300) Procedural safeguards. Each public agency in the state shall meet the
requirements of rules 281—41.500(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.536(256B,34CFR300), and children
with disabilities and their parents must be afforded the procedural safeguards identified in those rules.

281—41.122(256B,34CFR300) Evaluation. Children with disabilities must be evaluated in accordance
with rules 281—41.300(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.313(256B,34CFR300), and each AEA shall
develop and use procedures to implement those rules.

281—41.123(256B,34CFR300) Confidentiality of personally identifiable information. All
public agencies in the state shall comply with rules 281—41.610(256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.626(256B,34CFR300) related to protecting the confidentiality of any personally identifiable
information collected, used, or maintained under Part B of the Act.
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281—41.124(256B,34CFR300) Transition of children from the Part C program to preschool
programs. Each public agency shall comply with the state’s policies concerning the transition of
infants and toddlers from programs under Part C to programs under Part B of the Act and shall ensure
the following regarding such transition:

41.124(1) Smooth transition. Children participating in early intervention programs assisted under
Part C of the Act, and who will participate in preschool programs assisted under Part B of the Act,
experience a smooth and effective transition to those preschool programs in a manner consistent with
Section 637(a)(9) of the Act;

41.124(2) IEP developed. By the third birthday of a child described in subrule 41.124(1), an IEP
has been developed and is being implemented for the child consistent with subrule 41.101(2); and

41.124(3) Participating agencies. Each affected LEA will participate in transition planning
conferences arranged by the designated lead agency under Section 635(a)(10) of the Act.

281—41.125 to 41.128 Reserved.

281—41.129(256B,34CFR300) Responsibility regarding children in private schools. Each public
agency shall meet the private school requirements in rules 281—41.130(256,256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.148(256B,34CFR300).

281—41.130(256,256B,34CFR300) Definition of parentally placed private school children
with disabilities. “Parentally placed private school children with disabilities” means children with
disabilities enrolled by their parents in accredited nonpublic, including religious, schools or facilities
that meet the definition of elementary school in rule 281—41.13(256B,34CFR300) or secondary
school in rule 281—41.36(256B,34CFR300), other than children with disabilities covered under rules
281—41.145(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.147(256B,34CFR300).

281—41.131(256,256B,34CFR300) Child find for parentally placed private school children with
disabilities.

41.131(1) General. Each AEA must locate, identify, and evaluate all children with disabilities
who are enrolled by their parents in accredited nonpublic, including religious, elementary schools
and secondary schools located in the school district served by the AEA, in accordance with subrules
41.131(2) to 41.131(5), and rules 281—41.111(256B,34CFR300) and 281—41.201(256B,34CFR300).

41.131(2) Child find design. The child find process must be designed to ensure:
a. The equitable participation of parentally placed private school children; and
b. An accurate count of those children.
41.131(3) Activities. In carrying out the requirements of this rule, the AEA or, if applicable, the SEA

must undertake activities similar to the activities undertaken for the agency’s public school children.
41.131(4) Cost. The cost of carrying out the child find requirements in this rule, including

individual evaluations, may not be considered in determining if an AEA has met its obligation under
rule 281—41.133(256,256B,34CFR300).

41.131(5) Completion period. The child find process must be completed in a time period
comparable to that for students attending public schools in the AEA consistent with rule
281—41.301(256B,34CFR300).

41.131(6) Out-of-state children. Each AEA in which accredited nonpublic, including religious,
elementary schools and secondary schools are located must, in carrying out the child find requirements
in this rule, include parentally placed private school children who reside in a state other than the state in
which the accredited nonpublic schools that they attend are located.

281—41.132(256,256B,34CFR300) Provision of services for parentally placed private school
children with disabilities: basic requirement.

41.132(1) General. To the extent consistent with the number and location of children with
disabilities who are enrolled by their parents in accredited nonpublic, including religious, elementary
schools and secondary schools located in the area served by the AEA, provision is made for the
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participation of those children in the program assisted or carried out under Part B of the Act by providing
them with special education and related services, including direct services determined in accordance
with rule 281—41.137(256,256B,34CFR300), unless the Secretary has arranged for services to those
children under the bypass provisions in 34 CFR Sections 300.190 to 300.198.

41.132(2) IEP for parentally placed private school children with disabilities. In accordance with
subrule 41.132(1) and rules 281—41.137(256,256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.139(256,256B,34CFR300),
as well as Iowa Code section 256.12, an IEP must be developed and implemented for each private school
child with a disability who has been designated by the AEA in which the private school is located to
receive special education and related services under this chapter.

41.132(3) Record keeping. Each AEA must maintain in its records, and provide to the state,
the following information related to parentally placed private school children covered under rules
281—41.130(256,256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.144(256,256B,34CFR300):

a. The number of children evaluated;
b. The number of children determined to be children with disabilities; and
c. The number of children served.

281—41.133(256,256B,34CFR300) Expenditures.
41.133(1) Formula. To meet the requirement of subrule 41.132(1), each AEA must spend the

following on providing special education and related services, including direct services, to parentally
placed private school children with disabilities:

a. For children aged 3 to 21, an amount that is the same proportion of the AEA’s total subgrant
under Section 611(f) of the Act as the number of private school children with disabilities aged 3 to 21 who
are enrolled by their parents in private, including religious, elementary schools and secondary schools
located in the school district served by the AEA, is to the total number of children with disabilities in its
jurisdiction aged 3 to 21.

b. Additional calculation for children aged 3 through 5.
(1) For children aged 3 through 5, an amount that is the same proportion of the AEA’s total

subgrant under Section 619(g) of the Act as the number of parentally placed private school children
with disabilities aged 3 through 5 who are enrolled by their parents in a private, including religious,
elementary school located in the school district served by the AEA, is to the total number of children
with disabilities in its jurisdiction aged 3 through 5.

(2) As described in 41.133(1)“b”(1), children aged 3 through 5 are considered to be parentally
placed private school children with disabilities enrolled by their parents in private, including religious,
elementary schools, if and only if they are enrolled in a private school that meets the definition of
elementary school in rule 281—41.13(256B,34CFR300).

c. If an AEA has not expended for equitable services all of the funds described in 41.133(1)“a”
and “b” by the end of the fiscal year for which Congress appropriated the funds, the AEA must obligate
the remaining funds for special education and related services, including direct services, to parentally
placed private school children with disabilities during a carry-over period of one additional year.

41.133(2) Calculating proportionate amount. The state shall calculate each AEA’s proportionate
share from data provided by each AEA after each AEA has completed the consultation
described in rule 281—41.134(256,256B,34CFR300) and the child count described in rule
281—41.131(256,256B,34CFR300) and subrule 41.133(3).

41.133(3) Annual count of the number of parentally placed private school children with disabilities.
a. Each AEA must:
(1) After timely and meaningful consultation with representatives of parentally placed private

school children with disabilities, consistent with rule 281—41.134(256,256B,34CFR300), determine
the number of parentally placed private school children with disabilities attending private schools
located in the AEA; and

(2) Ensure that the count is conducted on any date between October 1 and December 1, inclusive,
of each year.
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b. The count must be used to determine the amount that the AEAmust spend on providing special
education and related services to parentally placed private school children with disabilities in the next
subsequent fiscal year.

41.133(4) Supplement, not supplant. State and local funds may supplement, and in no case supplant,
the proportionate amount of federal funds required to be expended for parentally placed private school
children with disabilities under this chapter.

281—41.134(256,256B,34CFR300) Consultation. To ensure timely and meaningful consultation, an
AEA or, if appropriate, an SEA must consult with private school representatives and representatives of
parents of parentally placed private school children with disabilities during the design and development
of special education and related services for the children regarding the following:

41.134(1) Child find. The child find process shall determine:
a. How parentally placed private school children suspected of having a disability can participate

equitably; and
b. How parents, teachers, and private school officials will be informed of the process.
41.134(2) Proportionate share of funds. An explanation that the proportionate share

shall be calculated by the state based on data submitted by the AEA, consistent with rule
281—41.133(256,256B,34CFR300).

41.134(3) Consultation process. The consultation process among the AEA, private school officials,
and representatives of parents of parentally placed private school children with disabilities, including
how the process will operate throughout the school year to ensure that parentally placed children with
disabilities identified through the child find process can meaningfully participate in special education
and related services.

41.134(4) Provision of special education and related services. How, where, and by
whom special education and related services funded by Part B of the Act under rules
281—41.130(256,256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.147(256B,34CFR300) will be provided for parentally
placed private school children with disabilities, including a discussion of the following:

a. The types of services, including direct services and alternate service delivery mechanisms;
b. How special education and related services will be apportioned if funds are insufficient to serve

all parentally placed private school children;
c. How and when decisions regarding 41.134(4)“a” and “b” will be made;
d. That the consultation process concerns only funds under Part B of the Act, and does not concern

special education and related services provided under Iowa Code section 256.12. The consultation
process may, but is not required to, include discussions of special education and related services provided
under Iowa Code section 256.12.

41.134(5) Written explanation by AEA regarding services. How, if the AEA disagrees with the views
of the private school officials on the provision of services or the types of services, whether provided
directly or through a contract, the AEA will provide to the private school officials a written explanation
of the reasons why the AEA chose not to provide services directly or through a contract.

281—41.135(256,256B,34CFR300) Written affirmation. When timely and meaningful consultation,
as required by rule 281—41.134(256,256B,34CFR300), has occurred, the AEA must obtain a written
affirmation signed by the representatives of participating private schools. If the representatives do not
provide the affirmation within a reasonable period of time, the AEA must forward the documentation of
the consultation process to the department.

281—41.136(256,256B,34CFR300) Compliance.
41.136(1) General. A private school official has the right to submit a complaint to the department

that the AEA:
a. Did not engage in consultation that was meaningful and timely; or
b. Did not give due consideration to the views of the private school official.
41.136(2) Procedure.
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a. If the private school official wishes to submit a complaint, the official must provide to the
department the basis of the noncompliance by the AEA with the applicable private school provisions in
this chapter; and

b. The AEA must forward the appropriate documentation to the department.
c. If the private school official is dissatisfied with the decision of the department, the official

may submit a complaint to the Secretary by providing the information on noncompliance described in
41.136(2)“a.” The department must forward the appropriate documentation to the Secretary.

281—41.137(256,256B,34CFR300) Equitable services determined.
41.137(1) Nature and scope of individual right to special education and related services. Each

parentally placed private school child with a disability has a right to receive any special education or
related services permitted by Iowa Code section 256.12. Funding for and accounting for such services
shall be determined by the provisions of Part B of the Act, this chapter, and Iowa Code section 256.12.

41.137(2) Decisions. Decisions about the services that will be provided to parentally
placed private school children with disabilities funded by Part B of the Act under rules
281—41.130(256,256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.144(256,256B,34CFR300)must bemade in accordance
with subrules 41.134(4) and 41.137(3). The AEA must make the final decisions with respect to the
services to be provided to eligible parentally placed private school children with disabilities and funded
by Part B of the Act.

41.137(3) IEP for parentally placed private school children with disabilities. TheAEA or LEAmust
offer to develop an IEP for each child with a disability who is enrolled in a religious or other private
school by the child’s parents and develop an IEP if one is requested, pursuant to this chapter. An IEP
is offered and prepared pursuant to Iowa Code section 256.12. There is no need to prepare a services
plan (see rule 281—41.37(34CFR300)) for such a student. A parent of a child with a disability who is
voluntarily enrolled in a private school may not reject an IEP and demand a services plan instead. At
any IEP team meeting for a parentally placed private school student with a disability, the AEA or LEA
must ensure that a representative of the private school attends each meeting. If the representative cannot
attend, the AEA or LEA shall use other methods to ensure participation by the private school, including
individual or conference telephone calls.

281—41.138(256,256B,34CFR300) Equitable services provided.
41.138(1) General. The services provided to parentally placed private school children with

disabilities must be provided by personnel meeting the same standards as personnel providing services
in the public schools, except that private elementary school and secondary school teachers who are
providing equitable services to parentally placed private school children with disabilities do not have
to meet the special education teacher requirements of rule 281—41.156(256B,34CFR300). Parentally
placed private school children with disabilities receive the special education and related services
required by Iowa Code section 256.12, although the source of the funding for such education and
services may be different than funding for education and services for children with disabilities in public
schools.

41.138(2) Services provided in accordance with an IEP. Each parentally placed private school child
with a disability who will receive special education and related services pursuant to the Act and Iowa
Code section 256.12 must have an IEP developed in accordance with this chapter.

41.138(3) Provision of equitable services. The provision of services pursuant to this rule and
rules 281—41.139(256,256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.143(256,256B,34CFR300) must be provided by
employees of a public agency or through contract by the public agency with an individual, association,
agency, organization, or other entity.

41.138(4) Secular, neutral and nonideological. Special education and related services, including
materials and equipment, provided to parentally placed private school children with disabilities,
including children attending religious schools, must be secular, neutral, and nonideological.
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]
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281—41.139(256,256B,34CFR300) Location of services and transportation.
41.139(1) Services on private school premises. Services to parentally placed private school children

with disabilities may be provided on the premises of private, including religious, schools to the extent
consistent with Iowa Code section 256.12.

41.139(2) Transportation.
a. General.
(1) If necessary for the child to benefit from or participate in the services provided under this

chapter, a parentally placed private school child with a disability must be provided transportation from
the child’s school or the child’s home to a site other than the private school and from the service site to
the private school or to the child’s home, depending on the timing of the services.

(2) AEAs or LEAs are not required to provide transportation from the child’s home to the private
school.

b. Cost of transportation. The cost of the transportation described in 41.139(2)“a”(1)
may be included in calculating whether the AEA has met the requirement of rule
281—41.133(256,256B,34CFR300).

281—41.140(256,256B,34CFR300) Due process complaints and state complaints.
41.140(1) When due process complaints available. Pursuant to Iowa Code section 256.12,

parents of children with disabilities who are voluntarily placed in accredited nonpublic schools
may file a due process complaint as provided in rules 281—41.504(256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.519(256B,34CFR300), except as provided in subrule 41.140(2).

41.140(2) When due process complaints unavailable. The procedures in rules
281—41.504(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.519(256B,34CFR300) may not be used to challenge the
particular amount of services funded by Part B that a parentally placed private school child with
disabilities receives, unless the allegation is made that the child was denied FAPE under Iowa Code
section 256.12, but a parent of a child with a disability may file a due process complaint alleging the
AEA failed to comply with the child find requirements of rule 281—41.131(256,256B,34CFR300). A
private school official may not file a due process complaint under this chapter.

41.140(3) State complaints. Any complaint that an SEA or AEA has failed to meet the
requirements in rules 281—41.132(256,256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.135(256,256B,34CFR300)
and 281—41.137(256,256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.144(256,256B,34CFR300) must be filed
in accordance with the procedures described in rules 281—41.151(256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.153(256B,34CFR300). A complaint filed by a private school official under subrule 41.136(1)
must be filed with the SEA in accordance with the procedures in subrule 41.136(2).

281—41.141(256,256B,34CFR300) Requirement that funds not benefit a private school.
41.141(1) Funds may not benefit private school. An AEAmay not use funds provided under Section

611 or 619 of the Act to finance the existing level of instruction in a private school or to otherwise benefit
the private school.

41.141(2) Funds only for special education. The AEA must use funds provided under Part B of the
Act to meet the special education and related services needs of parentally placed private school children
with disabilities, but not for meeting either of the following needs:

a. The needs of a private school; or
b. The general needs of the students enrolled in the private school.

281—41.142(256,256B,34CFR300) Use of personnel.
41.142(1) Use of public school personnel. An AEAmay use funds available under Sections 611 and

619 of the Act to make public school personnel available in other than public facilities based on the
following two criteria:

a. If and to the extent necessary to provide services under rules
281—41.130(256,256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.144(256,256B,34CFR300) for parentally placed
private school children with disabilities; and
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b. If those services are not normally provided by the private school.
41.142(2) Use of private school personnel. An AEA may use funds available under Sections 611

and 619 of the Act to pay for the services of an employee of a private school to provide services under
rules 281—41.130(256,256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.144(256,256B,34CFR300) if the following two
conditions are met:

a. The employee performs the services outside of the employee’s regular hours of duty; and
b. The employee performs the services under public supervision and control.

281—41.143(256,256B,34CFR300) Separate classes prohibited. AnAEAmay not use funds available
under Section 611 or 619 of the Act for classes that are organized separately on the basis of school
enrollment or religion of the children if the classes are at the same site; and the classes include both
children enrolled in public schools and children enrolled in private schools.

281—41.144(256,256B,34CFR300) Property, equipment, and supplies.
41.144(1) General. A public agency must control and administer the funds used to provide

special education and related services under rules 281—41.137(256,256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.139(256,256B,34CFR300) and hold title to and administer materials, equipment, and property
purchased with those funds for the uses and purposes provided in the Act.

41.144(2) Equipment and supplies on private school premises only while needed. The public agency
may place equipment and supplies in a private school for the period of time needed for the Part B program.

41.144(3) Public agency to supervise placement and use of equipment and supplies. The public
agency must ensure that the equipment and supplies placed in a private school are used only for Part B
purposes and can be removed from the private school without remodeling the private school facility.

41.144(4) Duty to remove equipment and supplies. The public agency must remove equipment and
supplies from a private school if the equipment and supplies are no longer needed for Part B purposes
or removal is necessary to avoid unauthorized use of the equipment and supplies for other than Part B
purposes.

41.144(5) No Part B funds for repair or construction. No funds under Part B of the Act may be used
for repairs, minor remodeling, or construction of private school facilities.

281—41.145(256B,34CFR300) Applicability of rules 281—41.146(256B,34CFR300)
to 281—41.147(256B,34CFR300). Rules 281—41.146(256B,34CFR300) and 281—
41.147(256B,34CFR300) apply only to children with disabilities who are or have been placed in or
referred to a private school or facility by a public agency as a means of providing special education
and related services.

281—41.146(256B,34CFR300) Responsibility of department. The department must ensure the
following for each child with a disability who is placed in or referred to a private school or facility by
a public agency.

41.146(1) FAPE. The child is provided special education and related services in
conformance with an IEP that meets the requirements of rules 281—41.320(256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.325(256B,34CFR300) and at no cost to the parents.

41.146(2) Meet state standards. The child is provided an education that meets the standards that
apply to education provided by the SEA and LEAs, including the requirements of this chapter except for
subrule 41.156(3).

41.146(3) All rights. The child has all of the rights of a child with a disability who is served by a
public agency.
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]
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41.146(256B,34CFR300), the department must monitor compliance through procedures such as written
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private school and facility to which a public agency has referred or placed a child with a disability; and
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provide an opportunity for those private schools and facilities to participate in the development and
revision of state standards that apply to them.

281—41.148(256B,34CFR300) Placement of children by parents when FAPE is at issue.
41.148(1) General. An LEA or AEA is not required to pay for the cost of education, including

special education and related services, of a child with a disability at a private school or facility if that
agency made FAPE available to the child and the parents elected to place the child in a private school or
facility. However, the public agency must include that child in the population whose needs are addressed
consistent with rules 281—41.131(256,256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.144(256,256B,34CFR300) and
Iowa Code section 256.12.

41.148(2) Disagreements about FAPE. Disagreements between the parents and a public agency
regarding the availability of a program appropriate for the child, and the question of financial
reimbursement, are subject to the due process procedures in rules 281—41.504(256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.520(256B,34CFR300).

41.148(3) Reimbursement for private school placement. If the parents of a child with a disability
who previously received special education and related services under the authority of a public agency
enroll the child in a private preschool, elementary school, or secondary school without the consent of or
referral by the public agency, a court or an administrative law judge may require the agency to reimburse
the parents for the cost of that enrollment if the court or administrative law judge finds that the agency
had not made FAPE available to the child in a timely manner prior to that enrollment and that the private
placement is appropriate. A parental placement may be found to be appropriate by an administrative law
judge or a court even if it does not meet the state standards that apply to education provided by the SEA
and LEAs.

41.148(4) Limitation on reimbursement. The cost of reimbursement described in subrule 41.148(3)
may be reduced or denied in any of the following cases.

a. At the most recent IEP team meeting that the parents attended prior to removal of the child
from the public school, the parents did not inform the IEP team that they were rejecting the placement
proposed by the public agency to provide FAPE to their child, including stating their concerns and their
intent to enroll their child in a private school at public expense;

b. At least ten business days, including any holidays that occur on a business day, prior to the
removal of the child from the public school, the parents did not give written notice to the public agency
of the information described in 41.148(4)“a”;

c. If, prior to the parents’ removal of the child from the public school, the public agency informed
the parents, through the notice requirements described in 41.503(1)“a,” of its intent to evaluate the child,
including a statement of the purpose of the evaluation that was appropriate and reasonable, but the parents
did not make the child available for the evaluation; or

d. Upon a judicial finding of unreasonableness with respect to actions taken by the parents.
41.148(5) Exceptions. Notwithstanding the notice requirement in 41.148(4)“a” and “b,” the cost

of reimbursement:
a. Must not be reduced or denied for failure to provide the notice if:
(1) The school prevented the parents from providing the notice;
(2) The parents had not received notice, pursuant to rule 281—41.504(256B,34CFR300), of the

notice requirement in 41.148(4)“a” and “b”; or
(3) Compliance with 41.148(4)“a” and “b” would likely result in physical harm to the child; and
b. May, in the discretion of the court or an administrative law judge, not be reduced or denied for

failure to provide this notice if:
(1) The parents are not literate or cannot write in English; or
(2) Compliance with 41.148(4)“a” and “b” would likely result in serious emotional harm to the

child.

281—41.149(256B,34CFR300) SEA responsibility for general supervision. The state shall exercise
general supervision over the implementation of Part B of the Act and this chapter. Part B of the Act does
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not limit the responsibility of agencies other than educational agencies for providing or paying for some
or all of the costs of FAPE to eligible individuals.

281—41.150 Reserved.

281—41.151(256B,34CFR300) Adoption of state complaint procedures.
41.151(1) General. The state maintains written procedures for the following:
a. Resolving any complaint, including a complaint filed by an organization or individual from

another state, that meets the requirements of rule 281—41.153(256B,34CFR300) by providing for the
filing of a complaint with the department.

b. Widely disseminating to parents and other interested individuals, including parent
training and information centers, protection and advocacy agencies, independent living centers,
and other appropriate entities, the state procedures under rules 281—41.151(256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.153(256B,34CFR300).

41.151(2) Remedies for denial of appropriate services. In resolving a complaint in which the state
has found a failure to provide appropriate services, the state, pursuant to its general supervisory authority
under Part B of the Act, shall address the following:

a. The failure to provide appropriate services, including corrective action appropriate to address
the needs of the child, such as compensatory services or monetary reimbursement; and

b. Appropriate future provision of services for all children with disabilities.

281—41.152(256B,34CFR300) Minimum state complaint procedures.
41.152(1) Time limit; minimum procedures. The state shall include in its complaint procedures a

time limit of 60 days after a complaint is filed under rule 281—41.153(256B,34CFR300) to do the
following:

a. Carry out an independent on-site investigation, if the state determines that an investigation is
necessary;

b. Give the complainant the opportunity to submit additional information, either orally or in
writing, about the allegations in the complaint;

c. Provide the public agency with the opportunity to respond to the complaint, including, at a
minimum:

(1) At the discretion of the public agency, a proposal to resolve the complaint; and
(2) An opportunity for a parent who has filed a complaint and the public agency to

voluntarily engage in mediation consistent with rules 281—41.506(256B,34CFR300) and
281—41.1002(256B,34CFR300);

d. Review all relevant information and make an independent determination as to whether the
public agency is violating a requirement of Part B of the Act or of this chapter; and

e. Issue a written decision to the complainant that addresses each allegation in the complaint and
contains:

(1) Findings of fact and conclusions; and
(2) The reasons for the state’s final decision.
41.152(2) Time extension; final decision; implementation. The state’s procedures described in

subrule 41.152(1) shall do the following:
a. Permit an extension of the time limit under subrule 41.152(1) only if:
(1) Exceptional circumstances exist with respect to a particular complaint; or
(2) The parent or individual or organization and the public agency involved agree to extend the time

to engage in mediation pursuant to 41.152(1)“c”(2), or to engage in other alternative means of dispute
resolution, if available in the state; and

b. Include procedures for effective implementation of the state’s final decision, if needed,
including:

(1) Technical assistance activities;
(2) Negotiations; and
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(3) Corrective actions to achieve compliance.
41.152(3) Complaints filed under this rule and due process hearings. If a written complaint is

received that is also the subject of a due process hearing under rule 281—41.507(256B,34CFR300)
or 281—41.530(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.532(256B,34CFR300), or that contains multiple issues
of which one or more are part of that hearing, the state must set aside any part of the complaint that
is being addressed in the due process hearing until the conclusion of the hearing. However, any issue
in the complaint that is not a part of the due process action must be resolved using the time limit and
procedures described in subrules 41.152(1) and 41.152(2). If an issue raised in a complaint filed under
this rule has previously been decided in a due process hearing involving the same parties, the due
process hearing decision is binding on that issue and the state must inform the complainant to that
effect. A complaint alleging a public agency’s failure to implement a due process hearing decision must
be resolved by the state.

281—41.153(256B,34CFR300) Filing a complaint.
41.153(1) Complainant. An organization or individual may file a signed written complaint under the

procedures described in rules 281—41.151(256B,34CFR300) and 281—41.152(256B,34CFR300).
41.153(2) Contents of complaint. The complaint must include the following:
a. A statement that a public agency has violated a requirement of Part B of the Act or of this

chapter;
b. The facts on which the statement is based;
c. The signature and contact information for the complainant; and
d. If alleging violations with respect to a specific child:
(1) The name and address of the residence of the child;
(2) The name of the school the child is attending;
(3) In the case of a homeless child or youth within the meaning of Section 725(2) of the

McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 11434a(2), available contact information for the
child, and the name of the school the child is attending;

(4) A description of the nature of the problem of the child, including facts relating to the problem;
and

(5) A proposed resolution of the problem to the extent known and available to the party at the time
the complaint is filed.

41.153(3) Time limit. The complaint must allege a violation that occurred not more than one year
prior to the date that the complaint is received in accordance with rule 281—41.151(256B,34CFR300).

41.153(4) Complainant must provide copy of complaint to AEA and LEA. The party filing the
complaint must forward a copy of the complaint to the AEA and LEA or public agency serving the
child at the same time the party files the complaint with the state.

41.153(5) Failure to comply with due process hearing decision, mediation agreement, resolution
meeting agreement. A complainant may allege a public agency has failed to comply with a due process
hearing decision, or a mediation agreement, or a resolution meeting agreement. If the complaint is
substantiated, the state will grant appropriate relief.

281—41.154(256B,34CFR300) Methods of ensuring services.
41.154(1) Interagency agreements. An interagency agreement or other mechanism for interagency

coordination shall be developed between each noneducational public agency described in subrule
41.154(2) and the SEA, in order to ensure that all services described in 41.154(2)“a” that are needed to
ensure FAPE are provided, including the provision of these services during the pendency of any dispute
under paragraph “c” of this subrule. The agreement or mechanism must include the following:

a. An identification of, or a method for defining, the financial responsibility of each agency
for providing services described in 41.154(2)“a” to ensure FAPE to children with disabilities. The
financial responsibility of each noneducational public agency described in subrule 41.154(2), including
the state Medicaid agency and other public insurers of children with disabilities, must precede the
financial responsibility of the LEA (or the state agency responsible for developing the child’s IEP).
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b. The conditions, terms, and procedures under which an LEA must be reimbursed by other
agencies.

c. Procedures for resolving interagency disputes, including procedures under which LEAs may
initiate proceedings, under the agreement or other mechanism to secure reimbursement from other
agencies or otherwise implement the provisions of the agreement or mechanism.

d. Policies and procedures for agencies to determine and identify the interagency coordination
responsibilities of each agency to promote the coordination and timely and appropriate delivery of
services described in 41.154(2)“a.”

41.154(2) Obligation of noneducational public agencies.
a. General rule.
(1) If any public agency other than an educational agency is otherwise obligated under federal

or state law, or assigned responsibility under state policy or pursuant to subrule 41.154(1), to
provide or pay for any services that are also considered special education or related services (such
as, but not limited to, services described in rule 281—41.5(256B,34CFR300) relating to assistive
technology devices, rule 281—41.6(256B,34CFR300) relating to assistive technology services, rule
281—41.34(256B,34CFR300) relating to related services, rule 281—41.42(256B,34CFR300) relating
to supplementary aids and services, and rule 281—41.43(256B,34CFR300) relating to transition
services) that are necessary for ensuring FAPE to children with disabilities within the state, the
public agency must fulfill that obligation or responsibility, either directly or through contract or other
arrangement pursuant to subrule 41.154(1) or an agreement pursuant to subrule 41.154(3).

(2) A noneducational public agency described in 41.154(2)“a”(1) may not disqualify an eligible
service for Medicaid reimbursement because that service is provided in a school context.

b. Failure to comply with general rule. If a public agency other than an educational agency fails
to provide or pay for the special education and related services described in 41.154(2)“a,” the LEA (or
state agency responsible for developing the child’s IEP) must provide or pay for these services to the
child in a timely manner. The LEA or state agency is authorized to claim reimbursement for the services
from the noneducational public agency that failed to provide or pay for these services, and that agency
must reimburse the LEA or state agency in accordance with the terms of the interagency agreement or
other mechanism described in subrule 41.154(1).

41.154(3) Special rule. The requirements of subrule 41.154(1) may be met through the following:
a. State statute or regulation;
b. Signed agreements between respective agency officials that clearly identify the responsibilities

of each agency relating to the provision of services; or
c. Other appropriate written methods as determined by the chief executive officer of the state or

designee of that officer and approved by the Secretary.
41.154(4) Children with disabilities who are covered by public benefits or insurance.
a. General. A public agency may use the Medicaid or other public benefits or insurance programs

in which a child participates to provide or pay for services required under this chapter, as permitted under
the public benefits or insurance program, except as provided in 41.154(4)“b” through “d.”

b. Exceptions to ability to use public benefits or insurance. With regard to services required to
provide FAPE to an eligible child under this chapter, the public agency:

(1) May not require parents to sign up for or enroll in public benefits or insurance programs in order
for their child to receive FAPE under Part B of the Act;

(2) May not require parents to incur an out-of-pocket expense such as the payment of a deductible
or copay amount incurred in filing a claim for services provided pursuant to this chapter but, pursuant to
41.154(6)“b,” may pay the cost that the parents otherwise would be required to pay; and

(3) May not use a child’s benefits under a public benefits or insurance program if that use would
do any of the following:

1. Decrease available lifetime coverage or any other insured benefit;
2. Result in the family’s paying for services that would otherwise be covered by the public benefits

or insurance program and that are required for the child outside of the time the child is in school;
3. Increase premiums or lead to the discontinuation of benefits or insurance; or
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4. Risk loss of eligibility for home- and community-based waivers, based on aggregate
health-related expenditures.

c. Consent requirements. Prior to accessing a child’s or parent’s public benefits or insurance for
the first time, and after providing notification to the child’s parents consistent with 41.154(4)“d,” the
public agency must obtain written parental consent that:

(1) Meets the requirements of 34 CFR Section 99.30 and rule 281—41.622(256B,34CFR300),
which consent must specify the personally identifiable information that may be disclosed (e.g., records or
information about the services that may be provided to a particular child), the purpose of the disclosure
(e.g., billing for services under this chapter), and the agency to which the disclosure may be made (e.g.,
the state’s public benefits or insurance program (e.g., Medicaid)); and

(2) Specifies that the parent understands and agrees that the public agency may access the parent’s
or child’s public benefits or insurance to pay for services under this chapter.

d. Notification requirements. Prior to accessing a child’s or parent’s public benefits or insurance
for the first time, and annually thereafter, the public agency must provide written notification, consistent
with 41.503(3), to the child’s parents, that includes:

(1) A statement of the parental consent provisions in paragraph 41.154(4)“c”;
(2) A statement of the “no cost” provisions in 41.154(4)“b”;
(3) A statement that the parents have the right under 34 CFR Part 99 and this chapter to withdraw

their consent to disclosure of their child’s personally identifiable information to the agency responsible
for the administration of the state’s public benefits or insurance program (e.g., Medicaid) at any time;
and

(4) A statement that the withdrawal of consent or refusal to provide consent under 34 CFR Part
99 and this chapter to disclose personally identifiable information to the agency responsible for the
administration of the state’s public benefits or insurance program (e.g., Medicaid) does not relieve the
public agency of its responsibility to ensure that all required services are provided at no cost to the
parents.

41.154(5) Children with disabilities who are covered by private insurance.
a. General. With regard to services required to provide FAPE to an eligible child under this

chapter, a public agency may access the parents’ private insurance proceeds only if the parents provide
consent consistent with rule 281—41.9(256B,34CFR300).

b. Obtaining access to private insurance proceeds. Each time the public agency proposes to access
the parents’ private insurance proceeds, the agency must:

(1) Obtain parental consent in accordance with 41.154(5)“a”; and
(2) Inform the parents that their refusal to permit the public agency to access their private insurance

does not relieve the public agency of its responsibility to ensure that all required services are provided
at no cost to the parents.

41.154(6) Use of Part B funds.
a. Agency unable to obtain consent. If a public agency is unable to obtain parental consent to use

the parents’ private insurance, or public benefits or insurance when the parents would incur a cost for a
specified service required under this chapter, to ensure FAPE, the public agency may use its Part B funds
to pay for the service.

b. Use of Part B funds to avoid cost to parents. To avoid financial cost to parents who otherwise
would consent to use private insurance, or public benefits or insurance if the parents would incur a cost,
the public agency may use its Part B funds to pay the cost that the parents otherwise would have to pay
to use the parents’ benefits or insurance (e.g., the deductible or copay amounts).

41.154(7) Proceeds from public benefits or insurance or private insurance. Proceeds from public
benefits or insurance or private insurance will not be treated as program income for purposes of 34 CFR
80.25. If a public agency spends reimbursements from federal funds (e.g., Medicaid) for services under
this chapter, those funds will not be considered state or local funds for purposes of the maintenance of
effort provisions in rules 281—41.163(256B,34CFR300) and 281—41.203(256B,34CFR300).

41.154(8) Rule of construction. Nothing in this chapter should be construed to alter the requirements
imposed on a state Medicaid agency, or any other agency administering a public benefits or insurance
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program by federal statute, regulations or policy under Title XIX or Title XXI of the Social Security
Act, 42 U.S.C. 1396 through 1396v and 42 U.S.C. 1397aa through 1397jj, or any other public benefits
or insurance program.
[ARC 0814C, IAB 6/26/13, effective 7/31/13]

281—41.155(256B,34CFR300) Hearings relating to AEA or LEA eligibility. The department shall
not make any final determination that an AEA or LEA is not eligible for assistance under Part B of the
Act without first giving the AEA or LEA reasonable notice and an opportunity for a hearing under 34
CFR 76.401(d).

281—41.156(256B,34CFR300) Personnel qualifications.
41.156(1) General. The SEA must establish and maintain qualifications to ensure that personnel

necessary to carry out the purposes of Part B of the Act and of this chapter are appropriately and
adequately prepared, trained, and licensed, including ensuring that those personnel have the content
knowledge and skills to serve children with disabilities.

41.156(2) Related services personnel and paraprofessionals. The qualifications under subrule
41.156(1) must include qualifications for related services personnel and paraprofessionals that:

a. Are consistent with any state-approved or state-recognized certification, licensing, registration,
or other comparable requirements that apply to the professional discipline in which those personnel are
providing special education or related services; and

b. Ensure that related services personnel who deliver services in their discipline or profession:
(1) Meet the requirements of 41.156(2)“a”; and
(2) Have not had certification or licensure requirements waived on an emergency, temporary, or

provisional basis; and
(3) Allow paraprofessionals and assistants who are appropriately trained and supervised, in

accordance with state law, regulation, or written policy, in meeting the requirements of this chapter to
be used to assist in the provision of special education and related services under this chapter to children
with disabilities.

41.156(3) Qualifications for special education teachers. The qualifications described in subrule
41.156(1) must ensure that each person employed as a public school special education teacher in the
state who teaches in an elementary school, middle school, or secondary school meets the following
standards:

a. The teacher has obtained full state certification as a special education teacher, including
certification obtained through alternative routes to certification, or has passed the state special education
teacher licensing examination and holds a license to teach in the state as a special education teacher,
except that a teacher teaching in a public charter school must meet the certification or licensing
requirements, if any, set forth in the state’s public charter school law;

b. The teacher has not had special education certification or licensure requirements waived on an
emergency, temporary, or provisional basis; and

c. The teacher holds at least a bachelor’s degree.
41.156(4) Policy. In implementing this rule, the state must adopt a policy that includes a

requirement that AEAs and LEAs in the state take measurable steps to recruit, hire, train, and retain
personnel described in this rule to provide special education and related services under Part B of the
Act and this chapter to children with disabilities.

41.156(5) Rule of construction. Notwithstanding any other individual right of action that a parent
or student may maintain under this chapter, nothing in this chapter shall be construed to create a right of
action on behalf of an individual student or a class of students for the failure of a particular SEA, AEA,
or LEA employee to meet the requirements of this rule, or to prevent a parent from filing a complaint
about staff qualifications with the SEA as provided for under this chapter.

41.156(6) Positive efforts to employ and advance qualified individuals with disabilities. Each
recipient of assistance under Part B of the Act must make positive efforts to employ, and advance in
employment, qualified individuals with disabilities in programs assisted under Part B of the Act.
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41.156(7) Additional rules of construction.
a. A special educator teaching in one or more core academic subjects must be appropriately

licensed in each core academic subject or must collaborate with an appropriately licensed teacher.
b. A teacher will be considered to meet the standard in subrule 41.156(3) if that teacher is

participating in an alternative route to special education certification program as follows:
(1) The teacher meets the following requirements:
1. Before and while teaching, receives high-quality professional development that is sustained,

intensive, and classroom-focused in order to have a positive and lasting impact on classroom instruction;
2. Participates in a program of intensive supervision that consists of structured guidance and

regular ongoing support for teachers or in a teacher mentoring program;
3. Assumes functions as a teacher only for a specified period of time not to exceed three years;

and
4. Demonstrates satisfactory progress toward full certification as prescribed by the state; and
(2) The state ensures, through its certification and licensure process, that the provisions in

subparagraph 41.156(7)“b”(1) are met.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10; ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]

281—41.157 to 41.159 Reserved.

281—41.160(256B,34CFR300) Participation in assessments.
41.160(1) General. The state must ensure that all children with disabilities are included in all

general state and districtwide assessment programs, including assessments described under Section 1111
of the ESEA, 20 U.S.C. Section 6311, with appropriate accommodations and alternate assessments, if
necessary, as indicated in their respective IEPs.

41.160(2) Accommodation guidelines.
a. The state (or, in the case of a districtwide assessment, an LEA) must develop guidelines for the

provision of appropriate accommodations.
b. The state’s (or, in the case of a districtwide assessment, the LEA’s) guidelines must:
(1) Identify only those accommodations for each assessment that do not invalidate the score; and
(2) Instruct IEP teams to select, for each assessment, only those accommodations that do not

invalidate the score.
41.160(3) Alternate assessments.
a. The state (or, in the case of a districtwide assessment, an LEA) must develop and

implement alternate assessments and guidelines for the participation of children with disabilities in
alternate assessments for those children who cannot participate in regular assessments, even with
accommodations, as indicated in their respective IEPs, as provided in subrule 41.160(1).

b. For assessing the academic progress of students with disabilities under Title I of the ESEA, the
alternate assessments and guidelines in paragraph 41.160(3)“a” must provide for alternate assessments
that:

(1) Are aligned with the state’s challenging academic content standards and challenging student
academic achievement standards;

(2) If the state has adopted alternate academic achievement standards permitted in 34 CFR
200.1(d), measure the achievement of children with the most significant cognitive disabilities against
those standards; and

(3) Except as provided in subparagraph 41.160(3)“b”(2), a state’s alternate assessments, if any,
must measure the achievement of children with disabilities against the state’s grade-level academic
achievement standards, consistent with 34 CFR 200.6(a)(2)(ii)(A).

c. Consistent with 34 CFR 200.1(e), a state may not adopt modified academic achievement
standards for any students with disabilities under Section 602(3) of the Act.

41.160(4) Explanation to IEP teams. The state (or, in the case of a districtwide assessment, an
LEA) must provide IEP teams with a clear explanation of the differences between assessments based
on grade-level academic achievement standards and those based on alternate academic achievement
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standards, including any effects of state or local policies on the student’s education resulting from
taking an alternate assessment based on alternate academic achievement standards (such as whether
only satisfactory performance on a regular assessment would qualify a student for a regular high school
diploma).

41.160(5) Inform parents. The state (or, in the case of a districtwide assessment, an LEA) must
ensure that parents of students selected to be assessed based on alternate academic achievement standards
are informed that their child’s achievement will be measured based on alternate academic achievement
standards.

41.160(6) Reports. The state (or, in the case of a districtwide assessment, an LEA) must make
available to the public, and report to the public with the same frequency and in the same detail as it
reports on the assessment of nondisabled children, the following:

a. The number of children with disabilities participating in regular assessments, and the number
of those children who were provided accommodations (that did not result in an invalid score) in order
to participate in those assessments.

b. The number of children with disabilities, if any, participating in alternate assessments based on
grade-level academic achievement standards.

c. The number of children with disabilities, if any, participating in alternate assessments based on
modified academic achievement standards in school years prior to 2015-2016.

d. The number of children with disabilities, if any, participating in alternate assessments based on
alternate academic achievement standards.

e. Compared with the achievement of all children, including children with disabilities, the
performance results of children with disabilities on regular assessments, alternate assessments based
on grade-level academic achievement standards, alternate assessments based on modified academic
achievement standards (prior to 2015-2016), and alternate assessments based on alternate academic
achievement standards if:

(1) The number of children participating in those assessments is sufficient to yield statistically
reliable information; and

(2) Reporting that information will not reveal personally identifiable information about an
individual student on those assessments.

41.160(7) Universal design. The state (or, in the case of a districtwide assessment, an LEA) must,
to the extent possible, use universal design principles in developing and administering any assessments
under this rule.
[ARC 3766C, IAB 4/25/18, effective 5/30/18]

281—41.161 Reserved.

281—41.162(256B,34CFR300) Supplementation of state, local, and other federal funds.
41.162(1) Expenditures. Funds paid to a state under this chapter must be expended in accordance

with all the provisions of this chapter.
41.162(2) Prohibition against commingling.
a. Funds paid to a state under this chapter must not be commingled with state funds.
b. The requirement in 41.162(2)“a” is satisfied by the use of a separate accounting system that

includes an audit trail of the expenditure of funds paid to a state under this chapter. Separate bank
accounts are not required. (See 34 CFR 76.702, fiscal control and fund accounting procedures.)

41.162(3) State-level nonsupplanting.
a. Except as provided in rule 281—41.203(256B,34CFR300), funds paid to a state under Part B

of the Act must be used to supplement the level of federal, state, and local funds, including funds that
are not under the direct control of the SEA or LEAs, expended for special education and related services
provided to children with disabilities under Part B of the Act, and in no case to supplant those federal,
state, and local funds.
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b. If the state provides clear and convincing evidence that all children with disabilities have
available to them FAPE, the Secretary may waive, in whole or in part, the requirements of 41.162(3)“a”
if the Secretary concurs with the evidence provided by the state under 34 CFR Section 300.164.

281—41.163(256B,34CFR300)Maintenance of state financial support. The state must not reduce the
amount of state financial support for special education and related services for children with disabilities,
or otherwise made available because of the excess costs of educating those children, below the amount
of that support for the preceding fiscal year.

281—41.164 Reserved.

281—41.165(256B,34CFR300) Public participation.
41.165(1) General. Prior to the adoption of any policies and procedures needed to comply with Part

B of the Act, including any amendments to those policies and procedures, the state must ensure that there
are public hearings, adequate notice of the hearings, and an opportunity for comment available to the
general public, including individuals with disabilities and parents of children with disabilities.

41.165(2) State plan. Before submitting a state plan under this chapter, the state must comply with
the public participation requirements in subrule 41.165(1) and those in 20 U.S.C. 1232d(b)(7).

281—41.166(256B,34CFR300) Rule of construction. In complying with rules 281—
41.162(256B,34CFR300) and 281—41.163(256B,34CFR300), the state may not use funds paid to it
under this chapter to satisfy state-mandated funding obligations to LEAs, including funding based
on student attendance or enrollment, or inflation.

281—41.167(256B,34CFR300) State advisory panel. An advisory panel is established and maintained
for the purpose of providing policy guidance with respect to special education and related services for
children with disabilities in the state.

281—41.168(256B,34CFR300) Advisory panel membership.
41.168(1) General. The advisory panel must consist of members appointed by the director of

education, be representative of the state population and be composed of individuals involved in or
concerned with the education of children with disabilities, including:

a. Parents of children with disabilities aged birth to 26;
b. Individuals with disabilities;
c. Teachers;
d. Representatives of institutions of higher education that prepare special education and related

services personnel;
e. State and local education officials, including officials who carry out activities under Subtitle B

of Title VII of the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 11431 et seq.;
f. Administrators of programs for children with disabilities;
g. Representatives of other state agencies involved in the financing or delivery of related services

to children with disabilities;
h. Representatives of private schools and public charter schools;
i. At least one representative of a vocational, community, or business organization concerned with

the provision of transition services to children with disabilities;
j. A representative from the state child welfare agency responsible for foster care; and
k. Representatives from the state juvenile and adult corrections agencies.
41.168(2) Special rule. Amajority of the members of the panel must be individuals with disabilities

or parents of children with disabilities aged birth to 26.

281—41.169(256B,34CFR300) Advisory panel duties. The advisory panel must:
1. Advise the department of unmet needs within the state in the education of children with

disabilities;
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2. Comment publicly on any rules or regulations proposed by the state regarding the education of
children with disabilities;

3. Advise the department in developing evaluations and reporting on data to the Secretary under
Section 618 of the Act;

4. Advise the department in developing corrective action plans to address findings identified in
federal monitoring reports under Part B of the Act;

5. Advise the department in developing and implementing policies relating to the coordination of
services for children with disabilities; and

6. Advise the department on eligible individuals with disabilities in adult prisons.

281—41.170(256B,34CFR300) Suspension and expulsion rates.
41.170(1) General. The department must examine data, including data disaggregated by race and

ethnicity, to determine if significant discrepancies are occurring in the rate of long-term suspensions and
expulsions of children with disabilities:

a. Among LEAs in the state; or
b. Compared to the rates for nondisabled children within an LEA.
41.170(2) Review and revision of policies. If the discrepancies described in subrule 41.170(1) are

occurring, the department must review and, if appropriate, revise (or require the affected state agency or
LEA to revise) its policies, procedures, and practices relating to the development and implementation of
IEPs, the use of positive behavioral interventions and supports, and procedural safeguards to ensure that
these policies, procedures, and practices comply with the Act.

281—41.171 Reserved.

281—41.172(256B,34CFR300) Access to instructional materials.
41.172(1) General. The state:
a. Adopts the National Instructional Materials Accessiblity Standard (NIMAS) published in the

Federal Register on July 19, 2006, (71 Fed. Reg. 41084) for the purposes of providing instructional
materials to blind persons or other persons with print disabilities in a timely manner; and

b. Establishes the following definition of “timely manner” for purposes of this chapter: Providing
instructional materials in accessible formats to children with disabilities in a “timely manner” means
delivering those accessible instructional materials at the same time as other children receive instructional
materials.

41.172(2) Public agencies. All public agencies must comply with rule 281—
41.210(256B,34CFR300).

41.172(3) Assistive technology. In carrying out this rule, the department, to the maximum extent
possible, must work collaboratively with the state agency responsible for assistive technology programs.

281—41.173(256B,34CFR300) Overidentification and disproportionality. Each public agency shall
implement policies and procedures developed by the department designed to prevent the inappropriate
overidentification or disproportionate representation by race and ethnicity of children as children with
disabilities, including children with disabilities with a particular impairment.

281—41.174(256B,34CFR300) Prohibition on mandatory medication.
41.174(1) General. No public agency personnel are permitted to require parents to obtain a

prescription for substances identified under Schedule I, II, III, IV, or V in Section 202(c) of the
Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 812(c)) for a child as a condition of attending school, receiving
an evaluation or services under Part B or this chapter.

41.174(2) Rule of construction. Nothing in subrule 41.174(1) shall be construed to create a
federal prohibition against teachers and other school personnel consulting or sharing classroom-based
observations with parents or guardians regarding a student’s academic and functional performance,
or behavior in the classroom or school, or regarding the need for evaluation for special education or
related services under rule 281—41.111(256B,34CFR300) related to child find.
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281—41.175 Reserved.

281—41.176(256B) Special school provisions.
41.176(1) Providers. Special schools for eligible individuals who require special education outside

the general education environment may be maintained by individual LEAs, jointly by two or more LEAs,
by the AEA, jointly by two or more AEAs, by the state directly, or by approved private providers.

41.176(2) Department recognition. Department recognition of agencies providing special education
and related services shall be of two types:

a. Recognition of nonpublic agencies and state-operated programs providing special education
and related services in compliance with these rules.

b. Approval for nonpublic agencies to provide special education and related services and to receive
special education funds for the special education and related services contracted for by an LEA or an
AEA.

281—41.177(256B) Facilities.
41.177(1) Equivalent to general education. Each agency providing special education and related

services shall supply facilities which shall be at least equivalent in quality to general education
classrooms in the system, located in buildings housing regularly enrolled individuals of comparable
ages, and readily accessible to individuals with disabilities.

41.177(2) Personnel space and assistance. Each agency providing special education shall ensure
that special education personnel are provided adequate access to telephone service and clerical assistance
and sufficient and appropriate work space regularly available for their use that is readily accessible to
individuals with disabilities.

281—41.178(256B) Materials, equipment and assistive technology.
41.178(1) Provision for materials, equipment, and assistive technology. Each LEA shall make

provision for special education and related services, facility modifications, assistive technology,
necessary equipment and materials, including both durable items and expendable supplies; provided
that, where an AEA, pursuant to appropriate arrangements authorized by the Iowa Code, furnishes
special education and related services, performance by the AEA shall be accepted in lieu of performance
by the LEA.

41.178(2) Acquire and maintain equipment. Each agency providing special education and related
services shall have a comprehensive program in operation under which equipment for special education
is acquired, inventoried, maintained, calibrated and replaced on a planned and regular basis.

281—41.179 to 41.185 Reserved.

281—41.186(256B,34CFR300) Assistance under other federal programs. Part B of the Act may not
be construed to permit a state to reduce medical and other assistance available, or to alter eligibility,
under Titles V and XIX of the Social Security Act with respect to the provision of FAPE to children with
disabilities in the state.

281—41.187(256B) Research, innovation, and improvement.
41.187(1) Evaluation and improvement. Each agency, in conjunction with other agencies, the

department, or both, shall implement activities designed to evaluate and improve special education.
These activities shall document the individual performance resulting from the provision of special
education.

41.187(2) Research. Each agency shall cooperate in research activities designed to evaluate and
improve special education when such activities are sponsored by an LEA, an AEA or the department,
or another agency, when approved by the department, to assess and ensure the effectiveness of efforts to
educate all children with disabilities.
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41.187(3) Support and facilitation. State rules, regulations, and policies under Part B of the Act must
support and facilitate AEA, LEA and school-level system improvement designed to enable children with
disabilities to meet the challenging state student academic achievement standards.

281—41.188 to 41.199 Reserved.

DIVISION IV
LEA AND AEA ELIGIBILITY, IN GENERAL

281—41.200(256B,34CFR300) Condition of assistance. An AEA or an LEA is eligible for assistance
under Part B of the Act for a fiscal year if the agency submits a plan that provides assurances
to the state that the LEA meets each of the conditions in rules 281—41.201(256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.213(256B,34CFR300).

41.200(1) Required descriptions, policies and procedures. Each AEA shall submit to the department
the policies and procedures identified in subrules 41.407(1) and 41.407(2) and other descriptions that
may be required by the department for approval. Any modifications to an AEA’s descriptions, policies
or procedures shall be submitted to the department for approval.

41.200(2) AEA application. Each AEA shall submit to the department, 45 calendar days prior to the
start of the project year, an application for federal funds under Part B of the Act, implementing federal
regulations, and this chapter. An AEA application shall receive department approval only when there
is an approved AEA comprehensive plan as described in rule 281—72.9(273) on file at the department
and the requirements of subrule 41.200(1) have been met. The application, on forms provided by the
department, shall include the following:

a. General information.
b. Utilization of funds.
c. Assurances.

281—41.201(256B,34CFR300) Consistency with state policies. The AEA or LEA, in providing
for the education of children with disabilities within its jurisdiction, must have in effect policies,
procedures, and programs that are consistent with the state policies and procedures established under
281—41.101(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.163(256B,34CFR300) and 281—41.165(256B,34CFR300)
to 281—41.187(256B).

281—41.202(256B,34CFR300) Use of amounts.
41.202(1) General. Amounts provided to the AEA or LEA under Part B of the Act must be:
a. Expended in accordance with the applicable provisions of Part B of the Act and this chapter;
b. Used only to pay the excess costs of providing special education and related services to children

with disabilities, consistent with subrule 41.202(2); and
c. Used to supplement state, local, and other federal funds, and not to supplant those funds.
41.202(2) Excess cost requirement.
a. General.
(1) The excess cost requirement prevents an AEA or LEA from using funds provided under Part

B of the Act to pay for all of the costs directly attributable to the education of a child with a disability,
subject to 41.202(2)“a”(2).

(2) The excess cost requirement does not prevent an AEA or LEA from using Part B funds to pay
for all of the costs directly attributable to the education of a child with a disability aged 3 to 5 or 18 to 20
if no local or state funds are available for nondisabled children of these ages. However, the AEA or LEA
must comply with the nonsupplanting and other requirements of Part B of the Act and of this chapter in
providing the education and services for these children.

b. Meeting excess cost requirement.
(1) An AEA or LEA meets the excess cost requirement if it has spent at least a minimum average

amount for the education of its children with disabilities before funds under Part B of the Act are used.
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(2) The amount described in 41.202(2)“b”(1) is determined in accordance with the definition of
excess costs in rule 281—41.16(256B,34CFR300). That amount may not include capital outlay or debt
service.

c. Joint establishment of eligibility. If two or more AEAs or LEAs jointly establish eligibility in
accordance with rule 281—41.223(256B,34CFR300), the minimum average amount is the average of
the combined minimum average amounts determined in accordance with the definition of excess costs
in rule 281—41.16(256B,34CFR300) in those agencies for elementary or secondary school students, as
the case may be.

281—41.203(256B,34CFR300) Maintenance of effort.
41.203(1) Eligibility standard.
a. For purposes of establishing the LEA’s eligibility for an award for a fiscal year, the SEA must

determine that the LEA budgets, for the education of children with disabilities, at least the same amount,
from at least one of the following sources, as the LEA spent for that purpose from the same source for
the most recent fiscal year for which information is available:

(1) Local funds only;
(2) The combination of state and local funds;
(3) Local funds only on a per capita basis; or
(4) The combination of state and local funds on a per capita basis.
b. When determining the amount of funds that the LEA must budget to meet the requirement

in paragraph 41.203(1)“a,” the LEA may take into consideration, to the extent the information
is available, the exceptions and adjustment provided in rules 281—41.204(256B,34CFR300) and
281—41.205(256B,34CFR300) that the LEA:

(1) Took in the intervening year or years between the most recent fiscal year for which information
is available and the fiscal year for which the LEA is budgeting; and

(2) Reasonably expects to take in the fiscal year for which the LEA is budgeting.
c. Expenditures made from funds provided by the federal government for which the SEA is

required to account to the federal government or for which the LEA is required to account to the federal
government directly or through the SEA may not be considered in determining whether an LEA meets
the standard in paragraph 41.203(1)“a.”

41.203(2) Compliance standard.
a. Except as provided in rules 281—41.204(256B,34CFR300) and

281—41.205(256B,34CFR300), funds provided to an LEA under Part B of the Act must not be used to
reduce the level of expenditures for the education of children with disabilities made by the LEA from
local funds below the level of those expenditures for the preceding fiscal year.

b. An LEA meets this standard if it does not reduce the level of expenditures for the education of
children with disabilities made by the LEA from at least one of the following sources below the level
of those expenditures from the same source for the preceding fiscal year, except as provided in rules
281—41.204(256B,34CFR300) and 281—41.205(256B,34CFR300):

(1) Local funds only;
(2) The combination of state and local funds;
(3) Local funds only on a per capita basis; or
(4) The combination of state and local funds on a per capita basis.
c. Expenditures made from funds provided by the federal government for which the SEA is

required to account to the federal government or for which the LEA is required to account to the federal
government directly or through the SEA may not be considered in determining whether an LEA meets
the standard in paragraphs 41.203(2)“a” and 41.203(2)“b.”

41.203(3) Subsequent years.
a. If, in the fiscal year beginning on July 1, 2013, or July 1, 2014, an LEA fails to meet the

requirements of 34 CFR 300.203 and rule 281—41.203(256B,34CFR300) in effect at that time, the level
of expenditures required of the LEA for the fiscal year subsequent to the year of the failure is the amount
that would have been required in the absence of that failure, not the LEA’s reduced level of expenditures.
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b. If, in any fiscal year beginning on or after July 1, 2015, an LEA fails to meet the requirement of
subparagraph 41.203(2)“b”(1) or 41.203(2)“b”(3) and the LEA is relying on local funds only, or local
funds only on a per capita basis, to meet the requirements of subrule 41.203(1) or 41.203(2), the level of
expenditures required of the LEA for the fiscal year subsequent to the year of the failure is the amount
that would have been required under subparagraph 41.203(2)“b”(1) or 41.203(2)“b”(3) in the absence
of that failure, not the LEA’s reduced level of expenditures.

c. If, in any fiscal year beginning on or after July 1, 2015, an LEA fails to meet the requirement
of subparagraph 41.203(2)“b”(2) or 41.203(2)“b”(4) and the LEA is relying on the combination of
state and local funds, or the combination of state and local funds on a per capita basis, to meet the
requirements of subrule 41.203(1) or 41.203(2), the level of expenditures required of the LEA for the
fiscal year subsequent to the year of the failure is the amount that would have been required under
subparagraph 41.203(2)“b”(2) or 41.203(2)“b”(4) in the absence of that failure, not the LEA’s reduced
level of expenditures.

41.203(4) Consequence of failure to maintain effort. If an LEA fails to maintain its level of
expenditures for the education of children with disabilities in accordance with subrule 41.203(2), the
SEA is liable in a recovery action under Section 452 of the General Education Provisions Act (20
U.S.C. 1234a) to return to the U.S. Department of Education, using nonfederal funds, an amount equal
to the amount by which the LEA failed to maintain its level of expenditures in accordance with subrule
41.203(2) in that fiscal year, or the amount of the LEA’s Part B subgrant in that fiscal year, whichever
is lower.
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]

281—41.204(256B,34CFR300) Exception to maintenance of effort. Notwithstanding the restriction
in subrule 41.203(2), an AEA or LEA may reduce the level of expenditures by the AEA or LEA under
Part B of the Act below the level of those expenditures for the preceding fiscal year if the reduction is
attributable to any of the following:

41.204(1) Departure of personnel. The voluntary departure, by retirement or otherwise, or departure
for just cause, of special education or related services personnel.

41.204(2) Decrease in enrollment. A decrease in the enrollment of children with disabilities.
41.204(3) Termination of obligation to provide an “exceptionally costly” program to a particular

child. The termination of the obligation of the agency to provide a program of special education to a
particular child with a disability that is an exceptionally costly program, as determined by the SEA,
because the child:

a. Has left the jurisdiction of the agency;
b. Has reached the age at which the obligation of the agency to provide FAPE to the child has

terminated; or
c. No longer needs the program of special education.
41.204(4) Termination of costly expenditures for long-term purchases. The termination of costly

expenditures for long-term purchases, such as the acquisition of equipment.
41.204(5) High-cost fund. The assumption of cost by the high-cost fund operated by the state under

this chapter.
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]

281—41.205(256B,34CFR300) Adjustment to local fiscal efforts in certain fiscal years.
41.205(1) Amounts in excess. Notwithstanding 41.202(1)“b,” 41.202(2), and 41.203(2), and

except as provided in 41.205(4) and 34 CFR 300.230(e)(2), for any fiscal year for which the allocation
received by an LEA under rule 281—41.705(256B,34CFR300) exceeds the amount the LEA received
for the previous fiscal year, the LEA may reduce the level of expenditures otherwise required by subrule
41.203(2) by not more than 50 percent of the amount of that excess.

41.205(2) Use of amounts to carry out activities under ESEA. If an LEA exercises the authority
under subrule 41.205(1), the LEA must use an amount of local funds equal to the reduction in
expenditures under subrule 41.205(1) to carry out activities that could be supported with funds under
the ESEA regardless of whether the LEA is using funds under the ESEA for those activities.
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41.205(3) State prohibition. Notwithstanding subrule 41.205(1), if the SEA determines that an LEA
is unable to establish and maintain programs of FAPE that meet the requirements of Section 613(a) of
the Act and of this chapter or the SEA has taken action against the LEA under Section 616 of the Act
and rules 281—41.600(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.609(256B,34CFR300), the SEA must prohibit the
LEA from reducing the level of expenditures under subrule 41.205(1) for that fiscal year.

41.205(4) Special rule. The amount of funds expended by an LEA for early intervening services
under rule 281—41.226(256B,34CFR300) shall count toward the maximum amount of expenditures that
the LEA may reduce under subrule 41.205(1).
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]

281—41.206(256B,34CFR300) Schoolwide programs under Title I of the ESEA.
41.206(1) General. Notwithstanding the provisions of rules 281—41.202(256B,34CFR300) and

281—41.203(256B,34CFR300) or any other provision of Part B of the Act, an LEA may use funds
received under Part B of the Act for any fiscal year to carry out a schoolwide program under Section
1114 of the ESEA, except that the amount used in any schoolwide program may not exceed the amount
received by the LEA under Part B of the Act for that fiscal year; divided by the number of children with
disabilities in the jurisdiction of the LEA; and multiplied by the number of children with disabilities
participating in the schoolwide program.

41.206(2) Funding conditions. The funds described in subrule 41.206(1) are subject to the following
conditions:

a. The funds must be considered as federal Part B funds for purposes of the calculations required
by 41.202(1)“b” and “c.”

b. The funds may be used without regard to the requirements of 41.202(1)“a.”
41.206(3) Meeting other Part B requirements. Except as provided in subrule 41.206(2), all other

requirements of Part B of the Act must be met by an LEA using Part B funds in accordance with subrule
41.206(1), including ensuring that children with disabilities in schoolwide program schools:

a. Receive services in accordance with a properly developed IEP; and
b. Are afforded all of the rights and services guaranteed to children with disabilities under the Act.

281—41.207(256B,34CFR300) Personnel development. Each public agency must ensure that all
personnel necessary to carry out Part B of the Act are appropriately and adequately prepared, subject to
the requirements of rule 281—41.156(256B,34CFR300) related to personnel qualifications and Section
2102(b) of the ESEA.
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]

281—41.208(256B,34CFR300) Permissive use of funds.
41.208(1) Uses. Notwithstanding rule 281—41.202(256B,34CFR300) and subrules 41.203(2) and

41.162(2), funds provided to an LEA under Part B of the Act may be used for the following activities:
a. Services and aids that also benefit nondisabled children. For the costs of special education

and related services and supplementary aids and services provided in a regular class or other
education-related setting to a child with a disability in accordance with the IEP of the child, even if one
or more nondisabled children benefit from these services. This provision may not be construed to apply
to rules 281—41.172(256B,34CFR300) and 281—41.210(256B,34CFR300).

b. Early intervening services. To develop and implement coordinated, early intervening
educational services in accordance with rule 281—41.226(256B,34CFR300). Such development and
implementation may be required by the SEA under subrule 41.646(2).

c. High-cost special education and related services. To establish and implement cost- or
risk-sharing funds, consortia, or cooperatives for the LEA itself, or for LEAs working in a consortium
of which the LEA is a part, to pay for high-cost special education and related services.

41.208(2) Administrative case management. An LEA may use funds received under Part B of the
Act to purchase appropriate technology for record keeping, data collection, and related case management
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activities of teachers and related services personnel providing services described in the IEP of children
with disabilities, that is needed for the implementation of those case management activities.
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]

281—41.209(256B,34CFR300) Treatment of charter schools and their students.
41.209(1) Rights of children with disabilities. Children with disabilities who attend public charter

schools and their parents retain all rights under this chapter.
41.209(2) Charter schools that are public schools of the LEA.
a. General. In carrying out Part B of the Act and these rules with respect to charter schools that

are public schools of the LEA, the LEA must:
(1) Serve children with disabilities attending those charter schools in the same manner as the LEA

serves children with disabilities in its other schools, including providing supplementary and related
services on site at the charter school to the same extent to which the LEA has a policy or practice of
providing such services on the site to its other public schools; and

(2) Provide funds under Part B of the Act to those charter schools:
1. On the same basis as the LEA provides funds to the LEA’s other public schools, including

proportional distribution based on relative enrollment of children with disabilities; and
2. At the same time as the LEA distributes other federal funds to the LEA’s other public schools,

consistent with the state’s charter school law.
b. Relationship to rule 281—41.705(256B,34CFR300). If the public charter school is a school

of an LEA that receives funding under rule 281—41.705(256B,34CFR300) and includes other public
schools:

(1) The LEA is responsible for ensuring that the requirements of this chapter are met, unless state
law assigns that responsibility to some other entity; and

(2) The LEA must meet the requirements of 41.209(2)“a.”

281—41.210(256B,34CFR300) Purchase of instructional materials.
41.210(1) General. An AEA, an LEA, or any other public agency, when purchasing print

instructional materials, must acquire those instructional materials for children who are blind or for other
persons with print disabilities in a manner consistent with subrule 41.210(3) and ensure delivery of
those materials in a timely manner to those children.

41.210(2) Rights and responsibilities of AEA or LEA. Nothing in this rule relieves the LEA or
AEA or any other public agency of its responsibility to ensure that children with disabilities who need
instructional materials in accessible formats, but who are not included under the definition of blind
persons or other persons with print disabilities in 41.210(4)“a” or who need materials that cannot be
produced from NIMAS files, receive those instructional materials in a timely manner, as defined in
41.172(1)“b.”

41.210(3) Preparation and delivery of files. Because the state chooses to coordinate with the
NIMAC, an AEA, an LEA, or any other public agency must:

a. As part of any print instructional materials adoption process, procurement contract, or other
practice or instrument used for purchase of print instructional materials, enter into a written contract
with the publisher of the print instructional materials to:

(1) Require the publisher to prepare and, on or before delivery of the print instructional materials,
provide to NIMAC electronic files containing the contents of the print instructional materials using the
NIMAS; or

(2) Purchase instructional materials from the publisher that are produced in, or may be rendered in,
specialized formats.

b. Provide instructional materials to blind persons or other persons with print disabilities in a
timely manner.

41.210(4) Definitions. The following definitions apply to this rule and rule 281—
41.172(256B,34CFR300), and apply to each state and LEA, regardless of whether the state or LEA
chooses to coordinate with the NIMAC:
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a. “Blind persons or other persons with print disabilities” means children served under this chapter
who may qualify to receive books and other publications produced in specialized formats in accordance
with 2 U.S.C. 135a and 36 CFR 701.6. Persons who may receive material in specialized formats include
persons who are blind, who have visual disabilities, have certain physical disabilities, or who have
reading disabilities resulting from organic dysfunction, as those terms are defined in 36 CFR 701.6(b)(1),
and who have obtained certification from a “competent authority,” as defined in 36 CFR 701.6(b)(2).

b. “National Instructional Materials Access Center” or “NIMAC” means the center established
pursuant to Section 674(e) of the Act.

c. “National Instructional Materials Accessibility Standard” or “NIMAS” has the meaning given
the term in Section 674(e)(3)(B) of the Act.

d. “Print instructional materials” has the meaning given the term in Section 674(e)(3)(C) of the
Act.

e. “Specialized formats” has the meaning given the term in Section 674(e)(3)(D) of the Act.

281—41.211(256B,34CFR300) Information for department. Each public agency shall provide the
department with information necessary to enable the department to carry out its duties under Part B of
the Act and this chapter, including, with respect to 34 CFR Section 300.157, information relating to
the performance of children with disabilities participating in programs carried out under Part B of the
Act. This information, including such quantitative and qualitative data as the department may require,
shall be submitted in a manner and at a time determined by the department. Failure to submit timely
and accurate information may be considered by the department in making the determinations under rule
281—41.603(256B,34CFR300) or in taking any other action to enforce Part B of the Act or this chapter.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]

281—41.212(256B,34CFR300) Public information. Each public agency must make available to
parents of children with disabilities and to the general public all documents relating to the eligibility of
the agency under Part B of the Act.

281—41.213(256B,34CFR300) Records regarding migratory children with disabilities. Each AEA
or LEA must cooperate in the Secretary’s efforts under Section 1308 of the ESEA to ensure the linkage
of records pertaining to migratory children with disabilities for the purpose of electronically exchanging,
among the states, health and educational information regarding those children.

281—41.214 to 41.219 Reserved.

281—41.220(256B,34CFR300) Exception for prior local plans.
41.220(1) General. If an AEA or LEA or a state agency described in rule

281—41.228(256B,34CFR300) has on file with the SEA policies and procedures that demonstrate that
the AEA or LEA or state agency meets any requirement of 281—41.200(256B,34CFR300), including
any policies and procedures filed under Part B of the Act as in effect before December 3, 2004, the
SEA must consider the AEA or LEA or state agency to have met that requirement for purposes of
receiving assistance under Part B of the Act.

41.220(2) Modification made by an AEA or LEA or state agency. Subject to subrule 41.220(3),
policies and procedures submitted by an LEA or a state agency remain in effect until the AEA or LEA
or state agency submits to the SEA the modifications that the AEA or LEA or state agency determines
are necessary.

41.220(3) Modifications required by the SEA. The SEA may require an AEA or LEA or a state
agency to modify its policies and procedures, but only to the extent necessary to ensure the LEA’s or
state agency’s compliance with Part B of the Act or state law, if:

a. After December 3, 2004, the effective date of the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Improvement Act of 2004, the applicable provisions of the Act, or the regulations developed to carry
out the Act, are amended;

b. There is a new interpretation of an applicable provision of the Act by federal or state courts; or
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c. There is an official finding of noncompliance with federal or state law or regulations.

281—41.221(256B,34CFR300) Notification of AEAorLEAor state agency in case of ineligibility. If
the state determines that an AEA or LEA or state agency is not eligible under Part B of the Act, then
the state must notify the AEA or LEA or state agency of that determination and provide the AEA or
LEA or state agency with reasonable notice and an opportunity for a hearing. This hearing shall not be
considered a contested case under Iowa Code chapter 17A.

281—41.222(256B,34CFR300) AEA or LEA and state agency compliance.
41.222(1) General. If the state, after reasonable notice and an opportunity for a hearing, finds

that an AEA or LEA or state agency that has been determined to be eligible under this chapter
is failing to comply with any requirement described in rules 281—41.201(256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.213(256B,34CFR300), the state must reduce or must not provide any further payments to
the AEA or LEA or state agency until the state is satisfied that the AEA or LEA or state agency is
complying with that requirement.

41.222(2) Notice requirement. Any state agency or AEA or LEA in receipt of a notice described in
subrule 41.222(1), by means of public notice, must take the measures necessary to bring the pendency
of an action pursuant to this rule to the attention of the public within the jurisdiction of the agency.

41.222(3) Consideration. In carrying out its responsibilities under this rule, the state must
consider any decision resulting from a hearing held under rules 281—41.511(256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.533(256B,34CFR300) that is adverse to the AEA or LEA or state agency involved in the
decision.

281—41.223(256B,34CFR300) Joint establishment of eligibility.
41.223(1) General. The state may require an AEA or LEA to establish its eligibility jointly with

another AEA or LEA if the state determines that the AEA or LEA will be ineligible because the agency
will not be able to establish and maintain programs of sufficient size and scope to effectively meet the
needs of children with disabilities.

41.223(2) Reserved.
41.223(3) Amount of payments. If the state requires the joint establishment of eligibility under

subrule 41.223(1), the total amount of funds made available to the affected AEAs or LEAs must
be equal to the sum of the payments that each AEA or LEA would have received under rule
281—41.705(256B,34CFR300) if the agencies were eligible for those payments.

281—41.224(256B,34CFR300) Requirements for jointly establishing eligibility.
41.224(1) Requirements for AEAs or LEAs in general. AEAs or LEAs that establish joint eligibility

under this rule must:
a. Adopt policies and procedures that are consistent with the state’s policies and

procedures under rules 281—41.101(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.163(256B,34CFR300) and
281—41.165(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.187(256B); and

b. Be jointly responsible for implementing programs that receive assistance under Part B of the
Act.

41.224(2) Requirements for educational service agencies in general. If an educational service
agency is required by state law to carry out programs under Part B of the Act, the joint responsibilities
given to AEAs or LEAs under Part B of the Act:

a. Do not apply to the administration and disbursement of any payments received by that
educational service agency; and

b. Must be carried out only by that educational service agency.
41.224(3) Additional requirement. Notwithstanding any other provision of rule

281—41.223(256B,34CFR300) and this rule, an educational service agency must provide for the
education of children with disabilities in the least restrictive environment, as required by this chapter.

281—41.225 Reserved.
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281—41.226(256B,34CFR300) Early intervening services.
41.226(1) General. An AEA or LEA may not use more than 15 percent of the amount the AEA

or LEA receives under Part B of the Act for any fiscal year, less any amount reduced by the AEA
or LEA pursuant to rule 281—41.205(256B,34CFR300), if any, in combination with other amounts,
which may include amounts other than education funds, to develop and implement coordinated, early
intervening services, which may include interagency financing structures, for students in kindergarten
through grade 12, with a particular emphasis on students in kindergarten through grade 3, who are not
currently identified as needing special education or related services, but who need additional academic
and behavioral support to succeed in a general education environment.

41.226(2) Activities. In implementing coordinated, early intervening services under this rule, an
AEA or LEA may carry out activities that include:

a. Professional development, which may be provided by other entities, for teachers and
other school staff to enable such personnel to deliver scientifically based academic and behavioral
interventions, including scientifically based literacy instruction and, where appropriate, instruction on
the use of adaptive and instructional software; and

b. Providing educational and behavioral evaluations, services, and supports, including
scientifically based literacy instruction.

41.226(3) Construction. Nothing in this rule shall be construed to either limit or create a right to
FAPE under Part B of the Act or to delay appropriate evaluation of a child suspected of having a disability.

41.226(4) Reporting: in general. Each AEA or LEA that develops and maintains coordinated, early
intervening services under this rule must annually report to the SEA on:

a. The number of children served under this rule who received early intervening services; and
b. The number of children served under this rule who received early intervening services and

subsequently receive special education and related services under Part B of the Act during the preceding
two-year period.

41.226(5) Reporting: disproportionality. If an LEA is required to reserve the maximum amount
available under this rule for early intervening services because of a determination of significant
disproportionality under rule 281—41.646(256B,34CFR300), that LEA must make additional reports
on the use of funds under this rule and rule 281—41.646(256B,34CFR300), as required by the SEA.

41.226(6) Coordination with ESEA. Funds made available to carry out this rule may be used to carry
out coordinated, early intervening services aligned with activities funded by and carried out under the
ESEA if those funds are used to supplement, and not supplant, funds made available under the ESEA
for the activities and services assisted under this rule.

281—41.227 Reserved.

281—41.228(256B,34CFR300) State agency eligibility. Any state agency that desires to receive
a subgrant for any fiscal year under rule 281—41.705(256B,34CFR300) must demonstrate to the
satisfaction of the state that all children with disabilities who are participating in programs and projects
funded under Part B of the Act receive FAPE, and that those children and their parents are provided all
the rights and procedural safeguards described in this chapter; and the agency meets the other conditions
of this chapter that apply to LEAs.

281—41.229(256B,34CFR300) Disciplinary information.
41.229(1) Requirement of transmittal of disciplinary records. Pursuant to Iowa Code section

279.9A, the state requires that a public agency include in the records of a child with a disability a
statement of any current or previous disciplinary action that has been taken against the child and
transmit the statement to the same extent that the disciplinary information is included in, and transmitted
with, the student records of children without disabilities.

41.229(2) Contents of transmittal. The transmittal shall include an accurate record of any suspension
or expulsion actions taken and the basis for those actions taken. It may include any other information
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that is relevant to the safety of the child and other individuals involved with the child, to the extent that
information is transmitted for children without disabilities.

41.229(3) Additional contents of transmittal. If the child transfers from one school to another, the
transmission of any of the child’s records must include both the child’s current IEP and any statement of
current or previous disciplinary action that has been taken against the child.

41.229(4) When transmittal must occur. Pursuant to Iowa Code section 279.9A, a transmittal of
records under this rule shall occur if requested by officials of the school to which the student seeks to
transfer or has transferred.

41.229(5) Additional state law requirement. Pursuant to Iowa Code section 279.9A, this rule applies
also to accredited nonpublic schools, as well as AEAs.

281—41.230(256B,34CFR300) SEA flexibility. The department reserves to itself the flexibility
provided by 34 CFR Section 300.230.

281—41.231 to 41.299 Reserved.

DIVISION V
EVALUATION, ELIGIBILITY, IEPs, AND PLACEMENT DECISIONS

281—41.300(256B,34CFR300) Parental consent and participation.
41.300(1) Parental consent for initial evaluation.
a. General.
(1) The public agency proposing to conduct an initial evaluation to determine if a child

qualifies as a child with a disability under this chapter must, after providing notice consistent with
rules 281—41.503(256B,34CFR300) and 281—41.504(256B,34CFR300), obtain informed consent,
consistent with rule 281—41.9(256B,34CFR300), from the parent of the child before conducting the
evaluation.

(2) Parental consent for an initial evaluation must not be construed as consent for initial provision
of special education and related services.

(3) The public agency must make reasonable efforts to obtain the informed consent from the parent
for an initial evaluation to determine whether the child is a child with a disability.

b. Special rule: initial evaluation for a child who is a ward of the state and not residing with
a parent. For initial evaluations only, if the child is a ward of the state and is not residing with the
child’s parent, the public agency is not required to obtain informed consent from the parent for an initial
evaluation to determine whether the child is a child with a disability if:

(1) Despite reasonable efforts to do so, the public agency cannot discover the whereabouts of the
parent of the child;

(2) The rights of the parents of the child have been terminated in accordance with state law; or
(3) The rights of the parent to make educational decisions have been subrogated by a judge in

accordance with state law and consent for an initial evaluation has been given by an individual appointed
by the judge to represent the child.

c. Parental refusal to provide consent for initial evaluation.
(1) If the parent of a child enrolled in public school or seeking to be enrolled in public school

does not provide consent for initial evaluation under 41.300(1)“a,” or the parent fails to respond
to a request to provide consent, the public agency may, but is not required to, pursue the initial
evaluation of the child by utilizing the procedural safeguards in this chapter, including the mediation
procedures under rule 281—41.506(256B,34CFR300) or the due process procedures under rules
281—41.507(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.516(256B,34CFR300), if appropriate, except to the extent
inconsistent with state law relating to such parental consent.

(2) The public agency does not violate its obligation under rules 281—41.111(256B,34CFR300)
and 281—41.301(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.311(256B,34CFR300) if it declines to pursue the
evaluation under 41.300(1)“c”(1).

41.300(2) Parental consent for services.
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a. A public agency that is responsible for making FAPE available to a child with a disability must
obtain informed consent from the parent of the child before the initial provision of special education and
related services to the child.

b. The public agency must make reasonable efforts to obtain informed consent from the parent for
the initial provision of special education and related services to the child.

c. If the parent of a child fails to respond to a request for, or refuses to consent to, the initial
provision of special education and related services, the public agency:

(1) May not use the procedural safeguards in this chapter, including the mediation
procedures rule 281—41.506(256B,34CFR300) or the due process procedures under rules
281—41.507(256B,34CFR300) through 281—41.516(256B,34CFR300) in order to obtain agreement
or a ruling that the services may be provided to the child;

(2) Will not be considered to be in violation of the requirement to make FAPE available to the child
because of the failure to provide the child with the special education and related services for which the
parent refuses to or fails to provide consent; and

(3) Is not required to convene an IEP team meeting or develop an IEP under rules
281—41.320(256B,34CFR300) and 281—41.324(256B,34CFR300) for the child.

d. If, at any time subsequent to the initial provision of special education and related services, the
parent of a child revokes consent in writing for the continued provision of special education and related
services, the public agency:

(1) May not continue to provide special education and related services to the child, but must provide
prior written notice in accordance with rule 281—41.503(256B,34CFR300) before ceasing the provision
of special education and related services;

(2) May not use the procedural safeguards in this chapter, including the mediation
procedures rule 281—41.506(256B,34CFR300) or the due process procedures under rules
281—41.507(256B,34CFR300) through 281—41.516(256B,34CFR300) in order to obtain agreement
or a ruling that the services may be provided to the child;

(3) Will not be considered to be in violation of the requirement to make FAPE available to the child
because of the failure to provide the child with further special education and related services; and

(4) Is not required to convene an IEP team meeting or develop an IEP under rules
281—41.320(256B,34CFR300) and 281—41.324(256B,34CFR300) for the child for further provision
of special education and related services.

41.300(3) Parental consent for reevaluations.
a. General. Subject to 41.300(3)“b”:
(1) Each public agency must obtain informed parental consent, in accordance with 41.300(1)“a,”

prior to conducting any reevaluation of a child with a disability.
(2) If the parent refuses to consent to the reevaluation, the public agency may, but is not required

to, pursue the reevaluation by using the consent override procedures described in 41.300(1)“c.”
(3) The public agency does not violate its obligation under rules 281—41.111(256B,34CFR300)

and 281—41.301(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.311(256B,34CFR300) if it declines to pursue the
evaluation or reevaluation.

b. Exception. The informed parental consent described in 41.300(3)“a” need not be obtained if
the public agency can demonstrate that:

(1) It made reasonable efforts to obtain such consent; and
(2) The child’s parent has failed to respond.
41.300(4) Other consent requirements.
a. When parental consent not required. Parental consent is not required before:
(1) A review of existing data as part of an evaluation or a reevaluation; or
(2) Administration of a test or other evaluation that is administered to all children unless, before

administration of that test or evaluation, consent is required of parents of all children.
b. Additional consent requirements. In addition to the parental consent requirements described

in subrules 41.300(1) through 41.300(3), the state may require parental consent for other services and
activities under Part B of the Act and of this chapter if it ensures that each public agency in the state
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establishes and implements effective procedures to ensure that a parent’s refusal to consent does not
result in a failure to provide the child with FAPE.

c. Limitation on public agency’s use of failure to give consent. A public agency may not use a
parent’s refusal to consent to one service or activity under subrules 41.300(1) through 41.300(3) or
paragraph 41.300(4)“b” to deny the parent or child any other service, benefit, or activity of the public
agency, except as required by this chapter.

d. Children who are home schooled or placed by their parents in private schools.
(1) If a parent of a child who is home schooled or placed in a private school by the parents at their

own expense does not provide consent for the initial evaluation or the reevaluation, or the parent fails to
respond to a request to provide consent, the public agency may not use the consent override procedures
described in 41.300(1)“c” and 41.300(3)“a”; and

(2) The public agency is not required to consider the child as eligible for services under rules
281—41.132(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.144(256B,34CFR300).

e. Documenting reasonable efforts. To meet the reasonable efforts requirement in
41.300(1)“a”(3), 41.300(1)“b”(1), 41.300(2)“b,” and 41.300(3)“b”(1), the public agency must
document its attempts to obtain parental consent using the procedures in subrule 41.322(4).

41.300(5) Parent participation. The identification process shall include interactions with the
individual, the individual’s parents, school personnel, and others having specific responsibilities for or
knowledge of the individual. AEA and LEA personnel shall seek active parent participation throughout
the process, directly communicate with parents, and encourage parents to participate at all decision
points.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]

281—41.301(256B,34CFR300) Full and individual initial evaluations.
41.301(1) General. Each public agency must conduct a full and individual initial evaluation, in

accordance with rules 281—41.304(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.306(256B,34CFR300), before the
initial provision of special education and related services to a child with a disability under this chapter.

41.301(2) Request for initial evaluation. Consistent with the consent requirements in rule
281—41.300(256B,34CFR300), either a parent of a child or a public agency may initiate a request for
an initial evaluation to determine if the child is a child with a disability.

41.301(3) Procedures for initial evaluation. The initial evaluation:
a. Must be conducted within 60 calendar days of receiving parental consent for the evaluation;
b. Must consist of procedures:
(1) To determine if the child is a child with a disability under this chapter; and
(2) To determine the educational needs of the child.
41.301(4) Exception. The time frame described in 41.301(3)“a” does not apply to a public agency

if:
a. The parent of a child repeatedly fails or refuses to produce the child for the evaluation; or
b. A child enrolls in a school of another public agency after the relevant time frame in

41.301(3)“a” has begun, and prior to a determination by the child’s previous public agency as to
whether the child is a child with a disability under this chapter.

41.301(5) Applicability of exception in 41.301(4)“b.” The exception in 41.301(4)“b” applies only
if the subsequent public agency is making sufficient progress to ensure a prompt completion of the
evaluation and the parent and the subsequent public agency agree to a specific time when the evaluation
will be completed.

41.301(6) Content of full and individual initial evaluation. The purpose of the evaluation is to
determine the educational interventions that are required to resolve the presenting problem, behaviors of
concern, or suspected disability, including whether the educational interventions are special education.
An evaluation shall include:

a. A n objective definition of the presenting problem, behaviors of concern, or suspected disability.
b. Analysis of existing information about the individual, as described in 41.305(1)“a.”
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c. Identification of the individual’s strengths or areas of competence relevant to the presenting
problem, behaviors of concern, or suspected disability.

d. Collection of additional information needed to design interventions intended to resolve the
presenting problem, behaviors of concern, or suspected disability, including, if appropriate, assessment
or evaluation of health, vision, hearing, social and emotional status, general intelligence, academic
performance, communicative status, adaptive behavior and motor abilities.

281—41.302(256B,34CFR300) Screening for instructional purposes is not evaluation. The
screening of a student by a teacher or specialist to determine appropriate instructional strategies
for curriculum implementation shall not be considered to be an evaluation for eligibility for special
education and related services.

281—41.303(256B,34CFR300) Reevaluations.
41.303(1) General. A public agency must ensure that a reevaluation of each child with a disability is

conducted in accordance with rules 281—41.304(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.311(256B,34CFR300):
a. If the public agency determines that the educational or related services needs, including

improved academic achievement and functional performance, of the child warrant a reevaluation; or
b. If the child’s parent or teacher requests a reevaluation.
41.303(2) Limitation. A reevaluation conducted under subrule 41.303(1):
a. May occur not more than once a year, unless the parent and the public agency agree otherwise;

and
b. Must occur at least once every three years, unless the parent and the public agency agree that

a reevaluation is unnecessary.

281—41.304(256B,34CFR300) Evaluation procedures.
41.304(1) Notice. The public agency must provide notice to the parents of a child with a disability,

in accordance with rule 281—41.503(256B,34CFR300), that describes any evaluation procedures the
agency proposes to conduct.

41.304(2) Conduct of evaluation. In conducting the evaluation, the public agency must:
a. Use a variety of assessment tools and strategies to gather relevant functional, developmental,

and academic information about the child, including information provided by the parent, that may assist
in determining:

(1) Whether the child is a child with a disability under this chapter; and
(2) The content of the child’s IEP, including information related to enabling the child to be involved

in and progress in the general education curriculum (or for a preschool child, to participate in appropriate
activities);

b. Not use any single measure or assessment as the sole criterion for determining whether a child
is a child with a disability and for determining an appropriate educational program for the child; and

c. Use technically sound instruments that may assess the relative contribution of cognitive and
behavioral factors, in addition to physical or developmental factors.

41.304(3) Other evaluation procedures. Each public agency must ensure that:
a. Assessments and other evaluation materials used to assess a child under this chapter:
(1) Are selected and administered so as not to be discriminatory on a racial or cultural basis;
(2) Are provided and administered in the child’s native language or other mode of communication

and in the form most likely to yield accurate information on what the child knows and can do
academically, developmentally, and functionally, unless it is clearly not feasible to so provide or
administer;

(3) Are used for the purposes for which the assessments or measures are valid and reliable;
(4) Are administered by trained and knowledgeable personnel; and
(5) Are administered in accordance with any instructions provided by the producer of the

assessments.
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b. Assessments and other evaluation materials include those tailored to assess specific areas of
educational need and not merely those that are designed to provide a single general intelligence quotient.

c. Assessments are selected and administered so as best to ensure that if an assessment is
administered to a child with impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills, the assessment results
accurately reflect the child’s aptitude or achievement level or whatever other factors the test purports to
measure, rather than reflecting the child’s impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills (unless those
skills are the factors that the test purports to measure).

d. The child is assessed in all areas related to the suspected disability, including, if appropriate,
health, vision, hearing, social and emotional status, general intelligence, academic performance,
communicative status, and motor abilities.

e. Assessments of children with disabilities who transfer from one public agency to another public
agency in the same school year are coordinated with those children’s prior and subsequent schools,
as necessary and as expeditiously as possible, consistent with 41.301(4)“b” and 41.301(5), to ensure
prompt completion of full evaluations.

f. The evaluation of each child with a disability under rules 281—41.304(256B,34CFR300)
to 281—41.306(256B,34CFR300) is sufficiently comprehensive to identify all of the child’s special
education and related services needs, whether or not commonly linked to the disability category in
which the child has been classified.

g. Assessment tools and strategies that provide relevant information that directly assists persons
in determining the educational needs of the child are provided.

281—41.305(256B,34CFR300) Additional requirements for evaluations and reevaluations.
41.305(1) Review of existing evaluation data. As part of an initial evaluation, if appropriate, and as

part of any reevaluation under this chapter, the IEP team and other qualified professionals, as appropriate,
must:

a. Review existing evaluation data on the child, including:
(1) Evaluations and information provided by the parents of the child;
(2) Current classroom-based, local, or state assessments, and classroom-based observations; and
(3) Observations by teachers and related services providers; and
b. On the basis of that review, and input from the child’s parents, identify what additional data, if

any, are needed to determine:
(1) Whether the child is a child with a disability, as defined in this chapter, and the educational

needs of the child or, in the case of a reevaluation of a child, whether the child continues to have such a
disability, and the educational needs of the child;

(2) The present levels of academic achievement and related developmental needs of the child;
(3) Whether the child needs special education and related services, or in the case of a reevaluation

of a child, whether the child continues to need special education and related services; and
(4) Whether any additions or modifications to the special education and related services are needed

to enable the child to meet the measurable annual goals set out in the IEP of the child and to participate,
as appropriate, in the general education curriculum.

41.305(2) Conduct of review. The group described in subrule 41.305(1) may conduct its review
without a meeting.

41.305(3) Source of data. The public agency must administer such assessments and other evaluation
measures as may be needed to produce the data identified under subrule 41.305(1).

41.305(4) Requirements if additional data are not needed.
a. If the IEP team and other qualified professionals, as appropriate, determine that no additional

data are needed to determine whether the child continues to be a child with a disability or to determine
the child’s educational needs, the public agency must notify the child’s parents of:

(1) The determination and the reasons for the determination; and
(2) The right of the parents to request an assessment to determine whether the child continues to

be a child with a disability and to determine the child’s educational needs.
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b. The public agency is not required to conduct the assessment described in 41.305(4)“a”(2)
unless requested to do so by the child’s parents.

41.305(5) Evaluations before change in eligibility.
a. Except as provided in 41.305(5)“b,” a public agency must evaluate a child with a disability in

accordance with these rules before determining that the child is no longer a child with a disability.
b. The evaluation described in 41.305(5)“a” is not required before the termination of a child’s

eligibility under this chapter due to graduation from secondary school with a regular diploma, or due to
exceeding the age eligibility for FAPE under state law.

c. For a child whose eligibility terminates under circumstances described in 41.305(5)“b,”
a public agency must provide the child with a summary of the child’s academic achievement and
functional performance, which shall include recommendations on how to assist the child in meeting
the child’s postsecondary goals.

41.305(6) At no cost to parent. Evaluations or reevaluations under this chapter, including any outside
consultations or evaluations, shall be at no cost to the parent. AEAs or LEAs may access a parent’s
private insurance or public benefits or insurance, however, provided that a parent gives informed consent
consistent with rule 281—41.9(256B,34CFR300) and subrules 41.154(4) and 41.154(5).

281—41.306(256B,34CFR300) Determination of eligibility.
41.306(1) General. Upon completion of the administration of assessments and other evaluation

measures:
a. A group of qualified professionals and the parent of the child determine whether the child is a

child with a disability, as defined in this chapter, in accordancewith subrule 41.306(3) and the educational
needs of the child; and

b. The public agency provides a copy of the evaluation report and the documentation of
determination of eligibility at no cost to the parent.

41.306(2) Special rule for eligibility determination. A child must not be determined to be a child
with a disability under this chapter:

a. If the determinant factor for that determination is:
(1) Lack of appropriate instruction in reading, including the essential components of reading

instruction, as defined in Section 1208(3) of the ESEA, as such section was in effect on the day before
the date of enactment of the Every Student Succeeds Act (December 9, 2015);

(2) Lack of appropriate instruction in math; or
(3) Limited English proficiency; and
b. If the child does not otherwise meet the eligibility criteria under this chapter.
41.306(3) Procedures for determining eligibility and educational need.
a. In interpreting evaluation data for the purpose of determining if a child is a child with a disability

under this chapter, and the educational needs of the child, each public agency must:
(1) Draw upon information from a variety of sources, including aptitude and achievement tests,

parent input, and teacher recommendations, as well as information about the child’s physical condition,
social or cultural background, and adaptive behavior; and

(2) Ensure that information obtained from all of these sources is documented and carefully
considered.

b. If a determination is made that a child has a disability and needs special education and related
services, an IEP must be developed for the child in accordance with these rules.

c. All determinations of eligibility must be based on the individual’s disability (progress and
discrepancy) and need for special education.

41.306(4) Director’s certification. If a child is determined to be an eligible individual pursuant to
these rules, the AEA director of special education shall certify the individual’s entitlement for special
education. A confidential record, subject to audit by the department, registering the name and required
special education and related services of each eligible individual shall be maintained by the AEA, and
provision shall be made for its periodic revision.
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]
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281—41.307(256B,34CFR300) Specific learning disabilities.
41.307(1) General. The state adopts, consistent with rule 281—41.309(256B,34CFR300), criteria

for determining whether a child is an eligible individual on the basis of a specific learning disability as
defined in subrule 41.50(10). In addition, the criteria adopted by the state:

a. Requires the use of a process based on the child’s response to scientific, research-based
intervention or the use of other alternative research-based procedures for determining whether a child
has a specific learning disability, as defined in subrule 41.50(10); and

b. Prohibits the use of a severe discrepancy between intellectual ability and achievement for
determining whether a child is an eligible individual on the basis of a specific learning disability.

41.307(2) Consistency with state criteria. A public agency must use the state criteria adopted
pursuant to subrule 41.307(1) in determining whether a child is an eligible individual on the basis of a
specific learning disability.

41.307(3) Rule of construction: “Labelling.” Nothing in this rule or rules 281—
41.308(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.311(256B,34CFR300) shall be construed as requiring children
evaluated under these rules to be classified as having a specific learning disability, as long as the child
is regarded as a child with a disability or an eligible individual under this chapter.

41.307(4) Rule of construction: Use of rules 281—41.307(256B,34CFR300) to 281—
41.310(256B,34CFR300). Nothing in this rule or rule 281—41.308(256B,34CFR300) or
281—41.311(256B,34CFR300) shall be construed as limiting its applicability solely to determining
whether a child is an eligible individual on the basis of a specific learning disability. The
procedures, methods, etc. listed in this rule and rules 281—41.308(256B,34CFR300) and
281—41.310(256B,34CFR300) may be employed in evaluating any child suspected of being an eligible
individual, if appropriate in the child’s circumstances.

281—41.308(256B,34CFR300) Additional group members. The determination of whether a child
suspected of being an eligible individual due to the presence of a specific learning disability is a child
with a disability as defined in this chapter, must be made by the child’s parents and a team of qualified
professionals, which must include the following persons:

41.308(1) Required teachers.
a. The child’s general education teacher; or
b. If the child does not have a general education teacher, a general education teacher qualified to

teach a child of his or her age; or
c. For a child of less than school age, an individual qualified by the SEA to teach a child of his or

her age.
41.308(2) Individual qualified to conduct diagnostic examinations. At least one person qualified to

conduct individual diagnostic examinations of children, such as a school psychologist, speech-language
pathologist, or a remedial reading teacher.

281—41.309(256B,34CFR300) Determining the existence of a specific learning disability.
41.309(1) Required determinations. The group described in rule 281—41.306(256B,34CFR300)

may determine that a child has a specific learning disability, as defined in subrule 41.50(10), after
considering the following three factors:

a. Lack of adequate achievement. The child does not achieve adequately for the child’s age,
grade-level expectations or such grade-level standards the SEA may choose to adopt in one or more of
the following areas, when provided with learning experiences and instruction appropriate for the child’s
age or grade-level expectations or such grade-level standards the SEA may choose to adopt:

(1) Oral expression.
(2) Listening comprehension.
(3) Written expression.
(4) Basic reading skill.
(5) Reading fluency skills.
(6) Reading comprehension.
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(7) Mathematics calculation.
(8) Mathematics problem solving.
b. Lack of adequate progress.
(1) The child does not make sufficient progress to meet age expectations, grade-level expectations,

or such state-approved grade-level standards as the state may choose to adopt in one or more of the
areas identified in 41.309(1)“a” when using a process based on the child’s response to scientific,
research-based intervention; or

(2) The child exhibits a pattern of strengths and weaknesses in performance, achievement, or
both, relative to age, grade-level expectations, such state-approved grade-level standards as the state
may choose to adopt, or intellectual development, that is determined by the group to be relevant to
the identification of a specific learning disability, using appropriate assessments, consistent with rules
281—41.304(256B,34CFR300) and 281—41.305(256B,34CFR300).

c. Exclusionary factors. The group determines that its findings under 41.309(1)“a” and
41.309(1)“b” are not primarily the result of:

(1) A visual, hearing, or motor disability;
(2) Intellectual disability;
(3) Emotional disturbance;
(4) Cultural factors;
(5) Environmental or economic disadvantage; or
(6) Limited English proficiency.
41.309(2) Review of data. To ensure that underachievement in a child suspected of having

a specific learning disability is not due to lack of appropriate instruction in reading or math, the
group must consider, as part of the evaluation described in rules 281—41.304(256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.306(256B,34CFR300):

a. Data that demonstrate that prior to, or as a part of, the referral process, the child was provided
appropriate instruction in regular education settings, delivered by qualified personnel; and

b. Data-based documentation of repeated assessments of achievement at reasonable intervals,
reflecting formal assessment of student progress during instruction, which was provided to the child’s
parents.

41.309(3) When consent required. The public agency must promptly request parental consent to
evaluate the child to determine if the child needs special education and related services andmust adhere to
the time frames described in rules 281—41.301(256B,34CFR300) and 281—41.303(256B,34CFR300):

a. If, prior to a referral, a child has not made adequate progress after an appropriate period of time
when provided instruction, as described in 41.309(2)“a” and “b”; and

b. Whenever a child is referred for an evaluation.
41.309(4) Rule of construction. Subparagraph 41.309(1)“b”(2) shall not be construed to require a

child with a pattern of strengths and weaknesses in performance, achievement, or both, to be identified as
an eligible individual, absent a determination that the child has a disability and needs special education
and related services.

41.309(5) Rule of construction. A process by which a child’s response to intervention is measured
is a component of a full and individual evaluation and is not, considered alone, a full and individual
evaluation, unless the response to intervention process contains all required elements of a full and
individual evaluation under this chapter.
[ARC 9376B, IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11]

281—41.310(256B,34CFR300) Observation.
41.310(1) Observation required. The public agency must ensure that the child is observed in the

child’s learning environment, including the regular classroom setting, to document the child’s academic
performance and behavior in the areas of difficulty.

41.310(2) Who must observe. The group described in 41.306(1)“a,” in determining whether a child
has a specific learning disability, must decide to:
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a. Use information from an observation in routine classroom instruction and monitoring of the
child’s performance that was done before the child was referred for an evaluation, consistent with rules
281—41.306(256B,34CFR300), 281—41.309(256B,34CFR300), 281—41.312(256B,34CFR300) and
281—41.313(256B,34CFR300); or

b. Have at least one member of the group described in 41.306(1)“a” conduct an observation of the
child’s academic performance in the regular classroom after the child has been referred for an evaluation
and parental consent, consistent with subrule 41.300(1), is obtained.

41.310(3) Child less than school age or out of school. In the case of a child of less than school age
or out of school, a group member must observe the child in an environment appropriate for a child of
that age. This subrule also applies to school-age children who must be evaluated during school breaks.

281—41.311(256B,34CFR300) Specific documentation for the eligibility determination.
41.311(1) Documentation required. For a child suspected of having a specific learning disability, the

documentation of the determination that the child is an eligible individual, as required in 41.306(1)“b,”
must contain a statement of:

a. Whether the child has a specific learning disability;
b. The basis for making the determination, including an assurance that the determination has been

made in accordance with 41.306(3)“a”;
c. The relevant behavior, if any, noted during the observation of the child and the relationship of

that behavior to the child’s academic functioning;
d. The educationally relevant medical findings, if any;
e. The determination that:
(1) The child does not achieve adequately for the child’s age or to meet grade-level expectations

or such grade-level standards the SEA may choose to adopt consistent with 41.309(1)“a”; and
(2) The child does not make sufficient progress for the child’s age or to meet grade-level

expectations or such grade-level standards the SEA may choose to adopt consistent with
41.309(1)“b”(1); or the child exhibits a pattern of strengths and weaknesses in performance,
achievement, or both, relative to the child’s age or to meet grade-level expectations, such grade-level
standards the SEA may choose to adopt, or intellectual development consistent with 41.309(1)“b”(2);

f. The determination of the group concerning the effects of a visual, hearing, or motor disability;
intellectual disability; emotional disturbance; cultural factors; environmental or economic disadvantage;
or limited English proficiency on the child’s achievement level; and

g. If the child has participated in a process that assesses the child’s response to scientific,
research-based intervention:

(1) The instructional strategies used and the student-centered data collected; and
(2) The documentation that the child’s parents were notified about:
1. The state’s policies regarding the amount and nature of student performance data that would be

collected and the general education services that would be provided;
2. Strategies for increasing the child’s rate of learning; and
3. The parents’ right to request an evaluation.
41.311(2) Certification required. Each group member must certify in writing whether the report

reflects the member’s conclusion. If it does not reflect the member’s conclusion, the group member
must submit a separate statement presenting the member’s conclusions.
[ARC 9376B, IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11]

281—41.312(256B,34CFR300) General education interventions. Each LEA, in conjunction with the
AEA, shall attempt to resolve the presenting problem or behaviors of concern in the general education
environment prior to conducting a full and individual evaluation. In circumstances when there is a
suspicion that a child is an eligible individual under this chapter, the AEA or AEA in collaboration with
the LEA shall conduct a full and individual initial evaluation. Documentation of the rationale for such
action shall be included in the individual’s educational record.
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41.312(1) Notice to parents. Each LEA shall provide general notice to parents on an annual basis
about the provision of general education interventions that occur as a part of the agency’s general program
and that may occur at any time throughout the school year.

41.312(2) Nature of general education interventions. General education interventions shall include
consultation with special education support and instructional personnel. General education intervention
activities shall be documented and shall include measurable and goal-directed attempts to resolve the
presenting problem or behaviors of concern, communication with parents, collection of data related to
the presenting problem or behaviors of concern, intervention design and implementation, and systematic
progress monitoring to measure the effects of interventions.

41.312(3) Referral for full and individual initial evaluation. If the referring problem or behaviors of
concern are shown to be resistant to general education interventions or if interventions are demonstrated
to be effective but require continued and substantial effort that may include the provision of special
education and related services, the agency shall then conduct a full and individual initial evaluation.

41.312(4) Parent may request evaluation at any time. The parent of a child receiving general
education interventions may request that the agency conduct a full and individual initial evaluation at
any time during the implementation of such interventions.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]

281—41.313(256B,34CFR300) Systematic problem-solving process.
41.313(1) Definition. When used by an AEA in its identification process, “systematic

problem-solving” means a set of procedures that is used to examine the nature and severity of an
educationally related problem. These procedures primarily focus on variables related to developing
effective educationally related interventions.

41.313(2) Parent participation in systematic problem-solving process. Active parent participation
is an integral aspect of the process and is solicited throughout.

41.313(3) Components. At aminimum, a systematic problem-solving process includes the following
components.

a. Description of problem. The presenting problem or behavior of concern shall be described in
objective, measurable terms that focus on alterable characteristics of the individual and the environment.
The individual and environment shall be examined through systematic data collection. The presenting
problem or behaviors of concern shall be defined in a problem statement that describes the degree of
discrepancy between the demands of the educational setting and the individual’s performance.

b. Data collection and problem analysis. A systematic, data-based process for examining all that
is known about the presenting problem or behaviors of concern shall be used to identify interventions that
have a high likelihood of success. Data collected on the presenting problem or behaviors of concern shall
be used to plan and monitor interventions. Data collected shall be relevant to the presenting problem or
behaviors of concern and shall be collected in multiple settings using multiple sources of information
and multiple data collection methods. Data collection procedures shall be individually tailored, valid,
and reliable, and allow for frequent and repeated measurement of intervention effectiveness.

c. Intervention design and implementation. Interventions shall be designed based on the preceding
analysis, the defined problem, parent input, and professional judgments about the potential effectiveness
of interventions. The interventions shall be described in an intervention plan that includes goals and
strategies, a progress monitoring plan, a decision-making plan for summarizing and analyzing progress
monitoring data, and responsible parties. Interventions shall be implemented as developed and modified
on the basis of objective data and with the agreement of the responsible parties.

d. Progress monitoring. Systematic progress monitoring shall be conducted which includes
regular and frequent data collection, analysis of individual performance across time, and modification
of interventions as frequently as necessary based on systematic progress monitoring data.

e. Evaluation of intervention effects. The effectiveness of interventions shall be evaluated through
a systematic procedure in which patterns of individual performance are analyzed and summarized.
Decisions regarding the effectiveness of interventions focus on comparisons with initial levels of
performance.
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41.313(4) Rule of construction. A systematic problem-solving process may be used for any child
suspected of being an eligible individual, and nothing in this chapter nor in Part B of the Act shall be
construed to limit the applicability of a systematic problem-solving process to children suspected of
having a certain type of disability.

281—41.314(256B,34CFR300) Progress monitoring and data collection.
41.314(1) Evidence of progress in general education instruction. Each public agency shall establish

standards, consistent with those the department may establish, by which the adequacy of general
education instruction, including the quality and quantity of data gathered, is assessed, and whether such
data are sufficient in quantity and quality to make decisions under Part B of the Act and this chapter.

41.314(2) Progress monitoring and determining eligibility. Each public agency shall engage in
progress monitoring of each individual’s progress as the department may require during the process of
evaluating whether a child is an eligible individual and shall record such progress in any manner that
the department may permit or require. If the AEA or LEA serving an individual imposes additional
requirements for the monitoring of progress of individuals during the process of evaluation, personnel
serving that individual shall comply with those additional requirements. The team determining the
child’s eligibility may increase the frequency with which the child’s progress is monitored.

41.314(3) Progress monitoring and eligible individuals. Each public agency shall engage in progress
monitoring of each eligible individual’s progress as the department may require, and shall record such
progress in any manner that the department may permit or require. If the AEA or LEA serving an
eligible individual imposes additional requirements for themonitoring of progress of eligible individuals,
personnel serving that individual shall comply with those additional requirements. An IEP team may
increase the frequency with which an eligible individual’s progress is monitored.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]

281—41.315 to 41.319 Reserved.

281—41.320(256B,34CFR300) Definition of individualized education program.
41.320(1) General. As used in this chapter, the term “individualized education program” or “IEP”

means a written statement for each child with a disability that is developed, reviewed, and revised in a
meeting in accordance with these rules, and that must include:

a. A statement of the child’s present levels of academic achievement and functional performance,
including:

(1) How the child’s disability affects the child’s involvement and progress in the general education
curriculum (i.e., the same curriculum as for nondisabled children); or

(2) For preschool children, as appropriate, how the disability affects the child’s participation in
appropriate activities;

b. A statement of measurable annual goals, including academic and functional goals designed to
meet:

(1) The child’s needs that result from the child’s disability to enable the child to be involved in and
make progress in the general education curriculum; and

(2) Each of the child’s other educational needs that result from the child’s disability;
c. For children with disabilities who take alternate assessments aligned to alternate academic

achievement standards, a description of benchmarks or short-term objectives;
d. A description of:
(1) How the child’s progress toward meeting the annual goals described in 41.320(1)“b” will be

measured; and
(2) When periodic reports on the progress the child is making toward meeting the annual goals,

such as through the use of quarterly or other periodic reports, concurrent with the issuance of report
cards, will be provided;

e. A statement of the special education and related services and supplementary aids and services,
based on peer-reviewed research to the extent practicable, to be provided to the child, or on behalf of
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the child, and a statement of the program modifications or supports for school personnel that will be
provided to enable the child:

(1) To advance appropriately toward attaining the annual goals;
(2) To be involved in and make progress in the general education curriculum in accordance with

41.320(1)“a,” and to participate in extracurricular and other nonacademic activities; and
(3) To be educated and participate with other children with disabilities and nondisabled children in

the activities described in this rule;
f. An explanation of the extent, if any, to which the child will not participate with nondisabled

children in the regular class and in the activities described in 41.320(1)“e”;
g. A statement of any individual appropriate accommodations that are necessary to measure the

academic achievement and functional performance of the child on state and districtwide assessments
consistent with Section 612(a)(16) of the Act; and, if the IEP team determines that the child must
take an alternate assessment instead of a particular regular state or districtwide assessment of student
achievement, a statement of why the child cannot participate in the regular assessment and why the
particular alternate assessment selected is appropriate for the child; and

h. The projected date for the beginning of the services and modifications described in
41.320(1)“e” and the anticipated frequency, location, and duration of those services and modifications.

41.320(2) Transition services. Beginning not later than the first IEP to be in effect when the child
turns 14, or younger if determined appropriate by the IEP team, and updated annually, thereafter, the IEP
must include:

a. Appropriate measurable postsecondary goals based upon age-appropriate transition
assessments related to training, education, employment, and, where appropriate, independent living
skills; and

b. The transition services, including courses of study, needed to assist the child in reaching those
goals.

41.320(3) Transfer of rights at age of majority. Beginning not later than one year before the child
reaches the age of majority under state law, the IEP must include a statement that the child has been
informed of the child’s rights under Part B of the Act, if any, that will transfer to the child on reaching
the age of majority under rule 281—41.520(256B,34CFR300).

41.320(4) Construction. Nothing in this rule shall be construed to require:
a. That additional information be included in a child’s IEP beyond what is explicitly required in

Section 614 of the Act; or
b. The IEP team to include information under one component of a child’s IEP that is already

contained under another component of the child’s IEP.
41.320(5) Special considerations. The IEP, or an associated document, must contain the answers to

the questions contained in subrule 41.116(4).
41.320(6) Prohibited practices. An IEP shall not include practices that are precluded by constitution,

statute, this chapter, or any other applicable law.
41.320(7) Clearing classrooms. An IEP or a behavioral intervention plan shall not include

provisions for clearing all other students out of the regular classroom in order to calm the child requiring
special education or the child for whom a behavioral intervention plan has been implemented except as
provided in Iowa Code section 279.51A as enacted by 2020 Iowa Acts, Senate File 2360.

If a student whose behavior caused a classroom clearance has an IEP or a behavioral intervention
plan, the classroom teacher shall call for and be included in a review and potential revision of the student’s
IEP or behavioral intervention plan by the student’s IEP team. The AEA, in collaboration with the school
district, may, when the parent or guardian meets with the IEP team during the review or reevaluation of
the student’s IEP, inform the parent or guardian of individual or family counseling services available in
the area. The public agencies must provide those services if those services are necessary for a FAPE.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10; ARC 5329C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—41.321(256B,34CFR300) IEP team.
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41.321(1) General. The public agency must ensure that the IEP team for each child with a disability
includes the following:

a. The parents of the child;
b. At least one regular education teacher of the child if the child is, or may be, participating in the

regular education environment;
c. At least one special education teacher of the child or, where appropriate, at least one special

education provider of the child;
d. A representative of the public agency who:
(1) Is qualified to provide, or supervise the provision of, specially designed instruction to meet the

unique needs of children with disabilities;
(2) Is knowledgeable about the general education curriculum; and
(3) Is knowledgeable about the availability of resources of the public agency.
e. An individual who can interpret the instructional implications of evaluation results, who may

be a member of the team described in 41.321(1)“b” to “f”;
f. At the discretion of the parent or the agency, other individuals who have knowledge or special

expertise regarding the child, including related services personnel as appropriate; and
g. Whenever appropriate, the child with a disability.
41.321(2) Transition services participants.
a. In accordance with 41.321(1)“g,” the public agency must invite a child with a disability

to attend the child’s IEP team meeting if a purpose of the meeting will be the consideration of the
postsecondary goals for the child and the transition services needed to assist the child in reaching those
goals under subrule 41.320(2).

b. If the child does not attend the IEP team meeting, the public agency must take other steps to
ensure that the child’s preferences and interests are considered.

c. To the extent appropriate, with the consent of the parents or a child who has reached the
age of majority, in implementing the requirements of 41.321(2)“a,” the public agency must invite a
representative of any participating agency that is likely to be responsible for providing or paying for
transition services.

41.321(3) Determination of knowledge and special expertise. The determination of the knowledge
or special expertise of any individual described in 41.321(1)“f” must be made by the party (parents or
public agency) who invited the individual to be a member of the IEP team.

41.321(4) Designating a public agency representative. A public agency may designate a public
agency member of the IEP team to also serve as the agency representative, if the criteria in 41.321(1)“d”
are satisfied.

41.321(5) IEP team attendance.
a. A member of the IEP team described in 41.321(1)“b” to “e” is not required to attend an IEP

team meeting, in whole or in part, if the parent of a child with a disability and the public agency agree, in
writing, that the attendance of the member is not necessary because the member’s area of the curriculum
or related services is not being modified or discussed in the meeting.

b. A member of the IEP team described in 41.321(5)“a” may be excused from attending an IEP
team meeting, in whole or in part, when the meeting involves a modification to or discussion of the
member’s area of the curriculum or related services, if:

(1) The parent, in writing, and the public agency consent to the excusal; and
(2) The member submits, in writing to the parent and the IEP team, input into the development of

the IEP prior to the meeting.
41.321(6) Initial IEP team meeting for child under Part C. In the case of a child who was previously

served under Part C of the Act, an invitation to the initial IEP team meeting must, at the request of the
parent, be sent to the Part C service coordinator or other representatives of the Part C system to assist
with the smooth transition of services.

281—41.322(256B,34CFR300) Parent participation.
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41.322(1) Public agency responsibility—general. Each public agency must take steps to ensure that
one or both of the parents of a child with a disability are present at each IEP teammeeting or are afforded
the opportunity to participate, including:

a. Notifying parents of the meeting early enough to ensure that they will have an opportunity to
attend; and

b. Scheduling the meeting at a mutually agreed-upon time and place.
41.322(2) Information provided to parents.
a. The notice required under 41.322(1)“a” must:
(1) Indicate the purpose, time, and location of the meeting and who will be in attendance (name

and position); and
(2) Inform the parents of the provisions in 41.321(1)“f” and 41.321(3) relating to the participation

of other individuals on the IEP teamwho have knowledge or special expertise about the child and subrule
41.321(6) relating to the participation of the Part C service coordinator or other representatives of the
Part C system at the initial IEP team meeting for a child previously served under Part C of the Act.

b. For a child with a disability, beginning not later than the first IEP to be in effect when the child
turns 14, or younger if determined appropriate by the IEP team, the notice also must:

(1) Indicate that a purpose of the meeting will be the consideration of the postsecondary goals and
transition services for the child, in accordance with subrule 41.320(2), and that the agency will invite the
student; and

(2) Identify any other agency that will be invited to send a representative.
41.322(3) Other methods to ensure parent participation. If neither parent can attend an IEP team

meeting, the public agency must use other methods to ensure parent participation, including individual
or conference telephone calls, consistent with rule 281—41.328(256B,34CFR300) related to alternative
means of meeting participation.

41.322(4) Conducting an IEP team meeting without a parent in attendance. A meeting may be
conducted without a parent in attendance if the public agency is unable to convince the parents that they
should attend. In this case, the public agency must keep a record of its attempts to arrange a mutually
agreed-upon time and place, including:

a. Detailed records of telephone calls made or attempted and the results of those calls;
b. Copies of correspondence sent to the parents and any responses received; and
c. Detailed records of visits made to the parent’s home or place of employment and the results of

those visits.
41.322(5) Use of interpreters or other action, as appropriate. The public agency must take

whatever action is necessary to ensure that the parent understands the proceedings of the IEP team
meeting, including arranging for an interpreter for parents with deafness or whose native language is
other than English.

41.322(6) Parent copy of child’s IEP. The public agency must give the parent a copy of the child’s
IEP at no cost to the parent.

41.322(7) Rule of construction: “final” versus “draft” IEPs. An agency shall not present a
completed and finalized IEP to parents before there has been a full discussion with the parents regarding
the eligible individual’s need for special education and related services and the services the agency will
provide to the individual. An agency may come prepared with evaluation findings, proposed statements
of present levels of educational performance, proposed recommendations regarding annual goals or
instructional objectives, and proposals concerning the nature of special education and related services
to be provided. The agency shall inform the parents at the outset of the meeting that the proposals are
only recommendations for review and discussion with the parents.

281—41.323(256B,34CFR300) When IEPs must be in effect.
41.323(1) General. An IEP must be in effect before special education and related services are

provided to eligible individuals. At the beginning of each school year, each public agency must
have in effect, for each child with a disability within its jurisdiction, an IEP, as defined in rule
281—41.320(256B,34CFR300).
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41.323(2) Reserved.
41.323(3) Initial IEPs; provision of services. Each public agency must ensure that:
a. Ameeting to develop an IEP for a child is conducted within 30 days of a determination that the

child needs special education and related services; and
b. As soon as possible following development of the IEP, special education and related services

are made available to the child in accordance with the child’s IEP.
41.323(4) Accessibility of child’s IEP to teachers and others. Each public agency must ensure that:
a. The child’s IEP is accessible to each regular education teacher, special education teacher, related

services provider, and any other service provider who is responsible for its implementation; and
b. Each teacher and provider described in 41.323(4)“a” is informed of:
(1) His or her specific responsibilities related to implementing the child’s IEP; and
(2) The specific accommodations, modifications, and supports that must be provided for the child

in accordance with the IEP.
41.323(5) IEPs for children who transfer public agencies in the same state. If a child with a disability

who had an IEP that was in effect in a previous public agency in this state transfers to a new public
agency in this state and enrolls in a new school within the same school year, the new public agency, in
consultation with the parents, must provide FAPE to the child including services comparable to those
described in the child’s IEP from the previous public agency until the new public agency either:

a. Adopts the child’s IEP from the previous public agency; or
b. Develops, adopts, and implements a new IEP that meets the applicable requirements in these

rules.
41.323(6) IEPs for children who transfer from another state. If a child with a disability who had an

IEP that was in effect in a previous public agency in another state transfers to a public agency in this state
and enrolls in a new school within the same school year, the receiving public agency, in consultation with
the parents, must provide the child with FAPE, including services comparable to those described in the
child’s IEP from the previous public agency, until the receiving public agency:

a. Conducts an evaluation pursuant to these rules if determined to be necessary by the receiving
public agency; and

b. Develops, adopts, and implements a new IEP, if appropriate, that meets the applicable
requirements in these rules.

41.323(7) Transmittal of records. To facilitate the transition for a child described in subrules
41.323(5) and 41.323(6):

a. The receiving public agency inwhich the child enrollsmust take all reasonable steps to promptly
obtain the child’s records, including the IEP and supporting documents and any other records relating
to the provision of special education or related services to the child, from the previous public agency in
which the child was enrolled, pursuant to 34 CFR Section 99.31(a)(2); and

b. The previous public agency in which the child was enrolled must take all reasonable steps to
promptly respond to the request from the receiving public agency.

41.323(8) Other. It is expected that an IEP of an eligible individual will be implemented immediately
after an IEP team meeting. Exceptions to this would be when the meeting occurs during the summer or
vacation period, unless the child requires services during that period, or where there are circumstances
requiring a short delay (e.g., making transportation arrangements); however, there can be no undue delay
in providing special education and related services to an eligible individual.

281—41.324(256B,34CFR300) Development, review, and revision of IEP.
41.324(1) Development of IEP.
a. General. In developing each child’s IEP, the IEP team must consider:
(1) The strengths of the child;
(2) The concerns of the parents for enhancing the education of their child;
(3) The results of the initial or most recent evaluation of the child; and
(4) The academic, developmental, and functional needs of the child.
b. Consideration of special factors. The IEP team must:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.323.pdf
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(1) In the case of a child whose behavior impedes the child’s learning or that of others, consider
the use of positive behavioral interventions and supports, and other strategies, to address that behavior;

(2) In the case of a child with limited English proficiency, consider the language needs of the child
as those needs relate to the child’s IEP;

(3) In the case of a child who is blind or visually impaired, provide for instruction in Braille and
the use of Braille unless the IEP team determines, after an evaluation of the child’s reading and writing
skills, needs, and appropriate reading and writing media, including an evaluation of the child’s future
needs for instruction in Braille or the use of Braille, that instruction in Braille or the use of Braille is not
appropriate for the child;

(4) Consider the communication needs of the child and, in the case of a child who is deaf or
hard of hearing, consider the child’s language and communication needs, opportunities for direct
communications with peers and professional personnel in the child’s language and communication
mode, academic level, and full range of needs, including opportunities for direct instruction in the
child’s language and communication mode; and

(5) Consider whether the child needs assistive technology devices and services, including
accessible instructional materials.

c. Requirement with respect to regular education teacher. A regular education teacher of a
child with a disability, as a member of the IEP team, must, to the extent appropriate, participate in the
development of the IEP of the child, including the determination of:

(1) Appropriate positive behavioral interventions and supports and other strategies for the child;
and

(2) Supplementary aids and services, program modifications, and support for school personnel
consistent with 41.320(1)“e.”

d. Agreement.
(1) In making changes to a child’s IEP after the annual IEP team meeting for a school year, the

parent of a child with a disability and the public agency may agree not to convene an IEP team meeting
for the purposes of making those changes and instead may develop a written document to amend or
modify the child’s current IEP.

(2) If changes are made to the child’s IEP in accordance with 41.324(1)“d”(1), the public agency
must ensure that the child’s IEP team is informed of those changes.

(3) A public agency may only agree to make changes pursuant to 41.324(1)“d”(1) concerning
resources the public agency has the authority to commit.

e. Consolidation of IEP team meetings. To the extent possible, the public agency must encourage
the consolidation of reevaluation meetings for the child and other IEP team meetings for the child.

f. Amendments. Changes to the IEP may be made either by the entire IEP team at an IEP team
meeting or as provided in 41.324(1)“d” by amending the IEP rather than by redrafting the entire
IEP. Upon request, a parent must be provided with a revised copy of the IEP with the amendments
incorporated.

41.324(2) Review and revision of IEPs.
a. General. Each public agency must ensure that, subject to 41.324(2)“b” and “c,” the IEP team:
(1) Reviews the child’s IEP periodically, but not less frequently than annually, to determine whether

the annual goals for the child are being achieved; and
(2) Revises the IEP, as appropriate, to address the following:
1. Any lack of expected progress toward the annual goals described in 41.320(1)“b,” and in the

general education curriculum, if appropriate;
2. The results of any reevaluation conducted under rule 281—41.303(256B,34CFR300);
3. Information about the child provided to or by the parents, as described in 41.305(1)“b”;
4. The child’s anticipated needs; or
5. Other matters.
b. Consideration of special factors. In conducting a review of the child’s IEP, the IEP team must

consider the special factors described in 41.324(1)“b.”
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c. Requirement with respect to regular education teacher. A regular education teacher of the child,
as a member of the IEP team, must, consistent with 41.324(1)“c,” participate in the review and revision
of the IEP of the child.

41.324(3) Failure to meet transition objectives.
a. Participating agency failure. If a participating agency, other than the public agency, fails to

provide the transition services described in the IEP in accordance with subrule 41.320(2), the public
agency must reconvene the IEP team to identify alternative strategies to meet the transition objectives
for the child set out in the IEP.

b. Construction. Nothing in this chapter relieves any participating agency, including a state
vocational rehabilitation agency, of the responsibility to provide or pay for any transition service that
the agency would otherwise provide to children with disabilities who meet the eligibility criteria of
that agency.

41.324(4) Children with disabilities in adult prisons.
a. Requirements that do not apply. The following requirements do not apply to children with

disabilities who are convicted as adults under state law and incarcerated in adult prisons:
(1) The requirements contained in Section 612(a)(16) of the Act and 41.320(1)“g” relating to

participation of children with disabilities in general assessments.
(2) The requirements in subrule 41.320(2) relating to transition planning and transition services do

not apply with respect to the children whose eligibility under Part B of the Act will end because of their
age before they will be eligible to be released from prison based on consideration of their sentence and
eligibility for early release.

b. Modifications of IEP or placement.
(1) Subject to 41.324(4)“b”(2), the IEP team of a child with a disability who is convicted as an

adult under state law and incarcerated in an adult prison may modify the child’s IEP or placement if the
state has demonstrated a bona fide security or compelling penological interest that cannot otherwise be
accommodated.

(2) The requirements in rules 281—41.320(256B,34CFR300) relating to IEPs and
281—41.114(256B,34CFR300) relating to LRE do not apply with respect to the modifications
described in 41.324(4)“b”(1).

41.324(5) Interim IEP. An IEP must be in effect before special education and related services are
provided to an eligible individual. This does not preclude the development of an interim IEP which
meets all the requirements of rule 281—41.320(256B,34CFR300) when the IEP team determines that it
is necessary to temporarily provide special education and related services to an eligible individual as part
of the evaluation process, before the IEP is finalized, to aid in determining the appropriate services for
the individual. An interim IEP may also be developed when an eligible individual moves from one LEA
to another and a copy of the current IEP is not available, or either the LEA or the parent believes that
the current IEP is not appropriate or that additional information is needed before a final decision can be
made regarding the specific special education and related services that are needed. IEP teams cannot use
interim IEPs to circumvent the requirements of this division. It is essential that the temporary provision
of service not become the final special education for the individual before the IEP is finalized. In order
to ensure that this does not happen, IEP teams shall take the following actions:

a. Specific conditions and timelines. Develop an interim IEP for the individual that sets out the
specific conditions and timelines for the temporary service. An interim IEP shall not be in place for more
than 30 school days.

b. Parent agreement and involvement. Ensure that the parents agree to the interim service before
it is carried out and that they are involved throughout the process of developing, reviewing, and revising
the individual’s IEP.

c. Complete evaluation and make judgments. Set a specific timeline for completing the evaluation
and making judgments about the appropriate services for the individual.

d. Conduct meeting. Conduct an IEP meeting at the end of the trial period in order to finalize the
individual’s IEP.
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41.324(6) Rules of construction—instruction in Braille. For an eligible individual for whom
instruction in Braille is determined to be appropriate, as provided in 41.324(1)“b”(3), that eligible
individual is entitled to instruction in Braille reading and writing that is sufficient to enable the
individual to communicate with the same level of proficiency as an individual of otherwise comparable
ability at the same grade level. Braille reading and writing instruction may only be provided by a
teacher licensed at the appropriate grade level to teach individuals with visual impairments.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]

281—41.325(256B,34CFR300) Private school placements by public agencies.
41.325(1) Developing IEPs.
a. Before a public agency places a child with a disability in, or refers a child to, a private school

or facility, the agency must initiate and conduct a meeting to develop an IEP for the child in accordance
with these rules.

b. The agencymust ensure that a representative of the private school or facility attends themeeting.
If the representative cannot attend, the agency must use other methods to ensure participation by the
private school or facility, including individual or conference telephone calls.

41.325(2) Reviewing and revising IEPs.
a. After a child with a disability enters a private school or facility, any meetings to review and

revise the child’s IEP may be initiated and conducted by the private school or facility at the discretion
of the public agency.

b. If the private school or facility initiates and conducts these meetings, the public agency must
ensure that the parents and an agency representative are involved in any decision about the child’s IEP
and agree to any proposed changes in the IEP before those changes are implemented.

41.325(3) Responsibility. Even if a private school or facility implements a child’s IEP, responsibility
for compliance with this chapter remains with the public agency and the SEA.

281—41.326(256B,34CFR300) Other rules concerning IEPs.
41.326(1) Children from birth to the age of three. A fully developed IFSP shall be considered to

have met the requirements of an IEP for an eligible individual younger than the age of three.
41.326(2) Support services only. An IEP that satisfies the requirements of this chapter shall be

developed for eligible individuals who require only special education support services. The special
education support service specialist with knowledge in the area of need shall have primary responsibility
for recommending the need for support service, the type or model of service to be provided, and the
amount of service to be provided; however, the determination that an individual is eligible for special
education shall be based on these rules. Attendance at IEP meetings for students shall be determined in
accordance with rule 281—41.325(256B,34CFR300).

281—41.327(256B,34CFR300) Educational placements. Consistent with subrule 41.501(3), each
public agency must ensure that the parents of each child with a disability are members of any group that
makes decisions on the educational placement of the child.

281—41.328(256B,34CFR300) Alternative means of meeting participation. When conducting IEP
team meetings and placement meetings under this chapter and carrying out administrative matters under
Section 615 of the Act, such as scheduling, exchange of witness lists, and status conferences, the parent of
a child with a disability and a public agency may agree to use alternative means of meeting participation,
such as video conferences and conference calls.

281—41.329 to 41.399 Reserved.

DIVISION VI
ADDITIONAL RULES RELATED TO AEAs, LEAs, AND SPECIAL EDUCATION

281—41.400(256B,34CFR300) Shared responsibility.
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41.400(1) General. It is the responsibility of each eligible individual’s resident LEA to provide or
make provision for appropriate special education and related services to meet the requirements of state
and federal statutes and rules. This responsibility may be met by one or more of the following: by each
LEA acting for itself, by action of two or more LEAs through the establishment and maintenance of joint
programs, by the AEA, by contract for services from approved public or private agencies offering the
appropriate special education and related services, or by any combination of these options. The AEA
shall support and assist LEAs inmeeting their responsibilities for providing appropriate special education
and related services. The requirements of Part B of the Act and of this chapter are binding on each public
agency that has direct or delegated authority to provide special education and related services regardless
of whether that agency is receiving funds under Part B of the Act.

41.400(2) Shared responsibility between general education and special education. General
education and special education personnel share responsibility in providing appropriate educational
programs for eligible individuals and in providing intervention and prevention services to individuals
who are experiencing learning or adjustment problems.

281—41.401(256B,34CFR300) Licensure (certification). Special education personnel shall meet the
board of educational examiners’ licensure (certification) and endorsement or recognition requirements
for the position for which they are employed. In addition, personnel providing special education
and related services who do not hold board of educational examiners’ licensure (certification) or
other recognition required by its board, and who, by the nature of their work, are required to hold a
professional or occupational license, certificate or permit in order to practice or perform the particular
duties involved in this state shall be required to hold a license, certificate, or permit.

281—41.402(256B,273,34CFR300) Authorized personnel. An agency is authorized to employ the
following types of special education personnel, as appropriate to the special education and related
services provided.

41.402(1) Director of special education. The director shall be responsible for the implementation
of special education for eligible individuals pursuant to Iowa Code section 273.5 and these rules. The
director’s powers and duties shall include:

a. Properly identifying children requiring special education,
b. Ensuring that each child requiring special education in the area receives an appropriate special

education program or service,
c. Assigning appropriate weights for each child requiring special education programs or services

as provided in Iowa Code section 256B.9,
d. Supervising special education support personnel,
e. Providing each school district within the area served and the department with a special education

weighted enrollment count, including the additional enrollment because of special education by the date
specified in the Iowa Code,

f. Submitting to the department special education instructional and support program plans and
applications, subject to the criteria listed in Iowa Code chapters 256B and 273, for approval by the
deadline specified in the Iowa Code,

g. Coordinating the special education program within the area served, and
h. Reporting any violation of the Act or this chapter to the department for appropriate action.
41.402(2) Special education instructional personnel. Special education instructional personnel

serve as teachers or instructional assistants at the preschool, elementary or secondary levels for eligible
individuals.

41.402(3) Special education support personnel. The following positions are those of special
education support personnel who provide special education and related services as stated in each
definition. These personnel work under the direction of the director and may provide identification,
evaluation, remediation, consultation, systematic progress monitoring, continuing education and
referral services in accordance with appropriate licensure (certification) and endorsement or approval,
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or statement of professional recognition. They may also engage in data collection, applied research and
program evaluation.

“Assistant director of special education” provides specific areawide administrative, supervisory and
coordinating functions as delegated by the director.

“Audiologist” applies principles, methods and procedures for analysis of hearing functioning in
order to plan, counsel, coordinate and provide intervention strategies and services for individuals with
deafness or hearing impairments.

“Consultant” is the special education instructional specialist who provides ongoing support to
special and general education instructional personnel delivering services to eligible individuals. The
consultant participates in the identification process and program planning of eligible individuals as
well as working to attain the least restrictive environment appropriate for each eligible individual. The
consultant demonstrates instructional procedures, strategies, and techniques; assists in the development
of curriculum and instructional materials; assists in transition planning; and provides assistance in
classroom management and behavioral intervention.

“Educational interpreter” interprets or translates spoken language into sign language commensurate
with the receiver’s language comprehension and interprets or translates sign language into spoken
language.

“Educational strategist” provides assistance to general education classroom teachers in developing
intervention strategies for individuals who are disabled in obtaining an education but can be
accommodated in the general education classroom environment.

“Itinerant teacher” provides special education on an itinerant basis to eligible individuals.
“Occupational therapist” is a licensed health professional who applies principles, methods and

procedures for analysis of, but not limited to, motor or sensorimotor functions to determine the
educational significance of identified problem areas including fine motor manipulation, self-help,
adaptive work skills, and play or leisure skills in order to provide planning, coordination, and
implementation of intervention strategies and services for eligible individuals.

“Physical therapist” is a licensed health professional who applies principles, methods and
procedures for analysis of motor or sensorimotor functioning to determine the educational significance
of motor or sensorimotor problems within, but not limited to, areas such as mobility and positioning in
order to provide planning, coordination, and the implementation of intervention strategies and services
for eligible individuals.

“School psychologist” assists in the identification of needs regarding behavioral, social, emotional,
educational and vocational functioning of individuals; analyzes and integrates information about
behavior and conditions affecting learning; consults with school personnel and parents regarding
planning, implementing and evaluating individual and group interventions; provides direct services
through counseling with parents, individuals and families; and conducts applied research related to
psychological and educational variables affecting learning.

“School social worker” enhances the educational programs of individuals by assisting in
identification and assessment of individuals’ educational needs including social, emotional, behavioral
and adaptive needs; provides intervention services including individual, group, parent and family
counseling; provides consultation and planning; and serves as a liaison among home, school and
community.

“Special education coordinator” facilitates the provision of special education within a specific
geographic area.

“Special education media specialist” is a media specialist who facilitates the provision of media
services to eligible individuals; provides consultation regarding media and materials used to support
special education and related services for eligible individuals; and aids in the effective use of media by
special education personnel.

“Special education nurse” is a professional registered nurse who assesses, identifies and evaluates
the health needs of eligible individuals; interprets for the family and educational personnel how health
needs relate to individuals’ education; implements specific activities commensurate with the practice of
professional nursing; and integrates health into the educational program.
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“Speech-language pathologist” applies principles, methods and procedures for an analysis of speech
and language comprehension and production to determine communicative competencies and provides
intervention strategies and services related to speech and language development as well as disorders of
language, voice, articulation and fluency.

“Supervisor” is the professional discipline specialist who provides for the development,
maintenance, supervision, improvement and evaluation of professional practices and personnel within
a specialty area.

“Work experience coordinator” plans and implements sequential secondary programs that provide
on- and off-campus work experience for individuals requiring specially designed career exploration and
vocational preparation when they are not available through the general education curriculum.

“Others (other special education support personnel)” may be employed as approved by the
department and board of educational examiners.

281—41.403(256B) Paraprofessionals.
41.403(1) Responsibilities. Special education personnel may be employed to assist in the provision

of special education and related services to children with disabilities and shall:
a. Complete appropriate preservice and ongoing staff development specific to the functions to be

performed. The agency shall make provisions for or require such completion prior to the beginning of
service wherever practicable and within a reasonable time of the beginning of service where the preentry
completion is not practicable.

b. Work under the supervision of professional personnel who are appropriately authorized to
provide direct services in the same area where the paraprofessional provides assistive services.

c. Not serve as a substitute for appropriately authorized professional personnel.
41.403(2) Authorized special education paraprofessionals. Authorized special education

paraprofessional roles include:
“Audiometrist” provides hearing screening and other specific hearing-related activities as assigned

by the audiologist.
“Licensed practical nurse” shall be permitted to provide supportive and restorative care to an eligible

individual in the school setting in accordance with the student’s health plan when under the supervision
of and as delegated by the registered nurse employed by the school district.

“Occupational therapy assistant” is licensed to perform occupational therapy procedures and related
tasks that have been selected and delegated by the supervising occupational therapist.

“Para-educator” is a licensed educational assistant as defined in Iowa Code section 272.12.
“Physical therapist assistant” is licensed to perform physical therapy procedures and related tasks

that have been selected and delegated by the supervising physical therapist.
“Psychology assistant” collects screening data through records review, systematic behavior

observations, standardized interviews, group and individual assessment techniques; implements
psychological intervention plans; and maintains psychological records under supervision of the school
psychologist.

“Speech-language pathology assistant” provides certain language, articulation, voice and fluency
activities as assigned by the supervising speech-language pathologist.

“Vision assistant” provides materials in the appropriate medium for use by individuals with visual
impairment including blindness and performs other duties as assigned by the supervising teacher of
individuals with visual impairments.

“Others” as approved by the department, such as educational assistants described in the Iowa
Administrative Code at 281—subrule 12.4(9).

281—41.404(256B) Policies and procedures required of all public agencies.
41.404(1) Policies. Policies related to the provision of special education and related services shall

be developed by each public agency and made available to the department upon request to include the
following:

a. Policy to ensure the provision of a free appropriate public education.
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b. Policy for the provision of special education and related services.
c. Policies to ensure the provision of special education and related services in the least restrictive

environment.
d. Policy concerning the protection of confidentiality of personally identifiable information.
e. Policy concerning graduation requirements for eligible individuals.
f. and g. Rescinded IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17.
h. Policy to ensure the participation of eligible individuals in districtwide assessment programs.
41.404(2) Procedures. Each public agency shall develop written procedures concerning the

provision of special education and related services and shall make such procedures available to the
department upon request and shall, at a minimum, include:

a. Procedures to ensure the provision of special education and related services.
b. Procedures for protecting the confidentiality of personally identifiable information.
c. Procedures for the graduation of eligible individuals.
d. and e. Rescinded IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17.
f. Procedures for providing continuing education opportunities.
g. A procedure for its continued participation in the development of the eligible individual’s IEP

in out-of-state placements and shall outline a program to prepare for the eligible individual’s transition
back to the LEA before the eligible individual is placed out of state.

h. Procedures for ensuring procedural safeguards for children with disabilities and their parents.
i. Procedures to ensure the participation of eligible individuals in districtwide assessment

programs.
41.404(3) Medication administration. Rescinded IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17.
41.404(4) Rule of construction. Any public agency is required to adopt any policy and procedure

necessary to comply with Part B of the Act and this chapter, even if such a policy or procedure is not
listed in this rule.
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]

281—41.405(256B) Special health services. RescindedARC3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17.

281—41.406(256B) Additional requirements of LEAs. The following provisions are applicable to
each LEA that provides special education and related services.

41.406(1) Policies. Each LEA shall develop written policies pertinent to the provision of special
education and related services and shall make such policies available to the department upon request. At
a minimum, such policies shall include those identified in subrule 41.404(1).

41.406(2) Procedures. Each LEA shall develop written procedures pertinent to the provision of
special education and related services and shall make such procedures available to the department upon
request. At a minimum, such procedures shall include those identified in subrule 41.404(2).

41.406(3) Plans. Districtwide plans required by the department or federal programs and regulations
shall address eligible individuals and describe the relationship to or involvement of special education
services.

41.406(4) Nonpublic schools. Each LEA shall provide special education and related services
designed to meet the needs of nonpublic school students with disabilities residing in the jurisdiction of
the agency in accordance with Iowa Code sections 256.12(2) and 273.2.

281—41.407(256B,273,34CFR300) Additional requirements of AEAs. The following provisions are
applicable to each AEA that provides special education and related services.

41.407(1) Policies. Each AEA shall develop written policies pertinent to the provision of special
education and related services and shall make such policies available to the department upon request. At
a minimum, such policies shall include those identified in 41.404(1)“a” to “g” and the following:

a. Policy regarding appointment of surrogate parents.
b. Policy regarding provision of and payment for independent educational evaluations.
c. Policy to ensure the goal of providing a full educational opportunity to all eligible individuals.
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d. Policy addressing the methods of ensuring services to eligible individuals.
e. Child find policy that ensures that individuals with disabilities who are in need of special

education and related services are identified, located and evaluated.
f. A policy that meets the requirements of these rules for evaluating and determining eligibility of

students who require special education, including a description of the extent to which the AEA system
uses categorical designations. While AEAs may identify students as eligible for special education
without designating a specific disability category, it is recognized that in certain circumstances the
identification of a specific disability may enhance the development and ongoing provision of an
appropriate educational program.

g. Policy for the development, review and revision of IEPs.
h. Policy for transition from Part C to Part B.
i. Policy for provision of special education and related services to students in accredited,

nonpublic schools.
41.407(2) Procedures. Each AEA shall develop written procedures pertinent to the provision of

special education and related services, and shall make such procedures available to the department upon
request. At a minimum, such procedures shall include those identified in subrule 41.404(2) and the
following:

a. Appointment of surrogate parents.
b. Provision of and payment for independent educational evaluations.
c. Procedures for monitoring the caseloads of LEA andAEA special education personnel to ensure

that the IEPs of eligible individuals are able to be fully implemented. The description shall include
the procedures for timely and effective resolution of concerns about caseloads and paraprofessional
assistance that have not been resolved satisfactorily pursuant to 41.408(2)“b”(3).

d. Procedures for evaluating the effectiveness of services in meeting the needs of eligible
individuals in order to receive federal assistance.

e. Child find procedures that ensure that individuals with disabilities who are in need of special
education and related services are identified, located and evaluated.

f. Evaluation and determination of eligibility procedures for identifying students who require
special education that meet the requirements of these rules, including a description of the extent to which
the AEA system uses categorical designations.

g. Procedures for the development, review and revision of IEPs.
h. Procedures to ensure the provision of special education and related services in the least

restrictive environment.
i. Procedures for transition from Part C to Part B.
j. Procedures for provision of special education and related services to students in accredited,

nonpublic schools.
k. Procedures describing the methods of ensuring services to eligible individuals.
41.407(3) Responsibility for monitoring of compliance. The AEA shall conduct activities in each

constituent LEA to monitor compliance with the provisions of all applicable federal and state statutes
and regulations and rules applicable to the education of eligible individuals. A written report describing
the monitoring activities, findings, corrective action plans, follow-up activities, and timelines shall be
developed and made available for review by the department upon request. Monitoring of compliance
activities shall be as directed by the department.

41.407(4) Educate and inform. The AEA shall provide the department with a description of
proactive steps to inform and educate parents, AEA and LEA staff regarding eligibility, identification
criteria and process, and due process steps to be followed when parents disagree regarding eligibility.

41.407(5) Coordination of services. The AEA shall provide the department with a description
of how the AEA identification process and LEA delivery systems for instructional services will be
coordinated.

281—41.408(256B,273,34CFR300) Instructional services.
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41.408(1) General. Instructional services are the specially designed instruction and
accommodations provided by special education instructional personnel to eligible individuals. These
services are ordinarily provided by the LEA but, in limited circumstances, may be provided by another
LEA, the AEA or another recognized agency through contractual agreement. An agency must use the
procedure and criteria described in subrule 41.408(2) for creating a delivery system for instructional
services.

41.408(2) Delivery system. An agency shall use the following development process for creating a
system for delivering instructional services.

a. The delivery system shall meet this chapter’s requirements relating to a continuum of services
and placements, shall address the needs of eligible individuals aged 3 to 21, and shall provide for the
following:

(1) The provision of accommodations and modifications to the general education environment and
program, including settings and programs in which eligible individuals aged 3 through 5 receive specially
designed instruction, including modification and adaptation of curriculum, instructional techniques and
strategies, and instructional materials.

(2) The provision of specially designed instruction and related activities through cooperative efforts
of special education teachers and general education teachers in the general education classroom.

(3) The provision of specially designed instruction on a limited basis by a special education teacher
in the general classroom or in an environment other than the general classroom, including consultation
with general education teachers.

(4) The provision of specially designed instruction to eligible individuals with similar special
education instructional needs organized according to the type of curriculum and instruction to be
provided, and the severity of the educational needs of the eligible individuals served.

b. The delivery system shall be described in writing and shall include the following components:
(1) A description of how services will be organized and how services will be provided to

eligible individuals consistent with the requirements of this chapter, and the provisions described in
41.408(2)“a.”

(2) A description of how the caseloads of special education teachers will be determined and
regularly monitored to ensure that the IEPs of eligible individuals are able to be fully implemented.

(3) A description of the procedures a special education teacher can use to resolve concerns about
caseload. The procedures shall specify timelines for the resolution of a concern and identify the person
to whom a teacher reports a concern. The procedures shall also identify the person or persons who
are responsible for reviewing a concern and rendering a decision, including the specification of any
corrective actions.

(4) A description of the process used to develop the system, including the composition of the group
responsible for its development.

(5) A description of the process that will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the system.
(6) A description of how the delivery system will meet the targets identified in the state’s

performance plan, described in this chapter.
(7) A description of how the delivery system will address needs identified by the state in any

determination made under this chapter.
c. The following procedures shall be followed by the agency:
(1) The delivery system shall be developed by a group of individuals that includes parents of

eligible individuals, special education and general education teachers, administrators, and at least one
AEA representative. The AEA representative shall be selected by the director.

(2) The director shall verify that the delivery system is in compliance with these rules prior to LEA
board adoption.

(3) Prior to presenting the delivery system to the LEA board for adoption, the group responsible
for its development shall provide an opportunity for comment on the system by the general public. In
presenting the delivery system to the LEA board for adoption, the group shall describe the comment
received from the general public and how the comment was considered.

(4) The LEA board shall approve the system prior to implementation.
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d. The procedure presented in subrule 41.907(9) shall be followed in applying the weighting plan
for special education instructional funds described in Iowa Code section 256B.9 to any delivery system
developed under these provisions.

e. An LEA shall review, revise, and readopt its delivery system using the procedures identified in
paragraph “c” of this subrule at least every five years, or sooner if required by the state in conjunction
with any determination made under this chapter.

f. An LEA shall make the document describing its delivery system readily available to LEA
personnel and members of the public.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]

281—41.409(256B,34CFR300) Support services. Support services are the specially designed
instruction and activities that augment, supplement or support the educational program of eligible
individuals. These services include special education consultant services, educational strategist
services, audiology, occupational therapy, physical therapy, school psychology, school social work
services, special education nursing services, and speech-language services. Support services are usually
provided by the AEA but may be provided by contractual agreement, subject to the approval of the
board, by another qualified agency.

281—41.410(256B,34CFR300) Itinerant services. Special education may be provided to eligible
individuals on an itinerant basis.

41.410(1) School based. Special education may be provided on an itinerant basis whenever the
number, age, severity, or location of eligible individuals to be served does not justify the provision of
professional personnel on a full-time basis to an attendance center. These services are usually provided
by the AEA but may be provided by contractual agreement, subject to the approval of the AEA board,
by the LEA or another qualified agency.

41.410(2) Home service or hospital service. Special education shall be provided to eligible
individuals whose condition precludes their participation in the general and special education provided
in schools or related facilities. Home or hospital instructional services shall in ordinary circumstances
be provided by the LEA but may be provided by contractual agreement, subject to the approval of the
LEA board, by the AEA or another qualified agency. Home or hospital support or related services are
usually provided by the AEA but may be provided by contractual agreement, subject to the approval
of the AEA board, by the LEA or another qualified agency. The provision of services in a home or
hospital setting shall satisfy the following:

a. The service and the location of the service shall be specified in the individual’s IEP.
b. The status of these individuals shall be periodically reviewed to substantiate the continuing

need for and the appropriateness of the service.
c. Procedural safeguards shall be afforded to individuals receiving special education through

itinerant services in a home or hospital setting. A need for itinerant services in a home or hospital
setting must be determined at a meeting to develop or revise the individual’s IEP, and parents must give
consent or be given notice, as appropriate.

281—41.411(256B,34CFR300) Related services, supplementary aids and services. Related services
and supplementary aids and services shall be provided to an eligible individual in accordance with an
IEP. Such services that are also support services under rule 281—41.409(256B,34CFR300) are usually
provided by the AEA but may be provided by contractual agreement, subject to the approval of the board,
by another qualified agency. Other such services are usually provided by the LEA but may be provided
by contractual agreement, subject to the approval of the board, by another qualified agency.

281—41.412(256B,34CFR300) Transportation. Transportation of eligible individuals shall generally
be provided as for other individuals, when appropriate. Specialized transportation of an eligible
individual to and from a special education instructional service is a function of that service and,
therefore, an appropriate expenditure of special education instructional funds generated through the
weighting plan. Transportation includes travel to and from school and between schools; travel in and
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around school buildings; and specialized equipment, such as special or adapted buses, lifts, and ramps,
if required to provide special transportation for a child with a disability.

41.412(1) Special arrangements. Transportation of an eligible individual to and from a special
education support service is a function of that service, shall be specified in the IEP, and be considered
an appropriate expenditure of funds generated for special education support services. When, because
of an eligible individual’s educational needs or because of the location of the program, the IEP team
determines that unique transportation arrangements are required and the arrangements are specified
in the IEP, the resident LEA shall be required to provide one or more of the following transportation
arrangements for instructional services and the AEA for support services:

a. Transportation from the eligible individual’s residence to the location of the special education
services and back to the individual’s residence, or child care placement for eligible individuals below
the age of six.

b. Special assistance or adaptations in getting the eligible individual to and from and on and off
the vehicle, en route to and from the special education services.

c. Reimbursement of the actual costs of transportation when by mutual agreement the parents
provide transportation for the eligible individual to and from the special education services.

d. Agencies are not required to provide reimbursement to parents who elect to provide
transportation in lieu of agency-provided transportation.

41.412(2) Responsibility for transportation.
a. The AEA shall provide the cost of transportation of eligible individuals to and from special

education support services. The AEA shall provide the cost of transportation necessary for the
provision of special education support services to nonpublic school eligible individuals if the cost of
that transportation is in addition to the cost of transportation provided for special education instructional
services.

b. When individuals enrolled in nonpublic schools are enrolled in public schools to receive
special education instructional services, transportation provisions between nonpublic and public
attendance centers will be the responsibility of the school district of residence.

c. Transportation of individuals, when required for educational diagnostic purposes, is a special
education support service and, therefore, an appropriate expenditure of funds generated for special
education support services.

41.412(3) Purchase of transportation equipment. When it is necessary for an LEA to purchase
equipment to transport eligible individuals to special education instructional services, this equipment
shall be purchased from the LEA’s general fund, the physical plant and equipment levy (PPEL) fund,
or the secure an advanced vision for education (SAVE) fund, if appropriate. The direct purchase of
transportation equipment is not an appropriate expenditure of special education instructional funds
generated through the weighting plan. A written schedule of depreciation for this transportation
equipment shall be developed by the LEA, using the method specified in Iowa Code section 285.1(12).
An annual charge to special education instructional funds generated through the weighting plan for
depreciation of the equipment shall be made and reported as a special education transportation cost
in the LEA Certified Annual Report if the equipment was purchased from the general fund. If the
transportation equipment was purchased using funds from the PPEL fund or SAVE fund, that purchase
is not reported as a cost from special education funds generated through the weighting plan. Annual
depreciation charges on transportation equipment purchased with funds from the PPEL fund or SAVE
fund shall be calculated by the LEA according to the directions provided with the Annual Transportation
Report and adjusted to reflect the proportion of special education mileage to the total annual mileage.

41.412(4) Lease of transportation equipment. An LEA may elect to lease equipment to transport
eligible individuals to special education instructional services, in which case the lease cost would be an
expenditure from the PPEL fund or the SAVE fund, if appropriate. Cost of the lease, or that portion
of the lease attributable to special education transportation expense, shall not be considered a special
education transportation cost and shall not be reported in the LEA Certified Annual Report.

41.412(5) Transportation equipment safety standards. All transportation equipment, either
purchased or leased by an LEA to transport eligible individuals to special education instructional
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services or provided by an AEA, must conform to the transportation equipment safety and construction
standards contained in 281—Chapters 43 and 44.

41.412(6) Transportation for students in interdistrict and intradistrict school choice programs, such
as open enrollment. The following provisions apply to the transportation of eligible individuals who
participate in school choice programs.

a. A parent who elects to have an eligible individual attend another school within an LEA may be
required by the LEA to provide transportation to that eligible individual, even if transportation is listed
on the eligible individual’s IEP as a service.

b. If a parent elects to have an eligible individual with transportation listed as a service on the
individual’s IEP attend a school in a different LEA under the open enrollment provisions of Iowa Code
section 282.18 and Iowa Administrative Code 281—Chapter 17, and the resident district informs the
parent it will not be providing transportation for the eligible individual to the receiving district, a parent
who chooses to proceed with open enrollment will be deemed, as a matter of law, to have waived the
transportation listed as a service on the IEP.

c. If a parent of an eligible individual with transportation listed as a service on the individual’s
IEP elects to have the eligible individual attend a school in a different LEA under the open enrollment
provisions of Iowa Code section 282.18 and Iowa Administrative Code 281—Chapter 17, and the
resident district elects to provide that transportation as a service, such transportation as a related service
may be provided by the resident district, regardless of consent granted or refused by the receiving
district and notwithstanding any other statute or rule to the contrary.

d. If a parent of an eligible individual with transportation listed as a service on the individual’s
IEP elects to have the eligible individual attend a school in a different LEA under the open enrollment
provisions of Iowa Code section 282.18 and Iowa Administrative Code 281—Chapter 17, and the
receiving district elects to provide that transportation as a service, such transportation as a related
service may be provided by the receiving district, regardless of consent granted or refused by the
resident district and notwithstanding any other statute or rule to the contrary, but the costs of such
transportation shall not be paid by the individual’s resident district.

e. If an eligible individual’s placement team proposes placement in a district other than the district
of residence based on a tuition arrangement, regardless of whether the eligible individual’s IEP lists
transportation as a related service, and the other district agrees to accept the eligible individual as an
open enrollment student but not as a tuition student, the receiving district must provide transportation as
a related service, regardless of consent granted or refused by the receiving district and notwithstanding
any other statute or rule to the contrary.

f. Except as expressly provided in this subrule, nothing in this subrule creates or expands any
right, license, or privilege concerning transportation of persons who are not eligible individuals or
transportation of eligible individuals who do not have transportation listed as a service on an IEP.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10; ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]

281—41.413(256,256B,34CFR300) Additional rules relating to accredited nonpublic schools.
41.413(1) State and local funds under Iowa Code section 256.12. State and local funds expended to

provide special education and related services to eligible individuals who receive special education and
related services in accredited nonpublic schools under Iowa Code section 256.12 must be expended on
services, including materials and equipment, that are secular, neutral, and nonideological and, unless a
provision of section 256.12 specifically requires the contrary, are subject to the restrictions contained in
rules 281—41.138(256,256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.144(256,256B,34CFR300).

41.413(2) Placements by public agencies. State and local funds expended to provide special
education and related services to eligible individuals who receive special education and related services
in accredited nonpublic schools pursuant to a placement made or referred by a public agency pursuant
to rules 281—41.145(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.147(256B,34CFR300) must be expended on
services, including materials and equipment, that are secular, neutral, and nonideological and, unless
a provision of law specifically requires the contrary, are subject to the restrictions contained in rules
281—41.138(256,256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.144(256,256B,34CFR300).
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281—41.414 to 41.499 Reserved.

DIVISION VII
PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS

281—41.500(256B,34CFR300) Responsibility of SEA and other public agencies. The department
shall ensure that each public agency establishes, maintains, and implements procedural safeguards that
meet the requirements of rules 281—41.500(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.536(256B,34CFR300).

281—41.501(256B,34CFR300) Opportunity to examine records; parent participation in meetings.
41.501(1) Opportunity to examine records. The parents of a child with a disability must

be afforded, in accordance with the procedures of rules 281—41.613(256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.621(256B,34CFR300), an opportunity to inspect and review all education records with respect
to:

a. The identification, evaluation, and educational placement of the child; and
b. The provision of FAPE to the child.
41.501(2) Parent participation in meetings.
a. The parents of a childwith a disabilitymust be afforded an opportunity to participate inmeetings

with respect to:
(1) The identification, evaluation, and educational placement of the child; and
(2) The provision of FAPE to the child.
b. Each public agency must provide notice consistent with 41.322(1)“a” and 41.322(2)“b” to

ensure that parents of children with disabilities have the opportunity to participate in meetings described
in 41.501(2)“a.”

c. A meeting does not include informal or unscheduled conversations involving public agency
personnel and conversations on issues such as teaching methodology, lesson plans, or coordination of
service provision. A meeting also does not include preparatory activities that public agency personnel
engage in to develop a proposal or response to a parent proposal that will be discussed at a later meeting.

41.501(3) Parent involvement in placement decisions.
a. Each public agency must ensure that a parent of each child with a disability is a member of any

group that makes decisions on the educational placement of the parent’s child.
b. In implementing the requirements of 41.501(3)“a,” the public agency must use procedures

consistent with the procedures described in 41.322(1) to 41.322(2)“a.”
c. If neither parent can participate in a meeting in which a decision is to be made relating to

the educational placement of their child, the public agency must use other methods to ensure their
participation, including individual or conference telephone calls, or video conferencing.

d. A placement decision may be made by a group without the involvement of a parent, if the public
agency is unable to obtain the parent’s participation in the decision. In this case, the public agency must
have a record of its attempt to ensure parental involvement.

281—41.502(256B,34CFR300) Independent educational evaluation.
41.502(1) General.
a. The parents of a child with a disability have the right to obtain an independent educational

evaluation of the child, subject to subrules 41.502(2) to 41.502(5).
b. Each public agency must provide to parents, upon request for an independent educational

evaluation, information about where an independent educational evaluation may be obtained and the
agency criteria applicable for independent educational evaluations as set forth in subrule 41.502(5).

c. For the purposes of this division:
(1) “Independent educational evaluation” means an evaluation conducted by a qualified examiner

who is not employed by the public agency responsible for the education of the child in question; and
(2) “Public expense” means that the AEA either pays for the full cost of the evaluation or ensures

that the evaluation is otherwise provided at no cost to the parent.
41.502(2) Parent right to evaluation at public expense.
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a. A parent has the right to an independent educational evaluation at public expense if the parent
disagrees with an evaluation obtained by the AEA, subject to the conditions in 41.502(2)“b” to “d.”

b. If a parent requests an independent educational evaluation at public expense, the AEA must,
without unnecessary delay, either:

(1) File a due process complaint to request a hearing to show that its evaluation is appropriate; or
(2) Ensure that an independent educational evaluation is provided at public expense, unless the

AEA demonstrates in a hearing pursuant to these rules that the evaluation obtained by the parent did not
meet agency criteria.

c. If the AEA files a due process complaint notice to request a hearing and the final decision is
that the AEA’s evaluation is appropriate, the parent still has the right to an independent educational
evaluation, but not at public expense.

d. If a parent requests an independent educational evaluation, the AEA may ask for the parent’s
reason why the parent objects to the public evaluation. However, the AEA may not require the parent
to provide an explanation and may not unreasonably delay either providing the independent educational
evaluation at public expense or filing a due process complaint to request a due process hearing to defend
the public evaluation.

e. A parent is entitled to only one independent educational evaluation at public expense each time
a public agency conducts an evaluation with which the parent disagrees.

41.502(3) Parent-initiated evaluations. If the parent obtains an independent educational evaluation
at public expense or shares with a public agency an evaluation obtained at private expense, the results
of the evaluation:

a. Must be considered by the public agency, if it meets agency criteria, in any decision made with
respect to the provision of FAPE to the child; and

b. May be presented by any party as evidence at a hearing on a due process complaint under this
chapter regarding that child.

41.502(4) Requests for evaluations by administrative law judges. If an administrative law judge
requests an independent educational evaluation as part of a hearing on a due process complaint, the cost
of the evaluation must be at public expense.

41.502(5) Agency criteria.
a. If an independent educational evaluation is at public expense, the criteria under which the

evaluation is obtained, including the location of the evaluation and the qualifications of the examiner,
must be the same as the criteria that the public agency uses when it initiates an evaluation, to the extent
those criteria are consistent with the parent’s right to an independent educational evaluation.

b. Except for the criteria described in 41.502(5)“a,” a public agency may not impose conditions
or timelines related to obtaining an independent educational evaluation at public expense.

c. Each AEA shall establish policy and procedures for implementing this rule.

281—41.503(256B,34CFR300) Prior notice by the public agency; content of notice.
41.503(1) Notice. Written notice that meets the requirements of subrule 41.503(2) must be given to

the parents of a child with a disability within a reasonable time before the public agency:
a. Proposes to initiate or change the identification, evaluation, or educational placement of the

child or the provision of FAPE to the child; or
b. Refuses to initiate or change the identification, evaluation, or educational placement of the child

or the provision of FAPE to the child.
41.503(2) Content of notice. The notice required under subrule 41.503(1) must include the

following:
a. A description of the action proposed or refused by the agency;
b. An explanation of why the agency proposes or refuses to take the action;
c. A description of each evaluation procedure, assessment, record, or report the agency used as a

basis for the proposed or refused action;
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d. A statement that the parents of a child with a disability have protection under the procedural
safeguards of this chapter and, if this notice is not an initial referral for evaluation, the means by which
a copy of a description of the procedural safeguards can be obtained;

e. Sources for parents to contact to obtain assistance in understanding the provisions of this
chapter;

f. A description of other options that the IEP team considered and the reasons why those options
were rejected; and

g. A description of other factors that are relevant to the agency’s proposal or refusal.
41.503(3) Notice in understandable language.
a. The notice required under subrule 41.503(1) must be written in language understandable to the

general public, andmust be provided in the native language of the parent or othermode of communication
used by the parent, unless it is clearly not feasible to do so.

b. If the native language or other mode of communication of the parent is not a written language,
the public agency must take steps to ensure the following:

(1) The notice is translated orally or by other means to the parent in the parent’s native language
or other mode of communication;

(2) The parent understands the content of the notice; and
(3) There is written evidence that the requirements in 41.503(3)“b”(1) and (2) have been met.

281—41.504(256B,34CFR300) Procedural safeguards notice.
41.504(1) General. A copy of the procedural safeguards available to the parents of a child with a

disability must be given to the parents only once a school year, except that a copy also must be given to
the parents as follows:

a. Upon initial referral or parent request for evaluation;
b. Upon receipt of the first state complaint under rules 281—41.151(256B,34CFR300)

to 281—41.153(256B,34CFR300) and upon receipt of the first due process complaint under
281—41.507(256B,34CFR300) in a school year;

c. In accordance with the discipline procedures in subrule 41.530(8); and
d. Upon request by a parent.
41.504(2) Internet website. A public agency may place a current copy of the procedural safeguards

notice on its Internet website if a website exists.
41.504(3) Contents. The procedural safeguards notice must include a full explanation of all the

procedural safeguards available under this chapter relating to the following:
a. Independent educational evaluations;
b. Prior written notice;
c. Parental consent;
d. Access to education records;
e. Opportunity to present and resolve complaints through the due process complaint and state

complaint procedures, and must explain:
(1) The time period in which to file a complaint;
(2) The opportunity for the agency to resolve the complaint; and
(3) The difference between the due process complaint and the state complaint procedures, including

the jurisdiction of each procedure, what issues may be raised, filing and decisional timelines, and relevant
procedures;

f. The availability of mediation;
g. The child’s placement during the pendency of any due process complaint;
h. Procedures for students who are subject to placement in an interim alternative educational

setting;
i. Requirements for unilateral placement by parents of children in private schools at public

expense;
j. Hearings on due process complaints, including requirements for disclosure of evaluation results

and recommendations;
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k. Civil actions, including the time period in which to file those actions; and
l. Attorneys’ fees.
41.504(4) Notice in understandable language. The notice required under subrule 41.504(1) must

meet the requirements of subrule 41.503(3).
41.504(5) “Summaries” of procedural safeguards limited. An AEA or LEA may only provide a

document summarizing the procedural safeguards notice if that document has been approved by the
department. Any summary must inform parents that the summary is only provided for the convenience
of the reader and is not a replacement for the procedural safeguards notice. Any approved summary of
the procedural safeguards notice shall be given along with the procedural safeguards notice and shall not
be given in place of the procedural safeguards notice.

281—41.505(256B,34CFR300) Electronic mail. A parent of a child with a disability may elect to
receive notices required by these rules by an electronic mail communication, if the public agency makes
that option available.

281—41.506(256B,34CFR300) Mediation.
41.506(1) General. Each public agency must ensure that procedures are established and

implemented to allow parties involved in disputes relating to any matter under this chapter, including
matters arising prior to the filing of a due process complaint, to resolve disputes through a mediation
process.

41.506(2) Requirements. The procedures must meet the following requirements:
a. The procedures must ensure that the mediation process:
(1) Is voluntary on the part of the parties;
(2) Is not used to deny or delay a parent’s right to a hearing on the parent’s due process complaint,

or to deny any other rights afforded under Part B of the Act; and
(3) Is conducted by a qualified and impartial mediator who is trained in effective mediation

techniques.
b. A public agency may establish procedures to offer to parents and schools that choose not to use

the mediation process, an opportunity to meet, at a time and location convenient to the parents, with a
disinterested party:

(1) Who is under contract with an appropriate alternative dispute resolution entity, or a parent
training and information center or community parent resource center in the state established under
Section 671 or 672 of the Act; and

(2) Who would explain the benefits of, and encourage the use of, the mediation process to the
parents.

c. State responsibility for mediation.
(1) The state must maintain a list of individuals who are qualified mediators and knowledgeable in

laws and regulations relating to the provision of special education and related services.
(2) The SEA must select mediators on a random, rotational, or other impartial basis.
d. The state must bear the cost of the mediation process, including the costs of meetings described

in 41.506(2)“b.”
e. Each session in the mediation process must be scheduled in a timely manner and must be held

in a location that is convenient to the parties to the dispute.
f. If the parties resolve a dispute through the mediation process, the parties must execute a legally

binding agreement that sets forth that resolution and that:
(1) States that all discussions that occurred during the mediation process will remain confidential

and may not be used as evidence in any subsequent due process hearing or civil proceeding; and
(2) Is signed by both the parent and a representative of the agency who has the authority to bind

the agency.
g. A written, signed mediation agreement is enforceable in any state court of competent

jurisdiction or in a district court of the United States.
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h. Discussions that occur during the mediation process must be confidential and may not be used
as evidence in any subsequent due process hearing or civil proceeding of any federal court or state court.

41.506(3) Impartiality of mediator.
a. An individual who serves as a mediator under this chapter:
(1) May not be an employee of the SEA or the LEA that is involved in the education or care of the

child; and
(2) Must not have a personal or professional interest that conflicts with the person’s objectivity.
b. A person who otherwise qualifies as a mediator is not an employee of an LEA or state agency

described under rule 281—41.228(256B,34CFR300) solely because the person is paid by the agency to
serve as a mediator.

41.506(4) Mediation procedures. A request for mediation filed before the filing of a
due process complaint shall be conducted according to the procedures described in rule
281—41.1002(256B,34CFR300).

41.506(5) Rule of construction. The department shall accept documents captioned as requests for a
“preappeal conference” as requests for mediation prior to the filing of a due process complaint.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10; ARC 9376B, IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11]

281—41.507(256B,34CFR300) Filing a due process complaint.
41.507(1) General.
a. Subject matter of due process complaint. A parent or a public agency may file a due process

complaint on any of the matters described in subrule 41.503(1) relating to the identification, evaluation
or educational placement of a child with a disability, or the provision of FAPE to the child.

b. The due process complaint must allege a violation that occurred not more than two years before
the date the parent or public agency knew or should have known about the alleged action that forms
the basis of the due process complaint, except that the exceptions to the timeline described in subrule
41.511(6) apply to the timeline in this rule.

41.507(2) Information for parents. The public agency must inform the parent of any free or low-cost
legal and other relevant services available in the area if the parent requests the information or the parent
or the agency files a due process complaint under this rule.

41.507(3) Synonymous term. Whenever the term “request for due process hearing” is used in prior
department rules and documents, that term shall be construed to mean “due process complaint.”

281—41.508(256B,34CFR300) Due process complaint.
41.508(1) General. A due process complaint shall be provided to the department, and a copy shall

be provided to each party to the complaint.
41.508(2) Content of complaint. The due process complaint required in subrule 41.508(1) must

include the following information:
a. The name of the child;
b. The address of the residence of the child;
c. The name of the school the child is attending;
d. In the case of a homeless child or youth within the meaning of Section 725(2) of the

McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 11434a(2), available contact information for the
child and the name of the school the child is attending;

e. A description of the nature of the problem of the child relating to the proposed or refused
initiation or change, including facts relating to the problem; and

f. A proposed resolution of the problem to the extent known and available to the party at the time.
41.508(3) Notice required before a hearing on a due process complaint. A party may not have a

hearing on a due process complaint until the party, or the attorney representing the party, files a due
process complaint that meets the requirements of subrule 41.508(2).

41.508(4) Sufficiency of complaint.
a. General. The due process complaint required by this rule must be deemed sufficient unless the

party receiving the due process complaint notifies the administrative law judge and the other party in
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writing, within 15 days of receipt of the due process complaint, that the receiving party believes the due
process complaint does not meet the requirements in subrule 41.508(2).

b. Determination. Within five days of receipt of notification under 41.508(4)“a,” the
administrative law judge must make a determination on the face of the due process complaint of
whether the due process complaint meets the requirements of subrule 41.508(2), and must immediately
notify the parties in writing of that determination.

c. Amending due process complaint. A party may amend its due process complaint only if:
(1) The other party consents in writing to the amendment and is given the opportunity to resolve

the due process complaint through a meeting held pursuant to rule 281—41.510(256B,34CFR300); or
(2) The administrative law judge grants permission, except that the administrative law judge may

only grant permission to amend at any time not later than five days before the due process hearing begins.
d. Timelines after amendment. If a party files an amended due process complaint, the timelines

for the resolution meeting in subrule 41.510(1) and the time period to resolve in 41.510(2) begin again
with the filing of the amended due process complaint.

41.508(5) LEA response to a due process complaint.
a. General. If the LEA has not sent a prior written notice to the parent regarding the subject matter

contained in the parent’s due process complaint, the LEA must, within ten days of receiving the due
process complaint, send to the parent a response that includes the following:

(1) An explanation of why the agency proposed or refused to take the action raised in the due
process complaint;

(2) A description of other options that the IEP team considered and the reasons why those options
were rejected;

(3) A description of each evaluation procedure, assessment, record, or report the agency used as
the basis for the proposed or refused action; and

(4) A description of the other factors that are relevant to the agency’s proposed or refused action.
b. Rule of construction. A response by an LEA under 41.508(5)“a” shall not be construed

to preclude the LEA from asserting that the parent’s due process complaint was insufficient, where
appropriate.

41.508(6) Other party response to a due process complaint. Except as provided in subrule
41.508(5), the party receiving a due process complaint must, within ten days of receiving the due
process complaint, send to the other party a response that specifically addresses the issues raised in the
due process complaint.

281—41.509(256B,34CFR300) Model forms.
41.509(1) Forms available. The department shall develop model forms to assist parents and public

agencies in filing a due process complaint and to assist parents and other parties in filing a state complaint;
however, the department or LEA may not require the use of the model forms.

41.509(2) Use of forms. Parents, public agencies, and other parties may use the appropriate model
form described in subrule 41.509(1), or another form or other document, so long as the form or document
that is used meets, as appropriate, the content requirements in subrule 41.508(2) for filing a due process
complaint, or the requirements in subrule 41.153(2) for filing a state complaint.

281—41.510(256B,34CFR300) Resolution process.
41.510(1) Resolution meeting.
a. General. Within 15 days of receiving notice of the parent’s due process complaint, and prior to

the initiation of a due process hearing, the LEA must convene a meeting with the parent and the relevant
member or members of the IEP team who have specific knowledge of the facts identified in the due
process complaint that:

(1) Includes a representative of the public agency who has decision-making authority on behalf of
that agency; and

(2) May not include an attorney of the LEA unless the parent is accompanied by an attorney.
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b. Purpose of meeting. The purpose of the meeting is for the parent of the child to discuss the due
process complaint and the facts that form the basis of the due process complaint so that the LEA has the
opportunity to resolve the dispute that is the basis for the due process complaint.

c. When meeting not necessary. The meeting described in 41.510(1)“a” and “b” need not be held
if the parent and the LEA agree in writing to waive the meeting, or the parent and the LEA agree to use
the mediation process described in rule 281—41.506(256B,34CFR300).

d. Determining relevant members of IEP team. The parent and the LEA determine the relevant
members of the IEP team to attend the meeting.

41.510(2) Resolution period.
a. General. If the LEA has not resolved the due process complaint to the satisfaction of the parent

within 30 days of the receipt of the due process complaint, the due process hearing may occur.
b. Timeline for decision. Except as provided in subrule 41.510(3), the timeline for issuing a final

decision under rule 281—41.515(256B,34CFR300) begins at the expiration of this 30-day period.
c. Failure of parent to participate: delay of timeline. Except where the parties have jointly agreed

to waive the resolution process or to use mediation, the failure of the parent filing a due process complaint
to participate in the resolution meeting will delay the timelines for the resolution process and due process
hearing until the meeting is held.

d. Failure of parent to participate: dismissal of complaint. If the LEA is unable to obtain the
participation of the parent in the resolution meeting after reasonable efforts have been made and
documented using the procedures in subrule 41.322(4), the LEA may, at the conclusion of the 30-day
period, request that the administrative law judge dismiss the parent’s due process complaint.

e. Failure of LEA to hold meeting. If the LEA fails to hold the resolution meeting specified in
subrule 41.510(1) within 15 days of receiving notice of a parent’s due process complaint or fails to
participate in the resolution meeting, the parent may seek the intervention of the administrative law
judge to begin the due process hearing timeline.

41.510(3) Adjustments to 30-day resolution period. The 45-day timeline for the due process hearing
in subrule 41.515(1) starts the day after one of the following events:

a. Both parties agree in writing to waive the resolution meeting;
b. After either the mediation or resolution meeting starts but before the end of the 30-day period,

the parties agree in writing that no agreement is possible;
c. If all parties agree in writing to continue themediation at the end of the 30-day resolution period,

but later the parent or public agency withdraws from the mediation process.
41.510(4) Written settlement agreement. If a resolution to the dispute is reached at the meeting

described in 41.510(1)“a” and “b,” the parties must execute a legally binding agreement that is:
a. Signed by both the parent and a representative of the agency who has the authority to bind the

agency; and
b. Enforceable in any state court of competent jurisdiction or in a district court of the United States,

or, by the department, including but not limited to through the state complaint process.
41.510(5) Agreement review period. If the parties execute an agreement pursuant to subrule

41.510(4), a party may void the agreement within three business days of the agreement’s execution.

281—41.511(256B,34CFR300) Impartial due process hearing.
41.511(1) General. Whenever a due process complaint is received under this division, the parents or

the LEA involved in the dispute must have an opportunity for an impartial due process hearing, consistent
with the procedures in this chapter.

41.511(2) SEA responsible for conducting the due process hearing. The hearing described in subrule
41.511(1) must be conducted by the department.

41.511(3) Administrative law judge.
a. Minimum qualifications. At a minimum, an administrative law judge:
(1) Must not be an employee of the SEA or the LEA that is involved in the education or care of the

child or a person having a personal or professional interest that conflicts with the person’s objectivity in
the hearing;
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(2) Must possess knowledge of, and the ability to understand, the provisions of the Act, federal and
state regulations pertaining to the Act, and legal interpretations of the Act by federal and state courts;

(3) Must possess the knowledge and ability to conduct hearings in accordance with appropriate,
standard legal practice; and

(4) Must possess the knowledge and ability to render and write decisions in accordance with
appropriate, standard legal practice.

b. Rule of construction. A person who otherwise qualifies to conduct a hearing under
41.511(3)“a” is not an employee of the agency solely because the person is paid by the agency to serve
as an administrative law judge.

c. SEA tomaintain list of administrative law judges. The department shall keep a list of the persons
who serve as administrative law judges. The list must include a statement of the qualifications of each
of those persons.

41.511(4) Subject matter of due process hearings. The party requesting the due process hearing may
not raise issues at the due process hearing that were not raised in the due process complaint filed under
subrule 41.508(2), unless each of the other parties agrees otherwise.

41.511(5) Timeline for requesting a hearing. A parent or agency must request an impartial hearing
on the due process complaint within two years of the date the parent or agency knew or should have
known about the alleged action that forms the basis of the due process complaint.

41.511(6) Exceptions to the timeline. The timeline described in subrule 41.511(5) does not apply to
a parent if the parent was prevented from filing a due process complaint due to either of the following:

a. Specific misrepresentations by the LEA that it had resolved the problem forming the basis of
the due process complaint; or

b. The LEA’s withholding of information from the parent that was required under this chapter to
be provided to the parent.

281—41.512(256B,34CFR300) Hearing rights.
41.512(1) General. Any party to a hearing conducted pursuant to the rules of this division and

Division XII has the right to:
a. Be accompanied and advised by counsel and by individuals with special knowledge or training

with respect to the problems of children with disabilities;
b. Present evidence and confront, cross-examine, and compel the attendance of witnesses;
c. Prohibit the introduction of any evidence at the hearing that has not been disclosed to that party

at least five business days before the hearing;
d. Obtain a written or, at the option of the parents, electronic, verbatim record of the hearing; and
e. Obtain written or, at the option of the parents, electronic findings of fact and decisions.
41.512(2) Additional disclosure of information.
a. At least five business days prior to a hearing conducted pursuant to subrule 41.511(1), each

party must disclose to all other parties all evaluations completed by that date and recommendations based
on the offering party’s evaluations that the party intends to use at the hearing.

b. An administrative law judge may bar any party that fails to comply with 41.512(2)“a” from
introducing the relevant evaluation or recommendation at the hearing without the consent of the other
party.

41.512(3) Parental rights at hearings. Parents involved in hearings must be given the right to:
a. Have the child who is the subject of the hearing present;
b. Open the hearing to the public; and
c. Have the record of the hearing and the findings of fact and decisions described in 41.512(1)“d”

and “e” provided at no cost to parents.

281—41.513(256B,34CFR300) Hearing decisions.
41.513(1) Decision of administrative law judge on the provision of FAPE.
a. Subject to 41.513(1)“b,” an administrative law judge’s determination of whether a child

received FAPE must be based on substantive grounds.
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b. In matters alleging a procedural violation, an administrative law judge may find that a child did
not receive FAPE only if the procedural inadequacies:

(1) Impeded the child’s right to FAPE;
(2) Significantly impeded the parent’s opportunity to participate in the decision-making process

regarding the provision of FAPE to the parent’s child; or
(3) Caused a deprivation of educational benefit.
c. Nothing in this subrule shall be construed to preclude an administrative law judge from ordering

an LEA to comply with procedural requirements under this division.
41.513(2) Reserved.
41.513(3) Separate request for a due process hearing. Nothing in this division shall be construed to

preclude a parent from filing a separate due process complaint on an issue separate from a due process
complaint already filed.

41.513(4) Findings and decision to advisory panel and general public. The department, after
deleting any personally identifiable information, must:

a. Transmit the findings and decisions referred to in 41.512(1)“e” to the state advisory panel
established under rule 281—41.167(256B,34CFR300); and

b. Make those findings and decisions available to the public.

281—41.514(256B,34CFR300) Finality of decision. A decision made in a hearing conducted pursuant
to this division is final, except that any party involved in the hearing may appeal the decision by filing a
civil action in state or federal court.

281—41.515(256B,34CFR300) Timelines and convenience of hearings.
41.515(1) Timeline. The public agency must ensure that not later than 45 days after the expiration of

the 30-day period under subrule 41.510(2), or the adjusted time periods described in subrule 41.510(3):
a. A final decision is reached in the hearing; and
b. A copy of the decision is mailed to each of the parties.
41.515(2) Reserved.
41.515(3) Extensions of time or continuances. An administrative law judge may grant specific

extensions of time or continuances beyond the periods set out in subrule 41.515(1) at the request of
either party.

41.515(4) Hearing time. Each hearing must be conducted at a time and place that is reasonably
convenient to the parents and child involved.

281—41.516(256B,34CFR300) Civil action.
41.516(1) General. Any party aggrieved by the findings and decision made under this division has

the right to bring a civil action with respect to the due process complaint notice requesting a due process
hearing under this division. The action may be brought in any state court of competent jurisdiction or in
a district court of the United States without regard to the amount in controversy.

41.516(2) Time limitation. The party bringing the action shall have 90 days from the date of the
decision of the administrative law judge to file a civil action.

41.516(3) Additional requirements. In any action brought under subrule 41.516(1), the court:
a. Receives the records of the administrative proceedings;
b. Hears additional evidence at the request of a party; and
c. Basing its decision on the preponderance of the evidence, grants the relief that the court

determines to be appropriate.
41.516(4) Jurisdiction of United States district courts. The district courts of the United States have

jurisdiction of actions brought under Section 615 of the Act without regard to the amount in controversy.
41.516(5) Rule of construction. Nothing in Part B of the Act or this chapter restricts or limits the

rights, procedures, and remedies available under the Constitution, the Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990, Title V of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, or other federal laws protecting the rights of children
with disabilities, except that before the filing of a civil action under these laws seeking relief that is
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also available under Section 615 of the Act, the procedures under rules 281—41.507(256B,34CFR300)
and 281—41.514(256B,34CFR300) must be exhausted to the same extent as would be required had the
action been brought under Section 615 of the Act.

281—41.517(256B,34CFR300) Attorneys’ fees.
41.517(1) General. In any action or proceeding brought under Section 615 of the Act, the court, in

its discretion, may award reasonable attorneys’ fees as part of the costs to any of the following:
a. The prevailing party who is the parent of a child with a disability;
b. To a prevailing party who is an SEA or LEA against the attorney of a parent who files a

complaint or subsequent cause of action that is frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation, or
against the attorney of a parent who continued to litigate after the litigation clearly became frivolous,
unreasonable, or without foundation; or

c. To a prevailing SEA or LEA against the attorney of a parent, or against the parent, if the parent’s
request for a due process hearing or subsequent cause of action was presented for any improper purpose,
such as to harass, to cause unnecessary delay, or to needlessly increase the cost of litigation.

41.517(2) Prohibition on use of funds.
a. Funds under Part B of the Act may not be used to pay attorneys’ fees or costs of a party related

to any action or proceeding under Section 615 of the Act and this division.
b. Paragraph 41.517(2)“a” does not preclude a public agency from using funds under Part B of

the Act for conducting an action or proceeding under Section 615 of the Act.
41.517(3) Award of fees. A court awards reasonable attorneys’ fees under Section 615(i)(3) of the

Act consistent with the following:
a. Amount of fees. Fees awarded under Section 615(i)(3) of the Act must be based on rates

prevailing in the community in which the action or proceeding arose for the kind and quality of services
furnished. No bonus or multiplier may be used in calculating the fees awarded under this paragraph.

b. When fees and costs may not be awarded.
(1) Attorneys’ fees may not be awarded and related costs may not be reimbursed in any action or

proceeding under Section 615 of the Act for services performed subsequent to the time of a written offer
of settlement to a parent if:

1. The offer is made within the time prescribed by Rule 68 of the federal Rules of Civil Procedure
or, in the case of an administrative proceeding, at any time more than ten days before the proceeding
begins;

2. The offer is not accepted within ten days; and
3. The court or administrative law judge finds that the relief finally obtained by the parents is not

more favorable to the parents than the offer of settlement.
(2) Attorneys’ fees may not be awarded relating to any meeting of the IEP team unless the meeting

is convened as a result of an administrative proceeding or judicial action, or at the discretion of the state,
for a mediation described in rule 281—41.506(256B,34CFR300).

(3) A meeting conducted pursuant to rule 281—41.510(256B,34CFR300) shall not be considered
either of the following:

1. A meeting convened as a result of an administrative hearing or judicial action; or
2. An administrative hearing or judicial action for purposes of this rule.
c. Exception to offer of settlement subrule. Notwithstanding 41.517(3)“b”(1), an award of

attorneys’ fees and related costs may be made to a parent who is the prevailing party and who was
substantially justified in rejecting the settlement offer.

d. Reduction in attorney fees. Except as provided in 41.517(3)“e,” the court reduces, accordingly,
the amount of the attorneys’ fees awarded under Section 615 of the Act, if the court finds that:

(1) The parent, or the parent’s attorney, during the course of the action or proceeding, unreasonably
protracted the final resolution of the controversy;

(2) The amount of the attorneys’ fees otherwise authorized to be awarded unreasonably exceeds
the hourly rate prevailing in the community for similar services by attorneys of reasonably comparable
skill, reputation, and experience;
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(3) The time spent and legal services furnished were excessive considering the nature of the action
or proceeding; or

(4) The attorney representing the parent did not provide to the LEA the appropriate information in
the due process request notice in accordance with rule 281—41.508(256B,34CFR300).

e. Exception to reduction in fees subrule. The provisions of 41.517(3)“d” do not apply in any
action or proceeding if the court finds that the state or local agency unreasonably protracted the final
resolution of the action or proceeding or there was a violation of Section 615 of the Act.

281—41.518(256B,34CFR300) Child’s status during proceedings.
41.518(1) General. Except as provided in rule 281—41.533(256B,34CFR300), during the pendency

of any administrative or judicial proceeding regarding a due process complaint notice requesting a due
process hearing under rule 281—41.507(256B,34CFR300), unless the state or local agency and the
parents of the child agree otherwise, the child involved in the complaint must remain in his or her current
educational placement.

41.518(2) Initial admission to public school. If the complaint involves an application for initial
admission to public school, the child, with the consent of the parents, must be placed in the public school
until the completion of all the proceedings.

41.518(3) Transition from Part C to Part B. If the complaint involves an application for initial
services under this chapter from a child who is transitioning from Part C of the Act to Part B and is no
longer eligible for Part C services because the child has reached the age of three, the public agency
is not required to provide the Part C services that the child had been receiving. If the child is found
eligible for special education and related services under Part B and the parent consents to the initial
provision of special education and related services under subrule 41.300(2), then the public agency
must provide those special education and related services that are not in dispute between the parent and
the public agency.

41.518(4) Administrative law judge decision. If the administrative law judge in a due process hearing
conducted by the SEA agrees with the child’s parents that a change of placement is appropriate, that
placement must be treated as an agreement between the state and the parents for purposes of subrule
41.518(1).

41.518(5) Mediation requested prior to the filing of a due process complaint. Except as provided in
rule 281—41.533(256B,34CFR300), during the pendency of any request for mediation filed prior to or
in lieu of a due process complaint under rule 281—41.506(256B,34CFR300) and for ten days after any
such mediation conference at which no agreement is reached, unless the state or local agency and the
parents of the child agree otherwise, the child involved in any such mediation conference must remain
in his or her current educational placement.
[ARC 9376B, IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11]

281—41.519(256B,34CFR300) Surrogate parents.
41.519(1) General. Each public agency must ensure that the rights of a child are protected when:
a. No parent as defined in rule 281—41.30(256B,34CFR300) can be identified;
b. The public agency, after reasonable efforts, cannot locate a parent;
c. The child is a ward of the state under the laws of the state; or
d. The child is an unaccompanied homeless youth as defined in Section 725(6) of the

McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 11434a(6)).
41.519(2) Duties of public agency. The duties of a public agency under subrule 41.519(1) include

the assignment of an individual to act as a surrogate for the parents. This must include a method for
determining whether a child needs a surrogate parent and for assigning a surrogate parent to the child.

41.519(3) Wards of the state. In the case of a child who is a ward of the state, the surrogate parent
alternatively may be appointed by the judge presiding in the child’s case, provided that the surrogate
meets the requirements in 41.519(4)“b”(1) and 41.519(5).

41.519(4) Criteria for selection of surrogate parents.
a. The public agency may select a surrogate parent in any way permitted under state law.
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b. Public agencies must ensure that a person selected as a surrogate parent:
(1) Is not an employee of the SEA, the LEA, or any other public or private agency that is involved

in the education or care of the child;
(2) Has no personal or professional interest that conflicts with the interest of the child the surrogate

parent represents; and
(3) Has knowledge and skills that ensure adequate representation of the child.
41.519(5) Nonemployee requirement; compensation. A person otherwise qualified to be a surrogate

parent under subrule 41.519(4) is not an employee of the agency solely because the person is paid by the
agency to serve as a surrogate parent.

41.519(6) Unaccompanied homeless youth. In the case of a child who is an unaccompanied
homeless youth, appropriate staff of emergency shelters, transitional shelters, independent living
programs, and street outreach programs may be appointed as temporary surrogate parents without
regard to 41.519(4)“b”(1), until a surrogate parent can be appointed that meets all of the requirements
of subrule 41.519(4).

41.519(7) Surrogate parent responsibilities. The surrogate parent may represent the child in all
matters relating to the identification, evaluation, and educational placement of the child, and the
provision of FAPE to the child.

41.519(8) Training of surrogate parents. Training shall be conducted as necessary by each AEA
using a training procedure approved by the department, which includes rights and responsibilities of a
surrogate parent, sample forms used by LEAs and AEAs, specific needs of individuals with disabilities
and resources for legal and instructional technical assistance. The department shall provide continuing
education and assistance to AEAs upon request.

41.519(9) SEA responsibility. The department must make reasonable efforts to ensure the
assignment of a surrogate parent not more than 30 days after a public agency determines that the child
needs a surrogate parent. The department shall provide assistance to, and shall monitor, surrogate
parent programs.

281—41.520(256B,34CFR300) Transfer of parental rights at age of majority.
41.520(1) General. The state provides, when a child with a disability (except for a child with a

disability who has been determined to be incompetent under state law) reaches the age of majority under
Iowa Code section 599.1, all of the following:

a. General rule.
(1) The public agency must provide any notice required by this chapter to both the child and the

parents; and
(2) All rights accorded to parents under Part B of the Act transfer to the child.
b. Special rule: incarcerated eligible individuals. All rights accorded to parents under Part B

of the Act transfer to children who are incarcerated in an adult or juvenile, state or local correctional
institution.

c. Notice requirement. Whenever a state provides for the transfer of rights under Part B of the Act
and this chapter pursuant to 41.520(1)“a” or “b,” the agency must notify the child and the parents of
the transfer of rights.

41.520(2) Special rules. If a court appoints a guardian for an eligible individual who has attained
the age of majority under subrule 41.520(1) and the court determines all decisions shall be made by
the guardian or specifically determines all educational decisions should be made by the guardian, then
rights under subrule 41.520(1) do not transfer but are exercised pursuant to any applicable orders of the
court. If a court determines a child who has attained the age of majority under subrule 41.520(1) does
not have capacity to make educational decisions under any other applicable statute, then rights under
subrule 41.520(1) do not transfer and are exercised by the child’s parent or pursuant to court order. If
and when state law provides that a competent authority may determine that an eligible individual who
has attained the age of majority under subrule 41.520(1) and who has not been found incompetent by
any court under this subrule, the department shall establish procedures for appointing the parent of a
child with a disability, or, if the parent is not available, another appropriate individual, to represent the
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educational interests of the child throughout the period of the child’s eligibility under Part B of the Act
if the child can be determined by the competent authority, by clear and convincing evidence, not to have
the ability to provide informed consent with respect to the child’s educational program.

281—41.521 to 41.529 Reserved.

281—41.530(256B,34CFR300) Authority of school personnel.
41.530(1) Case-by-case determination. School personnel may consider any unique circumstances

on a case-by-case basis when determining whether a change in placement, consistent with the other
requirements of this rule, is appropriate for a child with a disability who violates a code of student
conduct.

41.530(2) General.
a. School personnel under this rule may remove a child with a disability who violates a code

of student conduct from his or her current placement to an appropriate interim alternative educational
setting, another setting, or suspension, for not more than ten consecutive school days, to the extent those
alternatives are applied to children without disabilities, and for additional removals of not more than ten
consecutive school days in that same school year for separate incidents of misconduct, as long as those
removals do not constitute a change of placement under rule 281—41.536(256B,34CFR300).

b. After a child with a disability has been removed from his or her current placement for ten school
days in the same school year, during any subsequent days of removal the public agency must provide
services to the extent required under subrule 41.530(4).

41.530(3) Additional authority. For disciplinary changes in placement that would exceed ten
consecutive school days, if the behavior that gave rise to the violation of the school code is determined
not to be a manifestation of the child’s disability pursuant to subrule 41.530(5), school personnel may
apply the relevant disciplinary procedures to children with disabilities in the same manner and for the
same duration as the procedures would be applied to children without disabilities, except as provided
in subrule 41.530(4).

41.530(4) Services.
a. A child with a disability who is removed from the child’s current placement pursuant to subrule

41.530(3) or 41.530(7) must receive the following:
(1) Educational services, as provided in subrule 41.101(1), so as to enable the child to continue

to participate in the general education curriculum, although in another setting, and to progress toward
meeting the goals set out in the child’s IEP; and

(2) As appropriate, a functional behavioral assessment, and behavioral intervention services and
modifications, that are designed to address the behavior violation so that it does not recur.

b. The services required by 41.530(4)“a” and “c” to “e”may be provided in an interim alternative
educational setting.

c. A public agency is required to provide services during periods of removal to a child with a
disability who has been removed from his or her current placement for ten school days or less in that
school year, only if it provides services to a child without disabilities who is similarly removed.

d. After a child with a disability has been removed from his or her current placement for ten school
days in the same school year, if the current removal is for not more than ten consecutive school days and is
not a change of placement under rule 281—41.536(256B,34CFR300), school personnel, in consultation
with at least one of the child’s teachers, shall determine the extent to which services are needed, as
provided in subrule 41.101(1), so as to enable the child to continue to participate in the general education
curriculum, although in another setting, and to progress toward meeting the goals set out in the child’s
IEP.

e. If the removal is a change of placement under rule 281—41.536(256B,34CFR300), the child’s
IEP team determines appropriate services under 41.530(4)“a.”

41.530(5) Manifestation determination.
a. Within ten school days of any decision to change the placement of a child with a disability

because of a violation of a code of student conduct, the AEA, the LEA, the parent, and relevant members
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of the child’s IEP team, as determined by the parent and the AEA and LEA, must review all relevant
information in the student’s file, including the child’s IEP, any teacher observations, and any relevant
information provided by the parents to determine:

(1) If the conduct in question was caused by, or had a direct and substantial relationship to, the
child’s disability; or

(2) If the conduct in question was the direct result of the failure by the AEA or LEA to implement
the IEP.

b. The conduct must be determined to be a manifestation of the child’s disability if the AEA,
the LEA, the parent, and relevant members of the child’s IEP team determine that a condition in either
41.530(5)“a”(1) or (2) was met.

c. If the AEA, the LEA, the parent, and relevant members of the child’s IEP team determine the
condition described in 41.530(5)“a”(2) was met, the public agency must take immediate steps to remedy
those deficiencies.

41.530(6) Determination that behavior was a manifestation. If the AEA, the LEA, the parent, and
relevant members of the IEP team make the determination that the conduct was a manifestation of the
child’s disability, the IEP team must proceed as follows:

a. Conduct a functional behavioral assessment, unless the AEA or LEA had conducted a
functional behavioral assessment before the behavior that resulted in the change of placement occurred,
and implement a behavioral intervention plan for the child; or

b. If a behavioral intervention plan already has been developed, review the behavioral intervention
plan and modify it, as necessary, to address the behavior; and

c. Except as provided in subrule 41.530(7), return the child to the placement from which the child
was removed, unless the parent and the public agency agree to a change of placement as part of the
modification of the behavioral intervention plan.

41.530(7) Special circumstances. School personnel may remove a student to an interim alternative
educational setting for not more than 45 school days without regard to whether the behavior is determined
to be a manifestation of the child’s disability, if the child:

a. Carries a weapon to or possesses a weapon at school, on school premises, or to or at a school
function under the jurisdiction of an SEA or an LEA;

b. Knowingly possesses or uses illegal drugs, or sells or solicits the sale of a controlled substance,
while at school, on school premises, or at a school function under the jurisdiction of an SEA or an LEA;
or

c. Has inflicted serious bodily injury upon another person while at school, on school premises, or
at a school function under the jurisdiction of an SEA or an LEA.

41.530(8) Notification. On the date on which the decision is made to make a removal that constitutes
a change of placement of a child with a disability because of a violation of a code of student conduct, the
LEA must notify the parents of that decision and provide the parents the procedural safeguards notice
described in rule 281—41.504(256B,34CFR300).

41.530(9) Definitions. For purposes of this rule, the following definitions apply:
a. Controlled substance. “Controlled substance” means a drug or other substance identified under

Schedule I, II, III, IV, or V in Section 202(c) of the Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 812(c)).
b. Illegal drug. “Illegal drug” means a controlled substance; but does not include a controlled

substance that is legally possessed or used under the supervision of a licensed health care professional
or that is legally possessed or used under any other authority under that Act or under any other provision
of federal law.

c. Serious bodily injury. “Serious bodily injury” has the meaning given the term “serious bodily
injury” under paragraph (3) of subsection (h) of Section 1365 of Title 18, United States Code.

d. Weapon. “Weapon” has the meaning given the term “dangerous weapon” under paragraph (2)
of the first subsection (g) of Section 930 of Title 18, United States Code. A “weapon” under Iowa law is
not necessarily a weapon for purposes of this rule unless it meets this definition of a “dangerous weapon.”
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281—41.531(256B,34CFR300) Determination of setting. The child’s IEP team determines the interim
alternative educational setting for services under 41.530(3), 41.530(4)“e,” and 41.530(7).

281—41.532(256B,34CFR300) Appeal.
41.532(1) General. The parent of a child with a disability who disagrees with any decision

regarding placement under rules 281—41.530(256B,34CFR300) and 281—41.531(256B,34CFR300),
or the manifestation determination under subrule 41.530(5), or an LEA that believes that maintaining
the current placement of the child is substantially likely to result in injury to the child or others, may
appeal the decision by requesting a hearing. The hearing is requested by filing a complaint pursuant to
rule 281—41.507(256B,34CFR300) and subrules 41.508(1) and 41.508(2).

41.532(2) Authority of administrative law judge.
a. An administrative law judge under rule 281—41.511(256B,34CFR300) hears and makes a

determination regarding an appeal under subrule 41.532(1).
b. In making the determination under subrule 41.532(1), the administrative law judge may do

either of the following:
(1) Return the child with a disability to the placement from which the child was

removed if the administrative law judge determines that the removal was a violation of rule
281—41.530(256B,34CFR300) or that the child’s behavior was a manifestation of the child’s disability;
or

(2) Order a change of placement of the child with a disability to an appropriate interim alternative
educational setting for not more than 45 school days if the administrative law judge determines that
maintaining the current placement of the child is substantially likely to result in injury to the child or to
others.

c. The procedures under 41.532(1) and 41.532(2)“a” and “b” may be repeated, if the LEA
believes that returning the child to the original placement is substantially likely to result in injury to
the child or to others.

41.532(3) Expedited due process hearing.
a. Whenever a hearing is requested under subrule 41.532(1), the parents or the LEA involved

in the dispute must have an opportunity for an impartial due process hearing consistent with the
requirements of rule 281—41.507(256B,34CFR300), subrules 41.508(1) to 41.508(3), and rules
281—41.510(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.514(256B,34CFR300), except as provided in 41.532(3)“b”
and “c.”

b. The department is responsible for arranging the expedited due process hearing, which must
occur within 20 school days of the date the complaint requesting the hearing is filed. The administrative
law judge must make a determination within 10 school days after the hearing.

c. Unless the parents and LEA agree in writing to waive the resolution meeting described in this
paragraph, or agree to use the mediation process described in rule 281—41.506(256B,34CFR300), the
procedure is as follows:

(1) A resolution meeting must occur within 7 days of receiving notice of the due process complaint;
and

(2) The due process hearing may proceed unless the matter has been resolved to the satisfaction of
all parties within 15 days of the receipt of the due process complaint.

d. Reserved.
e. The decisions on expedited due process hearings are appealable consistent with rule

281—41.514(256B,34CFR300).

281—41.533(256B,34CFR300) Placement during appeals and mediations. When an
appeal under rule 281—41.532(256B,34CFR300) or a request for mediation under rules
281—41.506(256B,34CFR300) and 281—41.1002(256B,34CFR300) has been made by either the
parent or the LEA, the child must remain in the interim alternative educational setting pending the
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decision of the administrative law judge or until the expiration of the time period specified in subrule
41.530(3) or 41.530(7), whichever occurs first, unless the parent and the SEA or LEA agree otherwise.
[ARC 9376B, IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11]

281—41.534(256B,34CFR300) Protections for children not determined eligible for special
education and related services.

41.534(1) General. A child who has not been determined to be eligible for special education and
related services under this chapter and who has engaged in behavior that violated a code of student
conduct may assert any of the protections provided for in this chapter if the public agency had knowledge,
as determined in accordance with subrule 41.534(2), that the child was a child with a disability before
the behavior that precipitated the disciplinary action occurred.

41.534(2) Basis of knowledge. A public agency must be deemed to have knowledge that a child is a
child with a disability if before the behavior that precipitated the disciplinary action occurred any of the
following occurred:

a. The parent of the child expressed concern in writing to supervisory or administrative personnel
of the appropriate educational agency or to a teacher of the child that the child is in need of special
education and related services;

b. The parent of the child requested an evaluation of the child pursuant to this chapter; or
c. The teacher of the child, or other personnel of the LEA, expressed specific concerns about a

pattern of behavior demonstrated by the child directly to the director of special education of the agency
or to other supervisory personnel of the agency.

41.534(3) Exception. A public agency would not be deemed to have knowledge under subrule
41.534(2) under the following conditions:

a. The parent of the child has not allowed an evaluation of the child pursuant to this chapter or
has refused services under Part B of the Act or this chapter; or

b. The child has been evaluated in accordance with this chapter and determined not to be a child
with a disability under Part B of the Act and this chapter.

41.534(4) Conditions that apply if no basis of knowledge.
a. General. If a public agency does not have knowledge that a child is a child with a disability,

in accordance with subrules 41.534(2) and 41.534(3), prior to taking disciplinary measures against the
child, the child may be subjected to the disciplinary measures applied to children without disabilities
who engage in comparable behaviors consistent with 41.534(4)“b.”

b. Request for evaluation.
(1) If a request is made for an evaluation of a child during the time period in which the child is

subjected to disciplinary measures under rule 281—41.530(256B,34CFR300), the evaluation must be
conducted in an expedited manner.

(2) Until the evaluation is completed, the child remains in the educational placement determined
by school authorities, which can include suspension or expulsion without educational services.

(3) If the child is determined to be a child with a disability, taking into consideration information
from the evaluation conducted by the agency and information provided by the parents, the agency must
provide special education and related services in accordance with Part B of the Act and this chapter,
including the requirements of rules 281—41.530(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.536(256B,34CFR300)
and Section 612(a)(1)(A) of the Act.

281—41.535(256B,34CFR300) Referral to and action by law enforcement and judicial authorities.
41.535(1) Rule of construction. Nothing in Part B of the Act or this chapter prohibits an agency from

reporting a crime committed by a child with a disability to appropriate authorities or prevents state law
enforcement and judicial authorities from exercising their responsibilities with regard to the application
of federal and state law to crimes committed by a child with a disability.

41.535(2) Transmittal of records.
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a. An agency reporting a crime committed by a child with a disability must ensure that copies
of the special education and disciplinary records of the child are transmitted for consideration by the
appropriate authorities to whom the agency reports the crime.

b. An agency reporting a crime under this rule may transmit copies of the child’s special education
and disciplinary records only to the extent that the transmission is permitted by the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act, such as by obtaining consent (34 CFR Section 99.30) or in instances where
disclosure without consent is permitted (34 CFR Section 99.31).

281—41.536(256B,34CFR300) Change of placement because of disciplinary removals.
41.536(1) General. For purposes of removals of a child with a disability from the child’s current

educational placement under rules 281—41.530(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.535(256B,34CFR300),
a change of placement occurs under the following circumstances:

a. The removal is for more than ten consecutive school days; or
b. The child has been subjected to a series of removals that constitute a pattern based on the

following:
(1) The series of removals total more than ten school days in a school year;
(2) The child’s behavior is substantially similar to the child’s behavior in previous incidents that

resulted in the series of removals; and
(3) Additional factors, such as the length of each removal, the total amount of time the child has

been removed, and the proximity of the removals to one another.
41.536(2) Rules of construction.
a. The public agency determines on a case-by-case basis whether a pattern of removals constitutes

a change of placement.
b. This determination is subject to review through due process and judicial proceedings.
c. Nothing in this rule shall be construed to prohibit LEAs from establishing policies that a change

of placement occurs on the eleventh cumulative day of removal, regardless of the factors set forth in
41.536(1)“b.”

41.536(3) In-school suspensions and other actions. In determining whether an in-school suspension
or other disciplinary action is to be considered a removal for purposes of this rule, an in-school suspension
or other disciplinary action will not be considered a removal if all three of the following questions are
answered in the affirmative:

a. Will the child be able to appropriately participate in the general education curriculum?
b. Will the child be able to receive the services specified in the child’s IEP?
c. Will the child be able to participate with children without disabilities to the extent provided in

the child’s current placement?

281—41.537(256B,34CFR300) State enforcement mechanisms. Notwithstanding 41.506(2)“g”
and 41.510(4)“b,” which provide for judicial enforcement of a written agreement reached as a result
of mediation or a resolution meeting, there is nothing in Part B of the Act that would prevent the
department from using other mechanisms to seek enforcement of that agreement, such as the state
complaint procedure, provided that use of those mechanisms is not mandatory and does not delay
or deny a party the right to seek enforcement of the written agreement in a state court of competent
jurisdiction or in a district court of the United States.

281—41.538 to 41.599 Reserved.

DIVISION VIII
MONITORING, ENFORCEMENT, CONFIDENTIALITY, AND PROGRAM INFORMATION

281—41.600(256B,34CFR300) State monitoring and enforcement.
41.600(1) General. The state must monitor the implementation of Part B of the Act and this chapter,

enforce this chapter in accordance with rule 281—41.604(256B,34CFR300), and annually report on
performance under Part B of the Act and this chapter.
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41.600(2) Primary focus of monitoring activity. The primary focus of the state’s monitoring
activities must be on the following:

a. Improving educational results and functional outcomes for all children with disabilities; and
b. Ensuring that public agencies meet the program requirements under Part B of the Act, with a

particular emphasis on those requirements that are most closely related to improving educational results
for children with disabilities.

41.600(3) Indicators of performance and compliance. As a part of its responsibilities under subrule
41.600(1), the state must use quantifiable indicators and such qualitative indicators as are needed to
adequately measure performance in the priority areas identified in subrule 41.600(4) and the indicators
established by the Secretary for the state performance plans.

41.600(4) Priority indicators. The state must monitor the LEAs located in the state, using
quantifiable indicators in each of the following priority areas and using such qualitative indicators as
are needed to adequately measure performance in those areas:

a. Provision of FAPE in the least restrictive environment.
b. State exercise of general supervision, including child find, effective monitoring, the

use of resolution meetings, mediation, and a system of transition services as defined in rule
281—41.43(256B,34CFR300) and in 20 U.S.C. 1437(a)(9).

c. Disproportionate representation of racial and ethnic groups in special education and related
services, to the extent the representation is the result of inappropriate identification.

41.600(5) Correction of noncompliance. In exercising its monitoring responsibilities under subrule
41.600(4), the state must ensure that when it identifies noncompliance with the requirements of this
chapter by an LEA, the noncompliance is corrected as soon as possible, but in no case later than one year
after the state’s identification of the LEA’s noncompliance.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]

281—41.601(256B,34CFR300) State performance plans and data collection.
41.601(1) General. Each statemust have in place a performance plan that evaluates the state’s efforts

to implement the requirements and purposes of Part B of the Act and describes how the state will improve
such implementation.

a. Each state must submit the state’s performance plan to the Secretary for approval in accordance
with the approval process described in Section 616(c) of the Act.

b. Each state must review its state performance plan at least once every six years and submit any
amendments to the Secretary.

c. As part of the state performance plan, each state must establish measurable and rigorous targets
for the indicators established by the Secretary under the priority areas described in 34 CFR Section
300.600(d).

41.601(2) Data collection.
a. The state must collect valid and reliable information as needed to report annually to the

Secretary on the indicators established by the Secretary for the state performance plans.
b. If the Secretary permits states to collect data on specific indicators through state monitoring or

sampling, and the state collects the data through state monitoring or sampling, the state must collect data
on those indicators for each LEA at least once during the period of the state performance plan.

281—41.602(256B,34CFR300) State use of targets and reporting.
41.602(1) General. The state shall use the targets established in the state’s performance plan under

rule 281—41.601(256B,34CFR300) and the priority areas described in subrule 41.600(4) to analyze the
performance of each LEA.

41.602(2) Public reporting and privacy.
a. Public report. The state must:
(1) Report annually to the public on the performance of each LEA located in the state on the targets

in the state’s performance plan as soon as practicable but no later than 120 days following the state’s
submission of its annual performance report under 41.602(2)“b”; and
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(2) Make the state’s performance plan, the state’s annual performance reports, and annual reports
on the performance of each LEA located in the state available through public means, including, at a
minimum, by posting these documents on the website of the department, distribution to the media, and
distribution through public agencies.

(3) If the state collects performance data through state monitoring or sampling, the state must
include in its report under 41.602(2)“a”(1) the most recently available performance data on each LEA,
and the date the data were obtained.

b. State performance report. The state shall report annually to the Secretary on the performance
of the state under the state’s performance plan.

c. Privacy. The state shall not report to the public or the Secretary any information on performance
that would result in the disclosure of personally identifiable information about individual children or
where the available data are insufficient to yield statistically reliable information.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]

281—41.603(256B,34CFR300) Department review and determination regarding public agency
performance.

41.603(1) Review. The state shall annually review the performance of each LEA andAEA, including
but not limited to data on indicators identified in the state’s performance plan, information obtained
through monitoring visits, and any other public information made available.

41.603(2) Determination. Based on the information obtained and reviewed by the state, the state
shall determine whether each LEA and AEA:

a. Meets the requirements and purposes of Part B of the Act and of this chapter;
b. Needs assistance in implementing the requirements of Part B of the Act and of this chapter;
c. Needs intervention in implementing the requirements of Part B of the Act and of this chapter;

or
d. Needs substantial intervention in implementing the requirements of Part B of the Act and of

this chapter.
41.603(3) Criteria for determination. The department shall develop criteria for making the

determinations required by subrule 41.603(2).
41.603(4) Variance of determination. In making the determination required by subrule 41.603(2),

the SEA in its discretion may adjust or vary from the criteria described in subrule 41.603(3) based on
unusual, unanticipated, or extraordinary aggravating or mitigating factors, on a case-by-case basis.

41.603(5) Notice and opportunity for a hearing. For determinations made under 41.603(2)“a”
or “b,” the state shall provide reasonable notice of its determination. For determinations made
under 41.603(2)“c” or “d,” the state shall provide reasonable notice of its determination and may,
in its sound discretion, grant an informal hearing to an AEA or LEA; however, if withholding
of funds is a remedy associated with a particular determination, the state shall provide a hearing
under rule 281—41.605(256B,34CFR300). Under any hearing granted under this rule or rule
281—41.605(256B,34CFR300), the AEA or LEA must demonstrate that the state abused its discretion
in making the determination described in subrule 41.603(2).

281—41.604(256B,34CFR300) Enforcement.
41.604(1) Needs assistance. If the state determines for two consecutive years that an LEA or AEA

needs assistance under 41.603(2)“b” in implementing the requirements of Part B of the Act, the state
shall take one or more of the following actions:

a. Advise the LEA or AEA of available sources of technical assistance that may help the LEA
or AEA to address the areas in which it needs assistance, which may include assistance from the Iowa
department of education, other state agencies, technical assistance providers approved by the Secretary,
and other federally funded and state-funded nonprofit agencies, and require it to work with appropriate
entities. Such technical assistance may include any of the following:

(1) The provision of advice by experts to address the areas in which the LEA or AEA needs
assistance, including explicit plans for addressing the area for concern within a specified period of time;
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(2) Assistance in identifying and implementing professional development, instructional strategies,
and methods of instruction that are based on scientifically based research;

(3) Designating and using distinguished superintendents, principals, special education
administrators, special education teachers and other teachers to provide advice, technical assistance,
and support; and

(4) Devising additional approaches to providing technical assistance, such as collaborating with
institutions of higher education, educational service agencies, national centers of technical assistance
supported under Part D of the Act, and private providers of scientifically based technical assistance.

b. Identify the LEA or AEA as a high-risk grantee and impose special conditions on its grant under
Part B of the Act.

41.604(2) Needs intervention. If the state determines for three or more consecutive years that an
LEA or AEA needs intervention under 41.603(2)“c” in implementing the requirements of Part B of the
Act, the following shall apply:

a. The state may take any of the actions described in subrule 41.604(1).
b. The state shall take one or more of the following actions:
(1) Require the LEA or AEA to prepare a corrective action plan or improvement plan if the state

determines that the LEA or AEA should be able to correct the problem within one year.
(2) Withhold, in whole or in part, any further payments to the AEA or LEA under Part B of the Act.
41.604(3) Needs substantial intervention. Notwithstanding subrule 41.604(1) or 41.604(2), at any

time that the state determines that an LEA or AEA needs substantial intervention in implementing the
requirements of Part B of the Act or of this chapter or that there is a substantial failure to comply with
any condition of an LEA’s eligibility or an AEA’s eligibility under Part B of the Act or this chapter, the
state shall take one or more of the following actions:

a. Withhold, in whole or in part, any further payments to the LEA or AEA under Part B of the Act.
b. Refer the matter for appropriate enforcement action, which may include referral to the Iowa

department of justice or the auditor of state.
41.604(4) Rule of construction. The listing of specific enforcement mechanisms in this rule shall not

be construed to limit the enforcement mechanisms at the state’s disposal in its enforcement of this rule
or any other rule in this chapter.
[ARC 9375B, IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11]

281—41.605(256B,34CFR300) Withholding funds.
41.605(1) General. As a consequence of a determination made under rule

281—41.603(256B,34CFR300) or enforcement of any provision of Part B of the Act and this chapter,
the state may withhold some or all of the funds from an AEA or LEA or a program or service of an
AEA or LEA, or may direct an AEA to withhold all or some funds from an LEA or a program or
service of an LEA.

41.605(2) Hearing. If the state intends to withhold funds, the state shall provide notice and an
opportunity for a hearing to the AEA or LEA. If a hearing is requested, the state may suspend payments
to an AEA or LEA, or suspend the authority of the AEA or LEA to obligate funds, or both, until a
decision is made after the hearing. A hearing under this rule, which shall not be a contested case under
Iowa Code chapter 17A, shall be requested within 30 days of notice of withholding by requesting
a hearing before the director of the Iowa department of education or the director’s designee. The
presiding officer at the hearing shall consider the purposes of Part B of the Act and of this chapter and
shall determine whether the state abused its discretion in its decision under subrule 41.605(1).

41.605(3) Reinstatement. If the LEA or AEA substantially rectifies the condition that prompted the
initial withholding under subrule 41.605(1), then the state may reinstate payments to the LEA or AEA.
If an LEA or AEA disagrees with the state’s decision that it has not substantially rectified the condition
that prompted the initial withholding under subrule 41.605(1), the LEA or AEA may request a hearing
under subrule 41.605(2).
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281—41.606(256B,34CFR300) Public attention. Any LEA or AEA that has received notice under
41.603(2)“b,” “c,” or “d”must, by means of a public notice, take such measures as may be necessary to
notify the public within the LEA or AEA of such notice and of the pendency of an action taken pursuant
to rule 281—41.604(256B,34CFR300).

281—41.607 Reserved.

281—41.608(256B,34CFR300) State enforcement.
41.608(1) Prohibition on reduction of maintenance of effort. If the state determines that an LEA

or AEA is not meeting the requirements of Part B of the Act, including the targets in the state’s
performance plan, the state must prohibit the LEA or AEA from reducing its maintenance of effort
under rule 281—41.203(256B,34CFR300) for any fiscal year.

41.608(2) Rule of construction. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to restrict the state from
utilizing any other authority available to it to monitor and enforce the requirements of Part B of the Act
or of this chapter.

281—41.609(256B,34CFR300) State consideration of other state or federal laws. In making the
determinations required by rule 281—41.603(256B,34CFR300), in ordering actions pursuant to rule
281—41.604(256B,34CFR300), and in taking any other action under this chapter, the department may
consider whether any agency has complied with any other applicable state or federal law, including but
not limited to education law or disability law, or with any corrective action ordered by any competent
authority for violation of any such law.

281—41.610(256B,34CFR300) Confidentiality. The state shall take appropriate action, in accordance
with Section 444 of the General Education Provisions Act, to ensure the protection of the confidentiality
of any personally identifiable data, information, and records collected or maintained by the state
and by LEAs and AEAs pursuant to Part B of the Act and this chapter, and consistent with rules
281—41.611(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.626(256B,34CFR300).

281—41.611(256B,34CFR300) Definitions. The following definitions apply to rules
281—41.611(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.625(256B,34CFR300).

41.611(1) Destruction. “Destruction” means physical destruction or removal of personal identifiers
from information so that the information is no longer personally identifiable.

41.611(2) Education records. “Education records” means the type of records covered under
the definition of “education records” in 34 CFR Part 99 (the regulations implementing the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, 20 U.S.C. 1232g (FERPA)).

41.611(3) Participating agency. “Participating agency” means any agency or institution that
collects, maintains, or uses personally identifiable information, or from which information is obtained,
under Part B of the Act or this chapter.

281—41.612(256B,34CFR300) Notice to parents.
41.612(1) General. The department must give notice that is adequate to fully inform parents about

the requirements of rule 281—41.123(256B,34CFR300), including the following information:
a. A description of the extent that the notice is given in the native languages of the various

population groups in the state;
b. A description of the children on whom personally identifiable information is maintained, the

types of information sought, the methods the state intends to use in gathering the information, including
the sources from whom information is gathered, and the uses to be made of the information;

c. A summary of the policies and procedures that participating agencies must follow regarding
storage, disclosure to third parties, retention, and destruction of personally identifiable information; and

d. A description of all of the rights of parents and children regarding this information, including
the rights under FERPA and implementing regulations in 34 CFR Part 99.
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41.612(2) Media announcements required. Before any major identification, location, or evaluation
activity, the notice must be published or announced in newspapers or other media, or both, with
circulation adequate to notify parents throughout the state of the activity.

281—41.613(256B,34CFR300) Access rights.
41.613(1) General. Each participating agency must permit parents to inspect and review any

education records relating to their children that are collected, maintained, or used by the agency
under this chapter. The agency must comply with a request without unnecessary delay and before any
meeting regarding an IEP, or any hearing pursuant to rule 281—41.507(256B,34CFR300) or rules
281—41.530(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.532(256B,34CFR300), or resolution session pursuant to
rule 281—41.510(256B,34CFR300), and in no case more than 45 days after the request has been made.

41.613(2) Extent of right to inspect and review. The right to inspect and review education records
under this rule includes the following:

a. The right to a response from the participating agency to reasonable requests for explanations
and interpretations of the records;

b. The right to request that the agency provide copies of the records containing the information if
failure to provide those copies would effectively prevent the parent from exercising the right to inspect
and review the records; and

c. The right to have a representative of the parent inspect and review the records.
41.613(3) Who may inspect and review. An agency may presume that the parent has authority to

inspect and review records relating to the parent’s child unless the agency has been advised that the
parent does not have the authority under applicable state law governing such matters as guardianship,
separation, and divorce.

281—41.614(256B,34CFR300) Record of access. Each participating agency must keep a record of
parties that obtain access to education records collected, maintained, or used under Part B of the Act,
except access by parents and authorized employees of the participating agency, including the name of
the party, the date access was given, and the purpose for which the party is authorized to use the records.

281—41.615(256B,34CFR300) Records on more than one child. If any education record includes
information on more than one child, the parents of those children have the right to inspect and review
only the information relating to their child or to be informed of that specific information.

281—41.616(256B,34CFR300) List of types and locations of information. Each participating
agency must provide parents on request a list of the types and locations of education records collected,
maintained, or used by the agency.

281—41.617(256B,34CFR300) Fees.
41.617(1) Fees for copies in certain circumstances. Each participating agency may charge a fee for

copies of records that are made for parents under this chapter if the fee does not effectively prevent the
parents from exercising their right to inspect and review those records.

41.617(2) No fees permitted for record retrieval. A participating agency may not charge a fee to
search for or to retrieve information under this chapter.

281—41.618(256B,34CFR300) Amendment of records at parent’s request.
41.618(1) Parent may request amendment. A parent who believes that information in the education

records collected, maintained, or used under this chapter is inaccurate or misleading or violates the
privacy or other rights of the child may request the participating agency that maintains the information
to amend the information.

41.618(2) Agency to act on parent’s request. The agency must decide whether to amend the
information in accordance with the request within a reasonable period of time of receipt of the request.
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41.618(3) Agency to inform parent of hearing rights. If the agency decides to refuse to amend the
information in accordance with the request, it must inform the parent of the refusal and advise the parent
of the right to a hearing under rule 281—41.619(256B,34CFR300).

281—41.619(256B,34CFR300) Opportunity for a hearing. The agency must, on request, provide an
opportunity for a hearing to challenge information in education records to ensure that it is not inaccurate,
misleading, or otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of the child.

281—41.620(256B,34CFR300) Result of hearing.
41.620(1) Information to be amended. If, as a result of the hearing, the agency decides that the

information is inaccurate, misleading or otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of the child,
it must amend the information accordingly and so inform the parent in writing.

41.620(2) Information not to be amended. If, as a result of the hearing, the agency decides that the
information is not inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of the
child, it must inform the parent of the parent’s right to place in the records the agency maintains on the
child a statement commenting on the information or setting forth any reasons for disagreeing with the
decision of the agency.

41.620(3) Explanation placed in student records. Any explanation placed in the records of the child
under this rule must be maintained by the agency as part of the records of the child as long as the record
or contested portion is maintained by the agency; and, if the records of the child or the contested portion
is disclosed by the agency to any party, the explanation must also be disclosed to the party.

281—41.621(256B,34CFR300) Hearing procedures. A hearing held under rule
281—41.619(256B,34CFR300) must be conducted according to the procedures in 34 CFR 99.22.

281—41.622(256B,34CFR300) Consent.
41.622(1) When parental consent required. Parental consent must be obtained before personally

identifiable information is disclosed to parties, other than officials of participating agencies in accordance
with subrule 41.622(2), unless the information is contained in education records and the disclosure is
authorized without parental consent under 34 CFR Part 99.

41.622(2) When parental consent not required. Except as provided in subrules 41.622(3) and
41.622(4), parental consent is not required before personally identifiable information is released to
officials of participating agencies for purposes of meeting a requirement of this chapter.

41.622(3) Parental consent required related to transition. Parental consent, or the consent of an
eligible child who has reached the age of majority under state law, must be obtained before personally
identifiable information is released to officials of participating agencies providing or paying for transition
services in accordance with 41.321(2)“c.”

41.622(4) Parental consent required relating to students enrolled in certain private schools. If a
child is enrolled or is going to enroll in a private school that is not located in the LEA and AEA of
the parent’s residence, parental consent must be obtained before any personally identifiable information
about the child is released between officials in the LEA and AEA where the private school is located and
officials in the LEA and AEA of the parent’s residence.

281—41.623(256B,34CFR300) Safeguards. Each participating agency must protect the confidentiality
of personally identifiable information at collection, storage, disclosure, and destruction stages. One
official at each participating agency must assume responsibility for ensuring the confidentiality
of any personally identifiable information. All persons collecting or using personally identifiable
information must receive training or instruction regarding the state’s policies and procedures under rule
281—41.123(256B,34CFR300) and 34 CFR Part 99. Each participating agency must maintain, for
public inspection, a current listing of the names and positions of those employees within the agency
who may have access to personally identifiable information.

281—41.624(256B,34CFR300) Destruction of information.
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41.624(1) Parents to be informed when information no longer required. The public agency must
inform parents when personally identifiable information collected, maintained, or used under Part B of
the Act or this chapter is no longer needed to provide educational services to the child.

41.624(2) Mandatory and permissive destruction of information. The informationmust be destroyed
at the request of the parents. However, a permanent record of a student’s name, address, and telephone
number, his or her grades, attendance record, classes attended, grade level completed, and year completed
may bemaintained without time limitation. This permanent recordmust contain the information required
by rule 281—12.3(256).

41.624(3) Rule of construction—no longer needed to provide educational services to the child. For
purposes of this rule, “no longer needed to provide educational services” means that a record is no longer
relevant to the provision of instructional, support, or related services and it is no longer needed for
accountability and audit purposes. At a minimum, a record needed for accountability and audit purposes
must be retained for five years after completion of the activity for which funds were used.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]

281—41.625(256B,34CFR300) Children’s rights.
41.625(1) General. The state must have in effect policies and procedures regarding the extent

to which children are afforded rights of privacy similar to those afforded to parents, taking into
consideration the age of the child and type or severity of disability.

41.625(2) Transfer of rights under FERPA. Under the regulations for FERPA in 34 CFR 99.5(a), the
rights of parents regarding education records are transferred to the student at the age of 18.

41.625(3) Transfer of rights under Part B of the Act. If the rights accorded to parents
under Part B of the Act are transferred to a student who reaches the age of majority, consistent
with rule 281—41.520(256B,34CFR300), the rights regarding educational records in rules
281—41.613(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.624(256B,34CFR300) must also be transferred to the
student. However, the public agency must provide any notice required under Section 615 of the Act to
the student and the parents.

281—41.626(256B,34CFR300) Enforcement. The state must have in effect policies and procedures,
including sanctions that the state uses, to ensure that its policies and procedures consistent with
rules 281—41.611(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.625(256B,34CFR300) are followed and that the
requirements of the Act and the rules in this chapter are met.

281—41.627 to 41.639 Reserved.

281—41.640(256B,34CFR300) Annual report of children served—report requirement. The SEA
must annually report to the Secretary on the information required by Section 618 of the Act at the times
specified by the Secretary, and on forms provided by the Secretary.

281—41.641(256B,34CFR300) Annual report of children served—information required in the
report.

41.641(1) Date of count. For purposes of the annual report required by Section 618 of the Act and
rule 281—41.640(256B,34CFR300), the state and the Secretary of the Interior must count and report the
number of children with disabilities receiving special education and related services on any date between
October 1 and December 1 of each year.

41.641(2) Child’s age. For the purpose of this reporting provision, a child’s age is the child’s actual
age on the date of the child count.

41.641(3) Count each child under only one disability category. The SEA may not report a child
under more than one disability category.

41.641(4) Child with more than one disability. If a child with a disability has more than one
disability, the SEA must report that child in accordance with the following procedure:
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a. If a child has only two disabilities and those disabilities are deafness and blindness, and the
child is not reported as having a developmental delay, that child must be reported under the category
“deaf-blindness.”

b. A child who has more than one disability and is not reported as having deaf-blindness or as
having a developmental delay must be reported under the category “multiple disabilities.”

281—41.642(256B,34CFR300) Data reporting.
41.642(1) Protection of personally identifiable data. The data described in Section 618(a) of the Act

and in rule 281—41.641(256B,34CFR300) must be publicly reported by each state in a manner that does
not result in disclosure of data identifiable to individual children.

41.642(2) Sampling permitted. The Secretary permits the SEA to obtain data in Section 618(a) of
the Act through sampling.

281—41.643(256B,34CFR300) Annual report of children served—certification. The SEA must
include in its report a certification signed by an authorized official of the agency that the information
provided under rule 281—41.640(256B,34CFR300) is an accurate and unduplicated count of children
with disabilities receiving special education and related services on the dates in question.

281—41.644(256B,34CFR300) Annual report of children served—criteria for counting
children. The SEA may include in its report children with disabilities who are enrolled in a school
or program that is operated or supported by a public agency, and that provides them with both
special education and related services that meet state standards; provides them only with special
education, if a related service is not required, that meets state standards; or, in the case of children with
disabilities enrolled by their parents in private schools, counts those children who are eligible under
the Act and receive special education or related services or both that meet state standards under rules
281—41.132(256,256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.144(256,256B,34CFR300).

281—41.645(256B,34CFR300) Annual report of children served—other responsibilities of
the SEA. In addition to meeting the other requirements of rules 281—41.640(256B,34CFR300) to
281—41.644(256B,34CFR300), the SEA must establish procedures to be used by LEAs and other
educational institutions in counting the number of children with disabilities receiving special education
and related services; set dates by which those agencies and institutions must report to the SEA to
ensure that the state complies with rule 281—41.640(256B,34CFR300); obtain certification from each
agency and institution that an unduplicated and accurate count has been made; aggregate the data
from the count obtained from each agency and institution, and prepare the reports required under rules
281—41.640(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.644(256B,34CFR300); and ensure that documentation is
maintained that enables the state and the Secretary to audit the accuracy of the count.

281—41.646(256B,34CFR300) Disproportionality.
41.646(1) General. Using the methodology required by rule 281—41.647(256B,34CFR300), the

state shall collect and examine data to determine if significant disproportionality based on race and
ethnicity is occurring in the state and the LEAs of the state with respect to the following:

a. The identification of children as children with disabilities, including the identification of
children as children with disabilities in accordance with a particular impairment described in Section
602(3) of the Act;

b. The placement in particular educational settings of these children; and
c. The incidence, duration, and type of disciplinary actions, including suspensions and expulsions.
41.646(2) Review and revision of policies, practices, and procedures. In the case of a determination

of significant disproportionality with respect to the identification of children as children with disabilities,
or the placement in particular educational settings of these children, or the incidence, duration, and type
of disciplinary actions, in accordance with subrule 41.646(1) and rule 281—41.647(256B,34CFR300),
the state must proceed as follows:
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a. Provide for the annual review and, if appropriate, revision of the policies, procedures, and
practices used in the identification, placement, or disciplinary actions to ensure that the policies,
procedures, and practices comply with the requirements of the Act; and

b. Require the LEA to publicly report on the revision of policies, practices, and procedures
described under 41.646(2)“a” in a manner consistent with the requirements of the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act, its implementing regulations in 34 CFR Part 99, and Section 618(b)(1) of the
Act.

41.646(3) Comprehensive coordinated early intervening services. Except as provided in subrule
41.646(4), any LEA identified under subrule 41.646(1) shall reserve the maximum amount of funds
under Section 613(f) of the Act to provide comprehensive coordinated early intervening services to
address factors contributing to the significant disproportionality.

a. In implementing comprehensive coordinated early intervening services, an LEA:
(1) May carry out activities that include professional development and educational and behavioral

evaluations, services, and supports.
(2) Must identify and address the factors contributing to the significant disproportionality, which

may include, among other identified factors, a lack of access to scientifically based instruction;
economic, cultural, or linguistic barriers to appropriate identification or placement in particular
educational settings; inappropriate use of disciplinary removals; lack of access to appropriate diagnostic
screenings; differences in academic achievement levels; and policies, practices, or procedures that
contribute to the significant disproportionality.

(3) Must address a policy, practice, or procedure it identifies as contributing to the significant
disproportionality, including a policy, practice or procedure that results in a failure to identify, or the
inappropriate identification of, a racial or ethnic group (or groups).

b. An LEA may use funds reserved for comprehensive coordinated early intervening services to
serve children from age 3 through grade 12, particularly, but not exclusively, children in those groups
that were significantly over identified under subrule 41.646(1), including:

(1) Children who are not currently identified as needing special education or related services but
who need additional academic and behavioral support to succeed in a general education environment;
and

(2) Children with disabilities.
c. An LEA may not limit the provision of comprehensive coordinated early intervening services

under this subrule to children with disabilities.
41.646(4) Exception to comprehensive coordinated early intervening services. The state shall not

require any LEA that serves only children with disabilities identified under subrule 41.646(1) to reserve
funds to provide comprehensive coordinated early intervening services.

41.646(5) Rule of construction. Nothing in this rule authorizes the state or an LEA to develop or
implement policies, practices, or procedures that result in actions that violate the requirements of this
chapter, including requirements related to child find and ensuring that a free appropriate public education
is available to all eligible children with disabilities.
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]

281—41.647(256B,34CFR300) Determining significant disproportionality.
41.647(1) Definitions.
“Alternate risk ratio” is a calculation performed by dividing the risk of a particular outcome for

children in one racial or ethnic group within an LEA by the risk of that outcome for children in all other
racial or ethnic groups in the state.

“Comparison group” consists of the children in all other racial or ethnic groups within an LEA
or within the state, when reviewing a particular racial or ethnic group within an LEA for significant
disproportionality.

“Minimum cell size” is the minimum number of children experiencing a particular outcome, to be
used as the numerator when calculating either the risk for a particular racial or ethnic group or the risk
for children in all other racial or ethnic groups.
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“Minimum n-size” is the minimum number of children enrolled in an LEA with respect to
identification, and the minimum number of children with disabilities enrolled in an LEA with respect to
placement and discipline, to be used as the denominator when calculating either the risk for a particular
racial or ethnic group or the risk for children in all other racial or ethnic groups.

“Risk” is the likelihood of a particular outcome (identification, placement, or disciplinary removal)
for a specified racial or ethnic group (or groups), calculated by dividing the number of children from a
specified racial or ethnic group (or groups) experiencing that outcome by the total number of children
from that racial or ethnic group or groups enrolled in the LEA.

“Risk ratio” is a calculation performed by dividing the risk of a particular outcome for children in
one racial or ethnic group within an LEA by the risk for children in all other racial and ethnic groups
within the LEA.

“Risk ratio threshold” is a threshold, determined by the state, over which disproportionality based
on race or ethnicity is significant under subrule 41.646(1).

41.647(2) Significant disproportionality determinations. In determining whether significant
disproportionality exists in the state or LEA under subrule 41.646(1), the state must do all of the
following:

a. General. The state must set a:
(1) Reasonable risk ratio threshold;
(2) Reasonable minimum cell size;
(3) Reasonable minimum n-size; and
(4) Standard for measuring reasonable progress if the state uses the flexibility described in

paragraph 41.647(4)“b.”
b. Flexibility. The state may, but is not required to, set the standards set forth in paragraph

41.647(2)“a” at different levels for each of the categories described in paragraphs 41.647(2)“f” and
41.647(2)“g.”

c. Development and review of standards. The standards set forth in paragraph 41.647(2)“a”:
(1) Must be based on advice from stakeholders, including state advisory panels, as provided under

Section 612(a)(21)(D)(iii) of the Act; and
(2) Are subject to monitoring and enforcement for reasonableness by the Secretary consistent with

Section 616 of the Act.
d. Presumption of reasonability. When monitoring for reasonableness under subparagraph

41.647(2)“c”(2), the following are presumptively reasonable:
(1) A minimum cell size under subparagraph 41.647(2)“a”(2) no greater than ten; and
(2) A minimum n-size under subparagraph 41.647(2)“a”(3) no greater than 30.
e. Application. The state must apply the risk ratio threshold or thresholds determined in

paragraph 41.647(2)“a” to risk ratios or alternate risk ratios, as appropriate, in each category described
in paragraphs 41.647(2)“f” and 41.647(2)“g” and the following racial and ethnic groups:

(1) Hispanic/Latino of any race; and, for individuals who are non-Hispanic/Latino only;
(2) American Indian or Alaska Native;
(3) Asian;
(4) Black or African American;
(5) Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander;
(6) White; and
(7) Two or more races.
f. Calculation of risk ratio: identification. Except as provided in paragraph 41.647(2)“h” and

subrule 41.647(3), the state must calculate the risk ratio for each LEA, for each racial and ethnic group
in paragraph 41.647(2)“e” with respect to:

(1) The identification of children ages 3 through 21 as children with disabilities; and
(2) The identification of children ages 3 through 21 as children with the following impairments:
1. Intellectual disabilities;
2. Specific learning disabilities;
3. Emotional disturbance;
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4. Speech or language impairments;
5. Other health impairments; and
6. Autism.
g. Calculation of risk ratio: placement and disciplinary removals. Except as provided in

paragraph 41.647(2)“h” and subrule 41.647(3), the state must calculate the risk ratio for each LEA, for
each racial and ethnic group in paragraph 41.647(2)“e” with respect to the following placements into
particular educational settings, including disciplinary removals:

(1) For children with disabilities ages 6 through 21, inside a regular class less than 40 percent of
the day;

(2) For childrenwith disabilities ages 6 through 21, inside separate schools and residential facilities,
not including homebound or hospital settings, correctional facilities, or private schools;

(3) For children with disabilities ages 3 through 21, out-of-school suspensions and expulsions of
ten days or fewer;

(4) For children with disabilities ages 3 through 21, out-of-school suspensions and expulsions of
more than ten days;

(5) For children with disabilities ages 3 through 21, in-school suspensions of ten days or fewer;
(6) For children with disabilities ages 3 through 21, in-school suspensions of more than ten days;

and
(7) For children with disabilities ages 3 through 21, disciplinary removals in total, including

in-school and out-of-school suspensions, expulsions, removals by school personnel to an interim
alternative education setting, and removals by a hearing officer.

h. Alternate risk ratio. The state must calculate an alternate risk ratio with respect to the categories
described in paragraphs 41.647(2)“f” and 41.647(2)“g” if the comparison group in the LEA does not
meet the minimum cell size or the minimum n-size.

i. Identification as having significant disproportionality. Except as provided in subrule 41.647(4),
the state must identify as having significant disproportionality based on race or ethnicity under subrule
41.646(1) any LEA that has a risk ratio or alternate risk ratio for any racial or ethnic group in any of the
categories described in paragraphs 41.647(2)“f” and 41.647(2)“g” that exceeds the risk ratio threshold
set by the state for that category.

j. Reporting under this subrule to the Secretary. The state must report all risk ratio thresholds,
minimum cell sizes, minimum n-sizes, and standards for measuring reasonable progress selected
under subparagraphs 41.647(2)“a”(1) through 41.647(2)“a”(4), and the rationales for each, to the
U.S. Department of Education at a time and in a manner determined by the Secretary. Rationales for
minimum cell sizes and minimum n-sizes not presumptively reasonable under paragraph 41.647(2)“d”
must include a detailed explanation of why the numbers chosen are reasonable and how they ensure
that the state is appropriately analyzing and identifying LEAs with significant disparities, based on race
and ethnicity, in the identification, placement, or discipline of children with disabilities.

41.647(3) Exception. The state is not required to calculate a risk ratio or alternate risk ratio,
as outlined in paragraphs 41.647(2)“f,”41.647(2)“g,” and 41.647(2)“h,” to determine significant
disproportionality if:

a. The particular racial or ethnic group being analyzed does not meet the minimum cell size or
minimum n-size; or

b. In calculating the alternate risk ratio under paragraph 41.647(2)“h,” the comparison group in
the state does not meet the minimum cell size or minimum n-size.

41.647(4) Flexibility. The state is not required to identify an LEA as having significant
disproportionality based on race or ethnicity under subrule 41.646(1) until:

a. The LEA has exceeded a risk ratio threshold set by the state for a racial or ethnic group in a
category described in paragraphs 41.647(2)“f” and 41.647(2)“g” for up to three prior consecutive years
preceding the identification; and

b. The LEA has exceeded the risk ratio threshold and has failed to demonstrate reasonable
progress, as determined by the state, in lowering the risk ratio or alternate risk ratio for the group and
category in each of the two prior consecutive years.
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41.647(5) Rule of construction. Nothing in this rule shall be construed to require identification or
classification of any child by impairment.
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]

281—41.648 to 41.699 Reserved.

DIVISION IX
ALLOCATIONS BY THE SECRETARY TO THE STATE

281—41.700 to 41.703 Reserved.

281—41.704(256B,34CFR300) State-level activities. The state may engage in such activities permitted
by 34 CFR Section 300.704, including the establishment of an LEA high-cost fund under 34 CFR Section
300.704(c).

281—41.705(256B,34CFR300) Subgrants to AEAs. The state shall make subgrants to AEAs in a
manner consistent with 34 CFR Section 300.705.

281—41.706 to 41.799 Reserved.

DIVISION X
PRESCHOOL GRANTS FOR CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES

281—41.800(256B,34CFR300) General rule. The Secretary provides grants under Section 619 of the
Act to assist states to provide special education and related services in accordance with Part B of the Act
to children with disabilities aged three through five years; and, at a state’s discretion, to two-year-old
children with disabilities who will turn three during the school year.

281—41.801 and 41.802 Reserved.

281—41.803(256B,34CFR300) Definition of state. As used in this division, “state” means each of the
50 states, the District of Columbia, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

281—41.804(256B,34CFR300) Eligibility. A state is eligible for a grant under Section 619 of the Act
if the state is eligible under Section 612 of the Act to receive a grant under Part B of the Act and makes
FAPE available to all children with disabilities, aged three through five, residing in the state.

281—41.805 Reserved.

281—41.806(256B,34CFR300) Eligibility for financial assistance. No state or LEA, or other public
institution or agency, may receive a grant or enter into a contract or cooperative agreement under Subpart
2 or 3 of Part D of the Act that relates exclusively to programs, projects, and activities pertaining to
children aged three through five years, unless the state is eligible to receive a grant under Section 619(b)
of the Act.

281—41.807 to 41.811 Reserved.

281—41.812(256B,34CFR300) Reservation for state activities. The state may reserve amounts
consistent with 34 CFR Section 300.812 for administration and other state-level activities.

281—41.813(256B,34CFR300) State administration.
41.813(1) General. For the purpose of administering Section 619 of the Act, including the

coordination of activities under Part B of the Act with and providing technical assistance to other
programs that provide services to children with disabilities, the state may use not more than 20 percent
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of the maximum amount the state may reserve under rule 281—41.812(256B,34CFR300) for any fiscal
year.

41.813(2) Use for administering Part C. Funds described in subrule 41.813(1) may also be used for
the administration of Part C of the Act.

281—41.814(256B,34CFR300) Other state-level activities. The state must use any funds the state
reserves under rule 281—41.812(256B,34CFR300) and does not use for administration under rule
281—41.813(256B,34CFR300) for other state-level activities, consistent with 34 CFR Section 300.814.

281—41.815(256B,34CFR300) Subgrants to AEAs. The state shall make subgrants to AEAs
consistent with 34 CFR Section 300.815.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]

281—41.816(256B,34CFR300) Allocations to AEAs. The state must allocate to AEAs the amount
described in rule 281—41.815(256B,34CFR300), consistent with 34 CFR Section 300.816.

281—41.817(256B,34CFR300) Reallocation of AEA funds. The state shall reallocate AEA funds
under conditions listed and in a manner specified by 34 CFR Section 300.817.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]

281—41.818(256B,34CFR300) Part C of the Act inapplicable. Part C of the Act does not apply to
any child with a disability receiving FAPE, in accordance with Part B of the Act, with funds received
under Section 619 of the Act.

281—41.819 to 41.899 Reserved.

DIVISION XI
ADDITIONAL RULES CONCERNING FINANCE AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY

281—41.900(256B,282) Scope. In addition to other rules in this chapter, rules 281—41.901(256B,282)
to 281—41.908(256B,282) concern finance and accountability for special education and related services.

281—41.901(256B,282) Records and reports. Each agency shall maintain sufficient records and
reports for audit by the department. Records and reports shall include at a minimum: licensure
(certification) and endorsements or recognition requirements for all special education personnel under
rules 281—41.401(256B,34CFR300) to 281—41.403(256B); all IEP and IFSP meetings and three-year
reevaluations for each eligible individual; and data required for federal and state reporting.

281—41.902(256B,282) Audit. The department reserves the right to audit the records of any agency
providing special education for eligible individuals and utilizing funds generated under Iowa Code
chapters 256B, 273 and 282.

281—41.903(256B,282) Contractual agreements.
41.903(1) General. Any special education instructional program not provided directly by an LEA

or any special education support service not provided by an AEA can only be provided through a
contractual agreement. The board shall approve contractual agreements for AEA-operated special
education instructional programs and contractual agreements permitting special education support
services to be provided by agencies other than the AEA.

41.903(2) Specific requirements. Each agency contracting with other agencies to provide special
education and related services for individuals or groups of individuals shall maintain responsibility for
individuals receiving such special education and related services by:

a. Ensuring that all the requirements related to the development of each eligible individual’s IEP
are met.
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b. Requiring and reviewing periodic progress reports to ensure the adequacy and appropriateness
of the special education and related services provided.

c. Conditioning payments on delivery of special education and related services in accordance with
the eligible individual’s IEP and in compliance with these rules.

281—41.904(256B) Research and demonstration projects and models for special education
program development. Applications for aid, whether provided directly from state or federal funds,
for special education research and demonstration projects and models for program development shall
be submitted to the department.

281—41.905(256B,273) Additional special education. Additional special education made available
through the provisions of Iowa Code section 273.3 shall be furnished in a manner consistent with these
rules.

281—41.906(256B,273,282) Extended school year services. Approved extended school year
programs for special education support services, when provided by the AEA for eligible individuals,
shall be funded through procedures as provided for special education support services. Approved
extended school year instructional programs shall be funded through procedures as provided for special
education instructional programs.

281—41.907(256B,282,34CFR300,303) Program costs.
41.907(1) Nonresident individual. Subject to subrule 41.131(6), the program costs charged by an

LEA or an AEA for an instructional program for a nonresident eligible individual shall be the actual
costs incurred in providing that program.

41.907(2) Contracted special education. AnAEA or LEAmaymake provisions for resident eligible
individuals through contracts with public or private agencies that provide appropriate and approved
special education. The program costs charged by or paid to a public or private agency for special
education instructional programs shall be the actual costs incurred in providing that program.

41.907(3) LEA responsibility. The resident LEA shall be liable only for instructional costs incurred
by an agency for those individuals certified as eligible in accordance with these rules unless required by
34 CFR Section 300.104.

41.907(4) Support service funds. Support service funds may not be utilized to supplement any
special education programs authorized to use special education instructional funds generated through
the weighting plan.

41.907(5) Responsibility for special education for children living in a foster care facility or treatment
facility.

a. Eligible individuals who are living in a licensed individual or agency child foster care facility,
as defined in Iowa Code section 237.1, or in an unlicensed relative foster care placement shall remain
enrolled in and attend an accredited school in the school district in which the child resided and is enrolled
at the time of placement, unless it is determined by the juvenile court or a public or private agency of
this state that has responsibility for the child’s placement that remaining in such school is not in the best
interests of the child. If such a determination is made, the child may be enrolled in the district in which
the child is placed and not in the district in which the child resided prior to receiving foster care. The
costs of the special education required by this chapter shall be paid, in either case, by the school district
of residence of the eligible individual.

b. For eligible individuals who are living in a facility as defined in Iowa Code section 125.2, the
LEA in which the facility is located must provide special education if the facility does not maintain a
school. The costs of the special education shall be paid by the school district of residence of the eligible
individual.

c. If the school district of residence of the eligible individual cannot be determined and this
individual is not included in the weighted enrollment of any LEA in the state, the LEA in which the
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facility is located may certify the costs to the director of education by August 1 of each year for the
preceding fiscal year. Payment shall be made from the general fund of the state.

41.907(6) Responsibility for special education for individuals after termination of parental
rights. For eligible individuals placed by the district court, and for whom parental rights have been
terminated by the district court, the LEA in which the facility or home is located must provide special
education. Costs shall be certified to the director of education by August 1 of each year for the preceding
fiscal year by the director of the AEA in which this individual has been placed. Payment shall be made
from the general fund of the state.

41.907(7) Proper use of special education instructional and support service funds. Special
education instructional funds generated through the weighting plan may be utilized to provide special
education instructional services both in state and out of state with the exceptions of itinerant instructional
services under subrule 41.410(1) and special education consultant services which shall utilize special
education support service funds for both in-state and out-of-state placements.

41.907(8) Funding of ECSE instructional options. Eligible individuals below the age of six may
be designated as full-time or part-time students depending on the needs of the child. Funding shall
be based on individual needs as determined by the IEP team. Special education instructional funds
generated through the weighting plan can be used to pay tuition, transportation, and other necessary
special education costs, but shall not be used to provide child care.

a. Full-time ECSE instructional services shall include 20 hours or more of instruction per week.
The total hours of participation in special education and general education may be combined to constitute
a full-time program.

b. Part-time ECSE instructional services shall include up to 20 hours of instruction per week. The
total hours of participation in special education and general education may be combined to constitute a
part-time program.

c. Funds under 20 U.S.C. Chapter 33, Part C, may be used to provide FAPE, in accordance with
these rules, to eligible individuals from their third birthday to the beginning of the following school year.

41.907(9) Funding for instructional services. After an LEA board approves a delivery system for
instructional services as described in subrule 41.408(2), the director, in accordance with Iowa Code
sections 256B.9 and 273.5, will assign the appropriate special education weighting to each eligible
individual by designating a level of service. The level of service refers to the relationship between
the general education program and specially designed instruction for an eligible individual. The level
of service is determined based on an eligible individual’s educational need and independent of the
environment in which the specially designed instruction is provided. The level of service assigned shall
not be a factor in a services or placement decision, and shall be made only after those decisions have
been made. One of three levels of service shall be assigned by the director:

a. Level I. A level of service that provides specially designed instruction for a limited portion or
part of the educational program. A majority of the general education program is appropriate. This level
of service includes modifications and adaptations to the general education program. (Reference Iowa
Code section 256B.9(1)“b”)

b. Level II. A level of service that provides specially designed instruction for a majority of
the educational program. This level of service includes substantial modifications, adaptations, and
special education accommodations to the general education program. (Reference Iowa Code section
256B.9(1)“c”)

c. Level III. A level of service that provides specially designed instruction for most or all of the
educational program. This level of service requires extensive redesign of curriculum and substantial
modification of instructional techniques, strategies and materials. (Reference Iowa Code section
256B.9(1)“d”)

41.907(10) Procedures for billing under subrules 41.907(5) and 41.907(6). The department may
establish procedures by which it determines which district initially pays the costs of special education
and related services and seeks reimbursement in situations where a parent of a child cannot be located,
parental rights have been terminated, or parents are deceased.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]
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281—41.908(256B,282) Accountability. The responsible agency shall provide special education and
related services in accordance with the individual’s IEP; but the agency, teacher, or other person is not
held accountable if an individual does not achieve the growth projected in the annual goals and objectives
of the IEP, so long as the individual’s IEP was reasonably calculated to confer education benefit and was
implemented. Nothing in this rule or this chapter shall be construed to create a right of action against
any individual.

281—41.909 to 41.999 Reserved.

DIVISION XII
PRACTICE BEFORE MEDIATORS AND ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES

281—41.1000(17A,256B,290) Applicability. In addition to rules in Division VII, this division applies
to matters under this chapter brought before administrative law judges or mediators.

281—41.1001(17A,256B,290) Definitions. As used in this chapter:
41.1001(1) Administrative law judge. “Administrative law judge” means an individual designated

by the director of education from the list of approved administrative law judges to hear the presentation
of evidence and, if appropriate, oral arguments in the hearing.

41.1001(2) Appeal. In Iowa practice and for purposes of these rules, an “appeal” is synonymous
with a “due process complaint.”

41.1001(3) Appellant. “Appellant” means a party that files a due process complaint under this
chapter.

41.1001(4) Appellee. “Appellee” means a party that opposes the due process complaint filed by the
appellant.

41.1001(5) Party. “Party” means the appellant, appellee and third parties named or admitted as a
party.

281—41.1002(256B,34CFR300) Special education mediation conference.
41.1002(1) Procedures. The parent, the LEA or the AEAmay request a special education mediation

conference on any decision relating to the identification, evaluation, educational placement, or the
provision of FAPE without the need for filing a due process complaint. The mediation conference shall
comply with the requirements of rule 281—41.506(256B,34CFR300).

a. A request for a special education mediation conference may be in the form of a letter or a
pleading or on a form provided by the department. The request shall identify the student, LEA and
AEA and set forth the facts, the issues of concern, or the reasons for the conference. The letter shall be
provided to the department, to the AEA, and to the LEA.

b. Within five business days of receipt of the request for the conference, the department shall
contact all pertinent parties to determine whether participation is desired. A checklist shall be sent by
the department to the LEA or AEA to receive information about the student.

c. A mediation conference will be scheduled and held at a time and place reasonably convenient
to all parties involved. Written notice will be sent to all parties by the department.

d. The LEA or the AEA shall submit the checklist to the department and shall provide a copy to
the parent within ten business days after receiving the request.

e. The student’s complete school record shall be made available for review by the parent prior to
the conference, if requested in writing at least ten calendar days before the conference.

f. The individual’s complete school record shall be available to the participants at the conference
if the record is requested in writing at least ten calendar days prior to any scheduling conference call
or within two days following the scheduling conference call. The parties may agree to make less than
the complete educational record available, or make no educational records available, at the mediation
conference.

g. A mediator provided by the department shall preside over the conference.
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h. If an agreement is reached, a document meeting the requirements of 41.506(2)“f” shall be
executed.

i. If agreement is not reached at the conference, all parties shall be informed of the procedures
for filing a due process complaint.

41.1002(2) Placement during proceedings. Pursuant to rule 281—41.518(256B,34CFR300), unless
the parties agree otherwise, the student involved in the mediation conference must remain in the student’s
present educational placement during the pendency of the proceedings.

41.1002(3) Withdrawals or automatic closures. The initiating party may request a withdrawal
prior to the conference. Automatic closure of the department file will occur if any of the following
circumstances apply:

a. One of the parties refuses to participate in the voluntary process.
b. The conference is held, but parties are not able to reach an agreement. There will be a

ten-calendar-day waiting period after the conference to continue the placement as described in subrule
41.1002(2) in the event a party wishes to pursue a hearing.

c. The conference is held, the parties are able to reach an agreement, and the agreement does not
specify a withdrawal date. If a withdrawal date is part of the agreement, an agency withdrawal will occur
on the designated date.

41.1002(4) Confidentiality of discussions. Discussions that occur during the special education
mediation conference must be confidential, except as may be provided in Iowa Code chapter 679C, and
may not be used as evidence in any subsequent due process hearings or civil proceedings; however,
the parties may stipulate to agreements reached at the conference. Prior to the start of the conference,
the parties and the mediator will be required to sign an Agreement to Mediate form containing this
confidentiality provision.
[ARC 8387B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10; ARC 9376B, IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11; ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective
11/15/17]

281—41.1003(17A,256B) Procedures concerning due process complaints.
41.1003(1) AEA as a party. The appropriate AEA serving the individual shall be deemed to be a

party with the LEA whether or not specifically named by the parent or agency filing the appeal.
41.1003(2) Individual served by contract with another agency. In instances where the individual is

served through a contract with another agency, the school district of residence of the individual shall be
deemed a party.

41.1003(3) Notice. The director of education or designee shall, within five business days after the
receipt of the appeal, notify the proper officials with the LEA and the AEA of the filing of the due process
complaint. The department-assigned administrative law judge may then request that the LEA and AEA
transmit all records relevant to the due process complaint. The officials shall, within 20 business days
after receipt of the request from the administrative law judge, file with the administrative law judge all
records relevant to the decision appealed.

41.1003(4) Free or low-cost legal services. The department shall inform the parent of any free or
low-cost legal and other relevant services available in the area if the parent requests the information or
the parent or the agency initiates a hearing.

41.1003(5) Written notice. The director of education or designee shall provide notice in writing
delivered by fax, personal service as in civil actions, or by certified mail, return receipt requested, to
all parties at least ten calendar days prior to the hearing unless the ten-day period is waived by both
parties. Such notice shall include the time and the place where the matter of appeal shall be heard. A
copy of the appeal hearing rules shall be included with the notice.

41.1003(6) Mediation conference. The department shall contact the parties to determine whether
they wish to participate in a mediation conference under rule 281—41.506(256B,34CFR300).
Discussions that occur during the mediation process must be confidential, except as may be provided in
Iowa Code chapter 679C, and may not be used as evidence in any subsequent due process hearings or
civil proceedings; however, the parties may stipulate to agreements reached in mediation. Prior to the
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start of the mediation, the parties to the mediation conference and the mediator will be required to sign
an Agreement to Mediate form containing a confidentiality provision.

41.1003(7) Dismissal. The appellant may make a request for dismissal by the administrative
law judge at any time. A request or motion to dismiss made by the appellee shall be granted upon a
determination by the administrative law judge that any of the following circumstances apply:

a. The appeal relates to an issue that does not reasonably fall under any of the appealable issues
of identification, evaluation, placement, or the provision of a free appropriate public education.

b. The issue(s) raised is moot.
c. The individual does not have standing to file a due process complaint under Part B of the Act

and this chapter.
d. The relief sought by the appellant is beyond the scope and authority of the administrative law

judge to provide.
e. Circumstances are such that no case or controversy exists between the parties.
f. An appeal may be dismissed administratively when an appeal has been in continued status for

more than one school year. Prior to an administrative dismissal, the administrative law judge shall notify
the appellant at the last known address and give the appellant an opportunity to give good cause as to
why an extended continuance shall be granted. An administrative dismissal issued by the administrative
law judge shall be without prejudice to the appellant.
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]

281—41.1004(17A,256B) Participants in the hearing.
41.1004(1) Conducting hearing. The administrative law judge shall conduct the hearing.
a. Any person serving or designated to serve as an administrative law judge is subject to

disqualification for bias, prejudice, interest, or any other cause for which a judge is or may be
disqualified.

b. Any party may timely request the disqualification of an administrative law judge after receipt
of notice indicating that the person will preside or upon discovering facts establishing grounds for
disqualification whichever is later.

c. A person whose disqualification is requested shall determine whether to grant the request,
stating facts and reasons for the determination.

d. If another administrative law judge is required because the appointed administrative law judge
is disqualified or becomes unavailable for any other reason, the director of education shall appoint a
substitute administrative law judge from the list of other qualified administrative law judges.

41.1004(2) Counsel. Any party to a hearing has a right to be accompanied and advised by counsel
and by individuals with special knowledge or training with respect to the problems of individuals with
disabilities.

41.1004(3) Opportunity to be heard—appellant. The appellant or representative shall have the
opportunity to be heard.

41.1004(4) Opportunity to be heard—appellee. The appellee or representative shall have the
opportunity to be heard.

41.1004(5) Opportunity to be heard—director. The director or designee shall have the opportunity
to be heard.

41.1004(6) Opportunity to be heard—third party. A person or representative who was neither the
appellant nor appellee, but was a party in the original proceeding, may be heard at the discretion of the
administrative law judge.

281—41.1005(17A,256B) Convening the hearing.
41.1005(1) Announcements and inquiries by administrative law judge. At the established time,

the administrative law judge shall announce the name and nature of the case and inquire whether the
respective parties or their representatives are present.

41.1005(2) Proceeding with the hearing. When it is determined that parties or their representatives
are present, or that absent parties have been properly notified, the hearing may proceed. When any absent
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party has been properly notified, the means of notification shall be entered into the record. When notice
to an absent party has been sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, the return receipt shall be
placed in the record. If the notice was in another manner, sufficient details of the time and manner of
notice shall be entered into the record. If it is not determined whether absent parties have been properly
notified, the proceedings may be recessed at the discretion of the administrative law judge.

41.1005(3) Types of hearing. The administrative law judge shall establish with the parties that the
hearing shall be conducted as one of three types:

a. A hearing based on the stipulated record.
b. An evidentiary hearing.
c. A mixed evidentiary and stipulated record hearing.
41.1005(4) Evidentiary hearing scheduled. An evidentiary hearing shall be held unless both parties

agree to a hearing based upon the stipulated record or a mixed evidentiary and stipulated record hearing.
41.1005(5) Educational record part of hearing. The educational record submitted to the department

by the educational agency shall, subject to timely objection by the parties, become part of the record of
the hearing.

281—41.1006(17A,256B) Stipulated record hearing.
41.1006(1) Record hearing is nonevidentiary. A hearing based on the stipulated record is

nonevidentiary in nature. No witnesses shall be heard nor evidence received. The controversy shall be
decided on the basis of the record certified by the proper official and the arguments presented on behalf
of the respective parties. The parties shall be so reminded by the administrative law judge at the outset
of the proceeding.

41.1006(2) Materials to illustrate an argument. Materials such as charts and maps may be used to
illustrate an argument, but may not be used as new evidence to prove a point in controversy.

41.1006(3) One spokesperson per party. Unless the administrative law judge determines otherwise,
each party shall have one spokesperson.

41.1006(4) Arguments and rebuttal. The appellant shall present argument first. The appellee then
presents argument and rebuttal of the appellant’s argument. A third party, at the discretion of the
administrative law judge, may be allowed to make remarks. The appellant may then rebut the preceding
arguments but may not introduce new arguments.

41.1006(5) Time to present argument. Appellant and appellee shall have equal time to present their
arguments and the appellant’s total time shall not be increased by the right of rebuttal. The administrative
law judge shall set the time limit for argument.

41.1006(6) Written briefs. Any party may submit written briefs. Written briefs by a person who
is not a party may be accepted at the discretion of the administrative law judge. A brief shall provide
legal authority for an argument, but shall not be considered as evidence. Copies of written briefs shall be
delivered to all parties and, if desired, each party may submit reply briefs at the conclusion of the hearing
or at a mutually agreeable time. A final decision shall be reached and a copy of the decision shall be
mailed to the parties not later than 45 calendar days after the receipt of the request for the hearing unless
the administrative law judge granted an extension of time beyond the 45 calendar days. The time for
filing briefs may extend the time for final decision.

281—41.1007(17A,256B) Evidentiary hearing.
41.1007(1) Testimony and other evidence. An evidentiary hearing provides for the testimony of

witnesses, introduction of records, documents, exhibits or objects.
41.1007(2) Appellant statement. The appellant may begin by giving a short opening statement of a

general nature, which may include the basis for the appeal, the type and nature of the evidence to be
introduced and the conclusions the appellant believes the evidence shall substantiate.

41.1007(3) Appellee statement. The appellee may present an opening statement of a general nature
and may discuss the type and nature of evidence to be introduced and the conclusions the appellee
believes the evidence shall substantiate.
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41.1007(4) Third-party statement. With the permission of the administrative law judge, a third party
may make an opening statement of a general nature.

41.1007(5) Witness testimony and other evidence. The appellant may then call witnesses and present
other evidence.

41.1007(6) Witness under oath. Each witness shall be administered an oath by the administrative
law judge. The oath may be in the following form: “I do solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony or
evidence which I am about to give in the proceeding now in hearing shall be the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth.”

41.1007(7) Cross-examination by appellee. The appellee may cross-examine all witnesses and may
examine and question all other evidence.

41.1007(8) Witness testimony and other evidence. Upon conclusion of the presentation of evidence
by the appellant, the appellee may call witnesses and present other evidence. The appellant may
cross-examine all witnesses and may examine and question all other evidence.

41.1007(9) Questions by administrative law judge. The administrative law judge may address
questions to each witness at the conclusion of questioning by the appellant and the appellee. Said
questioning shall be solely to clarify the record or witness testimony and shall be limited to the issues
identified by the parties.

41.1007(10) Rebuttal witnesses and additional evidence. At the conclusion of the initial presentation
of evidence and at the discretion of the administrative law judge, either party may be permitted to present
rebuttal witnesses and additional evidence of matters previously placed in evidence. No new matters of
evidence may be raised during this period of rebuttal.

41.1007(11) Appellant final argument. The appellant may make a final argument, not to exceed a
length of time established by the administrative law judge, in which the evidence presented may be
reviewed, the conclusions which the appellant believes most logically follow from the evidence may be
outlined and a recommendation of action may be made to the administrative law judge.

41.1007(12) Appellee final argument. The appellee may make a final argument for a period of
time not to exceed that granted to the appellant in which the evidence presented may be reviewed, the
conclusions which the appellee believes most logically follow from the evidence may be outlined and a
recommendation of action may be made to the administrative law judge.

41.1007(13) Third-party final argument. At the discretion of the administrative law judge, a third
party directly involved in the original proceeding may make a final argument.

41.1007(14) Rebuttal of final argument. At the discretion of the administrative law judge, either side
may be given an opportunity to rebut the other’s final argument. No new arguments may be raised during
rebuttal.

41.1007(15) Written briefs. Any party may submit written briefs. Written briefs by a person who
is not a party may be accepted at the discretion of the administrative law judge. A brief shall provide
legal authority for an argument, but shall not be considered as evidence. Copies of written briefs shall be
delivered to all parties and, if desired, each party may submit reply briefs at the conclusion of the hearing
or at a mutually agreeable time. A final decision shall be reached and a copy of the decision shall be
mailed to the parties within the time period provided by 41.515(1), unless the administrative law judge
granted an extension of time or continuance pursuant to 41.515(3). The time for filing briefs may be a
ground to extend the time for final decision.

281—41.1008(17A,256B) Mixed evidentiary and stipulated record hearing.
41.1008(1) Written evidence of portions of record may be used. A written presentation of the facts

or portions of the certified record that are not contested by the parties may be placed into the hearing
record by any party, unless there is timely objection by the other party. No party may later contest such
evidence or introduce evidence contrary to that matter which has been stipulated.

41.1008(2) Conducted as evidentiary hearing. All oral arguments, testimony by witnesses and
written briefs may refer to evidence contained in the material as any other evidentiary material
entered at the hearing. The hearing is conducted as an evidentiary hearing pursuant to rule
281—41.1007(17A,256B).

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.515.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.515.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.1007.pdf
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281—41.1009(17A,256B) Witnesses.
41.1009(1) Subpoenas. The director of education shall have the power to issue, but not to serve,

subpoenas for witnesses and to compel the attendance of those thus served and the giving of evidence
by them. The subpoenas shall be given to the requesting parties whose responsibility it is to serve to
the designated witnesses. Requests for subpoenas may be denied or delayed if not submitted to the
department at least five business days prior to the hearing date.

41.1009(2) Attendance of witness compelled. Any party may compel by subpoena the attendance of
witnesses, subject to limitations imposed by state law.

41.1009(3) Cross-examination. Witnesses at the hearing shall be subject to cross-examination.
An individual whose testimony has been submitted in written form, if available, shall be subject to
cross-examination by any party necessary for a full and true disclosure of the facts. If the individual
is not available and cross-examination is necessary for a full and true disclosure of the facts, the
administrative law judge may exclude the individual’s testimony in written form.

281—41.1010(17A,256B) Rules of evidence.
41.1010(1) Receiving relevant evidence. Because the administrative law judge must decide each

case fairly, based on the information presented, it is necessary to allow for the reception of all relevant
evidence that will contribute to an informed result. The ultimate test of admissibility is whether the
offered evidence is reliable, probative and relevant.

41.1010(2) Acceptable evidence. Irrelevant, immaterial or unduly repetitious evidence shall be
excluded. The kind of evidence reasonably prudent persons rely on may be accepted even if it would
be inadmissible in a jury trial. The administrative law judge shall give effect to the rules of privilege
recognized by law. Objections to evidence may be made and shall be noted in the record. When a
hearing is expedited and the interests of the parties are not prejudiced substantially, any part of the
evidence may be required to be submitted in verified written form.

41.1010(3) Documentary evidence. Documentary evidence may be received in the form of copies
or excerpts, if the original is not readily available. Upon request, parties shall be given an opportunity
to compare the copy with the original, if available. Any party has the right to prohibit the introduction
of any evidence at the hearing that has not been disclosed to that party at least five business days before
the hearing.

41.1010(4) Administrative notice and opportunity to contest. The administrative law judge may take
official notice of all facts of which judicial notice may be taken and of other facts within the specialized
knowledge of the administrative law judge. Parties shall be notified at the earliest practicable time, either
before or during the hearing or by reference in preliminary reports, and shall be afforded an opportunity
to contest such facts before the decision is announced unless the administrative law judge determines as
part of the record or decision that fairness to the parties does not require an opportunity to contest such
facts.

41.1010(5) Discovery. Discovery procedures applicable to civil actions are available to all parties
in due process hearings under this chapter. Evidence obtained in discovery may be used in the
hearing before the agency if that evidence would otherwise be admissible in the agency hearing.
The administrative law judge may exercise such control over discovery, including its nature, scope,
frequency, duration, or sequence, as permitted by the Iowa rules of civil procedure, and for such grounds
as those rules may provide.

41.1010(6) Administrative law judge may evaluate evidence. The administrative law judge’s
experience, technical competence and specialized knowledge may be utilized in the evaluation of the
evidence.

41.1010(7) Decision. A decision shall be made upon consideration of the whole record or such
portions that are supported by and in accordance with reliable, probative and substantial evidence.

281—41.1011(17A,256B) Communications.
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41.1011(1) Restrictions on communications—administrative law judge. The administrative law
judge shall not communicate directly or indirectly in connection with any issue of fact or law in that
contested case with any person or party except upon notice and opportunity for all parties to participate.

41.1011(2) Restrictions on communications—parties. Parties or their representatives shall not
communicate directly or indirectly in connection with any issue of fact or law with the administrative
law judge except upon notice and opportunity for all parties to participate as are provided for by
administrative rules. The recipient of any prohibited communication shall submit the communication,
if written, or a summary of the communication, if oral, for inclusion in the record of the proceeding.

41.1011(3) Sanctions. Any or all of the following sanctions may be imposed upon a party who
violates the rules regarding ex parte communications: censure, suspension or revocation of the privilege
to practice before the department, or the rendering of a decision against a party who violates the rules.

281—41.1012(17A,256B) Record.
41.1012(1) Open hearing. Parents involved in hearings shall be given the right to open the hearing

to the public. The hearing shall be recorded by mechanized means or by certified court reporters. Any
party to a hearing or an appeal has the right to obtain a written or, at the option of the parents, electronic,
verbatim record of the hearing and obtain written or, at the option of the parents, electronic findings of
fact and decisions. The record of the hearing and the findings of fact and decisions described in this rule
must be provided at no cost to parents.

41.1012(2) Transcripts. All recordings or notes by certified court reporters of oral proceedings or
the transcripts thereof shall be maintained and preserved by the department for at least five years from
the date of decision.

41.1012(3) Hearing record. The record of a hearing shall be maintained and preserved by the
department for at least five years from the date of the decision. The record under this division shall
include the following:

a. All pleadings, motions and intermediate rulings.
b. All evidence received or considered and all other submissions.
c. A statement of matters officially noted.
d. All questions and offers of proof, objections and rulings thereof.
e. All proposed findings and exceptions.
f. Any decision, opinion or report by the administrative law judge presented at the hearing.

281—41.1013(17A,256B) Decision and review.
41.1013(1) Decision. The administrative law judge, after due consideration of the record and the

arguments presented, shall make a decision on the appeal.
41.1013(2) Basis of decision. The decision shall be based on the laws of the United States and the

state of Iowa and the rules and policies of the department.
41.1013(3) Time of decision. The administrative law judge’s decision shall be reached and mailed

to the parties within the time period specified in 41.515(1), unless an extension of time or continuance
has been granted pursuant to 41.515(3).

41.1013(4) Impartial decision maker. No individual who participates in the making of any decision
shall have advocated in connection with the hearing, the specific controversy underlying the case or other
pending factually related matters, nor shall any individual who participates in the making of any decision
be subject to the authority, direction or discretion of any person who has advocated in connection with
the hearing, the specific controversy underlying the hearing or a pending related matter involving the
same parties.

281—41.1014(17A,256B) Finality of decision.
41.1014(1) Decision final. The decision of the administrative law judge is final. The date of

postmark of the decision is the date used to compute time for purposes of appeal.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.515.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.515.pdf
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41.1014(2) Notice to department of a civil action. A party initiating a civil action in state or federal
court under rule 281—41.516(256B,34CFR300) shall provide an informational copy of the petition or
complaint to the department within 14 days of filing the action.

41.1014(3) Filing of certified administrative record. The department shall file a certified copy of
the administrative record within 30 days of receiving the informational copy referred to in subrule
41.1014(2).
[ARC 3387C, IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]

281—41.1015(256B,34CFR300) Disqualification of mediator. Any party may request an appointment
of a new mediator for any reason listed in subrule 41.1004(1). The department shall determine whether
such grounds exist and, if so, shall appoint a new mediator.

281—41.1016(17A) Correcting decisions of administrative law judges. An administrative law judge
may, on the motion of any party or on the administrative law judge’s own motion, correct any error in
a decision or order under this chapter that does not substantively alter the administrative law judge’s
findings of fact, conclusions of law, or ordered relief, including but not limited to clerical errors, errors
in grammar or spelling, and errors in the form of legal citation. Any such correction shall be made within
90 days of the date of the order or decision, shall relate back to the date of the order or decision, and
shall not extend any applicable statute of limitations.

281—41.1017 to 41.1099 Reserved.

DIVISION XIII
ADDITIONAL RULES NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT AND APPLY THIS CHAPTER

281—41.1100(256B,34CFR300) References to Code of Federal Regulations. All references in this
chapter to regulations found at Part 300 of Title 34 of the Code of Federal Regulations (34 CFR Part 300)
are to those final regulations published in the Federal Register on August 14, 2006 (71 Fed. Reg. 46540).
All references to any other regulation found elsewhere in Title 34 of the Code of Federal Regulations
shall be to the volume published on July 1, 2006.

281—41.1101(256B,34CFR300) Severability. Should any rule or subrule in this chapter be declared
invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, every other rule and subrule not affected by that declaration
of invalidity shall remain valid.

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 256B, the 2004 amendments to the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, and Part 300 of Title 34 of the Code of Federal Regulations
published in the Federal Register on August 14, 2006.

[Filed 12/13/66; amended 10/31/74]
[Filed 5/23/77, Notice 3/23/77—published 6/15/77, effective 7/20/77]
[Filed 7/28/81, Notice 4/29/81—published 8/19/81, effective 9/23/81]
[Filed 10/7/83, Notice 8/31/83—published 10/26/83, effective 11/30/83]

[Filed emergency 8/10/84—published 8/29/84, effective 8/10/84]
[Filed 3/4/85, Notice 10/10/84—published 3/27/85, effective 6/1/85]1

[Filed emergency 7/11/85—published 7/31/85, effective 7/11/85]
[Filed 7/15/88, Notice 6/1/88—published 8/10/88, effective 9/14/88]
[Filed 8/19/88, Notice 6/29/88—published 9/7/88, effective 10/12/88]
[Filed 4/13/90, Notice 2/7/90—published 5/2/90, effective 6/6/90]
[Filed emergency 9/14/90—published 10/3/90, effective 9/14/90]
[Filed 6/5/92, Notice 2/5/92—published 6/24/92, effective 7/29/92]
[Filed 6/11/93, Notice 3/31/93—published 7/7/93, effective 8/11/93]2

[Filed 5/12/95, Notice 3/29/95—published 6/7/95, effective 7/12/95]
[Filed 10/11/96, Notice 8/28/96—published 11/6/96, effective 12/11/96]
[Filed 12/10/99, Notice 10/6/99—published 12/29/99, effective 2/2/00]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.516.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.1014.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.1014.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3387C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.1004.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/256B.pdf
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/34/part-300
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[Filed 3/31/06, Notice 2/1/06—published 4/26/06, effective 5/31/06]
[Filed 9/13/07, Notice 6/6/07—published 10/10/07, effective 11/14/07]

[Filed ARC 8387B (Notice ARC 8050B, IAB 8/26/09), IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]
[Filed ARC 9375B (Notice ARC 9147B, IAB 10/6/10), IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11]
[Filed ARC 9376B (Notice ARC 9269B, IAB 12/15/10), IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11]
[Filed ARC 0814C (Notice ARC 0693C, IAB 4/17/13), IAB 6/26/13, effective 7/31/13]
[Filed ARC 3387C (Notice ARC 3088C, IAB 6/7/17), IAB 10/11/17, effective 11/15/17]
[Filed ARC 3766C (Notice ARC 3614C, IAB 2/14/18), IAB 4/25/18, effective 5/30/18]
[Filed ARC 5329C (Notice ARC 5151C, IAB 8/26/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

1 Effective date of Chapter 12 delayed 70 days by the Administrative Rules Review Committee. Delay lifted by Committee on 7/8/85.
2 Effective date of 41.2(3); 41.3(256B), definitions of “Autism,” “Head injury,” “Transition services,” “Behaviorally disordered,”

paragraph “1,” “Special education support programs and services”; 41.4(1); 41.18(2)“d”; 41.33(4); 41.33(6) delayed 70 days by
the Administrative Rules Review Committee at its meeting held August 3, 1993; delay lifted by this Committee on 9/15/93.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8387B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8050B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9375B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9147B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9376B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9269B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0814C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0693C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3387C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3088C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3766C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3614C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5329C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5151C.pdf
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CHAPTER 79
STANDARDS FOR PRACTITIONER AND ADMINISTRATOR

PREPARATION PROGRAMS

DIVISION I
GENERAL STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO ALL PRACTITIONER PREPARATION PROGRAMS

281—79.1(256) General statement. Programs of practitioner and administrator preparation leading to
licensure in Iowa are subject to approval by the state board of education, as provided in Iowa Code
chapter 256. All programs having accreditation on August 31, 2001, are presumed accredited unless or
until the state board takes formal action to remove accreditation.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09]

281—79.2(256) Definitions. For purposes of clarity, the following definitions are used throughout the
chapter:

“Administrator candidates”means individuals who are enrolled in practitioner preparation programs
leading to administrator licensure.

“Administrator preparation programs” means the programs of practitioner preparation leading to
licensure of administrators.

“Area education agency” or “AEA” means a regional service agency that provides school
improvement services for students, families, teachers, administrators and the community.

“Candidates” means individuals who are preparing to become educational practitioners through a
practitioner preparation program.

“Clinical experiences” means a candidate’s direct experiences in PK-12 schools. “Clinical
experiences” includes field experiences and student teaching or internships.

“College/university supervisors”means qualified employees or individuals contracted by the college
or university offering educator preparation who provide guidance and supervision to candidates during
the candidates’ clinical experiences in the schools.

“Cooperating administrators” means school administrators who provide guidance and supervision
to administrator candidates during the candidates’ clinical experiences in the schools.

“Cooperating teachers” means appropriately licensed classroom teachers of record who provide
guidance and supervision to teacher candidates in the cooperating teachers’ classrooms during the
candidates’ field experiences in the schools.

“Delivery model” means the form in which the educator preparation program is delivered to
candidates and may include conventional campus-based, face-to-face models, distance learning models,
off-campus models, programs delivered through consortia arrangements, and programs or elements
delivered by contracted outside providers.

“Department” means department of education.
“Director” means director of the department.
“Distance learning”means a formal education process in which the major portion of the instruction

occurs when the learner and the instructor are not in the same place at the same time and occurs through
virtually any media including printed materials, videotapes, audio recordings, facsimiles, telephone
communications, the ICN, Internet communications through email, and Web-based delivery systems.

“Distance learning program” means a program in which over half of the required courses in the
program occur when the learner and the instructor are not in the same place at the same time (see
definition of distance learning). These programs include those offered by the professional educational
unit through a contract with an outside vendor or in a consortium arrangement with other higher education
institutions, area education agencies, or other entities.

“Diverse groups” means one or more groups of individuals possessing certain traits or
characteristics, including but not limited to age, color, creed, national origin, race, religion, marital
status, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, physical attributes, physical or mental ability or
disability, ancestry, political party preference, political belief, socioeconomic status, or familial status.

“Educator preparation program” means practitioner preparation program.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/256.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
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“Facility” means a residential or other setting for a child in which the child receives an appropriate
educational program. “Facility” includes a foster care facility as defined in Iowa Code section 237.1, a
facility that provides residential treatment pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 125, an approved or licensed
shelter care home as defined in Iowa Code section 232.2(34), an approved juvenile detention home as
defined in Iowa Code section 232.2(32), and a psychiatric medical institution for children as defined in
Iowa Code section 135H.1.

“Faculty” means the teaching staff of a university or college responsible for delivering instruction.
“ICN” means the Iowa communications network.
“Institution” means a college or university in Iowa offering practitioner preparation or an

educational organization offering administrator preparation and seeking state board approval of its
practitioner preparation program(s).

“InTASC” means Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium, the source of national
standards for teachers.

“Iowa core” means a legislatively mandated state initiative that provides local school districts and
nonpublic schools a guide to delivering instruction to students based on consistent, challenging and
meaningful content.

“ISSL” means Iowa Standards for School Leaders.
“Leadership preparation program” means administrator preparation program.
“Mentor” means an experienced educator who provides guidance to a practitioner, administrator

candidate or novice educator.
“National professional standards” means standards developed by nationally recognized

organizations that establish best practices for education.
“NELP standards” means the National Educational Leadership Preparation standards for

administrator preparation.
“Novice”means an individual in an educational position who has no previous experience in the role

of that position or who is newly licensed by the board of educational examiners.
“Off-campus program” means a program offered by a unit on sites other than the main campus.

Off-campus programs may be offered in the same state, in other states, or in countries other than the
United States.

“Practitioner candidates” means individuals who are enrolled in practitioner preparation programs
leading to licensure as teachers, as administrators or as other professional school personnel that require
a license issued by the board of educational examiners.

“Practitioner preparation programs” means the programs of practitioner preparation leading to
licensure of teachers, administrators, and other professional school personnel.

“Program” means a specific field of specialization leading to a specific endorsement.
“Regional accreditation” means official approval by an agency or organization approved or

recognized by the U.S. Department of Education.
“State board” means Iowa state board of education.
“Students” means PK-12 pupils.
“Teacher candidates” means individuals who are enrolled in practitioner preparation programs

leading to teacher licensure.
“Unit”means the organizational entity within an institution with the responsibility of administering

and delivering all practitioner preparation programs.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09; ARC 1780C, IAB 12/10/14, effective 1/14/15; ARC 4620C, IAB 8/28/19, effective
8/5/19; ARC 5330C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—79.3(256) Institutions affected. In order to attain the authority to recommend candidates for
Iowa licensure, colleges and universities offering practitioner preparation programs in Iowa, as well as
other Iowa educational organizations engaged in the preparation of school administrators, shall meet
the standards contained in this chapter to gain or maintain state board approval of their programs.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/237.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/125.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/232.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/232.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/135H.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1780C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4620C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5330C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
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281—79.4(256) Criteria for practitioner preparation programs. Each institution seeking approval by
the state board of its programs of practitioner preparation, including those programs offered by distance
delivery models or at off-campus locations, must be regionally accredited and shall file evidence of
the extent to which each program meets the standards contained in this chapter by means of a written
self-evaluation report and an evaluation conducted by the department. The institution shall demonstrate
such evidence by means of a template developed by the department and through a site visit conducted by
the department. After the state board has approved the practitioner preparation programs of an institution,
students who complete the programs and are recommended by the authorized official of that institution
will be issued the appropriate license and endorsement(s).
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09]

281—79.5(256) Approval of programs. Approval of institutions’ practitioner preparation programs
by the state board shall be based on the recommendation of the director after study of the factual and
evaluative evidence on record about each program in terms of the standards contained in this chapter.

Approval, if granted, shall be for a term of seven years; however, approval for a lesser term may be
granted by the state board if it determines conditions so warrant.

If approval is not granted, the applying institution will be advised concerning the areas in which
improvement or changes appear to be essential for approval. In this case, the institution shall be given
the opportunity to present factual information concerning its programs at a regularly scheduled meeting
of the state board, not beyond three months of the board’s initial decision. Following a minimum of six
months after the board’s decision to deny approval, the institution may reapply when it is ready to show
what actions have been taken to address the areas of suggested improvement.

Programs may be granted conditional approval upon review of appropriate documentation. In such
an instance, the program shall receive a full review after one year or, in the case of a new program, at
the point at which candidates demonstrate mastery of standards for licensure.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09]

281—79.6(256) Visiting teams. Upon application or reapplication for approval, a review team shall
visit each institution for evaluation of its practitioner preparation program(s). When an institution
offers off-campus practitioner preparation programs, the team may elect to include visits to some or
all of the sites of the off-campus programs. The membership of the team shall be selected by the
department with the concurrence of the institution being visited. The team may include faculty members
of other practitioner preparation institutions; personnel from elementary and secondary schools, to
include licensed practitioners; personnel of the state department of education; personnel of the board
of educational examiners; and representatives from professional education organizations. Each team
member should have appropriate competencies, background, and experiences to enable the member to
contribute to the evaluation visit. The expenses for the review team shall be borne by the institution.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09]

281—79.7(256) Periodic reports. Upon request of the department, approved programs shall make
periodic reports which shall provide basic information necessary to keep records of each practitioner
preparation program up to date and to carry out research studies relating to practitioner preparation.
The department may request that information be disaggregated by attendance center or delivery model
or both.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09]

281—79.8(256) Reevaluation of practitioner preparation programs. Every seven years or at any time
deemed necessary by the director, an institution shall file a written self-evaluation of its practitioner
preparation programs to be followed by a review team visit. Any action for continued approval or
rescission of approval shall be approved by the state board.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09]

281—79.9(256) Approval of program changes. Upon application by an institution, the director is
authorized to approve minor additions to, or changes within, the curricula of an institution’s approved

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
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practitioner preparation program. When an institution proposes a revision which exceeds the primary
scope of its programs, including revisions which significantly change the delivery model(s), the
revisions shall become operative only after having been approved by the state board.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09]

DIVISION II
SPECIFIC EDUCATION STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO ALL PRACTITIONER PREPARATION PROGRAMS

281—79.10(256) Governance and resources standard. Governance and resources adequately support
the preparation of practitioner candidates to meet professional, state and institutional standards in
accordance with the following provisions.

79.10(1) A clearly understood governance structure provides guidance and support for all educator
preparation programs in the unit.

79.10(2) The professional education unit has primary responsibility for all educator preparation
programs offered by the institution through any delivery model.

79.10(3) The unit’s conceptual framework establishes the shared vision for the unit and provides the
foundation for all components of the educator preparation programs.

79.10(4) The unit demonstrates alignment of unit standards with current national professional
standards for educator preparation. Teacher preparation must align with InTASC standards. Leadership
preparation programs must align with NELP standards.

79.10(5) The unit provides evidence of ongoing collaboration with appropriate stakeholders. There
is an active advisory committee that is involved semiannually in providing input for program evaluation
and continuous improvement.

79.10(6) When a unit is a part of a college or university, there is ongoing collaboration with the
appropriate departments of the institution, especially regarding content knowledge.

79.10(7) The institution provides resources and support necessary for the delivery of quality
preparation program(s). The resources and support include the following:

a. Financial resources; facilities; appropriate educational materials, equipment and library
services; and commitment to a work climate, policies, and faculty/staff assignments which
promote/support best practices in teaching, scholarship and service;

b. Resources to support professional development opportunities;
c. Resources to support technological and instructional needs to enhance candidate learning;
d. Resources to support quality clinical experiences for all educator candidates; and
e. Commitment of sufficient administrative, clerical, and technical staff.
79.10(8) The unit has a clearly articulated appeals process, aligned with the institutional policy, for

decisions impacting candidates. This process is communicated to all candidates and faculty.
79.10(9) The use of part-time faculty and graduate students in teaching roles is purposeful and is

managed to ensure integrity, quality, and continuity of all programs.
79.10(10) Resources are equitable for all program components, regardless of delivery model or

location.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09; ARC 1780C, IAB 12/10/14, effective 1/14/15; ARC 4620C, IAB 8/28/19, effective
8/5/19]

281—79.11(256) Diversity standard. The environment and experiences provided for practitioner
candidates support candidate growth in knowledge, skills, and dispositions to help all students learn in
accordance with the following provisions.

79.11(1) The institution and unit work to establish a climate that promotes and supports diversity.
79.11(2) The institution’s and unit’s plans, policies, and practices document their efforts in

establishing and maintaining a diverse faculty and student body.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09; ARC 1780C, IAB 12/10/14, effective 1/14/15]

281—79.12(256) Faculty standard. Faculty qualifications and performance shall facilitate the
professional development of practitioner candidates in accordance with the following provisions.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1780C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4620C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1780C.pdf
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79.12(1) The unit defines the roles and requirements for faculty members by position. The unit
describes how roles and requirements are determined.

79.12(2) The unit documents the alignment of teaching duties for each faculty member with that
member’s preparation, knowledge, experiences and skills.

79.12(3) The unit holds faculty members accountable for teaching prowess. This accountability
includes evaluation and indicators for continuous improvement.

79.12(4) The unit holds faculty members accountable for professional growth to meet the academic
needs of the unit.

79.12(5) Faculty members collaborate with:
a. Colleagues in the unit;
b. Colleagues across the institution;
c. Colleagues in PK-12 schools/agencies/learning settings. Faculty members engage in

professional education and maintain ongoing involvement in activities in preschool and elementary,
middle, or secondary schools. For faculty members engaged in teacher preparation, activities shall
include at least 40 hours of teaching at the appropriate grade level(s) during a period not exceeding five
years in duration.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09; ARC 1780C, IAB 12/10/14, effective 1/14/15]

281—79.13(256) Assessment system and unit evaluation standard. The unit’s assessment system
shall appropriately monitor individual candidate performance and use that data in concert with other
information to evaluate and improve the unit and its programs in accordance with the following
provisions.

79.13(1) The unit has a clearly defined, cohesive assessment system.
79.13(2) The assessment system is based on unit standards.
79.13(3) The assessment system includes both individual candidate assessment and comprehensive

unit assessment.
79.13(4) Candidate assessment includes clear criteria for:
a. Entrance into the program. If a unit chooses to use a preprofessional skills test from a

nationally recognized testing service for admission into the program, the unit must report passing rates
and remediation measures annually to the department.

b. Continuation in the program with clearly defined checkpoints/gates.
c. Admission to clinical experiences (for teacher education, this includes specific criteria for

admission to student teaching).
d. Program completion (for teacher education, this includes testing described in Iowa Code section

256.16; see subrule 79.15(5) for required teacher candidate assessment).
79.13(5) Individual candidate assessment includes all of the following:
a. Measures used for candidate assessment are fair, reliable, and valid.
b. Candidates are assessed on their demonstration/attainment of unit standards.
c. Multiple measures are used for assessment of the candidate on each unit standard.
d. Candidates are assessed on unit standards at different developmental stages.
e. Candidates are provided with formative feedback on their progress toward attainment of unit

standards.
f. Candidates use the provided formative assessment data to reflect upon and guide their

development/growth toward attainment of unit standards.
g. Candidates are assessed at the same level of performance across programs, regardless of the

place or manner in which the program is delivered.
79.13(6) Comprehensive unit assessment includes all of the following:
a. Individual candidate assessment data on unit standards, as described in subrule 79.13(5), are

analyzed.
b. The aggregated assessment data are analyzed to evaluate programs.
c. Findings from the evaluation of aggregated assessment data are used to make program

improvements.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1780C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2016/256.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.13.pdf
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d. Evaluation data are shared with stakeholders.
e. The collection, aggregation, analysis, and evaluation of assessment data described in this

subrule take place on a regular cycle.
79.13(7) The unit shall conduct a survey of graduates and their employers to ensure that the graduates

are well-prepared, and the data shall be used for program improvement.
79.13(8) The unit regularly reviews, evaluates, and revises the assessment system.
79.13(9) The unit annually reports to the department such data as is required by the state and federal

governments.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09; ARC 0476C, IAB 11/28/12, effective 1/2/13; ARC 1780C, IAB 12/10/14, effective
1/14/15; ARC 2948C, IAB 2/15/17, effective 3/22/17; ARC 5330C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

DIVISION III
SPECIFIC EDUCATION STANDARDS APPLICABLE ONLY TO INITIAL PRACTITIONER PREPARATION

PROGRAMS FOR TEACHER CANDIDATES

281—79.14(256) Teacher preparation clinical practice standard. The unit and its school partners
shall provide field experiences and student teaching opportunities that assist candidates in becoming
successful teachers in accordance with the following provisions.

79.14(1) The unit ensures that clinical experiences occurring in all locations are well-sequenced,
supervised by appropriately qualified personnel, monitored by the unit, and integrated into the unit
standards. These expectations are shared with teacher candidates, college/university supervisors, and
cooperating teachers.

79.14(2) PK-12 school partners and the unit share responsibility for selecting, preparing, evaluating,
supporting, and retaining both:

a. High‐quality college/university supervisors, and
b. High-quality cooperating teachers.
79.14(3) Cooperating teachers and college/university supervisors share responsibility for evaluating

the teacher candidates’ achievement of unit standards. Clinical experiences are structured to have
multiple performance‐based assessments at key points within the program to demonstrate candidates’
attainment of unit standards.

79.14(4) Teacher candidates experience clinical practices in multiple settings that include diverse
groups and diverse learning needs.

79.14(5) Teacher candidates admitted to a teacher preparation program must complete a minimum
of 80 hours of pre-student teaching field experiences, with at least 10 hours occurring prior to acceptance
into the program.

79.14(6) Pre-student teaching field experiences support learning in context and include all of the
following:

a. High-quality instructional programs for PK-12 students in a state-approved school or
educational facility.

b. Opportunities for teacher candidates to observe and be observed by others and to engage in
discussion and reflection on clinical practice.

c. The active engagement of teacher candidates in planning, instruction, and assessment.
79.14(7) The unit is responsible for ensuring that the student teaching experience for initial licensure:
a. Includes a full-time experience for a minimum of 14 weeks in duration during the teacher

candidate’s final year of the teacher preparation program.
b. Takes place in the classroom of a cooperating teacher who is appropriately licensed in the

subject area and grade level endorsement for which the teacher candidate is being prepared.
c. Includes prescribed minimum expectations and responsibilities, including ethical behavior, for

the teacher candidate.
d. Involves the teacher candidate in communication and interaction with parents or guardians of

students in the teacher candidate’s classroom.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0476C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1780C.pdf
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e. Requires the teacher candidate to become knowledgeable about the Iowa teaching standards and
to experience a mock evaluation, which shall not be used as an assessment tool by the unit, performed
by the cooperating teacher or a person who holds an Iowa evaluator license.

f. Requires collaborative involvement of the teacher candidate, cooperating teacher, and
college/university supervisor in candidate growth. This collaborative involvement includes biweekly
supervisor observations with feedback.

g. Requires the teacher candidate to bear primary responsibility for planning, instruction, and
assessment within the classroom for a minimum of two weeks (ten school days).

h. Includes a written evaluation procedure, after which the completed evaluation form is included
in the teacher candidate’s permanent record.

79.14(8) The unit annually offers one or more workshops for cooperating teachers to define the
objectives of the student teaching experience, review the responsibilities of the cooperating teacher, and
provide the cooperating teacher other information and assistance the unit deems necessary. The duration
of the workshop shall be equivalent to one day.

79.14(9) The institution enters into a written contract with the cooperating school or district
providing clinical experiences, including field experiences and student teaching.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09; ARC 1117C, IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13; ARC 1780C, IAB 12/10/14, effective
1/14/15; ARC 5330C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—79.15(256) Teacher candidate knowledge, skills and dispositions standard. Teacher candidates
demonstrate the content, pedagogical, and professional knowledge, skills and dispositions necessary to
help all students learn in accordance with the following provisions.

79.15(1) Each teacher candidate demonstrates the acquisition of a core of liberal arts knowledge
including but not limited to English composition, mathematics, natural sciences, social sciences, and
humanities.

79.15(2) Each teacher candidate receives dedicated coursework related to the study of human
relations, cultural competency, and diverse learners, such that the candidate is prepared to work with
students from diverse groups, as defined in rule 281—79.2(256). The unit shall provide evidence that
teacher candidates develop the ability to identify and meet the needs of all learners, including:

a. Students from diverse ethnic, racial and socioeconomic backgrounds.
b. Students with disabilities. This will include preparation in developing and implementing

individualized education programs and behavioral intervention plans, preparation for educating
individuals in the least restrictive environment and identifying that environment, and strategies that
address difficult and violent student behavior and improve academic engagement and achievement.

c. Students who are struggling with literacy, including those with dyslexia.
d. Students who are gifted and talented.
e. English language learners.
f. Students who may be at risk of not succeeding in school. This preparation will include

classroom management addressing high-risk behaviors including, but not limited to, behaviors related
to substance abuse.

79.15(3) Each teacher candidate demonstrates competency in literacy, to include reading theory,
knowledge, strategies, and approaches; and integrating literacy instruction into content areas. The
teacher candidate demonstrates competency in making appropriate accommodations for students who
struggle with literacy. Demonstrated competency shall address the needs of all students, including but
not limited to, students with disabilities; students who are at risk of academic failure; students who
have been identified as gifted and talented or limited English proficient; and students with dyslexia,
whether or not such students have been identified as children requiring special education under Iowa
Code chapter 256B. Literacy instruction shall include evidence-based best practices, determined by
research, including that identified by the Iowa reading research center.

79.15(4) Each unit defines unit standards (aligned with InTASC standards) and embeds them in
courses and field experiences.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1117C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1780C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5330C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2016/256B.pdf
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79.15(5) Each teacher candidate demonstrates competency in all of the following professional core
curricula:

a. Learner development. The teacher understands how learners grow and develop, recognizing
that patterns of learning and development vary individually within and across the cognitive, linguistic,
social, emotional, and physical areas, and designs and implements developmentally appropriate and
challenging learning experiences.

b. Learning differences. The teacher uses understanding of individual differences and diverse
cultures and communities to ensure inclusive learning environments that enable each learner to meet
high standards.

c. Learning environments. The teacher works with others to create environments that support
individual and collaborative learning, and that encourage positive social interaction, active engagement
in learning, and self-motivation.

d. Content knowledge. The teacher understands the central concepts, tools of inquiry, and
structures of the discipline(s) he or she teaches and creates learning experiences that make the discipline
accessible and meaningful for learners to assure mastery of the content.

e. Application of content. The teacher understands how to connect concepts and use differing
perspectives to engage learners in critical thinking, creativity, and collaborative problem solving related
to authentic local and global issues.

f. Assessment. The teacher understands and uses multiple methods of assessment to engage
learners in their own growth, to monitor learner progress, and to guide the teacher’s and learner’s
decision making.

g. Planning for instruction. The teacher plans instruction that supports every student in meeting
rigorous learning goals by drawing upon knowledge of content areas, curriculum, cross-disciplinary
skills, and pedagogy, as well as knowledge of learners and the community context.

h. Instructional strategies. The teacher understands and uses a variety of instructional strategies
to encourage learners to develop deep understanding of content areas and their connections, and to build
skills to apply knowledge in meaningful ways.

i. Professional learning and ethical practice. The teacher engages in ongoing professional
learning and uses evidence to continually evaluate his/her practice, particularly the effects of his/her
choices and actions on others (learners, families, other professionals, and the community), and adapts
practice to meet the needs of each learner.

j. Leadership and collaboration. The teacher seeks appropriate leadership roles and opportunities
to take responsibility for student learning, to collaborate with learners, families, colleagues, other school
professionals, and community members to ensure learner growth, and to advance the profession.

k. Technology. The teacher candidate effectively integrates technology into instruction to support
student learning.

l. Methods of teaching. The teacher candidate understands and uses methods of teaching that have
an emphasis on the subject and grade-level endorsement desired.

79.15(6) Assessment requirements.
a. Each teacher candidate must either meet or exceed a score on subject assessments designed by a

nationally recognized testing service that measure pedagogy and knowledge of at least one subject area as
approved by the director of the department of education, or the teacher candidate must meet or exceed the
equivalent of a score on an alternate assessment also approved by the director. That alternate assessment
must be a valid and reliable subject-area-specific, performance-based assessment for preservice teacher
candidates that is centered on student learning. The required passing score will be determined by the
director using considerations described in Iowa Code section 256.16(1)“a”(2) as amended by 2019 Iowa
Acts, Senate File 159, section 2. A candidate who successfully completes the practitioner preparation
program as required under this subparagraph shall be deemed to have attained a passing score on the
assessments administered under this subparagraph even if the department subsequently sets different
minimum passing scores.

b. The director shall waive the assessment requirements in 79.15(6)“a” for not more than one
year for a person who has completed the course requirements for an approved practitioner preparation

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
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program but attained an assessment score below the minimum passing scores set by the department for
successful completion of the program under 79.15(6)“a.” The department shall forward to the BOEE
the names of all candidates granted a waiver for consideration for a temporary license.

79.15(7) Each teacher candidate must complete a 30-semester-hour teaching major which must
minimally include the requirements for at least one of the basic endorsement areas, special education
teaching endorsements, or secondary level occupational endorsements. Additionally, each elementary
teacher candidate must also complete a field of specialization in a single discipline or a formal
interdisciplinary program of at least 12 semester hours. Each teacher candidate meets all requirements
established by the board of educational examiners for any endorsement for which the teacher candidate
is recommended.

79.15(8) Each teacher candidate demonstrates competency in content coursework directly related to
the Iowa Core.

79.15(9) Programs shall submit curriculum exhibit sheets for approval by the board of educational
examiners and the department.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09; ARC 0476C, IAB 11/28/12, effective 1/2/13; ARC 1434C, IAB 4/30/14, effective
6/4/14; ARC 1780C, IAB 12/10/14, effective 1/14/15; ARC 2948C, IAB 2/15/17, effective 3/22/17; ARC 4620C, IAB 8/28/19,
effective 8/5/19; ARC 5330C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

DIVISION IV
SPECIFIC EDUCATION STANDARDS APPLICABLE ONLY TO ADMINISTRATOR PREPARATION PROGRAMS

281—79.16(256) Administrator preparation clinical practice standard. The unit and its school
partners shall provide clinical experiences that assist candidates in becoming successful school
administrators in accordance with the following provisions.

79.16(1) The unit ensures that:
a. Principal candidates successfully complete clinical experiences that provide candidates with

opportunities to synthesize and apply the knowledge and skills identified in subrule 79.17(2) in ways
that approximate the full range of responsibilities required of building-level leaders and enable them to
promote the current and future success and well-being of each student and adult in their school.

b. Superintendent candidates successfully complete clinical experiences that provide candidates
opportunities to synthesize and apply the knowledge and skills identified in subrule 79.17(3) in ways
that approximate the full range of responsibilities required of district-level leaders and enable them to
promote the current and future success and well-being of each student and adult in their district.

79.16(2) The unit ensures that clinical experiences occurring in all locations are coherent, authentic,
sustained, and purposeful opportunities that are monitored by the unit. These expectations are shared
with candidates, supervisors and cooperating administrators.

79.16(3) Candidates are supervised by knowledgeable and qualified practitioners. The PK-12 school
and the unit share responsibility for selecting, preparing, supporting, evaluating, and retaining both:

a. High‐quality college/university supervisors, and
b. High-quality cooperating administrators.
79.16(4) Cooperating administrators and college/university supervisors share responsibility for

evaluating the candidate’s achievement of unit standards. Clinical experiences are structured to have
multiple performance‐based assessments at key points within the program to demonstrate candidates’
attainment of unit standards.

79.16(5) Clinical experiences include all of the following criteria:
a. A minimum of 400 hours during the candidate’s preparation program.
b. Take place with appropriately licensed cooperating administrators in state-approved schools or

educational facilities.
c. Take place in multiple high-quality educational settings that include diverse populations and

students of different age groups.
d. Include documented expectations and responsibilities for cooperating administrators, school

districts, accredited nonpublic schools, or AEAs and for higher education supervising faculty members.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0476C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1434C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1780C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2948C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4620C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5330C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.17.pdf
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e. Provide opportunities for candidates to apply the knowledge, skills, and dispositions identified
in subrules 79.17(2) and 79.17(3).

79.16(6) The institution annually delivers one or more professional development opportunities for
cooperating administrators to define the objectives of the field experience, review the responsibilities
of the cooperating administrator, build skills in coaching and mentoring, and provide the cooperating
administrator other information and assistance the institution deems necessary. The professional
development opportunities incorporate feedback from participants and utilize appropriate delivery
strategies.

79.16(7) The institution shall enter into a written contract with the cooperating school districts that
provide field experiences for administrator candidates.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09; ARC 1780C, IAB 12/10/14, effective 1/14/15; ARC 5330C, IAB 12/16/20, effective
1/20/21]

281—79.17(256) Administrator knowledge, skills, and dispositions standard. Administrator
candidates shall demonstrate the content, pedagogical, and professional knowledge, skills and
dispositions necessary to help all students learn in accordance with the following provisions.

79.17(1) Each educational administrator program shall define program standards (aligned with
current NELP standards) and embed them in coursework and clinical experiences at a level appropriate
for a novice administrator.

79.17(2) Each principal candidate demonstrates the knowledge, skills, and dispositions necessary
to:

a. Collaboratively lead, design, and implement a school mission, vision, and process for
continuous improvement that reflects a core set of values and priorities that include data use, technology,
equity, diversity, digital citizenship, and community. (Mission, Vision, and Improvement)

b. Advocate for ethical decisions and cultivate and enact professional norms. (Ethics and
Professional Norms)

c. Develop and maintain a supportive, equitable, culturally responsive, and inclusive school
culture. (Equity, Inclusiveness, and Cultural Responsiveness)

d. Evaluate, develop, and implement coherent systems of curriculum, instruction, data systems,
supports, and assessment. (Learning and Instruction)

e. Strengthen student learning, support school improvement, and advocate for the needs of the
school and community. (Community and External Leadership)

f. Improve management, communication, technology, school-level governance, and operation
systems to develop and improve data-informed and equitable school resource plans and to apply laws,
policies, and regulations. (Operations and Management)

g. Build the school’s professional capacity, engage staff in the development of a collaborative
professional culture, and improve systems of staff supervision, evaluation, support, and professional
learning. (Building Professional Capacity)

79.17(3) Each superintendent candidate demonstrates competency in all of the following
professional core curricula:

a. Collaboratively lead, design, and implement a district mission, vision, and process for
continuous improvement that reflects a core set of values and priorities that include data use,
technology, values, equity, diversity, digital citizenship, and community. (District Mission, Vision, and
Improvement)

b. Advocate for ethical decisions and cultivate professional norms and culture. (Ethics and
Professional Norms)

c. Develop and maintain a supportive, equitable, culturally responsive, and inclusive district
culture. (Equity, Inclusiveness, and Cultural Responsiveness)

d. Evaluate, design, cultivate, and implement coherent systems of curriculum, instruction, data
systems, supports, assessment, and instructional leadership. (Learning and Instruction)

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.17.pdf
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e. Understand and engage families, communities, and other constituents in the work of schools
and the district and to advocate for district, student, and community needs. (Community and External
Leadership)

f. Develop, monitor, evaluate, and manage data-informed and equitable district systems for
operations, resources, technology, and human capital management. (Operations and Management)

g. Cultivate relationships, lead collaborative decision making and governance, and represent and
advocate for district needs in broader policy conversations. (Policy, Governance, and Advocacy)

79.17(4) Each new administrator candidate successfully completes the appropriate evaluator training
provided by a state-approved evaluator trainer.

79.17(5) Each administrator candidate demonstrates the knowledge, skills, and dispositions
necessary to support the implementation of the Iowa core.

79.17(6) Each administrator candidate demonstrates, within specific coursework and clinical
experiences, the ability to develop and maintain a supportive, equitable, culturally responsive, and
inclusive district culture with students and staff from diverse groups, as defined in rule 281—79.2(256).
The unit shall provide evidence that administrator candidates develop the ability to meet the needs of
all learners, as well as ensuring teachers meet the needs of diverse learners, including:

a. Students from diverse ethnic, racial and socioeconomic backgrounds.
b. Students with disabilities. This will include preparation in developing and implementing

individualized education programs and behavioral intervention plans, preparation for educating
individuals in the least restrictive environment and identifying that environment, and strategies that
address difficult and violent student behavior and improve academic engagement and achievement.

c. Students who are struggling with literacy, including those with dyslexia.
d. Students who are gifted and talented.
e. English language learners.
f. Students who may be at risk of not succeeding in school. This preparation will include

classroom management addressing high-risk behaviors including, but not limited to, behaviors related
to substance abuse.

79.17(7) Each administrator candidate meets all requirements established by the board of
educational examiners for any endorsement for which the candidate is recommended. Programs shall
submit curriculum exhibit sheets for approval by the board of educational examiners and the department.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09; ARC 1780C, IAB 12/10/14, effective 1/14/15; ARC 4620C, IAB 8/28/19, effective
8/5/19; ARC 5330C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—79.18 Reserved.

DIVISION V
SPECIFIC EDUCATION STANDARDS APPLICABLE ONLY TO PRACTITIONER PREPARATION PROGRAMS

OTHER THAN TEACHER OR ADMINISTRATOR PREPARATION PROGRAMS

281—79.19(256) Purpose. This division addresses preparation of an individual seeking a license based
on school-centered preparation for employment as one of the following: school guidance counselor,
school audiologist, school psychologist, school social worker, speech-language pathologist, supervisor
of special education (support and orientation and mobility specialist). (See also the board of educational
examiners’ 282—Chapter 27, regarding licenses for service other than as a teacher.)
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09]

281—79.20(256) Clinical practice standard. The unit and its school, AEA, and facility partners shall
provide clinical experiences that assist candidates in becoming successful practitioners in accordance
with the following provisions.

79.20(1) The unit ensures that clinical experiences occurring in all locations are well-sequenced,
purposeful, supervised by appropriately qualified personnel, monitored by the unit, and integrated into
unit standards. These expectations are shared with candidates, supervisors and cooperating professional
educators.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
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79.20(2) The PK-12 school, AEA, and facility partners and the unit share responsibility for selecting,
preparing, evaluating, supporting, and retaining both:

a. High‐quality college/university supervisors, and
b. High-quality cooperating professional educators.
79.20(3) Cooperating professional educators and college/university supervisors share responsibility

for evaluating the candidate’s achievement of unit standards. Clinical experiences are structured to have
multiple performance‐based assessments at key points within the program to demonstrate the candidate’s
attainment of unit standards.

79.20(4) Clinical experiences include all of the following criteria:
a. Learning that takes place in the context of providing high-quality instructional programs for

students in a state-approved school, agency, or educational facility;
b. Take place in educational settings that include diverse populations and students of different age

groups;
c. Provide opportunities for candidates to observe and be observed by others and to engage in

discussion and reflection on clinical practice;
d. Include minimum expectations and responsibilities for cooperating professional educators,

school districts, accredited nonpublic schools, or AEAs and for higher education supervising faculty
members;

e. Include prescribed minimum expectations for involvement of candidates in relevant
responsibilities directed toward the work for which they are preparing;

f. Involve candidates in professional meetings and other activities directed toward the
improvement of teaching and learning; and

g. Involve candidates in communication and interaction with parents or guardians, community
members, faculty and staff, and cooperating professional educators in the school.

79.20(5) The institution annually delivers one or more professional development opportunities
for cooperating professional educators to define the objectives of the field experience, review the
responsibilities of the cooperating professional educators, build skills in coaching and mentoring, and
provide the cooperating professional educators other information and assistance the institution deems
necessary. The professional development opportunities incorporate feedback from participants and
utilize appropriate delivery strategies.

79.20(6) The institution shall enter into a written contract with the cooperating school districts that
provide field experiences for candidates.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09; ARC 1780C, IAB 12/10/14, effective 1/14/15]

281—79.21(256) Candidate knowledge, skills and dispositions standard. Candidates shall
demonstrate the content knowledge and the pedagogical and professional knowledge, skills and
dispositions necessary to help all students learn in accordance with the following provisions.

79.21(1) Each professional educator program shall define program standards (aligned with current
national standards) and embed them in coursework and clinical experiences at a level appropriate for a
novice professional educator.

79.21(2) Each candidate demonstrates, within specific coursework and clinical experiences related
to the study of human relations, cultural competency, and diverse learners, that the candidate is prepared
to work with students from diverse groups, as defined in rule 281—79.2(256). The unit shall provide
evidence that candidates develop the ability to meet the needs of all learners, including:

a. Students from diverse ethnic, racial and socioeconomic backgrounds.
b. Students with disabilities. This will include preparation in developing and implementing

individualized education programs and behavioral intervention plans, preparation for educating
individuals in the least restrictive environment and identifying that environment, and strategies that
address difficult and violent student behavior and improve academic engagement and achievement.

c. Students who are struggling with literacy, including those with dyslexia.
d. Students who are gifted and talented.
e. English language learners.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8053B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1780C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.2.pdf
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f. Students who may be at risk of not succeeding in school. This preparation will include
classroom management addressing high-risk behaviors including, but not limited to, behaviors related
to substance abuse.

79.21(3) Each candidate meets all requirements established by the board of educational examiners
for any endorsement for which the candidate is recommended. Programs shall submit curriculum exhibit
sheets for approval by the board of educational examiners and the department.
[ARC 8053B, IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09; ARC 1780C, IAB 12/10/14, effective 1/14/15; ARC 5330C, IAB 12/16/20, effective
1/20/21]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code sections 256.7, 256.16 and 272.25(1).
[Filed 10/22/99, Notice 6/30/99—published 11/17/99, effective 8/31/01]
[Filed 8/10/01, Notice 4/18/01—published 9/5/01, effective 10/10/01]
[Filed 8/12/04, Notice 3/31/04—published 9/1/04, effective 10/6/04]
[Filed 9/17/07, Notice 6/6/07—published 10/10/07, effective 11/14/07]

[Filed ARC 8053B (Notice ARC 7780B, IAB 5/20/09), IAB 8/26/09, effective 9/30/09]
[Filed ARC 0476C (Notice ARC 0299C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 11/28/12, effective 1/2/13]
[Filed ARC 1117C (Notice ARC 0968C, IAB 8/21/13), IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13]
[Filed ARC 1434C (Notice ARC 1339C, IAB 2/19/14), IAB 4/30/14, effective 6/4/14]

[Filed ARC 1780C (Notice ARC 1674C, IAB 10/15/14), IAB 12/10/14, effective 1/14/15]
[Filed ARC 2948C (Notice ARC 2761C, IAB 10/12/16), IAB 2/15/17, effective 3/22/17]

[Filed Emergency After Notice ARC 4620C (Notice ARC 4481C, IAB 6/5/19), IAB 8/28/19, effective
8/5/19]

[Filed ARC 5330C (Notice ARC 5148C, IAB 8/26/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]
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CHAPTER 83
TEACHER AND ADMINISTRATOR QUALITY PROGRAMS

DIVISION I
GENERAL STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO BOTH ADMINISTRATOR AND

TEACHER QUALITY PROGRAMS

281—83.1(284,284A) Purposes. The goal of the teacher quality program is to enhance the learning,
achievement, and performance of all students through the recruitment, support, and retention of quality
Iowa teachers. The program shall contain specific strategies that include mentoring for beginning
teachers as described in rule 281—83.3(284), either in subrule 83.3(1) or 83.3(2), teacher evaluations,
and district and building support for professional development that includes best practice aimed at
increasing student achievement.

The goal of the administrator quality program is to promote high student achievement and enhanced
educator quality. The program consists of mentoring and induction programs that provide support for
administrators, professional development designed to directly support best practice for leadership, and
evaluation of administrators against the Iowa standards for school administrators.
[ARC 3631C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]

281—83.2(284,284A) Definitions. For the purpose of these rules, the following definitions shall apply:
“Administrator” or “school leader” means an individual holding a professional administrator

license issued under Iowa Code chapter 272, who is employed in a school district administrative position
by a school district or area education agency pursuant to a contract issued by a board of directors
under Iowa Code section 279.23. An administrator may be employed in both an administrative and a
nonadministrative position by a board of directors and shall be considered a part-time administrator for
the portion of time that the individual is employed in an administrative position.

“Beginning administrator” means an individual serving under an administrator license, issued by
the board of educational examiners under Iowa Code chapter 272, who is assuming a position as a school
district principal or superintendent for the first time.

“Beginning teacher” means an individual serving under an initial, Class A, exchange, or intern
license, issued by the board of educational examiners under Iowa Code chapter 272, who is assuming a
position as a teacher. For purposes of the beginning teacher mentoring and induction program created
pursuant to Iowa Code section 284.5 or in an approved career paths, leadership roles, and compensation
framework or approved comparable system as provided in Iowa Code section 284.15, “beginning
teacher” also includes preschool teachers who are licensed by the board of educational examiners under
Iowa Code chapter 272 and are employed by a school district or area education agency.

“Comprehensive evaluation”means, with respect to a beginning teacher, a summative evaluation of
a beginning teacher conducted by an evaluator for purposes of determining a beginning teacher’s level
of competency relative to the Iowa teaching standards and for recommendation for licensure based upon
models developed pursuant to Iowa Code section 256.9, subsection 50, and to determine whether the
teacher’s practice meets the school district expectations for a career teacher. With respect to a beginning
administrator, “comprehensive evaluation” means a summative evaluation of a beginning administrator
conducted by an evaluator in accordance with 2007 Iowa Code Supplement section 284A.3 for purposes
of determining a beginning administrator’s level of competency for recommendation for licensure based
on the Iowa standards for school administrators adopted pursuant to 2007 Iowa Code Supplement section
256.7(27).

“Department” means the department of education.
“Director” means the director of the department of education.
“District facilitator”means an individual in Iowawho serves as a coordinator for a district mentoring

and induction program.
“Evaluator” means an administrator or other practitioner who successfully completes an evaluator

training program pursuant to Iowa Code section 284.10.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3631C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/279.23.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2017/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/284.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/284.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2017/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2007/284A.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2007/256.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/284.10.pdf
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“Intensive assistance” means the provision of organizational support and technical assistance
to teachers, other than beginning teachers, for the remediation of identified teaching and classroom
management concerns for a period not to exceed 12 months.

“Leadership standards” are synonymous with the Iowa standards for school administrators adopted
pursuant to 2007 Iowa Code Supplement section 256.7(27).

“Mentor” means, with respect to a beginning teacher, an individual employed by a school district
or area education agency as a teacher or a retired teacher who holds a valid license issued under Iowa
Code chapter 272. The individual must have a record of four years of successful teaching practice, must
be employed on a nonprobationary basis, and must demonstrate professional commitment to both the
improvement of teaching and learning and the development of beginning teachers. With respect to a
beginning administrator, “mentor” means an individual employed by a school district or area education
agency as a school district administrator or a retired administrator who holds a valid license issued under
Iowa Code chapter 272. The individual must have a record of four years of successful administrative
experience and must demonstrate professional commitment to both the improvement of teaching and
learning and the development of beginning administrators.

“Performance review” means a summative evaluation of a teacher other than a beginning teacher
and used to determine whether the teacher’s practice meets school district expectations and the Iowa
teaching standards, and to determine whether the teacher’s practice meets school district expectations
for career advancement in accordance with Iowa Code section 284.7.

“School board” means the board of directors of a school district, a collaboration of boards of
directors of school districts, or the board of directors of an area education agency, as the context requires.

“School district” means a public school district.
“State board” means the state board of education.
“Teacher” means an individual holding a practitioner’s license or a statement of professional

recognition issued under Iowa Code chapter 272, who is employed in a nonadministrative position by a
school district or area education agency pursuant to a contract issued by a board of directors under Iowa
Code section 279.13. A teacher may be employed in both an administrative and a nonadministrative
position by a board of directors and shall be considered a part-time teacher for the portion of time that
the teacher is employed in a nonadministrative position.
[ARC 7785B, IAB 5/20/09, effective 6/24/09; ARC 9265B, IAB 12/15/10, effective 1/19/11; ARC 3631C, IAB 2/14/18, effective
3/21/18]

DIVISION II
SPECIFIC STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO TEACHER QUALITY PROGRAMS

281—83.3(284) Mentoring and induction program for beginning teachers.
83.3(1) Option one: beginning teacher mentoring and induction program.
a. Purpose. The beginning teacher mentoring and induction program is created to promote

excellence in teaching, enhance student achievement, build a supportive environment within school
districts and area education agencies, increase the retention of promising beginning teachers, and
promote the personal and professional well-being of teachers. Completion of a beginning teacher
mentoring and induction program is one manner in which a beginning teacher may meet the requirement
of Iowa Code section 272.28(1).

b. Participation. School districts and area education agencies may provide a beginning teacher
mentoring and induction program for all beginning teachers. A beginning teacher, as defined in this
chapter, shall be informed by the school district or area education agency, prior to the beginning teacher’s
participation in a mentoring and induction program, of the Iowa teaching standards and criteria upon
which the beginning teacher shall be evaluated and of the evaluation process utilized by the school
district or area education agency. The beginning teacher shall be comprehensively evaluated by the end
of the beginning teacher’s second year of teaching to determine whether the teacher meets expectations
to move to the career level. The school district or area education agency shall recommend for a standard
license a beginning teacher who has successfully met the Iowa teaching standards as determined by a
comprehensive evaluation.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2007/256.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/284.7.pdf
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(1) If a beginning teacher who is participating in a mentoring and induction program leaves the
employ of a school district or area education agency prior to completion of the program, the school district
or area education agency subsequently hiring the beginning teacher shall credit the beginning teacher
with the time earned in a program prior to the subsequent hiring. If the general assembly appropriates
moneys for purposes of Iowa Code section 284.5, a school district or area education agency is eligible to
receive state assistance for up to two years for each beginning teacher the school district or area education
agency employs who was formerly employed in an accredited nonpublic school or in another state as a
first-year teacher. The school district or area education agency employing the teacher shall determine
the conditions and requirements of a teacher participating in a mentoring and induction program.

(2) A school district or area education agency may offer a teacher a third year of participation in
the program if, after conducting a comprehensive evaluation, the school district or area education agency
determines that the teacher is likely to successfully complete the mentoring and induction program by
meeting the Iowa teaching standards by the end of the third year of eligibility. The third year of eligibility
is offered at the employing district’s or area education agency’s expense. A teacher granted a third year
of eligibility shall, in cooperation with the teacher’s evaluator, develop a plan to meet the Iowa teaching
standards and district or area education agency career expectations. This plan will be implemented by the
teacher and supported through the district’s or area education agency’s mentoring and induction program.
The school district or area education agency shall notify the board of educational examiners that the
teacher will participate in a third year of the school district’s program. The teacher shall undergo a
comprehensive evaluation at the end of the third year.

(3) For purposes of comprehensive evaluations for beginning teachers, including the
comprehensive evaluation required for the beginning teacher to progress to career teacher, the Iowa
teaching standards and criteria shall be as described in rule 281—83.4(284). A school district or area
education agency shall participate in state program evaluations.

c. Plan. Each school district or area education agency that offers a beginning teacher mentoring
and induction program shall develop a sequential two-year beginning teacher mentoring and induction
plan based on the Iowa teaching standards. The plan shall be included in the school district’s
comprehensive school improvement plan submitted pursuant to Iowa Code section 256.7, subsection
21. A school district or area education agency shall have the board adopt a beginning teacher mentoring
and induction program plan and written procedures for the program. At the board’s discretion, the
district or area education agency may choose to use or revise the model plan provided by the area
education agency or develop a plan locally. The components of a district’s or area education agency’s
beginning teacher mentoring and induction program shall include, but are not limited to, the following:

(1) Goals for the program.
(2) A process for the selection of mentors.
(3) A mentor training process which shall:
1. Be consistent with effective staff development practices and adult professional needs to include

skills needed for teaching, demonstration, and coaching.
2. Address mentor needs, indicating a clear understanding of the role of the mentor.
3. Result in the mentor’s understanding of the personal and professional needs of new teachers.
4. Provide the mentor with an understanding of the district expectations for beginning teacher

competencies based on the Iowa teaching standards.
5. Facilitate the mentor’s ability to provide guidance and support to new teachers.
(4) A supportive organizational structure for beginning teachers which shall include:
1. Activities that provide access and opportunities for interaction between mentor and beginning

teacher that at a minimum provide:
• Released time for mentors and beginning teachers to plan;
• The demonstration of classroom practices;
• The observation of teaching; and
• Feedback.
2. A selection process for who will be in the mentor/beginning teacher partnership.
3. Roles and responsibilities of the mentor.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/284.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.4.pdf
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(5) An evaluation process for the program, which shall include:
1. An evaluation of the district and area education agency program goals,
2. An evaluation process that provides for the minor and major program revisions, and
3. A process for how information about the program will be provided to interested stakeholders.
(6) The process for dissolving mentor and beginning teacher partnerships.
(7) A plan that reflects the needs of the beginning teacher employed by the district or area education

agency.
(8) Activities designed to support beginning teachers by:
1. Developing and enhancing competencies for the Iowa teaching standards, and
2. Providing research-based instructional strategies.
d. Budget. Funds, if appropriated by the general assembly, received by a school district or area

education agency from the beginning teacher mentoring and induction program shall be used for any or
all of the following purposes:

(1) To pay mentors as they implement the plan. Amentor in a beginning teacher induction program
approved under this chapter shall be eligible for an award of $500 per semester for full participation in
the program. A district or area education agency may use local dollars to increase the mentor award.

(2) To pay any applicable costs of the employer’s share of contributions to federal social security
and the Iowa public employees’ retirement system for a pension and annuity retirement system
established under Iowa Code chapter 294 for such amounts paid by the district or area education agency.

These funds are miscellaneous funds or are considered encumbered. A school district or area
education agency shall maintain a separate listing within its budget for payments received and
expenditures made for this program. Funds that remain unencumbered or unobligated at the end of the
fiscal year will not revert, but will remain available for expenditure for the purposes of the program
until the close of the succeeding fiscal year.

83.3(2) Option two: teacher leadership and compensation system.
a. Purpose. One purpose of Iowa’s teacher leadership and compensation system is to attract

able and promising new teachers by offering short-term and long-term professional development and
leadership opportunities. Two years of successful teaching experience in a school district with an
approved career paths, leadership roles, and compensation framework or approved comparable system
as provided in Iowa Code section 284.15 (“framework for beginning teachers” for purposes of this rule)
is one manner in which a beginning teacher may meet the requirement of Iowa Code section 272.28(1).

b. Participation. School districts may provide an approved career paths, leadership roles, and
compensation framework or approved comparable system as provided in Iowa Code section 284.15.
A beginning teacher, as defined in this chapter, shall be informed by the school district, prior to the
beginning teacher’s participation in a framework for beginning teachers, of the Iowa teaching standards
and criteria upon which the beginning teacher shall be evaluated and of the evaluation process utilized by
the school district. The beginning teacher shall be comprehensively evaluated by the end of the beginning
teacher’s second year of teaching to determine whether the teacher meets expectations to move to the
career level. The school district shall recommend for a standard license a beginning teacher who has
successfully met the Iowa teaching standards as determined by a comprehensive evaluation.

(1) If a beginning teacher who is participating in a framework for beginning teachers leaves the
employ of a school district prior to completion of the framework, the school district or area education
agency subsequently hiring the beginning teacher shall credit the beginning teacher with the time earned
in such a framework prior to the subsequent hiring.

(2) A school district may offer a teacher a third year of participation in a framework for beginning
teachers if, after conducting a comprehensive evaluation, the school district determines that the teacher
is likely to successfully meet the Iowa teaching standards by the end of the third year of eligibility. The
third year of eligibility is offered at the employing district’s expense. A teacher granted a third year of
eligibility shall, in cooperation with the teacher’s evaluator, develop a plan to meet the Iowa teaching
standards and district or area education agency career expectations. This plan will be implemented by the
teacher and supported through the district’s framework for beginning teachers. The school district shall
notify the board of educational examiners that the teacher will participate in a third year of the school

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/294.pdf
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district’s framework for beginning teachers. The teacher shall undergo a comprehensive evaluation at
the end of the third year.

(3) For purposes of comprehensive evaluations for beginning teachers, including the
comprehensive evaluation required for the beginning teacher to progress to career teacher, the Iowa
teaching standards and criteria shall be as described in rule 281—83.4(284). A school district shall
participate in state program evaluations.

c. Plan assurances. Each school district that offers a framework under Iowa Code sections 284.15
through 284.17 and uses it for purposes of meeting the school district’s obligations to beginning teachers
shall provide assurances to the department that the district’s framework for beginning teachers meets
the requirements of those Iowa Code sections and attends to the Iowa teaching standards and criteria
described in rule 281—83.4(284).

d. Inapplicability to area education agencies. This subrule and the option created by it are not
available to area education agencies. Only subrule 83.3(1) is available to area education agencies;
however, a teacher employed by an area education agency may be included in a framework or
comparable system established by a school district if the area education agency and the school district
enter into a contract for such purpose.
[ARC 3631C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]

281—83.4(284) Iowa teaching standards and criteria. The Iowa teaching standards and supporting
criteria represent a set of knowledge and skills that reflects the best evidence available regarding effective
teaching. The purpose of the standards and supporting criteria is to provide Iowa school districts and
area education agencies with a consistent representation of the complexity and the possibilities of quality
teaching. The standards shall serve as the basis for comprehensive evaluations of teachers and as a basis
for professional development plans. Each standard with supporting criteria is outlined as follows:

83.4(1) Demonstrates ability to enhance academic performance and support for and implementation
of the school district’s student achievement goals.

a. The teacher:
(1) Provides multiple forms of evidence of student learning and growth to students, families, and

staff.
(2) Implements strategies supporting student, building, and district goals.
(3) Uses student performance data as a guide for decision making.
(4) Accepts and demonstrates responsibility for creating a classroom culture that supports the

learning of every student.
(5) Creates an environment of mutual respect, rapport, and fairness.
(6) Participates in and contributes to a school culture that focuses on improved student learning.
(7) Communicates with students, families, colleagues, and communities effectively and accurately.
b. Alternative criteria for area education agency staff who meet the definition of “teacher” herein.

The staff member:
(1) Uses knowledge and understanding of the area education agency’s mission, goals, and strategic

priorities to provide services that enhance academic performance.
(2) Understands and uses knowledge of area education agency and district goals and data to provide

services that enhance academic performance.
(3) Participates in and contributes to a positive learning culture.
(4) Communicates with students, families, colleagues, and communities effectively and accurately.
(5) Uses area education agency, district, and student data as a guide for decision making.
83.4(2) Demonstrates competence in content knowledge appropriate to the teaching position.
a. The teacher:
(1) Understands and uses key concepts, underlying themes, relationships, and different

perspectives related to the content area.
(2) Uses knowledge of student development to make learning experiences in the content area

meaningful and accessible for every student.
(3) Relates ideas and information within and across content areas.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/284.15-17.pdf
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(4) Understands and uses instructional strategies that are appropriate to the content area.
b. Alternative criteria for area education agency staff who meet the definition of “teacher” herein.

The staff member:
(1) Understands, communicates, and uses key concepts and best practice in fulfillment of area

education agency roles and responsibilities.
(2) Uses knowledge of child and adolescent development and of adult learning to make

interventions and strategies meaningful, relevant, and accessible.
(3) Relates professional knowledge and services within and across multiple content and discipline

areas.
(4) Understands and supports strategies and interventions that are best practice across content and

discipline areas.
83.4(3) Demonstrates competence in planning and preparing for instruction.
a. The teacher:
(1) Uses student achievement data, local standards, and the district curriculum in planning for

instruction.
(2) Sets and communicates high expectations for social, behavioral, and academic success of all

students.
(3) Uses students’ developmental needs, backgrounds, and interests in planning for instruction.
(4) Selects strategies to engage all students in learning.
(5) Uses available resources, including technologies, in the development and sequencing of

instruction.
b. Alternative criteria for area education agency staff who meet the definition of “teacher” herein.

The staff member:
(1) Demonstrates the ability to organize and prioritize time, resources, and responsibilities.
(2) Demonstrates the ability to individually and collaboratively plan and prepare professional

services that address the range of district, teacher, parent, and student needs.
(3) Uses district and student data to develop goals and interventions.
(4) Demonstrates the flexibility to plan for professional services based on changing conditions of

the work context and environment.
(5) Uses available resources, including technology, to plan and develop professional services.
83.4(4) Uses strategies to deliver instruction that meets the multiple learning needs of students.
a. The teacher:
(1) Aligns classroom instruction with local standards and district curriculum.
(2) Uses research-based instructional strategies that address the full range of cognitive levels.
(3) Demonstrates flexibility and responsiveness in adjusting instruction to meet student needs.
(4) Engages students in varied experiences that meet diverse needs and promote social, emotional,

and academic growth.
(5) Connects students’ prior knowledge, life experiences, and interests in the instructional process.
(6) Uses available resources, including technologies, in the delivery of instruction.
b. Alternative criteria for area education agency staff who meet the definition of “teacher” herein.

The staff member:
(1) Aligns service delivery to district, teacher, parent, and student needs.
(2) Provides consultation, instruction, interventions, and strategies that align with learner needs.
(3) Demonstrates flexibility and responsiveness in adjusting services to meet diverse learner needs.
(4) Uses and supports research-based and evidence-based practices to meet learner needs.
(5) Uses available resources, including technology, to provide professional services that meet

learner needs.
83.4(5) Uses a variety of methods to monitor student learning.
a. The teacher:
(1) Aligns classroom assessment with instruction.
(2) Communicates assessment criteria and standards to all students and parents.
(3) Understands and uses the results of multiple assessments to guide planning and instruction.
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(4) Guides students in goal setting and assessing their own learning.
(5) Provides substantive, timely, and constructive feedback to students and parents.
(6) Works with other staff and building and district leadership in analysis of student progress.
b. Alternative criteria for area education agency staff who meet the definition of “teacher” herein.

The staff member:
(1) Uses appropriate assessment, data collection, and data analysis methods that support alignment

of services with learner needs.
(2) Works collaboratively within the learning community to establish measurable goals and to

identify formative and summative methods to monitor progress and the quality of implementation.
(3) Communicates the rationale and criteria of assessment and monitoring methods.
(4) Elicits and provides timely and quality feedback on assessment and monitoring.
83.4(6) Demonstrates competence in classroom management.
a. The teacher:
(1) Creates a learning community that encourages positive social interaction, active engagement,

and self-regulation for every student.
(2) Establishes, communicates, models, and maintains standards of responsible student behavior.
(3) Develops and implements classroom procedures and routines that support high expectations for

student learning.
(4) Uses instructional time effectively to maximize student achievement.
(5) Creates a safe and purposeful learning environment.
b. Alternative criteria for area education agency staff who meet the definition of “teacher” herein.

The staff member:
(1) Models respectful dialogue and behaviors within and across job responsibilities.
(2) Promotes and maintains a positive, safe, and productive environment.
(3) Works collaboratively and is flexible.
(4) Communicates accurately and effectively.
83.4(7) Engages in professional growth.
a. The teacher:
(1) Demonstrates habits and skills of continuous inquiry and learning.
(2) Works collaboratively to improve professional practice and student learning.
(3) Applies research, knowledge, and skills from professional development opportunities to

improve practice.
(4) Establishes and implements professional development plans based upon the teacher’s needs

aligned to the Iowa teaching standards and district/building student achievement goals.
(5) Provides an analysis of student learning and growth based on teacher-created tests and authentic

measures as well as any standardized and districtwide tests.
b. Alternative criteria for area education agency staff who meet the definition of “teacher” herein.

The staff member:
(1) Demonstrates habits and skills of continuous inquiry and learning.
(2) Works collaboratively to improve professional practices.
(3) Applies and shares research, knowledge, and skills from professional development.
(4) Establishes and implements professional development plans aligned to area education agency,

district, and student learning goals.
83.4(8) Fulfills professional responsibilities established by the school district.
a. The teacher:
(1) Adheres to board policies, district procedures, and contractual obligations.
(2) Demonstrates professional and ethical conduct as defined by state law and district policy.
(3) Contributes to efforts to achieve district and building goals.
(4) Demonstrates an understanding of and respect for all learners and staff.
(5) Collaborates with students, families, colleagues, and communities to enhance student learning.
b. Alternative criteria for area education agency staff who meet the definition of “teacher” herein.

The staff member:
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(1) Adheres to board policies, area education agency procedures, federal and state rules, and
contractual obligations.

(2) Demonstrates professional and ethical conduct as defined by state law and area education
agency policies.

(3) Contributes to efforts to achieve area education agency goals.
(4) Demonstrates an understanding of and respect for all learners.
(5) Collaborates with all learners.
83.4(9) The school board shall provide comprehensive evaluations for beginning teachers using the

Iowa teaching standards and criteria listed in rule 281—83.4(284). The school board, for the purposes of
performance reviews for teachers other than beginning teachers, shall provide evaluations that contain,
at a minimum, the Iowa teaching standards and criteria listed in rule 281—83.4(284).
[ARC 8808B, IAB 6/2/10, effective 7/7/10; ARC 3631C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]

281—83.5(284) Evaluator approval training. The department shall approve eligible providers and
their programs to conduct evaluator training. Only individuals certified through programs approved
by the department shall qualify for evaluator certification by the board of educational examiners. A
beginning teacher who has evaluator certification from the board of educational examiners shall not
evaluate other teachers until the beginning teacher is no longer a probationary employee. Approved
evaluator training programs shall be designed to align with the Iowa teaching standards and criteria,
provide evaluators with the skills to conduct comprehensive evaluations and performance reviews as
required by Iowa Code chapter 284, and provide for the evaluation of the progress made on individual
professional development plans. This training for evaluators shall incorporate components of theory,
demonstration, practice, and application of evaluation knowledge and skills.

83.5(1) Application requirements for providers of evaluator approval training. Approved
applications for the provision of evaluator approval training shall include, but are not limited to, the
following components:

a. A curriculum that addresses participant skill development in the areas of:
(1) The identification of quality instruction and practices based on the Iowa teaching standards and

criteria;
(2) The use of multiple forms of data collection for identifying and supporting performance and

development;
(3) The understanding and development of conferencing and feedback skills; and
(4) The development of skills in data-based decision making.
b. Demonstration that the evaluator approval training process design provides training as specified

in this rule.
c. A description of the process used to deliver the training to participants.
d. A description of the procedures developed to certify the skill attainment of the evaluator being

trained.
e. A budget.
f. Staff qualifications.
g. Evidence of the provider’s expertise in evaluation design and training processes.
h. Provisions for leadership to support and implement ongoing professional development focused

on student learning.
i. A process that evaluates the effectiveness of the implementation of the training process and

demonstrates that the trainees have attained the knowledge and skills as described in paragraph “a.”
This evaluation shall be conducted on an annual basis and submitted to the department.

83.5(2) Process used for the approval of evaluator approval training program applications. Eligible
providers shall submit an application on forms prescribed by the department. Applications for new
providers will be accepted and reviewed by the department by July 1 of each year. A review panel shall
be convened to review applications for evaluator approval training programs based on the requirements
listed in subrule 83.5(1). The panel shall recommend for approval and the department shall approve the
evaluator approval training programs that meet the requirements listed in subrule 83.5(1). Applicants

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8808B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3631C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/284.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.5.pdf
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shall be notified of their status within 30 days of the application deadline. An approved list of private
providers shall be maintained on the department website with an annual notification to school districts
and area education agencies of the website address that contains provider information.

Eligible providers may be public or private entities, including, but not limited to, school districts,
consortia, and other public or private entities including professional organizations. Applicants shall meet
all applicable federal, state, and local health, safety and civil rights laws. Higher education administrative
practitioner preparation institutions shall meet the review process through the state board approval and
accreditation process for these institutions.

83.5(3) Local teacher evaluation plans. Local districts and area education agencies shall develop
and implement a teacher evaluation plan that contains the following components:

a. The use of the Iowa teaching standards and criteria;
b. Provisions for the comprehensive evaluation of beginning teachers that include a review of the

teacher’s progress on the Iowa teaching standards as set forth in rule 281—83.4(284) and the use of the
comprehensive evaluation instrument developed by the department;

c. Provisions for reviews of the performance of teachers other than beginning teachers as follows:
(1) Review once every three years by an evaluator to include, at a minimum, classroom

observation of the teacher, a review of the teacher’s progress on the Iowa teaching standards as set
forth in rule 281—83.4(284) and additional standards and criteria if established under subrule 83.4(9), a
review of the implementation of the teacher’s individual professional development plan, and supporting
documentation from other evaluators, teachers, parents, and students; and

(2) Review annually, other than the third-year review by an evaluator, by a peer group of teachers
in accordance with Iowa Code section 284.8(1);

d. Provisions for individual professional development plans for teachers other than beginning
teachers;

e. Provisions for an intensive assistance program as provided in Iowa Code section 284.8 that
addresses the remediation defined under subrules 83.4(1) through 83.4(8).

(1) If a supervisor or an evaluator determines, at any time, as a result of a teacher’s performance
that the teacher is not meeting district expectations under subrules 83.4(1) through 83.4(8), the evaluator
shall, at the direction of the teacher’s supervisor, recommend to the district that the teacher participate
in an intensive assistance program. The intensive assistance program and its implementation are not
subject to negotiation or grievance procedures established pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 20.

(2) A teacher who is not meeting the applicable standards and criteria based on a determination
made pursuant to paragraph 83.5(3)“e” shall participate in an intensive assistance program. However,
a teacher who has previously participated in an intensive assistance program relating to particular Iowa
teaching standards or criteria shall not be entitled to participate in another intensive assistance program
relating to the same standards or criteria and shall be subject to the provisions of paragraph 83.5(3)“f.”

f. Following a teacher’s participation in an intensive assistance program, the teacher shall be
reevaluated to determine whether the teacher successfully completed the intensive assistance program
and ismeeting district expectations under the applicable Iowa teaching standards or criteria. If the teacher
did not successfully complete the intensive assistance program or continues not to meet the applicable
Iowa teaching standards or criteria, the board may do any of the following:

(1) Terminate the teacher’s contract immediately pursuant to Iowa Code section 279.27.
(2) Terminate the teacher’s contract at the end of the school year pursuant to Iowa Code section

279.15.
(3) Continue the teacher’s contract for a period not to exceed one year. However, the contract shall

not be renewed and shall not be subject to Iowa Code section 279.15.
[ARC 7785B, IAB 5/20/09, effective 6/24/09; ARC 0524C, IAB 12/12/12, effective 1/16/13; ARC 3631C, IAB 2/14/18, effective
3/21/18]

281—83.6(284) Professional development for teachers.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/284.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/284.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/20.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/279.27.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/279.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/279.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7785B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0524C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3631C.pdf
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83.6(1) Professional development for school districts, area education agencies, and attendance
centers. The following requirements shall apply to professional development for school districts, area
education agencies, and attendance centers.

a. Professional learning standards. Professional learning within an area education agency
or local district shall be aligned with the state standards for teaching and learning and aligned to
the following standards for professional development. Professional learning increases educator
effectiveness and results for all students when it:

(1) Occurs within learning communities committed to continuous improvement, collective
responsibility, and goal alignment.

(2) Requires skillful leaders to develop capacity, advocate, and create support systems for
professional learning.

(3) Prioritizes, monitors, and coordinates resources for educator learning.
(4) Uses a variety of sources and types of student, educator, and system data to plan, assess, and

evaluate effectiveness of instruction.
(5) Integrates theories, research, and models of human learning to achieve intended outcomes.
(6) Applies research on change and sustains support for implementation of professional learning

for long-term change.
(7) Aligns its outcomes with educator performance and student curriculum standards.
b. District or area education agency professional development plan. Each school district shall

incorporate the district professional development plan into its comprehensive school improvement plan
pursuant to Iowa Code subsection 284.6(3). Each area education agency shall develop a professional
development plan for the agency as a whole and shall incorporate the plan into its comprehensive
improvement plan pursuant to rule 281—72.9(273). The district or area education agency professional
development plan shall be a long-term plan designed and implemented to increase student achievement
and shall include all on-site and district or area education agency personnel responsible for instruction.
The district or area education agency professional development plan shall contain, but not be limited
to, the following:

(1) Implementation of a school district’s or area education agency’s plan for professional learning.
(2) Documentation that the professional development is based on student data, aligned with district

or attendance center student achievement goals, and focused on instruction, curriculum, and assessment.
(3) The study and implementation of research-based instructional strategies that improve teaching

and learning.
(4) Collaborative inquiry into the area of greatest student learning need.
(5) Research-based training strategies (e.g., theory, demonstration, observation, practice, coaching,

reflection, evaluation) that promote transfer and positive outcomes as needed for learning new practices.
(6) Allocation of time to collectively study content, instruction, and impact so necessary

adjustments can be made to ensure student success.
(7) Accountability and an evaluation that documents improvement of practice and the impact on

student learning.
c. Attendance center professional development plans. Each attendance center within a school

district shall develop an attendance center professional development plan as a means of promoting group
professional development. An attendance center professional development plan shall further the needs of
personnel responsible for instruction in the attendance center and shall enhance the student achievement
goals of the attendance center and the goals of the district.

d. Individual professional development plans. The school district and area education agency shall
support the development and implementation of the individual teacher professional development plan
for each teacher as outlined in subrule 83.6(2). Each individual teacher professional development plan
shall align to the fullest extent possible with the district professional development plan.

e. Beginning teacher mentoring and induction. A school district shall develop and implement
a beginning teacher mentoring and induction plan as outlined in subrule 83.3(1) or a framework
for beginning teachers as outlined in subrule 83.3(2). The district’s beginning teacher mentoring
and induction plan or framework for beginning teachers shall align with the district professional

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/284.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.72.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.6.pdf
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development plan described in paragraph 83.6(1)“b.” An area education agency shall develop and
implement a beginning teacher mentoring and induction plan as outlined in subrule 83.3(1), which
shall align with the area education agency’s professional development plan described in paragraph
83.6(1)“b.”

f. Organizational support for professional development. The school district shall provide
resources and support for the district professional development plan, including opportunities for
professional development, time for collaborative work of staff, budgetary support, and policies and
procedures that reflect the district’s commitment to professional development.

83.6(2) Individual teacher professional development plan. Each school district and area education
agency shall support the development and implementation of individual teachers’ professional
development plans for teachers other than beginning teachers. The purpose of the individual plan is to
promote individual and collective professional development. At a minimum, the goals for an individual
teacher professional development plan must be based on the needs of the teacher and on the relevant
Iowa teaching standards that support the student achievement goals of the teacher’s classroom or
classrooms, attendance center and school district or area education agency, as appropriate, as outlined
in the comprehensive school improvement plan. The goals shall go beyond those required under the
attendance center professional development plan described in paragraph 83.6(1)“c.” The learning
opportunities provided to meet the goals of the individual teacher plan include individual study and
collaborative study of district-determined or area education agency-determined content to the extent
possible. The individual plan shall be developed by the teacher in collaboration with the teacher’s
evaluator. An annual meeting shall be held between the teacher’s evaluator and the teacher to review
the goals and refine the plan.

83.6(3) Professional development provider requirements.
a. A provider may be a school district; an area education agency; a higher education institution; a

public or private entity including a professional organization that provides long-term, ongoing support
for the district’s or area education agency’s professional development plan; or a consortium of any of the
foregoing. An educational organization or programwith specific professional development accreditation
or approval from the department is an approved provider.

b. Providers that are not currently accredited or approved through state accreditation procedures
must follow approval procedures identified in the district’s or area education agency’s professional
development plan. The potential provider must submit to the school district or area education agency a
written application that provides the following documentation:

(1) How the provider will deliver technical assistance thatmeets the Iowa professional development
standards provided in paragraph 83.6(1)“a.”

(2) How the provider intends to assist the local district or area education agency in designing,
implementing, and evaluating professional development that meets the requirements established in
paragraph 83.6(1)“b.”

(3) A description of the qualifications of the provider.
(4) Evidence of the provider’s expertise in professional development.
(5) A budget.
(6) Procedures for evaluating the effectiveness of the technical assistance delivered by the provider.

[ARC 8808B, IAB 6/2/10, effective 7/7/10; ARC 1435C, IAB 4/30/14, effective 6/4/14; ARC 3631C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]

281—83.7(284) Teacher quality committees. Each school district and area education agency shall
create a teacher quality committee pursuant to 2007 Iowa Code Supplement section 284.4. The
committee is subject to the requirements of the Iowa open meetings law (Iowa Code chapter 21). To the
extent possible, committee membership shall have balanced representation with regard to gender. The
committee shall do all of the following:

1. Monitor the implementation of the requirements of statutes and administrative code provisions
relating to this chapter, including requirements that affect any agreement negotiated pursuant to Iowa
Code chapter 20.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.83.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8808B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1435C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3631C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2007/284.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/20.pdf
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2. Monitor the evaluation requirements of this chapter to ensure evaluations are conducted in a
fair and consistent manner throughout the school district or agency. The committee shall develop model
evidence for the Iowa teaching standards and criteria. The model evidence will minimize paperwork and
focus on teacher improvement. The model evidence will determine which standards and criteria can be
met through observation and which evidence meets multiple standards and criteria.

3. Determine, following the adoption of the Iowa professional development model by the state
board of education, the use and distribution of the professional development funds distributed to
the school district or agency as provided in 2007 Iowa Code Supplement section 284.13, subsection
1, paragraph “d,” based upon school district or agency, attendance center, and individual teacher
professional development plans.

4. Monitor the professional development in each attendance center to ensure that the professional
development meets school district or agency, attendance center, and individual teacher professional
development plans.

5. Determine the compensation for teachers on the committee for work responsibilities required
beyond the normal workday.

6. Make recommendations to the school board and the certified bargaining representative
regarding the expenditures of market factor incentives.
[ARC 3631C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]

DIVISION III
SPECIFIC STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO ADMINISTRATOR QUALITY PROGRAMS

281—83.8(284A) Administrator quality program. An administrator quality program is established
to promote high student achievement and enhanced educator quality. The program shall consist of the
following four major components:

1. Adherence to the Iowa school leadership standards and criteria as the minimum basis for
evaluations of administrators and as the basis for professional development plans for administrators.

2. Mentoring and induction programs that provide support for administrators in accordance with
2007 Iowa Code Supplement section 284A.5.

3. Professional development designed to directly support best practice for leadership.
4. Evaluation of administrators against the Iowa standards for school administrators.

281—83.9(284A) Mentoring and induction program for administrators.
83.9(1) Purpose. A beginning administrator mentoring and induction program is created to promote

excellence in school leadership, improve classroom instruction, enhance student achievement, build a
supportive environment within school districts, increase the retention of promising school leaders, and
promote the personal and professional well-being of administrators.

83.9(2) District participation. Each school board shall establish an administrator mentoring
program for all beginning administrators. The school board may adopt the model program developed by
the department or develop the program locally. Each school board’s beginning administrator mentoring
and induction program shall, at a minimum, provide for one year of programming to support the Iowa
standards for school administrators adopted pursuant to 2007 Iowa Code Supplement section 256.7(27),
and to support beginning administrators’ professional and personal needs. Each school board shall
include in the program the mentor selection process, supports for beginning administrators, and the
organizational and collaborative structures. Each district must also provide the budget, establish a
process for sustainability of the program, and establish a process for program evaluation. The school
board employing an administrator shall determine the conditions and requirements of an administrator
participating in a program established pursuant to this rule. A school board shall include its plan in the
school district’s comprehensive school improvement plan.

83.9(3) Recommendation for licensure. By the end of a beginning administrator’s first year
of employment, the beginning administrator shall be comprehensively evaluated to determine if
the administrator meets expectations to move to a professional administrator license. The school
district or area education agency shall recommend the beginning administrator for a professional

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2007/284.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2007/284.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3631C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2007/284A.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2007/256.7.pdf
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administrator license to the board of educational examiners upon the administrator’s completion of a
successful comprehensive evaluation. The evaluation process must include documented evidence of
the administrator’s competence in meeting the Iowa leadership standards. A school district or area
education agency may allow a beginning administrator a second year to demonstrate competence in the
Iowa standards for school administrators if, after conducting a comprehensive evaluation, the school
district or area education agency determines that the administrator is likely to successfully demonstrate
competence in the Iowa standards for school administrators by the end of the second year. Upon
notification by the school district or area education agency, the board of educational examiners shall
grant a beginning administrator who has been allowed a second year to demonstrate competence a
one-year extension of the beginning administrator’s initial license. An administrator granted a second
year to demonstrate competence shall undergo a comprehensive evaluation at the end of the second year.

281—83.10(284A) Iowa school leadership standards for administrators. The Iowa school leadership
standards for administrators are organized around the domains, qualities, and values of leadership
work that research and practice indicate contribute to students’ academic success and well-being.
The standards provide a framework to guide leadership practice and how leaders are prepared, hired,
developed, supervised and evaluated. A local school board may establish additional administrator
standards and related criteria, but shall at a minimum utilize the following standards therefor:

83.10(1) Mission, vision, and core values. Educational leaders develop, advocate, and enact a shared
mission, vision, and core values of high-quality education and academic success and well-being of each
student.

83.10(2) Ethics and professional norms. Educational leaders act ethically and according to
professional norms to promote each student’s academic success and well-being.

83.10(3) Equity and cultural responsiveness. Educational leaders strive for equity of educational
opportunity and culturally responsive practices to promote each student’s academic success and
well-being.

83.10(4) Curriculum, instruction, and assessment. Educational leaders develop and support
intellectually rigorous and coherent systems of curriculum, instruction, and assessment to promote each
student’s academic success and well-being.

83.10(5) Community of care and support for students. Educational leaders cultivate an inclusive,
caring, and supportive school community that promotes the academic success and well-being of each
student.

83.10(6) Professional capacity of school personnel. Educational leaders develop the professional
capacity and practice of school personnel to promote each student’s academic success and well-being.

83.10(7) Professional community for teachers and staff. Educational leaders foster a professional
community of teachers and other professional staff to promote each student’s academic success and
well-being.

83.10(8) Meaningful engagement of families and communities. Educational leaders engage families
and the community in meaningful, reciprocal, and mutually beneficial ways to promote each student’s
academic success and well-being.

83.10(9) Operations and management. Educational leaders manage school operations and resources
to promote each student’s academic success and well-being.

83.10(10) School improvement. Educational leaders act as agents of continuous improvement to
promote each student’s academic success and well-being.
[ARC 5331C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 7/1/21]

281—83.11(284A) Evaluation. The board of directors of a school district shall conduct an annual
evaluation of an administrator who holds a professional administrator license issued under Iowa
Code chapter 272 for purposes of assisting the administrator in making continuous improvements,
documenting continued competence in the Iowa standards for school administrators adopted pursuant
to Iowa Code section 256.7(27), and determining whether the administrator’s practice meets the board’s
expectations for the school district. The evaluation shall include, at a minimum, an assessment of the

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5331C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
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administrator’s competence in meeting the Iowa standards for school administrators and the goals of
the administrator’s individual professional development plan, including supporting documentation or
artifacts aligned to the Iowa standards for school administrators and the individual administrator’s
professional development plan.
[ARC 0524C, IAB 12/12/12, effective 1/16/13]

281—83.12(284A) Professional development of administrators.
83.12(1) Responsibility of district. Each school district shall be responsible for the provision of

professional growth programming for individuals employed in a school district administrative position by
the school district or area education agency as deemed appropriate by the board of directors of the school
district or area education agency. School districts may collaborate with other educational stakeholders,
including other school districts, area education agencies, professional organizations, higher education
institutions, and private providers, regarding the provision of professional development for school district
administrators. Professional development programming for school district administrators may include
support that meets the individual administrator’s professional development needs as aligned to the Iowa
standards for school administrators adopted pursuant to 2007 Iowa Code Supplement section 256.7(27),
and that meets individual administrator professional development plans.

83.12(2) Individual plans. In cooperation with the administrator’s evaluator, an administrator who
has a standard administrator’s license issued by the board of educational examiners pursuant to Iowa
Code chapter 272 and is employed by a school district or area education agency in a school district
administrative position shall develop an individual administrator professional development plan. The
purpose of the plan is to promote individual and group professional development. The individual plan
shall be based, at a minimum, on the needs of the administrator. The individual plan shall be aligned,
as appropriate, to the Iowa standards for school administrators adopted pursuant to 2007 Iowa Code
Supplement section 256.7(27), and the student achievement goals of the attendance center and the school
district as set forth in the comprehensive school improvement plan.

83.12(3) Role of evaluator. The administrator’s evaluator shall meet annually as provided in
Iowa Code section 279.23A with the administrator to review progress in meeting the goals in the
administrator’s individual professional development plan. The purpose of the meeting shall be to
review collaborative work with other staff on student achievement goals and to modify as necessary
the administrator’s individual professional development plan to reflect the individual administrator’s
and the school district’s needs and the administrator’s progress in meeting the goals in the plan. The
administrator shall provide evidence of progress toward meeting the goals. Modifications to the plan
may be made jointly by the administrator and the administrator’s supervisor, or the supervisor may
adjust the plan. Any changes in the plan made unilaterally by a supervisor must be clearly documented
for the administrator.

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapters 284 and 284A as amended by 2007 Iowa
Acts, chapter 108.

[Filed emergency 8/16/99—published 9/8/99, effective 8/20/99]
[Filed 10/21/99, Notice 9/8/99—published 11/17/99, effective 12/22/99]
[Filed 8/4/00, Notice 6/28/00—published 8/23/00, effective 9/27/00]
[Filed 8/10/01, Notice 6/27/01—published 9/5/01, effective 10/10/01]
[Filed 5/9/02, Notice 2/6/02—published 5/29/02, effective 7/3/02]
[Filed 3/14/03, Notice 2/5/03—published 4/2/03, effective 5/7/03]

[Filed 1/16/04, Notice 12/10/03—published 2/4/04, effective 3/10/04]
[Filed 2/8/08, Notice 12/19/07—published 2/27/08, effective 4/2/08]

[Filed ARC 7785B (Notice ARC 7489B, IAB 1/14/09), IAB 5/20/09, effective 6/24/09]
[Filed ARC 8808B (Notice ARC 8509B, IAB 2/10/10), IAB 6/2/10, effective 7/7/10]

[Filed ARC 9265B (Notice ARC 9015B, IAB 8/25/10), IAB 12/15/10, effective 1/19/11]
[Filed ARC 0524C (Notice ARC 0300C, IAB 8/22/12), IAB 12/12/12, effective 1/16/13]
[Filed ARC 1435C (Notice ARC 1338C, IAB 2/19/14), IAB 4/30/14, effective 6/4/14]
[Filed ARC 3631C (Notice ARC 3271C, IAB 8/30/17), IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]
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[Filed ARC 5331C (Notice ARC 5147C, IAB 8/26/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 7/1/21]
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CHAPTER 103
CORPORAL PUNISHMENT, PHYSICAL RESTRAINT, SECLUSION, AND OTHER PHYSICAL

CONTACT WITH STUDENTS

281—103.1(256B,280) Purpose and objectives. The purpose of this chapter is to provide uniform
definitions and policies for public school districts, accredited nonpublic schools, and area education
agencies regarding the application of physical contact or force to enrolled students. These rules
clarify that corporal punishment, prone restraint, and mechanical restraint are prohibited; explain the
parameters and protocols for the use of physical restraint and seclusion; and describe other limits on
physical contact with students. The applicability of this chapter to physical restraint, seclusion, or
behavior management interventions does not depend on the terminology employed by the organization
to describe the activity or space. These rules are intended to promote the dignity, care, safety,
welfare, and security of each child and the school community; encourage the use of proactive,
effective, and evidence- and research-based strategies and best practices to reduce the occurrence of
challenging behaviors; increase meaningful instructional time for all students; ensure that seclusion and
physical restraint are used only in specified circumstances and are subject to assessment, monitoring,
documentation, and reporting by trained employees; and give clear guidance on whether a disciplinary
or behavioral management technique is prohibited or may be used.
[ARC 5332C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—103.2(256B,280) Definitions. For the purposes of this chapter:
“Bodily injury” means physical pain, illness, or any impairment of physical condition.
“Corporal punishment” means the intentional physical punishment of a student. “Corporal

punishment” includes the use of unreasonable or unnecessary physical force, or physical contact made
with the intent to harm or cause pain.

“Debriefings” are meetings to collaboratively examine and determine what caused an incident or
incidents resulting in the use of physical restraints or seclusion, how the incident or the use of physical
restraints or seclusion or both could have been avoided and how future incidents could be avoided, and
to plan for and implement positive and preventative supports. The debriefing process is intended to
improve future outcomes by reducing the likelihood of future problem behavior and the subsequent use
of physical restraint or seclusion.

“Mechanical restraint” means the use of a device as a means of restricting a student’s freedom of
movement. “Mechanical restraint” does not mean a device used by trained school personnel, or used
by a student, for the specific and approved therapeutic or safety purposes for which such a device was
designed and, if applicable, prescribed, including restraints for medical immobilization, adaptive devices
or mechanical supports used to allow greater freedom of mobility than would be possible without the
use of such devices or mechanical supports, and vehicle safety restraints when used as intended during
the transport of a student in a moving vehicle.

“Parent” means an individual included in the definition of “parent” in rule
281—41.30(256B,34CFR300), and also includes an individual authorized to make decisions for the
child pursuant to a power of attorney for temporary delegation of custody or for making educational
decisions.

“Physical restraint” means a personal restriction that immobilizes or reduces the ability of a child
to move the child’s arms, legs, body, or head freely. “Physical restraint” does not mean a technique used
by trained school personnel, or used by a student, for the specific and approved therapeutic or safety
purposes for which such a technique was designed and, if applicable, prescribed. “Physical restraint”
does not include instructional strategies, such as physically guiding a student during an educational task,
hand-shaking, hugging, or other nondisciplinary physical contact.

“Prone restraint” means any restraint in which the child is held face down on the floor.
“Reasonable and necessary force” is that force, and no more, which a reasonable person would

judge to be necessary under the circumstances that existed at the time, that is not intended to cause pain,

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5332C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.41.30.pdf
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and that does not exceed the degree or duration required to accomplish the purposes set forth in rule
281—103.5(256B,280).

“School” includes public school districts, accredited nonpublic schools, and area education agencies.
“Seclusion”means the involuntary confinement of a child in a seclusion room or area fromwhich the

child is prevented or prohibited from leaving; however, preventing a child from leaving a classroom or
school building shall not be considered seclusion. “Seclusion” does not include instances when a school
employee is present within the room and providing services to the child, such as crisis intervention or
instruction.

“Seclusion room” means a room, area, or enclosure, whether within or outside the classroom, used
for seclusion.
[ARC 5332C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—103.3(256B,280) Ban on corporal punishment and prone and mechanical restraints. An
employee shall not inflict, or cause to be inflicted, corporal punishment upon a student or use prone
restraints or mechanical restraints upon a student.
[ARC 5332C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—103.4(256B,280) Activities that are not considered corporal punishment. Corporal punishment
does not include the following:

1. Verbal recrimination or chastisement directed toward a student;
2. Reasonable requests or requirements of a student engaged in activities associated with physical

education class or extracurricular athletics;
3. Actions consistent with and included in an individualized education program (IEP) developed

under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, as reauthorized, Iowa Code chapter 256B, and
281––Chapter 41; a behavior intervention plan (BIP); an individual health plan (IHP); or a safety plan.
However, under no circumstance shall an IEP, BIP, IHP, or safety plan violate the provisions of this
chapter;

4. Reasonable periods of detention, not in excess of school hours, or brief periods of detention
before or after school, in a seat, classroom, or other part of a school facility;

5. Actions by an employee subject to these rules toward a person who is not a student of the school
or receiving the services of a school employing or utilizing the services of the employee.
[ARC 5332C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—103.5(256B,280) Use of reasonable and necessary force.
103.5(1) Notwithstanding the ban on corporal punishment in rule 281—103.3(256B,280), no

employee subject to these rules is prohibited from:
a. Using reasonable and necessary force, not designed or intended to cause pain, in order to

accomplish any of the following:
(1) To quell a disturbance or prevent an act that threatens physical harm to any person.
(2) To obtain possession of a weapon or other dangerous object within a student’s control.
(3) For the purposes of self-defense or defense of others as provided for in Iowa Code section 704.3.
(4) To remove a disruptive student from class or any area of the school’s premises or from

school-sponsored activities off school premises.
(5) To prevent a student from the self-infliction of harm.
(6) To protect the safety of others.
(7) To protect property as provided for in Iowa Code section 704.4 or 704.5.
b. Using incidental, minor, or reasonable physical contact to maintain order and control.
103.5(2) An employee subject to these rules is not privileged to use unreasonable force to accomplish

any of the purposes listed above.
[ARC 5332C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—103.6(256B,280) Reasonable force.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.103.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5332C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5332C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/256B.pdf
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https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.103.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/704.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/704.4.pdf
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103.6(1) In determining the reasonableness of the physical force used by a school employee, the
following factors shall be applied:

a. The size and physical, mental, and psychological condition of the student;
b. The nature of the student’s behavior or misconduct resulting in the use of physical force;
c. The instrumentality used in applying the physical force;
d. The extent and nature of resulting injury to the student, if any, including mental and

psychological injury;
e. The motivation of the school employee using the physical force.
103.6(2) Reasonable physical force, privileged at its inception, does not lose its privileged status by

reasons of an injury to the student, not reasonably foreseeable or otherwise caused by intervening acts
of another, including the student.
[ARC 5332C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—103.7(256B,280) Reasonable and necessary force—use of physical restraint or seclusion.
103.7(1) Physical restraint or seclusion is reasonable and necessary only:
a. To prevent or terminate an imminent threat of bodily injury to the student or others; or
b. To prevent serious damage to property of significant monetary value or significant nonmonetary

value or importance; or
c. When the student’s actions seriously disrupt the learning environment or when physical restraint

or seclusion is necessary to ensure the safety of the student and others; and
d. When less restrictive alternatives to seclusion or physical restraint would not be effective, would

not be feasible under the circumstances, or have failed in preventing or terminating the imminent threat
or behavior; and

e. When the physical restraint or seclusion complies with all the rules of this chapter.
103.7(2) If seclusion or physical restraint is utilized, the following provisions shall apply:
a. The seclusion or physical restraint must be imposed by an employee who:
(1) Is trained in accordance with rule 281—103.8(256B,280); or
(2) Is otherwise available and a trained employee is not immediately available due to the

unforeseeable nature of the occurrence.
b. A school must attempt to notify the student’s parent using the school’s emergency contact

system as soon as practicable after the situation is under control, but no later than one hour or the end of
the school day, whichever occurs first.

c. The seclusion or physical restraint must only be used for as long as is necessary, based on
research and evidence, to allow the student to regain control of the student’s behavior to the point that
the threat or behavior necessitating the use of the seclusion or physical restraint has ended, or when a
medical condition occurs that puts the student at risk of harm.

Unless otherwise provided for in the student’s written, approved IEP, BIP, IHP, or safety plan, if the
seclusion or physical restraint continues for more than 15 minutes:

(1) The student shall be provided with any necessary breaks to attend to personal and bodily needs,
unless doing so would endanger the child or others.

(2) An employee shall obtain approval from an administrator or administrator’s designee to
continue the seclusion or physical restraint beyond 15 minutes. After the initial approval, an employee
must obtain additional approval every 30 minutes thereafter for the continuation of the seclusion or
physical restraint. Approval must be documented in accordance with rule 281—103.8(256B,280).

(3) The student’s parent and the school may agree to more frequent notifications than is required
by this subrule.

(4) Schools and employees must document and explain in writing, as required by subrule 103.8(2),
the reasons why it was not possible for them to obtain approval, notify parents, or take action under
paragraphs 103.7(2)“b” and “c” within the prescribed time limits.

(5) Schools and employees who initiate and then end the use of nonapproved restraints must
document and explain in writing the reasons why they had no other option but to use this type of

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5332C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.103.8.pdf
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https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.103.8.pdf
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behavioral intervention. This subparagraph is not intended to excuse or condone the use of nonapproved
restraints.

d. The area of seclusion shall be a designated seclusion room that complies with the seclusion
room requirements of rule 281—103.9(256B,280), unless the nature of the occurrence makes the use
of the designated seclusion room impossible, clearly impractical, or clearly contrary to the safety of the
student, others, or both; in that event, the school must document and explain in writing the reasons why
a designated seclusion room was not used.

e. An employee must continually visually monitor the student for the duration of the seclusion or
physical restraint.

f. An employee shall not use any physical restraint that obstructs the airway of the student.
g. If an employee restrains a student who uses sign language or an augmentative mode of

communication as the student’s primary mode of communication, the student shall be permitted to have
the student’s hands free of physical restraint, unless doing so is not feasible in view of the threat posed.

h. Seclusion or physical restraint shall not be used:
● As punishment or discipline;
● To force compliance or to retaliate;
● As a substitute for appropriate educational or behavioral support;
● To prevent property damage except as described in paragraph 103.7(1)“b”;
● As a routine school safety measure; or
● As a convenience to staff.
103.7(3) An employee must document the use of the seclusion or physical restraint in accordance

with rule 281—103.8(256B,280).
103.7(4) Nothing in this rule shall be construed as limiting or eliminating any immunity conferred

by Iowa Code section 280.21, rule 281—103.11(256B,280), or any other provision of law.
103.7(5) An agency covered by this chapter shall investigate any complaint or allegation that one

or more of its employees violated one or more provisions of this chapter. If an agency covered by this
chapter determines that one or more of its employees violated one or more of the provisions of this
chapter, the agency shall take appropriate corrective action. If any allegation involves a specific student,
the agency shall transmit to the parents of the student the results of its investigation, including, to the
extent permitted by law, any required corrective action.

103.7(6) If a child’s IEP, BIP, IHP, or safety plan includes either or both physical restraint or seclusion
measures, thosemeasuresmust be individualized to the child; describedwith specificity in the child’s IEP,
BIP, IHP, or safety plan; and be reasonably calculated to enable the child to make progress appropriate
in light of the child’s circumstances.

103.7(7) These rules must be complied with whether or not a parent consents to the use of physical
restraint or seclusion for the child.

103.7(8) If any alleged violation of this chapter is also an allegation of “abuse” as defined in rule
281—102.2(280), the procedures in 281—Chapter 102 shall be applicable.

103.7(9) Schools must provide a copy of this chapter and any school-adopted or school-used related
policies, procedures and training materials to any individual who is not an employee but whose duties
could require the individual to participate in or be present when physical restraints are or seclusion is
being used. Schools must invite these individuals to participate in training offered to employees pursuant
to this chapter.
[ARC 5332C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—103.8(256B,280) Training, documentation, debriefing, and reporting requirements.
103.8(1) Training. An employee must receive training prior to using any form of physical restraint

or seclusion. Training shall cover the following topics:
a. The rules of this chapter;
b. The school’s specific policies and procedures regarding the rules of this chapter;
c. Student and staff debriefing requirements;

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.103.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.103.8.pdf
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d. Positive behavior interventions and supports, and evidence-based approaches to student
discipline and classroom management;

e. Research-based alternatives to physical restraint and seclusion;
f. Crisis prevention, crisis intervention, and crisis de-escalation techniques;
g. Duties and responsibilities of school resource officers and other responders, and the techniques,

strategies and procedures used by responders; and
h. Safe and effective use of physical restraint and seclusion.
103.8(2) Documentation and reporting. Schools must maintain documentation for each occurrence

of physical restraint and seclusion. Documentation must contain at least the following information:
a. The name of the student;
b. The names and job titles of employees who observed, implemented, or were involved in

administering or monitoring the use of seclusion or physical restraints, including the administrator or
individual who approved continuation of the seclusion or physical restraint pursuant to subparagraph
103.7(2)“c”(2);

c. The date of the occurrence;
d. The beginning and ending times of the occurrence;
e. The date the employees who observed, implemented, or were involved in administering or

monitoring the use of seclusion or physical restraints last completed training required by subrule
103.8(1);

f. A description of the actions of the student before, during, and after the seclusion or physical
restraint;

g. A description of the actions of the employee(s) involved before, during, and after the seclusion
or physical restraint, including the use of a nonapproved restraint (subparagraph 103.7(2)“c”(5)) or the
use of other than a designated seclusion room (paragraph 103.7(2)“d”);

h. Documentation of approvals for continuation of the seclusion or physical restraint period
generated in accordance with subrule 103.7(2), including why it was not possible to obtain approval;

i. A description of the less restrictive means attempted as alternatives to seclusion or physical
restraint;

j. A description of any injuries, whether to the student or others, and any property damage;
k. A description of future approaches to address the student’s behavior, including any

consequences or disciplinary actions that may be imposed on the student; and
l. The time and manner by which the school notified the student’s parent of the use of physical

restraint or seclusion, including why it was not possible to attempt to give notice within the time specified
by paragraph 103.7(2)“b.”

Schools must provide the student’s parent with a written copy of the report by the end of the third
school day following the occurrence. The report shall be accompanied by a letter inviting the parent to
participate in a debriefing meeting, if necessary under subrule 103.8(3), to be held within five school
days of the day the report and letter are mailed to or provided to the parent. The letter must include the
date, time and place of the meeting and the names and titles of employees and other individuals who
will attend the meeting. The parent may elect to receive the report and the letter via electronic mail or
facsimile or by obtaining a copy at the school. If the parent does not provide instructions to the school
or enter into an agreement with the school for alternate dates and methods of delivery, the school must
mail the letter and report to the parent by first-class mail, postage prepaid, postmarked by end of the third
school day after the occurrence.

103.8(3) Debriefing.
a. Schools must hold a debriefing meeting as soon as practicable whenever required by paragraph

103.8(3)“f,” but within five school days of the day the report and letter are mailed or provided to the
parent, unless a parent who wants to participate personally or through a representative asks for an
extension of time, or the parent and school agree to an alternate date and time. The student may attend
the meeting with the parent’s consent. The parent may elect to be accompanied by other individuals
or representatives. The meeting must include employees who administered the physical restraint or
seclusion, an administrator or employee who was not involved in the occurrence, the individual or
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administrator who approved continuation of the physical restraint or seclusion, other relevant personnel
designated by the school (such as principal, counselor, classroom teacher, special education teacher),
and, if indicated by the student’s behavior in the instances prompting the debriefing, an expert in
behavioral health, mental health, or another appropriate discipline. The meeting, and the debriefing
report that is to be provided to the parent after the meeting, must include the following information and
subjects:

(1) The date and location of the meeting, and the names and titles of the participants;
(2) The documentation and report completed in compliance with subrule 103.8(2);
(3) A review of the student’s BIP, IHP, safety plan, and IEP as applicable;
(4) Identification of patterns of behavior and proportionate response, if any, in the student and the

employees involved;
(5) Determination of possible alternative responses to the incident/less restrictive means, if any;
(6) Identification of additional resources that could facilitate those alternative responses in the

future;
(7) Planning for follow-up actions, such as behavior assessments, revisions of school intervention

plans, medical consultations, and reintroduction plans.
b. Schools must complete the debriefing report and provide a copy of the report to the parent of

the student within three school days of the debriefing meeting. The parent may elect to receive the report
via electronic mail, or facsimile, or by obtaining a copy at the school. If the parent does not provide
instructions to the school or enter into an agreement with the school for alternate dates and methods of
delivery, the school must mail the debriefing report to the parent by first-class mail, postage prepaid,
postmarked no later than three school days after the debriefing meeting.

c. If the debriefing session results in a recommendation that a child might be eligible for a BIP,
IHP, safety plan, or IEP, the public agencies shall promptly determine the child’s eligibility in accordance
with the procedures required for determining eligibility, including rules contained in 281—Chapter 14
and 281—Chapter 41, as applicable.

d. Any recommended change to a student’s BIP, IHP, safety plan, or IEP, or a student’s educational
placement, shall be made in accordance with the procedures required for amending said plan or changing
said placement, including rules contained in 281—Chapter 14 and 281—Chapter 41, as applicable.

e. Nothing in this subrule shall be construed to require employers to include information about
employees that would be legally protected personnel information, including employee disciplinary
information under Iowa Code chapters 279 and 284, or to allow discussion of that personnel information,
in debriefing meetings.

f. For purposes of this subrule, a debriefing session is required:
(1) Upon the first instance of seclusion or physical restraint during a school year;
(2) Whenever any personal injury occurs as a part of the use of seclusion or physical restraint;
(3) Whenever a reasonable educator would determine a debriefing session is necessary;
(4) Whenever suggested by a student’s IEP team (if any);
(5) Whenever agreed by the parent and the school officials.
However, in any case a debriefing session shall occur after seven instances of seclusion or physical

restraint. Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to prevent a school from offering more debriefing
meetings.

103.8(4) Confidentiality. Schools must comply with the requirements of the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) (20 U.S.C. § 1232g; 34 CFR Part 99), Iowa Code chapter 22,
“Examination of Public Records (Open Records),” and other applicable federal and state laws, when
taking action pursuant to this rule.

103.8(5) Reporting to department. Schools shall report to the Iowa department of education, in a
manner prescribed by the department, an annual count of all instances of seclusion or restraint, an annual
count of the number of students who were subjected to seclusion or restraint, and any other data required
for the department to implement the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, as amended by the Every
Student Succeeds Act, Public Law 114-95.
[ARC 5332C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]
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281—103.9(256B,280) Seclusion room requirements. Schools must meet the following standards for
the structural and physical requirements for rooms used for seclusion:

103.9(1) The room must meet and comply with all applicable building, fire, safety, and health codes
and standards and with the other requirements of this rule.

103.9(2) The dimensions of the room shall be of adequate width, length, and height to allow the
student to move about and recline safely and comfortably, considering the age, size, and physical and
mental condition of the student being secluded. The interior of the room must be no less than 56 square
feet, and the distance between opposing walls must be no less than 7 feet across.

103.9(3) The room must not be isolated from school employees or the facility.
103.9(4) Any wall that is part of the room must be part of the structural integrity of the room (not

free-standing cells or portable units attached to the existing wall or floor).
103.9(5) The room must provide a means of continuous visual and auditory monitoring of the

student.
103.9(6) The room must be adequately lighted with switches to control lighting located outside the

room.
103.9(7) The room must be adequately ventilated with switches to control fans or other ventilation

devices located outside the room.
103.9(8) The room must maintain a temperature within the normal human comfort range and

consistent with the rest of the building with temperature controls located outside of the room.
103.9(9) The roommust be clean and free of objects and fixtures that could be potentially dangerous

to a student, including protruding, exposed, or sharp objects, exposed pipes, electrical wiring, or other
objects in the room that could be used by students to harm themselves or to climb up a wall.

103.9(10) The room must contain no free-standing furniture.
103.9(11) The room must be constructed of materials safe for its intended use, including wall and

floor coverings designed to prevent injury to the student. Interior finish of the seclusion room shall
comply with the state and local building and fire codes and standards.

103.9(12) Doors must open outward. The door shall not be fitted with a lock unless it releases
automatically when not physically held in the locked position by personnel on the outside of the door
and permits the door to be opened from the inside. Doors, when fully open, shall not reduce the required
corridor width by more than seven inches. Doors in any position shall not reduce the required width by
more than one-half.

103.9(13) The room must be able to be opened from the inside immediately upon the release of a
security mechanism held in place by constant human contact.

103.9(14) Windows, if any, must be transparent and made of unbreakable or shatterproof glass or
plastic.

103.9(15) By July 1, 2021, schoolsmust consult with appropriate state and local building, fire, safety,
and health officials to ensure the room complies with all applicable codes and standards (for example,
heating, ventilation, lighting, accessibility, dimensions, access, entry and exit, fire suppression, etc.), and
maintain documentation of such consultation and compliance and approval.

103.9(16) Assuming approval pursuant to subrule 103.9(15), a school may continue to use a room
that otherwise complies with this rule but for subrule 103.9(2) for a period of five years from January 20,
2021, or whenever the portion of the school containing the room is renovated or remodeled, whichever
occurs first.
[ARC 5332C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—103.10(256B,280) Department responsibilities. The department shall develop, establish,
and distribute to all school districts evidence-based standards, guidelines, and expectations for the
appropriate and inappropriate responses to behavior in the classroom that presents an imminent threat of
bodily injury to a student or another person and for the reasonable, necessary, and appropriate physical
restraint of a student, consistent with these rules.

The director of the department shall consult with the area education agencies to create comprehensive
and consistent standards and guidance for professional development relating to successfully educating

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.103.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.103.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5332C.pdf
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individuals in the least restrictive environment, and for evidence-based interventions consistent with the
standards established pursuant to this subsection.
[ARC 5332C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

281—103.11(256B,280) Other provisions.
103.11(1) To prevail in a civil action alleging a violation of Iowa Code section 280.21 or this chapter,

the party bringing the action shall prove the violation by clear and convincing evidence. Any school
employee determined in a civil action to have been wrongfully accused under Iowa Code section 280.21
or this chapter shall be awarded reasonable monetary damages, in light of the circumstances involved,
against the party bringing the action.

103.11(2) A school employee’s employer and the board of educational examiners shall not engage
in reprisal or retaliation against a school employee who, in the reasonable course of the employee’s
employment responsibilities, comes into physical contact with a student in accordance with Iowa Code
section 280.21 or this chapter.
[ARC 5332C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 280.21.
[Filed 10/12/90, Notice 9/5/90—published 10/31/90, effective 12/5/901]
[Filed 9/13/91, Notice 5/29/91—published 10/2/91, effective 11/6/91]
[Filed 9/11/08, Notice 6/18/08—published 10/8/08, effective 11/12/08]

[Filed ARC 9378B (Notice ARC 9146B, IAB 10/6/10), IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11]
[Filed ARC 5332C (Notice ARC 5146C, IAB 8/26/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

1 Effective date of 281—103.2(280), last 2 sentences, delayed until adjournment of the 1991 Session of the General Assembly
by the Administrative Rules Review Committee at its November 13, 1990, meeting. The agency rescinded the last sentence,
effective 11/6/91, IAB 10/2/91.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5332C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/280.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/280.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/280.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5332C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/280.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9378B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9146B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5332C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5146C.pdf
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EDUCATIONAL EXAMINERS BOARD[282]
[Prior to 6/15/88, see Professional Teaching Practices Commission[640]]
[Prior to 5/16/90, see Professional Teaching Practices Commission[287]]

CHAPTER 1
GENERAL

1.1(272) Definition
1.2(272,17A) Organization and method of operation

CHAPTER 2
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING

(Uniform Rules)

2.1(17A) Petition for rule making
2.3(17A) Inquiries

CHAPTER 3
DECLARATORY ORDERS

(Uniform Rules)

3.1(17A) Petition for declaratory order
3.2(17A) Notice of petition
3.3(17A) Intervention
3.5(17A) Inquiries

CHAPTER 4
AGENCY PROCEDURE FOR RULE MAKING

(Uniform Rules)

4.3(17A) Public rule-making docket
4.4(17A) Notice of proposed rule making
4.5(17A) Public participation
4.6(17A) Regulatory analysis
4.11(17A) Concise statement of reasons
4.13(17A) Agency rule-making record

CHAPTER 5
PUBLIC RECORDS AND FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES

(Uniform Rules)

5.1(22,272) Definitions
5.3(22,272) Request for access to records
5.6(22,272) Procedure by which additions, dissents, or objections may be entered into certain

records
5.9(22,272) Disclosures without the consent of the subject
5.10(22,272) Routine use
5.11(272) Consensual disclosure of confidential records
5.12(272) Release to subject
5.13(272) Availability of records
5.14(272) Personally identifiable information
5.15(272) Other groups of records
5.16(272) Applicability

CHAPTER 6
WAIVERS FROM ADMINISTRATIVE RULES

6.1(17A) Definition
6.2(17A) Scope of chapter
6.3(17A) Applicability of chapter
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6.4(17A) Criteria for waiver
6.5(17A) Filing of petition
6.6(17A) Content of petition
6.7(17A) Additional information
6.8(17A) Notice
6.9(17A) Hearing procedures
6.10(17A) Ruling
6.11(17A) Public availability
6.12(17A) Submission of waiver information
6.13(17A) Cancellation of a waiver
6.14(17A) Violations
6.15(17A) Defense
6.16(17A) Judicial review

CHAPTER 7
PROOF OF LEGAL PRESENCE

7.1(272) Purpose
7.2(272) Applicability
7.3(272) Acceptable evidence

CHAPTER 8
DEBTS TO STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT—NONCOMPLIANCE

8.1(272D) Issuance or renewal of a license—denial
8.2(272D) Suspension or revocation of a license
8.3(17A,22,272D) Sharing of information

CHAPTER 9
Reserved

CHAPTER 10
CHILD SUPPORT NONCOMPLIANCE

10.1(272,252J) Issuance or renewal of a license—denial
10.2(252J) Suspension or revocation of a license
10.3(17A,22,252J) Sharing of information

CHAPTER 11
COMPLAINTS, INVESTIGATIONS,
CONTESTED CASE HEARINGS

11.1(17A,272) Scope and applicability
11.2(17A) Definitions
11.3(17A,272) Jurisdictional requirements
11.4(17A,272) Complaint
11.5(272) Investigation of complaints or license reports
11.6(272) Ruling on the initial inquiry
11.7(17A,272) Notice of hearing
11.8(17A,272) Presiding officer
11.9(17A,272) Waiver of procedures
11.10(17A,272) Telephone proceedings
11.11(17A,272) Disqualification
11.12(17A,272) Consolidation—severance
11.13(17A,272) Pleadings
11.14(17A,272) Service and filing of pleadings and other papers
11.15(17A,272) Discovery
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11.16(17A,272) Subpoenas
11.17(17A,272) Motions
11.18(17A,272) Prehearing conference
11.19(17A,272) Continuances
11.20(17A,272) Intervention
11.21(17A,272) Hearing procedures
11.22(17A,272) Evidence
11.23(17A,272) Default
11.24(17A,272) Ex parte communication
11.25(17A,272) Recording costs
11.26(17A,272) Interlocutory appeals
11.27(17A,272) Final decision
11.28(17A,272) Appeals and review
11.29(17A,272) Applications for rehearing
11.30(17A,272) Stays of board actions
11.31(17A,272) No factual dispute contested cases
11.32(17A,272) Emergency adjudicative proceedings
11.33(272) Methods of discipline
11.34(272) Reinstatement
11.35(272) Application denial and appeal
11.36(272) Denial of renewal application
11.37(272) Mandatory reporting of contract nonrenewal or termination or resignation based

on allegations of misconduct
11.38(256,272) Reporting by department of education employees
11.39(272) Denial of application during a pending professional practices case

CHAPTER 12
FEES

12.1(272) Issuance of licenses, certificates, authorizations, and statements of professional
recognition

12.2(272) Fees for the renewal or extension of licenses, certificates, statements of professional
recognition, and authorizations

12.3(272) Evaluation fee
12.4(272) Adding endorsements
12.5(272) Duplicate licenses, authorizations, and statements of professional recognition
12.6(272) Late fees
12.7(272) Fees nonrefundable
12.8(272) Portfolio review and evaluation fee
12.9(272) Retention of incomplete applications

CHAPTER 13
ISSUANCE OF TEACHER LICENSES AND ENDORSEMENTS

13.1(272) All applicants desiring Iowa licensure
13.2 to 13.4 Reserved
13.5(272) Teacher licenses
13.6(272) Specific requirements for an initial license
13.7(272) Specific requirements for a standard license
13.8(272) Specific requirements for a master educator’s license
13.9(272) Teacher intern license
13.10(272) Specific requirements for a Class A extension license
13.11(272) Specific requirements for a Class B license
13.12 and 13.13 Reserved
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13.14(272) Specific requirements for a Class E emergency extension license
13.15 Reserved
13.16(272) Specific requirements for a substitute teacher’s license
13.17(272) Specific requirements for exchange licenses
13.18 and 13.19 Reserved
13.20(272) Permanent professional certificates
13.21 to 13.25 Reserved
13.26(272) Requirements for elementary endorsements
13.27(272) Requirements for middle school endorsements
13.28(272) Minimum content requirements for teaching endorsements
13.29(272) Adding, removing or reinstating a teaching endorsement
13.30(272) Licenses—issue and expiration dates, corrections, duplicates, and fraud

CHAPTER 14
SPECIAL EDUCATION ENDORSEMENTS

14.1(272) Special education teaching endorsements
14.2(272) Specific requirements

CHAPTER 15
SPECIAL EDUCATION SUPPORT PERSONNEL AUTHORIZATIONS

15.1(272) Authorizations requiring a license
15.2(272) Special education consultant
15.3 and 15.4 Reserved
15.5(272) Supervisor of special education—instructional
15.6(272) Work experience coordinator

CHAPTER 16
STATEMENTS OF PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION (SPR)

16.1(272) Statement of professional recognition (SPR)
16.2(272) School audiologist
16.3(272) School nurse
16.4(272) School occupational therapist
16.5(272) School physical therapist
16.6(272) School social worker
16.7(272) Special education nurse
16.8(272) Speech-language pathologist

CHAPTER 17
Reserved

CHAPTER 18
ISSUANCE OF ADMINISTRATOR LICENSES AND ENDORSEMENTS

18.1(272) All applicants desiring an Iowa administrator license
18.2 and 18.3 Reserved
18.4(272) General requirements for an administrator license
18.5(272) Specific requirements for a professional administrator license
18.6(272) Specific requirements for an administrator prepared out of state
18.7(272) Specific requirements for a Class A extension license
18.8(272) Specific requirements for a Class B license
18.9(272) Area and grade levels of administrator endorsements
18.10(272) Superintendent/AEA administrator
18.11(272) Director of special education of an area education agency
18.12(272) Specific requirements for a Class E emergency license
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18.13 Reserved
18.14(272) Endorsements
18.15(272) Licenses—issue dates, corrections, duplicates, and fraud

CHAPTER 19
EVALUATOR ENDORSEMENT AND LICENSE

19.1(272) Evaluator endorsement and license
19.2(272) Initial evaluator endorsement
19.3(272) Evaluator endorsement
19.4(272) Applicants for administrator licensure
19.5(272) Evaluator license
19.6 Reserved
19.7(272) Renewal of administrator licenses
19.8(272) Renewal of evaluator endorsement or license
19.9(272) Holder of permanent professional certificate
19.10(272) Licenses—issue dates, corrections, duplicates, and fraud

CHAPTER 20
RENEWALS

20.1(272) General renewal information
20.2(272) Renewal application forms
20.3(272) Renewal of licenses
20.4(272) Specific renewal requirements for the initial license
20.5(272) Specific renewal requirements for the standard license
20.6(272) Specific renewal requirements for a master educator license
20.7(272) Specific renewal requirements for a substitute license
20.8(272) Specific renewal requirements for the initial administrator license
20.9(272) Specific renewal requirements for an administrator license
20.10(272) Renewal requirements for a statement of professional recognition (SPR)
20.11(272) Audit of applications for license renewal
20.12(272) Appeal procedure
20.13(272) Licensure renewal programs

CHAPTER 21
Reserved

CHAPTER 22
AUTHORIZATIONS

22.1(272) Coaching authorization
22.2(272) Substitute authorization
22.3(272) School business official authorization
22.4(272) Licenses—issue dates, corrections, duplicates, and fraud
22.5(272) Preliminary native language teaching authorization
22.6(272) Native language teaching authorization
22.7(272) School administration manager authorization
22.8(272) iJAG authorization
22.9(272) Requirements for the career and technical secondary authorization
22.10(272) Activities administration authorization
22.11(272) Extension
22.12(272) Orientation and mobility authorization
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CHAPTER 23
BEHIND-THE-WHEEL DRIVING INSTRUCTOR AUTHORIZATION

23.1(272,321) Requirements
23.2(272,321) Validity
23.3(272,321) Approval of courses
23.4(272,321) Application process
23.5(272,321) Renewal
23.6(272,321) Revocation and suspension

CHAPTER 24
PARAEDUCATOR CERTIFICATES

24.1(272) Paraeducator certificates
24.2(272) Approved paraeducator certificate programs
24.3(272) Prekindergarten through grade 12 paraeducator generalist certificate
24.4(272) Paraeducator area of concentration
24.5(272) Prekindergarten through grade 12 advanced paraeducator certificate
24.6(272) Renewal requirements
24.7(272) Issue date on original certificate
24.8(272) Validity
24.9(272) Certificate application fee

CHAPTER 25
CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT AND ETHICS

25.1(272) Scope of standards
25.2(272) Definitions
25.3(272) Standards of professional conduct and ethics

CHAPTER 26
CODE OF RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

26.1(272) Purpose
26.2(272) Rights
26.3(272) Responsibilities

CHAPTER 27
ISSUANCE OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICE LICENSES

27.1(272) Professional service license
27.2(272) Requirements for a professional service license
27.3(272) Specific requirements for professional service license endorsements
27.4(272) Specific renewal requirements for the initial professional service license
27.5(272) Specific renewal requirements for the standard professional service license
27.6(272) Specific requirements for a Class B license
27.7(272) Timely renewal
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL

[Prior to 6/15/88, see Professional Teaching Practices Commission[640] Ch 1]
[Prior to 5/16/90, see Professional Teaching Practices Commission[287] Ch 1]

282—1.1(272) Definition. The board of educational examiners shall hereinafter be referred to as the
“board.”

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 272.

282—1.2(272,17A) Organization and method of operation.
1.2(1) History. The board was created by Iowa Code chapter 272.
1.2(2) Composition. The composition of the board is defined in Iowa Code section 272.3.
1.2(3) Executive director. The governor shall appoint an executive director of the board subject to

confirmation by the senate. The executive director shall possess a background in education licensure and
administrative experience and shall serve at the pleasure of the governor. The executive director acts as
executive head of the agency and is responsible for the administration of the board.

1.2(4) Major statutory function. The board is created to exercise the exclusive authority to license
practitioners and professional development programs, except for programs offered by practitioner
preparation institutions or area education agencies and approved by the state board of education.
Licensing authority includes the authority to establish criteria for the licenses, creation of application
and renewal forms, development of a code of professional rights and responsibilities, practices, and
ethics.

1.2(5) Conduct of business. The ordinary business of the board is conducted at its regular meetings
generally held at 701 East Court Avenue, Suite A, Des Moines, Iowa 50309.

a. The board shall biennially, at its regularly scheduled meeting in June, elect a chair from its
membership to begin serving upon election.

b. The board shall approve annual meeting dates at least by June 30.
c. The board may schedule special meetings called by the chair or upon request to the chair by

six members of the board or upon request of the executive director. Special meetings may be held by
electronic means in accordance with Iowa Code section 21.8.

d. The board will post the date, time, and location of board meetings.
e. Persons who wish to submit materials for the agenda and appear before the board, or whose

presence has been requested by the board, will be provided the opportunity to address the board.
f. In order to be placed on the agenda, materials must be received at least two weeks prior to

a scheduled board meeting. Materials from emergency or unusual circumstances may be added to the
agenda with the chair’s approval.

g. The boardwill govern its meetings in accordancewith IowaCode chapter 21 and its proceedings
by Robert’s Rules of Order, Revised.

h. All board meetings shall be open, and the public shall be permitted to attend the meetings,
unless the board votes to hold a closed session in accordance with Iowa Code section 21.5.

i. Persons in attendance at board meetings may be granted an opportunity to speak on an issue
before the board at the discretion of the chair. The length and frequency of public comment will be at
the discretion of the chair.

j. Information, submissions or requests. General inquiries regarding the board, requests for forms
and other documents and all other requests and submissions may be addressed to the Executive Director,
Board of Educational Examiners, 701 East Court Avenue, Suite A, Des Moines, Iowa 50309.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 272.
[ARC 0026C, IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12; ARC 3196C, IAB 7/5/17, effective 8/9/17; ARC 5320C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

[Filed July 12, 1973]
[Filed 10/6/75, Notice 8/25/75—published 10/20/75, effective 11/24/75]

[Filed emergency 7/2/86—published 7/30/86, effective 7/2/86]
[Filed emergency 5/25/88—published 6/15/88, effective 5/25/88]
[Filed emergency 4/26/90—published 5/16/90, effective 4/27/90]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/272.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/21.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/21.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0026C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3196C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
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[Filed 5/20/92, Notice 2/19/92—published 6/10/92, effective 7/15/92]
[Filed emergency 2/21/95—published 3/15/95, effective 2/21/95]

[Filed 10/15/07, Notice 8/1/07—published 11/7/07, effective 12/12/07]
[Filed ARC 0026C (Notice ARC 9924B, IAB 12/14/11), IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]
[Filed ARC 3196C (Notice ARC 3012C, IAB 4/12/17), IAB 7/5/17, effective 8/9/17]

[Filed ARC 5320C (Notice ARC 5213C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0026C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9924B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3196C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3012C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5213C.pdf
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CHAPTER 2
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING

[Prior to 5/16/90, see Professional Teaching Practices Commission[287] Ch 1]

The board of educational examiners hereby adopts the petitions for rule
making segments of the Uniform Administrative Rules which are published at
www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/publications/ACOD/767403.pdf on the General Assembly’s website, with
the following amendments:

282—2.1(17A) Petition for rule making. In lieu of the words “(designate office)”, insert “The Board
of Educational Examiners, 701 East Court Avenue, Suite A, Des Moines, Iowa 50309”. In lieu of the
words “(AGENCY NAME)”, the heading on the petition form should read:

“BOARD OF EDUCATIONAL EXAMINERS”
[ARC 5320C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—2.3(17A) Inquiries. Inquiries concerning the status of a petition for rule making may be made to
the Executive Director of the Board of Educational Examiners, 701 East Court Avenue, Suite A, Des
Moines, Iowa 50309.
[ARC 5320C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.7.
[Filed 10/6/75, Notice 8/25/75—published 10/20/75, effective 11/24/75]

[Filed emergency 7/2/86—published 7/30/86, effective 7/2/86]
[Filed emergency 5/25/88—published 6/15/88, effective 5/25/88]
[Filed emergency 4/26/90—published 5/16/90, effective 4/27/90]

[Filed ARC 5320C (Notice ARC 5213C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

http://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/publications/ACOD/767403.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5213C.pdf
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CHAPTER 3
DECLARATORY ORDERS

[Prior to 5/16/90, see Professional Teaching Practices Commission[287] Ch 1]

The board of educational examiners hereby adopts the declaratory orders segment of the Uniform
Rules on Agency Procedure published at www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/publications/ACOD/767403.pdf on
the General Assembly’s website, with the following amendments:

282—3.1(17A) Petition for declaratory order. Throughout the rule, in lieu of the words “(designate
agency)”, insert “the Board of Educational Examiners, 701 East Court Avenue, Suite A, Des Moines,
Iowa 50309”. In lieu of the words “(AGENCYNAME)”, in the heading on the petition insert “BEFORE
THE BOARD OF EDUCATIONAL EXAMINERS”.
[ARC 5320C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—3.2(17A) Notice of petition. In lieu of the words “___ days (15 or less)”, insert “15 days”.

282—3.3(17A) Intervention.
3.3(1) In lieu of the words “___ days”, insert “15 days”.

282—3.5(17A) Inquiries. In lieu of the words “(designate official by full title and address)”, insert
“Executive Director, Board of Educational Examiners, 701 East Court Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa
50319”.
[ARC 5320C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.9.
[Filed 10/6/75, Notice 8/25/75—published 10/20/75, effective 11/24/75]

[Filed emergency 7/2/86—published 7/30/86, effective 7/2/86]
[Filed emergency 5/25/88—published 6/15/88, effective 5/25/88]
[Filed emergency 4/26/90—published 5/16/90, effective 4/27/90]

[Filed 1/21/00, Notice 10/6/99—published 2/9/00, effective 3/15/00]
[Filed ARC 0026C (Notice ARC 9924B, IAB 12/14/11), IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]
[Filed ARC 5320C (Notice ARC 5213C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

http://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/publications/ACOD/767403.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0026C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9924B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5213C.pdf
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CHAPTER 4
AGENCY PROCEDURE FOR RULE MAKING

[Prior to 5/16/90, see Professional Teaching Practices Commission[287] Ch 1]

The board of educational examiners hereby adopts the agency procedure for
rule making segment of the Uniform Rules on Agency Procedure published at
www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/publications/ACOD/767403.pdf on the General Assembly’s website, with
the following amendments:

282—4.3(17A) Public rule-making docket.
4.3(2) Anticipated rule making. In lieu of the words “(commission, board, council, director)”, insert

“board of educational examiners”.

282—4.4(17A) Notice of proposed rule making.
4.4(3) Copies of notices. In lieu of the words “(specify time period)”, insert “one year”.

282—4.5(17A) Public participation.
4.5(1) Written comments. In lieu of the words “(identify office and address)”, insert “Executive

Director, Board of Educational Examiners, 701 East Court Avenue, Suite A, Des Moines, Iowa 50309”.
4.5(5) Accessibility. In lieu of the words “(designate office and phone number)”, insert “the

executive director at (515)281-5849”.
[ARC 5320C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—4.6(17A) Regulatory analysis.
4.6(2) Mailing list. In lieu of thewords “(designate office)”, insert “Board of Educational Examiners,

701 East Court Avenue, Suite A, Des Moines, Iowa 50309”.
[ARC 5320C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—4.11(17A) Concise statement of reasons.
4.11(1) General. In lieu of the words “(specify the office and address)”, insert “Board of Educational

Examiners, 701 East Court Avenue, Suite A, Des Moines, Iowa 50309”.
[ARC 5320C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—4.13(17A) Agency rule-making record.
4.13(2) Contents. In lieu of the words “(agency head)”, insert “executive director”.
These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A as amended by 1998 Iowa Acts,

chapter 1202.
[Filed emergency 5/25/88—published 6/15/88, effective 5/25/88]
[Filed emergency 4/26/90—published 5/16/90, effective 4/27/90]

[Filed 1/21/00, Notice 10/6/99—published 2/9/00, effective 3/15/00]
[Filed ARC 5320C (Notice ARC 5213C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

http://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/publications/ACOD/767403.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5213C.pdf
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CHAPTER 5
PUBLIC RECORDS AND FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES

[Prior to 6/15/88, see Professional Teaching Practices Commission[640] Ch 7]
[Prior to 5/16/90, see Professional Teaching Practices Commission[287] Ch 7]

The board of educational examiners hereby adopts, with the following exceptions
and amendments, rules of the Governor’s Task Force on Uniform Rules of Agency
Procedure relating to public records and fair information practices which are published at
www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/publications/ACOD/767403.pdf on the General Assembly’s website.

282—5.1(22,272) Definitions. As used in this chapter:
“Agency.” In lieu of the words “(official or body issuing these rules)”, insert “Board of Educational

Examiners”.

282—5.3(22,272) Request for access to records.
5.3(1) Location of record. In lieu of the words “(insert agency head)”, insert “office where the

record is kept”. In lieu of the words “(insert agency name and address)”, insert “Board of Educational
Examiners, 701 East Court Avenue, Suite A, Des Moines, Iowa 50309”.

5.3(2) Office hours. In lieu of the words “(insert customary office hours and, if agency does not
have customary office hours of at least thirty hours per week, insert hours specified in Iowa Code section
22.4)”, insert “any time from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.Monday through Friday, excluding legal holidays”.

5.3(7) Fees.
c. Supervisory fee. In lieu of the words “(specify time period)”, insert “one-half hour”. In lieu of

the words “(An agency wishing to deal with search fees authorized by law should do so here.)”, insert
“The agency will give advance notice to the requester if it will be necessary to use an employee with a
higher hourly wage in order to find or supervise the particular records in question, and shall indicate the
amount of that higher hourly wage to the requester”.
[ARC 5320C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—5.6(22,272) Procedure by which additions, dissents, or objections may be entered into certain
records. In lieu of the words “(designate office)”, insert “the office of the executive director of the
board”.

282—5.9(22,272) Disclosures without the consent of the subject.
5.9(1) Open records are routinely disclosed without the consent of the subject.
5.9(2) To the extent allowed by law, disclosure of confidential records may occur without the consent

of the subject. Following are instances where disclosure, if lawful, will generally occur without notice
to the subject:

a. For a routine use as defined in rule 282—5.10(22,272) or in the notice for a particular record
system.

b. To a recipient who has provided the agency with advance written assurance that the record will
be used solely as a statistical research or reporting record, provided that the record is transferred in a
form that does not identify the subject.

c. To another government agency or to an instrumentality of any governmental jurisdiction within
or under the control of the United States for a civil or criminal law enforcement activity if the activity is
authorized by law, and if an authorized representative of the government agency or instrumentality has
submitted a written request to the agency specifying the record desired and the law enforcement activity
for which the record is sought.

d. To an individual pursuant to a showing of compelling circumstances affecting the health or
safety of an individual if a notice of the disclosure is transmitted to the last-known address of the subject.

e. To the legislative services agency under Iowa Code section 2A.3.
f. Disclosures in the course of employee disciplinary proceedings.
g. In response to a court order or subpoena.

http://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/publications/ACOD/767403.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/22.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.5.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2A.3.pdf
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282—5.10(22,272) Routine use.
5.10(1) “Routine use” means the disclosure of a record without the consent of the subject or subjects,

for a purpose which is compatible with the purpose for which the record was collected. It includes
disclosures required to be made by statute other than the public records law, Iowa Code chapter 22.

5.10(2) To the extent allowed by law, the following are considered routine uses of all agency records:
a. Disclosure to officers, employees, and agents of the agencywho have a need for the record in the

performance of their duties. The custodian of the record may, upon request of any officer or employee, or
on the initiative of the custodian, determine what constitutes legitimate need to use confidential records.

b. Disclosure of information indicating an apparent violation of the law to appropriate law
enforcement authorities for investigation and possible criminal prosecution, civil court action, or
regulatory order.

c. Disclosure to the department of inspections and appeals regarding matters in which it performs
services or functions on behalf of the agency.

d. Transfers of information within the agency, to other state agencies, or to local units of
government, as appropriate, to administer the program for which the information is collected.

e. Information released to staff of federal and state entities for audit purposes or to determine
whether the agency is operating a program lawfully.

f. Any disclosure specifically authorized by the statute under which the record is collected or
maintained.

282—5.11(272) Consensual disclosure of confidential records.
5.11(1) Consent to disclosure by a subject. To the extent permitted by law, the subject may consent

in writing to agency disclosure of confidential records as provided in rule 282—5.7(272).
5.11(2) Complaints to public officials. A letter from a subject of a confidential record to a public

official which seeks the official’s intervention on behalf of the subject in a matter that involves the agency
may, to the extent permitted by law, be treated as an authorization to release sufficient information about
the subject to the official to resolve the matter.

282—5.12(272) Release to subject.
5.12(1) The subject of a confidential record may file a written request to review the subject’s

confidential records as provided in rule 282—5.6(272). However, the agency need not release the
following records to the subject:

a. The identity of a person providing information to the agency when the information is authorized
as confidential pursuant to Iowa Code subsection 22.7(18) or other provisions of law.

b. The work product of an attorney or otherwise privileged information.
c. Peace officers’ investigative report, except as required by Iowa Code subsection 22.7(5).
d. Those otherwise authorized by law.
5.12(2) Where a record has multiple subjects with interests in the confidentiality of the record, the

agency may take reasonable steps to protect confidential information relating to another subject.

282—5.13(272) Availability of records.
5.13(1) Open records. Agency records are open for public inspection and copying unless otherwise

provided by rule or law.
5.13(2) Confidential records. The following records may be withheld from public inspection.

Records are listed by category, according to the legal basis for withholding them from public inspection.
a. Sealed bids received prior to the time set for public opening of bids under Iowa Code section

72.3.
b. Tax records made available to the agency under Iowa Code sections 422.20 and 422.72.
c. Records which are exempt from disclosure under Iowa Code section 22.7.
d. Minutes of closed meetings of the board of educational examiners under Iowa Code subsection

21.5(4).

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/22.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.5.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/22.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/22.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/72.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.20.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/422.72.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/22.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/21.5.pdf
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e. Identifying details in final orders, decisions and opinions to the extent required to prevent
a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy or trade secrets under Iowa Code paragraph
17A.3(1)“d.”

f. Portions of the agency’s staff manuals, instructions or other statements issued which set forth
criteria or guidelines to be used by agency staff in auditing, making inspections, settling commercial
disputes or negotiating commercial arrangements, or in the selection or handling of cases, such as
operational tactics or allowable tolerances or criteria for the defense, prosecution, or settlement of
cases, when disclosure of these statements would:

(1) Enable law violators to avoid detection,
(2) Facilitate disregard of requirements imposed by law, or
(3) Give a clearly improper advantage to persons who are in an adverse position to the agency

under Iowa Code sections 17A.2 and 17A.3.
g. Records which constitute attorney work product, attorney-client communications, or which

are otherwise privileged. Attorney work product is confidential under Iowa Code sections 22.7(4),
622.10 and 622.11, Iowa R. Civ. P. 1.503, Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(3), and case law. Attorney-client
communications are confidential under Iowa Code sections 622.10 and 622.11, the rules of evidence,
the Code of Professional Responsibility, and case law.

h. Any other records considered confidential under the law such as agency investigative reports
collected to determine if probable cause exists to institute a contested case proceeding pursuant to Iowa
Code chapter 272.

5.13(3) Authority to release confidential records. The agency may have discretion to disclose some
confidential records which are exempt from disclosure under Iowa Code section 22.7 or other law.
Any person may request permission to inspect records withheld from inspection under a statute which
authorizes limited or discretionary disclosure as provided in rule 282—5.4(272). If the agency initially
determines that it will release such records, the agency may, where appropriate, notify interested parties
and withhold the records from inspection as provided in subrule 5.4(3).
[ARC 0026C, IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]

282—5.14(272) Personally identifiable information. This rule describes the nature and extent of
the personally identifiable information which is collected, maintained, and retrieved by the agency by
personal identifier in record systems as defined in rule 282—5.1(272). For each record system, this rule
describes the legal authority for the collection of information, the means of storage of information and
whether a data processing system matches, collates or permits the comparison of personally identifiable
information in one record system with that in another record system. The record systems maintained
by the agency are:

5.14(1) Cases dismissed. These records contain data supplied by persons or parties filing complaints
and responses with the agency, and contain personally identifiable information such as student name(s),
teacher name, administrator name, addresses, disciplinary records, and investigatory reports. This
information is collected pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 272 and this chapter, and is stored on paper;
most of the data are on an automated data processing system.

5.14(2) Cases decided. These records contain data supplied by persons or parties filing complaints
and responses with the agency and contain personally identifiable information such as student name(s),
teacher name, administrator name, addresses, disciplinary records, and investigatory reports. This
information is collected pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 272 and this chapter and is stored on paper;
most of the data are on an automated data processing system.

5.14(3) Litigation files. These files or records contain information regarding litigation or anticipated
litigation, which includes judicial and administrative proceedings. The records include briefs,
depositions, docket sheets, documents, correspondence, attorney’s notes, memoranda, research
materials, witness information, investigation materials, information compiled under the direction of
the attorney, and case management records. The files contain materials which are confidential as
attorney work product and attorney-client communications. Some materials are confidential under
other applicable provisions of law or because of a court order. Persons wishing copies of pleadings and

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/22.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/622.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/622.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/622.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/622.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/22.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.5.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.5.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0026C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.5.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
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other documents filed in litigation should obtain these from the clerk of the appropriate court which
maintains the official copy.

282—5.15(272) Other groups of records. This rule describes groups of records maintained by the
agency other than record systems as defined in rule 282—5.2(272). These records are routinely available
to the public; however, the agency’s files of these records may contain confidential information or
information about individuals that is not confidential as discussed in rule 282—5.13(272). All records
are stored both on paper and in automated data processing systems unless otherwise noted.

5.15(1) Rule making. Rule-making records may contain information about individuals making
written or oral comments on proposed rules or proposing rules or rule amendments. This information is
collected pursuant to Iowa Code sections 17A.3, 17A.4, and 17A.7. These records are stored on paper
and not in an automated data processing system.

5.15(2) Board records. Records contain agendas, minutes, and materials presented to the board.
Records concerning closed sessions are exempt from disclosure under Iowa Code subsection 21.5(4).
Board records contain information about people who participate in meetings. This information is
collected under the authority of Iowa Code section 21.3. Board records are not stored in an automated
data processing system.

5.15(3) Publications. Publications include brochures, annual reports, video tapes, and other
informational materials which describe various agency programs. Agency publications may contain
information about individuals, including agency staff or members of the board. This information is not
stored in an automated data processing system.

5.15(4) Statistical reports. Periodic reports of agency decisions are available from the board.
Statistical reports are stored in an automated data processing system.

5.15(5) Address lists/directories. The names and mailing addresses of members of boards in other
states, professional organizations, public press, and members of the general public evidencing interest
in particular events of the agency are maintained in order to provide mailing labels for mass distribution
of literature. This information is collected under the provisions of Iowa Code chapter 272.

5.15(6) Case decisions and declaratory rulings. All final orders, decisions and rulings are available
for public inspection in accordance with Iowa Code section 17A.3. These records may contain
personally identifiable information regarding individuals who are the subjects of the appeals or rulings.
This information is collected pursuant to Iowa Code chapters 17A and 272 and 282—Chapter 5 and is
not stored in an automated data processing system.

5.15(7) Board budget records. These records contain data used by the board to develop annual
budgets. These records are stored on hard copy and on automated data processing.

282—5.16(272) Applicability. This chapter does not:
1. Require the agency to index or retrieve records which contain information about individuals by

that person’s name or other personal identifier.
2. Make available to the general public records which would otherwise not be available under the

public records law, Iowa Code chapter 22.
3. Govern the maintenance or disclosure of, notification of or access to, records in the possession

of the agency which are governed by the regulations of another agency.
4. Apply to grantees, including local governments or subdivisions thereof, administering

state-funded programs, unless otherwise provided by law or agreement.
5. Make available records compiled by the agency in reasonable anticipation of court litigation

or formal administrative proceedings. The availability of such records to the general public or to any
subject individual or party to such litigation or proceedings shall be governed by applicable legal and
constitutional principles, statutes, rules of discovery, evidentiary privileges, and applicable regulations
to the agency.

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 22.11.
[Filed 4/28/88, Notice 3/23/88—published 5/18/88, effective 6/22/88]
[Filed emergency 5/25/88—published 6/15/88, effective 5/25/88]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.5.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.5.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/21.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/21.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.5.pdf
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https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/22.11.pdf
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[Filed emergency 4/26/90—published 5/16/90, effective 4/27/90]
[Filed ARC 0026C (Notice ARC 9924B, IAB 12/14/11), IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]
[Filed ARC 5320C (Notice ARC 5213C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0026C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9924B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
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CHAPTER 6
WAIVERS FROM ADMINISTRATIVE RULES

282—6.1(17A) Definition. For purposes of this chapter, a “waiver ” means action by the board which
suspends in whole or in part the requirements or provisions of a rule as applied to an identified person
on the basis of the particular circumstances of that person.
[ARC 5320C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—6.2(17A) Scope of chapter. This chapter outlines generally applicable standards and a uniform
process for the granting of individual waivers from rules adopted by the board in situations where no
othermore specifically applicable law provides for waivers. To the extent anothermore specific provision
of law governs the issuance of a waiver from a particular rule, the more specific provision shall supersede
this chapter with respect to any waiver from that rule.

282—6.3(17A) Applicability of chapter. The board may grant a waiver from a rule only if the board has
jurisdiction over the rule and the requested waiver is consistent with applicable statutes, constitutional
provisions, or other provisions of law. The board may not waive requirements created or duties imposed
by statute.

282—6.4(17A)Criteria for waiver. In response to a petition completed pursuant to rule 282—6.6(17A),
the board may in its sole discretion issue an order waiving in whole or in part the requirements of a rule
if the board finds, based on clear and convincing evidence, all of the following:

1. The application of the rule would impose an undue hardship on the person for whom the waiver
is requested;

2. The waiver from the requirements of the rule in the specific case would not prejudice the
substantial legal rights of any person;

3. The provisions of the rule subject to the petition for a waiver are not specifically mandated by
statute or another provision of law; and

4. Substantially equal protection of public health, safety, and welfare will be afforded by a means
other than that prescribed in the particular rule for which the waiver is requested.
[ARC 5320C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—6.5(17A) Filing of petition. A petition for a waiver must be submitted in writing to the board, as
follows:

6.5(1) License or authorization application. If the petition relates to a license or authorization
application, the petition shall be made in accordance with the filing requirements for the license or
authorization in question.

6.5(2) Contested cases. If the petition relates to a pending contested case, the petition shall be filed
in the contested case proceeding, using the caption of the contested case.

6.5(3) Other. If the petition does not relate to a license application or a pending contested case, the
petition may be submitted to the board’s executive director.

282—6.6(17A) Content of petition. A petition for waiver shall include the following information where
applicable and known to the requester:

1. The name, address, and telephone number of the person or entity for whom a waiver is being
requested, and the case number of any related contested case.

2. A description and citation of the specific rule from which a waiver is requested.
3. The specific waiver requested, including the precise scope and duration.
4. The relevant facts that the petitioner believes would justify a waiver under each of the four

criteria described in 282—rule 6.4(17A). This statement shall include a signed statement from the
petitioner attesting to the accuracy of the facts provided in the petition, and a statement of reasons that
the petitioner believes will justify a waiver.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.6.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
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5. A history of any prior contacts between the board and the petitioner relating to the regulated
activity, license, or authorization affected by the proposed waiver, including a description of each
affected license or authorization held by the requester, any notices of violation, contested case hearings,
or investigative reports relating to the regulated activity or license within the last five years.

6. Any information known to the requester regarding the board’s treatment of similar cases.
7. The name, address, and telephone number of any public agency or political subdivision which

also regulates the activity in question, or which might be affected by the grant of a waiver.
8. The name, address, and telephone number of any person or entity that would be adversely

affected by the grant of a petition.
9. The name, address, and telephone number of any person with knowledge of the relevant facts

relating to the proposed waiver.
10. Signed releases of information authorizing persons with knowledge regarding the request to

furnish the board with information relevant to the waiver.

282—6.7(17A) Additional information. Prior to issuing an order granting or denying a waiver, the
board may request additional information from the petitioner relative to the petition and surrounding
circumstances. If the petition was not filed in a contested case, the board may, on its own motion or
at the petitioner’s request, schedule a telephonic or in-person meeting between the petitioner and the
board’s executive director, a committee of the board, or a quorum of the board.

282—6.8(17A) Notice. The board shall acknowledge a petition upon receipt. The board shall ensure
that notice of the pendency of the petition and a concise summary of its contents have been provided
to all persons to whom notice is required by any provision of law within 30 days of the receipt of the
petition. In addition, the board may give notice to other persons. To accomplish this notice provision,
the board may require the petitioner to serve the notice on all persons to whom notice is required by any
provision of law, and provide a written statement to the board attesting that notice has been provided.

282—6.9(17A) Hearing procedures. The provisions of Iowa Code sections 17A.10 to 17A.18A
regarding contested case hearings shall apply to any petition for a waiver filed within a contested case,
and shall otherwise apply to agency proceedings for a waiver only when the board so provides by rule
or order or is required to do so by statute.

282—6.10(17A) Ruling. An order granting or denying a waiver shall be in writing and shall contain a
reference to the particular person and rule or portion thereof to which the order pertains, a statement of
the relevant facts and reasons upon which the action is based, and a description of the precise scope and
duration of the waiver if one is issued.

6.10(1) Board discretion. The final decision on whether the circumstances justify the granting of a
waiver shall be made at the sole discretion of the board, upon consideration of all relevant factors. Each
petition for a waiver shall be evaluated by the board based on the unique, individual circumstances set
out in the petition.

6.10(2) Burden of persuasion. The burden of persuasion rests with the petitioner to demonstrate by
clear and convincing evidence that the board should exercise its discretion to grant a waiver from a board
rule.

6.10(3) Narrowly tailored. A waiver, if granted, shall provide the narrowest exception possible to
the provisions of a rule.

6.10(4) Administrative deadlines. When the rule from which a waiver is sought establishes
administrative deadlines, the board shall balance the special individual circumstances of the petitioner
with the overall goal of uniform treatment of all similarly situated persons.

6.10(5) Conditions. The board may place any condition on a waiver that the board finds desirable to
protect the public health, safety, and welfare.

6.10(6) Time period of waiver. A waiver shall not be permanent unless the petitioner can show that
a temporary waiver would be impracticable. If a temporary waiver is granted, there is no automatic right

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.10-18A.pdf
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to renewal. At the sole discretion of the board, a waiver may be renewed if the board finds that grounds
for a waiver continue to exist.

6.10(7) Time for ruling. The board shall grant or deny a petition for a waiver as soon as practicable
but, in any event, shall do so within 120 days of its receipt, unless the petitioner agrees to a later date.
However, if a petition is filed in a contested case, the board shall grant or deny the petition no later than
the time at which the final decision in that contested case is issued.

6.10(8) When deemed denied. Failure of the board to grant or deny a petition within the required
time period shall be deemed a denial of that petition by the board. However, the board shall remain
responsible for issuing an order denying a waiver.

6.10(9) Service of order. Within seven days of its issuance, any order issued under this chapter shall
be transmitted to the petitioner or the person to whom the order pertains, and to any other person entitled
to such notice by any provision of law.

282—6.11(17A) Public availability. All orders granting or denying a waiver petition shall be indexed,
filed, and available for public inspection as provided in Iowa Code section 17A.3. Petitions for a waiver
and orders granting or denying a waiver petition are public records under Iowa Code chapter 22. Some
petitions or orders may contain information the board is authorized or required to keep confidential. The
boardmay accordingly redact confidential information from petitions or orders prior to public inspection.

282—6.12(17A) Submission of waiver information. The board shall submit information about
granted and denied waivers to the Internet site pursuant to Iowa Code section 17A.9A within 60 days.
The Internet site shall identify the rules for which a waiver has been granted or denied, the number of
times a waiver was granted or denied for each rule, a citation to the statutory provisions implemented
by the rules, and a general summary of the reasons justifying the board’s actions on waiver requests. If
practicable, the report shall detail the extent to which the granting of a waiver has affected the general
applicability of the rule itself and the extent to which the granting of the waiver has established a
precedent for additional waivers.
[ARC 5320C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—6.13(17A) Cancellation of a waiver. A waiver issued by the board pursuant to this chapter may
be withdrawn, canceled, or modified if, after appropriate notice and hearing, the board issues an order
finding any of the following:

1. The petitioner or the person who was the subject of the waiver order withheld or misrepresented
material facts relevant to the propriety or desirability of the waiver; or

2. The alternative means for ensuring that the public health, safety and welfare will be adequately
protected after issuance of the waiver order have been demonstrated to be insufficient; or

3. The subject of the waiver order has failed to comply with all conditions contained in the order.

282—6.14(17A) Violations. Violation of a condition in a waiver order shall be treated as a violation of
the particular rule for which the waiver was granted. As a result, the recipient of a waiver under this
chapter who violates a condition of the waiver may be subject to the same remedies or penalties as a
person who violates the rule at issue.

282—6.15(17A) Defense. After the board issues an order granting a waiver, the order is a defense
within its terms and the specific facts indicated therein for the person to whom the order pertains in
any proceeding in which the rule in question is sought to be invoked.

282—6.16(17A) Judicial review. Judicial review of the board’s decision to grant or deny a waiver
petition may be taken in accordance with Iowa Code chapter 17A.

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 17A.
[Filed 1/19/01, Notice 11/15/00—published 2/7/01, effective 3/14/01]

[Filed ARC 5320C (Notice ARC 5213C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/22.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5213C.pdf
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CHAPTER 11
COMPLAINTS, INVESTIGATIONS,
CONTESTED CASE HEARINGS

[Prior to 6/15/88, see Professional Teaching Practices Commission[640] Ch 2]
[Prior to 5/16/90, see Professional Teaching Practices Commission[287] Ch 2]

282—11.1(17A,272) Scope and applicability. This chapter applies to contested case proceedings
conducted by the board of educational examiners.

282—11.2(17A) Definitions. Except where otherwise specifically defined by law:
“Board” means the board of educational examiners.
“Complainant” means any qualified party who files a complaint with the board.
“Contested case” means a proceeding defined by Iowa Code section 17A.2(5) and includes any

matter defined as a no factual dispute contested case under Iowa Code section 17A.10A.
“Issuance”means the date of mailing of a decision or order or date of delivery if service is by other

means unless another date is specified in the order.
“Party”means each person or agency named or admitted as a party or properly seeking and entitled

as of right to be admitted as a party.
“Presiding officer”means an administrative law judge from the Iowa department of inspections and

appeals or the full board or a three-member panel of the board.
“Proposed decision” means the presiding officer’s recommended findings of fact, conclusions of

law, decision, and order in a contested case in which the full board did not preside.
“Respondent” means any individual who is charged in a complaint with violating the criteria of

professional practices or the criteria of competent performance.
[ARC 0026C, IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]

282—11.3(17A,272) Jurisdictional requirements.
11.3(1) The case must relate to alleged violation of the criteria of professional practices or the criteria

of competent performance.
11.3(2) The magnitude of the alleged violation must be adequate to warrant a hearing by the board.
11.3(3) There must be sufficient evidence to support the complaint.
11.3(4) The complaint must be filed by a person who has personal knowledge of an alleged violation

and must include a concise statement of facts which clearly and specifically apprises the respondent of
the details of the allegation(s).

11.3(5) The complaint must be filed within three years of the occurrence of the conduct upon which
it is based or discovery of the conduct by the complainant unless good cause can be shown for extension
of this limitation.

11.3(6) The jurisdictional requirements must be met on the face of the complaint before the board
may order an investigation of the allegation(s) of the complaint.

11.3(7) As an additional factor, it should appear that a reasonable effort has been made to resolve
the problem on the local level. However, the absence of such an effort shall not preclude investigation
by the board.

282—11.4(17A,272) Complaint.
11.4(1) Who may initiate. The following entities may initiate a complaint:
a. Licensed practitioners.
b. Recognized educational entities or local or state professional organizations.
c. Local boards of education.
d. Parents or guardians of students involved in the alleged complaint.
e. The executive director of the board of educational examiners if the following circumstances

have been met:
(1) The executive director receives information that a practitioner:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.10A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0026C.pdf
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1. Has been convicted of a felony criminal offense, or a misdemeanor criminal offense wherein
the victim of the crime was 18 years of age or younger, and the executive director expressly determines
within the complaint that the nature of the offense clearly and directly impacts the practitioner’s fitness
or ability to retain the specific license(s) or authorization(s) which the practitioner holds; or

2. Has been the subject of a founded report of child abuse placed upon the central registry
maintained by the department of human services pursuant to Iowa Code section 232.71D and the
executive director expressly determines within the complaint that the nature of the offense clearly and
directly impacts the practitioner’s fitness or ability to retain the specific license(s) or authorization(s)
which the practitioner holds; or

3. Has not met a reporting requirement stipulated by Iowa Code section 272.15, Iowa Code section
279.43, 281—subrule 102.11(2), 282—Chapter 11, or 282—Chapter 25; or

4. Has falsified a license or authorization issued by the board; or
5. Has submitted false information on a license or authorization application filed with the board;

or
6. Does not hold the appropriate license for the assignment for which the practitioner is currently

employed; or
7. Has assigned another practitioner to perform services for which the practitioner is not properly

licensed; or
8. Has failed to comply with a board order as prohibited by 282—paragraph 25.3(7)“c”; and
(2) The executive director verifies the information or the alleged misconduct through review of

official records maintained by the board, a court, the department of human services registry of founded
child abuse reports, the practitioner licensing authority of another state, the department of education,
the local school district, area education agency, or authorities in charge of the nonpublic school, or the
executive director is presented with the falsified license; and

(3) No other complaint has been filed.
f. The department of transportation if the licensee named in the complaint holds a

behind-the-wheel instructor’s certification issued by the department and the complaint relates to an
incident or incidents arising during the course of driver’s education instruction.

g. An employee of the department of education who, while performing official duties, becomes
aware of any alleged misconduct by an individual licensed under Iowa Code section 272.2.

11.4(2) Form and content of the complaint.
a. The complaint shall be in writing and signed by at least one complainant who has personal

knowledge of an alleged violation of the board’s rules or related state law or an authorized representative
if the complainant is an organization. (An official form may be used. This form may be obtained from
the board upon request.)

b. The complaint shall show venue as “BEFORE THE BOARD OF EDUCATIONAL
EXAMINERS” and shall be captioned “COMPLAINT.”

c. The complaint shall contain the following information:
(1) The full name, address and telephone number of the complainant.
(2) The full name, address and telephone number, if known, of the respondent.
(3) A concise statement of the facts which clearly and specifically apprises the respondent of

the details of the alleged violation of the criteria of professional practices or the criteria of competent
performance and the relief sought by the complainant.

(4) An explanation of the basis of the complainant’s personal knowledge of the facts underlying
the complaint.

(5) A citation to the specific rule or law which the complainant alleges has been violated.
11.4(3) Required copies—place and time of filing the complaint.
a. A copy of the complaint must be filed with the board.
b. The complaint must be delivered personally or by mail to the office of the board. The current

office address is 701 East Court Avenue, Suite A, Des Moines, Iowa 50309.
c. Timely filing is required in order to ensure the availability of witnesses and to avoid initiation of

an investigation under conditions which may have been significantly altered during the period of delay.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/232.71D.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/272.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/279.43.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/272.2.pdf
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The conduct upon which it is based must have occurred or been discovered by the complainant within
three years of filing of the complaint unless good cause is shown for an extension of this limitation.

11.4(4) Amendment or withdrawal of complaint. A complaint or any specification thereof may be
amended or withdrawn by the complainant at any time, unless the complaint was filed in accordance
with the mandatory reporting requirements set forth in Iowa Code section 272.15(1). The parties to a
complaint may mutually agree to the resolution of the complaint at any time in the proceeding prior to
issuance of a final order by the board. The resolution must be committed to a written agreement and
filed with the board. The agreement is not subject to approval by the board, but shall be acknowledged
by the board and may be incorporated into an order of the board.

11.4(5) Respondent entitled to copy of the complaint. Immediately upon the board’s determination
that jurisdictional requirements have been met, the respondent shall be provided a copy of the complaint
or amended complaint and any supporting documents attached to the complaint at the time of filing.

11.4(6) Voluntary surrender of license—agreement to accept lesser sanction. A practitioner may
voluntarily surrender the practitioner’s license or agree to accept a lesser sanction from the board prior
to or after the filing of a complaint with the board without admitting the truth of the allegations of the
complaint if a complaint is on file with the board. In order to voluntarily surrender a license or submit
to a sanction, the practitioner must waive the right to hearing before the board and notify the board
of the intent to surrender or accept sanction. The board may issue an order permanently revoking the
practitioner’s license if it is surrendered, or implementing the agreed upon sanction. The board may
decline to issue an agreed upon sanction if, in the board’s judgment, the agreed upon sanction is not
appropriate for the circumstances of the case.

11.4(7) Investigation of license reports.
a. Reports received by the board from another state, territory or other jurisdiction concerning

licenses or certificate revocation or suspension shall be reviewed and investigated by the board in the
same manner as is prescribed in these rules for the review and investigation of written complaints.

b. Failure to report a license revocation, suspension or other disciplinary action taken by licensing
authority of another state, territory or jurisdiction within 30 days of the final action by such licensing
authority shall constitute cause for initiation of an investigation.

11.4(8) Timely resolution of complaints. Complaints filed with the board must be resolved within
180 days unless good cause can be shown for an extension of this limitation. The board will provide
notice to the parties to a complaint prior to taking action to extend this time limitation upon its own
motion.

11.4(9) Confidentiality. All complaint files, investigation files, other investigation reports, and
other investigation information in the possession of the board or its employees or agents, which relate
to licensee discipline, are privileged and confidential, and are not subject to discovery, subpoena, or
other means of legal compulsion for their release to a person other than the respondent and the board
and its employees and agents involved in licensee discipline, and are not admissible in evidence in a
judicial or administrative proceeding other than the proceeding involving licensee discipline. However,
investigative information in the possession of the board or its employees or agents which is related to
licensee discipline may be disclosed to appropriate licensing authorities within this state, the appropriate
licensing authorities in another state, the District of Columbia, or a territory or country in which the
licensee is licensed or has applied for a license. A final written decision and finding of fact by the board
in a disciplinary proceeding is a public record.
[ARC 8406B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10 (See Delay note at end of chapter); ARC 8823B, IAB 6/2/10, effective 5/14/10; ARC
0026C, IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12; ARC 0853C, IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13; ARC 1455C, IAB 5/14/14, effective 6/18/14; ARC
3196C, IAB 7/5/17, effective 8/9/17; ARC 4633C, IAB 8/28/19, effective 10/2/19; ARC 5320C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—11.5(272) Investigation of complaints or license reports. The chairperson of the board or the
chairperson’s designee may request an investigator to investigate the complaint or report received by the
board from another state, territory or other jurisdiction concerning license or certificate revocation or
suspension pursuant to subrule 11.4(7); providing that the jurisdictional requirements have been met on
the face of the complaint. The investigation shall be limited to the allegations contained on the face of
the complaint. The investigator may consult an assistant attorney general concerning the investigation or

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/272.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8406B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8823B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0026C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0026C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0853C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1455C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3196C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3196C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.4.pdf
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evidence produced from the investigation. Upon completion of the investigation, the investigator shall
prepare a report of the investigation for consideration by the board in determining whether probable
cause exists.

282—11.6(272) Ruling on the initial inquiry. Upon review of the investigator’s report, the board may
take any of the following actions:

11.6(1) Reject the case. If a determination is made by the board to reject the case, the complaint
shall be returned to the complainant along with a statement specifying the reasons for rejection. A letter
of explanation concerning the decision of the board shall be sent to the respondent.

11.6(2) Require further inquiry. If determination is made by the board to order further inquiry, the
complaint and recommendations by the investigator(s) shall be returned to the investigator(s) along with
a statement specifying the information deemed necessary.

11.6(3) Accept the case. If a determination is made by the board that probable cause exists to
conclude that the criteria of professional practices or the criteria of competent performance have been
violated, notice may be issued, pursuant to rule 282—11.7(17A,272), and a formal hearing may be
conducted in accordance with rules 282—11.7(17A,272) to 282—11.21(17A,272), unless a voluntary
waiver of hearing has been filed by the respondent pursuant to the provisions of subrule 11.4(6). In
determining whether to issue a notice of hearing, the board may consider the following:

a. Whether the alleged violation is of sufficient magnitude to warrant a hearing by the board.
b. Whether there is sufficient evidence to support the complaint.
c. Whether the alleged violation was an isolated incident.
d. Whether adequate steps have been taken at the local level to ensure similar behavior does not

occur in the future.
11.6(4) Release of investigative report. If the board finds probable cause of a violation, the

investigative report will be available to the respondent upon request. Information contained within the
report is confidential and may be used only in connection with the disciplinary proceedings before the
board.
[ARC 1543C, IAB 7/23/14, effective 8/27/14]

282—11.7(17A,272) Notice of hearing.
11.7(1) Delivery. Delivery of the notice of hearing constitutes the commencement of the contested

case proceeding. Delivery may be executed by:
a. Personal service as provided in the Iowa Rules of Civil Procedure; or
b. Certified mail, return receipt requested; or
c. Publication, as provided in the Iowa Rules of Civil Procedure.
11.7(2) Contents. The notice of hearing shall contain the following information:
a. A statement of the time, date, place, and nature of the hearing;
b. A statement of the legal authority and jurisdiction under which the hearing is to be held;
c. A reference to the particular sections of the statutes and rules involved;
d. A short and plain statement of the matter asserted;
e. Identification of all parties including the name, address and telephone numbers of counsel

representing each of the parties where known;
f. Reference to the procedural rules governing conduct of the contested case proceeding;
g. Identification of the presiding officer, if known. If not known, a description of who will serve

as presiding officer; and
h. Notification of the time period in which a party may request, pursuant to Iowa Code section

17A.11 and rule 282—11.8(17A,272), that the presiding officer be an administrative law judge.
[ARC 0606C, IAB 2/20/13, effective 3/27/13]

282—11.8(17A,272) Presiding officer.
11.8(1) Any party who wishes to request that the presiding officer assigned to render a proposed

decision be an administrative law judge employed by the department of inspections and appeals must

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1543C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0606C.pdf
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file a written request within 20 days after service of a notice of hearing which identifies or describes the
presiding officer as the board.

11.8(2) The board may deny the request only upon a finding that one or more of the following apply:
a. Neither the board nor any officer of the board under whose authority the contested case is to

take place is a named party to the proceeding or a real party in interest to that proceeding.
b. There is a compelling need to expedite issuance of a final decision in order to protect the public

health, safety, or welfare.
c. An administrative law judge with the qualifications identified in subrule 11.8(4) is unavailable

to hear the case within a reasonable time.
d. The case involves significant policy issues of first impression that are inextricably intertwined

with the factual issues presented.
e. The demeanor of the witnesses is likely to be dispositive in resolving the disputed factual issues.
f. Funds are unavailable to pay the costs of an administrative law judge and an interagency appeal.
g. The request was not timely filed.
h. The request is not consistent with a specified statute.
11.8(3) The board shall issue a written ruling specifying the grounds for its decision within 20 days

after a request for an administrative law judge is filed. If the ruling is contingent upon the availability
of an administrative law judge with the qualifications identified in subrule 11.8(4), the parties shall be
notified at least 10 days prior to hearing if a qualified administrative law judge will not be available.

11.8(4) An administrative law judge assigned to act as presiding officer in a contested case shall
have the following technical expertness unless waived by the board:

a. A J.D. degree.
b. Additional criteria may be added by the board.
11.8(5) Except as provided otherwise by another provision of law, all rulings by an administrative

law judge acting as presiding officer are subject to appeal to the board. A party must seek any available
intra-agency appeal in order to exhaust adequate administrative remedies.

11.8(6) Unless otherwise provided by law, the board, when reviewing a proposed decision upon
intra-agency appeal, shall have the powers of and shall comply with the provisions of this chapter which
apply to presiding officers.

282—11.9(17A,272) Waiver of procedures. Unless otherwise precluded by law, the parties in a
contested case proceeding may waive any provision of this chapter. However, the board in its discretion
may refuse to give effect to such a waiver when it deems the waiver to be inconsistent with the public
interest.

282—11.10(17A,272) Telephone proceedings. The presiding officer may resolve preliminary
procedural motions by telephone conference in which all parties have an opportunity to participate.
Other telephone proceedings may be held with the consent of all parties. The presiding officer will
determine the location of the parties and witnesses for telephone hearings. The convenience of the
witnesses or parties, as well as the nature of the case, will be considered when location is chosen.

282—11.11(17A,272) Disqualification.
11.11(1) A presiding officer or board member shall withdraw from participation in the making of

any proposed or final decision in a contested case if that person:
a. Has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party or a representative of a party;
b. Has personally investigated, prosecuted or advocated in connection with that case, the specific

controversy underlying that case, another pending factually related contested case, or a pending factually
related controversy that may culminate in a contested case involving the same parties;

c. Is subject to the authority, direction or discretion of any person who has personally investigated,
prosecuted or advocated in connection with that contested case, the specific controversy underlying that
contested case, or a pending factually related contested case or controversy involving the same parties;

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.8.pdf
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d. Has acted as counsel to any person who is a private party to that proceeding within the past two
years;

e. Has a personal financial interest in the outcome of the case or any other significant personal
interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the case;

f. Has a spouse or relative within the third degree of relationship that: (1) is a party to the case,
or an officer, director or trustee of a party; (2) is a lawyer in the case; (3) is known to have an interest
that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the case; or (4) is likely to be a material witness
in the case; or

g. Has any other legally sufficient cause to withdraw from participation in the decision making in
that case.

11.11(2) The term “personally investigated” means taking affirmative steps to interview witnesses
directly or to obtain documents or other information directly. The term “personally investigated” does
not include general direction and supervision of assigned investigators, unsolicited receipt of information
which is relayed to assigned investigators, review of another person’s investigative work product in the
course of determining whether there is probable cause to initiate a proceeding, or exposure to factual
information while performing other agency functions, including fact gathering for purposes other than
investigation of the matter which culminates in a contested case. Factual information relevant to the
merits of a contested case received by a person who later serves as presiding officer in that case shall be
disclosed if required by Iowa Code section 17A.17 and subrules 11.11(3) and 11.24(9).

11.11(3) In a situation where a presiding officer or board member knows of information which might
reasonably be deemed to be a basis for disqualification and decides voluntary withdrawal is unnecessary,
that person shall submit the relevant information for the record by affidavit and shall provide for the
record a statement of the reasons for the determination that withdrawal is unnecessary.

11.11(4) If a party asserts disqualification on any appropriate ground, including those listed in
subrule 11.11(1), the party shall file a motion supported by an affidavit pursuant to Iowa Code section
17A.17(7). The motion must be filed as soon as practicable after the reason alleged in the motion
becomes known to the party.

If the presiding officer determines that disqualification is appropriate, the presiding officer or board
member shall withdraw. If the presiding officer determines that withdrawal is not required, the presiding
officer shall enter an order to that effect. A party asserting disqualification may seek an interlocutory
appeal under rule 282—11.26(17A,272) and seek a stay under rule 282—11.30(17A,272).
[ARC 0026C, IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]

282—11.12(17A,272) Consolidation—severance.
11.12(1) Consolidation. The presiding officer may consolidate any or all matters at issue in two or

more contested case proceedings where: (a) the matters at issue involve common parties or common
questions of fact or law; (b) consolidation would expedite and simplify consideration of the issues
involved; and (c) consolidation would not adversely affect the rights of any of the parties to those
proceedings.

11.12(2) Severance. The presiding officer may, for good cause shown, order any contested case
proceedings or portions thereof severed.

282—11.13(17A,272) Pleadings.
11.13(1) Pleadings may be required by rule, by the notice of hearing, or by order of the presiding

officer.
11.13(2) Answer. An answer shall be filed within 20 days of service of the notice of hearing unless

otherwise ordered. A party may move to dismiss or apply for a more definite and detailed statement
when appropriate.

An answer shall show on whose behalf it is filed and specifically admit, deny, or otherwise answer
all material allegations of the notice of hearing to which it responds. It shall state any facts deemed to
show an affirmative defense and contain as many additional defenses as the pleader may claim.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.24.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.17.pdf
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An answer shall state the name, address and telephone number of the person filing the answer, the
person or entity on whose behalf it is filed, and the attorney representing that person, if any.

Any allegation in the notice of hearing not denied in the answer is considered admitted. The presiding
officer may refuse to consider any defense not raised in the answer which could have been raised on the
basis of facts known when the answer was filed if any party would be prejudiced.

11.13(3) Amendment. Notices of hearing and answers may be amended with the consent of the
parties or in the discretion of the presiding officer who may impose terms or grant a continuance.

282—11.14(17A,272) Service and filing of pleadings and other papers.
11.14(1) Service—when required. Except where otherwise provided by law, every document filed

in a contested case proceeding shall be served upon each of the parties of record to the proceeding,
simultaneously with their filing. Except for the original notice of hearing and an application for rehearing
as provided in Iowa Code section 17A.16(2), the party filing a document is responsible for service on all
parties.

11.14(2) Service—how made. Service upon a party represented by an attorney shall be made upon
the attorney unless otherwise ordered. Service is made by delivery or by mailing a copy to the person’s
last-known address. Service by mail is complete upon mailing, except where otherwise specifically
provided by statute, rule, or order.

11.14(3) Filing—when required. After the notice of hearing, all documents in a contested case
proceeding shall be filed with the Board of Educational Examiners, 701 East Court Avenue, Suite A,
Des Moines, Iowa 50309. All documents that are required to be served upon a party shall be filed
simultaneously with the board.

11.14(4) Filing—when made. Except where otherwise provided by law, a document is deemed filed
at the time it is delivered to the board, delivered to an established courier service for immediate delivery
to that office, or mailed by first-class mail or state interoffice mail to that office, so long as there is proof
of mailing.

11.14(5) Proof of mailing. Proof of mailing includes either: a legible United States Postal Service
postmark on the envelope, a certificate of service, a notarized affidavit, or a certification in substantially
the following form:

I certify under penalty of perjury and pursuant to the laws of Iowa that, on (date of mailing), I
mailed copies of (describe document) addressed to the (agency office and address) and to the
names and addresses of the parties listed below by depositing the same in (a United States post
office mailbox with correct postage properly affixed or state interoffice mail).
(Date) (Signature)

[ARC 5320C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—11.15(17A,272) Discovery.
11.15(1) Discovery procedures applicable in civil actions are applicable in contested cases. Unless

lengthened or shortened by these rules or by order of the presiding officer, time periods for compliance
with discovery shall be as provided in the Iowa Rules of Civil Procedure.

11.15(2) Any motion relating to discovery shall allege that the moving party has previously made a
good-faith attempt to resolve the discovery issues involved with the opposing party. Motions in regard to
discovery shall be ruled upon by the presiding officer. Opposing parties shall be afforded the opportunity
to respond within ten days of the filing of the motion unless the time is shortened as provided in subrule
11.15(1). The presiding officer may rule on the basis of the written motion and any response, or may
order argument on the motion.

11.15(3) Evidence obtained in discovery may be used in the contested case proceeding if that
evidence would otherwise be admissible under rule 282—11.22(17A,272). In discovery matters, the
parties shall honor the rules of privilege imposed by law.

282—11.16(17A,272) Subpoenas.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5320C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.22.pdf
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11.16(1) Subpoenas. In connection with the investigation set forth in rule 282—11.5(272), the board
is authorized by law to subpoena books, papers, records and any other evidence to help it determine
whether it should institute a contested case proceeding (hearing). After service of the hearing notification
contemplated by rule 282—11.7(17A,272), the following procedures are available to the parties in order
to obtain relevant and material evidence:

a. Board subpoenas for books, papers, records, and other evidence will be issued to a party upon
request. Such a request must be in writing. Application should be made to the board office specifying
the evidence sought. Subpoenas for witnesses may also be obtained.

b. Evidence obtained by subpoena shall be admissible at the hearing if it is otherwise admissible
under rule 282—11.22(17A,272). In subpoena matters the parties shall honor the rules of privilege
imposed by law.

c. The evidence outlined in Iowa Code section 17A.13(2) where applicable and relevant shall be
made available to a party upon request.

d. Except to the extent otherwise provided by law, parties are responsible for service of their own
subpoenas and payment of witness fees and mileage expenses.

11.16(2) Motion to quash or modify. The presiding officer may quash or modify a subpoena for any
lawful reason upon motion in accordance with the Iowa Rules of Civil Procedure. A motion to quash or
modify a subpoena shall be set for argument promptly.

282—11.17(17A,272) Motions.
11.17(1) No technical form formotions is required. However, prehearingmotionsmust be inwriting,

state the grounds for relief, and state the relief sought.
11.17(2) Any party may file a written response to a motion within ten days after the motion is served,

unless the time period is extended or shortened by rules of the agency or the presiding officer.
11.17(3) The presiding officer may schedule oral arguments on any motion.
11.17(4) Motions pertaining to the hearing, including motions for summary judgment, must be filed

and served at least ten days prior to the date of hearing unless there is good cause for permitting later
action or the time for such action is lengthened or shortened by rule of the agency or an order of the
presiding officer.

282—11.18(17A,272) Prehearing conference.
11.18(1) Any party may request a prehearing conference. A written request for prehearing

conference or an order for prehearing conference on the presiding officer’s own motion shall be filed
not less than seven days prior to the hearing date. A prehearing conference shall be conducted not less
than three business days prior to the hearing date.

Written notice of the prehearing conference shall be given by the presiding officer to all parties. For
good cause the presiding officer may permit variances from this rule.

11.18(2) Each party shall bring to the prehearing conference:
a. A final list of the witnesses who the party anticipates will testify at hearing. Witnesses not listed

may be excluded from testifying unless there was good cause for the failure to include their names; and
b. A final list of exhibits which the party anticipates will be introduced at hearing. Exhibits other

than rebuttal exhibits that are not listed may be excluded from admission into evidence unless there was
good cause for the failure to include them.

c. Witness or exhibit lists may be amended subsequent to the prehearing conference within the
time limits established by the presiding officer at the prehearing conference. Any such amendments
must be served on all parties.

11.18(3) In addition to the requirements of subrule 11.18(2), the parties at a prehearing conference
may:

a. Enter into stipulations of law or fact;
b. Enter into stipulations on the admissibility of exhibits;
c. Identify matters which the parties intend to request be officially noticed;
d. Enter into stipulations for waiver of any provision of law; and

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.22.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.18.pdf
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e. Consider any additional matters which will expedite the hearing.
11.18(4) Prehearing conferences shall be conducted by telephone unless otherwise ordered. Parties

shall exchange and receive witness and exhibit lists in advance of a telephone prehearing conference.

282—11.19(17A,272) Continuances. A party has no automatic right to a continuance or delay of the
board’s hearing procedure or schedule. However, a party may request a continuance of the presiding
officer no later than seven days prior to the date set for hearing. The presiding officer shall have the power
to grant continuances. Within seven days of the date set for hearing, no continuances shall be granted
except for extraordinary, extenuating or emergency circumstances. In these situations, the presiding
officer shall grant continuances after consultation, if needed, with the chairperson of the board, the
executive director, or the attorney representing the board. A board member shall not be contacted in
person, by mail or telephone by a party seeking a continuance.

282—11.20(17A,272) Intervention.
11.20(1) Motion. A motion for leave to intervene in a contested case proceeding shall state the

grounds for the proposed intervention, the position and interest of the proposed intervenor, and the
possible impact of intervention on the proceeding. A proposed answer or petition in intervention shall
be attached to the motion. Any party may file a response within 14 days of service of the motion to
intervene unless the time period is extended or shortened by the presiding officer.

11.20(2) When filed. Motion for leave to intervene shall be filed as early in the proceeding as possible
to avoid adverse impact on existing parties or the conduct of the proceeding. Unless otherwise ordered,
a motion for leave to intervene shall be filed before the prehearing conference, if any, or at least 20 days
before the date scheduled for hearing. Any later motion must contain a statement of good cause for
the failure to file in a timely manner. Unless inequitable or unjust, an intervenor shall be bound by any
agreement, arrangement, or other matter previously raised in the case. Requests by untimely intervenors
for continuances which would delay the proceeding will ordinarily be denied.

11.20(3) Grounds for intervention. The movant shall demonstrate that: (a) intervention would not
unduly prolong the proceedings or otherwise prejudice the rights of existing parties; (b) the movant is
likely to be aggrieved or adversely affected by a final order in the proceeding; and (c) the interests of the
movant are not adequately represented by existing parties.

11.20(4) Effect of intervention. If appropriate, the presiding officer may order consolidation of the
petitions and briefs of different parties whose interests are aligned with each other and limit the number
of representatives allowed to participate actively in the proceedings. A person granted leave to intervene
is a party to the proceeding. The order granting intervention may restrict the issues that may be raised
by the intervenor or otherwise condition the intervenor’s participation in the proceeding.

282—11.21(17A,272) Hearing procedures.
11.21(1) The presiding officer presides at the hearing and may rule on motions, require briefs,

issue a proposed decision, and issue such orders and rulings as will ensure the orderly conduct of the
proceedings. If the presiding officer is the board or a panel thereof, an administrative law judge from
the Iowa department of inspections and appeals may be designated to assist the board in conducting
proceedings under this chapter. An administrative law judge so designated may rule upon motions and
other procedural matters and assist the board in conducting the hearing.

11.21(2) All objections shall be timely made and stated on the record.
11.21(3) Legal representation.
a. The respondent has a right to participate in all hearings or prehearing conferences and may be

represented by an attorney or another person authorized by law.
b. The office of the attorney general or an attorney designated by the executive director shall be

responsible for prosecuting complaint allegations in all contested case proceedings before the board,
except those cases in which the sole allegation involves the failure of a practitioner to fulfill contractual
obligations. The assistant attorney general or other designated attorney assigned to prosecute a contested
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case before the board shall not represent the board or the complainant in that case, but shall represent
the public interest.

c. In a case in which the sole allegation involves the failure of a practitioner to fulfill contractual
obligations, the person who files the complaint with the board, or the complainant’s designee, shall
represent the complainant during the contested case proceedings.

11.21(4) Subject to terms and conditions prescribed by the presiding officer, parties have the right to
introduce evidence on issues of material fact, cross-examine witnesses present at the hearing as necessary
for a full and true disclosure of the facts, present evidence in rebuttal, and submit briefs and engage in
oral argument.

11.21(5) The presiding officer shall maintain the decorum of the hearing and may refuse to admit or
may expel anyone whose conduct is disorderly.

11.21(6) Witnesses may be sequestered during the hearing.
11.21(7) The presiding officer shall conduct the hearing in the following manner:
a. The presiding officer shall give an opening statement briefly describing the nature of the

proceedings;
b. The parties shall be given an opportunity to present opening statements;
c. Parties shall present their cases in the sequence determined by the presiding officer;
d. Each witness shall be sworn or affirmed by the presiding officer or the court reporter and be

subject to examination and cross-examination. The presiding officer may limit questioning in a manner
consistent with law;

e. When all parties and witnesses have been heard, parties may be given the opportunity to present
final arguments.

282—11.22(17A,272) Evidence.
11.22(1) The presiding officer shall rule on admissibility of evidence and may, where appropriate,

take official notice of facts in accordance with all applicable requirements of law.
11.22(2) Stipulation of facts is encouraged. The presiding officer may make a decision based on

stipulated facts.
11.22(3) Evidence in the proceeding shall be confined to the issues concerning allegations raised on

the face of the complaint as to which the parties received notice prior to the hearing.
11.22(4) The party seeking admission of an exhibit must provide opposing parties with an

opportunity to examine the exhibit prior to the ruling on its admissibility. Copies of documents should
normally be provided to opposing parties.

All exhibits admitted into evidence shall be appropriately marked and be made part of the record.
11.22(5) Any party may object to specific evidence or may request limits on the scope of any

examination or cross-examination. Such an objection shall be accompanied by a brief statement of the
grounds upon which it is based. The objection, the ruling on the objection, and the reasons for the
ruling shall be noted in the record. The presiding officer may rule on the objection at the time it is made
or may reserve a ruling until the written decision.

11.22(6) Whenever evidence is ruled inadmissible, the party offering that evidence may submit an
offer of proof on the record. The party making the offer of proof for excluded oral testimony shall
briefly summarize the testimony or, with permission of the presiding officer, present the testimony. If
the excluded evidence consists of a document or exhibit, it shall be marked as part of an offer of proof
and inserted in the record.

282—11.23(17A,272) Default.
11.23(1) If a party fails to appear or participate in a contested case proceeding after proper service of

notice, the presiding officer may, if no adjournment is granted, enter a default decision or proceed with
the hearing and render a decision in the absence of the party.

11.23(2) Where appropriate and not contrary to law, any party may move for default against a party
who has requested the contested case proceeding and has failed to file a required pleading or has failed
to appear after proper service.
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11.23(3) Default decisions or decisions rendered on the merits after a party has failed to appear or
participate in a contested case proceeding become final agency action unless, within 15 days after the date
of notification or mailing of the decision, a motion to vacate is filed and served on all parties or an appeal
of a decision on the merits is timely initiated within the time provided by rule 282—11.28(17A,272). A
motion to vacate must state all facts relied upon by the moving party which establish that good cause
existed for that party’s failure to appear or participate at the contested case proceeding. Each fact so
stated must be substantiated by at least one sworn affidavit of a person with personal knowledge of each
such fact, which affidavit(s) must be attached to the motion.

11.23(4) The time for further appeal of a decision for which a timely motion to vacate has been filed
is stayed pending a decision on the motion to vacate.

11.23(5) Properly substantiated and timely filed motions to vacate shall be granted only for good
cause shown. The burden of proof as to good cause is on the moving party. Adverse parties shall have
ten days to respond to a motion to vacate. Adverse parties shall be allowed to conduct discovery as to
the issue of good cause and to present evidence on the issue prior to a decision on the motion, if a request
to do so is included in that party’s response.

11.23(6) “Good cause” for purposes of this rule shall have the same meaning as “good cause” for
setting aside a default judgment under Iowa Rule of Civil Procedure 1.977.

11.23(7) A decision denying a motion to vacate is subject to further appeal within the time limit
allowed for further appeal of a decision on the merits in the contested case proceeding. A decision
granting a motion to vacate is subject to interlocutory appeal by the adverse party pursuant to rule
282—11.26(17A,272).

11.23(8) If a motion to vacate is granted and no timely interlocutory appeal has been taken, the
presiding officer shall issue another notice of hearing and the contested case shall proceed accordingly.

11.23(9) A default decision may award any relief consistent with the request for relief made in the
petition and embraced in its issues (but, unless the defaulting party has appeared, it cannot exceed the
relief demanded).

11.23(10) A default decision may provide either that the default decision is to be stayed pending a
timely motion to vacate or that the default decision is to take effect immediately, subject to a request for
stay under rule 282—11.30(17A,272).
[ARC 0026C, IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]

282—11.24(17A,272) Ex parte communication.
11.24(1) Prohibited communications. Unless required for the disposition of ex parte matters

specifically authorized by statute, following issuance of the notice of hearing, there shall be no
communication, directly or indirectly, between the presiding officer and any party or representative of
any party or any other person with a direct or indirect interest in such case in connection with any issue
of fact or law in the case except upon notice and opportunity for all parties to participate. This does
not prohibit persons jointly assigned such tasks from communicating with each other. Nothing in this
provision is intended to preclude the presiding officer from communicating with members of the board
or seeking the advice or help of persons other than those with a personal interest in, or those engaged
in personally investigating as defined in subrule 11.11(2), prosecuting, or advocating in, either the case
under consideration or a pending factually related case involving the same parties as long as those
persons do not directly or indirectly communicate to the presiding officer any ex parte communications
they have received of a type that the presiding officer would be prohibited from receiving or that furnish,
augment, diminish, or modify the evidence in the record.

11.24(2) Prohibitions on ex parte communications commence with the issuance of the notice of
hearing in a contested case and continue for as long as the case is pending.

11.24(3) Written, oral or other forms of communication are “ex parte” if made without notice and
opportunity for all parties to participate.

11.24(4) To avoid prohibited ex parte communications, notice must be given in a manner reasonably
calculated to give all parties a fair opportunity to participate. Notice of written communications shall
be provided in compliance with rule 282—11.13(17A,272) and may be supplemented by telephone,

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.28.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ACO/CourtRulesChapter/1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.26.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.30.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0026C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.13.pdf
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facsimile, electronic mail or other means of notification. Where permitted, oral communications may be
initiated through conference telephone call including all parties or their representatives.

11.24(5) Board members acting as presiding officers may communicate with each other without
notice or opportunity for parties to participate.

11.24(6) The executive director or other persons may be present in deliberations or otherwise advise
the presiding officer without notice or opportunity for parties to participate as long as they are not
disqualified from participating in the making of a proposed or final decision under any provision of
law and they comply with subrule 11.24(1).

11.24(7) Communications with the presiding officer involving uncontested scheduling or procedural
matters do not require notice or opportunity for parties to participate. Parties should notify other parties
prior to initiating such contact with the presiding officer when feasible, and shall notify other parties
when seeking to continue hearings or other deadlines pursuant to rule 282—11.19(17A,272).

11.24(8) Disclosure of prohibited communications. A presiding officer who receives a prohibited ex
parte communication during the pendency of a contested case must initially determine if the effect of the
communication is so prejudicial that the presiding officer should be disqualified. If the presiding officer
determines that disqualification is warranted, a copy of any prohibited written communication, all written
responses to the communication, a written summary stating the substance of any prohibited oral or other
communication not available in written form for disclosure, all responses made, and the identity of each
person fromwhom the presiding officer received a prohibited ex parte communication shall be submitted
for inclusion in the record under seal by protective order (or disclosed). If the presiding officer determines
that disqualification is not warranted, such documents shall be submitted for inclusion in the record and
served on all parties. Any party desiring to rebut the prohibited communication must be allowed the
opportunity to do so upon written request filed within ten days after notice of the communication.

11.24(9) Promptly after being assigned to serve as presiding officer at any stage in a contested case
proceeding, a presiding officer shall disclose to all parties material factual information received through
ex parte communication prior to such assignment unless the factual information has already been
or shortly will be disclosed pursuant to Iowa Code section 17A.13(2) or through discovery. Factual
information contained in an investigative report or similar document need not be separately disclosed
by the presiding officer as long as such documents have been or will shortly be provided to the parties.

11.24(10) The presiding officer may render a proposed or final decision imposing appropriate
sanctions for violations of this rule including default, a decision against the offending party, censure,
or suspension or revocation of the privilege to practice before the department. Violation of ex parte
communication prohibitions by department personnel shall be reported to (agency to designate person
to whom violations should be reported) for possible sanctions including censure, suspension, dismissal,
or other disciplinary action.

282—11.25(17A,272) Recording costs. Upon request, the board shall provide a copy of the whole or
any portion of the record at cost. The cost of preparing a copy of the record or of transcribing the hearing
record shall be paid by the requesting party.

Parties who request that a hearing be recorded by certified shorthand reporters rather than by
electronic means shall bear the cost of that recordation, unless otherwise provided by law.

282—11.26(17A,272) Interlocutory appeals. Upon written request of a party or on its own motion,
the board may review an interlocutory order of the presiding officer. In determining whether to do
so, the board shall weigh the extent to which its granting the interlocutory appeal would expedite final
resolution of the case and the extent to which review of that interlocutory order by the board at the time
it reviews the proposed decision of the presiding officer would provide an adequate remedy. Any request
for interlocutory review must be filed within 14 days of issuance of the challenged order, but no later
than the time for compliance with the order or the date of hearing, whichever is first.

282—11.27(17A,272) Final decision.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.24.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.19.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.13.pdf
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11.27(1) When the board presides over the reception of evidence at the hearing, its decision is a final
decision.

11.27(2) When the board does not preside at the reception of evidence, the presiding officer shall
make a proposed decision. The proposed decision becomes the final decision of the board without further
proceedings unless there is an appeal to, or review on motion of, the board within the time provided in
rule 282—11.28(17A,272).

282—11.28(17A,272) Appeals and review.
11.28(1) Appeal by party. Any adversely affected party may appeal a proposed decision to the board

within 30 days after issuance of the proposed decision.
11.28(2) Review. The board may initiate review of a proposed decision on its own motion at any

time within 30 days following the issuance of such a decision.
11.28(3) Notice of appeal. An appeal of a proposed decision is initiated by filing a timely notice of

appeal with the board. The notice of appeal must be signed by the appealing party or a representative of
that party and contain a certificate of service. The notice shall specify:

a. The parties initiating the appeal;
b. The proposed decision or order appealed from;
c. The specific findings or conclusions to which exception is taken and any other exceptions to

the decision or order;
d. The relief sought;
e. The grounds for relief.
11.28(4) Requests to present additional evidence. A party may request the taking of additional

evidence only by establishing that the evidence is material, that good cause existed for the failure to
present the evidence at the hearing, and that the party has not waived the right to present the evidence.
A written request to present additional evidence must be filed with the notice of appeal or, by a
nonappealing party, within 14 days of service of the notice of appeal. The board may remand a case to
the presiding officer for further hearing or may itself preside at the taking of additional evidence.

11.28(5) Scheduling. The board shall issue a schedule for consideration of the appeal.
11.28(6) Briefs and arguments. Unless otherwise ordered, within 20 days of the notice of appeal or

order for review, each appealing party may file exceptions and briefs. Within 20 days thereafter, any
party may file a responsive brief. Briefs shall cite any applicable legal authority and specify relevant
portions of the record in that proceeding. Written requests to present oral argument shall be filed with
the briefs.

The board may resolve the appeal on the briefs or provide an opportunity for oral argument. The
board may shorten or extend the briefing period as appropriate.

282—11.29(17A,272) Applications for rehearing.
11.29(1) By whom filed. Any party to a contested case proceeding may file an application for

rehearing from a final order.
11.29(2) Content of application. The application for rehearing shall state on whose behalf it is filed,

the specific grounds for rehearing, and the relief sought. In addition, the application shall state whether
the applicant desires reconsideration of all or part of the board decision on the existing record and
whether, on the basis of the grounds enumerated in subrule 11.28(4), the applicant requests an opportunity
to submit additional evidence.

11.29(3) Time of filing. The application shall be filed with the board within 20 days after issuance
of the final decision.

11.29(4) Notice to other parties. A copy of the application shall be timely mailed by the applicant
to all parties of record not joining therein. If the application does not contain a certificate of service, the
board shall serve copies on all parties.

11.29(5) Disposition. Any application for a rehearing shall be deemed denied unless the board grants
the application within 20 days after its filing.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.28.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.28.pdf
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282—11.30(17A,272) Stays of board actions.
11.30(1) When available.
a. Any party to a contested case proceeding may petition the board for a stay of an order issued

in that proceeding or for other temporary remedies, pending review by the board. The petition shall be
filed with the notice of appeal and shall state the reasons justifying a stay or other temporary remedy.
The executive director may rule on the stay or authorize the presiding officer to do so.

b. Any party to a contested case proceeding may petition the board for a stay or other temporary
remedies pending judicial review of all or part of that proceeding. The petition shall state the reasons
justifying a stay or other temporary remedy.

11.30(2) When granted. In determining whether to grant a stay, the executive director or presiding
officer shall consider the factors listed in Iowa Code section 17A.19(5).

11.30(3) Vacation. A stay may be vacated by the issuing authority upon application of the board or
any other party.
[ARC 0026C, IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]

282—11.31(17A,272) No factual dispute contested cases. If the parties agree that no dispute ofmaterial
fact exists as to a matter that would be a contested case if such a dispute of fact existed, the parties
may present all relevant admissible evidence either by stipulation or otherwise as agreed by the parties,
without necessity for the production of evidence at an evidentiary hearing. If such agreement is reached,
a jointly submitted schedule detailing the method and timetable for submission of the record, briefs and
oral argument should be submitted to the presiding officer for approval as soon as practicable. If the
parties cannot agree, any party may file and serve a motion for summary judgment pursuant to the rules
governing such motions.

282—11.32(17A,272) Emergency adjudicative proceedings.
11.32(1) Necessary emergency action. To the extent necessary to prevent or avoid immediate danger

to the public health, safety, or welfare, and consistent with the Constitution and other provisions of law,
the board may issue a written order in compliance with Iowa Code section 17A.18 to suspend a license
in whole or in part, order the cessation of any continuing activity, order affirmative action, or take other
action within the jurisdiction of the board by emergency adjudicative order. Before issuing an emergency
adjudicative order the board shall consider factors including, but not limited to, the following:

a. Whether there has been a sufficient factual investigation to ensure that the board is proceeding
on the basis of reliable information;

b. Whether the specific circumstances which pose immediate danger to the public health, safety
or welfare have been identified and determined to be continuing;

c. Whether the person required to comply with the emergency adjudicative order may continue to
engage in other activities without posing immediate danger to the public health, safety or welfare;

d. Whether imposition of monitoring requirements or other interim safeguards would be sufficient
to protect the public health, safety or welfare; and

e. Whether the specific action contemplated by the board is necessary to avoid the immediate
danger.

11.32(2) Issuance of order.
a. An emergency adjudicative order shall contain findings of fact, conclusions of law, and policy

reasons to justify the determination of an immediate danger in the board’s decision to take immediate
action.

b. The written emergency adjudicative order shall be immediately delivered to persons who are
required to comply with the order by utilizing one or more of the following procedures:

(1) Personal delivery;
(2) Certified mail, return receipt requested, to the last address on file with the board;
(3) Certified mail to the last address on file with the board;
(4) First-class mail to the last address on file with the board; or

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.19.pdf
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(5) Fax. Fax may be used as the sole method of delivery if the person required to comply with the
order has filed a written request that board orders be sent by fax and has provided a fax number for that
purpose.

c. To the degree practicable, the board shall select the procedure for providing written notice that
best ensures prompt, reliable delivery.

11.32(3) Oral notice. Unless the written emergency adjudicative order is provided by personal
delivery on the same day that the order issues, the board shall make reasonable immediate efforts to
contact by telephone the persons who are required to comply with the order.

11.32(4) Completion of proceedings. After the issuance of an emergency adjudicative order, the
board shall proceed as quickly as feasible to complete any proceedings that would be required if the
matter did not involve an immediate danger.

Issuance of a written emergency adjudicative order shall include notification of the date on which
board proceedings are scheduled for completion. After issuance of an emergency adjudicative order,
continuance of further board proceedings to a later date will be granted only in compelling circumstances
upon application in writing.

282—11.33(272) Methods of discipline. The board has the authority to impose the following
disciplinary sanctions:

1. Revoke a practitioner’s license, certificate or authorization.
2. Suspend a practitioner’s license, certificate or authorization until further order of the board or

for a specific period.
3. Prohibit permanently, until further order of the board, or for a specific period, a practitioner

from engaging in specified practices, methods, or acts.
4. Require additional education or training.
5. Order a physical or mental evaluation, or order alcohol and drug screening within a time

specified by the board.
6. Issue a public letter of reprimand.
7. Order any other resolution appropriate to the circumstances of the case.

282—11.34(272) Reinstatement. Any person whose license, certificate or authorization to practice has
been suspended may apply to the board for reinstatement in accordance with the terms and conditions
of the order of the suspension.

11.34(1) All proceedings for reinstatement shall be initiated by the respondent, who shall file with
the board an application for reinstatement. Such application shall be docketed in the original case in
which the license, certificate or authorization was suspended. All proceedings upon the application for
reinstatement shall be subject to the same rules of procedure as other cases before the board.

11.34(2) An application for reinstatement shall allege facts which, if established, will be sufficient
to enable the board to determine that the basis for the suspension of the respondent’s license, certificate
or authorization no longer exists and that it will be in the public interest for the license, certificate or
authorization to be reinstated. The burden of proof to establish such facts shall be on the respondent.

11.34(3) An order denying or granting reinstatement shall be based upon a decision which
incorporates findings of fact and conclusions of law.

282—11.35(272) Application denial and appeal. The executive director is authorized by Iowa Code
section 272.7 to grant or deny applications for licensure. If the executive director denies an application
for an initial or exchange license, certificate, or authorization, the executive director shall send to the
applicant by regular first-class mail written notice identifying the factual and legal basis for denying the
application. If the executive director denies an application to renew an existing license, certificate, or
authorization, the provisions of rule 282—11.36(272) shall apply.

11.35(1) Mandatory grounds for license denial. The executive director shall deny an application
based on the grounds set forth in Iowa Code section 272.2(14), including:

a. The license application is fraudulent.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/272.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.36.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/272.2.pdf
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b. The applicant’s license or certification from another state is suspended or revoked.
c. The applicant fails to meet board standards for application or for license renewal.
d. The applicant is less than 21 years of age, except that a coaching authorization or paraeducator

certificate may be issued to an applicant who is 18 years of age or older, as provided in Iowa Code
sections 272.12 and 272.31. A student enrolled in a practitioner preparation program who meets board
requirements for a temporary, limited purpose license and who is seeking to teach as part of the practicum
or internship may be less than 21 years of age.

e. The applicant has been convicted of one of the disqualifying criminal convictions set forth in
paragraph 11.35(2)“a.”

11.35(2) Conviction of a crime and founded child abuse.
a. Disqualifying criminal convictions. The board shall deny an application for licensure if the

applicant or licensee has been convicted, has pled guilty to, or has been found guilty of the following
criminal offenses, regardless of whether the judgment of conviction or sentence was deferred:

(1) Any of the following forcible felonies included in Iowa Code section 702.11: child
endangerment, assault, murder, sexual abuse, or kidnapping;

(2) Any of the following criminal sexual offenses, as provided in Iowa Code chapter 709, involving
a child:

1. First-, second- or third-degree sexual abuse committed on or with a person who is under the
age of 18;

2. Lascivious acts with a child;
3. Assault with intent to commit sexual abuse;
4. Indecent contact with a child;
5. Sexual exploitation by a counselor;
6. Lascivious conduct with a minor;
7. Enticing a minor under Iowa Code section 710.10; or
8. Human trafficking under Iowa Code section 710A.2;
(3) Incest involving a child as prohibited by Iowa Code section 726.2;
(4) Dissemination and exhibition of obscene material to minors as prohibited by Iowa Code section

728.2;
(5) Telephone dissemination of obscene material to minors as prohibited by Iowa Code section

728.15;
(6) Any offense specified in the laws of another jurisdiction, or any offense that may be prosecuted

in a federal, military, or foreign court, that is comparable to an offense listed in paragraph 11.35(2)“a”;
or

(7) Any offense under prior laws of this state or another jurisdiction, or any offense under prior
law that was prosecuted in a federal, military, or foreign court, that is comparable to an offense listed in
paragraph 11.35(2)“a.”

b. Other criminal convictions and founded child abuse. When determining whether a person
should be denied licensure based on the conviction of any other crime, including a felony, or a founded
report of child abuse, the executive director and the board shall consider the following:

(1) The nature and seriousness of the crime or founded abuse in relation to the position sought;
(2) The time elapsed since the crime or founded abuse was committed;
(3) The degree of rehabilitation which has taken place since the crime or founded abuse was

committed;
(4) The likelihood that the person will commit the same crime or abuse again;
(5) The number of criminal convictions or founded abuses committed; and
(6) Such additional factors as may in a particular case demonstrate mitigating circumstances or

heightened risk to public safety.
11.35(3) Fraudulent applications. An application shall be considered fraudulent pursuant to Iowa

Code section 272.2(14)“b”(3) if it contains any false representation of a material fact or any omission of
a material fact which should have been disclosed at the time of application for licensure or is submitted
with a false or forged diploma, certificate, affidavit, identification, or other document material to the

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/272.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/272.31.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.35.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/702.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/709.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/710.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/710A.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/726.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/728.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/728.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.35.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.35.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/272.2.pdf
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applicant’s qualification for licensure or material to any of the grounds for denial set forth in Iowa Code
section 272.2(14).

11.35(4) Appeal procedure.
a. An applicant who is aggrieved by the denial of an application for licensure and who desires to

challenge the decision of the executive director must appeal the decision and request a hearing before the
board within 30 calendar days of the date the notice of license denial is mailed. An appeal and request for
hearingmust be in writing and is deemedmade on the date of the United States Postal Service nonmetered
postmark or the date of personal service to the board office. The request for hearing shall specify the
factual or legal errors the applicant contends were made by the executive director, must identify any
factual disputes upon which the applicant desires an evidentiary hearing, and may provide additional
written information or documents in support of licensure. If a request for hearing is timely made, the
executive director shall promptly issue a notice of contested case hearing on the grounds asserted by the
applicant.

b. The board, in its discretion, may act as presiding officer at the contested case hearing, may hold
the hearing before a panel of three board members, or may request that an administrative law judge act
as presiding officer. The applicant may request that an administrative law judge act as presiding officer
and render a proposed decision pursuant to rule 282—11.8(17A,272). A proposed decision by a panel
of board members or an administrative law judge is subject to appeal or review by the board pursuant to
rule 282—11.28(17A,272).

c. Hearings concerning licensure denial shall be conducted according to the contested case
procedural rules in this chapter. Evidence supporting the denial of the license may be presented by
an assistant attorney general. While each party shall have the burden of establishing the affirmative
of matters asserted, the applicant shall have the ultimate burden of persuasion as to the applicant’s
qualification for licensure.

d. On appeal, the board may grant or deny the application for licensure. If the application for
licensure is denied, the board shall state the reason or reasons for the denial and may state conditions
under which the application could be granted, if applicable.

11.35(5) Judicial review. Judicial review of a final order of the board denying licensure may be
sought in accordance with the provisions of Iowa Code section 17A.19 which are applicable to judicial
review of an agency’s final decision in a contested case. In order to exhaust administrative remedies, an
applicant aggrieved by the executive director’s denial of an application for licensure must timely appeal
the adverse decision to the board.
[ARC 9209B, IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10; ARC 0025C, IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12; ARC 0026C, IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]

282—11.36(272) Denial of renewal application. If the executive director denies an application to renew
a license, certificate or authorization, a notice of hearing shall be issued to commence a contested case
proceeding. The executive director may deny a renewal application on the same grounds as those that
apply to an application for initial or exchange licensure described in subrules 11.35(1) to 11.35(3).

11.36(1) Hearing procedure. Hearings on denial of an application to renew a license shall be
conducted according to the contested case procedural rules in this chapter. Evidence supporting the
denial of the license may be presented by an assistant attorney general. The provisions of subrules
11.35(4) and 11.35(5) shall apply.

11.36(2) Judicial review. Judicial review of a final order of the board denying renewal of licensure
may be sought in accordance with the provisions of Iowa Code section 17A.19 which are applicable to
judicial review of an agency’s final decision in a contested case.

11.36(3) Impact of denial of renewal application. Pursuant to Iowa Code section 17A.18(2), if the
licensee has made timely and sufficient application for renewal, an existing license shall not expire until
the last day for seeking judicial review of the board’s final order denying the application or a later date
fixed by order of the board or reviewing court.

11.36(4) Timeliness of renewal application. Within the meaning of Iowa Code section 17A.18(2), a
timely and sufficient renewal application shall be:

a. Received by the board on or before the date the license is set to expire or lapse;

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/272.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.28.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.19.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9209B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0025C.pdf
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https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.35.pdf
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b. Signed by the licensee if submitted in paper form or certified as accurate if submitted
electronically;

c. Fully completed; and
d. Accompanied by the proper fee. The fee shall be deemed improper if the amount is incorrect, the

fee was not included with the application, or the licensee’s check is unsigned or returned for insufficient
funds.

282—11.37(272) Mandatory reporting of contract nonrenewal or termination or resignation
based on allegations of misconduct. The board of directors of a school district or area education
agency, the superintendent of a school district or the chief administrator of an area education agency,
and the authorities in charge of a nonpublic school shall report to the board any instance of disciplinary
action taken against a person who holds a license, certificate, or authorization issued by the board
for conduct that would constitute a violation of 282—subparagraph 25.3(1)“e”(4), subrule 25.3(2),
paragraph 25.3(3)“e,” or paragraph 25.3(4)“b.” In addition, the board of directors of a school district
or area education agency, the superintendent of a school district or the chief administrator of an area
education agency, and the authorities in charge of a nonpublic school shall report to the board the
nonrenewal or termination, for reasons of alleged or actual misconduct, of a person’s contract executed
under Iowa Code sections 279.12, 279.13, 279.15, 279.16, 279.18 through 279.21, 279.23, and 279.24,
and the resignation of a person who holds a license, certificate, or authorization issued by the board
as a result of or following an incident or allegation of misconduct that, if proven, would constitute a
violation of 282—subparagraph 25.3(1)“b”(1), subparagraph 25.3(1)“e”(4), subrule 25.3(2), paragraph
25.3(3)“e,” or paragraph 25.3(4)“b,” when the board or reporting official has a good-faith belief that
the incident occurred or the allegation is true.

11.37(1) Method of reporting. The report required by this rule may be made by completion and filing
of the complaint form described in subrule 11.4(2) or by the submission of a letter to the executive
director of the board which includes:

a. The full name, address, telephone number, title and signature of the reporter;
b. The full name, address, and telephone number of the person who holds a license, certificate or

authorization issued by the board;
c. A concise statement of the circumstances under which the termination, nonrenewal, or

resignation occurred;
d. The date action was taken which necessitated the report, including the date of disciplinary

action taken, nonrenewal or termination of a contract for reasons of alleged or actual misconduct, or
resignation of a person following an incident or allegation of misconduct as required under Iowa Code
section 272.15(1), or awareness of alleged misconduct as required under Iowa Code section 272.15(2);
and

e. Any additional information or documentation which the reporter believes will be relevant to
assessment of the report pursuant to subrule 11.37(4).

11.37(2) Timely reporting required. The report required by this rule shall be filed within 30 days
of the date action was taken which necessitated the report or within 30 days of an employee becoming
aware of the alleged misconduct under Iowa Code section 272.15(2).

11.37(3) Confidentiality of report. Information reported to the board in accordance with this rule
is privileged and confidential, and, except as provided in Iowa Code section 272.13, is not subject
to discovery, subpoena, or other means of legal compulsion for its release to a person other than the
respondent and the board and its employees and agents involved in licensee discipline, and is not
admissible in evidence in a judicial or administrative proceeding other than the proceeding involving
licensee discipline.

11.37(4) Action upon receipt of report.
a. Upon receipt of a report under this rule, the executive director of the board shall review the

information reported to determine whether a complaint investigation should be initiated.
b. In making this determination, the executive director shall consider the nature and seriousness of

the reported misconduct in relation to the position sought or held, the time elapsed since the misconduct,

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/279.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/279.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/279.15-21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/279.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/279.18-21.pdf
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the degree of rehabilitation, the likelihood that the individual will commit the same misconduct again,
and the number of reported incidents of misconduct.

c. If the executive director determines a complaint should not be initiated, no further formal action
will be taken and the matter will be closed.

d. If the executive director determines a complaint investigation should be initiated, the executive
director shall assign the matter for investigation pursuant to rule 282—11.5(272).

11.37(5) Proceedings upon investigation. From the time of initiation of an investigation, the matter
will be processed in the same manner as a complaint filed under rule 282—11.4(17A,272).
[ARC 4699C, IAB 10/9/19, effective 11/13/19]

282—11.38(256,272) Reporting by department of education employees.
11.38(1) Method of reporting. A report of misconduct made by the director, pursuant to Iowa Code

section 256.9(52), ormade by an employee of the department of education, pursuant to IowaCode section
272.15(2), shall comply with the requirements of subrule 11.37(1).

11.38(2) Confidentiality. Information reported to the board in accordance with this rule is privileged
and confidential, except as provided in Iowa Code section 272.13.

11.38(3) Review and investigation of report. The report shall be reviewed and investigated pursuant
to subrules 11.37(4) and 11.37(5).
[ARC 0026C, IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]

282—11.39(272) Denial of application during a pending professional practices case. The executive
director may deny an application for a Class B license if the applicant is currently under investigation
and probable cause has been determined by the board.
[ARC 9659B, IAB 8/10/11, effective 9/14/11]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapters 17A and 272.
[Filed 7/12/73; amendment filed 10/6/75—published 10/20/75, effective 11/24/75]

[Filed emergency 4/2/86—published 4/23/86, effective 4/23/86]
[Filed emergency 5/25/88—published 6/15/88, effective 5/25/88]
[Filed emergency 4/26/90—published 5/16/90, effective 4/27/90]

[Filed 5/20/92, Notice 2/19/92—published 6/10/92, effective 7/15/92]
[Filed 1/12/96, Notice 10/25/95—published 1/31/96, effective 3/6/96]
[Filed 1/21/00, Notice 10/6/99—published 2/9/00, effective 3/15/00]1

[Filed 3/16/01, Notice 1/10/01—published 4/4/01, effective 5/9/01]
[Filed 11/21/01, Notice 8/8/01—published 12/12/01, effective 1/16/02]2

[Filed 5/23/03, Notice 12/11/02—published 6/11/03, effective 7/16/03]
[Filed 7/3/03, Notice 4/16/03—published 7/23/03, effective 8/27/03]
[Filed 7/7/03, Notice 4/16/03—published 7/23/03, effective 8/27/03]
[Filed 1/30/04, Notice 11/12/03—published 2/18/04, effective 3/24/04]
[Filed 1/28/05, Notice 11/10/04—published 2/16/05, effective 3/23/05]
[Filed 11/14/07, Notice 9/12/07—published 12/5/07, effective 1/9/08]
[Filed 2/13/08, Notice 11/7/07—published 3/12/08, effective 4/16/08]
[Filed emergency 6/25/08—published 7/16/08, effective 6/25/08]

[Filed 6/25/08, Notice 5/7/08—published 7/16/08, effective 8/20/08]
[Filed ARC 8406B (Notice ARC 8143B, IAB 9/9/09), IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]3

[Editorial change: IAC Supplement 1/27/10]
[Filed Emergency ARC 8823B, IAB 6/2/10, effective 5/14/10]

[Filed ARC 9209B (Notice ARC 8971B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]
[Filed ARC 9659B (Notice ARC 9450B, IAB 4/6/11), IAB 8/10/11, effective 9/14/11]
[Filed ARC 0025C (Notice ARC 9923B, IAB 12/14/11), IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]
[Filed ARC 0026C (Notice ARC 9924B, IAB 12/14/11), IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]
[Filed ARC 0606C (Notice ARC 0494C, IAB 12/12/12), IAB 2/20/13, effective 3/27/13]
[Filed ARC 0853C (Notice ARC 0677C, IAB 4/3/13), IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13]
[Filed ARC 1455C (Notice ARC 1344C, IAB 2/19/14), IAB 5/14/14, effective 6/18/14]
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[Filed ARC 1543C (Notice ARC 1378C, IAB 3/19/14), IAB 7/23/14, effective 8/27/14]
[Filed ARC 3196C (Notice ARC 3012C, IAB 4/12/17), IAB 7/5/17, effective 8/9/17]
[Filed ARC 4633C (Notice ARC 4503C, IAB 6/19/19), IAB 8/28/19, effective 10/2/19]
[Filed ARC 4699C (Notice ARC 4560C, IAB 7/31/19), IAB 10/9/19, effective 11/13/19]
[Filed ARC 5320C (Notice ARC 5213C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

1 Effective date of 282—Ch 11 delayed 45 days by the Administrative Rules Review Committee at its meeting held March 10, 2000;
delay lifted by the Committee at its meeting held April 7, 2000, effective April 8, 2000.

2 Two ARCs
3 Effective date of ARC 8406B delayed until the adjournment of the 2010 Session of the General Assembly by the Administrative

Rules Review Committee at its meeting held January 5, 2010.
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CHAPTER 13
ISSUANCE OF TEACHER LICENSES AND ENDORSEMENTS

[Prior to 1/14/09, see Educational Examiners Board[282] Ch 14]

282—13.1(272) All applicants desiring Iowa licensure.
13.1(1) Licenses, authorizations, certificates, and statements of professional recognition. Licenses,

authorizations, certificates, and statements of professional recognition are issued upon application filed
on a form provided by the board of educational examiners and upon completion of the following:

a. National criminal history background check. An initial applicant will be required to submit a
completed fingerprint packet that accompanies the application to facilitate a national criminal history
background check. The fee for the evaluation of the fingerprint packet will be assessed to the applicant.

b. Iowa division of criminal investigation background check. An Iowa division of criminal
investigation (DCI) background check will be conducted on initial applicants. The fee for the evaluation
of the DCI background check will be assessed to the applicant.

c. Registries and records check. A check of the following registries and records will be conducted
on initial applicants: the sex offender registry under Iowa Code section 692A.121, the central registry for
child abuse information established under Iowa Code chapter 235A, the central registry for dependent
adult abuse informationmaintained under Iowa Code chapter 235B, and the information in the Iowa court
information system available to the general public. The fee for checks of these registries and records
will be assessed to the applicant.

13.1(2) Temporary permits. The executive director may issue a temporary permit to an applicant for
any type of license, certification, or authorization issued by the board, after receipt of a fully completed
application; determination that the applicant meets all applicable prerequisites for issuance of the license,
certification, or authorization; and satisfactory evaluation of the Iowa criminal history background check
and registries and records check set forth in 13.1(1)“b” and “c.” The temporary permit shall serve as
evidence of the applicant’s authorization to hold a position in Iowa schools, pending the satisfactory
completion of the national criminal history background check. The temporary permit shall expire upon
issuance of the requested license, certification, or authorization or 90 days from the date of issuance of
the permit, whichever occurs first, unless the temporary permit is extended upon a finding of good cause
by the executive director.
[ARC 0563C, IAB 1/23/13, effective 1/1/13; ARC 2230C, IAB 11/11/15, effective 12/16/15; ARC 3633C, IAB 2/14/18, effective
3/21/18]

282—13.2(272) Applicants from recognized Iowa institutions. RescindedARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15,
effective 7/15/15.

282—13.3(272) Applicants from non-Iowa institutions. Rescinded ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15,
effective 7/15/15.

282—13.4(272) Applicants from foreign institutions. Rescinded ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective
7/15/15.

282—13.5(272) Teacher licenses. A license may be issued to an applicant who fulfills the general
requirements set out in subrule 13.5(1) and the specific requirements set out for each license.

13.5(1) General requirements. The applicant shall:
a. Have a baccalaureate degree from a regionally accredited institution.
b. Have completed a state-approved teacher education program.
c. Have completed the teacher preparation coursework set forth in 281—subrules 79.15(2) to

79.15(5).
d. Have completed student teaching in the subject area and grade level endorsement desired.
e. Have completed the requirements for one of the basic teaching endorsements.
f. Provide a recommendation for the specific license and endorsement(s) from the designated

recommending official at the recognized institution where the preparation was completed.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/692A.121.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/235A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/235B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0563C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/06-10-2015.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/06-10-2015.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/06-10-2015.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
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13.5(2) Applicants from non-Iowa institutions.
a. Definitions.
“Nontraditional” means any method of teacher preparation that falls outside the traditional method

of preparing teachers, that provides at least a one- or two-year sequenced program of instruction taught
at regionally accredited and state-approved colleges or universities, that includes commonly recognized
pedagogy classes being taught for course credit, and that requires a student teaching component.

“Proficiency,” for the purposes of paragraph 13.5(2)“e,”means that an applicant has passed all parts
of the standard.

“Recognized non-Iowa teacher preparation institution” means an institution that is state-approved
and is accredited by the regional accrediting agency for the territory in which the institution is located.

b. In addition to the requirements set forth in subrule 13.5(1), an applicant from a non-Iowa
institution:

(1) Shall submit a copy of a valid or expired regular teaching certificate or license exclusive of a
temporary, emergency or substitute license or certificate.

(2) Shall provide verification of successfully passing the Iowa-mandated assessment(s) by meeting
the minimum score set by the Iowa department of education if the teacher preparation program was
completed on or after January 1, 2013, and the applicant has verified fewer than three years of valid
out-of-state teaching experience. If the teacher preparation program was completed prior to January 1,
2013, or if the applicant has verified three years of valid out-of-state teaching experience, the applicant
must provide verification of successfully passing the mandated assessment(s) in the state in which
the applicant is currently licensed (or verify highly qualified status) or must provide verification of
successfully passing the Iowa-mandated assessment(s) by meeting the minimum score set by the Iowa
department of education.

(3) Shall provide an official institutional transcript(s) to be analyzed for the requirements necessary
for Iowa licensure. An applicant must have completed at least 75 percent of the coursework as outlined
in 281—subrules 79.15(2) to 79.15(5) and an endorsement requirement through a two- or four-year
institution in order for the endorsement to be included on the license. An applicant who has not completed
at least 75 percent of the coursework for at least one of the basic Iowa teaching endorsements completed
will not be issued a license. An applicant seeking a board of educational examiners transcript review
must have achieved a C- grade or higher in the courses that will be considered for licensure. An applicant
who has met the minimum coursework requirements in this subrule will not be subject to additional
coursework deficiency requirements if the applicant provides verification of ten years of successful
teaching experience or if the applicant provides verification of five years of successful experience and a
master’s degree.

(4) Shall demonstrate recency of experience by providing verification of either one year of teaching
experience or six semester hours of college credit during the five-year period immediately preceding the
date of application.

(5) Shall not be subject to any pending disciplinary proceedings in any state or country.
(6) Shall comply with all requirements with regard to application processes and payment of

licensure fees.
c. If through a transcript analysis, the teacher preparation coursework as outlined in 281—subrules

79.15(2) to 79.15(5) or one of the basic teaching endorsement requirements for Iowa is not met, the
applicant may be eligible for the equivalent Iowa endorsement areas, as designated by the Iowa board of
educational examiners, based on current and valid National Board Certification.

d. If the teacher preparation program was considered nontraditional, candidates will be asked to
verify the following:

(1) That the program was for secondary education;
(2) A cumulative grade point average of 2.50 on a 4.0 scale from a regionally accredited institution;

and
(3) The completion of a student teaching or internship experience or three years of teaching

experience.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
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e. If the teacher preparation coursework as outlined in 281—subrules 79.15(2) to 79.15(5) cannot
be reviewed through a traditional transcript evaluation, a portfolio review and evaluation process may
be utilized.

(1) An applicant must demonstrate proficiency in a minimum of at least 75 percent of the teacher
preparation coursework as outlined in 281—subrules 79.15(2) to 79.15(5).

(2) An applicant must meet with the board of educational examiners to answer any of the board’s
questions concerning the portfolio.

f. An applicant under this subrule or subrule 13.5(3) shall be granted an Iowa teaching license
and will not be subject to additional assessments or coursework deficiencies if the following additional
requirements have been met:

(1) Verification of Iowa residency, or, for military spouses, verification of a permanent change of
military installation.

(2) Valid or expired regular teaching certificate or license in good standing from another state
without pending disciplinary action, valid for a minimum of one year, exclusive of a temporary,
emergency or substitute license or certificate. Endorsements shall be granted based on comparable Iowa
endorsements, and endorsement requirements may be waived in order to grant the most comparable
endorsement.

(3) Passing test scores for the required assessments for the state where the teaching license was
issued.

g. Holders of an Iowa regional exchange license issued prior to January 1, 2021, may submit a new
application if the requirements in this subrule would have been met at the time of their initial application.

13.5(3) Applicants from foreign institutions. An applicant for initial licensure whose preparation
was completed in a foreign institution must additionally obtain a course-by-course credential evaluation
report completed by one of the board-approved credential evaluation services and then file this report
with the Iowa board of educational examiners for a determination of eligibility for licensure. After
receiving the notification of eligibility by the Iowa board of educational examiners, the applicant must
provide verification of successfully passing the Iowa-mandated assessment(s) pursuant to subparagraph
13.5(2)“b”(2).
[ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 2584C, IAB 6/22/16, effective 7/27/16; ARC 3829C, IAB 6/6/18, effective
7/11/18; ARC 5321C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—13.6(272) Specific requirements for an initial license. An initial license valid for a minimum
of two years with an expiration date of June 30 may be issued to an applicant who meets the general
requirements set forth in rule 282—13.5(272).

13.6(1) For an applicant applying pursuant to subrule 13.5(1), a nonrenewable temporary initial
license may be issued if the applicant presents an assessment waiver issued by the director of the Iowa
department of education within 30 days of the waiver issuance. The applicant must meet the assessment
requirement in order to apply for full Iowa licensure.

13.6(2) For an applicant applying pursuant to subrule 13.5(2), a nonrenewable temporary initial
license may be issued to the applicant if all requirements have been met with the exception of
the assessments pursuant to subparagraph 13.5(2)“b”(2). The applicant must meet the assessment
requirement in order to apply for full Iowa licensure.

13.6(3) The temporary initial license shall be valid for one year from the date of issuance. This
license is nonrenewable and may not be extended. This license may only be issued if the applicant
provides an affidavit from the administrator of an Iowa school district or accredited nonpublic school
verifying that an offer of a teaching contract has been made and that the employer made every reasonable
and good-faith effort to employ a fully licensed teacher for the specified subject andwas unable to employ
such a teacher.
[ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 3979C, IAB 8/29/18, effective 10/3/18; ARC 4621C, IAB 8/28/19, effective
8/7/19]

282—13.7(272) Specific requirements for a standard license. A standard license valid for five years
may be issued to an applicant who:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2584C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3829C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5321C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3979C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4621C.pdf
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1. Meets the general requirements set forth in rule 282—13.5(272), and
2. Shows evidence of successful completion of a state-approved mentoring and induction program

or mentoring through a state-approved career, leadership, and compensation framework by meeting
the Iowa teaching standards as determined by a comprehensive evaluation and two years’ successful
teaching experience within the applicant’s approved endorsement area(s). In lieu of completion of an
Iowa state-approved mentoring program, the applicant must provide evidence of three years’ successful
teaching experience within the applicant’s approved endorsement area(s) at any of the following:

● An accredited nonpublic school in this state.
● A preschool program approved by the United States Department of Health andHuman Services.
● Preschool programs at school districts approved to participate in the preschool program under

Iowa Code chapter 256C.
● Shared visions programs receiving grants from the child development coordinating council

under Iowa Code section 256A.3.
● Preschool programs receiving moneys from the school ready children grants account of the

early childhood Iowa fund created in Iowa Code section 256I.11.
● An out-of-state PK-12 educational setting.

[ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 2792C, IAB 11/9/16, effective 12/14/16; ARC 3634C, IAB 2/14/18, effective
3/21/18]

282—13.8(272) Specific requirements for a master educator’s license. A master educator’s license
is valid for five years and may be issued to an applicant who:

1. Is the holder of or is eligible for a standard license as set out in rule 282—13.7(272), and
2. Verifies five years of successful teaching experience, and
3. Completes one of the following options:
● Master’s degree from a regionally accredited college or university in a recognized endorsement

area, or
● Master’s degree from a regionally accredited college or university in curriculum, effective

teaching, or a similar degree program which has a focus on school curriculum or instruction.
[ARC 1168C, IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13]

282—13.9(272) Teacher intern license.
13.9(1) Authorization. The teacher intern is authorized to teach in grades 7 to 12.
13.9(2) Term. The term of the teacher intern license will be one school year. This license is

nonrenewable.
13.9(3) Teacher intern requirements. A teacher intern license may be issued to an applicant who

has been recommended by an institution with a state-approved intern program and who has met the
background check requirements set forth in rule 282—13.1(272).

13.9(4) Requirements to convert the teacher intern license to the initial license. An initial license
shall be issued upon application provided that the teacher intern has met the requirements as verified by
the recommendation from the state-approved program.

13.9(5) Requirements to extend the teacher intern license if the teacher intern does not complete all
of the education coursework during the term of the teacher intern license.

a. A one-year extension of the teacher intern license may be issued upon application provided that
the teacher intern has met both of the following requirements:

(1) Successful completion of one year of teaching experience during the teacher internship.
(2) Verification by the recommending official at the approved teacher intern program that the

teacher intern has not completed all of the coursework required for the initial license.
b. Only one year of teaching experience during the term of the teacher intern license or the

extension of a teacher intern license may be used to convert the teacher intern license to a standard
teaching license.
[ARC 8688B, IAB 4/7/10, effective 5/12/10; ARC 9925B, IAB 12/14/11, effective 1/18/12; ARC 0698C, IAB 5/1/13, effective 6/5/13;
ARC 0865C, IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13; ARC 1374C, IAB 3/19/14, effective 4/23/14; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective
7/15/15]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/2016/256C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2016/256A.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2016/256I.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2792C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3634C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1168C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8688B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9925B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0698C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0865C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1374C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
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282—13.10(272) Specific requirements for a Class A extension license. A nonrenewable Class A
extension license valid for one year may be issued to an individual under one of the following conditions:

13.10(1) Based on an expired Iowa certificate or license, exclusive of a Class A extension or Class
B license.

a. The holder of an expired license, exclusive of a Class A extension or Class B license, shall be
eligible to receive a Class A extension license upon application. This license shall be endorsed for the
type of service authorized by the expired license on which it is based.

b. The holder of an expired license who is currently under contract with an Iowa educational
unit (area education agency/local education agency/local school district) and who does not meet the
renewal requirements for the license held shall be required to secure the signature of the superintendent
or designee before the license will be issued.

13.10(2) Based on a mentoring and induction program. An applicant may be eligible for a Class
A extension license if the school district, after conducting a comprehensive evaluation, recommends
and verifies that the applicant shall participate in the mentoring program for a third year. No further
extensions are available for this type of Class A extension license.
[ARC 7987B, IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09; ARC 8134B, IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09; ARC 8957B, IAB 7/28/10, effective
9/1/10; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15]

282—13.11(272) Specific requirements for a Class B license. A Class B license, which is valid for
two years and which is nonrenewable, may be issued to an individual under the following conditions:

13.11(1) Endorsement in progress. The individual has a valid initial, standard, master educator,
permanent professional, Class A extension, exchange, or professional service license and one or more
endorsements but is seeking to obtain some other endorsement. A Class B license may be issued if
requested by an employer and if the individual seeking to obtain some other endorsement has completed
at least two-thirds of the requirements, or one-half of the content requirements in a state-designated
shortage area, leading to completion of all requirements for the endorsement. A Class B license may not
be issued for the driver’s education endorsement.

13.11(2) Program of study. The college or university must outline the program of study necessary
to meet the endorsement requirements for specified areas. This program of study must be attached to the
application.

13.11(3) Request for executive director decision. If the minimum content requirements have not
been met for the Class B license, a one-year executive director decision license may be issued if
requested by the school district and if the school district can demonstrate that a candidate with the
proper endorsement was not found after a diligent search. The executive director decision license may
not be renewed and will expire on June 30 of the fiscal year in which it was issued.

13.11(4) Expiration. The Class B license will expire on June 30 of the fiscal year in which it was
issued plus one year.
[ARC 7987B, IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09; ARC 8133B, IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09; ARC 9207B, IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10;
ARC 9573B, IAB 6/29/11, effective 8/3/11; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 3633C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]

282—13.12(272) Specific requirements for a Class C license. Rescinded IAB 7/29/09, effective
9/2/09.

282—13.13(272) Specific requirements for a Class D occupational license. Rescinded IAB 7/29/09,
effective 9/2/09.

282—13.14(272) Specific requirements for a Class E emergency extension license. A nonrenewable
license valid for one year may be issued to an individual as follows:

13.14(1) Expired license. Based on an expired Class A or Class B license, the holder of the
expired license shall be eligible to receive a Class E emergency extension license upon application and
submission of all required materials.

13.14(2) Application. The application process will require transcripts of coursework completed
during the term of the expired license, a program of study indicating the coursework necessary to

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7987B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8134B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8957B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7987B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8133B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9207B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9573B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/07-29-2009.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/07-29-2009.pdf
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obtain full licensure, and registration for coursework to be completed during the term of the Class E
emergency extension license. The Class E emergency extension license will be denied if the applicant
has not completed any coursework during the term of the Class A or Class B license unless extenuating
circumstances are verified.
[ARC 7987B, IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15]

282—13.15(272) Specific requirements for a Class G license. RescindedARC 5321C, IAB 12/16/20,
effective 1/20/21.

282—13.16(272) Specific requirements for a substitute teacher’s license.
13.16(1) Substitute teacher requirements. A substitute teacher’s license may be issued to an

individual who has completed a teacher preparation program and been the holder of, or presently holds,
or is eligible to hold, a license in Iowa.

13.16(2) Validity. A substitute license is valid for five years and for not more than 90 days of teaching
in one assignment during any one school year. A school district administrator may file a written request
with the board for an extension of the 90-day limit in one assignment on the basis of documented need
and benefit to the instructional program. The board will review the request and provide a written decision
either approving or denying the request.

13.16(3) Authorization. The holder of a substitute license is authorized to substitute teach in any
school system in any position in which a regularly licensed teacher is employed except in the driver’s
education classroom. In addition to the authority inherent in the initial, standard, master educator,
professional administrator, regional exchange, full career and technical education authorization, full
native language teaching authorization, professional service license, and permanent professional
licenses and the endorsement(s) held, the holder of one of these regular licenses may substitute on the
same basis as the holder of a substitute license while the regular license is in effect. The executive
director may grant permission for a substitute to serve outside of a substitute’s regular authority under
unique circumstances.
[ARC 9205B, IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10; ARC 9206B, IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10; ARC 0605C, IAB 2/20/13, effective
3/27/13; ARC 1324C, IAB 2/19/14, effective 3/26/14; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 5303C, IAB 12/2/20,
effective 1/6/21; ARC 5321C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—13.17(272) Specific requirements for exchange licenses.
13.17(1) Teacher exchange license.
a. For an applicant applying under 13.5(2), a two-year nonrenewable exchange license may be

issued to the applicant under any of the following conditions:
(1) The applicant has met the minimum coursework requirements for licensure but has some

coursework deficiencies. Any coursework deficiencies must be completed for college credit through
a regionally accredited institution, with the exception of human relations which may be taken for
licensure renewal credit through an approved provider.

(2) The applicant submits verification that the applicant has applied for and will receive the
applicant’s first teaching license and is waiting for the processing or printing of a valid and current
out-of-state license. The lack of a valid and current out-of-state license will be listed as a deficiency.

(3) The applicant has not met the requirement for recency set forth in 13.5(2)“b”(4).
b. After the term of the exchange license has expired, the applicant may apply to be fully licensed

if the applicant has completed all requirements and is eligible for full licensure.
13.17(2) International teacher exchange license.
a. A nonrenewable international exchange license may be issued to an applicant under the

following conditions:
(1) The applicant has completed a teacher education program in another country; and
(2) The applicant is a participant in a teacher exchange program administered through the Iowa

department of education, the U.S. Department of Education, or the U.S. Department of State.
b. Each exchange license shall be limited to the area(s) and level(s) of instruction as determined

by an analysis of the application and the credential evaluation report.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7987B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/12-16-2020.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9205B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9206B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0605C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1324C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5303C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5321C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.5.pdf
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c. This license shall not exceed one year unless the applicant can verify continued participation
in the exchange program beyond one year.

d. After the term of the exchange license has expired, the applicant may apply to be fully licensed
if the applicant has completed all requirements and is eligible for full licensure.

13.17(3) Military exchange license.
a. Definitions.
“Military service” means honorably serving on federal active duty, state active duty, or national

guard duty, as defined in Iowa Code section 29A.1; in the military services of other states, as provided
in 10 U.S.C. Section 101(c); or in the organized reserves of the United States, as provided in 10 U.S.C.
Section 10101.

“Veteran” means an individual who meets the definition of “veteran” in Iowa Code section 35.1(2).
b. Spouses of active duty military service members applying under 13.5(2). A three-year

nonrenewable military exchange license may be issued to the applicant under the following conditions:
(1) The applicant has completed a traditional teacher preparation program at a regionally accredited

and state-approved two- or four-year college.
(2) The applicant is the holder of a valid and current or an expired teaching license from another

state.
(3) The applicant provides verification of the applicant’s connection to or the applicant’s spouse’s

connection to the military by providing a copy of current military orders with either a marriage license
or a copy of a military ID card for the applicant’s spouse.

(4) This license may be converted to a one-year regional exchange license upon application and
payment of fees.

c. Veterans or their spouses applying under 13.5(2). A three-year military exchange license may
be issued to an applicant who meets the requirements of 13.17(3)“b”(1) and (2). A veteran must provide
a copy of the veteran’s DD 214. A spouse must provide a copy of the veteran spouse’s DD 214 and the
couple’s marriage license.

d. Spouses of active duty military service veterans, or veterans’ spouses applying under 13.5(2). If
the applicant has completed a nontraditional teacher preparation program but is not eligible for a teaching
license, the applicant will be issued a substitute license, and the initial review for the portfolio review
process will be completed by board staff. An applicant must provide verification of connection to the
military outlined in 13.17(3)“b”(3) or 13.17(3)“c.”

e. Military education, training, and service credit. An applicant for the military exchange
license may apply for credit for verified military education, training, or service toward any experience
or educational requirement for licensure by submitting documentation to the board of educational
examiners. The applicant shall identify the experience or educational requirement to which the credit
would be applied if granted. The board of educational examiners shall promptly determine whether the
verified military education, training, or service will satisfy all or any part of the identified experience
or educational requirement for licensure.
[ARC 8138B, IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09; ARC 8604B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10; ARC 9072B, IAB 9/8/10, effective
10/13/10; ARC 9840B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11; ARC 0563C, IAB 1/23/13, effective 1/1/13; ARC 0868C, IAB 7/24/13,
effective 8/28/13; ARC 1166C, IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13; ARC 1323C, IAB 2/19/14, effective 3/26/14; ARC 1454C, IAB
5/14/14, effective 6/18/14; ARC 1878C, IAB 2/18/15, effective 3/25/15; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 3196C,
IAB 7/5/17, effective 8/9/17; ARC 5304C, IAB 12/2/20, effective 1/6/21]

282—13.18(272) General requirements for an original teaching subject area
endorsement. Rescinded ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15.

282—13.19(272) NCATE-accredited programs. Rescinded IAB 6/17/09, effective 7/22/09.

282—13.20(272) Permanent professional certificates. Effective October 1, 1988, the permanent
professional certificate will no longer be issued. Any permanent professional certificate issued prior to
October 1, 1988, will continue in force with the endorsements and approvals appearing thereon, unless
revoked or suspended for cause. If a permanent professional certificate is revoked and if the holder is

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/2017/29A.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/35.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8138B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8604B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9072B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9840B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0563C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0868C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1166C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1323C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1454C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1878C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3196C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5304C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/06-10-2015.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/06-17-2009.pdf
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able at a later date to overcome or remediate the reasons for the revocation, the holder may apply for
the appropriate new class of license set forth in this chapter.
[ARC 3633C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]

282—13.21(272) Human relations requirements for practitioner licensure. RescindedARC 2016C,
IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15.

282—13.22(272) Development of human relations components. Rescinded ARC 2016C, IAB
6/10/15, effective 7/15/15.

282—13.23 to 13.25 Reserved.

282—13.26(272) Requirements for elementary endorsements.
13.26(1) Teacher—prekindergarten-kindergarten.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach at the

prekindergarten-kindergarten level. Applicants for this endorsement must also hold the
teacher—elementary classroom endorsement set forth in subrule 13.26(4) or the early childhood special
education endorsement set forth in 282—subrule 14.2(1).

b. Content. Coursework must total a minimum of 18 semester hours and shall include the
following:

(1) Child development and learning to include young children’s characteristics and needs, with
an emphasis on cognitive, language, physical, social, and emotional development, both typical and
atypical, the multiple interacting influences on early development, and the creation of environments
that are healthy, respectful, supportive, and challenging for each and every child.

(2) Building family and community relationships to include understanding that successful early
childhood education depends upon reciprocal and respectful partnerships with families, communities,
and agencies, that these partnerships have complex and diverse characteristics, and that all families
should be involved in their children’s development and learning.

(3) Assessment in early childhood to include child observation, documentation, and data
collection, the development of appropriate goals, the benefits and uses of assessment for curriculum and
instructional strategies, the use of technology when appropriate for assessment and adaptations, and
building assessment partnerships with families to positively influence the development of each child.

(4) Developmentally effective approaches to include understanding how positive relationships and
supportive interactions are the foundation of working with young children and families; knowing and
understanding a wide array of developmentally appropriate approaches, including play and creativity,
instructional strategies, and tools to connect with children and families; and reflecting on the teacher’s
own practice to promote positive outcomes for each child.

(5) Content knowledge to build a meaningful curriculum through the use of academic disciplines,
including language and literacy, the arts (music, drama, dance, and visual arts), mathematics, science,
social studies, physical activity, and health, for designing, implementing, and evaluating inquiry-based
experiences that promote positive development and learning for each child.

(6) Collaboration and professionalism to include involvement in the early childhood field,
knowledge about ethical and early childhood professional standards, engagement in continuous
collaborative learning to inform practice, reflective and critical perspectives on early childhood
education, and informed advocacy for young children and the profession.

(7) Field experiences and opportunities to observe and practice in a variety of early childhood
settings, which include, at a minimum, 40 hours of observation and practice in a variety of preschool
settings such as urban, rural, socioeconomic status, cultural diversity, program types, and program
sponsorship.

(8) Historical, philosophical, and social foundations of early childhood education.
(9) Student teaching in a prekindergarten setting as required in rule 281—79.14(256).
13.26(2) Teacher—birth through grade three, inclusive settings.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/06-10-2015.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/06-10-2015.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/06-10-2015.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.26.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.14.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.14.pdf
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a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach children from birth through
grade three in inclusive settings.

b. Content.
(1) Promoting child development and learning and individual learning differences.
1. Understand the nature of child growth and development for infants and toddlers (birth through

age 2), preprimary (age 3 through age 5) and primary school children (age 6 through age 8), both typical
and atypical, in areas of cognition, language development, physical motor, social-emotional, mental
health, aesthetics, and adaptive behavior and how these impact development and learning in the first
years of life, including the etiology, characteristics, and classifications of common disabilities in infants
and young children and specific implications for development and learning.

2. Recognize that children are best understood in the contexts of family, culture and society and
that cultural and linguistic diversity, stress, risk factors, biological and environmental factors, family
strengths, and trauma influence development and learning at all stages, including pre-, peri-, and postnatal
development and learning. Communicate the importance of responsive care to a child’s development of
identity and sense of self.

3. Use developmental knowledge to create learning environments and classroom procedures
that promote positive social interaction, active engagement, high expectations for learning, mutual
respect, and self-regulation through individually appropriate expectations and positive guidance
techniques for each child to meet the child’s optimum potential regardless of proficiency. Implement
and evaluate preventative and reductive strategies to address challenging behaviors. Use motivational
and instructional interventions to teach individuals with exceptionalities how to adapt to different
environments. Know how to intervene safely and appropriately with individuals in crisis.

4. Use both child-initiated and teacher-facilitated instructional methods, including strategies such
as small and large group projects, play, systematic instruction, group discussion and cooperative decision
making. Organize space, time, materials, peers, and adults to maximize progress in natural and structured
environments. Embed learning opportunities in everyday routines, relationships, activities, and places.
Understand the impact of social and physical environments on development and learning.

5. Engage in intentional practices and implement learning experiences that value diversity and
demonstrate understanding that bias and discrimination impact development. Understand how language,
culture, and family background influence and support the learning of each child.

(2) Building family and community relationships.
1. Build family and community relationships to include understanding that successful early

childhood education depends upon reciprocal and respectful partnerships with families, communities,
and agencies, that these partnerships have complex and diverse characteristics, and that all families
should be involved in their children’s development and learning.

2. Understand diverse family and community characteristics and how language, culture, and
family background influence and support children’s learning, and apply that knowledge to develop,
implement, and evaluate learning experience and strategies that respect and reflect the diversity of
children and their families.

3. Understand how to apply theories and knowledge of dynamic roles and relationships within
and between families, schools, and communities. Recognize how to adapt consistently to the expressed
and observed strengths and needs of the family, including two-way communication, and how to support
families’ choices and priorities in the development of goals and intervention strategies.

4. Understand how to coordinate with all (caregivers, professionals, and agencies) who provide
care and learning opportunities for each child by developing a community of support for children and
families through interagency collaboration to include agreements, referrals, and consultation.

(3) Observing, documenting, and assessing to support young children and families.
1. Use technically sound formal and informal assessments that minimize bias and evaluation

results to adapt and guide instruction. Demonstrate a range of appropriate assessment and evaluation
strategies (e.g., family interview, observation, documentation, assessment instrument) to support
individual strengths, interests, and needs.
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2. Design curricula, assessments, and teaching and intervention strategies that align with learner
and program goals, including the development of individualized family service plans (IFSPs) and
individualized education plans (IEPs). Assist families in identifying resources, priorities, and concerns
in relation to the child’s development. Understand and utilize assessment partnerships with families
and with professional colleagues to build effective learning environments. Understand the role of the
families in the assessment process and support the choices they make (e.g., observer, participant).
Participate as a team member to integrate assessment results in the development and implementation of
individualized plans.

3. Understand and utilize observation, documentation, and other appropriate assessment tools
and approaches, including the use of technology in documentation, assessment and data collection.
Implement authentic assessment based on observation of spontaneous play. Demonstrate knowledge of
alignment of assessment with curriculum, content standards, and local, state, and federal requirements.
Assess progress in the developmental domains, play, and temperament.

4. Understand and utilize responsible assessments to promote positive outcomes for each child,
including the use of assistive technology for children with disabilities. Use a variety of materials and
contexts to maintain the interest of infants and young children in the assessment process.

5. Implement current educational, legal, and ethical guidelines when using assessment practices
to support children’s individual strengths, interests, and needs (e.g., cultural, linguistic, ability diversity).

(4) Using developmentally and individually effective approaches to connect with children and
families.

1. Understand positive relationships and supportive interactions as the foundation of the teacher’s
work with young children. Reflect on the teacher’s own practice to promote positive outcomes for each
child and family.

2. Develop, implement, and evaluate individualized plans, including IFSPs and IEPs, as a team
leader with families and other professionals. Demonstrate appropriate and effective supports for
children and families transitioning into and out of programs or classrooms. Seek and use additional
resources and agencies outside the program/school when needed to effectively facilitate the learning
and social/emotional development of each child.

3. Plan, develop, implement, and evaluate integrated learning experiences for home-, center-
and school-based environments for infants, toddlers, preprimary and primary children, their families,
and other care providers based on knowledge of individual children, the family, and the community.
Select, develop, and evaluate developmentally and functionally appropriate materials, equipment, and
environments. Develop adaptations and accommodations for infants, toddlers, preprimary, and primary
children to meet their individual needs. Use a broad repertoire of developmentally and individually
appropriate teaching/learning approaches and effective strategies and tools for early education,
including appropriate uses of technology. Facilitate child-initiated development and learning.

4. Consider an individual’s abilities, interests, learning environments, and cultural and linguistic
factors in the selection, development, and adaptation of learning experiences for individuals with
exceptionalities. Use teacher-scaffolded and -initiated instruction to complement child-initiated
learning. Link development, learning experiences, and instruction to promote educational transitions.
Use individual and group guidance and problem-solving techniques to develop supportive relationships
with and among children. Use strategies to teach social skills and conflict resolution.

5. Implement basic health, nutrition, and safety management procedures, including the design
of physically and psychologically safe and healthy indoor and outdoor environments to promote
development and learning. Recognize signs of emotional distress, physical and mental abuse and
neglect in young children and understand mandatory reporting procedures. Demonstrate proficiency in
infant-child cardiopulmonary resuscitation, emergency procedures and first aid.

6. Understand principles of administration, organization, and operation of programs for children
from birth to age 8 and their families, including staff and program development, supervision, evaluation
of staff, and continuing improvement of programs and services. Employ adult learning principles in
consulting with and training family members and service providers.
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7. Demonstrate the ability to collaborate with general educators and other colleagues to create
safe, inclusive, culturally responsive learning environments to engage individuals with exceptionalities
and diverse abilities in meaningful learning activities and social interactions.

(5) Using content knowledge to build a meaningful curriculum.
1. Develop and implement appropriate current research-supported learning experiences with a

focus on the developmental domains, play, temperament, language and literacy to include first (home)
and second language acquisition, mathematics, science, the arts (music, visual art, and drama), physical
activity, health and safety, social studies, social skills, higher-thinking skills, and developmentally and
individually appropriate methodology. Methods courses are required for the following areas: literacy,
mathematics, social studies, science, physical education and wellness, and visual and performing arts.

2. Use the Iowa Early Learning Standards and the Iowa core with information from ongoing child
observations and assessments to plan, implement, and evaluate appropriate instruction that improves
academic and developmental progress of each child, including those with IFSPs/IEPs.

3. Understand the central concepts, structures of the discipline, and tools of inquiry of content
areas taught, and demonstrate the ability to organize this knowledge, integrate cross-disciplinary skills,
and develop meaningful learning progressions for individuals with exceptionalities (diverse abilities).

4. Modify general and specialized curricula to make them accessible to individuals with
exceptionalities (diverse abilities). Develop adaptations and accommodations for infants, toddlers,
preprimary, and primary children to meet their individual needs.

(6) Professional responsibilities.
1. Demonstrate awareness of early childhood program criteria, including the following: National

Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC), Iowa Early Learning Standards, Head Start
Performance Standards, and Iowa Quality Preschool Program Standards (IQPPS).

2. Collaborate with supervisors, mentors, and colleagues to enhance professional growth within
and across disciplines to inform practice, including the use of data for decision making, and understand
how to design and implement a professional development plan based on student achievement, self, peer,
and supervisory evaluations and recommended practices.

3. Understand the significance of lifelong learning and participate in professional activities and
learning communities. Participate in activities of professional organizations relevant to early childhood
regular education, special education, and early intervention.

4. Use relevant national and state professional guidelines (national, state, or local), state
curriculum standards, and current trends for content and outcomes and to inform and improve practices
for young children and their families.

5. Adhere to state and national professional and ethical principles, practices, and codes.
6. Advocate for developmentally and individually appropriate practice, demonstrate awareness of

issues that affect the lives of each child, and demonstrate necessary communication skills.
7. Understand historical, philosophical and foundational knowledge and how current issues and

the legal bases of services influence professional practice in early childhood, early intervention, early
childhood special education, and general and regular education in the K-3 age groups. Understand trends
and issues in early childhood education, early childhood special education, and early intervention.

8. Provide guidance and direction to paraeducators, tutors, and volunteers.
(7) Early childhood field experiences.
1. Pre-student teaching field experiences, which must comprise a minimum of 100 clock hours, to

include at least 20 hours of working with each age group (infants and toddlers, preprimary, and primary).
2. Experiences working in at least three settings that offer early childhood education, such

as approved child care centers and registered child development homes, school-based preschool,
community agencies, or home visiting programs.

3. Experiences working with children who have a range of abilities and disabilities and who reflect
diverse family systems and other differentiating factors, such as urban and rural, socioeconomic status,
and cultural and linguistic diversity.

4. Completion of supervised student teaching experience in at least two different settings including
registered child development homes, home visiting programs, state-accredited child care centers, or
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classrooms which include both children with and without disabilities in two of three age levels: infant
and toddler, preprimary, and primary.

13.26(3) Teacher—prekindergarten through grade three, including special education. Rescinded
IAB 7/5/17, effective 8/9/17.

13.26(4) Teacher—elementary classroom.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach in kindergarten and grades

one through six.
b. Content.
(1) Child growth and development with emphasis on the emotional, physical and mental

characteristics of elementary age children, unless completed as part of the professional education core.
(2) At least 9 semester hours in literacy development, which must include:
1. Content:
● Oral and written communication development; and linguistics, including phonology and

phonological awareness, sound-symbol association, syllable types, morphology, syntax and semantics,
and the relationship of these components to typical and atypical reading development and reading
instruction;

● Phonemic awareness;
● Word identification, including phonics and orthography;
● Fluency;
● Vocabulary;
● Comprehension;
● Writing mechanics;
● Writing conventions;
● Writing process;
● Children’s literature.
2. Methods:
● Assessment, diagnosis and evaluation of student learning in literacy, including the knowledge

of the signs and symptoms of dyslexia and other reading difficulties;
● Integration of the language arts (to include reading, writing, speaking, viewing, and listening);
● Integration of technology in teaching and student learning in literacy;
● Current best-practice, research-based strategies and instructional technology for designing and

delivering effective instruction, including appropriate interventions, groupings, remediation, assistive
technology, and classroom accommodations for all students including students with dyslexia and other
difficulties;

● Classroom management as it applies to literacy methods;
● Pre-student teaching clinical experience in teaching literacy.
(3) At least 9 semester hours in mathematics which must include:
1. Content:
● Numbers and operations;
● Algebra/number patterns;
● Geometry;
● Measurement;
● Data analysis/probability.
2. Methods:
● Assessment, diagnosis and evaluation of student learning in mathematics;
● Current best-practice, research-based instructional methods in mathematical processes

(to include problem solving; reasoning; communication; the ability to recognize, make and apply
connections; integration of manipulatives; the ability to construct and to apply multiple connected
representations; and the application of content to real world experiences);

● Integration of technology in teaching and student learning in mathematics;
● Classroom management as it applies to mathematics methods;
● Pre-student teaching clinical experience in teaching mathematics.
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(4) At least 9 semester hours in social sciences which must include:
1. Content:
● History;
● Geography;
● Political science/civic literacy;
● Economics;
● Behavioral sciences.
2. Methods:
● Current best-practice, research-based approaches to the teaching and learning of social sciences;
● Integration of technology in teaching and student learning in social sciences;
● Classroom management as it applies to social science methods.
(5) At least 9 semester hours in science which must include:
1. Content:
● Physical science;
● Earth/space science;
● Life science.
2. Methods:
● Current best-practice, research-based methods of inquiry-based teaching and learning of

science;
● Integration of technology in teaching and student learning in science;
● Classroom management as it applies to science methods.
(6) At least 3 semester hours to include all of the following:
1. Methods of teaching elementary physical education, health, and wellness;
2. Methods of teaching visual arts for the elementary classroom;
3. Methods of teaching performance arts for the elementary classroom.
(7) Pre-student teaching field experience in at least two different grade levels to include one primary

and one intermediate placement.
(8) A field of specialization in a single discipline or a formal interdisciplinary program of at least

12 semester hours.
(9) Student teaching in an elementary general education classroom.

[ARC 8400B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10; ARC 8401B, IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10; ARC 8402B, IAB 12/16/09, effective
1/20/10; ARC 8607B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10; ARC 0446C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15,
effective 7/15/15; ARC 2527C, IAB 5/11/16, effective 6/15/16; ARC 2584C, IAB 6/22/16, effective 7/27/16; ARC 3197C, IAB
7/5/17, effective 8/9/17]

282—13.27(272) Requirements for middle school endorsements.
13.27(1) Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach in the two

concentration areas in which the specific requirements have been completed as well as in other subject
areas in grades five through eight which are not the core content areas. The holder is not authorized to
teach art, industrial arts, music, reading, physical education, talented and gifted, English as a second
language, and special education.

13.27(2) Program requirements.
a. Be the holder of a currently valid Iowa teacher’s license with either the general elementary

endorsement or one of the subject matter secondary level endorsements set out in rule 282—13.28(272).
b. A minimum of 9 semester hours of required coursework in the following:
(1) Coursework in the growth and development of the middle school age child, specifically

addressing the social, emotional, physical and cognitive characteristics and needs of middle school age
children in addition to related studies completed as part of the professional education core.

(2) Coursework in middle school design, curriculum, instruction, and assessment including, but
not limited to, interdisciplinary instruction, teaming, and differentiated instruction in addition to related
studies completed as part of the professional education core.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8400B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8401B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8402B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8607B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0446C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2527C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2584C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3197C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.28.pdf
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(3) Coursework to prepare middle school teachers in literacy (reading, writing, listening and
speaking) strategies for students in grades five through eight and in methods to include these strategies
throughout the curriculum.

c. Thirty hours of middle school field experiences included in the coursework requirements listed
in 13.27(2)“b”(1) to (3).

13.27(3) Concentration areas. To obtain this endorsement, the applicant must complete the
coursework requirements in two of the following content areas:

a. Social studies concentration. The social studies concentration requires 12 semester hours of
coursework in social studies to include coursework in United States history, world history, government
and geography.

b. Mathematics concentration. The mathematics concentration requires 12 semester hours in
mathematics to include coursework in algebra.

c. Science concentration. The science concentration requires 12 semester hours in science to
include coursework in life science, earth science, and physical science.

d. Language arts concentration. The language arts concentration requires 12 semester hours in
language arts to include coursework in composition, language usage, speech, young adult literature, and
literature across cultures.
[ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15]

282—13.28(272) Minimum content requirements for teaching endorsements.
13.28(1) Agriculture. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester credit hours in agriculture and agriculture

education to include:
a. Foundations of vocational and career education.
b. Planning and implementing courses and curriculum.
c. Methods and techniques of instruction to include evaluation of programs and students.
d. Coordination of cooperative education programs.
e. Coursework in each of the following areas and at least three semester credit hours in five of the

following areas:
(1) Agribusiness systems.
(2) Power, structural, and technical systems.
(3) Plant systems.
(4) Animal systems.
(5) Natural resources systems.
(6) Environmental service systems.
(7) Food products and processing systems.
13.28(2) Art. K-8 or 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in art to include coursework in art

history, studio art, and two- and three-dimensional art.
13.28(3) Business—all. 5-12. Completion of 30 semester hours in business to include 6 semester

hours in accounting, 3 semester hours in business law to include contract law, 3 semester hours in
computer and technical applications in business, 6 semester hours in marketing to include consumer
studies, 3 semester hours in management, 6 semester hours in economics, and 3 semester hours in
business communications to include formatting, language usage, and oral presentation. Coursework
in entrepreneurship and in financial literacy may be a part of, or in addition to, the coursework listed
above.

13.28(4) Driver education. 5-12. Completion of 9 semester hours in driver education to
include coursework in accident prevention that includes drug and alcohol abuse; vehicle safety; and
behind-the-wheel driving.

13.28(5) English/language arts.
a. K-8. Completion of 24 semester hours in English and language arts to include coursework

in oral communication, written communication, language development, reading, children’s literature,
creative drama or oral interpretation of literature, and American literature.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.27.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
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b. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in English to include coursework in oral
communication, written communication, language development, reading, American literature, English
literature and adolescent literature.

13.28(6) Language arts. 5-12. Completion of 40 semester hours in language arts to include
coursework in the following areas:

a. Written communication.
(1) Develops a wide range of strategies and appropriately uses writing process elements (e.g.,

brainstorming, free-writing, first draft, group response, continued drafting, editing, and self-reflection)
to communicate with different audiences for a variety of purposes.

(2) Develops knowledge of language structure (e.g., grammar), language conventions (e.g.,
spelling and punctuation), media techniques, figurative language and genre to create, critique, and
discuss print and nonprint texts.

b. Oral communication.
(1) Understands oral language, listening, and nonverbal communication skills; knows how to

analyze communication interactions; and applies related knowledge and skills to teach students to
become competent communicators in varied contexts.

(2) Understands the communication process and related theories, knows the purpose and function
of communication and understands how to apply this knowledge to teach students to make appropriate
and effective choices as senders and receivers of messages in varied contexts.

c. Language development.
(1) Understands inclusive and appropriate language, patterns and dialects across cultures, ethnic

groups, geographic regions and social roles.
(2) Develops strategies to improve competency in the English language arts and understanding of

content across the curriculum for students whose first language is not English.
d. Young adult literature, American literature, and world literature.
(1) Reads, comprehends, and analyzes a wide range of texts to build an understanding of self as

well as the cultures of the United States and the world in order to acquire new information, to respond
to the needs and demands of society and the workplace, and for personal fulfillment. Among these texts
are fiction and nonfiction, graphic novels, classic and contemporary works, young adult literature, and
nonprint texts.

(2) Reads a wide range of literature from many periods in many genres to build an understanding
of the many dimensions (e.g., philosophical, ethical, aesthetic) of human experience.

(3) Applies a wide range of strategies to comprehend, interpret, evaluate, and appreciate texts.
Draws on prior experience, interactions with other readers and writers, knowledge of word meaning and
of other texts, word identification strategies, and an understanding of textual features (e.g., sound-letter
correspondence, sentence structure, context, graphics).

(4) Participates as a knowledgeable, reflective, creative, and critical member of a variety of literacy
communities.

e. Creative voice.
(1) Understands the art of oral interpretation and how to provide opportunities for students to

develop and apply oral interpretation skills in individual and group performances for a variety of
audiences, purposes and occasions.

(2) Understands the basic skills of theatre production including acting, stage movement, and basic
stage design.

f. Argumentation/debate.
(1) Understands concepts and principles of classical and contemporary rhetoric and is able to plan,

prepare, organize, deliver and evaluate speeches and presentations.
(2) Understands argumentation and debate and how to provide students with opportunities to apply

skills and strategies for argumentation and debate in a variety of formats and contexts.
g. Journalism.
(1) Understands ethical standards and major legal issues including First Amendment rights and

responsibilities relevant to varied communication content. Utilizes strategies to teach students about
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the importance of freedom of speech in a democratic society and the rights and responsibilities of
communicators.

(2) Understands the writing process as it relates to journalism (e.g., brainstorming, questioning,
reporting, gathering and synthesizing information, writing, editing, and evaluating the final media
product).

(3) Understands a variety of forms of journalistic writing (e.g., news, sports, features, opinion,
Web-based) and the appropriate styles (e.g., Associated Press, multiple sources with attribution,
punctuation) and additional forms unique to journalism (e.g., headlines, cutlines, and/or visual
presentations).

h. Mass media production.
(1) Understands the role of the media in a democracy and the importance of preserving that role.
(2) Understands how to interpret and analyze various types of mass media messages in order for

students to become critical consumers.
(3) Develops the technological skills needed to package media products effectively using various

forms of journalistic design with a range of visual and auditory methods.
i. Reading strategies (if not completed as part of the professional education core requirements).
(1) Uses a variety of skills and strategies to comprehend and interpret complex fiction, nonfiction

and informational text.
(2) Reads for a variety of purposes and across content areas.
13.28(7) World language. K-8 and 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in each world language

for which endorsement is sought.
13.28(8) Health. K-8 and 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in health to include coursework in

public or community health, personal wellness, substance abuse, family life education, mental/emotional
health, and human nutrition. A current certificate of CPR training is required in addition to the
coursework requirements.

For holders of physical education or family and consumer science endorsements, completion of 18
credit hours in health to include coursework in public or community health, personal wellness, substance
abuse, family life education, mental/emotional health, and human nutrition. A current certificate of CPR
training is required in addition to the coursework requirements.

13.28(9) Family and consumer sciences—general. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in family
and consumer sciences to include coursework in lifespan development, parenting and child development
education, family studies, consumer resourcemanagement, textiles or apparel design andmerchandising,
housing, foods and nutrition, and foundations of career and technical education as related to family and
consumer sciences.

13.28(10) Industrial technology. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in industrial technology
to include coursework in manufacturing, construction, energy and power, graphic communications and
transportation. The coursework is to include at least 6 semester hours in three different areas.

13.28(11) Journalism. 5-12. Completion of 15 semester hours in journalism to include coursework
in writing, editing, production and visual communications.

13.28(12) Mathematics.
a. K-8. Completion of 24 semester hours in mathematics to include coursework in algebra,

geometry, number theory, measurement, computer programming, and probability and statistics.
b. 5-12.
(1) Completion of 24 semester hours in mathematics to include a linear algebra or an abstract

(modern) algebra course, a geometry course, a two-course sequence in calculus, a computer
programming course, a probability and statistics course, and coursework in discrete mathematics.

(2) For holders of the physics 5-12 endorsement, completion of 17 semester hours in mathematics
to include a geometry course, a two-course sequence in calculus, a probability and statistics course, and
coursework in discrete mathematics.

(3) For holders of the all science 9-12 endorsement, completion of 17 semester hours in
mathematics to include a geometry course, a two-course sequence in calculus, a probability and
statistics course, and coursework in discrete mathematics.
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c. 5-8 algebra for high school credit. For a 5-8 algebra for high school credit endorsement, hold
either the K-8 mathematics or middle school mathematics endorsement and complete a college algebra
or linear algebra class. This endorsement allows the holder to teach algebra to grades 5-8 for high school
credit.

13.28(13) Music.
a. K-8. Completion of 24 semester hours in music to include coursework in music theory (at least

two courses), music history, and applied music, and a methods course in each of the following: general,
choral, and instrumental music.

b. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in music to include coursework in music theory (at least
two courses), music history (at least two courses), applied music, and conducting, and a methods course
in each of the following: general, choral, and instrumental music.

13.28(14) Physical education.
a. K-8. Completion of 24 semester hours in physical education to include coursework in human

anatomy, human physiology, movement education, adaptive physical education, personal wellness,
human growth and development of children related to physical education, and first aid and emergency
care. A current certificate of CPR training is required in addition to the coursework requirements.

b. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in physical education to include coursework in human
anatomy, kinesiology, human physiology, human growth and development related to maturational and
motor learning, adaptive physical education, curriculum and administration of physical education,
personal wellness, and first aid and emergency care. A current certificate of CPR training is required in
addition to the coursework requirements.

13.28(15) Reading. K-8 and 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in reading to include all of the
following requirements:

a. Foundations of reading. This requirement includes the following competencies:
(1) The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of the psychological, sociocultural, motivational, and

linguistic foundations of reading and writing processes and instruction.
(2) The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of a range of research pertaining to reading, writing,

and learning, including the analysis of scientifically based reading research, and knowledge of histories of
reading. The range of research encompasses research traditions from the fields of the social sciences and
other paradigms appropriate for informing practice and also definitions of reading difficulties including
but not limited to dyslexia.

(3) The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of the major components of reading, such as
comprehension, vocabulary, word identification, fluency, phonics, and phonemic awareness, and
effectively integrates curricular standards with student interests, motivation, and background knowledge.

b. Reading curriculum and instruction. This requirement includes the following competencies:
(1) The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of designing and implementing an integrated,

comprehensive, and balanced curriculum that addresses the major components of reading and contains
a wide range of texts, including but not limited to narrative, expository, and poetry, and including
traditional print, digital, and online resources.

(2) The practitioner uses knowledge of a range of research-based strategies and instructional
technology for designing and delivering effective instruction, including appropriate interventions,
remediation, assistive technology, and classroom accommodations for students with dyslexia and other
difficulties.

(3) The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of grouping students, selecting materials appropriate
for learners with diverse abilities at various stages of reading and writing development, differentiating
instruction to meet the unique needs of all learners, including students with dyslexia, offering sufficient
opportunities for students to practice reading skills, and providing frequent and specific instructional
feedback to guide students’ learning.

(4) The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of designing instruction to meet the needs of diverse
populations, including populations in urban, suburban, and rural settings, as well as for students from
various cultural and linguistic backgrounds.
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(5) The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of creating a literate physical environment which is
low risk, supports students as agents of their own learning, and supports a positive socio-emotional
impact for students to identify as readers.

c. Reading assessment, diagnosis and evaluation. This requirement includes the following
competencies:

(1) The practitioner understands types of reading and writing assessments and their purposes,
strengths, and limitations.

(2) The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of selecting and developing appropriate assessment
instruments, procedures, and practices that range from individual to group and from formal to informal
to alternative for the identification, screening, and diagnosis of all students’ reading proficiencies and
needs including knowledge of the signs and symptoms of dyslexia and other reading difficulties.

(3) The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of assessment data analysis to inform, plan, measure,
progress monitor, and revise instruction for all students and to communicate the outcomes of ongoing
assessments to all stakeholders.

(4) The practitioner demonstrates awareness of policies and procedures related to special programs,
including Title I.

d. Reading in the content areas. This requirement includes the following competencies:
(1) The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of morphology and the etymology of words, along

with text structure and the dimensions of content area vocabulary and comprehension, including literal,
interpretive, critical, and evaluative.

(2) The practitioner demonstrates an understanding of reading theory, reading knowledge, and a
variety of research-based strategies and approaches to provide effective literacy instruction into content
areas.

(3) The practitioner demonstrates knowledge of integrating literacy instruction into content areas
for all students, including but not limited to students with disabilities, students who are at risk of academic
failure, students who have been identified as gifted and talented, students who have limited English
language proficiency, and students with dyslexia, whether or not such students have been identified as
children requiring special education under Iowa Code chapter 256B.

e. Language development. This requirement includes the following competency: The practitioner
uses knowledge of oral language development, linguistics including phonology and phonological
awareness, sound-symbol association, syllable types, morphology, syntax and semantics and the
relationship of these components to typical and atypical reading development and reading instruction,
cognitive academic language development, oral and written language proficiency (including second
language development), acquisition of reading skills, and the variations related to cultural and linguistic
diversity to provide effective instruction in reading and writing.

f. Oral communication instruction. This requirement includes the following competencies:
(1) The practitioner has knowledge of the unique needs and backgrounds of students with language

differences and delays.
(2) The practitioner uses effective strategies for facilitating the learning of language for academic

purposes by all learners.
g. Written communication instruction. This requirement includes the following competency: The

practitioner uses knowledge of reading-writing-speaking connections; the writing process to include
structures of language and grammar; the stages of spelling development; the different types of writing,
such as narrative, expressive, persuasive, informational, and descriptive; and the connections between
oral and written language development to effectively teach writing as communication.

h. Children’s fiction and nonfiction (K-8 only) or adolescent or young adult fiction and nonfiction
(5-12 only). This requirement includes the following competency: The practitioner uses knowledge of
children’s literature (K-8) or adolescent or young adult literature (5-12) for:

(1) Modeling the reading andwriting of varied genres, including fiction and nonfiction; technology-
and media-based information; and nonprint materials;

(2) Motivating through the use of texts at multiple levels, representing broad interests, and
reflecting varied cultures, linguistic backgrounds, and perspectives; and

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/256B.pdf
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(3) Matching text complexities to the proficiencies and needs of readers.
i. Practicum. This requirement includes the following competencies:
(1) The practitioner works with appropriately licensed professionals who observe, evaluate, and

provide feedback on the practitioner’s knowledge, dispositions, and performance of the teaching of
reading and writing.

(2) The practitioner effectively uses reading and writing strategies, materials, and assessments
based upon appropriate reading and writing research and works with colleagues and families in the
support of children’s reading and writing development.

13.28(16) Reading specialist. K-12. The applicant must have met the requirements for the standard
license and a K-8 or 5-12 reading endorsement and must present evidence of at least three years of
experience which included the teaching of reading as a significant part of the responsibility.

a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a reading specialist in
kindergarten and grades one through twelve.

b. Program requirements. Degree—master’s.
c. Content. Completion of a sequence of courses and experiences which may have been a part of,

or in addition to, the degree requirements. This sequence is to be at least 24 semester hours to include
the following:

(1) Foundations of reading. The reading specialist will understand the historical, theoretical, and
evidence-based foundations of reading and writing processes and instruction and will be able to interpret
these findings to model exemplary instructional methods for students with typical and atypical literacy
development and effectively develop and lead professional development.

(2) Curriculum and instruction. The reading specialist will use instructional approaches, materials,
and an integrated, comprehensive, balanced curriculum to support student learning in reading andwriting
including the following:

1. Work collaboratively with teachers to develop a literacy curriculum that has vertical and
horizontal alignment K-12 and that uses instructional approaches supported by literature and research
for the following areas: print, phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, comprehension, vocabulary,
writing, critical thinking, and motivation.

2. Support classroom teachers to implement and adapt in-depth instructional approaches,
including but not limited to approaches to improve decoding, comprehension, and information retention,
to meet the language-proficiency needs of English language learners and the needs of students with
reading difficulties or reading disabilities, including appropriate interventions, remediation, assistive
technology, and classroom accommodations for students with dyslexia and other difficulties within or
outside the regular classroom.

3. Demonstrate a knowledge of a wide variety of quality traditional print, digital, and online
resources and support classroom teachers in building and using a quality, accessible classroom library
and materials collection that meets the specific needs and abilities of all learners.

4. Provide support for curriculum and instruction through modeling, coteaching, observing,
planning, reviewing literacy data, and providing resources.

(3) Assessment, diagnosis, and evaluation. The reading specialist will use a variety of assessment
tools and practices to plan and evaluate effective reading and writing instruction including the following:

1. Demonstrate an understanding of the literature and research related to assessments and their
purposes, including the strengths and limitations of assessments, and assessment tools for screening,
diagnosis, progress monitoring, and measuring outcomes; demonstrate an understanding of the signs
and symptoms of reading difficulties including but not limited to dyslexia; and also demonstrate an
understanding of district and state assessments, proficiency standards and student benchmarks.

2. Select, administer, and interpret assessments for specific purposes, including collaboration with
teachers in the analysis of data, and leading schoolwide or districtwide scale analyses to select assessment
tools that provide a systemic framework for assessing reading, writing, and language growth of all
students, including those with reading difficulties and reading disabilities including but not limited to
students with dyslexia and English language learners.
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3. Use assessment information to plan and evaluate instruction, including multiple data sources
for analysis and instructional planning, for examining the effectiveness of specific intervention practices
and students’ responses to interventions including appropriate interventions, remediation, assistive
technology, and classroom accommodations for students with dyslexia and other difficulties, and to
plan professional development initiatives.

4. Communicate assessment results and implications to a variety of audiences.
(4) Administration and supervision of reading programs. The reading specialist will:
1. Demonstrate foundational knowledge of adult learning theories and related research about

organizational change, professional development, and school culture.
2. Demonstrate the practical application of literacy leadership including planning, developing,

supervising, and evaluating literacy programs at all levels.
3. Demonstrate knowledge of supervising an overall reading program, including but not limited

to staffing; budgetary practices; planning, preparing, and selecting materials; subsystems; special
provisions; and evaluating teacher performance.

4. Participate in, design, facilitate, lead, and evaluate effective and differentiated professional
development programs to effectively implement literacy instruction.

5. Demonstrate an understanding of local, state, and national policies that affect reading and
writing instruction.

6. Promote effective communication and collaboration among stakeholders, including parents and
guardians, teachers, administrators, policymakers, and community members, and advocate for change
when necessary to promote effective literacy instruction.

(5) Educational research, measurement and evaluation. The reading specialist will effectively
utilize existing research and learn to conduct new research to continuously improve the design and
implementation of a comprehensive reading system.

(6) Psychology of language and reading. The reading specialist will understand the highly
complex processes by which children learn to speak, read, and write, including language acquisition,
linguistics including phonology and phonological awareness, sound-symbol association, syllable types,
morphology, syntax and semantics and the relationship of these components to typical and atypical
reading development and reading instruction, ranges of individual differences, reading difficulties and
reading disabilities, including but not limited to dyslexia, and the importance of the role of diversity in
learning to read and write.

(7) Practicum in reading leadership. The reading specialist will participate in elementary and
secondary practicum experiences with licensed teachers who are serving in leadership roles in the area
of reading.

13.28(17) Science.
a. Science—basic. K-8.
(1) Required coursework. Completion of at least 24 semester hours in science to include 12 hours

in physical sciences, 6 hours in biology, and 6 hours in earth/space sciences.
(2) Pedagogy competencies.
1. Understand the nature of scientific inquiry, its central role in science, and how to use the skills

and processes of scientific inquiry.
2. Understand the fundamental facts and concepts in major science disciplines.
3. Be able to make conceptual connections within and across science disciplines, as well as to

mathematics, technology, and other school subjects.
4. Be able to use scientific understanding when dealing with personal and societal issues.
b. Biological science. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in biological science or 30 semester

hours in the broad area of science to include 15 semester hours in biological science.
c. Chemistry. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in chemistry or 30 semester hours in the

broad area of science to include 15 semester hours in chemistry.
d. Earth science. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in earth science or 30 semester hours in

the broad area of science to include 15 semester hours in earth science.
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e. Basic science. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours of credit in science to include the
following:

(1) Six semester hours of credit in earth and space science to include the following essential
concepts and skills:

1. Understand and apply knowledge of energy in the earth system.
2. Understand and apply knowledge of geochemical cycles.
(2) Six semester hours of credit in life science/biological science to include the following essential

concepts and skills:
1. Understand and apply knowledge of the cell.
2. Understand and apply knowledge of the molecular basis of heredity.
3. Understand and apply knowledge of the interdependence of organisms.
4. Understand and apply knowledge of matter, energy, and organization in living systems.
5. Understand and apply knowledge of the behavior of organisms.
(3) Six semester hours of credit in physics/physical science to include the following essential

concepts and skills:
1. Understand and apply knowledge of the structure of atoms.
2. Understand and apply knowledge of the structure and properties of matter.
3. Understand and apply knowledge of motions and forces.
4. Understand and apply knowledge of interactions of energy and matter.
(4) Six semester hours of credit in chemistry to include the following essential concepts and skills:
1. Understand and apply knowledge of chemical reactions.
2. Be able to design and conduct scientific investigations.
f. Physical science. Rescinded IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12.
g. Physics.
(1) 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in physics or 30 semester hours in the broad area of

science to include 15 semester hours in physics.
(2) For holders of the mathematics 5-12 endorsement, completion of:
1. 12 credits of physics to include coursework in mechanics, electricity, and magnetism; and
2. A methods class that includes inquiry-based instruction, resource management, and laboratory

safety.
(3) For holders of the chemistry 5-12 endorsement, completion of 12 credits of physics to include

coursework in mechanics, electricity, and magnetism.
h. All science I. Rescinded IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12.
i. All science. 5-12.
(1) Completion of 36 semester hours of credit in science to include the following:
1. Nine semester hours of credit in earth and space science to include the following essential

concepts and skills:
● Understand and apply knowledge of energy in the earth system.
● Understand and apply knowledge of geochemical cycles.
● Understand and apply knowledge of the origin and evolution of the earth system.
● Understand and apply knowledge of the origin and evolution of the universe.
2. Nine semester hours of credit in life science/biological science to include the following essential

concepts and skills:
● Understand and apply knowledge of the cell.
● Understand and apply knowledge of the molecular basis of heredity.
● Understand and apply knowledge of the interdependence of organisms.
● Understand and apply knowledge of matter, energy, and organization in living systems.
● Understand and apply knowledge of the behavior of organisms.
● Understand and apply knowledge of biological evolution.
3. Nine semester hours of credit in physics/physical science to include the following essential

concepts and skills:
● Understand and apply knowledge of the structure of atoms.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/11-14-2012.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/11-14-2012.pdf
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● Understand and apply knowledge of the structure and properties of matter.
● Understand and apply knowledge of motions and forces.
● Understand and apply knowledge of interactions of energy and matter.
● Understand and apply knowledge of conservation of energy and increase in disorder.
4. Nine semester hours of credit in chemistry to include the following essential concepts and skills:
● Understand and apply knowledge of chemical reactions.
● Be able to design and conduct scientific investigations.
(2) Pedagogy competencies.
1. Understand the nature of scientific inquiry, its central role in science, and how to use the skills

and processes of scientific inquiry.
2. Understand the fundamental facts and concepts in major science disciplines.
3. Be able to make conceptual connections within and across science disciplines, as well as to

mathematics, technology, and other school subjects.
4. Be able to use scientific understanding when dealing with personal and societal issues.
13.28(18) Social sciences.
a. American government. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in American government or 30

semester hours in the broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in American government.
b. American history. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in American history or 30 semester

hours in the broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in American history.
c. Anthropology. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in anthropology or 30 semester hours in

the broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in anthropology.
d. Economics. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in economics or 30 semester hours in the

broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in economics, or 30 semester hours in the
broad area of business to include 15 semester hours in economics.

e. Geography. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in geography or 30 semester hours in the
broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in geography.

f. History. K-8. Completion of 24 semester hours in history to include at least 9 semester hours
in American history and 9 semester hours in world history.

g. Psychology. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in psychology or 30 semester hours in the
broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in psychology.

h. Social studies. K-8. Completion of 24 semester hours in social studies, to include coursework
from at least three of these areas: history, sociology, economics, American government, psychology and
geography.

i. Sociology. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in sociology or 30 semester hours in the
broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in sociology.

j. World history. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in world history or 30 semester hours in
the broad area of social sciences to include 15 semester hours in world history.

k. All social sciences. 5-12. Completion of 51 semester hours in the social sciences to include
9 semester hours in each of American and world history, 9 semester hours in government, 6 semester
hours in sociology, 6 semester hours in psychology other than educational psychology, 6 semester hours
in geography, and 6 semester hours in economics.

l. Social sciences—basic. 5-12. Completion of 27 semester hours to include 9 semester
hours in each of American history, world history, and American government. Holders of the 5-12
social sciences—basic endorsement may add the following endorsements with 6 semester hours per
endorsement area: 5-12 economics, 5-12 geography, 5-12 psychology, or 5-12 sociology.

13.28(19) Speech communication/theatre.
a. K-8. Completion of 20 semester hours in speech communication/theatre to include coursework

in speech communication, creative drama or theatre, and oral interpretation.
b. 5-12. Completion of 24 semester hours in speech communication/theatre to include coursework

in speech communication, oral interpretation, creative drama or theatre, argumentation and debate, and
mass media communication.

13.28(20) English as a second language (ESL). K-12.
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a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach English as a second
language in kindergarten and grades one through twelve.

b. Content. Completion of 18 semester hours of coursework in English as a second language to
include the following:

(1) Knowledge of pedagogy to include the following:
1. Methods and curriculum to include the following:
● Bilingual and ESL methods.
● Literacy in native and second language.
● Methods for subject matter content.
● Adaptation and modification of curriculum.
2. Assessment to include language proficiency and academic content.
(2) Knowledge of linguistics to include the following:
1. Psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics.
2. Language acquisition and proficiency to include the following:
● Knowledge of first and second language proficiency.
● Knowledge of first and second language acquisition.
● Language to include structure and grammar of English.
(3) Knowledge of cultural and linguistic diversity to include the following:
1. History.
2. Theory, models, and research.
3. Policy and legislation.
(4) Current issues with transient populations.
13.28(21) Elementary school teacher librarian.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a teacher librarian in

prekindergarten through grade eight.
b. Content. Completion of 24 semester hours in school library coursework to include the

following:
(1) Literacy and reading. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners collaborate with other teachers to integrate developmentally appropriate literature

in multiple formats to support literacy in children.
2. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge of resources and strategies to foster leisure reading and

model personal enjoyment of reading among children, based on familiarity with selection tools and
current trends in literature for children.

(2) Information and knowledge. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners teach multiple strategies to locate, analyze, evaluate, and ethically use information

in the context of inquiry-based learning.
2. Practitioners advocate for flexible and open access to library resources, both physical and

virtual.
3. Practitioners uphold and promote the legal and ethical codes of their profession, including

privacy, confidentiality, freedom and equity of access to information.
4. Practitioners use skills and knowledge to assess reference sources, services, and tools in order

to mediate between information needs and resources to assist learners in determining what they need.
5. Practitioners model and facilitate authentic learning with current and emerging digital tools for

locating, analyzing, evaluating and ethically using information resources to support research, learning,
creating, and communicating in a digital society.

6. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge of creative and innovative uses of technologies to engage
students and facilitate higher-level thinking.

7. Practitioners develop an articulated information literacy curriculum grounded in research
related to the information search process.

(3) Program administration and leadership. This requirement includes the following competencies:
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1. Practitioners evaluate and select print, nonprint, and digital resources using professional
selection tools and evaluation criteria to develop and manage a quality collection designed to meet the
diverse curricular, personal, and professional needs of the educational community.

2. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge necessary to organize the library collections according to
current standard library cataloging and classification principles.

3. Practitioners develop policies and procedures to support ethical use of information, intellectual
freedom, selection and reconsideration of library materials, and the privacy of users.

4. Practitioners develop strategies for working with regular classroom teachers, support services
personnel, paraprofessionals, and other individuals involved in the educational program.

(4) Practicum. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners apply knowledge of learning styles, stages of human growth and development,

and cultural influences of learning at the elementary level.
2. Practitioners implement the principles of effective teaching and learning that contribute to an

active, inquiry-based approach to learning in a digital environment at the elementary level.
3. Practitioners understand the teacher librarian role in curriculum development and the school

improvement process at the elementary level.
4. Practitioners collaborate to integrate information literacy and emerging technologies into

content area curricula at the elementary level.
13.28(22) Secondary school teacher librarian.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a teacher librarian in

grades five through twelve.
b. Content. Completion of 24 semester hours in school library coursework to include the

following:
(1) Literacy and reading. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners collaborate with other teachers to integrate developmentally appropriate literature

in multiple formats to support literacy in young adults.
2. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge of resources and strategies to foster leisure reading and

model personal enjoyment of reading among young adults, based on familiarity with selection tools and
current trends in literature for young adults.

(2) Information and knowledge. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners teach multiple strategies to locate, analyze, evaluate, and ethically use information

in the context of inquiry-based learning.
2. Practitioners advocate for flexible and open access to library resources, both physical and

virtual.
3. Practitioners uphold and promote the legal and ethical codes of their profession, including

privacy, confidentiality, freedom and equity of access to information.
4. Practitioners use skills and knowledge to assess reference sources, services, and tools in order

to mediate between information needs and resources to assist learners in determining what they need.
5. Practitioners model and facilitate authentic learning with current and emerging digital tools for

locating, analyzing, evaluating and ethically using information resources to support research, learning,
creating, and communicating in a digital society.

6. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge of creative and innovative uses of technologies to engage
students and facilitate higher-level thinking.

7. Practitioners develop an articulated information literacy curriculum grounded in research
related to the information search process.

(3) Program administration and leadership. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners evaluate and select print, nonprint, and digital resources using professional

selection tools and evaluation criteria to develop and manage a quality collection designed to meet the
diverse curricular, personal, and professional needs of the educational community.

2. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge necessary to organize the library collections according to
current standard library cataloging and classification principles.
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3. Practitioners develop policies and procedures to support ethical use of information, intellectual
freedom, selection and reconsideration of library materials, and the privacy of users.

4. Practitioners develop strategies for working with regular classroom teachers, support services
personnel, paraprofessionals, and other individuals involved in the educational program.

(4) Practicum. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners apply knowledge of learning styles, stages of human growth and development,

and cultural influences of learning at the secondary level.
2. Practitioners implement the principles of effective teaching and learning that contribute to an

active, inquiry-based approach to learning in a digital environment at the secondary level.
3. Practitioners understand the teacher librarian role in curriculum development and the school

improvement process at the secondary level.
4. Practitioners collaborate to integrate information literacy and emerging technologies into

content area curricula at the secondary level.
13.28(23) School teacher librarian. PK-12.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a teacher librarian in

prekindergarten through grade twelve. The applicant must be the holder of or eligible for the initial
license.

b. Program requirements. Degree—master’s.
c. Content. Completion of a sequence of courses and experiences which may have been part of,

or in addition to, the degree requirements. This sequence is to be at least 30 semester hours in school
library coursework, to include the following:

(1) Literacy and reading. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners collaborate with other teachers to integrate developmentally appropriate literature

in multiple formats to support literacy for youth of all ages.
2. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge of resources and strategies to foster leisure reading and

model personal enjoyment of reading, based on familiarity with selection tools and current trends in
literature for youth of all ages.

3. Practitioners understand how to develop a collection of reading and informational materials in
print and digital formats that supports the diverse developmental, cultural, social and linguistic needs of
all learners and their communities.

4. Practitioners model and teach reading comprehension strategies to create meaning from text for
youth of all ages.

(2) Information and knowledge. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners teach multiple strategies to locate, analyze, evaluate, and ethically use information

in the context of inquiry-based learning.
2. Practitioners advocate for flexible and open access to library resources, both physical and

virtual.
3. Practitioners uphold and promote the legal and ethical codes of their profession, including

privacy, confidentiality, freedom and equity of access to information.
4. Practitioners use skills and knowledge to assess reference sources, services, and tools in order

to mediate between information needs and resources to assist learners in determining what they need.
5. Practitioners model and facilitate authentic learning with current and emerging digital tools for

locating, analyzing, evaluating and ethically using information resources to support research, learning,
creating, and communicating in a digital society.

6. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge of creative and innovative uses of technologies to engage
students and facilitate higher-level thinking.

7. Practitioners develop an articulated information literacy curriculum grounded in research
related to the information search process.

8. Practitioners understand the process of collecting, interpreting, and using data to develop new
knowledge to improve the school library program.

9. Practitioners employ the methods of research in library and information science.
(3) Program administration and leadership. This requirement includes the following competencies:
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1. Practitioners evaluate and select print, nonprint, and digital resources using professional
selection tools and evaluation criteria to develop and manage a quality collection designed to meet the
diverse curricular, personal, and professional needs of the educational community.

2. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge necessary to organize the library collections according to
current standard library cataloging and classification principles.

3. Practitioners develop policies and procedures to support ethical use of information, intellectual
freedom, selection and reconsideration of library materials, and the privacy of users of all ages.

4. Practitioners develop strategies for working with regular classroom teachers, support services
personnel, paraprofessionals, and other individuals involved in the educational program.

5. Practitioners demonstrate knowledge of best practices related to planning, budgeting (including
alternative funding), organizing, and evaluating human and information resources and facilities to ensure
equitable access.

6. Practitioners understand strategic planning to ensure that the school library program addresses
the needs of diverse communities.

7. Practitioners advocate for school library and information programs, resources, and services
among stakeholders.

8. Practitioners promote initiatives and partnerships to further the mission and goals of the school
library program.

(4) Practicum. This requirement includes the following competencies:
1. Practitioners apply knowledge of learning styles, stages of human growth and development,

and cultural influences of learning at the elementary and secondary levels.
2. Practitioners implement the principles of effective teaching and learning that contribute to an

active, inquiry-based approach to learning in a digital environment at the elementary and secondary
levels.

3. Practitioners understand the teacher librarian role in curriculum development and the school
improvement process at the elementary and secondary levels.

4. Practitioners collaborate to integrate information literacy and emerging technologies into
content area curricula.

13.28(24) Talented and gifted teacher.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a teacher or a

coordinator of programs for the talented and gifted from the prekindergarten level through grade twelve.
This authorization does not permit general classroom teaching at any level except that level or area for
which the holder is eligible or holds the specific endorsement.

b. Program requirements—content. Completion of 12 undergraduate or graduate semester hours
of coursework in the area of the talented and gifted to include the following:

(1) Psychology of the gifted.
1. Social needs.
2. Emotional needs.
(2) Programming for the gifted.
1. Prekindergarten-12 identification.
2. Differentiation strategies.
3. Collaborative teaching skills.
4. Program goals and performance measures.
5. Program evaluation.
(3) Practicum experience in gifted programs.
NOTE: Teachers in specific subject areas will not be required to hold this endorsement if they teach

gifted students in their respective endorsement areas.
13.28(25) American Sign Language endorsement.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach American Sign Language

in kindergarten and grades one through twelve.
b. Content. Completion of 18 semester hours of coursework in American Sign Language to

include the following:
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(1) Second language acquisition.
(2) Sociology of the deaf community.
(3) Linguistic structure of American Sign Language.
(4) Language teaching methodology specific to American Sign Language.
(5) Teaching the culture of deaf people.
(6) Assessment of students in an American Sign Language program.
13.28(26) Elementary professional school counselor.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a professional school

counselor in kindergarten and grades one through eight.
b. Program requirements. Master’s degree from an accredited institution of higher education.
c. Content. Completion of a sequence of courses and experiences which may have been a part of,

or in addition to, the degree requirements to include the following:
(1) Nature and needs of individuals at all developmental levels.
1. Develop strategies for facilitating development through the transition from childhood to

adolescence and from adolescence to young adulthood.
2. Apply knowledge of learning and personality development to assist students in developing their

full potential.
(2) Social and cultural foundations.
1. Demonstrate awareness of and sensitivity to the unique social, cultural, and economic

circumstances of students and their racial/ethnic, gender, age, physical, and learning differences.
2. Demonstrate sensitivity to the nature and the functioning of the student within the family, school

and community contexts.
3. Demonstrate the counseling and consultation skills needed to facilitate informed and

appropriate action in response to the needs of students.
(3) Fostering of relationships.
1. Employ effective counseling and consultation skills with students, parents, colleagues,

administrators, and others.
2. Communicate effectively with parents, colleagues, students and administrators.
3. Counsel students in the areas of personal, social, academic, and career development.
4. Assist families in helping their children address the personal, social, and emotional concerns

and problems that may impede educational progress.
5. Implement developmentally appropriate counseling interventions with children and

adolescents.
6. Demonstrate the ability to negotiate and move individuals and groups toward consensus or

conflict resolution or both.
7. Refer students for specialized help when appropriate.
8. Value the well-being of the students as paramount in the counseling relationship.
(4) Group work.
1. Implement developmentally appropriate interventions involving group dynamics, counseling

theories, group counseling methods and skills, and other group work approaches.
2. Apply knowledge of group counseling in implementing appropriate group processes for

elementary, middle school, and secondary students.
(5) Career development, education, and postsecondary planning.
1. Assist students in the assessment of their individual strengths, weaknesses, and differences,

including those that relate to academic achievement and future plans.
2. Apply knowledge of career assessment and career choice programs.
3. Implement occupational and educational placement, follow-up and evaluation.
4. Develop a counseling network and provide resources for use by students in personalizing the

exploration of postsecondary educational opportunities.
(6) Assessment and evaluation.
1. Demonstrate individual and group approaches to assessment and evaluation.
2. Demonstrate an understanding of the proper administration and uses of standardized tests.
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3. Apply knowledge of test administration, scoring, and measurement concerns.
4. Apply evaluation procedures for monitoring student achievement.
5. Apply assessment information in program design and program modifications to address

students’ needs.
6. Apply knowledge of legal and ethical issues related to assessment and student records.
(7) Professional orientation.
1. Apply knowledge of history, roles, organizational structures, ethics, standards, and

credentialing.
2. Maintain a high level of professional knowledge and skills.
3. Apply knowledge of professional and ethical standards to the practice of school counseling.
4. Articulate the professional school counselor role to school personnel, parents, community, and

students.
(8) School counseling skills.
1. Design, implement, and evaluate a comprehensive, developmental school counseling program.
2. Implement and evaluate specific strategies designed to meet program goals and objectives.
3. Consult and coordinate efforts with resource persons, specialists, businesses, and agencies

outside the school to promote program objectives.
4. Provide information appropriate to the particular educational transition and assist students in

understanding the relationship that their curricular experiences and academic achievements will have on
subsequent educational opportunities.

5. Assist parents and families in order to provide a supportive environment in which students can
become effective learners and achieve success in pursuit of appropriate educational goals.

6. Provide training, orientation, and consultation assistance to faculty, administrators, staff, and
school officials to assist them in responding to the social, emotional, and educational development of all
students.

7. Collaborate with teachers, administrators, and other educators in ensuring that appropriate
educational experiences are provided that allow all students to achieve success.

8. Assist in the process of identifying and addressing the needs of the exceptional student.
9. Apply knowledge of legal and ethical issues related to child abuse and mandatory reporting.
10. Advocate for the educational needs of students andwork to ensure that these needs are addressed

at every level of the school experience.
11. Promote use of school counseling and educational and career planning activities and programs

involving the total school community to provide a positive school climate.
(9) Classroom management.
1. Apply effective classroommanagement strategies as demonstrated in delivery of classroom and

large group school counseling curriculum.
2. Consult with teachers and parents about effective classroom management and behavior

management strategies.
(10) Curriculum.
1. Write classroom lessons including objectives, learning activities, and discussion questions.
2. Utilize various methods of evaluating what students have learned in classroom lessons.
3. Demonstrate competency in conducting classroom and other large group activities, utilizing an

effective lesson plan design, engaging students in the learning process, and employing age-appropriate
classroom management strategies.

4. Design a classroom unit of developmentally appropriate learning experiences.
5. Demonstrate knowledge in writing standards and benchmarks for curriculum.
(11) Learning theory.
1. Identify and consult with teachers about how to create a positive learning environment

utilizing such factors as effective classroom management strategies, building a sense of community in
the classroom, and cooperative learning experiences.
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2. Identify and consult with teachers regarding teaching strategies designed to motivate students
using small group learning activities, experiential learning activities, student mentoring programs, and
shared decision-making opportunities.

3. Demonstrate knowledge of child and adolescent development and identify developmentally
appropriate teaching and learning strategies.

(12) Teaching and counseling practicum. The candidate will complete a preservice supervised
practicum of a minimum of 100 hours, and at least 40 of these hours must be direct service. Candidates
will complete a supervised internship for a minimum of 600 hours, and at least 240 of these hours
must be direct service. For candidates seeking both the K-8 and 5-12 professional school counselor
endorsements, a minimum of 100 hours of the practicum or internship experiences listed above must be
completed at each of the desired endorsement levels.

13.28(27) Secondary professional school counselor.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a professional school

counselor in grades five through twelve.
b. Program requirements. Master’s degree from an accredited institution of higher education.
c. Content. Completion of a sequence of courses and experiences which may have been a part of,

or in addition to, the degree requirements to include:
(1) The competencies listed in subparagraphs 13.28(26)“c”(1) to (11).
(2) The teaching and counseling practicum. The candidate will complete a preservice supervised

practicum and an internship that meet the requirements set forth in 13.28(26)“c”(12).
13.28(28) School nurse endorsement. The school nurse endorsement does not authorize general

classroom teaching, although it does authorize the holder to teach health at all grade levels. Alternatively,
a nurse may obtain a statement of professional recognition (SPR) from the board of educational
examiners, in accordance with the provisions set out in 282—Chapter 16, Statements of Professional
Recognition (SPR).

a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to provide service as a school nurse
at the prekindergarten and kindergarten levels and in grades one through twelve.

b. Content.
(1) Organization and administration of school nurse services including the appraisal of the health

needs of children and youth.
(2) School-community relationships and resources/coordination of school and community

resources to serve the health needs of children and youth.
(3) Knowledge and understanding of the health needs of exceptional children.
(4) Health education.
c. Other. Hold a license as a registered nurse issued by the Iowa board of nursing.
13.28(29) Athletic coach. K-12. An applicant for the coaching endorsement must hold a teacher’s

license with one of the teaching endorsements.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement may serve as a head coach or an assistant coach

in kindergarten and grades one through twelve.
b. Program requirements.
(1) One semester hour college or university course in the structure and function of the human body

in relation to physical activity, and
(2) One semester hour college or university course in human growth and development of children

and youth as related to physical activity, and
(3) Two semester hour college or university course in athletic conditioning, care and prevention of

injuries and first aid as related to physical activity, and
(4) One semester hour college or university course in the theory of coaching interscholastic

athletics, and
(5) Successful completion of the concussion training approved by the Iowa High School Athletic

Association or Iowa Girls High School Athletic Union, and
(6) A current certificate of CPR training.
13.28(30) Content specialist endorsement. Rescinded IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.28.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.28.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.16.pdf
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13.28(31) Engineering. 5-12.
a. Completion of 24 semester hours in engineering coursework.
b. Methods and strategies of STEM instruction or methods of teaching science or mathematics.
13.28(32) STEM.
a. K-8.
(1) Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach science, mathematics, and

integrated STEM courses in kindergarten through grade eight.
(2) Program requirements. Be the holder of the teacher—elementary classroom endorsement.
(3) Content.
1. Completion of a minimum of 12 semester hours of college-level science.
2. Completion of a minimum of 12 semester hours of college-level math (or the completion of

Calculus I) to include coursework in computer programming.
3. Completion of a minimum of 3 semester hours of coursework in content or pedagogy of

engineering and technological design that includes engineering design processes or programming logic
and problem-solving models and that may be met through either of the following:

● Engineering and technological design courses for education majors;
● Technology or engineering content coursework.
4. Completion of a minimum of 6 semester hours of required coursework in STEM curriculum

and methods to include the following essential concepts and skills:
● Comparing and contrasting the nature and goals of each of the STEM disciplines;
● Promoting learning through purposeful, authentic, real-world connections;
● Integration of content and context of each of the STEM disciplines;
● Interdisciplinary/transdisciplinary approaches to teaching (including but not limited to

problem-based learning and project-based learning);
● Curriculum and standards mapping;
● Engaging subject-matter experts (including but not limited to colleagues, parents, higher

education faculty/students, business partners, and informal education agencies) in STEM experiences
in and out of the classroom;

● Assessment of integrative learning approaches;
● Information literacy skills in STEM;
● Processes of science and scientific inquiry;
● Mathematical problem-solving models;
● Communicating to a variety of audiences;
● Classroom management in project-based classrooms;
● Instructional strategies for the inclusive classroom;
● Computational thinking;
● Mathematical and technological modeling.
5. Completion of a STEM field experience of a minimum of 30 contact hours that may be met

through the following:
● Completing a STEM research experience;
● Participating in a STEM internship at a STEM business or informal education organization; or
● Leading a STEM extracurricular activity.
b. 5-8.
(1) Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach science, mathematics, and

integrated STEM courses in grades five through eight.
(2) Program requirements. Be the holder of a 5-12 science, mathematics, or industrial technology

endorsement or 5-8 middle school mathematics or science endorsement.
(3) Content.
1. Completion of a minimum of 12 semester hours of college-level science.
2. Completion of a minimum of 12 semester hours of college-level math (or the completion of

Calculus I) to include coursework in computer programming.
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3. Completion of a minimum of 3 semester hours of coursework in content or pedagogy of
engineering and technological design that includes engineering design processes or programming logic
and problem-solving models and that may be met through either of the following:

● Engineering and technological design courses for education majors;
● Technology or engineering content coursework.
4. Completion of a minimum of 6 semester hours of required coursework in STEM curriculum

and methods to include the following essential concepts and skills:
● Comparing and contrasting the nature and goals of each of the STEM disciplines;
● Promoting learning through purposeful, authentic, real-world connections;
● Integration of content and context of each of the STEM disciplines;
● Interdisciplinary/transdisciplinary approaches to teaching (including but not limited to

problem-based learning and project-based learning);
● Curriculum and standards mapping;
● Engaging subject-matter experts (including but not limited to colleagues, parents, higher

education faculty/students, business partners, and informal education agencies) in STEM experiences
in and out of the classroom;

● Assessment of integrative learning approaches;
● Information literacy skills in STEM;
● Processes of science and scientific inquiry;
● Mathematical problem-solving models;
● Communicating to a variety of audiences;
● Classroom management in project-based classrooms;
● Instructional strategies for the inclusive classroom;
● Computational thinking;
● Mathematical and technological modeling.
5. Completion of a STEM field experience of a minimum of 30 contact hours that may be met

through the following:
● Completing a STEM research experience;
● Participating in a STEM internship at a STEM business or informal education organization; or
● Leading a STEM extracurricular activity.
c. Specialist K-12.
(1) Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a STEM specialist in

kindergarten and grades one through twelve.
(2) Program requirements.
1. The applicant must have met the requirements for a standard Iowa teaching license and a

teaching endorsement in mathematics, science, engineering, industrial technology, or agriculture.
2. The applicant must hold amaster’s degree from a regionally accredited institution. Themaster’s

degree must be in math, science, engineering or technology or another area with at least 12 hours of
college-level science and at least 12 hours of college-level math (or completion of Calculus I) to include
coursework in computer programming.

(3) Content.
1. Completion of a minimum of 3 semester hours of coursework in content or pedagogy of

engineering and technological design that includes engineering design processes or programming logic
and problem-solving models and that may be met through either of the following:

● Engineering and technological design courses for education majors;
● Technology or engineering content coursework.
2. Completion of 9 semester hours in professional development to include the following essential

concepts and skills:
● STEM curriculum and methods:
- Comparing and contrasting the nature and goals of each of the STEM disciplines;
- Promoting learning through purposeful, authentic, real-world connections;
- Integration of content and context of each of the STEM disciplines;
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- Interdisciplinary/transdisciplinary approaches to teaching (including but not limited to
problem-based learning and project-based learning);

- Curriculum/standards mapping;
- Assessment of integrative learning approaches;
- Information literacy skills in STEM;
- Processes of science/scientific inquiry;
- Mathematical problem-solving models;
- Classroom management in project-based classrooms;
- Instructional strategies for the inclusive classroom;
- Computational thinking;
- Mathematical and technological modeling.
● STEM experiential learning:
- Engaging subject-matter experts (including but not limited to colleagues, parents, higher education

faculty/students, business partners, and informal education agencies) in STEM experiences in and out
of the classroom;

- STEM research experiences;
- STEM internship at a STEM business or informal education organization;
- STEM extracurricular activity;
- Communicating to a variety of audiences.
● Leadership in STEM:
- STEM curriculum development and assessment;
- Curriculum mapping;
- Assessment of student engagement;
- STEM across the curriculum;
- Research on best practices in STEM;
- STEM curriculum accessibility for all students.
3. Completion of an internship/externship professional experience or prior professional

experience in STEM for a minimum of 90 contact hours.
13.28(33) Multioccupations.
a. Completion of any 5-12 endorsement and, in addition thereto, coursework in foundations of

career and technical education and coordination of cooperative programs, and work experience which
meets one of the following:

(1) Four thousand hours of career and technical experience in two or more careers; or
(2) One thousand hours of work experience or externships in two or more careers and two or more

years of teaching experience at the PK-12 level.
b. The multioccupations endorsement also authorizes the holder to supervise students in

cooperative programs, work-based learning programs, and similar programs in which the student is
placed in school-sponsored, on-the-job situations.

13.28(34) CTE information technology. 5-12.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach career and technical

education (CTE) information technology, CTE computer science, and CTE computer programming
courses.

b. Program requirements. Applicants must hold a valid Iowa teaching license with at least one
other teaching endorsement.

c. Content. A minimum of 12 semester hours of computer science to include coursework in the
following:

(1) Data representation and abstraction to include primitive data types, static and dynamic data
structures, and data types and stores.

(2) Designing, developing, testing and refining algorithms to include proficiency in two or more
programming paradigms.

(3) Systems and networks to include operating systems, networks, mobile devices, and
machine-level data representation.
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d. Methods course. A content area methods course is required pursuant to 13.29(1). The course
should include the following effective teaching and learning strategies for information technology:

(1) Curriculum development including recognizing and defining real-world computational
problems; computing concepts and constructs; developing and using abstractions; creating, testing, and
refining computational artifacts; and problem-solving strategies in computer science.

(2) Project-based methodologies that support active and authentic learning, fostering an inclusive
computing culture, collaborative groupings, and opportunities for creative and innovative thinking.

(3) Communication about computing including multiple forms of media.
(4) Digital citizenship including the social, legal, ethical, safe and effective use of computer

hardware, software, peripherals, and networks.
e. CTE methods.
(1) A minimum of six semester hours of career and technical curriculum and methods to include:
1. Foundations of career and technical education.
2. Methods of career and technical education.
3. Evaluation and assessment of career and technical programs.
(2) The CTE methods coursework is not required if the educator holds another career and technical

endorsement.
f. Waiver of coursework requirements. During the first year of implementation, the coursework

requirements may be waived if the practitioner demonstrates relevant content knowledge mastery and
successful teaching experience in this endorsement area through criteria established by the board of
educational examiners.

13.28(35) Computer science. K-8 and 5-12.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to teach selected computer science

and computer programming courses.
b. Program requirements. Applicants must hold a valid Iowa teaching license with at least one

additional teaching endorsement.
c. Content. A minimum of 12 semester hours of computer science to include coursework in the

following:
(1) Data representation and abstraction to include primitive data types, static and dynamic data

structures, and data types and stores.
(2) Designing, developing, testing and refining algorithms to include proficiency in two or more

programming paradigms.
(3) Systems and networks to include operating systems, networks, mobile devices, and

machine-level data representation.
d. Methods course. A content area methods course is required pursuant to 13.29(1). The course

should include the following effective teaching and learning strategies for information technology:
(1) Curriculum development including recognizing and defining real-world computational

problems; computing concepts and constructs; developing and using abstractions; creating, testing, and
refining computational artifacts; and problem-solving strategies in computer science.

(2) Project-based methodologies that support active and authentic learning, fostering an inclusive
computing culture, collaborative groupings, and opportunities for creative and innovative thinking.

(3) Communication about computing including multiple forms of media.
(4) Digital citizenship including the social, legal, ethical, safe and effective use of computer

hardware, software, peripherals, and networks.
e. Computer science specialist. If the requirements in 13.28(35)“c” and “d” are met and the

applicant achieves a minimum of 24 semester hours of computer science content, a computer science
specialist endorsement will be granted and the additional teaching endorsement set forth in 13.28(35)“b”
will not be required.

f. Waiver of coursework requirements. During the first year of implementation, the coursework
requirements may be waived if the practitioner demonstrates relevant content knowledge mastery and
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successful teaching experience in this endorsement area through criteria established by the board of
educational examiners.
[ARC 7986B, IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09; ARC 8248B, IAB 11/4/09, effective 10/12/09; ARC 8403B, IAB 12/16/09, effective
1/20/10; ARC 9070B, IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10; ARC 9071B, IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10; ARC 9210B, IAB 11/3/10,
effective 12/8/10; ARC 9211B, IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10; ARC 9212B, IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10; ARC 9838B, IAB
11/2/11, effective 12/7/11; ARC 9839B, IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11; ARC 0448C, IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12; ARC 0449C,
IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12; ARC 0866C, IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13; ARC 0875C, IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13; ARC
0986C, IAB 9/4/13, effective 10/9/13; ARC 1085C, IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13; ARC 1171C, IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13;
ARC 1328C, IAB 2/19/14, effective 3/26/14; ARC 1327C, IAB 2/19/14, effective 3/26/14; ARC 2015C, IAB 6/10/15, effective
7/15/15; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 2397C, IAB 2/17/16, effective 3/23/16; ARC 2586C, IAB 6/22/16,
effective 7/27/16; ARC 2793C, IAB 11/9/16, effective 12/14/16; see Delay note at end of chapter; ARC 3197C, IAB 7/5/17, effective
8/9/17; ARC 3634C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18; ARC 5322C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—13.29(272) Adding, removing or reinstating a teaching endorsement.
13.29(1) Adding an endorsement. After the issuance of a teaching license, an individual may add

other endorsements to that license upon proper application, provided current requirements for that
endorsement have been met. An updated license with expiration date unchanged from the original or
renewed license will be prepared.

a. Options. To add an endorsement, the applicant must follow one of these options:
(1) Option 1. Receive the Iowa teacher education institution’s recommendation that the current

approved program requirements for the endorsement have been met.
(2) Option 2. Receive verification from the Iowa teacher education institution that the minimum

state requirements for the endorsement have been met in lieu of the institution’s approved program.
(3) Option 3. Apply for a review of the transcripts by the board of educational examiners’ staff

to determine if all Iowa requirements have been met. The applicant must submit documentation that all
of the Iowa requirements have been met by filing transcripts and supporting documentation for review.
The fee for the transcript evaluation is in 282—Chapter 12. This fee shall be in addition to the fee for
adding the endorsement.

b. Additional requirements for adding an endorsement.
(1) In addition to meeting the requirements for Iowa licensure, applicants for endorsements shall

have completed a methods class appropriate for teaching the general subject area and grade levels of the
endorsement added.

(2) Practitioners who are adding a K-8 endorsement and have not student taught at the elementary
level shall complete a teaching practicum in an elementary setting. Applicants seeking the early
childhood or elementary endorsements set forth in rule 282—13.26(272) must complete the required
field experience and teaching practicum specific to the endorsement desired.

(3) Practitioners who are adding a 5-12 endorsement and have not student taught at the secondary
level shall complete a teaching practicum in a high school setting.

(4) Practitioners holding the K-8 endorsement in the content area of the 5-12 endorsement being
added may satisfy the requirement for the secondary methods class and the teaching practicum by
completing all required coursework and presenting verification of competence. This verification of
competence shall be signed by a licensed evaluator who has observed and formally evaluated the
performance of the applicant at the secondary level. This verification of competence may be submitted
at any time during the term of the Class B license. The practitioner must obtain a Class B license while
practicing with the 5-12 endorsement.

(5) Applicants seeking a board of educational examiners transcript review must have achieved a
C- grade or higher in the courses that will be considered for an endorsement.

13.29(2) Removal of an endorsement; reinstatement of removed endorsement.
a. Removal of an endorsement. A practitioner may remove an endorsement from the practitioner’s

license as follows:
(1) To remove an endorsement, the practitioner shall meet the following conditions:
1. A practitioner who holds a standard or master educator license is eligible to request removal of

an endorsement from the license if the practitioner has not taught in the subject or assignment area of
the endorsement in the five years prior to the request for removal of the endorsement, and

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7986B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8248B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8403B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9070B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9071B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9210B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9211B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9212B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9838B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9839B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0448C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0449C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0866C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0875C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0986C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0986C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1085C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1171C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1328C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1327C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2015C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2397C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2586C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2793C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3197C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3634C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.26.pdf
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2. The practitioner must submit a notarized written application form furnished by the board of
educational examiners to remove an endorsement at the time of licensure renewal (licensure renewal is
limited to one calendar year prior to the expiration date of the current license), and

3. The application must be signed by the superintendent or designee in the district in which
the practitioner is under contract. The superintendent’s signature shall serve as notification and
acknowledgment of the practitioner’s intent to remove an endorsement from the practitioner’s license.
The absence of the superintendent’s or designee’s signature does not impede the removal process.

(2) The endorsement shall be removed from the license at the time of application.
(3) If a practitioner is not employed and submits an application, the provisions of

13.29(2)“a”(1)“3” shall not be required.
(4) If a practitioner submits an application that does not meet the criteria listed in

13.29(2)“a”(1)“1” to “3,” the application will be rendered void and the practitioner will forfeit the
processing fee.

(5) The executive director has the authority to approve or deny the request for removal. Any denial
is subject to the appeal process set forth in rule 282—11.35(272).

b. Reinstatement of a removed endorsement.
(1) If the practitioner wants to add the removed endorsement at a future date, all coursework for the

endorsement must be completed within the five years preceding the application to add the endorsement.
(2) The practitioner must meet the current endorsement requirements when making application.

[ARC 8248B, IAB 11/4/09, effective 10/12/09; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 2584C, IAB 6/22/16, effective
7/27/16]

282—13.30(272) Licenses—issue and expiration dates, corrections, duplicates, and fraud.
13.30(1) Issue and expiration dates on original license. A license is valid only from and after the

date of issuance. Licenses, authorizations, certificates, and statements of professional recognition will
expire on the last day of the practitioner’s birth month after the term of the license unless otherwise
specified. If the expiration date is changed by rule, the change may be retroactive.

13.30(2) Correcting licenses. If a licensee notifies board staff of a typographical or clerical error on
the license within 30 days of the date of the board’s mailing of a license, a corrected license shall be
issued without charge to the licensee. If notification of a typographical or clerical error is made more
than 30 days after the date of the board’s mailing of a license, a corrected license shall be issued upon
receipt of the fee for issuance of a duplicate license. For purposes of this rule, typographical or clerical
errors include misspellings, errors in the expiration date of a license, errors in the type of license issued,
and the omission or misidentification of the endorsements for which application was made. A licensee
requesting the addition of an endorsement not included on the initial application must submit a new
application and the appropriate application fee.

13.30(3) Duplicate licenses. Upon application and payment of the fee set out in 282—Chapter 12,
a duplicate license shall be issued.

13.30(4) Fraud in procurement or renewal of licenses. Fraud in procurement or renewal of a license
or falsifying records for licensure purposes will constitute grounds for filing a complaint with the board
of educational examiners.
[ARC 3979C, IAB 8/29/18, effective 10/3/18]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 272 and 2014 Iowa Acts, chapter 1116,
division VI.

Filed 12/23/08, Notice 10/8/08—published 1/14/09, effective 2/18/09]
[Filed 12/24/08, Notice 10/22/08—published 1/14/09, effective 2/18/09]

[Filed ARC 7869B (Notice ARC 7600B, IAB 2/25/09), IAB 6/17/09, effective 7/22/09]
[Filed ARC 7987B (Notice ARC 7751B, IAB 5/6/09), IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09]
[Filed ARC 7986B (Notice ARC 7744B, IAB 5/6/09), IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09]
[Filed ARC 8133B (Notice ARC 7778B, IAB 5/20/09), IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09]
[Filed ARC 8134B (Notice ARC 7860B, IAB 6/17/09), IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09]
[Filed ARC 8138B (Notice ARC 7871B, IAB 6/17/09), IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09]
[Filed ARC 8139B (Notice ARC 7872B, IAB 6/17/09), IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.29.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.29.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.11.35.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8248B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2584C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3979C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7869B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7600B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7987B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7751B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7986B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7744B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8133B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7778B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8134B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7860B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8138B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7871B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8139B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7872B.pdf
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[Filed Emergency ARC 8248B, IAB 11/4/09, effective 10/12/09]
[Filed ARC 8400B (Notice ARC 8125B, IAB 9/9/09), IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]
[Filed ARC 8401B (Notice ARC 8121B, IAB 9/9/09), IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]
[Filed ARC 8402B (Notice ARC 8126B, IAB 9/9/09), IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]
[Filed ARC 8403B (Notice ARC 8129B, IAB 9/9/09), IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]
[Filed ARC 8604B (Notice ARC 8250B, IAB 11/4/09), IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]
[Filed ARC 8610B (Notice ARC 8249B, IAB 11/4/09), IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]
[Filed ARC 8607B (Notice ARC 8408B, IAB 12/16/09), IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]
[Filed ARC 8688B (Notice ARC 8436B, IAB 1/13/10), IAB 4/7/10, effective 5/12/10]
[Filed ARC 8957B (Notice ARC 8686B, IAB 4/7/10), IAB 7/28/10, effective 9/1/10]
[Filed ARC 9072B (Notice ARC 8822B, IAB 6/2/10), IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10]
[Filed ARC 9070B (Notice ARC 8824B, IAB 6/2/10), IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10]
[Filed ARC 9071B (Notice ARC 8825B, IAB 6/2/10), IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10]
[Filed ARC 9207B (Notice ARC 8969B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]
[Filed ARC 9205B (Notice ARC 8961B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]
[Filed ARC 9206B (Notice ARC 8968B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]
[Filed ARC 9210B (Notice ARC 8965B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]
[Filed ARC 9211B (Notice ARC 8966B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]
[Filed ARC 9212B (Notice ARC 8967B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]
[Filed ARC 9573B (Notice ARC 9382B, IAB 2/23/11), IAB 6/29/11, effective 8/3/11]
[Filed ARC 9838B (Notice ARC 9663B, IAB 8/10/11), IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]
[Filed ARC 9839B (Notice ARC 9662B, IAB 8/10/11), IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]
[Filed ARC 9840B (Notice ARC 9661B, IAB 8/10/11), IAB 11/2/11, effective 12/7/11]
[Filed ARC 9925B (Notice ARC 9744B, IAB 9/7/11), IAB 12/14/11, effective 1/18/12]
[Filed ARC 0026C (Notice ARC 9924B, IAB 12/14/11), IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]
[Filed ARC 0446C (Notice ARC 0236C, IAB 7/25/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
[Filed ARC 0448C (Notice ARC 0235C, IAB 7/25/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]
[Filed ARC 0449C (Notice ARC 0312C, IAB 9/5/12), IAB 11/14/12, effective 12/19/12]

[Filed Emergency After Notice ARC 0563C, IAB 1/23/13, effective 1/1/13]
[Filed ARC 0605C (Notice ARC 0509C, IAB 12/12/12), IAB 2/20/13, effective 3/27/13]
[Filed ARC 0698C (Notice ARC 0614C, IAB 2/20/13), IAB 5/1/13, effective 6/5/13]
[Filed ARC 0865C (Notice ARC 0676C, IAB 4/3/13), IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13]
[Filed ARC 0866C (Notice ARC 0696C, IAB 5/1/13), IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13]
[Filed ARC 0867C (Notice ARC 0706C, IAB 5/1/13), IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13]
[Filed ARC 0868C (Notice ARC 0705C, IAB 5/1/13), IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13]
[Filed ARC 0875C (Notice ARC 0700C, IAB 5/1/13), IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13]
[Filed ARC 0986C (Notice ARC 0762C, IAB 5/29/13), IAB 9/4/13, effective 10/9/13]

[Filed ARC 1085C (Notice ARC 0879C, IAB 7/24/13), IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13]
[Filed ARC 1166C (Notice ARC 0880C, IAB 7/24/13), IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13]
[Filed ARC 1168C (Notice ARC 0987C, IAB 9/4/13), IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13]
[Filed ARC 1171C (Notice ARC 0993C, IAB 9/4/13), IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13]
[Filed ARC 1324C (Notice ARC 1182C, IAB 11/13/13), IAB 2/19/14, effective 3/26/14]
[Filed ARC 1323C (Notice ARC 1181C, IAB 11/13/13), IAB 2/19/14, effective 3/26/14]
[Filed ARC 1328C (Notice ARC 1236C, IAB 12/11/13), IAB 2/19/14, effective 3/26/14]
[Filed ARC 1327C (Notice ARC 1235C, IAB 12/11/13), IAB 2/19/14, effective 3/26/14]
[Filed ARC 1374C (Notice ARC 1272C, IAB 1/8/14), IAB 3/19/14, effective 4/23/14]
[Filed ARC 1454C (Notice ARC 1343C, IAB 2/19/14), IAB 5/14/14, effective 6/18/14]
[Filed ARC 1878C (Notice ARC 1723C, IAB 11/12/14), IAB 2/18/15, effective 3/25/15]
[Filed ARC 2015C (Notice ARC 1917C, IAB 3/18/15), IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15]
[Filed ARC 2016C (Notice ARC 1918C, IAB 3/18/15), IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15]
[Filed ARC 2230C (Notice ARC 2130C, IAB 9/2/15), IAB 11/11/15, effective 12/16/15]
[Filed ARC 2397C (Notice ARC 2237C, IAB 11/11/15), IAB 2/17/16, effective 3/23/16]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8248B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8400B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8125B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8401B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8121B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8402B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8126B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8403B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8129B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8604B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8250B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8610B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8249B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8607B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8408B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8688B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8436B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8957B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8686B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9072B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8822B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9070B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8824B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9071B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8825B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9207B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8969B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9205B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8961B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9206B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8968B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9210B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8965B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9211B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8966B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9212B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8967B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9573B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9382B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9838B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9663B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9839B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9662B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9840B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9661B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9925B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9744B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0026C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9924B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0446C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0236C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0448C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0235C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0449C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0312C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0563C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0605C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0509C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0698C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0614C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0865C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0676C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0866C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0696C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0867C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0706C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0868C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0705C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0875C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0700C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0986C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0762C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1085C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0879C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1166C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0880C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1168C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0987C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1171C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0993C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1324C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1182C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1323C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1181C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1328C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1236C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1327C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1235C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1374C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1272C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1454C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1343C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1878C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1723C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2015C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1917C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1918C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2130C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2397C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2237C.pdf
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[Filed ARC 2527C (Notice ARC 2412C, IAB 2/17/16), IAB 5/11/16, effective 6/15/16]
[Filed ARC 2584C (Notice ARC 2453C, IAB 3/16/16), IAB 6/22/16, effective 7/27/16]
[Filed ARC 2586C (Notice ARC 2450C, IAB 3/16/16), IAB 6/22/16, effective 7/27/16]
[Filed ARC 2792C (Notice ARC 2689C, IAB 8/31/16), IAB 11/9/16, effective 12/14/16]
[Filed ARC 2793C (Notice ARC 2690C, IAB 8/31/16), IAB 11/9/16, effective 12/14/16]1

[Filed ARC 3196C (Notice ARC 3012C, IAB 4/12/17), IAB 7/5/17, effective 8/9/17]
[Filed ARC 3197C (Notice ARC 3047C, IAB 5/10/17), IAB 7/5/17, effective 8/9/17]
[Filed ARC 3633C (Notice ARC 3471C, IAB 12/6/17), IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]
[Filed ARC 3634C (Notice ARC 3470C, IAB 12/6/17), IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]
[Filed ARC 3829C (Notice ARC 3710C, IAB 3/28/18), IAB 6/6/18, effective 7/11/18]
[Filed ARC 3979C (Notice ARC 3827C, IAB 6/6/18), IAB 8/29/18, effective 10/3/18]

[Filed Emergency After Notice ARC 4621C (Notice ARC 4502C, IAB 6/19/19), IAB 8/28/19,
effective 8/7/19]

[Filed ARC 5303C (Notice ARC 5169C, IAB 9/9/20), IAB 12/2/20, effective 1/6/21]
[Filed ARC 5304C (Notice ARC 5168C, IAB 9/9/20), IAB 12/2/20, effective 1/6/21]

[Filed ARC 5321C (Notice ARC 5216C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]
[Filed ARC 5322C (Notice ARC 5212C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

1 December 14, 2016, effective date of 13.28(29)“b”(6) [ARC 2793C, Item 1] delayed until the adjournment of the 2017 General
Assembly by the Administrative Rules Review Committee at its meeting held December 13, 2016.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2527C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2412C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2584C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2453C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2586C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2450C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2792C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2689C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2793C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2690C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3196C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3012C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3197C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3047C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3471C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3634C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3470C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3829C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3710C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3979C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3827C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4621C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4502C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5303C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5169C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5304C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5168C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5321C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5216C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5212C.pdf
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CHAPTER 15
SPECIAL EDUCATION SUPPORT PERSONNEL AUTHORIZATIONS

282—15.1(272) Authorizations requiring a license.
15.1(1) The following licenses are based on teaching endorsements.
a. Special education consultant.
b. Supervisor of special education—instructional.
c. Work experience coordinator.
15.1(2) The orientation and mobility specialist license is based on school-centered preparation, but

the sequence of coursework does not permit service as a teacher.
[ARC 3633C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]

282—15.2(272) Special education consultant.
15.2(1) Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a special education

consultant. The consultant provides ongoing assistance to instructional programs for pupils requiring
special education. A consultant can serve programs with pupils from birth to age 21 (and to a maximum
allowable age in accordance with Iowa Code section 256B.8) with the exception of consultants serving
deaf or hard-of-hearing or visually disabled students. Applicants who desire to serve as consultants
serving deaf or hard-of-hearing or visually disabled students must hold the respective special education
instructional endorsement. The deaf or hard-of-hearing consultant endorsement or the visually disabled
consultant endorsement allows the individual to serve students from birth to age 21.

15.2(2) Program requirements.
a. An applicant must hold a master’s degree.
(1) Option 1: Master’s in special education.
(2) Option 2: Master’s in another area of education plus an endorsement in at least one special

education instructional area under rule 282—14.2(272).
b. Content. The coursework is to be at least 8 graduate semester hours to include the following:
(1) Curriculum development design.
(2) Consultation process in special or regular education:
1. Examination, analysis, and application of a methodological model for consulting with teachers

and other adults involved in the educational program.
2. Interpersonal relations, interaction patterns, interpersonal influence, and communication skills.
(3) Skills required for conducting a needs assessment, delivering staff in-service needs, and

evaluating in-service sessions.
15.2(3) Other. An applicant must have four years of successful teaching experience, two of which

must be in special education.

282—15.3(272) Itinerant hospital services or home services teacher. Rescinded ARC 3633C, IAB
2/14/18, effective 3/21/18.

282—15.4(272) Special education media specialist. Rescinded ARC 3633C, IAB 2/14/18, effective
3/21/18.

282—15.5(272) Supervisor of special education—instructional.
15.5(1) Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a supervisor of

special education instructional programs. Two endorsements are available within this category:
a. The early childhood—special education supervisor endorsement allows the individual to

provide services to programs with pupils below the age of 7.
b. The supervisor of special education—instructional endorsement (K-12) allows the individual

to provide services to programs with pupils from age 5 to age 21 (and to a maximum allowable age in
accordance with Iowa Code section 256B.8).

15.5(2) Program requirements.
a. An applicant must hold a master’s degree.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256B.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.14.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/02-14-2018.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/02-14-2018.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/02-14-2018.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256B.8.pdf
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(1) Option 1: Master’s in special education.
(2) Option 2: Master’s in another area of education plus 30 graduate semester hours in special

education (instructional). These hours may have been part of, or in addition to, the degree requirements.
b. An applicant must meet the requirements for or hold the consultant endorsement.
c. Content. The program shall include a minimum of 16 graduate semester hours to specifically

include the following:
(1) Coursework requirements specified for special education consultant. Refer to rule

282—15.2(272).
(2) Current issues in special education administration including school law/special education law.
(3) School personnel administration.
(4) Program evaluation.
(5) Educational leadership.
(6) Administration and supervision of special education.
(7) Practicum: special education administration. NOTE: This requirement may be waived based on

two years of experience as a special education administrator.
(8) Evaluator approval component.
15.5(3) Other.
a. An applicant must have two years of consultant/supervisor/coordinator/head teacher or

equivalent experience in special education.
b. The supervisor for early childhood—special education would need to meet the requirements for

that endorsement. The K-12 supervisor would need to meet the requirements for one special education
teaching endorsement to include instructional grade levels K-8 and 5-12.
[ARC 9073B, IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10]

282—15.6(272) Work experience coordinator.
15.6(1) Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to provide support service as a

work experience coordinator to secondary school programs, grades 5-12 (and to a maximum allowable
age in accordance with Iowa Code section 256B.8).

15.6(2) Program requirements.
a. An applicant must hold a baccalaureate degree.
b. Content. The coursework must include:
(1) A course in career-vocational programming for special education students (if not included in

the program for 5-12 endorsement).
(2) A course in coordination of cooperative occupational education programs.
(3) A course in career-vocational assessment and guidance for those with disabilities.
15.6(3) Other. An applicant must hold a special education endorsement—grades 5-12.

[ARC 3633C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]

282—15.7(272) Other special education practitioner endorsements. Rescinded ARC 5322C, IAB
12/16/20, effective 1/20/21.

282—15.8(272) Supervisor of special education—support. Rescinded IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09.
These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 272.

[Filed 12/24/08, Notice 10/22/08—published 1/14/09, effective 2/18/09]
[Filed ARC 7986B (Notice ARC 7744B, IAB 5/6/09), IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09]
[Filed ARC 9073B (Notice ARC 8828B, IAB 6/2/10), IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10]
[Filed ARC 0026C (Notice ARC 9924B, IAB 12/14/11), IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]
[Filed ARC 2230C (Notice ARC 2130C, IAB 9/2/15), IAB 11/11/15, effective 12/16/15]
[Filed ARC 3633C (Notice ARC 3471C, IAB 12/6/17), IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]
[Filed ARC 4634C (Notice ARC 4504C, IAB 6/19/19), IAB 8/28/19, effective 10/2/19]
[Filed ARC 5322C (Notice ARC 5212C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.15.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9073B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256B.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/12-16-2020.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/12-16-2020.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/07-29-2009.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7986B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7744B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9073B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8828B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0026C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9924B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2130C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3471C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4634C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4504C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5212C.pdf
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CHAPTER 18
ISSUANCE OF ADMINISTRATOR LICENSES AND ENDORSEMENTS

[Prior to 1/14/09, see Educational Examiners Board[282] Ch 14]

282—18.1(272) All applicants desiring an Iowa administrator license.
18.1(1) Administrator licenses. Administrator licenses are issued upon application filed on a

form provided by the board of educational examiners and upon completion of the background check
requirements set forth in rule 282—13.1(272).

18.1(2) Temporary permits. The executive director may issue a temporary permit to an applicant for
any type of license, certification, or authorization issued by the board, after receipt of a fully completed
application; determination that the applicant meets all applicable prerequisites for issuance of the license,
certification, or authorization; and satisfactory evaluation of the Iowa criminal history background check
and registries and records check set forth in 282—paragraphs 13.1(1)“b” and “c.” The temporary permit
shall serve as evidence of the applicant’s authorization to hold a position in Iowa schools, pending the
satisfactory completion of the national criminal history background check. The temporary permit shall
expire upon issuance of the requested license, certification, or authorization or 90 days from the date of
issuance of the permit, whichever occurs first, unless the temporary permit is extended upon a finding of
good cause by the executive director.
[ARC 2230C, IAB 11/11/15, effective 12/16/15; ARC 2631C, IAB 7/20/16, effective 8/24/16; ARC 3633C, IAB 2/14/18, effective
3/21/18]

282—18.2(272) Applicants from recognized Iowa institutions. RescindedARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15,
effective 7/15/15.

282—18.3(272) Applicants from recognized non-Iowa institutions. Rescinded IAB 9/9/09, effective
10/14/09.

282—18.4(272) General requirements for an administrator license.
18.4(1) Eligibility for applicants who have completed a teacher preparation program. Applicants

for the administrator license must first comply with the requirements for all Iowa practitioners set out in
282—Chapter 13.

18.4(2) Specific requirements for an initial administrator license for applicants who have completed
a teacher preparation program. An initial administrator license valid for a minimum of one year with
an expiration date of June 30 may be issued to an applicant who:

a. Has completed a state-approved PK-12 principal and PK-12 supervisor of special education
program (see subrule 18.9(1)); and

b. Has completed an evaluator approval program; and
c. Provides a recommendation for the specific license and administrator endorsement(s) from the

designated recommending official at the recognized institution where the preparation was completed;
and

d. Has met the experience requirement set forth for the desired administrator endorsement; and
e. Is not subject to any pending disciplinary proceedings in any state; and
f. Complies with all requirements with regard to application processes and payment of licensure

fees.
18.4(3) Eligibility for applicants who have completed a professional service endorsement

program. Applicants for the administrator license must first comply with the requirements set out in
282—Chapter 27.

18.4(4) Specific requirements for an initial administrator license for applicants who have completed
a professional service endorsement. An initial administrator license valid for one year may be issued to
an applicant who:

a. Is the holder of an Iowa professional service license; and

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2631C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/06-10-2015.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/09-09-2009.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.18.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.27.pdf
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b. Has three years of experience in an educational setting in the professional service endorsement
area or has six years of professional service and administrative experience provided that at least two
years are professional service experience; and

c. Has completed a state-approved PK-12 principal and PK-12 supervisor of special education
program (see subrule 18.9(1)); and

d. Is assuming a position as a PK-12 principal and PK-12 supervisor of special education (see
subrule 18.9(1)) for the first time or has one year of out-of-state or nonpublic administrative experience;
and

e. Has completed the required coursework in human relations, cultural competency, diverse
learners and reading instruction set forth in 281—subrules 79.15(2) and 79.15(3); and

f. Has completed the professional education core in 281—paragraphs 79.15(5)“a” to “k”; and
g. Has completed an evaluator approval program.

[ARC 8248B, IAB 11/4/09, effective 10/12/09; ARC 8958B, IAB 7/28/10, effective 9/1/10; ARC 1326C, IAB 2/19/14, effective
3/26/14; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 2631C, IAB 7/20/16, effective 8/24/16; ARC 3196C, IAB 7/5/17,
effective 8/9/17; ARC 3979C, IAB 8/29/18, effective 10/3/18]

282—18.5(272) Specific requirements for a professional administrator license. A professional
administrator license valid for five years may be issued to an applicant who does all of the following:

18.5(1) Completes the requirements in rule 282—18.4(272).
18.5(2) Successfully meets each standard pursuant to rule 281—83.10(284A).
18.5(3) Completes one year of administrative experience in an Iowa public school and completes

the administrator mentoring program while holding an administrator license, or successfully completes
two years of administrative experience in a nonpublic or out-of-state school setting.
[ARC 8248B, IAB 11/4/09, effective 10/12/09; ARC 0607C, IAB 2/20/13, effective 3/27/13; ARC 5322C, IAB 12/16/20, effective
1/20/21]

282—18.6(272) Specific requirements for an administrator prepared out of state. An applicant
seeking Iowa licensure who completes an administrator preparation program from a recognized
non-Iowa institution shall verify the requirements of rules 282—18.1(272) and 282—18.4(272)
through traditional course-based preparation program and transcript review. A recognized non-Iowa
administrator preparation institution is one that is state-approved and is accredited by the regional
accrediting agency for the territory in which the institution is located. Applicants must hold and submit
a copy of a valid or expired regular administrator certificate or license in another state, exclusive of a
temporary, emergency or substitute license or certificate.

18.6(1) Administrator exchange license. A one-year nonrenewable administrator exchange license
may be issued to an individual who has not met any of the following requirements:

a. Endorsement requirements. The applicant has not completed a minimum of 75 percent of the
coursework for the PK-12 principal and PK-12 supervisor of special education endorsement, and any
additional administrator endorsements desired.

b. Regular administrator certificate or license in the state in which the preparation was completed.
The applicant is eligible for and has applied for a regular administrator certificate or license in the state
in which the preparation was completed but has not yet received the certificate or license.

c. Approved evaluator training requirement. The applicant has not completed the approved
evaluator training requirement.

18.6(2) Conversion. Each applicant who receives the one-year administrator exchange license must
complete any identified licensure deficiencies in order to be eligible for an initial administrator license or
a professional administrator license in Iowa. Any coursework deficiencies must be completed for college
credit through a regionally accredited institution, with the exception of the human relations component
which may be taken for licensure renewal credit through an approved provider.

18.6(3) License without deficiencies. An applicant under this rule shall be granted an Iowa
administrator license and will not be subject to coursework deficiencies if the following additional
requirements have been met:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.18.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.18.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8248B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8958B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1326C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2631C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3196C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3979C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8248B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0607C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.18.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.18.4.pdf
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a. Verification of Iowa residency, or, for military spouses, verification of a permanent change of
military installation.

b. Valid or expired administrator certificate or license in good standing without pending
disciplinary action from another state, valid for a minimum of one year, exclusive of a temporary,
emergency or substitute license or certificate. Endorsements shall be granted based on comparable Iowa
endorsements, and endorsement requirements may be waived in order to grant the most comparable
endorsement.

18.6(4) Holders of an Iowa administrator exchange license issued prior to January 1, 2021, may
submit a new application if the requirements in this rule would have been met at the time of their initial
application.
[ARC 8141B, IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09; ARC 9383B, IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective
7/15/15; ARC 3196C, IAB 7/5/17, effective 8/9/17; ARC 3829C, IAB 6/6/18, effective 7/11/18; ARC 5321C, IAB 12/16/20,
effective 1/20/21]

282—18.7(272) Specific requirements for a Class A extension license.
18.7(1) A nonrenewable Class A extension license valid for one year may be issued to an applicant

based on an expired Iowa professional administrator license. This license shall be endorsed for the type
of service authorized by the expired license on which it is based.

18.7(2) The holder of an expired professional administrator license who is currently under contract
with an Iowa educational unit (area education agency/local education agency/local school district) and
who does not meet the renewal requirements for the administrator license held shall be required to secure
the signature of the superintendent or designee before the Class A extension license will be issued. If the
superintendent does not meet the renewal requirements, the superintendent shall be required to secure
the signature of the school board president before the license will be issued.
[ARC 9384B, IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11; ARC 9453B, IAB 4/6/11, effective 5/11/11; ARC 0564C, IAB 1/23/13, effective
2/27/13; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15]

282—18.8(272) Specific requirements for a Class B license. A nonrenewable Class B license valid for
two years may be issued to an individual under the following conditions:

18.8(1) Endorsement in progress. The individual has a valid Iowa teaching license but is seeking to
obtain an administrator endorsement. A Class B license may be issued if requested by an employer and
the individual seeking this endorsement has completed at least 75 percent of the requirements leading to
completion of all requirements for this endorsement.

18.8(2) Experience requirement.
a. Principal endorsement. For the principal endorsement, the applicant must meet the experience

requirement set forth in subparagraph 18.9(1)“c”(1).
b. Superintendent endorsement. For the superintendent endorsement, the applicant must meet the

experience requirement set forth in subrule 18.10(3).
18.8(3) Request for exception. Rescinded IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11.

[ARC 9385B, IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11; ARC 2631C, IAB 7/20/16, effective 8/24/16]

282—18.9(272) Area and grade levels of administrator endorsements.
18.9(1) PK-12 principal and PK-12 supervisor of special education.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a principal of programs

serving children from birth through grade twelve, a supervisor of instructional special education
programs for children from birth to the age of 21, and a supervisor of support for special education
programs for children from birth to the age of 21 (and to a maximum allowable age in accordance with
Iowa Code section 256B.8).

b. Program requirements.
(1) Degree—master’s.
(2) Content: Completion of a sequence of courses and experiences which may have been a part

of, or in addition to, the degree requirements. Candidates who successfully complete a building-level
educational leadership preparation program understand and demonstrate the capacity to promote the

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8141B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9383B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3196C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3829C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5321C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9384B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9453B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0564C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.18.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.18.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9385B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2631C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256B.8.pdf
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current and future success and well-being of each student and adult by applying the knowledge, skills,
and commitments necessary to:

1. Collaboratively lead, design, and implement a school mission, vision, and process for
continuous improvement that reflects a core set of values and priorities that include data use, technology,
equity, diversity, digital citizenship, and community (Mission, Vision, and Improvement).

2. Advocate for ethical decisions and cultivate and enact professional norms (Ethics and
Professional Norms).

3. Develop and maintain a supportive, equitable, culturally responsive, and inclusive school
culture (Equity, Inclusiveness, and Cultural Responsiveness) to include meeting the needs of all
learners, as well as ensuring teachers meet the needs of diverse learners, including:

● Students from diverse ethnic, racial and socioeconomic backgrounds.
● Students with disabilities, including preparation in developing and implementing individualized

education programs and behavioral intervention plans, preparation for educating individuals in the least
restrictive environment and identifying that environment, and strategies that address difficult and violent
student behavior and improve academic engagement and achievement.

● Students who are struggling with literacy, including those with dyslexia.
● Students who are gifted and talented.
● English language learners.
● Students who may be at risk of not succeeding in school. This preparation will include

classroom management addressing high-risk behaviors including, but not limited to, behaviors related
to substance abuse.

4. Evaluate, develop, and implement coherent systems of curriculum, instruction, data systems,
supports, and assessment (Learning and Instruction).

5. Strengthen student learning, support school improvement, and advocate for the needs of their
school and community (Community and External Leadership).

6. Improve management, communication, technology, school-level governance, and operation
systems to develop and improve data-informed and equitable school resource plans and to apply
laws, policies, and regulations, including a dedicated course in current issues of special education
administration (Operations and Management).

7. Build the school’s professional capacity, engage staff in the development of a collaborative
professional culture, and improve systems of staff supervision, evaluation, support, and professional
learning, including the completion of Iowa evaluator training (Building Professional Capacity).

8. Successfully complete an internship under the supervision of knowledgeable, expert
practitioners that engages candidates in multiple and diverse school settings and provides candidates
with coherent, authentic, and sustained opportunities to synthesize and apply the knowledge and
skills pursuant to this section in ways that approximate the full range of responsibilities required of
building-level leaders and enable them to promote the current and future success and well-being of
each student and adult in their school, including planned experiences in elementary and secondary
administration with special education administration.

c. Other.
(1) The applicant must have had three years of teaching experience at the early childhood through

grade twelve level while holding a valid license or have had six years of teaching and administrative
experience while holding a valid license, provided that at least two years are teaching experience.

(2) Graduates from out-of-state institutions who are seeking initial Iowa licensure and the
PK-12 principal and PK-12 supervisor of special education endorsement must meet the coursework
requirements for an Iowa teaching license in addition to the experience requirements.

18.9(2) PK-8 principal—out-of-state applicants. Rescinded IAB 7/20/16, effective 8/24/16.
18.9(3) 5-12 principal—out-of-state applicants. Rescinded IAB 7/20/16, effective 8/24/16.

[ARC 0872C, IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 2631C, IAB 7/20/16, effective
8/24/16; ARC 5322C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—18.10(272) Superintendent/AEA administrator.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0872C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2631C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
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18.10(1) Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a superintendent
from the prekindergarten level through grade twelve or as an AEA administrator. NOTE: This
authorization does not permit general teaching, school service, or administration at any level except
that level or area for which the practitioner holds the specific endorsement(s).

18.10(2) Program requirements.
a. Degree—specialist (or its equivalent: A master’s degree plus at least 30 semester hours of

planned graduate study in administration beyond the master’s degree).
b. Content. Through completion of a sequence of courses and experiences which may have been

part of, or in addition to, the degree requirements, candidates who successfully complete a district-level
educational leadership preparation program understand and demonstrate the capacity to promote the
current and future success and well-being of each student and adult by applying the knowledge, skills,
and commitments necessary to:

(1) Collaboratively lead, design, and implement a district mission, vision, and process for
continuous improvement that reflects a core set of values and priorities that include data use,
technology, values, equity, diversity, digital citizenship, and community (District Mission, Vision, and
Improvement).

(2) Advocate for ethical decisions and cultivate professional norms and culture (Ethics and
Professional Norms).

(3) Develop and maintain a supportive, equitable, culturally responsive, and inclusive district
culture (Equity, Inclusiveness, and Cultural Responsiveness) to include meeting the needs of all
learners, as well as ensuring teachers meet the needs of diverse learners, including:

1. Students from diverse ethnic, racial and socioeconomic backgrounds.
2. Students with disabilities, including preparation in developing and implementing individualized

education programs and behavioral intervention plans, preparation for educating individuals in the least
restrictive environment and identifying that environment, and strategies that address difficult and violent
student behavior and improve academic engagement and achievement.

3. Students who are struggling with literacy, including those with dyslexia.
4. Students who are gifted and talented.
5. English language learners.
6. Students who may be at risk of not succeeding in school. This preparation will include

classroom management addressing high-risk behaviors including, but not limited to, behaviors related
to substance abuse.

(4) Evaluate, design, cultivate, and implement coherent systems of curriculum, instruction, data
systems, supports, assessment, and instructional leadership (Learning and Instruction).

(5) Understand and engage families, communities, and other constituents in the work of schools
and the district and to advocate for district, student, and community needs (Community and External
Leadership).

(6) Develop, monitor, evaluate, and manage data-informed and equitable district systems
for operations, resources, technology, and human capital management, including instructional and
noninstructional district support services (Operations and Management).

(7) Cultivate relationships, lead collaborative decision making and governance, and represent and
advocate for district needs in broader policy conversations (Policy, Governance, and Advocacy).

(8) Successfully complete an internship under the supervision of knowledgeable, expert
practitioners that engages candidates in multiple and diverse district settings and provides candidates
with coherent, authentic, and sustained opportunities to synthesize and apply the knowledge and
skills identified in this section in ways that approximate the full range of responsibilities required of
district-level leaders and enable them to promote the current and future success and well-being of each
student and adult in their district.

18.10(3) Administrative experience. The applicant must meet one of the following:
a. The applicant must have had three years of experience as a building principal while holding a

valid license.
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b. The applicant must have three years of administrative experience in any of the following areas:
PK-12 regional education agency administrative experience, PK-12 state department of education
administrative experience, PK-12 educational licensing board administrative experience or PK-12
building/district administrative experience while holding a valid Iowa administrator license.

c. The applicant must have six years of teaching and administrative experience, provided that at
least two years are teaching experience and one year is administrative experience, all while holding a
valid license.
[ARC 8248B, IAB 11/4/09, effective 10/12/09; ARC 0872C, IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13; ARC 1167C, IAB 11/13/13, effective
12/18/13; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 5322C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—18.11(272) Director of special education of an area education agency.
18.11(1) Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a director of special

education of an area education agency. Assistant directors are also required to hold this endorsement.
18.11(2) Program requirements.
a. Degree—master’s.
b. Endorsement. An applicant must hold or meet the requirements for one of the following:
(1) PK-12 principal and PK-12 supervisor of special education (see rule 282—18.9(272));
(2) Supervisor of special education—instructional (see rule 282—15.5(272));
(3) Professional service administrator (see 282—subrule 27.3(5)); or
(4) A letter of authorization for special education supervisor issued prior to October 1, 1988.
c. Content. An applicant must have completed a sequence of courses and experiences of at least

24 additional semester hours to include the following:
(1) Understand and demonstrate the capacity to advocate for ethical decisions and cultivate

professional norms and culture.
(2) Develop and maintain a safe, supportive, equitable, culturally responsive, and inclusive district

culture.
(3) Collaboratively lead, design, and implement a district mission, vision, and process for

continuous improvement that reflects a core set of values and priorities that include data use, technology,
values, equity, diversity, digital citizenship, and community.

(4) Knowledge of current issues in special education and special education administration.
(5) Knowledge of special education school law and legislative and public policy issues affecting

children and families.
(6) Knowledge of the powers and duties of the director of special education of an area education

agency as delineated in Iowa Code section 273.5.
(7) Practicum in administration and supervision of special education programs.
d. Experience. An applicant must meet the experience requirement set forth in 18.10(3).
18.11(3) Other.
a. Option 1: Instructional. An applicant must meet the requirements for one special education

teaching endorsement and have three years of teaching experience in special education.
b. Option 2: Support. An applicant must meet the practitioner licensure requirements for one of

the following endorsements and have three years of experience as a:
(1) School audiologist;
(2) School psychologist;
(3) School social worker; or
(4) Speech-language pathologist.
NOTE: An individual holding a statement of professional recognition is not eligible for the director

of special education of an area education agency endorsement.
[ARC 9075B, IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10; ARC 2631C, IAB 7/20/16, effective 8/24/16; ARC 5322C, IAB 12/16/20, effective
1/20/21]

282—18.12(272) Specific requirements for a Class E emergency license. A nonrenewable Class E
emergency license valid for one year may be issued to an individual as follows.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8248B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0872C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1167C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.18.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.15.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.27.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/273.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9075B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2631C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
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18.12(1) Expired license. Based on an expired Class A, Class B, or administrator exchange license,
the holder of the expired license shall be eligible to receive a Class E license upon application and
submission of all required materials.

18.12(2) Application. The application process will require transcripts of coursework completed
during the term of the expired license, a program of study indicating the coursework necessary to obtain
full licensure, and registration for coursework to be completed during the term of the Class E license.
The Class E license will be denied if the applicant has not completed any coursework during the term of
the Class A, Class B, or administrator exchange license unless extenuating circumstances are verified.
[ARC 0874C, IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15]

282—18.13 Reserved.

282—18.14(272) Endorsements.
18.14(1) After the issuance of an administrator license, an individual may add other administrator

endorsements to that license upon proper application, provided current requirements for that
endorsement, as listed in rules 282—18.9(272) through 282—18.11(272), have been met. An updated
license with expiration date unchanged from the original or renewed license will be prepared.

18.14(2) The applicant must follow one of these options:
a. Identify with a recognized Iowa administrator preparing institution, meet that institution’s

current requirements for the endorsement desired, and receive that institution’s recommendation; or
b. Identify with a recognized non-Iowa administrator preparation institution and receive a

statement that the applicant has completed the equivalent of the institution’s approved program for the
endorsement sought. A transcript evaluation will also be required.
[ARC 3633C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]

282—18.15(272) Licenses—issue dates, corrections, duplicates, and fraud.
18.15(1) Issue date on original license. A license is valid only from and after the date of issuance.
18.15(2) Correcting licenses. If a licensee notifies board staff of a typographical or clerical error on

the license within 30 days of the date of the board’s mailing of a license, a corrected license shall be
issued without charge to the licensee. If notification of a typographical or clerical error is made more
than 30 days after the date of the board’s mailing of a license, a corrected license shall be issued upon
receipt of the fee for issuance of a duplicate license. For purposes of this rule, typographical or clerical
errors include misspellings, errors in the expiration date of a license, errors in the type of license issued,
and the omission or misidentification of the endorsements for which application was made. A licensee
requesting the addition of an endorsement not included on the initial application must submit a new
application and the appropriate application fee.

18.15(3) Duplicate licenses. Upon application and payment of the fee set out in 282—Chapter 12,
a duplicate license shall be issued.

18.15(4) Fraud in procurement or renewal of licenses. Fraud in procurement or renewal of a license
or falsifying records for licensure purposes will constitute grounds for filing a complaint with the board
of educational examiners.

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 272.
[Filed 12/24/08, Notice 10/22/08—published 1/14/09, effective 2/18/09]

[Filed ARC 8141B (Notice ARC 7873B, IAB 6/17/09), IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09]
[Filed ARC 8142B (Notice ARC 7874B, IAB 6/17/09), IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09]

[Filed Emergency ARC 8248B, IAB 11/4/09, effective 10/12/09]
[Filed ARC 8958B (Notice ARC 8687B, IAB 4/7/10), IAB 7/28/10, effective 9/1/10]
[Filed ARC 9075B (Notice ARC 8830B, IAB 6/2/10), IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10]
[Filed ARC 9383B (Notice ARC 9199B, IAB 11/3/10), IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11]
[Filed ARC 9384B (Notice ARC 9200B, IAB 11/3/10), IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11]
[Filed ARC 9385B (Notice ARC 9201B, IAB 11/3/10), IAB 2/23/11, effective 3/30/11]
[Filed ARC 9453B (Notice ARC 9306B, IAB 12/29/10), IAB 4/6/11, effective 5/11/11]
[Filed ARC 0564C (Notice ARC 0444C, IAB 11/14/12), IAB 1/23/13, effective 2/27/13]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0874C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.18.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.18.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8141B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7873B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8142B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7874B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8248B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8958B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8687B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9075B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8830B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9383B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9199B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9384B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9200B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9385B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9201B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9453B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9306B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0564C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0444C.pdf
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[Filed ARC 0607C (Notice ARC 0493C, IAB 12/12/12), IAB 2/20/13, effective 3/27/13]
[Filed ARC 0872C (Notice ARC 0703C, IAB 5/1/13), IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13]
[Filed ARC 0874C (Notice ARC 0701C, IAB 5/1/13), IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13]
[Filed ARC 1167C (Notice ARC 0988C, IAB 9/4/13), IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13]
[Filed ARC 1326C (Notice ARC 1234C, IAB 12/11/13), IAB 2/19/14, effective 3/26/14]
[Filed ARC 2016C (Notice ARC 1918C, IAB 3/18/15), IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15]
[Filed ARC 2230C (Notice ARC 2130C, IAB 9/2/15), IAB 11/11/15, effective 12/16/15]
[Filed ARC 2631C (Notice ARC 2454C, IAB 3/16/16), IAB 7/20/16, effective 8/24/16]
[Filed ARC 3196C (Notice ARC 3012C, IAB 4/12/17), IAB 7/5/17, effective 8/9/17]
[Filed ARC 3633C (Notice ARC 3471C, IAB 12/6/17), IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]
[Filed ARC 3829C (Notice ARC 3710C, IAB 3/28/18), IAB 6/6/18, effective 7/11/18]
[Filed ARC 3979C (Notice ARC 3827C, IAB 6/6/18), IAB 8/29/18, effective 10/3/18]
[Filed ARC 5322C (Notice ARC 5212C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]
[Filed ARC 5321C (Notice ARC 5216C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0607C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0493C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0872C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0703C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0874C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0701C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1167C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0988C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1326C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1234C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1918C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2130C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2631C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2454C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3196C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3012C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3471C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3829C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3710C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3979C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3827C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5212C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5321C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5216C.pdf
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CHAPTER 22
AUTHORIZATIONS

[Prior to 1/14/09, see Educational Examiners Board[282] Ch 19]

282—22.1(272) Coaching authorization. A coaching authorization allows an individual to coach any
sport in a middle school, junior high school, or high school.

22.1(1) Application process. Any person interested in the coaching authorization shall submit
records of credit to the board of educational examiners for an evaluation in terms of the required
courses or contact hours. Application materials are available from the office of the board of educational
examiners, online at www.boee.iowa.gov, or from institutions or agencies offering approved courses
or contact hours.

22.1(2) Requirements. Applicants for the coaching authorization shall have completed the following
requirements:

a. Credit hours. Applicants must complete credit hours in the following areas:
(1) Successful completion of 1 semester credit hour or 10 contact hours in a course relating to

knowledge and understanding of the structure and function of the human body in relation to physical
activity.

(2) Successful completion of 1 semester credit hour or 10 contact hours in a course relating to
knowledge and understanding of human growth and development of children and youth in relation to
physical activity.

(3) Successful completion of 2 semester credit hours or 20 contact hours in a course relating to
knowledge and understanding of the prevention and care of athletic injuries and medical and safety
problems relating to physical activity.

(4) Successful completion of 1 semester credit hour or 10 contact hours relating to knowledge and
understanding of the techniques and theory of coaching interscholastic athletics.

(5) Beginning on or after July 1, 2000, each applicant for an initial coaching authorization shall
have successfully completed 1 semester credit hour or 15 contact hours in a course relating to the theory
of coaching which must include at least 5 contact hours relating to the knowledge and understanding of
professional ethics and legal responsibilities of coaches.

(6) Successful completion of the concussion training approved by the Iowa High School Athletic
Association or Iowa Girls High School Athletic Union.

(7) Successful completion of CPR training as verified by a current certificate.
b. Minimum age or diploma. Applicants must have attained a minimum of 18 years. Applicants

must also:
(1) Possess a minimum of:
1. A high school diploma,
2. A graduate equivalent diploma, or
3. Home school completion verified by the executive director; or
(2) Be 20 years of age or older.
c. Background check. Applicants must complete the background check requirements set forth in

rule 282—13.1(272).
d. License without deficiencies. Applicants who hold a coaching license, certificate, or

authorization from at least one other issuing jurisdiction in another state will not be subject to additional
coursework if the following requirements have been met:

(1) Verification of Iowa residency in the state of Iowa, or, for military spouses, verification of a
permanent change of military installation.

(2) Valid or expired equivalent license in good standing from another state without pending
disciplinary action, valid for a minimum of one year, exclusive of a temporary, emergency or substitute
license or certificate.

22.1(3) Validity. The coaching authorization shall be valid for five years.
22.1(4) Renewal. The authorization may be renewed upon application and verification of successful

completion of:

http://www.boee.iowa.gov
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.1.pdf
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a. Renewal activities. Applicants for renewal of a coaching authorization must:
(1) Successfully complete five planned renewal activities/courses related to athletic coaching

approved in accordance with guidelines approved by the board of educational examiners. Additionally,
each applicant for the renewal of a coaching authorization shall have completed one renewal
activity/course relating to the knowledge and understanding of professional ethics and legal
responsibilities of coaches.

(2) Annually complete the concussion training approved by the Iowa High School Athletic
Association or the Iowa Girls High School Athletic Union. Completion of the concussion training may
be waived if the applicant is not serving as a coach. Attendance at the annual concussion training may
be used for a maximum of one planned activity/course required in 22.1(4)“a”(1).

(3) Complete child and dependent adult abuse trainings. Every renewal applicant must submit
documentation of completion of the child and dependent adult abuse trainings pursuant to 282—subrule
20.3(4). These trainings combined may be used for a total of one planned activity/course required in
22.1(4)“a”(1).

(4) Provide a current certificate of CPR training.
b. Aone-year extension of the applicant’s coaching authorizationmay be issued if all requirements

for the renewal of the coaching authorization have not been met. The applicant must complete the
concussion training approved by the Iowa High School Athletic Association or the Iowa Girls High
School Athletic Union before serving as a coach. The one-year extension is not renewable. The fee for
this extension is found in 282—Chapter 12.

22.1(5) Revocation and suspension. Criteria of professional practice and rules of the board of
educational examiners shall be applicable to the holders of the coaching authorization. An ethics
complaint may be filed if a practitioner begins coaching a sport without current concussion training.

22.1(6) Approval of courses. Each institution of higher education, private college or university,
merged area school or area education agency wishing to offer the semester credit or contact hours for
the coaching authorization must submit course descriptions for each offering to the board of educational
examiners for approval. After initial approval, any changes by agencies or institutions in course
offerings shall be filed with the board of educational examiners.

22.1(7) Transitional coaching authorization.
a. Application process. Any person interested in the transitional coaching authorization shall

submit a complete application verifying the requirements listed below. Application materials are
available from the board of educational examiners online at www.boee.iowa.gov.

b. Requirements. Applicants for the transitional coaching authorization shall have completed each
of the following requirements:

(1) Verification that the applicant has not completed the coursework required for a coaching
authorization.

(2) Verification of an offer of a coaching position by a school or a consortium of schools that will
additionally verify that:

1. No fully authorized coaching candidates were found after a diligent search,
2. The transitional coach will be supervised by a licensed athletic director, administrator, or other

practitioner serving in a supervisory role during the first two weeks of employment, and
3. The supervisor will evaluate the performance of the transitional coach using an evaluation form

available on the school’s website.
(3) Successful completion of an approved shortened course of training related to the code of

professional rights and responsibilities, practices, and ethics specifically developed for transitional
coaches.

(4) Successful completion of the child and dependent adult abuse trainings pursuant to
282—subrule 20.3(4).

(5) Successful completion of a nationally recognized concussion in youth sports training course.
(6) Verification that the applicant has attained a minimum age of 21 years.
(7) Verification of completion of the background check requirements set forth in rule

282—13.1(272).

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.22.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.22.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.12.pdf
http://www.boee.iowa.gov
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c. Validity. The transitional coaching authorization shall be valid for no more than one year and
shall be valid only in the school or consortium of schools making the offer of the coaching position.

d. Renewal. The transitional coaching authorization is nonrenewable.
e. Revocation and suspension. Criteria of professional practice and rules of the board of

educational examiners shall apply to holders of a transitional coaching authorization. An ethics
complaint may be filed if a practitioner begins coaching a sport without current concussion training.
[ARC 0865C, IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13; ARC 0866C, IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13; ARC 2230C, IAB 11/11/15, effective
12/16/15; ARC 2588C, IAB 6/22/16, effective 7/27/16; ARC 2793C, IAB 11/9/16, effective 12/14/16; see Delay note at end of
chapter; ARC 4634C, IAB 8/28/19, effective 10/2/19; ARC 5321C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—22.2(272) Substitute authorization. A substitute authorization allows an individual to substitute
in grades PK-12 for no more than ten consecutive days in one job assignment for a regularly assigned
teacher who is absent, except in the driver’s education classroom. A school district administrator may
file a written request with the board for an extension of the ten-day limit in one job assignment on the
basis of documented need and benefit to the instructional program. The executive director or appointee
will review the request and provide a written decision either approving or denying the request.

22.2(1) Application process. Any person interested in the substitute authorization shall submit
records of credit to the board of educational examiners for an evaluation in terms of the required
courses or contact hours. Application materials are available from the office of the board of educational
examiners, online at www.boee.iowa.gov or from institutions or agencies offering approved courses
or contact hours.

a. Requirements. Applicants for the substitute authorization shall meet the following
requirements:

(1) Authorization program. Applicants must complete a board of educational examiners-approved
substitute authorization program consisting of the following components and totaling a minimum of 15
clock hours:

1. Classroom management. This component includes an understanding of individual and group
motivation and behavior to create a learning environment that encourages positive social interaction,
active engagement in learning, and self-motivation.

2. Strategies for learning. This component includes understanding and using a variety of learning
strategies to encourage students’ development of critical thinking, problem solving, and performance
skills.

3. Diversity. This component includes understanding how students differ in their approaches to
learning and creating learning opportunities that are equitable and are adaptable to diverse learners.

4. Ethics. This component includes fostering relationships with parents, school colleagues, and
organizations in the larger community to support students’ learning and development and to be aware of
the board’s rules of professional practice and competent performance.

(2) Degree or certificate. Applicants must have achieved a minimum of an associate’s degree or 60
semester hours of college coursework from a regionally accredited institution.

(3) Minimum age. Applicants must have attained a minimum age of 21 years.
(4) Background check. Applicants must complete the background check requirements set forth in

rule 282—13.1(272).
b. Additional requirements. An applicant under this subrule shall be granted a substitute

authorization and will not be subject to the authorization program coursework if the following additional
requirements have been met:

(1) Verification of Iowa residency or, for military spouses, verification of a permanent change of
military installation.

(2) Valid or expired substitute authorization in good standing from another state without pending
disciplinary action, valid for a minimum of one year, exclusive of a temporary, emergency license or
certificate.

c. Validity. The substitute authorization shall be valid for five years.
d. Renewal. The authorization may be renewed upon application and verification of successful

completion of:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0865C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0866C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2588C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2793C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4634C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5321C.pdf
http://www.boee.iowa.gov
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.1.pdf
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(1) Renewal units. Applicants for renewal of the substitute authorization must provide verification
of a minimum of two licensure renewal units or semester hours of renewal credits.

(2) Child and dependent adult abuse trainings. Every renewal applicantmust submit documentation
of completion of the child and dependent adult abuse trainings pursuant to 282—subrule 20.3(4).

22.2(2) Revocation and suspension. Criteria of professional practice and rules of the board of
educational examiners shall be applicable to the holders of the substitute authorization.

22.2(3) Approval of courses. Each institution of higher education, private college or university,
merged area school or area education agency wishing to offer the semester credit or contact hours
for the substitute authorization must submit course descriptions for each offering to the board of
educational examiners for approval. After initial approval, any changes by agencies or institutions in
course offerings shall be filed with the board of educational examiners.
[ARC 7745B, IAB 5/6/09, effective 6/10/09; ARC 0865C, IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13; ARC 1087C, IAB 10/16/13, effective
11/20/13; ARC 1720C, IAB 11/12/14, effective 12/17/14; ARC 2230C, IAB 11/11/15, effective 12/16/15; ARC 2528C, IAB 5/11/16,
effective 6/15/16; ARC 3633C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18; ARC 4634C, IAB 8/28/19, effective 10/2/19; ARC 4635C, IAB
8/28/19, effective 10/2/19; ARC 5303C, IAB 12/2/20, effective 1/6/21]

282—22.3(272) School business official authorization.
22.3(1) Application for authorization. Effective July 1, 2012, a person who is interested in a school

business official authorization will be required to apply for an authorization.
22.3(2) Responsibilities. A school business official authorization allows an individual to perform,

supervise, and be responsible for the overall financial operation of a local school district.
22.3(3) Application process. Any person interested in the school business official authorization shall

submit records of credit to the board of educational examiners for an evaluation in terms of the required
courses or contact hours. Application materials are available from the office of the board of educational
examiners, online at www.boee.iowa.gov, or from institutions or agencies offering approved courses or
contact hours.

22.3(4) Specific requirements for an initial school business official authorization. Applicants for an
initial school business official authorization shall have completed the following requirements:

a. Education. Applicants must have a minimum of an associate’s degree in business or accounting
or 60 semester hours of coursework in business or accounting of which 9 semester hours must be in
accounting.

If the applicant has not completed 9 semester hours in accounting but has 6 or more semester hours
in accounting, the applicant may be issued a temporary school business official authorization valid for
one year.

(1) A temporary initial school business official authorization may be issued if requested by the
district. A district administrator may file a written request with the executive director for an exception
to the minimum content requirements on the basis of documented need and benefit to the district. The
executive director will review the request and provide a written decision either approving or denying the
request.

(2) If the 9 semester hours of accounting are not completed within the time allowed, the applicant
will not be eligible for the initial school business official authorization.

(3) If the applicant received a temporary school business official authorization, then the initial
school business official authorization shall not exceed one year.

b. Minimum age. Applicants must have attained a minimum age of 18 years.
c. Background check. Applicants must complete the background check requirements set forth in

rule 282—13.1(272).
22.3(5) Specific requirements for a standard school business official authorization.
a. A standard school business official authorization will be valid for three years and may be issued

to an applicant who meets the requirements set forth in subrules 22.3(3) to 22.3(5).
b. Requirements.
(1) Applicants must complete 9 semester hours or the equivalent (1 semester hour is equivalent to

15 contact hours) in an approved program in the following areas/competencies:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.20.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7745B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0865C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1087C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1720C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2528C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4634C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4635C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5303C.pdf
http://www.boee.iowa.gov/
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.22.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.22.3.pdf
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1. Accounting (GAAP) concepts: fund accounting, account codes, Uniform Financial
Accounting.

2. Accounting cycles: budgets, payroll/benefits, purchasing/inventory, cash, receipts,
disbursements, financial reporting, investments.

3. Technology: management of accounting systems, proficiency in understanding and use of
systems technology and related programs.

4. Regulatory: Uniform Administrative Procedures Manual, school policies and procedures,
administrative procedures, public records law, records management, school law, employment law,
construction and bidding law.

5. Personal skills: effective communication and interpersonal skills, ethical conduct, information
management, ability to analyze and evaluate, ability to recognize and safeguard confidential information,
and accurate and timely performance.

(2) Applicants shall demonstrate completion of or competency in the following:
1. A board of educational examiners ethics program.
2. A mentoring program as described in 281—Chapter 81.
3. The promotion of the value of the school business official’s fiduciary responsibility to the

taxpayer.
22.3(6) Validity.
a. The initial school business official authorization shall be valid for two years.
b. The standard school business official authorization shall be valid for three years.
22.3(7) Renewal. The authorization may be renewed upon application and verification of successful

completion of:
a. Renewal activities.
(1) In addition to the child and dependent adult abuse mandatory reporter training listed below,

the applicant for renewal must complete 4 semester hours of credit or the equivalent contact hours (1
semester hour is equivalent to 15 contact hours) within the three-year licensure period.

(2) Failure to complete requirements for renewal will require a petition for waiver from the board.
b. Child and dependent adult abuse mandatory reporter trainings. Every renewal applicant must

submit documentation of completion of the child and dependent adult abuse mandatory reporter trainings
pursuant to 282—subrule 20.3(4).

22.3(8) Revocation and suspension. Criteria of professional practice and rules of the board of
educational examiners shall be applicable to the holders of the school business official authorization.

22.3(9) Approval of courses. Each institution of higher education, private college or university,
merged area school or area education agency and professional organization that wishes to offer the
semester credit hours or contact hours for the school business official authorization must submit course
descriptions for each offering to the board of educational examiners for approval. After initial approval,
any changes by agencies or institutions in course offerings shall be filed with the board of educational
examiners.
[ARC 9572B, IAB 6/29/11, effective 8/3/11; ARC 0869C, IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13; ARC 1719C, IAB 11/12/14, effective
12/17/14; ARC 2230C, IAB 11/11/15, effective 12/16/15; ARC 3196C, IAB 7/5/17, effective 8/9/17; ARC 4634C, IAB 8/28/19,
effective 10/2/19]

282—22.4(272) Licenses—issue dates, corrections, duplicates, and fraud.
22.4(1) Issue date on original authorization. An authorization is valid only from and after the date

of issuance.
22.4(2) Correcting authorization. If an applicant notifies board staff of a typographical or clerical

error on the authorization within 30 days of the date of the board’s mailing of an authorization, a
corrected authorization shall be issued without charge to the applicant. If notification of a typographical
or clerical error is made more than 30 days after the date of the board’s mailing of an authorization, a
corrected authorization shall be issued upon receipt of the fee for issuance of a duplicate authorization.
For purposes of this rule, typographical or clerical errors include misspellings, errors in the expiration
date of an authorization, or errors in the type of authorization issued.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9572B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0869C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1719C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3196C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4634C.pdf
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22.4(3) Duplicate authorization. Upon application and payment of the fee set out in 282—Chapter
12, a duplicate authorization shall be issued.

22.4(4) Fraud in procurement or renewal of authorization. Fraud in procurement or renewal of
an authorization or falsifying records for authorization purposes will constitute grounds for filing a
complaint with the board of educational examiners.
[ARC 9572B, IAB 6/29/11, effective 8/3/11]

282—22.5(272) Preliminary native language teaching authorization.
22.5(1) Authorization. The preliminary native language teaching authorization is provided to

noneducators entering the education profession to teach their native language as a foreign language in
grades K-6 or grades 7-12.

22.5(2) Application process. Any person interested in the preliminary native language teaching
authorization shall submit the application to the board of educational examiners for an evaluation.
Application materials are available from the office of the board of educational examiners online at
www.boee.iowa.gov.

22.5(3) Requirements.
a. The applicant must have completed a baccalaureate degree.
b. Background check. The applicant must complete the background check requirements set forth

in rule 282—13.1(272).
c. The applicant must obtain a recommendation from a school district administrator verifying

that the school district wishes to hire the applicant. Before the applicant is hired, the school district
administrator must verify that a diligent search was completed to hire a fully licensed teacher for the
position.

d. During the term of the authorization, the applicant must complete board-approved training in
the following:

(1) Methods and techniques of teaching. Develop skills to use a variety of learning strategies that
encourage students’ development of critical thinking, problem solving, and performance skills. The
methods course must include specific methods and techniques of teaching a foreign language and must
be appropriate for the level of endorsement.

(2) Curriculum development. Develop an understanding of how students differ in their approaches
to learning and create learning opportunities that are equitable and adaptable to diverse learners.

(3) Measurement and evaluation of programs and students. Develop skills to use a variety of
authentic assessments to measure student progress.

(4) Classroom management. Develop an understanding of individual and group motivation and
behavior which creates a learning environment that encourages positive social interactions, active
engagement in learning, and self-motivation.

(5) Code of ethics. Develop an understanding of how to foster relationships with parents, school
colleagues, and organizations in the larger community to support students’ learning and development
and become aware of the board’s rules of professional practice and code of ethics.

(6) Diversity training for educators. Develop an understanding of and sensitivity to the values,
beliefs, lifestyles and attitudes of individuals and the diverse groups found in a pluralistic society,
including preparation that contributes to the education of individuals with disabilities and the gifted and
talented.

e. The applicant must be assigned a mentor by the hiring school district. The mentor must have
four years of teaching experience in a related subject area.

f. Assessment of native language. The applicant must provide verification of successfully
passing the Iowa-mandated assessment(s) by meeting the minimum score set by the Iowa department
of education. The cut score may not be waived by the board.

22.5(4) Validity. This authorization is valid for three years. No conditional licenses may be issued to
applicants holding the preliminary native language teaching authorization. No additional endorsement
areas may be added.

22.5(5) Renewal. The authorization is nonrenewable.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9572B.pdf
http://www.boee.iowa.gov
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.1.pdf
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22.5(6) Conversion. The preliminary native language teaching authorization may be converted to
a native language teaching authorization. The applicant must provide official transcripts verifying the
completion of the coursework required in 22.5(3)“d.”

22.5(7) Revocation and suspension. Criteria of professional practice and rules of the board of
educational examiners shall be applicable to the holders of the preliminary native language teaching
authorization. If a school district hires an applicant without a valid preliminary native language teaching
authorization, a complaint may be filed against the teacher and the superintendent of the school district.

22.5(8) Approval of courses. Each institution of higher education, private college or university,
community college or area education agency wishing to offer the training for the preliminary native
language teaching authorization must submit course descriptions for each offering to the board of
educational examiners for approval. After initial approval, any changes by agencies or institutions in
course offerings shall be filed with the board of educational examiners.
[ARC 0562C, IAB 1/23/13, effective 2/27/13; ARC 2230C, IAB 11/11/15, effective 12/16/15; ARC 3196C, IAB 7/5/17, effective
8/9/17]

282—22.6(272) Native language teaching authorization.
22.6(1) Authorization. The native language teaching authorization allows an individual to teach the

individual’s native language as a foreign language in grades K-8 or grades 5-12.
22.6(2) Application process. Any person interested in the native language teaching authorization

shall submit an application to the board of educational examiners for an evaluation. Applicationmaterials
are available from the office of the board of educational examiners online at www.boee.iowa.gov.

22.6(3) Requirements. Applicants must:
a. Hold a preliminary native language teaching authorization and meet the conversion

requirements for the native language teaching authorization, or
b. Hold an Iowa teaching license and provide verification of successfully passing the

Iowa-mandated assessment(s) by meeting the minimum score set by the Iowa department of education.
The cut score may not be waived by the board. Applicants who hold an Iowa teaching license must
also obtain a recommendation from a school district administrator verifying that the school district
wishes to hire the applicant. Before the applicant is hired, the school district administrator must verify
that a diligent search was completed to hire a fully licensed teacher with the proper endorsement for
the position.

22.6(4) Validity. This authorization is valid for five years. No Class B licenses may be issued to
an applicant holding the native language teaching authorization unless a teaching license is additionally
obtained. No additional endorsement areas may be added to the native language teaching authorization.

22.6(5) Renewal.
a. Applicants must meet the renewal requirements set forth in rule 282—20.3(272) and

282—subrule 20.5(2).
b. A one-year extension may be issued if all requirements for the renewal of the native language

teaching authorization have not been met. This one-year extension is not renewable.
22.6(6) Revocation and suspension. Criteria of professional practice and rules of the board of

educational examiners shall be applicable to the holders of the native language teaching authorization.
If a school district hires an applicant without the proper licensure or endorsement, a complaint may be
filed.
[ARC 1721C, IAB 11/12/14, effective 12/17/14]

282—22.7(272) School administration manager authorization.
22.7(1) Application for authorization. Effective July 1, 2014, a person who is interested in a school

administration manager authorization will be required to apply for an authorization. The following
persons must obtain an authorization:

a. AModel 1 SAM, a person who is hired to be a full-time SAM and who is authorized to assume
the responsibilities of a SAM;

b. A Model 2 SAM, a person whose position in the school is reconfigured to include the
responsibilities of being a SAM and is authorized as a SAM; and

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.22.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0562C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3196C.pdf
http://www.boee.iowa.gov
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.20.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.20.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1721C.pdf
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c. A Model 3 SAM, a person who is a secretary/administrative assistant and is also authorized as
a SAM.

22.7(2) Responsibilities. A school administration manager authorization allows an individual to
assist a school administrator in performing noninstructional, administrative-type duties.

22.7(3) Application process. Any person interested in the school administration manager
authorization shall submit to the board of educational examiners an application which includes a written
verification of employment from a school district administrator. Application materials are available
from the office of the board of educational examiners online at www.boee.iowa.gov.

22.7(4) Specific requirements for an initial school administration manager
authorization. Applicants for an initial school administration manager authorization shall have
completed the following requirements:

a. Education. Applicanats must hold a high school degree or general equivalency diploma.
b. Minimum age. Applicants must have attained a minimum age of 18 years.
c. Background check. Applicants must complete the background check requirements set forth in

rule 282—13.1(272).
22.7(5) Specific requirements for a standard school administration manager authorization. The

initial school administration manager authorization shall be converted to the standard school
administration manager authorization provided the following requirements are met.

a. Training. A school administration manager shall attend an approved training program at the
onset of the individual’s hire as a school administration manager. The training for school administration
managers is set forth in 281—subrule 82.7(2).

b. Experience. An applicant shall complete one year of experience as a school administration
manager in an Iowa school. The supervising administrator shall verify this experience and the applicant’s
completion of the required competencies.

c. Competencies. Applicants shall demonstrate completion of or competency in the following:
(1) Each school administration manager shall demonstrate competence in technology appropriate

to the school administration manager position. The school administration manager will:
1. Become proficient in the use of the approved time-tracking software tool;
2. Schedule the administrator’s time using the approved software, update and reconcile the

calendar daily, and attempt to pre-calendar the administrator at or above the administrator’s goal; and
3. Regularly schedule, review, and reflect with the administrator on the graphs and data provided

through the software.
(2) Each school administration manager shall demonstrate appropriate personal skills. The school

administration manager:
1. Is an effective communicator with all stakeholders, including but not limited to colleagues,

community members, parents, and students;
2. Works effectively with employees, students, and stakeholders.
3. Maintains confidentiality when dealing with student, parent, and staff issues;
4. Clearly understands the administrator’s philosophy of behavior expectations and consequences;

and
5. Maintains an environment of mutual respect, rapport, and fairness.
22.7(6) Validity.
a. The initial school administration manager authorization shall be valid for three years.
b. The standard school administration manager authorization shall be valid for five years.
22.7(7) Renewal.
a. The initial school administration manager authorization may be renewed once if the applicant

has not previously had employment as a school administration manager but can at the time of application
provide evidence of employment as a school administration manager.

b. The standard school administration manager authorization may be renewed upon application
and verification of successful completion of the following:

http://www.boee.iowa.gov
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.1.pdf
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(1) Renewal activities. The applicant for renewal must complete three semester hours of credit
through authorized SAM training or online training courses approved by the board of educational
examiners in collaboration with the department of education.

(2) Child and dependent adult abuse mandatory reporter trainings. Every renewal applicant must
submit documentation of completion of the child and dependent adult abuse mandatory reporter trainings
pursuant to 282—subrule 20.3(4).

22.7(8) Extension. A one-year extension of the school administration manager authorization may be
issued if the applicant does not meet the renewal requirements. The applicant must secure the signature
of the superintendent or designee before the extension will be issued.

22.7(9) Revocation and suspension. Criteria of professional practice and rules of the board
of educational examiners shall be applicable to the holders of the school administration manager
authorization.

22.7(10) Approval of courses. Each institution of higher education, private college or university,
community college, area education agency and professional organization that wishes to offer the semester
credit hours for the school administration manager authorization must submit course descriptions for
each offering to the board of educational examiners for approval. After initial approval, any changes by
agencies or institutions in course offerings shall be filed with the board of educational examiners.
[ARC 1086C, IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13; ARC 1542C, IAB 7/23/14, effective 8/27/14; ARC 1721C, IAB 11/12/14, effective
12/17/14; ARC 2230C, IAB 11/11/15, effective 12/16/15; ARC 4634C, IAB 8/28/19, effective 10/2/19]

282—22.8(272) iJAG authorization.
22.8(1) Authorization. The Iowa jobs for America’s graduates (iJAG) authorization is provided to

noneducators entering the education profession to teach iJAG coursework in grades 7-12.
22.8(2) Application process. Any person interested in the iJAG authorization shall submit the

application to the board of educational examiners for an evaluation. Application materials are available
from the office of the board of educational examiners online at www.boee.iowa.gov.

22.8(3) Requirements.
a. The applicant must have completed a baccalaureate degree.
b. Background check. The applicant must complete the background check requirements set forth

in rule 282—13.1(272).
c. The applicant must have completed a board of educational examiners-approved iJAG training

program consisting of the following components and totaling a minimum of 40 clock hours annually:
(1) Instructional methods. Develop skills to effectively deliver project-based instruction in the

iJAG core competencies.
(2) Curriculum. Develop skills to effectively develop curriculum, projects and other educational

opportunities consistent with the goals of iJAG.
(3) Measurement and evaluation of programs and students. Analyze student data, administer

testing, and monitor the following: basic skills, individualized development plans, attendance,
graduation requirements, and course enrollment.

(4) Code of ethics. Develop an understanding of how to foster relationships with parents,
students, school colleagues, and organizations in the larger community to support students’ learning
and development and become aware of the board’s rules of professional practice and code of ethics.

(5) Diversity training for educators. Develop an understanding of and sensitivity to the values,
beliefs, lifestyles and attitudes of individuals and the diverse groups found in a pluralistic society,
including preparation that contributes to the education of individuals with disabilities and the gifted and
talented.

d. The applicant must obtain a recommendation from an iJAG administrator verifying that the
organization wishes to hire the applicant.

e. The applicant must be assigned a mentor by the hiring school district. The mentor must have
four years of teaching experience.

22.8(4) Validity. This authorization is valid for five years. No Class B license or license based
on administrative decision may be issued to an applicant holding the iJAG authorization unless a

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1086C.pdf
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teaching license is additionally obtained. No additional endorsement areas may be added to the iJAG
authorization.

22.8(5) Renewal. An applicant for renewal of the iJAG authorization must provide verification of
completion of the following:

a. Required iJAG training as verified through an iJAG administrator.
b. Child and dependent adult abuse training as stated in 282—subrule 20.3(4).
22.8(6) Revocation and suspension. Criteria of professional practice and rules of the board of

educational examiners shall be applicable to the holder of the iJAG authorization.
[ARC 1322C, IAB 2/19/14, effective 3/26/14; ARC 1721C, IAB 11/12/14, effective 12/17/14; ARC 2230C, IAB 11/11/15, effective
12/16/15]

282—22.9(272) Requirements for the career and technical secondary authorization.
22.9(1) Authorization. This authorization is provided to noneducators entering the education

profession to instruct in occupations and specialty fields that are recognized in career and technical
service areas and career cluster areas.

22.9(2) Application process. Any person interested in the career and technical secondary
authorization shall submit the application to the board of educational examiners for an evaluation.
Application materials are available from the office of the board of educational examiners online at
www.boee.iowa.gov.

22.9(3) Specific requirements for the initial career and technical secondary authorization.
a. The applicant must meet the background check requirements for licensure set forth in rule

282—13.1(272).
b. The applicant must obtain a recommendation from a school district administrator verifying that

the school district wishes to hire the applicant.
c. Applicants shall meet one of the following qualifications:
(1) 6,000 hours of recent and relevant experience;
(2) 4,000 hours of recent and relevant experience if the applicant holds a baccalaureate degree;
(3) 3,000 hours of recent and relevant experience if the applicant holds an associate’s degree in the

teaching endorsement area sought, if such a degree is considered terminal for that field of instruction;
(4) Hold a baccalaureate or graduate degree or closely related degree in the teaching endorsement

area sought; or
(5) Hold a baccalaureate degree in any area of study if at least 18 of the credit hours were completed

in the teaching endorsement area sought.
Recent and relevant experience shall have been accrued within the ten years prior to the date of

application. Experience that does not meet these criteria may be considered at the discretion of the
executive director. In subjects for which state registration, certification or licensure is required, the
applicant must hold the appropriate license, registration or certificate before the initial career and
technical secondary authorization or the career and technical secondary authorization will be issued.

d. The applicant must provide documentation of completion of a code of professional conduct and
ethics training approved by the board of educational examiners.

e. Coursework requirements.
(1) Applicants must commit to complete the following requirements within the term of the initial

authorization. Coursework must be completed for college credit from a regionally accredited institution.
1. Coursework in the methods and techniques of career and technical education.
2. Coursework in course and curriculum development.
3. Coursework in the measurement and evaluation of programs and students.
4. An approved human relations course.
5. Coursework in the instruction of exceptional learners to include the education of individuals

with disabilities and the gifted and talented.
(2) Applicants who believe that their previous college coursework meets the coursework

requirements in 22.9(3)“e”(1) may have the specific requirements waived. Transcripts or other
supporting data should be provided to a teacher educator at one of the institutions which has an approved

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.20.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1322C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1721C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
http://www.boee.iowa.gov
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.22.9.pdf
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teacher education program. The results of the competency determination shall be forwarded with
recommendations to the board of educational examiners. Board personnel will make final determination
as to the competencies mastered and cite coursework which yet needs to be completed, if any.

22.9(4) Validity—initial authorization. The initial career and technical secondary authorization is
valid for three years.

22.9(5) Renewal. The initial career and technical secondary authorization may be renewed once if
the candidate can demonstrate that coursework progress has been made.

22.9(6) Conversion. The initial career and technical secondary authorization may be converted to a
career and technical secondary authorization if the applicant has met the following:

a. Completion of the required coursework set forth in paragraph 22.9(3)“e.”
b. Documentation of completion of a code of professional conduct and ethics training approved

by the board of educational examiners. The training must be completed after the issuance of the initial
authorization and no more than three years prior to the date of application.

22.9(7) Specific requirements for the career and technical secondary authorization.
a. This authorization is valid for five years.
b. An applicant for this authorization must first meet the requirements for the initial career and

technical secondary authorization.
c. Renewal requirements for the career and technical secondary authorization. Applicants for

renewal must meet the requirements set forth in 282—subrule 20.5(1) and 282—paragraphs 20.5(2)“a”
to “d.”

22.9(8) Revocation and suspension. Criteria of professional practice and rules of the board of
educational examiners shall be applicable to the holders of the initial career and technical secondary
authorization or the career and technical secondary authorization. If a school district hires an
applicant without a valid license or authorization, a complaint may be filed against the teacher and the
superintendent of the school district.
[ARC 2015C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 3633C, IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18; ARC 5323C, IAB 12/16/20, effective
1/20/21]

282—22.10(272) Activities administration authorization. An activities administration authorization
allows an individual to administer any pupil activity program in a K-12 school setting.

22.10(1) Application process. Any person interested in the activities administration authorization
shall submit an application and records of credit to the board of educational examiners for an evaluation
of the required courses or contact hours. Application materials are available from the office of the board
of educational examiners online at www.boee.iowa.gov.

a. Requirements. Applicants for the activities administration authorization shall meet the
following requirements:

(1) Degree. A baccalaureate degree or higher in athletic administration or related field from a
regionally accredited institution is required.

(2) Credit hours. Applicants must complete credit hours or courses offered by the Leadership
Training Institute (LTI) from the National Interscholastic Athletic Administrators Association in the
following areas:

1. Successful completion of 1 semester credit hour or LTI course relating to knowledge and
understanding of risk management, Title IX, sexual harassment, hazing, Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA), and employment law as they pertain to the role of the activities administrator.

2. Successful completion of 1 semester credit hour or LTI course relating to knowledge and
understanding of activities administration foundations including philosophy, leadership, professional
programs and activities administration principles, strategies and methods.

3. Successful completion of 1 semester credit hour or LTI course relating to knowledge and
understanding of the role of the activities director in supporting and developing sports medicine
programs, management of athletic player equipment, concussion assessment and proper fitting of
athletic protective equipment, and sports field safety.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.22.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.20.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.20.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.20.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2015C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5323C.pdf
http://www.boee.iowa.gov
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4. Successful completion of 1 semester credit hour or LTI course relating to knowledge and
understanding of the techniques and theory of coaching concepts and strategies for interscholastic
budget and concepts and strategies for interscholastic fundraising.

5. Successful completion of 1 semester credit hour or LTI course, approved by the board,
relating to the assessment and evaluation of interscholastic athletic programs and personnel, dealing
with challenging personalities, and administration of professional growth programs for interscholastic
personnel.

6. Successful completion of the concussion training approved by the Iowa High School Athletic
Association or Iowa Girls High School Athletic Union.

b. Minimum age. Applicants must have attained a minimum age of 21 years.
c. Background check. Applicants must complete the background check requirements set forth in

rule 282—13.1(272).
22.10(2) Validity. The activities administration authorization shall be valid for five years.
22.10(3) Renewal.
a. The authorization may be renewed upon application and verification of successful completion

of the following renewal activities:
(1) Applicants for renewal of an activities administration authorization must complete one of the

following professional development options:
1. Document attendance at one state IHSADA convention and one LTI course relating to the

knowledge and understanding of professional ethics and legal responsibilities of activities administrators.
2. Complete three LTI courses.
3. Complete 2 semester hours of college credit from a regionally accredited institution.
4. Complete 2 licensure renewal credits from an approved provider.
(2) Applicants for renewal of an activities authorization must complete child and dependent adult

abuse training as stated in 282—subrule 20.3(4).
b. A one-year extension of the applicant’s activities administration authorization may be issued

if all requirements for the renewal of the activities administrator authorization have not been met. The
one-year extension is nonrenewable.

22.10(4) Revocation and suspension. Criteria of professional practice and rules of the board of
educational examiners shall be applicable to the holders of the activities administration authorization.
[ARC 1718C, IAB 11/12/14, effective 12/17/14; ARC 2230C, IAB 11/11/15, effective 12/16/15]

282—22.11(272) Extension. For authorizations established in this chapter, a one-year extension may
be issued if the applicant does not meet the requirements for authorization conversion or renewal. The
applicant shall secure the signature of the superintendent or designee of the applicant’s employer and
shall submit all required materials before the extension will be issued. This one-year extension is
nonrenewable.

This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 272.31.
[ARC 2121C, IAB 9/2/15, effective 10/7/15]

282—22.12(272) Orientation and mobility authorization.
22.12(1) Authorization. The holder of this authorization may teach pupils with a visual impairment

(see Iowa Code section 256B.2), including those pupils who are deaf-blind.
22.12(2) Initial orientation and mobility authorization. The initial authorization is valid for three

years. An applicant must:
a. Hold a baccalaureate or master’s degree from an approved state and regionally accredited

program in orientation and mobility or equivalent coursework.
b. Have completed an approved human relations component.
c. Have completed the exceptional learner program, which must include preparation that

contributes to the education of students with disabilities and students who are gifted and talented.
d. Have completed a minimum of 21 semester credit hours in the following areas:
(1) Medical aspects of blindness and visual impairment, including sensory motor.
(2) Psychosocial aspects of blindness and visual impairment.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.20.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1718C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/272.31.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2121C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256B.2.pdf
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(3) Child development.
(4) Concept development.
(5) History of orientation and mobility.
(6) Foundations of orientation and mobility.
(7) Orientation and mobility instructional methods and assessments.
(8) Techniques of orientation and mobility.
(9) Research or evidence-based practices in orientation and mobility.
(10) Professional issues in orientation and mobility, including legal issues.
e. Have completed at least 350 hours of fieldwork and training under the supervision of the

university program.
f. Have completed the background check requirements set forth in rule 282—13.1(272).
22.12(3) Standard orientation and mobility license. An applicant must:
a. Complete the requirements set forth in subrule 22.12(2).
b. Verify successful completion of a three-year probationary period.
22.12(4) Renewal of orientation and mobility license. Renewal requirements for the career and

technical secondary authorization. Applicants must meet the renewal requirements set forth in rule
282—20.3(272) and 282—subrule 20.5(2).

22.12(5) Exception. An orientation and mobility specialist is not eligible for any administrator
license in either general education or special education.
[ARC 5322C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 272.
[Filed 12/24/08, Notice 10/22/08—published 1/14/09, effective 2/18/09]

[Filed ARC 7745B (Notice ARC 7329B, IAB 11/5/08), IAB 5/6/09, effective 6/10/09]
[Filed ARC 9572B (Notice ARC 9381B, IAB 2/23/11), IAB 6/29/11, effective 8/3/11]
[Filed ARC 0562C (Notice ARC 0443C, IAB 11/14/12), IAB 1/23/13, effective 2/27/13]
[Filed ARC 0865C (Notice ARC 0676C, IAB 4/3/13), IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13]
[Filed ARC 0866C (Notice ARC 0696C, IAB 5/1/13), IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13]
[Filed ARC 0869C (Notice ARC 0704C, IAB 5/1/13), IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13]

[Filed ARC 1086C (Notice ARC 0877C, IAB 7/24/13), IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13]
[Filed ARC 1087C (Notice ARC 0878C, IAB 7/24/13), IAB 10/16/13, effective 11/20/13]
[Filed ARC 1322C (Notice ARC 1180C, IAB 11/13/13), IAB 2/19/14, effective 3/26/14]
[Filed ARC 1542C (Notice ARC 1379C, IAB 3/19/14), IAB 7/23/14, effective 8/27/14]
[Filed ARC 1720C (Notice ARC 1552C, IAB 7/23/14), IAB 11/12/14, effective 12/17/14]
[Filed ARC 1719C (Notice ARC 1551C, IAB 7/23/14), IAB 11/12/14, effective 12/17/14]
[Filed ARC 1721C (Notice ARC 1604C, IAB 9/3/14), IAB 11/12/14, effective 12/17/14]
[Filed ARC 1718C (Notice ARC 1605C, IAB 9/3/14), IAB 11/12/14, effective 12/17/14]
[Filed ARC 2015C (Notice ARC 1917C, IAB 3/18/15), IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15]
[Filed ARC 2121C (Notice ARC 2024C, IAB 6/10/15), IAB 9/2/15, effective 10/7/15]
[Filed ARC 2230C (Notice ARC 2130C, IAB 9/2/15), IAB 11/11/15, effective 12/16/15]
[Filed ARC 2528C (Notice ARC 2411C, IAB 2/17/16), IAB 5/11/16, effective 6/15/16]
[Filed ARC 2588C (Notice ARC 2445C, IAB 3/16/16), IAB 6/22/16, effective 7/27/16]
[Filed ARC 2793C (Notice ARC 2690C, IAB 8/31/16), IAB 11/9/16, effective 12/14/16]1

[Filed ARC 3196C (Notice ARC 3012C, IAB 4/12/17), IAB 7/5/17, effective 8/9/17]
[Filed ARC 3633C (Notice ARC 3471C, IAB 12/6/17), IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]
[Filed ARC 4634C (Notice ARC 4504C, IAB 6/19/19), IAB 8/28/19, effective 10/2/19]
[Filed ARC 4635C (Notice ARC 4501C, IAB 6/19/19), IAB 8/28/19, effective 10/2/19]
[Filed ARC 5303C (Notice ARC 5169C, IAB 9/9/20), IAB 12/2/20, effective 1/6/21]

[Filed ARC 5322C (Notice ARC 5212C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]
[Filed ARC 5323C (Notice ARC 5215C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7745B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7329B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9572B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9381B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0562C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0443C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0865C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0676C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0866C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0696C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0869C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0704C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1086C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0877C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1087C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0878C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1322C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1180C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1542C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1379C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1720C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1552C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1719C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1551C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1721C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1604C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1718C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1605C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2015C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1917C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2121C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2024C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2130C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2528C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2411C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2588C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2445C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2793C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2690C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3196C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3012C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3471C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4634C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4504C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4635C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4501C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5303C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5169C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5212C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5323C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5215C.pdf
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[Filed ARC 5321C (Notice ARC 5216C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

1 December 14, 2016, effective date of 22.1(2)“a”(7) and 22.1(4)“a”(4) [ARC 2793C, Item 2] delayed until the adjournment of the
2017 General Assembly by the Administrative Rules Review Committee at its meeting held December 13, 2016.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5321C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5216C.pdf
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CHAPTER 23
BEHIND-THE-WHEEL DRIVING INSTRUCTOR AUTHORIZATION

[Prior to 1/14/09, see Educational Examiners Board[282] Ch 21]

282—23.1(272,321) Requirements. Applicants for the behind-the-wheel driving instructor
authorization shall meet the following requirements:

23.1(1) Qualifications. To qualify for the behind-the-wheel driving instructor authorization, the
applicant must:

a. Meet the requirements set forth by the Iowa department of transportation pursuant to rule
761—34.6(321).

b. Complete the background check requirements set forth in rule 282—13.1(272).
23.1(2) Classroom instruction. To be eligible to provide classroom instruction, holders of the

behind-the-wheel driving instructor authorization must additionally hold a valid or expired initial,
standard, exchange, or master educator license with endorsement for driver education as set forth in
282—subrule 13.28(4).
[ARC 8608B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10; ARC 2018C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 2230C, IAB 11/11/15, effective
12/16/15; ARC 5322C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—23.2(272,321) Validity. The behind-the-wheel driving instructor authorization shall be valid for
one year from the date of issuance. The behind-the-wheel driving instructor authorization shall be valid
only if the holder continues to be qualified under subrule 23.1(1).
[ARC 8131B, IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09; ARC 0865C, IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13; ARC 3979C, IAB 8/29/18, effective
10/3/18]

282—23.3(272,321) Approval of courses. Each institution of higher education, private college or
university, community college or area education agency wishing to offer the behind-the-wheel driving
instructor authorization must submit course descriptions to the department of transportation for
approval. After initial approval, any changes by agencies or institutions in course offerings shall be
filed with the department of transportation and the board of educational examiners.

282—23.4(272,321) Application process. Any person interested in the behind-the-wheel driving
instructor authorization shall submit records of completion of a department of transportation-approved
program to the board of educational examiners for an evaluation of completion of coursework and all
other requirements.
[ARC 5322C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—23.5(272,321) Renewal. All fees are nonrefundable. The behind-the-wheel driving instructor
authorization may be renewed upon application and verification of successful completion of the child
and dependent adult abuse trainings required pursuant to 282—subrule 20.3(4).
[ARC 4634C, IAB 8/28/19, effective 10/2/19; ARC 5322C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—23.6(272,321) Revocation and suspension. Criteria of professional practice and rules of the board
of educational examiners shall be applicable to the holders of the behind-the-wheel driving instructor
authorization.

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 272 and section 321.178.
[Filed 12/24/08, Notice 10/22/08—published 1/14/09, effective 2/18/09]

[Filed ARC 8131B (Notice ARC 7861B, IAB 6/17/09), IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09]
[Filed ARC 8608B (Notice ARC 8409B, IAB 12/16/09), IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]
[Filed ARC 0865C (Notice ARC 0676C, IAB 4/3/13), IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13]
[Filed ARC 2018C (Notice ARC 1920C, IAB 3/18/15), IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15]
[Filed ARC 2230C (Notice ARC 2130C, IAB 9/2/15), IAB 11/11/15, effective 12/16/15]
[Filed ARC 3979C (Notice ARC 3827C, IAB 6/6/18), IAB 8/29/18, effective 10/3/18]
[Filed ARC 4634C (Notice ARC 4504C, IAB 6/19/19), IAB 8/28/19, effective 10/2/19]
[Filed ARC 5322C (Notice ARC 5212C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.28.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8608B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2018C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.23.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8131B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0865C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3979C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4634C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321.178.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8131B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7861B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8608B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8409B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0865C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0676C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2018C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1920C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2130C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3979C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3827C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4634C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4504C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5212C.pdf
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CHAPTER 25
CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT AND ETHICS

282—25.1(272) Scope of standards. This code of professional conduct and ethics constitutesmandatory
minimum standards of practice for all licensed practitioners as defined in Iowa Code chapter 272. The
adherence to certain professional and ethical standards is essential to maintaining the integrity of the
education profession.

282—25.2(272) Definitions. Except where otherwise specifically defined by law:
“Administrative and supervisory personnel” means any licensed employee such as superintendent,

associate superintendent, assistant superintendent, principal, associate principal, assistant principal, or
other person who does not have as a primary duty the instruction of pupils in the schools.

“Board” means the Iowa board of educational examiners.
“Discipline” means the process of sanctioning a license, certificate or authorization issued by the

board.
“Ethics” means a set of principles governing the conduct of all persons governed by these rules.
“Fraud” means knowingly providing false information or representations on an application

for licensure or employment, or knowingly providing false information or representations made in
connection with the discharge of duties.

“License” means any license, certificate, or authorization granted by the board.
“Licensee” means any person holding a license, certificate, or authorization granted by the board.
“Practitioner” means an administrator, teacher, or other licensed professional, including an

individual who holds a statement of professional recognition, who provides educational assistance to
students.

“Responsibility” means a duty for which a person is accountable by virtue of licensure.
“Right” means a power, privilege, or immunity secured to a person by law.
“Student”means a person, regardless of age, enrolled in a prekindergarten through grade 12 school,

who is receiving direct or indirect assistance from a person licensed by the board.
“Teacher”means any person engaged in the instructional program for prekindergarten through grade

12 children, including a person engaged in teaching, administration, and supervision, and who is required
by law to be licensed for the position held.
[ARC 7979B, IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09]

282—25.3(272) Standards of professional conduct and ethics. Licensees are required to abide by
all federal, state, and local laws applicable to the fulfillment of professional obligations. Violation of
federal, state, or local laws in the fulfillment of professional obligations constitutes unprofessional and
unethical conduct which can result in disciplinary action by the board. In addition, it is hereby deemed
unprofessional and unethical for any licensee to violate any of the following standards of professional
conduct and ethics:

25.3(1) Standard I—conviction of crimes, sexual or other immoral conduct with or toward a student,
and child and dependent adult abuse. Violation of this standard includes:

a. Fraud. Fraud means the same as defined in rule 282—25.2(272).
b. Criminal convictions. The commission of or conviction for a criminal offense as defined by

Iowa law provided that the offense is relevant to or affects teaching or administrative performance.
(1) Disqualifying criminal convictions. The board shall deny an application for licensure and shall

revoke a previously issued license if the applicant or licensee has, on or after July 1, 2002, been convicted
of, has pled guilty to, or has been found guilty of the following criminal offenses, regardless of whether
the judgment of conviction or sentence was deferred:

1. Any of the following forcible felonies included in Iowa Code section 702.11: child
endangerment, assault, murder, sexual abuse, or kidnapping;

2. Any of the following criminal sexual offenses, as provided in Iowa Code chapter 709, involving
a child:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7979B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.25.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/702.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/709.pdf
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● First-, second- or third-degree sexual abuse committed on or with a person who is under the
age of 18;

● Lascivious acts with a child;
● Assault with intent to commit sexual abuse;
● Indecent contact with a child;
● Sexual exploitation by a counselor;
● Lascivious conduct with a minor;
● Sexual exploitation by a school employee;
● Enticing a minor under Iowa Code section 710.10; or
● Human trafficking under Iowa Code section 710A.2;
3. Incest involving a child as prohibited by Iowa Code section 726.2;
4. Dissemination and exhibition of obscene material to minors as prohibited by Iowa Code section

728.2;
5. Telephone dissemination of obscene material to minors as prohibited by Iowa Code section

728.15;
6. Any offense specified in the laws of another jurisdiction, or any offense that may be prosecuted

in a federal, military, or foreign court, that is comparable to an offense listed in subparagraph
25.3(1)“b”(1); or

7. Any offense under prior laws of this state or another jurisdiction, or any offense under prior
law that was prosecuted in a federal, military, or foreign court, that is comparable to an offense listed in
subparagraph 25.3(1)“b”(1).

(2) Other criminal convictions and founded child abuse. In determining whether a person should
be denied a license or whether a licensee should be disciplined based upon any other criminal conviction,
including a conviction for an offense listed in 25.3(1)“b”(1) which occurred before July 1, 2002, or a
founded report of abuse of a child, the board shall consider:

1. The nature and seriousness of the crime or founded abuse in relation to the position sought;
2. The time elapsed since the crime or founded abuse was committed;
3. The degree of rehabilitation which has taken place since the crime or founded abuse was

committed;
4. The likelihood that the person will commit the same crime or abuse again;
5. The number of criminal convictions or founded abuses committed; and
6. Such additional factors as may in a particular case demonstrate mitigating circumstances or

heightened risk to public safety.
c. Sexual involvement or indecent contact with a student. Sexual involvement includes, but is not

limited to, the following acts, whether consensual or nonconsensual: fondling or touching the inner thigh,
groin, buttocks, anus or breasts of a student; permitting or causing to fondle or touch the practitioner’s
inner thigh, groin, buttocks, anus, or breasts; or the commission of any sex act as defined in Iowa Code
section 702.17.

d. Sexual exploitation of a minor. The commission of or any conviction for an offense prohibited
by Iowa Code section 728.12, Iowa Code chapter 709 or 18 U.S.C. Section 2252A(a)(5)(B).

e. Student abuse. Licensees shall maintain professional relationships with all students, both inside
and outside the classroom. The following acts or behavior constitutes unethical conduct without regard
to the existence of a criminal charge or conviction:

(1) Committing any act of physical abuse of a student;
(2) Committing any act of dependent adult abuse on a dependent adult student;
(3) Committing or soliciting any sexual or otherwise indecent act with a student or any minor;
(4) Soliciting, encouraging, or consummating a romantic or otherwise inappropriate relationship

with a student;
(5) Furnishing alcohol or illegal or unauthorized drugs or drug paraphernalia to any student or

knowingly allowing a student to consume alcohol or illegal or unauthorized drugs in the presence of the
licensee;

(6) Failing to report any suspected act of child or dependent adult abuse as required by state law; or

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/710.10.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/710A.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/726.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/728.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/728.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.25.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/702.17.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/728.12.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/709.pdf
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(7) Committing or soliciting any sexual conduct as defined in Iowa Code section 709.15(3)“b” or
soliciting, encouraging, or consummating a romantic relationship with any person who was a student
within 90 days prior to any conduct alleged in the complaint, if that person was taught by the practitioner
or was supervised by the practitioner in any school activity when that person was a student.

25.3(2) Standard II—alcohol or drug abuse. Violation of this standard includes:
a. Being on school premises or at a school-sponsored activity involving students while under the

influence of, possessing, using, or consuming illegal or unauthorized drugs or abusing legal drugs.
b. Being on school premises or at a school-sponsored activity involving students while under the

influence of, possessing, using, or consuming alcohol.
25.3(3) Standard III—misrepresentation, falsification of information. Violation of this standard

includes:
a. Falsifying or deliberately misrepresenting or omitting material information regarding

professional qualifications, criminal history, college credit, staff development credit, degrees, academic
award, or employment history when applying for employment or licensure.

b. Falsifying or deliberately misrepresenting or omitting material information regarding
compliance reports submitted to federal, state, and other governmental agencies.

c. Falsifying or deliberately misrepresenting or omitting material information submitted in the
course of an official inquiry or investigation.

d. Falsifying any records or information submitted to the board in compliance with the license
renewal requirements imposed under 282—Chapter 20.

e. Falsifying or deliberately misrepresenting or omitting material information regarding the
evaluation of students or personnel, including improper administration of any standardized tests,
including, but not limited to, changing test answers, providing test answers, copying or teaching
identified test items, or using inappropriate accommodations or modifications for such tests.

25.3(4) Standard IV—misuse of public funds and property. Violation of this standard includes:
a. Failing to account properly for funds collected that were entrusted to the practitioner in an

educational context.
b. Converting public property or funds to the personal use of the practitioner.
c. Submitting fraudulent requests for reimbursement of expenses or for pay.
d. Combining public or school-related funds with personal funds.
e. Failing to use time or funds granted for the purpose for which they were intended.
25.3(5) Standard V—violations of contractual obligations.
a. Violation of this standard includes:
(1) Asking a practitioner to sign a written professional employment contract before the practitioner

has been unconditionally released from a current contract, unless the practitioner provided notice to the
practitioner’s employing board as set forth in subparagraph 25.3(5)“b”(2).

(2) Abandoning a written professional employment contract without prior unconditional release by
the employer.

(3) As an employer, executing awritten professional employment contract with a practitioner which
requires the performance of duties that the practitioner is not legally qualified to perform.

(4) As a practitioner, executing a written professional employment contract which requires the
performance of duties that the practitioner is not legally qualified to perform.

b. In addressing complaints based upon contractual obligations, the board shall consider factors
beyond the practitioner’s control. For purposes of enforcement of this standard, a practitioner will not
be found to have abandoned an existing contract if:

(1) The practitioner obtained a release from the employing board before discontinuing services
under the contract; or

(2) The practitioner provided notice to the employing board no later than the latest of the following
dates:

1. The practitioner’s last work day of the school year;
2. The date set for return of the contract as specified in statute; or

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/709.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.20.pdf
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3. June 30.
25.3(6) Standard VI—unethical practice toward other members of the profession, parents, students,

and the community. Violation of this standard includes:
a. Denying the student, without just cause, access to varying points of view.
b. Deliberately suppressing or distorting subject matter for which the educator bears responsibility.
c. Failing to make reasonable effort to protect the health and safety of the student or creating

conditions harmful to student learning.
d. Conducting professional business in such away that the practitioner repeatedly exposes students

or other practitioners to unnecessary embarrassment or disparagement.
e. Engaging in any act of illegal discrimination, or otherwise denying a student or practitioner

participation in the benefits of any program on the grounds of race, creed, color, religion, age, sex, sexual
orientation, gender identity, disability, marital status, or national origin.

f. Soliciting students or parents of students to purchase equipment, supplies, or services from the
practitioner for the practitioner’s personal advantage.

g. Accepting gifts from vendors or potential vendors where there may be the appearance of or an
actual conflict of interest.

h. Intentionally disclosing confidential information including, but not limited to, unauthorized
sharing of information concerning student academic or disciplinary records, health and medical
information, assessment or testing results, or family income. Licensees shall comply with state and
federal laws and local school board policies relating to the confidentiality of student records, unless
disclosure is required or permitted by law.

i. Refusing to participate in a professional inquiry when requested by the board.
j. Aiding, assisting, or abetting an unlicensed person in the completion of acts for which licensure

is required.
k. Failing to self-report to the board within 60 days any founded child abuse report, or any

conviction for a criminal offense listed in 25.3(1)“b”(1) which requires revocation of the practitioner’s
license.

l. Delegating tasks to unqualified personnel.
m. Failing to comply with federal, state, and local laws applicable to the fulfillment of professional

obligations.
n. Allowing another person to use one’s practitioner license for any purpose.
o. Performing services beyond the authorized scope of practice for which the individual is licensed

or prepared or performing services without holding a valid license.
p. Falsifying, forging, or altering a license issued by the board.
q. Failure of the practitioner holding a contract under Iowa Code section 279.13 to disclose to the

school official responsible for determining assignments a teaching assignment for which the practitioner
is not properly licensed.

r. Failure of a school official responsible for assigning licensed practitioners holding contracts
under Iowa Code section 279.13 to adjust an assignment if the practitioner discloses to the official that
the practitioner is not properly licensed for an assignment.

s. Failure of an administrator to protect the safety of staff and students.
t. Failure of an administrator to meet mandatory reporter obligations.
u. Refusal of the practitioner to implement provisions of an individualized education program or

behavioral intervention plan.
v. Habitual nonparticipation in professional development by the practitioner.
25.3(7) Standard VII—compliance with state law governing obligations to state or local

governments, child support obligations, and board orders. Violation of this standard includes:
a. Failing to comply with 282—Chapter 8 concerning payment of debts to state or local

governments.
b. Failing to comply with 282—Chapter 10 concerning child support obligations.
c. Failing to comply with a board order.
25.3(8) Standard VIII—incompetence. Violation of this standard includes, but is not limited to:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.25.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/279.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/279.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.10.pdf
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a. Willfully or repeatedly departing from or failing to conform to the minimum standards of
acceptable and prevailing educational practice in the state of Iowa.

b. Willfully or repeatedly failing to practice with reasonable skill and safety.
[ARC 8136B, IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09; ARC 8137B, IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09; ARC 9208B, IAB 11/3/10, effective
12/8/10; ARC 0025C, IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12; ARC 0026C, IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12; ARC 0853C, IAB 7/24/13, effective
8/28/13; ARC 1170C, IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13; see Delay note at end of chapter; ARC 4302C, IAB 2/13/19, effective 3/20/19;
ARC 4633C, IAB 8/28/19, effective 10/2/19; ARC 5324C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 272.2(1)“a.”
[Filed 7/15/04, Notice 4/28/04—published 8/4/04, effective 9/8/04]
[Filed 2/13/08, Notice 11/7/07—published 3/12/08, effective 4/16/08]
[Filed 6/25/08, Notice 4/23/08—published 7/16/08, effective 8/20/08]

[Filed ARC 7979B (Notice ARC 7747B, IAB 5/6/09), IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09]
[Filed ARC 8136B (Notice ARC 7864B, IAB 6/17/09), IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09]
[Filed ARC 8137B (Notice ARC 7868B, IAB 6/17/09), IAB 9/9/09, effective 10/14/09]
[Filed ARC 9208B (Notice ARC 8970B, IAB 7/28/10), IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]
[Filed ARC 0025C (Notice ARC 9923B, IAB 12/14/11), IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]
[Filed ARC 0026C (Notice ARC 9924B, IAB 12/14/11), IAB 3/7/12, effective 4/11/12]
[Filed ARC 0853C (Notice ARC 0677C, IAB 4/3/13), IAB 7/24/13, effective 8/28/13]

[Filed ARC 1170C (Notice ARC 0992C, IAB 9/4/13), IAB 11/13/13, effective 12/18/13]1

[Filed ARC 4302C (Notice ARC 4147C, IAB 12/5/18), IAB 2/13/19, effective 3/20/19]
[Filed ARC 4633C (Notice ARC 4503C, IAB 6/19/19), IAB 8/28/19, effective 10/2/19]
[Filed ARC 5324C (Notice ARC 5214C, IAB 10/7/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

1 December 18, 2013, effective date of ARC 1170C [25.3(1)] delayed until the adjournment of the 2014 General Assembly by the
Administrative Rules Review Committee at its meeting held December 10, 2013.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8136B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8137B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9208B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0025C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0026C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0853C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1170C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4302C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5324C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/272.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7979B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7747B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8136B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7864B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8137B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7868B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9208B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8970B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0025C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9923B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0026C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9924B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0853C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0677C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1170C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0992C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4302C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4147C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4503C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5324C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5214C.pdf
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CHAPTER 27
ISSUANCE OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICE LICENSES

282—27.1(272) Professional service license. A professional service licensee is an individual prepared
to provide professional services in Iowa schools but whose preparation has not required completion of
the teacher preparation coursework set forth in rule 281—79.15(256). The professional service license
may be issued in the following areas but does not permit service as a teacher:

1. School counselor.
2. School psychologist.
3. Speech-language pathologist.
4. Supervisor of special education (support).
5. Director of special education of an area education agency.
6. School social worker.
7. School audiologist.

[ARC 7980B, IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 3633C, IAB 2/14/18, effective
3/21/18]

282—27.2(272) Requirements for a professional service license.
27.2(1) Initial professional service license. An initial professional service license valid for a

minimum of two years with an expiration date of June 30 may be issued to an applicant for licensure to
serve as a school audiologist, school psychologist, school social worker, speech-language pathologist,
supervisor of special education (support), director of special education of an area education agency, or
school counselor who:

a. Has a master’s degree in a recognized professional educational service area from a regionally
accredited institution.

b. Has completed a state-approved program which meets the requirements for an endorsement in
a professional educational service area.

c. Has completed the requirements for one of the professional educational service area
endorsements.

d. Meets the recency requirement of 282—subparagraph 13.5(2)“b”(4).
e. Completes the background check requirements set forth in rule 282—13.1(272).
27.2(2) Standard professional service license. A standard professional service license valid for five

years may be issued to an applicant who:
a. Completes requirements listed under 27.2(1)“a” to “d.”
b. Shows evidence of successful completion of a state-approved mentoring and induction

program by meeting the Iowa standards as determined by a comprehensive evaluation and two years’
successful service experience in an Iowa public school. In lieu of completion of an Iowa state-approved
mentoring and induction program, the applicant must provide evidence of three years’ successful
service area experience in an Iowa nonpublic school or three years’ successful service area experience
in an out-of-state K-12 educational setting.

c. Meets the recency requirement of 282—subparagraph 13.5(2)“b”(4).
27.2(3) Renewal. Renewal requirements for this license are set out in 282—Chapter 20.
27.2(4) Professional service exchange license.
a. For an applicant applying under rule 282—27.1(272), a two-year nonrenewable exchange

license may be issued to the applicant if the applicant has met at least 75 percent of the minimum
coursework requirements for licensure but has some coursework deficiencies. At any time during the
term of the exchange license, the applicant may apply to be fully licensed if the applicant has completed
all requirements and is eligible for full licensure.

b. An applicant under this section shall be granted an Iowa professional service license and will
not be subject to coursework deficiencies if the following additional requirements have been met:

(1) Verification of Iowa residency, or, for military spouses, verification of a permanent change of
military installation.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/281.79.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7980B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.27.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.20.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.27.1.pdf
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(2) Valid or expired equivalent license in good standing from another state without pending
disciplinary action, valid for a minimum of one year, exclusive of a temporary, emergency or substitute
license or certificate. Endorsements shall be granted based on comparable Iowa endorsements, and
endorsement requirements may be waived in order to grant the most comparable endorsement.

27.2(5) Class G license. A nonrenewable Class G license valid for one year may be issued to an
individual who must complete a school counseling practicum or internship in an approved program in
preparation for the professional school counselor endorsement. The Class G license may be issued under
the following limited conditions:

a. Verification of a baccalaureate degree from a regionally accredited institution.
b. Verification from the institution that the individual is admitted and enrolled in a school

counseling program.
c. Verification that the individual has completed the coursework and competencies required prior

to the practicum or internship.
d. Written documentation of the requirements listed in paragraphs 27.2(5)“a” to “c,” provided by

the official at the institution where the individual is completing the approved school counseling program
and forwarded to the Iowa board of educational examiners with the application form for licensure.
[ARC 7980B, IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 2230C, IAB 11/11/15, effective
12/16/15; ARC 3979C, IAB 8/29/18, effective 10/3/18; ARC 5321C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—27.3(272) Specific requirements for professional service license endorsements.
27.3(1) Elementary professional school counselor.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement has not completed the teacher preparation

coursework set forth in rule 281—79.15(256) but is authorized to serve as a professional school
counselor in kindergarten and grades one through eight.

b. Program requirements.
(1) Master’s degree from an accredited institution of higher education.
(2) Completion of an approved human relations component.
(3) Completion of an approved exceptional learner component.
c. Content. Completion of a sequence of courses and experiences which may have been a part of,

or in addition to, the degree requirements to include:
(1) The competencies listed in 282—subparagraphs 13.28(26)“c”(1) to (11).
(2) The teaching and counseling practicum. The candidate will complete a preservice

supervised practicum and an internship that meet the requirements set forth in 282—subparagraph
13.28(26)“c”(12).

27.3(2) Secondary professional school counselor.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement has not completed the teacher preparation

coursework set forth in rule 281—79.15(256) but is authorized to serve as a professional school
counselor in grades five through twelve.

b. Program requirements.
(1) Master’s degree from an accredited institution of higher education.
(2) Completion of an approved human relations component.
(3) Completion of an approved exceptional learner component.
c. Content. Completion of a sequence of courses and experiences which may have been a part of,

or in addition to, the degree requirements to include:
(1) The competencies listed in 282—subparagraphs 13.28(26)“c”(1) to (11).
(2) The teaching and counseling practicum. The candidate will complete a preservice

supervised practicum and an internship that meet the requirements set forth in 282—subparagraph
13.28(26)“c”(12).

27.3(3) School psychologist.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a school psychologist

with pupils from birth to age 21 (and to a maximum allowable age in accordance with Iowa Code section
256B.8).

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.27.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7980B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3979C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5321C.pdf
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https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.13.28.pdf
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b. Program requirements.
(1) An applicant shall have completed a program of graduate study that is currently approved (or

that was approved at the time of graduation) by the National Association of School Psychologists or the
American Psychological Association, or be certified as a Nationally Certified School Psychologist by
the National Association of School Psychologists, in preparation for service as a school psychologist
through one of the following options:

1. Completion of amaster’s degree with sufficient graduate semester hours beyond a baccalaureate
degree to total 60; or

2. Completion of a specialist’s degree of at least 60 graduate semester hours with or without
completion of a terminal master’s degree program; or

3. Completion of a doctoral degree program of at least 60 graduate semester hours with or without
completion of a terminal master’s degree program or specialist’s degree program.

(2) The program shall include an approved human relations component.
(3) The program must include preparation that contributes to the education of students with

disabilities and students who are gifted and talented.
c. School psychologist one-year Class A license.
(1) Requirements for a one-year Class A license. A nonrenewable Class A license valid for one

year may be issued to an individual whomust complete an internship or thesis as an aspect of an approved
program in preparation for the school psychologist endorsement. The one-year Class A license may be
issued under the following limited conditions:

1. Verification from the institution that the internship or thesis is a requirement for successful
completion of the program.

2. Verification that the employment situation will be satisfactory for the internship experience.
3. Verification from the institution of the length of the approved and planned internship or the

anticipated completion date of the thesis.
4. Verification of the evaluation processes for successful completion of the internship or thesis.
5. Verification that the internship or thesis is the only requirement remaining for successful

completion of the approved program.
(2) Written documentation of the above requirements must be provided by the official at the

institution where the individual is completing the approved school psychologist program and forwarded
to the board of educational examiners with the application form for licensure.

27.3(4) Speech-language pathologist. A person who meets the requirements set forth below may be
issued an endorsement. Alternatively, a personmaymeet the requirements for a statement of professional
recognition (SPR) issued by the board of educational examiners in this area as set forth in 282—Chapter
16.

a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a speech-language
pathologist to pupils from birth to age 21 (and to a maximum allowable age in accordance with Iowa
Code section 256B.8).

b. Program requirements.
(1) An applicant must hold a master’s degree in speech pathology.
(2) Content. An applicant must have completed the requirements in speech pathology and in the

professional education sequence, i.e., 20 semester hours including student teaching/internship as a school
speech-language pathologist. Courses in the following areas may be recognized for fulfilling the 20-hour
sequence:

1. Curriculum courses (e.g., reading, methods, curriculum development).
2. Foundations (e.g., philosophy of education, foundations of education).
3. Educational measurements (e.g., school finance, tests and measurements, measures and

evaluation of instruction).
4. Educational psychology (e.g., educational psychology, educational psychology measures,

principles of behavior modification).
5. Courses in special education (e.g., introduction to special education, learning disabilities).

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256B.8.pdf
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6. Child development courses (e.g., human growth and development, principles and theories of
child development, history and theories of early childhood education).

NOTE: General education courses (e.g., introduction to psychology, sociology, history, literature,
humanities) will not be credited toward fulfillment of the required 20 hours.

(3) The applicant must complete an approved human relations component.
(4) The program must include preparation that contributes to the education of individuals with

disabilities and the gifted and talented.
27.3(5) Professional service administrator.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a supervisor of special

education support programs. However, an individual holding a statement of professional recognition is
not eligible for the professional service administrator endorsement.

b. Program requirements.
(1) An applicantmust hold amaster’s degree in preparation for school psychology, speech/language

pathology, audiology (or education of the hearing impaired), or social work.
(2) Content. The program shall include a minimum of 16 graduate semester hours to specifically

include the following:
1. Consultation process in special or regular education.
2. Current issues in special education administration including school law/special education law.
3. Program evaluation.
4. Educational leadership.
5. Administration and supervision of special education.
6. Practicum: Special education administration. NOTE: This requirement may be waived based

on two years of experience as a special education administrator.
7. School personnel administration.
8. Evaluator approval component.
c. Other. The applicant must:
(1) Have four years of support service in a school setting with special education students in the

specific discipline area desired.
(2) Meet the practitioner licensure requirements of one of the following endorsements:
1. School audiologist (or hearing impaired at K-8 and 5-12).
2. School psychologist.
3. School social worker.
4. Speech-language pathologist.
27.3(6) Director of special education of an area education agency.
a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a director of special

education of an area education agency. Assistant directors are also required to hold this endorsement.
However, an individual holding a statement of professional recognition is not eligible for the director of
special education of an area education agency endorsement.

b. Program requirements.
(1) Degree—specialist or its equivalent. An applicant must hold a master’s degree plus at least

32 semester hours of planned graduate study in administration or special education beyond the master’s
degree.

(2) Endorsement. An applicant must hold or meet the requirements for one of the following:
1. PK-12 principal and PK-12 supervisor of special education (see rule 282—18.9(272));
2. Supervisor of special education—instructional (see rule 282—15.5(272));
3. Professional service administrator (see subrule 27.3(5)); or
4. A letter of authorization for special education supervisor issued prior to October 1, 1988.
(3) Content. An applicant must have completed a sequence of courses and experiences which may

have been part of, or in addition to, the degree requirements to include the following:
1. Knowledge of federal, state and local fiscal policies related to education.
2. Knowledge of school plant/facility planning.
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3. Knowledge of human resources management, including recruitment, personnel assistance and
development, evaluations, and negotiations.

4. Knowledge of models, theories and philosophies that provide the basis for educational systems.
5. Knowledge of current issues in special education.
6. Knowledge of special education school law and legislative and public policy issues affecting

children and families.
7. Knowledge of the powers and duties of the director of special education of an area education

agency as delineated in Iowa Code section 273.5.
8. Practicum in administration and supervision of special education programs.
(4) Experience. An applicant must have three years of administrative experience as a PK-12

principal or PK-12 supervisor of special education.
(5) Competencies. Through completion of a sequence of courses and experiences which may have

been part of, or in addition to, the degree requirements, the director of special education accomplishes
the following:

1. Facilitates the development, articulation, implementation and stewardship of a vision of
learning that is shared and supported by the school community.

2. Advocates, nurtures and sustains a school culture and instructional program conducive to
student learning and staff professional growth.

3. Ensures management of the organization, operations and resources for a safe, efficient and
effective learning environment.

4. Collaborates with educational staff, families and community members; responds to diverse
community interests and needs; and mobilizes community resources.

5. Acts with integrity and fairness and in an ethical manner.
6. Understands, responds to, and influences the larger political, social, economic, legal, and

cultural context.
7. Collaborates and assists in supporting integrated work of the entire agency.
c. Other.
(1) Option 1: Instructional. An applicant must meet the requirements for one special education

teaching endorsement and have three years of teaching experience in special education.
(2) Option 2: Support. An applicant must meet the practitioner licensure requirements for one of

the following endorsements and have three years of experience as a:
1. School audiologist;
2. School psychologist;
3. School social worker; or
4. Speech-language pathologist.
27.3(7) School social worker. A person who meets the requirements set forth below may be issued

an endorsement. Alternatively, a person may meet the requirements for a statement of professional
recognition (SPR) issued by the board of educational examiners in this area as set forth in 282—Chapter
16.

a. Authorization. An individual who meets the requirements of 282—subrule 16.6(2) is
authorized to serve as a school social worker to pupils from birth to age 21 (and to a maximum allowable
age in accordance with Iowa Code section 256B.8).

b. Endorsement requirements. An applicant must hold a master’s degree in social work from an
accredited school of social work to include a minimum of 20 semester hours of coursework (including
practicum experience) which demonstrates skills, knowledge, and competencies in the following areas:

(1) Social work.
1. Assessment (e.g., social, emotional, behavioral, and familial).
2. Intervention (e.g., individual, group, and family counseling).
3. Related studies (e.g., community resource coordination, multidiscipline teaming,

organizational behavior, and research).
(2) Education.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/273.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.16.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256B.8.pdf
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1. General education (e.g., school law, foundations of education, methods, psychoeducational
measurement, behavior management, child development).

2. Special education (e.g., exceptional children, psychoeducational measurement, behavior
management, special education regulations, counseling school-age children).

(3) Practicum experience. A practicum experience in a school setting under the supervision of an
experienced school social work practitioner is required. The practicum shall include experiences that
lead to the development of professional identity and the disciplined use of self. These experiences will
include: assessment, direct services to children and families, consultation, staffing, community liaison
and documentation. If a person has served two years as a school social worker, the practicum experience
can be waived.

(4) Completion of an approved human relations component is required.
(5) The program must include preparation that contributes to the education of students with

disabilities and students who are gifted and talented.
27.3(8) School audiologist. A person who meets the requirements set forth below may be issued

an endorsement. Alternatively, a person may meet the requirements for a statement of professional
recognition (SPR) issued by the board of educational examiners in this area as set forth in 282—Chapter
16.

a. Authorization. The holder of this endorsement is authorized to serve as a school audiologist
to pupils from birth to age 21 who have hearing impairments (and to a maximum allowable age in
accordance with Iowa Code section 256B.8).

b. Program requirements.
(1) An applicant must hold a master’s degree in audiology.
(2) Content. An applicant must complete the requirements in audiology and in the professional

education sequence, i.e., 20 semester hours including student teaching/internship as a school audiologist.
Courses in the following areas may be recognized for fulfilling the 20-hour sequence:

1. Curriculum courses (e.g., reading, methods, curriculum development).
2. Foundations (e.g., philosophy of education, foundations of education).
3. Educational measurements (e.g., school finance, tests and measurements, measures and

evaluation of instruction).
4. Educational psychology (e.g., educational psychology, educational psychology measures,

principles of behavior modification).
5. Courses in special education (e.g., introduction to special education, learning disabilities).
6. Child development courses (e.g., human growth and development, principles and theories of

child development, history of early childhood education).
NOTE: General education courses (e.g., introduction to psychology, sociology, history, literature,

humanities) will not be credited toward fulfillment of the required 20 hours.
(3) An applicant must complete an approved human relations component.
(4) The program must include preparation that contributes to the education of individuals with

disabilities and the gifted and talented.
[ARC 7980B, IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09; ARC 9074B, IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10; ARC 9076B, IAB 9/8/10, effective
10/13/10; ARC 1328C, IAB 2/19/14, effective 3/26/14; ARC 2016C, IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15; ARC 2397C, IAB 2/17/16,
effective 3/23/16; ARC 5322C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

282—27.4(272) Specific renewal requirements for the initial professional service license.
27.4(1) In addition to the provisions set forth in this rule, an applicant must meet the general

requirements set forth under rule 282—20.3(272).
27.4(2) If a person meets all requirements for the standard professional service license except for

the requirements in paragraph 27.2(2)“b,” the initial professional service license may be renewed upon
written request. A second renewal may be granted if the holder of the initial license has not met the
requirements in paragraph 27.2(2)“b” and if the license holder can provide evidence of employment
which will be acceptable for the experience requirement.
[ARC 8609B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/282.16.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/256B.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7980B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9074B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9076B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1328C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2397C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.20.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.27.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.27.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8609B.pdf
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282—27.5(272) Specific renewal requirements for the standard professional service license.
27.5(1) In addition to the provisions set forth in this rule, an applicant must meet the general

requirements set forth in rule 282—20.3(272).
27.5(2) Four units are needed for renewal. For an applicant who also holds a specialist’s or doctor’s

degree, two units are needed for renewal. These units may be earned in any combination listed below:
a. One unit may be earned for each semester hour of graduate credit, completed from a regionally

accredited institution, which leads toward the completion of a planned master’s, specialist’s, or doctor’s
degree program.

b. One unit may be earned for each semester hour of graduate or undergraduate credit, completed
from a regionally accredited institution, which may not lead to a degree but which adds greater
depth/breadth to present endorsements held.

c. One unit may be earned for each semester hour of credit, completed from a regionally
accredited institution, which may not lead to a degree but which leads to completion of requirements
for an endorsement not currently held.

d. One unit may be earned upon completion of each licensure renewal course or activity approved
pursuant to guidelines established by the board of educational examiners.
[ARC 8609B, IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10; ARC 3829C, IAB 6/6/18, effective 7/11/18]

282—27.6(272) Specific requirements for a Class B license. A Class B license, which is valid for two
years and which is nonrenewable, may be issued to an individual under the following conditions:

27.6(1) Endorsement in progress. The individual has a valid professional service license and one
or more professional service endorsements, but is seeking to obtain some other professional service
endorsement. A Class B license may be issued if requested by an employer and if the individual
seeking to obtain some other professional service endorsement has completed at least two-thirds of the
requirements, or one-half of the content requirements in a state-designated shortage area, leading to
completion of all requirements for the endorsement.

27.6(2) Request for exception. A school district administrator may file a written request with the
board for an exception to the minimum content requirements on the basis of documented need and benefit
to the instructional program. The board will review the request and provide a written decision either
approving or denying the request.

27.6(3) Expiration. This license will expire on June 30 of the fiscal year in which it was issued plus
one year.
[ARC 8959B, IAB 7/28/10, effective 9/1/10]

282—27.7(272) Timely renewal. A license may only be renewed less than one year before it expires.
[ARC 9452B, IAB 4/6/11, effective 5/11/11]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 272.
[Filed ARC 7980B (Notice ARC 7743B, IAB 5/6/09), IAB 7/29/09, effective 9/2/09]

[Filed ARC 8609B (Notice ARC 8410B, IAB 12/30/09), IAB 3/10/10, effective 4/14/10]
[Filed ARC 8959B (Notice ARC 8689B, IAB 4/7/10), IAB 7/28/10, effective 9/1/10]
[Filed ARC 9074B (Notice ARC 8829B, IAB 6/2/10), IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10]
[Filed ARC 9076B (Notice ARC 8831B, IAB 6/2/10), IAB 9/8/10, effective 10/13/10]
[Filed ARC 9452B (Notice ARC 9301B, IAB 12/29/10), IAB 4/6/11, effective 5/11/11]
[Filed ARC 1328C (Notice ARC 1236C, IAB 12/11/13), IAB 2/19/14, effective 3/26/14]
[Filed ARC 2016C (Notice ARC 1918C, IAB 3/18/15), IAB 6/10/15, effective 7/15/15]
[Filed ARC 2230C (Notice ARC 2130C, IAB 9/2/15), IAB 11/11/15, effective 12/16/15]
[Filed ARC 2397C (Notice ARC 2237C, IAB 11/11/15), IAB 2/17/16, effective 3/23/16]
[Filed ARC 3633C (Notice ARC 3471C, IAB 12/6/17), IAB 2/14/18, effective 3/21/18]
[Filed ARC 3829C (Notice ARC 3710C, IAB 3/28/18), IAB 6/6/18, effective 7/11/18]
[Filed ARC 3979C (Notice ARC 3827C, IAB 6/6/18), IAB 8/29/18, effective 10/3/18]

[Notice of Intended Action ARC 5212C, IAB 12/16/20]
[Notice of Intended Action ARC 5216C, IAB 12/16/20]
[Filed ARC 5321C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/282.20.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8609B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3829C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8959B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9452B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/272.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7980B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7743B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8609B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8410B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8959B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8689B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9074B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8829B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9076B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8831B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9452B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9301B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1328C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1236C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2016C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1918C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2230C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2130C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2397C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2237C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3633C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3471C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3829C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3710C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3979C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3827C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5212C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5216C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5321C.pdf
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[Filed ARC 5322C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5322C.pdf
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PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT[641]
Rules of divisions under this department “umbrella” include Professional Licensure[645], Dental Board[650], Medical Board[653],

Nursing Board[655] and Pharmacy Board[657]

CHAPTER 1
REPORTABLE DISEASES, POISONINGS AND CONDITIONS, AND

QUARANTINE AND ISOLATION
1.1(139A) Definitions
1.2(139A) Purpose and authority

REPORTABLE COMMUNICABLE AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES
1.3(139A,141A) Reportable communicable and infectious diseases
1.4(135,139A) Reporting of reportable communicable and infectious diseases

REPORTABLE POISONINGS AND CONDITIONS—NONCOMMUNICABLE
1.5(139A,135) Reportable poisonings and conditions
1.6(135,139A) Reporting poisonings and conditions

INVESTIGATION
1.7(135,139A) Investigation of reportable diseases

ISOLATION AND QUARANTINE
1.8(139A) Isolation and quarantine
1.9(135,139A) Quarantine and isolation
1.10 and 1.11 Reserved
1.12(135,137,139A) Quarantine and isolation—model rule for local boards
1.13(135,139A) Area quarantine

SPECIFIC NONCOMMUNICABLE CONDITIONS
1.14(139A) Cancer
1.15(144) Congenital and inherited disorders
1.16(139A) Agriculturally related injury

CONFIDENTIALITY
1.17(139A,22) Confidentiality

STATE HYGIENIC LABORATORY
1.18(135,139A) Specimens for which the fee charged by the state hygienic laboratory shall be

waived

CHAPTER 2
HEPATITIS PROGRAMS

VIRAL HEPATITIS PROGRAM—VACCINATIONS AND TESTING
2.1(135) Definitions
2.2(135) Purpose
2.3(135) Exposure risks for hepatitis C virus
2.4(135) Information for public distribution
2.5(135) Hepatitis vaccination and testing program
2.6 to 2.8 Reserved

HEPATITIS C AWARENESS PROGRAM—VETERANS
2.9(135) Definitions
2.10(135) Purpose
2.11(135) Awareness materials
2.12(135) Awareness information
2.13(135) Resources for hepatitis follow-up and treatment
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CHAPTER 3
EARLY HEARING DETECTION AND INTERVENTION (EHDI) PROGRAM

EARLY HEARING DETECTION AND INTERVENTION (EHDI) PROGRAM
3.1(135) Definitions
3.2(135) Purpose
3.3(135) Goal and outcomes
3.4(135) Program components
3.5(135) Screening the hearing of all newborns
3.6(135) Procedures required of birthing hospitals
3.7(135) Procedures required of birth centers
3.8(135) Procedures to ensure that children born in locations other than a birth center or

birthing hospital receive a hearing screening
3.9(135) Reporting hearing screening results and information to the department and child’s

primary care provider
3.10(135) Conducting and reporting screening results and diagnostic audiologic assessments

to the department and child’s primary care provider
3.11(135) Congenital cytomegalovirus (cCMV) testing for newborns who do not pass the

initial newborn hearing screening
3.12(135) Sharing of information and confidentiality
3.13(135) Procedure to accommodate parental objection
3.14(135) Civil/criminal liability
3.15(135) Early hearing detection and intervention advisory committee
3.16 Reserved

HEARING AIDS AND AUDIOLOGIC SERVICES FUNDING PROGRAM
3.17(83GA,HF811) Eligibility criteria
3.18(83GA,HF811) Covered services
3.19(83GA,HF811) Application procedures
3.20(83GA,HF811) Hearing aids and audiologic services funding wait list
3.21(83GA,HF811) Reimbursement of providers
3.22(83GA,HF811) Appeals

CHAPTER 4
CENTER FOR CONGENITAL AND INHERITED DISORDERS

4.1(136A) Program overview
4.2(136A) Definitions
4.3(136A) Iowa newborn screening program (INSP)
4.4(136A) Iowa maternal prenatal screening program (IMPSP)
4.5(136A) Regional genetic consultation service (RGCS)
4.6(136A) Neuromuscular and other related genetic disease program (NMP)
4.7(136A) Iowa registry for congenital and inherited disorders (IRCID)
4.8(135) Iowa’s early hearing detection and intervention program
4.9 and 4.10 Reserved

CENTER FOR CONGENITAL AND INHERITED DISORDERS ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CIDAC)
4.11(136A) Purpose
4.12(136A) Duties of the committee
4.13(136A) Membership
4.14(136A) Meetings
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CHAPTER 5
MATERNAL DEATHS

5.1(135) Reporting of maternal deaths
5.2(135) Ascertainment of maternal deaths
5.3(135) Reviewing of maternal deaths

CHAPTER 6
Reserved

CHAPTER 7
IMMUNIZATION AND IMMUNIZATION EDUCATION: PERSONS ATTENDING ELEMENTARY
OR SECONDARY SCHOOLS, LICENSED CHILD CARE CENTERS OR INSTITUTIONS OF

HIGHER EDUCATION
7.1(139A) Definitions
7.2(139A) Persons included
7.3(139A) Persons excluded
7.4(139A) Required immunizations
7.5(139A) Required education
7.6(139A) Proof of immunization
7.7(139A) Provisional enrollment
7.8(139A) Records and reporting
7.9(139A) Providing immunization services
7.10(139A) Compliance
7.11(22) Statewide registry
7.12(22) Release of immunization and health screening information

CHAPTER 8
IOWA CARE FOR YOURSELF (IA CFY) PROGRAM

8.1(135) Definitions
8.2(135) Components of the Iowa care for yourself (IA CFY) program
8.3(135) Participant eligibility criteria
8.4(135) Participant application procedures for IA CFY program services
8.5(135) Priority for program expenditures
8.6(135) Right to appeal
8.7(135) Verification for the breast or cervical cancer treatment (BCCT) option of Medicaid

CHAPTER 9
OUTPATIENT DIABETES EDUCATION PROGRAMS

9.1(135) Scope
9.2(135) Definitions
9.3(135) Powers and duties
9.4(135) Application procedures for American Diabetes Association-recognized and

American Association of Diabetes Educators-accredited programs
9.5(135) Renewal procedures for American Diabetes Association-recognized and American

Association of Diabetes Educators-accredited programs
9.6(135) Application procedures for programs not recognized by the American Diabetes

Association or accredited by the American Association of Diabetes Educators
9.7(135) Diabetes program management for programs not recognized by the American

Diabetes Association or accredited by the American Association of Diabetes
Educators

9.8(135) Program staff for programs not recognized by the American Diabetes Association
or accredited by the American Association of Diabetes Educators
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9.9(135) Renewal application procedures for programs not recognized by the American
Diabetes Association or accredited by the American Association of Diabetes
Educators

9.10(135) Annual report
9.11(135) Enforcement
9.12(135) Complaints
9.13(135) Appeal process
9.14(135) Formal contest

CHAPTER 10
IOWA GET SCREENED: COLORECTAL CANCER PROGRAM

10.1(135) Purpose
10.2(135) Definitions
10.3(135) Components of the Iowa get screened (IGS): colorectal cancer program
10.4 Reserved
10.5(135) Participant eligibility criteria
10.6(135) Participant application procedures for IGS program services
10.7(135) Priority for program expenditures
10.8(135) Right to appeal
10.9(135) Colorectal cancer treatment

CHAPTER 11
HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV) INFECTION AND

ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME (AIDS)
11.1(139A,141A) Definitions
11.2(141A) HIV testing—obtaining consent—voluntary HIV-related tests for adults who are

not pregnant
11.3(139A,141A) HIV testing—obtaining consent—voluntary HIV-related tests for minors who

are not pregnant
11.4(141A) HIV testing—obtaining consent—voluntary HIV-related tests for pregnant women
11.5(141A) HIV test results—post-test counseling
11.6(141A) Reporting of diagnoses and HIV-related tests, events, and conditions to the

department
11.7(141A) Penalties
11.8(141A) Immunity
11.9 and 11.10 Reserved

TRAINING PROGRAMS
11.11(135) Purpose
11.12 to 11.14 Reserved

PARTNER NOTIFICATION SERVICES AND DIRECT NOTIFICATION OF AN IDENTIFIABLE THIRD PARTY
11.15(139A,141A) Purpose
11.16(139A,141A) Definitions
11.17(139A,141A) Partner notification services by the department
11.18(141A) Direct notification of an identifiable third party by a physician or the department
11.19 and 11.20 Reserved

CARE PROVIDERS EXPOSED TO CONTAGIOUS OR INFECTIOUS DISEASES
11.21(139A) Purpose
11.22(139A) Definitions
11.23(139A,141A) Exposures in non-clinical settings
11.24(139A,141A) Exposures in clinical settings
11.25(139A) Immunity
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11.26(139A) Duty to test
11.27 to 11.29 Reserved

HIV-RELATED TEST FOR CONVICTED OR ALLEGED SEXUAL-ASSAULT OFFENDERS AND VICTIMS
11.30(915) Purpose
11.31(915) Definitions
11.32(915) HIV-related test—convicted or alleged sexual assault offender
11.33(915) Medical examination costs
11.34(915) Testing, reporting, and counseling—penalties
11.35 to 11.39 Reserved

AIDS DRUG ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (ADAP)
11.40(141A) Definitions
11.41(141A) Purpose
11.42(141A) Ensuring payer of last resort
11.43(141A) Eligibility requirements
11.44(141A) Enrollment process
11.45(141A) Discontinuation of services
11.46(141A) Distribution requirements
11.47(141A) ADAP waiting list
11.48(141A) Appeals
11.49(141A) Confidentiality

CHAPTER 12
APPROVAL OF CONFIRMATORY LABORATORIES FOR
PRIVATE SECTOR DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE TESTING

12.1(730) Purpose
12.2(730) Definitions
12.3(730) Powers and duties
12.4(730) Application procedures and requirements
12.5(730) Requirements of laboratory personnel involved in confirmatory testing for alcohol

or other drugs, or their metabolites
12.6(730) Quality assurance program and procedure manual requirements
12.7(730) Analytical quality control
12.8(730) Sample security and confidentiality of test results
12.9(730) Confirmatory testing
12.10(730) Documentation of the confirmatory testing process
12.11(730) Reporting of confirmed positive test results to the medical review officer
12.12(730) Reporting requirements to department
12.13(730) Approval, renewal, and inspection fees
12.14(730) Renewal
12.15(730) Reciprocity
12.16(730) Changes during approval periods
12.17(730) Enforcement
12.18(730) Denial, suspension, modification or revocation of approval
12.19(730) Restoration of approval
12.20(730) Appeals process
12.21(730) Complaints

CHAPTER 13
Reserved
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CHAPTER 14
WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS

14.1(714) Purpose
14.2(714) Applicability
14.3(714) Definitions
14.4(714) Performance testing
14.5(714) Third-party testing agencies
14.6(714) Registration
14.7(714) Label and manufacturer’s performance data sheet
14.8(714) Consumer information pamphlet
14.9(714) Sales of water treatment systems
14.10(714) Treatment of records
14.11(714) Penalties

CHAPTER 15
SWIMMING POOLS AND SPAS

15.1(135I) Applicability
15.2(135I) Scope
15.3(135I) Definitions and abbreviations

SWIMMING POOLS
15.4(135I) Swimming pool operations
15.5(135I) Construction and reconstruction

ADMINISTRATION
15.6(135I) Enforcement
15.7(135I) Waivers
15.8(135I) Penalties
15.9(135I) Registration
15.10(135I) Training courses
15.11(135I) Swimming pool/spa operator qualifications
15.12(135I) Fees
15.13(135I) 28E agreements
15.14(135I) Application denial or partial denial—appeal
15.15 to 15.50 Reserved

SPAS
15.51(135I) Spa operations
15.52(135I) Construction and reconstruction

CHAPTERS 16 to 19
Reserved

CHAPTER 20
COMMUNITY WATER FLUORIDATION GRANT PROGRAM

20.1(135) Purpose
20.2(135) Definitions
20.3(135) Applications
20.4(135) Review and rating of applications
20.5(135) Project contracts
20.6(135) Implementation procedures
20.7(135) Reimbursement
20.8(135) Termination
20.9(135) Appeals
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CHAPTER 21
CENTRAL REGISTRY FOR

BRAIN AND SPINAL CORD INJURIES
21.1(135) Purpose
21.2(135) Definitions
21.3(135) Reportable brain and spinal cord injuries
21.4(135) Who reports and under what circumstances
21.5(135) Method and frequency of reporting
21.6(135) Confidentiality
21.7(135) Quality assurance

CHAPTER 22
PRACTICE OF TATTOOING

22.1(135) Purpose
22.2(135) Definitions
22.3(135) General provisions
22.4(135) Sanitation and infection control
22.5(135) Equipment
22.6(135) Procedures
22.7(135) Permit issuance and renewal
22.8(135) Fees
22.9(135) Tattoo establishment permit requirements
22.10(135) Tattoo artist permit requirements
22.11(135) Temporary establishment permit requirements
22.12(135) Mobile tattoo unit permit requirements
22.13(135) Agreements
22.14(135) Inspection requirements
22.15(135) Tattoo inspector qualifications
22.16(135) Enforcement
22.17(135) Adverse actions and the appeal process

CHAPTER 23
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—LICENSEE PRACTICE

23.1(105) Definitions
23.2(105) Duties of all licensees, specialty licensees, and certificate holders
23.3(105) Contractor license
23.4(105) Master license
23.5(105) Journeyperson license
23.6(105) Apprentice license
23.7(105) Specialty licenses and certifications
23.8(105) Inactive license

CHAPTER 24
PRIVATE WELL TESTING, RECONSTRUCTION, AND

PLUGGING—GRANTS TO COUNTIES
24.1(135) Applicability
24.2(135) Definitions
24.3(135) Eligibility
24.4(135) Goal and objectives
24.5(135) Eligible grant costs
24.6(135) Ineligible grant costs
24.7(135) Performance requirements
24.8(135) Contents of grant application
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24.9(135) Grant application submission
24.10(135) Multicounty grant applications
24.11(135) Grant period
24.12 Reserved
24.13(135) Grant amendments
24.14(135) Termination or forfeiture of grant funds

CHAPTER 25
STATE PLUMBING CODE

25.1(105) Adoption
25.2(105) Applicability
25.3(105) Fuel gas piping
25.4(105) Amendments to Uniform Plumbing Code
25.5(105) Backflow prevention with containment

CHAPTER 26
BACKFLOW PREVENTION ASSEMBLY TESTER REGISTRATION

26.1(135K) Applicability
26.2(135K) Definitions
26.3(135K) Registration required
26.4(135K) Backflow prevention assembly tester training
26.5(135K) Registration
26.6(135K) Standards of conduct
26.7(135K) Penalty
26.8(135K) Denial, probation, suspension or revocation

CHAPTER 27
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—ADMINISTRATIVE AND

REGULATORY AUTHORITY
27.1(17A,105) Definitions
27.2(17A,105) Purpose of board
27.3(17A,105) Organization of board and proceedings
27.4(17A,105) Official communications
27.5(17A,105) Office hours
27.6(21) Public meetings

CHAPTER 28
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—LICENSURE FEES

28.1(105) Fees
28.2(105) Annual review of fee schedule

CHAPTER 29
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—
APPLICATION, LICENSURE, AND EXAMINATION

29.1(105) Definitions
29.2(105) Available licenses and general requirements
29.3(105) Medical gas piping certification
29.4(105) Minimum qualifications for licensure
29.5(105) General requirements for application for licensure
29.6(105) Examination
29.7(105) License renewal
29.8(105) License reissue
29.9(105) Waiver from examination for military service
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29.10(105) Reactivation of an inactive license
29.11(105) Review of applications
29.12(105) Grounds for denial of an application

CHAPTER 30
CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR PLUMBING AND

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS PROFESSIONALS
30.1(105) Definitions
30.2(105) Continuing education requirements
30.3(105) Continuing education programs/activities
30.4(105) Course instructor(s)
30.5(105) Compliance review of continuing education requirements
30.6(105) Continuing education exemptions
30.7(105) Continuing education extensions
30.8(105) Continuing education reporting requirements

CHAPTER 31
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—WAIVERS OR VARIANCES FROM

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES
31.1(17A,105,272C) Definitions
31.2(17A,105,272C) Scope of chapter
31.3(17A,105,272C) Applicability of chapter
31.4(17A,105,272C) Criteria for waiver or variance
31.5(17A,105,272C) Filing of petition
31.6(17A,105,272C) Content of petition
31.7(17A,105,272C) Additional information
31.8(17A,105,272C) Notice
31.9(17A,105,272C) Hearing procedures
31.10(17A,105,272C) Ruling
31.11(17A,105,272C) Public availability
31.12(17A,105,272C) Summary reports
31.13(17A,105,272C) Cancellation of a waiver
31.14(17A,105,272C) Violations
31.15(17A,105,272C) Defense
31.16(17A,105,272C) Judicial review

CHAPTER 32
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—LICENSEE DISCIPLINE

32.1(105,272C) Definitions
32.2(105,272C) Grounds for discipline
32.3(105,272C) Method of discipline
32.4(272C) Discretion of board
32.5(105) Civil penalties
32.6(105,272C) Collection of delinquent civil penalties and discipline-related debts

CHAPTER 33
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—CONTESTED CASES

33.1(17A,105,272C) Scope and applicability
33.2(17A,105,272C) Definitions
33.3(17A) Time requirements
33.4(17A,272C) Probable cause
33.5(17A,272C) Informal settlement
33.6(17A) Statement of charges
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33.7(17A) Requests for contested case proceeding
33.8(105) Legal representation
33.9(17A,105,272C) Presiding officer in a disciplinary contested case
33.10(17A) Presiding officer in a nondisciplinary contested case
33.11(17A) Disqualification
33.12(17A) Consolidation—severance
33.13(17A) Pleadings
33.14(17A) Service and filing
33.15(17A) Discovery
33.16(17A,272C) Subpoenas in a contested case
33.17(17A) Motions
33.18(17A) Withdrawals
33.19(17A) Intervention
33.20(17A) Telephone proceedings
33.21(17A) Prehearing conferences
33.22(17A) Continuances
33.23(272C) Settlement agreements
33.24(17A) Hearing procedures
33.25(17A) Evidence
33.26(17A) Default
33.27(17A) Ex parte communication
33.28(17A) Recording costs
33.29(17A) Interlocutory appeals
33.30(17A,272C) Decisions
33.31(17A,272C) Client notification
33.32(17A,272C) Application for rehearing
33.33(17A) Stays of board actions
33.34(17A) No factual dispute contested cases
33.35(17A) Emergency adjudicative proceedings
33.36(17A,105,272C) License denial
33.37(17A,105,272C) Denial of application to renew license
33.38(105,272C) Recovery of hearing fees and expenses
33.39(17A) Judicial review
33.40(17A,272C) Reinstatement

CHAPTER 34
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—COMPLAINTS AND INVESTIGATIONS
34.1(272C) Complaints
34.2(272C) Report of malpractice claims or actions or disciplinary actions
34.3(272C) Report of acts or omissions
34.4(272C) Investigation of complaints or reports
34.5(17A,272C) Issuance of investigatory subpoenas
34.6(272C) Peer review committees
34.7(17A) Appearance

CHAPTER 35
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—LICENSURE OF NONRESIDENT

APPLICANT—RECIPROCITY
35.1(105) Definition
35.2(105) Reciprocity agreements
35.3(105) Application by reciprocity
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CHAPTER 36
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—

PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING
36.1(17A) Petition for rule making
36.2(17A) Briefs
36.3(17A) Inquiries
36.4(17A) Board consideration

CHAPTER 37
PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF CATEGORY 1 AND CATEGORY 2

QUANTITIES OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS

37.1(136C) Purpose and scope
37.2 to 37.4 Reserved
37.5(136C) Definitions
37.6 Reserved
37.7(136C) Communications
37.8 to 37.10 Reserved
37.11(136C) Specific exemptions
37.12 to 37.20 Reserved

BACKGROUND INVESTIGATIONS AND ACCESS CONTROL PROGRAM
37.21(136C) Personnel access authorization requirements for category 1 or category 2 quantities

of radioactive material
37.22 Reserved
37.23(136C) Access authorization program requirements
37.24 Reserved
37.25(136C) Background investigations
37.26 Reserved
37.27(136C) Requirements for criminal history records checks of individuals granted unescorted

access to category 1 or category 2 quantities of radioactive material
37.28 Reserved
37.29(136C) Relief from fingerprinting, identification, and criminal history records checks

and other elements of background investigations for designated categories of
individuals permitted unescorted access to certain radioactive materials

37.30 Reserved
37.31(136C) Protection of information
37.32 Reserved
37.33(136C) Access authorization program review
37.34 to 37.40 Reserved

PHYSICAL PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS DURING USE
37.41(136C) Security program
37.42 Reserved
37.43(136C) General security program requirements
37.44 Reserved
37.45(136C) LLEA coordination
37.46 Reserved
37.47(136C) Security zones
37.48 Reserved
37.49(136C) Monitoring, detection, and assessment
37.50 Reserved
37.51(136C) Maintenance and testing
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37.52 Reserved
37.53(136C) Requirements for mobile devices
37.54 Reserved
37.55(136C) Security program review
37.56 Reserved
37.57(136C) Reporting of events
37.58 to 37.70 Reserved

PHYSICAL PROTECTION IN TRANSIT
37.71(136C) Additional requirements for transfer of category 1 and category 2 quantities of

radioactive material
37.72 Reserved
37.73(136C) Applicability of physical protection of category 1 and category 2 quantities of

radioactive material during transit
37.74 Reserved
37.75(136C) Preplanning and coordination of shipment of category 1 or category 2 quantities

of radioactive material
37.76 Reserved
37.77(136C) Advance notification of shipment of category 1 quantities of radioactive material
37.78 Reserved
37.79(136C) Requirements for physical protection of category 1 and category 2 quantities of

radioactive material during shipment
37.80 Reserved
37.81(136C) Reporting of events
37.82 to 37.100 Reserved

RECORDS
37.101(136C) Form of records
37.102 Reserved
37.103(136C) Record retention
37.104 Reserved
37.105(136C) Inspections

CHAPTER 38
GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR RADIATION MACHINES

AND RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
38.1(136C) Purpose and scope
38.2(136C) Definitions
38.3(136C) Exemptions from the regulatory requirements
38.4(136C) General regulatory requirements
38.5 Reserved
38.6(136C) Prohibited uses
38.7(136C) Communications
38.8(136C) Fees
38.9(136C) Administrative enforcement actions
38.10(136C) Deliberate misconduct

CHAPTER 39
REGISTRATION OF RADIATION MACHINE FACILITIES, LICENSURE OF RADIOACTIVE

MATERIALS AND TRANSPORTATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
39.1(136C) Purpose and scope
39.2(136C) Definitions
39.3(136C) Requirements for registration of X-ray and other electronic machines that produce

radiation
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39.4(136C) Requirements for licensing of radioactive materials
39.5(136C) Transportation of radioactive material

CHAPTER 40
STANDARDS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST RADIATION

GENERAL PROVISIONS
40.1(136C) Purpose and scope
40.2(136C) Definitions
40.3(136C) Implementation
40.4 to 40.9 Reserved

RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAMS
40.10(136C) Radiation protection programs
40.11 to 40.14 Reserved

OCCUPATIONAL DOSE LIMITS
40.15(136C) Occupational dose limits for adults
40.16(136C) Compliance with requirements for summation of external and internal doses
40.17(136C) Determination of external dose from airborne radioactive material
40.18(136C) Determination of internal exposure
40.19(136C) Determination of prior occupational dose
40.20(136C) Planned special exposures
40.21(136C) Occupational dose limits for minors
40.22(136C) Dose equivalent to an embryo/fetus
40.23 to 40.25 Reserved

RADIATION DOSE LIMITS FOR INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
40.26(136C) Dose limits for individual members of the public
40.27(136C) Compliance with dose limits for individual members of the public

RADIOLOGICAL CRITERIA FOR LICENSE TERMINATION
40.28(136C) Radiological criteria for license termination
40.29(136C) Radiological criteria for unrestricted use
40.30(136C) Criteria for license termination under restricted conditions
40.31(136C) Alternate criteria for license termination

TESTING FOR LEAKAGE OR CONTAMINATION OF SEALED SOURCES
40.32(136C) Testing for leakage or contamination of sealed sources
40.33 to 40.35 Reserved

SURVEYS AND MONITORING
40.36(136C) Surveys and monitoring—general
40.37(136C) Conditions requiring individual monitoring of external and internal occupational

dose
40.38 to 40.41 Reserved

CONTROL OF EXPOSURE FROM EXTERNAL SOURCES IN RESTRICTED AREAS
40.42(136C) Control of access to high radiation areas
40.43(136C) Control of access to very high radiation areas
40.44(136C) Control of access to very high radiation areas—irradiators
40.45 to 40.47 Reserved

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION AND CONTROLS TO RESTRICT
INTERNAL EXPOSURE IN RESTRICTED AREAS

40.48(136C) Use of process or other engineering controls
40.49(136C) Use of other controls
40.50(136C) Use of individual respiratory protection equipment
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40.51 to 40.53 Reserved
STORAGE AND CONTROL OF LICENSED OR REGISTERED

SOURCES OF RADIATION
40.54 Reserved
40.55(136C) Security and control of licensed or registered sources of radiation
40.56 to 40.59 Reserved

PRECAUTIONARY PROCEDURES
40.60(136C) Caution signs
40.61(136C) Posting requirements
40.62(136C) Exceptions to posting requirements
40.63(136C) Labeling containers and radiation machines
40.64(136C) Exemptions to labeling requirements
40.65(136C) Procedures for receiving and opening packages
40.66 to 40.69 Reserved

WASTE DISPOSAL
40.70(136C) General requirements
40.71(136C) Method for obtaining approval of proposed disposal procedures
40.72(136C) Disposal by release into sanitary sewerage
40.73(136C) Treatment or disposal by incineration
40.74(136C) Disposal of specific wastes
40.75(136C) Transfer for disposal and manifests
40.76(136C) Compliance with environmental and health protection regulations
40.77(136C) Disposal of certain byproduct material
40.78 and 40.79 Reserved

RECORDS
40.80(136C) General provisions
40.81(136C) Records of radiation protection programs
40.82(136C) Records of surveys
40.83(136C) Records of tests for leakage or contamination of sealed sources
40.84(136C) Records of prior occupational dose
40.85(136C) Records of planned special exposures
40.86(136C) Records of individual monitoring results
40.87(136C) Records of dose to individual members of the public
40.88(136C) Records of waste disposal
40.89(136C) Records of testing entry control devices for very high radiation areas
40.90(136C) Form of records
40.91 to 40.94 Reserved

REPORTS
40.95(136C) Reports of stolen, lost, or missing licensed or registered sources of radiation
40.96(136C) Notification of incidents
40.97(136C) Reports of exposures, radiation levels, and concentrations of radioactive material

exceeding the constraints or limits
40.98(136C) Reports of planned special exposures
40.99(136C) Reports of transactions involving nationally tracked sources
40.100(136C) Reports of individual monitoring
40.101(136C) Notifications and reports to individuals
40.102(136C) Reports of leaking or contaminated sealed sources
40.103 and 40.104 Reserved
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ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
40.105(136C) Vacating premises
40.106 to 40.109 Reserved

NOTICES, INSTRUCTIONS, AND REPORTS TO WORKERS; INSPECTIONS
40.110(136C) Posting of notices to workers
40.111(136C) Instructions to workers
40.112(136C) Notifications and reports to individuals
40.113(136C) Presence of representatives of licensees or registrants and workers during

inspection
40.114(136C) Consultation with workers during inspections
40.115(136C) Requests by workers for inspections
40.116(136C) Inspections not warranted—informal review
40.117(136C) Employee protection

CHAPTER 41
SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE USE OF
RADIATION MACHINES AND CERTAIN USES

OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
41.1(136C) X-rays in the healing arts
41.2(136C) Use of radionuclides in the healing arts
41.3(136C) Therapeutic use of radiation machines
41.4 and 41.5 Reserved
41.6(136C) X-ray machines used for screening and diagnostic mammography
41.7(136C) X-ray machines used for stereotactically guided breast biopsy

CHAPTER 42
PERMIT TO OPERATE IONIZING RADIATION PRODUCING MACHINES

OR ADMINISTER RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
42.1(136C) Purpose
42.2(136C) Definitions
42.3(136C) Exemptions

PERMIT APPLICATION AND RENEWAL
42.4(136C) Permit application and renewal
42.5(136C) Permit to practice as a general radiologic technologist
42.6(136C) Permit to practice as a general nuclear medicine technologist
42.7(136C) Permit to practice as a radiation therapist
42.8(136C) Permit to practice as a radiologist assistant
42.9(136C) Permit to practice as a limited radiologic technologist with categories of chest,

spine, extremities, shoulder, pediatric
42.10(136C) Permit to practice as an X-ray equipment operator in either podiatric radiography

or bone densitometry
42.11 Reserved
42.12(136C) Closed classification or category permits
42.13(136C) Combining permits for an individual qualifying for permits in more than one

classification
42.14 to 42.17 Reserved

PERMIT HOLDER SUBMISSION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
42.18(136C) Submission of proof of completion of continuing education by permit holder to

meet continuing education requirements to renew or reinstate a permit
42.19 and 42.20 Reserved
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ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS AND GROUNDS FOR DISCIPLINARY ACTION
42.21(136C) Administrative items
42.22(136C) Rules of conduct, self-reporting requirements, and enforcement actions for all

permit holders
42.23(136C) Procedures for demand for information, notice of proposed action, and orders

for penalties, suspensions, revocations, and civil penalties for all individuals
under this chapter

42.24 and 42.25 Reserved
DEPARTMENT APPROVAL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

42.26(136C) Department approval of continuing education activities
42.27 to 42.29 Reserved

FORMAL EDUCATION
42.30(136C) Requirements for formal education
42.31(136C) Standards for formal education for limited radiologic technologists
42.32(136C) Standards for formal education for X-ray equipment operators in podiatric

radiography
42.33(136C) Standards for formal education for X-ray equipment operators in bone densitometry

CHAPTER 43
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR RADON TESTING AND ANALYSIS

43.1(136B) Purpose and scope
43.2(136B) Definitions
43.3(136B) General provisions
43.4(136B) Application for certification
43.5(136B) Enforcement actions
43.6(136B) Reporting requirements
43.7(136B) Training and continuing education programs
43.8(136B) Exemptions
43.9(136B) Enforcement
43.10(136B) Penalties
43.11(136B) Persons exempted from certification

CHAPTER 44
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR RADON MITIGATION

44.1(136B) Purpose and scope
44.2(136B) Definitions
44.3(136B) General provisions
44.4(136B) Application for credentialing
44.5(136B) Revocation of credentialing
44.6(136B) Additional record-keeping requirements
44.7(136B) Continuing education
44.8(136B) Exemptions
44.9(136B) Enforcement
44.10(136B) Penalties

CHAPTER 45
RADIATION SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR INDUSTRIAL

RADIOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS, PARTICLE ACCELERATORS FOR NONHUMAN USE,
ANALYTICAL X-RAY EQUIPMENT, AND WELL-LOGGING

45.1(136C) General requirements for industrial radiography operations
45.2(136C) Radiation safety requirements for the use of radiation machines in industrial

radiography
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45.3(136C) Radiation safety requirements for use of sealed sources of radiation in industrial
radiography

45.4(136C) Radiation safety requirements for the use of particle accelerators for nonhuman use
45.5(136C) Radiation safety requirements for analytical X-ray equipment
45.6(136C) Radiation safety requirements for well-logging, wireline service operations and

subsurface tracer studies

CHAPTER 46
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR TANNING FACILITIES

46.1(136D) Purpose and scope
46.2(136D) Definitions
46.3(136D) Exemptions
46.4(136D) Permits and fees
46.5(136D) Construction and operation of tanning facilities
46.6(136D) Inspections, violations and injunctions

CHAPTERS 47 to 49
Reserved

CHAPTER 50
ORAL HEALTH

50.1(135) Purpose
50.2(135) Definitions
50.3(135) Dental director responsibilities
50.4(135) Oral health bureau functions
50.5(135) Funding

CHAPTER 51
DENTAL SCREENING

51.1(135) Purpose
51.2(135) Definitions
51.3(135) Persons included
51.4(135) Persons excluded
51.5(135) Dental screening components
51.6(135) Dental screening providers
51.7(135) Time line for valid dental screening
51.8(135) Proof of dental screening
51.9(135) Dental screening documentation
51.10(135) Assuring dental screening services
51.11(135) Records
51.12(135) Reporting
51.13(135) Iowa’s dental screening database
51.14(135) Release of dental screening information
51.15(135) Referral requirements
51.16(135) Provider training

CHAPTER 52
VISION SCREENING

52.1(135) Purpose
52.2(135) Definitions
52.3(135) Persons included and persons excluded
52.4(135) Child vision screening components
52.5(135) Time line for valid vision screening
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52.6(135) Proof of child vision screening
52.7(135) Child vision screening reporting
52.8(135) School requirements
52.9(135) Iowa’s child vision screening database module and follow-up
52.10(135) Referral requirements

CHAPTER 53
Reserved

CHAPTER 54
CONCUSSION OR OTHER BRAIN INJURY RETURN-TO-PLAY PROTOCOL

54.1(280) Purpose
54.2(280) Definitions
54.3(280) Return-to-play protocol

CHAPTER 55
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON BRAIN INJURIES

55.1(135) Definitions
55.2(135) Mission of council
55.3(135) Council established
55.4(135) Officers
55.5(135) Duties of the council
55.6(135) Meetings
55.7(135) Minutes
55.8(135) Task forces
55.9(135) Expenses of advisory council members

CHAPTER 56
BRAIN INJURY SERVICES PROGRAM

56.1(135) Definitions
56.2(135) Purpose
56.3(135) Waiver-eligible component
56.4(135) Cost-share component
56.5(135) Application process
56.6(135) Service providers and reimbursement
56.7(135) Available services/service plan
56.8(135) Redetermination
56.9(135) Appeal rights

CHAPTER 57
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—

DECLARATORY ORDERS
57.1(17A) Petition for declaratory order
57.2(17A) Notice of petition
57.3(17A) Intervention
57.4(17A) Briefs
57.5(17A) Inquiries
57.6(17A) Service and filing of petitions and other papers
57.7(17A) Consideration
57.8(17A) Action on petition
57.9(17A) Refusal to issue order
57.10(17A) Contents of declaratory order—effective date
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57.11(17A) Copies of orders
57.12(17A) Effect of a declaratory order

CHAPTER 58
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—

AGENCY PROCEDURE FOR RULE MAKING
58.1(17A) Applicability
58.2(17A) Advice on possible rules before notice of proposed rule adoption
58.3(17A) Public rule-making docket
58.4(17A) Notice of proposed rule making
58.5(17A) Public participation
58.6(17A) Regulatory analysis
58.7(17A) Fiscal impact statement
58.8(17A) Time and manner of rule adoption
58.9(17A) Variance between adopted rule and published notice of proposed rule adoption
58.10(17A) Exemptions from public rule-making procedures
58.11(17A) Concise statement of reasons
58.12(17A) Contents, style, and form of rule
58.13(17A) Agency rule-making record
58.14(17A) Filing of rules
58.15(17A) Effectiveness of rules prior to publication
58.16(17A) General statements of policy
58.17(17A) Review by agency of rules

CHAPTER 59
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—FAIR INFORMATION

PRACTICES AND PUBLIC RECORDS
59.1(17A,22) Definitions
59.2(17A,22) Statement of policy
59.3(17A,22) Requests for access to records
59.4(17A,22) Access to confidential records
59.5(17A,22) Requests for treatment of a record as a confidential record and its withholding

from examination
59.6(17A,22) Procedure by which additions, dissents, or objections may be entered into certain

records
59.7(17A,22) Consent to disclosure by the subject of a confidential record
59.8(17A,22) Notice to suppliers of information
59.9(17A,22) Disclosures without the consent of the subject
59.10(17A,22) Routine use
59.11(17A,22) Consensual disclosure of confidential records
59.12(17A,22) Release to subject
59.13(17A,22) Availability of records
59.14(17A,22) Personally identifiable information
59.15(17A,22) Other groups of records routinely available for public inspection
59.16(17A,22) Applicability

CHAPTER 60
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—

NONCOMPLIANCE REGARDING CHILD SUPPORT, NONPAYMENT OF STATE DEBT,
AND NONCOMPLIANCE REGARDING STUDENT LOAN REPAYMENT

60.1(252J) Child support noncompliance
60.2(272D) Nonpayment of state debt
60.3(272C) Student loan repayment noncompliance
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CHAPTER 61
STATE MECHANICAL CODE

61.1(105) Definitions
61.2(105) Adoption by reference
61.3(105) Hospitals and health care facilities
61.4(105) Enforcement

CHAPTER 62
PLUMBING AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS BOARD—
MILITARY SERVICE AND VETERAN RECIPROCITY

62.1(85GA,ch1116) Military service and veteran reciprocity

CHAPTERS 63 to 66
Reserved

CHAPTER 67
BLOOD LEAD TESTING

67.1(135) Purpose
67.2(135) Definitions
67.3(135) Persons included
67.4(135) Persons excluded
67.5(135) Blood lead testing requirement
67.6(135) Time line for valid blood lead testing
67.7(135) Proof of blood lead testing
67.8(135) Referral requirements
67.9(135) Blood lead testing documentation
67.10(135) Records
67.11(135) Provider training

CHAPTER 68
CONTROL OF LEAD-BASED PAINT HAZARDS

68.1(135) Applicability
68.2(135) Definitions
68.3(135) Elevated blood lead (EBL) inspections required
68.4(135) Refusal of admittance
68.5(135) Lead hazard reduction required
68.6(135) Retaliation prohibited
68.7(135) Enforcement
68.8(135) Hearings
68.9(135) Variances
68.10(135) Injunction
68.11(135) Effective date

CHAPTER 69
RENOVATION, REMODELING, AND REPAINTING—

LEAD HAZARD NOTIFICATION PROCESS
69.1(135) Applicability
69.2(135) Definitions
69.3(135) Notification required in target housing
69.4(135) Notification required in multifamily housing
69.5(135) Emergency renovation, remodeling, or repainting in target housing
69.6(135) Certification of attempted delivery in target housing
69.7(135) Notification required in child-occupied facilities
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69.8(135) Emergency renovation, remodeling, or repainting in child-occupied facilities
69.9(135) Certification of attempted delivery for child-occupied facilities
69.10(135) Subcontracts
69.11(135) Exemption
69.12(135) Record-keeping requirements
69.13(135) Compliance inspections
69.14(135) Enforcement
69.15(135) Waivers

CHAPTER 70
LEAD-BASED PAINT ACTIVITIES

70.1(135) Applicability
70.2(135) Definitions
70.3(135) Lead professional certification
70.4(135) Course approval and standards
70.5(135) Certification, interim certification, and recertification
70.6(135) Work practice standards for lead professionals conducting lead-based paint

activities in target housing and child-occupied facilities
70.7(135) Firms
70.8 Reserved
70.9(135) Compliance inspections
70.10(135) Denial, suspension, or revocation of certification; denial, suspension, revocation,

or modification of course approval; and imposition of penalties
70.11(135) Waivers

CHAPTER 71
EMERGENCY INFORMATION SYSTEM ON PESTICIDES FOR USE BY HEALTH CARE

PROVIDERS DURING MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
71.1(139A) Scope
71.2(139A) Definitions
71.3(139A) Operation of EIS

CHAPTER 72
CHILDHOOD LEAD POISONING

PREVENTION PROGRAM
72.1(135) Definitions
72.2(135) Approved programs
72.3(135) Reallocation of funding
72.4(135) Appeals

CHAPTER 73
SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION PROGRAM
FOR WOMEN, INFANTS, AND CHILDREN (WIC)

73.1(135) Program explanation
73.2(135) Adoption by reference
73.3(135) Availability of rules and policy and procedure manual
73.4(135) Definitions
73.5(135) Staffing of contract agencies
73.6(135) Certification of participants
73.7(135) Food delivery
73.8(135) Food package
73.9(135) Education
73.10(135) Health services
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73.11(135) Appeals and fair hearings—local agencies
73.12(135) Right to appeal—participant
73.13(135) Right to appeal—vendor
73.14(135) State monitoring of contract agencies
73.15(135) Migrant services
73.16(135) Civil rights
73.17(135) Audits
73.18(135) Reporting
73.19(135) WIC program violation
73.20(135) Data processing
73.21(135) Outreach
73.22(135) Caseload management
73.23(135) Grant application procedures for contract agencies
73.24(135) Participant rights
73.25(135) Confidentiality

CHAPTER 74
FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES

74.1(135) Program explanation
74.2(135) Adoption by reference
74.3(135) Rule coverage
74.4(135) Definitions
74.5(135) Grant application procedures for contract agencies
74.6(135) Funding levels for contract agencies
74.7(135) Agency performance
74.8(135) Reporting
74.9(135) Fiscal management
74.10(135) Audits
74.11(135) Denial, suspension, revocation, or reduction of contracts with contract agencies
74.12(135) Right to appeal—contract agency

CHAPTER 75
FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES FUNDING PRIORITIZATION, RESTRICTIONS AND

REPORTING
75.1(88GA,ch85) Program explanation
75.2(88GA,ch85) Definitions
75.3(88GA,ch85) Distribution of grant funds
75.4(88GA,ch85) Indirect funds restrictions—abortion
75.5(88GA,ch85) Report requirement

CHAPTER 76
MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PROGRAM

76.1(135) Program overview
76.2(135) Adoption by reference
76.3(135) Rule coverage
76.4(135) Definitions
76.5(135) MCH services
76.6(135) Client eligibility criteria
76.7(135) Client application procedures for MCH services
76.8(135) Right to appeal—client
76.9(135) Grant application procedures for community-based contract agencies
76.10(135) Funding levels for community-based contract agencies
76.11(135) Contract agency performance
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76.12(135) Reporting
76.13(135) Fiscal management
76.14(135) Audits
76.15 Reserved
76.16(135) Denial, suspension, revocation or reduction of contracts with contract agencies
76.17(135) Right to appeal—contract agency
76.18 to 76.20 Reserved

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL
76.21(135) Purpose
76.22(135) Mission
76.23(135) Membership
76.24(135) Officers
76.25(135) Duties of the council
76.26(135) Meetings
76.27(135) Executive committee
76.28(135) Committees

CHAPTER 77
LOCAL BOARDS OF HEALTH

77.1(137) Purpose
77.2(137) Definitions
77.3(137) Local boards of health—roles and responsibilities
77.4(137) Organization of local boards of health
77.5(137) Operation of local boards of health
77.6(137) Expenses of local board of health members
77.7(137) Dissolution of city boards
77.8(137) Request to form district board of health
77.9(137) Review, approval or denial of district board of health formation
77.10(137) Adding to a district board of health
77.11(137) Withdrawal from a district board of health

CHAPTERS 78 and 79
Reserved

CHAPTER 80
LOCAL PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES

80.1(135) Purpose
80.2(135) Definitions
80.3(135) Local public health services (LPHS)
80.4(135) Utilization of LPHS contract funding
80.5(135) Right to appeal
80.6(135) Essential public health service funds

CHAPTER 81
GENERAL RULES FOR MIGRATORY LABOR CAMPS

81.1(138) Shelters
81.2(138) Water supply
81.3(138) Waste disposal
81.4(138) Bathing facilities
81.5(138) Central dining facilities
81.6(138) Safety and fire
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CHAPTERS 82 to 85
Reserved

CHAPTER 86
PLACES WHERE DEAD HUMAN BODIES ARE PREPARED

FOR BURIAL OR ENTOMBMENT
86.1(156) Purpose
86.2(156) Definitions
86.3(156) Licensing
86.4(156) Public access areas
86.5(156) Preparation room
86.6(156) Crematorium chambers
86.7(156) Inspection fees

CHAPTER 87
HEALTHY FAMILIES IOWA (HFI)

87.1(135) Purpose
87.2(135) Definitions
87.3(135) Applicant eligibility
87.4(135) Participant eligibility
87.5(135) Program requirements
87.6(135) Contractor assurance
87.7(135) Applicant appeal process
87.8(135) Participant right to appeal

CHAPTER 88
VOLUNTEER HEALTH CARE PROVIDER PROGRAM

88.1(135) Purpose
88.2(135) Definitions
88.3(135) Eligibility for the volunteer health care provider program
88.4(135) Sponsor entity and protected clinic
88.5(135) Covered health care services
88.6(135) Defense and indemnification
88.7(135) Term of agreement
88.8(135) Reporting requirements and duties
88.9(135) Revocation of agreement
88.10(135) Procedure for revocation of agreement
88.11(135) Effect of suspension or revocation
88.12(135) Protection denied
88.13(135) Board notice of disciplinary action
88.14(135) Effect of eligibility protection
88.15(135) Reporting by a protected clinic or sponsor entity

CHAPTER 89
DECISION-MAKING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
AND PARENTAL NOTIFICATION OF INTENT

TO TERMINATE A PREGNANCY THROUGH ABORTION
89.1(135L) Title
89.2(135L) Purpose and scope
89.3(135L) Definitions
89.4 to 89.10 Reserved
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DECISION-MAKING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
89.11(135L) Purpose
89.12(135L) Initial appointment of a pregnant minor with a licensed physician from whom an

abortion is sought and certification procedure for the decision-making assistance
program

89.13 to 89.20 Reserved
NOTIFICATION PROCESS

89.21(135L) Notification of parent prior to the performance of abortion on a pregnant minor
89.22(135L) Exceptions to notification of parent
89.23(135L) Physician compliance
89.24 and 89.25 Reserved
89.26(135L) Fraudulent practice

CHAPTER 90
IOWA CHILD DEATH REVIEW TEAM

90.1(135) Purpose
90.2(135) Definitions
90.3(135) Agency
90.4(135) Membership
90.5(135) Officers
90.6(135) Meetings
90.7 Reserved
90.8(135) Team responsibilities
90.9(135) Liaisons
90.10(135) Confidentiality and disclosure of information
90.11(135) Immunity and liability

CHAPTER 91
IOWA DOMESTIC ABUSE DEATH REVIEW TEAM

91.1(135) Purpose
91.2(135) Definitions
91.3(135) Agency
91.4(135) Membership
91.5(135) Officers
91.6(135) Meetings
91.7(135) Expenses of team members
91.8(135) Team duties and responsibilities
91.9(135) Liaisons
91.10(135) Confidentiality and disclosure of information
91.11(135) Immunity and liability

CHAPTER 92
IOWA FATALITY REVIEW COMMITTEE

92.1(135) Purpose
92.2(135) Definitions
92.3(135) Committee
92.4(135) Formation of the committee
92.5(135) Committee protocol for review
92.6(135) Content of report
92.7(135) Consultation with county attorney
92.8(135) Supplemental report
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92.9(135) Confidentiality and disclosure of information
92.10(135) Immunity and liability

CHAPTER 93
Reserved

CHAPTER 94
CHILD PROTECTION CENTER GRANT PROGRAM

94.1(135) Scope and purpose
94.2(135) Definitions
94.3(135) Goals
94.4(135) Review process
94.5(135) Eligibility and criteria
94.6(135) Appeals

CHAPTER 95
VITAL RECORDS: GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

95.1(144) Definitions
95.2(144) Vital records and statistics
95.3(144) Forms—property of department
95.4(144) Information by others
95.5(144) Handling of vital records
95.6(144) Fees
95.7(144) General public access of vital records in the custody of the county registrar
95.8(144) Direct tangible interest in and entitlement to a vital record
95.9(144) Search and issuance of a certified copy of a vital record
95.10(144) Search and issuance for genealogy or family history
95.11(144) Registrars’ responsibility for maintenance of confidentiality
95.12(144) Disclosure of data
95.13(144) Preparation of certified copies
95.14(144) Cancellation of fraudulent records
95.15(144) Unlawful acts
95.16(144) Enforcement assistance

CHAPTER 96
BIRTH REGISTRATION

96.1(144) Definitions
96.2(144) Forms—property of department
96.3(144) Standard birth registration—up to seven days
96.4(144) Standard birth registration—seven days to one year
96.5(144) Birthing institutions
96.6(144) Non-birthing institutions
96.7(144) Non-institution birth
96.8(144) Gestational surrogate arrangement birth registration
96.9(144) Foundling birth registration
96.10(144) Newborn safe haven registration
96.11(144) Birth registration following a foreign-born adoption
96.12(144) Birth registration fees
96.13(144) Fee collection
96.14(144) Waivers
96.15(144) Fee deposit
96.16(144) Responsibilities of institutions
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96.17(144) Responsibility for births occurring in non-institutions and non-birthing institutions
96.18(144) Delayed birth registration—one year or more after event

CHAPTER 97
DEATH REGISTRATION AND DISPOSITION OF DEAD HUMAN BODIES

97.1(144) Definitions
97.2(144) Forms—property of department
97.3(144) Standard registration of death—up to one year
97.4(144) Standard registration of fetal death—up to one year
97.5(144) Preparation of the certificate of death or fetal death
97.6(144) Medical certification of death
97.7(144) Medical certification of fetal death
97.8(144) Medical certifier
97.9(144) Report of autopsy findings
97.10(144) Extension of time
97.11(144) Removal of a dead human body or fetus
97.12(144) Burial-transit permit
97.13(144) Transportation and disposition of a dead human body or fetus
97.14(144) Disinterment permits
97.15(144) Delayed death registration—one year or more after event
97.16(144) Registration of presumptive death
97.17(144) Release or final disposition of a dead human body or fetus by an institution
97.18(144) Additional record by funeral director

CHAPTER 98
MARRIAGE REGISTRATION

98.1(144,595) Definitions
98.2(144,595) Forms—property of department
98.3(144,595) Standard registration of marriage—up to one year
98.4(144,595) Application for a license to marry in Iowa
98.5(144,595) License to marry
98.6(144, 595) Certificate of marriage
98.7(144,595) Delayed registration of marriage—one year or more after date of event
98.8(144,595) Dissolution of marriage or annulment

CHAPTER 99
VITAL RECORDS MODIFICATIONS

99.1(144) Definitions
99.2(144) Forms—property of department
99.3(144) Forms used in the establishment of new records
99.4(144) Corrections of minor error in vital record—within one year of event
99.5(144) Amendment of certificate of live birth to add first or middle given name—within

one year of event
99.6(144) Amendment of vital record—one year or more after the event
99.7(144) Method of amendment of vital records
99.8(144) Correction or amendment of same item more than once
99.9(144) Other amendments to certificate of live birth
99.10(144) Correction or amendment to medical certification of cause of death
99.11(144) Correction or amendment to a certificate of marriage
99.12(144) Correction to a report of dissolution of marriage or annulment
99.13(144) Minimum information required to establish a new certificate of live birth
99.14(144) Establishment of new certificate of live birth following adoption
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99.15(144) Establishment of new certificate of live birth following a birth by gestational
surrogate arrangement

99.16(144) Certificate of live birth following voluntary paternity affidavit
99.17(144) Certificate of live birth following court determination of paternity
99.18(144) Certificate of live birth following recision of paternity affidavit or disestablishment

of paternity
99.19(144) Certificate of live birth following court-ordered change of name
99.20(144) Certificate of live birth following sex designation change

CHAPTER 100
VITAL RECORDS REGISTRIES AND REPORTS

100.1(144) Definitions
100.2(144) Forms—property of department
100.3(144) Declaration of paternity registry established
100.4(144) Mutual consent voluntary adoption registry established
100.5(144) Statistical report of termination of pregnancy report

CHAPTERS 101 to 106
Reserved

CHAPTER 107
BOARD-CERTIFIED BEHAVIOR ANALYST AND BOARD-CERTIFIED ASSISTANT BEHAVIOR

ANALYST (BCBA/BCaBA) GRANTS PROGRAM
107.1(135) Scope and purpose
107.2(135) Definitions
107.3(135) Eligibility criteria
107.4(135) Priority in grant awards
107.5(135) Amount of a grant
107.6(135) Use of funds
107.7(135) Review process
107.8(135) Reporting

CHAPTER 108
MEDICAL RESIDENCY TRAINING STATE MATCHING GRANTS PROGRAM

108.1(135) Scope and purpose
108.2(135) Definitions
108.3(135) Eligibility criteria
108.4(135) Amount of grant
108.5(135) Application and review process

CHAPTER 109
PRESCRIPTION DRUG DONATION REPOSITORY PROGRAM

109.1(135M) Definitions
109.2(135M) Purpose
109.3(135M) Eligibility criteria for program participation by medical facilities and pharmacies
109.4(135M) Standards and procedures for accepting donated prescription drugs and supplies
109.5(135M) Standards and procedures for inspecting and storing donated prescription drugs

and supplies
109.6(135M) Standards and procedures for dispensing donated prescription drugs and supplies
109.7(135M) Eligibility criteria for individuals to receive donated prescription drugs and supplies
109.8(135M) Forms and record keeping
109.9(135M) Handling fee
109.10(135M) List of drugs and supplies program will accept
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109.11(135M) Exemption from disciplinary action, civil liability and criminal prosecution
109.12 and 109.13 Reserved
109.14(135M) Prescription drug donation repository in disaster emergencies

CHAPTER 110
CENTER FOR RURAL HEALTH

AND PRIMARY CARE
110.1(135) Purpose and scope
110.2(135,135B) Definitions
110.3(135) Responsibilities of the center
110.4 to 110.10 Reserved

PRIMECARRE HEALTH CARE WORKFORCE AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT GRANT PROGRAM
110.11(135) Purpose
110.12 to 110.15 Reserved

PRIMECARRE PRIMARY CARE PROVIDER LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAM
110.16(135) Purpose

CHAPTER 111
IOWA NEEDS NURSES NOW INFRASTRUCTURE ACCOUNT

111.1(135) Scope and purpose
111.2(135) Definitions
111.3(135) Eligibility and criteria
111.4(135) Review process
111.5(135) Performance standards
111.6(135) Appeals

CHAPTER 112
Reserved

CHAPTER 113
PUBLIC HEALTH RESPONSE TEAMS

113.1(135) Definitions
113.2(135) Purpose
113.3(135) Sponsor agency
113.4(135) Public health response team members
113.5(135) Public health response team
113.6(135) Legal and other protections
113.7(135) Reporting requirements and duties

CHAPTER 114
PREPAREDNESS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

114.1(135) Definitions
114.2(135) Purpose
114.3(135) Appointment and membership
114.4(135) Officers
114.5(135) Meetings
114.6(135) Subcommittees
114.7(135) Expenses of preparedness advisory committee voting members
114.8(135) Committee composition

CHAPTERS 115 to 121
Reserved
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CHAPTER 122
ANATOMICAL GIFT PUBLIC AWARENESS AND TRANSPLANTATION FUND

122.1(142C) Scope and purpose
122.2(142C) Definitions
122.3(142C) State agencies or nonprofit legal entities
122.4(142C) Hospitals
122.5(142C) Transplant recipients and donors

CHAPTER 123
Reserved

CHAPTER 124
INTERAGENCY COORDINATING COUNCIL
FOR THE STATE MEDICAL EXAMINER

124.1(691) Purpose
124.2(691) Membership
124.3(691) Meetings
124.4(691) Duties
124.5(691) Minutes

CHAPTER 125
Reserved

CHAPTER 126
STATE MEDICAL EXAMINER

126.1(144,331,691) Definitions
126.2 Reserved
126.3(691) Fees for autopsies and related services and reimbursement for related expenses
126.4(691) Fees for tissue recovery

CHAPTER 127
COUNTY MEDICAL EXAMINERS

127.1(144,331,691) Definitions
127.2(331,691) Duties of medical examiners—jurisdiction over deaths which affect the public

interest
127.3(331,691) Autopsies
127.4(331,691) Fees
127.5(144,331,691) Death certificates—deaths affecting the public interest
127.6(331,691) Cremation
127.7(331,691) County medical examiner investigators
127.8(331,691) Deputy county medical examiners
127.9(331,691) Failure to comply with rules
127.10(331,691,22) Confidentiality
127.11(331,691,670) Indemnification

CHAPTERS 128 and 129
Reserved

CHAPTER 130
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES ADVISORY COUNCIL

130.1(147A) Definitions
130.2(147A) Purpose
130.3(147A) Appointment and membership
130.4(147A) Officers
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130.5(147A) Meetings
130.6(147A) Subcommittees
130.7 Reserved
130.8(147A) Council composition

CHAPTER 131
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES—PROVIDERS—INITIAL CERTIFICATION—RENEWAL

AND REACTIVATION—AUTHORITY—COMPLAINTS AND INVESTIGATIONS
131.1(147A) Purpose
131.2(147A,147D) Definitions
131.3(147A) Initial certification
131.4(147A) Background check results
131.5(147A) Authority
131.6(147A) Renewal standards, reactivation procedures, fees, and continuing education
131.7(147A,272C) Discipline—denial, citation and warning, probation, suspension, or revocation of

certificates or renewal
131.8(147A) Certification denial
131.9(147A) Emergency adjudicative proceedings
131.10(147A) Complaints, investigations and appeals

CHAPTER 132
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES—SERVICE PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION

132.1(147A) Definitions
132.2(147A) Service program—authorization and renewal procedures and inspections
132.3(147A) Service program operations
132.4(147A) Variances
132.5(147A) Complaints and investigations—denial, citation and warning, probation,

suspension or revocation of service program authorization or renewal

CHAPTER 133
WHITE FLASHING LIGHT AUTHORIZATION

133.1(321) Definitions
133.2(321) Purpose
133.3(321) Application
133.4(321) Approval, denial, probation, suspension and revocation of authorization
133.5(321) Appeal of denial, probation, or revocation of authorization

CHAPTER 134
TRAUMA CARE FACILITY CATEGORIZATION

AND VERIFICATION
134.1(147A) Definitions
134.2(147A) Trauma care facility categorization and verification
134.3(147A) Complaints and investigations and appeals—denial, citation and warning,

probation, suspension, and revocation of verification as a trauma care facility

CHAPTER 135
TRAUMA TRIAGE AND TRANSFER PROTOCOLS

135.1(147A) Definitions
135.2(147A) Trauma triage and transfer protocols
135.3(147A) Offenses and penalties
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CHAPTER 136
TRAUMA REGISTRY

136.1(147A) Definitions
136.2(147A) Trauma registry
136.3(147A) Offenses and penalties

CHAPTER 137
TRAUMA EDUCATION AND TRAINING

137.1(147A) Definitions
137.2(147A) Initial trauma education requirements
137.3(147A) Continuing trauma education requirements
137.4(147A) Offenses and penalties

CHAPTER 138
TRAUMA SYSTEM ADVISORY COUNCIL

138.1(147A) Definitions
138.2(147A) Purpose and duties
138.3(147A) Appointment and membership
138.4(147A) Officers
138.5(147A) Meetings
138.6(147A) Subcommittees
138.7(147A) Confidentiality
138.8(147A) Documentation
138.9 Reserved
138.10(147A) Council composition

CHAPTER 139
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES—TRAINING PROGRAMS—STUDENTS—COMPLAINTS

AND INVESTIGATIONS
139.1(147A) Purpose
139.2(147A) Definitions
139.3(147A) Initial application, renewal application, inspection and approval
139.4(147A) Training program standards, student requirements and variances
139.5(147A) Out-of-state training programs
139.6(147A) Failure to comply with rules
139.7(147A) Temporary variances
139.8(147A) Continuing education providers—approval, record keeping and inspection
139.9(147A) Discipline—denial, citation and warning, probation, suspension, or revocation of

training program approval or renewal
139.10(147A) Complaints, investigations and appeals

CHAPTER 140
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT GRANTS FUND

140.1(135) Definitions
140.2(135) Purpose
140.3(135) County EMS associations
140.4(135) County EMS system development grants

CHAPTER 141
LOVE OUR KIDS GRANT

141.1(321) Definitions
141.2(321) Purpose
141.3(321) Funding limitations
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141.4(321) Use of funds
141.5(321) Application process
141.6(321) Application denial—appeal

CHAPTER 142
OUT-OF-HOSPITAL DO-NOT-RESUSCITATE ORDERS

142.1(144A) Definitions
142.2(144A) Purpose
142.3(144A,147A) Responsibilities of the department
142.4(144A,147A) EMS providers
142.5(144A) Guidelines for non-EMS health care providers, patients, and organizations
142.6(144A) Revocation of the out-of-hospital do-not-resuscitate order
142.7(144A) Personal wishes of family members or other individuals who are not authorized

to act on the patient’s behalf
142.8(144A) Transfer of patients
142.9(144A) Application to existing orders

CHAPTER 143
AUTOMATED EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR MAINTENANCE

143.1(613) Purpose
143.2(613) Definition
143.3(613) AED maintenance

CHAPTER 144
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES—AIR MEDICAL SERVICE

PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION
144.1(147A) Definitions
144.2(147A) Authority of emergency medical care provider
144.3(147A) Air ambulance service program—authorization and renewal procedures,

inspections and transfer or assignment of certificates of authorization
144.4(147A) Service program levels of care and staffing standards
144.5(147A) Air ambulance service program—off-line medical direction
144.6(147A) Complaints and investigations—denial, citation and warning, probation,

suspension or revocation of service program authorization or renewal
144.7(147A) Temporary variances
144.8(147A) Transport options for air medical services

CHAPTER 145
IOWA PHYSICIAN ORDERS FOR SCOPE OF TREATMENT

145.1(144D) Definitions
145.2(144D) Purpose
145.3(144D) Responsibilities of the department

CHAPTER 146
STROKE CARE REPORTING

146.1(135) Purpose
146.2(135) Definitions
146.3(135) Stroke care reporting
146.4(135) Method and frequency of reporting
146.5(135) Confidentiality
146.6(135) Penalties and enforcement

CHAPTERS 147 to 149
Reserved
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CHAPTER 150
IOWA REGIONALIZED SYSTEM OF PERINATAL HEALTH CARE

150.1(135) Purpose and scope
150.2(135) Definitions
150.3(135) Perinatal guidelines advisory committee
150.4(135) Duties of statewide perinatal care team
150.5(135) Duties of the department
150.6(135) Maternal and neonatal levels of care—categorization and verification
150.7(135) Levels of maternal care
150.8(135) Maternal-fetal transport—all levels
150.9(135) Levels of neonatal care
150.10(135) Grant or denial of certificate of verification; and offenses and penalties
150.11(135) Prohibited acts
150.12(135) Construction of rules

CHAPTER 151
TOBACCO USE PREVENTION AND CONTROL

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP INITIATIVE
151.1(142A) Scope
151.2(142A) Community partnership areas
151.3(142A) Community partnerships
151.4(142A) Application requirements for community partnerships
151.5(142A) Performance indicators
151.6(142A) Application deadline
151.7(142A) Distribution of funding
151.8(142A) Gifts

CHAPTER 152
TOBACCO USE PREVENTION AND CONTROL FUNDING PROCESS

152.1(78GA,HF2565) Scope and purpose
152.2(78GA,HF2565) Funding
152.3(78GA,HF2565) Appeals

CHAPTER 153
SMOKEFREE AIR

153.1(82GA,HF2212) Purpose and scope
153.2(82GA,HF2212) Definitions
153.3(82GA,HF2212) Prohibition of smoking
153.4(82GA,HF2212) Areas where smoking not regulated
153.5(82GA,HF2212) Duties of employers, owners, operators, managers, and persons having

custody or control of a public place, place of employment, area declared
nonsmoking pursuant to 2008 Iowa Acts, House File 2212, section 5, or
outdoor areas where smoking is prohibited

153.6(82GA,HF2212) Duties of other state agencies and political subdivisions
153.7(82GA,HF2212) Leases
153.8(82GA,HF2212) Complaints and enforcement
153.9(82GA,HF2212) Limitation of rules
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CHAPTER 154
MEDICAL CANNABIDIOL PROGRAM

154.1(124E) Definitions
REGISTRATION CARDS

154.2(124E) Health care practitioner certification—duties and prohibitions
154.3(124E) Medical cannabidiol registration card—application and issuance to patient
154.4(124E) Medical cannabidiol registration card—application and issuance to primary

caregiver
154.5 Reserved
154.6(124E) Denial and cancellation
154.7(124E) Appeal
154.8(124E) Duplicate card
154.9(124E) Renewal
154.10(124E) Confidentiality
154.11 Reserved
154.12(124E) Fees
154.13(124E) Use of medical cannabidiol—smoking prohibited
154.14(124E) Allowable forms of medical cannabidiol
154.15 Reserved

MANUFACTURING
154.16(124E) Duties of the department
154.17(124E) Manufacturer operations
154.18(124E) Security requirements
154.19(124E) Location
154.20(124E) Advertising and marketing
154.21(124E) Packaging and labeling
154.22(124E) Transportation of medical cannabidiol and plant material
154.23(124E) Disposal of medical cannabidiol and plant material
154.24(124E) Record-keeping requirements
154.25(124E) Production requirements
154.26(124E) Quality assurance and control
154.27(124E) Supply and inventory
154.28(124E) Inspection by department or independent consultant
154.29(124E) Assessment of penalties
154.30(124E) Suspension or revocation of a manufacturer license
154.31(124E) Closure of operations
154.32 to 154.39 Reserved

DISPENSING
154.40(124E) Duties of the department
154.41(124E) Dispensary operations
154.42(124E) Security requirements
154.43(124E) Location
154.44(124E) Advertising and marketing
154.45(124E) Storage
154.46(124E) Dispensing
154.47(124E) Transportation of medical cannabidiol
154.48(124E) Disposal of medical cannabidiol
154.49(124E) Record-keeping requirements
154.50(124E) Quality assurance and control
154.51(124E) Inventory
154.52(124E) Inspection by department or independent consultant
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154.53(124E) Assessment of penalties
154.54(124E) Suspension or revocation of a dispensary license
154.55(124E) Closure of operations
154.56 to 154.59 Reserved

MEDICAL CANNABIDIOL BOARD
154.60(124E) Purpose and duties of board
154.61(124E) Organization of board and proceedings
154.62(124E) Official communications
154.63(124E) Office hours
154.64(124E) Public meetings
154.65(124E) Petitions for the addition or removal of medical conditions, medical treatments

or debilitating diseases
154.66 to 154.68 Reserved

LABORATORY TESTING
154.69(124E) Requirements of the department
154.70(124E) Requirements of a laboratory
154.71(124E) Requirements of a manufacturer
154.72(124E) Content testing
154.73(124E) Reporting requirements
154.74(124E) Record-keeping requirements
154.75(124E) Quality control
154.76(124E) Security requirements

CHAPTER 155
LICENSURE STANDARDS FOR SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER AND

PROBLEM GAMBLING TREATMENT PROGRAMS
155.1(125,135) Definitions
155.2(125,135) Licensing
155.3(125,135) Types of licenses
155.4(125,135) Nonassignability
155.5(125,135) Application procedures
155.6(125,135) Technical assistance
155.7(125,135) Inspection of applicants
155.8(125,135) License—approval
155.9(125,135) Written corrective action plan
155.10(125,135) Grounds for denial of license
155.11(125,135) Denial, suspension or revocation of a license
155.12(125,135) Contested case hearing
155.13(125,135) Rehearing application
155.14(125,135) Judicial review
155.15(125,135) Issuance of a license after denial, suspension or revocation
155.16(125,135) Complaints and investigations
155.17(125,135) License revision
155.18(125,135) Deemed status
155.19(125,135) Funding
155.20(125,135) Inspection
155.21(125,135) General standards for all programs
155.22(125,135) Inpatient and residential program facilities
155.23(125,135) Specific standards for inpatient and residential programs
155.24(125,135) Specific standards for inpatient and residential programs licensed to provide

services to juveniles
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155.25(125,135) Specific standards for substance use assessment and OWI evaluation-only programs
155.26 to 155.33 Reserved
155.34(125,135) Specific standards for enhanced treatment services
155.35(125,135) Specific standards for opioid treatment programs

TUBERCULOSIS (TB) SCREENING: HEALTH CARE WORKERS AND RESIDENTS
155.36(125,135) Purpose
155.37(125,135) Definitions
155.38(125,135) Tuberculosis screening of staff and residents

CHAPTER 156
Reserved

CHAPTER 157
STANDARDS FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT AND

ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS AND THE OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE
WHILE INTOXICATED (OWI) LAW

157.1(125) Definitions
157.2(125) Screening, evaluation, treatment, and drinking drivers course
157.3(125) Screening, evaluation, treatment, and drinking drivers course completion
157.4(125) Cost of evaluation and treatment
157.5(125) Timeliness
157.6(125) Confidentiality
157.7(125) Records
157.8(125) Reciprocity

CHAPTER 158
REGIONS FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT

158.1(125) Service areas established
158.2(125) Request for a change in service areas
158.3(125) Application
158.4(125) Notification of affected parties
158.5(125) Public hearing
158.6(125) Proposed decision
158.7(125) Change during term of contract
158.8(125) State board of health review
158.9(125) State board of health decision

CHAPTERS 159 to 169
Reserved

CHAPTER 170
ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT

170.1(17A,135) Definitions
170.2(17A,135) Mission
170.3(17A,136) State board of health
170.4(17A,135) Director of the department of public health
170.5(17A,135) Deputy director
170.6(17A,135) Executive team
170.7(17A,135) Administrative divisions of the department
170.8(17A) Central office
170.9(17A) Business hours
170.10(17A) Submission of materials
170.11(17A) Requests for information
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CHAPTER 171
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING

171.1(17A) Petition for rule making
171.2(17A) Briefs
171.3(17A) Inquiries
171.4(17A) Department consideration

CHAPTER 172
DECLARATORY ORDERS

172.1(17A) Petition for declaratory order
172.2(17A) Notice of petition
172.3(17A) Intervention
172.4(17A) Briefs
172.5(17A) Inquiries
172.6(17A) Service and filing of petitions and other papers
172.7(17A) Consideration
172.8(17A) Action on petition
172.9(17A) Refusal to issue order
172.10(17A) Contents of declaratory order—effective date
172.11(17A) Copies of orders
172.12(17A) Effect of a declaratory order

CHAPTER 173
CONTESTED CASES

173.1(17A) Scope and applicability
173.2(17A) Definitions
173.3(17A) Time requirements
173.4(17A) Requests for contested case proceeding
173.5(17A) Notice of hearing
173.6(17A) Presiding officer
173.7(17A) Waiver of procedures
173.8(17A) Telephone proceedings
173.9(17A) Disqualification
173.10(17A) Consolidation—severance
173.11(17A) Pleadings
173.12(17A) Service and filing of pleadings and other papers
173.13(17A) Discovery
173.14(17A,135) Subpoenas
173.15(17A) Motions
173.16(17A) Prehearing conference
173.17(17A) Continuances
173.18(17A) Withdrawals
173.19(17A) Intervention
173.20(17A) Hearing procedures
173.21(17A) Evidence
173.22(17A) Default
173.23(17A) Ex parte communication
173.24(17A) Recording costs
173.25(17A) Interlocutory appeals
173.26(17A) Final decision
173.27(17A) Appeals and review
173.28(17A) Applications for rehearing
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173.29(17A) Stays of department actions
173.30(17A) No factual dispute contested cases
173.31(17A) Emergency adjudicative proceedings

CHAPTER 174
AGENCY PROCEDURE FOR RULE MAKING

(Uniform Rules)

174.3(17A) Public rule-making docket
174.4(17A) Notice of proposed rule making
174.5(17A) Public participation
174.6(17A) Regulatory flexibility analysis
174.11(17A) Concise statement of reasons
174.13(17A) Agency rule-making record

CHAPTER 175
FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES AND PUBLIC RECORDS

175.1(17A,22) Definitions
175.2(17A,22) Statement of policy
175.3(17A,22) Requests for access to records
175.4(17A,22) Access to confidential records
175.5(17A,22) Requests for treatment of a record as a confidential record and its withholding

from examination
175.6(17A,22) Procedure by which additions, dissents, or objections may be entered into certain

records
175.7(17A,22) Consent to disclosure by the subject of a confidential record
175.8(17A,22) Notice to suppliers of information
175.9(17A,22) Disclosures without the consent of the subject
175.10(17A,22) Routine use
175.11(17A,22) Consensual disclosure of confidential records
175.12(17A,22) Release to subject
175.13(17A,22) Availability of records
175.14(17A,22) Personally identifiable information
175.15(17A,22) Other groups of records
175.16(17A,22) Data processing systems
175.17(17A,22) Applicability

CHAPTER 176
CRITERIA FOR AWARDS OR GRANTS

176.1(135,17A) Purpose
176.2(135,17A) Definitions
176.3(135,17A) Exceptions
176.4(135,17A) Requirements
176.5(135,17A) Review process (competitive applications only)
176.6 Reserved
176.7(135,17A) Public notice of available funds
176.8(135,17A) Appeals

CHAPTER 177
HEALTH DATA

177.1(76GA,ch1212) Purpose
177.2(76GA,ch1212) Definitions
177.3(76GA,ch1212) Description of data to be submitted
177.4(76GA,ch1212) Department studies
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177.5(76GA,ch1212) Fees
177.6(76GA,ch1212) Patient confidentiality
177.7 Reserved
177.8(76GA,ch1212) Address and specification for data submissions

CHAPTER 178
WAIVERS OF PUBLIC HEALTH
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES

178.1(17A,135) Waivers
178.2(17A,135) Sample petition for waiver

CHAPTER 179
COLLECTION OF DELINQUENT DEBTS

179.1(8A) Authorization
179.2(8A) Definitions
179.3(8A) Liability file
179.4(8A) Notification of offset
179.5(8A) Request to divide a jointly or commonly owned right to payment
179.6(8A) Appeal process
179.7(8A) Notice of offset

CHAPTERS 180 to 190
Reserved

CHAPTER 191
ADVISORY BODIES OF THE DEPARTMENT

191.1(135) Definitions
191.2(135) Purpose
191.3(135) Appointment
191.4(135) Officers
191.5(135) Meetings
191.6(135) Subcommittees
191.7(135) Expenses of advisory body members
191.8(135) Gender balance

CHAPTER 192
CHILD SUPPORT NONCOMPLIANCE

192.1(252J) Definitions
192.2(252J) Issuance or renewal of a license—denial
192.3(252J) Suspension or revocation of a license
192.4(17A,22,252J) Sharing of information

CHAPTER 193
IMPAIRED PRACTITIONER REVIEW COMMITTEE

193.1(272C) Definitions
193.2(272C) Purpose
193.3(272C) Composition of the committee
193.4(272C) Eligibility
193.5(272C) Terms of participation in the impaired practitioner recovery program
193.6(272C) Limitations
193.7(272C) Confidentiality
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CHAPTER 194
NONPAYMENT OF STATE DEBT

194.1(272D) Definitions
194.2(272D) Issuance or renewal of a license—denial
194.3(272D) Suspension or revocation of a license
194.4(272D) Sharing of information

CHAPTER 195
Reserved

CHAPTER 196
MILITARY SERVICE, VETERAN RECIPROCITY, AND SPOUSES OF ACTIVE DUTY SERVICE

MEMBERS
196.1(272C) Definitions
196.2(272C) Military education, training, and service credit
196.3(272C) Veteran and active duty military spouse reciprocity

CHAPTERS 197 to 201
Reserved

CHAPTER 202
CERTIFICATE OF NEED PROGRAM

202.1(135) Definitions
202.2(135) Letter of intent
202.3(135) Determination of reviewability
202.4(135) Submission of application
202.5(135) Organizational procedures
202.6(135) Public hearing on application
202.7(135) Summary review
202.8(135) Extension of review time
202.9(135) Rehearing of certificate of need decision
202.10(135) Status reports to affected persons
202.11(135) Finality
202.12(135) Project progress reports
202.13(135) Request for extension of certificate
202.14(135) Application changes after approval
202.15(135) Sanctions
202.16(135) Reporting requirements

CHAPTER 203
STANDARDS FOR CERTIFICATE OF NEED REVIEW

203.1 Reserved
203.2(135) Cardiac catheterization and cardiovascular surgery standards
203.3(135) Radiation therapy or radiotherapy standards
203.4(135) Computerized tomography standards
203.5(135) Long-term care
203.6 and 203.7 Reserved
203.8(135) Financial and economic feasibility
203.9 to 203.11 Reserved
203.12(135) Magnetic resonance imaging services standards
203.13(135) Positron emission tomography services standards
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CHAPTER 15
SWIMMING POOLS AND SPAS

641—15.1(135I) Applicability.
15.1(1) These rules apply to swimming pools, spas, wading pools, water slides, wave pools, spray

pads, and bathhouses connected to swimming pools owned or operated by local or state government,
or commercial interests or private entities including, but not limited to, public or private school
corporations, hotels, motels, camps, apartments, condominiums, health clubs and country clubs. These
rules do not apply to a residential swimming pool or spa that is permanently installed in a single-family
dwelling, to a decorative fountain, or to a therapeutic swimming pool or spa which is under the direct
supervision of qualified medical personnel.

15.1(2) These rules do not apply to a swimming pool or spa operated by a homeowners association
representing 72 or fewer dwelling units if the association bylaws, which also apply to a rental agreement
relative to any of the dwelling units, include an exemption from the requirements of this chapter,
provide for inspection of the swimming pool or spa by an entity other than the department or a local
inspection agency, and assume any liability associated with operation of the swimming pool and spa.
The association shall notify the department in writing if the association bylaws are amended as above.
The inspector designated by the association shall be a certified operator as defined in 15.3(1). A report
of the inspection shall be filed with the association secretary and shall be available to any association
member on request.

641—15.2(135I) Scope. These rules stipulate minimum safety and water quality requirements for
the operation of swimming pools and spas; standards for construction; procedures for registration;
qualifications for swimming pool and spa inspectors; qualifications for swimming pool and spa operators
and lifeguards; and procedures for health departments to provide for the inspection of swimming pools
and spas and enforcement of these rules. Swimming pools and spas which are in compliance with these
rules must also comply with the requirements of any other applicable federal, state or local laws, rules
or ordinances.

641—15.3(135I) Definitions and abbreviations.
15.3(1) Definitions.
“Air break” is a piping arrangement in which a drain from a fixture, appliance or device discharges

indirectly into a fixture, receptacle, or interceptor at a point below the flood-level rim of the receptacle.
“Air gap”means the unobstructed vertical distance through the free atmosphere between the lowest

opening from an inlet pipe and the flood-level rim of a receptacle or floor drain.
“Board of health” means a county, city, or district board of health.
“Body feed” means the continuous addition of controlled amounts of filtering aid during the

operation of a diatomaceous earth filter to maintain a permeable filter cake. This is sometimes referred
to as a “slurry feed.”

“Certified operator” means a person who has:
1. Successfully completed the Certified Pool/Spa Operator® course sanctioned by NSPF, the

Aquatic Facility Operator course sanctioned by NRPA, the Professional Pool & Spa Operator course
sanctioned by the APSP, the Licensed Aquatic Facility Technician course sanctioned by the American
Swimming Pool and Spa Association, or an equivalent course approved by the department; and

2. Been recertified as required by the sanctioning organization; and
3. Obtained the continuing education required by 15.11(2).
“Combined chlorine” means nitrogen-chlorine compounds formed by the reaction of a chlorine

disinfectant chemical with ammonia and organic nitrogen compounds as measured with a DPD
(diethyl-p-phenylene diamine) test kit or as measured by another method approved by the department.
Another term for combined chlorine is “chloramines.”

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.15.3.pdf
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“Construction” means the installation of a new swimming pool facility. “Construction” includes
modifications to an existing facility which change the total recirculated water volume or the total water
surface area by 20 percent or more.

“Deck” means a walkway immediately adjacent to a swimming pool.
“Decorative fountain”means a basin equipped with water sprays or jets that does not serve primarily

as a wading or swimming pool and whose drain is not directly connected to any type of suction device
for removing or recirculating the water.

“Deep water” means those areas of a swimming pool where the water is more than five feet deep.
“Department” means the Iowa department of public health.
“Di-chlor” means sodium dichloro-s-triazinetrione dihydrate. Di-chlor is a form of chlorine that

includes cyanuric acid in its formulation.
“Engineering plans” means plans and specifications certified in accordance with the rules of the

engineering and land surveying examining board or the architectural examining board by an engineer or
architect licensed to practice in the state of Iowa.

“Equalizer” means an arrangement including a pipe from an opening below the water level in a
swimming pool or spa to the body of a skimmer and a normally closed valve at the skimmer body.
The arrangement is designed to automatically prevent air from being drawn into the pump when the
water level drops below the skimmer inlet. The equalizer opening in a swimming pool or spa is a fully
submerged outlet.

“Facility” means a building, fenced enclosure, or lot where there is at least one swimming pool or
spa subject to regulation under Iowa Code chapter 135I and these rules.

“Field fabricated,” when applied to a sump or a cover/grate for a fully submerged outlet, means
constructed on site with conventional building materials or of a size and shape different from readily
available commercial sumps or cover/grates.

“Fill and drain wading pool” means a wading pool having no recirculation system.
“Filter” means a mechanical device for removing suspended particles from the swimming pool

water and refers to the complete mechanism including all component parts.
“Flow rating,” when applied to the cover/grate for a fully submerged outlet, means the maximum

flow rate in gpm through the cover/grate that will not cause body or hair entrapment as determined by
the test methods in the ASME standard.

“Fountain” means a water fountain that is not established primarily for swimming or wading, but
where swimming or wading is allowed, and that has a drain which is connected to a mechanical suction
device for removing or recirculating the water.

“Free chlorine”means the concentration of hypochlorous acid and hypochlorite ion in the swimming
pool water as measured with a DPD (diethyl-p-phenylene diamine) test kit or as measured by another
method approved by the department.

“Fully submerged outlet” means an outlet that is completely under water when the water is at the
normal operating level.

“Gravity outlet” means an outlet that directly connects to a tank or other structure that is at
atmospheric pressure. Water flows through a gravity outlet by the natural head of water over the outlet.

“Hose bib” means a fresh-water outlet that is threaded to permit the attachment of a garden hose.
“Hydrostatic relief valve” means a relief valve installed in the bottom of the swimming pool and

designed to operate automatically when the swimming pool is empty, relieving the groundwater pressure
around the structure by allowing the groundwater into the swimming pool tank.

“Inlet” means a fitting or opening through which recirculation water enters the swimming pool.
“Inspection agency” means the department, or a city, county or district board of health that has

executed with the department pursuant to the authority of Iowa Code chapters 28E and 135I an agreement
to inspect swimming pool/spa facilities and enforce these rules. The authority of a city, county or district
board of health is limited to the geographic area defined in the agreement executed with the department.
Within the defined geographic area, the city, county or district board of health is the “local inspection
agency.”

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/135I.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/28E.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/135I.pdf
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“Leisure river” means a closed-path channel of near constant depth with a river-like flow of water.
A leisure river may include water features and play devices. Leisure rivers are also called “lazy rivers”
or “slow rivers.”

“Lifeguard.”
1. “Certified lifeguard” means an individual who holds current certification in one of the

following courses and, where applicable, current additional certification in American Red Cross first
aid and American Red Cross or American Heart Association infant, child and adult CPR; two-person
CPR, or equivalent first-aid and CPR certification approved by the department:

● American Red Cross Lifeguard Training
● YMCA Lifeguarding
● Boy Scouts of America Lifeguard
2. “Licensed lifeguard” means an individual who holds a current license from the National Pool

and Waterpark Lifeguard Training Program in one of the following programs:
● National Pool and Waterpark Pool Lifeguard
● National Pool and Waterpark Lifeguard Training
● National Pool and Waterpark Deep Water Lifeguard
NOTE: Lifeguard, CPR and first-aid training programs will sometimes be renamed or restructured by

the sponsoring organization. American Red Cross lifeguard training now includes first aid and CPR; the
lifeguard receives the lifeguard certificate and a CPR certificate. Separate CPR and first-aid training is
available from the American Red Cross, the American Heart Association, and other providers. If there
is a question whether a specific training course will meet the requirements of these rules, information
about the course should be submitted to the department for evaluation.

“Main drain” means the outlet(s) at the deepest part of a swimming pool or spa.
“Manufacturer’s specifications” means written guidelines established by a manufacturer for the

installation and operation of the manufacturer’s equipment.
“Multisection water recreation pool” means a swimming pool with three or more distinct use areas

such as, but not limited to, a zero-depth play area, a water slide landing area, a lap swim area, and a
diving area.

“Outlet” means a fitting or opening, including the main drain, through which water leaves the
swimming pool or spa.

“Outlet system” means an arrangement of components associated with one or more connected fully
submerged outlets including the cover/grate(s), the sump(s), the piping, and the pump(s) if one or more
pumps are directly connected to the outlet(s).

“Perimeter overflow gutter”means a weir and trough around the perimeter of a swimming pool that
is used to skim the surface of the water and return the water to the treatment system.

“Plunge pool” means a pool designed to serve as a landing area for a water slide.
“Recirculation system” means the pump(s), piping, inlets, outlets, filtration system, chemical feed

systems and accessories provided to convey and treat the swimming pool or spa water to meet the water
quality standards in these rules.

“Reconstruction” means the replacement or modification of a swimming pool or spa shell or deck,
a swimming pool or spa recirculation system, a perimeter overflow gutter or skimmer, or a bathhouse
associated with a public swimming pool or spa. “Reconstruction” does not include the replacement
of equipment or piping previously approved by the department, provided that the type and size of the
equipment are not revised, nor does it include normal maintenance or repair.

“Residential swimming pool” means any swimming pool that is used, or intended to be used, in
connection with a single-family residence and that is available only to the family of the householder
and the householder’s private guests. A residential swimming pool used for any commercial purpose,
including, but not limited to, swimming lessons or exercise classes, shall comply with the requirements
of 15.4(6)“n.” A residential swimming pool used for private swimming lessons for over 207 hours
in a calendar month, or the number of hours prescribed by local ordinance applicable to such use of
a residential swimming pool, whichever is greater, shall be considered a public swimming pool and
shall be subject to all the requirements of this chapter. A residential swimming pool used for any other

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.15.4.pdf
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commercial purposes for more than 60 hours in a calendar month shall be considered a public swimming
pool and shall be subject to all the requirements of this chapter.

“Shallow water” means those areas of a swimming pool where the water is 5 ft deep or less.
“Shallow water guard.”
1. “Certified shallow water guard” means a person who has current certification in American Red

Cross basic water rescue, current certification in American Red Cross first aid, and current certification in
American Red Cross or American Heart Association infant, child and adult CPR, or equivalent training
approved by the department.

2. “Licensed shallow water guard” means a person who holds a current license from the National
Pool and Waterpark Lifeguard Training Program as a National Pool and Waterpark Shallow Water
Waterpark Lifeguard.

NOTE: Water safety, CPR and first-aid training programs will sometimes be renamed or restructured
by the sponsoring organization. If there is a question whether a specific training course will meet the
requirements of these rules, information about the course should be submitted to the department for
evaluation.

“Skimmer”means amanufactured device designed to be directly connected to the recirculation pump
suction and used to skim the swimming pool over a self-adjusting weir.

“Spa” means a structure, chamber, or tank, such as a hot tub or whirlpool, that is designed for
recreational or therapeutic use and is designed not to be drained, cleaned, and refilled after each
individual use. A spa is designed to provide a means of agitation. A swimming pool with a bench
equipped with agitation is not considered a spa provided that the bench length is no more than 10
percent of the swimming pool perimeter and that the water temperature is maintained at 90°F or less.
Rules 641—15.51(135I) and 641—15.52(135I) define minimum standards for the operation and design
of spas.

“Speed slide” means a water slide which is designed to enter users into a plunge pool or other
deceleration arrangement at a speed of 30 ft per second or more.

“Spray pad”means a constructed area equipped with water sprays or other water play features where
the water is intended to contact the users. A spray pad includes no standing water. A spray pad uses water
that is recirculated independently or from an associated swimming pool. Spray pads are also called “wet
decks,” “splash pads,” “interactive play attractions,” “water recreation attractions,” and other names.

A play area with sprays or other features that includes no standing water and that uses only potable
water that is not circulated (the water drains to waste) is not included in this definition.

“Suction outlet” means an outlet that is directly connected to the inlet side of a circulation pump.
“Superchlorination” means the addition of a chlorine disinfectant compound to a swimming pool

or spa to a concentration at least ten times the combined chlorine concentration before the addition.
Treatment of swimming pool or spa water with nonchlorine chemicals to eliminate or suppress combined
chlorine is not superchlorination.

“Swimming pool” means a structure, chamber, tank, or area constructed of man-made material
through which water is circulated and that is designed and operated for recreation, training, or
competition that includes full body contact with the water. This definition includes, but may not be
limited to, swimming pools, wading pools, spray pads, leisure rivers, water slides, and wave pools. The
swimming pool may be either publicly or privately owned. This definition includes, but is not limited
to, swimming pools operated by cities, counties, public and private schools, hotels, motels, camps,
apartments, condominiums, and health clubs and country clubs.

1. “Class A swimming pool” means a swimming pool with a water surface area of 1500 ft2 or
more, except for wading pools.

2. “Class B swimming pool” means a swimming pool with a water surface area of less than 1500
ft2.

“Swimming pool slide”means any device used to enter a swimming pool by sliding down an inclined
plane or through a tube. “Swimming pool slide” as used in this chapter is equipment generally similar to
a playground slide. A swimming pool slide shall have a slide path of 20 ft or less in length and a water
flow down the slide of 20 gpm or less. A slide exceeding either of these criteria shall be a water slide.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.15.51.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.15.52.pdf
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“Temporary spa” means a spa which is installed or situated in one location for a period of less than
30 days.

“Total bromine” means the concentration of hypobromous acid, hypobromite ion and
nitrogen-bromine compounds in the swimming pool water as measured with a DPD (diethyl-p-phenylene
diamine) test kit or as measured by another method approved by the department.

“Tri-chlor” means trichloro-s-triazinetrione. Tri-chlor is a form of chlorine that includes cyanuric
acid in its formulation.

“Unblockable,” when applied to a cover/grate for a fully submerged outlet, means a size and shape
that cannot be fully covered by an 18-inch by 23-inch mat with 4-inch-diameter rounded corners and the
differential pressure generated by the flow through the uncovered open area is not enough to cause body
entrapment. “Unblockable” is evaluated by the methods specified in the ASME standard.

“Wading pool” means a swimming pool that is no more than 24 inches deep at any point and that is
primarily intended for use by young children for general recreation or training.

“Water slide” means a recreational ride which is a sloped trough-like or tubular structure using
water as a lubricant and as a method of regulating rider velocity and which terminates in a plunge pool,
swimming pool, or in a specially designed deceleration structure. “Water slide” includes appurtenant
structures and devices, such as a plunge pool, pump reservoir, recirculation equipment, flume pumps,
and access structures, when they are provided.

“Wave pool” means a swimming pool of special shape and design which is provided with
wave-generating equipment.

“Zero-depth pool”means a swimming pool in which the pool floor intersects the water surface along
at least one side of the pool. This definition does not include wading pools.

15.3(2) Abbreviations.
“AFO” means aquatic facility operator.
“AGA” means American Gas Association, 400 N. Capitol Street, NW, Washington, DC 20001.
“ANSI” means American National Standards Institute, 25 West 43rd Street, New York, NY 10036.
“APSP” means the Association of Pool & Spa Professionals (formerly National Spa and Pool

Institute (NSPI)), 2111 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, Virginia 22314.
“ASME” means American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Three Park Avenue, New York, NY

10016-5990.
“ASME standard” means ASME/ANSI A112.19.8a-2008, “Suction Fittings for Use in Swimming

Pools, Wading Pools, Spas, and Hot Tubs.” The standard sets performance requirements and test methods
for pool and spa fittings, covers and grates for physical strength, ultraviolet light resistance, and hair and
body entrapment prevention. The standard can be purchased from ANSI by calling (212)642-4980 or at
webstore.ansi.org.

“AWWA” means American Water Works Association, 6666 West Quincy Avenue, Denver, CO
80235.

“BTU” means British thermal unit.
“CPO®” means certified swimming pool/spa operator.
“CPR” means cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
“feet” means feet of water (feet × 0.43 = psi) when used in discussing pump requirements.
“ft” means foot or feet (distance).
“ft2” means square foot or square feet.
“gal” means gallon(s).
“gpm” means gal per minute.
“in Hg” means inches of mercury (in Hg × 0.49 = psi).
“in2” means square inch(es).
“LAFT” means licensed aquatic facility technician.
“mg/L” means milligram(s) per liter.
“mV” means millivolts.
“NRPA” means National Recreation and Park Association, 22377 Belmont Ridge Road, Ashburn,

VA 20148.

http://webstore.ansi.org/
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“NSF” means NSF International (formerly National Sanitation Foundation), 789 N. Dixboro Road,
P.O. Box 130140, Ann Arbor, MI 48113-0140.

“NSPF®”means National Swimming Pool Foundation, 4775 Granby Circle, Colorado Springs, CO
80919.

“ORP” means oxidation-reduction potential.
“ppm” means parts per million; mg/L and ppm are equivalent terms.
“PPSO” means professional pool and spa operator.
“psi” means pounds per square inch.
“sec” means second (time).
“Standard 50” means NSF/ANSI Standard 50, “Circulation System Components for Swimming

Pools, Spas, or Hot Tubs.”
“TDH” means total dynamic head.
“UL” means Underwriters Laboratories, 333 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, IL 60062-2096.

[ARC 7839B, IAB 6/3/09, effective 7/8/09; ARC 2279C, IAB 12/9/15, effective 1/13/16]

SWIMMING POOLS

641—15.4(135I) Swimming pool operations. Swimming pools shall be operated in a safe, sanitary
manner and shall meet the following operational standards.

15.4(1) Filtration and recirculation.
a. Filtration. A swimming pool, except a fill and drain wading pool, shall have a filtration system

in good working condition which provides water clarity in compliance with the water quality standards
of 15.4(2).

b. Recirculation. The recirculation system of a swimming pool shall meet the following
requirements:

(1) During the operating season, pumps, filters, disinfectant feeders, flow indicators, gauges, and
all related components of the swimming pool water recirculation system shall be operated continuously
except for backwashing or servicing.

(2) The recirculation system shall have an operating pressure gauge located in front of the filter if
it is a pressure filter system. A vacuum filter system shall have a vacuum gauge located between the
filter and the pump.

(3) The recirculation system shall have inlets adequate in design, number, location, and spacing to
ensure effective distribution of treatedwater andmaintenance of uniform disinfectant residual throughout
the swimming pool.

(4) Swimming pools shall have a means for skimming the pool water surface.
1. Each skimmer shall have an easily removable basket or screen upstream from any valve.

Self-adjusting weirs shall be in place to provide skimming action.
2. Gutter or skimmer drainage shall be sufficient to minimize flooding and prevent backflow of

skimmed water into the swimming pool.
c. Wastewater. Backwash water from a swimming pool shall be discharged through an air break

or an air gap.
d. Water supply. The water supplied to a swimming pool shall be from a water supply meeting the

requirements of the department of natural resources for potable water.
(1) Water supplied to a swimming pool shall be discharged to the pool system through an air gap or

a reduced-pressure principle backflow device meeting AWWA C-511-97, “Reduced-Pressure Principle
Backflow-Prevention Assembly.”

(2) Each hose bib at a facility shall be equipped with an atmospheric vacuum breaker or a hose
connection backflow preventer.

e. Swimming pool water heaters.
(1) Electric water heaters shall bear the seal of UL.
(2) Gas-fired water heaters shall bear the seal of the AGA and shall be equipped with a pressure

relief valve.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7839B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2279C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.15.4.pdf
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(3) Fuel-burning water heaters shall be vented to the outside in accordance with the Iowa state
plumbing code.

(4) Each indoor swimming pool equipment room with fuel-burning water heating equipment shall
have one or more openings to the outside of the room for the provision of combustion air.

f. Fill and drain wading pools. Each fill and drain wading pool shall be drained at least once every
12 hours and left empty when the pool is not open for use.

15.4(2) Water quality and testing.
a. Disinfection.
(1) Swimming pool water shall have a free chlorine residual of at least 1.0 ppm and no greater than

8.0 ppm, or a total bromine residual of at least 2.0 ppm and no greater than 18 ppm when the swimming
pool is open for use, except as given in Table 1.

(2) The swimming pool shall be closed if the free chlorine is measured to be less than 0.6 ppm or
the total bromine is measured to be less than 1.0 ppm.

(3) The swimming pool shall be closed if a free chlorine measurement exceeds 8.0 ppm or if the
total bromine measurement exceeds 18 ppm, except as given in Table 1.

(4) If an ORP controller with a readout meeting the requirements of 15.4(2)“f”(4) is installed on
the swimming pool system, the swimming pool water shall have an ORP of at least 700 mV, but no
greater than 880 mV, except as given in Table 1. The swimming pool shall be closed if the ORP is less
than 650 mV or greater than 880 mV.

(5) The swimming pool shall be closed if the cyanuric acid concentration in the swimming pool
water exceeds 80 ppm. The swimming pool may be reopened when the cyanuric acid concentration is
40 ppm or less.

(6) No cyanuric acid shall be added to an indoor swimming pool after May 4, 2005, except through
an existing chemical feed system designed to deliver di-chlor or tri-chlor. No cyanuric acid in any form
shall be added to an indoor swimming pool after May 31, 2008.

Table 1

Preferred Operating Range Acceptable Operating Range
ORP (mV) Free Cl (ppm) Total Br (ppm) ORP (mV) Free Cl (ppm) Total Br (ppm)
700-880 1.0-8.0 2.0-18.0 700-880 0.50-0.90 1.0-2.0

650-700# 1.0-8.0 2.0-18.0
650-700† 8.2-10.0 18.5-22.0

# If these conditions occur on any 5 consecutive days or on any 10 days within a 14-day period, the facility management shall evaluate
water parameters including, but not limited to, cyanuric acid, pH, combined chlorine, and phosphates (ortho- and total); and other
conditions at the swimming pool. The facility management shall modify parameters and conditions as practical to bring the ORP
to a minimum of 700 mV. The evaluation shall be completed within 30 days after the low ORP condition is known to the facility
management. A written report of the evaluation shall be kept with the pool records.
† If these conditions occur on any 3 consecutive days or on any 7 days within a 14-day period, the facility management shall notify the
local inspection agency and shall cause the conditions at the swimming pool specified in the previous footnote and the function of
the ORP equipment to be investigated by a professional pool service company. A written report detailing source water parameters,
pool water parameters, pool design (including information about the installed mechanical and chemical equipment), other conditions
affecting the disinfectant concentration and the ORP, and the actions taken to increase ORP relative to the disinfectant residual shall be
submitted to the local inspection agency within 30 days after the low ORP condition is known to the facility management.

b. pH level. The pH of swimming pool water shall be 7.2 to 7.8. An inspection agencymay require
that a swimming pool be closed if the pH is less than 6.8 or greater than 8.2.

c. Water clarity. A swimming pool that is less than 8 ft deep shall be closed if the grate openings
on the main drain are not clearly visible from the deck. A swimming pool that is 8 ft deep or deeper shall
be closed if the main drain is not clearly visible from the deck.

d. Bacteria detection.
(1) If coliform bacteria are detected in a sample taken in accordance with 15.4(2)“e”(6), the

swimming pool shall be superchlorinated and a check sample shall be taken when the disinfectant
residual is within the requirements of paragraph “a” above. If coliform bacteria are detected in

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.15.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.15.4.pdf
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the check sample, the swimming pool shall be closed. The swimming pool may reopen when no
coliform bacteria are detected in a swimming pool water sample taken when the pool water meets the
requirements of paragraphs “a,” “b” and “c” above.

(2) The facility management shall notify the local inspection agency of the positive bacteriological
result within one business day after the facility management has become aware of the result.

e. Test frequency. The results of the tests required below shall be recorded in the swimming pool
records.

(1) The disinfectant residual in the swimming pool water shall be tested or the ORP of the
swimming pool water shall be checked each day within one-half hour of the swimming pool opening
time and at intervals not to exceed four hours thereafter until the swimming pool closing time. For
swimming pools at condominiums, apartments or homeowners associations with 25 or fewer living
units, testing must be performed at least once each day that the swimming pool is available for use.

If the swimming pool is equipped with an automatic controller with a readout or local printout of
ORP meeting the requirements of 15.4(2)“f”(4), the operator may make visual readings of ORP in lieu
of manual testing, but the swimming pool water shall be tested manually for disinfectant residual at least
twice per day. Both ORP and disinfectant residual shall be recorded when manual testing is done. The
operator shall specify in the swimming pool records which results are from the manual tests.

(2) The pH of the swimming pool water shall be tested each day within one-half hour of the
swimming pool opening time and at intervals not to exceed four hours thereafter until the swimming
pool closing time. For swimming pools at condominiums, apartments or homeowners associations with
25 or fewer living units, testing for pH must be performed at least once each day that the swimming
pool is available for use.

If the swimming pool is equipped with an automatic controller with a readout or local printout of
pH meeting the requirements of 15.4(2)“f”(5), the operator may make visual readings of pH in lieu of
manual testing, but the swimming pool water shall be tested manually for pH at least twice per day. The
operator shall specify in the swimming pool records which results are from the manual tests.

(3) The swimming pool water shall be tested for total alkalinity at least once in each week that the
swimming pool is open for use. The swimming pool shall be tested for calcium hardness at least once in
each month that the swimming pool is open for use.

(4) If a chlorine chemical is used for disinfection, the swimming pool water shall be tested for
combined chlorine at least once in each week that the swimming pool is open for use.

(5) If cyanuric acid or a stabilized chlorine is used at a swimming pool, the swimming pool water
shall be tested for cyanuric acid at least once in each week that the swimming pool is open for use.

(6) At least once in each month that a swimming pool is open for use, the facility management
shall submit a sample of the swimming pool water to a laboratory certified by the department of natural
resources for the determination of coliform bacteria in drinking water. The sample shall be analyzed for
total coliform.

f. Test equipment.
(1) Each facility shall have functional water testing equipment for free chlorine and combined

chlorine, or total bromine; pH; total alkalinity; calcium hardness; and cyanuric acid (if cyanuric acid or
a stabilized chlorine is used at the facility).

(2) The test equipment shall provide for the direct measurement of free chlorine and combined
chlorine from 0 to 10 ppm in increments of 0.2 ppm or less over the full range, or total bromine from 0
to 20 ppm in increments of 0.5 ppm or less over the full range.

(3) The test equipment shall provide for the measurement of swimming pool water pH from 7.0 to
8.0 with at least five increments in that range.

(4) A controller readout used in lieu of manual disinfectant residual testing shall be a numerical
analog or digital display (indicator lights are not acceptable) with an ORP scale with a range of at least
600 to 900 mV with increments of 20 mV or less.

(5) A controller readout used in lieu of manual pH testing shall be a numerical analog or digital
display (indicator lights are not acceptable) with a pH range at least equal to the range required in
15.4(2)“f”(3) with increments of 0.2 or less over the full range.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.15.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.15.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.15.4.pdf
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g. Operator availability. A person knowledgeable in testing water and in operating the water
treatment equipment shall be available whenever a swimming pool is open for use.

15.4(3) Chemical feed equipment and cleaning.
a. Chemical feed equipment.
(1) Equipment for continuous feed of chlorine, a chlorine compound or a bromine compound to

the swimming pool water shall be provided and shall be operational. The equipment shall be adjustable
in at least five increments over its feed capacity. Where applicable, the chemical feeder shall be listed
by NSF or another listing agency approved by the department for compliance with Standard 50.

(2) Equipment for the continuous feed of a chemical for pH adjustment of the swimming pool water
shall be provided and shall be operational for each Class A swimming pool and for each swimming pool
constructed after July 1, 1998. Where applicable, the chemical feeder shall be listed by NSF or another
listing agency approved by the department for compliance with Standard 50.

b. Cleaning.
(1) The inspection agency may require that a swimming pool be drained and scrubbed with a

disinfecting agent prior to further usage.
(2) A vacuum system shall be provided to remove dirt from the bottom of the swimming pool.
15.4(4) Safety.
a. Chemical safety.
(1) No disinfectant chemical, pH control chemical, algaecide, shock treatment chemical, or any

other chemical that is toxic or irritating to humans may be added to the swimming pool water from the
deck of the swimming pool while the swimming pool is in use. When chemical additions are made
from the deck, the swimming pool shall be closed from use for at least one-half hour. The operator shall
test the swimming pool water as appropriate before allowing use of the swimming pool. The chemical
addition and the test results shall be recorded in the swimming pool records.

(2) Swimming pool treatment chemicals shall be stored and handled in accordance with the
manufacturer’s recommendations.

(3) Material safety data sheets (MSDS) for the chemicals used at the pool shall be at the facility in
a location known and readily accessible to the facility staff.

(4) Chemical storage containers shall be clearly labeled.
(5) A chemical hazard warning sign shall be placed at the entrance of a room where chemicals are

used or stored or where bulk containers are located.
b. Stairs, ladders, recessed steps, and ramps.
(1) Ladders or recessed steps shall be provided in the deep portion of a swimming pool. Stairs,

ladders, recessed steps, or ramps shall be provided in the shallow portion if the vertical distance from
the bottom of the swimming pool to the deck is more than 2 ft.

(2) Ladders, ladder rungs and ramps shall be securely anchored.
(3) The distance between the swimming pool wall to the vertical rail of a ladder shall be no greater

than 6 inches and no less than 3 inches. The lower end of each ladder rail shall be securely covered with
a smooth nonmetallic cap. The lower end of each ladder rail shall be within 1 inch of the swimming pool
wall.
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(4) Stairs, ladder rungs, ramps and recessed steps shall be slip-resistant.
(5) If a swimming pool is over 30 ft wide, recessed steps, ladders, ramps, or stairs shall be installed

on each side. If a stairway centered on the shallow end wall of the swimming pool is within 30 ft of each
side of the swimming pool, that end of the swimming pool shall be considered in compliance with this
subparagraph.

(6) Each set of recessed steps shall be equipped with a securely anchored grab rail on each side of
the recessed steps.

(7) Each set of stairs and each ramp shall be equipped with a securely anchored handrail(s).
(8) When stairs are provided for entry into a swimming pool, a stripe at least 1 inch wide of a color

contrasting with the step surface and with the swimming pool floor shall be marked at the top front edge
of each tread. The stripe shall be slip-resistant.

c. Diving areas.
(1) No diving shall be permitted in areas where the water is 5 ft deep or less except for purposes of

competition or training. The diving shall be supervised by a lifeguard, swim instructor or swim coach.
(2) Starting blocks shall only be used for competition or training purposes under the supervision

of a lifeguard, swim instructor, or swim coach. Starting blocks and starting block installation shall meet
the requirements of the competition governing body (National Collegiate Athletic Association, USA
Swimming, or National Federation of State High School Associations). When the swimming pool is
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open for general use, the starting blocks shall be secured from use by removal, covering, or signage and
active supervision.

(3) Diving boards shall be permitted only if the diving area dimensions conform to the minimum
requirements indicated in Figure 2, Table 2 and Table 3. Alternative diving well configurations may be
used, subject to the approval of the department.

(4) There shall be a completely unobstructed clear distance of 13 ft above the diving board,
measured from the center of the front end of the board. This area shall extend at least 8 ft behind, 8 ft to
each side, and 16 ft ahead of the measuring point.

(5) Diving boards and platforms over 3 meters in height are prohibited except where approved by
the department.

(6) Diving boards and platforms shall have a slip-resistent surface.
(7) Where the top of a diving board or platform is more than 18 inches above the deck, stairs or a

ladder shall be provided for access to the diving board or platform.
(8) Handrails shall be provided at all steps and ladders leading to diving boards which are more

than 32 inches above the deck.
(9) A platform or diving board that is 32 inches or more above the swimming pool deck shall have

a guardrail on both sides. The guardrails shall be at least 36 inches high and shall extent to the edge of
the deck. The guardrails shall have at least one horizontal mid-bar.

(10) Supports, platforms, and steps for diving boards shall be of substantial construction and of
sufficient structural strength to safely carry the maximum anticipated load.

NOTE: The information contained in Figure 2 and Tables 2 and 3 is for swimming pools constructed
prior toMarch 14, 1990. Swimming pools constructed after March 14, 1990, shall meet the requirements
contained in 15.5(13)“a.”

When determining distances set out in Tables 2 and 3, measurements shall be taken from the top
center of the front edge of the diving board. The reference water level shall be the midpoint of the
skimmer opening for a skimmer pool or a stainless steel gutter system with surge weirs. The reference
water level for a gutter pool shall be the top of the gutter weir.
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Table 2

Minimum Dimensions
Diving Board
Height Above

Water

Maximum Diving
Board Length

D1 D2 L1 L2 L3

Deck level to 2/3 meter 10 ft 7 ft 8.5 ft 2.5 ft 8 ft 10.5 ft
Greater than 2/3 meter to 3/4 meter 12 ft 7.5 ft 9 ft 3 ft 9 ft 12 ft
Greater than 3/4 meter to 1 meter 16 ft 8.5 ft 10 ft 4 ft 10 ft 15 ft
Greater than 1 meter to 3 meters 16 ft 11 ft 12 ft 6 ft 10.5 ft 21 ft

Table 3

Minimum Distance
Diving Board Height

Above Water
To Pool Side To 1-Meter Diving

Board
To 3-Meter Diving

Board
Deck level to 1 meter 9 ft 8 ft 10 ft
Greater than 1 meter 11 ft 10 ft 10 ft

d. Lifeguards and shallow water guards.
(1) Except for wading pools and spray pads, lifeguards are required at municipal and school

swimming pools of any size and other swimming pools having a water surface area of 1500 ft2 or larger.
Swimming pools operated by apartments, condominiums, country clubs, neighborhoods, manufactured
home communities, or mobile home parks are exempt from lifeguard requirements.

(2) Shallow water guards may be used at plunge pools which are 5 ft deep or less and at wading
pools.

(3) For open recreation swimming, there shall be at least one lifeguard guarding the pool at all
times for up to 30 swimmers in the water; for over 30 swimmers in the water, there shall be at least
two lifeguards on duty, one of whom shall be guarding the pool at all times for up to 125 swimmers in
the water. An additional lifeguard shall be provided for each additional 125 swimmers in the water or
fraction thereof.

NOTE: This is the minimum lifeguard coverage acceptable under these rules. It is the responsibility
of the management of each facility to evaluate the facility configuration, the features of the facility,
including water slides, spray pads, play features, etc., the patrons, and the type of use, and to determine
the facility-specific requirements for supervision by lifeguards.

(4) For a structured swimming program, such as lap swim, competitive swimming, water exercise
classes, swim lessons and physical education classes, a lifeguard is not required provided the program
is supervised by an instructor, teacher, or coach who is a lifeguard or who has current certification from
the American Red Cross in basic water rescue, first aid, and infant, child and adult CPR, or equivalent
training approved by the department. An instructor, teacher or coach may be responsible for a maximum
of 30 persons within a structured activity. If more than 30 persons are involved in a structured activity,
a second qualified supervisor must be present.

(5) Water slide attendants. Each water slide shall have a minimum of two attendants, one stationed
at the top of the slide and one at the bottom of the slide. If the plunge pool is shallow, the water slide
attendants shall be either lifeguards or shallow water guards. If the plunge pool includes deep water,
the water slide attendants shall be lifeguards. Where the water slide attendant stationed at the bottom
of a slide which empties into a swimming pool is a shallow water guard, the attendant shall only be
responsible for guarding the water slide landing area.

The department may approve alternate water slide management based on a review of the slide and
swimming pool configuration. Alternate water slide management plans shall be in writing and shall be
at the facility during the operating season.
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If two or three water slides start at the same platform and the distance between the centerlines of any
two start structures is 10 ft or less, one attendant may supervise the slides. If two or three water slides
terminate within the same landing area, one attendant may supervise the landing area.

e. Lifeguard chairs. For outdoor swimming pools where lifeguards are required by rule, at least
one elevated lifeguard chair or station shall be provided for a swimming pool with a water surface area
of 2000 to 4000 ft2 inclusive; at least two chairs shall be provided if the area is 4001 to 6000 ft2; and at
least three chairs shall be provided if the area is 6001 ft2 or more. Swimming pools are not required to
have more than three lifeguard chairs or stations. This requirement does not apply to wave pools, leisure
rivers, spray pads, or wading pools.

f. Emergency equipment and facilities.
(1) Except for wading pools, a minimum of one unit of lifesaving equipment shall be provided for

each 1500 ft2 of water surface area or fraction thereof. The area of a swimming pool where the water
is 2 ft deep or less may be subtracted from the total area for this requirement. A swimming pool is not
required to have more than ten units of lifesaving equipment.

(2) A unit of lifesaving equipment consists of one of the following:
1. A U.S. Coast Guard-recognized ring buoy fitted with a ¼-inch diameter line with a length of at

least one-half the width of the pool, but no more than 60 ft; or
2. A life pole, or a “shepherd’s crook” of at least 8 ft in length, and having blunted ends; or
3. A rescue buoy made of lightweight, hard, buoyant plastic with molded handgrips along each

side and provided with a 4- to 6-ft tow rope and shoulder strap; or
4. A rescue tube made of a soft, strong foam material 3 inches by 6 inches by 40 inches with a

molded strap providing a ring at one end and a hook at the other. Attached to the end with the ring shall
be a 6-ft-long towline with a shoulder strap; or

5. Any other piece of rescue equipment approved by the department.
NOTE: Rescue equipment identified in 15.4(4)“f”(2)“3” and 15.4(4)“f”(2)“4” above shall be used

only at swimming pools where lifeguards are employed. If a facility employs lifeguards (whether
required by rule or not), the lifeguards shall be provided with the minimum equipment required by their
training including, but not necessarily limited to, rescue tubes and personal CPR masks.

(3) Lifesaving equipment shall be mounted in conspicuous places around the swimming pool deck
during normal operations.

(4) A swimming pool facility shall have a first-aid kit which contains, at a minimum, the following:
1. Band-Aids.
2. Sterile 4″ × 4″ bandage compress.
3. Self-adhering gauze bandage.
4. Disposable gloves.
5. Chemical cold compress.
Where lifeguards are not provided, the first-aid kit shall be prominently mounted in the swimming

pool enclosure, or a sign stating its location shall be posted near the swimming pool. The first-aid kit
shall be accessible when the swimming pool is open.

(5) A standard spine board with straps and a head immobilizer shall be provided at each swimming
pool where lifeguards are required by rule.

(6) Except for wading pools and spray pads, each swimming pool where lifeguards are not provided
shall have a designated emergency telephone or equivalent emergency communication system that can
be operated without coins. The communication system shall be available to users of swimming pools
when the swimming pool is open. When the telephone is not within the confines of the swimming pool
enclosure, the location of the emergency telephone shall be posted in at least one conspicuous place
within the swimming pool enclosure. Instructions for emergency use of the telephone shall be posted
near the telephone.

At each swimming pool where lifeguards are employed, a telephone shall be available to the
swimming pool staff for emergency purposes.

g. Water level. Water level in swimming pools shall be maintained at the skimming level.
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h. Fully submerged outlets. Each outlet, including the main drain(s), shall be designed to prevent
user entrapment. A swimming pool shall be closed if the cover/grate of a fully submerged outlet is
missing or broken.

(1) Each fully submerged outlet shall have a cover/grate that has been tested for compliance with
the requirements of the ASME standard by a testing agency approved by the department or that is certified
for compliance by an engineer licensed in Iowa.

1. The cover/grate for an outlet systemwith a single fully submerged outlet shall have a flow rating
of at least 100 percent of the maximum system flow rate. The combined flow rating for the cover/grates
for an outlet system with more than one fully submerged outlet shall be at least 200 percent of the
maximum system flow rate.

The maximum system flow rate for a main drain system is at least the design filter flow rate, but
may include play feature and water slide flow. The maximum system flow rate for other fully submerged
outlets is the design flow rate of the pump(s) directly connected to the outlet system.

2. Fully submerged outlet cover/grates shall not be removable without the use of tools.
3. Purchase records and product information that demonstrate compliance shall be maintained

by the facility for at least five years from the time the cover/grate is purchased. If a field fabricated
cover/grate is certified for compliance to the ASME standard by an engineer licensed in Iowa, a copy of
the certification letter shall be kept at the facility for at least five years from the certification date.

(2) A swimming pool with a single fully submerged outlet that is not unblockable and that is directly
connected to a pump shall be closed if the outlet does not have a cover/grate that complies with the ASME
standard.

If a swimming pool has two or more fully submerged outlets on a single surface that are all less than
3 ft apart on center, are not unblockable, and are directly connected to a pump, the swimming pool is
considered to have a single fully submerged outlet.

(3) A swimming pool with a single fully submerged outlet that is not unblockable and that is directly
connected to a pump shall be closed if the outlet system is not equipped with a safety vacuum release
system that is listed for compliance with ASME/ANSI A112.19.17-2002, “Manufactured Safety Vacuum
Release Systems (SVRS) for Residential and Commercial Swimming Pool, Spa, Hot Tub, and Wading
Pool Suction Systems,” by a listing agency approved by the department; or another vacuum release
system approved by the department.

1. Purchase records and product information that demonstrate compliance shall be maintained by
the facility for at least five years from the time the SVRS is purchased or another approved system is
installed.

2. An SVRS shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
3. An SVRS shall be tested for proper function at the frequency recommended by the

manufacturer, but at least once in each month the swimming pool is operated. The date and result of
each test shall be recorded.

(4) In lieu of compliance with subparagraphs (1), (2) and (3) above, a fully submerged outlet in
a swimming pool may be disabled with the approval of the department, except that an equalizer in a
skimmer may be plugged without department approval. The management of the swimming pool shall
submit to the department information including, but not necessarily limited to:

1. The area and volume of the pool;
2. The functional areas of the pool and the depths in those areas;
3. Detailed information about the inlet system, including the location of the inlets, the depth of

the inlets, and the type of inlet fitting;
4. Detailed information about the overflow system, gutter or skimmer, number of skimmers, and

pipe sizes;
5. Pump information and flow rates for the outlet system;
6. Filter type, number of filters, the size of the filter(s), andwhether multiple filters are backwashed

together or separately.
If the department approves the application to disable the outlet, the outlet valve shall be closed and

the valve secured by removing the handle, by locking the handle closed, or by another method approved
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by the department. The outlet may be physically disconnected from the pump system at the option of
the facility management.

i. Surface finish and float lines.
(1) The bottom and sides of a swimming pool shall be white or a light color. This does not prohibit

painting or marking racing lines, stairs or turn targets with contrasting colors.
(2) The swimming pool walls and floor shall have a smooth surface to facilitate cleaning.
(3) The boundary between shallow and deep water (5 ft) shall be marked by a float line with floats

spaced no more than 5 ft apart. The float line shall be installed on the shallow side of the boundary within
12 inches of the boundary. When the slope of the floor of a swimming pool exceeds 1 ft vertical to 12
ft horizontal at a depth of less than 5 ft, the float line shall be placed on the shallow side of the slope
change within 12 inches of the slope change in lieu of a float line at the 5 ft depth.

(4) A wave pool shall be equipped with a float line with floats spaced no more than 5 ft apart. The
float line shall be located at least 6 ft from the deep-end wall. Users shall not be permitted between the
float line and the deep-end wall.

(5) The landing area for a swimming pool slide or a water slide that terminates in a swimming pool
shall be delineated by a float line or as approved by the department.

A float line is not required when the landing area is in deep water provided the distance between the
slide and any diving board(s) meets the requirements for diving board spacing. The distance between
the side of the slide at the slide’s terminus and the swimming pool wall shall be in accordance with the
manufacturer’s recommendations, but shall be at least 8 ft.

A float line is not required for a slide that is designed for toddlers and young children and that
terminates in water that is 2 ft deep or less. The landing area shall be designated by a brightly colored
pad securely fastened to the floor of the swimming pool or by painting the floor at the end of the slide.

j. Depth marking.
(1) Depth markers shall be painted or otherwise marked on the deck within 3 ft of the edge of the

swimming pool. The depth of a wave pool shall also be marked on the side walls of the wave pool, above
the maximum static water level, where the depth is 3 ft or more, and on the deep-end wall of the wave
pool. Depth markers are not required at the zero-depth end of a wading pool, wave pool, or a zero-depth
swimming pool. Depth markers are not required at a plunge pool on the flume discharge end or on the
exit end if stairs are used for exit.

(2) Depth markers shall be located at 1-ft depth intervals, but not more than 25 ft apart measured
between the centers of the depth markers around the area of a swimming pool which has a water depth
of 5 ft or less.

(3) Depth markers shall be located not more than 25 ft apart measured between the centers of the
depth markers around the deep end of the swimming pool. The words “Deep Water” may be used in
place of numerals.

(4) In lieu of subparagraph (2) above, the maximum depth of a wading pool may be posted at each
entrance to a wading pool enclosure and at one conspicuous location inside the wading pool enclosure
in letters or numbers at least 3 inches high.

(5) The depth of a leisure river shall be posted at the entrance(s) to the leisure river in characters
at least 3 inches high. The depth of the leisure river shall be marked on the side wall of the leisure river
above the static water level at intervals not to exceed 50 ft on center. The depth of the leisure river shall
be marked on the deck in the areas where users are permitted. The depth markers shall be within 3 ft
of the edge of the leisure river at intervals not to exceed 25 ft on center. The depth markers at a leisure
river constructed before May 4, 2005, are not required to be changed until the deck or channel structure
is replaced or repaired.

(6) “No Diving” or equivalent wording or graphics shall be marked on the swimming pool deck
within 3 ft of the edge of the swimming pool where thewater is shallow and at other pool areas determined
by management. The markers shall be 25 ft apart or less, center to center, around the perimeter of the
area. This marking is not required for wading pools or at the zero-depth end of a wave pool or of a
zero-depth swimming pool. “No Diving” or equivalent wording or graphics shall be marked on the deck
of a leisure river in areas where users are permitted. The “No Diving” markers shall be within 3 ft of the
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edge of the leisure river at intervals not to exceed 25 ft on center. The “No Diving” markers at a leisure
river constructed before May 4, 2005, are not required to be changed until the deck or channel structure
is replaced or repaired.

(7) Letters, numbers, and graphics marked on the deck shall be slip-resistant, of a color contrasting
with the deck and at least 4 inches in height.

k. Deck safety.
(1) Decks shall be maintained slip-resistant, and free of litter, obstructions and tripping hazards.
(2) Glass objects, other than eyeglasses and safety glass doors and partitions, shall not be permitted

on the deck.
(3) There shall be no underwater or overhead projections or obstructions which would endanger

swimmer safety or interfere with proper swimming pool operation.
l. Fencing.
(1) Except for a fill and drain wading pool, a circulated wading pool that is drained when not in

use, or a spray pad, a swimming pool shall be enclosed by a fence, wall, building, or combination thereof
not less than 4 ft high. The enclosure shall be constructed of durable materials.

(2) A fence, wall, or other means of enclosure shall have no openings that would allow the passage
of a 4-inch sphere, and shall not be easily climbable by toddlers. The distance between the ground and
the top of the lowest horizontal support accessible from outside the facility, or between the two lowest
horizontal supports accessible from outside the facility, shall be at least 45 inches. A horizontal support
is considered accessible if it is on the exterior of the fence relative to the swimming pool, or if the gap
between the vertical members of the fence is greater than 1¾ inches.

(3) At least one gate or door with an opening of at least 36 inches in width shall be provided for
emergency purposes. When closed, gates and doors shall comply with the requirements of (2) above.
Except where lifeguard or structured program supervision is provided whenever the swimming pool is
open, gates and doors shall be self-closing and self-latching.

(4) If a wading pool is within 50 ft of a swimming pool, the wading pool shall have a barrier at
least 36 inches high separating it from the swimming pool. A barrier installed after May 4, 2005, shall
have no openings that would allow the passage of a 4-inch sphere and shall not be easily climbable by
toddlers. The barrier shall have at least one 36-inch-wide gate or door. Gates and doors shall be lockable.
Except where lifeguard supervision is provided, gates and doors shall be self-closing and self-latching.

The department may approve alternate management of the area between the wading pool and
swimming pool at a facility where lifeguards are provided whenever the pools are open. The alternate
management plan shall be in writing and shall be at the facility when the pools are open.

(5) An indoor swimming pool shall be enclosed by a barrier at least 3 ft high if there are sleeping
rooms, hallways, apartments, condominiums, or permanent recreation areas which are used by children
and which open directly into the swimming pool area. No opening in the barrier shall permit the passage
of a 4-inch sphere. The barrier shall not be easily climbable by toddlers. There shall be at least one
36-inch-wide gate or door through the barrier. Gates and doors shall be lockable. Except where lifeguard
supervision is provided whenever the pool is open, gates and doors shall be self-closing and self-latching.

(6) A wave pool shall have a continuous barrier along the full length of each side of the wave pool.
The barrier shall be at least 42 inches high and be installed no more than 3 ft from the side of the wave
pool. Wave pool users shall not be permitted in this area.

m. Electrical.
(1) Electrical outlets. Each electrical outlet in the deck, shower room, and pool water treatment

equipment areas shall be equipped with a properly installed ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) at the
outlet or at the breaker serving the outlet. Electrical outlets energized through an ORP/pH controller are
not required to have a separate GFCI if the controller is equipped with a GFCI or is energized through
a GFCI breaker. GFCI receptacles and breakers shall be tested at least once in each month that the
swimming pool is in operation. Testing dates and results shall be recorded in the pool records.

(2) Lighting.
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1. Artificial lighting shall be provided at a swimming pool which is to be used at night or which
does not have adequate natural lighting so that all portions of the swimming pool, including the bottom
and main drain, may be clearly seen.

2. Underwater lights and fixtures shall be designed for their intended use. When the underwater
lights operate at more than 15 volts, the underwater light circuit shall be equipped with a GFCI. When
an underwater light needs to be repaired, the electricity shall be shut off until repairs are completed.

3. For outdoor swimming pools, no electrical wiring, except for overhead illumination, shall
extend over a swimming pool.

n. Chlorine gas and carbon dioxide.
(1) Chlorine gas feed equipment and full and empty chlorine cylinders shall be housed in a

room or building used exclusively for that purpose during the pool operation season. Chlorine gas
installations constructed prior to March 14, 1990, that are housed within chain-link fence or similar
enclosure may be used provided that the chlorine cylinders are protected from direct sunlight and the
applicable requirements below are met.

1. A chlorine gas room or building shall have an airtight exhaust system which takes its suction
near the floor and discharges out of doors in a direction to minimize the exposure to swimming pool
patrons. The system shall provide one air change every four minutes.

2. An air intake shall be provided near the ceiling.
3. The exhaust fan shall be operated from a switch in a nearby location outside the chlorine room

or building. The switch shall be clearly labeled “Chlorine Exhaust Fan.”
4. The discharge from the exhaust system shall be outside the pool enclosure.
5. Artificial lighting shall be provided in the chlorine room or building.
6. The door of a chlorine room or building shall be secured in an open position whenever the room

is occupied.
7. A plastic bottle of commercial strength ammonia solution for leak detection shall be provided.
8. Rooms or buildings where chlorine is stored or used shall be placarded in accordance with

875—Chapter 140, Iowa Administrative Code.
(2) Chlorine and carbon dioxide (CO2) cylinders.
1. Chlorine gas and CO2 cylinders shall be individually anchored with safety chains or straps.
2. Storage space shall be provided so that chlorine cylinders are not subject to direct sunlight.
3. The chlorinator shall be designed to prevent the backflow of water or moisture into the chlorine

gas cylinder.
4. An automatic shutoff shall be provided to shut off the gas chlorinator and the pH control

chemical pump when the recirculation pump stops.
o. Water slides.
(1) Water slide support structures shall be free of obvious structural defects.
(2) The internal surface of a flume shall be smooth and continuous for its entire length.
(3) The flume shall have no sharp edges within reach of a user while the user is in the proper sliding

position.
15.4(5) Showers, dressing rooms, and sanitary facilities. Swimming pool users shall have access

to showers, dressing rooms, and sanitary facilities that are clean and free of debris. If a bathhouse is
provided, the following shall be met:

a. Floors shall have a slip-resistant surface.
b. Floors shall provide adequate drainage to prevent standing water.
c. Olefin or other approved carpeting may be used in locker room or dressing room areas provided

there is an adequate drip area between the carpeting and the shower room, toilet facilities, swimming
pool, or other area where water can accumulate.

d. All lavatories, showers, and sanitary facilities shall be functional.
e. Soap shall be available at each lavatory and at each indoor shower fixture.
15.4(6) Management, notifications, and records.
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a. Certified operator required. Each facility shall employ a certified operator. One certified
operator may be responsible for a maximum of three facilities. Condominium associations, apartments
and homeowners associations with 25 or fewer living units are exempt from this requirement.

b. Pool rules sign. A legible pool rules sign shall be posted conspicuously at a minimum of two
locations within the swimming pool enclosure. The sign shall include the following stipulations:

(1) No diving in the shallow end of the swimming pool and in other areas marked “No Diving.”
(2) No rough play in or around the swimming pool.
(3) No running on the deck.
c. Other rules. Management may adopt and post such other rules as it deems necessary to provide

for user safety and the proper operation of the facility.
d. “No Lifeguard” signs. Where lifeguards are not provided whenever the pool is open, a sign

shall be posted at each entry to a swimming pool or a wading pool.
(1) The sign(s) at a swimming pool shall state that lifeguards are not on duty and children under

the age of 12 must be accompanied by an adult.
(2) The sign(s) at a wading pool shall state that lifeguards are not on duty and children must be

accompanied by an adult.
e. Water slide rules. Rules and restrictions for the use of a water slide shall be posted near the

slide. The rules shall address the following as applicable:
(1) Use limits.
(2) Attire.
(3) Riding restrictions.
(4) Water depth at exit.
(5) Special rules to accommodate unique aspects of the attraction.
(6) Special warnings about the relative degree of difficulty.
f. Operational records. The operator of a swimming pool shall have the swimming pool

operational records for the previous 12 months at the facility and shall make these records available
when requested by a swimming pool inspector. These records shall contain a day-by-day account of
swimming pool operation, including:

(1) ORP and pH readings, results of pH, free chlorine or total bromine residual, cyanuric acid, total
alkalinity, combined chlorine, and calcium hardness tests, and any other chemical test results.

(2) Results of microbiological analyses.
(3) Reports of complaints, accidents, injuries, and illness.
(4) Dates and quantities of chemical additions, including resupply of chemical feed systems.
(5) Dates when filters were backwashed or cleaned or when a filter cartridge was changed.
(6) Monthly ground fault circuit interrupter test results.
(7) Dates of review of material safety data sheets.
(8) If applicable, dates and results of tests of each SVRS installed at a facility.
g. Submission of records. An inspection agency may require a facility operator to submit to the

inspection agency on a monthly basis a copy of the records of the ORP and pH readings, chemical test
results and microbiological analyses. The inspection agency shall notify the facility management of this
requirement in writing at least 15 days before the reports are to be submitted for the first time. The
facility management shall submit the required reports to the inspection agency within 10 days after the
end of each month of operation.

h. Certificates. Copies of certified operator certificates and copies of lifeguard, first-aid, basic
water rescue, and CPR certificates for the facility staff shall be kept at the facility.

i. Operations manual. A permanent manual for the operation of the swimming pool shall be
kept at the facility. The manual shall include instructions for routine operations at the swimming pool
including, but not necessarily limited to:

(1) Water testing procedures, including the required frequency of testing.
(2) Maintaining the chemical supply for the chemical feed systems.
(3) Filter backwash or cleaning.
(4) Vacuuming and cleaning the swimming pool.
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(5) Superchlorination.
(6) Controller sensor maintenance, where applicable.
j. Schematic drawing. A schematic drawing of the pool recirculation system shall be posted in

the swimming pool filter room or shall be in the operations manual. Clear labeling of the swimming
pool piping with flow direction and water status (unfiltered, treated, backwash) may be substituted for
the schematic drawing.

k. Material safety data sheets. Copies of material safety data sheets (MSDS) of the chemicals used
at the swimming pool shall be kept at the facility in a location known and readily accessible to facility
staff with chemical-handling responsibilities. Each member of the facility staff with chemical-handling
responsibilities shall review the MSDS at least annually. The facility management shall retain records
of the MSDS reviews at the facility and shall make the records available upon request by a swimming
pool inspector.

l. Emergency plan. The facility management shall develop a written emergency plan. The plan
shall include, but may not be limited to, actions to be taken in cases of drowning, serious illness or
injury, chemical-handling accidents, weather emergencies, and other serious incidents. The emergency
plan shall be reviewed with the facility staff at least once a year, and the dates of review or training shall
be recorded in the pool records. The written emergency plan shall be kept at the facility and shall be
available to a swimming pool inspector upon request.

m. Lifeguard staffing plan. The lifeguard/program staffing plan for the facility shall be available to
the swimming pool inspector at the facility. The plan shall include staffing assignments for all programs
conducted at the pool.

n. Residential swimming pools used for commercial purposes. A residential swimming pool that
is used for commercial purposes shall be subject to the following requirements:

(1) The owner of a residential swimming pool that is used for commercial purposes shall register
the swimming pool with the department in accordance with 641—15.9(135I), except that no registration
fee is required.

(2) The recirculation system of the swimming pool shall be operating whenever the swimming pool
is used for commercial purposes.

(3) The owner or the owner’s representative shall test the swimming pool water for the free chlorine
or the total bromine residual prior to and after each commercial use of the swimming pool. The owner
or the owner’s representative shall test the swimming pool water for pH and cyanuric acid (if applicable)
at least once in each day that the swimming pool is used for commercial purposes. The test results shall
be recorded. The records shall be made available to a swimming pool inspector upon request.

(4) The owner or the owner’s representative shall test the swimming pool water for total alkalinity
and calcium hardness at least once in each month that the swimming pool is used for commercial
purposes. The test results shall be recorded. The records shall be made available to a swimming pool
inspector upon request.

(5) During commercial use of a residential swimming pool, the chlorine or bromine residual shall
meet the requirements of 15.4(2)“a.” The pH shall meet the requirements of 15.4(2)“b.” If an alternative
disinfectant is used, the residual shall be maintained as recommended by the manufacturer of the product.
The operational range specified by the manufacturer for an alternative disinfectant shall be written in the
pool records.

(6) The swimming pool shall be inspected at least annually by the local inspection agency. The
inspection shall be limited to a review of the records and a survey of the swimming pool for sanitation
and obvious safety hazards.

15.4(7) Reports. Swimming pool and spa operators shall report to the local inspection agency, within
one business day of occurrence, all deaths; near drowning incidents; head, neck, and spinal cord injuries;
and any injury which renders a person unconscious or requires immediate medical attention.
[ARC 7839B, IAB 6/3/09, effective 7/8/09]

641—15.5(135I) Construction and reconstruction. A swimming pool constructed or reconstructed
after May 4, 2005, shall comply with the following standards. Nothing in these rules is intended to

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.15.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.15.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.15.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7839B.pdf
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exempt swimming pools and associated structures from any applicable federal, state or local laws, rules,
or ordinances. Applicable requirements may include, but are not limited to, the handicapped access
and energy requirements of the state building code, the fire and life safety requirements of the state fire
marshal, the rules of the department of workforce development, and the rules of the department of natural
resources.

15.5(1) Construction permit.
a. Permit required. No swimming pool shall be constructed or reconstructed without the owner

or a designated representative of the owner first receiving a permit from the department. Construction
shall be completed within 24 months from the date the construction permit is issued unless an extension
is granted in writing by the department.

b. Permit application. The owner of a proposed or existing facility or a designated representative
of the owner shall apply for a construction permit on forms provided by the department. The application
shall be submitted to the department at least 15 days prior to the start of construction of a new swimming
pool or the reconstruction of an existing swimming pool.

c. Plan submission and fee. Three sets of plans and specifications shall be submitted with the
application. A nonrefundable plan review fee for each swimming pool, leisure river, water slide, wave
pool, wading pool, spray pad, zero-depth swimming pool, and multisection water recreation pool shall
be remitted with the application as required in 15.12(3).

d. Notification of completion. The owner of a newly constructed or reconstructed swimming pool,
or the owner’s designated representative, shall notify the department in writing at least 15 business days
prior to opening the swimming pool.

15.5(2) Plans and specifications.
a. Plan certification. Plans and specifications shall be sealed and certified in accordance with the

rules of the engineering and land surveying examining board or the architectural examining board by an
engineer or architect licensed to practice in Iowa. This requirement may be waived by the department if
the project is the addition or replacement of a chemical feed system, including a disinfection system, or
a simple replacement of a filter or pump or both.

If the requirement for engineering plans is waived, the owner of the facility assumes full
responsibility for ensuring that the reconstruction complies with these rules and with any other
applicable federal, state and local laws, rules and ordinances.

b. Content of plans. Plans and specifications submitted shall contain sufficient information to
demonstrate to the department that the proposed swimming pool will meet the requirements of this
chapter. The plans and specifications shall include, but may not be limited to:

(1) The name and address of the owner and the name, address, and telephone number of the architect
or engineer responsible for the plans and specifications. If a swimming pool contractor applies for a
construction permit, the name, address and telephone number of the swimming pool contractor shall be
included.

(2) The location of the project by street address or other legal description.
(3) A site plan showing the pool in relation to buildings, streets, water and sewer service, gas

service, and electrical service.
(4) Detailed scale drawings of the swimming pool and its appurtenances, including a plan view and

cross sections at a scale of 3/32 inch per ft or larger. The location of inlets, overflow system components,
main drains, the deck and deck drainage, the location and size of pool piping, the swimming pool ladders,
stairs and deck equipment, including diving stands and boards, and fencing shall be shown.

(5) A drawing(s) showing the location, plan, and elevation of filters, pumps, chemical feeders,
ventilation devices, heaters, and surge tanks; and additional drawings or schematics showing operating
levels, backflow preventers, valves, piping, flow meters, pressure gauges, thermometers, the make-up
water connection, and the drainage system for the disposal of filter backwash water.

(6) Plan and elevation drawings of bathhouse facilities including dressing rooms; lockers; showers,
toilets and other plumbing fixtures; water supply; drain and vent systems; gas service; water heating
equipment; electrical fixtures; and ventilation systems, if provided.
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(7) Complete technical specifications for the construction of the swimming pool, for the swimming
pool equipment and for the swimming pool appurtenances.

c. Deviation from plans. No deviation from the plans and specifications or conditions of approval
shall be made without prior approval of the department.

15.5(3) General design.
a. Construction of fill and drain wading pools is prohibited.
b. Materials. Swimming pools shall be constructed of materials which are inert, stable, nontoxic,

watertight, and durable.
c. Structural loading.
(1) Swimming pools shall be designed and constructed to withstand the anticipated structural

loading. If maintenance of the structural integrity of the swimming pool requires specific operations or
limits of operation, these shall be specified in the permanent operations manual required in 15.5(3)“f.”

(2) Except for aboveground swimming pools, a hydrostatic relief valve or a suitable underdrain
system shall be provided.

d. Water supply. The water supplied to a swimming pool shall be from a water supply meeting
the requirements of the department of natural resources for potable water.

(1) Water supplied to a swimming pool shall be discharged to the pool system through an air gap,
or a reduced-pressure principle backflow device complying with AWWA C-511-97, “Reduced-Pressure
Principle Backflow-Prevention Assembly.”

(2) Each hose bib at a facility shall be equipped with an atmospheric vacuum breaker or a hose
connection backflow preventer.

e. No part of a swimming pool recirculation systemmay be directly connected to a sanitary sewer.
An air break or an air gap shall be provided.

f. Operations manual. The owner shall require that a permanent manual for the operation of the
facility be provided. The manual shall include, but may not be limited to:

(1) Instructions for routine operations at the swimming pool including, but not necessarily limited
to:

1. Filter backwash or cleaning.
2. Maintaining the chemical supply for the chemical feed systems.
3. Vacuuming and cleaning the swimming pool.
4. Swimming pool water testing procedures, including the frequency of testing.
5. Superchlorination.
6. Controller sensor maintenance and calibration, including the recommended frequency of

maintenance.
(2) For each centrifugal pump, a pump performance curve plotted on an 8½″ × 11″ or larger sheet.
(3) For each chemical feeder, the maximum rated output listed in weight per time or volume per

time units.
(4) Basic operating and maintenance instructions for swimming pool equipment that requires

cleaning, adjustment, lubrication, or parts replacement, with recommended maintenance frequencies or
the parameters that would indicate a need for maintenance.

g. A schematic drawing of the pool recirculation system shall be posted in the swimming pool
filter room or shall be in the operations manual. Clear labeling of the swimming pool piping with flow
direction and water status (unfiltered, treated, backwash) may be substituted for the schematic drawing.

h. A permanent file containing the operations and maintenance manuals for the equipment
installed at the swimming pool shall be established. The file shall include a source for parts or
maintenance for the equipment at the swimming pool. The file may be located in a location other than
the facility, but it shall be readily available to the facility management and maintenance staff.

15.5(4) Decks.
a. Deck width. A swimming pool shall be surrounded by a deck. The deck shall be at least 6 ft

wide for a Class A swimming pool, and 4 ft wide for a Class B swimming pool, and shall extend at least
4 ft beyond the diving stands, lifeguard chairs, swimming pool slides, or any other deck equipment.
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b. Materials. Decks shall be constructed of stable, nontoxic, durable, and impervious materials
and shall be provided with a slip-resistant surface.

c. Deck coverings. Porous, nonfibrous deck coverings may be used, subject to department
approval, provided that:

(1) The covering allows drainage so that the covering and the deck underneath it do not remain wet
or retain moisture.

(2) The covering is inert and will not support bacterial growth.
(3) The covering provides a slip-resistant surface.
(4) The covering is durable and cleanable.
d. Deck drainage. The deck of a swimming pool shall not drain to the pool or to the pool

recirculation system except as provided in 15.5(15)“c” and 15.5(16)“b.” For deck-level swimming
pools (“rim flow” or “rollout” gutter), a maximum of 5 ft of deck may slope to the gutter.

e. Deck slope. The deck slope shall be at least 1/8 inch/ft and no more than 1/2 inch/ft to drain.
The deck shall be designed and constructed so that there is no standing water on the deck during normal
operation of the facility.

f. Surface runoff. For outdoor swimming pools, the drainage for areas outside the facility and for
nondeck areas within the facility shall be designed and constructed to keep the drainage water off the
deck and out of the swimming pool.

g. Carpeting. The installation of a floor covering of synthetic material may be used only in
separate sunbathing, patio, or refreshment areas, except as permitted by 15.5(4)“c.”

h. Hose bibs. At least one hose bib shall be provided for flushing the deck.
i. Rinse showers. If users are permitted free access between the deck and an adjacent sand play

area without having to pass through a bathhouse, a rinse shower area shall be installed between the deck
and the sand play area. Fences, barriers and other structures shall be installed so that users must pass
through the rinse shower area when going from the sand play area to the deck.

(1) Tempered water shall be provided for the rinse shower(s).
(2) The rinse shower area shall have sufficient drainage so that there is no standing water.
(3) Foot surfaces in the rinse shower area shall be impervious and slip-resistant.
15.5(5) Recirculation.
a. Combined recirculation. Except for wading pools, two or more swimming pools may share the

same recirculation system. A wading pool shall have a recirculation system separate from any other
wading pool or swimming pool.

(1) The recirculation flow rate for each swimming pool shall be calculated in accordance with
15.5(5)“b.” The recirculation flow rate for the system shall be at least the arithmetic sum of the
recirculation flow rates of the swimming pools.

(2) The flow to each pool shall be adjustable. A flow meter shall be provided for each pool.
b. Recirculation flow rate. The recirculation flow rate shall provide for the treatment of one pool

volume within:
(1) Four hours for a swimming pool with a volume of 30,000 gal or less.
(2) Six hours for a swimming pool with a volume of more than 30,000 gal.
(3) Two hours for a wave pool.
(4) Four hours for a zero-depth pool.
(5) One hour for a wading pool.
(6) One hour for a water slide plunge pool.
(7) Four hours for a leisure river.
(8) Thirty minutes for a spray pad with its own filter system.
(9) For swimming pools with skimmers, the recirculation flow rate shall be at least 30 gpm per

skimmer or the recirculation flow rate defined above, whichever is greater.
The recirculation flow rate for pools not specified in 15.5(5)“b”(1) to (9) shall be determined by the

department.
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c. Recirculation pump. The recirculation pump(s) shall be listed by NSF or by another listing
agency approved by the department as complying with the requirements of Standard 50 and shall comply
with the following requirements:

(1) The pump(s) shall supply the recirculation flow rate required by 15.5(5)“b” at a TDH of at least
that given in “1,” “2,” or “3” below, unless a lower TDH is shown by the designer to be appropriate. A
valve for regulating the rate of flow shall be provided in the recirculation pump discharge piping.

1. 40 feet for vacuum filters; or
2. 60 feet for pressure sand filters; or
3. 70 feet for pressure diatomaceous earth filters or cartridge filters.
(2) For sand filter systems, the pump and filter system shall be designed so that each filter can be

backwashed at a rate of at least 15 gpm/ft2 of filter area.
(3) If a pump is located at an elevation higher than the pool water surface, it shall be self-priming

or the piping shall be arranged to prevent the loss of pump prime when the pump is stopped.
(4) Where a vacuum filter is used, a vacuum limit control shall be provided on the pump suction

line. The vacuum limit switch shall be set for a maximum vacuum of 18 in Hg.
(5) A compound vacuum-pressure gauge shall be installed on the pump suction line as close to the

pump as practical. A vacuum gauge may be used for pumps with suction lift. A pressure gauge shall be
installed on the pump discharge line as close to the pump as practical. Gauges shall be of such a size and
located so that they may be easily read by the facility staff.

(6) On pressure filter systems, a hair and lint strainer shall be installed on the suction side of each
recirculation pump. The hair and lint strainer basket shall be readily accessible for cleaning, changing,
or inspection. A spare strainer basket shall be provided, except where the strainer basket has a volume of
15 gallons or more. This requirement may be waived for systems using vertical turbine pumps or pumps
designed for solids handling.

d. Swimming pool water heaters.
(1) A heating coil, pipe or steam hose shall not be installed in a swimming pool.
(2) Gas-fired pool water heaters shall comply with the requirements of ANSI/AGA Z21.56-2001,

ANSI/AGA Z21.56a-2004, and ANSI/AGA Z21.26b-2004. The data plate of the heater shall bear the
AGA mark.

(3) Electric pool water heaters shall comply with the requirements of UL 1261 and shall bear the
UL mark.

(4) A swimming pool water heater with an input of greater than 400,000 BTU/hour (117 kilowatts)
shall have a water heating vessel constructed in accordance with ASME Boiler Code, Section 8. The
data plate of the heater shall bear the ASME mark.

(5) A thermometer shall be installed in the piping to measure the temperature of the water returning
to the pool. The thermometer shall be located so that it may be easily read by the facility staff.

(6) Combustion air shall be provided for fuel-burning water heaters as required by the state
plumbing code, 641—Chapter 25, Iowa Administrative Code, or as required by local ordinance.

(7) Fuel-burning water heaters shall be vented as required by the state plumbing code,
641—Chapter 25, Iowa Administrative Code, or as required by local ordinance.

(8) Each fuel-burning water heater shall be equipped with a pressure relief valve sized for the
energy capacity of the water heater.

e. Flow meters.
(1) Each swimming pool recirculation system shall be provided with a permanently installed flow

meter to measure the recirculation flow rate.
(2) In a multiple pool system, a flow meter shall be provided for each pool.
(3) A flow meter shall be accurate within 5 percent of the actual flow rate between ± 20 percent of

the recirculation flow rate specified in 15.5(5)“b” or the nominal recirculation flow rate specified by the
designer.

(4) A flowmeter shall be installed on a straight length of pipe with sufficient clearance from valves,
elbows or other sources of turbulence to attain the accuracy required by 15.5(5)“e”(3). The flow meter
shall be installed so that it may be easily read by facility staff, or a remote readout of the flow rate shall
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be installed where it may be easily read by the facility staff. The designer may be required to provide
documentation that the installation meets the requirements of subparagraph (3).

f. Vacuum cleaning system.
(1) A swimming pool vacuum cleaning system capable of reaching all parts of the pool bottom

shall be provided.
(2) A vacuum system may be provided which utilizes the attachment of a vacuum hose to the

suction piping through a skimmer.
(3) Automatic vacuum systems may be used provided they are capable of removing debris from all

parts of the swimming pool bottom.
15.5(6) Filtration. A filter shall be listed by NSF or by another listing agency approved by the

department as complying with the requirements of Standard 50 and shall comply with the following
requirements:

a. Pressure gauges. Each pressure filter shall have a pressure gauge on the inlet side. Gauges shall
be of such a size and located so that they may be read easily by the facility staff. A differential pressure
gauge that gives the difference between the inlet and outlet pressure of the filter may be used in place of
a pressure gauge.

b. Air relief valve. An air relief valve shall be provided for each pressure filter.
c. Backwash water visible. Backwash water from a pressure filter shall discharge through an

observable free fall, or a sight glass shall be installed in the backwash discharge line.
d. Indirect discharge required. Backwash water shall be discharged indirectly to a sanitary sewer

or another point of discharge approved by the department of natural resources.
e. Rapid sand filter.
(1) The filtration rate shall not exceed 3 gpm/ft2 of filter area.
(2) The backwash rate shall be at least 15 gpm/ft2 of filter area.
f. High-rate sand filter.
(1) The filtration rate shall not exceed 15 gpm/ft2 of filter area.
(2) The backwash rate shall be at least 15 gpm/ft2 of filter area.
(3) If more than one filter tank is served by a pump, the designer shall demonstrate that the

backwash flow rate to each filter tank meets the requirements of subparagraph (2) above, or an isolation
valve shall be installed at each filter tank to permit each filter to be backwashed individually.

g. Vacuum sand filter.
(1) The filtration rate shall not exceed 15 gpm/ft2 of filter area.
(2) The backwash rate shall be at least 15 gpm/ft2 of filter area.
(3) An equalization screen shall be provided to evenly distribute the filter influent over the surface

of the filter sand.
(4) Each filter system shall have an automatic air-purging cycle.
h. Sand filter media shall comply with the filter manufacturer’s specifications.
i. Diatomaceous earth filter.
(1) The filtration rate shall not exceed 1.5 gpm/ft2 of effective filter area except that a maximum

filtration rate of 2.0 gpm/ft2 may be allowed where continuous body feed is provided.
(2) Diatomaceous earth filter systems shall have piping to allow recycling of the filter effluent

during precoat.
(3) Waste diatomaceous earth shall be discharged to a sanitary sewer or other point of discharge

approved by the department of natural resources. The discharge may be subject to the requirements of
the local wastewater utility.

j. Cartridge filter.
(1) The filtration rate shall not exceed 0.38 gpm/ft2 of filter area.
(2) A duplicate set of cartridges shall be provided.
k. Other filter systems may be used if approved by the department.
15.5(7) Piping.
a. Piping standards. Swimming pool piping shall conform to applicable nationally recognized

standards and shall be specified for use within the limitations of the manufacturer’s specifications.
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Swimming pool piping shall comply with the applicable requirements of NSF/ANSI Standard 61,
“Drinking Water System Components—Health Effects.” Plastic swimming pool pipe shall comply with
the requirements of NSF/ANSI Standard 14, “Plastic Piping Components and Related Materials,” for
potable water pipe.

b. Pipe sizing. Swimming pool recirculation piping shall be sized sowater velocities do not exceed
6 ft/sec for suction flow and 10 ft/sec for pressure flow. Gravity piping shall be sized in accordance with
recognized engineering principles.

c. Overflow system piping. The piping for an overflow perimeter gutter system shall be designed
to convey at least 125 percent of the recirculation flow rate. The piping for a skimmer system shall be
designed to convey at least 100 percent of the recirculation flow rate.

d. Main drain piping. If the main drains are connected to the recirculation system, the main drains
and main drain piping shall be designed to convey at least 100 percent of the recirculation flow rate.

e. Play feature circulation. Where there are attractions, such as water slides, fountains and play
features, that circulate water to the swimming pool and through the main drain and overflow systems,
the main drain and overflow systems and the associated piping shall be designed to accommodate the
combined flow of the recirculation system and the attractions within the requirements of paragraph “b”
above and the applicable requirements of 15.5(9) and 15.5(10).

15.5(8) Inlets.
a. Inlets required. Wall inlets or floor inlets, or both, shall be provided for a swimming pool.

The inlets shall be adequate in design, number, location, and spacing to ensure effective distribution
of treated water and the maintenance of a uniform disinfectant residual throughout the swimming pool.
The designer may be required to provide documentation of adequate distribution. The department may
require dye testing of a pool.

b. Wall inlet spacing. Where wall inlets are used, they shall be no more than 20 ft apart around
the perimeter of the area with an inlet within 5 ft of each corner of the swimming pool.

(1) There shall be at least one inlet at each stairway or ramp leading into a swimming pool.
(2) Except for wading pools, wall inlets shall be located at least 6 inches below the design water

surface.
(3) Wall inlets in pools with skimmers shall be directional flow-type inlets.
(4) Each inlet shall have a directional flow inlet fitting with an opening of 1-inch diameter or less,

or a fixed fitting with openings ½ inch wide or less.
c. Floor inlets. Floor inlets shall be provided for the areas of a zero-depth swimming pool or wave

pool where the water is less than 2 ft deep and may be used throughout a swimming pool in lieu of or
in combination with wall inlets. Floor inlets shall be no more than 20 ft apart in the area where they are
used. There shall be floor inlets within 15 ft of each wall of the swimming pool in the area where they
are used. Floor inlets shall be flush with the pool floor.

15.5(9) Overflow system.
a. Skimmers. Recessed automatic surface skimmers shall be listed by NSF or by another listing

agency approved by the department as complying with the requirements of Standard 50 except that an
equalizer is not required for a skimmer installed in a swimming pool equipped with an automatic water
level maintenance device.

(1) Skimmers may be used for swimming pools which are no more than 30 ft wide.
(2) A swimming pool shall have at least one skimmer for each 500 ft2 of surface area or fraction

thereof.
(3) Each skimmer shall be designed for a flow-through rate of at least 30 gpm or 3.8 gpm per lineal

inch of weir, whichever is greater. The combined flow capacity of the skimmers in a swimming pool
shall not be less than the total recirculation rate.

(4) Each skimmer shall have a weir that adjusts automatically to variations in water level of at least
4 inches.

(5) Each skimmer shall be equipped with a device to control flow through the skimmer.
(6) If a swimming pool is not equipped with an automatic water level maintenance device, each

skimmer that is a suction outlet shall have an operational equalizer. The equalizer opening in the
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swimming pool shall be covered with a fitting listed by a listing agency approved by the department as
meeting the requirements of the ASME standard.

(7) A skimmer pool shall have an approved handhold around the perimeter of the pool. The
handhold shall be 9 inches or less above the minimum skimmer operation level.

b. Perimeter overflow gutters.
(1) A perimeter overflow gutter system is required for a swimming pool greater than 30 ft in width,

except for a wave pool or a wading pool.
(2) The overflow weir shall extend completely around the swimming pool, except at stairs, ramps,

or water slide flumes.
(3) The gutter shall be designed to provide a handhold and to prevent entrapment.
(4) Drop boxes, converters, return piping, or flumes used to convey water from the gutter shall be

designed to convey 125 percent of the recirculation flow rate. The flow capacity of the gutter and the
associated plumbing shall be sufficient to prevent backflow of skimmed water into the swimming pool.

(5) Gutter overflow systems shall be designed with an effective surge capacity within the gutter
system and surge tank of not less than 1 gal/ft2 of swimming pool surface area. In-pool surge may be
permitted for prefabricated gutter systems, subject to the approval of the department.

c. Alternative overflow systems. Overflow systems not meeting all of the requirements in
15.5(9)“a” or 15.5(9)“b” may be used if the designer can provide documentation that the alternative
overflow system will skim the pool water surface at least as effectively as a skimmer system.

15.5(10) Main drain system.
a. Main drains. Each swimming pool shall have a convenient means of draining the water from

the pool for winterization and service.
b. Main drains for recirculation. If the main drain system is connected to the recirculation system,

there shall be two or more main drains or a single main drain that is unblockable.
(1) Two main drains shall be at least 3 ft apart on center. If three or more main drains are installed,

the distance between the drains farthest apart shall be at least 3 ft on center.
(2) Each main drain and its associated piping in a swimming pool shall be designed for the same

flow rate. Multiple drains shall be plumbed in parallel, and the piping system shall be designed to equalize
flow among the main drains.

(3) If one or two main drains are installed, each main drain cover/grate, sump and the associated
piping shall be designed for at least 100 percent of the recirculation flow rate specified by 15.5(5)“b.”
If three or more main drains are installed, the combined flow rating of the cover/grates, the sumps and
the associated piping shall be at least 200 percent of the recirculation flow rate. If water for water slides,
fountains and play features is circulated through the main drain and overflow systems, the main drains
shall be designed for the combined feature and recirculation flow.

(4) Manufactured main drain sumps shall be listed by a listing agency acceptable to the department
for compliance with the ASME standard. Field fabricated sumps shall be designed in accordance with
the ASME standard and shall be certified by an engineer licensed in Iowa.

(5) There shall be a control valve to adjust the flow between themain drain and the overflow system.
(6) Main drain covers. Each main drain shall be covered with a cover/grate that complies with the

ASME standard.
1. The flow rating for each cover/grate shall comply with 15.5(10)“b”(3).
2. The mark of a listing agency acceptable to the department shall be permanently marked on the

top surface of each manufactured cover/grate.
3. Field fabricated cover/grates shall be certified for compliance to the ASME standard by a

professional engineer licensed in Iowa. A certificate of compliance shall be provided to the swimming
pool owner and to the department.

4. The main drain cover/grate shall be designed to be securely fastened to the pool so that the
cover/grate is not removable without tools.

c. Feature outlets. Where fully submerged outlets for play or decorative features or water slides
are in the swimming pool, the outlets shall be designed in accordance with 15.5(10)“b.”

15.5(11) Disinfection.
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a. Each swimming pool recirculation system approved for construction after May 4, 2005, shall
be equipped with an automatic controller for maintenance of the disinfectant level in the swimming
pool water. The control output of the controller to the disinfectant feed system shall be based on the
continuous measurement of the ORP of the water in the swimming pool recirculation system.

b. No disinfection system designed to use di-chlor or tri-chlor shall be installed for an indoor
swimming pool after May 4, 2005.

c. Disinfection system capacity. A continuous feed disinfectant system shall be provided. The
disinfectant feed system shall have the capacity to deliver at least 10mg/L chlorine or bromine equivalent
based on the recirculation flow rate required in 15.5(5)“b” for an outdoor swimming pool and 4 mg/L
chlorine or bromine equivalent based on the recirculation flow rate required in 15.5(5)“b” for an indoor
swimming pool.

d. Feeder listing. A disinfectant feeder (except chlorine gas feed equipment) shall be listed by
NSF or by another listing agency approved by the department as complying with the requirements of
Standard 50.

e. Chemical feed stop. The disinfectant system shall be installed so that chemical feed is
automatically and positively stopped when the recirculation flow is interrupted.

f. Gas chlorinators. Gas chlorinator facilities shall comply with applicable federal, state and local
laws, rules and ordinances and the requirements below.

(1) The chlorine supply and gas feeding equipment shall be housed in a separate room or building.
1. No entrance or openable window to the chlorine room shall be to the inside of a building used

other than for the storage of chlorine.
2. The chlorine room shall be provided with an exhaust system which takes its suction not more

than 8 inches from the floor and discharges out of doors in a direction to minimize the exposure of
swimming pool patrons to chlorine gas. The exhaust system shall be capable of producing 15 air changes
per hour in the chlorine room.

3. An automatic chlorine leak detector and alarm system shall be provided in the chlorine room.
The alarm system shall provide visual and audible alarm signals outside the chlorine room.

4. An air intake shall be provided near the ceiling of the chlorine room. The air intake and the
exhaust system outlet shall be at least 4 ft apart.

5. The room shall have awindow at least 12 inches square. Thewindow glass shall be shatterproof.
6. The door of the chlorine enclosure shall open outward. The inside of the door shall be provided

with panic hardware.
7. The chlorine room shall have adequate lighting.
8. Electrical switches for the exhaust system and for the lighting shall be outside the chlorine room

and adjacent to the door, or in an adjoining room.
9. An anchoring system shall be provided so that full and empty chlorine cylinders can be

individually secured.
10. Scales shall be provided for weighing the cylinders that are in use.
(2) A chlorine enclosure that is 30 inches deep or less and 72 inches wide or less and that is installed

out of doors shall comply with the above requirements except:
1. An automatic chlorine leak detector is not required.
2. The enclosure shall have a window of at least 48 in2.
3. The light and exhaust fan may be activated by opening the door rather than by a separate switch.
(3) The chlorinator shall be designed to prevent the backflow of water into the chlorine cylinder.
g. Solution feed. Where a metering pump is used to feed a solution of disinfectant, the disinfectant

solution container shall have a capacity of at least one day’s supply at the rate specified in 15.5(11)“c,”
except that when the system is designed to feed directly from a 55-gal shipping container, a larger solution
container is not required.

NOTE: Secondary containment must be provided when a tank larger than 55 gallons is installed for
the storage of sodium hypochlorite.

h. Erosion disinfectant feeders. The storage capacity of an erosion feeder shall be at least one
day’s supply of disinfectant at the rate specified in 15.5(11)“c.”
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i. Test equipment. Test equipment complying with the following requirements shall be provided.
(1) The test equipment shall provide for the direct measurement of free chlorine and combined

chlorine from 0 to 10 ppm in increments of 0.2 ppm or less over the full range, or total bromine from 0
to 20 ppm in increments of 0.5 ppm over the full range.

(2) The test equipment shall provide for the measurement of swimming pool water pH from 7.0 to
8.0 with at least five increments in that range.

(3) The test equipment shall provide for the measurement of total alkalinity and calcium hardness
with increments of 10 ppm or less.

(4) The test equipment shall provide for the measurement of cyanuric acid from 30 to 100 ppm.
This requirement may be waived for a facility that does not use cyanuric acid or a stabilized chlorine
disinfectant.

15.5(12) pH control.
a. pH controller required. Each swimming pool recirculation system approved for construction

afterMay 4, 2005, shall be equipped with a controller that senses the pH of the swimming pool water, and
that automatically controls the operation of a metering pump for the addition of a pH control chemical
or the operation of a carbon dioxide (CO2) gas feed system.

b. pH chemical feed required. Each swimming pool shall have a metering pump for the addition
of a pH control chemical to the pool recirculation system, or a carbon dioxide (CO2) gas feed system.

c. Metering pump listing. A metering pump shall be listed by NSF or by another listing agency
approved by the department as meeting the requirements of Standard 50.

d. CO2 cylinder anchors. Where carbon dioxide (CO2) is used as a method of pH control, an
anchoring system shall be provided to individually secure full and empty CO2 cylinders.

e. Chemical feed stop. The pH control system shall be installed so that chemical feed is
automatically and positively stopped when the recirculation flow is interrupted.

15.5(13) Safety.
a. Diving areas.
(1) Diving boards are permitted only if the diving area dimensions conform to the minimum

requirements shown in Figure 3, Tables 4 and 5. Alternative diving well configurations may be used,
subject to the approval of the department, but the boundaries of the diving well shall be outside the
boundaries prescribed in these rules. The distances specified in Tables 4 and 5 shall be measured from
the top center of the leading edge of the diving board. The reference water level shall be the midpoint
of the skimmer opening for a skimmer pool or a stainless steel gutter system with surge weirs. The
reference water level for a gutter pool shall be the top of the gutter weir.

(2) Where diving boards are specified that have been advertised or promoted to be “competition”
diving boards, the diving area shall comply with the standards of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) or the National Federation of State High School Associations (NFSHSA).
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Figure 3

R minimum = Pool depth minus Vertical wall depth from the water line minus 3 inches.

Table 4

Minimum Dimensions Minimum Width
of Pool

Diving Board Height
Above Water

Maximum
Board
Length

D1 D2 L1 L2 L3 Pt A Pt B Pt C

Deck level to 2/3 meter 10 ft 7 ft 8.5 ft 2.5 ft 8 ft 10.5 ft 16 ft 18 ft 18 ft
Greater than 2/3 meter to
3/4 meter

12 ft 7.5 ft 9 ft 3 ft 9 ft 12 ft 18 ft 20 ft 20 ft

Greater than 3/4 meter to
1 meter

16 ft 8.5 ft 10 ft 4 ft 10 ft 15 ft 20 ft 22 ft 22 ft

Greater than 1 meter to 3
meters

16 ft 11 ft 12 ft 6 ft 10.5 ft 21 ft 22 ft 24 ft 24 ft

Table 5

Diving Board Height Above Water To Pool Side To 1-Meter Board To 3-Meter Board
Deck level to 1 meter 10 ft 8 ft 10 ft
Greater than 1 meter 11 ft 10 ft 10 ft

(3) There shall be a completely unobstructed clear distance of 13 ft above the diving board
measured from the center of the front end of the board. This area shall extend at least 8 ft behind, 8 ft to
each side, and 16 ft beyond the end of the diving board.

(4) Diving boards and platforms over 3 meters high are prohibited except where approved by the
department.

(5) Diving boards and platforms shall have slip-resistant surfaces.
(6) Diving board supports, ladders, and guardrails.
1. Supports, platforms, and steps for diving boards shall be of substantial construction and of

sufficient structural strength to safely carry the maximum anticipated loads.
2. Ladders, steps, supports, handrails and guardrails shall be of corrosion-resistant materials or

shall be provided with a corrosion-resistant coating. They shall be designed to have no exposed sharp
edges. Ladder steps shall have slip-resistant surfaces.
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3. Handrails shall be provided at steps and ladders leading to diving boards and diving platforms.
Guardrails shall be provided for diving boards and platforms which are more than 1 meter above the
water. Guardrails for diving boards and platforms shall be at least 36 inches high and shall have at least
one horizontal mid-bar and shall extend to the edge of the water.

b. Starting blocks and starting block installation shall meet the requirements of the competition
governing body (National Collegiate Athletic Association, USA Swimming, or National Federation of
State High School Associations).

c. Stairs, ladders, and recessed steps.
(1) Ladders or recessed steps shall be provided in the deep portion of a swimming pool and in the

shallow portion if the vertical distance from the bottom of the swimming pool to the deck is more than 2
ft. Stairs or ramps may be used instead of ladders or recessed steps at the shallow end of the swimming
pool.

(2) If a swimming pool is over 30 ft wide, recessed steps, ladders, ramps, or stairs shall be installed
on each side. If a stairway centered on the shallow end wall of the swimming pool is within 30 ft of each
side of the swimming pool, that end of the swimming pool shall be considered in compliance with this
subrule.

(3) The foot contact surfaces of stairs, ramps, ladder rungs, and recessed steps shall be slip-resistant.
(4) Ladders.
1. Ladders shall have a handrail on each side which extends from below the water surface to the

top surface of the deck.
2. Ladders, treads, or supports shall be of a color contrasting with the swimming pool walls;

however, stainless steel ladders may be used with stainless steel wall pools.
3. A ladder shall have a tread width of at least 16 inches and a uniform rise of 12 inches or less.
4. The distance between the swimming pool wall and the vertical rail of a ladder shall be no greater

than 6 inches and no less than 3 inches. The lower end of each ladder rail shall be securely covered with
a smooth nonmetallic cap. The lower end of each ladder rail shall be within 1 inch of the swimming pool
wall.
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Figure 4

(5) Recessed steps.
1. Recessed steps shall have a tread depth of at least 5 inches, a tread width of at least 12 inches,

and a uniform rise of no more than 12 inches.
2. Each set of recessed steps shall be equipped with a securely anchored deck-level grab rail on

each side.
3. Recessed steps shall drain to the pool.
(6) Stairs.
1. Stairs shall have a uniform tread depth of at least 12 inches and a uniform rise of no more than

10 inches. The area of each tread shall be at least 240 in2.
2. Stairs shall be provided with at least one handrail for each 12 ft in width. Handrails shall be

between 34 inches and 38 inches high, measured vertically from the line defined by the front edge of the
steps.

3. A stripe at least 1 inch wide of a color contrasting with the step surface and with the swimming
pool floor shall be marked at the top front edge of each tread. The stripe shall be slip-resistant.

(7) Handrails and grab rails.
1. Ladders, handrails, and grab rails shall be designed to be securely anchored so that tools are

required for their removal.
2. Ladders, handrails, and grab rails shall be constructed of corrosion-resistant materials or

provided with corrosion-resistant coatings. They shall have no exposed sharp edges.
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d. Floor slope. The bottom of the swimming pool shall slope toward the main drain(s). The slope
of the swimming pool bottom where the water is less than 5 ft deep shall not exceed 1 ft vertical in 12
ft horizontal.

(1) Subject to the approval of the department, a swimming pool may be designed to have the change
in slope (from 1:12 or less to a steeper slope) at a point where the water depth is less than 5 ft. The
marking requirements of 15.5(13)“f”(3) and 15.5(13)“f”(4) shall apply and, if possible, depth markers
which are clearly visible to persons in the pool shall be provided.

(2) For a wave pool, steeper slopes may be approved by the department if they are required for the
proper function of the wave pool.

e. Walls.
(1) Walls in the deep section of a swimming pool shall be vertical to a water depth of at least 2.8

ft. If a transition radius is provided, it shall comply with Figure 3.
Figure 5

(2) The term “vertical” is interpreted to permit slopes not greater than 1 ft horizontal for each 5 ft
of depth of side wall (11° from vertical).

(3) Ledges, when provided, shall fall within an 11° line from vertical, starting at the water surface
(Figure 5). A ledge shall be no less than 4 inches wide and no more than 8 inches wide. A ledge shall
have a slip-resistant surface.

f. Surface finish and markings.
(1) The swimming pool floor shall have a slip-resistant finish.
(2) The bottom and sides of the swimming pool shall be white or a light color. This does not

prohibit painting or marking racing lines or turn targets.
(3) Where the slope of a swimming pool bottom in a shallow area changes from 1:12 or less to a

slope greater than 1:12, or at the 5-ft depth area, the pool bottom and sides shall be marked with a stripe
at least 4 inches wide in a color contrasting with the pool bottom and sides. The stripe shall be on the
shallow side of the slope change or 5-ft depth area within 6 inches of the slope change or 5-ft depth area.
Depending on the pool configuration, more than one stripe may be required.

(4) A float line with floats no more than 5 ft apart shall be installed on the shallow side of the stripe
required in 15.5(13)“f”(3) within 12 inches of the stripe.
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(5) The landing area for a swimming pool slide or a water slide which does not terminate in a
separate plunge pool shall be delineated by a float line or as approved by the department.

(6) Depth markers.
1. Depth markers shall be painted or otherwise marked on the deck within 3 ft of the edge of a

swimming pool. The depth of a wave pool shall also be marked on the side walls of the wave pool above
the maximum static water level where the static water depth is 3 ft or more and on the deep-end wall of
the wave pool.

2. Depth markers shall be located 25 ft apart or less, center to center, around the full perimeter of
a swimming pool.

EXCEPTIONS: Depth markers are not required at the zero-depth end of a wading pool, wave pool, or
a zero-depth swimming pool. Depth markers are not required on the deck of a plunge pool on the flume
discharge end or on the exit end if stairs are used for exit.

3. The maximum depth of a swimming pool shall be marked on both sides of a swimming pool at
the main drain.

4. The water depth of a swimming pool shall be marked at both ends of a float line required by
15.5(13)“f”(4).

5. In shallow water, the depth shall be marked at 1-ft depth intervals starting at one of the points
specified in “3” and “4” above, if the 1-ft depth interval is less than 25 ft. The zero depth shall be used
as the starting point for a zero-depth swimming pool.

6. In deep water, the words “Deep Water” may be used in place of numerals except as required in
“3” above.

7. “No Diving” or equivalent wording or graphics shall be marked on the swimming pool deck
within 3 ft of the edge of the swimming pool where thewater is shallow and at other pool areas determined
by management. The markers shall be 25 ft apart or less, center to center, around the perimeter of the
area. This marking is not required at the zero-depth end of a wave pool or of a zero-depth swimming
pool. “No Diving” or equivalent wording or graphics shall be marked on the deck of a leisure river in
the areas where users will be permitted. The “No Diving” markers shall be within 3 ft of the edge of the
leisure river at intervals not to exceed 25 ft on center.

8. Letter, number and graphic markers shall be slip-resistant, of a contrasting color from the deck
and at least 4 inches in height.

9. In lieu of the requirements of “1” through “8” above, the maximum depth of a wading pool may
be posted in lettering a minimum of 3 inches high at each entrance to the wading pool area and at least
at one conspicuous location inside the wading pool enclosure. “No Diving” markers are not required at
a wading pool.

10. The depth of a leisure river shall be posted at the entrance(s) to the leisure river in characters
at least 3 inches high. The depth of the leisure river shall be marked on the side wall of the leisure river
above the static water level at intervals not to exceed 50 ft on center. The depth of the leisure river shall
be marked on the deck in the areas where users will be permitted. The depth markers shall be within 3
ft of the edge of the leisure river at intervals not to exceed 25 ft on center.

g. Lifeguard chairs. One elevated lifeguard chair or station shall be provided for a swimming pool
with a water surface area of 2000 to 4000 ft2 inclusive; two chairs shall be provided if the area is 4001 to
6000 ft2; three chairs shall be provided if the area is 6001 ft2 or more. A swimming pool is not required
to have more than three lifeguard chairs or stations. This requirement does not apply to wave pools,
leisure rivers or wading pools.

h. Emergency equipment and facilities.
(1) If a swimming pool facility employs lifeguards, whether required by rule or not, the lifeguards

shall be provided with the minimum equipment required by their training including, but not necessarily
limited to, rescue tubes and personal CPR masks.

(2) A minimum of one unit of lifesaving equipment shall be provided for each 1500 ft2 of water
surface area or fraction thereof. The area of a swimming pool where the water is 2 ft deep or less may
be subtracted from the total area for this requirement. A swimming pool is not required to have more
than ten units of lifesaving equipment.
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(3) A unit of lifesaving equipment consists of at least one of the following:
1. A U.S. Coast Guard-recognized ring buoy fitted with a ¼-inch diameter line with a length at

least one-half the width of the pool, but no more than 60 ft; or
2. A life pole with a “shepherd’s crook,” having blunted ends with a minimum length of 8 ft; or
3. A rescue buoy which is made of a hard, buoyant plastic and is provided with molded handgrips

along each side, a shoulder strap, and a towing rope between 4 and 6 ft long; or
4. A rescue tube made of a soft, strong foam material 3 inches by 6 inches by 40 inches with a

molded strap providing a ring at one end and a hook at the other. Attached to the ring end shall be a
6-ft-long towline with a shoulder strap; or

5. Any other piece of rescue equipment approved by the department.
Rescue equipment identified in 15.5(13)“h”(3)“3” and 15.5(13)“h”(3)“4” above shall be used only

at swimming pools where lifeguards are employed.
(4) Whenever lifeguard chairs are provided, each chair shall be equipped with at least one unit of

lifesaving equipment.
(5) A standard spine board with straps and head immobilizer shall be provided at each swimming

pool where lifeguards are required by rule.
i. Pool enclosures.
(1) Except for a fill and drain wading pool, a circulated wading pool that is drained when not in

use, or a spray pad, a swimming pool shall be enclosed by a fence, wall, building, or combination thereof
not less than 4 ft high. The enclosure shall be constructed of durable materials.

(2) A fence, wall, or other means of enclosure shall have no openings that would allow the passage
of a 4-inch sphere, and shall not be easily climbable by toddlers. The distance between the ground and
the top of the lowest horizontal support accessible from outside the facility, or between the two lowest
horizontal supports accessible from outside the facility, shall be at least 45 inches. A horizontal support
is accessible if it is on the exterior of the fence relative to the swimming pool, or if the space between
the vertical members of a fence is greater than 1¾ inches.

(3) Gates and doors shall be installed in the enclosure for general access, maintenance and
emergency access. At least one 36-inch-wide gate or door shall be installed for emergency access.
When closed, gates and doors shall comply with the requirements of 15.5(13)“i”(1) and (2). Gates
and doors shall be lockable. Except where lifeguard or structured program supervision is provided
whenever the swimming pool is open, gates and doors shall be self-closing and self-latching.

(4) If a wading pool is within 50 ft of a swimming pool, the wading pool shall have a barrier at
least 36 inches high separating it from the swimming pool. A barrier installed after May 4, 2005, shall
have no openings that would allow the passage of a 4-inch sphere and shall not be easily climbable by
toddlers. The barrier shall have at least one 36-inch-wide gate or door. Gates and doors shall be lockable.
Except where lifeguard supervision is provided, gates and doors shall be self-closing and self-latching.

The department may approve alternate management of the area between the wading pool and
swimming pool at facilities where lifeguards are provided whenever the pools are open. The alternate
management plan shall be in writing and shall be at the facility when the pools are open.

(5) An indoor swimming pool shall be enclosed by a barrier at least 3 ft high if there are sleeping
rooms, hallways, apartments, condominiums, or permanent recreation areas which are used by children
and which open directly into the swimming pool area. No opening in the barrier shall permit the passage
of a 4-inch sphere. The barrier shall not be easily climbable by toddlers. There shall be at least one
36-inch-wide gate or door through the barrier. Gates and doors shall be lockable. Except where lifeguard
supervision is provided whenever the pool is open, gates and doors shall be self-closing and self-latching.

j. Electrical. Construction or reconstruction shall meet the requirements in Section 680 of the
National Electrical Code, 70-05, as published by the National Fire Protection Association, Batterymarch
Park, Quincy, MA 02269, and the following requirements:

(1) Each electrical outlet in the deck, shower and dressing rooms and the pool water treatment
equipment areas shall be equipped with a properly installed ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) at the
outlet or at the breaker serving the outlet. Electrical outlets energized through an ORP/pH controller are
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not required to have a separate GFCI if the controller is equipped with a GFCI or is energized through
a GFCI breaker.

(2) An underwater light circuit shall be equipped with a GFCI unless the underwater light(s)
operates at 15 volts or less.

k. Lighting. Artificial lighting shall be provided at indoor swimming pools and at outdoor
swimming pools which are to be used after sunset in accordance with the following:

(1) Underwater lighting of at least 8 lamp lumens/ft2 or 0.5 watts/ft2 of water surface area, located
to provide illumination of the entire swimming pool bottom, and area lighting of at least 10 lumens/ft2
or 0.6 watts/ft2 of deck area.

(2) If underwater lights are not provided, overhead lighting of at least 30 lumens/ft2 or 2.0 watts/ft2
of swimming pool water surface area shall be provided.

l. Swimming pool slides. Swimming pool slides shall meet the requirements of the January 1,
2004, product standard of the United States Consumer Product Safety Commission (CFR Title 16, Part
1207). Swimming pool slides shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.

15.5(14) Wading pools. Wading pools shall comply with the applicable provisions of 15.5(1) to
15.5(13), except as modified below.

a. A wading pool shall have at least 4 ft of deck.
b. Overflow system.
(1) Intermittent fixed weir overflow structures, including gutters, overflow fixtures, and drains at

zero depth may be used. They shall have a hydraulic capacity of at least 125 percent of the recirculation
flow rate. The designer shall be responsible for demonstrating that the overflow system will provide
adequate skimming.

(2) If skimmers are used, there shall be at least one skimmer for every 500 ft2 of water surface area
or fraction thereof.

1. The recirculation flow rate shall be at least 3.8 gpm per lineal inch of skimmer weir or as
required in 15.5(5)“b,” whichever is greater.

2. The skimmer(s) suction line may be connected to the main drain line in lieu of an equalizer.
3. A skimmer(s) may be used in combination with overflow drains in a zero-depth wading pool.
c. Inlet system. Inlets shall be designed to uniformly distribute treated water throughout the

wading pool. Wall and floor inlets or other means may be used, alone or in combination. The designer
shall be responsible for demonstrating that the inlet system will provide adequate distribution of the
treated water.

15.5(15) Wave pools. Wave pools shall comply with the applicable provisions of 15.5(1) to 15.5(13),
except as modified below.

a. Overflow not required. Perimeter overflow gutters and skimmers are not required on the
deep-end wall where the wave generation equipment is located.

b. Overflow drain at zero depth. There shall be an overflow drain or weir across the full width of
the zero-depth end of the wave pool. Full width is interpreted to allow construction joints at each end of
the drain. The combined length of the joints shall be no more than 10 percent of the width of the end of
the pool.

The drain shall be covered with a grate designed to prevent entrapment. The grate shall be designed
so that it is securely fastened to the pool floor and cannot be removed without a tool or tools.

c. Deck above zero depth. The deck above the overflow drain at the zero-depth end of the pool
may slope to the overflow drain for a distance no greater than 15 ft. The deck slope shall be no greater
than 1 ft vertical in 12 ft horizontal.

d. Overflow gutter or fittings. There shall be a perimeter overflow gutter or overflow fittings along
both sides of the wave pool where the water is 3 ft deep or more.

(1) If a perimeter overflow gutter is used, it shall be designed to prevent entrapment during wave
action. Overflow grates shall be securely fastened so they will not be dislodged by wave action.

(2) Overflow fittings need not be continuous, but they shall be spaced no more than 10 ft apart.
e. Overflow capacity. The combined hydraulic capacity of the overflow drain at zero depth and

the gutter or overflow outlets shall be at least 125 percent of the recirculation flow rate.
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f. Main drains. The main drain system shall comply with the requirements of 15.5(10).
g. Wave generator openings. Openings or connections between the wave pool and the wave

generation equipment shall be designed to prevent entrapment of users.
h. Side barrier. There shall be a continuous barrier along the full length of each side of a wave

pool. The barrier shall be at least 42 inches high and installed no more than 3 ft from the side of the
wave pool.

i. Emergency switches. Emergency switches which will stop the wave action shall be provided
in at least four locations on the deck of the wave pool. Switch locations shall be marked by signs or
contrasting bright colors.

j. Float line. A wave pool shall be equipped with a float line with floats spaced no more than 5
ft apart. The float line shall be located at least 6 ft from the deep-end wall. Users shall not be permitted
between the float line and the deep-end wall.

15.5(16) Zero-depth swimming pools. Zero-depth swimming pools shall comply with the applicable
provisions of 15.5(1) to 15.5(13), except as modified below.

a. Overflow drain at zero depth. There shall be an overflow drain or weir across the full width of
the zero-depth end of the swimming pool. Full width is interpreted to allow construction joints at each
end of the drain. The combined length of the joints shall be no more than 10 percent of the width of the
end of the pool.

(1) The drain shall be covered with a grate designed to prevent entrapment. The grate shall be
designed so that it is not removable without a tool.

(2) The drain and its associated piping shall be designed to convey at least 50 percent of the
recirculation flow rate.

b. Deck above zero depth. The deck above the overflow drain at the zero-depth end of the pool
may slope to the overflow drain for a distance no greater than 15 ft. The deck slope shall be no greater
than 1 ft vertical in 12 ft horizontal.

c. Perimeter overflow gutter. If a perimeter overflow gutter is provided, the gutter may be
interrupted in the area where the water is less than 2 ft deep provided that:

(1) The length of the perimeter overflow gutter and overflow drain shall be at least 60 percent of
the total pool perimeter.

(2) The hydraulic capacity of the perimeter overflow gutter system combined with the overflow
drain shall be at least 125 percent of the recirculation flow rate.

d. Skimmers. Recessed automatic surface skimmers may be used with the overflow drain at zero
depth in accordance with 15.5(9)“a.” The hydraulic capacity of the skimmer/drain system shall be at
least 125 percent of the recirculation flow rate.

15.5(17) Water slides. Water slides shall comply with the applicable provisions of 15.5(1) to
15.5(13) and the following:

a. Flume construction. A water slide flume shall comply with the following:
(1) The flume shall be perpendicular to the plunge or swimming pool wall for at least 10 ft from

the flume end.
(2) The flume shall be sloped no more than 1 ft vertical in 10 ft horizontal for at least 10 ft before

the end of the flume.
(3) The flume shall terminate between 6 inches below and 2 inches above the design water level in

the plunge pool or swimming pool.
(4) There shall be at least 5 ft between the side of the plunge pool or swimming pool and the side

of the flume. Adjacent flumes shall be at least 10 ft apart on center.
(5) The inside surface of a flume shall be smooth and continuous.
(6) The flume shall be designed to ensure that users cannot be thrown out of the flume and to

minimize user collisions with the sides of the flume.
(7) The flume shall have no sharp edges within reach of a user while the user is in the proper riding

position.
(8) The flume path shall be designed to prevent users from becoming airborne while in the ride.
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b. Water slide landing areas. The landing area for a water slide flume shall comply with the
following:

(1) The water depth shall be at least 3 ft and no more than 4 ft at the end of the flume and for at
least 15 ft beyond the end of the flume.

(2) The landing area floor may slope up to a minimum of 2 ft water depth subject to (1) above. The
slope shall be no greater than 1 ft vertical in 12 ft horizontal.

(3) There shall be at least 20 ft between the end of the flume and any barrier or steps.
(4) If the water slide flume ends in a swimming pool, the landing area shall be divided from the

rest of the swimming pool by a float line or as approved by the department.
c. Speed slides. A speed slide shall provide for the safe deceleration of the user. A run-out system

or a special plunge pool entry system shall control the body position of the user relative to the slide to
provide for a safe exit from the ride.

d. Decks. The deck around a water slide plunge pool shall be at least 4 ft wide, except on the side
where the flume enters the pool. A walkway which is at least 4 ft wide and meets the requirements of a
deck shall be provided between the plunge pool and the slide steps.

e. Alternate overflow systems. Intermittent fixed weir overflow structures may be used for a
separate plunge pool if:

(1) Floor inlets are provided according to the requirements of 15.5(8)“c.”
(2) The hydraulic capacity of the combined overflow structures and the appurtenant piping is at

least 125 percent of the recirculation flow rate. The department may require more hydraulic capacity
based on the specific design of the plunge pool system.

f. Pump reservoir. If a pump reservoir or surge tank is provided, it shall have a capacity of at least
one minute of the combined recirculation and flume flow. Openings between the plunge pool and the
pump reservoir or surge tank shall be designed and constructed in accordance with 15.5(10)“a” and “b.”

g. Swimming pool water level. If the water slide flume ends in a swimming pool, the water level
shall not be lowered more than 1 inch when the flume pump(s) is operating.

h. Suction outlets. If a fully submerged suction outlet is in a plunge pool or in a swimming pool,
it shall be located away from normal water slide user traffic areas. The suction outlet system shall be
designed in accordance with 15.5(10)“b.”

i. Outlet covers. Rescinded IAB 6/3/09, effective 7/8/09.
j. Water slide support structure. The support structure for a water slide and for any access stairs

or ramps shall be designed and constructed to withstand the anticipated structural loading, both static
and dynamic, including wind forces.

k. Stairs. A stairway providing access to the top of a water slide shall be at least 2 ft wide. Stair
surfaces shall be slip-resistant and easily cleanable. The stairway shall comply with the applicable
requirements of state and local building codes and Occupational Safety and Health Administration
requirements.

l. Alternate water slide designs. Water slides differing substantially from the standards in this
subrule may be approved if the designer provides sufficient information to demonstrate to the department
that the slide and its landing area can be operated safely.

15.5(18) Multisection water recreation pools. A multisection water recreation pool shall comply
with the applicable provisions of 15.5(1) to 15.5(13) and the following:

a. Recirculation flow rate. The minimum recirculation flow rate for a multisection water
recreation pool shall be determined by computing the recirculation flow rate for each section of the pool
in accordance with 15.5(5)“b” and adding the flow rates together.

b. Water distribution. The treated water distribution system shall be designed to return treated
water to the sections of the pool in proportion to the flow rates determined in “a” above.

c. Float lines. Each section of a multisection water recreation pool shall be separated from the
other sections by a float line meeting the requirements of 15.5(13)“f”(4).

15.5(19) Spray pads. A spray pad shall comply with the applicable provisions of 15.5(1) through
15.5(13) and the following:
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a. The surface of a spray pad shall be impervious and durable. Padding specifically designed for
spray pads may be used with play features. The padding shall be water resistant or shall permit full
drainage without retaining water in its structure. Walking surfaces shall be slip-resistant.

b. The spray pad surface shall slope to drain at least 1/8 inch per ft, but no more than 1/2 inch per
ft. Deck or other areas outside the spray pad shall not drain into the spray pad.

c. A spray pad shall be exempt from fencing requirements (15.5(13)“i”); “No Lifeguard”
sign requirements (15.4(6)“d”); safety equipment requirements (15.4(4)“f”); and depth marking
requirements (15.4(4)“j”). Unless the spray pad is supervised by facility staff, a sign shall be posted
near the spray pad that addresses:

(1) No running on or around the spray pad.
(2) No rough play.
(3) No facility supervision. Parents are responsible for supervising their children.
Facility management may adopt and post other rules deemed necessary for user safety and the proper

operation of the spray pad.
d. Spray pad drains shall be gravity outlets. At least two drains shall be provided, or a single drain

that is unblockable shall be provided.
(1) The drain system and associated piping shall be designed for 125 percent of the flow into the

spray pad (play feature and recirculation, as applicable).
(2) Each drain cover/grate shall be flush with the spray pad surface and shall have no opening wider

than ½ inch.
(3) Each drain cover/grate shall be designed to be securely fastened to the spray pad so that the

drain cover/grate is not removable without tools.
(4) Drain cover/grates that are exposed to foot traffic shall:
1. Have a slip-resistant surface; and
2. Support a 300-pound concentrated load when tested in accordance with the ASME standard,

Section 3.3. Structural strength shall be verified by documentation of test results from a testing agency
approved by the department or by certification by an engineer licensed in Iowa; and

3. If the drain cover is exposed to sunlight, be resistant to ultraviolet light (UV) in accordance
with the ASME standard, Section 3.2.2. UV resistance shall be verified by documentation of test results
from a testing agency approved by the department or by certification by an engineer licensed in Iowa.

e. Spray pads with independent treatment systems.
(1) The minimum volume of water for a spray pad shall be two minutes of the flow of the play

features and the recirculation system combined.
(2) The water storage tank shall have a volume of at least 125 percent of the volume specified in

(1). The tank shall be accessible for cleaning and inspection.
(3) The recirculation (treatment) system and the play feature pump and piping system shall be

separate.
(4) The recirculation system inlet(s) and outlet(s) within the water storage tank shall be designed to

ensure a uniform disinfectant concentration and pH level throughout the water volume of the spray pad.
(5) The play feature pump system shall be designed so that it will not operate if the recirculation

system is not operating.
(6) There shall be a readily accessible sample tap in the equipment area that allows sampling of the

water in the play feature piping.
f. Spray pads using water from an adjacent swimming pool or wading pool.
(1) If there is a suction outlet in the swimming pool or wading pool for the play feature pump(s),

the outlet shall be designed as a main drain as specified in 15.5(10). Water velocity through the outlet
cover shall be 1½ ft per sec or less.

(2) If the adjacent pool has a volume of 10,000 gallons or less, or if the spray pad water is circulated
directly from the swimming pool surge tank, the spray pad pump system shall be equipped for automatic
supplemental disinfection in accordance with 15.5(11), except that the disinfection capacity shall be at
least one-half of the capacity specified in 15.5(11)“c”; with filtration in accordance with 15.5(6); or both.

g. Play features and sprays shall be designed and installed so that they do not create a safety hazard.
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(1) Surface sprays shall be flush with the spray pad surface. Spray openings shall have a diameter
of ½ inch or less. Noncircular spray openings shall have a width of ½ inch or less.

(2) Aboveground features shall not present a tripping hazard. Features shall have no sharp edges or
points and no rough surfaces. Aboveground features shall be constructed of corrosion-resistant materials
or provided with a corrosion-resistant coating. Accessible spray openings shall have a diameter of ½ inch
or less. Noncircular accessible spray openings shall have a width of ½ inch or less.

15.5(20) Leisure rivers. A leisure river shall comply with the applicable requirements of 15.5(1)
through 15.5(13) and the following:

a. The leisure river propulsion system and recirculation system shall be separate.
b. Intermittent fixed weir structures may be used for the overflow system. At least two separate

fixed weir structures shall be used. The hydraulic capacity of the overflow system using fixed weir
structures shall be at least 125 percent of the recirculation flow rate. Fixed weir structures shall be
designed to prevent entrapment of leisure river users.

c. A deck as specified in 15.5(4) is not required in areas where users are not permitted. A leisure
river and the area on the inside and outside perimeter of the leisure river shall be designed to ensure that
lifeguard staff and emergency personnel can access any part of the leisure river quickly and to provide a
sufficient hard surface area for emergency functions.

d. The depth of a leisure river shall be posted conspicuously at the entrance(s) to the leisure river
in characters at least 3 inches high. The depth of the leisure river shall be marked on the side wall of
the leisure river above the static water level at intervals not to exceed 50 ft on center. The depth of the
leisure river shall be marked on the deck in the areas where users are permitted. The depth markers shall
be within 3 ft of the edge of the leisure river at intervals not to exceed 25 ft on center.

e. “No Diving” characters or graphics shall be marked every 25 ft on center on the deck in deck
areas where users are permitted.

f. At least one user egress point shall be provided for each 500 ft of leisure river length (measured
at the centerline) or fraction thereof.

g. Outlets for the leisure river propulsion system shall be designed in accordance with
15.5(10)“b.”

15.5(21) Showers, dressing rooms, and sanitary facilities.
a. Facilities required. Bather preparation facilities shall be provided at each swimming pool

facility except where the swimming pool facility is intended to serve living units such as a hotel, motel,
apartment complex, condominium association, dormitory, subdivision, mobile home park, or resident
institution.

b. Swimming pool patron load. If a bathhouse is provided, the patron load for determining the
minimum sanitary fixtures (Table 6) is:

(1) One individual per 15 ft2 of water surface in shallow areas.
(2) One individual per 20 ft2 of water surface in deep areas with the exclusion of 300 ft2 of water

surface for each diving board.
(3) For each swimming pool slide, 200 ft2 shall be excluded, and for each water slide which

terminates in the swimming pool, 300 ft2 shall be excluded in determining the patron load.
c. Bathhouses.
(1) A bathhouse shall be designed and constructed to meet the requirements of the local building

ordinance. If no local ordinance is in effect, the bathhouse shall be designed to meet the requirements of
the state of Iowa building code, 661—Chapter 16, Iowa Administrative Code.

(2) Bathhouse floors shall have a slip-resistant finish and shall slope at least 1/8 inch/ft to drain.
Except as provided in 15.5(19)“c”(3), floor coverings shall comply with the requirements of 15.5(4)“c.”

(3) Olefin, or other approved carpeting, may be permitted in locker room or dressing room areas
provided:

1. There is an adequate drip area between the carpeting and the shower room, toilet facilities,
swimming pool, or other areas where water can accumulate.

2. Drip areas shall be constructed of materials as described in 15.5(4)“b” and 15.5(4)“c.”
(4) Bathhouse fixtures shall be provided in accordance with Table 6.
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Table 6
Fixtures Required

Male Female
Patron Load Showers Toilets Urinals Lavatories Showers Toilets Lavatories
1 - 100 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
101 - 200 2 1 2 1 2 3 1
201 - 300 3 1 3 1 3 4 1
301 - 400 4 2 3 2 4 5 2
401 - 500 5 3 3 2 5 6 2
501 - 1000 6 3 4 2 6 7 2

(5) All indoor swimming pool areas, bathhouses, dressing rooms, shower rooms, and toilets shall
be ventilated by natural or mechanical means to control condensation and odors.

d. Showers and lavatories.
(1) Showers shall be supplied with water at a temperature of at least 90°F and no more than 110°F

and at a rate of no more than 3 gpm per shower head.
(2) Soap dispensers or bar soap trays shall be provided at each lavatory and in the showers. Glass

soap dispensers are prohibited.
e. Hose bibs. At least one hose bib shall be installed within the bathhouse.
f. Storage-type hot water heaters.
(1) Gas-fired storage-type hot water heaters shall comply with the requirements of ANSI/AGA

Z21.10.1-2001, or with the requirements of ANSI/AGA Z21.10.3-2001. The heater shall bear the mark
of the AGA.

(2) Electric storage-type hot water heaters shall comply with the requirements of ANSI/UL
174-1996. The heater shall bear the mark of UL.

(3) Combustion air shall be provided for fuel-burning water heaters as required by the state
plumbing code, 641—Chapter 25, Iowa Administrative Code, or as required by local ordinance.

(4) Fuel-burning water heaters shall be vented as required by the state plumbing code,
641—Chapter 25, Iowa Administrative Code, or as required by local ordinance.
[ARC 7839B, IAB 6/3/09, effective 7/8/09; ARC 2279C, IAB 12/9/15, effective 1/13/16]

ADMINISTRATION

641—15.6(135I) Enforcement.
15.6(1) The department may inspect swimming pools and spas regulated by these rules and enforce

these rules. A city, county or district board of health may inspect swimming pools and spas regulated by
these rules and enforce these rules in accordance with agreements executed with the department pursuant
to the authority of Iowa Code chapters 28E and 135I.

15.6(2) The inspection agency shall take the following steps when enforcement of these rules is
necessary.

a. Owner notification. As soon as possible after the violations are noted, the inspection agency
shall provide written notification to the owner of the facility that:

(1) Cites each section of the Iowa Code or Iowa Administrative Code violated.
(2) Specifies the manner in which the owner or operator failed to comply.
(3) Specifies the steps required for correcting the violation.
(4) Requests a corrective action plan, including a time schedule for completion of the plan.
(5) Sets a reasonable time limit, not to exceed 30 days from the receipt of the notice, within which

the owner of the facility must respond.
b. Corrective action plan review. The inspection agency shall review the corrective action plan

and approve it or require that it be modified.
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c. Failure to comply. When the owner of a swimming pool or spa fails to comply with conditions
of the written notice, the inspection agency may take enforcement action in accordance with Iowa Code
chapters 137 and 135I, or in accordance with local ordinances.

d. Adverse actions and the appeal process. If the department determines that the provisions of
Iowa Code chapter 135I and these rules have been or are being violated, the department may withhold
or revoke the registration of a swimming pool or spa, or the department or the local board of health may
order that a swimming pool or spa be closed until corrective action has been taken. If the swimming
pool or spa is operated without being registered, or in violation of the order of the department, the
department or local inspection agency may request that the county attorney or the attorney general make
an application in the name of the state to the district court of the county in which the violations have
occurred for an order to enjoin the violations. This remedy is in addition to any other legal remedy
available to the department.

(1) A local inspection agency may request that the department withhold or revoke the registration
of a swimming pool or spa, or issue an order to close a swimming pool or spa. The request shall be in
writing and shall list the violations of Iowa Code chapter 135I and these rules that have occurred or are
occurring when the request is made. The local inspection agency shall provide a full accounting of the
actions taken by the local inspection agency to enforce Iowa Code chapter 135I and these rules.

(2) Notice of the decision to withhold or revoke the registration for a swimming pool or spa, or
an order to close a swimming pool or spa shall be delivered by restricted certified mail, return receipt
requested, or by personal service. The notice shall inform the owner of the right to appeal the decision
and the appeal procedures. The local inspection agency and the county attorney in the county where the
swimming pool or spa is located shall be notified in writing of the decision or order.

(3) An appeal of a decision to withhold or revoke a registration or of an order to close shall be
submitted by certified mail, return receipt requested, within 30 days of receipt of the department’s notice.
The appeal shall be sent to the Iowa Department of Public Health, Division of Environmental Health,
Lucas State Office Building, 321 East 12th Street, Des Moines, Iowa 50319-0075. If such a request is
made within the 30-day time period, the decision or order shall be deemed to be suspended. Prior to
or at the hearing, the department may rescind the decision or order upon satisfaction that the reason for
the decision or order has been or will be removed. After the hearing, or upon default of the applicant or
alleged violator, the administrative law judge shall affirm, modify or set aside the decision or order. If
no appeal is submitted within 30 days, the decision or order shall become the department’s final agency
action.

(4) Upon receipt of an appeal that meets contested case status, the appeal shall be transmitted
to the department of inspections and appeals within 5 working days of receipt pursuant to the rules
adopted by that department regarding the transmission of contested cases. The information upon which
the revocation or withholding is based shall be provided to the department of inspections and appeals.

(5) The hearing shall be conducted in accordance with 481—Chapter 10.
(6) When the administrative law judge makes a proposed decision and order, it shall be served by

restricted certifiedmail, return receipt requested, or delivered by personal service. The proposed decision
and order then becomes the department’s final agency action without further proceedings 10 days after it
is received by the aggrieved party unless an appeal to the director is taken as provided in subparagraph
15.6(2)“d”(7).

(7) Any appeal to the director of the department for review of the proposed decision and order of
the administrative law judge shall be filed in writing and mailed to the director by certified mail, return
receipt requested, or delivered by personal service within 10 days after the receipt of the administrative
law judge’s proposed decision and order by the aggrieved party. A copy of the appeal shall also be mailed
to the administrative law judge. Any request for appeal shall state the reason for appeal.

(8) Upon receipt of an appeal request, the administrative law judge shall prepare the record of the
hearing for submission to the director. The record shall include the following:

1. All pleadings, motions and rules.
2. All evidence received or considered and all other submissions by recording or transcript.
3. A statement of all matters officially noticed.
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4. All questions and offers of proof, objections, and rulings thereon.
5. All proposed findings and exceptions.
6. The proposed findings and order of the administrative law judge.
(9) The decision and order of the director becomes the department’s final agency action upon receipt

by the aggrieved party and shall be delivered by restricted certified mail, return receipt requested.
(10) It is not necessary for the owner to file an application for a rehearing to exhaust administrative

remedies when appealing to the director or the district court as provided in Iowa Code section 17A.19.
The aggrieved party to the final agency action of the department that has exhausted all administrative
remedies may petition for judicial review of that action pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 17A.

(11) Any petition for judicial review of a decision and order shall be filed in the district court within
30 days after the decision and order becomes final. A copy of the notice of appeal shall be sent by
certified mail, return receipt requested, or by personal service to the Iowa Department of Public Health,
Division of Environmental Health, Lucas State Office Building, 321 East 12th Street, Des Moines, Iowa
50319-0075.

(12) The party who appeals a final agency action to the district court shall pay the cost of the
preparation of a transcript of the contested case hearing for the district court.

641—15.7(135I) Waivers. A waiver to these rules may be granted only by the department. A waiver
can be granted only if sufficient information is provided to substantiate the need for and propriety of the
action.

15.7(1) Requests for waivers shall be in writing and shall be sent to the local inspection agency for
comment. The local inspection agency shall send the request for waiver to the department within 15
business days of its receipt.

15.7(2) The granting or denial of a waiver will take into consideration, but not be limited to, the
following criteria:

a. Substantially equal protection of health and safety shall be provided by a means other than that
prescribed in the particular rule, or

b. The degree of violation of the rule is sufficiently small so as not to pose a significant risk
of injury to any individual, and the remedies necessary to alleviate this minor violation would incur
substantial and unreasonable expense on the part of the person seeking a waiver.

15.7(3) Decisions shall be issued in writing by the department and shall include the reasons for denial
or granting of the waiver. Copies of decisions shall be kept at the department, and a copy shall be sent
to the contracting board of health.

15.7(4) The applicant for a waiver that is denied may request a review of the denial by the director
of the department. The request shall be submitted in writing within 30 days of the applicant’s receipt
of the department’s denial of a waiver request. The request for a review shall be addressed to the Iowa
Department of Public Health, Office of the Director, Lucas State Office Building, 321 East 12th Street,
Des Moines, Iowa 50319-0075. The decision of the director shall be considered the department’s final
agency action.

15.7(5) The applicant may petition for judicial review of the final agency action pursuant to Iowa
Code chapter 17A.
[ARC 5334C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

641—15.8(135I) Penalties. A person violating a provision of this chapter shall be guilty of a simple
misdemeanor pursuant to the authority of Iowa Code section 135I.5. Each day upon which a violation
occurs constitutes a separate violation.

641—15.9(135I) Registration.
15.9(1) Swimming pool and spa registration. No swimming pool or spa shall be operated in the

state without being registered with the department. The owner of a swimming pool or spa or the owner’s
designated representative shall register the swimming pool or spa before the swimming pool or spa is
first used and shall renew the registration annually on or before April 30. The initial registration and
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registration renewal shall be submitted on forms supplied by the department. The registration for a
swimming pool or spa is valid from May 1 through the following April 30.

15.9(2) Change in ownership. Within 30 days of the change in ownership of a swimming pool or
spa, the new owner shall furnish the department with the following information:

a. Name and registration number of the swimming pool or spa.
b. Name, address, and telephone number of new owner.
c. Date the change in ownership took place.
d. A nonrefundable fee of $20 per swimming pool or spa.
15.9(3) Withholding registration. The department may withhold or revoke the registration of a

swimming pool or spa pursuant to 15.6(2)“d” if an owner or the owner’s designated representative has
violated a provision of Iowa Code chapter 135I or a rule in this chapter.

641—15.10(135I) Training courses.
15.10(1) A training course designed to fulfill the requirements of 641—15.11(135I) shall be

reviewed by the department.
15.10(2) At least 15 days prior to the course date, the course director shall submit at a minimum the

following to the department:
a. A course outline with a list of instructors and guest speakers and their qualifications.
b. Date or dates the course is to be held.
c. Place the course is to be held.
d. Number of hours of instruction.
e. Course agenda.
15.10(3) The department shall approve or disapprove the course of instruction in writing within 10

business days of receipt of the information required in 15.10(2).
15.10(4) Within 30 business days after the conclusion of the course of instruction, the course director

shall furnish the department with the name and address of each person who successfully completed the
course.

641—15.11(135I) Swimming pool/spa operator qualifications.
15.11(1) A person designated as a certified operator of a facility for compliance with 15.4(6)“a” and

15.51(5)“a” shall have successfully completed a CPO® certification course, an AFO certification course,
a PPSO certification course, an LAFT certification course, or another course of instruction approved by
the department. A copy of a current, valid CPO®, AFO, PPSO, or LAFT certificate for the certified
operator shall be maintained in the pool or spa records.

15.11(2) A certified operator with a CPO® certificate, a PPSO certificate, or an LAFT certificate
shall attend at least ten hours of continuing education between the original certification date and the first
renewal of the certificate, and shall attend at least ten additional hours of continuing education before
each subsequent renewal of the certificate. A certified operator with an AFO certificate shall attend at
least six hours of continuing education between the original certification date and the first renewal of the
certificate, and shall attend at least six additional hours of continuing education before each subsequent
renewal of the certificate. The department shall determine the continuing education requirements for a
certified operator training course that is approved after May 4, 2005. Proof of continuing education shall
be kept with certification records at the facility.

641—15.12(135I) Fees.
15.12(1) Registration fees. For each swimming pool or spa, the registration fee is $35. Registration

fees are delinquent if not received by the department by April 30 or the first business day thereafter. The
owner shall pay a $25 penalty for each month or fraction thereof that the fee is late for each swimming
pool or spa that is required to be registered.

15.12(2) Registration change fees. For each swimming pool or spa, the fee for a change of
ownership, change of facility name, or other change in registration is $20.
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15.12(3) Inspection fees. The inspection agency shall bill the owner of a facility upon completion
of an inspection. Inspection fees are due upon receipt of a notice of payment due.

When the swimming pool is located within the jurisdiction of a local inspection agency, the local
inspection agency may establish fees needed to defray the costs of inspection and enforcement under this
chapter. Inspection fees billed by a local inspection agency shall be paid to the local inspection agency
or its designee.

a. Inspection fee schedule.

Table 7
Swimming Pools and Spas

Pool Type Inspection Fee
Swimming pool or leisure river, surface area less than 1500 ft2 $170
Swimming pool or leisure river, surface area 1500 ft2 or greater $270
Wave pool $270
Water slide and plunge pool $270
Spa $170
Wading pool less than or equal to 500 ft2 $50
Wading pool greater than 500 ft2 $90
Residential swimming pool used for commercial purposes $50

Table 8
Water Slides

Inspection Fee
Each additional water slide into a plunge pool $75
Water slide into a swimming pool $175
Each additional water slide into a swimming pool $75

b. Multipool facilities. If more than one pool (swimming pool, water slide, wave pool, wading
pool, or spa) is located within a fenced compound or a building, the inspection fee for the pools in the
fenced compound or building shall be reduced by 10 percent. This reduction does not apply to the fees
specified in Table 8.

c. Special inspection fee. When an inspection agency determines that a special inspection is
required, i.e., a follow-up inspection or an inspection generated by complaints, the inspection agency
may charge a special inspection fee which shall be based on the actual cost of providing the inspection.

d. Penalty. Unpaid inspection fees will be considered delinquent 45 days after the date of the bill.
A penalty of $30 per month or fraction thereof that the payment is delinquent will be assessed to the
owner for each pool inspected.

15.12(4) Plan review fees.
a. New construction. A plan review fee as specified in Tables 9, 10 and 11 shall be submitted with

a construction permit application for each body of water in a proposed facility. If two or more pools
share a common recirculation system as specified in 15.5(5)“a,” the plan review fee shall be 25 percent
less than the total plan review fee required by Tables 9, 10 and 11.
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Table 9
Swimming Pools, Wading Pools and Wave Pools

Swimming Pool Area (ft2) Plan Review Fee
less than 500 $165
500 to 999 $275
1000 to 1999 $385
2000 to 3999 $550*
4000 and greater $825*

*This may include one water slide.

Table 10
Water Slides

Description Plan Review Fee
Water slide and dedicated plunge pool $550
Each additional water slide into a plunge pool or swimming pool $165

Table 11
Spas

Spa Volume (gal) Plan Review Fee
less than 500 $165
500 to 999 $275
1000 + $385

b. Reconstruction. The plan review fee for reconstruction is $250 for each swimming pool, spa or
bathhouse altered in the reconstruction.

c. Penalty for construction without a permit. Whenever any work for which a permit is required
has been started before a permit is issued, the plan review fee shall be 150 percent of the fee specified
in 15.12(3)“a” or “b.” The department may require that construction not done in accordance with the
rules be corrected before a facility is used.

EXCEPTION: After receiving a construction permit application, the department may authorize
preliminary construction on a project to start before issuance of a permit. The authorization shall be in
writing to the owner or the owner’s authorized representative.

15.12(5) Training fees. The course sponsor for a training course designed to fulfill the requirements
of 641—15.11(135I) shall pay to the department a fee of $20 for each person who successfully completes
the course. The fee is due within 30 business days of the completion of the course.

641—15.13(135I) 28E agreements. A city, county or district board of health may apply to the
department for authority to inspect swimming pools and spas and enforce these rules.

15.13(1) Application and review process. Applications shall be made to the Iowa Department of
Public Health, Swimming Pool Program, Lucas State Office Building, 321 East 12th Street, Des Moines,
Iowa 50319-0075.

15.13(2) Each application shall include, at a minimum:
a. A commitment that inspectors will meet the educational requirements of 641—15.11(135I). A

person who is a registered sanitarian (R.S.) or a registered environmental health specialist (R.E.H.S.)
with the National Environmental Health Association shall be considered to have met the educational
requirements of subrule 15.11(2).
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b. A statement of the ability of the board of health to provide inspections of all swimming pools
and spas within the contracted area.

c. A statement of the ability of the board of health to follow enforcement procedures contained in
subrule 15.6(2).

15.13(3) If the department approves the application, the 28E agreement shall be perpetual, subject
to the conditions set forth by both parties. The agreement shall include the terms and conditions required
by Iowa Code chapter 28E and any additional terms agreed to by the parties.

641—15.14(135I) Application denial or partial denial—appeal.
15.14(1) Denial or partial denial of an application shall be done in accordance with the requirements

of Iowa Code section 17A.12. Notice to the applicant of denial or partial denial shall be served by
restricted certified mail, return receipt requested, or by personal service.

15.14(2) Any request for appeal concerning denial or partial denial shall be submitted by the
aggrieved party, in writing, to the department by certified mail, return receipt requested, within 30 days
of the receipt of the department’s notice. The address is Iowa Department of Public Health, Swimming
Pool Program, Lucas State Office Building, 321 East 12th Street, Des Moines, Iowa 50319-0075. Prior
to or at the hearing, the department may rescind the denial or partial denial. If no request for appeal is
received within the 30-day time period, the department’s notice of denial or partial denial shall become
the department’s final agency action.

15.14(3) Upon receipt of an appeal that meets contested case status, the appeal shall be forwarded
within five working days to the department of inspections and appeals, pursuant to the rules adopted
by that agency regarding the transmission of contested cases. The information upon which the adverse
action is based and any additional information which may be provided by the aggrieved party shall also
be provided to the department of inspections and appeals.

641—15.15 to 15.50 Reserved.

SPAS

641—15.51(135I) Spa operations. A spa shall be operated in a safe, sanitary manner and shall meet the
following operational standards.

15.51(1) Filtration and recirculation.
a. Filters. A spa shall have a filtration system in good working condition which provides water

clarity in compliance with the water quality standards of subrule 15.51(2).
(1) Each filter cartridge shall be replaced with a new, unused, or cleaned and disinfected filter

cartridge in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations for pressure rise at the inlet of the
filter, but at least once a month. If a functioning pressure gauge is not present at the filter inlet, the filter
cartridge(s) shall be replaced whenever the spa is drained and at least every two weeks. Filter cartridge
replacements shall be recorded in the spa records.

(2) Each sand filter serving a spa shall be opened at least annually and the sand media examined
for grease buildup, channeling and other deficiencies. The sand shall be cleaned and disinfected before
the filter is put back into service. The annual inspection shall be recorded in the spa records.

(3) Each diatomaceous earth filter serving a spa shall be dismantled, and the filter socks and the
interior of the filter shall be cleaned and disinfected at least annually. The annual cleaning shall be
recorded in the spa records.

(4) The recirculation system shall have an operating pressure gauge located in front of the filter if
it is a pressure filter system. A vacuum filter system shall have a vacuum gauge located between the
filter and the pump.

b. The recirculation system for a spa shall treat one spa volume of water in 30 minutes or less.
c. Continuous operation required. Pumps, filters, disinfectant feeders, flow indicators, gauges,

and all related components of the spa water recirculation system shall be operated continuously whenever
the spa contains water, except for cleaning or servicing.
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d. Inlets. The recirculation system shall have inlets adequate in design, number, location, and
spacing to ensure effective distribution of treated water and maintenance of uniform disinfectant residual
throughout the spa.

e. Skimmers. A spa shall have at least one skimmer.
(1) Each skimmer shall have a self-adjusting weir in place and operational.
(2) Each skimmer shall have an easily removable basket or screen upstream from any valve.
f. Wastewater. Wastewater and backwash water from a spa shall be discharged through an air

break or an air gap.
g. Water supply. Thewater supplied to a spa shall be from awater supplymeeting the requirements

of the department of natural resources for potable water.
(1) Water supplied to a spa shall be discharged to the spa system through an air gap or a

reduced-pressure principle backflow device meeting AWWA C-511-97, “Reduced-Pressure Principle
Backflow-Prevention Assembly.”

(2) Each hose bib at a facility shall be equipped with an atmospheric vacuum breaker or a hose
connection backflow preventer.

h. Spa water heaters.
(1) Electric water heaters shall bear the seal of UL.
(2) Gas-fired water heaters shall bear the seal of the AGA and shall be equipped with a pressure

relief valve.
(3) Fuel-burning water heaters shall be vented to the outside, in accordance with the Iowa state

plumbing code.
(4) Each indoor swimming pool equipment room with fuel-burning water heating equipment shall

have one or more openings to the outside of the room for the provision of combustion air.
15.51(2) Water quality and testing.
a. Disinfection.
(1) Spa water shall have a free chlorine residual of at least 2.0 ppm and no greater than 8.0 ppm,

or a total bromine residual of at least 4.0 ppm and no greater than 18 ppm when the spa is open for use,
except as given in Table 12.

(2) A spa shall be closed if the free chlorine is measured to be less than 1.0 ppm or the total bromine
is measured to be less than 2.0 ppm.

(3) The spa shall be closed if a free chlorine measurement exceeds 8.0 ppm or if the total bromine
measurement exceeds 18 ppm, except as given in Table 12.

(4) If an ORP controller with a readout meeting the requirements of 15.51(2)“f”(4) is installed on
the spa system, the spa water shall have an ORP of at least 700 mV, but no greater than 880 mV, except
as given in Table 12. The spa shall be closed if the ORP is less than 650 mV or greater than 880 mV.

(5) The spa shall be closed if the cyanuric acid concentration in the spa water exceeds 80 ppm. The
spa may be reopened when the cyanuric acid concentration is 40 ppm or less.

(6) No cyanuric acid shall be added to an indoor spa after May 4, 2005, except through an existing
chemical feed system designed to deliver di-chlor or tri-chlor. No cyanuric acid in any form shall be
added to an indoor spa after June 30, 2008.

Table 12

Preferred Operating Range Acceptable Operating Range
ORP (mV) Free Cl (ppm) Total Br (ppm) ORP (mV) Free Cl (ppm) Total Br (ppm)
700-880 2.0-8.0 4.0-18.0 700-880 1.0-1.8 2.0-3.5

650-700# 2.0-8.0 4.0-18.0
650-700† 8.2-10.0 18.5-22.0

# If these conditions occur on any 3 consecutive days or on any 5 days within a 7-day period, and the conditions reoccur after the
spa is drained and cleaned, the facility management shall evaluate water parameters including, but not limited to, cyanuric acid, pH,
combined chlorine, and phosphates (ortho- and total); and other conditions at the spa. The facility management shall modify parameters
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and conditions as practical to bring the ORP to a minimum of 700 mV. The evaluation shall be completed within 30 days after the low
ORP condition is known to the facility management. A written report of the evaluation shall be kept with the spa records.
† If these conditions occur on any 2 consecutive days or on any 4 days within a 7-day period, the facility management shall drain and
clean the spa and notify the inspection agency. If the conditions reoccur after the spa is drained and cleaned, the facility management
shall cause the conditions at the spa specified in the previous footnote and the function of the ORP equipment to be investigated by a
professional pool service company. A written report detailing source water parameters, spa water parameters, spa design (including
information about the installed mechanical and chemical equipment), other conditions affecting the disinfectant concentration and the
ORP, and the actions taken to increase ORP relative to the disinfectant residual shall be submitted to the local inspection agency within
30 days after the low ORP condition is known to the facility management.

b. pH level. The pH of spa water shall be 7.2 to 7.8.
c. Water clarity. A spa shall be closed if the grate openings on drain fittings at or near the bottom

of the spa are not clearly visible when the agitation system is off.
d. Bacteria detection.
(1) If coliform or Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria are detected in a sample taken in accordance

with 15.51(2)“e”(8), the spa shall be drained, cleaned, and disinfected. The spa may reopen, and a
check sample shall be taken when the spa water meets the requirements of paragraphs “a,” “b” and “c”
above. If coliform or Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria are detected in the check sample, the spa shall
be closed. The spa shall be drained, physically cleaned, and disinfected. The filter(s) shall be cleaned
and disinfected.

1. For cartridge filters, the cartridge shall be replaced with a new, unused cartridge or a cleaned,
disinfected cartridge; the filter housing shall be physically cleaned, then disinfected.

2. For sand and DE filters, the filter shall be opened and the media and components cleaned and
disinfected.
The spa may reopen when no coliform or Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria are detected in a spa water
sample taken when the spa water meets the requirements of paragraphs “a,” “b” and “c” above.

(2) The facility management shall notify the local inspection agency of the positive bacteriological
result within one business day after the facility management has become aware of the result.

e. Test frequency. The results of the tests required below shall be recorded in the spa records.
(1) The disinfectant residual in the spa water shall be tested or the ORP of the spa water shall be

checked each day before the spa is opened for use and at intervals not to exceed two hours thereafter
until the spa closing time. For a spa at a condominium complex, an apartment building or a homeowners
association with 25 or fewer living units, the disinfectant level in the spa water shall be tested or the ORP
of the spa water shall be checked at least twice each day the spa is available for use.

If the spa is equipped with an automatic controller with a readout or local printout of ORP complying
with the requirements of 15.51(2)“f”(4), the operator maymake visual readings of ORP in lieu of manual
testing, but the spa water shall be tested manually for disinfectant residual at least twice per day. Both
ORP and disinfectant residual shall be recorded when manual testing is done. The operator shall specify
in the spa records which results are from the manual tests.

(2) The pH of the spa water shall be tested each day before the spa is opened for use and at intervals
not to exceed two hours thereafter until the spa closing time. For a spa at a condominium complex, an
apartment building or a homeowners association with 25 or fewer living units, the pH of the spa water
shall be tested at least twice each day the spa is available for use.

If the spa is equipped with an automatic controller with a readout or local printout of pH complying
with the requirements of 15.51(2)“f”(5), the operator may make visual readings of pH in lieu of manual
testing, but the spa water shall be tested manually for pH at least twice per day. The operator shall specify
in the spa records which results are from the manual tests.

(3) The spa water temperature shall be measured whenever a manual test of the spa water is
performed.

(4) If a chlorine compound is used for disinfection, the spa water shall be tested for combined
chlorine at least once a day.

(5) If cyanuric acid or a stabilized chlorine is used in a spa, the spa water shall be tested for cyanuric
acid at least once a day.
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(6) The spa water shall be tested for total alkalinity each time the spa is refilled and at least once in
each week that the spa is open for use.

(7) The spa water shall be tested for calcium hardness each time the spa is refilled.
(8) At least once in each month that a spa is open for use, a sample of the spa water shall be

submitted to a laboratory certified by the department of natural resources for the determination of
coliform bacteria in drinking water. The sample shall be analyzed for total coliform and Pseudomonas
aeruginosa.

f. Test equipment.
(1) Each facility shall have functional water testing equipment for free chlorine and combined

chlorine, or total bromine; pH; total alkalinity; calcium hardness; and cyanuric acid (if cyanuric acid or
a stabilized chlorine is used at the facility).

(2) The test equipment shall provide for the direct measurement of free chlorine and combined
chlorine from 0 to 10 ppm in increments of 0.2 ppm or less over the full range, or total bromine from 0
to 20 ppm in increments of 0.5 ppm or less over the full range.

(3) The test equipment shall provide for the measurement of spa water pH from 7.0 to 8.0 with at
least five increments in that range.

(4) A controller readout used in lieu of manual disinfectant residual testing shall be a numerical
analog or digital display (indicator lights are not acceptable) with an ORP scale with a range of at least
600 to 900 mV with increments of 20 mV or less.

(5) A controller readout used in lieu of manual pH testing shall be a numerical analog or digital
display (indicator lights are not acceptable) with a range at least as required in 15.51(2)“f”(3) with
increments of 0.2 or less over the full range.

g. Operator availability. A person knowledgeable in testing water and in operating the water
treatment equipment shall be available whenever a spa is open for use.

15.51(3) Disinfection systems and cleaning.
a. Disinfectant system.
(1) Equipment for continuous feed of a chlorine or bromine compound to the spa water shall be

provided and shall be operational. The equipment shall be adjustable in at least five increments over its
feed capacity. Where applicable, the chemical feeder shall be listed by NSF or another listing agency
approved by the department for compliance with Standard 50.

(2) The disinfectant equipment shall be capable of providing at least 10 ppm of chlorine or bromine
to the spa water based on the recirculation flow rate.

(3) Equipment and piping used to apply any chemicals to the water shall be of such size, design,
and material that they may be cleaned. All material used for such equipment and piping shall be resistant
to the action of chemicals to be used.

(4) The use of chlorine gas is prohibited.
b. Cleaning and superchlorination.
(1) A spa shall be clean.
(2) A spa containing 500 gal of water or less shall be drained, cleaned and refilled a minimum of

once a week. A spa containing over 500 gal to 2000 gal of water shall be drained, cleaned and refilled
a minimum of one time every two weeks. A spa with a water volume greater than 2000 gal shall be
drained, cleaned and refilled a minimum of one time every three weeks.

The department may permit a longer period between refills for spas over 2000 gal upon evaluation
of the use of the spa. Such permission shall be in writing, and a copy shall be available to an inspector
upon request.

(3) The inspection agency may require that a spa be drained, cleaned, and superchlorinated prior
to further usage.

15.51(4) Safety.
a. Chemical safety.
(1) No disinfectant chemical, pH control chemical, algaecide, shock treatment chemical, or any

other chemical that is toxic or irritating to humans shall be added to a spa over the top when the spa is
occupied. If chemicals are added to the spa over the top, the spa shall not be occupied for a period of
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at least 30 minutes. The operator shall test the spa water as appropriate before allowing use of the spa.
The chemical addition and the test results shall be recorded in the spa records.

(2) Spa chemicals shall be stored and handled in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations.

(3) Material safety data sheets (MSDS) for the chemicals used in the spa shall be at the facility in
a location known and readily accessible to the facility staff.

(4) Chemical containers shall be clearly labeled.
(5) A chemical hazard warning sign shall be placed at the entrance of a room where chemicals are

used or stored or where bulk containers are located.
b. Stairs, ladders, recessed steps, and ramps.
(1) When the top rim of a spa is more than 24 inches above the surrounding floor area, stairs or a

ramp shall be provided to the top of the spa.
(2) Stairs, ladders, ladder rungs, and ramps shall be slip-resistant.
(3) Where stairs and ramps are provided, they shall be equipped with a handrail.
(4) Ladders and handrails shall be constructed of corrosion-resistant materials or provided with

corrosion-resistant coatings. They shall have no exposed sharp edges.
(5) Ladders, handrails and grabrails shall be securely anchored.
c. Water temperature. Water temperature in the spa shall not exceed 104°F. The spa shall be closed

if the water temperature exceeds 104°F.
(1) A thermometer shall be available to measure temperatures in the range of 80° to 120°F.
(2) Water temperature controls shall be accessible only to the spa operator.
d. Emergency telephone. Each facility where lifeguards are not provided shall have a designated

emergency telephone or equivalent communication system that can be operated without coins. The
communication system shall be available to users of the spa whenever the spa is open. If the emergency
communication system is not locatedwithin the spa enclosure, management shall post a sign(s) indicating
the location of the emergency telephone. Instructions for emergency use of the telephone shall be posted
near the telephone.

e. Water level. Water level shall be maintained at the skimming level.
f. Fully submerged outlets. Each fully submerged outlet shall be designed to prevent user

entrapment. A spa shall be closed if the cover/grate of a fully submerged outlet is missing or broken.
(1) For a spa constructed prior to May 13, 1998, each pump that draws water directly from a fully

submerged outlet shall be connected to two or more outlets or a single outlet with an area of at least 144
in2.

(2) Each fully submerged outlet shall have a cover/grate that has been tested for compliance with
the requirements of the ASME standard by a testing agency approved by the department or that is certified
for compliance by an engineer licensed in Iowa.

1. The cover/grate for an outlet systemwith a single fully submerged outlet shall have a flow rating
of at least 100 percent of the maximum system flow rate. The combined flow rating for the cover/grates
for an outlet system with more than one fully submerged outlet shall be at least 200 percent of the
maximum system flow rate.

The maximum system flow rate is the design flow rate for the pump(s) directly connected to the
outlet(s) in an outlet system. In the absence of better information, the maximum system flow rate is the
capacity of the pump(s) at 50 feet TDH, based on the manufacturer’s published pump curves.

2. Fully submerged outlet cover/grates shall not be removable without the use of tools.
3. Purchase records and product information that demonstrate compliance shall be maintained

by the facility for at least five years from the time the cover/grate is purchased. If a field fabricated
cover/grate is certified for compliance to the ASME standard by an engineer licensed in Iowa, a copy of
the certification letter shall be kept at the facility for at least five years from the certification date.

(3) A spa with a single fully submerged outlet that is not unblockable and that is directly connected
to a pump shall be closed if the outlet does not have a cover/grate that complies with the ASME standard.
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If a spa has two or more fully submerged outlets on a single surface that are all less than 3 ft apart on
center, are not unblockable, and are directly connected to a pump, the spa is considered to have a single
fully submerged outlet.

(4) A spa with a single fully submerged outlet that is not unblockable and that is directly connected
to a pump shall be closed if the outlet system is not equipped with a safety vacuum release system that
is listed for compliance with ASME/ANSI A112.19.17-2002, “Manufactured Safety Vacuum Release
Systems (SVRS) for Residential and Commercial Swimming Pool, Spa, Hot Tub, and Wading Pool
Suction Systems,” by a listing agency approved by the department; or another vacuum release system
approved by the department.

1. Purchase records and product information that demonstrate compliance shall be maintained by
the facility for at least five years from the time the SVRS is purchased or another approved system is
installed.

2. An SVRS shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
3. An SVRS shall be tested for proper function at the frequency recommended by the

manufacturer, but at least once in each month the spa is operated. The date and result of each test shall
be recorded.

(5) In lieu of compliance with subparagraphs (2), (3) and (4) above, a fully submerged outlet in
a spa may be disabled with the approval of the department, except that an equalizer in a skimmer may
be plugged without department approval. The management of the spa shall submit to the department
information including, but not necessarily limited to:

1. The area and volume of the spa;
2. Detailed information about the inlet system, including the location of the inlets and the type of

inlet fitting;
3. The number of skimmers and pipe sizes;
4. Pump information and flow rates for the outlet system; and
5. Filter type, number of filters, the size of the filter(s), andwhether multiple filters are backwashed

together or separately.
If the department approves the application to disable the outlet, the outlet valve shall be closed and

the valve secured by removing the handle, by locking the handle closed, or by another method approved
by the department. The outlet may be physically disconnected from the pump system at the option of
the facility management.

g. Spa walls and floor shall be smooth and easily cleanable.
h. Decks.
(1) The deck shall have a slip-resistant surface.
(2) The deck shall be clean and free of debris.
(3) A hose bib shall be provided for flushing or cleaning of the deck.
(4) Glass objects, other than eyeglasses and safety glass doors and partitions, shall not be permitted

on the deck.
i. There shall be no underwater or overhead projections or obstructions which would endanger

user safety or interfere with proper spa operation.
j. Electrical.
(1) Each electrical outlet in the deck, shower room, and pool water treatment equipment areas shall

be equipped with a properly installed ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) at the outlet or at the breaker
serving the outlet. Electrical outlets energized through an ORP/pH controller are not required to have a
separate GFCI if the controller is equipped with a GFCI or is energized through a GFCI breaker. Ground
fault circuit interrupter receptacles and breakers shall be tested at least once in each month the spa is
operating. Test dates and results shall be recorded in the spa records.

(2) There shall be no outlets located on, or within 5 ft of, the inside wall of a spa.
(3) An air switch within reach of persons in the spa and its connecting tube shall be constructed of

materials that do not conduct electricity.
(4) Lighting.
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1. Artificial lighting shall be provided at all spas which are to be used at night or which do not
have adequate natural lighting so all portions of the spa, including the bottom and main drain, may be
readily seen.

2. Underwater lights and fixtures shall be designed for their intended use. When the underwater
lights operate at more than 15 volts, the underwater light circuit shall be equipped with a GFCI. When
underwater lights need to be repaired, the electricity shall be shut off until repairs are completed.

3. No electrical wiring shall extend over an outdoor spa.
k. Fencing.
(1) A spa shall be enclosed by a fence, wall, building, or combination thereof not less than 4 ft

high. The spa enclosure shall be constructed of durable materials. A spa may be in the same room or
enclosure as another spa or a swimming pool.

(2) A fence, wall, or other means of enclosure shall have no openings that would allow the passage
of a 4-inch sphere, and shall not be easily climbable by toddlers. The distance between the ground and
the top of the lowest horizontal support accessible from outside the facility, or between the two lowest
horizontal supports accessible from outside the facility, shall be at least 45 inches. A horizontal support
is considered accessible if it is on the exterior of the fence relative to the spa, or if the gap between the
vertical members of the fence is greater than 1¾ inches.

(3) At least one gate or door with an opening of at least 36 inches in width shall be provided for
emergency purposes. When closed, gates and doors shall comply with the requirements of (2) above.
Gates and doors shall be lockable. Except where lifeguard supervision is provided whenever the spa is
open, gates and doors shall be self-closing and self-latching.

(4) If there are sleeping rooms, apartments, condominiums, or permanent recreation areas which
are used by children and which open directly into the spa area, the spa shall be enclosed by a barrier at
least 3 ft high. No opening in the barrier shall permit the passage of a 4-inch sphere. The barrier shall
not be easily climbable by toddlers. There shall be at least one 36-inch-wide gate or door through the
barrier. Gates and doors shall be lockable. Except where lifeguard supervision is provided whenever the
spa is open, gates and doors provided shall be self-closing and self-latching.

l. Agitation system control. The agitation system control shall be installed out of the reach of
persons in the spa. The “on” cycle for the agitation system shall be no more than ten minutes.

15.51(5) Management, notification, and records.
a. Certified operator required. Each spa facility shall employ a certified operator. One certified

operator may be responsible for a maximum of three facilities.
b. Spa rules sign. A “Spa Rules” sign shall be posted near the spa. The sign shall include the

following stipulations:
(1) Persons with a medical condition, including pregnancy, should not use the spa without first

consulting with a physician.
(2) Anyone having a contagious disease shall not use the spa.
(3) Persons shall not use the spa immediately following exercise or while under the influence of

alcohol, narcotics, or other drugs.
(4) Persons shall not use the spa alone or without supervision.
(5) Children shall be accompanied by an adult.
(6) Persons shall not use the spa longer than ten minutes.
(7) No one shall dive or jump into the spa.
(8) The maximum patron load of the spa. (The maximum patron load of a spa is one individual per

2 lineal ft of inner edge of seat or bench.)
c. Spa depth. The maximum depth of a spa shall be posted at a conspicuous location near the spa

in numerals or letters at least 3 inches high.
d. Glass prohibited. Glass objects other than eyeglasses, safety glass doors, and partitions shall

not be permitted in a spa enclosure.
e. Operational records. The operator of a spa shall have the spa operational records for the

previous 12 months at the facility and shall make these records available when requested by a swimming
pool/spa inspector. These records shall contain a day-by-day account of spa operation, including:
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(1) ORP and pH readings, results of pH, free chlorine or total bromine residual, cyanuric acid (if
used), combined chlorine, total alkalinity, and calcium hardness tests, and any other chemical test results.

(2) Results of microbiological analyses.
(3) Water temperature measurements.
(4) Reports of complaints, accidents, injuries, or illnesses.
(5) Dates and quantities of chemical additions, including resupply of chemical feed systems.
(6) Dates when filters were backwashed or cleaned or a filter cartridge(s) was changed.
(7) Draining and cleaning of spa.
(8) Dates when ground fault circuit interrupter receptacles or circuit breakers were tested.
(9) Dates of review of material safety data sheets.
(10) If applicable, dates and results of tests of each SVRS installed at a facility.
f. Submission of records. An inspection agencymay require facility management to submit copies

of readings of ORP and pH, chemical test results and microbiological analyses to the inspection agency
on a monthly basis. The inspection agency shall notify the facility management of this requirement in
writing at least 15 days before the reports are to be submitted for the first time. The facility management
shall submit the required reports to the inspection agency within 10 days after the end of each month of
operation.

g. Operations manual. A permanent manual for operation of a spa shall be at the facility. The
manual shall include instructions for routine operations at the spa including, but not necessarily limited
to:

(1) Maintaining the chemical supply for the chemical feed systems.
(2) Filter backwash or cleaning.
(3) Water testing procedures, including the required frequency of testing.
(4) Procedures for draining, cleaning and refilling the spa, including chemical adjustments and

controller adjustments.
(5) Controller sensor maintenance, where applicable.
(6) Superchlorination.
h. Schematic drawing. A schematic drawing of the spa recirculation system shall be posted in the

swimming pool filter room or shall be in the operations manual. Clear labeling of the spa piping with flow
direction and water status (unfiltered, treated, backwash) may be substituted for the schematic drawing.

i. Material safety data sheets. Copies of material safety data sheets (MSDS) for the chemicals
used at the spa shall be kept at the facility in a location known and readily accessible to facility staff
with chemical-handling responsibilities. Each member of the facility staff with chemical-handling
responsibilities shall review the MSDS at least annually. The facility management shall retain records
of the MSDS reviews at the facility and shall make the records available upon request by a swimming
pool inspector.

j. Emergency plans. A written emergency plan shall be provided. The plan shall include, but
may not be limited to, actions to be taken in cases of drowning, hyperthermia, serious illness or injury,
chemical-handling accidents, weather emergencies, and other serious incidents. The emergency plan
shall be reviewed with the facility staff at least once a year, and the dates of review or training shall be
recorded. The written emergency plan shall be kept at the facility and shall be available to a swimming
pool inspector upon request.

k. Temporary spas.
(1) A person offering temporary spas for rent shall be a certified operator.
(2) Records of temporary spas shall be maintained for one year which identify the location of all

installations.
(3) Written operational instructions shall be provided to individuals operating or leasing a spa. The

instructions shall be consistent with this chapter and provide guidance in the following areas:
1. Acceptable sources of water supply and procedure for cross-connection control—15.51(1)“g.”
2. Methods for routine cleaning and superchlorination—15.51(3)“b.”
3. Procedures formaintaining prescribed levels of disinfectant residual, pH, total alkalinity, clarity,

and microbiological quality, and using the test kit—15.51(2)“a” to 15.51(2)“f.”
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4. Procedures for maintaining temperature and operation of temperature controls—15.51(4)“c.”
5. Warning to prevent electrical hazards—15.51(4)“j.”
6. Procedures for operation of filters, including backwashing—15.51(1)“a.”
7. A warning to the renter that the renter should prevent unauthorized or accidental access to a spa

when it contains water.
15.51(6) Reports. Spa operators shall report to the local inspection agency, within one working day

of occurrence, all deaths; near drowning incidents; head, neck, and spinal cord injuries; and any injury
which renders a person unconscious or requires immediate medical attention.
[ARC 7839B, IAB 6/3/09, effective 7/8/09]

641—15.52(135I) Construction and reconstruction. A spa constructed or reconstructed after May 4,
2005, shall comply with the following standards. Nothing in these rules is intended to exempt spas and
associated structures from any applicable federal, state or local laws, rules or ordinances. Applicable
requirements include, but are not limited to, the handicapped access and energy requirements of the state
building code, the fire and life safety requirements of the state fire marshal, the rules of the department
of workforce development, and the rules of the department of natural resources.

15.52(1) Construction permits.
a. Permit required. No spa shall be constructed or reconstructed without the owner or a designated

representative of the owner first receiving a permit from the department. Construction shall be completed
within 24 months from the date the construction permit is issued unless a written extension is granted by
the department.

b. Permit application. The owner of a proposed or existing spa or a designated representative of
the owner shall apply for a construction permit on forms provided by the department. The application
shall be submitted to the department at least 15 days prior to construction of a new spa or the
reconstruction of a spa.

c. Plan submission. Three sets of plans and specifications shall be submitted with the application.
A nonrefundable plan review fee shall be remitted with the application for each spa as required in
15.12(4).

d. Notification of completion. The owner of a newly constructed or reconstructed facility or the
owner’s designated representative shall notify the department in writing at least 15 business days prior
to opening the spa.

15.52(2) Plans and specifications.
a. Plan certification. Plans and specifications shall be sealed and certified in accordance with the

rules of the engineering and land surveying examining board or the architectural examining board by an
engineer or architect licensed to practice in Iowa.

(1) This requirement may be waived by the department if the project is the addition or replacement
of a chemical feed system, including a disinfection system, or a simple replacement of a filter or pump
or both.

(2) If the requirement for engineering plans is waived, the owner of the spa assumes full
responsibility for ensuring that the construction or reconstruction complies with these rules and with
any other applicable federal, state and local laws, rules, and ordinances.

b. Content of plans. Plans and specifications shall contain sufficient information to demonstrate
to the department that the proposed spa will meet the requirements of this chapter. The information shall
include, but may not be limited to:

(1) The name and address of the owner and the name, address, and telephone number of the architect
or engineer responsible for the plans and specifications. If a contractor applies for a construction permit,
the name, address and telephone number of the contractor shall be included.

(2) The location of the project by street address or other legal description.
(3) A site plan showing the spa in relation to buildings, streets, any swimming pool within the same

general area, water and sewer service, gas service, and electrical service.
(4) Detailed scale drawings of the spa and its appurtenances, including a plan view and cross

sections at a scale of ¼ inch per foot or larger. The location of inlets, overflow system components,

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7839B.pdf
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main drains, deck and deck drainage, the location and size of spa piping, and the spa steps and handrails
shall be shown.

(5) A drawing(s) showing the location, plan, and elevation of filters, pumps, chemical feeders,
ventilation devices, and heaters, and additional drawings or schematics showing operating levels,
backflow preventers, valves, piping, flow meters, pressure gauges, thermometers, the make-up water
connection, and the drainage system for the disposal of filter backwash water.

(6) Plan and elevation drawings of bathhouse facilities including dressing rooms; lockers; showers,
toilets and other plumbing fixtures; water supply and drain and vent systems; gas service; water heating
equipment; electrical fixtures; and ventilation systems, if provided.

(7) Complete technical specifications for the construction of the spa, for the spa equipment and for
the spa appurtenances.

c. Deviation from plans. No deviation from the plans and specifications or conditions of approval
shall be made without prior approval of the department.

15.52(3) General design.
a. Materials. A spa shall be constructed of materials which are inert, stable, nontoxic, watertight,

and durable.
b. Water depth. The maximum water depth for a general use spa shall not exceed 4 ft measured

from the overflow level of the spa. The maximum depth of any seat or sitting bench shall not exceed 2
ft measured from the overflow level. A special-use spa may be deeper than 4 ft with written approval
from the department.

c. Structural loading. A spa shall be designed and constructed to withstand anticipated structural
loading for both full and empty conditions.

d. Distance from a swimming pool. A spa may be immediately adjacent to a swimming pool, or
a minimum of 4 ft from a Class B swimming pool or 6 ft from a Class A swimming pool. The distance
shall be measured from the outside edge of a ladder support or handrail on the deck, a lifeguard stand, a
swimming pool slide, or a similar obstruction.

e. Water supply. The water supplied to a spa shall be from a source meeting the requirements of
the department of natural resources for potable water.

(1) Water supplied to a spa shall be discharged to the spa system through an air gap or a
reduced-pressure principle backflow device complying with the requirements of AWWA C-511-97,
“Reduced-Pressure Principle Backflow-Prevention Assembly.”

(2) Each hose bib at a facility shall be equipped with an atmospheric vacuum breaker or a hose
connection backflow preventer.

f. Sewer separation required. No part of a spa recirculation system may be directly connected to
a sanitary sewer. An air break or an air gap shall be provided.

g. Operations manual. The owner shall require that a permanent manual for operation of a spa be
provided. The manual shall include, but may not be limited to:

(1) Instructions for routine operations at the spa including, but not necessarily limited to:
1. Filter backwash or cleaning.
2. Maintaining the chemical supply for the chemical feed systems.
3. Vacuuming and cleaning the spa.
4. Spa water testing procedures, including the frequency of testing.
5. Superchlorination.
6. Controller sensor maintenance and calibration, including the recommended frequency of

maintenance.
(2) For each centrifugal pump, a pump performance curve plotted on an 8½″ × 11″ or larger sheet.
(3) For each chemical feeder, the maximum rated output listed in weight per time or volume per

time units.
(4) Basic operating and maintenance instructions for spa equipment that requires cleaning,

adjustment, lubrication, or parts replacement, with recommended maintenance frequencies or the
parameters that would indicate a need for maintenance.
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h. A schematic drawing of the spa recirculation system shall be posted in the spa filter room or
shall be included in the operations manual. Clear labeling of the spa piping with flow direction and water
status (unfiltered, treated, backwash) may be substituted for the schematic drawing.

i. A permanent file containing the operations and maintenance manuals for the equipment
installed at the spa shall be established. The file shall include a source for parts or maintenance for the
equipment at the spa. The file may be located in a location other than the facility, but the file shall be
readily available to the facility management and maintenance staff.

15.52(4) Decks. A spa shall have a deck around at least 50 percent of the spa perimeter. The deck
shall be at least 4 ft wide.

a. Deck materials. The deck shall be constructed of stable, nontoxic, and durable materials.
b. Deck drainage. The deck shall drain away from the spa at a slope of at least 1/8 inch/ft, but no

more than 1/2 inch/ft to deck drains or to the surrounding ground surface. The deck shall be constructed
to eliminate standing water.

c. Deck surface. The deck shall be provided with a slip-resistant, durable, and cleanable surface.
d. Deck covering. A deck covering may be used provided that:
(1) The covering allows drainage so that the covering and the deck do not remain wet or retain

moisture.
(2) The covering is inert and will not support bacterial growth.
(3) The covering provides a slip-resistant surface.
(4) The covering is durable and cleanable.
e. Steps or ramp required. When the top rim of a spa is more than 24 inches above the surrounding

floor area, stairs or a ramp shall be provided to the top of the spa. Stairs or a ramp shall be designed in
accordance with the state building code or the building code adopted by the jurisdiction in which the spa
is located.

15.52(5) Recirculation.
a. Separate recirculation required. A spa shall have a recirculation system separate from another

spa or any swimming pool.
b. Recirculation flow rate. The recirculation system shall be capable of processing one spa volume

of water within 30 minutes. For spas with skimmers, the recirculation flow rate shall be at least 3.8 gpm
per lineal inch of skimmer weir or the flow rate required above, whichever is greater.

c. Recirculation pump. The recirculation pump(s) shall be listed by NSF or by another listing
agency approved by the department as complying with the requirements of Standard 50 and shall comply
with the following requirements:

(1) The pump(s) shall supply the recirculation flow rate required by 15.52(5)“b” at a TDH of at
least that given in “1,” “2” or “3” below, unless a lower TDH is shown by the designer to be hydraulically
appropriate. A valve for regulating the rate of flow shall be provided in the recirculation pump discharge
piping.

1. 40 feet for vacuum filters; or
2. 60 feet for pressure sand filters; or
3. 70 feet for pressure diatomaceous earth filters or cartridge filters.
(2) A separate pump or pumps shall be provided for the spa agitation system.
(3) For sand filter systems, the pump and filter system shall be designed so that each filter can be

backwashed at a rate of at least 15 gpm/ft2 of filter area.
(4) If a pump is located at an elevation higher than the spa water surface, it shall be self-priming

or the piping shall be arranged to prevent the loss of pump prime when the pump is stopped.
(5) Where a vacuum filter is used, a vacuum limit control shall be provided on the pump suction

line. The vacuum limit switch shall be set for a maximum vacuum of 18 in Hg.
(6) A compound vacuum-pressure gauge shall be installed on the pump suction line as close to the

pump as practical. A vacuum gauge may be used for pumps with suction lift. A pressure gauge shall be
installed on the pump discharge line as close to the pump as practical. Gauges shall be of such a size and
located so that they may be easily read by the operator.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.15.52.pdf
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(7) On pressure filter systems, a hair and lint strainer shall be installed on the suction side of the
recirculation pump. The hair and lint strainer basket shall be readily accessible for cleaning, changing,
or inspection. A spare strainer basket shall be provided. This requirement may be waived for systems
using vertical turbine pumps or pumps designed for solids handling.

d. Spa water heater.
(1) A heating coil, pipe or steam hose shall not be installed in a spa.
(2) Gas-fired spa water heaters shall comply with the requirements of ANSI/AGA Z21.56-2001,

ANSI/AGA Z21.56a-2004, and ANSI/AGA Z21.26b-2004. The data plate of the heater shall bear the
AGA mark.

(3) Electric spa water heaters shall comply with the requirements of UL 1261 and shall bear the
UL mark.

(4) A spa water heater with an input of greater than 400,000 BTU/hour (117 kilowatts) shall have
a water heating vessel constructed in accordance with ASME Boiler Code, Section 8. The data plate of
the heater shall bear the ASME mark.

(5) A thermometer shall be installed in the piping to measure the temperature of the water returning
to the spa. The thermometer shall be located so that it may be read easily by an operator.

(6) Combustion air shall be provided for fuel-burning water heaters as required by the state
plumbing code, 641—Chapter 25, Iowa Administrative Code, or as required by local ordinance.

(7) Fuel-burning water heaters shall be vented as required by the state plumbing code,
641—Chapter 25, Iowa Administrative Code, or as required by local ordinance.

(8) Fuel-burning water heaters shall be equipped with a pressure relief valve sized for the energy
capacity of the heater.

e. Flow meters.
(1) Each spa recirculation system shall be provided with a permanently installed flow meter to

measure the recirculation flow rate.
(2) A flow meter shall be accurate within 5 percent of the actual flow rate between ±20 percent of

the recirculation flow rate specified in 15.52(5)“b” or the nominal recirculation flow rate specified by
the designer.

(3) A flowmeter shall be installed on a straight length of pipe with sufficient clearance from valves,
elbows or other sources of turbulence to attain the accuracy required by 15.52(5)“e”(2). The flow meter
shall be installed so that it may be easily read by the facility staff, or a remote readout of the flow rate
shall be installed where it may be easily read by the staff. The designer may be required to provide
documentation that the installation meets the requirements of subparagraph (2).

15.52(6) Filtration. A filter shall be listed by NSF or by another listing agency approved by the
department as complying with the requirements of Standard 50 and shall comply with the following
requirements:

a. Pressure gauges. Each pressure filter shall have a pressure gauge on the inlet side. Gauges
shall be of such a size and located so that they may be read easily by the operator. A differential pressure
gauge which gives the difference in pressure between the inlet and outlet of the filter may be used in
place of a pressure gauge.

b. Air relief valves. An air relief valve shall be provided for each pressure filter.
c. Backwash water visible. Backwash water from a pressure filter shall discharge through an

observable free fall, or a sight glass shall be installed in the backwash discharge line.
d. Backwash water discharge. Backwash water shall be discharged indirectly to a sanitary sewer

or another point of discharge approved by the department of natural resources.
e. Rapid sand filter.
(1) The filtration rate shall not exceed 3 gpm/ft2 of filter area.
(2) The backwash rate shall be at least 15 gpm/ft2 of filter area.
f. High-rate sand filter.
(1) The filtration rate shall not exceed 15 gpm/ft2 of filter area.
(2) The backwash rate shall be at least 15 gpm/ft2 of filter area.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.25.pdf
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(3) If more than one filter tank is served by a pump, the designer shall demonstrate that backwash
flow rate to each filter tank meets the requirements of subparagraph (2), or an isolation valve shall be
installed at each filter tank to permit each filter to be backwashed individually.

g. Vacuum sand filter.
(1) The filtration rate shall not exceed 15 gpm/ft2 of filter area.
(2) The backwash rate shall be at least 15 gpm/ft2 of filter area.
(3) An equalization screen shall be provided to evenly distribute the filter influent over the surface

of the filter sand.
(4) Each filter system shall have an automatic air-purging cycle.
h. Sand filter media shall comply with the filter manufacturer’s specifications.
i. Diatomaceous earth filters.
(1) The filtration rate shall not be greater than 1.5 gpm/ft2 of effective filter area except that a

maximum filtration rate of 2.0 gpm/ft2 may be allowed where continuous body feed is provided.
(2) Diatomaceous earth filter systems shall have piping to allow recycling of the filter effluent

during precoat.
(3) Waste diatomaceous earth shall be discharged to a sanitary sewer or other point of discharge

approved by the department of natural resources. The discharge may be subject to the requirements of
the local waste water utility.

j. Cartridge filters.
(1) The filtration rate shall not exceed 0.38 gpm/ft2.
(2) A duplicate set of cartridges shall be provided.
k. Other filter systems may be used if approved by the department.
15.52(7) Piping.
a. Piping standards. Spa piping shall conform to applicable nationally recognized standards

and shall be specified for use within the limitations of the manufacturer’s specifications. Spa piping
shall comply with the applicable requirements of NSF/ANSI Standard 61, “Drinking Water System
Components—Health Effects.” Plastic pipe shall comply with the requirements of NSF/ANSI Standard
14, “Plastic Piping Components and Related Materials,” for potable water pipe.

b. Pipe sizing. Spa recirculation piping shall be sized so that water velocities do not exceed 6
ft/sec for suction flow and 10 ft/sec for pressure flow.

c. Skimmer pipe capacity. The piping for the skimmer system shall be designed to convey 100
percent of the recirculation flow rate.

d. Main drain pipe capacity. The main drain piping shall be designed to convey 100 percent of
the recirculation flow rate. If the spa agitation system uses the same suction piping as the recirculation
system, the piping shall be designed for the combined flow within the requirements of paragraph “b”
above.

e. Separate piping required. The piping from the spa agitation system pump to the spa shall be
separate from the recirculation system piping.

15.52(8) Inlets.
a. Wall inlets shall be provided for a spa.
b. The inlets shall be adequate in design, number, location, and spacing to ensure effective

distribution of treated water and the maintenance of a uniform disinfectant residual throughout the spa.
At least two recirculation inlets shall be provided.

(1) Inlets shall be located at least 6 inches below the design water surface.
(2) Inlets shall be directional flow-type inlets. Each inlet shall have a fitting with an opening of 1

inch diameter or less.
c. Each agitation system opening shall have a fitting with an opening of 1 inch diameter or less.
15.52(9) Skimmers. A recessed automatic surface skimmer shall be listed by NSF or by another

listing agency approved by the department as complying with the requirements of Standard 50, except
that an equalizer is not required for a skimmer installed in a spa equipped with an automatic water level
maintenance device.
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a. Skimmers required. A spa shall have at least one skimmer for each 100 ft2 of surface area or
fraction thereof.

b. Flow-through skimmers. Each skimmer shall be designed for a flow-through rate of at least 3.8
gpm per lineal inch of weir. The combined capacity of all skimmers in a spa shall not be less than the
total recirculation rate.

c. Skimmer weirs. Skimmers shall have weirs that adjust automatically to variations in water level
of at least 4 inches.

d. Flow control. Skimmers shall be equipped with a device to control flow through the skimmer.
e. Equalizers. If a spa is not equipped with an automatic water level maintenance device, each

skimmer shall have an operational equalizer. The equalizer opening in the spa shall be covered with a
fitting listed by a listing agency approved by the department as meeting the requirements of the ASME
standard.

f. The skimmer(s) shall not be connected to the agitation system.
15.52(10) Main drain system. Each spa shall have a convenient means of draining the water from

the spa for service. Spa main drains may be on the sidewall of a spa near the spa bottom.
a. Suction outlets. If a spa pump is directly connected to a main drain or another fully submerged

outlet, the pump shall be connected to two or more fully submerged outlets or to a single fully submerged
outlet that is unblockable. The recirculation system and the agitation system may use the same fully
submerged outlet(s).

(1) Two fully submerged outlets that are directly connected to one or more pumps in the same outlet
system shall be at least 3 ft apart on center or on different spa surfaces. If three or more fully submerged
outlets that are all directly connected to one or more pumps in the same outlet system are installed, the
distance between the outlets farthest apart shall be at least 3 ft on center or the outlets shall be installed
on different spa surfaces.

(2) If there is only one fully submerged outlet in an outlet system, the flow rating of the outlet
cover/grate, sump and the associated piping shall be at least 100 percent of the maximum system flow
rate. If two or more fully submerged outlets are installed in an outlet system, the combined flow rating
of the cover/grates, the sumps and the associated piping shall be at least 200 percent of the maximum
system flow rate. Multiple outlets in an outlet system shall be plumbed in parallel.

The maximum system flow rate for the recirculation system is the flow rate specified in 15.52(5)“b”
or the design flow rate, whichever is greater. The maximum system flow rate for the agitation system is
the specified design flow rate. If a flow rate is not specified, the maximum system flow rate shall be the
flow capacity of the pump(s) at 50 feet TDH, based on the manufacturer’s published pump curves.

b. Control valve. If a main drain is connected to the recirculation system, there shall be a control
valve to adjust the flow between the main drain and the overflow system.

c. Main drain covers. Each main drain or other fully submerged outlet shall be covered with a
cover/grate that is listed as complying with the requirements of the ASME standard by a listing agency
approved by the department. A listed cover/grate shall be used in accordance with its listing.

(1) The flow rating for the cover/grate(s) shall comply with 15.52(10)“a”(2).
(2) The mark of a listing agency acceptable to the department shall be permanently marked on the

top surface of each manufactured cover/grate.
(3) Field fabricated cover/grates shall be certified for compliance to the ASME standard by a

professional engineer licensed in Iowa. A certificate of compliance shall be provided to the spa owner
and to the department.

(4) The fully submerged outlet cover/grate shall be designed to be securely fastened to the spa so
that the cover/grate is not removable without tools.

d. For outlet systems with manufactured sumps, the sumps shall be listed by a listing agency
acceptable to the department for compliance with the ASME standard. Field fabricated sumps shall be
designed in accordance with the ASME standard and shall be certified by an engineer licensed in Iowa.

15.52(11) Disinfection and pH control.
a. Controller required. A spa recirculation system shall be equipped with an automatic controller

for maintenance of the disinfectant level and pH in the spa water. The control output of the controller to

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.15.52.pdf
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the chemical feed systems shall be based on the continuous measurement of the ORP and the pH of the
water in the spa recirculation system.

b. No disinfection system designed to use di-chlor or tri-chlor shall be installed for an indoor spa
after May 4, 2005.

c. Disinfection system. A continuous feed disinfectant system shall be provided. The disinfectant
feed system shall have the capacity to supply at least 10 mg/L chlorine or bromine based on the
recirculation flow rate required in 15.52(5)“b.”

d. Disinfection feeder listing. A disinfectant feeder shall be listed by NSF or by another listing
agency approved by the department as complying with the requirements of Standard 50.

e. Gas chlorine shall not be used as a disinfectant for a spa.
f. Solution feed. Where a metering pump is used to feed a solution of disinfectant, the disinfectant

solution container shall have a capacity of at least one day’s supply at the rate specified in 15.52(11)“c.”
g. Erosion chlorine feeders. The storage capacity of an erosion feeder shall be at least one day’s

supply of disinfectant at the rate specified in 15.52(11)“c.”
h. pH chemical system. Each spa shall have a metering pump for the addition of a pH control

chemical to the spa recirculation system, or a carbon dioxide (CO2) gas feed system. A metering pump
shall be listed by NSF or another listing agency approved by the department as complying with the
requirements of Standard 50.

i. Chemical feed stop. The chemical feed systems shall be designed so that chemical feed is
automatically and positively stopped when the recirculation flow is interrupted.

j. Test equipment. Test equipment complying with the following requirements shall be provided.
(1) The test equipment shall provide for the direct measurement of free chlorine and combined

chlorine from 0 to 10 ppm in increments of 0.2 ppm or less over the full range, or total bromine from 0
to 20 ppm in increments of 0.5 ppm over the full range.

(2) The test equipment shall provide for the measurement of spa water pH from 7.0 to 8.0 with at
least five increments in that range.

(3) The test equipment shall provide for the measurement of total alkalinity and calcium hardness
with increments of 10 ppm or less.

(4) The test equipment shall provide for the measurement of cyanuric acid from 30 to 100 ppm.
This requirement may be waived for a facility that does not use cyanuric acid or a stabilized chlorine
disinfectant.

15.52(12) Safety.
a. Spa entry. A spa shall have at least one stairway, ramp, ladder, or set of recessed steps

designating a point of entry and exit for every 50 ft of perimeter or fraction thereof.
(1) Stair steps leading into a spa shall be at least 12 inches wide, the tread depth shall be no less

than 10 inches, and the riser height shall be no more than 12 inches. If a bench or seat is used as a part
of the stair, the first riser height from the bottom of the spa to the seat or bench shall be no more than 14
inches. Except for the first riser, the riser height shall be uniform.

1. Stair steps shall be provided with a slip-resistant surface.
2. The stair steps shall be provided with two handrails or grab rails, one on each side of the steps.
(2) Ladders.
1. Ladders shall be provided with a handrail which extends from below the water surface to the

top surface of the deck on each side of the ladder.
2. Ladders shall be of a color contrasting with the spa walls.
(3) Recessed steps.
1. Recessed steps shall have a tread depth of at least 5 inches, a tread width of at least 12 inches,

and a uniform rise of no more than 12 inches.
2. Recessed steps shall be provided with a handrail or with deck-level grab rails on each side of

the recessed steps.
3. Recessed steps shall drain to the spa.
(4) Handrails and grab rails.
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1. Ladders, handrails, and grab rails shall be designed to be securely anchored and so that tools
are required for their removal.

2. Ladders, handrails, and grab rails shall be of corrosion-resistant materials, or provided with
corrosion-resistant coatings. They shall have no exposed sharp edges.

b. Agitation system control. The agitation system start control shall be installed out of the reach
of persons in the spa. The “on” cycle for the agitation system shall be no more than ten minutes.

c. Electrical. New construction or reconstruction shall comply with the requirements of
the National Electrical Code, 70-2005, as published by the National Fire Protection Association,
Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02269.

d. Lighting. Artificial lighting shall be provided at indoor spas and at outdoor spas which are to
be used after sunset, in accordance with the following:

(1) Underwater lighting of at least 60 lamp lumens/ft2 or 0.5 watts/ft2 of water surface area and
area lighting of at least 10 lumens/ft2 or 0.6 watts/ft2 of deck area.

(2) If underwater lights are not provided, overhead lighting of at least 30 lumens/ft2 or 2.0 watts/ft2
of spa water surface area shall be provided.

e. Spa enclosure.
(1) A spa shall be enclosed by a fence, wall, building, or combination thereof not less than 4 ft

high. The spa enclosure shall be constructed of durable materials. A spa may be in the same room or
enclosure as another spa or a swimming pool.

(2) A fence, wall, or other means of enclosure shall have no openings that would allow the passage
of a 4-inch sphere, and shall not be easily climbable by toddlers. The distance between the ground and
the top of the lowest horizontal support accessible from the outside of the facility, or between the two
lowest horizontal supports accessible from outside the facility, shall be at least 45 inches. A horizontal
support is considered accessible if it is on the exterior of the fence relative to the spa, or if the gap between
the vertical members of the fence is greater than 1¾ inches.

(3) At least one gate or door with an opening of at least 36 inches in width shall be provided for
emergency purposes. When closed, gates and doors shall comply with the requirements of (2) above.
Gates and doors shall be lockable. Except where lifeguard or structured program supervision is provided
whenever the spa is open, gates and doors shall be self-closing and self-latching.

(4) For indoor spas, if there are sleeping rooms, apartments, condominiums, or permanent
recreation areas used by children which open directly into the spa area, the spa shall be enclosed by a
barrier at least 3 ft high. No opening in the barrier shall permit the passage of a 4-inch sphere. There
shall be at least one 36-inch-wide gate or door through the barrier. Gates and doors shall be lockable.
Except where lifeguard supervision is provided whenever the spa is open, gates or doors shall be
self-closing and self-latching.
[ARC 7839B, IAB 6/3/09, effective 7/8/09]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code chapter 135I.
[Filed prior to 7/1/52]

[Filed emergency 7/11/86 after Notice 6/4/86—published 7/30/86, effective 7/11/86]
[Filed emergency 5/15/87 after Notice 3/25/87—published 6/3/87, effective 5/15/87]

[Filed emergency 7/10/87—published 7/29/87, effective 7/10/87]
[Filed 1/12/90, Notices 11/1/89◊—published 2/7/90, effective 3/14/90]
[Filed 1/15/93, Notice 10/14/92—published 2/3/93, effective 3/10/93]
[Filed emergency 3/10/93—published 3/31/93, effective 3/10/93]
[Filed emergency 7/16/93—published 8/4/93, effective 7/16/93]

[Filed 3/18/98, Notice 1/28/98—published 4/8/98, effective 5/13/98]
[Filed 9/17/99, Notice 6/16/99—published 10/6/99, effective 11/10/99]
[Filed 3/11/05, Notice 2/2/05—published 3/30/05, effective 5/4/05]
[Filed 1/10/08, Notice 11/21/07—published 1/30/08, effective 3/5/08]

[Filed ARC 7839B (Notice ARC 7675B, IAB 4/8/09), IAB 6/3/09, effective 7/8/09]
[Filed ARC 2279C (Notice ARC 2148C, IAB 9/16/15), IAB 12/9/15, effective 1/13/16]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7839B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/135I.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7839B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/7675B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2279C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2148C.pdf
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[Filed ARC 5334C (Notice ARC 5196C, IAB 9/23/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

◊ Two or more ARCs

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5334C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5196C.pdf
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CHAPTER 70
LEAD-BASED PAINT ACTIVITIES

641—70.1(135) Applicability. This chapter applies to all persons who are lead professionals in Iowa,
all firms that perform lead professional activities in Iowa, and training providers that offer training for
lead professionals. This chapter requires lead professionals and firms to be certified and establishes
specific requirements for how lead-based paint activitiesmust be performed if a property owner, manager,
or occupant chooses to undertake them. However, nothing in this chapter requires a property owner,
manager, or occupant to undertake any particular lead-based paint activity. This chapter also provides
for the approval of courses that provide training for lead professionals.
[ARC 8502B, IAB 2/10/10, effective 1/13/10]

641—70.2(135) Definitions.
“Adequate quality control” means a plan or design which ensures the authenticity, integrity, and

accuracy of samples, including dust, soil, and paint chip or paint film samples. Adequate quality control
also includes provisions for representative sampling.

“Approved course”means a course that has been approved by the department for the training of lead
professionals.

“Approved lead-safe work practices training program” means a lead-safe work practices training
program that has been approved by the department.

“Arithmetic mean” means the algebraic sum of data values divided by the number of data values.
For example, the sum of the concentration of lead in several soil samples divided by the number of
samples is the arithmetic mean.

“Certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor” means a person who has met the
requirements of 641—70.5(135) for certification or interim certification and who has been certified by
the department.

“Certified firm”means a firm that employs certified lead professionals and has met the requirements
of 641—70.7(135) for certification and has been certified by the department.

“Certified lead abatement contractor” means a person who has met the requirements of
641—70.5(135) for certification or interim certification and who has been certified by the department.

“Certified lead abatement worker”means a person who has met the requirements of 641—70.5(135)
and who has been certified by the department.

“Certified lead inspector/risk assessor” means a person who has met the requirements of
641—70.5(135) for certification or interim certification and who has been certified by the department.

“Certified lead professional” means a person who has been certified by the department as a lead
inspector/risk assessor, elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor, lead abatement contractor,
lead abatement worker, project designer, sampling technician, or lead-safe renovator.

“Certified lead-safe renovator” means a person who has met the requirements of 641—70.5(135)
for certification and who has been certified by the department.

“Certified project designer” means a person who has met the requirements of 641—70.5(135) for
certification or interim certification and who has been certified by the department.

“Certified sampling technician” means a person who has met the requirements of 641—70.5(135)
and who has been certified by the department.

“Chewable surface”means an interior or exterior surface painted with lead-based paint that a young
child can mouth or chew. Surfaces can be considered chewable even if there is no evidence of teeth
marks.

“Child-occupied facility” means a building, or portion of a building, constructed prior to 1978, that
is described by all of the following: (1) The building is visited on a regular basis by the same child,
who is less than six years of age, on at least two different days within any week. For purposes of this
chapter, a week is a Sunday through Saturday period. (2) Each day’s visit by the child lasts at least 3
hours, and the combined annual visits total at least 60 hours. A child-occupied facility may include, but
is not limited to a child care center, preschool, or kindergarten classroom. A child-occupied facility also

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8502B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
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includes common areas that are routinely used by children who are less than six years of age, such as
restrooms and cafeterias, and the exterior walls and adjoining space of the building that are immediately
adjacent to the child-occupied facility or the common areas routinely used by children under the age
of six years. “Child-occupied facility” also includes any building where lead-based paint activities are
conducted immediately prior to or during the conversion of the building to a child-occupied facility.

“Cleaning verification card”means a card developed and distributed, or otherwise approved, by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for the purpose of determining, through comparison of
wet and dry disposable cleaning cloths with the card, whether postrenovation cleaning has been properly
completed.

“Clearance level” means the value at which the amount of lead in dust on a surface following
completion of interim controls, lead abatement, paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing
lead-based paint maintenance, rehabilitation, or renovation is a dust-lead hazard and fails clearance
testing. The clearance level for a single-surface dust sample from a floor is greater than or equal to
10 micrograms per square foot. The clearance level for a single-surface dust sample from an interior
windowsill is greater than or equal to 100 micrograms per square foot. The clearance level for a
single-surface dust sample from a window trough is greater than or equal to 400 micrograms per square
foot.

“Clearance testing” means an activity conducted following interim controls, lead abatement, paint
stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, rehabilitation, or renovation
to determine that the hazard reduction activities are complete. Clearance testing includes a visual
assessment, the collection and analysis of environmental samples, the interpretation of sampling results,
and the preparation of a report.

“Common area” means a portion of the building that is generally accessible to all occupants. This
includes, but is not limited to, hallways, stairways, laundry and recreational rooms, porches, exteriors,
playgrounds, community centers, garages, and boundary fences.

“Common area group”means a group of common areas that are similar in design, construction, and
function. Common area groups include, but are not limited to, hallways, stairwells, and laundry rooms.

“Component” or “building component” means specific design or structural elements or fixtures of
a building, residential dwelling, or child-occupied facility that are distinguished from each other by
form, function, and location. These include, but are not limited to, interior components such as ceilings,
crown moldings, walls, chair rails, doors, door trim, floors, fireplaces, radiators and other heating units,
shelves, shelf supports, stair treads, stair risers, stair stringers, newel posts, railing caps, balustrades,
windows and trim (including sashes, window heads, jambs, sills or stools and troughs), built-in cabinets,
columns, beams, bathroom vanities, countertops, and air conditioners; and exterior components such
as painted roofing, chimneys, flashing, gutters and downspouts, ceilings, soffits, fascias, rake boards,
cornerboards, bulkheads, doors and door trim, fences, floors, joists, latticework, railings and railing caps,
siding, handrails, stair risers and treads, stair stringers, columns, balustrades, windowsills or stools and
troughs, casings, sashes and wells, and air conditioners. Each side of a door is considered a component
within its respective room.

“Component type”means a group of like components constructed of the same substrate in the same
multifamily housing. For example, “wood door” is a component type.

“Composite sample” means the collection of more than one sample of the same medium (e.g., dust,
soil, or paint) from the same type of surface (e.g., floor, interior windowsill, or window trough) such that
multiple samples can be analyzed as a single sample.

“Concentration” means the relative content of a specific substance contained within a larger mass,
such as the amount of lead (in micrograms per grams or parts per million of weight) in a sample of soil
or dust.

“Containment” means a system of temporary barriers to protect workers, residents, and the
environment by controlling exposures to the dust-lead hazards and debris created during renovation or
lead abatement.

“Course agenda”means an outline of the key topics to be covered during a training course, including
the time allotted to teach each topic.
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“Course test” means an evaluation of the overall effectiveness of the training which shall test the
trainees’ knowledge and retention of the topics covered during the course.

“Course test blueprint” means written documentation identifying the proportion of course test
questions devoted to each major topic in the course curriculum.

“Department” means the Iowa department of public health.
“Deteriorated paint” means any interior or exterior paint or other coating that is cracking, flaking,

chipping, peeling, or chalking, or any paint or coating located on an interior or exterior surface that is
otherwise damaged or separated from the substrate of a building component.

“Discipline”means one of the specific types or categories of lead-based paint activities identified in
this chapter for which individuals may receive training from approved courses and become certified by
the department. For example, “lead inspector/risk assessor” is a discipline, and “lead-safe renovator” is
a discipline.

“Distinct painting history” means the application history, as indicated by its visual appearance or a
record of application, over time, of paint or other surface coatings to a component or room.

“Documented methodologies” means methods or protocols used to sample for the presence of lead
in paint, dust, and soil.

“Dripline” means the area within three feet surrounding the perimeter of a building.
“Dry disposable cleaning cloth” means a commercially available dry, electrostatically charged,

white disposable cloth designed to be used for cleaning hard surfaces such as uncarpeted floors or
countertops.

“Dry sanding” means sanding a surface that is partially coated with paint or other surface coating
without moisture and includes hand and mechanical methods of sanding.

“Dry scraping” means scraping a surface that is partially coated with paint or other surface coating
without moisture and includes hand and mechanical methods of scraping.

“Dust-lead hazard” means surface dust in residential dwellings or child-occupied facilities that
contains a mass-per-area concentration of lead greater than or equal to 10 micrograms per square foot
on floors, 100 micrograms per square foot on interior windowsills, and 400 micrograms per square foot
on window troughs based on wipe samples. A dust-lead hazard is present in a residential dwelling
or child-occupied facility when the weighted arithmetic mean lead loading for all single-surface or
composite samples of floors and interior windowsills is greater than or equal to 10 micrograms per
square foot on floors, 100 micrograms per square foot on interior windowsills, and 400 micrograms
per square foot on window troughs based on wipe samples. A dust-lead hazard is present on floors,
interior windowsills, or window troughs in an unsampled residential dwelling in a multifamily dwelling
if a dust-lead hazard is present on floors, interior windowsills, or window troughs, respectively, in at
least one sampled residential unit on the property. A dust-lead hazard is present on floors, interior
windowsills, or window troughs in an unsampled common area in a multifamily dwelling if a dust-lead
hazard is present on floors, interior windowsills, or window troughs, respectively, in at least one
sampled common area in the same common area group on the property.

“Elevated blood lead (EBL) child” means any child who has had one venous blood lead level
greater than or equal to 20 micrograms per deciliter or at least two venous blood lead levels of 15 to
19 micrograms per deciliter.

“Elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection” means an inspection to determine the sources of lead
exposure for an elevated blood lead (EBL) child and the provision within ten working days of a written
report explaining the results of the investigation to the property owner and occupant of the residential
dwelling or child-occupied facility being inspected and to the parents of the elevated blood lead (EBL)
child. A certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not determine that a residential
dwelling is free of lead-based paint as a result of an elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection.

“Emergency renovation” means renovation, remodeling, or repainting activities necessitated by
nonroutine failures of equipment or of a structure that were not planned but resulted from a sudden,
unexpected event that, if not immediately attended to, presents a safety or public health hazard or
threatens equipment or property with significant damage. “Emergency renovation” includes interim
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controls, renovation, remodeling, or repainting activities that are conducted in response to an elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspection.

“Encapsulant”means a substance that forms a barrier between lead-based paint and the environment
using a liquid-applied coating (with or without reinforcement materials) or an adhesively bonded coating
material.

“Encapsulation” means the application of an encapsulant.
“Enclosure” means the use of rigid, durable construction materials that are mechanically fastened

to the substrate in order to act as a barrier between lead-based paint and the environment.
“Firm” means a company, partnership, corporation, sole proprietorship, individual doing business,

association, or other business entity; a federal, state, tribal, or local government agency; or a nonprofit
organization that performs or offers to perform lead-based paint activities.

“Friction surface” means an interior or exterior surface that is subject to abrasion or friction
including, but not limited to, certain window, floor, and stair surfaces.

“Guest instructor” means an individual designated by the training program manager or principal
instructor to provide instruction specific to the lecture, hands-on work activities, or work practice
components of a course.

“Hands-on skills assessment” means an evaluation which tests the trainees’ ability to satisfactorily
perform the work practices and procedures identified in 641—70.6(135), as well as any other skill taught
in a training course.

“Hazardous lead-based paint” means lead-based paint that is present on a friction surface where
there is evidence of abrasion or where the dust-lead level on the nearest horizontal surface underneath
the friction surface (e.g., the windowsill or floor) is greater than or equal to the dust-lead hazard level,
lead-based paint that is present on an impact surface that is damaged or otherwise deteriorated from
impact, lead-based paint that is present on a chewable surface, or any other deteriorated lead-based paint
in any residential building or child-occupied facility or on the exterior of any residential building or
child-occupied facility.

“Hazardous waste” means any waste as defined in 40 CFR 261.3.
“HEPA exhaust control” means a HEPA vacuum attached to the machine in such a manner that it

captures the air, dust, and debris disturbed by the machine.
“HEPA vacuum” means a vacuum cleaner which has been designed, operated, and maintained with

a high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter as the last filtration stage. A HEPA filter is a filter that is
capable of capturing particles of 0.3 microns with 99.97 percent efficiency. The vacuum cleaner must
be designed, operated, and maintained so that all of the air drawn into the machine is expelled through
the HEPA filter with none of the air leaking past it. HEPA vacuums must be operated and maintained in
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

“Housing for the elderly” means retirement communities or similar types of housing reserved for
households composed of one or more persons 62 years of age or older or an age recognized as elderly
by a specific federal housing assistance program.

“Immediate family” means spouse, parents and grandparents, children and grandchildren, brothers
and sisters, mother-in-law and father-in-law, brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law, daughters-in-law and
sons-in-law, and adopted and step family members.

“Impact surface”means an interior or exterior surface that is subject to damage by repeated sudden
force such as certain parts of door frames.

“Inconclusive classification” means any XRF reading falling within the inconclusive range on the
performance characteristic sheet, including the boundary values defining the range.

“Interim controls” means a set of measures designed to temporarily reduce human exposure
or likely exposure to lead-based paint hazards, including repairing deteriorated lead-based paint,
specialized cleaning, maintenance, painting, temporary containment, ongoing monitoring of lead-based
paint hazards or potential hazards, and the establishment and operation of management and resident
education programs.

“Interior windowsill” means the portion of the horizontal window ledge that protrudes into the
interior of the room.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.6.pdf
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“Lead abatement” means any measure or set of measures designed to permanently eliminate
lead-based paint hazards in a residential dwelling or child-occupied facility. Lead abatement includes,
but is not limited to, (1) the removal of lead-based paint and dust-lead hazards, the permanent enclosure
or encapsulation of lead-based paint, the replacement of lead-painted surfaces or fixtures, and the
removal or covering of soil-lead hazards and (2) all preparation, cleanup, disposal, repainting or
refinishing, and postabatement clearance testing activities associated with such measures. “Lead
abatement” specifically includes projects for which there is a written contract or other documentation,
which provides that an individual will be conducting lead abatement in or around a residential dwelling
or child-occupied facility.

In addition, “lead abatement” includes, but is not limited to, (1) projects for which there is a written
contract or other document, which provides that an individual will be conducting activities in or to
a residential dwelling or child-occupied facility that shall result in or are designed to permanently
eliminate lead-based paint hazards, (2) projects resulting in the permanent elimination of lead-based
paint hazards that are conducted by firms or individuals certified under 641—70.5(135), (3) projects
resulting in the permanent elimination of lead-based paint hazards that are conducted by firms or
individuals who, through their company name or promotional literature, represent, advertise, or hold
themselves out to be in the business of performing lead abatement, and (4) projects resulting in the
permanent elimination of lead-based paint that are conducted in response to a lead abatement order.
However, in the case of items (1) through (4) of this definition, “lead abatement” does not include
renovation, remodeling, landscaping, or other activities, when such activities are not designed to
permanently eliminate lead-based paint hazards, but, instead, are designed to repair, restore, or remodel
a given structure or dwelling, even though these activities may incidentally result in a reduction or
elimination of lead-based paint hazards. Furthermore, “lead abatement” does not include interim
controls, operations and maintenance activities, renovation, or other measures and activities designed
to temporarily, but not permanently, reduce lead-based paint hazards.

“Lead-based paint” means paint or other surface coatings that contain lead greater than or equal to
1.0 milligram per square centimeter or greater than 0.5 percent by weight. Lead-based paint is present
on any surface that is tested and found to contain lead greater than or equal to 1.0 milligram per square
centimeter or greater than 0.5 percent by weight and on any surface like a surface tested in the same
room equivalent that has a similar painting history and that is found to be lead-based paint.

“Lead-based paint activities” means, in the case of target housing and child-occupied facilities,
lead-free inspection, lead inspection, elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection, lead hazard screen, risk
assessment, lead abatement, visual risk assessment, clearance testing conducted after lead abatement,
clearance testing conducted after renovation, clearance testing conducted after interim controls, paint
stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation pursuant to
24 CFR Part 35, and renovation.

“Lead-based paint hazard” means hazardous lead-based paint, a dust-lead hazard, or a soil-lead
hazard.

“Lead-based paint hazard reduction activity” means an activity that permanently or temporarily
reduces or eliminates lead-based paint hazards. “Lead-based paint hazard reduction activity” includes
lead abatement, renovation, or interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing
lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35.

“Lead-free inspection” means an inspection to determine whether a single dwelling unit or
multifamily housing is free of lead-based paint and qualifies for the exemption in 24 CFR Part 35 and
40 CFR Part 745 for target housing being leased that is free of lead-based paint and the provision of
a written report explaining the results of the lead-free inspection and options for reducing lead-based
paint hazards to the property owner and to the person requesting the lead inspection.

“Lead hazard screen” means a limited risk assessment activity that involves limited paint and dust
sampling and the provision of a written report explaining the results of the lead hazard screen to the
property owner and to the person requesting the lead hazard screen.

“Lead inspection”means a surface-by-surface investigation to determine the presence of lead-based
paint and a determination of the existence, nature, severity, and location of lead-based paint hazards in a

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
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residential dwelling or child-occupied facility and the provision of a written report explaining the results
of the investigation and options for reducing lead-based paint hazards to the property owner and to the
person requesting the lead inspection. A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood
lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not determine that a residential dwelling is free of lead-based
paint as a result of a lead inspection.

“Lead professional” means a person who conducts lead abatement, renovation, lead inspections,
elevated blood lead (EBL) inspections, lead hazard screens, risk assessments, visual risk assessments,
clearance testing after lead abatement, clearance testing after renovation, paint testing, or clearance
testing after interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing lead-based paint
maintenance, or rehabilitation pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35.

“Lead-safe work practices” means methods that are used to minimize hazards when conducting
renovation or interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing lead-based paint
maintenance, or rehabilitation pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35.

“Lead-safe work practices training program” means an 8-hour training program that provides
training on how to work safely with lead-based paint.

“Living area” means any area of a residential dwelling used by at least one child under the age
of six years, including, but not limited to, living rooms, kitchen areas, dens, playrooms, and children’s
bedrooms.

“Loading” means the quantity of a specific substance present per unit of surface area, such as the
amount of lead in micrograms contained in the dust collected from a certain surface area divided by the
surface area in square feet or square meters.

“Mid-yard” means an area of a residential yard approximately midway between the dripline of a
residential building and the nearest property boundary or between the driplines of a residential building
and another building on the same property.

“Minor repair and maintenance activities” means activities, including minor heating, ventilation
or air-conditioning work, electrical work, and plumbing, that disrupt less than the minimum areas of a
painted surface established in this definition where none of the work practices prohibited or restricted
by this chapter are used and where the work does not involve window replacement or demolition of
painted surface areas. When painted components or portions of painted components are removed, the
entire surface area removed is the amount of painted surface disturbed. Projects, other than emergency
renovation, performed in the same roomwithin the same 30 days must be considered the same project for
the purpose of determining whether the project is a minor repair and maintenance activity. Renovations
performed in response to an elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection are not considered minor repair and
maintenance activities. The minimum area for minor repair and maintenance activities is:

1. Less than 1.0 square foot of an interior painted or finished wood surface per renovation;
2. Less than 6.0 square feet of a painted or finished drywall or plaster surface per room; or
3. Less than 20.0 square feet of an exterior painted or finished surface per renovation.

Projects performed pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35 shall comply with the de minimis levels in 24 CFR
35.1350 if these de minimis levels are more restrictive than the minimum areas of a painted surface
established in this definition.

“Multifamily dwelling” means a structure that contains more than one separate residential dwelling
unit, which is used or occupied, or intended to be used or occupied, in whole or in part, as the home or
residence of one or more persons.

“Multifamily housing”means one or more multifamily dwellings that are under the same ownership
or management.

“Negative classification” means any value defined by the performance characteristics sheet as
indicating that lead-based paint is not present.

“NIST 1.02 standard film”means theNational Institute of Standards and Technology 1.02milligrams
of lead per square centimeter standard reference material. If the specific 1.02 milligrams of lead per
square centimeter standard is not available from NIST, then the lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use the closest available standard from NIST (1.0X).
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“Occupant protection plan”means a plan developed by a certified lead abatement contractor prior to
the commencement of lead abatement in a residential dwelling or child-occupied facility that describes
the measures andmanagement procedures that will be taken during lead abatement to protect the building
occupants from exposure to any lead-based paint hazards.

“Ongoing lead-based paint maintenance” means the maintenance of housing pursuant to 24 CFR
Part 35.

“Painted component” means a component or building component that is at least partially covered
with paint or other surface coating.

“Paint-lead hazard” means the presence of hazardous lead-based paint in a residential dwelling or
a child-occupied facility.

“Paint sample”means a sample collected in a representative location usingASTME1729, “Standard
Practice for Field Collection of Dried Paint Samples for Lead Determination by Atomic Spectrometry
Techniques,” or equivalent method.

“Paint stabilization”means repairing any physical defect in the substrate of a painted surface that is
causing paint deterioration, removing loose paint and other material from the surface to be treated, and
applying a new protective coating or paint pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35.

“Paint testing” means the process of determining the presence or the absence of lead-based paint
on a specific component or surface. Paint testing shall only be conducted by certified lead inspector/risk
assessors or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessors using approved methods for
testing. Approved methods for paint testing are XRF analysis and laboratory analysis.

“Performance characteristics sheet (PCS)” means an information sheet developed by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency and U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development that defines
acceptable operating specifications and procedures for a specific model of X-ray fluorescence analyzer
(XRF). The PCS contains information about XRF readings taken on specific substrates, calibration
check tolerances, interpretation of XRF readings, and other aspects of the model’s performance.

“Permanently covered soil” means soil which has been separated from human contact by the
placement of a barrier consisting of solid, relatively impermeable materials, such as pavement or
concrete. Grass, mulch, and other landscaping materials are not considered permanent covering.

“Play area” means an area of frequent soil contact by children of less than six years of age
as indicated by, but not limited to, factors including the following: the presence of play equipment
(sandboxes, swing sets, and sliding boards), toys, or other children’s possessions, observations of play
patterns, or information provided by parents, residents, caregivers, or property owners.

“Positive classification” means any value defined by the performance characteristics sheet as
indicating the presence of lead-based paint.

“Postrenovation cleaning verification” means the use of a wet or dry disposable cleaning cloth to
wipe the interior windowsill, window trough, uncarpeted floor, and countertops of the renovation work
area and the comparison of the cloth to a cleaning verification card to determine if the work area has
been adequately cleaned.

“Principal instructor” means the individual who has the primary responsibility for organizing and
teaching a particular course.

“Public housing agency” or “PHA” means a state, county, municipality, or other governmental
entity or public body which is authorized to engage in or assist in the development or operation
of low-income housing. A PHA must be approved by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD).

“Random selection” means a method of choosing residential dwellings from multifamily housing
consisting of similarly constructed and maintained residential dwellings such that each residential
dwelling has an equal chance of being selected.

“Recognized laboratory”means an environmental laboratory recognized by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency pursuant to Section 405(b) of the federal Toxic Substance Control Act as capable of
performing an analysis for lead compounds in paint, soil, and dust.

“Recognized test kit” means a commercially available kit recognized by the EPA under 40 CFR
745.88 as being capable of allowing a user to determine the presence of lead at levels equal to or in
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excess of 1.0 milligrams per square centimeter, or more than 0.5 percent by weight, in a paint chip,
paint, powder, or painted surface.

“Reduction” means measures designed to reduce or eliminate human exposure to lead-based paint
hazards through methods including interim controls and lead abatement.

“Reevaluation” means a visual assessment of painted surfaces and limited dust and soil sampling
conducted periodically following a lead-based paint hazard reduction activity where lead-based paint is
still present and the provision of a written report explaining the results of the reevaluation.

“Refresher training course” means a course taken by a certified lead professional to maintain
certification in a particular discipline.

“Regulated entity”means any lead professional or firm that is regulated by the department by virtue
of these rules, the Iowa Code, certification documents, approval documents, lead abatement notices, or
other official regulatory promulgation.

“Rehabilitation” means the improvement of an existing structure through alterations, incidental
additions, or enhancements. Rehabilitation includes repairs necessary to correct the results of deferred
maintenance, the replacement of principal fixtures and components, improvements to increase the
efficient use of energy, and installation of security devices.

“Renovation”means the modification of any existing structure, or portion thereof, that results in the
disturbance of painted surfaces, unless that activity is performed as part of lead abatement as defined by
this chapter. The term “renovation” includes, but is not limited to, the removal, modification, or repair of
painted surfaces or painted components such as modification of painted doors, surface restoration, and
window repair; surface preparation activity such as sanding, scraping, or other such activities that may
generate paint dust; the partial or complete removal of building components such as walls, ceilings, and
windows; weatherization projects such as cutting holes in painted surfaces to install blown-in insulation
or to gain access to attics and planing thresholds to install weatherstripping; and interim controls that
disturb painted surfaces. “Renovation” does not include minor repair and maintenance activities.

“Residential building” means a building containing one or more residential dwellings.
“Residential dwelling”means (1) a detached single-family dwelling unit, including the surrounding

yard, attached structures such as porches and stoops, and detached buildings and structures including,
but not limited to, garages, farm buildings, and fences, or (2) a single-family dwelling unit in a structure
that contains more than one separate residential dwelling unit, which is used or occupied, or intended to
be used or occupied, in whole or part, as the home or residence of one or more persons.

“Risk assessment” means an investigation to determine the existence, nature, severity, and location
of lead-based paint hazards in a residential dwelling or child-occupied facility and the provision of a
written report explaining the results of the investigation and options for reducing lead-based paint hazards
to the property owner and to the person requesting the risk assessment.

“Room” means a separate part of the inside of a building, such as a bedroom, living room, dining
room, kitchen, bathroom, laundry room, or utility room. To be considered a separate room, the room
must be separated from adjoining rooms by built-in walls or archways that extend at least six inches
from an intersecting wall. Half walls or bookcases count as room separators if built-in. Movable or
collapsible partitions or partitions consisting solely of shelves or cabinets are not considered built-in
walls. A screened-in porch that is used as a living area is a room. Each exterior side of the house is
considered a separate room.

“Soil-lead hazard”means bare soil on residential real property or on the property of a child-occupied
facility that contains total lead greater than or equal to 400 parts per million for the dripline, mid-yard,
and play areas. A soil-lead hazard is present in a dripline, mid-yard, or play area when the soil-lead
concentration from a composite sample of bare soil is greater than or equal to 400 parts per million.

“Soil sample”means a sample collected in a representative location using ASTM E1727, “Standard
Practice for Field Collection of Soil Samples by Atomic Spectrometry Techniques,” or equivalent
method.

“Standard treatments” means a series of hazard reduction measures designed to reduce all
lead-based paint hazards in a residential dwelling without the benefit of a risk assessment or other
evaluation pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35. Standard treatments consist of the stabilization of all deteriorated
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interior and exterior paint, the provision of smooth and cleanable horizontal hard surfaces, the correction
of dust-generating conditions (i.e., conditions causing rubbing, binding, or crushing of surfaces known
to or presumed to be coated with lead-based paint), and the treatment of bare soil to control known or
presumed soil-lead hazards.

“State certification examination” means a discipline-specific examination approved by the
department to test the knowledge of a person who has completed an approved training course and is
applying for certification in a particular discipline. The state certification examination may not be
administered by the provider of an approved course.

“Substrate” means the material underneath the paint or finish on a surface. Substrates are classified
as brick, concrete, drywall, metal, plaster, or wood.

“Substrate correction”means adjustments that must be made to readings obtained from some X-ray
fluorescence analyzers to correct for systematic biases due to interference from the substrate beneath the
paint.

“Substrate correction value” means the value that is used to adjust readings obtained from some
X-ray fluorescence analyzers to correct for systematic biases due to interference from the substrate
beneath the paint.

“Targeted selection” means selecting residential dwellings from multifamily housing for risk
assessments or lead hazard screens using information supplied by the property owner.

“Target housing” means housing constructed prior to 1978 with the exception of housing for the
elderly or for persons with disabilities and housing which does not contain a bedroom, unless at least
one child under the age of six years resides or is expected to reside in the housing for the elderly or
persons with disabilities or housing which does not contain a bedroom. Target housing also includes any
nonresidential building where lead-based paint activities are conducted prior to or during the conversion
of the nonresidential building to target housing.

“Testing combination” means the unique combination of the room, component, substrate, and
distinct painting history.

“Training hour” means at least 50 minutes of actual learning, including, but not limited to, time
devoted to lecture, learning activities, small group activities, demonstrations, evaluations, or hands-on
experience.

“Training manager” means the individual responsible for administering an approved course and
monitoring the performance of principal instructors and guest instructors.

“Training program” means a person or organization sponsoring a lead professional training
course(s).

“Visual inspection for clearance testing” means the visual examination of a residential dwelling
or a child-occupied facility following lead abatement or following interim controls, paint stabilization,
standard treatments, ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation pursuant to 24 CFR 35.1340
to determine whether or not the lead abatement, interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments,
ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation has been successfully completed.

“Visual risk assessment” means a visual assessment to determine the presence of deteriorated paint
or other potential sources of lead-based paint hazards in a residential dwelling or child-occupied facility
and the provision of a written report explaining the results of the assessment to the property owner and to
the person requesting the visual risk assessment. For the purpose of compliancewith this chapter, housing
quality standards inspections conducted in housing owned by a public housing authority and housing that
is receiving tenant-based rental assistance from a public housing authority are not considered visual risk
assessments.

“Weighted arithmetic mean” means the arithmetic mean of sample results weighted by the number
of subsamples in each sample. Its purpose is to give influence to a sample relative to the surface area
it represents. A single surface dust sample is comprised of a single dust subsample. A composite dust
sample may contain from two to four dust subsamples of the same area as each other and of each single
surface dust sample in the composite. The weighted arithmetic mean is obtained by summing, for all
dust samples, the product of the dust sample’s result multiplied by the number of dust subsamples in the
dust sample, and dividing the sum by the total number of dust subsamples contained in all dust samples.
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For example, the weighted arithmetic mean of a single surface dust sample containing 60 micrograms
per square foot (μg/ft2), a composite dust sample (three dust subsamples) containing 100 μg/ft2, and a
composite dust sample (four dust subsamples) containing 110 μg/ft2 is 100 μg/ft2. This result is based
on the equation [60+(3×100)+(4×110)] / (1+3+4).

“Wet disposable cleaning cloth” means a commercially available, premoistened white disposable
cloth designed to be used for cleaning hard surfaces such as uncarpeted floors or countertops.

“Wet mopping system” means a device with the following characteristics: a long handle, a mop
head designed to be used with disposable absorbent cleaning pads, a reservoir for cleaning solution,
and a built-in mechanism for distributing or spraying the cleaning solution onto a floor, or a method of
equivalent efficiency.

“Wet sanding” means a process of removing loose paint in which a surface that is partially coated
with paint or other surface coating is kept wet or moist during sanding to minimize the dispersal of paint
chips and airborne dust.

“Wet scraping” means a process of removing loose paint in which a surface that is partially coated
with paint or other surface coating is kept wet or moist during scraping to minimize the dispersal of paint
chips and airborne dust.

“Windowsill” means the portion of the horizontal window ledge that protrudes into the interior of
the room when the window is closed.

“Window trough” means, for a typical double-hung window, the portion of the exterior windowsill
between the interior windowsill (or stool) and the frame of the storm window. If there is no storm
window, the window trough is the area that receives both the upper and lower window sashes when they
are both lowered. The window trough is sometimes referred to as the window well.

“Wipe sample” means a sample collected by wiping a representative surface of known area, as
determined by ASTM E1728, “Standard Practice for Field Collection of Settled Dust Samples Using
Wipe Sampling Methods for Lead Determination by Atomic Spectrometry Techniques,” or equivalent
method, with an acceptable wipe material as defined in ASTM E1792, “Standard Specification for Wipe
Sampling Materials for Lead in Surface Dust.” The minimum area for a floor wipe sample shall be 0.50
square feet or 72 square inches. The minimum area for a windowsill wipe sample and for a window
trough wipe sample shall be 0.25 square feet or 36 square inches.

“Worksite” or “work area” means an interior or exterior area where lead-based paint hazard
reduction activity or renovation takes place. There may be more than one worksite in a dwelling unit
or at a residential property.

“Worst case selection” means conducting a walk-through survey of all residential dwellings in the
multifamily housing to select the highest-risk residential dwellings for risk assessments or lead hazard
screens.

“X-ray fluorescence analyzer (XRF)” means an instrument that determines lead concentrations in
milligrams per square centimeter (mg/cm2) using the principle of X-ray fluorescence.

“XRF reading” means the number obtained when a surface is tested with an X-ray fluorescence
analyzer.
[ARC 8502B, IAB 2/10/10, effective 1/13/10; ARC 0482C, IAB 12/12/12, effective 1/16/13; ARC 3104C, IAB 6/7/17, effective
7/12/17; ARC 4906C, IAB 2/12/20, effective 3/18/20]

641—70.3(135) Lead professional certification. A person or a firm shall not conduct lead abatement,
renovation, clearance testing after lead abatement, lead-free inspections, lead inspections, elevated blood
lead (EBL) inspections, lead hazard screens, risk assessments, visual risk assessments, clearance testing
after renovation, or interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing lead-based paint
maintenance, or rehabilitation pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35 unless the person or firm has been certified
by the department in the appropriate discipline. However, persons who perform these activities within
residential dwellings that they own are not required to be certified, unless the residential dwelling is
occupied by a person other than the owner or a member of the owner’s immediate family while these
activities are being performed. In addition, elevated blood lead (EBL) inspections shall be conducted
only by certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessors employed by or under contract with

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8502B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0482C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3104C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4906C.pdf
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the department, a local board of health, or a public housing agency. In addition, persons who perform
renovation under the supervision of a certified lead-safe renovator, certified lead abatement contractor,
or certified lead abatement worker and who have completed on-the-job training are not required to be
certified. However, on-the-job training does not meet the training requirement for work conducted
pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35. Lead professionals and firms shall not state that they have been certified
by the state of Iowa unless they have met the requirements of 641—70.5(135) and been issued a current
certificate by the department.
[ARC 8502B, IAB 2/10/10, effective 1/13/10; ARC 3104C, IAB 6/7/17, effective 7/12/17; ARC 4906C, IAB 2/12/20, effective
3/18/20]

641—70.4(135) Course approval and standards. All lead professional training courses for initial
certification and refresher training must be approved by the department. Training programs shall not
state that they have been approved by the state of Iowa unless they have met the requirements of
641—70.4(135) and been approved by the department.

70.4(1) Training courses shall meet the following requirements:
a. The training program offering the course shall employ a trainingmanager who has the following

qualifications:
(1) A bachelor’s or graduate degree in building construction technology, engineering, industrial

hygiene, safety, public health, or a related field; or two years of experience in managing a training
program specializing in environmental hazards.

(2) Demonstrated experience, education, or training in lead professional activities, including
lead inspection, lead abatement, lead-safe work practices, painting, carpentry, renovation, remodeling,
occupational safety and health, or industrial hygiene.

b. The training manager shall designate a qualified principal instructor for each course who has
the following qualifications:

(1) Demonstrated experience, education, or training in teaching workers or adults.
(2) Certification as a lead inspector/risk assessor, elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor,

or lead abatement contractor. In the case of a course for training lead-safe renovators, the principal
instructor may be certified as a sampling technician.

(3) Demonstrated experience, education, or training in lead professional activities, including
lead inspection, lead abatement, lead-safe work practices, painting, carpentry, renovation, remodeling,
occupational safety and health, or industrial hygiene.

c. The principal instructor shall be responsible for the organization of the course and oversight of
the teaching of all course material. The training manager may designate guest instructors as needed to
provide instruction specific to the lecture, hands-on activities, or work practice components of a course.

d. The training program shall ensure the availability of, and provide adequate facilities for, the
delivery of the lecture, course test, hands-on training, and assessment activities. This includes providing
training equipment that reflects current work practices and maintaining or updating the equipment as
needed.

e. The training manager shall maintain the validity and integrity of the hands-on skills assessment
to ensure that it accurately evaluates the trainees’ performance of the work practices and procedures
associated with the course topics contained in subrules 70.4(3) to 70.4(17).

f. The training manager shall maintain the validity and integrity of the course test to ensure that
it accurately evaluates the trainees’ knowledge and retention of the course topics.

g. The course test shall be developed in accordance with the test blueprint submitted with the
course approval application.

h. The training program shall issue unique course completion certificates to each student who
passes the course. The course completion certificate shall be issued in color. The course completion
certificate shall include:

(1) The first name, last name and middle initial of the student.
(2) The address of the student.
(3) A photograph of the student, and a unique identification number.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8502B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3104C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4906C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.4.pdf
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(4) The name of the particular course that the student completed and the course length in hours.
(5) Dates of course completion and test passage.
(6) The name, address, and telephone number of the training program.
(7) The signature of the training manager.
i. The training manager shall develop and implement a quality control plan. The plan shall be

used to maintain and improve the quality of the training program over time. This plan shall contain at
least the following elements:

(1) Procedures for periodic revision of training materials and the course test to reflect changes in
regulations and recommended practices.

(2) Procedures for the training manager to conduct an annual review of the competency of the
principal instructor and all other instructors.

j. The training program shall offer courses that teach the work practice standards for conducting
lead-based paint activities contained in 641—70.6(135) and other standards developed by the
department. These standards shall be taught in the appropriate courses to provide trainees with the
knowledge needed to perform the lead-based paint activities they are responsible for conducting.

k. The training manager shall ensure that each course meets the requirements in this rule for the
number of training hours and hours of hands-on training. The training manager shall ensure that any
student who misses more than 20 minutes of class time makes up the time before taking the course test.

l. The training manager shall ensure that the training program complies at all times with all
requirements in this rule.

m. The training manager shall allow the department to audit the training program to verify the
contents of the application for approval and for reapproval.

n. The training program shall maintain, and make available to the department, upon request, the
following records:

(1) All documents specified in paragraph 70.4(2)“f.”
(2) Current curriculum/course materials and documents reflecting any changes made to these

materials.
(3) The course test blueprint and the course test.
(4) Information regarding how the hands-on assessment is conducted including, but not limited to,

who conducts the assessment, how the skills are graded, what facilities are used, and the pass/fail rate.
(5) The quality control plan as described in paragraph 70.4(1)“i.”
(6) A file for each student who has completed a course. Each student file shall contain the following:
1. The student’s name, address, and telephone number.
2. The student’s test and answer sheet.
3. A copy of the student’s course completion certificate.
4. A copy of the student’s hands-on skill assessment, if applicable.
5. A photograph of the student as taken by the training program.
(7) A file for each individual course that has been offered. Each file shall include the following:
1. The dates of the course.
2. The location of the course.
3. The instructors who taught the course.
4. A paper or electronic copy of the curriculum used for the course.
5. A copy of the test used for the course.
6. Documentation of the times that each student was present at the course, including

documentation of how a student made up missed time.
7. The course evaluations.
(8) Any other materials that have been submitted to the department as part of the program’s

application for approval.
o. The training program shall retain all required records at the address specified on the training

program approval application for a minimum of six years.
p. The training program shall notify the department within 30 days of changing the address

specified on its training program approval application or transferring the records from that address.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.4.pdf
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q. A training program shall notify the department at least 7 days in advance of offering an approved
course. The notification shall include the date(s), time(s), and location(s) where the approved course
will be held. A training program shall notify the department at least 24 hours in advance of canceling
an approved course.

r. The training program shall take a digital photograph of each student. The digital photograph
shall be the same photograph that appears on the training certificate and is submitted to the department.
The photograph shall meet the following specifications:

(1) The individual shall be facing the camera.
(2) The individual’s head shall not be tilted.
(3) The individual’s head shall cover approximately half of the photo area.
(4) The individual shall be in front of a neutral or light-colored background.
(5) The individual shall not wear any items that detract from the face, such as hats or sunglasses.

Only head coverings worn for religious reasons may be worn. Religious head coverings may not cover
the face of the individual.

(6) Photographs shall be 24-bit color depth.
s. A training program shall roster each student who has taken the approved course into a database

specified by the department. All students shall be rostered into the department database within 20 days
of conclusion of an approved course. Rostering shall include:

(1) Name and address.
(2) Course completion certificate number.
(3) Test score.
(4) The photograph of each student as taken by the training program in a format specified by the

department.
70.4(2) If a training program desires approval of a course by the department, the training program

shall apply to the department for approval at least 90 days before the initial offering of the course. The
department may allow courses to be offered sooner if the department completes the approval in less than
90 days. The application shall include:

a. Training program name, contact person, address, e-mail address, and telephone number.
b. Course for which approval is sought.
c. Course locations, including a description of the facilities and equipment to be used for lecture

and hands-on training.
d. Course agenda, including approximate times allotted to each training segment.
e. A copy of each reference material, text, student manual, instructor manual, and audiovisual

material used in the course.
f. The name(s) and qualifications of the training manager, principal instructor(s), and guest

instructor(s). The following documents shall be submitted as evidence that training managers and
principal instructors have the education, work experience, training requirements, or demonstrated
experience required by subrule 70.4(1):

(1) Official transcripts or diplomas as evidence of meeting the education requirements.
(2) Résumés, letters of reference, or documentation of work experience, as evidence of meeting

the work experience requirements.
(3) Certificates from lead-specific training courses, as evidence of meeting the training

requirements.
g. A copy of the course test blueprint.
h. A description of the activities and procedures that will be used for conducting the assessment

of hands-on skills for each course.
i. Maximum class size.
j. A copy of the quality control plan for the course.
k. A nonrefundable fee of $200.
70.4(3) To be approved for the training of lead inspector/risk assessors and elevated blood lead

(EBL) inspector/risk assessors, a course must be at least 40 training hours with a minimum of 12 hours
devoted to hands-on training activities. Lead inspector/risk assessor and elevated blood lead (EBL)

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.4.pdf
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inspector/risk assessor training courses shall cover at least the following subjects (requirements ending
in an asterisk (*) indicate areas that require hands-on activities as an integral component of the course):

a. Role and responsibilities of an inspector/risk assessor.
b. Background information on lead and its adverse health effects, how children and adults are

exposed to lead, and how to prevent lead exposure in children and adults.
c. Background information on federal, state, and local regulations and guidance that pertain to

lead-based paint and lead-based paint activities.
d. Lead-based paint inspection methods, including selection of rooms and components for

sampling or testing to determine if a property is free of lead-based paint as specified in the Guidelines
for the Evaluation and Control of Lead-Based Paint Hazards in Housing ((2012), U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development), and methods to determine if lead-based paint hazards are present in
a property.*

e. Paint, dust, and soil sampling methodologies.*
f. Clearance standards and testing, including random sampling.*
g. Collection of background information to perform a risk assessment.
h. Sources of environmental lead contamination such as paint, surface dust and soil, and water.
i. Visual inspection to identify lead-based paint hazards.*
j. Lead hazard screen protocol.
k. Visual risk assessment protocol.
l. Reevaluation protocol.
m. In the case of renovation, procedures for using recognized test kits to determine whether paint

is lead-based paint.*
n. In the case of renovation, methods to ensure that the renovation has been properly completed,

including postrenovation cleaning verification and clearance testing.*
o. Sampling for other sources of lead exposure.*
p. Interpretation of lead-based paint and other lead sampling results, including all applicable

federal, state, and local guidance or regulations pertaining to lead-based paint hazards.*
q. Development of lead hazard control options.
r. The role of interim controls, operation and maintenance activities, and renovation in reducing

lead-based paint hazards.
s. Approved methods for conducting lead-based paint abatement, interim controls, operation and

maintenance activities, and renovation.
t. Prohibited methods for conducting lead-based paint abatement, interim controls, operation and

maintenance activities, and renovation.
u. Interior dust abatement and cleanup.
v. Soil and exterior dust abatement and cleanup.
w. Preparation of the final reports for lead inspections, lead-free inspections, risk assessments,

visual assessments, lead hazard screens, clearance testing after lead abatement, clearance testing after
renovation, reevaluation, and clearance testing after interim controls, paint stabilization, standard
treatments, ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, and rehabilitation pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35.

x. Record keeping.
y. The course shall conclude with a course test and, if applicable, a hands-on skills assessment.

The student must achieve a score of at least 80 percent on the examination and successfully complete
the hands-on skills assessment to successfully complete the course. The student may take the course
test no more than three times within six months of completing the course. If an individual does not pass
the course test within six months of completing the course, the individual must retake the appropriate
approved course.

z. The instructor shall provide an introduction of the online certification system used by
the department. The instructor shall advise each student on the procedures needed to apply to the
department for certification and provide information to each student on the procedures needed for
taking the state certification examination. The instructor shall also provide each student with a current
copy of this chapter and 641—Chapter 69.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.69.pdf
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aa. All of the course materials must be provided to each student. The materials may be provided
electronically unless an individual student requests that the materials be provided on paper.

70.4(4) To be approved for the training of lead inspector/risk assessors and elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessors who have already completed an approved sampling technician course,
a course must be at least 20 training hours with a minimum of 8 hours devoted to hands-on training
activities. The training course shall cover at least the following subjects (requirements ending in an
asterisk (*) indicate areas that require hands-on activities as an integral component of the course):

a. Role and responsibilities of a lead inspector/risk assessor and elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor.

b. Lead-based paint inspection methods, including selection of rooms and components for
sampling or testing to determine if a property is free of lead-based paint as specified in the work practice
standards in 641—70.6(135), and methods to determine if lead-based paint hazards are present in a
property.*

c. Collection of background information to perform a risk assessment.
d. Lead hazard screen protocol.
e. Reevaluation protocol.
f. Sampling for other sources of lead exposure.*
g. Interpretation of lead-based paint and other lead sampling results, including all applicable

federal, state, and local guidance or regulations pertaining to lead-based paint hazards.*
h. Development of lead hazard control options, including lead abatement.*
i. The role of interim controls, operation and maintenance activities, and renovation in reducing

lead-based paint hazards.
j. Approved methods for conducting lead abatement, interim controls, operation and maintenance

activities, and renovation.
k. Prohibitedmethods for conducting lead abatement, interim controls, operation andmaintenance

activities, and renovation.
l. Preparation of the final reports for lead inspections, lead-free inspections, risk assessments, lead

hazard screens, reevaluation, and clearance testing after lead abatement.
m. Record keeping.
n. The course shall conclude with a course test and, if applicable, a hands-on skills assessment.

The student must achieve a score of at least 80 percent on the examination and successfully complete
the hands-on skills assessment to successfully complete the course. The student may take the course
test no more than three times within six months of completing the course. If an individual does not pass
the course test within six months of completing the course, the individual must retake the appropriate
approved course.

o. The instructor shall provide an introduction of the online certification system used by
the department. The instructor shall advise each student on the procedures needed to apply to the
department for certification and provide information to each student on the procedures needed for
taking the state certification examination. The instructor shall also provide each student with a current
copy of this chapter and 641—Chapter 69.

p. All of the course materials must be provided to each student. The materials may be provided
electronically unless an individual student requests that the materials be provided on paper.

70.4(5) To be approved for the training of elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessors, a
course must be at least eight training hours with a minimum of two hours devoted to hands-on activities
and shall cover at least the following subjects (requirements ending in an asterisk (*) indicate areas that
require hands-on activities as an integral component of the course):

a. Role and responsibility of an elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor.
b. Background information on childhood lead poisoning prevention programs in Iowa.
c. EBL lead inspection protocol described in this chapter and the EBL inspection protocol

recommended by HUD.
d. Environmental and medical case management of lead-poisoned children.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.6.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.69.pdf
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e. Health effects of lead poisoning including an in-depth review of the scientific studies
demonstrating the health effects of lead poisoning.

f. Chelation therapy including at what levels it is recommended and when it might not be needed.
g. Risk of childhood lead exposure from adult occupations or hobbies.
h. Case scenarios.*
i. The course shall conclude with a course test. The student must achieve a score of at least 80

percent on the examination and successfully complete the hands-on skills assessment to successfully
complete the course. The student may take the course test no more than three times within six months
of completing the course. If an individual does not pass the course test within six months of completing
the course, the individual must retake the appropriate approved course.

j. The instructor shall provide an introduction of the online certification system used by
the department. The instructor shall advise each student on the procedures needed to apply to the
department for certification and provide information to each student on the procedures needed for
taking the state certification examination. The instructor shall also provide each student with a current
copy of this chapter and 641—Chapter 69.

k. All of the course materials must be provided to each student. The materials may be provided
electronically unless an individual student requests that the materials be provided on paper.

70.4(6) Rescinded IAB 3/31/04, effective 5/5/04.
70.4(7) Rescinded IAB 3/31/04, effective 5/5/04.
70.4(8) To be approved for the training of lead abatement contractors, a course must be at least 40

training hours with a minimum of 12 hours devoted to hands-on activities and shall cover at least the
following subjects (requirements ending in an asterisk (*) indicate areas that require hands-on activities
as an integral component of the course):

a. Role and responsibilities of a lead abatement contractor.
b. Background information on lead and its adverse health effects, how children and adults are

exposed to lead, and how to prevent lead exposure in children and adults.
c. Background information on federal, state, and local regulations and guidance that pertain to

lead-based paint and lead-based paint activities.
d. Liability and insurance issues relating to lead abatement, interim controls, and renovation.
e. Identification of lead-based paint and lead-based paint hazards.*
f. Interpretation of lead inspection reports.*
g. Development and implementation of an occupant protection plan, lead abatement report, and

renovation report.
h. Respiratory protection and protective clothing.*
i. Employee information and training.
j. Approved methods for conducting lead abatement, interim controls, and renovation.*
k. Prohibited methods for conducting lead abatement, interim controls, and renovation.
l. Interior dust abatement and cleanup.*
m. Soil and exterior dust abatement and cleanup.*
n. Clearance standards and testing, including random sampling.
o. Cleanup, waste handling, and waste disposal.
p. In the case of renovation, interior and exterior containment and cleanup methods.*
q. In the case of renovation, providing on-the-job training to other workers.*
r. In the case of renovation, procedures for using recognized test kits to determine whether paint

is lead-based paint, including preparation of the required report.*
s. In the case of renovation, methods to ensure that the renovation has been properly completed,

including postrenovation cleaning verification and clearance testing.*
t. In the case of renovation, record preparation and record keeping.
u. Record keeping for lead abatement.
v. The course shall conclude with a course test and, if applicable, a hands-on skills assessment.

The student must achieve a score of at least 80 percent on the examination and successfully complete
the hands-on skills assessment to successfully complete the course. The student may take the course
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test no more than three times within six months of completing the course. If an individual does not pass
the course test within six months of completing the course, the individual must retake the appropriate
approved course.

w. The instructor shall provide an introduction of the online certification system used by
the department. The instructor shall advise each student on the procedures needed to apply to the
department for certification and provide information to each student on the procedures needed for
taking the state certification examination. The instructor shall also provide each student with a current
copy of this chapter and 641—Chapter 69.

x. All of the course materials must be provided to each student. The materials may be provided
electronically unless an individual student requests that the materials be provided on paper.

70.4(9) To be approved for the training of lead abatement contractors who have already completed
an approved lead abatement worker course, a course must be at least 16 training hours with a minimum
of 4 hours devoted to hands-on activities and shall cover at least the following subjects (requirements
ending in an asterisk (*) indicate areas that require hands-on activities as an integral component of the
course):

a. Role and responsibilities of a lead abatement contractor.
b. Liability and insurance issues relating to lead abatement.
c. Interpretation of lead inspection reports.*
d. Development and implementation of an occupant protection plan and abatement report.
e. Employee information and training.
f. Clearance standards and testing, including random sampling.
g. Record keeping for lead abatement.
h. The course shall conclude with a course test and, if applicable, a hands-on skills assessment.

The student must achieve a score of at least 80 percent on the examination and successfully complete
the hands-on skills assessment to successfully complete the course. The student may take the course
test no more than three times within six months of completing the course. If an individual does not pass
the course test within six months of completing the course, the individual must retake the appropriate
approved course.

i. The instructor shall provide an introduction of the online certification system used by
the department. The instructor shall advise each student on the procedures needed to apply to the
department for certification and provide information to each student on the procedures needed for
taking the state certification examination. The instructor shall also provide each student with a current
copy of this chapter and 641—Chapter 69.

j. All of the course materials must be provided to each student. The materials may be provided
electronically unless an individual student requests that the materials be provided on paper.

70.4(10) To be approved for the training of lead abatement workers, a course must be at least 24
training hours with a minimum of 8 hours devoted to hands-on activities and shall cover at least the
following subjects (requirements ending in an asterisk (*) indicate areas that require hands-on activities
as an integral component of the course):

a. Role and responsibilities of a lead abatement worker.
b. Background information on lead and its adverse health effects, how children and adults are

exposed to lead, and how to prevent lead exposure in children and adults.
c. Background information on federal, state, and local regulations and guidance that pertain to

lead-based paint and lead-based paint activities.
d. Identification of lead-based paint and lead-based paint hazards.*
e. Approved methods for conducting lead abatement, interim controls, and renovation.*
f. Prohibited methods for conducting lead abatement, interim controls, and renovation.
g. Interior dust abatement and cleanup.*
h. Soil and exterior dust abatement and cleanup.*
i. Cleanup, waste handling, and waste disposal.
j. Respiratory protection and protective clothing.*
k. Personal hygiene.
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l. In the case of renovation, interior and exterior containment and cleanup methods.*
m. In the case of renovation, providing on-the-job training to other workers.*
n. In the case of renovation, procedures for using recognized test kits to determine whether paint

is lead-based paint, including preparation of the required report.*
o. In the case of renovation, methods to ensure that the renovation has been properly completed,

including postrenovation cleaning verification and clearance testing.*
p. In the case of renovation, record preparation and record keeping.
q. The course shall conclude with a course test and, if applicable, a hands-on skills assessment.

The student must achieve a score of at least 80 percent on the examination and successfully complete
the hands-on skills assessment to successfully complete the course. The student may take the course
test no more than three times within six months of completing the course. If an individual does not pass
the course test within six months of completing the course, the individual must retake the appropriate
approved course.

r. The instructor shall provide an introduction of the online certification system used by
the department. The instructor shall advise each student on the procedures needed to apply to the
department for certification and provide information to each student on the procedures needed for
taking the state certification examination. The instructor shall also provide each student with a current
copy of this chapter and 641—Chapter 69.

s. All of the course materials must be provided to each student. The materials may be provided
electronically unless an individual student requests that the materials be provided on paper.

70.4(11) To be approved for the training of sampling technicians, a course must be at least 20 training
hours with a minimum of 4 hours devoted to hands-on training activities. The training course shall cover
at least the following subjects (requirements ending in an asterisk (*) indicate areas that require hands-on
activities as an integral component of the course):

a. Role and responsibilities of a sampling technician.
b. Background information on lead and its adverse health effects, how children and adults are

exposed to lead, and how to prevent lead exposure in children and adults.
c. Background information on federal, state, and local regulations and guidance that pertain to

lead-based paint and lead-based paint activities.
d. Methods of conducting visual risk assessments.*
e. Paint, dust, and soil sampling methodologies.*
f. In the case of renovation, procedures for using recognized test kits to determine whether paint

is lead-based paint.*
g. Clearance standards and testing.*
h. Identification of lead-based paint hazards.*
i. Sources of environmental lead contamination such as paint, surface dust and soil, and water.
j. Visual inspection to identify lead-based paint hazards.*
k. Approved methods for conducting lead abatement, interim controls, operation and maintenance

activities, and renovation.
l. Prohibitedmethods for conducting lead abatement, interim controls, operation andmaintenance

activities, and renovation.
m. Methods of interim controls and lead abatement for interior dust and cleanup.
n. Methods of interim controls and lead abatement for exterior dust and soil and cleanup.
o. Preparation of the final visual assessment report.
p. Preparation of clearance testing reports for clearance testing after renovation and clearance

testing after interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing lead-based paint
maintenance, and rehabilitation pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35.

q. Record keeping.
r. The course shall conclude with a course test and, if applicable, a hands-on skills assessment.

The student must achieve a score of at least 80 percent on the examination and successfully complete
the hands-on skills assessment to successfully complete the course. The student may take the course
test no more than three times within six months of completing the course. If an individual does not pass
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the course test within six months of completing the course, the individual must retake the appropriate
approved course.

s. The instructor shall provide an introduction of the online certification system used by
the department. The instructor shall advise each student on the procedures needed to apply to the
department for certification and provide information to each student on the procedures needed for
taking the state certification examination. The instructor shall also provide each student with a current
copy of this chapter and 641—Chapter 69.

t. All of the course materials must be provided to each student. The materials may be provided
electronically unless an individual student requests that the materials be provided on paper.

70.4(12) To be approved for the training of project designers, a course must be at least 48
instructional training hours with a minimum of 12 hours devoted to hands-on activities and shall
cover at least the following subjects (requirements ending in an asterisk (*) indicate areas that require
hands-on activities as an integral component of the course):

a. Role and responsibilities of a lead abatement contractor.
b. Background information on lead and its adverse health effects, how children and adults are

exposed to lead, and how to prevent lead exposure in children and adults.
c. Background information on federal, state, and local regulations and guidance that pertain to

lead-based paint and lead-based paint activities.
d. Liability and insurance issues relating to project design.
e. Identification of lead-based paint and lead hazards.*
f. Interpretation of lead inspection reports.*
g. Development and implementation of an occupant protection plan, lead abatement report, and

renovation report.
h. Respiratory protection and protective clothing.*
i. Employee information and training.
j. Approved methods for conducting lead abatement, interim controls, and renovation.*
k. Prohibited methods for conducting lead abatement, interim controls, and renovation.
l. Interior dust abatement and cleanup.*
m. Soil and exterior dust abatement and cleanup.*
n. Clearance standards and testing, including random sampling.
o. Cleanup, waste handling, and waste disposal.
p. In the case of renovation, providing on-the-job training to other workers.*
q. In the case of renovation, procedures for using recognized test kits to determine whether paint

is lead-based paint, including preparation of the required report.*
r. In the case of renovation, methods to ensure that the renovation has been properly completed,

including postrenovation cleaning verification and clearance testing.*
s. In the case of renovation, record preparation and record keeping.
t. Record keeping for lead abatement.
u. Role and responsibilities of a project designer.
v. Development and implementation of an occupant protection plan for large-scale lead abatement

projects.
w. Lead abatement and lead hazard reduction methods, including restricted practices for

large-scale lead abatement projects.
x. Interior dust abatement/cleanup or lead hazard control and reduction methods for large-scale

lead abatement projects.
y. Clearance standards and testing for large-scale lead abatement projects.
z. Integration of lead abatement methods with modernization and rehabilitation projects for

large-scale lead abatement projects.
aa. The course shall conclude with a course test and, if applicable, a hands-on skills assessment.

The student must achieve a score of at least 80 percent on the examination and successfully complete
the hands-on skills assessment to successfully complete the course. The student may take the course
test no more than three times within six months of completing the course. If an individual does not pass
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the course test within six months of completing the course, the individual must retake the appropriate
approved course.

ab. The instructor shall provide an introduction of the online certification system used by
the department. The instructor shall advise each student on the procedures needed to apply to the
department for certification and provide information to each student on the procedures needed for
taking the state certification examination. The instructor shall also provide each student with a current
copy of this chapter and 641—Chapter 69.

ac. All of the course materials must be provided to each student. The materials may be provided
electronically unless an individual student requests that the materials be provided on paper.

70.4(13) To be approved for the training of project designers who have already completed an
approved lead abatement contractor course, a course must be at least 8 instructional training hours and
shall cover at least the following subjects:

a. Role and responsibilities of a project designer.
b. Development and implementation of an occupant protection plan for large-scale abatement

projects.
c. Lead abatement and lead hazard reduction methods, including restricted practices for

large-scale lead abatement projects.
d. Interior dust abatement/cleanup or lead hazard control and reduction methods for large-scale

lead abatement projects.
e. Clearance standards and testing for large-scale lead abatement projects.
f. Integration of lead abatement methods with modernization and rehabilitation projects for

large-scale lead abatement projects.
g. The course shall conclude with a course test and, if applicable, a hands-on skills assessment.

The student must achieve a score of at least 80 percent on the examination and successfully complete
the hands-on skills assessment to successfully complete the course. The student may take the course
test no more than three times within six months of completing the course. If an individual does not pass
the course test within six months of completing the course, the individual must retake the appropriate
approved course.

h. The instructor shall provide an introduction of the online certification system used by
the department. The instructor shall advise each student on the procedures needed to apply to the
department for certification and provide information to each student on the procedures needed for
taking the state certification examination. The instructor shall also provide each student with a current
copy of this chapter and 641—Chapter 69.

i. All of the course materials must be provided to each student. The materials may be provided
electronically unless an individual student requests that the materials be provided on paper.

70.4(14) To be approved for the training of project designers who have already completed an
approved lead abatement worker course, a course must be at least 24 instructional training hours with
a minimum of 4 hours devoted to hands-on activities and shall cover at least the following subjects
(requirements ending in an asterisk (*) indicate areas that require hands-on activities as an integral
component of the course):

a. Role and responsibilities of a lead abatement contractor.
b. Liability and insurance issues relating to lead abatement.
c. Interpretation of lead inspection reports.*
d. Development and implementation of an occupant protection plan and lead abatement report.
e. Employee information and training.
f. Clearance standards and testing, including random sampling.
g. Record keeping.
h. Role and responsibilities of a project designer.
i. Development and implementation of an occupant protection plan for large-scale lead abatement

projects.
j. Lead abatement and lead hazard reduction methods, including restricted practices for

large-scale lead abatement projects.
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k. Interior dust abatement/cleanup or lead hazard control and reduction methods for large-scale
lead abatement projects.

l. Clearance standards and testing for large-scale lead abatement projects.
m. Integration of lead abatement methods with modernization and rehabilitation projects for

large-scale lead abatement projects.
n. The course shall conclude with a course test and, if applicable, a hands-on skills assessment.

The student must achieve a score of at least 80 percent on the examination and successfully complete
the hands-on skills assessment to successfully complete the course. The student may take the course
test no more than three times within six months of completing the course. If an individual does not pass
the course test within six months of completing the course, the individual must retake the appropriate
approved course.

o. The instructor shall provide an introduction of the online certification system used by
the department. The instructor shall advise each student on the procedures needed to apply to the
department for certification and provide information to each student on the procedures needed for
taking the state certification examination. The instructor shall also provide each student with a current
copy of this chapter and 641—Chapter 69.

p. All of the course materials must be provided to each student. The materials may be provided
electronically unless an individual student requests that the materials be provided on paper.

70.4(15) To be approved for the training of lead-safe renovators, a course must be at least 8
instructional training hours with a minimum of 2 hours devoted to hands-on activities and shall cover at
least the following subjects (requirements ending in an asterisk (*) indicate areas that require hands-on
activities as an integral component of the course):

a. Background information on lead and its adverse health effects, how children and adults are
exposed to lead, and how to prevent lead exposure in children and adults.

b. Background information on federal, state, and local regulations and guidance that pertain to
lead-based paint, lead-based paint activities, and renovation activities.

c. Procedures for using recognized test kits to determine whether paint is lead-based paint,
including preparation of the required report.*

d. Renovation methods to minimize the creation of dust and lead-based paint hazards.*
e. Prohibited methods of renovation.
f. Interior and exterior containment and cleanup methods.*
g. Methods to ensure that the renovation has been properly completed, including postrenovation

cleaning verification and clearance testing.*
h. Waste handling and disposal.
i. Providing on-the-job training to other workers.*
j. Record preparation and record keeping.
k. The course shall conclude with a course test and, if applicable, a hands-on skills assessment.

The student must achieve a score of at least 80 percent on the examination and successfully complete
the hands-on skills assessment to successfully complete the course. The student may take the course
test no more than three times within six months of completing the course. If an individual does not pass
the course test within six months of completing the course, the individual must retake the appropriate
approved course.

l. The instructor shall provide an introduction of the online certification system used by
the department. The instructor shall advise each student on the procedures needed to apply to the
department for certification and provide information to each student on the procedures needed for
taking the state certification examination. The instructor shall also provide each student with a current
copy of this chapter and 641—Chapter 69.

m. All of the course materials must be provided to each student. The materials may be provided
electronically unless an individual student requests that the materials be provided on paper.

70.4(16) To be approved for refresher training of sampling technicians, lead abatement contractors,
lead abatement workers, and project designers, a course must be at least 8 training hours. To be approved
for refresher training of lead inspector/risk assessors and elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
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assessors who completed an approved 24-hour training course, a course must be at least 8 training
hours to meet the recertification requirements of subrule 70.5(3). To be approved for refresher training
of lead inspector/risk assessors and elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessors to meet the
recertification requirements of subrule 70.5(6), a course must be at least 16 training hours. To be
approved for refresher training of lead-safe renovators, a course must be at least 4 hours and must
include a hands-on component. All refresher training courses shall cover at least the following topics:

a. A review of the curriculum topics of the initial certification course for the appropriate discipline
as listed in subrules 70.4(3) to 70.4(15).

b. An overview of current safety practices relating to lead-based paint activities in general, as well
as specific information pertaining to the appropriate discipline.

c. Current laws and regulations relating to lead-based paint activities in general, as well as specific
information pertaining to the appropriate discipline.

d. Current technologies relating to lead-based paint activities in general, as well as specific
information pertaining to the appropriate discipline.

e. The course shall conclude with a course test and, if applicable, a hands-on skills assessment.
The student must achieve a score of at least 80 percent on the examination and successfully complete
the hands-on skills assessment to successfully complete the course. The student may take the course
test no more than three times within six months of completing the course. If an individual does not pass
the course test within six months of completing the course, the individual must retake the appropriate
approved course.

f. All of the course materials must be provided to each student. The materials may be provided
electronically unless an individual student requests that the materials be provided on paper.

70.4(17) Approvals of training courses shall expire three years after the date of issuance. The
training manager shall submit the following at least 30 days prior to the expiration date for a course
to be reapproved:

a. Sponsoring organization name, contact person, address, and telephone number.
b. A list of the courses for which reapproval is sought.
c. A description of any changes to the training staff, facility, equipment, or course materials since

the approval of the training program.
d. A statement signed by the training manager stating that the training program complies at all

times with 641—70.4(135).
e. A nonrefundable fee of $200.
70.4(18) The department shall consider a request for approval of a training course that has been

approved by a state or tribe authorized by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
a. The course shall be approved if it meets the requirements of 641—70.4(135).
b. If the course does not meet all of the requirements of 641—70.4(135), the department

shall inform the training provider of additional topics and training hours that are needed to meet the
requirements of 641—70.4(135).
[ARC 8502B, IAB 2/10/10, effective 1/13/10; ARC 3104C, IAB 6/7/17, effective 7/12/17; ARC 4906C, IAB 2/12/20, effective
3/18/20]

641—70.5(135) Certification, interim certification, and recertification. The department shall issue
certifications and recertifications for a three-year time period. All applications for certification or
recertification may be made to the department electronically in a format specified by the department or
may be made to the department using a paper application supplied by the department.

70.5(1) A person wishing to become a certified lead professional shall provide the following
information:

a. A completed application form.
b. A certificate of completion of an approved course for the discipline in which the applicant

wishes to become certified.
c. If wishing to become a certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead

(EBL) inspector/risk assessor, documentation of successful completion of the manufacturer’s training
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course or equivalent for theX-ray fluorescence (XRF) analyzer that the inspector/risk assessor or elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor will use to conduct lead inspections.

d. If wishing to become a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor,
documentation of successful completion of an eight-hour elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor course.

e. Documentation that the applicant meets the additional experience and education requirements
in subrule 70.5(2) for the discipline in which the applicant wishes to become certified. The following
documents shall be submitted as evidence that the applicant has the education and work experience
required by subrule 70.5(2):

(1) Official transcripts or diplomas as evidence of meeting the education requirements.
(2) Résumés, letters of reference, or documentation of work experience, as evidence of meeting

the work experience requirements.
f. To become certified as a lead inspector/risk assessor, elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk

assessor, lead abatement contractor, or project designer, a certificate showing that the applicant has passed
the state certification examination in the discipline in which the applicant wishes to become certified.

g. A $180 nonrefundable fee.
h. A person may receive interim certification from the department as a lead inspector/risk

assessor, elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor, lead abatement contractor, or project
designer by submitting the items required by paragraphs 70.5(1)“a” to “e” and “g” to the department.
Interim certification shall expire six months from the date of completion of an approved course. An
applicant shall upgrade an interim certification to a certification by submitting a certificate to the
department showing that the applicant has passed the state certification examination as required by
paragraph 70.5(1)“f.” Interim certification is equivalent to certification.

70.5(2) To become certified by the department as a lead professional, an applicant must meet the
education and experience requirements for the appropriate discipline:

a. Lead inspector/risk assessors and elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessors must meet
one of the following requirements:

(1) Bachelor’s degree and one year of related experience (e.g., lead, environmental health, public
health, housing inspection, building trades).

(2) Associate’s degree and two years of related experience (e.g., lead, environmental health, public
health, housing inspection, building trades).

(3) High school diploma and three years of related experience (e.g., lead, environmental health,
public health, housing inspection, building trades).

(4) Certification as an industrial hygienist, professional engineer, registered architect, registered
sanitarian, registered environmental health specialist, or registered nurse.

b. Lead abatement contractors must meet one of the following requirements:
(1) One year of experience as a certified lead abatement worker.
(2) Two years of related experience or education (e.g., lead, housing inspection, building trades,

property management and maintenance).
c. No additional education or experience is required for lead abatement workers.
d. Sampling technicians must meet one of the following requirements:
(1) Associate’s degree.
(2) High school diploma and one year of related experience (e.g., lead, environmental health, public

health, housing inspection, building trades).
(3) Certification as an industrial hygienist, professional engineer, registered architect, registered

sanitarian, registered environmental health specialist, or registered nurse.
e. Project designers must meet one of the following requirements:
(1) Bachelor’s degree in engineering, architecture, or a related profession, and one year of

experience in building construction and design or a related field.
(2) Four years of experience in building construction and design or a related field.
f. No additional education or experience is required for lead-safe renovators.
70.5(3) and 70.5(4) Reserved.
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70.5(5) Rescinded IAB 2/12/20, effective 3/18/20.
70.5(6) Individuals applying for recertification as lead professionals must submit the following:
a. A completed application form.
b. A $180 nonrefundable fee.
c. A certificate showing that the applicant has successfully completed an approved refresher

training course for the appropriate discipline. The refresher training course must be completed no more
than three years prior to the date of the application for recertification.

70.5(7) The department shall approve the state certification examinations for the disciplines of lead
inspector/risk assessor, elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor, lead abatement contractor,
and project designer. The state certification examination shall be administered by selected community
college testing centers in Iowa. A community college testing center shall set the fee for administering
the state certification examination to each applicant and shall collect the fee from each applicant.

a. An individual must achieve a score of at least 80 percent on the examination. An individual
may take the state certification examination no more than three times within six months of receiving a
certificate of completion from an approved course.

b. If an individual does not pass the state certification examination within six months of receiving
a certificate of completion from an approved course, the individual must retake the appropriate approved
course before reapplying for certification.

70.5(8) Reciprocity. Each applicant for certification who is certified in any of the disciplines
specified in this rule in another state may request reciprocal certification. The department shall evaluate
the requirements for certification to determine that the requirements for certification in such other state
are as protective of health and the environment as the requirements for certification in Iowa. For all
disciplines except lead-safe renovator and lead abatement worker, if the department determines that
the requirements for certification in such other state are as protective of health and the environment as
the requirements for certification in Iowa, the applicant may be certified after passing a proctored test
covering Iowa-specific lead information with a score of at least 80 percent. For a lead-safe renovator
and lead abatement worker, if the department determines that the requirements for certification in
such other state are as protective of health and the environment as the requirements for certification in
Iowa, the applicant may be certified after signing a statement indicating that the applicant has read and
understands Iowa-specific lead information provided by the department. Each applicant for certification
pursuant to this subrule shall submit the appropriate application accompanied by the fee for each
discipline as specified in 641—70.5(135).
[ARC 8502B, IAB 2/10/10, effective 1/13/10; ARC 3104C, IAB 6/7/17, effective 7/12/17; ARC 4906C, IAB 2/12/20, effective
3/18/20]

641—70.6(135) Work practice standards for lead professionals conducting lead-based paint
activities in target housing and child-occupied facilities. All lead-based paint activities shall be
performed according to the work practice standards in 641—70.6(135), and a certified individual must
perform that activity in compliance with the appropriate requirements below.

70.6(1) A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor must conduct a lead-free inspection according to the following standards. A lead-free inspection
shall be conducted only by a certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor.

a. When conducting a lead-free inspection in a residential dwelling, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use the following
procedures:

(1) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall test paint in each room, including each exterior side.

(2) Except for components known to have been replaced after December 31, 1977, the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall test each testing
combination in each room. On windows, the window frame, interior windowsill, window sash, and
window trough shall each be considered a separate testing combination. Except for walls, one sample

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/bulletin/02-12-2020.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8502B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3104C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4906C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.6.pdf
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shall be taken for each testing combination in a room. Each wall in a room shall be tested. The certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall require one of the
following two types of evidence to determine that components were replaced after 1977:

1. Detailed specifications showing which components were to be replaced, restored, enclosed, or
encapsulated and evidence that the work was actually completed such as receipts for building materials,
city building records showing a date of remodeling, or a final inspection by the city or another inspector
showing that the work was actually completed.

2. A certification under penalty of perjury per Iowa Code section 622.1 from the contractor who
did the work or from the person(s) who owned the property at the time outlining all of the components
that were removed and replaced.

If one of these two types of evidence is not available, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or
elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall test the component.

(3) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall note any components where lead-based paint has been enclosed or encapsulated. The certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not make
a determination that the residential dwelling is lead-free where components that are painted with
lead-based paint have been enclosed or encapsulated.

(4) Paint shall be tested using adequate quality control by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) or by
laboratory analysis using a recognized laboratory to determine the presence of lead-based paint on a
surface. If testing by laboratory analysis, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall collect paint samples using the documented methodologies specified
in guidance documents issued by the department. If testing by X-ray fluorescence, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use the following
methodologies:

1. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall use an X-ray fluorescence analyzer that has a performance characteristics sheet and shall use the
X-ray fluorescence analyzer according to the performance characteristics sheet.

2. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall use standards provided by the manufacturer and the NIST 1.02 standard film for calibration of the
X-ray fluorescence analyzer.

3. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall take calibration readings consisting of an average of three readings at the beginning of the
inspection, every four hours, and at the end of the inspection.

4. Prior to taking the final set of calibration readings and if recommended by the performance
characteristics sheet, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall conduct substrate correction for all XRF readings less than 4.0 milligrams of lead per
square centimeter. For each substrate that requires substrate correction, the certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall completely remove all paint from
an area of two different testing combinations for that substrate. If possible, the areas chosen for
substrate correction should have initial XRF readings of less than 2.5 milligrams of lead per square
centimeter. For each testing combination, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood
lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall remove paint from an area that is at least as large as the XRF
probe faceplate. On each of the two areas, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood
lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall place the NIST 1.02 standard film over the surface and take
three XRF readings with the XRF used to conduct the inspection. The certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall calculate the arithmetic mean for
these six readings and shall subtract 1.02 from this arithmetic mean to obtain the substrate correction
value. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall then subtract the substrate correction value from each XRF reading for the substrate requiring
substrate correction to obtain the corrected XRF reading. For example, if the six readings taken on the
NIST 1.02 standard film were 1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.0, 1.2, and 1.1, the arithmetic mean is calculated by the

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/622.1.pdf
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equation (1.1 + 1.3 + 1.4 + 1.0 + 1.2 + 1.1)/6 and is equal to 1.18. The substrate correction value is
equal to 1.18 minus 1.02, or 0.16.

5. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall classify each XRF reading that did not require substrate correction and each corrected XRF reading
for XRF readings that required substrate correction as positive, negative, or inconclusive, according to
the performance characteristics sheet for the XRF. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not discard XRF readings unless instructed to do so
by the performance characteristics sheet or the operating instructions from the manufacturer. If the
certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor believes that a
reading classified as positive is in error, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall collect a paint sample for laboratory analysis. The certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall change the positive
classification to negative only if the results of the laboratory analysis indicate that the surface is not
painted with lead-based paint.

6. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall resolve inconclusive readings as defined by the performance characteristics sheet for the XRF
by collecting paint samples for laboratory analysis. If instructed by the property owner or the person
requesting the report, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor may assume that inconclusive readings are positive, but shall not assume that inconclusive
readings are negative.

7. As described by the performance characteristics sheet, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor
or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall conduct retesting of 10 surfaces, calculate
the retest tolerance limit, and determine whether the inspection meets the retest tolerance limit. If the
retest tolerance limit is not met, then this procedure shall be repeated with 10 additional surfaces. If the
retest tolerance limit is not met with the 20 retested surfaces, then all results of the inspection shall be
considered invalid.

(5) If each testing combination in the residential dwelling is found to be free of lead-based paint,
then the residential dwelling is free of lead-based paint. If any surface in the residential dwelling is found
to be painted with lead-based paint, then the residential dwelling is not free of lead-based paint.

(6) If lead-based paint is identified through a lead-free inspection, the certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor must conduct a visual inspection to
determine the presence of lead-based paint hazards and any other potential lead hazards including bare
soil in the dripline of a home where lead-based paint is identified on exterior components or lead-based
paint previously existed on exterior components, but has been removed, enclosed, or encapsulated.

(7) A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall prepare a written report for each residential dwelling or child-occupied facility where a
lead-free inspection is completed. No later than three weeks after the receipt of laboratory results, the
certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall
send a copy of the report to the property owner and to the person requesting the lead-free inspection, if
different. A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall maintain a copy of each written report for no less than three years. The report shall include,
at least:

1. A statement that the inspection was conducted to determine whether the residential dwelling is
free of lead-based paint;

2. Date of inspection;
3. Address of building;
4. Date of construction;
5. Apartment numbers (if applicable);
6. The name, address, and telephone number of the owner or owners of each residential dwelling

or child-occupied facility;
7. Name, signature, and certification number of each certified lead inspector/risk assessor or

certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor conducting the inspection;
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8. Name and certification number of the certified firm(s) conducting the inspection;
9. Name, address, and telephone number of each laboratory conducting an analysis of collected

samples;
10. Each testing method and sampling procedure employed for paint analysis, including quality

control data and, if used, the manufacturer, serial number, software, and operating mode of any X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) device;

11. XRF readings taken for calibration and calculations to demonstrate that the XRF is properly
calibrated at each required calibration;

12. Specific locations by room of each painted component tested for the presence of lead-based
paint and the results for each component expressed in terms appropriate to the sampling method used;

13. The results of retesting of 10 surfaces, calculations to determine the retest tolerance limit, and
the determination of whether the inspection meets the retest tolerance limit;

14. If the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor determines that the residential dwelling is free of lead-based paint, the report shall contain the
following statement:

“The results of this inspection indicate that no lead in amounts greater than or equal to 1.0 mg/cm2 in
paint was found on any building components, using the inspection protocol in Chapter 7 of the Guidelines
for the Evaluation and Control of Lead-Based Paint Hazards in Housing ((2012), U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development). Therefore, this residential dwelling qualifies for the exemption in
24 CFR Part 35 and 40 CFR Part 745 for target housing being leased that is free of lead-based paint,
as defined in the rule. However, some painted surfaces may contain levels of lead below 1.0 mg/cm2,
which could create lead dust or lead-contaminated soil hazards if the paint is turned into dust by abrasion,
scraping, or sanding. This report should be kept by the owner and all future owners for the life of the
residential dwelling. Per the disclosure requirements of 24 CFRPart 35 and 40CFRPart 745, prospective
buyers are entitled to all available inspection reports should the property be resold.”;

15. If any lead-based paint is identified, a description of the location, type, and severity of identified
lead-based paint hazards, including the classification of each tested surface as to whether it is a lead-based
paint hazard, and any other potential lead hazards, including bare soil in the dripline of a home where
lead-based paint is identified on exterior components or lead-based paint previously existed on exterior
components, but has been removed, enclosed, or encapsulated;

16. A description of interim controls and lead abatement options for each identified lead-based
paint hazard and a suggested prioritization for addressing each hazard. If the use of an encapsulant or
enclosure is recommended, the report shall recommend a maintenance and monitoring schedule for the
encapsulant or enclosure;

17. Information regarding the owner’s obligations to disclose known lead-based paint and
lead-based paint hazards upon sale or lease of residential property as required by Subpart H of 24 CFR
Part 35 and Subpart I of 40 CFR Part 745;

18. Information regarding Iowa’s prerenovation notification requirements found in 641—Chapter
69; and information regarding Iowa’s regulations for renovation, remodeling and repainting found in
641—Chapter 70; and

19. The report shall contain the following statement:
“The Iowa Department of Public Health may review this report for compliance purposes. It is a

violation of law for anyone other than the certified lead professional signing it to alter this report. This
report may be supplemented with additional information, so long as any addendum is signed by a lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor certified according to Iowa
Administrative Code 641—70.3(135) and 70.5(135).”

b. When conducting a lead-free inspection in multifamily housing, the certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use the following procedures:

(1) A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
may randomly select residential dwellings for testing when conducting a lead-free inspection in
multifamily housing. If built before 1960 or if the date of construction is unknown, the multifamily
housing shall contain at least 20 similarly constructed and maintained residential dwellings in order
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to use random selection. If built from 1960 to 1977, the multifamily housing shall contain at least 10
similarly constructed and maintained residential dwellings in order to use random selection. If the
certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor does not
randomly select the residential dwellings for testing or if there are not enough residential dwellings
to randomly select them for sampling, all residential dwellings shall be tested. If random selection
is used, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
conducting the lead-free inspection shall randomly select the residential dwellings to be tested. The
property owner, manager, or another interested party shall not specify which residential dwellings are to
be tested. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall use Table 1 to determine the number of residential dwellings to randomly select for testing.

Table 1
Minimum Number of Residential Dwellings to be Randomly Selected in Multifamily Housing for

Lead-Free Inspection, Risk Assessment, Lead Hazard Screen, or Clearance Testing

Lead-Free Inspection, Risk Assessment,
or Lead Hazard Screen Clearance TestingNumber of Similar

Residential
Dwellings,

Similar Common
Areas, or Similar
Exteriors in
Multifamily
Housing

Number of Pre-1960
Residential Dwellings
or Residential Dwellings
of Unknown Date of

Construction to Randomly
Select for Testing

Number of 1960-1977
Residential Dwellings
to Randomly Select

for Testing

Number of
Residential
Dwellings to

Randomly Select
for Clearance

Testing
1-9 All All All
10-13 All 10 All
14 All 11 All
15 All 12 All

16-17 All 13 All
18 All 14 All
19 All 15 All
20 All 16 All

21-26 20 16 20
27 21 17 21
28 22 18 22
29 23 18 23
30 23 19 23
31 24 19 24
32 25 19 25

33-34 26 19 26
35 27 19 27
36 28 19 28
37 29 19 29

38-39 30 20 30
40-48 31 21 31
49-50 31 22 31
51 32 22 32

52-53 33 22 33
54 34 22 34

55-56 35 22 35
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Lead-Free Inspection, Risk Assessment,
or Lead Hazard Screen Clearance TestingNumber of Similar

Residential
Dwellings,

Similar Common
Areas, or Similar
Exteriors in
Multifamily
Housing

Number of Pre-1960
Residential Dwellings
or Residential Dwellings
of Unknown Date of

Construction to Randomly
Select for Testing

Number of 1960-1977
Residential Dwellings
to Randomly Select

for Testing

Number of
Residential
Dwellings to

Randomly Select
for Clearance

Testing
57-58 36 22 36
59 37 23 37

60-69 38 23 38
70-73 38 24 38
74-75 39 24 39
76-77 40 24 40
78-79 41 24 41
80-88 42 24 42
89-95 42 25 42
96-97 43 25 43
98-99 44 25 44
100-109 45 25 45
110-117 45 26 45
118-119 46 26 46
120-138 47 26 47
139-157 48 26 48
158-159 49 26 49
160-177 49 27 49
178-197 50 27 50
198-218 51 27 51
219-258 52 27 52
259-279 53 27 53
280-299 53 28 53
300-379 54 28 54
380-499 55 28 55
500-776 56 28 56
777-939 57 28 57
940-1004 57 29 57
1005-1022 58 29 58
1023-1032 59 29 59
1033-1039 59 30 59
1040+ 5.8%, rounded to the next

highest whole number
2.9%, rounded to the next
highest whole number

5.8%, rounded to
the next highest
whole number

(2) A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
may randomly select each type of common area in the multifamily housing, including but not limited to
hallways, exterior sides of a building, and laundry rooms, for testing. Each type of common area shall
be counted separately. If built before 1960, the multifamily housing shall contain at least 20 of a type
of common area in order to use random selection. If built from 1960 to 1977, the multifamily housing
shall contain at least 10 of a type of common area in order to use random selection. If the certified lead
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inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor does not randomly select
the common areas for testing or if there are not enough common areas to randomly select them for
testing, all common areas shall be tested. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood
lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use Table 1 to determine the number of each type of common
area to randomly select for testing.

(3) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall test paint in each room of each residential dwelling selected for testing and in each common area
selected for testing.

(4) Except for components known to have been replaced after December 31, 1977, the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall test each testing
combination in each room of a residential dwelling chosen for testing and in each common area chosen
for testing. On windows, the window frame, interior windowsill, window sash, and window trough
shall each be considered a separate testing combination. Each wall in a room or a common area shall
be tested. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall require one of the following two types of evidence to determine that components were replaced
after 1977:

1. Detailed specifications showing which components were to be replaced, restored, enclosed, or
encapsulated and evidence that the work was actually completed such as receipts for building materials,
city building records showing a date of remodeling, or evidence of a final inspection by the city or another
inspector showing that the work was actually completed.

2. A certification under penalty of perjury per Iowa Code section 622.1 from the contractor who
did the work or from the person(s) who owned the property at the time outlining all of the components
that were removed and replaced.

If one of these two types of evidence is not available, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or
elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall test the component.

(5) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall note any components where lead-based paint has been enclosed or encapsulated. The certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not make a
determination that a component or the multifamily housing is lead-free where components that are
painted with lead-based paint have been enclosed or encapsulated.

(6) Paint shall be tested using adequate quality control by X-ray fluorescence or by laboratory
analysis using a recognized laboratory to determine the presence of lead-based paint on a surface. If
testing by laboratory analysis, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor shall collect paint samples using the documented methodologies specified in
guidance documents issued by the department. If testing by X-ray fluorescence, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use the following
methodologies:

1. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
must use an X-ray fluorescence analyzer which has a performance characteristics sheet and shall use the
X-ray fluorescence analyzer according to the performance characteristics sheet.

2. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall not use an X-ray fluorescence analyzer using a software version or a mode of operation that could
result in inconclusive readings or that recommends substrate correction.

3. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall use standards provided by the manufacturer and the NIST 1.02 standard film for calibration of the
X-ray fluorescence analyzer.

4. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall take calibration readings consisting of an average of three readings at the beginning of the
inspection, every four hours, and at the end of the inspection.

5. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall classify each XRF reading as positive or negative according to the performance characteristics
sheet for the XRF. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/622.1.pdf
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assessor shall not discard XRF readings unless instructed to do so by the performance characteristics
sheet or the operating instructions from the manufacturer. If the certified lead inspector/risk assessor
or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor believes that a reading classified as positive is in
error, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall
collect a paint sample for laboratory analysis. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood
lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall change the positive classification to negative only if the results
of the laboratory analysis indicate that the surface is not painted with lead-based paint.

6. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall count the number of XRF readings taken for each component type. If fewer than 40 of any
component type were tested, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor shall randomly choose additional testing combinations for the component type
to reach a total of 40 XRF readings. If fewer than 40 testing combinations are available for testing, the
certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall test each
testing combination.

(7) For each component type where at least 40 testing combinations have been tested, the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall determine the
number and percentage of each component type that is classified as positive or negative. The certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall classify each
component type as follows:

1. Lead-based paint is not present on a component type if all readings are classified as negative.
2. Lead-based paint is present on a component type if at least 15 percent of the readings are

classified as positive.
3. Lead-based paint is present on a component type if greater than or equal to 5 percent but less

than 15 percent of the XRF readings are classified as positive, unless the certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor collects paint samples and obtains
laboratory analyses for all positive XRF readings. If the laboratory analyses show that lead-based paint
is not present on any components, then the component type is negative. If the laboratory analyses show
that lead-based paint is present on any component, then the component type is positive.

4. Lead-based paint is present on a component type if greater than 0 but less than 5 percent of the
XRF readings are classified as positive, unless the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood
lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor collects paint samples and obtains laboratory analyses for all positive
XRF readings or randomly selects a second set of residential dwellings for testing. If the laboratory
analyses show that lead-based paint is not present on any components, then the component type is
negative. If the laboratory analyses show that lead-based paint is present on any component, then the
component type is positive. If a second set of randomly selected residential dwellings is sampled and
greater than 0 but less than 2.5 percent of the combined set of results is positive, the component type
may be considered as not having lead-based paint developmentwide but rather, having lead-based paint
in isolated locations, with a reasonable degree of confidence. Individual components that are classified
as positive should be considered lead-based painted and managed or abated appropriately.

5. If a particular component type in the sampled residential dwellings is classified as positive, that
same component type in the unsampled residential dwellings is also classified as positive.

(8) If fewer than 40 of a component type are available for testing, each testing combination must
be classified individually as positive or negative.

(9) If any component type or individual component is classified as positive, then the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not state that the
multifamily housing is free of lead-based paint.

(10) As specified by the performance characteristics sheet, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor
or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall conduct retesting of 10 surfaces selected from
two residential dwellings, calculate the retest tolerance limit, and determine whether the inspectionmeets
the retest tolerance limit. If the retest tolerance limit is not met, then this procedure shall be repeated
with 10 additional surfaces selected from the two residential dwellings. If the retest tolerance limit is
not met with the 20 retested surfaces, then all results of the inspection shall be considered invalid.
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(11) If lead-based paint is identified on any component or component type, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor must conduct a visual
inspection to determine the presence of lead-based paint hazards and any other potential lead hazards,
including bare soil in the dripline of a home where lead-based paint is identified on exterior components
or lead-based paint previously existed on exterior components, but has been removed, enclosed, or
encapsulated.

(12) A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall prepare a written report for each residential dwelling or child-occupied facility inspected.
No later than three weeks after the receipt of laboratory results, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or
certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall send a copy of the report to the property
owner and to the person requesting the inspection, if different. A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or
a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall maintain a copy of each written report
for no less than three years. The inspection report shall include, at least:

1. Date of each inspection;
2. Address of each building in the multifamily housing;
3. Date of construction for each building in the multifamily housing;
4. A list of the apartments and common areas in each building in the multifamily housing;
5. The name, address, and telephone number of the owner or owners of each residential dwelling

or child-occupied facility;
6. A statement that the inspection was conducted to determine that lead-based paint is not present;
7. The name of the Iowa-certified inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)

inspector/risk assessor who randomly selected the residential dwellings and common areas for testing;
8. The number of residential dwellings and common areas that were selected for testing, how these

numbers were determined, and a list of the residential dwellings and common areas that were selected
for testing;

9. Name, signature, and certification number of each certified lead inspector/risk assessor or
certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor conducting the inspection;

10. Name and certification number of the certified firm(s) conducting the inspection;
11. Name, address, and telephone number of each laboratory conducting an analysis of collected

samples;
12. Each testing method and sampling procedure employed for paint analysis, including quality

control data and, if used, the manufacturer, serial number, software, and operating mode of any X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) analyzer;

13. XRF readings taken for calibration and calculations to demonstrate that the XRF is properly
calibrated at each required calibration;

14. Specific locations by room of each painted component tested for the presence of lead-based
paint and by residential dwelling or common area and the results for each component expressed in terms
appropriate to the sampling method used;

15. Component aggregations and the determination of whether lead-based paint is present by
component type;

16. The results of retesting of 10 surfaces, calculations to determine the retest tolerance limit, and
the determination of whether the inspection meets the retest tolerance limit;

17. If the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor determines that the multifamily housing is free of lead-based paint, the report shall contain the
following statement:

“The results of this inspection indicate that no lead in amounts greater than or equal to 1.0 mg/cm2 in
paint was found on any building components, using the inspection protocol in Chapter 7 of the Guidelines
for the Evaluation and Control of Lead-Based Paint Hazards in Housing ((2012), U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development). Therefore, this multifamily housing qualifies for the exemption in
24 CFR Part 35 and 40 CFR Part 745 for target housing being leased that is free of lead-based paint,
as defined in the rule. However, some painted surfaces may contain levels of lead below 1.0 mg/cm2,
which could create lead dust or lead-contaminated soil hazards if the paint is turned into dust by abrasion,
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scraping, or sanding. This report should be kept by the owner and all future owners for the life of
the multifamily housing. Per the disclosure requirements of 24 CFR Part 35 and 40 CFR Part 745,
prospective buyers are entitled to all available inspection reports should the property be resold.”;

18. If any lead-based paint is identified, a description of the location, type, and severity of identified
lead-based paint hazards, including the classification of each tested surface as to whether it is a lead-based
paint hazard, and any other potential lead hazards, including bare soil in the dripline of a home where
lead-based paint is identified on exterior components or lead-based paint previously existed on exterior
components, but has been removed, enclosed, or encapsulated;

19. A description of interim controls and lead abatement options for each identified lead-based
paint hazard and a suggested prioritization for addressing each hazard. If the use of an encapsulant or
enclosure is recommended, the report shall recommend a maintenance and monitoring schedule for the
encapsulant or enclosure;

20. Information regarding the owner’s obligations to disclose known lead-based paint and
lead-based paint hazards upon sale or lease of residential property as required by Subpart H of 24 CFR
Part 35 and Subpart I of 40 CFR Part 745;

21. Information regarding Iowa’s prerenovation notification requirements found in 641—Chapter
69 and information regarding Iowa’s regulations for renovation found in 641—Chapter 70; and

22. The report shall contain the following statement:
“The Iowa Department of Public Health may review this report for compliance purposes. It is a

violation of law for anyone other than the certified lead professional signing it to alter this report. This
report may be supplemented with additional information, so long as any addendum is signed by a lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor certified according to Iowa
Administrative Code 641—70.3(135) and 70.5(135).”

70.6(2) A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor must conduct lead inspections according to the following standards. Lead inspections shall
be conducted only by a certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor.

a. When conducting a lead inspection in a residential dwelling or child-occupied facility, the
certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use the
following procedures:

(1) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall test paint in each room, including each exterior side.

(2) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall test each testing combination in each room. On windows, the window frame, interior windowsill,
window sash, and window trough shall each be considered a separate testing combination. One sample
shall be taken for each testing combination in a room, including the walls. If a testing combination is
painted and not tested, it shall be assumed to be painted with lead-based paint.

b. Paint shall be tested using adequate quality control by X-ray fluorescence or by laboratory
analysis using a recognized laboratory to determine the presence of lead-based paint on a surface. If
testing by laboratory analysis, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor shall collect paint samples using the documented methodologies specified in
guidance documents issued by the department. If testing by X-ray fluorescence, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use the following
methodologies:

(1) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall use an X-ray fluorescence analyzer that has a performance characteristics sheet and shall use the
X-ray fluorescence analyzer according to the performance characteristics sheet.

(2) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall use the NIST 1.02 standard film or standards provided by the manufacturer for calibration of the
X-ray fluorescence analyzer. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor shall not state that any surface is free of lead-based paint unless the NIST 1.02
standard film is used for calibration.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
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(3) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall take calibration readings consisting of an average of three readings at the beginning of the
inspection.

(4) If recommended by the performance characteristics sheet, the certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall conduct substrate correction for all
XRF readings less than 4.0 milligrams of lead per square centimeter. For each substrate that requires
substrate correction, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall completely remove all paint from an area of two different testing combinations for that
substrate. If possible, the areas chosen for substrate correction should have initial XRF readings of
less than 2.5 milligrams of lead per square centimeter. For each testing combination, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall remove paint from
an area that is at least as large as the XRF probe faceplate. On each of the two areas, the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall place the NIST
1.02 standard film over the surface, and take three XRF readings with the XRF used to conduct the
inspection. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall calculate the arithmetic mean for these six readings and shall subtract 1.02 from this
arithmetic mean to obtain the substrate correction value. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or
elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall then subtract the substrate correction value
from each XRF reading for the substrate requiring substrate correction to obtain the corrected XRF
reading. For example, if the six readings taken on the NIST 1.02 standard film were 1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.0,
1.2, and 1.1, the arithmetic mean is calculated by the equation (1.1 + 1.3 + 1.4 + 1.0 + 1.2 + 1.1)/6 and
is equal to 1.18. The substrate correction value is equal to 1.18 minus 1.02, or 0.16. If the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor does not conduct
substrate correction where recommended by the performance characteristics sheet, then the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall assume that all of
the readings are positive and shall not state that a surface is free of lead-based paint.

(5) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall classify each XRF reading that did not require substrate correction and each corrected XRF reading
for XRF readings that required substrate correction as positive, negative, or inconclusive, according to
the performance characteristics sheet for the XRF. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not discard XRF readings unless instructed to do so
by the performance characteristics sheet or the operating instructions from the manufacturer. If the
certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor believes that a
reading classified as positive is in error, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall collect a paint sample for laboratory analysis. The certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall change the positive
classification to negative only if the results of the laboratory analysis indicate that the surface is not
painted with lead-based paint. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor may assume that all inconclusive readings are positive and classify them as such.

(6) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall resolve inconclusive readings as defined by the performance characteristics sheet for the XRF by
collecting paint samples for laboratory analysis. If the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor does not resolve inconclusive readings by laboratory analysis,
then the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall
assume that the inconclusive readings are positive.

c. If lead-based paint is identified through an inspection, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor
or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor must conduct a visual inspection to determine the
presence of lead-based paint hazards and any other potential lead hazards, including bare soil in the
dripline of a home where lead-based paint is identified on exterior components or lead-based paint
previously existed on exterior components, but has been removed, enclosed, or encapsulated.

d. A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall prepare a written report for each residential dwelling or child-occupied facility inspected.
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No later than three weeks after the receipt of laboratory results, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or
certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall send a copy of the report to the property
owner and to the person requesting the inspection, if different. A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or
a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall maintain a copy of each written report
for no less than three years. The inspection report shall include, at least:

(1) A statement that the inspection was conducted to identify lead-based paint and lead-based paint
hazards in the residential dwelling;

(2) Date of each inspection;
(3) Address of building;
(4) Date of construction;
(5) Apartment numbers (if applicable);
(6) The name, address, and telephone number of the owner or owners of each residential dwelling

or child-occupied facility;
(7) Name, signature, and certification number of each certified lead inspector/risk assessor or

certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor conducting the inspection;
(8) The name and certification number of the certified firm(s) conducting the inspection;
(9) Name, address, and telephone number of each laboratory conducting an analysis of collected

samples;
(10) Each testing method and sampling procedure employed for paint analysis, including quality

control data and, if used, the manufacturer, serial number, software, and operating mode of any X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) analyzer;

(11) XRF readings taken for calibration and calculations to demonstrate that the XRF is properly
calibrated;

(12) Specific locations by room of each painted component tested for the presence of lead-based
paint and the results for each component expressed in terms appropriate to the sampling method used;

(13) A statement that all painted or finished components that were not tested must be assumed to
contain lead-based paint;

(14) A description of the location, type, and severity of identified lead-based paint hazards, including
the classification of each tested surface as to whether it is a lead-based paint hazard, and any other
potential lead hazards, including bare soil in the dripline of a home where lead-based paint is identified
on exterior components or lead-based paint previously existed on exterior components, but has been
removed, enclosed, or encapsulated;

(15) A description of interim controls and lead abatement options for each identified lead-based
paint hazard and a suggested prioritization for addressing each hazard. If the use of an encapsulant or
enclosure is recommended, the report shall recommend a maintenance and monitoring schedule for the
encapsulant or enclosure;

(16) Information regarding the owner’s obligations to disclose known lead-based paint and
lead-based paint hazards upon sale or lease of residential property as required by Subpart H of 24 CFR
Part 35 and Subpart I of 40 CFR Part 745;

(17) Information regarding Iowa’s prerenovation notification requirements found in 641—Chapter
69; and information regarding Iowa’s regulations for renovation found in 641—Chapter 70; and

(18) The report shall contain the following statement:
“The Iowa Department of Public Health may review this report for compliance purposes. It is a

violation of law for anyone other than the certified lead professional signing it to alter this report. This
report may be supplemented with additional information, so long as any addendum is signed by a lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor certified according to Iowa
Administrative Code 641—70.3(135) and 70.5(135).”

70.6(3) A certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor must conduct elevated blood
lead (EBL) inspections according to the following standards. Elevated blood lead (EBL) inspections
shall be conducted only by a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor. This protocol
may be used for children who do not meet the definition of an EBL child as defined in this chapter as long
as the inspection is authorized by the department, a local board of health, or a public housing agency.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.69.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.69.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.70.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
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a. When conducting an elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection, the certified elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use the following procedures:

(1) The certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall test paint in each room,
including each exterior side.

(2) The certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall test each testing
combination in each room. One sample shall be taken for each testing combination in a room, including
walls. On windows, the window frame, interior windowsill, window sash, and window trough shall
each be considered a separate testing combination. If a testing combination is painted and not tested, it
shall be assumed to be painted with lead-based paint.

b. Paint shall be tested using adequate quality control by X-ray fluorescence or by laboratory
analysis using a recognized laboratory to determine the presence of lead-based paint on a surface. If
testing by laboratory analysis, the certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall
collect paint samples using the documented methodologies specified in guidance documents issued by
the department. If testing by X-ray fluorescence, the certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall use the following methodologies:

(1) The certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use an X-ray fluorescence
analyzer that has a performance characteristics sheet and shall use the X-ray fluorescence analyzer
according to the performance characteristics sheet.

(2) The certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use the NIST 1.02 standard
film or standards provided by the manufacturer for calibration of the X-ray fluorescence analyzer. The
certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not state that any surface is free of
lead-based paint unless the NIST 1.02 standard film is used for calibration.

(3) The certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall take calibration readings
consisting of an average of three readings at the beginning of the inspection.

(4) If recommended by the performance characteristics sheet, the certified elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall conduct substrate correction for all XRF readings less than 4.0
milligrams of lead per square centimeter. For each substrate that requires substrate correction, the
certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall completely remove all paint from an
area of two different testing combinations for that substrate. If possible, the areas chosen for substrate
correction should have initial XRF readings of less than 2.5 milligrams of lead per square centimeter.
For each testing combination, the certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall
remove paint from an area that is at least as large as the XRF probe faceplate. On each of the two
areas, the certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall place the NIST 1.02 standard
film over the surface, and take three XRF readings with the XRF used to conduct the inspection. The
certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall calculate the arithmetic mean for
these six readings and shall subtract 1.02 from this arithmetic mean to obtain the substrate correction
value. The certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall then subtract the substrate
correction value from each XRF reading for the substrate requiring substrate correction to obtain the
corrected XRF reading. For example, if the six readings taken on the NIST 1.02 standard film were
1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.0, 1.2, and 1.1, the arithmetic mean is calculated by the equation (1.1 + 1.3 + 1.4 + 1.0
+ 1.2 + 1.1)/6 and is equal to 1.18. The substrate correction value is equal to 1.18 minus 1.02, or 0.16.
If the certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor does not conduct substrate correction
where recommended by the performance characteristics sheet, then the certified elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall assume that all of the readings are positive and shall not state that a
surface is free of lead-based paint.

(5) The certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall classify each XRF reading
that did not require substrate correction and each corrected XRF reading for XRF readings that required
substrate correction as positive, negative, or inconclusive, according to the performance characteristics
sheet for the XRF. The certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor may assume that all
inconclusive readings are positive and classify them as such.

(6) The certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall resolve inconclusive
readings as defined by the performance characteristics sheet for the XRF by collecting paint samples for
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laboratory analysis. If the certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor does not resolve
inconclusive readings, then the certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall assume
that the inconclusive readings are positive.

c. If lead-based paint is identified through an elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection, the certified
elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor must conduct a visual inspection to determine the
presence of lead-based paint hazards and any other potential lead hazards, including bare soil in the play
area or in the dripline of a homewhere lead-based paint is identified on exterior components or lead-based
paint previously existed on exterior components, but has been removed, enclosed, or encapsulated.

d. No later than two weeks after the receipt of laboratory results, a certified elevated blood
lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall prepare a written report for each residential dwelling or
child-occupied facility where an elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection has been conducted and shall
provide a copy of this report to the property owner and the occupant of the dwelling. The report shall
include, at least:

(1) A statement that the elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection was conducted to identify lead-based
paint and lead-based paint hazards in the residential dwelling;

(2) Date of each elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection;
(3) Address of building;
(4) Date of construction;
(5) Apartment numbers (if applicable);
(6) The name, address, and telephone number of the owner or owners of each residential dwelling

or child-occupied facility;
(7) Name, signature, and certification number of each certified elevated blood lead (EBL)

inspector/risk assessor conducting the inspection;
(8) Name and certification number of the certified firm(s) conducting the inspection;
(9) Name, address, and telephone number of each laboratory conducting an analysis of collected

samples;
(10) Each testing method and sampling procedure employed for paint analysis, including quality

control data and, if used, the manufacturer, serial number, software, and operating mode of any X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) analyzer;

(11) XRF readings taken for calibration and calculations to demonstrate that the XRF is properly
calibrated;

(12) Specific locations by room of each painted component tested for the presence of lead-based
paint and the results for each component expressed in terms appropriate to the sampling method used;

(13) A statement that all painted or finished components that were not tested must be assumed to
contain lead-based paint;

(14) A description of the location, type, and severity of identified lead-based paint hazards, including
the classification of each tested surface as to whether it is a lead-based paint hazard, and any other
potential lead hazards, including bare soil in the play area or in the dripline of a home where lead-based
paint is identified on exterior components or lead-based paint previously existed on exterior components,
but has been removed, enclosed, or encapsulated;

(15) A description of interim controls and lead abatement options for each identified lead-based
paint hazard and a suggested prioritization for addressing each hazard. If the use of an encapsulant or
enclosure is recommended, the report shall recommend a maintenance and monitoring schedule for the
encapsulant or enclosure;

(16) Information regarding the owner’s obligations to disclose known lead-based paint and
lead-based paint hazards upon sale or lease of residential property as required by Subpart H of 24 CFR
Part 35 and Subpart I of 40 CFR Part 745;

(17) Information regarding Iowa’s prerenovation notification requirements found in 641—Chapter
69; and information regarding Iowa’s regulations for renovation found in 641—Chapter 70; and

(18) The report shall contain the following statement:
“The Iowa Department of Public Health may review this report for compliance purposes. It is

a violation of law for anyone other than the certified lead professional signing it to alter this report.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.69.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.69.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.70.pdf
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This report may be supplemented with additional information, so long as any addendum is signed by
an elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor certified according to Iowa Administrative Code
641—70.3(135) and 70.5(135).”

e. A certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall maintain for no fewer than
ten years a written record for each residential dwelling or child-occupied facility where an elevated blood
lead (EBL) inspection has been conducted. The record shall include, at least:

(1) A copy of the written report required by paragraph 70.6(3)“d.”
(2) Blood lead test results for the elevated blood lead (EBL) child.
(3) A record of conversations held with the owners and occupants of each residential dwelling or

child-occupied facility prior to, during, and after the EBL inspection.
(4) Records of follow-up visits made to each residential dwelling or child-occupied facility where

lead-based paint hazards are identified and, when issued, a copy of the clearance report.
70.6(4) A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk

assessor must conduct lead hazard screens according to the following standards. Lead hazard screens
shall be conducted only by a certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor.

a. Background information regarding the physical characteristics of the residential dwelling or
child-occupied facility and occupant use patterns that may cause lead-based paint exposure to at least
one child under the age of six years shall be collected.

b. A visual inspection of the residential dwelling or child-occupied facility shall be conducted to
determine if any deteriorated paint is present and to locate at least two dust sampling locations.

c. If deteriorated paint is present, each surface with deteriorated paint which is determined to have
a distinct painting history must be tested for the presence of lead. In addition, friction surfaces where
there is evidence of abrasion and impact surfaces that are damaged or otherwise deteriorated from impact
and that have a distinct painting history shall be tested for the presence of lead.

d. In residential dwellings, a minimum of two composite or single-surface dust samples shall be
collected. One sample shall be collected from the floors and the other from the interior windowsills in
rooms, hallways, or stairwells where at least one child under the age of six years is most likely to come
in contact with dust.

e. In multifamily dwellings and child-occupied facilities, single-surface or composite dust
samples shall also be collected from common areas where at least one child under the age of six years
is likely to come in contact with dust.

f. Dust samples shall be collected by wipe samples using the documentedmethodologies specified
in guidance documents issued by the department. The minimum area for a floor wipe sample shall be
0.50 square feet or 72 square inches. The minimum area for a windowsill wipe sample and for a window
trough wipe sample shall be 0.25 square feet or 36 square inches. Dust samples shall be analyzed by a
recognized laboratory to determine the level of lead.

g. Soil samples shall be collected and analyzed for lead content in exterior play areas and dripline
areas where bare soil is present. In addition, soil samples shall be collected and analyzed for lead content
from any other areas of the yard where bare soil is present. Soil and paint samples shall be collected using
the documented methodologies specified in guidance documents issued by the department and shall be
analyzed by a recognized laboratory to determine the level of lead.

h. Paint shall be tested using adequate quality control by X-ray fluorescence or by laboratory
analysis using a recognized laboratory to determine the presence of lead-based paint on a surface. If
testing by laboratory analysis, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor shall collect paint samples using the documented methodologies specified in
guidance documents issued by the department. If testing by X-ray fluorescence, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use the following
methodologies:

(1) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall use an X-ray fluorescence analyzer that has a performance characteristics sheet and shall use the
X-ray fluorescence analyzer according to the performance characteristics sheet.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.4.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.6.pdf
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(2) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall use the National Institute of Standards and Technology 1.02 milligrams of lead per square
centimeter standard reference material or standards provided by the manufacturer for calibration of the
X-ray fluorescence analyzer.

(3) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall take calibration readings consisting of an average of three readings at the beginning of the
inspection.

(4) If recommended by the performance characteristics sheet, the certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall conduct substrate correction for all
XRF readings less than 4.0 milligrams of lead per square centimeter. For each substrate that requires
substrate correction, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall completely remove all paint from an area of two different testing combinations for that
substrate. If possible, the areas chosen for substrate correction should have initial XRF readings of
less than 2.5 milligrams of lead per square centimeter. For each testing combination, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall remove paint from
an area that is at least as large as the XRF probe faceplate. On each of the two areas, the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall place the NIST
1.02 standard film over the surface, and take three XRF readings with the XRF used to conduct the
inspection. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall calculate the arithmetic mean for these six readings and shall subtract 1.02 from this
arithmetic mean to obtain the substrate correction value. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or
elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall then subtract the substrate correction value
from each XRF reading for the substrate requiring substrate correction to obtain the corrected XRF
reading. For example, if the six readings taken on the NIST 1.02 standard film were 1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.0,
1.2, and 1.1, the arithmetic mean is calculated by the equation (1.1 + 1.3 + 1.4 + 1.0 + 1.2 + 1.1)/6 and
is equal to 1.18. The substrate correction value is equal to 1.18 minus 1.02, or 0.16. If the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor does not conduct
substrate correction where recommended by the performance characteristics sheet, then the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall assume that all
the readings are positive and shall not state that a surface is free of lead-based paint.

(5) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall classify each XRF reading that did not require substrate correction and each corrected XRF reading
for XRF readings that required substrate correction as positive, negative, or inconclusive, according to
the performance characteristics sheet for the XRF. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not discard XRF readings unless instructed to do so
by the performance characteristics sheet or the operating instructions from the manufacturer. If the
certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor believes that a
reading classified as positive is in error, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall collect a paint sample for laboratory analysis. The certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall change the positive
classification to negative only if the results of the laboratory analysis indicate that the surface is not
painted with lead-based paint. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor may assume that all inconclusive readings are positive and classify them as such.

(6) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall resolve inconclusive readings as defined by the performance characteristics sheet for the XRF by
collecting paint samples for laboratory analysis. If the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor does not resolve inconclusive readings by laboratory analysis,
then the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall
assume that the inconclusive readings are positive.

i. The following standards shall be used to determine whether a residential dwelling or
child-occupied facility fails a lead hazard screen:
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(1) A residential dwelling or child-occupied facility shall fail a lead hazard screen if any
deteriorated paint or paint on friction or impact surfaces is found to be lead-based paint.

(2) A residential dwelling shall fail a lead hazard screen if any floor dust lead level in a single-
surface or composite-surface dust sample is greater than or equal to 25 micrograms per square foot.

(3) A residential dwelling shall fail a lead hazard screen if any interior windowsill dust level in a
single-surface or composite-surface dust sample is greater than or equal to 125micrograms per square foot.

(4) A residential dwelling or child-occupied facility shall fail a lead hazard screen if any bare soil
is found to be a soil-lead hazard.

j. When conducting a lead hazard screen in multifamily housing, a certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor may sample each residential
dwelling or choose residential dwellings for sampling by random selection, targeted selection, or worst
case selection.

(1) If built before 1960 or if the date of construction is unknown, the multifamily housing shall
contain at least 20 similarly constructed and maintained residential dwellings in order to use random
selection. If built from 1960 to 1977, the multifamily housing shall contain at least 10 similarly
constructed and maintained residential dwellings in order to use random selection. The certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use Table 1 to
determine the number of residential dwellings to randomly select for testing.

(2) If the multifamily housing contains five or more similar residential dwellings, the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor may use targeted
selection. If using targeted selection, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use Table 2 to determine the number of residential dwellings to
test. If the multifamily housing has fewer than five similar dwellings, all residential dwellings shall be
tested. Residential dwellings chosen by targeted selection shall meet as many of the following criteria
as possible:

1. The residential dwelling has been cited with a housing or building code violation within the
past year.

2. The property owner believes that the residential dwelling is in poor condition.
3. The residential dwelling contains two or more children between the ages of six months and

six years. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall give preference to residential dwellings that house the largest number of children.

4. The residential dwelling serves as a day care facility.
5. The residential dwelling has been prepared for reoccupancy within the past three months.

If additional residential dwellings are needed to meet the minimum number specified in Table 2, the
certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall select
them randomly. If too many residential dwellings meet the criteria, residential dwellings shall be
eliminated randomly.
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Table 2
Minimum Number of Residential Dwellings in Multifamily Housing for Risk Assessment

or Lead Hazard Screen Through Targeted Selection

Number of Similar
Residential Dwellings Number of Residential Dwellings to Sample*

1-4 All
5-20 4 residential dwellings or 50% (whichever is greater)**
21-75 10 residential dwellings or 20% (whichever is greater)**
76-125 17
126-175 19
176-225 20
226-300 21
301-400 22
401-500 23

501+ 24 + 1 residential dwelling for each additional increment of 100
residential dwellings or less

*Does not include residential dwellings housing children with elevated blood lead levels.
**For percentages, round up to determine number of residential dwellings to be sampled.

k. If the multifamily housing contains five or more similar residential dwellings, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor may use worst case selection.
If using worst case selection, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor shall use Table 2 to determine the number of residential dwellings to test. If the
multifamily housing has fewer than five similar dwellings, all residential dwellings shall be tested.

l. The following standards shall be used to determine whether multifamily housing fails a lead
hazard screen:

(1) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall calculate the arithmetic mean of the dust lead levels for carpeted floors, uncarpeted floors, and
interior windowsills. If the arithmetic mean for carpeted floors or uncarpeted floors is greater than or
equal to 25 micrograms per square foot, the multifamily housing shall fail the lead hazard screen. If
the arithmetic mean for interior windowsills is greater than or equal to 125 micrograms per square foot,
the multifamily housing shall fail the lead hazard screen. If the arithmetic mean for carpeted floors or
uncarpeted floors is less than 25 micrograms per square foot, but some of the samples have dust lead
levels that are greater than or equal to 25micrograms per square foot, then the residential dwellings where
these samples were taken and all other similar residential dwellings in the multifamily housing shall fail
the lead hazard screen. If the arithmetic mean for interior windowsills is less than 125 micrograms
per square foot, but some of the samples have dust lead levels that are greater than or equal to 125
micrograms per square foot, then the residential dwellings where these samples were taken and all other
similar residential dwellings in the multifamily housing shall fail the lead hazard screen.

(2) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall evaluate the results of paint sampling by component and location. If all components at a given
location are determined to be painted with lead-based paint or are determined to not be painted with
lead-based paint, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor may assume this condition is true for all similar residential dwellings. The certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not assume that
the multifamily housing is free of lead-based paint. If a component at a given location is found
to be painted with lead-based paint in some residential dwellings and not painted with lead-based
paint in other residential dwellings, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall assume that the component is a lead-based paint hazard in all
similar residential dwellings. If a component in a residential dwelling is determined or assumed to be
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lead-based paint, then the entire group of similar residential dwellings in the multifamily housing shall
fail the lead hazard screen.

(3) Multifamily housing shall fail a lead hazard screen if any bare soil is found to be a soil-lead
hazard.

m. A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall prepare a written report for each residential dwelling or child-occupied facility where a
lead hazard screen is conducted. No later than three weeks after the receipt of laboratory results, the
certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall
send a copy of the report to the property owner and to the person requesting the lead hazard screen, if
different. A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall maintain a copy of each written report for no less than three years. The report shall include,
at least:

(1) Date of each lead hazard screen.
(2) Address of building.
(3) Date of construction.
(4) Apartment numbers (if applicable).
(5) The name, address, and telephone number of the owner or owners of each residential dwelling

or child-occupied facility.
(6) Name, signature, and certification number of each certified lead inspector/risk assessor or

certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor conducting the lead hazard screen.
(7) Name and certification number of the certified firm(s) conducting the lead hazard screen.
(8) Name, address, and telephone number of each recognized laboratory conducting an analysis

of collected samples, including the identification number for each such laboratory recognized by EPA
under Section 405(b) of the Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C. 2685(b)).

(9) Results of the visual inspection.
(10) Each testing method and sampling procedure employed for paint analysis, including quality

control data and, if used, the manufacturer, serial number, software, and operating mode of any X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) analyzer.

(11) If used, XRF readings taken for calibration and calculations to demonstrate that the XRF is
properly calibrated.

(12) Specific locations by room of each painted component tested for the presence of lead-based
paint and the results for each component tested expressed in terms appropriate to the sampling method
used.

(13) All results of laboratory analysis of collected paint, dust, and soil samples. The results of dust
sampling shall be reported in micrograms of lead per square foot, and the results of soil sampling shall
be reported in parts per million of lead. Results shall not be reported as “not detectable.”

(14) Any other sampling results.
(15) A statement that all painted or finished components that were not tested must be assumed to

contain lead-based paint.
(16) Background information collected regarding the physical characteristics of the residential

dwelling or child-occupied facility and occupant use patterns that may cause lead-based paint exposure
to at least one child under the age of six years.

(17) Whether the residential dwelling or child-occupied facility passed or failed the lead hazard
screen and recommendations, if warranted, for a follow-up lead inspection or risk assessment, and, as
appropriate, any further actions.

(18) Information regarding the owner’s obligations to disclose known lead-based paint and
lead-based paint hazards upon sale or lease of residential property as required by Subpart H of 24 CFR
Part 35 and Subpart I of 40 CFR Part 745.

(19) Information regarding Iowa’s prerenovation notification requirements found in 641—Chapter
69; and information regarding Iowa’s regulations for renovation found in 641—Chapter 70.

(20) The report shall contain the following statement:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.69.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.69.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.70.pdf
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“The Iowa Department of Public Health may review this report for compliance purposes. It is a
violation of law for anyone other than the certified lead professional signing it to alter this report. This
report may be supplemented with additional information, so long as any addendum is signed by a lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor certified according to Iowa
Administrative Code 641—70.3(135) and 70.5(135).”

70.6(5) A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor must conduct risk assessments according to the following standards. Risk assessments shall
be conducted only by a certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor.

a. Background information regarding the physical characteristics of the residential dwelling or
child-occupied facility and occupant use patterns that may cause lead-based paint exposure to at least
one child under the age of six years shall be collected.

b. A visual inspection for risk assessment shall be undertaken to locate the existence of
deteriorated paint and other potential lead hazards and to assess the extent and causes of the paint
deterioration.

c. If deteriorated paint is present, each surface with deteriorated paint which is determined to have
a distinct painting history must be tested for the presence of lead.

d. Friction surfaces where there is evidence of abrasion and impact surfaces that are damaged
or otherwise deteriorated from impact and that have a distinct painting history shall be tested for the
presence of lead.

e. In residential dwellings, dust samples shall be collected from the interior windowsill, window
trough, and floor in all living areas where at least one child is most likely to come in contact with dust.
Dust samples shall be analyzed for lead concentration and may be either composite or single-surface
samples.

f. In multifamily dwellings, dust samples shall also be collected from interior windowsills,
window troughs, and floors in common areas adjacent to the sampled residential dwellings or
child-occupied facility and in other common areas where the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or
certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor determines that at least one child under
the age of six years is likely to come in contact with dust. Dust samples shall be analyzed for lead
concentration and may be either composite or single-surface samples.

g. In child-occupied facilities, dust samples shall be collected from the interior windowsill,
window trough, and floor in each room, hallway, or stairwell utilized by one or more children under the
age of six years and in other common areas where the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified
elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor determines that at least one child under the age of six
years is likely to come in contact with dust. Dust samples shall be analyzed for lead concentration and
may be either composite or single-surface samples.

h. Soil samples shall be collected and analyzed for lead content in exterior play areas and dripline
areas where bare soil is present. In addition, soil samples shall be collected and analyzed for lead content
from any other areas of the yard where bare soil is present.

i. Dust samples shall be collected by wipe samples using the documentedmethodologies specified
in guidance documents issued by the department. The minimum area for a floor wipe sample shall be
0.50 square feet. The minimum area for a windowsill wipe sample and for a window trough wipe sample
shall be 0.25 square feet. Soil and paint samples shall be collected using the documented methodologies
specified in guidance documents issued by the department. Dust and soil samples shall be analyzed by
a recognized laboratory to determine the level of lead. The results of dust sampling shall be reported in
micrograms of lead per square foot, and the results of soil sampling shall be reported in parts per million
of lead. The results shall not be reported as “not detectable.”

j. Paint shall be tested using adequate quality control by X-ray fluorescence or by laboratory
analysis using a recognized laboratory to determine the presence of lead-based paint on a surface. If
testing by laboratory analysis, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor shall collect paint samples using the documented methodologies specified in
guidance documents issued by the department. If testing by X-ray fluorescence, the certified lead

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
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inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use the following
methodologies:

(1) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall use an X-ray fluorescence analyzer that has a performance characteristics sheet and shall use the
X-ray fluorescence analyzer according to the performance characteristics sheet.

(2) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall use the NIST 1.02 standard film material or standards provided by the manufacturer for calibration
of the X-ray fluorescence analyzer. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not state that any surface is free of lead-based paint unless the NIST
1.02 standard film is used for calibration.

(3) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall take calibration readings consisting of an average of three readings at the beginning of the
inspection.

(4) If recommended by the performance characteristics sheet, the certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall conduct substrate correction for all
XRF readings less than 4.0 milligrams of lead per square centimeter. For each substrate that requires
substrate correction, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall completely remove all paint from an area of two different testing combinations for that
substrate. If possible, the areas chosen for substrate correction should have initial XRF readings of
less than 2.5 milligrams of lead per square centimeter. For each testing combination, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall remove paint from
an area that is at least as large as the XRF probe faceplate. On each of the two areas, the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall place the NIST
1.02 standard film over the surface, and take three XRF readings with the XRF used to conduct the
inspection. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall calculate the arithmetic mean for these six readings and shall subtract 1.02 from this
arithmetic mean to obtain the substrate correction value. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or
elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall then subtract the substrate correction value
from each XRF reading for the substrate requiring substrate correction to obtain the corrected XRF
reading. For example, if the six readings taken on the NIST 1.02 standard film were 1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.0,
1.2, and 1.1, the arithmetic mean is calculated by the equation (1.1 + 1.3 + 1.4 + 1.0 + 1.2 + 1.1)/6 and
is equal to 1.18. The substrate correction value is equal to 1.18 minus 1.02, or 0.16. If the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor does not conduct
substrate correction where recommended by the performance characteristics sheet, then the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall assume that all of
the readings are positive and shall not state that a surface is free of lead-based paint.

(5) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall classify each XRF reading that did not require substrate correction and each corrected XRF reading
for XRF readings that required substrate correction as positive, negative, or inconclusive, according to
the performance characteristics sheet for the XRF. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not discard XRF readings unless instructed to do so
by the performance characteristics sheet or the operating instructions from the manufacturer. If the
certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor believes that a
reading classified as positive is in error, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall collect a paint sample for laboratory analysis. The certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall change the positive
classification to negative only if the results of the laboratory analysis indicate that the surface is not
painted with lead-based paint. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor may assume that all inconclusive readings are positive and classify them as such.

(6) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall resolve inconclusive readings as defined by the performance characteristics sheet for the XRF by
collecting paint samples for laboratory analysis. If the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated
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blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor does not resolve inconclusive readings by laboratory analysis,
then the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall
assume that the inconclusive readings are positive.

k. When conducting a risk assessment in multifamily housing, a certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor may sample each residential
dwelling or choose residential dwellings for sampling by random selection, targeted selection, or worst
case selection.

(1) If built before 1960 or if the date of construction is unknown, the multifamily housing shall
contain at least 20 similarly constructed and maintained residential dwellings in order to use random
selection. If built from 1960 to 1977, the multifamily housing shall contain at least 10 similarly
constructed and maintained residential dwellings in order to use random selection. The certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use Table 1 to
determine the number of residential dwellings to randomly select for testing.

(2) If the multifamily housing contains five or more similar residential dwellings, the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor may use targeted
selection. If using targeted selection, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use Table 2 to determine the number of residential dwellings to
test. If the multifamily housing has fewer than five similar dwellings, all residential dwellings shall be
tested. Residential dwellings chosen by targeted selection shall meet as many of the following criteria
as possible. If additional residential dwellings are needed to meet the minimum number specified in
Table 2, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall select them randomly. If too many residential dwellings meet the criteria, residential dwellings
shall be eliminated randomly. Targeted selection criteria are as follows:

1. The residential dwelling has been cited with a housing or building code violation within the
past year.

2. The property owner believes that the residential dwelling is in poor condition.
3. The residential dwelling contains two or more children between the ages of six months and

six years. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall give preference to residential dwellings that house the largest number of children.

4. The residential dwelling serves as a day care facility.
5. The residential dwelling has been prepared for reoccupancy within the past three months.
(3) If the multifamily housing contains five or more similar residential dwellings, the certified lead

inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor may use worst case selection.
If using worst case selection, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor shall use Table 2 to determine the number of residential dwellings to test. If the
multifamily housing has fewer than five similar dwellings, all residential dwellings shall be tested.

(4) The following standards shall be used to determine the extent of lead-based paint hazards
throughout multifamily housing that is sampled by random selection, targeted selection, or worst case
selection:

1. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall calculate the arithmetic mean of the dust lead levels for carpeted floors, uncarpeted floors, interior
windowsills, and window troughs. If the arithmetic mean is greater than or equal to the level defined
as a dust lead hazard for the component, then the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood
lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall determine that a dust lead hazard has been identified on the
component throughout the multifamily housing. If the arithmetic mean is less than the level defined as
a dust lead hazard for the component, but some of the individual components have dust lead levels that
are greater than or equal to the level defined as a dust lead hazard, then the certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall determine that a dust lead hazard
has been identified on the individual components and on all other similar components throughout the
multifamily housing.

2. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall evaluate the results of paint sampling by component and location. If all components at a given
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location are determined to be painted with lead-based paint or are determined to not be painted with
lead-based paint, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor may assume this condition is true for all similar residential dwellings. The certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not assume that the
multifamily housing is free of lead-based paint. If a component at a given location is found to be
painted with lead-based paint in some residential dwellings and not painted with lead-based paint in
other residential dwellings, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor shall assume that the component is a lead-based paint hazard in all similar
residential dwellings.

l. A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall prepare a written report for each residential dwelling or child-occupied facility where a risk
assessment is conducted. No later than three weeks after the receipt of laboratory results, the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall send a
copy of the report to the property owner and to the person requesting the risk assessment, if different.
A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall maintain a copy of the report for no less than three years. The report shall include, at least:

(1) Date of each risk assessment;
(2) Address of building;
(3) Date of construction;
(4) Apartment numbers (if applicable);
(5) The name, address, and telephone number of the owner or owners of each residential dwelling

or child-occupied facility;
(6) Name, signature, and certification number of each certified lead inspector/risk assessor or

certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor conducting the risk assessment;
(7) Name and certification number of the certified firm(s) conducting the risk assessment;
(8) Name, address, and telephone number of each recognized laboratory conducting an analysis

of collected samples, including the identification number for each such laboratory recognized by EPA
under Section 405(b) of the Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C. 2685(b));

(9) Results of the visual inspection;
(10) Each testing method and sampling procedure employed for paint analysis, including quality

control data and, if used, the manufacturer, serial number, software, and operating mode of any X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) analyzer;

(11) If used, XRF readings taken for calibration and calculations to demonstrate that the XRF is
properly calibrated;

(12) Specific locations by room of each painted component tested for the presence of lead-based
paint and the results for each component tested expressed in terms appropriate to the sampling method
used;

(13) All results of laboratory analysis of collected paint, dust, and soil samples;
(14) Any other sampling results;
(15) A statement that all painted or finished components that were not tested must be assumed to

contain lead-based paint;
(16) Background information collected regarding the physical characteristics of the residential

dwelling or child-occupied facility and occupant use patterns that may cause lead-based paint exposure
to at least one child under the age of six years;

(17) To the extent that they are used as part of the lead-based paint hazard determination, the results
of any previous inspections or analyses for the presence of lead-based paint, or other assessments of
lead-based paint hazards;

(18) A description of the location, type, and severity of identified lead-based paint hazards, and
any other potential lead hazards, including bare soil in the play area or in the dripline of a home where
lead-based paint is identified on exterior components or lead-based paint previously existed on exterior
components, but has been removed, enclosed, or encapsulated;
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(19) A description of interim controls and lead abatement options for each identified lead-based
paint hazard and a suggested prioritization for addressing each hazard. If the use of an encapsulant or
enclosure is recommended, the report shall recommend a maintenance and monitoring schedule for the
encapsulant or enclosure;

(20) Information regarding the owner’s obligations to disclose known lead-based paint and
lead-based paint hazards upon sale or lease of residential property as required by Subpart H of 24 CFR
Part 35 and Subpart I of 40 CFR Part 745;

(21) Information regarding Iowa’s prerenovation notification requirements found in 641—Chapter
69; and information regarding Iowa’s regulations for renovation found in 641—Chapter 70; and

(22) The report shall contain the following statement:
“The Iowa Department of Public Health may review this report for compliance purposes. It is a

violation of law for anyone other than the certified lead professional signing it to alter this report. This
report may be supplemented with additional information, so long as any addendum is signed by a lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor certified according to Iowa
Administrative Code 641—70.3(135) and 70.5(135).”

70.6(6) A certified lead abatement contractor or certified lead abatement worker must conduct lead
abatement according to the following standards. Lead abatement shall be conducted only by a certified
lead abatement contractor or a certified lead abatement worker.

a. A certified lead abatement contractor must be on site during all work site preparation and during
the postabatement cleanup of work areas. At all other times when lead abatement is being conducted,
the certified lead abatement contractor shall be on site or available by telephone, pager, or answering
service, and be able to be present at the work site in no more than two hours.

b. A certified lead abatement contractor shall ensure that lead abatement is conducted according
to all federal, state, and local requirements.

c. A certified lead abatement contractor shall notify the department in writing at least seven days
prior to the commencement of lead abatement in a residential dwelling or child-occupied facility. The
notification shall include the following information:

(1) The address, including apartment numbers, where lead abatement will be conducted.
(2) The dates when lead abatement will be conducted.
(3) The name, address, telephone number, Iowa certification number, and signature of the contact

for the certified firm that will conduct the work.
(4) The name, address, telephone number, Iowa certification number, and signature of the certified

lead abatement contractor who will serve as the contact person for the project.
(5) The name, address, and telephone number of the property owner.
(6) Whether the dwelling is owner-occupied or a rental dwelling.
(7) If the dwelling is an occupied rental, the names of the occupants.
(8) The approximate year that the dwelling was built.
(9) A brief description of the lead abatement work to be done.
d. A certified lead abatement contractor shall submit a revised notification to the department if

any information in the original notification changes.
e. A certified lead abatement contractor shall ensure that the worksite(s) is accessed only

by certified lead professionals according to Iowa Administrative Code 641—70.3(135) and
641—70.5(135). Noncertified individuals shall not be allowed access to a worksite. A worksite shall
remain inaccessible to noncertified individuals until it passes clearance testing.

f. A certified lead abatement contractor or a certified project designer shall develop a written
occupant protection plan for all lead abatement projects prior to starting lead abatement and shall
implement the occupant protection plan during the lead abatement project. The occupant protection
plan shall be unique to each residential dwelling or child-occupied facility. If the occupants will be
living at the property where lead abatement is taking place, then the written occupant plan shall be
given to the occupants prior to the start date of the lead abatement project and must contain at least the
following information:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.69.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.69.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.70.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.5.pdf
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(1) A description of the type and location of the physical barriers that will keep occupants out of
the designated worksite(s).

(2) An explanation of how the contractor will ensure that the worksite(s) is not entered by the
occupants.

(3) An explanation of how the contractor will ensure that the occupants have access to a kitchen,
bathroom, and living area that are not in the worksite(s).

g. Approvedmethods must be used to conduct lead abatement, and prohibited work practices must
not be used to conduct lead abatement.

(1) Signs must be posted and readable. All signs must be posted before lead abatement begins and
must remain in place until dust-lead clearance has been passed.

1. To the extent practicable, all signage must be posted in the occupants’ primary language.
2. The signs must clearly define the work area.
3. The signs must warn occupants and other persons not involved with the lead abatement to

remain outside the work area.
4. The signs must be posted at the entrance(s) to all work areas.
(2) The work area must be effectively contained before the lead abatement begins. To be effective,

containment must:
1. Isolate the work area so that no dust or debris leaves the work area while the lead abatement is

being performed.
2. Be monitored and maintained so that any plastic or other impermeable materials are not torn or

displaced.
3. Be installed in such a manner that it does not interfere with occupant and worker egress in an

emergency.
(3) For interior lead abatement, containment shall include:
1. The removal or covering of all objects from the work area, including but not limited to furniture,

rugs, and window coverings. Objects that are not removed from the work area must be covered with
plastic sheeting or other impermeable material with all seams and edges taped or otherwise sealed.

2. Closing and covering all duct openings in the work area. Ducts must be covered with plastic
sheeting or other impermeable material that is taped down.

3. Closing windows and doors in the work area. Doors must be covered with plastic sheeting or
other impermeable material. Doors used as an entrance to the work area must be covered with plastic
sheeting or other impermeable material in a manner that allows workers to pass through while confining
dust and debris to the work area.

4. Covering the floor surface, including installed carpet, with taped-down plastic sheeting or other
impermeable material in the work area six feet beyond the perimeter of the surfaces undergoing lead
abatement or a sufficient distance to contain the dust, whichever is greater.

5. Ensuring that all personnel, tools, and other items, including the exteriors of containers of waste,
are free of dust and debris before leaving or being removed from the work area.

(4) For exterior lead abatement, containment shall include:
1. Closing all doors and windows within 20 feet of the lead abatement. On multistory buildings,

all doors and windows within 20 feet of the lead abatement on the same story as the lead abatement shall
be closed, and all doors and windows on all stories below the lead abatement that are the same horizontal
distance from the lead abatement shall be closed.

2. Ensuring that doors within the work areas that will be used while the lead abatement is being
performed are covered with plastic sheeting or other impermeable material in a manner that allows
workers to pass through while confining dust and debris to the work area.

3. Covering the ground with plastic sheeting or other disposable impermeable material extending
10 feet beyond the perimeter of surfaces undergoing lead abatement or a sufficient distance to collect
falling paint debris, whichever is greater, unless the property line prevents 10 feet of such ground cover.
Exterior ground cover shall include anchors or weights to ensure that the covering remains effective even
during weather conditions such as high wind.
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4. Vertical containment. In certain situations, such as where other buildings are in close proximity
to the work area, when conditions are windy, or where the work area abuts a property line, the certified
lead abatement contractor or certified lead abatement worker shall erect a system of vertical containment
designed to prevent dust and debris from migrating to adjacent property or contaminating the ground,
other buildings, or any object beyond the work area.

(5) The following are prohibited work practices:
1. Open-flame burning or torching of lead-based paint.
2. Machine sanding or grinding or abrasive blasting or sandblasting of lead-based paint unless

used with high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) exhaust control that removes particles of 0.3 microns
or larger from the air at 99.97 percent or greater efficiency.

3. Uncontained water blasting of lead-based paint.
4. Dry scraping or dry sanding of lead-based paint except in conjunction with the use of a heat

gun or around electrical outlets.
5. Operating a heat gun at a temperature at or above 1100 degrees Fahrenheit.
(6) All waste generated during lead abatement shall be contained to prevent the release of dust

and debris before the waste is removed from the work area for storage or disposal. Any chutes used to
remove waste from the work area shall be covered.

1. At the conclusion of each workday and at the conclusion of the lead abatement, waste that
has been collected from lead abatement activities must be stored under containment, in an enclosure, or
behind a barrier that prevents release of dust and debris out of the work area and prevents access to dust
and debris.

2. All waste from lead abatement must be contained during transportation so that no dust or debris
is released.

(7) The work area shall be cleaned so that no dust, debris, or residue remains after lead abatement.
Cleaning shall include:

1. The collection of all paint chips and debris and, without dispersing the paint chips and debris,
the sealing of the materials in heavy-duty bags.

2. The removal of the protective sheeting used as required in this subrule. The sheeting shall be
misted, then the sheeting shall be folded dirty side inward. All sheeting shall be taped shut or otherwise
sealed inside heavy-duty bags. Sheeting used to separate work areas from non-work areas must remain
in place until after the cleaning and removal of other sheeting. All sheeting shall be disposed of as waste.

3. For interior lead abatement, all objects and surfaces in the work area and within two feet of the
work area must be cleaned from high to low in the following manner:

● Walls must either be vacuumed with a HEPA vacuum or wiped with a wet cloth, beginning at
the ceiling and working toward the floor.

● All remaining surfaces including objects and fixtures must be thoroughly vacuumed with a
HEPA vacuum. For carpeted floors and rugs, the HEPA vacuum must be equipped with a beater bar.

● All remaining surfaces, except for carpeted or upholstered surfaces, must also be wiped with a
damp cloth. Uncarpeted floors must be thoroughly mopped using a method that keeps the wash water
separate from the rinse water, such as the two-bucket mopping method, or using a wet mopping system.

h. Soil abatement shall be conducted using one of the following methods:
(1) If soil is removed, soil that is a soil-lead hazard shall be replaced by soil with a lead

concentration as close to the local background as practicable, but less than 400 parts per million. The
soil that is removed shall not be used as topsoil at another residential property or child-occupied facility.

(2) If soil is not removed, the soil that is a soil-lead hazard shall be remediated to meet the definition
of “permanently covered soil.”

i. If lead-based paint is removed from a surface, the surface shall be repainted or refinished prior
to postabatement clearance dust sampling. A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall visually verify that lead-based paint was removed from a
surface prior to repainting or refinishing.

j. If components painted with lead-based paint are removed, the replacement components shall
be installed prior to postabatement clearance testing.
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k. Postabatement clearance procedures shall be conducted by a certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor. If the abatement is conducted
in response to an elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection, clearance must be conducted by a certified
elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor. Postabatement clearance testing shall be performed
by persons or entities independent of those performing lead abatement, unless the designated party uses
qualified in-house employees to conduct postabatement clearance testing. An in-house employee shall
not conduct both lead abatement and the postabatement clearance testing for this work. Postabatement
clearance testing shall be conducted using the following procedures:

(1) Following a lead abatement, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood
lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall review the report of the lead inspection, risk assessment, or visual
assessment done prior to the lead abatement project and the lead abatement specifications to determine
the lead-based paint hazards that were to be abated by the lead abatement project. The certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall perform a
visual inspection to determine if all lead-based paint hazards that were to be abated have been abated
and to determine if deteriorated paint surfaces or visible amounts of dust, debris, or residue are still
present in the rooms where lead abatement was conducted. If lead-based paint hazards that were to be
abated by the project or deteriorated paint surfaces or visible amounts of dust, debris, or residue are
present in the rooms where lead abatement was conducted, these conditions must be eliminated prior to
the continuation of the clearance procedures. However, elimination of deteriorated paint is not required
if it has been determined through paint testing or a lead-based paint inspection that the deteriorated paint
is not lead-based paint. Following an exterior lead abatement, a visual inspection shall be conducted to
determine if all lead-based paint hazards that were to be abated have been abated and to determine if any
visible dust or debris remains on any horizontal surfaces in the outdoor living areas close to the abated
surface. In addition, a visual inspection shall be conducted to determine the presence of paint chips on
the dripline or next to the foundation below any exterior surface that was abated. If lead-based paint
hazards that were to be abated by the project are still present, these conditions must be eliminated prior
to the continuation of the clearance procedures. If visible dust, debris, or paint chips are present, they
must be removed from the site and properly disposed of according to all applicable federal, state, and
local standards.

(2) Following the visual inspection and any required postabatement cleanup, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall conduct
clearance sampling for lead in dust. Clearance sampling may be conducted by employing single-surface
sampling or composite dust sampling. Interior dust-lead testing shall be performed for all projects that
include window replacement.

(3) Dust samples shall be collected a minimum of one hour after the completion of final
postabatement cleanup activities.

(4) Dust samples shall be collected by wipe samples using the documentedmethodologies specified
in guidance documents issued by the department. The minimum area for a floor wipe sample shall be
0.50 square feet or 72 square inches. The minimum area for a windowsill wipe sample and for a window
trough wipe sample shall be 0.25 square feet or 36 square inches. Dust samples shall be analyzed by a
recognized laboratory to determine the level of lead.

(5) The following postabatement clearance activities shall be conducted as appropriate based upon
the extent or manner of lead abatement activities conducted in the residential dwelling or child-occupied
facility:

1. After conducting a lead abatement with containment between abated and unabated areas, three
dust samples shall be taken from each of no fewer than four rooms, hallways, or stairwells within the
containment area. Dust samples shall be taken from one interior windowsill and from one window trough
(if available), and one dust sample shall be taken from the floor of each of no fewer than four rooms,
hallways, or stairwells within the containment area. In addition, one dust sample shall be taken from
the floor outside of each individual containment area. If there are fewer than four rooms, hallways, or
stairwells within the containment area, then all rooms, hallways, and stairwells shall be sampled.
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2. After conducting a lead abatement with no containment between abated and unabated areas,
three dust samples shall be taken from each of no fewer than four rooms, hallways, or stairwells in the
residential dwelling or child-occupied facility. Dust samples shall be taken from one interior windowsill
and from one window trough (if available), and one dust sample shall be taken from the floor of each
room, hallway, or stairwell selected. If there are fewer than four rooms, hallways, or stairwells in the
residential dwelling or child-occupied facility, then all rooms, hallways, and stairwells shall be sampled.

3. The certified lead abatement contractors and certified lead abatement workers who abate or
clean the dwellings shall not have any knowledge of which rooms or surfaces will be selected for the
dust samples.

(6) Reserved.
(7) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk

assessor shall compare the residual lead level as determined by the laboratory analysis from each
single-surface dust sample with applicable single-surface clearance levels for lead in dust on floors,
interior windowsills, and window troughs. If the residual lead level in a single-surface dust sample
is greater than or equal to the applicable clearance level for a floor, interior windowsill, or window
trough, then the failed component in each room with a failed single-surface dust sample and that type
of component in each room that was not tested shall be recleaned. Additional clearance samples shall
be taken from the failed component in each room where it failed and from enough additional rooms
that were not previously tested so that four rooms are sampled. If four rooms are not available, then
each available room shall be retested. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall evaluate the results of this testing to determine if the
recleaned components meet the clearance level. The components must be recleaned and retested until
the clearance level is met.

(8) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall compare the residual lead level as determined by the laboratory analysis from each
composite dust sample with applicable single-surface clearance levels for lead in dust on floors, interior
windowsills, and window troughs divided by half the number of subsamples in the composite sample.
If the residual lead level in a composite dust sample is greater than or equal to the applicable clearance
level divided by half the number of subsamples in the composite sample, then all the components
represented by the failed composite dust sample shall be recleaned and retested until clearance levels
are met.

l. In multifamily housing consisting of at least 20 similarly constructed andmaintained residential
dwellings, random selection for the purpose of clearance testing may be conducted if the following
conditions are met:

(1) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall randomly select the residential dwellings that will be sampled. The certified lead abatement
contractors and certified lead abatement workers who abate or clean the dwellings do not know which
residential dwellings will be selected for the random selection or which rooms or surfaces will be selected
for the dust samples.

(2) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall use Table 1 to determine the minimum number of residential dwellings selected for dust
sampling. This shall provide a 95 percent level of confidence that no more than 5 percent or 50 of the
residential dwellings (whichever is smaller) in the randomly sampled population are greater than or equal
to the appropriate clearance levels.

(3) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall sample the randomly selected residential dwellings and evaluate them for clearance
according to the procedures found in paragraphs 70.6(6)“i” through “k.”

m. No later than three weeks after the property passes clearance, the certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall send a report to the lead
abatement contractor that contains the items required by subparagraphs 70.6(6)“n”(7) through (9).

n. The certified lead abatement contractor or a certified project designer shall prepare a lead
abatement report containing the following information:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.6.pdf
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(1) A copy of the original and any revised lead abatement notifications.
(2) Starting and completion dates of the lead abatement project.
(3) The name, address, and telephone number of the property owner(s).
(4) The name, address, and signature of the certified lead abatement contractor and of the certified

firm contact for the firm conducting the lead abatement.
(5) Whether or not containment was used and, if containment was used, the locations of the

containment.
(6) The occupant protection plan required by paragraph 70.6(6)“f.”
(7) The name, address, and signature of each certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified

elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor conducting clearance sampling, the date on which
the clearance testing was conducted, the results of the visual inspection for the presence of lead hazards
that were not abated as specified, deteriorated paint and visible dust, debris, residue, or paint chips
in the interior rooms and exterior areas where lead abatement was conducted, and the results of all
postabatement clearance testing and all soil analyses, if applicable. The results of dust sampling shall
be reported in micrograms of lead per square foot by location of sample, and the results of soil sampling
shall be reported in parts per million of lead. The results shall not be reported as “not detectable.” If
random selection was used to select the residential dwellings that were sampled, the report shall state
that random selection was used, the number of residential dwellings that were sampled, and how this
number was determined.

(8) A statement that the lead abatement was or was not done as specified and that the rooms and
exterior areas where lead abatement was conducted did or did not pass the visual clearance and the
clearance dust testing. If the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor conducting the clearance testing cannot verify that all lead-based paint hazards
have been abated, the report shall contain the following statement:

“The purpose of this clearance report is to verify that the lead abatement project was done according
to the project specifications. This residential dwelling may still contain hazardous lead-based paint,
soil-lead hazards, or dust-lead hazards in the rooms or exterior areas that were not included in the lead
abatement project.”

(9) The name, address, and telephone number of each recognized laboratory conducting an analysis
of clearance samples and soil samples, including the identification number for each such laboratory
recognized by EPA under Section 405(b) of the Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C. 2685(b)).

(10) A detailed written description of the lead abatement project, including lead abatement methods
used, locations of rooms and components where lead abatement occurred, reasons for selecting particular
lead abatement methods, and any suggested monitoring of encapsulants or enclosures.

(11) Information regarding the owner’s obligations to disclose known lead-based paint and
lead-based paint hazards upon sale or lease of residential property as required by Subpart H of 24 CFR
Part 35 and Subpart I of 40 CFR Part 745.

(12) Information regarding Iowa’s prerenovation notification requirements found in 641—Chapter
69; and information regarding Iowa’s regulations for renovation found in 641—Chapter 70.

(13) If applicable, a copy of the written consent or waiver required by subrule 70.6(13).
o. The lead abatement report shall be completed no later than 30 days after the lead abatement

project passes clearance testing.
p. The certified lead abatement contractor shall maintain all reports and plans required in this

subrule for a minimum of three years.
q. The certified lead abatement contractor shall provide a copy of all reports required by this

subrule to the building owner and to the person who contracted for the lead abatement, if different.
70.6(7) A certified lead inspector/risk assessor, a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk

assessor, or a certified sampling technician must conduct visual risk assessments according to the
following standards. Provided that all of the following standards are met, a certified lead inspector/risk
assessor, a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor, or a certified sampling technician
may remotely conduct a visual risk assessment using technology that allows for adequate visual
evaluation of the painted surfaces. Visual risk assessments shall be conducted only by a certified lead

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.6.pdf
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inspector/risk assessor, a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor, or a certified
sampling technician.

a. Background information regarding the physical characteristics of the residential dwelling or
child-occupied facility and occupant use patterns that may cause lead-based paint exposure to at least
one child under the age of six years shall be collected.

b. A visual inspection for risk assessment shall be undertaken to locate the existence of
deteriorated paint and other potential lead-based paint hazards and to assess the extent and causes of
the paint deterioration. A certified lead inspector/risk assessor, a certified elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor, or a certified sampling technician shall assess each component in each room,
including each exterior side. A certified lead inspector/risk assessor, a certified elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor, or a certified sampling technician shall identify the following conditions
as potential lead-based paint hazards:

(1) All interior and exterior surfaces with deteriorated paint.
(2) Horizontal hard surfaces, including but not limited to floors and windowsills, that are not

smooth or cleanable.
(3) Dust-generating conditions, including but not limited to conditions causing rubbing, binding,

or crushing of surfaces known or presumed to be coated with lead-based paint.
(4) Bare soil in the play area and dripline of the home.
c. A certified lead inspector/risk assessor, a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk

assessor, or a certified sampling technician shall prepare a written report for each residential dwelling
or child-occupied facility where a visual risk assessment is conducted. No later than three weeks after
completing the visual risk assessment, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor, certified elevated blood
lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor, or certified sampling technician shall send a copy of the report to
the property owner and to the person requesting the visual risk assessment, if different. A certified
lead inspector/risk assessor, a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor, or a certified
sampling technician shall maintain a copy of the report for no less than three years. The report shall
include, at least:

(1) Date of each visual risk assessment;
(2) Address of building;
(3) Date of construction;
(4) Apartment numbers (if applicable);
(5) The name, address, and telephone number of the owner or owners of each residential dwelling

or child-occupied facility;
(6) Name, signature, and certification number of each certified sampling technician, certified lead

inspector/risk assessor, or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor conducting the
visual risk assessment;

(7) Name and certification number of the certified firm(s) conducting the visual risk assessment;
(8) A statement that all painted or finished components must be assumed to contain lead-based

paint;
(9) Specific locations of painted or finished components identified as likely to contain lead-based

paint and likely to be lead-based paint hazards;
(10) Specific locations of bare soil in the play area and the dripline of a home;
(11) If a remote visual risk assessment is conducted, a description of the methodologies used;
(12) Information for the owner and occupants on how to reduce lead hazards in the residential

dwelling or child-occupied facility;
(13) Information regarding the owner’s obligations to disclose known lead-based paint and

lead-based paint hazards upon sale or lease of residential property as required by Subpart H of 24 CFR
Part 35 and Subpart I of 40 CFR Part 745;

(14) Information regarding Iowa’s prerenovation notification requirements found in 641—Chapter
69, and information regarding Iowa’s regulations for renovation found in 641—Chapter 70; and

(15) The following statement:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.69.pdf
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“The Iowa Department of Public Health may review this report for compliance purposes. It is
a violation of law for anyone other than the certified lead professional signing it to alter this report.
This report may be supplemented with additional information, so long as any addendum is signed by
a sampling technician, lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
certified according to Iowa Administrative Code 641—70.3(135) and 70.5(135).”

70.6(8) A certified lead inspector/risk assessor, a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor, or a certified sampling technician must conduct clearance testing according to the following
standards. Clearance testing following lead abatement shall be conducted only by a certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor. Clearance testing
after renovation and clearance testing after interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments,
ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, and rehabilitation pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35 shall be conducted
only by certified sampling technicians, certified lead inspector/risk assessors, or certified elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessors. If the abatement, renovation, or interim controls, paint
stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation pursuant to
24 CFR Part 35 is conducted in response to an elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection, clearance must be
conducted by a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor.

a. Clearance testing following lead abatement shall be conducted according to paragraphs
70.6(6)“i” through “m.”

b. Clearance testing after renovation and clearance testing after interim controls, paint
stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation pursuant to
24 CFR Part 35 shall be conducted according to the following standards:

(1) A certified sampling technician shall perform clearance testing only for a single-family property
or for individual residential dwellings and associated common areas in multifamily housing. A certified
sampling technician shall not perform clearance testing using random selection of residential dwellings
or common areas in multifamily housing.

(2) A certified lead inspector/risk assessor, a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor, or a certified sampling technician shall review the report of the lead inspection, risk assessment,
or visual assessment done prior to interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing
lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation conducted pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35 and the project
specifications to determine the lead-based paint hazards that were to be controlled by the project. A
certified lead inspector/risk assessor, a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor, or
a certified sampling technician shall perform a visual inspection to determine if all lead-based paint
hazards that were to be controlled by the project have been controlled and to determine if deteriorated
paint surfaces or visible amounts of dust, debris, or residue are still present in the rooms where interim
controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation
were conducted pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35. If lead-based paint hazards that were to be controlled
by the project, deteriorated paint surfaces or visible amounts of dust, debris, or residue are present
in these rooms, these conditions must be eliminated prior to the continuation of the clearance testing.
However, elimination of deteriorated paint is not required if it has been determined through a lead-based
paint inspection that the deteriorated paint is not lead-based paint. If exterior painted surfaces have
been disturbed by the interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing lead-based paint
maintenance, or rehabilitation conducted pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35, the visual inspection shall include
an assessment to determine if all exterior lead-based paint hazards that were to be controlled by the project
have been controlled and to determine if any visible dust or debris remains on any horizontal surfaces in
the outdoor living areas close to the affected exterior painted surfaces. In addition, a visual inspection
shall be conducted to determine if paint chips are present on the dripline or next to the foundation below
any exterior painted surface that was treated. If lead-based paint hazards that were to be controlled by
the project are still present, these conditions must be eliminated prior to the continuation of the clearance
procedures. If visible dust, debris, or paint chips are present, they must be removed from the site and
properly disposed of according to all applicable federal, state, and local standards.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.3.pdf
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(3) Following the visual inspection and any required cleanup, clearance sampling for lead in dust
shall be conducted. Clearance sampling may be conducted by employing single-surface sampling or
composite dust sampling.

(4) Dust samples shall be collected a minimum of one hour after the completion of final cleanup
activities.

(5) Dust samples shall be collected by wipe samples using the documentedmethodologies specified
in guidance documents issued by the department. The minimum area for a floor wipe sample shall be
0.50 square feet or 72 square inches. The minimum area for a windowsill wipe sample and for a window
trough wipe sample shall be 0.25 square feet or 36 square inches. Dust samples shall be analyzed by a
recognized laboratory to determine the level of lead.

(6) The following clearance activities shall be conducted as appropriate based upon the extent or
manner of renovation or of interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing lead-based
paint maintenance, or rehabilitation conducted pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35 in the residential dwelling or
child-occupied facility:

1. After conducting renovation or interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments,
ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35, with containment
between treated and untreated areas, three dust samples shall be taken from each of no fewer than
four rooms, hallways, or stairwells within the containment area. Dust samples shall be taken from one
interior windowsill and from one window trough (if available), and one dust sample shall be taken from
the floor of each of no fewer than four rooms, hallways, or stairwells within the containment area. In
addition, one dust sample shall be taken from the floor outside of each individual containment area. If
there are fewer than four rooms, hallways, or stairwells within the containment area, then all rooms,
hallways, and stairwells shall be sampled. Interior dust-lead testing shall be performed for all projects
that include window replacement.

2. After conducting renovation or interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments,
ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35, with no
containment between treated and untreated areas, three dust samples shall be taken from each of no
fewer than four rooms, hallways, or stairwells in the residential dwelling or child-occupied facility.
Dust samples shall be taken from one interior windowsill and window trough (if available), and one
dust sample shall be taken from the floor of each room, hallway, or stairwell selected. If there are fewer
than four rooms, hallways, or stairwells in the residential dwelling or child-occupied facility, then all
rooms, hallways, and stairwells shall be sampled. Interior dust-lead testing shall be performed for all
projects that include window replacement.

(7) The contractors conducting the work or cleaning the dwellings shall not know which rooms or
surfaces will be selected for the dust samples.

(8) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor, certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor, or certified sampling technician shall compare the residual lead level as determined by the
laboratory analysis from each single-surface dust sample with applicable single-surface clearance levels
for lead in dust on floors, interior windowsills, and window troughs. If the residual lead level in a
single-surface dust sample is greater than or equal to the applicable clearance level for a floor, interior
windowsill, or window trough, then the failed component in each room with a failed single-surface
dust sample and that type of component in each room that was not tested shall be recleaned. Additional
clearance samples shall be taken from the failed component in each roomwhere it failed and from enough
additional rooms that were not previously tested so that four rooms are sampled. If four rooms are not
available, then each available room shall be retested. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor, certified
elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor, or certified sampling technician shall evaluate the
results of this testing to determine if the recleaned components meet the clearance level. The components
must be recleaned and retested until the clearance level is met.

(9) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor, certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor, or certified sampling technician shall compare the residual lead level as determined by the
laboratory analysis from each composite dust sample with applicable single-surface clearance levels
for lead in dust on floors, interior windowsills, and window troughs divided by half the number of
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subsamples in the composite sample. If the residual lead level in a composite dust sample is greater than
or equal to the applicable clearance level divided by half the number of subsamples in the composite
sample, then all the components represented by the failed composite dust sample shall be recleaned and
retested until clearance levels are met.

c. In multifamily housing consisting of at least 20 similarly constructed andmaintained residential
dwellings, random selection for the purpose of clearance testing may be conducted if the following
conditions are met:

(1) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall randomly select the dwellings that will be sampled. The contractors and the workers
who conducted the lead abatement, interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing
lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation do not know which residential dwellings will be selected
for the random selection.

(2) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall use Table 1 to determine the minimum number of dwellings selected for dust sampling.
This shall provide a 95 percent level of confidence that no more than 5 percent or 50 of the residential
dwellings (whichever is smaller) in the randomly sampled population are greater than or equal to the
appropriate clearance levels.

(3) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall sample the randomly selected residential dwellings and evaluate them for clearance
according to the procedures found in paragraphs 70.6(6)“h” through “j.”

(4) The clearance testing is conducted by a certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified
elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor.

d. A clearance report must be prepared that provides documentation of the lead abatement,
renovation, or interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing lead-based paint
maintenance, or rehabilitation conducted pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35 as well as the clearance testing.
When lead abatement is performed, the report shall be a lead abatement report in accordance with
paragraph 70.6(6)“n.” When renovation or interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments,
ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35 is performed,
the certified lead inspector/risk assessor, certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor,
or certified sampling technician shall prepare a written report for each residential dwelling or
child-occupied facility where clearance testing is conducted. No later than 30 days after the property
passes clearance, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor, certified elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor, or certified sampling technician shall send a copy of the report to the property
owner and to the person requesting the clearance testing, if different. The clearance report shall include
the following information:

(1) The address of the residential property and, if only part of a multifamily property is affected,
the specific dwelling units and common areas affected.

(2) The following information regarding the clearance testing:
1. The date(s) of the clearance testing.
2. The name, address, and signature of each certified lead professional performing the clearance

examination, including the certification number.
3. The name and certification number of the certified firm(s) conducting the clearance testing.
4. Whether or not containment was used and, if containment was used, the locations of the

containment.
5. If random selection was used to select the residential dwellings that were sampled, the report

shall state that random selection was used, the number of residential dwellings that were sampled, and
how this number was determined.

6. The results of the visual inspection for the presence of deteriorated paint and visible dust, debris,
residue, or paint chips in the rooms where renovation or interim controls, paint stabilization, standard
treatments, ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation was conducted pursuant to 24 CFR
Part 35.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.6.pdf
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7. All of the results of the analysis of dust samples, in micrograms per square foot, by location of
sample. The results shall not be reported as “not detectable.”

8. A statement that the renovation or interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments,
ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation conducted pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35 was or
was not done as specified and that the rooms and exterior areas where these activities were conducted
did or did not pass the visual clearance and the clearance dust testing. If the certified lead inspector/risk
assessor, certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor, or certified sampling technician
conducting the clearance testing cannot verify that all lead-based paint hazards have been controlled, the
report shall contain the following statement:

“The purpose of this clearance report is to verify that this lead hazard control project was done
according to the project specifications. This residential dwelling may still contain hazardous lead-based
paint, soil-lead hazards, or dust-lead hazards in the rooms or exterior areas that were not included in the
lead hazard control project.”

9. The name, address, and telephone number of each recognized laboratory conducting an analysis
of the dust samples, including the identification number for each such laboratory recognized by EPA
under Section 405(b) of the Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C. 2685(b)).

(3) The following information on the renovation or interim controls, paint stabilization, standard
treatments, ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35 for which
clearance testing was performed:

1. The start and completion dates of the renovation, interim controls, paint stabilization, standard
treatments, ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation.

2. The name and address of each firm or organization conducting the renovation, interim controls,
paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation and the
name of each supervisor assigned.

3. A detailed written description of the renovation, interim controls, paint stabilization, standard
treatments, ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation, including the methods used,
locations of exterior surfaces, interior rooms, common areas, and components where the hazard
reduction activity occurred.

4. If interim control of soil hazards was conducted, a detailed description of the location(s) of the
interim controls and the method(s) used.

5. Information regarding the owner’s obligations to disclose known lead-based paint and
lead-based paint hazards upon sale or lease of residential property as required by Subpart H of 24 CFR
Part 35 and Subpart I of 40 CFR Part 745.

6. Information regarding Iowa’s prerenovation notification requirements found in 641—Chapter
69; and information regarding Iowa’s regulations for renovation found in 641—Chapter 70.

7. The report shall contain the following statement:
“The Iowa Department of Public Health may review this report for compliance purposes. It is

a violation of law for anyone other than the certified lead professional signing it to alter this report.
This report may be supplemented with additional information, so long as any addendum is signed by
a sampling technician, lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
certified according to Iowa Administrative Code 641—70.3(135) and 70.5(135).”

e. A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor or a certified sampling technician shall maintain a copy of the clearance testing information
included in the lead abatement report specified in paragraph 70.6(6)“m” for no fewer than three years.
A certified lead inspector/risk assessor, a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor, or a
certified sampling technician shall maintain a copy of the clearance testing report specified in paragraph
70.6(8)“d” for no fewer than three years.

f. Clearance testing shall be performed by persons or entities independent of those performing
lead abatement, renovation, interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing
lead-based paint maintenance, or rehabilitation, unless the designated party uses qualified in-house
employees to conduct clearance testing. An in-house employee shall not conduct both lead abatement,

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.70.3.pdf
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renovation, interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing lead-based paint
maintenance, or rehabilitation and the clearance examination for this work.

70.6(9) A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall conduct paint testing pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35 according to the following standards.
Paint testing pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35 shall be conducted only by a certified lead inspector/risk assessor
or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor.

a. When conducting paint testing in a residential dwelling or child-occupied facility, the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use the following
procedures:

(1) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall test paint on each deteriorated paint surface and on each painted surface that will be disturbed or
replaced. On windows, the window frame, interior windowsill, window sash, and window trough shall
each be tested.

(2) Paint shall be tested using adequate quality control by X-ray fluorescence or by laboratory
analysis using a recognized laboratory to determine the presence of lead-based paint on a surface. If
testing by laboratory analysis, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor shall collect paint samples using the documented methodologies specified in
guidance documents issued by the department. If testing by X-ray fluorescence, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use the following
methodologies:

1. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall use an X-ray fluorescence analyzer that has a performance characteristics sheet and shall use the
X-ray fluorescence analyzer according to the performance characteristics sheet.

2. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall use the NIST 1.02 standard film or standards provided by the manufacturer for calibration of the
X-ray fluorescence analyzer. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor shall not state that any surface is free of lead-based paint unless the NIST 1.02
standard film is used for calibration.

3. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall take calibration readings consisting of an average of three readings at the beginning of the
inspection.

4. If recommended by the performance characteristics sheet, the certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall conduct substrate correction for all
XRF readings less than 4.0 milligrams of lead per square centimeter. For each substrate that requires
substrate correction, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall completely remove all paint from an area of two different testing combinations for that
substrate. If possible, the areas chosen for substrate correction should have initial XRF readings of
less than 2.5 milligrams of lead per square centimeter. For each testing combination, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall remove paint from
an area that is at least as large as the XRF probe faceplate. On each of the two areas, the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall place the NIST
1.02 standard film over the surface, and take three XRF readings with the XRF used to conduct the
inspection. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall calculate the arithmetic mean for these six readings and shall subtract 1.02 from this
arithmetic mean to obtain the substrate correction value. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or
elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall then subtract the substrate correction value
from each XRF reading for the substrate requiring substrate correction to obtain the corrected XRF
reading. For example, if the six readings taken on the NIST 1.02 standard film were 1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.0,
1.2, and 1.1, the arithmetic mean is calculated by the equation (1.1 + 1.3 + 1.4 + 1.0 + 1.2 + 1.1)/6 and
is equal to 1.18. The substrate correction value is equal to 1.18 minus 1.02, or 0.16. If the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor does not conduct
substrate correction where recommended by the performance characteristics sheet, then the certified
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lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall assume that all of
the readings are positive and shall not state that a surface is free of lead-based paint.

5. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall classify each XRF reading that did not require substrate correction and each corrected XRF reading
for XRF readings that required substrate correction as positive, negative, or inconclusive, according to
the performance characteristics sheet for the XRF. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not discard XRF readings unless instructed to do so
by the performance characteristics sheet or the operating instructions from the manufacturer. If the
certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor believes that a
reading classified as positive is in error, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall collect a paint sample for laboratory analysis. The certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall change the positive
classification to negative only if the results of the laboratory analysis indicate that the surface is not
painted with lead-based paint. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor may assume that all inconclusive readings are positive and classify them as such.

6. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall resolve inconclusive readings as defined by the performance characteristics sheet for the XRF by
collecting paint samples for laboratory analysis. If the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor does not resolve inconclusive readings by laboratory analysis,
then the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall
assume that the inconclusive readings are positive.

b. If lead-based paint is identified through paint testing, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor
or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor must conduct a visual inspection to determine the
presence of lead-based paint hazards and any other potential lead hazards, including bare soil in the
dripline of a home where lead-based paint is identified on exterior components or lead-based paint
previously existed on exterior components, but has been removed, enclosed, or encapsulated.

c. A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall prepare a written report for each residential dwelling or child-occupied facility where paint
testing is conducted. No later than three weeks after the receipt of laboratory results, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall send a copy of
the report to the property owner and to the person requesting the inspection, if different. A certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall maintain a
copy of each written report for no less than three years. The report shall include, at least:

(1) A statement that the inspection was conducted to determine whether lead-based paint is present
on deteriorated paint surfaces and on painted surfaces that will be disturbed or replaced;

(2) Date of the testing;
(3) Address of building;
(4) Date of construction;
(5) Apartment numbers (if applicable);
(6) The name, address, and telephone number of the owner or owners of each residential dwelling

or child-occupied facility;
(7) Name, signature, and certification number of each certified lead inspector/risk assessor or

certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor conducting the paint testing;
(8) Name and certification number of the certified firm(s) conducting the paint testing;
(9) Name, address, and telephone number of each laboratory conducting an analysis of collected

samples;
(10) Each testing method and sampling procedure employed for paint analysis, including quality

control data and, if used, the manufacturer, serial number, software, and operating mode of any X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) analyzer;

(11) XRF readings taken for calibration and calculations to demonstrate that the XRF is properly
calibrated;
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(12) Specific locations by room of each painted component tested for the presence of lead-based
paint and the results for each component expressed in terms appropriate to the sampling method used;

(13) A statement that all painted or finished components that were not tested must be assumed to
contain lead-based paint;

(14) A description of the location, type, and severity of identified lead-based paint hazards, including
the classification of each tested surface as to whether it is a lead-based paint hazard, and any other
potential lead hazards, including bare soil in the dripline of a home where lead-based paint is identified
on exterior components or lead-based paint previously existed on exterior components, but has been
removed, enclosed, or encapsulated;

(15) A description of interim controls and lead abatement options for each identified lead-based
paint hazard and a suggested prioritization for addressing each hazard. If the use of an encapsulant or
enclosure is recommended, the report shall recommend a maintenance and monitoring schedule for the
encapsulant or enclosure;

(16) Information regarding the owner’s obligations to disclose known lead-based paint and
lead-based paint hazards upon sale or lease of residential property as required by Subpart H of 24 CFR
Part 35 and Subpart I of 40 CFR Part 745;

(17) Information regarding Iowa’s prerenovation notification requirements found in 641—Chapter
69; and information regarding Iowa’s regulations for renovation found in 641—Chapter 70; and

(18) The report shall contain the following statement:
“The Iowa Department of Public Health may review this report for compliance purposes. It is a

violation of law for anyone other than the certified lead professional signing it to alter this report. This
report may be supplemented with additional information, so long as any addendum is signed by a lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor certified according to Iowa
Administrative Code 641—70.3(135) and 70.5(135).”

70.6(10) A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor must conduct reevaluations according to the following standards. Reevaluations
shall be conducted only by a certified lead inspector/risk assessor or a certified elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor.

a. All available information regarding lead-based paint for the property being reevaluated shall be
reviewed, including but not limited to reports of any lead-based paint activities conducted in a residential
dwelling, multifamily dwelling, or child-occupied facility.

b. A visual inspection of the property shall be undertaken to locate the existence of deteriorated
paint; bare soil; recommended lead abatement, interim controls, or standard treatments that were not
implemented; and failed interim controls, standard treatments, encapsulation, or enclosure.

c. Deteriorated paint for which the lead content is unknown shall be tested for the presence of
lead.

d. Soil samples shall be collected and analyzed from bare soil for which the lead content is
unknown. Soil samples shall be collected using the documented methodologies specified in guidance
documents issued by the department and shall be analyzed by a recognized laboratory to determine the
level of lead.

e. If any lead-based paint hazards, recommended lead abatement, interim controls, or standard
treatments that were not implemented, or failed interim controls, standard treatments, encapsulation, or
enclosure is identified, then the reevaluation is failed. These conditions shall be controlled through lead
abatement or interim controls before the reevaluation can continue. Clearance testing shall be conducted
following control of the conditions through lead abatement or interim controls.

f. If there are no lead-based paint hazards present and all of the recommended lead abatement or
interim controls were implemented and have not failed, then single-surface or composite dust samples
shall be collected. The reevaluation is passed if all of the dust samples taken are below the clearance
level.

g. In residential dwellings, single-surface or composite dust samples shall be collected from floors
and interior windowsills in at least four rooms, hallways, or stairwells where at least one child under the
age of six years is most likely to come in contact with dust.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.69.pdf
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h. In multifamily dwellings, single-surface or composite dust samples shall also be collected from
common areas where at least one child under the age of six years is likely to come in contact with dust.

i. In child-occupied facilities, single-surface or composite dust samples shall be collected from
the floor and interior windowsill in at least four rooms, hallways, or stairwells utilized by one or more
children under the age of six years and in other common areas where the certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor determines that at least one child
under the age of six years is likely to come in contact with dust.

j. Dust samples shall be collected by wipe samples using the documentedmethodologies specified
in guidance documents issued by the department. The minimum area for a floor wipe sample shall be
0.50 square feet or 72 square inches. The minimum area for a windowsill wipe sample and for a window
trough wipe sample shall be 0.25 square feet or 36 square inches. Dust samples shall be analyzed by a
recognized laboratory to determine the level of lead.

k. Paint shall be tested using adequate quality control by X-ray fluorescence or by laboratory
analysis using a recognized laboratory to determine the presence of lead-based paint on a surface. If
tested by laboratory analysis, the paint shall be sampled using the documented methodologies specified
in guidance documents issued by the department. If testing by X-ray fluorescence, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use the following
methodologies:

(1) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall use an X-ray fluorescence analyzer that has a performance characteristics sheet and shall use the
X-ray fluorescence analyzer according to the performance characteristics sheet.

(2) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall use the NIST 1.02 standard film or standards provided by the manufacturer for calibration of the
X-ray fluorescence analyzer. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor shall not state that any surface is free of lead-based paint unless the NIST 1.02
standard film is used for calibration.

(3) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall take calibration readings consisting of an average of three readings.

(4) If recommended by the performance characteristics sheet, the certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall conduct substrate correction for all
XRF readings less than 4.0 milligrams of lead per square centimeter. For each substrate that requires
substrate correction, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall completely remove all paint from an area of two different testing combinations for that
substrate. If possible, the areas chosen for substrate correction should have initial XRF readings of
less than 2.5 milligrams of lead per square centimeter. For each testing combination, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall remove paint from
an area that is at least as large as the XRF probe faceplate. On each of the two areas, the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall place the NIST
1.02 standard film over the surface, and take three XRF readings with the XRF used to conduct the
inspection. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall calculate the arithmetic mean for these six readings and shall subtract 1.02 from this
arithmetic mean to obtain the substrate correction value. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or
elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall then subtract the substrate correction value from
each XRF reading for the substrate requiring substrate correction to obtain the corrected XRF reading.
For example, if the six readings taken on the NIST 1.02 standard film were 1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.0, 1.2, and
1.1, the arithmetic mean is calculated by the equation (1.1 + 1.3 + 1.4 + 1.0 + 1.2 + 1.1)/6 and is equal to
1.18. The substrate correction value is equal to 1.18 minus 1.02, or 0.16. If the certified lead inspector/
risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor does not conduct substrate correction
where recommended by the performance characteristics sheet, then the certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall assume that all of the readings are
positive and shall not state that a surface is free of lead-based paint.
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(5) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall classify each XRF reading that did not require substrate correction and each corrected XRF reading
for XRF readings that required substrate correction as positive, negative, or inconclusive, according to
the performance characteristics sheet for the XRF. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not discard XRF readings unless instructed to do so
by the performance characteristics sheet or the operating instructions from the manufacturer. If the
certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor believes that a
reading classified as positive is in error, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead
(EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall collect a paint sample for laboratory analysis. The certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall change the positive
classification to negative only if the results of the laboratory analysis indicate that the surface is not
painted with lead-based paint. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor may assume that all inconclusive readings are positive and classify them as such.

(6) The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall resolve inconclusive readings as defined by the performance characteristics sheet for the XRF by
collecting paint samples for laboratory analysis. If the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor does not resolve inconclusive readings by laboratory analysis,
then the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall
assume that the inconclusive readings are positive.

l. When conducting reevaluation in multifamily housing, a certified lead inspector/risk assessor
or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor may sample each residential dwelling
or choose residential dwellings for sampling by random selection, targeted selection, or worst case
selection.

(1) If built before 1960 or if the date of construction is unknown, the multifamily housing shall
contain at least 20 similarly constructed and maintained residential dwellings in order to use random
selection. If built from 1960 to 1977, the multifamily housing shall contain at least 10 similarly
constructed and maintained residential dwellings in order to use random selection. The certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall use Table 1 to
determine the number of residential dwellings to randomly select for testing.

(2) If the multifamily housing contains 5 or more similar residential dwellings, the certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor may use targeted selection.
If using targeted selection, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor shall use Table 2 to determine the number of residential dwellings to test. If
the multifamily housing has fewer than 5 similar dwellings, all residential dwellings shall be tested.
Residential dwellings chosen by targeted selection shall meet as many of the following criteria as
possible. If additional residential dwellings are needed to meet the minimum number specified in Table
2, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall
select them randomly. If too many residential dwellings meet the criteria, residential dwellings shall be
eliminated randomly. Targeted selection criteria are as follows:

1. The residential dwelling has been cited with a housing or building code violation within the
past year.

2. The property owner believes that the residential dwelling is in poor condition.
3. The residential dwelling contains two or more children between the ages of six months and

six years. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall give preference to residential dwellings that house the largest number of children.

4. The residential dwelling serves as a child-occupied facility.
5. The residential dwelling has been prepared for reoccupancy within the past three months.
(3) If the multifamily housing contains 5 or more similar residential dwellings, the certified lead

inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor may use worst case selection.
If using worst case selection, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor shall use Table 2 to determine the number of residential dwellings to test. If the
multifamily housing has fewer than 5 similar dwellings, all residential dwellings shall be tested.
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(4) The following standards shall be used to determine the extent of lead-based paint hazards
throughout multifamily housing that is sampled by random selection, targeted selection, or worst case
selection:

1. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall calculate the arithmetic mean of the dust-lead levels for carpeted floors, uncarpeted floors, interior
windowsills, and window troughs. If the arithmetic mean is greater than or equal to the level defined
as a dust-lead hazard for the component, then the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood
lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall determine that a dust-lead hazard has been identified on the
component throughout the multifamily housing. If the arithmetic mean is less than the level defined as
a dust-lead hazard for the component, but some of the individual components have dust-lead levels that
are greater than or equal to the level defined as a dust-lead hazard, then the certified lead inspector/risk
assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall determine that a dust-lead hazard
has been identified on the individual components and on all other similar components throughout the
multifamily housing.

2. The certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
shall evaluate the results of paint sampling by component and location. If all components at a given
location are determined to be painted with lead-based paint or are determined not to be painted with
lead-based paint, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor may assume this condition is true for all similar residential dwellings. The certified lead
inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall not assume that the
multifamily housing is free of lead-based paint. If a component at a given location is found to be
painted with lead-based paint in some residential dwellings and not painted with lead-based paint in
other residential dwellings, the certified lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspector/risk assessor shall assume that the component is a lead-based paint hazard in all similar
residential dwellings.

m. If reevaluation is conducted, the first reevaluation shall be conducted no later than two years
from completion of lead abatement, interim controls, or standard treatments. Subsequent reevaluation
shall be conducted at intervals of two years, plus or minus 60 days. To be exempt from additional
reevaluation, a residential dwelling or child-occupied facility shall have at least two consecutive passing
reevaluations conducted at such two-year intervals. If, however, a reevaluation fails, at least two more
consecutive reevaluations conducted at such two-year intervals must be conducted.

n. A certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor shall prepare a written report for each residential dwelling or child-occupied facility where a
reevaluation is conducted. No later than three weeks after the receipt of laboratory results, the certified
lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall send a
copy of the report to the property owner and to the person requesting the reevaluation, if different. A
certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall
maintain a copy of the report for no less than three years. The report shall include, at least:

(1) Date of each reevaluation;
(2) Address of building;
(3) Date of construction;
(4) Apartment numbers (if applicable);
(5) The name, address, and telephone number of the owner or owners of each residential dwelling

or child-occupied facility;
(6) Name, signature, and certification number of each certified lead inspector/risk assessor or

certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor conducting the reevaluation;
(7) Name and certification number of the certified firm(s) conducting the reevaluation;
(8) All of the information gathered for the review as outlined in 70.6(10)“a”;
(9) Results of the visual inspection including details of any newly identified lead-based paint

hazards, the status of past lead hazard control measures, and repair options for any lead-based paint
hazards identified during the reevaluation;

(10) An indication of whether or not the property passed or failed the reevaluation;
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(11) An indication of when the next reevaluation, if any, should occur;
(12) The results of any environmental samples taken, including all XRF readings, all laboratory

analyses and clearance testing results, if necessary;
(13) Name, address, and telephone number of each recognized laboratory conducting an analysis

of collected samples, including the identification number for each such laboratory recognized by EPA
under Section 405(b) of the Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C. 2685(b));

(14) Information regarding the owner’s obligations to disclose known lead-based paint and
lead-based paint hazards upon sale or lease of residential property as required by Subpart H of 24 CFR
Part 35 and Subpart I of 40 CFR Part 745;

(15) Information regarding Iowa’s prerenovation notification requirements found in 641—Chapter
69; and information regarding Iowa’s regulations for renovation found in 641—Chapter 70; and

(16) The report shall contain the following statement:
“The Iowa Department of Public Health may review this report for compliance purposes. It is

a violation of law for anyone other than the certified lead professional signing it to alter this report.
This report may be supplemented with additional information, so long as any addendum is signed by
a sampling technician, lead inspector/risk assessor or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
certified according to Iowa Administrative Code 641—70.3(135) and 70.5(135).”

70.6(11) All renovations performed in target housing and child-occupied facilities, except for
emergency renovations and minor repair and maintenance activities, shall be performed according to
the work practice standards in 70.6(11). Renovation activities conducted in housing or on surfaces
determined to be free of lead-based paint by a certified lead inspector/risk assessor or certified elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor shall be exempt from all work practice standards except record
keeping. All renovations shall be performed by a certified firm under the supervision of a certified lead
abatement contractor or a certified lead abatement worker who completes initial certification on or after
January 13, 2010, or if certified prior to January 13, 2010, completes a lead abatement worker, lead
abatement contractor, or lead-safe renovator refresher course on or after January 13, 2010, or shall be
performed by a certified lead-safe renovator in accordance with the requirements below.

a. A firm shall assign at least one certified lead abatement contractor, a certified lead abatement
worker, or a certified lead-safe renovator to each individual renovation project. The certified lead
abatement contractor, certified lead abatement worker, or certified lead-safe renovator assigned to each
individual renovation project shall ensure the following:

(1) A certified lead abatement contractor, a certified lead abatement worker, or a certified lead-safe
renovator must be on site during all worksite preparation and during the cleanup of work areas. At all
other times when renovation is being conducted, a certified lead abatement contractor, a certified lead
abatement worker, or a certified lead-safe renovator shall be on site or available by telephone, pager, or
answering service and be able to be present at the worksite in no more than two hours.

(2) Signs are posted and readable. All signs must be posted before the renovation begins and must
remain in place until the postrenovation cleaning verification has been completed.

1. To the extent practicable, all signage must be posted in the occupants’ primary language.
2. The signs must clearly define the work area.
3. The signs must warn occupants and other persons not involved with the renovation activity to

remain outside the work area.
4. The signs must be posted at the entrance(s) to all work areas.
(3) The work area must be effectively contained before the renovation is begun. To be effective,

containment must:
1. Isolate the work area so that no dust or debris leaves the work area while the renovation is being

performed.
2. Be monitored and maintained so that any plastic or other impermeable materials are not torn or

displaced.
3. Be installed in such a manner that it does not interfere with occupant and worker egress in an

emergency.
(4) For interior renovations, containment shall include:
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1. The removal or covering of all objects from the work area, including but not limited to furniture,
rugs, and window coverings. Objects that are not removed from the work area must be covered with
plastic sheeting or other impermeable material with all seams and edges taped or otherwise sealed.

2. Closing and covering all duct openings in the work area. Ducts must be covered with plastic
sheeting or other impermeable material that is taped down.

3. Closing windows and doors in the work area. Doors must be covered with plastic sheeting or
other impermeable material. Doors used as an entrance to the work area must be covered with plastic
sheeting or other impermeable material in a manner that allows workers to pass through while confining
dust and debris to the work area.

4. Covering the floor surface, including installed carpet, with taped-down plastic sheeting or
other impermeable material in the work area six feet beyond the perimeter of the surfaces undergoing
renovation or a sufficient distance to contain the dust, whichever is greater.

5. Ensuring that all personnel, tools, and other items, including the exteriors of containers of waste,
are free of dust and debris before leaving or being removed from the work area.

(5) For exterior renovations, containment shall include:
1. Closing all doors and windows within 20 feet of the renovation. On multistory buildings, all

doors and windows within 20 feet of the renovation on the same story as the renovation shall be closed,
and all doors and windows on all stories below the renovation that are the same horizontal distance from
the renovation shall be closed.

2. Ensuring that doors within the work areas that will be used while the renovation is being
performed are covered with plastic sheeting or other impermeable material in a manner that allows
workers to pass through while confining dust and debris to the work area.

3. Covering the ground with plastic sheeting or other disposable impermeable material extending
10 feet beyond the perimeter of surfaces undergoing renovation or a sufficient distance to collect falling
paint debris, whichever is greater, unless the property line prevents 10 feet of such ground cover. Exterior
ground cover shall include anchors or weights to ensure the covering remains effective even during
weather conditions such as high wind.

4. Vertical containment. In certain situations, such as where other buildings are in close proximity
to the work area, when conditions are windy, or where the work area abuts a property line, the certified
lead abatement contractor, certified lead abatement worker, or certified lead-safe renovator shall erect a
system of vertical containment designed to prevent dust and debris from migrating to adjacent property
or contaminating the ground, other buildings, or any object beyond the work area.

(6) Prohibited practices are not used during the renovation. Prohibited practices include:
1. Open-flame burning or torching of paint.
2. Machine sanding or grinding or abrasive blasting or sandblasting of paint unless used with

high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) exhaust control that removes particles of 0.3 microns or larger
from the air at 99.97 percent or greater efficiency.

3. Uncontained water blasting of paint.
4. Dry scraping or dry sanding of paint except in conjunction with the use of a heat gun or around

electrical outlets.
5. Operating a heat gun at a temperature at or above 1100 degrees Fahrenheit.
(7) All workers that are not certified lead abatement contractors, certified lead abatement workers,

or certified lead-safe renovators must have on-the-job training as required by 70.6(11)“d.” However,
on-the-job training does not meet the training requirement for work conducted pursuant to 24 CFR
35.1340.

(8) If desired, perform all testing with recognized test kits in accordance with 70.6(11)“e.”
(9) Perform the postrenovation cleaning verification as outlined in 70.6(11)“b.”
(10) All waste generated during renovation activities is contained to prevent the release of dust and

debris before the waste is removed from the work area for storage or disposal. Any chutes used to remove
waste from the work area shall be covered.

1. At the conclusion of each workday and at the conclusion of the renovation, waste that has
been collected from renovation activities must be stored under containment, in an enclosure, or behind
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a barrier that prevents release of dust and debris out of the work area and prevents access to dust and
debris.

2. All waste from renovation activities must be contained during transportation so that no dust or
debris is released.

(11) The work area shall be cleaned so that no dust, debris, or residue remains after the renovation.
Cleaning shall include:

1. The collection of all paint chips and debris and, without dispersing the paint chips and debris,
the sealing of the materials in heavy-duty bags.

2. The removal of the protective sheeting used as required in this subrule. The sheeting shall be
misted, then the sheeting shall be folded dirty side inward. All sheeting shall be taped shut or otherwise
sealed inside heavy-duty bags. Sheeting used to separate work areas from non-work areas must remain
in place until after the cleaning and removal of other sheeting. All sheeting shall be disposed of as waste.

3. For interior renovations, all objects and surfaces in the work area and within two feet of the
work area must be cleaned from high to low in the following manner:

● Walls must either be vacuumed with a HEPA vacuum or wiped with a wet cloth, beginning at
the ceiling and working toward the floor.

● All remaining surfaces including objects and fixtures must be thoroughly vacuumed with a
HEPA vacuum. For carpeted floors and rugs, the HEPA vacuum must be equipped with a beater bar.

● All remaining surfaces, except for carpeted or upholstered surfaces, must also be wiped with a
damp cloth. Uncarpeted floors must be thoroughly mopped using a method that keeps the wash water
separate from the rinse water, such as the two-bucket mopping method, or using a wet mopping system.

b. Postrenovation cleaning verification. A certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead
abatement worker, or certified lead-safe renovator shall use the following procedure for conducting
postrenovation cleaning verification. In lieu of postrenovation cleaning verification, clearance testing as
outlined in 70.6(8) can be performed. If the work is done in response to an elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspection, clearance testing shall be performed by a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk
assessor in lieu of postrenovation cleaning verification. Warning signs may be removed after all of the
work areas in a renovation project have been adequately cleaned and verified or passed clearance testing.

(1) For interior renovations, the certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead abatement
worker, or certified lead-safe renovator shall perform a visual inspection to determine whether dust,
debris, or residue is still present. If dust, debris, or residue is still present, these conditions must be
removed by recleaning, and another visual inspection must be performed. Following a successful visual
inspection, a certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead abatement worker, or certified lead-safe
renovator must:

1. Verify that each windowsill and window trough in the work area has been adequately cleaned,
using the following procedure:

● Wipe the windowsill and window trough with a wet disposable cleaning cloth that is damp to
the touch. If the cloth matches or is lighter than the cleaning verification card, the windowsill has been
adequately cleaned.

● If the cloth does not match and is darker than the cleaning verification card, reclean the
windowsill or window trough as directed in 70.6(11)“a”(11). Then wipe the windowsill or window
trough again, using a new cloth or the same cloth folded in such a way that an unused surface is
exposed. If the cloth matches or is lighter than the cleaning verification card, that windowsill has been
adequately cleaned.

● If the cloth does not match and is darker than the cleaning verification card, wait for one hour
or until the surface has dried completely, whichever is longer.

● After waiting for the windowsill or window trough to dry, wipe the windowsill or window
trough with a dry disposable cleaning cloth. After this wipe, that windowsill or window trough has been
adequately cleaned.

2. Verify that uncarpeted floors and countertops in the work area have been adequately cleaned,
using the following procedure. If the surface within the work area is greater than 40 square feet, the
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surface within the work area must be divided into roughly equal sections that are each less than 40 square
feet.

● Wipe uncarpeted floors and countertops within the work area with a wet disposable cleaning
cloth. Floors must be wiped using an application device with a long handle and a head to which the
cloth is attached. The cloth must remain damp at all times while it is being used to wipe the surface
for postrenovation cleaning verification. Wipe each such section separately with a new wet disposable
cleaning cloth. If the cloth used to wipe each section of the surface within the work area matches or is
lighter than the cleaning verification card, the surface has been adequately cleaned.

● If the cloth does not match and is darker than the cleaning verification card, reclean the surface
as in 70.6(11)“a”(11). Then wipe the floor or countertop again, using a new cloth. If the cloth matches
or is lighter than the cleaning verification card, that surface has been adequately cleaned.

● If the cloth does not match and is darker than the cleaning verification card, wait for one hour
or until the surface has dried completely, whichever is longer.

● After waiting for the surface to dry, wipe each section of the surface that has not yet achieved the
postrenovation cleaning verification with a dry disposable cleaning cloth. After this wipe, that surface
has been adequately cleaned.

(2) For exterior renovations, the certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead abatement
worker, or certified lead-safe renovator shall perform a visual inspection to determine whether dust,
debris, or residue is still present on surfaces in and below the work area, including windowsills and
the ground. If dust, debris, or residue is present, these conditions must be eliminated and another
visual inspection must be performed. When the area passes the visual inspection, the exterior has been
adequately cleaned.

(3) A certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead abatement worker, or certified lead-safe
renovator shall only use cleaning verification cards that are approved by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).

(4) A certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead abatement worker, or certified lead-safe
renovator shall not use cleaning verification cards that have expired.

c. Clearance testing. Postrenovation cleaning verification is not required if the contract between
the renovation firm and the person contracting for the renovation or another federal, state, territorial,
tribal, or local law or regulation requires the renovation firm to perform clearance testing at the conclusion
of a renovation covered by this chapter.

(1) The dust samples must be collected by a certified lead inspector/risk assessor, certified elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor, or certified sampling technician. If the work is done in response
to an elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection, the dust samples must be collected by a certified elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor.

(2) The firm conducting the renovation is required to reclean the work area until the dust clearance
sample results are below the clearance standards in subrule 70.6(8).

d. On-the-job training. The certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead abatement worker,
or certified lead-safe renovator assigned to the renovation project shall ensure that each noncertified
individual conducting renovation activities has been or is currently being trained on how to safely conduct
renovation activities. However, on-the-job training does not meet the training requirement for work
conducted pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35.

(1) All on-the-job training shall be conducted by a certified lead abatement contractor, certified
lead abatement worker, or certified lead-safe renovator.

(2) Each noncertified individual shall be trained by a certified lead abatement contractor, certified
lead abatement worker, or certified lead-safe renovator who is employed by the same certified firm. A
certified firm shall not accept on-the-job training that was performed by another firm. On-the-job training
does not meet the requirement for work conducted pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35.

(3) On-the-job training shall be specific for the type of work the noncertified individual is
performing and must include at least the following topics:

1. An overview of the requirements described in this chapter.
2. An overview of the health effects of lead poisoning.
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3. Methods to prevent taking lead dust home from the worksite.
4. How and why to properly set up a work area for lead-safe renovations.
5. How and where to properly post signage.
6. Personal protection.
7. How and why to properly set up containment.
8. How and why to minimize dust and debris.
9. Proper cleaning techniques and time lines for cleaning in renovation activities.
10. How to properly handle and control waste generated from renovation activities.
11. An overview of the postrenovation cleaning verification and clearance testing.
12. An overview of the prerenovation notification requirements found in 641—Chapter 69.
13. Prohibited work practices.
e. Recognized test kits. A certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead abatement worker, or

certified lead-safe renovator may use recognized test kits to determine whether surfaces to be affected by
renovation activities are painted with lead-based paint. The result from each individual test performed
applies only to the individual surface tested. Surfaces which are determined by proper use of a recognized
test kit to be free of lead-based paint are exempt from the requirements of 70.6(11)“a” through “d.”
Results obtained from recognized test kits are only valid if the testing was performed according to
the manufacturer’s directions. Any results from test kits which are not recognized shall be invalid. A
certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead abatement worker, or certified lead-safe renovator shall
not discard a valid result from a recognized test kit.

f. A certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead abatement worker, or certified lead-safe
renovator must complete a written report when conducting a renovation. The report shall include the
results of any testing performed with a recognized test kit, information regarding the work practices
used in the renovation and, if applicable, a copy of the clearance testing report. When the final invoice
for the renovation is delivered or within 30 days after the renovation activity is complete, whichever is
earlier, the certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead abatement worker, or certified lead-safe
renovator shall send a copy of the report to the owner of the building. If the renovation took place
within a residential dwelling, the certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead abatement worker,
or certified lead-safe renovator shall send a copy of the report to an adult occupant of the residential
dwelling and to the person requesting the renovation, if different from the owner. If the renovation took
place within a child-occupied facility, the certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead abatement
worker, or certified lead-safe renovator shall send a copy of the report to an adult representative of
the child-occupied facility and to the person requesting the renovation, if different from the owner.
If the renovation took place within common areas of multifamily target housing, the certified lead
abatement contractor, certified lead abatement worker, or certified lead-safe renovator shall post in
areas where it is likely to be seen by the occupants of all of the affected units the report required by
this paragraph or instructions on how interested occupants can obtain a copy of this report at no charge.
If the renovation took place within a child-occupied facility, the certified lead abatement contractor,
certified lead abatement worker, or certified lead-safe renovator shall post in areas where it is likely
to be seen by the parents or guardians of children frequenting the child-occupied facility the report
required by this paragraph or instructions on how interested parents or guardians of children frequenting
the child-occupied facility can obtain a copy of this report at no charge. A certified lead abatement
contractor, certified lead abatement worker, or certified lead-safe renovator shall maintain a copy of the
report for no less than three years. The report shall include, at least:

(1) The date(s) of the renovation.
(2) Address of the building, including apartment numbers, if applicable.
(3) The name, address, and telephone number of the owner(s) of the address(es) where the

renovation took place.
(4) The name, address, signature, certification number, and telephone number of the certified lead

abatement contractor, certified lead abatement worker, or certified lead-safe renovator who performed
the renovation.

(5) The name and certification number of the certified firm performing the renovation.
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(6) If testing was performed with a recognized test kit, the location of each test. The location shall
be specific to the room and component.

(7) The results of testing. The results shall be classified as either positive for lead-based paint or
negative for lead-based paint.

(8) The name and manufacturer of the recognized test kit(s) used, the expiration date, and the EPA
approval number.

(9) The work practices used in the renovation, including the location(s) where each work practice
was used. The location shall be specific to the room and component.

(10) If applicable, a copy of the clearance report.
(11) Information regarding the owner’s obligations to disclose known lead-based paint and

lead-based paint hazards upon sale or lease of residential property as required by Subpart H of 24 CFR
Part 35 and Subpart I of 40 CFR Part 745.

(12) Information regarding Iowa’s prerenovation notification requirements found in 641—Chapter
69; and information regarding Iowa’s regulations for renovation, remodeling and repainting found in
641—Chapter 70.

g. Record keeping. Records shall be kept for each renovation project that involves target housing
or child-occupied facilities. The records for each renovation shall include:

(1) The name and certification number of the certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead
abatement worker, or certified lead-safe renovator responsible for the renovation.

(2) The name and certification number of the certified firm that performed the renovation.
(3) The address(es) of the property where the renovation activity was performed.
(4) The name, address, and telephone number of the property owner where the renovation activity

was performed.
(5) Renovations considered emergency pursuant to 641—70.2(135) shall contain a description of

the circumstances explaining why the renovations were immediately required and which work practice
standards were not followed as a result.

(6) Any reports or documentation completed by a certified lead professional concerning the
renovation project, including documentation from certified lead inspector/risk assessors or certified
elevated blood lead (EBL) lead inspector/risk assessors regarding housing, components, or surfaces
that have been determined to be free of lead-based paint and clearance reports from clearance testing
performed in lieu of postrenovation cleaning verification.

(7) Documentation that each noncertified individual working on the renovation project had, or was
receiving, the appropriate on-the-job training outlined in 70.6(11)“d.” The documentation must include
the names of all of the noncertified individuals who worked on the renovation. However, on-the-job
training does not meet the training requirement for work conducted pursuant to 24 CFR 35.1340.

(8) Documentation that the certified lead-safe renovator followed the work practices for renovation
activities outlined in 70.6(11). This shall include documentation that the following work practices were
followed:

1. Signs were posted at the entrance to the work area.
2. The work area was contained.
3. All objects in the work area were covered or removed.
4. All HVAC ducts in the work area were closed and covered.
5. All windows in the work area were closed, and all windows within 20 feet of exterior work

areas were closed.
6. All doors not used to enter the work area were closed and sealed, and all doors within 20 feet

of exterior work areas were closed and sealed.
7. All doors used as an entrance to the work area had containment in place to prevent the spread

of dust and debris.
8. All floors in the work area were covered for a sufficient distance to contain the dust and debris

from the renovation.
9. Adequate ground cover was in place to contain the dust and debris for exterior renovations.
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10. Adequate vertical containment was in place to contain the dust and debris for exterior
renovations.

11. All waste generated during the renovations was contained throughout the renovation and the
transportation to disposal.

(9) Documentation that the renovation work area was cleaned and passed the postrenovation
cleaning verification procedures outlined in 70.6(11)“b,” including the expiration date of the cleaning
verification cards used.

(10) Documentation regarding the use of any recognized test kits outlined in 70.6(11)“e.” The
documentation shall include a copy of the written report required by 70.6(11)“f.”

h. Emergency renovations.
(1) Renovation activities that are deemed to be an emergency are exempt from the certification

requirements and all of the work practice standards, except for the cleaning requirements, postrenovation
cleaning verification, and the written report required by 70.6(11)“f.” All postrenovation cleaning must
take place under the direction of a certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead abatement worker,
or certified lead-safe renovator. The postrenovation cleaning verification after an emergency renovation
must be performed by a certified lead abatement contractor, certified lead abatement worker, or certified
lead-safe renovator.

(2) Emergency renovations that are required as a result of an elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection
are initially exempt from the certification requirements. The work practice standards found in
70.6(11)“a” shall apply. All individuals who perform emergency renovations in response to an elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspection are required to obtain certification as a lead-safe renovator, lead abatement
contractor, or lead abatement worker within six months from the date the elevated blood lead (EBL)
inspection report was issued. Renovations and interim controls performed in response to an elevated
blood lead (EBL) inspection are required to pass clearance testing that is performed by a certified
elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor.

70.6(12) Rescinded IAB 2/12/20, effective 3/18/20.
70.6(13) A person may be certified as a lead inspector/risk assessor, sampling technician, or elevated

blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor and as a lead abatement contractor or lead abatement worker.
Except as specified by paragraph 70.6(6)“k” and paragraph 70.6(8)“f,” a person who is certified both as
a lead inspector/risk assessor, sampling technician, or elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor
and as a lead abatement contractor or lead abatement worker shall not provide both lead inspection or
visual risk assessment and lead abatement services at the same site unless a written consent or waiver,
following full disclosure by the person, is obtained from the owner or manager of the site.

70.6(14) Any paint chip, dust, or soil samples collected pursuant to the work practice standards
contained in subrules 70.6(1) to 70.6(6) and 70.6(9) shall be collected by persons certified as a lead
inspector/risk assessor or an elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor. Any paint chip, dust, or
soil samples collected pursuant to the work practice standards contained in subrule 70.6(8) for clearance
testing following lead abatement shall be collected by persons certified as a lead inspector/risk assessor
or an elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessor. Any dust or soil samples collected pursuant
to the work practice standards contained in subrule 70.6(8) for clearance testing after renovation or
interim controls, paint stabilization, standard treatments, ongoing lead-based paint maintenance, and
rehabilitation pursuant to 24 CFR Part 35 shall be collected only by certified sampling technicians,
certified lead inspector/risk assessors, or certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspector/risk assessors.
Any paint chip, dust, or soil samples collected pursuant to the work practice standards contained in
641—70.6(135) shall be analyzed by a recognized laboratory.

70.6(15) Composite dust sampling shall be conducted only in the situations specified in subrules
70.6(4) to 70.6(6) and 70.6(8). If composite sampling is conducted, it shall meet the following
requirements:

a. Composite dust samples shall consist of at least two subsamples.
b. Every component that is being tested shall be included in the sampling.
c. Composite dust samples shall not consist of subsamples frommore than one type of component.
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d. The results of composite dust samples shall be evaluated by comparing the residual lead level
as determined by the laboratory analysis from each composite dust sample with applicable single-surface
dust-lead hazard or clearance levels for lead in dust on floors, interior windowsills, and window troughs
divided by half the number of subsamples in the composite sample. For example, the applicable clearance
level for a composite window trough sample consisting of three subsamples would be 267 micrograms
per square foot (400/1.5).

70.6(16) Rescinded IAB 6/7/17, effective 7/12/17.
[ARC 8502B, IAB 2/10/10, effective 1/13/10; ARC 3104C, IAB 6/7/17, effective 7/12/17; ARC 4906C, IAB 2/12/20, effective
3/18/20]

641—70.7(135) Firms. All firms that perform or offer to perform lead-based paint activities must be
certified by the department. Firms shall employ only appropriately certified employees to conduct
lead-based paint activities, and the firm and its employees shall follow the work practice standards in
641—70.6(135) for conducting lead-based paint activities. A firm must employ at least one certified
individual in order to receive or maintain firm certification.

70.7(1) A firm wishing to be certified shall apply to the department electronically in a format
specified by the department or may apply using a paper application supplied by the department. The
firm must submit:

a. A completed application.
b. Documentation that the firm will employ only appropriately certified lead professionals

to perform lead-based paint activities. In addition, the firm must document that the agency and its
employees or contractors will follow the work practice standards in 641—70.6(135) for conducting
lead-based paint activities.

c. The certified firm must maintain all records required by 641—70.6(135), with the exception
of elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection reports, for three years. Certified firms that are also certified
as elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection agencies must maintain elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection
reports for at least 10 years.

70.7(2) Firms must be recertified every three years. To be recertified, the firm must submit the
following:

a. A completed application.
b. Documentation that the firm will employ only appropriately certified lead professionals to

perform lead-based paint activities. In addition, the firm must document that the firm and its employees
or contractors will follow the work practice standards in 641—70.6(135) for conducting lead-based
paint activities.
[ARC 8502B, IAB 2/10/10, effective 1/13/10; ARC 3104C, IAB 6/7/17, effective 7/12/17]

641—70.8(135) Lead-safe work practices training program approval and lead-safe work practices
contractor registration. Rescinded IAB 2/10/10, effective 1/13/10.

641—70.9(135) Compliance inspections.
70.9(1) The department may enter premises or facilities where violations of the provisions regarding

lead-based paint activities may occur for the purpose of conducting compliance inspections.
70.9(2) The department may enter premises or facilities where training programs conduct business.
70.9(3) The department may take samples and review records as part of the lead-based paint

activities compliance inspection process.
70.9(4) The department may review all reports involving lead-based paint activities.
70.9(5) The department may issue subpoenas pursuant to 641—Chapter 173, Iowa Administrative

Code, for the purposes of determining compliance.
[ARC 8502B, IAB 2/10/10, effective 1/13/10]

641—70.10(135) Denial, suspension, or revocation of certification; denial, suspension, revocation,
or modification of course approval; and imposition of penalties.
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70.10(1) When the department finds that the applicant, certified lead professional, or certified firm
has committed any of the following acts, the department may deny an application for certification, may
suspend or revoke a certification, may prohibit specific work practices, may require a project conducted
by persons or firms that are not certified or a project where prohibited work practices are being used
to be halted, may require the cleanup of lead hazards created by the use of prohibited work practices,
may impose a civil penalty, may place on probation, may require additional education, may require
reexamination of the state certification examination, may issue a warning, may refer the case to the
office of the county attorney for possible criminal penalties pursuant to Iowa Code section 135.38, or
may impose other sanctions allowed by law as may be appropriate.

a. Failure or refusal to comply with any requirements of this chapter.
b. Failure or refusal to establish, maintain, provide, copy, or permit access to records or reports as

required by rules 641—70.3(135) to 641—70.7(135).
c. Failure or refusal to permit entry or inspection as described in subrules 70.9(1) to 70.9(3).
d. Obtaining or attempting to obtain certification through fraudulent representation.
e. Failure to obtain certification from the department and performing work requiring certification.
f. Fraudulently obtaining certification and engaging in any lead-based paint activities requiring

certification.
g. Conducting any part of a lead-based paint activity that requires certification without being

certified or with a certification that has lapsed.
h. Obtained documentation of training through fraudulent means.
i. Gained admission to an accredited training program through misrepresentation of admission

requirements.
j. Obtained certification through misrepresentation of certification requirements or related

documents pertaining to education, training, professional registration, or experience.
k. Performed work requiring certification at a job site without having proof of current certification.
l. Permitted the duplication or use of the individual’s or firm’s own certificate by another.
m. Failed to follow the standards of conduct required by 641—70.6(135).
n. Failed to comply with federal, state, or local lead-based paint statutes and regulations, including

the requirements of this chapter.
o. Performed work for which certification is required with employees or persons under the control

of the certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection agency or certified firm who were not appropriately
certified.

p. Knowingly made misleading, deceptive, untrue, or fraudulent representations in the practice
of lead professional activities or engaged in unethical conduct or practice harmful or detrimental to the
public. Proof of actual injury need not be established.

q. Used untruthful or improbable statements in advertisements. This includes, but is not limited
to, an action by a lead professional making information or intention known to the public that is false,
deceptive, misleading, or promoted through fraud or misrepresentation.

r. Falsified reports and records required by this chapter.
s. Accepted any fee by fraud or misrepresentation.
t. Negligence by the firm or individual in the practice of lead professional activities. This includes

a failure to exercise due care, including negligent delegation of duties or supervision of employees or
other individuals, whether or not injury results; or any conduct, practice, or conditions that impair the
ability of the firm or individual to safely and skillfully practice the profession.

u. Revocation, suspension, or other disciplinary action taken by a certification or licensing
authority of this state, another state, territory, or country; or failure by the firm or individual to report
such action in writing within 30 days of the final action by such certification or licensing authority.
A stay by an appellate court shall not negate this requirement; however, if such disciplinary action is
overturned or reversed by a court of last resort, the report shall be expunged from the records of the
board.

v. Failed to comply with the terms of a department order or the terms of a settlement agreement
or consent order.
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w. Representation by a firm or individual that the firm or individual is certified when the
certification has been suspended or revoked or has not been renewed.

x. Failed to respond within 20 days of receipt of communication from the department that was
sent by registered or certified mail.

y. Engaged in any conduct that subverts or attempts to subvert a department investigation.
z. Failed to comply with a subpoena issued by the department or failure to cooperate with a

department investigation.
aa. Failed to pay costs assessed in any disciplinary action.
ab. Been convicted of a felony or misdemeanor related to lead professional activities or the

conviction of any felony or misdemeanor that would affect the ability of the firm or individual to
perform lead professional activities. A copy of the record of conviction or plea of guilty shall be
conclusive evidence.

ac. Unethical conduct. This includes, but is not limited to, the following:
(1) Verbally or physically abusing a client or coworker.
(2) Improper sexual conduct with or making suggestive, lewd, lascivious, or improper remarks or

advances to a client or coworker.
(3) Engaging in a professional conflict of interest.
(4) Mental or physical inability reasonably related to and adversely affecting the ability of the firm

or individual to practice in a safe and competent manner.
(5) Being adjudged mentally incompetent by a court of competent jurisdiction.
(6) Habitual intoxication or addiction to drugs.
1. The inability of a lead professional to practice with reasonable skill and safety by reason of the

excessive use of alcohol on a continuing basis.
2. The excessive use of drugs which may impair a lead professional’s ability to practice with

reasonable skill or safety.
3. Obtaining, possessing, attempting to obtain or possess, or administering controlled substances

without lawful authority.
(7) Registration on a state sex offender registry.
70.10(2) The department may deny, suspend, revoke, or modify the approval for a course, or may

place on probation, or impose other sanctions allowed by law as may be appropriate, or may impose
a civil penalty or may refer the case to the office of the county attorney for possible criminal penalties
pursuant to Iowa Code section 135.38 when it finds that the training program, training manager, or other
person with supervisory authority over the course has committed any of the following acts:

a. Misrepresented the contents of a training course to the department or to the student population.
b. Failed to submit required information or notifications in a timely manner.
c. Failed to maintain required records.
d. Falsified approval records, instructor qualifications, or other information or documentation

related to course approval.
e. Failed to comply with the training standards and requirements in 641—70.4(135).
f. Made false or misleading statements to the department in its application for approval or

reapproval which the department relied upon in approving the application.
g. Failed to comply with federal, state, or local lead-based paint statutes and regulations, including

the requirements of this chapter.
h. Knowingly made misleading, deceptive, untrue, or fraudulent representations in the practice of

conducting a training program or engaged in unethical conduct or practice harmful or detrimental to the
public. Proof of actual injury need not be established.

i. Used untruthful or improbable statements in advertisements. This includes, but is not limited
to, an action by a training program making information or intention known to the public that is false,
deceptive, misleading, or promoted through fraud or misrepresentation.

j. Falsified reports and records required by this chapter.
k. Accepted any fee by fraud or misrepresentation.
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l. Revocation, suspension, or other disciplinary action taken by a certification or licensing
authority of this state, another state, territory, or country; or failure by the firm or individual to report
such action in writing within 30 days of the final action by such certification or licensing authority.
A stay by an appellate court shall not negate this requirement; however, if such disciplinary action is
overturned or reversed by a court of last resort, the report shall be expunged from the records of the
board.

m. Failed to comply with the terms of a department order or the terms of a settlement agreement
or consent order.

n. Failed to respond within 20 days of receipt of communication from the department that was
sent by registered or certified mail.

o. Engaged in any conduct that subverts or attempts to subvert a department investigation.
p. Failed to comply with a subpoena issued by the department or failure to cooperate with a

department investigation.
q. Failed to pay costs assessed in any disciplinary action.
70.10(3) Reinstatement.
a. Any individual, training program, or firm that has been revoked, denied, or suspended may

apply to the department in accordance with the terms and conditions of the order of revocation or
suspension, unless the order of revocation provides that the certification is permanently revoked.

b. If the order of revocation or suspension did not establish terms and conditions upon which
reinstatement might occur, or if the certification was voluntarily surrendered, an initial application for
reinstatement may not be made until one year has elapsed from the date of the order or the date of the
voluntary surrender.

70.10(4) Complaints and other requests for action under this rule. Complaints regarding a certified
lead professional, a certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection agency, a certified firm, or an approved
course shall be submitted in writing to the Iowa Department of Public Health, Lead Poisoning Prevention
Program, 321 East 12th Street, Des Moines, Iowa 50319-0075. The complainant shall provide:

a. The name of the certified lead professional, certified elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection
agency, or certified firm and the specific details of the action(s) by the certified lead professional, certified
elevated blood lead (EBL) inspection agency, or certified firm that did not comply with the rules; or

b. The name of the lead professional or firm that conducted lead professional activities without
the appropriate certification or approval as required by the rules; or

c. The name of the sponsoring person or organization of an approved course and the specific
way(s) that an approved course did not comply with the rules; or

d. The name of the sponsoring person or organization that provided a course without the approval
required by these rules.

70.10(5) Civil penalties.
a. Before instituting any proceeding to impose a civil penalty under Iowa Code section 135.105A,

the department shall serve a written notice of violation upon the person charged. The notice of violation
shall specify the date or dates, facts, and the nature of the alleged act or omission with which the person is
charged and shall identify specifically the particular provision or provisions of the law, rule, regulation,
certification, approval, or cease and desist order involved in the alleged violation and must state the
amount of each proposed penalty. The notice of violation shall also advise the person charged that the
civil penalty may be paid in the amount specified therein, or the proposed imposition of the civil penalty
may be protested in its entirety or in part, by a written answer, either denying the violation or showing
extenuating circumstances. The notice of violation shall advise the person charged that upon failure to
pay a civil penalty subsequently determined by the department, if any, unless compromised, remitted, or
mitigated, the fee shall be collected by civil action, pursuant to Iowa Code section 135.105A.

b. Within 20 days of the date of a notice of violation or other time specified in the notice, the
person charged may either pay the penalty in the amount proposed or answer the notice of violation. The
answer to the notice of violation shall state any facts, explanations, and arguments denying the charges
of violation, or demonstrating any extenuating circumstances, error in the notice of violation, or other
reason why the penalty should not be imposed and may request remission or mitigation of the penalty.
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c. If the person charged with violation fails to answer within the time specified in paragraph
70.10(5)“b,” an order may be issued imposing the civil penalty in the amount set forth in the notice
of violation described in paragraph 70.10(5)“a.”

d. If the person charged with violation files an answer to the notice of violation, the department,
upon consideration of the answer, will issue an order dismissing the proceeding or imposing, mitigating,
or remitting the civil penalty. The person charged may, within 20 days of the date of the order or other
time specified in the order, request a hearing.

e. If the person charged with violation requests a hearing, the department will issue an order
designating the time and place of hearing. The hearing shall be conducted according to the procedural
rules of the department of inspections and appeals found in 481—Chapter 10, Iowa Administrative Code.

f. If a hearing is held, an order will be issued after the hearing by the presiding officer or the
department dismissing the proceeding or imposing, mitigating, or remitting the civil penalty.

g. The department may compromise any civil penalty. If the civil penalty is not compromised, or
is not remitted by the presiding officer or the department, and if payment is not made within ten days
following either the service of the order described in paragraph 70.10(5)“c” or “f,” or the expiration
of the time for requesting a hearing described in paragraph 70.10(5)“d,” the department may refer the
matter to the attorney general for collection.

h. Except when payment is made after compromise or mitigation by the department of justice or
as ordered by a court of the state, following reference of the matter to the attorney general for collection,
payment of civil penalties imposed under Iowa Code section 135.105A shall be made by check, draft, or
money order payable to the Iowa Department of Public Health.

70.10(6) Appeals.
a. Notice of denial, suspension or revocation of certification, or denial, suspension, revocation,

or modification of course approval shall be sent to the affected individual or organization by restricted
certified mail, return receipt requested, or by personal service. The affected individual or organization
shall have a right to appeal the denial, suspension or revocation.

b. An appeal of a denial, suspension or revocation or other disciplinary action shall be submitted
by certified mail, return receipt requested, within 20 days of the receipt of the department’s notice to
the Iowa Department of Public Health, Lead Poisoning Prevention Program, 321 East 12th Street, Des
Moines, Iowa 50319-0075. If such a request is made within the 20-day time period, the notice of denial,
suspension or revocation or other disciplinary action shall be deemed to be suspended. Prior to or at the
hearing, the department may rescind the notice upon satisfaction that the reason for the denial, suspension
or revocation or other disciplinary action has been or will be removed. After the hearing, or upon default
of the applicant or alleged violator, the administrative law judge shall affirm, modify or set aside the
denial, suspension or revocation or other disciplinary action. If no appeal is submitted within 20 days,
the denial, suspension or revocation or other disciplinary action shall become the department’s final
agency action.

c. Upon receipt of an appeal that meets contested case status, the appeal shall be transmitted to the
department of inspections and appeals within five working days of receipt pursuant to the rules adopted
by that agency regarding the transmission of contested cases. The information upon which the denial,
suspension or revocation is based shall be provided to the department of inspections and appeals.

d. The hearing shall be conducted according to the procedural rules of the department of
inspections and appeals found in 481—Chapter 10, Iowa Administrative Code.

e. When the administrative law judge makes a proposed decision and order, it shall be served by
restricted certifiedmail, return receipt requested, or delivered by personal service. The proposed decision
and order then becomes the department’s final agency action without further proceedings ten days after
it is received by the aggrieved party unless an appeal to the director is taken as provided in paragraph
70.10(6)“f.”

f. Any appeal to the director for review of the proposed decision and order of the administrative
law judge shall be filed in writing and mailed to the director by certified mail, return receipt requested, or
delivered by personal service within ten days after the receipt of the administrative law judge’s proposed
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decision and order by the aggrieved party. A copy of the appeal shall also be mailed to the administrative
law judge. Any request for appeal shall state the reason for appeal.

g. Upon receipt of an appeal request, the administrative law judge shall prepare the record of the
hearing or submission to the director. The record shall include the following:

(1) All pleadings, motions, and rulings.
(2) All evidence received or considered and all other submissions by recording or transcript.
(3) A statement of all matters officially noticed.
(4) All questions and offers of proof, objection, and rulings thereon.
(5) All proposed findings and exceptions.
(6) The proposed findings and order of the administrative law judge.
h. The decision and order of the director becomes the department’s final agency action upon receipt

by the aggrieved party and shall be delivered by restricted certified mail, return receipt requested, or by
personal service.

i. It is not necessary to file an application for a rehearing to exhaust administrative remedies when
appealing to the director or the district court as provided in Iowa Code section 17A.19. The aggrieved
party to the final agency action of the department who has exhausted all administrative remedies may
petition for judicial review of that action pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 17A.

j. Any petition for judicial review of a decision and order shall be filed in the district court within
20 days after the decision and order becomes final. A copy of the notice of appeal shall be sent to the
department by certified mail, return receipt requested, or by personal service to the Iowa Department of
Public Health, Lead Poisoning Prevention Program, 321 East 12th Street, DesMoines, Iowa 50319-0075.

k. The party who appeals a final agency action to the district court shall pay the cost of the
preparation of a transcript of the contested case hearing for the district court.

70.10(7) Public notification.
a. The public shall be notified of the suspension, revocation, modification, or reinstatement of

course approval through appropriate mechanisms.
b. The department shall maintain a list of courses for which the approval has been suspended,

revoked, modified, or reinstated.
c. The public shall be notified of the suspension or revocation of the certification of a lead

professional or firm.
d. The department shall maintain a list of lead professionals and firms for which certification has

been suspended or revoked.
[ARC 8502B, IAB 2/10/10, effective 1/13/10; ARC 3104C, IAB 6/7/17, effective 7/12/17; ARC 4906C, IAB 2/12/20, effective
3/18/20]

641—70.11(135)Waivers. Rules in this chapter are not subject to waiver pursuant to 641—Chapter 178
or any other provision of law.
[ARC 5334C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 135.105A.
[Filed emergency 9/16/96—published 10/9/96, effective 9/16/96]
[Filed 1/9/97, Notice 10/9/96—published 1/29/97, effective 3/5/97]

[Filed emergency 5/16/97 after Notice 4/9/97—published 6/4/97, effective 5/16/97]
[Filed 1/23/98, Notice 10/22/97—published 2/11/98, effective 3/19/98]
[Filed 11/10/98, Notice 9/9/98—published 12/2/98, effective 1/6/99]
[Filed emergency 9/17/99—published 10/6/99, effective 9/17/99]

[Filed 11/12/99, Notice 10/6/99—published 12/1/99, effective 1/5/00]◊
[Filed emergency 9/14/00 after Notice 8/9/00—published 10/4/00, effective 9/14/00]

[Filed 9/14/01, Notice 8/8/01—published 10/3/01, effective 11/7/01]
[Filed 3/12/04, Notice 2/4/04—published 3/31/04, effective 5/5/04]

[Filed Emergency After Notice ARC 8502B (Notice ARC 8357B, IAB 12/2/09), IAB 2/10/10,
effective 1/13/10]

[Filed ARC 0482C (Notice ARC 0369C, IAB 10/3/12), IAB 12/12/12, effective 1/16/13]
[Filed ARC 3104C (Notice ARC 2969C, IAB 3/15/17), IAB 6/7/17, effective 7/12/17]
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[Filed ARC 4906C (Notice ARC 4773C, IAB 11/20/19), IAB 2/12/20, effective 3/18/20]
[Filed ARC 5334C (Notice ARC 5196C, IAB 9/23/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

◊ Two or more ARCs
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CHAPTER 108
MEDICAL RESIDENCY TRAINING STATE MATCHING GRANTS PROGRAM

641—108.1(135) Scope and purpose. The medical residency training state matching grants program is
established to provide greater access to health care by increasing the number of practicing physicians
in Iowa through the expansion of residency positions in Iowa. The department shall provide funding to
sponsors of accredited graduate medical education residency programs for the establishment, expansion,
or support of medical residency training programs that will increase the number of residents trained.
Funding for the program may be provided through the health care workforce shortage fund, medical
residency training account, and is specifically dedicated to the medical residency training state matching
grants program as established in Iowa Code section 135.176. These rules shall be implemented only to
the extent funding is available.
[ARC 1480C, IAB 6/11/14, effective 7/16/14]

641—108.2(135) Definitions. For the purposes of these rules, the following definitions shall apply:
“Accredited medical residency training program” means a graduate medical education program

approved by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) or by the American
Osteopathic Association (AOA).

“Department” means the Iowa department of public health.
“Director” means the director of the Iowa department of public health.
“Health professional shortage areas” means federal designations that are based on general health

professional shortage area (HPSA) designation criteria, plus additional criteria and guidelines specific to
each of the three types of designations from the Health Resources and Services Administration Federal
Office of Shortage Designations. The three types of designations include primary care, dental and mental
health.

“In excess of the federal residency cap” means a residency position for which no federal Medicare
funding is available because the residency position is a position beyond the cap for residency positions
established by the federal Balanced Budget Act of 1997, Pub. L. No. 105-33.

“New or alternative campus accredited medical residency training program” means a program
that is accredited by a recognized entity approved for such purpose by the ACGME or the AOA with
the exception that a new medical residency training program that, by reason of an insufficient period
of operation is not eligible for accreditation on or before the date of submission of an application
for a grant, may be deemed accredited if the ACGME or the AOA finds, after consultation with the
appropriate accreditation entity, that there is reasonable assurance that the program will meet the
accreditation standards of the entity prior to the date of graduation of the initial class in the program.

“Primary care” means care that shall include psychiatry, obstetrics, gynecology, family medicine,
internal medicine, and emergency medicine.

“Sponsor” means a hospital, school, or consortium located in Iowa that sponsors and maintains
primary organizational and financial responsibility for a graduate medical education residency program
in Iowa and is accountable to the accrediting body.
[ARC 1480C, IAB 6/11/14, effective 7/16/14; ARC 5334C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

641—108.3(135) Eligibility criteria. To be eligible for a matching grant, a sponsor shall satisfy the
following requirements and qualifications:

108.3(1) A sponsor shall be financially and organizationally responsible for a residency training
program that is accredited by the ACGME or by the AOA.

108.3(2) A sponsor shall demonstrate through documented financial information that funds have
been budgeted and will be expended by the sponsor in the amount required to provide matching funds
for each residency proposed in the request for state matching funds. A sponsor shall document this
requirement by providing with its request a line-item budget showing sponsor funding amounts and state
matching funds requested.

108.3(3) A sponsor shall demonstrate a need for such residency program in the state by providing
with its request for state matching funds objective evidence of such need including:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/135.176.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1480C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1480C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5334C.pdf
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a. Workforce data, including state and federal workforce data and data from tracking databases;
b. Population data, including community health needs assessments;
c. Supply and demand data, including health professional shortage area designations; and
d. Other related research including unique community- or state-level factors which establish a

need for such residency program.
108.3(4) A sponsor shall submit with its request for state matching funds a recruitment and retention

plan to encourage residents to enter practice in Iowa with a preference for health professional shortage
areas and to demonstrate over time the impact on Iowa’s workforce.

108.3(5) A sponsor shall offer persons to whom a primary care residency position is awarded the
opportunity to participate in a rural rotation to expose the resident to the rural areas of the state.
[ARC 1480C, IAB 6/11/14, effective 7/16/14; ARC 2179C, IAB 9/30/15, effective 1/13/16; ARC 4830C, IAB 12/18/19, effective
1/22/20; ARC 5334C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

641—108.4(135) Amount of grant.
108.4(1) The department shall award funds based upon the funds budgeted as demonstrated in the

request, as identified in subrule 108.3(2).
108.4(2) The total amount of a grant awarded to a sponsor proposing the establishment of a new or

alternative campus accredited medical residency training program shall be limited to no more than 100
percent of the amount of funds the sponsor has budgeted as demonstrated through a line-item budget for
each residency sponsored for the purpose of the residency program.

The total amount of a grant awarded to a sponsor proposing the provision of a new residency position
within an existing accredited medical residency or fellowship training program, or a sponsor funding
residency positions which are in excess of the federal residency cap, shall be limited to no more than
25 percent of the amount of funds the sponsor has budgeted as demonstrated through a line-item budget
for each residency position sponsored for the purpose of the residency program.

108.4(3) A sponsor shall receive funds based on budgeted expenses that include but are not limited
to:

a. Stipends and fringe benefits for residents and fellows;
b. The portion of teaching physician salaries and fringe benefits associated with teaching and

supervision of residents and fellows;
c. Other direct costs that can be attributed to medical education (e.g., clerical salaries, telephone,

office supplies).
108.4(4) An individual sponsor that establishes a new or alternative campus accredited medical

residency training program shall not receive more than 50 percent of the state matching funds available
each year to support the program. An individual sponsor proposing the provision of a new residency
position within an existing accredited medical residency or fellowship training program, or a sponsor
funding residency positions which are in excess of the federal residency cap, shall not receive more than
25 percent of the state matching funds available each year to support the program.
[ARC 1480C, IAB 6/11/14, effective 7/16/14; ARC 2179C, IAB 9/30/15, effective 1/13/16; ARC 4830C, IAB 12/18/19, effective
1/22/20]

641—108.5(135) Application and review process.
108.5(1) The department shall follow requirements for competitive selection contained in

641—Chapter 176 in awarding these funds.
108.5(2) The department shall establish a request for proposal process for sponsors eligible to receive

funding. The request for proposal and review process and review criteria for preference in awarding the
grants shall be described in the request for proposal, including preference in the residency specialty and
preference for candidates who are residents of Iowa, attended and earned an undergraduate degree from
an Iowa college or university, or attended and earned a medical degree from a medical school in Iowa.
The residency specialty preference may be reflective of a subspecialty where particular demands for
services have been demonstrated, of geographic areas of preference, or of other particular preferences
that advance the objectives of the program.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1480C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2179C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4830C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5334C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.108.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1480C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2179C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4830C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.176.pdf
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108.5(3) Each request for proposal issued by the department will identify one or more of the
following purposes for use of the funding:

a. The establishment of new or alternative campus accredited medical residency training
programs;

b. The provision of new residency positions within existing accredited medical residency or
fellowship training programs; or

c. The funding of residency positions which are in excess of the federal residency cap.
108.5(4) An applicant may appeal the denial of a properly submitted request for proposal. Appeals

shall be governed by rule 641—176.8(135,17A).
[ARC 1480C, IAB 6/11/14, effective 7/16/14; ARC 4830C, IAB 12/18/19, effective 1/22/20]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 135.176.
[Filed ARC 1480C (Notice ARC 1392C, IAB 4/2/14), IAB 6/11/14, effective 7/16/14]
[Filed ARC 2179C (Notice ARC 2066C, IAB 7/22/15), IAB 9/30/15, effective 1/13/16]
[Filed ARC 4830C (Notice ARC 4671C, IAB 9/25/19), IAB 12/18/19, effective 1/22/20]
[Filed ARC 5334C (Notice ARC 5196C, IAB 9/23/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.176.8.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1480C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4830C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/135.176.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1480C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1392C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2179C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/2066C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4830C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4671C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5334C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5196C.pdf
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CHAPTER 155
LICENSURE STANDARDS FOR SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER AND

PROBLEM GAMBLING TREATMENT PROGRAMS
[Prior to 7/27/88, see Substance Abuse, Iowa Department of[805] Ch 3]

[Prior to 3/29/06, see 643—Ch 3]

641—155.1(125,135) Definitions. Unless otherwise indicated, the following definitions shall apply to
the specific terms used in these rules:

“Addictive disorder” means a substance use disorder and problem gambling.
“Addictive disorder professional” means an individual who is qualified by virtue of certification or

license and education, training and experience to provide program services.
“Administration” means the direct application of a prescription medication to a patient by a

prescriber or the prescriber’s authorized agent.
“Admission” means the point at which an initial assessment has been completed sufficient to

determine the patient’s need and eligibility for program services, and the patient has agreed to begin
treatment.

“Admission, continued service, and discharge criteria” means the ASAM criteria dimensions to be
considered in determining the level of care appropriate for the patient.

“Applicant” means a person, facility, or legal entity that has applied for an initial license, renewal
of a license, or a license under deemed status pursuant to these rules.

“Application” means the process through which an applicant requests an initial license, renewal of
a license, or a license under deemed status pursuant to these rules.

“ASAM criteria”means the most current version of the clinical guide for the treatment of addictive,
substance use and co-occurring conditions as published by the American Society of Addiction Medicine
(ASAM).

“Assessment”means the ongoing process of evaluating a patient’s strengths, resources, preferences,
limitations, problems, and needs; determining the licensed program services needed by the patient;
determining the patient’s eligibility for program services; and identifying treatment plan priorities, in
accordance with the ASAM criteria and accepted standards of practice.

“Board” means the state board of health created pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 136.
“Care coordination” or “case management”means the collaborative process which assesses, plans,

implements, coordinates, monitors and evaluates the options and services, both internal and external to
the program, to meet patient needs, using communication and available resources to promote quality
care and effective outcomes.

“Chemical substance” means alcohol, wine, spirits and beer as defined in Iowa Code chapter 123
and controlled substances as defined in Iowa Code section 124.101.

“Chemical substitutes and antagonists program” means an opioid treatment program that provides
opioid treatment services in accordance with Iowa Code section 125.21 and rule 641—155.35(125,135).

“Clinically managed”means that program services are directed by addictive disorder professionals.
“Clinically managed high-intensity residential treatment” means the ASAM criteria level of care

totaling at least 50 hours of clinically managed inpatient treatment services per week.
“Clinically managed low-intensity residential treatment” means the ASAM criteria level of care

totaling at least five hours of clinically managed inpatient treatment services per week.
“Clinically managed medium-intensity residential treatment”means the ASAM criteria level of care

totaling at least 30 hours of clinically managed inpatient treatment services per week.
“Clinical oversight” means oversight provided by an individual who, by virtue of certification or

license and education, training and experience is qualified to oversee treatment services in accordance
with subrule 155.21(3).

“Committee” means the substance abuse and gambling treatment program committee appointed by
the state board of health pursuant to Iowa Code section 136.3(13).

“Concerned person”means an individual who is seeking treatment services due to problems arising
from a personal relationship with an individual with an addictive disorder.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/136.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/123.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/124.101.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/125.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.155.35.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.155.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/136.3.pdf
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“Confidentiality” means protection of patient information in compliance with state and federal law.
“Crisis stabilization” means medically monitored subacute inpatient services for individuals with

urgent addictive disorder needs requiring immediate intervention, assessment, and mobilization of
family, community and program resources.

“Culturally and environmentally specific” means integrating into assessment and treatment the
customs and beliefs of a given population, as well as awareness and acceptance of diversity regarding
conditions, circumstances and influences affecting an individual or group.

“Data reporting” means the required submission of certain patient demographic and program
services information to the department by a program.

“Department” means the Iowa department of public health.
“Detoxification” means the safe management of intoxication states and withdrawal states in

accordance with the ASAM criteria and accepted standards of practice.
“Dimension”means one of the six ASAM criteria patient biopsychosocial areas to be considered in

the assessment process to identify patient needs and determine the appropriate level of care for admission
and continued services.

“Director” means the director of the Iowa department of public health.
“Discharge”means the point at which the patient ceases participation in licensed program services,

marking the end of a specific encounter or episode of care. Discharge does not require termination of
the relationship between the patient and the program.

“Discharge planning” means the process, begun at admission, of determining a patient’s continued
need for licensed program services and of developing a plan to address ongoing patient needs following
discharge.

“Division” means the department’s division of behavioral health, which acts as the single state
authority for the federal substance abuse prevention and treatment block grant and associated state of
Iowa addictive disorder appropriations and funding.

“Early intervention”means the ASAM criteria level of care which explores and addresses problems
or risk factors that appear to be related to an addictive disorder and which helps the individual recognize
potential harmful consequences.

“Enhanced program” means a licensee that provides enhanced treatment services in accordance
with paragraph 155.2(2)“j” and rule 641—155.34(125,135).

“Enhanced treatment services” means licensed program services provided in accordance with
paragraph 155.2(2)“j” and rule 641—155.34(125,135).

“Facility” means an institution, a detoxification center, or an installation providing care,
maintenance or treatment for persons with substance use disorders licensed by the department under
Iowa Code section 125.13, hospitals licensed under Iowa Code chapter 135B, or the state mental health
institutes designated by Iowa Code chapter 226. “Facility” also means the physical areas such as
grounds, buildings, or portions thereof under administrative control of the program.

“Governing body” means the person, group, or legal entity that has ultimate authority and
responsibility for the overall operation of the program.

“Inpatient” means 24-hour licensed program services.
“Intensive outpatient treatment”means the ASAM criteria level of care totaling a minimum of nine

hours of clinically managed outpatient treatment services per week for adults or a minimum of six hours
of clinically managed outpatient treatment services per week for juveniles.

“Level of care” or “level of service” means the different ASAM criteria service options. “Level of
care” also means certain licensed program services under these rules.

“Licensed program services”means the services a licensee may be authorized to provide under these
rules.

“Licensee” means a program licensed by the department pursuant to these rules.
“Licensure” means the issuance of a license by the department pursuant to these rules which

validates the licensee’s compliance with these rules and authorizes the licensee to operate a program in
the state of Iowa.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.155.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.155.34.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.155.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.155.34.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/125.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/135B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/226.pdf
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“Licensure weighting report” means the division’s report that is used to determine an applicant’s
level of compliance with these rules and the length of time a license will be in effect.

“Maintenance” means the prolonged, scheduled administration of an opiate agonist medication
such as buprenorphine or methadone by an opioid treatment program in accordance with federal and
state laws, rules and regulations.

“Management of care” means the ongoing application of the ASAM criteria and the coordination
of care to ensure the appropriate provision of licensed program services to a patient.

“May” means a term used in the interpretation of a standard to reflect an acceptable method that is
recognized but not necessarily preferred.

“Medically managed” means that the inpatient program services that involve daily medical care in
a hospital setting are directed by a prescriber.

“Medically managed intensive inpatient treatment” means the ASAM criteria level of care for
medically managed inpatient treatment services.

“Medically monitored” means that the program services are directed by addictive disorder
professionals with medical oversight by a prescriber.

“Medically monitored intensive inpatient treatment” means the ASAM criteria level of care for
medically monitored subacute inpatient treatment services.

“Medication-assisted treatment” means the medically monitored use of certain substance use
disorder medications in combination with other treatment services.

“Opioid treatment program” means a substance use disorder treatment program or a substance
use disorder and problem gambling treatment program licensed to provide opioid treatment services in
accordance with Iowa Code section 125.21 and rules 641—155.2(125,135) and 641—155.35(125,135).

“Opioid treatment services” means medically monitored outpatient maintenance services provided
in accordance with federal and state laws, rules and regulations.

“Outpatient” means non-24-hour licensed program services.
“Outpatient treatment” means the ASAM criteria level of care totaling less than nine hours of

clinically managed outpatient treatment services per week for adults and less than six hours of clinically
managed outpatient treatment services per week for juveniles.

“OWI evaluation” means an assessment completed solely for the purpose of compliance with the
substance abuse evaluation requirements of Iowa Code chapter 321J.

“Partial/day treatment”means theASAMcriteria level of care totaling 20 ormore hours of clinically
managed outpatient treatment services per week.

“Patient” means an individual who participates in licensed program services.
“Placement” means selection of an appropriate licensed program service, based on ongoing

assessment.
“Prescriber” means a licensed health care professional with the authority to prescribe medication

in accordance with Iowa law.
“Prevention” means activities aimed at minimizing the use of potentially addictive substances,

lowering risk in at-risk individuals, or minimizing potential adverse consequences of substance use or
gambling.

“Prime programming time” means any period of the day, as determined by a program treating
juveniles, when special attention or supervision is necessary.

“Problem gambling”means a gambling disorder that results in a functional impairment of sufficient
impact and duration to meet diagnostic criteria specified within the most current Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders published by the American Psychiatric Association.

“Program” means a person, facility, institution, building, agency or legal entity that provides one
or more of the services stated in subrule 155.2(2) and is required to be licensed under these rules.

“Quality improvement” means the process of objectively and systematically monitoring and
evaluating the quality and appropriateness of patient care and program services and operations to
resolve identified problems and to make continued improvements.

“Recovery” means the process of addressing an addictive disorder and working toward personally
defined health and well-being.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/125.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.155.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.155.35.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/321J.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.155.2.pdf
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“Recovery supports” means the broad range of nontreatment services, such as transportation, that
assists patients in their recovery efforts.

“Region” means the geographic grouping of counties for conducting the department’s
responsibilities under Iowa Code chapter 125.

“Rehabilitation” means the restoration of an optimal state of health by medical, psychological, and
social means, including peer group support.

“Residential” means clinically managed inpatient treatment services.
“Resiliency- and recovery-oriented system of care”means coordinated, person-centered approaches

to health promotion, prevention, early intervention, treatment and recovery support that build on the
protective factors and strengths of individuals to sustain or achieve health and well-being.

“Rule” means each department statement of general applicability that implements, interprets, or
prescribes law or policy, or that describes the procedure or practice requirements of the division. The
term includes the amendment or repeal of existing rules as specified in the Iowa Code.

“Screening” means the brief review of a patient’s or potential patient’s current risk factors for
an addictive disorder or medical or mental health condition to determine if they indicate a need for
immediate admission or referral. Screening is not an assessment and is not sufficient to develop a
treatment plan, rule out an addictive disorder, or determine that admission to treatment or referral to
other services is not indicated.

“Self-administration of medication” means the process whereby a properly trained and qualified
staff person observes a patient take medication prescribed by a prescriber.

“Shall” means the term used to indicate a mandatory statement, the only acceptable method under
these rules.

“Should” means the term used in the interpretation of a standard to reflect the commonly accepted
method, but allowing for the use of effective alternatives.

“Staff”means any individual who conducts an activity on behalf of a program as an employee, agent,
consultant, contractor, volunteer or other status.

“Standards category” means the grouping of standards, such as clinical, administrative or
programming, in the licensure weighting report.

“Subacute”means medically monitored inpatient services for individuals who require management,
supervision and treatment to reduce immediate risk of danger to self or others or severe disability or
complication of an addictive disorder or an addictive disorder and a medical or mental health condition.

“Substance abuse treatment and rehabilitation facility” or “substance abuse treatment
program” means a program required to be licensed under these rules.

“Substance use disorder” means a substance use disorder that results in a functional impairment of
sufficient impact and duration to meet diagnostic criteria specified within the most current Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders published by the American Psychiatric Association.

“Time frames” means the periods of time specified throughout the standards.
“Treatment” means the broad range of planned services to identify and change patterns of behavior

that are maladaptive, destructive or injurious to health; or to restore appropriate levels of physical,
psychological or social functioning. Such services may include assessment; care coordination;
crisis stabilization; detoxification; early intervention; health promotion; individual, group and family
counseling; management of care; and medication administration, provided by addictive disorder
professionals and a mix of medical, mental health and peer professionals as appropriate to the structure
of the program.

“Treatment planning” means the process, based on ongoing assessment, by which a patient and
qualified staff identify and rank problems, establish agreed-upon goals, and decide on the treatment
services and resources to be utilized.

“Waiver” means action by the committee or division that suspends the requirements of a standard
on a case-by-case basis in accordance with 641—Chapter 178.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15; ARC 5334C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/125.pdf
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641—155.2(125,135) Licensing. In accordance with Iowa Code section 125.13, a person shall not
maintain or conduct a substance use disorder program without having first obtained a license for the
program from the department, and in accordance with Iowa Code section 135.150, a person shall not
maintain or conduct a problem gambling treatment program funded by the department unless the person
has obtained a license for the program from the department. The provision of treatment to a patient
through any electronic means, regardless of the location of the program or facility, shall constitute the
practice of treatment in the state of Iowa and shall be subject to regulation in accordance with Iowa
Code chapter 125, Iowa Code section 135.150, and these rules. An applicant shall apply for one license
only. The department shall award one license only to an applicant or licensee.

155.2(1) Program licenses. The department shall offer the following program licenses:
a. A substance use disorder assessment and OWI evaluation-only program license.
b. A substance use disorder treatment program license.
c. A problem gambling treatment program license.
d. A substance use disorder and problem gambling treatment program license.
155.2(2) Licensed program services. The license will delineate the licensed program service(s) the

program is authorized to provide and will specify that each licensed program service is licensed for
adults, juveniles, or adults and juveniles. Licensed program services are:

a. Substance use disorder assessment and OWI evaluation only, provided by a substance use
disorder assessment and OWI evaluation-only program;

b. Outpatient treatment, provided by a substance use disorder treatment program, a problem
gambling treatment program, or a substance use disorder and problem gambling treatment program;

c. Intensive outpatient treatment, provided by a substance use disorder treatment program, a
problem gambling treatment program, or a substance use disorder and problem gambling treatment
program;

d. Partial/day treatment, provided by a substance use disorder treatment program, a problem
gambling treatment program, or a substance use disorder and problem gambling treatment program;

e. Clinically managed low-intensity residential treatment, provided by a substance use disorder
treatment program, a problem gambling treatment program, or a substance use disorder and problem
gambling treatment program;

f. Clinically managed medium-intensity residential treatment, provided by a substance use
disorder treatment program, a problem gambling treatment program, or a substance use disorder and
problem gambling treatment program;

g. Clinically managed high-intensity residential treatment, provided by a substance use disorder
treatment program, a problem gambling treatment program, or a substance use disorder and problem
gambling treatment program;

h. Medically monitored intensive inpatient treatment, provided by a substance use disorder
treatment program or a substance use disorder and problem gambling treatment program;

i. Medically managed intensive inpatient treatment, provided by a substance use disorder
treatment program or a substance use disorder and problem gambling treatment program;

j. Enhanced treatment services, provided by a substance use disorder treatment program or a
substance use disorder and problem gambling treatment program;

k. Opioid treatment services, provided by a substance use disorder treatment program or a
substance use disorder and problem gambling treatment program.

155.2(3) Licensing body. The committee shall:
a. Consider and approve or deny all license applications, suspensions and revocations;
b. Advise the department on policies governing the performance of the department in the discharge

of any duties imposed on the department by law;
c. Advise or make recommendations to the board relative to addictive disorder programs in this

state; and
d. Perform other duties as assigned by the board.

[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/125.13.pdf
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641—155.3(125,135) Types of licenses.
155.3(1) The department may issue an initial license for 270 days to a new applicant scoring a

minimum rating of 70 percent in each standards category on the licensure weighting report. An initial
license shall expire in 270 days and shall not be extended or renewed.

155.3(2) The department may issue a license subsequent to an initial license for one, two, or three
years based on the applicant’s rating on the licensure weighting report.

a. An applicant achieving a rating of 95 percent or higher in each standards category may qualify
for a three-year license.

b. An applicant achieving a rating of less than 95 percent but not less than 90 percent in each
standards category may qualify for a two-year license.

c. An applicant achieving a rating of less than 90 percent but not less than 70 percent in each
standards category may qualify for a one-year license.

d. A license for one, two, or three years shall expire on the date noted on the license and shall not
be extended but may be renewed upon application.

155.3(3) The department may issue a license under deemed status to an applicant providing required
documentation of accreditation by a recognized accreditation body. A deemed-status license shall be
effective for the same time frame as that of the accreditation granted by the accreditation body, up to
three years.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.4(125,135) Nonassignability.
155.4(1) A license issued by the department for the operation of a program applies both to the

licensee and the facility in which the program is operated. A license is not transferable.
155.4(2) A closing program is one which intends to cease providing licensed program services.

The licensee shall notify the division 30 days before ceasing service provision. The licensee shall be
responsible for the transition of patients to another program and for the preservation of all records. The
licensee shall include in its notice to the division its plan to transition patients and locate records. When a
program closes, the program’s license is void on the date the program ceases providing licensed program
services, and the license shall be returned to the department.

155.4(3) A closed program is one which has ceased providing licensed program services. The
licensee shall notify the division immediately of ceased service provision. The licensee shall be
responsible for the transition of patients to another program and for the preservation of all records. The
licensee shall include in its notice to the division its plan to transition patients and locate records. When
a program is closed, the program’s license is void on the date the program ceased providing licensed
program services, and the license shall be returned to the department.

155.4(4) A person, facility or legal entity acquiring a licensed, closing or closed program for the
purpose of operating a program shall apply for a license.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.5(125,135) Application procedures. The division shall provide license application forms on
the department’s website and at its office. An applicant shall submit application materials to the division.
The division will proceed with inspection of the applicant upon receipt of a complete application. To be
complete, an application must include all required materials and be responsive to all licensure standards,
as described in these rules.

155.5(1) Application information. An applicant shall submit application materials on the forms
provided and in the required format. Application materials shall include, but may not be limited to:

a. The name and address of the applicant and, if the applicant is part of a larger organization, the
name and address of the larger organization.

b. The name and address of the applicant’s executive director and, if the applicant is part of a
larger organization, the name and address of the executive director of the larger organization.

c. The names, titles, dates of employment, education, and years of current job-related experience
of the applicant’s staff; and the table of organization. If the applicant is part of a larger organization
or has multiple organizational components and physical facilities, the relationships between the
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larger organization, organizational components and physical facilities must be shown on the table of
organization, with the applicant and applicant’s staff positions clearly delineated.

d. The names and addresses of members of the applicant’s governing body, sponsors, and advisory
boards; and the current articles of incorporation and bylaws.

e. The names and addresses of individuals, facilities, organizations, and legal entities with which
the applicant has a contractual or affiliation agreement pertaining to licensed program services.

f. A description of the licensed program services to be provided by the applicant and a calendar
showing program services each week.

g. For each physical facility, copies of reports substantiating compliance with federal, state and
local laws, rules and regulations, to include appropriate Iowa department of inspections and appeals
rules, state fire marshal rules and fire ordinances, and local health, fire, occupancy, and safety regulations.

h. Information required for programs admitting juveniles as described under Iowa Code section
125.14A.

i. Fiscal management information, to include a recent audit or opinion of auditor and program
board minutes to reflect approval of the program’s budget and insurance.

j. Insurance coverage related to professional and general liability, building, workers’
compensation, and fidelity bond.

k. The address of each physical facility.
l. The written policies and procedures manual that covers all the requirements of these rules.
155.5(2) Application time frame. An applicant seeking to be licensed subsequent to a 270-day initial

license or a licensee seeking to renew a one-, two-, or three-year license or to significantly change a
currently licensed program shall submit an application at least 90 days before expiration of the current
license or before the program change.

155.5(3) License under deemed status. An organization seeking to be licensed under deemed status
shall submit an application.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.6(125,135) Technical assistance. The division may provide technical assistance to an
applicant or licensee.

155.6(1) An applicant may request technical assistance regarding these rules and the licensure
process.

155.6(2) A licensee may request technical assistance regarding these rules and the licensure process
or to bring areas of noncompliance with these rules into compliance.

155.6(3) The division may require a licensee to receive technical assistance to bring areas of
noncompliance with these rules into compliance.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.7(125,135) Inspection of applicants.
155.7(1) Inspection of applicants. The division shall inspect each applicant. Inspection shall include

review of the complete application and may include, but may not be limited to, review of patient records,
review of applicant data reporting, and interviews with staff and patients. Inspection shall include on-site
inspection unless specifically waived as allowed under these rules. The division will send the applicant
a report of inspection findings within 30 business days of the inspection.

155.7(2) On-site inspection. The division will schedule an on-site inspection of an applicant within
60 business days of receipt of the applicant’s complete application.

a. The division may waive on-site inspection of an applicant that is:
(1) A licensee applying to renew a license when the applicant’s licensed program services are

limited to substance use disorder assessment and OWI evaluation services only, outpatient treatment,
or intensive outpatient treatment.

(2) An applicant applying for a license under deemed status.
b. The department shall not be required to provide advance notice of the on-site inspection to the

applicant.
c. The on-site inspection team will consist of designated employees or agents of the division.
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d. The on-site inspection team will inspect the applicant to verify application information and
determine compliance with all laws, rules and regulations.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.8(125,135) License—approval. The department shall issue a license upon approval of an
application for a license by the committee. The license shall become effective on the date approved by
the committee.

155.8(1) Committee meeting preparation. The division shall prepare an inspection findings report
with a license recommendation for presentation at a committee meeting held within 60 business days
from the date of the inspection findings report.

a. The division will provide public notice of committee meetings in accordance with Iowa Code
section 21.4.

b. The division shall provide committee members with the inspection findings report and license
recommendation for each application to be acted upon at each committee meeting.

155.8(2) Committee meeting format.
a. The chairperson or chairperson’s designee shall call the meeting to order at the designated time.
b. Division staff will review each application, inspection findings report, and license

recommendation, as directed by the chairperson or the chairperson’s designee.
c. The chairperson or the chairperson’s designee may give the applicant and the public the

opportunity to provide comment on each application.
d. After any applicant and public comments are heard, the committee will make a decision to

approve or initially deny the application for a license.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.9(125,135) Written corrective action plan. A program approved for a license shall submit
a written corrective action plan to the division within 30 days following the committee meeting to bring
any area of noncompliance with these rules into compliance.

155.9(1) The written corrective action plan shall include, but may not be limited to:
a. Any area of noncompliance specified in the inspection findings report;
b. The corrective measures to be taken by the program for each area of noncompliance; and
c. The completion date for each corrective measure.
155.9(2) The department may inspect the licensee, including on-site inspection, to review the

implemented corrective measures and report to the committee.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.10(125,135) Grounds for denial of license.
155.10(1) The committee may deny an application for a license for any of the following reasons:
a. The application is not complete, is not timely or otherwise does not meet the requirements of

these rules.
b. The applicant fails to achieve the minimum licensure weighting report rating required for a

270-day initial license or a one-, two- or three-year license.
c. Lack of patients or patient records for review.
d. Violation of any of the following grounds for discipline:
(1) Submission of fraudulent or misleading information.
(2) Violation by a program or staff of any statute or rule pertaining to programs, including violation

of any provision of these rules, or failure to adhere to program policies and procedures adopted pursuant
to these rules.

(3) Failure to comply with licensure, inspection, health, fire, occupancy, safety, sanitation, zoning,
or building codes or regulations required by federal, state or local law.

(4) Sanction, modification, termination, withdrawal, refused renewal, suspension, or revocation of
accreditation by an accreditation body.

(5) Sanction, modification, termination, withdrawal, refused renewal, suspension, revocation, or
refused issuance of a federal registration to distribute or dispense controlled substances.
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(6) Commission of or permitting, aiding or abetting commission of an unlawful act.
(7) Conviction of a member of the governing body, a director, administrator, chief executive officer,

or other managing staff person of a felony or misdemeanor related to the management, operation or
integrity of the program.

(8) Use of untruthful or improbable statements in advertising.
(9) Conduct or practices determined to be detrimental to the general health, safety, or welfare of a

patient, potential patient, concerned person, visitor, staff or member of the public.
(10) Violation of a patient’s confidentiality or willful, substantial, or repeated violation of a patient’s

rights.
(11) Defrauding a patient, potential patient, concerned person, visitor, staff or third-party payor.
(12) Inappropriate conduct by staff, including sexual or other harassment or exploitation of a patient,

potential patient, concerned person, visitor or staff.
(13) Utilization of treatment techniques that endanger the health, safety, or welfare of a patient,

potential patient, concerned person, visitor, staff or member of the public.
(14) Discrimination or retaliation against a patient, potential patient, concerned person, visitor, staff,

or member of the public who has submitted a complaint or information to the department.
(15) Failure to allow an employee or agent of the department access to the program or facility for the

purpose of inspection, investigation, or other activity necessary to the performance of the department’s
duties.

(16) Failure to submit an acceptable written corrective action plan or failure to comply with a
corrective action plan issued pursuant to rule 641—155.9(125,135) or 641—155.16(125,135).

(17) Violation of an order of the committee or violating the terms or conditions of a consent
agreement or informal settlement between a program and the committee.

155.10(2) Reserved.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.11(125,135) Denial, suspension or revocation of a license. The committee may deny an
application for a license. The committee may suspend or revoke a license for any of the grounds for
discipline pursuant to paragraph 155.10(1)“d.”

155.11(1) Initial notice from committee. When the committee determines to deny, suspend or revoke
a one-, two-, or three-year license or a license under deemed status, the division shall notify the applicant
or licensee by certified mail, return receipt requested. Such notice shall provide the applicant or licensee
the opportunity to submit a written corrective action plan or written objections to the division.

155.11(2) Submission of corrective action plan or objections. An applicant notified of denial of a
one-, two-, or three-year license or a license under deemed status or a licensee notified of suspension or
revocation of a license may submit a written corrective action plan or written objections to the division
within 20 days after receipt of the notice.

a. Written corrective action plan. The written corrective action plan must meet the requirements
of paragraphs 155.9(1)“a” to “c.” If the applicant or licensee submits a written corrective action
plan, the applicant or licensee shall have 90 days from the date of submission within which to show
compliance with the plan. The applicant or licensee shall submit any information to the committee that
the committee requests or that the applicant or licensee deems pertinent to show compliance with the
plan. The department may inspect the licensee, including on-site inspection, to review the implemented
corrective measures and report to the committee.

b. Objections. If the applicant or licensee submits written objections, the applicant or licensee
shall submit to the committee any information that the committee or the applicant or licensee deems
pertinent to support the applicant’s or licensee’s defense.

155.11(3) Decision of committee. Following receipt of awritten corrective action plan and expiration
of the 90-day compliance period, or following receipt of written objections, or when a written corrective
action plan or written objections have not been received within the 20-day time period, the committee
may meet to determine whether to proceed with the denial, suspension or revocation. The division shall
send notice of this meeting to the applicant or licensee by certified mail, return receipt requested, ten
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days prior to the committee meeting, notifying the program director and the program board chairperson
of the time, place and date of the committee meeting.

155.11(4) Notice of decision and opportunity for contested case hearing.
a. When the committee determines to deny, suspend, or revoke a license, the applicant or licensee

shall be given written notice by restricted certified mail.
b. The applicant or licensee may request a hearing on the determination. The request must be in

writing and sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, to the department’s address within 30 days of
the notice issued by the division. Failure to request a hearing will result in final action by the committee.

155.11(5) Summary suspension. If the committee or department finds that the health, safety or
welfare of the public is endangered by continued operation of a program, the committee or department
may order summary suspension of a license, pursuant to Iowa Code sections 17A.18 and 125.15A,
pending proceedings for revocation or other actions in accordance with Iowa Code sections 17A.18A
and 125.15A. These proceedings shall be promptly instituted and determined.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.12(125,135) Contested case hearing. An applicant or licensee may contest the denial,
suspension or revocation of a license by requesting a hearing before an administrative law judge from
the department of inspections and appeals. The applicant or licensee will be notified by certified mail,
return receipt requested, of the date of the hearing, no less than 30 days before the hearing.

155.12(1) Failure to appear. If a party fails to appear in a contested case hearing proceeding after
proper service of notice, the administrative law judge shall, in such a case, enter a default judgment
against the party failing to appear.

155.12(2) Conduct of hearing. Opportunity shall be afforded all parties to respond and present
evidence and argument on all issues involved and to be represented by counsel at their own expense.

a. The hearing shall be informal, and all relevant evidence shall be admissible. Effect will be
given to the rules of privilege recognized by law. Objections to evidentiary offers may be made and
shall be noted in the record. When the hearing will be expedited and the interests of the parties will not
be prejudiced substantially, any part of the evidence may be required to be submitted in verified written
form.

b. Documentary evidence may be received in the form of copies or excerpts if the original is not
readily available. Upon request, parties shall be given an opportunity to compare the copy with the
original, if available.

c. Witnesses present at the hearing shall be subject to cross-examination by any party as necessary
for a full and true disclosure of the facts.

d. The record in a contested case shall include:
(1) All pleadings, motions and intermediate rulings.
(2) All evidence received or considered and all other submissions.
(3) A statement of all matters officially noticed.
(4) All questions and offers of proof, objections and rulings therein.
(5) All proposed findings and exceptions.
(6) Any decision, opinion or report by the administrative law judge presiding at the hearing.
e. Oral proceedings shall be open to the public and shall be recorded either by mechanized means

or by certified shorthand reporters. Oral proceedings or any part thereof shall be transcribed at the request
of any party with the expense of the transcription charged to the requesting party. The recording or
stenographic notes of oral proceedings or the transcription thereof shall be filed with and maintained by
the agency for at least five years from the date of decision.

f. Findings of fact shall be based solely on the evidence in the record and on matters officially
noticed in the record.

155.12(3) Continuance. For good cause, the administrative law judgemay continue hearings beyond
the time originally scheduled or recessed. Requests for continuance shall be made to the administrative
law judge in writing at least three days prior to the scheduled hearing date. Continuances will not be
granted less than three days before the hearing except in exigent circumstances.
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155.12(4) Decision. Findings of fact shall be based solely on the evidence in the record and upon
matters officially noticed in the record.

a. The decision of the administrative law judge shall be the final decision unless there is an appeal
to the board within 20 days of the receipt of the decision.

b. A proposed or final decision or order in a contested case hearing shall be in writing. A proposed
or final decision shall include findings of fact and conclusions of law, separately stated. Parties will be
promptly notified of each proposed or final decision or order by the delivery to them of a copy of such
decision or order by certified mail, return receipt requested. In the case of a proposed decision, parties
shall be notified of the right to appeal the decision to the board.

155.12(5) Appeal to the board.
a. Either party may request that the board review the proposed decision. The request shall be in

writing and mailed within 20 days of receipt of the proposed decision.
b. The parties shall have an opportunity to submit briefs to the board. The board will review the

record and any briefs. No new evidence shall be admitted unless requested and allowed by the board.
c. Oral presentation will be made to the board at a time set by the board.
d. The board shall issue its decision in writing within 30 days after conclusion of the hearing.

[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.13(125,135) Rehearing application. Any party may file an application for rehearing, stating
the specific grounds therefor and the relief sought, within 20 days after the issuance of any final decision
by the board in a contested case. A copy of such application for rehearing shall be timely mailed by the
applicant to all parties of record not joining therein. Such an application for rehearing shall be deemed
to have been denied unless the board grants the application within 20 days after its filing.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.14(125,135) Judicial review. An applicant or licensee that is aggrieved or adversely affected
by the board’s final decision and that has exhausted all adequate administrative remedies may seek
judicial review of the board’s decision pursuant to and in accordance with Iowa Code section 17A.19.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.15(125,135) Issuance of a license after denial, suspension or revocation. After denial,
suspension, or revocation of a license, the former applicant or licensee shall not have a license issued
within one year of the effective date of the denial, suspension or revocation. After one year, the former
applicant or licensee may submit an application for a 270-day initial license. For purposes of this rule,
“former applicant or licensee” shall include any director, officer, administrator, chief executive officer,
or other managing staff of the former applicant or licensee.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.16(125,135) Complaints and investigations.
155.16(1) Complaints. Any person may file a complaint with the department against any program

licensed pursuant to this chapter. The complaint shall be made in writing and shall be emailed, mailed or
delivered to the health facility officer at the Division of Behavioral Health, Iowa Department of Public
Health, Lucas State Office Building, 321 East 12th Street, DesMoines, Iowa 50319-0075. The complaint
shall include the name and address of the complainant, the name of the program, and a concise statement
of the allegations against the program, including the specific alleged violations of Iowa Code chapter
125 or this chapter, if known. A complaint may also be initiated upon the committee’s own motion or
by the department when an emergency exists that is deemed to endanger the health, safety or welfare of
a patient, potential patient, concerned person, visitor, staff or the public, pursuant to evidence received
by the department. Timely filing of complaints is required to ensure the availability of witnesses and to
avoid initiation of an investigation under conditions which may have been significantly altered during
the period of delay.

155.16(2) Evaluation and investigation. Upon receipt of a complaint, the division shall make
a preliminary review of the allegations contained in the complaint. The division may request that
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the complainant submit the complaint to the program’s grievance process. Unless the division
concludes that the complaint is intended solely to harass a program or lacks a reasonable basis, or is
more reasonably addressed through the program’s grievance process, the department shall conduct
an investigation of the program that is the subject of the complaint as soon as is practicable. The
program that is the subject of the complaint shall be given an opportunity to informally respond to the
allegations contained in the complaint either in writing or through a personal interview or conference
with department staff.

155.16(3) Investigative report. Within 30 days after completion of the investigation, the division
shall prepare a written investigative report and shall submit the report to the executive director of the
program, the chairperson of the governing body of the program, and the committee. This report shall
include the nature of the complaint and shall indicate if the complaint allegations were substantiated,
unsubstantiated, or undetermined; the basis for the finding; the specific statutes or rules at issue; a
response from the program, if received; and a recommendation for action.

155.16(4) Review of investigations. The committee shall review the investigative report at its next
regularly scheduled meeting and shall determine appropriate action.

a. Closure. If the committee determines that the allegations contained in the complaint are
unsubstantiated, the committee shall close the case and the division shall promptly notify the
complainant and the program by letter.

b. Referral for further investigation. If the committee determines that the complaint warrants
further investigation, the committee shall refer the complaint to the department for further investigation.

c. Written corrective action plan. If the committee determines that the allegations contained
in the complaint are substantiated and corrective action is warranted, the committee may require the
program to submit and comply with a written corrective action plan. A program shall submit a written
corrective action plan to the division within 20 business days after receiving a request for such plan.
The written corrective action plan shall include a plan for correcting areas of noncompliance as required
by the committee and a time frame within which such plan shall be implemented. The plan is subject
to department approval. Requiring a written corrective action plan is not formal disciplinary action.
Failure to submit or comply with a written corrective action plan may result in formal disciplinary
action against the program.

d. Disciplinary action. If the committee determines that the allegations contained in the complaint
are substantiated and disciplinary action is warranted, the committee may proceed with such action in
accordance with rule 641—155.11(125,135).

155.16(5) Confidential information and public information. Information contained in a complaint
may be confidential pursuant to Iowa Code section 22.7(2), 22.7(18), or 125.37 or any other provision
of state or federal law. Investigative reports, written corrective action plans, and all notices and orders
issued pursuant to rule 641—155.11(125,135) shall refer to patients by number and shall not include
patient identifying information. Investigative reports, written corrective action plans, and all notices and
orders issued pursuant to rule 641—155.11(125,135) shall be available to the public as open records
pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 22.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.17(125,135) License revision. A licensee shall submit a written request to the division to
revise a license at least 30 days prior to any change of address, executive director, clinical oversight
staff, facility, or licensed program service. The division will determine if the requested revision can be
approved or if the change is significant enough to require the submission of an application for license
renewal by the licensee.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.18(125,135) Deemed status.
155.18(1) Accreditation. The committee shall approve a license under deemed status for an

applicant accredited by a recognized national accreditation body when the committee determines that
the accreditation is for the same licensed program services as those addressed by these rules and when
such accreditation is consistent with these rules.
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a. An applicant for a license under deemed status shall submit a copy of the entire accreditation
body survey or inspection report, certificate of accreditation, accreditation conditions, and corrective
action requirements and plans with the applicant’s application.

b. The committee may accept the division’s review of an accreditation body’s survey or inspection
report, certificate of accreditation, and conditions or corrective action plans as meeting the requirements
for inspection for those licensed program services described in these rules.

c. An applicant for a license under deemed status shall be licensed only for licensed program
services that are described in these rules.

d. A program licensed under deemed status shall be licensed for the same period of time as that
for which the program is accredited, up to three years.

155.18(2) National accreditation bodies. The national accreditation bodies recognized for the
purposes of licensure under deemed status are:

a. The Joint Commission.
b. The Council on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF).
c. The Council on Accreditation of Children and Family Services (COA).
d. The American Osteopathic Association (AOA).
155.18(3) Credentials and expectations of accreditation bodies. The accreditation credentials of an

accreditation body shall specify the types of organizations, programs and services the body accredits.
155.18(4) Responsibilities of programs licensed under deemed status.
a. A program licensed under deemed status shall meet all requirements of these rules and all

applicable laws and regulations.
b. A program licensed under deemed status may submit an application for licensure of licensed

program services covered by these rules that are not covered by the accreditation.
155.18(5) Rights and responsibilities of committee and department. The committee and the

department shall retain the following responsibilities and rights for deemed status applicants and
licensees:

a. The department may inspect the applicant or licensee.
b. The division shall investigate complaints in accordance with these rules and recommend and

require corrective action or other sanctions. Complaints, findings, and required corrective action may be
reported to the accreditation body.

c. The committee shall review and act upon a license under deemed status when complaints
have been founded, when the national accreditation body identifies noncompliance with accreditation,
when accreditation expires without renewal, or when accreditation is sanctioned, modified, terminated,
withdrawn, suspended or revoked.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.19(125,135) Funding. The issuance of a license shall not be construed as a commitment on
the part of either the state or federal government to provide funds to such licensee.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.20(125,135) Inspection. An applicant or licensee agrees as a condition of licensure:
155.20(1) To permit properly designated representatives of the department to enter into and inspect

any and all programs and facilities for which a license has been applied or issued to verify information
contained in the application or to ensure compliance with all laws, rules, and regulations relating thereto,
during all hours of operation of said applicant or licensee and at any other reasonable hour.

155.20(2) To permit properly designated representatives of the department to audit and collect
statistical data from all records maintained by the applicant or licensee. An applicant or licensee
that does not permit inspection by the department or examination of all records, including financial
records, records pertaining to methods of administration, general and special dietary programs, and
the disbursement of medications and methods of supply, and any other records the committee deems
relevant, shall not be licensed.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]
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641—155.21(125,135) General standards for all programs. The following standards shall apply to all
programs. For programs for which both the general standards and specific standards apply, both sets of
standards shall be met.

155.21(1) Governing body. The program shall have a formally designated governing body that
complies with Iowa Code chapter 504 and that is the ultimate authority for program operations.

a. The governing body shall develop and adopt written bylaws and policies that define the powers
and duties of the governing body, its committees, its advisory groups, and the executive director. These
bylaws and policies shall be reviewed and revised by the governing body as necessary.

b. The bylaws shall minimally specify the following:
(1) The type of membership;
(2) The term of appointment;
(3) The frequency of meetings;
(4) The attendance requirements; and
(5) The quorum necessary to transact business.
c. The governing body shall maintain minutes of all meetings, and the minutes shall be available

for review by the department and shall include, but not necessarily be limited to:
(1) Date of the meeting;
(2) Names of members attending;
(3) Topics discussed; and
(4) Decisions reached and actions taken.
d. The duties of the governing body shall include, but may not be limited to:
(1) Appointment of a qualified executive director, who shall have the responsibility and authority

for the management of the program in accordance with the governing body’s established policies;
(2) Establishment of effective controls to ensure that quality services are provided;
(3) Review and approval of the program’s annual budget; and
(4) Approval of all contracts.
e. The governing body shall approve policies and procedures for the effective operation of the

program.
f. The governing body shall be responsible for all funds, equipment, and supplies and the facility

in which the program operates. The governing body shall be responsible for the appropriateness and
adequacy of services provided by the program.

g. The governing body shall at least annually prepare a report, which shall include, but may not
be limited to:

(1) The name, address, occupation, and place of employment of each governing body member;
(2) Disclosure of any family relationship a member of the governing body has with a program staff

member;
(3) The names and addresses of any owners or controlling parties whether they are individuals,

partnerships, a corporation body, or a subdivision of other bodies;
(4) Disclosure of any potential conflict of interest a member of the governing body may have.
h. The governing body shall ensure that the program has malpractice, liability and workers’

compensation insurance for all staff and a fidelity bond that covers all staff.
155.21(2) Executive director. The executive director shall have primary responsibility for program

operations. The duties of the executive director shall be clearly defined in accordance with the policies
established by the governing body.

155.21(3) Clinical oversight. The program shall designate a treatment supervisor to oversee
provision of licensed program services.

155.21(4) Policies and procedures manual. The program shall maintain and implement a written
policies and procedures manual that documents the program’s compliance with these rules. The manual
shall describe the program’s licensed program services and related activities, specify the policies and
procedures to be followed, and govern all staff.

a. The manual shall have a table of contents.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/504.pdf
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b. Revisions to the manual shall be entered with the date and with the name and title of the staff
person making the revisions.

155.21(5) Staff development and training. The program’s policies and procedures shall establish
a staff development and training plan that encompasses all staff and all licensed program services,
considers the professional continuing education requirements of certified and licensed staff, and is
available to all staff.

a. The program shall designate a staff person responsible for the staff development and training
plan.

b. The staff person responsible for the staff development and training plan shall conduct an annual
needs assessment.

c. The staff development and training plan shall describe orientation for new staff which includes
an overview of the program and licensed program services, confidentiality, tuberculosis and blood-borne
pathogens, including HIV/AIDS, and culturally and environmentally specific information. Orientation
shall also address the specific responsibilities of each staff person and community resources specific to
the staff person’s responsibilities.

d. The staff development and training plan shall address training when program operations or
licensed program services change.

e. The staff development and training plan may include on-site training activities. The program
shall maintain minutes of on-site training that include the name and date of the training, the training
topic, the name and title of the trainer, and the names of staff attending the training.

155.21(6) Data reporting. The program’s policies and procedures shall describe how the program
reports required data to the division in accordance with department requirements and processes.

155.21(7) Fiscal management. The program’s policies and procedures shall ensure proper fiscal
management, which shall include:

a. The preparation and maintenance of an annual written budget, which shall be reviewed and
approved by the governing body prior to the beginning of the budget year.

b. A fiscal management system maintained in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles, including internal controls to reasonably protect program assets. This shall be verified by an
annual independent fiscal audit of the program by the state auditor’s office or a certified public accountant
based on an agreement entered into by the governing body. A programwith an annual budget of $100,000
or less shall conduct a fiscal audit no less than every three years.

c. An insurance program that provides for the protection of the physical and financial resources
of the program and provides coverage for all people, buildings, and equipment. The insurance program
shall be reviewed annually by the governing body.

155.21(8) Personnel. The program shall have personnel policies and procedures.
a. Personnel policies and procedures shall address:
(1) Recruitment and selection of staff;
(2) Wage and salary administration;
(3) Promotions;
(4) Employee benefits;
(5) Working hours;
(6) Vacation and sick leave;
(7) Lines of authority;
(8) Rules of conduct;
(9) Disciplinary actions and termination;
(10) Methods for handling cases of inappropriate patient care;
(11) Work performance appraisal;
(12) Staff accidents and safety;
(13) Staff grievances;
(14) Prohibition of sexual harassment;
(15) Implementation of the Americans with Disabilities Act;
(16) Implementation of the Drug-Free Workplace Act;
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(17) Use of social media; and
(18) Implementation of equal employment opportunity.
b. The program shall have for each position and each staff person a written job description that

describes the duties of each position and staff and the qualifications required for each position.
(1) A staff person providing screening, OWI evaluation, assessment or treatment services in

accordance with these rules shall be qualified as an addictive disorder professional by meeting at least
one of the following conditions:

1. Be certified or licensed as a substance use disorder or problem gambling counselor by a national
or state organization approved by the division.

2. Be licensed as a marital and family therapist or a mental health counselor under Iowa Code
chapters 154D and 147, an independent social worker under Iowa Code chapters 154C and 147, or
another independent professional authorized by the Iowa Code to diagnose and treat mental disorders
as specified in the most current Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders published by the
American Psychiatric Association.

3. Be licensed as a master social worker under Iowa Code chapters 154C and 147.
4. Be licensed as a bachelor social worker under Iowa Code chapters 154C and 147.
5. Be temporarily or provisionally certified or licensed as allowed under a certification or license

acceptable to the division. Such staff person must meet all requirements of the temporary or provisional
certification or license, must be supervised by a staff person meeting one of the requirements of
paragraphs “1” to “4” above, and must be fully certified or licensed within two years of the date on
which the person began to provide licensed program services.

6. A staff person employed on and after July 1, 2010, who is not qualified as described in any of
the paragraphs “1” to “5” above shall be deemed qualified while the person is in the process of being
certified or licensed under a certification or license acceptable to the division. Such staff must meet the
requirements of the certification or licensure process, must be supervised by a staff person meeting one
of the requirements of paragraphs “1” to “4” above, and must be fully certified or licensed within two
years of the date on which the person began to provide licensed program services. The two-year time
frame is continuous from the person’s date of first employment by the program, including if the person
changes employment from one program to another.

7. A person employed before July 1, 2010, and continuously since that date at a program licensed
pursuant to this chapter, who is not qualified as described in any of the paragraphs “1” to “5” above,
shall be deemed qualified as long as such person remains employed by that program and that program
remains licensed. Such staff shall maintain a minimum of 30 hours of training every two years, including
a minimum of 3 hours of ethics training, and shall be supervised by a staff person meeting at least one
of the conditions of paragraphs “1” to “4” above.

(2) The program shall review job descriptions annually and whenever there is a change in a
position’s duties or required qualifications.

(3) The program shall include job descriptions in the personnel section of the policies and
procedures manual.

c. The program shall conduct a written evaluation of job performance with each staff person at
least annually. The evaluation shall include the opportunity for the staff person to comment.

d. The program shall maintain a personnel record on each staff person. The record shall contain,
as applicable:

(1) Verification of training, experience, qualifications, and professional credentials;
(2) Job performance evaluations;
(3) Incident reports;
(4) Disciplinary action taken; and
(5) Documentation of review of and agreement to adhere to confidentiality laws and regulations.

This review and agreement shall occur prior to the staff person’s assumption of duties.
e. The personnel policies and procedures shall ensure confidentiality of personnel records and

shall specify staff authorized to have access to personnel information.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/154D.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/147.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/154C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/147.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/154C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/147.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/154C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/147.pdf
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f. The program shall notify the division in writing within ten days of being informed that a staff
person has been sanctioned or disciplined by a certifying or licensing body. Such notice shall include
the sanction or discipline order.

155.21(9) Child abuse, dependent adult abuse and criminal history background checks. The
program’s policies and procedures shall address child abuse, dependent adult abuse and criminal history
background checks.

a. The program shall prohibit mistreatment, neglect, or abuse of children and dependent adults and
shall specify reporting and enforcement procedures. Alleged violations shall be reported immediately to
the program’s executive director and appropriate department of human services personnel. Policies and
procedures on reporting alleged violations shall be in compliance with subrule 155.21(10). A staff person
found to be in violation of Iowa Code sections 232.67 through 232.70, as substantiated by a department
of human services investigation, shall be subject to the program’s policies concerning termination.

b. For each staff person working with juveniles as set forth in Iowa Code section 125.14A or with
dependent adults as set forth in Iowa Code chapter 235B, the personnel record shall contain:

(1) Documentation of a criminal history background check with the Iowa division of criminal
investigation on all new staff applicants. The background check shall include asking whether the
applicant has been convicted of a crime.

(2) A written, signed and dated statement furnished by a new staff applicant which discloses any
substantiated report of child abuse, neglect or sexual abuse or dependent adult abuse.

(3) Documentation of a check prior to permanent acceptance of a person as staff, with the Iowa
central registry for any substantiated reports of child abuse, neglect or sexual abuse pursuant to Iowa
Code section 125.14A or substantiated reports of dependent adult abuse for all staff hired or accepted on
or after July 1, 1994, pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 235B.

c. A person who has a record of a criminal conviction or founded child abuse report or founded
dependent adult abuse report shall not be hired or accepted as staff unless an evaluation of the crime
or founded child abuse or founded dependent adult abuse has been made by the department of human
services which concludes that the crime or founded child abuse or founded dependent adult abuse does
notmerit prohibition of employment. If a record of criminal conviction or founded child abuse or founded
dependent adult abuse does exist, the person shall be offered the opportunity to complete and submit
Form 470-2310, Record Check Evaluation. In its evaluation, the department of human services shall
consider the nature and seriousness of the crime or founded abuse in relation to the position sought, the
time elapsed since the commission of the crime or founded abuse, the circumstances under which the
crime or founded abuse was committed, the degree of rehabilitation and the number of crimes or founded
abuses committed by the person involved.

d. A staff person providing screening, OWI evaluation, assessment or treatment in accordance
with this chapter shall complete two hours of child abuse identification and reporting training and
two hours of dependent adult abuse identification and reporting training within six months of initial
employment and at least two hours of additional child abuse identification and reporting training and
two hours of additional dependent adult abuse identification and reporting training every three years
thereafter. If the staff person completes at least one hour of additional child abuse identification and
reporting training and one hour of additional dependent adult abuse identification and reporting training
prior to the three-year expiration period, the staff person shall be deemed in compliance with the training
requirements for an additional three years. An employer of a staff person subject to these requirements
may provide supplemental training, specific to identification and reporting of child abuse or dependent
adult abuse as it relates to the person’s professional practice, in addition to the core training provided.
A training certificate relating to the identification and reporting of child abuse or dependent adult abuse
issued prior to July 1, 2019, remains effective and continues in effect as issued for the five-year period
following its issuance.

155.21(10) Patient records. The program’s policies and procedures shall describe compilation,
storage and dissemination of patient records and release or disclosure of information.

a. The policies and procedures shall ensure that:

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.155.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/232.67-70.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/125.14A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/235B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/125.14A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/235B.pdf
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(1) The program protects the patient record against loss, tampering or unauthorized disclosure of
information;

(2) The content and format of patient records are uniform;
(3) All entries in the patient record are in chronological order, signed, dated and legible. When

records are maintained electronically, a staff identification code number authorizing access shall be
accepted in lieu of a signature;

(4) Each entry in the patient record is made in permanent ink, by typewriter, or by computer; and
(5) Entries in the patient record use language consistent with generally accepted standards of

practice and do not include abstract terms, technical jargon or slang.
b. The program shall provide adequate physical facilities for the secure storage, processing and

handling of patient records.
c. Appropriate patient records shall be readily accessible to staff as specifically authorized by

program policy.
d. The program shall appropriately maintain and dispose of patient records. Patient records shall

be maintained for not less than seven years from the date they are officially closed.
e. Each file cabinet or storage area containing patient records shall be locked.
f. The program shall release or disclose information on individuals seeking program services or

on patients in strict accordance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
and state and federal confidentiality laws, rules and regulations.

(1) The confidentiality of substance use disorder patient records and information is protected by
HIPAA and the regulations on confidentiality of alcohol and drug abuse patient records, 42 CFR Part
2, which implement federal statutory provisions, 42 U.S.C. 290dd-3 applicable to alcohol abuse patient
records, and 42 U.S.C. 290ee-3 applicable to drug abuse patient records.

(2) The confidentiality of problem gambling patient records and information is protected by
HIPAA, Iowa Code chapter 228 and Iowa Code section 22.7(35).

g. A program that provides licensed program services via electronic means shall inform the patient
of the limitations and risks associated with such services and shall document in the patient record that
such notice has been provided.

h. Upon receipt of a properly executed written release of information or authorization to disclose
signed by the patient, the program shall release patient records in a timely manner. A program shall
not refuse to release patient records related to continuation of care solely because payment has not
been received. A program may refuse to release patient records that are unrelated to continuation of
care if payment has not been received. A program may refuse to file the reporting form required by
641—subrule 157.3(1), “Notice Iowa Code 321J—Confidential Medical Record,” reporting screening,
evaluation, and treatment completion, if payment has not been received for such services.

155.21(11) Assessment and admission. The program’s policies and procedures shall address
screening, assessment, referral and admission and documentation of such activities in the patient record.

a. The program shall conduct an assessment with each patient prior to admission unless the
patient’s current risk factors indicate a need for immediate admission.

(1) If the program admits a patient based on a screening or initial assessment that indicates the
patient requires immediate admission, that screening or initial assessment must be updated and expanded
to a full assessment when the patient’s current risk factors are stabilized.

(2) The assessment shall be documented in the patient record and shall be organized in a manner
that supports development of a treatment plan by the program or by any program to which the patient is
referred.

b. The program shall implement a uniform assessment process that describes:
(1) The information to be gathered;
(2) Procedures for accepting a referral from another program, agency or organization;
(3) Procedures for referring a patient to another program, agency or organization.
c. A substance use disorder treatment program, problem gambling treatment program, or

substance use disorder and problem gambling treatment program shall update the assessment on an

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/228.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/22.7.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.157.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/321J.pdf
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ongoing basis, when clinically indicated, and within the periods of time specified for each level of care
in the management-of-care review process.

d. The results of each assessment shall be clearly explained to the patient, and to the patient’s
family when appropriate, and such explanation shall be documented in the patient record.

e. At the time of admission, a substance use disorder treatment program, problem gambling
treatment program, or substance use disorder and problem gambling treatment program shall document
that the patient has been informed of:

(1) The general nature and goals of the program;
(2) Rules governing patient conduct and infractions that can lead to disciplinary action or discharge

from the program;
(3) The hours during which services are available;
(4) The costs to be borne by the patient;
(5) Patient rights and responsibilities;
(6) Confidentiality laws, rules and regulations; and
(7) Safety and emergency procedures.
155.21(12) Treatment plans. The policies and procedures for substance use disorder treatment

programs, problem gambling treatment programs, and substance use disorder and problem gambling
treatment programs shall describe the program’s uniform process for developing individualized
treatment plans based on ongoing assessment and documentation of such plans in the patient record.

a. Staff shall initiate development of the treatment plan as soon after the patient’s admission as is
clinically feasible and within the period of time between admission and the review date specified for that
level of care in the management-of-care review process.

b. The treatment plan shall minimally contain:
(1) A summary of assessment findings;
(2) Patient short- and long-term goals;
(3) The type and frequency of planned treatment activities;
(4) The staff responsible for the patient’s treatment; and
(5) Culturally and environmentally specific considerations.
c. Staff shall develop each treatment plan in partnership with the patient, with patient participation

documented in the patient record. The treatment plan shall be written in a manner clearly understandable
to the patient. Staff shall give the patient a copy of each treatment plan. The patient and staff shall review
and revise the treatment plan when clinically indicated and in accordance with the time frames specified
in the management-of-care review process.

d. Treatment plan reviews shall be based on ongoing assessment and shall specify the indicated
level of care and licensed program services and any revision of treatment plan goals. The date of the
review and any revision of the treatment plan shall be documented in the patient record.

155.21(13) Progress notes. The policies and procedures for substance use disorder treatment
programs, problem gambling treatment programs, and substance use disorder and problem gambling
treatment programs shall describe the program’s uniform process for reviewing a patient’s current status
and progress in meeting treatment plan goals and documenting such review in the patient record.

a. Progress notes shall include the date each service was provided or observation was made and
the name and title of the staff person providing each service.

b. Staff shall enter a progress note following each individual counseling session.
c. Staff shall enter a summary progress note at least weekly for group counseling sessions.
d. Progress notes that involve subjective interpretations of a patient’s status or progress should be

supplemented with a description of the behavioral observations that were the basis for the interpretation.
155.21(14) Patient record contents. The program’s policies and procedures shall require that a

record be maintained for each patient and shall specify the contents of the patient record.
a. The patient record shall include:
(1) Any screening;
(2) Each assessment;
(3) Results of any physical examination or laboratory test;
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(4) Admission information;
(5) Any report from a referring source or outside resource;
(6) Notes from any case conference, consultation, care coordination or case management;
(7) Any correspondence related to the patient, including letters, electronic communications and

telephone conversations;
(8) Any treatment consent form;
(9) Any release of information or authorization to disclose;
(10) Notes on any service provided; and
(11) Any incident report.
b. For substance use disorder treatment programs, problem gambling treatment programs, and

substance use disorder and problem gambling treatment programs, the patient record shall also include:
(1) Treatment plans;
(2) Management-of-care reviews;
(3) Medication records, which shall allow for the monitoring of all medications administered and

self-administered and detection of adverse drug reactions;
(4) Progress notes;
(5) Discharge summaries completed within 30 days of discharge, which shall be sufficiently

detailed to identify the types of services the patient received, action taken to address specific problems
identified, and plans for services and referrals postdischarge.

c. For problem gambling treatment programs and substance use disorder and problem gambling
treatment programs, the patient record shall also include documentation of financial counseling services
that assist problem gambling patients in preparing a budget and addressing financial debt options,
including restitution and bankruptcy.

155.21(15) Drug screening. The program’s policies and procedures shall address collection of
drug-screening specimens and utilization of drug-screening results. Such policies may state that the
program does not conduct drug screening.

a. A specimen obtained from a patient shall be collected under direct supervision and analyzed
in accordance with program policies, or the program shall have a policy in place to reduce the patient’s
ability to alter the drug screening.

b. Any laboratory used by the program for drug screening and analysis shall comply with federal
and state requirements.

c. A program conducting on-site drug screening shall comply with the Clinical Laboratory
Improvement Act regulations.

d. The manner in which drug-screening results are utilized shall be documented in the patient
record.

155.21(16) Medical andmental health services. The program’s policies and procedures shall address
patient medical and mental health conditions.

a. In addition to assessment of biomedical conditions and complications as described in theASAM
criteria, the program shall take a medical history and perform a physical examination and necessary
laboratory tests as follows for patients admitted to the level of care specified:

(1) Medically managed intensive inpatient treatment and medically monitored intensive inpatient
treatment: within 24 hours of admission.

(2) Clinically managed high-intensity residential treatment and clinically managed
medium-intensity residential treatment: within 7 days of admission.

(3) Clinically managed low-intensity residential treatment: within 21 days of admission.
(4) Crisis stabilization services and opioid treatment program services: within 24 hours of

admission.
b. A program may accept a medical history or physical examination from a qualified source if the

history or examination was completed no more than 90 days prior to the patient’s current admission.
c. In addition to assessment of emotional, behavioral, and cognitive conditions and complications

as described in the ASAM criteria, a program may accept a mental health history from a qualified source
if the history was completed no more than three days prior to the patient’s current admission.
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155.21(17) Emergency services. The program’s policies and procedures shall address the
availability of emergency services for substance use disorders and medical and mental health conditions.

a. Emergency services shall be available 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
b. Emergency services may be provided by the program or by any other qualified individual,

institution, facility, or other legal entity.
c. The program shall communicate the availability of emergency services by posting notice at

facilities, having a recorded message on the program’s telephone system, posting notice on the program’s
website and through program materials.

155.21(18) Medication control. The program’s policies and procedures shall describe how
medications are administered or self-administered in accordance with federal, state and local laws, rules
and regulations. Such policies may state that the program does not conduct medication administration
or self-administration.

a. Staff authorized to administer medications shall be qualified, and a current list of such staff
shall be maintained. The following health professionals are designated by rule 657—8.32(124,155A) as
qualified individuals to whom a prescriber can delegate the administration of medications:

(1) Persons who have successfully completed a medication administration course reviewed by the
board of pharmacy.

(2) Advanced emergency medical technicians and paramedics.
(3) Licensed physician assistants.
(4) Licensed pharmacists.
(5) Nurses, interns or other qualified individuals delegated the responsibility to administer

medications by a prescriber licensed by the appropriate state board to administer medications to patients,
in accordance with Iowa Code section 155A.4(2)“c.”

b. Medication shall be administered only in accordance with the instructions of the attending
prescriber. The type and amount of the medication, the time and date, and the staff person administering
the medication shall be documented in the patient record.

c. Self-administration of medication shall be observed by a staff person who has been oriented to
the program’s policies and procedures on self-administration. Self-administration of medication shall
be permitted only when the patient’s medication is clearly labeled. The policies and procedures on
self-administration shall include:

(1) Medications are ordered or prescribed by a prescriber.
(2) The prescriber agrees that the patient can self-administer the medication.
(3) The medication taken and how and when the medication is taken are documented in the patient

record.
d. Prescription medication shall not be administered to or self-administered by a patient without

a written order signed by a prescriber. All prescribed medications shall be clearly labeled indicating
the patient’s full name, the prescriber’s name, the prescription number, and the name and strength of the
medication, the dosage, the directions for use, and the date of issue; and the name, address and telephone
number of the pharmacy or prescriber issuing the medication. Medications shall be packaged and labeled
according to state and federal guidelines.

e. If a medication the patient brings to the program is not used, it shall be packaged, sealed and
stored. The sealed package of medication shall be returned to the patient, family or designee at the time
of discharge.

f. Accountability and control of medications.
(1) There shall be a specific routine for medication administration, indicating dose schedules and

standardization of abbreviations.
(2) There shall be specific methods for control and accountability of medication products

throughout the program.
(3) The staff person in charge of medications shall provide for monthly inspection of all storage

units.
(4) Prescription medication containers having soiled, damaged, illegible, or makeshift labels shall

be returned to the issuing pharmacist, pharmacy, or prescriber for relabeling or disposal.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/657.8.32.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/155A.4.pdf
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(5) Unused prescription medication prescribed for a patient who leaves a program without the
patient’s medication shall be destroyed by a staff person with a staff witness, and a notation shall be
made in the patient record. When a patient is discharged or leaves the program, medication currently
being administered shall be sent, in the original container, with the patient or with a responsible agent,
as approved by a prescriber.

g. Medication storage shall be maintained in accordance with the security requirements of federal,
state and local laws.

(1) All medication shall bemaintained in locked storage. Controlled substances shall bemaintained
in a locked box within the locked cabinet.

(2) Medications requiring refrigeration shall be kept in a refrigerator and separated from food and
other items.

(3) Disinfectants and medication for external use shall be stored separately from internal and
injectable medications.

(4) The medication for each patient shall be stored in the original container.
(5) All poisonous or caustic medication shall be plainly labeled, stored separately from other

medication in a specific well-illuminated cabinet, closet, or storeroom and made accessible only to
authorized staff.

h. Prescription medication provided to a patient shall be dispensed only from a licensed pharmacy
in the state of Iowa in accordance with the pharmacy laws in the Iowa Code, or from a licensed pharmacy
in another state according to the laws of that state, or by a licensed prescriber.

i. Prescription medication prescribed for one patient shall not be administered to or allowed to be
in the possession of another patient.

j. Any unusual patient reaction to a medication shall be documented in the patient record and
reported to the prescriber immediately.

k. Dilution or reconstitution and labeling of medication shall be done only by a licensed
pharmacist.

155.21(19) Management of care and discharge planning. The program’s policies and procedures
shall use the ASAM criteria for assessment, admission, continued service and discharge decisions and
shall describe management-of-care processes.

a. The program shall conduct care coordination to meet each patient’s needs and promote effective
outcomes.

b. The program shall conduct management-of-care activities at least minimally within the time
frames specified for each level of care.

(1) Medically managed intensive inpatient treatment and medically monitored intensive inpatient
treatment: daily.

(2) Clinically managed high-intensity residential treatment, clinically managed medium-intensity
residential treatment, partial/day treatment, and intensive outpatient treatment: within seven days of the
patient’s admission.

(3) Clinically managed low-intensity residential treatment and outpatient treatment: within 30 days
of the patient’s admission.

c. The program shall coordinate patient care with other programs for any licensed program
service for which the program is not licensed and with qualified individuals and organizations for any
related services the program does not provide, such as crisis stabilization, medical services, mental
health services, and social services.

d. At the time of the patient’s admission, the program shall initiate discharge planning that includes
a determination of the patient’s continued need for licensed program services and development of a plan
to address ongoing patient needs postdischarge.

155.21(20) Quality improvement. The program’s policies and procedures shall describe a written
quality improvement plan that encompasses all licensed program services and related program
operations.

a. The program shall designate a staff person responsible for the quality improvement plan.
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b. The quality improvement plan shall describe and document monitoring, problem-solving and
evaluation activities designed to systematically identify and resolve problems and make continued
improvements.

(1) The quality improvement plan shall include specific goals, objectives, and methods.
(2) The quality improvement plan shall include objective criteria to measure its effectiveness.
c. The program shall document whether the quality of patient care and program operations are

improved and identified problems are resolved.
d. The program shall communicate quality improvement plan activities and findings to all staff.
e. Quality improvement plan findings are used to detect trends, patterns of performance, and

potential problems that affect patient care and program operations.
f. The program shall evaluate the effectiveness of the quality improvement plan at least annually

and revise the plan as necessary.
155.21(21) Facility safety and cleanliness. The program’s policies and procedures shall ensure

that program physical facilities are clean, well-ventilated, heated, free from vermin, and appropriately
furnished and are designed, constructed, equipped, and maintained in a manner that provides for the
physical safety of patients, concerned persons, visitors and staff.

a. If required by local jurisdiction, the program shall maintain a certification of occupancy.
b. During all phases of construction or alterations of buildings, the level of life safety shall not be

diminished in any occupied area. The construction shall be in compliance with all applicable federal,
state, and local codes. New construction shall comply with Iowa Code chapter 104A and all applicable
federal and local codes and provide for safe and convenient use by disabled individuals.

c. The program shall have specific policies and procedures for each of the following:
(1) Identification, development, implementation, maintenance and review of safety policies and

procedures.
(2) Promotion and maintenance of an ongoing, facilitywide hazard surveillance program to detect

and report all safety hazards.
(3) Safe and proper disposal of biohazardous waste.
(4) Stairways, halls, and aisles. Stairways, halls, and aisles shall be of substantial, nonslippery

material, maintained in a good state of repair, adequately lighted and kept free from obstructions at all
times. All stairways shall have handrails.

(5) Radiators, registers, and steam and hot water pipes, each of which shall have protective covering
or insulation. Electrical outlets and switches shall have wall plates.

(6) For programs serving juveniles, fuse boxes that shall be under lock and key or six feet above
the floor.

(7) Safe and proper handling and storage of hazardous materials.
(8) Prohibition against weapon possession; safe and proper removal of weapons.
(9) Swimming pools. Swimming pools shall conform to state and local health and safety rules and

regulations. Adult supervision shall be provided at all times when juveniles are using the pool.
(10) Ponds, lakes, or any bodies of water located on or near the program and accessible to patients,

concerned persons, visitors and staff.
(11) The written plan to be followed in the event of fire or tornado. The plan shall be conspicuously

displayed at the facility.
155.21(22) Therapeutic environment. The program’s policies and procedures shall provide for the

establishment of an environment that preserves human dignity. Program facilities shall have adequate
space for the program to provide licensed program services.

a. The program’s policies and procedures shall include a description of how all licensed program
services are accessible to people with disabilities or how the program provides accommodations for
people with disabilities. All programs shall comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act.

b. The waiting or reception areas shall be of adequate size and be located so as to ensure patient
confidentiality.

c. Staff shall be available inwaiting or reception areas to address the needs of the patients, potential
patients, concerned persons, and visitors.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/104A.pdf
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d. The program’s policies and procedures shall include:
(1) Possession and use of chemical substances in the facility.
(2) Prohibition of smoking.
(3) Prohibition of the sale or other provision of any tobacco product.
(4) Informing patients of their legal and human rights at the time of admission.
(5) Patient communication, opinions, or grievances, with a mechanism for redress.
(6) Prohibition of sexual harassment.
(7) Patient right to privacy.

[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15; ARC 4706C, IAB 10/9/19, effective 11/13/19]

641—155.22(125,135) Inpatient and residential program facilities. Specific standards apply
for programs providing clinically managed low-intensity residential treatment, clinically managed
medium-intensity residential treatment, clinically managed high-intensity residential treatment,
medically monitored intensive inpatient treatment, and medically managed intensive inpatient treatment.
The program’s policies and procedures shall address each standard.

155.22(1) Health and fire safety inspections. Inpatient and residential programs shall comply with
applicable department of inspections and appeals rules; state fire marshal’s rules and fire ordinances;
and applicable local health, fire, occupancy, and safety regulations. The program shall maintain
documentation of such compliance.

a. Inpatient and residential programs shall comply with standards for food service sanitation
in accordance with rules promulgated by the department of inspections and appeals pursuant to
481—Chapter 32 and Iowa Code chapter 137B.

b. The use of door locks or closed sections shall be documented in written policies and procedures
approved by the fire marshal and governing body.

155.22(2) Emergency preparedness. Inpatient and residential programs shall have a written
emergency preparedness plan for continuation of licensed program services during an emergency or
disaster.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.23(125,135) Specific standards for inpatient and residential programs. The program’s
policies and procedures shall address each standard.

155.23(1) Hours of operation. Inpatient and residential programs shall operate seven days per week,
24 hours per day.

155.23(2) Meals. Inpatient and residential programs shall provide a minimum of three meals per
day to each patient. A program where patients are not present during mealtime shall make provisions to
make available the necessary meals. Menus shall be prepared in consultation with a dietitian. If patients
are allowed to prepare meals, the program shall document conformity with all commonly accepted
policies and procedures of state health rules and regulations and food hygiene.

155.23(3) Consultation with counsel. Patients shall have opportunity for and access to consultation
with legal counsel at any reasonable time.

155.23(4) Visitation with family and friends.
a. Each patient shall have opportunities for continuing contact with family and friends. If such

contact is clinically contraindicated, it may be restricted. Any restriction shall be approved by the
treatment supervisor and the executive director. Justification for the restriction shall be documented
in the patient record. Any restriction shall be reviewed within three calendar days by the treatment
supervisor, who may continue or end the restriction. Continuation of a restriction shall be documented
in the patient record and shall be reviewed by the treatment supervisor every three calendar days.

b. The program shall establish visiting hours, which shall be conspicuously displayed at the facility
and in such a manner to be visible to those entering the facility.

155.23(5) Telephone use.
a. Each patient shall have opportunities to conduct private telephone conversations. If such

conversations are clinically contraindicated, they may be restricted. Any restriction shall be approved by
the treatment supervisor and the executive director. Justification for the restriction shall be documented

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1926C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4706C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/481.32.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/137B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1926C.pdf
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in the patient record. Any restriction shall be reviewed within three calendar days by the treatment
supervisor, who may continue or end the restriction. Continuation of a restriction shall be documented
in the patient record and shall be reviewed by the treatment supervisor every three calendar days.

b. The program shall establish telephone hours. Emergency telephone conversations may be
received at the time of the call or made when necessary.

155.23(6) Written communication.
a. Each patient shall have opportunities to conduct private written communications. If such

communications are clinically contraindicated, they may be restricted. Any restriction shall be
approved by the treatment supervisor and the executive director. Justification for the restriction shall be
documented in the patient record. Any restriction shall be reviewed within three calendar days by the
treatment supervisor, who may continue or end the restriction. Continuation of a restriction shall be
documented in the patient record and shall be reviewed by the treatment supervisor every three calendar
days.

b. The program shall establish access to written communications. The program shall not intercept,
read, or censor the U.S. mail.

155.23(7) Facility. Inpatient and residential program facilities shall be appropriate for 24-hour
occupancy.

a. Patient bedrooms shall include:
(1) A sturdily constructed bed;
(2) A clean mattress protected with a clean mattress pad;
(3) A designated space for personal possessions and for hanging clothing in proximity to the

sleeping area; and
(4) Curtains or window blinds on any windows.
b. Sleeping areas.
(1) Sleeping areas shall include doors for privacy.
(2) Sleeping areas shall include partitioning or placement of furniture to provide privacy for all

patients.
(3) The number of patients in a room shall be appropriate to the goals of the facility and to the ages,

developmental levels, and clinical needs of the patients.
(4) Patients will be allowed to keep and display personal belongings and add personal touches to

the decoration of their rooms in accordance with program policy.
(5) Staff shall respect the patient’s right to privacy by knocking on the door of the patient’s room

before entering.
c. Clean linen, towels and washcloths shall be available minimally on a weekly basis and more

often as needed.
d. Bathrooms.
(1) Bathrooms shall provide the facilities necessary for patients’ personal hygiene and personal

privacy, including:
1. A safe supply of hot and cold running potable water;
2. Clean towels, electric hand dryers or paper towel dispensers, toilet paper and soap;
3. Natural or mechanical ventilation capable of removing odors;
4. Tubs or showers that have slip-proof surfaces;
5. Partitions with doors which provide privacy if a bathroom has multiple toilet stools; and
6. Toilets, wash basins, and other plumbing or sanitary facilities that shall at all times be

maintained in good operating condition.
(2) The ratio of bathroom facilities to inpatient and residential patients shall be one tub or shower

head per 12 patients, one wash basin per 12 patients and one toilet per 8 patients.
(3) If the facility is coeducational, the program shall designate and so identify separate bathrooms

for male and female patients.
e. The written plan to be followed in the event of fire or tornado shall be conspicuously displayed

on each floor or in each area that patients, concerned persons, staff or visitors occupy at the facility and
shall be explained to all inpatient and residential patients as a part of their orientation to the program.
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Fire drills shall be conducted at least monthly, and tornado drills shall be conducted monthly from April
through October.

f. Written reports of annual inspections by state or local fire safety officials or private fire
protection companies approved by the department shall be maintained with records of corrective action
taken by the program based on recommendations articulated in such reports.

g. Every facility shall have an adequate water supply from an approved source. Amunicipal water
system shall meet this requirement. Private water sources shall be tested annually.

h. The facility shall allow for the following:
(1) Areas in which a patient may be alone when appropriate; and
(2) Areas for private conversations with others.
i. Articles of grooming and personal hygiene that are appropriate to the patient’s age,

developmental level, and clinical state shall be readily available in a space reserved near the patient’s
sleeping area. If access to such articles is clinically contraindicated as approved by the treatment
supervisor, a patient’s personal articles may be kept under lock and key by staff. Staff shall explain to
the patient the conditions under which the articles may be used. Justification for this restriction shall be
documented in the patient record.

j. If patients maintain their own living quarters or perform day-to-day housekeeping activities,
these responsibilities shall be clearly defined in writing and be a part of the patient orientation program.
Staff assistance and equipment shall be provided as needed.

k. Patients shall be allowed to wear their own clothing in accordance with program rules. If
clothing is provided by programs, it shall be suited to the climate and appropriate. A laundry room
shall be accessible so patients may wash their clothing.

l. The program shall ensure that the use and location of noise-producing equipment and
appliances, such as television sets, radios, computers, and CD players, do not interfere with clinical and
therapeutic activities.

m. The program shall provide recreation and outdoor activities unless clinically contraindicated.
155.23(8) Religion-culture. Program policies and procedures shall include a written description

of any religious orientation, religious practice, or religious restrictions. For juvenile patients, this
description shall be provided to the patient, parent(s) or guardian, and placing agency at the time of
admission in compliance with HIPAA and DHHS, 42 CFR Part 2, regulations on the confidentiality of
alcohol and drug abuse patient records. For adult patients, this information shall be available during
orientation. The patient shall have the opportunity to participate in religious activities and services in
accordance with the patient’s faith or that of a patient’s parent(s) or guardian if the patient is a minor.
The program shall, when necessary and reasonable, arrange transportation to religious activities.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.24(125,135) Specific standards for inpatient and residential programs licensed to provide
services to juveniles. Inpatient and residential programs that provide services to juveniles under the
age of 18 shall also comply with the following standards. The program’s policies and procedures shall
address each standard.

155.24(1) Personal possessions. A program shall allow a patient to bring personal belongings. The
program may limit or supervise the use of these items. The program shall ensure that each patient has
adequate, clean, well-fitting, attractive, and seasonable clothing as required for health, comfort, and
physical well-being. The clothes should be appropriate to the patient’s individual needs, age, and sex.

155.24(2) Family involvement. The program shall encourage family involvement.
155.24(3) Money. Money earned or received as a gift or as an allowance by a patient shall be that

patient’s personal property. The program shall maintain a separate accounting system for patient money
and shall address the patient’s use of funds.

155.24(4) Discipline. The program’s methods for control and discipline of juveniles shall be
available to all staff and to the juvenile’s family. Staff shall be in control of and responsible for discipline
at all times. Discipline shall not include withholding basic necessities such as food, clothing, or sleep.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1926C.pdf
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a. The program shall prohibit staff or patients from utilizing corporal punishment as a method of
disciplining or correcting patients. This policy shall be communicated in writing to all staff.

b. The program’s written policies on behavior expectations shall be made available to the patient
and the patient’s parent(s) or guardian, including:

(1) The general expectations of behavior, including the program’s rules and practices.
(2) The range of reasonable consequences that may be used to deal with inappropriate behavior.
155.24(5) Number of staff. The program shall have staff coverage seven days per week, 24 hours

per day. The number and qualifications of the staff will vary depending on the needs of the patients.
a. The program shall have a 24-hour supervisory consultation on-call system. During prime

programming time, there shall be at least a one-to-eight staff-to-patient ratio.
b. Comprehensive residential facilities, as defined in 441—Chapter 115, shall have at least a

one-to-five staff-to-patient ratio during prime programming time. A staff person shall be in each living
unit at all times when juveniles are in residence, and there shall be a minimum of three nighttime checks
between the hours of 12 midnight and 6 a.m. These checks shall be logged. The program’s policies and
procedures shall address nighttime checks.

c. The program shall define its prime programming time.
155.24(6) Illness, accident, death, or absence from the inpatient or residential program. The

program shall notify the patient’s parent(s), guardian, and responsible agency of any serious illness,
incident involving serious bodily injury, absence, or removal of the juvenile from the facility, in
compliance with HIPAA and DHHS, 42 CFR Part 2, regulations on the confidentiality of alcohol and
drug abuse patient records. In the event of the death of a patient, the program shall immediately notify
the prescriber, the patient’s parent(s) or guardian, the placing agency, and the appropriate state authority.

155.24(7) Educational services. The program’s educational program shall meet the requirements of
the department of education and shall be available for each patient in accordance with abilities and needs.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.25(125,135) Specific standards for substance use assessment and OWI evaluation-only
programs. Programs that provide substance use assessment and OWI evaluation-only services shall also
comply with the following standards. The program’s policies and procedures shall address each standard.

155.25(1) Aprogram conductingOWI evaluations on persons convicted of operating amotor vehicle
while intoxicated (OWI) pursuant to Iowa Code section 321J.2 and on persons whose driver’s license or
nonresident operating privileges are revoked under Iowa Code chapter 321J shall do so in accordance
with 641—Chapter 157.

155.25(2) The program shall make its fees public and shall inform potential patients of the fee at the
time the assessment or evaluation is scheduled.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.26 to 155.33 Reserved.

641—155.34(125,135) Specific standards for enhanced treatment services. Substance use disorder
and problem gambling treatment programs licensed to provide enhanced treatment services shall also
comply with the following standards. The program’s policies and procedures shall address each standard.

155.34(1) Personnel. The program shall meet the requirements in subrule 155.21(8). In addition:
a. The program’s policies and procedures shall include job descriptions for positions that provide

prevention services for substance use disorders and problem gambling, treatment for substance use
disorders and problem gambling, services for medical conditions, and services for mental health
conditions.

b. The program shall have staff on site who are qualified to provide prevention and early
intervention services for substance use disorders and problem gambling, treatment for substance
use disorders and problem gambling, services for medical conditions, and services for mental health
conditions.

155.34(2) Reserved.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/441.115.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1926C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/321J.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/321J.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/chapter/641.157.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1926C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.155.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1926C.pdf
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641—155.35(125,135) Specific standards for opioid treatment programs. All programs that use
methadone or other medications approved by the Food and Drug Administration under Section 505
of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 355) and by the state of Iowa for use in the
treatment of opioid addiction shall comply with this rule, HIPAA, and Part II, Department of Health and
Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 42 CFR Part 8, Opioid
Drugs in Maintenance and Detoxification Treatment of Opiate Addiction, effective May 18, 2001.

155.35(1) Definitions.
“Accredited opioid treatment program” means an opioid treatment program that is the subject of a

current, valid accreditation from an accreditation body approved by the Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration (SAMHSA).

“Certification”means the process by which SAMHSA determines that an opioid treatment program
is qualified to provide opioid treatment under the federal opioid treatment standards.

“Certification application”means the application filed by an opioid treatment program for purposes
of obtaining certification from SAMHSA.

“Certified opioid treatment program” means an opioid treatment program that is the subject of a
current, valid certification.

“Comprehensive maintenance treatment” means maintenance treatment provided in conjunction
with a comprehensive range of appropriate medical and rehabilitative services.

“Detoxification treatment” means the dispensing of an opioid agonist treatment medication in
decreasing doses to an individual to alleviate adverse physical or psychological effects incident to
withdrawal from the continuous or sustained use of an opioid drug and as a method of bringing the
individual to a drug-free state within such a period.

“Interim maintenance treatment” means detoxification treatment for a period of more than 30 days
but not in excess of 180 days.

“Maintenance treatment” means the dispensing of an opioid agonist treatment medication at stable
dosage levels for a period in excess of 21 days in the treatment of an individual for opioid addiction.

“Medical and rehabilitative services” means services such as medical evaluations, counseling,
and rehabilitative and other social programs (e.g., vocational and educational guidance, employment
placement) that are intended to help patients in opioid treatment programs become or remain productive
members of society.

“Medical director”means a physician who is licensed to practice medicine in accordance with Iowa
Code chapter 148, 150, or 150A and who assumes responsibility for administering all medical services
performed by the program, either by performing them directly or by delegating specific responsibility
to authorized program physicians and health care professionals functioning under the medical director’s
direct supervision.

“Medication unit” means a facility established as part of, but geographically separate from, an
opioid treatment program from which licensed private practitioners or community pharmacists dispense
or administer opioid agonist treatment medications or collect samples for drug testing or analysis.

“Opiate addiction” means a cluster of cognitive, behavioral, and physiological symptoms in which
the individual continues use of opiates despite significant opiate-induced problems. Opiate dependence
is characterized by an individual’s repeated self-administration of opiates that usually results in opiate
tolerance, withdrawal symptoms, and compulsive drug-taking. Dependency may occur with or without
the physiological symptoms of tolerance and withdrawal.

“Opioid agonist treatment medication”means any opioid agonist drug that is approved by the Food
and Drug Administration under Section 505 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C.
355) for use in the treatment of opiate addiction.

“Opioid drug” means any drug having an addiction-forming or addiction-sustaining liability
similar to morphine or being capable of conversion into a drug having such addiction-forming or
addiction-sustaining liability.

“Opioid treatment” means the dispensing of an opioid agonist treatment medication, along with
providing a comprehensive range of medical and rehabilitative services, when clinically necessary,
to an individual to alleviate the adverse medical, psychological, or physical effects incident to opiate

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/148.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/150.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/150A.pdf
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addiction. This term encompasses detoxification treatment, short-term detoxification treatment,
long-term detoxification treatment, maintenance treatment, comprehensive maintenance treatment, and
interim maintenance treatment.

“Opioid treatment program” or “OTP”means a program or practitioner engaged in opioid treatment
or interim maintenance treatment.

“Patient” means any individual who undergoes treatment in an opioid treatment program.
“Program sponsor”means the person responsible for the operation of the opioid treatment program

andwho assumes responsibility for all its employees, including any practitioners, agents, or other persons
providing medical, rehabilitative, or counseling services at the program or any of its medication units.
The program sponsor need not be a licensed physician but shall employ a licensed physician for the
position of medical director.

“Short-term detoxification treatment” means detoxification treatment for a period not in excess of
30 days.

“State authority” means the Iowa department of public health, division of behavioral health, which
regulates the treatment of opiate addiction with opioid drugs.

“Treatment plan”means a plan which outlines for each patient attainable short-term treatment goals
that are mutually acceptable to the patient and the opioid treatment program and which specifies the
services to be provided and the frequency and schedule for their provision.

155.35(2) Required approvals. All opioid treatment programs shall be licensed or approved by the
committee and shall maintain all other approvals required by the Drug Enforcement Administration,
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration and the Iowa board of pharmacy in order
to provide services.

155.35(3) Central registry system. To prevent simultaneous enrollment of a patient in more than
one program, all opioid treatment programs shall participate in a central registry as established by the
division.

Prior to admission of an applicant to an opioid treatment program, the program shall submit to the
registry the applicant’s name, birth date, and date of intended admission, and any other information
required for the clearance procedure. No person shall be admitted to a program who is found by the
registry to be participating in another such program. All opioid treatment programs shall report all
admissions, discharges, and transfers to the registry immediately. All information reported to the registry
from the programs and all information reported to the programs from the registry shall be treated as
confidential in accordance with HIPAA and DHHS regulations on the confidentiality of alcohol and
drug abuse patient records, 42 CFR Part 2.

a. Definitions. For purposes of this subrule:
“Central registry” means the system through which the Iowa department of public health, division

of behavioral health, obtains patient identifying information about individuals applying for maintenance
or detoxification treatment for the purpose of preventing an individual’s concurrent enrollment in more
than one such program.

“Opioid treatment program” means a detoxification or maintenance treatment program which is
required to report patient identifying information to the central registry and which is located in the state.

b. Restrictions on disclosure. A program may disclose patient identifying information to a central
registry for the purpose of preventing the multiple enrollment of a patient only if:

(1) The disclosure is made when:
1. The patient is admitted for treatment; or
2. The treatment is interrupted, resumed or terminated.
(2) The disclosure is limited to:
1. Patient identifying information; and
2. Relevant dates of admission.
The program shall inform the patient of the required disclosure prior to admission.
c. Use of information limited to prevention of multiple enrollments. Any information disclosed

to the central registry to prevent multiple enrollments shall not be redisclosed by the registry nor shall
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such information be used for any other purpose than the prevention of multiple enrollments unless so
authorized by court order in accordance with HIPAA and 42 CFR Part 2.

d. Permitted disclosure by the central registry to prevent a multiple enrollment. If a program
petitions the central registry and an identified patient is enrolled in another program, the registry may
disclose:

(1) The name, address, and telephone number of the program in which the patient is currently
enrolled to the inquiring program; and

(2) The name, address, and telephone number of the inquiring program to the program in which
the patient is currently enrolled. The programs may communicate as necessary to verify that no error
has been made and to prevent or eliminate any multiple enrollment.

155.35(4) Admission requirements.
a. Prior to or at the time of a patient’s admission to an opioid treatment program, the program shall

conduct a comprehensive assessment so as to determine appropriateness for admission.
b. The program shall verify, to the extent possible, the patient’s name, address, and date of birth.
c. The program physician shall determine and document in the patient’s record that the patient is

physiologically dependent on narcotic substances and has been physiologically dependent for at least
one year prior to the patient’s admission. A one-year history of addiction means that the patient was
physiologically dependent on a narcotic at a time one year before the patient’s admission to a program
and was addicted for most of the year preceding admission.

(1) When physiological addiction cannot be clearly documented, the program physician or an
appropriately trained staff member designated and supervised by the physician shall record in the
patient’s record the criteria used to determine the patient’s current physiologic dependence and history
of addiction. In the latter circumstance, the program physician shall review, date, and countersign the
supervised staff member’s evaluation to demonstrate the physician’s agreement with the evaluation. The
program physician shall make the final determination concerning a patient’s physiologic dependence
and history of addiction. The program physician shall also sign, date, and record a statement that
the physician has reviewed all the documented evidence to support a one-year history of addiction
and current physiologic dependence by the patient and that in the physician’s reasonable clinical
judgment the patient fulfills the requirements for admission to maintenance treatment. Before the
program administers any medication to the patient, the program physician shall complete and record the
statement documenting the patient’s addiction and current physiologic dependence.

(2) When a patient has voluntarily left an opioid treatment program in good standing and seeks
readmission within two years of discharge, the program shall document the following information about
the patient:

1. Prior opioid treatment of six months or more; and
2. That in the physician’s medical judgment, treatment of the patient is warranted. Such

documentation shall be entered in the patient’s record by the program physician.
d. The program shall collect a drug screening sample for analysis. Where dependence is

substantially verified through other indicators, a negative drug screen will not necessarily preclude
admission to the program.

e. Prior to a patient’s admission, the program shall confirmwith the central registry that the patient
is not currently enrolled in another opioid treatment program.

f. If a potential patient has previously been enrolled in another program, the admitting program
shall request from the previous program a copy of the patient’s assessment data, treatment plan, and
discharge summary including the type of or reason for discharge. All programs subject to these rules
shall promptly respond to such a request upon receipt of a valid release of information.

g. A person under the age of 18 is required to have had two documented attempts at short-term
detoxification or drug-free treatment to be eligible for maintenance treatment. A one-week waiting
period is required after such a detoxification attempt, however, before an attempt is repeated. The
program physician shall document in the patient’s record that the patient continues to be, or is again,
physiologically dependent on narcotic drugs.
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h. Program staff shall ensure that a patient is voluntarily participating in the program, and the
patient shall sign a Consent to Treatment Form.

i. Pregnant patients may be admitted to opioid treatment in accordance with the following
provisions:

(1) Evidence of current physiological dependency is not needed if the program physician
certifies the pregnancy and, in the physician’s reasonable judgment, finds treatment to be justified.
Documentation of all findings and justifications for admission shall be documented in the patient’s
record by the program physician prior to the administration of the initial dose of medication.

(2) Pregnant patients shall be offered comprehensive prenatal care. If the program cannot provide
prenatal services, the program shall assist the patient in obtaining such services and shall coordinate
ongoing care with the collateral provider.

(3) The program physician shall document that the patient has been informed of the possible risks
to the unborn child from the use of medication and the risks of continued use of illicit substances.

(4) Should a program have a waiting list for admission to the program, pregnant patients shall be
given priority.

155.35(5) Placement, admission and assessment. The program shall have written criteria for
considering an individual for placement and admission. In addition, the program shall maintain current
procedures to ensure that patients are admitted to maintenance treatment by qualified staff who have
determined by using accepted medical criteria, such as those outlined in the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual for Mental Disorders, that the person is currently addicted to an opioid drug.

a. The program physician or a designee who is a qualified medical professional shall complete
a medical evaluation and a current psychological/mental status evaluation of the patient prior to the
administration of the initial dose of medication. If the history and current psychological/mental status
evaluation is completed by an individual other than the program physician, the program shall document
in the patient’s case record that this information was reviewed by the program physician prior to
administration of the initial dose of medication.

b. The medical evaluation of the patient shall include, but not be limited to:
(1) A complete medical history;
(2) An assessment of the patient’s current psychological and mental status;
(3) A physical examination, including examination for:
1. Pulmonary, liver, or cardiac abnormalities;
2. Infectious disease; and
3. Dermatologic sequela of addiction;
(4) Laboratory tests, including:
1. Serological test for syphilis; and
2. Urine screening for drugs;
(5) An intradermal PPD (tuberculosis skin test) and review of tetanus immunization status; and
(6) When indicated, an EKG, chest X-ray, pap smear, pregnancy test, sickle cell screening,

complete blood count and white cell differential, multiphasic chemistry profile, routine and microscopic
urinalysis, or other tests indicated by the patient’s condition.

155.35(6) Treatment plans. Based upon the initial assessment, an individualized written treatment
plan shall be developed and recorded in the patient’s case record.

a. A treatment plan shall be developed and shall delineate the patient’s immediate needs and the
actions required to meet these needs.

b. The treatment plan shall be developed as soon after the patient’s admission as is clinically
feasible, but no later than 30 days following the patient’s admission to an outpatient opioid maintenance
treatment program.

c. Treatment plans shall be developed in partnership with the patient. Comprehensive treatment
plans shall be reviewed by the primary counselor and the patient as often as necessary, but no less
than every 90 days during the first year and semiannually each subsequent year for opioid treatment
modalities. Treatment plans shall be reviewed by the program physician on an annual basis.
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155.35(7) Rehabilitative services. The program shall have policies and procedures on the minimum
attendance for rehabilitative services relative to the patient’s progress and length of involvement in
treatment. The minimum frequency of rehabilitative services shall occur at the same frequency as that
of on-site dosing for patients receiving more than two take-home dosages a week in the first year. The
minimum frequency for rehabilitative services for patients receiving two or fewer take-home dosages
shall be weekly. The program shall provide rehabilitative services that are appropriate for the patient
based on needs identified during the assessment process. A patient who does not comply with the
program’s rehabilitative service requirements shall be placed on a period of probation as defined by the
program or shall be required to immediately increase the frequency of clinic attendance for medication
and rehabilitative services. If, during a period of probation, the patient continues to be in noncompliance
with rehabilitation services, the program shall continue to increase the attendance requirement until daily
attendance is obtained or until the patient complies with rehabilitative services. This requirement shall
not preclude the program’s ability to determine that discharge of a patient is warranted for therapeutic
reasons or program needs.

155.35(8) Medication administration.
a. The program physician shall determine the patient’s initial and subsequent dose of medication

and on-site dosing schedule and shall assume responsibility for the amount of the narcotic drug
administered or dispensed and shall record, date, and sign in each patient’s case record each change in
the dosage schedule. The physician shall directly communicate orders to the pharmacy or registered or
licensed personnel supervising medication administration. The program physician may communicate
such orders verbally; however, orders shall be reduced to writing and countersigned within 72 hours
by the program physician.

b. The initial dose of medication shall not exceed 30 milligrams, and the total dose for the first day
shall not exceed 40 milligrams, unless the program physician documents in the patient’s case record that
40 milligrams did not suppress opiate abstinence symptoms. A patient transferring into the program or
on a guest-dosing status may receive an initial dosage of no more than the last daily dosage authorized
by the former or primary program.

(1) Medication shall be administered by a professional authorized by law.
(2) No medication shall be administered until the patient has completed admission procedures

unless the patient enters the program on a weekend and the central registry cannot be contacted. If,
in the clinical judgment of the program physician, a patient is experiencing an emergency situation, the
admission procedures may be completed on the following workday.

c. Administration.
(1) Take-home medication shall be labeled in accordance with state and federal law and have

childproof caps.
(2) Amedication administration log shall be kept in the dosing area and in the patient’s case record.

The amount of medication administered and the signature of the staff member authorized to administer
the medication shall also be included in the patient’s case record. No dose shall be administered until
the patient has been positively identified and the dosage amount has been compared with the currently
ordered and documented dosage level.

(3) Ingestion shall be observed and verified by the staff person authorized to administer the
medication.

(4) The program physician shall record, date, and sign in each patient’s case record each change in
the dosage schedule. Daily dosages of medications in excess of 100 milligrams shall be dispensed only
with the approval of the program physician and shall be documented and justified in the patient’s case
record.

155.35(9) Take-home or unsupervised medication use.
a. Take-home medication may be given to patients who demonstrate a need for a more flexible

schedule in order to enhance and continue rehabilitative progress. For patients receiving take-home
medication, the program shall document the following requirements:

(1) Absence of recent abuse of drugs (narcotic or nonnarcotic), including alcohol;
(2) Regular attendance at the clinic;
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(3) Attendance at a licensed or approved treatment program for rehabilitative services (e.g.,
programs are considered approved when licensed or approved in accordance with Iowa Code chapter
125);

(4) Absence of recent criminal activity;
(5) Stable home environment and social relationships;
(6) Active employment or participation in school or similar responsible activities related to

employment, education or vocation; and
(7) Assurance that medication can be safely transported and stored by the patient for the patient’s

own use.
b. Prior to granting take-home privileges, the program physician shall document in the patient’s

case record that all the above criteria have been considered and that, in the physician’s professional
judgment, the risk of diversion or abuse is outweighed by the rehabilitative benefits to be derived.

c. If the patient meets the above criteria, the patient may receive take-home medication according
to the following guidelines:

(1) During the first 90 days of treatment, the take-home supply is limited to a single dose each
week;

(2) During the second 90 days of treatment, the take-home supply is limited to two doses per week;
(3) During the third 90 days of treatment, the take-home supply is limited to three doses per week;
(4) In the remaining months of the first year, a patient may be given a maximum six-day supply of

take-home medication;
(5) After one year of continuous treatment, a patient may be given a maximum two-week supply

of take-home medication;
(6) After two years of continuous treatment, a patient may be given a maximum one-month supply

of take-home medication; and
(7) Take-home medication shall not be dispensed to patients in interim maintenance treatment or

detoxification.
d. If a patient is unable to conform to the applicable mandatory schedule, a revised schedule

may be permitted provided that the program receives an exception to these rules from the division and
SAMHSA, when applicable. A copy of the written exception shall be placed in the patient’s case record.
The division will consider exceptions only in unusual circumstances. When a program is applying for
less frequent pickups for patients, approval will be based on considerations in addition to distance if
another program exists within 25 miles of the patient’s residence.

e. Should a patient receiving take-home medication provide a drug screen that is confirmed either
positive for substances or negative for the prescribed medication, the program shall ensure that, when
test results are used, presumptive laboratory results are distinguished from results that are definitive.

(1) The program physician shall place the patient on three months’ probation, as defined by the
program, or increase the patient’s frequency of clinic dosing after considering the patient’s overall
progress and length of involvement in the program.

(2) Should the patient provide a drug screen that is positive for substances or negative for
medication during a period of probation, the program physician shall increase the patient’s frequency of
clinic attendance for dosage pickup for at least three months. If after the three-month period the patient
meets the eligibility criteria, the patient may return to the previous take-home schedule.

f. Take-home or unsupervised dosages of medication in excess of 100 milligrams may be
dispensed by the program physician when the need for those dosages is carefully reviewed and
considered and justified in the patient’s case record based on the physician’s clinical judgment.

155.35(10) Drug testing. Each program shall establish policies and procedures for the collection of
drug-screening specimens and utilization of results.

a. The program shall ensure that an initial drug-screening test or analysis is completed for each
prospective patient and that at least eight additional random tests or analyses are performed on each
patient during the patient’s first year in maintenance treatment and that at least quarterly random tests
or analyses are performed on each patient in maintenance treatment for each subsequent year. When
a sample is collected from each patient for such a test or analysis, it shall be done in a manner that

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/125.pdf
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minimizes opportunity for falsification. Each test or analysis shall be analyzed for opiates, methadone,
amphetamines, cocaine, and barbiturates. In addition, if any other drug or drugs have been determined
by a program to be abused in that program’s locality, or as otherwise indicated, each test or analysis must
be analyzed for any of those drugs as well. Any laboratory that performs the testing required under this
rule shall be in compliance with all applicable federal proficiency testing and licensing standards and all
applicable state standards.

b. The program shall ensure that test results are not used as the sole criterion to force a patient
out of treatment but are used as a guide to change treatment approaches. The program shall also ensure
that when test results are used, presumptive laboratory results are distinguished from results that are
definitive.

155.35(11) Diversion prevention plan.
a. The program shall develop a diversion identification and prevention plan that:
(1) Outlines the methods by which the program shall detect possible diversion of take-home

medication; and
(2) Describes the actions to be taken when diversion is identified or suspected.
b. The program shall establish and implement proactive procedures to reduce the likelihood or

possibility of diversion.
155.35(12) Interim maintenance treatment.
a. An approved program may offer interim maintenance treatment when, due to capacity, the

program cannot place the patient in a program offering comprehensive services within 14 days of the
patient’s application for admission.

b. An approved program may provide interim maintenance treatment only if the program also
provides comprehensive maintenance treatment to which interim maintenance treatment patients may
be transferred.

c. Interim maintenance treatment program approval.
(1) Before a public or nonprofit private narcotic treatment program may provide interim

maintenance treatment:
1. The program must receive approval of both the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the

division of behavioral health; and
2. The program director must certify that the program seeking such authorization is unable to

place patients in a public or private nonprofit program within a reasonable geographic area within 14
days of the patient’s application for admission and that interim maintenance treatment will not reduce
the capacity of the program’s comprehensive maintenance treatment.

(2) Patients admitted to interim maintenance treatment shall be transferred to comprehensive
maintenance treatment within 120 days of admission.

d. Minimum standards for interim maintenance treatment. The program may admit a patient who
is eligible for comprehensive maintenance treatment to interim maintenance treatment if the patient
cannot be placed in a public or private nonprofit comprehensive program within a reasonable geographic
area and within 14 days of application for services. An initial drug screen and at least two other drug
screens shall be taken from the patient during the maximum admission period of 120 days. A program
shall establish and follow reasonable criteria for determining the transfer of patients to comprehensive
maintenance treatment. These transfer criteria shall be in writing and available for inspection and shall
include at a minimum a preference for the transfer of pregnant patients. Interim maintenance shall be
conducted in accordance with all applicable federal regulations and state rules. The program shall notify
the division when a patient begins interim treatment, when a patient leaves interim treatment, and when
a patient transfers to comprehensive maintenance treatment. Such notifications shall be documented by
the program in the patient’s case record. All requirements for comprehensive maintenance treatment
apply to interim maintenance treatment, with the following exceptions:

(1) The medication is required to be administered daily under observation;
(2) Take-home medication is not allowed;
(3) Initial and comprehensive treatment plans are not required;
(4) A primary counselor is not required to be assigned to the patient; and
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(5) Interim maintenance treatment cannot be provided for longer than 120 days in any 12-month
period.

155.35(13) Accreditation. All opioid treatment programs shall obtain and retain accreditation by a
recognized national accreditation organization. The national accreditation bodies currently recognized
as meeting committee criteria are:

a. The Joint Commission.
b. The Council on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF).
c. The Council on Accreditation of Children and Family Services (COA).
d. The American Osteopathic Association (AOA).

[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

TUBERCULOSIS (TB) SCREENING: HEALTH CARE WORKERS AND RESIDENTS

641—155.36(125,135) Purpose. The purpose of these rules is to outline procedures for conducting
tuberculosis (TB) screening for health care workers and residents at substance use disorder and problem
gambling treatment program facilities. Facilities will need to conduct a risk assessment to determine the
risk classification of the facility and to identify appropriate screening criteria. The screening criteria are
consistent with those of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), TB Elimination
Division, as outlined in the MMWRDecember 30, 2005/Vol. 54/No. RR-17, “Guidelines for Preventing
the Transmission of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in Health-Care Settings, 2005.”
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.37(125,135) Definitions. For the purpose of these rules, the following definitions shall apply:
“Bacille Calmette-Guerin (BCG) vaccination” means a vaccine for TB. BCG is used in many

countries with a high prevalence of TB to prevent childhood tuberculosis meningitis and military
disease. BCG is not generally recommended for use in the United States because of the low risk of
infection with Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the variable effectiveness of the vaccine against adult
pulmonary TB, and the vaccine’s potential interference with tuberculin skin test reactivity.

“Baseline TB screening” means the screening of staff and residents for latent tuberculosis infection
(LTBI) and TB disease at the beginning of employment or upon admission to a facility. Baseline TB
screening includes a symptom screen for all staff and residents and tuberculin skin tests (TSTs) or
interferon-gamma release assay (IGRA) for Mycobacterium tuberculosis for those staff and residents
with previous negative test results for M. tuberculosis infection.

“Baseline TST” or “baseline IGRA” means the TST or IGRA, respectively, that is administered at
the beginning of employment to newly hired staff or upon admission to residents of facilities.

“Boosting” means a phenomenon in which a person has a negative TST (i.e., false-negative) result
years after infection with M. tuberculosis and then a positive subsequent TST result. The positive TST
result is caused by a boosted immune response of previous sensitivity rather than by a new infection
(false-positive TST conversion). Two-step testing reduces the likelihood of mistaking a boosted reaction
for a new infection.

“Extrapulmonary TB” means TB disease in any part of the body other than the lungs (e.g., kidney,
spine, or lymph nodes).

“Interferon-gamma release assay” or “IGRA” means a whole-blood test that can aid in diagnosing
Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection.

“Laryngeal TB” means a form of TB disease that involves the larynx and may be highly infectious.
“Latent TB infection” or “LTBI” means infection with M. tuberculosis without symptoms or signs

of disease having manifested.
“Mantoux method”means a skin test performed by intradermally injecting 0.1mL of purified protein

derivative (PPD) tuberculin solution into the volar or dorsal surface of the forearm.
“Pulmonary TB” means TB disease that occurs in the lung parenchyma, usually producing a cough

that lasts three weeks or longer. Pulmonary TB is usually infectious.
“Purified protein derivative (PPD) tuberculin”means amaterial used in diagnostic tests for detecting

infection with M. tuberculosis.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1926C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1926C.pdf
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“Risk classification” means the category on which the infection control team, or designated other,
determines the setting’s TB risk classification is based, as a result of the TB risk assessment.

“Serial screening” refers to TB screening performed at regular intervals following baseline TB
screening. Serial TB screening, also called annual or ongoing TB testing, consists of two components:
(1) assessing for current symptoms of active TB disease, and (2) testing for the presence of infection
with M. tuberculosis by administering either a TST or single IGRA.

“Symptom screen” means a procedure used during a clinical evaluation in which patients are asked
if they have experienced any departure from normal in function, appearance, or sensation related to TB
disease (e.g., cough).

“TB patient” means a person who had undiagnosed infectious pulmonary or laryngeal TB while
in the facility during the preceding year. “TB patient” does not include persons with LTBI (treated
or untreated), extrapulmonary TB disease, pulmonary, or laryngeal TB who have met criteria for
noninfectiousness.

“TB risk assessment” means an initial and ongoing evaluation of the risk for transmission of
M. tuberculosis in a particular health care setting.

“TB screening” means an administrative control measure in which evaluation for LTBI and TB
disease is performed through baseline and serial screening of staff and residents of facilities.

“TB screening plan” means a plan that facilities develop and implement that comprises four major
components: (1) baseline testing for M. tuberculosis infection, (2) serial testing for M. tuberculosis
infection, (3) serial screening for signs or symptoms of TB disease, and (4) TB training and education.

“Treatment for LTBI” means treatment that prevents the progression of M. tuberculosis infection
into TB disease.

“Tuberculin skin test” or “TST” means a diagnostic aid for finding M. tuberculosis infection. The
Mantoux method is the recommended method to be used for the TST.

“Tuberculosis” or “TB” means the namesake member organism of M. tuberculosis complex and
the most common causative infectious agent of TB disease in humans. In certain instances, the species
name refers to the entire M. tuberculosis complex, which includes M. bovis and M. african, M. microti,
M. canetti, M. caprae, and M. pinnipedii.

“Tuberculosis disease” or “TB disease” means a condition caused by infection with a member of
the M. tuberculosis complex that has progressed to causing clinical (manifesting symptoms or signs) or
subclinical (early stage of disease in which signs or symptoms are not present, but other indications of
disease activity are present) illness.

“Two-step tuberculin skin test” or “two-step TST” means the procedure used for the baseline skin
testing of persons who will receive serial TSTs to reduce the likelihood of mistaking a boosted reaction
for a new infection.
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

641—155.38(125,135) Tuberculosis screening of staff and residents.
155.38(1) TB risk assessment. Annually, each facility shall conduct a TB risk assessment to evaluate

the risk for transmission ofM. tuberculosis, regardless of whether a person with suspected or confirmed
TB disease is expected to be encountered in the facility. The TB risk assessment shall be utilized to
determine the types of administrative, environmental, and respiratory protection controls needed and
serves as an ongoing evaluation tool of the quality of TB infection control and for the identification of
needed improvements in infection control measures. The risk assessment shall include:

a. The community rate of TB,
b. The number of persons with infectious TB encountered in the facility, and
c. The speed with which persons with infectious TB are suspected, isolated, and evaluated to

determine if persons with infectious TB exposed staff or others in the facility. TB cases include persons
who had undiagnosed infectious pulmonary or laryngeal TB while in the facility during the preceding
year. This does not include persons with LTBI (treated or untreated), persons with extrapulmonary TB
disease, or persons with pulmonary or laryngeal TB who have met criteria for noninfectiousness.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1926C.pdf
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155.38(2) Facility risk classification. The infection control team or designated staff in a facility is
responsible for determining the type of risk classification of the facility. The facility risk classification
is used to determine the frequency of TB screening. The facility risk classification may change due to
an increase or decrease in the number of TB cases during the preceding year.

a. Types of risk classifications.
(1) “Low risk” means that a facility is one in which persons with active TB disease are not expected

to be encountered and in which exposure to TB is unlikely.
(2) “Medium risk”means that a facility is one inwhich health care workers will ormight be exposed

to persons with active TB disease or to clinical specimens that might contain M. tuberculosis.
(3) “Potential ongoing transmission” means that a facility is one in which there is evidence of

person-to-person transmission of M. tuberculosis. This classification is a temporary classification. If it
is determined that this classification applies to a facility, the facility shall consult with the department’s
TB control program.

b. Classification criteria—low risk.
(1) Inpatient settings with 200 or more beds: If a facility has fewer than six TB patients for the

preceding year, the facility shall be classified as low risk.
(2) Inpatient settings with fewer than 200 beds: If a facility has fewer than three TB patients for

the preceding year, the facility shall be classified as low risk.
(3) Outpatient, outreach, and home-based health care settings: If a facility has fewer than three TB

patients for the preceding year, the facility shall be classified as low risk.
c. Classification criteria—medium risk.
(1) Inpatient settings with 200 or more beds: If a facility has six or more TB patients for the

preceding year, the facility shall be classified as medium risk.
(2) Inpatient settings with fewer than 200 beds: If a facility has three or more TB patients for the

preceding year, the facility shall be classified as medium risk.
(3) Outpatient, outreach, and home-based health care settings: If a facility has three or more TB

patients for the preceding year, the facility shall be classified as medium risk.
d. Classification criteria—potential ongoing transmission. If evidence of ongoingM. tuberculosis

transmission exists at a facility, the facility shall be classified as potential ongoing transmission,
regardless of the facility’s previous classification.

155.38(3) Baseline TB screening procedures for facilities.
a. All facility staff members shall receive baseline TB screening upon hire. Baseline TB screening

consists of two components: (1) assessing for current symptoms of active TB disease and (2) using a
two-step TST or a single IGRA to test for infection with M. tuberculosis.

b. A staff member may begin working with patients after a negative TB symptom screen (i.e., no
symptoms of active TB disease) and a negative TST (i.e., first step) or a negative IGRA. The second
TST may be performed after the staff member starts working with patients.

c. A staff member with a new positive test result forM. tuberculosis infection (i.e., TST or IGRA)
shall receive one chest radiograph result to exclude TB disease. Repeat radiographs are not needed unless
symptoms or signs of TB disease develop or unless recommended by a clinician. Treatment for LTBI
should be considered in accordance with CDC guidelines.

d. A staff member with documentation of past positive test results (i.e., TST or IGRA) and
documentation of the results of a chest radiograph indicating no active disease, dated after the date of
the positive TST or IGRA test result, does not need another chest radiograph at the time of hire.

e. TB, TST or IGRA tests for M. tuberculosis infection do not need to be performed for staff
with a documented history of TB disease, documented previously positive test result forM. tuberculosis
infection, or documented completion of treatment for LTBI or TB disease. Documentation of a
previously positive test result for M. tuberculosis infection can be substituted for a baseline test result
if the documentation includes a recorded TST result in millimeters or IGRA result, including the
concentration of cytokine measured (e.g., interferon-gamma (IFN-g)). All other staff should undergo
baseline testing for M. tuberculosis infection to ensure that the test result on record in the setting has
been performed and measured using the recommended diagnostic procedures.
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f. A second TST is not needed if the staff member has a documented TST result from any time
during the previous 12 months. If a newly employed staff member has had a documented negative
TST result within the previous 12 months, a single TST can be administered in the new setting. This
additional TST represents the second stage of two-step testing. The second test decreases the possibility
that boosting on later testing will lead to incorrect suspicion of transmission of M. tuberculosis in the
setting.

g. Previous BCG vaccination is not a contraindication to having an IGRA, a TST or two-step
skin testing administered. Health care workers with previous BCG vaccination should receive
baseline and serial testing in the same manner as those without BCG vaccination. Evaluation of TST
reactions in persons vaccinated with BCG should be interpreted using the same criteria for those not
BCG-vaccinated. A health care worker’s history of BCG vaccination should be disregarded when
administering and interpreting TST results. Previous BCG vaccination does not cause a false-positive
IGRA test result.

155.38(4) Serial TB screening procedures for facilities.
a. Facilities classified as low risk. After baseline testing of staff for infection withM. tuberculosis,

additional TB screening of staff is not necessary unless an exposure to M. tuberculosis occurs.
b. Facilities classified as medium risk.
(1) After undergoing baseline testing for infection with M. tuberculosis, staff should receive

TB screening annually (i.e., symptom screen for all staff members and testing for infection with
M. tuberculosis for staff members with baseline negative test results).

(2) Staff members with a baseline positive or new positive test result forM. tuberculosis infection
or documentation of previous treatment for LTBI or TB disease shall receive one chest radiograph result
to exclude TB disease. Instead of participating in serial testing, staff should receive a symptom screen
annually. This screen should be accomplished by educating the staff about symptoms of TB disease and
instructing the staff members to report any such symptoms immediately to the occupational health unit.
Treatment for LTBI should be considered in accordance with CDC guidelines.

c. Facilities classified as potential ongoing transmission. Testing for infection with
M. tuberculosis may need to be performed every eight to ten weeks until lapses in infection control
have been corrected and no additional evidence of ongoing transmission is apparent. The potential
ongoing transmission classification should be used only as a temporary classification. This classification
warrants immediate investigation and corrective steps. After a determination that ongoing transmission
has ceased, the setting shall be reclassified as medium risk for a minimum of one year.

155.38(5) Screening of staff who transfer to other facilities.
a. Staff transferring from a low-risk facility to another low-risk facility. After a baseline result for

infection withM. tuberculosis is established and documented, serial testing forM. tuberculosis infection
is not necessary for staff transferring from a low-risk facility to another low-risk facility.

b. Staff transferring from a low-risk facility to a medium-risk facility. After a baseline result for
infection withM. tuberculosis is established and documented, annual TB screening, including a symptom
screen and TST or IGRA for persons with previously negative test results, should be performed for staff
transferring from a low-risk facility to a medium-risk facility.

155.38(6) Baseline TB screening procedures for residents of residential, inpatient, and halfway
house facilities.

a. TB screening is a formal procedure to evaluate residents for LTBI and TB disease. Baseline
TB screening consists of two components: (1) assessing for current symptoms of active TB disease and
(2) using a two-step TST or a single IGRA to test for infection with M. tuberculosis.

b. All residents shall be assessed for current symptoms of active TB disease upon admission.
Within 72 hours of a resident’s admission, baseline TB testing for infection shall be initiated unless
baseline TB testing occurred within three months prior to the resident’s admission.

c. Residents with a new positive test result forM. tuberculosis infection (i.e., TST or IGRA) shall
receive one chest radiograph result to exclude TB disease. Repeat radiographs are not needed unless
symptoms or signs of TB disease develop or unless recommended by a clinician.
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d. Residents with documentation of past positive test results (i.e., TST or IGRA) and
documentation of the results of a chest radiograph indicating no active disease, dated after the date of
the positive TST or IGRA test result, do not need another chest radiograph at the time of admission.

e. TB, TST or IGRA tests for M. tuberculosis infection do not need to be performed for
residents with a documented history of TB disease, a documented previously positive test result
for M. tuberculosis infection, or documented completion of treatment for LTBI or TB disease.
Documentation of a previously positive test result for M. tuberculosis infection can be substituted for a
baseline test result if the documentation includes a recorded TST result in millimeters or IGRA result,
including the concentration of cytokine measured (e.g., IFN-g). All other residents should undergo
baseline testing for M. tuberculosis infection to ensure that the test result on record in the setting has
been performed and measured using the recommended diagnostic procedures.

f. A second TST is not needed if the resident has a documented TST result from any time during
the previous 12 months. If a new resident has had a documented negative TST result within the previous
12 months, a single TST can be administered in the new setting. This additional TST represents the
second stage of two-step testing. The second test decreases the possibility that boosting on later testing
will lead to incorrect suspicion of transmission of M. tuberculosis in the setting.

g. After baseline TB screening is accomplished, serial TB screening of the residents is not
recommended.

155.38(7) Serial TB screening procedures for residents of residential, inpatient, and halfway house
facilities.

a. If a resident is discharged and readmitted to a facility and less than 12 months have passed since
the last TB screening, residents should receive a symptom screen upon readmittance. This screen should
be accomplished by educating the resident about symptoms of TB disease and instructing the resident
to report any such symptoms immediately to the infection control team or designated other staff. If
symptoms or signs of TB disease are documented, then a medical evaluation to include a chest X-ray to
rule out TB disease is required.

b. If a resident is discharged and readmitted to a facility and more than 12 months have passed
since the last TB screening, baseline TB screening should be repeated as outlined in subrule 155.38(6).
[ARC 1926C, IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code sections 125.13, 125.21 and 135.150.
[Filed emergency 3/20/78—published 4/5/78, effective 3/20/78]
[Filed 6/9/78, Notice 5/3/78—published 6/28/78, effective 8/2/78]1

[Filed 12/14/78, Notice 11/1/78—published 12/27/78, effective 1/31/79]
[Filed 9/26/80, Notice 7/9/80—published 10/15/80, effective 11/19/80]
[Filed 1/30/81, Notice 12/10/80—published 2/18/81, effective 3/25/81]
[Filed 5/22/81, Notice 3/18/81—published 6/10/81, effective 7/15/81]
[Filed 9/18/81, Notice 7/22/81—published 10/14/81, effective 11/18/81]
[Filed 11/20/81, Notice 8/19/81—published 12/9/81, effective 1/13/82]
[Filed 11/20/81, Notice 10/14/81—published 12/9/81, effective 1/13/82]

[Filed emergency 3/26/82—published 4/14/82, effective 3/26/82]
[Filed 3/26/82, Notice 1/6/82—published 4/14/82, effective 5/19/82]

[Filed 9/24/82, Notice 6/23/82—published 10/13/82, effective 11/17/82]
[Filed 11/18/82, Notice 10/13/82—published 12/8/82, effective 1/12/83]
[Filed 6/2/83, Notice 4/13/83—published 6/22/83, effective 7/27/83]
[Filed emergency 7/27/84—published 8/15/84, effective 7/27/84]

[Filed 10/19/84, Notice 8/15/84—published 11/7/84, effective 12/12/84]
[Filed 9/20/85, Notice 6/19/85—published 10/9/85, effective 11/13/85]

[Filed emergency 2/21/86—published 3/12/86, effective 2/21/86]
[Filed 5/30/86, Notice 3/12/86—published 6/18/86, effective 7/23/86]
[Filed emergency 6/26/87—published 7/15/87, effective 6/26/87]

[Filed 7/8/88, Notice 3/23/88—published 7/27/88, effective 8/31/88]
[Filed 10/28/88, Notice 8/10/88—published 11/16/88, effective 12/21/88]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.155.38.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1926C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/125.13.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/125.21.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/135.150.pdf
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[Filed 7/2/93, Notice 4/14/93—published 7/21/93, effective 8/25/93]
[Filed 2/25/94, Notice 9/29/93—published 3/16/94, effective 4/20/94]2

[Filed emergency 6/24/94—published 7/20/94, effective 6/24/94]
[Filed 8/25/95, Notice 6/7/95—published 9/13/95, effective 10/18/95]
[Filed 9/8/95, Notice 5/24/95—published 9/27/95, effective 11/1/95]
[Filed 3/6/98, Notice 11/19/97—published 3/25/98, effective 4/29/98]
[Filed 12/20/00, Notice 8/9/00—published 1/10/01, effective 2/14/01]
[Filed 6/22/01, Notice 3/21/01—published 7/11/01, effective 8/15/01]
[Filed 8/29/02, Notice 6/26/02—published 9/18/02, effective 10/23/02]
[Filed 3/9/06, Notice 2/1/06—published 3/29/06, effective 5/3/06]

[Filed Emergency After Notice ARC 8792B (Notice ARC 8628B, IAB 3/24/10), IAB 6/2/10, effective
7/1/10]

[Filed ARC 9534B (Notice ARC 9436B, IAB 3/23/11), IAB 6/1/11, effective 7/6/11]
[Filed ARC 9774B (Notice ARC 9638B, IAB 7/27/11), IAB 10/5/11, effective 11/9/11]
[Filed ARC 0365C (Notice ARC 0227C, IAB 7/25/12), IAB 10/3/12, effective 11/7/12]

[Filed ARC 1926C (Notice ARC 1745C, IAB 12/10/14; Amended Notice ARC 1814C, IAB 1/7/15),
IAB 4/1/15, effective 5/6/15]

[Filed ARC 4706C (Notice ARC 4541C, IAB 7/17/19), IAB 10/9/19, effective 11/13/19]
[Filed ARC 5334C (Notice ARC 5196C, IAB 9/23/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

1 Effective date of Ch 3 delayed by the Administrative Rules Review Committee 70 days from 8/2/78.
Delay suspended by the Administrative Rules Review Committee at their meeting held on 9/11/78.

2 Effective date of 643—3.35(125) delayed 70 days by the Administrative Rules Review Committee at its meeting held April 11,
1994; on June 15, 1994, the Committee voted to delay the rule until adjournment of the 1995 General Assembly.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8792B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/8628B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9534B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9436B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9774B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/9638B.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0365C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/0227C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1926C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1745C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/1814C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4706C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4541C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5334C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5196C.pdf
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CHAPTER 178
WAIVERS OF PUBLIC HEALTH
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES

641—178.1(17A,135) Waivers.
178.1(1) Definition. For purposes of this chapter, “a waiver ” means action by the department that

suspends, in whole or in part, the requirements or provisions of a rule as applied to an identified person
on the basis of the particular circumstances of that person.

178.1(2) Scope. This rule outlines generally applicable standards and a uniform process for the
granting of an individual waiver from a rule adopted by the department in situations where no other
more specifically applicable law provides for a waiver. To the extent another more specific provision of
law governs the issuance of a waiver from a particular rule, the more specific provision shall supersede
this rule with respect to any waiver from that rule.

178.1(3) Applicability. The department may only grant a waiver from a rule if the department has
jurisdiction over the rule and the requested waiver is consistent with applicable statutes, constitutional
provisions, or other provisions of law. The department may not waive requirements created or duties
imposed by statute.

178.1(4) Criteria for waiver. In response to a petition completed pursuant to subrule 178.1(6), the
department may in its sole discretion issue an order waiving in whole or in part the requirements of a
rule if the department finds, based on clear and convincing evidence, all of the following:

a. The application of the rule would impose an undue hardship on the person for whom the waiver
is requested;

b. The waiver from the requirements of the rule in the specific case would not prejudice the
substantial legal rights of any person;

c. The provisions of the rule subject to the petition for a waiver are not specifically mandated by
statute or another provision of law; and

d. Substantially equal protection of public health, safety, and welfare will be afforded by a means
other than that prescribed in the particular rule for which the waiver is requested.

178.1(5) Filing of petition. A petition for a waiver must be submitted in writing to the department
as follows:

a. Application for license, registration, certification, or permit. If the petition relates to an
application for license, registration, certification, or permit, the petition shall be made in accordance
with the filing requirements for the application in question.

b. Contested cases. If the petition relates to a pending contested case, the petition shall be filed in
the contested case proceeding, using the caption of the contested case.

c. Other. If the petition does not relate to an application or a pending contested case, the petition
may be submitted to the department director.

d. A petition is deemed filed when it is received at the department’s office. A petition should be
sent to the Department of Public Health, Lucas State Office Building, 321 E. 12th Street, Des Moines,
Iowa 50319. The petition must be typewritten or legibly handwritten in ink and substantially conform
to the form specified in 641—178.2(17A,135).

178.1(6) Content of petition. A petition for waiver shall include the following information where
applicable and known to the requester:

a. The name, address, and telephone number of the person for whom a waiver is being requested
and a reference to any related contested case. The petition shall also include the name, address, and
telephone number of the petitioner’s legal representative, if applicable, and a statement indicating the
person to whom communications concerning the petition should be directed.

b. A description and citation of the specific rule from which a waiver is requested.
c. The specific waiver requested, including the precise scope and duration.
d. The relevant facts that the petitioner believes would justify a waiver under each of the four

criteria described in subrule 178.1(4). This statement shall include a signed statement from the petitioner

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.178.1.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.178.2.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.178.1.pdf
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attesting to the accuracy of the facts provided in the petition and a statement of reasons that the petitioner
believes will justify a waiver.

e. A history of any prior contacts between the department and the petitioner relating to the
regulated activity, license, registration, certification, or permit affected by the proposed waiver,
including a description of each affected license, registration, certification, or permit held by the
requester, any formal charges filed, any notices of violation, contested case hearings, or investigations
relating to the regulated activity, license, registration, certification or permit.

f. Any information known to the requester regarding the department’s action in similar
circumstances.

g. The name, address, and telephone number of any public agency or political subdivision that
also regulates the activity in question or that might be affected by the granting of a waiver.

h. The name, address, and telephone number of any person who would be adversely affected by
the granting of the petition.

i. The name, address, and telephone number of any person with knowledge of the relevant facts
relating to the proposed waiver.

j. Signed releases of information authorizing persons with knowledge regarding the request to
furnish the department with information relevant to the waiver.

178.1(7) Additional information. Prior to issuing an order granting or denying a waiver, the
department may request additional information from the petitioner relative to the petition and
surrounding circumstances. If the petition was not filed in a contested case, the department may, on
its own motion or at the petitioner’s request, schedule a telephonic or in-person meeting between the
petitioner and the department director or the director’s designee.

178.1(8) Notice. The department shall acknowledge a petition upon receipt. Except where otherwise
provided by law, every petition shall be served by the petitioner upon each of the parties of record of
the proceeding and on all other persons identified in the petition for waiver as affected by the petition,
simultaneously with the filing. The petitioner shall serve the notice on all persons to whom notice is
required by any provision of law and provide a written statement to the department attesting that notice
has been provided. In addition, the department may give notice to other persons.

178.1(9) Hearing procedures. The provisions of Iowa Code sections 17A.10 to 17A.18A regarding
contested case hearings shall apply to any petition for a waiver filed within a contested case. A person
who objects to a denial of a waiver in proceedings other than a contested case hearing may make an
informal appearance before the department director, or the director’s designee, to request reconsideration.

178.1(10) Ruling. An order granting or denying a waiver shall be in writing and shall contain a
reference to the particular person and rule or portion thereof to which the order pertains, a statement of
the relevant facts and reasons upon which the action is based, and a description of the precise scope and
duration of the waiver if one is issued.

a. Department discretion. The final decision on whether the circumstances justify the granting
of a waiver shall be made at the sole discretion of the department upon consideration of all relevant
factors. Each petition for a waiver shall be evaluated by the department based on the unique, individual
circumstances set out in the petition.

b. Burden of persuasion. The burden of persuasion rests with the petitioner to demonstrate by
clear and convincing evidence that the department should exercise its discretion to grant a waiver from
a department rule.

c. Narrowly tailored exception. A waiver, if granted, shall provide the narrowest exception
possible to the provisions of a rule.

d. Administrative deadlines. When the rule from which a waiver is sought establishes
administrative deadlines, the department shall balance the special individual circumstances of the
petitioner with the overall goal of uniform treatment of all similarly situated persons.

e. Conditions. The department may place any condition on a waiver that the department finds
desirable to protect the public health, safety, and welfare.

f. Time period of waiver. A waiver shall not be permanent unless the petitioner can show that a
temporary waiver would be impracticable. If a temporary waiver is granted, there is no automatic right

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.10-18A.pdf
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to renewal. At the sole discretion of the department, a waiver may be renewed if the department finds
that grounds for a waiver continue to exist.

g. Time for ruling. The department shall grant or deny a petition for a waiver as soon as practicable
but, in any event, shall do so within 120 days of its receipt unless the petitioner agrees to a later date.
However, if a petition is filed in a contested case, the department shall grant or deny the petition no later
than the time at which the final decision in that contested case is issued.

h. When deemed denied. Failure of the department to grant or deny a petition within the required
time period shall be deemed a denial of that petition by the department. However, the department shall
remain responsible for issuing an order denying a waiver.

i. Service of order. Within seven days of its issuance, any order issued under this rule shall be
transmitted to the petitioner or the person to whom the order pertains and to any other person entitled to
such notice by any provision of law.

178.1(11) Public availability. All orders granting or denying awaiver petition shall be indexed, filed,
and available for public inspection as provided in Iowa Code section 17A.3. Petitions for a waiver and
orders granting or denying a waiver petition are public records under Iowa Code chapter 22. Some
petitions or orders may contain information the department is authorized or required to keep confidential.
The department may accordingly redact confidential information from petitions or orders prior to public
inspection.

178.1(12) Summary reports. When the department grants a waiver, the department shall submit
to the designated Internet site, within 60 days of the waiver decision, the following information:
identification of the rules for which a waiver has been granted or denied, the number of times a waiver
was granted or denied for each rule, a citation to the statutory provisions implemented by these rules,
and a general summary of the reasons justifying the department’s actions on waiver requests. If
practicable, the report shall include information detailing the extent to which the granting of a waiver
has affected the general applicability of the rule itself.

178.1(13) Cancellation of a waiver. A waiver issued by the department pursuant to this rule may be
withdrawn, canceled, or modified if, after appropriate notice and hearing, the department issues an order
finding any of the following:

a. The petitioner or the person who was the subject of the waiver order withheld or misrepresented
material facts relevant to the propriety or desirability of the waiver; or

b. The alternative means for ensuring that the public health, safety and welfare will be adequately
protected after issuance of the waiver order have been insufficient; or

c. The subject of the waiver order has failed to comply with all conditions contained in the order.
178.1(14) Violations. A violation of a condition in a waiver order shall be treated as a violation of

the particular rule for which the waiver was granted. As a result, the recipient of a waiver under this rule
who violates a condition of the waiver may be subject to the same remedies or penalties as a person who
violates the rule at issue.

178.1(15) Defense. After the department issues an order granting a waiver, the order is a defense
within its terms and the specific facts indicated therein only for the person to whom the order pertains in
any proceeding in which the rule in question is sought to be invoked.

178.1(16) Judicial review. Judicial review of the department’s decision to grant or deny a waiver
petition may be taken in accordance with Iowa Code chapter 17A.
[ARC 5334C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

641—178.2(17A,135) Sample petition for waiver. A petition for waiver filed in accordance with
641—178.1(17A,135) must meet the requirements specified therein and must substantially conform to
the following form:

BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Petition by (name of petitioner) for the
waiver of (insert rule citation)
relating to (insert the subject matter). } PETITION FOR

WAIVER

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.3.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/22.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/17A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5334C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/641.178.1.pdf
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1. Provide petitioner’s (person asking for a waiver) name, address, and telephone number. Also
include the name, address, and telephone number of the petitioner’s legal representative, if applicable,
and a statement indicating the person to whom communications concerning the petition should be
directed.

2. Describe and cite the specific rule from which a waiver is requested.
3. Describe the specific waiver requested, including the precise scope and time period for which

the waiver will extend.
4. Explain the relevant facts and reasons that the petitioner believes justify a waiver. Include in

your answer all of the following:
a. Why applying the rule would result in undue hardship to the petitioner;
b. Why waiving the rule would not prejudice the substantial legal rights of any person;
c. Whether the provisions of the rule subject to the waiver are specifically mandated by statute or

another provision of law; and
d. How substantially equal protection of public health, safety, and welfare will be afforded by a

means other than that prescribed in the particular rule for which the waiver is requested.
5. Provide a history of any prior contacts between the department and petitioner relating to the

regulated activity, license, registration, certification or permit that would be affected by the waiver.
Include a description of each affected license, registration, certification, or permit held by the petitioner,
any formal charges filed, any notices of violation, any contested case hearings held, or any investigations
related to the regulated activity, license, registration, certification, or permit.

6. Provide information known to the petitioner regarding the department’s action in similar
circumstances.

7. Provide the name, address, and telephone number of any public agency or political subdivision
that also regulates the activity in question or that might be affected by the granting of the petition.

8. Provide the name, address, and telephone number of any person or entity that would be
adversely affected by the granting of the waiver.

9. Provide the name, address, and telephone number of any person with knowledge of the relevant
facts relating to the proposed waiver.

10. Provide signed releases of information authorizing persons with knowledge regarding the
request to furnish the department with information relevant to the waiver.
I hereby attest to the accuracy and truthfulness of the above information.

Petitioner’s signature Date

[ARC 5334C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]
These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code section 17A.9A and chapter 135.

[Filed 3/18/98, Notice 1/28/98—published 4/8/98, effective 5/13/98]
[Filed 5/10/01, Notice 2/21/01—published 5/30/01, effective 7/4/01]

[Filed ARC 5334C (Notice ARC 5196C, IAB 9/23/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5334C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/section/17A.9A.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/ico/chapter/135.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5334C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/5196C.pdf
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TITLE V
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

CHAPTER 25
CONTINUING EDUCATION

[Prior to 5/18/88, Dental Examiners, Board of[320]]

650—25.1(153) Definitions. For the purpose of this chapter, these definitions shall apply:
“Advisory committee”means a committee on continuing education formed to review and advise the

board with respect to applications for approval of sponsors or activities. The committee’s members shall
be appointed by the board and consist of at least one member of the board, two licensed dentists with
expertise in the area of professional continuing education, two licensed dental hygienists with expertise
in the area of professional continuing education, and two registered dental assistants with expertise in
the area of professional continuing education. The advisory committee on continuing education may
recommend approval or denial of applications or requests submitted to it pending final approval or
disapproval of the board at its next meeting.

“Board” means the dental board.
“Continuing dental education” consists of education activities designed to review existing concepts

and techniques and to update knowledge on advances in dental and medical sciences. The objective of
continuing dental education is to improve the knowledge, skills, and ability of the individual to deliver
the highest quality of service to the public and professions.

Continuing dental education should favorably enrich past dental education experiences. Programs
should make it possible for practitioners to attune dental practice to new knowledge as it becomes
available. All continuing dental education should strengthen the skills of critical inquiry, balanced
judgment and professional technique.

“Dental public health” is the science and art of preventing and controlling dental diseases and
promoting dental health through organized community efforts. It is that form of dental practice in
which the community serves as the patient rather than the individual. It is concerned with the dental
health education of the public, with applied dental research, with the administration of group dental
care programs, and with the prevention and control of dental diseases on a community basis.

“Hour of continuing education” means one unit of credit which shall be granted for each hour of
contact instruction and shall be designated as a “clock hour.” This credit shall apply to either academic
or clinical instruction.

“Licensee”means any personwho has been issued a certificate to practice dentistry or dental hygiene
in the state of Iowa.

“Opioid” means a drug that produces an agonist effect on opioid receptors and is indicated or used
for the treatment of pain.

“Registrant” means any person registered to practice as a dental assistant in the state of Iowa.
“Self-study activities” means the study of something by oneself, without direct supervision or

attendance in a class. “Self-study activities” may include Internet-based coursework, television
viewing, video programs, correspondence work or research, or computer programs that are interactive
and require branching, navigation, participation and decision making on the part of the viewer.
Internet-based webinars which include the involvement of an instructor and participants in real time
and which allow for communication with the instructor through messaging, telephone or other means
shall not be construed to be self-study activities.

“Sponsor”means a person, educational institution, or organization sponsoring continuing education
activities which has been approved by the board as a sponsor pursuant to these rules. During the time a
person, educational institution, or organization is an approved sponsor, all continuing education activities
of such person or organizationmay be deemed automatically approved provided the continuing education
activities meet the continuing education guidelines of the board.
[ARC 3489C, IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18; ARC 4409C, IAB 4/24/19, effective 5/29/19]

650—25.2(153) Continuing education administrative requirements.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3489C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/4409C.pdf
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25.2(1) Each person licensed to practice dentistry or dental hygiene in this state shall complete during
the biennium renewal period a minimum of 30 hours of continuing education approved by the board.

25.2(2) Each person registered to practice dental assisting in this state shall complete during the
biennium renewal period a minimum of 20 hours of continuing education approved by the board.

25.2(3) Each person who holds a qualification in dental radiography in this state shall complete
during the biennium renewal period a minimum of two hours of continuing education in the area of
dental radiography.

25.2(4) The continuing education compliance period shall be the 24-month period commencing
September 1 and ending on August 31 of the renewal cycle.

25.2(5) Hours of continuing education credit may be obtained by attending and participating in a
continuing education activity either previously approved by the board or which otherwise meets the
requirements herein and is approved by the board pursuant to rule 650—25.5(153).

25.2(6) It is the responsibility of each licensee or registrant to finance the costs of continuing
education.
[ARC 3489C, IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18]

650—25.3(153) Documentation of continuing education hours.
25.3(1) Every licensee or registrant shall maintain a record of all courses attended by keeping the

certificates of attendance for four years. The board reserves the right to require any licensee or registrant
to submit the certificates of attendance for the continuing education courses attended. If selected for
continuing education audit, the licensee or registrant shall file a signed continuing education form and
submit certificates or other evidence of attendance.

25.3(2) Licensees and registrants are responsible for obtaining proof of attendance forms when
attending courses. Clock hours must be verified by the sponsor with the issuance of proof of attendance
forms to the licensee or registrant.

25.3(3) Each licensee or registrant shall report the number of continuing education credit hours
completed during the current renewal cycle in compliance with this chapter. Such report shall be filed
with the board at the time of application for renewal of a dental or dental hygiene license or renewal of
dental assistant registration.

25.3(4) No carryover of credits from one biennial period to the next will be allowed.
[ARC 3489C, IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18]

650—25.4(153) Required continuing education courses.
25.4(1) The following courses are required for all licensees and registrants:
a. Mandatory reporter training for child abuse and dependent adult abuse.
b. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
c. Infection control.
d. Jurisprudence.
25.4(2) Mandatory reporter training for child abuse and dependent adult abuse.
a. Effective July 1, 2019, a licensee who regularly examines, attends, counsels or treats adults in

Iowa shall complete an initial two-hour dependent adult abuse mandatory reporter training course offered
by the department of human services within six months of employment, or prior to the expiration of a
current certificate. Completion of the initial training course results in two hours of continuing education
credit. Thereafter, all mandatory reporters shall take a one-hour recertification training every three years,
prior to the expiration of a current certificate. Completion of the recertification training results in one
hour of continuing education credit.

b. Effective July 1, 2019, a licensee who regularly examines, attends, counsels or treats children
in Iowa shall complete an initial two-hour child abuse mandatory reporter training course offered by the
department of human services within six months of employment, or prior to the expiration of a current
certificate. Completion of the initial training course results in two hours of continuing education credit.
Thereafter, all mandatory reporters shall take a one-hour recertification training every three years, prior
to the expiration of a current certificate. Completion of the recertification training results in one hour of
continuing education credit.

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/iac/rule/650.25.5.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3489C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/aco/arc/3489C.pdf
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25.4(3) Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). Licensees and registrants shall furnish evidence of
valid certification for CPR, which shall be credited toward the continuing education requirement for
renewal of the license, faculty permit or registration. Such evidence shall be filed at the time of renewal
of the license, faculty permit or registration. Valid certification means certification by an organization on
an annual basis or, if that certifying organization requires certification on a less frequent basis, evidence
that the licensee or registrant has been properly certified for each year covered by the renewal period. In
addition, the course must include a clinical component. Credit hours awarded for certification in CPR
shall not exceed three hours of required continuing education hours per biennium. Credit hours awarded
for certification in pediatric advanced life support (PALS) or advanced cardiac life support (ACLS) may
be claimed hour for hour.

25.4(4) Infection control. Beginning September 1, 2018, licensees and registrants shall complete
continuing education in the area of infection control. Licensees and registrants shall furnish evidence of
continuing education completed within the previous biennium in the area of infection control standards,
as required by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention of the United States Department of Health
and Human Services. Completion of continuing education in the area of infection control shall be
credited toward the required continuing education requirement in the renewal period during which it
was completed. A minimum of one hour shall be submitted.

25.4(5) Jurisprudence. Beginning September 1, 2018, licensees and registrants shall complete
continuing education in the area of Iowa jurisprudence related to the practice of dentistry, dental hygiene
and dental assisting. Licensees and registrants shall furnish evidence of continuing education completed
within the previous biennium in the area of Iowa jurisprudence. Completion of continuing education in
the area of Iowa jurisprudence shall be credited toward the required continuing education requirement
in the renewal period during which it was completed. A minimum of one hour shall be submitted.

25.4(6) The following is required for dentists only.
a. As a condition of license renewal, a licensed dentist who has prescribed opioids to a patient

during the biennium renewal period shall obtain a minimum of one hour of continuing education credit
on opioids. This training shall include guidelines for prescribing opioids, including recommendations
on limitations of dosages and the length of prescriptions, risk factors for abuse, and nonopioid and
nonpharmacological therapy options. This hour may count toward the 30 hours of continuing education
required for license renewal. The licensee shall maintain documentation of this hour, which may be
subject to audit. If the continuing education did not cover the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention guideline for prescribing opioids for chronic pain, the licensee shall read the guideline prior
to license renewal.

b. A licensed dentist who did not prescribe opioids during the biennium renewal period may attest
that the dentist is not subject to this requirement due to the fact that the dentist did not prescribe opioids
during the time period.
[ARC 3489C, IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18; ARC 4409C, IAB 4/24/19, effective 5/29/19; ARC 4846C, IAB 1/1/20, effective 2/5/20]

650—25.5(153) Acceptable programs and activities.
25.5(1) A continuing education activity shall be acceptable and not require board approval if it meets

the following criteria:
a. It constitutes an organized program of learning (including a workshop or symposium) which

contributes directly to the professional competency of the licensee or registrant and is of value to dentistry
and applicable to oral health care; and

b. It pertains to common subjects or other subject matters which relate to the practice of dentistry,
dental hygiene, or dental assisting which are intended to refresh and review, or update knowledge of new
or existing concepts and techniques, and enhance the dental health of the public; and

c. It is conducted by individuals who have sufficient special education, training and experience to
be considered experts concerning the subject matter of the program. The program must include a written
outline or manual that substantively pertains to the subject matter of the program.

25.5(2) Types of activities acceptable for continuing dental education credit may include:
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a. A dental science course that includes topics which address the clinical practice of dentistry,
dental hygiene, dental assisting and dental public health.

b. Courses in record keeping, medical conditions which may have an effect on oral health,
ergonomics related to clinical practice, HIPAA, risk management, sexual boundaries, communication
with patients, OSHA regulations, and the discontinuation of practice related to the transition of patient
care and patient records.

c. Sessions attended at a multiday convention-type meeting. A multiday convention-type meeting
is held at a national, state, or regional level and involves a variety of concurrent educational experiences
directly related to the practice of dentistry.

d. Postgraduate study relating to health sciences.
e. Successful completion of a recognized specialty examination or the Dental Assisting National

Board (DANB) examination.
f. Self-study activities.
g. Original presentation of continuing dental education courses.
h. Publication of scientific articles in professional journals related to dentistry, dental hygiene, or

dental assisting.
i. Delivery of volunteer dental services without compensation through a free clinic, the purpose

of which is the delivery of health care services to low-income or underserved individuals.
25.5(3) Credit may be given for other continuing education activities upon request and approval by

the board.
[ARC 3489C, IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18; ARC 5318C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

650—25.6(153) Unacceptable programs and activities.
25.6(1) Unacceptable subject matter and activity types include, but are not limited to, personal

development, business aspects of practice, business strategy, financial management, marketing, sales,
practice growth, personnel management, insurance, and collective bargaining. While desirable, those
subjects and activities are not applicable to dental skills, knowledge, and competence. Therefore, such
courses will receive no credit toward renewal. The board may deny credit for any course.

25.6(2) Inquiries relating to acceptability of continuing dental education activities, approval of
sponsors, or exemptions should be directed to Advisory Committee on Continuing Dental Education,
Iowa Dental Board, 400 S.W. 8th Street, Suite D, Des Moines, Iowa 50309-4687.
[ARC 3489C, IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18; ARC 5318C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

650—25.7(153) Prior approval of activities. A person or organization, other than an approved sponsor,
that desires prior approval for a course, program or other continuing education activity or that desires
to establish approval of the activity prior to attendance may apply for approval to the board, using
board-approved forms, at least 90 days in advance of the commencement of the activity. Within 90
days after receipt of such application, the board shall advise the licensee or registrant in writing whether
the activity is approved and the number of hours allowed. All requests may be reviewed by the advisory
committee on continuing education prior to final approval or denial by the board. An application fee
as specified in 650—Chapter 15 is required. Continuing education course approval shall be valid for a
period of five years following the date of board approval. Thereafter, courses may be resubmitted for
approval. Courses which clearly meet the criteria listed under acceptable programs and activities are not
required to be submitted for approval.
[ARC 3489C, IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18]

650—25.8(153) Postapproval of activities. A licensee or registrant seeking credit for attendance
and participation in an educational activity which was not conducted by an approved sponsor or
otherwise approved and which does not clearly meet the acceptable programs and activities listed in
rule 650—25.5(153) may apply for approval to the board using board-approved forms. Within 90 days
after receipt of such application, the board shall advise the licensee or registrant in writing whether the
activity is approved and the number of hours allowed. All requests may be reviewed by the advisory
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committee on continuing education prior to final approval or denial by the board. An application fee as
specified in 650—Chapter 15 is required.
[ARC 3489C, IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18]

650—25.9(153) Designation of continuing education hours. Continuing education hours shall be
determined by the length of a continuing education course in clock hours. For the purpose of calculating
continuing education hours for renewal of a license or registration, the following rules shall apply:

25.9(1) Attendance at a multiday convention.
a. Attendees at a multiday convention may receive a maximum of 1.5 hours of credit per day with

the maximum of six hours of credit allowed per biennium.
b. Sponsors of multiday conventions shall submit to the board for review and prior approval

guidelines for awarding credit for convention attendance.
25.9(2) Presenters or attendees of table clinics at a meeting.
a. Four hours of credit shall be allowed for presentation of an original table clinic at a meeting as

verified by the sponsor when the subject matter conforms with rule 650—25.5(153).
b. Attendees at the table clinic session of a dental, dental hygiene, or dental assisting meeting

shall receive two hours of credit as verified by the sponsor when the subject matter conforms with rule
650—25.5(153).

25.9(3) Postgraduate study relating to health sciences shall receive 15 credits per semester.
25.9(4) Successful completion of a specialty examination or the Dental Assisting National Board

(DANB) shall result in 15 hours of credit.
25.9(5) Self-study activities shall result in a maximum of 12 hours of continuing education credit

per biennium.
25.9(6) An original presentation of continuing dental education shall result in credit double that

which the participants receive. Additional credit will not be granted for the repeating of presentations
within the biennium. Credit is not given for teaching that represents part of the licensee’s or registrant’s
normal academic duties as a full-time or part-time faculty member or consultant.

25.9(7) Publication of scientific articles in professional journals related to dentistry, dental hygiene,
or dental assisting shall result in 5 hours of credit per article with the maximum of 20 hours allowed per
biennium.

25.9(8) Delivery of volunteer dental services in accordance with paragraph 25.5(2)“i” shall result in
one hour of continuing education credit for every three hours worked. Dentists and dental hygienists can
report a maximum of six hours of credit per biennium of volunteer dental services. Dental assistants can
report a maximum of four hours of credit per biennium of volunteer dental services. The volunteer hours
must be verified by the free clinic or the organization sponsoring the event where volunteer services are
provided.
[ARC 3489C, IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18; ARC 5318C, IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]

650—25.10(153) Extensions and exemptions.
25.10(1) Illness or disability. The board may, in individual cases involving physical disability or

illness, grant an exemption of the continuing education requirements or an extension of time within
which to fulfill the same or make the required reports. No exemption or extension of time shall be
granted unless written application is made on forms provided by the board and signed by the licensee or
registrant and a licensed health care professional. Extensions or exemptions of the continuing education
requirements may be granted by the board for any period of time not to exceed one calendar year. In the
event that the physical disability or illness upon which an exemption has been granted continues beyond
the period granted, the licensee or registrant must apply for an extension of the exemption. The board
may, as a condition of the exemption, require the applicant to make up a certain portion or all of the
continuing education requirements.

25.10(2) Other extensions or exemptions. Extensions or exemptions of continuing education
requirements will be considered by the board on an individual basis. Licensees or registrants will be
exempt from the continuing education requirements for:

a. Periods that the person serves honorably on active duty in the military services;
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b. Periods that the person practices the person’s profession in another state or district having a
continuing education requirement and the licensee or registrant meets all requirements of that state or
district for practice therein;

c. Periods that the person is a government employee working in the person’s licensed or registered
specialty and assigned to duty outside the United States;

d. Other periods of active practice and absence from the state approved by the board;
e. The current biennium renewal period, or portion thereof, following original issuance of the

license;
f. For dental assistants registered pursuant to rule 650—20.6(153), the current biennium renewal

period, or portion thereof, following original issuance of the registration.
[ARC 3489C, IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18; ARC 4676C, IAB 9/25/19, effective 10/30/19]

650—25.11(153) Exemptions for inactive practitioners. No continuing education hours are required
to renew a license or registration on inactive status until application for reactivation is made. A licensee
or registrant with a license or registration on inactive status is prohibited from practicing unless and until
the license or registration is restored to active status.
[ARC 3489C, IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18]

650—25.12(153) Approval of sponsors.
25.12(1) An organization or person which desires approval as a sponsor of courses, programs,

or other continuing education activities shall apply for approval to the board stating its education
history, including approximate dates, subjects offered, total hours of instruction presented, and names
and qualifications of instructors. All applications shall be reviewed by the advisory committee on
continuing education prior to final approval or denial by the board.

25.12(2) Prospective sponsors must apply to the board using approved forms in order to obtain
approved sponsor status. An application fee as specified in 650—Chapter 15 is required. Sponsors must
pay the biennial renewal fee as specified in 650—Chapter 15 and file a sponsor recertification record
report biennially.

25.12(3) The person or organization sponsoring continuing education activities shall make a written
record of the Iowa licensees or registrants in attendance, maintain the written record for a minimum of
five years, and submit the record upon the request of the board. The sponsor of the continuing education
activity shall also provide proof of attendance and the number of credit hours awarded to the licensee or
registrant who participates in the continuing education activity.

25.12(4) Sponsors must be formally organized and adhere to board rules for planning and providing
continuing dental education activities. Programs sponsored by individuals or institutions for commercial
or proprietary purposes, especially programs in which the speaker advertises or urges the use of any
particular dental product or appliance, may be recognized for credit on a prior-approval basis only. When
courses are promoted as approved continuing education courses which do not meet the requirements
as defined by the board, the sponsor will be required to refund the registration fee to the participants.
Approved sponsors may offer noncredit courses provided the participants have been informed that no
credit will be given. Failure to meet this requirement may result in loss of approved sponsor status.
[ARC 3489C, IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18]

650—25.13(153) Review of programs or sponsors. The board on its own motion or at the
recommendation of the advisory committee on continuing education may monitor or review any
continuing education program or sponsors already approved by the board. Upon evidence of a failure
to meet the requirements of rule 650—25.12(153), the board may revoke the approval status of the
sponsor. Upon evidence of significant variation in the program presented from the program approved,
the board may deny all or any part of the approved hours granted to the program. A provider that
wishes to appeal the board’s decision regarding revocation of approval status or denial of continuing
education credit shall file an appeal within 30 days of the board’s decision. A timely appeal shall initiate
a contested case proceeding. The contested case shall be conducted pursuant to Iowa Code chapter 17A
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and 650—Chapter 51. The written decision issued at the conclusion of a contested case hearing shall
be considered final agency action.
[ARC 3489C, IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18]

650—25.14(153) Noncompliance with continuing dental education requirements. It is the licensee’s
or registrant’s personal responsibility to comply with these rules. The license or registration of
individuals not complying with the continuing dental education rules may be subject to disciplinary
action by the board or nonrenewal of the license or registration.
[ARC 3489C, IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18]

650—25.15(153) Dental hygiene continuing education. The dental hygiene committee, in its
discretion, shall make recommendations to the board for approval or denial of requests pertaining to
dental hygiene education. The dental hygiene committee may utilize the continuing education advisory
committee as needed. The board’s review of the dental hygiene committee recommendation is subject
to 650—Chapter 1. The following items pertaining to dental hygiene shall be forwarded to the dental
hygiene committee for review.

1. Dental hygiene continuing education requirements and requests for approval of programs,
activities and sponsors.

2. Requests by dental hygienists for waivers, extensions and exemptions of the continuing
education requirements.

3. Requests for exemptions from inactive dental hygiene practitioners.
4. Requests for reinstatement from inactive dental hygiene practitioners.
5. Appeals of denial of dental hygiene continuing education and conduct of hearings as necessary.

[ARC 3489C, IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18]
These rules are intended to implement Iowa Code sections 147.10, 153.15A, and 153.39 and chapter

272C.
[Filed 8/23/78, Notice 6/28/78—published 9/20/78, effective 10/25/78]
[Filed emergency 12/16/83—published 1/4/84, effective 12/16/83]

[Filed emergency 2/24/84 after Notice 1/4/84—published 3/14/84, effective 2/24/84]
[Filed 12/12/85, Notice 9/11/85—published 1/1/86, effective 2/5/86]
[Filed 4/28/88, Notice 3/23/88—published 5/18/88, effective 6/22/88]
[Filed 3/16/90, Notice 12/27/89—published 4/4/90, effective 5/9/90]
[Filed 4/3/91, Notice 2/20/91—published 5/1/91, effective 6/5/91]

[Filed 1/29/93, Notice 11/25/92—published 2/17/93, effective 3/24/93]
[Filed 5/1/97, Notice 2/26/97—published 5/21/97, effective 6/25/97]

[Filed 10/17/97, Notice 8/13/97—published 11/5/97, effective 12/10/97]
[Filed 1/22/99, Notice 11/18/98—published 2/10/99, effective 3/17/99]
[Filed 4/29/99, Notice 3/24/99—published 5/19/99, effective 6/23/99]
[Filed 11/12/99, Notice 8/11/99—published 12/1/99, effective 1/5/00]

[Filed emergency 1/21/00—published 2/9/00, effective 1/21/00]
[Filed 10/23/00, Notice 8/9/00—published 11/15/00, effective 1/1/01]
[Filed 1/18/02, Notice 11/14/01—published 2/6/02, effective 3/13/02]
[Filed 1/18/02, Notice 11/14/01—published 2/6/02, effective 10/1/02]

[Filed emergency 6/21/02—published 7/10/02, effective 7/1/02]
[Filed without Notice 10/24/02—published 11/13/02, effective 12/18/02]
[Filed 7/1/04, Notice 5/12/04—published 7/21/04, effective 8/25/04]
[Filed 9/9/05, Notice 7/20/05—published 9/28/05, effective 11/2/05]
[Filed 4/6/06, Notice 2/15/06—published 4/26/06, effective 7/1/06]
[Filed 2/5/07, Notice 9/27/06—published 2/28/07, effective 4/4/07]
[Filed 2/5/07, Notice 11/22/06—published 2/28/07, effective 4/4/07]

[Filed ARC 8369B (Notice ARC 8044B, IAB 8/12/09), IAB 12/16/09, effective 1/20/10]
[Filed ARC 9218B (Notice ARC 8846B, IAB 6/16/10), IAB 11/3/10, effective 12/8/10]
[Filed ARC 0265C (Notice ARC 0128C, IAB 5/16/12), IAB 8/8/12, effective 9/12/12]
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[Filed ARC 3489C (Notice ARC 3157C, IAB 7/5/17), IAB 12/6/17, effective 1/10/18]
[Filed ARC 4409C (Notice ARC 4305C, IAB 2/13/19), IAB 4/24/19, effective 5/29/19]
[Filed ARC 4676C (Notice ARC 4424C, IAB 5/8/19), IAB 9/25/19, effective 10/30/19]
[Filed ARC 4846C (Notice ARC 4661C, IAB 9/25/19), IAB 1/1/20, effective 2/5/20]

[Filed ARC 5318C (Notice ARC 5193C, IAB 9/23/20), IAB 12/16/20, effective 1/20/21]
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